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The SPEAKER (Hon. J. E. Delzoppo) took the chair
at 2.06 p.m. and read the prayer.

PHOTOGRAPHING OF PROCEEDINGS
The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the house that I
have given pennission for still photographs to be
taken during question time todav. No additional
lighting or flashlights will be us~d.
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They are not my words. Thev were uttered on
18 May 1993 by the Honourable David White in
another place. When in opposition the former
Premier Joan Kimer said:
The government is to be congratulated on following
through on what I think was a very good process in the
setting up of the Casino Control Authority and the
careful, confidential process of its decision-making. I
have no quaerel with that.

Who said that? Joan Kimer!
Mr Thomson interjected.
Mr KENNETT - He is the guy who won the
Supreme Court prize for law. Say it again!
Mr Thomson interjected.

Crown Casino: bid
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to his comment in today's
Melboume Age that Victorians can be satisfied with
the integrity and independence of the selection
process for the caSInO and I ask: how does the
Premier reconcile that with the statement made last
night by Mr Jim Gallagher, the vice-president of
public relations for m Sheraton, that the Crown
consortium was allowed to raise its bid in the last
few days and that Sheraton was not given that
opportunity?
Mr KENNETT (Premier) - First of all, I welcome
the Leader of the Opposition back into the public
limelight. He has been hiding his bushel under a
light since last Friday! It is not surprising. He is a bit
like a startled rabbit. Up until last week the selection
of the preferred bidder for the casino had been
above politics and there had been a verv real sense
of bipartisanship in the recognition of the values of
this project to Victoria.
Mr Sandon - You're reading a prepared
statement!
Mr KENNETT - I had to give him the question!
He is so predictable! The integrity of the Victorian
Casino Control Authority and its members has been
sacrificed and publicly compromised by the
desperation of the Leader of the Opposition and
Mr David White in another place. I should like to
quote a few words that are not mine:
The Casino Control Authority is a sensible and
responsible body in which there is public confidence.

Mr KENNETT - He said we reported it
afterwards. So here we are. We are changing the
process and changing the argument every day
because this individual and Mr White in another
place are absolutely bereft of any policy or sense of
decency, as will be tested in another place at another
time.
Hav~ng now defamed two people in this community
outSide the house and having listed a whole range of
people who he thought had acted in a way that was
unbecoming, the Leader of the Opposition today has
come into the house with no new evidence but a
suggestion from, I think, a fonner vice-president of
public relations at lIT Sheraton.

\Vhat is he saying? He is saying that having
voluntarily entered into the process where they
wanted to be a tenderer, and automatically having
that number of applicants reduced to three and then
to two, they were in a situation like the other
tenderer, Crown Casino Ltd, which was able to
participate fully in concluding its bids, and let me
quote if I may - Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNETT - You are so desperate.
Mr Brumby interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! Question time cannot
be allowed to proceed with further questions across
the table. I ask the house to remain silent.
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Mr KENNETT - Ever since ITI failed to win this
bid it has been expressing concern about processnot something it expressed the day before or even to
me when I met with its representatives the day after,
and not during the process. I shall quote a further
letter from Mr John Richards who happens to be the
Chairman of the Victorian Casino and Gaming
Authority:
I am able to confirm - -

Mr Thomson interjected.
Mr KENNETT - 'The temporary Premier'? I am
a 'temporary Premier'? I have been here long
enough. You will have jumped into another
parliament in another house because you can't stand
it here and you don't want to be left the loser! I have
faced three opposition leaders over this table over
two years and I suspect the fourth is sitting
somewhere behind you now! Mr Richards said:
I am able to confirm that each of the final two
applicants was given a fair and equal opportunity to
vary its submission during the consultative evaluation
process. Indeed, both applicants were encouraged to do
so and both applicants did.

ITI simply missed out because, at the end of the
process, they were not as good as the other preferred
bidder.

has been above reproach. It has been supported by
the former government and by members of the
opposition since the election.
The people of Victoria will come to recognise that
while this group of individuals, together with the
Sunday Age, continue to be against everything this
state is on about, without one scintilla of evidence it
is not the credibility of the Victorian Casino Control
AuthOrity, the preferred applicants nor the
credibility of the government that is being called
into question - it is your credibility and particularly
that of the Leader of the OppOSition and the
Honourable David White in another place.

Infonnation technology outsourcing
contract
Mr PHILLIPS (Eltham) - Will the Minister for
Finance inform the house of the process followed in
the selection of the successful tenderer for the
information technology outsourcing contract for the
Public Transport Corporation and Vicroads?
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I thank
the honourable member for his question which
follows concern at the weekend when a leading
article on the front page of the Age quoted Mr David
Edwards, the Chief Executive Officer of the
Victorian Employers Chamber of Commerce and
Industry as having some doubt expressed to him
about a particular government contract.

Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr KENNETT - I wonder if you would say that
outside on the steps? Come on! This man here who
actually misleads the AA T to try to get
informa tion - The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the Premier to
ignore interjections and return to his answer to the
question.
Mr KENNETT - The people on the other side
have absolutely no information whatsoever. They
are continuing to attempt to slander, and we are
seeing that the public of Victoria is sick and tired of
an opposition that has nothing but personal abuse
and personalities rather than being able to offer
policies.
The Leader of the Opposition's leadership of the
ALP and that of David White is being condemned
roundly by this community simply because you
have shown yourself to be unable to offer anything
of substance to the people of Victoria. This process

The government contacted Mr Edwards to find out
which contract he was alluding to and was advised
by him that it was the contract for the outsourcing of
the information technology services for Vicroads
and the Public Transport Corporation. Mr Edwards
was then invited to go through the processes on
Monday-Mr Sandon interjected.
Mr Leighton - I bet he was!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Carrum and a few other members on
my left are causing me some concern at the moment.
I ask them to remain silent.
Mr I. W. SMITH - Let US explore how
Mr Edwards came to make a comment: in tactics
that are more characteristic of sleazy tabloids Shane
Green of the Age rang him up and invited him to
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express concern about cronyism generally and to
state whether or not he had reports from any
businesses of any particular difficulties with any
contracts. There was only one contract with which
he was able to regale Mr Green and that formed the
basis of Mr Green's article.
However, having gone through the processes which
have been excruciatingly proper and time
consuming - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The house is wasting its
own question time. I ask the house to come to order
and ask the honourable member for Keilor to cease
interjecting.
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write to the Leader of the Opposition and me in
these terms:
I was pleased to meet this morning with senior officers
from your department following the article in the Age
on October 7, which implied I had concerns over the
process used in the information technology outsourcing
contract for the Public Transport Corporation and
VicRoads.
The officers and consultants who had responsibility for
the tender process gave me a clear account of the
process used, and left me in no doubt about its probity
and integrity.
The process and controls were carefully - -

Mr Leighton interjected.
Mr I. W. SMITH - As a result, the following
facts need to be known. In order that the process of
contracting this outsourcing of IT - which is the
largest outsourcing of an IT contract by anyone in
the history of Australia - be done properly, it was
decided by the government that the matter should
be handled by the Department of Finance.
The then secretary of the department, Doug Thomas,
who has since retired but continues to be in charge
of this project, together with Bruce Williamsontwo people entrusted by the former government to
undertake very senior and serious responsibilities
and similarly entrusted by this government - set
about a process whereby seven groups of
sophisticated information technology companies
submitted their proposals to the tender board.
After a detailed and exhaustive process two final
bidders were then put through a process of
competitive bidding.
Mr Baker - But was it excruciating?
Mr I. W. SMITH - We will deal with you in a
moment, Sunshine! You have just alerted me to a
few things I will deal with shortly.
What then occurred was that this detailed, correct
and proper process of probity did not allow the
competitive bidders to know in any way, shape or
form the details of what the other was bidding. The
process has not been concluded, and Mr Edwards
did not realise that. Yesterday, when he was taken
through the various processes, he saw fit not only to
release a press release retracting his statements and
the misunderstandings created in the Age, but also to

Mr I. W. SMITH - I can understand the
honourable member for Preston not being interested.
The SPEAKER - Order! The minister should
ignore interjections. I ask him to conclude his
answer.
Mr I. W. SMITH - He is not interested in the
facts; don't let the facts spoil a bit of mud being
thrown about everywhere. The people in this
community are owed an honest explanation for
what should not have appeared dishonestly in the
newspaper on Saturday.
Mr Baker - Now you are excruciating.
The SPEAKER - Order! I could well echo the
words of the honourable member for Sunshine applied to him! I ask the Minister for Finance to
conclude his answer.
Mr I. W. SMITH - Mr Edwards continued in his
letter to me:
The purpose of my earlier reference to this contract was
not to question the probity of the tender process, but
rather to illustrate three points.
First, business, whether it wins or loses a contract,
cannot tolerate commercial in<onfidence documents
being made public.

And, indeed, they were not.
The threat by the opposition to have commercial
information made public could discourage business
from competing for government business.
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Second, business people will seek to make themselves
known to governments to establish the sort of trust that
is necessary in any business relationship. They do not
want public exposure of innocent business
relationships.
Third, the government through its tender process is
winning very competitively priced services from the
private sector to the benefit of taxpayers. The reality of
business with government is strong competition and
low margins.

Mr Edwards concludes by saying:
Thank you again for the opportunity to meet with your
officers and the chance to see at first-hand the probity
and thoroughness of the tender process.

There was no politician, no minister and no-one
standing over Mr Edwards to do this.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I must insist that the
minister conclude his answer.
Mr I. W. SMITH - For people like Shane Green
to be stalking leaders in our community and
misinterpreting the information they have been
given to make a name for themselves with
misleading headlines is nothing but pure scuttlebutt.
Their professionalism would be far better placed in
sleazy tabloids overseas.

Crown Casino: bid
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier again to his letter in today's Age in
relation to the casino licence. He states that:
Crown played a cooler hand than lIT. Crown did not
play its hand early.

How did the Crown consortium know its initial bid
was lower than Sheraton-Leighton's and that it
therefore needed to increase its bid?
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - What a sad, sad
reflection on an individual. For two weeks this man
has been walking around inside the house and
outside it defaming people and trying to create a
situation that clearly does not exist. He asks me now:
how do I know? Or how did Crown know? I have
no idea how Crown knew; I can only answer my
own question.

Tuesday, 11 October 1994

Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNETI - What is it? Oh, it's a letter.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition has already asked his question and I ask
that he listen to the answer.
Mr KENNETT - If one looks at the process and
if one looks at the article - I assume some parts
were factual on Sunday, given that Mr White and
Mark Forbes worked so closely together to put it
together - one understands that the complaint
being issued, which has been around for the past
few weeks, is that Crown somehow or other bid
more in the dying days or weeks of the bid. Is that
not correct?
Mr Thomson - Yes.
Mr KENNETT - Yes! Thank you. No wonder
you won the Supreme Court prize for law; a very
bright man! But does that therefore not imply,
equally, that Crown did not put the final bid as its
first bid. Is that also correct?
Mr Thomson - Yes.
Mr KENNEIT - Good, that is very good as well!
We will get there, but it will take a bit of time. 1hat
means that somewhere between the first bid and the
last bid Crown, as did rn, had the opportunity to
vary the bid in whole or in part. That is also correct.
That happens to be correct on the basis that both the
parties were given the opportunity to do that.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNETT - The Leader of the Opposition
inanely knocks in and says no.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNEIT - Who to? To you?
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNEIT - Now we know the opposition
is carrying fle bag for the party that simply did not
win the tender. That is what it is, isn't it?

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The house will come to
order. The Leader of the Opposition has asked his
question. Interjections and dialogue between the
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Premier and the Leader of the Opposition are
disorderly.
Mr KENNETI -It is quite clear now that this is
a campaign where the two losers in this state, the
ALP and the Sunday Age, and, of course, m, have
now come together to try to create doubt about
whether this contract was awarded properly. Both
parties at all times knew they had the opportunity to
vary their bids. That has been on the record for a
long period and is clearly known.
The very fact that the Crown consortium lifted its
bid at some stage - 1 do not know whether it was
days or weeks before, and the other mob mayor
mav not have lifted its bid - allowed Crown to be
the' preferred tenderer on a financial basis, and that
is something that ultimately had an influence in the
process that, in part, helped Crown win the bid,
unlike what happened in New South Wales. Here in
Victoria I think most people thought the m
consortium with its access to larger pools of money
was always favoured. In fact, 1 think another Age
journalist Sue Neales wrote a story before it was
handed down indicating that Crown's bid was
$80 million less than m's, or that was what was
suggested.

Mr THOMSON (Pascoe Vale) -On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, I put it to you that the Premier is
debating the question which was: how did the
Crown consortium know that its initial bid was
lower than Sheraton-Leighton? I put it to you that
the Premier is debating that question in breach of
standing order 127.1 ask you to draw him back to
the question.
Mr KENNElT (Premier) - I think I have
answered the question quite clearly. 1 have no idea
whether they knew or not. All I know, based on
what has been said in the papers over the past few
days, is that they increased-The SPEAKER - Order! On the point of
order,-Mr KENNElT - I am sorry, Mr Speaker, I shall
come back to the question when you have ruled.
The SPEAKER - Order! I do not uphold the
point of order. 1 believe the Premier's answer is in
order. 1 ask the Premier to conclude his answer.
Mr KENNElT - Where was I?
An Honourable Member - Getting warmed up!

As it turned out, the Australian bid came in, finished
the race stronger and was awarded the contract. In
New South Wales everyone thought Packer would
win. In fact, the other consortium came in home
stronger, lifted its bid and won.
The process followed has been a very good process.
The members of the casino authority are people of
the highest integrity appointed by the previous
government and now, the Leader of the Opposition,
based on the comments of the vice-president of
public relations for m, says he has a claim. Well,
Mr Brumby, you have proved yet again that you are
simply not up to the job of being Leader of the
Opposition!
Honourable Members - Hear, hear!
Mr KENNETI - You are wallowing in a pool of
slime, you have defamed people inside this house
and you have defamed people outside this house!

Mr KENNETT - All I know is that at some stage
it appears Crown has increased its bid, and there is
nothing wrong with that. Both parties had the same
opportunity. I can only say that members of the
opposition, particularly the Leader of the Opposition
and the Honourable Mr White in another place, have
proved yet again to this community by so abusing
this place that they are totally unfit both to occupy
positions of leadership and to be members of
Parliament. But fortunately they have made some of
their comments outside the house and will be held
to account for those.

Labor government: business deals
Mr ROWE (Cranboume) - I ask the Minister for
Finance to inform the house of the cost burden
imposed on the government and the Victorian
taxpayer as a result of business deals undertaken by
the previous government and in particular the
Honourable David White?

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition will remain silent.

Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - When I
heard the Honourable David White in another place
questioning the processes set in train by his
government, and the result set in train by his
government on the casirio, I began to wonder
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whether it was the saucepan calling the kettle black.
The honourable member on the back bench, now the
little ray of sunshine over there, has just reminded
me of a few things which I happen to have at my
disposal to enlighten the house.
An article in the Herald Sun of 16 JW1e 1993 refers to

the deal done by the Honourable Mr White when he
was Minister for Minerals and Energy and
responsible for the deal, and the honourable
member - now the honourable member for
Sunshine - is reported as saying:
But this is a special case. It's a rotten deal that goes
against the spirit of any honourable partnership
arrangement.

And in his usual spirit of correctness and
magnanimity, he is reported later on in the article as
referring to the Treasurer:
On his side of politics, Mr Stockdale has shown
considerable courage in seeking a fairer deal. He is
entitled to my support. And yours.

This is the sort of credibility we require in Her
Majesty's oppOSition.
Mr McNamara - Come on down!
Mr I. W. SMITH - It is not the sort of sleaze we
have been seeing over the past few days, which does
not do the opposition any credit. However, what did
this deal by the former Minister for Minerals and
Energy, the Honourable David White, cost? Well, in
round figures only $200 million a year - that is all!
And it keeps going! It is contracted into the
never-never!
I shall look at other things he was involved in, such
as the Hudson Conway Gas and Fuel building. In
order that there should be seen to be absolute
probity, and instead of this government dealing with
people whom it could be accused of giving favours
to, what has occurred? This matter has been referred
to the Supreme Court, and the claim by
Hudson Conway for this nice little throw-away deal
by the ex-Minister for Minerals and Energy,
Mr White, is an $108 million figure - that is what
the claim is! It is nothing much, just another
$108 million of funny money. I do not know where
the money tree is, the branches have been ripped off
it by the Labor Party long ago!
I shall now turn to another deal which involved the
Grocon building. ~:r White was advised by no-one
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less than a Mc Bubbers of the Australian Mutual
Provident Society, a well-known manager of
property investments, 'Hey, wait a minute, the cycle
is wrong! Don't go into this Grocon building' but no,
on Mr White went to create an empire to featherbed
the SEC people who worked in it with far better
conditions and more space than the rest of the public
service, at a liability of $646 million for one cnmuny
building down at the corner of William and Flinders
streets!
Fortunately the government has been able to
negotiate a far more favourable arrangement to
reduce the exposure of the taxpayers and the SEC
payers to that little nicety.

Mr White remembers the tactics of 1979 to 1982,
when you could heave mud all over the place, and if
you heaved enough, some of it stuck, and all the
land deals stuff that he went through stuck. What
did the opposition do when it was in government? It
was, 'Oh, land! Fantastic stuff!' and it sold it all at a
profit. What a hell of a deal that was, yet the Liberal
government was critidsed from 1979 to 1982 for
land deals that were neither imprudent nor shonky
because the former government made a profit out of
them!
Mr Sandon interjected.
Mr I. W. SMITH - Did you crow 'What a good
buy it was'? No, you did not crow what a good buy
it was! So what Mr White is trying to d o - Mr Sandon interjected.
Mr I. W. SMITH - I am not sure whether you
look like the rotten hollow log or something that is
found underneath it when it has rolled over!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order!
Mr Micallef - What is the difference between
you and a bucket of shit?
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member has used an unparliamentary expression. I
ask him to withdraw.
Mr MICALLEF (Springvale) - I withdraw
'bucket'.
The SPEAKER - Order! An unqualified
withdrawal please!
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Mr MICALLEF - And the rest of it too.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair does not
intend to allow the discussion or argument to go on
over the table between the honourable member for
Carrum and the minister. The minister has been
speaking for more than 5 minutes and I ask him to
finish his answer.

Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - What
Mr White is endeavouring to achieve is the same
political result that he achieved, or thought he did,
from 1979 to 1982 by throwing mud everywhere and
hoping some of it sticks.
The result of the allegations he was making from
1979 to 1982 brought the then government, after it
came to power in 1982, profits from the land deals.
He is endeavouring to employ the same sorts of
tactics, and I have just demonstrated what an
exorbitantly costly minister in three deals alone this
man was to the taxpayers. If one needs any further
references at all, one need only refer to the
comments made by the losing candidate for
Tullamarine, Mr Gavin, who said that a vote for
David White would be a disaster for the ALP in
Tullamarine and Victoria. Well, that is spelling it out
very clearly!
I have here' A message from rank and file party
members for parliamentary democracy' - in other
words Mr Gavin's supporters. It states:
David White would be the worst possible candidate to
contest a marginal seat. He would be a disaster for the
party in an election.

Mr DOLLIS -On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
there have been 4 questions in 32 minutes. Time
after time you have ruled that the minister conclude
his answer. He is defying you. If you are going to
exercise some authority in this house, pull him up.
The SPEAKER - Order! The time allotted for
questions is only a guide. The Chair does not have
the power to pull up a minister. The Chair has to
seek the minister's cooperation, which I do now. I
ask the Minister for Finance to conclude his answer.
Mr I. W. SMITH - In conclusion, and
condemned by the writings of his own followers, it
says in reference to Mr White:
His high-profile membership of the cabinet that dealt
with the State Bank, VEOC, Tricontinental and
Pyramid, and his own behaviour in the 1985 nurses

dispute would be a crippling burden for the party to
carry at the next election.

I need say no more, Mr Speaker.

Crown Casino: bid
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - Will
the Premier inform the house if the cabinet
subcommittee on the casino licence or any members
of the committee were briefed on the final two bids
during the period after the bids supposedly closed
on 16 August and before the decision on the
successful bidder was made?
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - The simple answer is
no. The cabinet subcommittee was establisned to
deal with those matters that were brought to the
attention of the Casino Control AuthOrity, issues
such as perimeters to deal with exclusivity, matters
of percentage share for government, et cetera, et
cetera - issues of that nature. None of the members
of the cabinet subcommittee at any stage spoke to
either of the parties during the process, nor did they
speak independently or collectively to the authority.
We actually came together, I think, on Sunday,
S September 1993 at the conclusion of a football
match in which Essendon beat Hawthorn. It was a
bad day.
At that stage we were informed who had won the
unanimous support from the casino authority. That
information was then relayed to the cabinet the next
day where the recommendation of the authority was
obviously backed. I think the release took place
some time around midday that day.
As I said, at all times the highest degree of probity
was adopted by members of the government, the
authority, and I also include the two final bidders
left in the race. They both expressed full confidence
in the process during the bidding phase. Both of
them had signed all the legal contracts between the
authority and the bidder on the assumption that
either one of them was going to be the preferred
tenderer, so they had gone through all the process at
great cost. They were happy with the process.
As I have said, this is an issue the opposition has
raised simply because it has no policy. It certainly
has no personality and ultimately no leadership or
vision whatsoever.
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Business confidence
Mr SPRY (Bellarine) - Will the Minister for
Industry and Employment inform the house of the
importance of business confidence in ensuring
economic recovery in Victoria, and in particular the
importance to business of the maintenance of the
highest level of commercial confidentiality in
dealings with government.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I thank the honourable member for
Bellarine for the question because it is yet another
indica tion in this house of members on the
government side with integrity and with a clear
commitment to the future development of this state.
In replying I take the opportunity of mentioning
some more good news for Victoria.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr GUDE - I can understand why the
honourable member for Footscray likes to parrot on;
he does not like to hear good news, but perhaps
other honourable members do.
Following the recent successes of the regional
headquarters of companies like Hella, Campbell's
and Oracle coming to Victoria I am in a position
today to advise the house that Chiquita Brand South
Pad fie, the region's leading fruit and vegetable
company, and indeed one of the largest in the world,
is bringing its headquarters to Melbourne. Chiquita
produces bananas, pineapples, mangoes, pawpaws,
kiwi fruit, avocados, berries and strawberries. It
owns one of the largest banana plantations in
northern Queensland and has a number of joint
ventures with the Australian fruit and vegetable
growers, wholesalers, brokers and transporters. It is
another shot in the arm for Victoria. The government
and I look forward to Mr Nigel Garrard, the newly
appointed managing director of this firm, and his
team coming from New Zealand to locate here in
Victoria.
One of the key reasons Chiquita is coming to
Victoria is as a consequence of the commitment of
the Kennett government to reinvigorate Victoria, to
reopen it for business. We have a clear strategy that
is being reflected in these sorts of investments. The
Premier announced two years ago the establishment
of Food Victoria and the work that he, the Minister
for Agriculture, and the honourable member for
Swan Hill and others have done in bringing together
and driving the energies of the food industry in this
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state into the international marketplace, is reflected
in yet another key investment.
Another feature of this decision is that this company
is the first to use the Advantage Melbourne
benchrnarking study that even the Leader of the
Opposition said was a good study. It demonstrates
that if you do your homework in this state and get
on with reinvigorating business, business will take
advantage of the opportunities.
What we also have today is more good news: we
have jobs, jobs, and indeed more jobs. The fact is that
while the Leader of the OppOSition worries about his
today, there are people out there who are interested
in their tomorrow. Today's ANZ job statistics
demonstrate that we have had another increment of
2.5 per cent over the previous month. TIlat
represents some 44.5 per cent increase compared
with the same period last year. I know that is not the
sort of news these people opposite want to hear, but
it is good news for VictOria, it is good news for
Victorians and it is reflective of the policies, the
integrity and the decency of this government and
the way it has brought probity and propriety to
government that was totally absent when the Guilty
Party was in government.
The Minister for Finance made it very clear earlier
just where the business community in this state sees
the Leader of the Opposition and that rabble behind
him. I do not know which one of them might
succeed him, if indeed there is one.
On the question of probity and integrity, one of the
more infamous failures of the state opposition - I
think it was the honourable member for Footscray in
his quest for dirty linen - was a pathetic attempt to
obtain grand prix documents when they had taken
the matter - -

Opposition members interjecting.
Mr GUDE - Just wait for it! When they had
taken the matter as far as they could in the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal, just listen to
Judge Warren Fagan's comment-The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair has some
difficulty relating the answer given by the minister
to the question. Perhaps the minister might like to
give an explanation.

Mr GUDE - I will happily clear that up for you,
Mr Speaker. The grand prix is about people wanting
to do business in Victoria. It is about getting some
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life into this state. It is about giving people an
opportunity in tourism and about people staying in
hotels. It is about probity and integrity. Judge
Warren Fagan said-Mr Pandazopoulos - Here comes the judge!
Mr GUDE - If you give your mouth a rest and
your ears a chance, you might learn something.
Judge Warren Fagan said:
For the tribunal to override genuine business
confidences reposed in the government of the state by
business, commercial or financial undertakings in the
kind of circumstances involved in this case would be to
maim the business arm of the state.

That is what Judge Warren Fagan said: it would
maim the business arm of this state. That is what the
opposition is on about. That is what their whole
process is about. Mr Speaker, I just pose these few
questions.
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Mr THOMSON (Pascoe Vale) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker - Mr Kennett - Don't you want the truth?
Mr THOMSON - Wait for it. The Premier is
reading from a document and I ask you, Mr Speaker,
to direct him to table it and make it available to the
house.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier is not
obliged to table the document, but he can make it
available to the house.
Mr KENNETI (Premier) -Question time is
almost over, I therefore seek permission to read the
letter into Hansard. Is leave granted?
Mr Thomson - Leave is granted.
Mr KENNETI - Thank you.
The letter states:

When will the Leader of the Opposition learn? Put
up or shut up, or better still, resign.

Crown Casino: bid
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to the fact that it was intended that
final bids for the casino licence would close on
16 August 1993. When were each of the final two
bidders advised that they could revise their bids
after that date?
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - What a puerile
question. How would I know? The one thing we
have been saying all the way through the process as has the Chairman of the Casino Control
AuthOrity -is that the government did not
participate in any of the processes; so I do not know
when they were asked.

The Hon Haddon Storey QC MLC
Minister for Gaming
Level 21, Rialto South Tower
525 Collins Street
Melbourne 3000
Dear Minister
I am concerned that recent events may impact on the
public confidence in the selection process followed by
the Victorian Casino Control AuthOrity and its
unanimous decision to select Crown Casino Limited as
the preferred applicant.
The VCCA, and this authority, have at all times
honoured the confidentiality of information received
from all applicants. I am therefore not prepared to
disclose details of the financial and other elements of
the applicants' proposals.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNETI - The Leader of the OppOSition
now asks me when did I know. I have said that I did
not know. Let me tell you what Mr Richards said.
He happens to be the Chairman of the Casino
Control AuthOrity, and he was appointed by youyou set up the process. You are aware that the
process - -

You are aware that the process was not a tender
process. It was a consultative selection process
involving an evaluation over an eight-month period of
submissions across a wide range of issues.
I am able to confirm that each of the final two
applicants was given a fair and equal opportunity to
vary its submission during the consultative evaluation
process. Indeed, both applicants were encouraged to do
so and both applicants did.
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I am also able to confirm that neither applicant was
given any indication of the financial or other elements
of other applicant's proposal nor were they given any
indication as to the relevant rankings of their respective
financial offers or design proposals. Both final
applicants were advised to use their own judgement to
determine what combination of financial offer, casino
and ancillary facilities and design factors would give
them the best chance of achieving selection as the
preferred applicant.
The three invited applicants lodged their proposals,
including a financial offer, on 30 April 1993.
On 15 June 1993, the two final applicants were invited
to proceed with the consultative evaluation process.
On 16 August 1993, both applicants lodged further
submissions.

I repeat:
On 16 August 1993, both applicants lodged further
submissions. Both applicants amended their April
financial offers.

I repeat:
Both applicants amended their April financial offers.
On 30 August 1993, both applicants made their final
submissions. Both applicants made minor revisions to
their 16 August financial offers.

I say again:
Both applicants made minor revisions to their
16 August financial offers.
The members of the authority, after carefully
considering the final submissions of both applicants on
all issues, unanimously decided to select Crown Casino
Ltd as the preferred applicant on 5 September 1993.
Melbourne Casino Ltd became the reserve applicant
and continued as such until 19 November 1993 when
the authority granted the Melbourne casino licence to
Crown Casino Ltd.
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30 August 1993 - only days before the final
selection was announced.
It clearly indicates that the Leader of the Opposition
and Mr White in another place, being so desperate to
throw mud and call the process into question, have
become the underbidders workhorse in expressing
their frustration at not winning. We understand
their frustration at not winning. When you go
through that process you are in it to win it, but there
can be only one winner. In continuing with this
charade the Leader of the Opposition and Mr White
will be seen for what they are.

You are not prepared to accept the processes set up
by your government. You are not prepared to accept
the integrity of those who sat in judgment on
applicants and who arrived at a decision. The
bottom line is that once again the Leader of the
Opposition, who continually tries to defame people
and call into question their integrity, has failed to
establish just one of the issues about which he is
asking questions today.
Your whole approach on this issue has been second
rate and you would be better advised - although it
is not up to me to give advice because we want you
to stay in your pOSition, we really want you to stay
there - to prove to the people of Victoria that you
and your colleagues have the capacity to be in
opposition if you ever want to be an alternative
government, and at the moment you have shown
again that you are not up to the task.

PETITION
The Clerk - I have received the following
petition for presentation to Parliament:

Sodomy
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
State of Victoria sheweth:
The act of anal intercourse or sodomy is:

Yours sincerely
J. c. Richards
Chairman

This letter clearly indicates that both applicants had

the opportunity to vary their submissions and both
applicants were varying their submissions until

a serious health hazard, almost always involving
anal and rectal damage;
the means of transmission of disease in about 90
per cent of HN / AIDS cases in Australia;
associated with a number of other serious diseases,
including hepatitis A, Band C, gonorrhoea and

PAPERS
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syphilis; described in the Bible as an 'abomination'
to God.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the Legislative
Assembly will:
pass a law to make the commission of sodomy
(anal intercourse) a criminal offence, to prevent
this serious health hazard from being promoted in
the media and educational institutions as a valid
form of sexual intercourse.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Tanner (44 signatures)
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Young Farmers' Finance Council- Report for the year
1993-94

The following proclamation fixing an operative date
was laid upon the Table by the Clerk pursuant to an
Order of the House dated 6 September 1994:
Occupational Health and Safetv Act 1985 - Item 53 in
Schedule Two on 1 October 1994 (Gazette No. 566, 29
September 1994)

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I desire to move, by leave:

Laid on table by Clerk:
Adult, Community and Further Education BoardReport for the year 1993-94
Board of Studies - Report for the year 1993-94
Electric Light and Power Act 1958 - Report for the
year 1993 of the Chief Electrical Inspector upon
Applications and Proceedings under the Act
Emerald Tourist Railway Board - Report for the year
1993-94

Latrobe Region Water Authority - Report for the year
1993-94

'

Marine Board of Victoria - Report for the year 1993-94

That this house demands that the Leader of the
Opposition, having refused to substantiate his
allegations of cronyism when given the opportunity in
the house last week, should now - (a) name the two
business people he identified during an on-the-record
interview with Herald Sun reporter Damon Johnston,
detailing how these particular individuals benefited
from the alleged rorting of or departure from
government processes that would see them in gaol by
1996; or (b) if the honourable member is unable to meet
the requirements of the house, publicly apologise or
resign his position as Leader of the Opposition.

Leave refused.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Deputy Premier is
way out of order, as are some other government
members,

Plumbers, Gasfitters and Drainers Registration
Board - Report for the year 1993-94
Port of Melbourne Authority - Report for the vear
'

Port of Portland Authority - Report for the year
1993-94

Renewable Energy Authority Victoria - Report for the
year 1993-94
Rural Finance Corporation - Report for the year
1993-94

State Training Board - Report for the year 1993-94
Victorian Debt Retirement Fund - Report for the year
1993-94

Victorian Development Fund - Report for the year

LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION:
ALLEGATIONS

Laid on table.

1993-94
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Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I give notice that tomorrow I
will move:
That this house demands that the Leader of the
Opposition, having refused to substantiate his
allegations of crony ism when given the opportunity in
the house last week, should now - (a) name the two
business people he identified during an on-the-record
interview with Herald Sun reporter Damon Johnston,
detailing how these particular individuals benefited
from the alleged rorting of or departure from
government processes that would see them in gaol by
1996; or (b) if the honourable member is unable to meet
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the requirements of the house, publicly apologise or
resign his position as Leader of the Opposition.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Program
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That pursuant to sessional order no. 6(3) (a) the following orders of the day, government
business, relating to the following bills be
considered and completed by 1.00 p.m. on
Thursday, 13 October 1994:
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill
Appropriation (Parliament 1994-95, No. 1) Bill; and
(b) the order of the day, government business, relating

to the Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill
be considered and completed by 4.00 p.m. on
Friday, 14 October 1994.

Mr THOMSON (Pascoe Vale) - The opposition
will not oppose the government business program
for this week. Last week, due to the debate on the
motion by leave, there was not adequate time for
debate on the Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill. On
the understanding that we will have until about
lunchtime on Thursday to debate both that bill and
the Appropriation (Parliament 1994-95, No. 1) Bill,
we believe that represents a reasonable opportunity
for debate on those bills. The same applies in the
case of the Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals
Bill.
There are other items on the notice paper that the
opposition would like to debate at some time, but
we do not oppose the government business program
for this week.
Motion agreed to.

VALUATION OF LAND
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I move:
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(a) abolish the Valuers Qualification Board and the
existing system of occupational registration
for valuers;
(b) clarify the operation of the act in relation to

valuations required by municipal councils for
rating purposes;
(c) implement a recommendation of the

Auditor-General to allow greater flexibility to
the Valuer-General in the area of fee charging;
(d) assist local government to implement
competitive tendering for valuation services
by abolishing the Municipal Valuation Fees
Committee; and
(e) create a land valuation division of the

Administrative Appeals Tribunal.
The most Significant element of the bill is the
deregulation of the land valuation profession. This is
another step in the government's moves to
implement mutual recognition, in accordance with
the commitment made by the Council of Australian
Governments (COAG).
In 1992, COAG commissioned a report from the
Vocational Education Employment and Training
Advisory Committee (VEETAC) on partially
registered occupations - that is, occupations which
do not require registration in all states and
territories. It was agreed that registration
requirements would be removed for all such
occupations unless regulation was found to be
essential on the grounds of public health or safety.
The VEET AC working party found that registration
of valuers was unnecessary on these grounds and
should be removed. This bill will implement that
recommendation and allow for a competitive market
in valuation services. This is in accordance with
today's general awareness that when it is necessary
to protect consumers from dubious business
practices that is best achieved by general laws on
trade practices, rather than by restricting entry to an
occupation.
The government believes that professional bodies
such as the Australian Institute of Valuers and Land
Economists will continue to set standards for valuers
and will provide security to consumers as occurs in
similar professions.

That this bill be now read a second time.

The main purpose of this Bill is to amend the
Valuation of Land Act 1960 to:

The bill provides that where land valuation is
performed for certain statutory purposes, such as
municipal rating valuations and valuations under
the Land Acquisition and Compensation Act 1986,
the minister may set minimum standards of
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experience and qualifications which are to be met. It
is intended that these standards will encompass
persons who are currently registered as valuers, as
well as those who in future gain the appropriate
educational qualifications or become eligible for
membership of the professional body.
A transitional provision is also included to provide
that, in the absence of any other agreement between
the parties, a reference to 'registered valuers' in
pre~xisting deeds or contracts should in future be
taken to refer to persons who meet the standards set
by the minister.
In addition to deregulating valuers, part 2 of the bill
provides for other amendments to the Valuation of
Land Act for the following purposes:

to implement recommendations of the 'Land Tax
Review - Victoria' relating to competitive
tendering for valuation services for local
government by abolishing the Municipal
Valuation Fees Committee;
to strengthen the role of the Valuer-General in
monitoring municipal rating valuations to ensure
standards are maintained across the state;
to amend the definition of 'estimated annual
value' to clarify its meaning by making it clear
that municipal rates are not a deduction;
to amend the definition of 'fann land' to reinforce
its meaning that only properties primarily used as
fann land are rated as such;
to allow the Valuer-General greater flexibility in
the way in which fees are charged; and
to remove an anomalous situation which has
resulted from the introduction of the Local
Government Act 1989 by providing that
unoccupied contiguous parcels of land which are
in the one ownership must be valued together.
These amendments improve and clarify the
operation of the act.
The purpose of part 3 of the bill is to crea te a land
valuation division of the Administrative Appeals
Tribtmal. The land valuation boards of review are
among Victoria's oldest tribunals. The first boards
sat in 1967 and have concurrent jurisdiction with the
Supreme Court to hear disputes in respect of the
valuation of land which may arise in the context of a
number of acts, including the Land Acquisition and
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Compensation Act 1986, the Local Government Act
1989 and the Stamps Act 1958. The creation of this
new division is consistent with this government's
policy to curb the proliferation of tribunals that
occurred under the fonner Labor government.
In addition to the creation of a new specialist
diviSion, the bill will make a number of changes that
will introduce greater flexibility to the hearing of
land valuation matters. At present some matters
must be heard by a panel of three members.
Clause 32 of the bill will give the president of the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal a discretion to
determine how many members will sit on a given
matter.

The Valuation of Land Act currently prohibits
Single-valuer members from making orders as to
costs. This prohibition is based on an outdated
assumption that only legally qualified members are
capable of dealing with such matters. The bill will
pennit Single-valuer members of the tribunal to
make such orders.
The bill will also remove the current requirements
for rating and taxing appeals to be heard in the
vicinity of the property in question. This
requirement imposes unnecessary expense and leads
to delay in hearings as attempts are made to
schedule more than one hearing in a locality at a
time. This does not mean that the land valuation
division will not sit in country locations. The bill
provides the members of the tribunal with a
discretion to determine the most appropriate
location to hear a matter.
The bulk of part 3 of the bill is taken up with
consequential and technical amendments to the
legislation which grants jurisdiction to the land
valuation boards of review, and I do not intend to
describe them in detail. Suffice it to say that where
an act currently grants jurisdiction to the land
valuation boards of review, these matters will now
be heard by the land valuation division of the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal.
The boards already share accommodation and
administrative arrangements with the
Administrative Appeals Tribtmal. The creation of a
new specialist division of the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal will generate savings of $135000
per annum while ensuring that specialist expertise is
retained in the hearing of valuation matters.
Part 4 of the bill contains miscellaneous
amendments which in the main are consequential
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amendments to other acts resulting from the
abolition of the system of registering valuers.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of MrTHOMSON
(Pascoe Vale).
Debate adjourned until Tuesday, 25 October.
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good.-quality education system. Last week during
my contribution to the debate I said that my
electorate had done very well from this budget so far
as education was concerned. The first stage of the
Rowville Secondary College in Knox, which will cost
about $3.9 million, is under way. The expected
expenditure for the 1994-95 year will be $1.5 million
with another $2.4 million to be spent in the 1995-%
financial year. The school will open for the 1996
school year.

APPROPRIATION (1994-95, No. 1) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 6 October; motion of
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer).
Mr WELLS (Wantima) - Last week my
contribution to the appropriation bill was
interrupted by sessional orders so I shall recap some
of the matters I have already raised because some of
those important points need to be repeated. When
we came to office in 1992 Victoria had a state debt of
about $70 billion and a current account deficit of
$3 billion, and that situation was spiralling out of
control. The previous Labor government did not
have enough managerial and financial skills to fix
the problem. It borrowed for operating costs such as
paying teachers' and nurses' wages. When you
borrow for those sorts of expenses, which are not
necessarily capital expenses, you have to continue to
borrow money to pay the interest bill.
When we left government in 1982, Victoria had an
AAA rating, of which we were very proud. In a
matter of just 10 years the previous Labor
government sent that rating into a nosedive and a
tail spin. It will take many years of good financial
management to restore Victoria to an AAA rating.
The year before last the Treasurer made it very clear
that the $100 state deficit levy would be in place
until we had reached a sustainable current account
surplus. It is there in Hansard in black and white. In
a local newspaper in the Knox area the Labor Party
demonstrated in an article that it has no
understanding of financial management or
budgetary processes and seems to think that the
budget is already in surplus. It will be in surplus at
the end of this financial year so long as the financial
strategy is followed. It is not in surplus at this time
but it is hoped. that that will happen at the end of
this financial year.
The education budget is on track and we are well on
the way to providing and maintaining a

The Wantima Secondary College, which I have
mentioned several times in this house, has about
1200 students and the equivalent of 67 portable
classrooms on site. How a Labor government could
pOSSibly let it get to that stage is beyond me. It is
disgraceful. In the 1994-95 financial year we will
spend $500 000 and in the next financial year we will
spend another $1.5 million so that this very large
school, which is a good. school under its new
prinCipal, will continue to provide quality education.
Last financial year the Wantima Primary School
received $120 000 and it will receive another
$120000 this financial year. Last year's sum was to
provide a library and it will be with great pleasure
that I will open the library this Thursday. That is an
indication that Victorian taxpayers' money has been
very well spent.
I should like to mention former Labor Treasurer
Rob Jolly and refer to a quote that appeared in a
section of the Herald Sun called 'Five years ago':
In one of the toughest state budgets in 20 years,
Treasurer Rob Jolly, axed nearly SOOO jobs and slugged
smokers.

Union leaders hit back, promising industrial chaos to
save jobs-

they must have been talking about his job The main target for Mr Jolly's axe was the transport
sector, but education cuts would hit spending on
emergency teachers, school cleaning and
administration.

Nobody really believed Labor had the political will
or the backbone to go through with it. Mr Jolly got
rolled at the cabinet table by Labor's union mate,
John Halfpenny. It is ironic that Mr Jolly was going
to hit back and cut education, emergency teachers,
school cleaning and administration. They are the
very same areas that this government has
highlighted and is doing something about We do
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not owe the teacher unions payback deals and that
big bag of cash for every campaign. The previous
goverrunent did not have the political will to make
the changes because it had to look after its mates in
the union movement.
The Minister for Health has done an extraordinary
job in reducing the waiting list. Prior to this
goverrunent's term in office it was around 30 000
people. Now under the case-mix funding formula it
has been reduced to 24 271 people. It is an
extraordinary turnaround and something of which
the Victorian people are very proud.
An article by the Institute of Public Affairs entitled
'Victoria - Achieving Best Practice' by Des
Moore - I must say I have a lot of time for Des
Moore, he talks a lot of sense - makes the point that
the federal Labor government has targeted that by
2001, that is seven years away, there will be
3.3 hospital beds per 1000 people. I will repeat those
figures: the federal Labor government has said that
the target is 3.3 beds per 1000 people. Victoria's 1994
ratio is 4.5 beds per 1000 people, so we are well
above what the federal goverrunent is aiming for by
2001; we are seven years ahead of its target.
This budget has helped address some of the
concerns regarding inadequate services for people
with psychiatric disorders in the Wantirna-Knox
area. To the north Maroondah hospital covered a
large section of the population and to the south
Dandenong hospital catered for a large number of
people but there was a grey area in the centre and
Knox was based on the fringe of that. The allocation
of 511.5 million this financial year and $17.1 million
next financial year will mean improved psychiatric
services for the electorates of Knox and Wantima.
It is also important to note that the budget speech
documents an extra 100 accommodation places
being made available for the intellectually disabled.
At a capital cost of $6 million and an operating cost
of $1 million a year that will benefit significantly the
people of Wantima. Many attendees at the Knox
Spastic Centre, which is within the electorate of
Wantima, contact me from time to time about
comnumity residential unit accommodation.
This allocation addresses another important
problem that has not received a great deal of media
attention. Many elderly parents in our community
have disabled children who might be as old as 40 or
50. Those parents are greatly concerned about what
will happen to their sons or daughters after they
pass away. Many of those people have contacted me
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and the 100 additional community residential units
will lift a huge burden from their shoulders. When
those parents pass away their sons or daughters will
be properly cared for.
The $1.9 million for cancer, the heart offensive and
breast cancer screening will improve the health of
people in our community, especially our women.
Under the Better Roads Victoria program the budget
also provides more good. news for the people of
Knox. The Minister for Roads and Ports in another
place actually came out to my electorate some time
ago to announce the duplication of Wellington Road,
something the previous Labor government did not
do a thing about. In 1988 the RACV nominated that
as the most congested road in Melbourne. So what
did the Labor government do? Because it was not in
a safe Labor seat they completely ignored it. Now
under this government we have an election promise
delivered: the road between Jacksons Road and Stud
Road will be duplicated.
The local members, the honourable member for
Knox, Hurtle Lupton, an honourable member
representing Boronia Province in another place,
Gerald Ashman, and an honourable member
representing Koonung Province in another place,
Mr Bruce Atkinson, did an excellent job, among
others, in ensuring that the road would be
duplicated. It will improve access to Waverley Park,
Rowville and Endeavour Hills. It might mean some
good news for all those poor, bleeding St Kilda
supporters!
Wellington Road carries 30 000 vehicles a day, has
five accidents a year resulting in casualties and
forms part of the B-double route. Work is expected
to commence in 1995 and be completed by 1996. It is
a pity that the previous Labor government did not
do anything about the duplication of Wellington
Road because it was too busy politicking valuable
road dollars and looking after roads in the western
and northern suburbs, where it was desperately
trying to retain seats.
Isn't it ironic that the red spot report issued by the
RACV listing all the roads that need work are all in
the eastern suburbs? Didn't the Labor Party realise
there was an eastern part of Melbourne? Was it too
busy looking after its mates in the west and north?
Just because we do not have a tram track out in my
electorate does not mean it should not be looked
after. The list of the top five red spot intersections
are as follows: Tindals Road and Reynolds Road,
Donvale; Stintons Road and Tindals Road, Donvale;
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Bay Road and Reserve Road, Cheltenham;
Fitzsimrnon's Road and Porter Street, Templestowe;
and Cotham Road and High Street, Kew. Those
intersections were all left high and dry by the
previous government because it did not care about
the eastern suburbs. The top five red spot road
sections are: Wellington Road from Jacksons Road to
Stud Road, we fixed that one; Canterbury Road from
Elgar Road to Boronia Road; Reynolds Road from
Church Road to Tindals Road; Ferntree Gully Road
from the South Eastern arterial to Stud Road,
another one in my electorate still left high and dry
by the previous government; and the small one of
Punt Road from Brunton A venue to High Street.
Of course, of the three red spot railway crossings
only one was in the western suburbs and the other
tw~ were out in the eastern suburbs. I do not know
how this lot live with themselves after forgetting the
people in the eastern suburbs. We will never ever
forget the Labor Party and how it treated US in the
east.
It may be of interest to Labor members that people
out in the east pay taxes as well and they expect
good value for their money rather than just having
to look after their mates over here. It is a disgrace.
Having looked after their union mates, it is a
wonder that they had any time to govern! That is
probably why they got tossed out in such a big way
in 1992.
The announcement of the Better Roads program is
good news, and that is where the 3-cent levy comes
in. We placed a levy of 3 cents a litre on fuel and that
money is going directly into tar. We all remember
where the 3-cent levy was going under this mob straight into paying for Pyramid. The former
Treasurer Rob Jolly said, 'Don't worry about it. Your
money is safe in Pyramid.' Then, rather than the 3
cents paid by Victorian motorists being spent on
roads, that money was used to pay for the
mismanagement of the Pyramid people. Rob Jolly
will go down in history for that.
This budget means more good news for Victoria,
and it is with amusement that the government notes
that those members left in the opposition have
indicated in their key principles published in June
1994 -it is good to realise that they have some
principles, but putting them into action will be
something else - that a future Labor government
would operate within a rigorous framework of
financial responsibility and accountability and
maintain a sustainable surplus on the current
account. They would not know what it means! They
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would maintain a sustainable surplus, but there is a
difference. Their figures do not and have not ever
added up, nor do their credibility and responsibility.
I ask the following questions: in its new-found
honesty in financial responsibility the opposition has
said it will spend more money on ambulances; have
a huge increase in the number of teachers, which
will cost about $40 million; remove the state deficit
levy, which amounts to about $170 million, and
spend a large amount of money on extra staff in the
health system. It is amazing that they can talk about
new-found honesty yet still make all those promises.
The question is: where will they get the money
from? You cannot make all those commitments if
you do not tell Victorians from where you will get
the money.
The most obvious thing the people of Victoria and
taxpayers will expect is that the opposition will
borrow the money and once again get into the spiral
which will again prove to all Victorians that it has
not learnt a thing from its 10 years of disgraceful
government.
It is with pleasure that I support the Treasurer for
introducing the third honest budget. It will go a long
way towards laying the foundation stones to build
another period of greatness for Victoria.
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - I join the debate on
the Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill. An
important part of the budget process is the tendering
of government works and services in Victoria. There
is enormous potential for corruption and
maladministration. The government has a
responsibility to investigate allegations as they arise,
and to investigate them fully and openly.
I shall raise a matter that involves illegal activities,
maladministration and a cover-up in the
Department of Planning and Development. I will
name names and the failure by the Minister for
Housing to thoroughly, fully and openly investigate
the matters. The allegations I am raising consist,
firstly, of the Department of Planning and
Development warning one of its painting
contractors to cover up cash-in-hand payments;
secondly, a subsequent cover-up being committed
by the writing of false books and then the
production of those false books in the audit; thirdly,
threats of violence by the painting firm and the same
painting firm ripping off the government by failing
to meet the tender specifications; and, fourthly, a
failure by the Minister for Housing to allow a proper
investigation to proceed.
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The only interest of the minister in the other place
has been to deny the matters I raised. I can and will
substantiate these matters partly through the
production of a signed statutory declaration. I again
call for a full and open investiga tion of these
allegations.
On 23 March during the grievance debate I made a
series of allegations concerning maladministration
and illegal activities in the Department of Planning
and Development. I make it clear that I stand by
those allegations. Despite my call for a full and open
inquiry, the response of the Minister for Housing
was a limited internal audit. In the case of one of the
allegations a hurried investigation was undertaken
in less than a week. Sadly, the minister was more
concerned with shooting the messenger by not
investigating these matters properly. In keeping
with the Kennett government's practice on these
matters, the minister launched a personal attack on
me and banned me from visiting one of the area
offices of his department. The minister also allowed
a hunt for the whistleblower rather than
investigating the truth of the allegations; he was
more concerned with the whistleblower who
provided me with the information in the first place.

To demonstrate what I am saying, I refer the house
to page 431 of Hansard of 23 March where I said in
the grievance debate:
Another case that affects Geelong involves a local
union organiser who reported to an inspector of the
Department of Planning and Development, John
Murray, that Daryl Gibbs of D and M Painters was
paying his employees $8 an hour cash in hand, which
was under the award rate and was designed to avoid
tax. The only action taken by the departmental officer,
John Murray, was to warn Oaryl Gibbs of D and M
Painters that the union was on to him and that he
should cover up better. That is a serious allegation and
shows that something is rotten with the department's
Geelong office. The minister must launch a wide
investigation into all these allegations.

The Minister for Housing in the other place
responded on 30 March, a week later, following an
extremely brief internal examination. He announced
that there was no evidence and that his
departmental inspector, Mr Murray, had been
totally cleared. The minister then engaged in a
personal attack by deSCribing my attitude as rotten.
As recently as last week, 6 October, the Minister for
Housing stated in the other place that my allegations
against D and M Painters and the departmental
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inspector of works, Mr John Murray, were
unfounded. I shall now not only substantiate my
allegations but also demonstrate that the matter was
far worse than I originally alleged. I shall also
explain how the matter was covered up and
demonstrate that there was a hunt to find the
whistleblower.
At this stage I will summarise the infonnation I now
have. In carrying out government contracts, Daryl
Gibbs of D and M Painters paid cash in hand to his
employees. When there was a complaint to the
departmental inspector, John Murray, about this
practice, all John Murray did was warn Daryl Gibbs
to cover up better.
After I raised this allegation in the house on
23 March, John Murray, the departmental inspector,
alerted Daryl Gibbs to the investigation. By fobbing
off the auditors until the following week, Daryl
Gibbs was allowed the weekend to write up false
books which were then produced to the internal
auditor of the Department of Planning and
Development. The department's auditor must have
been blind to accept the books. The internal auditor
then engaged in a hunt for the whistleblower who
had leaked the infonnation to me. He told Daryl
Gibbs that if he found the source of the complaints
he would let him know who it was. That, I believe, is
highly improper.
Furthennore, the performance by Daryl Gibbs in the
government's tender for 27 department houses in
Norlane was clearly in breach of the tender
specifications and amounted to little more than
slapping on a coat of paint. John Murray turned a
blind eye to this breach of the tender specifications.
The government will pay the price when the paint
cracks on the houses.
I now wish to substantiate my allegations by reading
into Hansard a statutory declaration, duly signed and
witnessed by one of the people who received
cash-in-hand payments from Daryl Gibbs, despite
the assertion from the Minister for Housing that no
cash in hand was paid. I have a statutory declaration
dated 7 October 1994 signed by a Timothy Prigg, one
of the employees, who received cash-in-hand
payments. The statutory declaration reads as follows:
I, Timothy Prigg of 20 Eastern View Terrace,
Jan Juc in the state of Victoria, do solemnly and
sincerely declare:
1.

1 am a qualified painter and decorator holding
relevant certificate both in painting and decorating.
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2.

I responded to this advertisement. On responding to
the advertisement I became aware that Daryl
Gibbs had a contract with the Department of
Planning and Development to undertake painting
works at houses at Wendover Avenue, Norlane.

4.

I was interviewed by Daryl Gibbs who told me that
he was looking for a painter and decorator to
undertake work on behalf of the Department of
Planning and Development in the Norlane area.

He checked my qualifications and having satisfied
himself about those offered me a job on award terms
and conditions.
5.

There was some delay, approximately 4-5 weeks
before the job was due to commence. One or two
days before the commencement of the job, Daryl
Gibbs telephoned me and said that because he was
short of money he would only pay $250 per week
but that this would be 'cash in hand'. I indicated to
him that I was not very happy about this
arrangement and I said that the minimum I would
work for would be $300 per week. Following
further discussion with Daryl Gibbs, he agreed to
pay $60 per day and that whilst working I was
covered for Workcover, however, there was no
superannuation, no long service leave, no
redundancy, no travelling allowances and no other
award conditions. He indicated to me at this time
that this was only to be for a short term until he,
Gibbs, received the first cheque from the
Department of Planning and Development and
that once he received the first cheque he would
then pay Prigg full award terms and conditions.

6.

Although I was dealing with Daryl Gibbs I became
aware that he was entering this agreement on
behalf of D and M Painters which is a business
name of which he is the principal together with his
de facto, Maria Perez, formerly Vincec.

7.

The first cheque arrived from the Department of
Planning and Development and Gibbs only paid
me a sum equivalent to $300 per week and told me
that he could still not afford to pay award rates.
After another few weeks Gibbs told me that he
could not afford to pay award rates and that 'this
is the way it was going to be or there will be no
work at all'. At one stage Gibbs was $1500 behind
in his payments to me.

8.

$1050 per house, I believe that this is an extremely

Approximately 12 months ago, I saw an
advertisement in the Geelong Advertiser newspaper
which was seeking a qualified painter and
decorator with 'all tickets'.

3.

I became aware that Gibbs had agreed to undertake
work on behalf of the Department of Planning and
Development on the basis that he would be paid
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low rate payment per house as to paint a house
properly it should take approximately one week
per house. I believe that there were insufficient
materials provided and poor preparation work
was being done on these houses. For example, it is
usual when painting a house to use 2 to 3 litres of
primer per house. On the jobs done for Daryl
Gibbs, a total of 6 litres of primer was used for 27
houses.
9.

I am informed that there were detailed tender
specifications required and that in all cases these
specifications were not met by D and M Painters or
Gibbs.

10. The departmental inspector, Mr John Murray,

inspected the first two houses. It is my view that
when inspecting the property he did nothing more
than walk around to see if they had been painted
but did not actually check the quality of the work.
11. I am informed and verily believe that an organiser
with the Painters and Decorators Union, Richard
Fraser, made a complaint to the departmental
inspector, John Murray, about the cash-in-hand
payments made by D and M Painters to me.
Approximately three to four days later
John Murray came to the Norlane site and spoke to
Daryl Gibbs about the cash-in-hand payment and I
overheard part of the conversation. I heard
John Murray state to Daryl Gibbs that 'he had
better cover up better'.
12. This matter was then raised in the Victorian

Parliament by Michael Leighton.
13. On or about the 24 March or 25 March 1994.
Daryl Gibbs told me that he had been contacted by
John Murray and that there was to be an
investigation and that he had subsequently
received a telephone conversation irom an
'internal auditor' who wished to organise a time to
come and see him. This conversation took place on
Friday the 25th and Daryl Gibbs arranged for the
auditor to attend to inspect the accounts on
Monday 28 March 1994. I believe that Daryl and
Maria Perez prepared wage records and accounts
for the business between 24 March 1994 and
28 March 1994.
14. I was contacted by the internal auditor and he asked
me whether I was employed by Daryl Gibbs and
he spoke to me for approximately 5 minutes. In the
course of that conversation he asked me whether I
had any complaints with the wages I had been
paid by Daryl Gibbs to which I replied no. He
further asked me whether I was getting proper
award entitlements to which I answered yes. The
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reason why I answered these questions incorrectly
was that I had been intimidated and threatened by
Gibbs in that he told me that if I made any
complaint then I would get no further work. My
financial position was quite precarious in that I am
supporting two children and if I did not have this
work then it would place extreme financial burden
upon me.
And I make this solemn declaration conscientiously
believing the same to be true and by virtue of the
provisions of an act of the Parliament of Victoria
rendering persons making a false declaration
punishable for wilful and corrupt perjury.

!he statutory declaration is signed by Tim Prigg and
IS duly dated and witnessed.
I shall now elaborate on Mr Prigg's statutory
declaration and what I am alleging. Daryl Gibbs
operates D and M Painters with his de facto wife,
Maria Perez. They had a government contract to
repaint 27 houses for the Department of Planning
and Development. They paid their employees cash
in hand. Despite the minister's denial, there is
~bsolutely no doubt they paid their employees cash
ID hand as has been stated in the statutory
declaration by one of their employees,
Timothy Prigg. It does not stop there. Daryl Gibbs is
such a low individual that he paid his own son $10 a
day cash in hand, but it also does not stop there.
There were other employees to whom Daryl Gibbs
also paid cash in hand. When they complained to
Daryl Gibbs about the cash-in-hand payments, he
threatened to issue them with group certificates
retrospectively so that they would be in trouble with
the Commissioner of Taxation. Unfortunately what
those employee painters did not understand was
that group certificates are really a statement of the
PAYE tax instalments and that Gibbs would have
been putting himself in to the tax department.
When I raised the ma tter in March I alleged tha t
Daryl Gibbs was paying $8 an hour cash in hand.
Tim Prigg was receiving $60 per day, which works
out to $7.50 an hour, so the situation is worse than I
alleged when that rate is compared with the $23 or
$24 an hour he would have received under the full
award entitlement and associated payments.
It is not that Gibbs and his de facto wife Maria Perez
could not afford to pay for award situations. They
~ere doing very nicely out of the department. It is
Just .that they were blowing all their money at the
pokies. As has been made clear by Tim Prigg in his
statuto~ declaration, and by me, not only were they
breaching the tender specifica tions, they were
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simply slapping a coat of paint on those 27 houses. I
estimate that by doing that they were doing one
more house a week than they should have done, and
as a result they were taking off the top an extra $700
a week, after overheads, so there was absolutely no
excuse for paying cash in hand.
I am also informed that a paint technician could
readily inspect the quality of the work and detect
that it had been done in breach of the tender
specifications. The departmental inspector,
John Murray, turned a blind eye to this work. What
he did was walk through the first two houses, just to
see they were painted. He did not examine the
quality of work and he was not seen again.
As we have seen in Tim Prigg's statutory
declaration, John Murray quite improperly alerted
Daryl Gibbs to the fact that the union had
complained and warned him to cover up.
John Murray, in my view quite improperly, alerted
Daryl Gibbs to the fact that there would be an
investigation after I raised the matter in Parliament.
Given all this, one is entitled to ask: what was in it
for John Murray?
~ack ~ M~rch w~en I called for a full and open
Investigation, which we never got, it was clear that
having the department's internal auditors
investigate my original allegations would never be a
satisfactory way of investigating them.

The internal auditors conducted a cursory
investigation in less than one week so that the
Minister for Housing could go into the Parliament
and say there was no evidence and launch a
personal attack upon me. When the internal auditor
contacted Daryl Gibbs on the Thursday or Friday, he
was allowed to fob them off until the following
Monday or Tuesday. This is a very important point,
because putting them off gave Gibbs the weekend to
write up false books, which he proceeded to do.
Although Tim Prigg was forced to sign them, he told
me that the auditors must have been blind when
they were presented with the bodgie books. He
reckoned the ink was barely dry and that it was all
written with one pen. That was sufficient, however,
for the auditors to say there was no evidence.
At the time the internal auditors contacted Tim
Prigg on a mobile phone and had as-minute
conversation with him. That was the extent of their
investigation. They particularly asked whether he
knew the union organiser, Richard Fraser. The
intention behind that line of questioning was to try
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to establish a link from Tim Prigg through Richard
Fraser back to me. What they really wanted to do
was catch the whistleblower, not the crooks -at
least Daryl Gibbs told Tim Prigg that. Improperly,
the internal auditor told Daryl Gibbs that if they
found out who made the complaint they would let
him know. So they really were after the
whistleblower.
It is clear that the Minister for HOUSing has failed to
conduct a full investigation. He has allowed his
department to go after the whistleblower. I
congratulate Tim Prigg on his courage and honesty
in signing the statutory declaration. He was forced
into cash-in-hand payments because of his perilous
financial situation, particularly the maintenance
obligations to his children. At the time, under threats
of violence, Tim Prigg was forced to sign the false
books. The threats came from the co-operator of
D and M Painters, Maria Perez. She threatened that
if her two brothers - one of whom was in gaol found out the source of the complaint they would
come around and sort that person out. That is what
was held over Tim Prigg at the time he was forced to
sign the false books. I regard that threat as extremely
serious. I want to put it on the public record and
make it clear to Daryl Gibbs and Maria Perez that
that sort of offence attracts serious penalties that
involve the police. I will not hesitate to come back
into this place and expose them.

I do not believe it is any longer appropriate for the
Minister for Housing to go through the motions of
investigating this matter by way of an internal
examination. As I did in March, I again call on the
minister to allow a full and open public
investigation. Additionally, I call on the minister to
do five further things. Firstly, he must call in the
police to examine whether the false books still exist.
As I understand it, Oaryl Gibbs said at the time that
after the original investigation was over they would
chuck the false books out. The police must also
in:vestigate the threats of violence made by Maria
Perez.
Secondly, the minister must refer various aspects of
this matter to the Commissioner of Taxation,
particularly the cash-in-hand payments. Given that
Oaryl Gibbs was paying out money cash in hand, it
is going to be interesting to see how he has declared
those expenses to the commissioner. He had to get
rid of the money somehow. That is an offence and it
should be investigated by the Commissioner of
Taxation.
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Thirdly, the minister must immediately suspend his
public servant John Murray, the departmental
inspector of works. I have now substantiated the
allegations. Instead of the minister's insisting that
his public servant has been totally cleared, he must
immediately suspend John Murray pending an
investigation. I believe that at least some aspects of
John Murray's conduct are serious enough to
warrant his being charged.
Fourthly, the minister must ensure that Daryl Gibbs,
who is engaged in criminal activity, is referred to the
police and charged. The last thing that should
happen is for Daryl Gibbs to receive government
contracts. Daryl Gibbs should certainly not be
receiving the protection of the minister, as has
happened thus far.
Fifthly, the minister must more generally take action
to stamp out the rotten and insidious practice of
cash-in-hand payments in the building industry.
Mr Turner - What about the union?
Mr LEIGHTON - I will tell you what the union
did. It received a complaint about cash-in-hand
payments and, quite properly, reported it to the
department's inspector of works. The trouble was
that the inspector of works went to the contractor
and warned him to cover it up. That is where the
improper behaviour occurred. Various people who
felt strongly about the matter approached me as the
shadow minister. That is their right and it is my
right and responsibility as shadow minister for
housing and construction to come into this place
and, in accord with the traditions of the Westminster
system, expose these rotten and corrupt activities for
what they are. Although that is what I did, the
minister provided protection. He would not agree to
the full and open inquiry that I wanted. He
proceeded to clear his public servant. He proceeded
to clear the contractor who was engaging in criminal
activity and then to launch a personal attack on me. I
can live with that. When I said the affairs in the
department's Geelong office were rotten, I meant it. I
mean it now!
The personal abuse that came back from the minister
was that it was my attitude that was rotten. I believe
I have demonstrated sufficiently today that the
minister's attitude is rotten.
In March I raised a series of allega tions. I do not
have time now to speak about the others. I raised
another matter in Geelong, and the minister had a
copy of a report placed in the parliamentary library.
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On reading the report it seems to bear out a number

of things I mentioned such as property that went
missing, the particular contractor who went under,
false statutory declarations being signed, and so on.
I invite members to go to the library and read the
report.
Over the past few months the Minister for Housing
has not been concerned about properly investigating
the allegations. He has been more concerned about
personal abuse. As I said at the outset, I stand by my
allegations, not just in this matter, but in respect of
the other allegations I made. Over the past few
months I have been continuing to make inquiries
about those matters. I believe the information I have
received to date substantiates my original
allega tions.
I conclude by giving the minister a free kick. The
minister said he had investigated and cleared those
allegations and that it was all unfounded. Just as I
have come into the house today and given a detailed
response to the allegation I have been able to
substantiate, I will come back and substantiate my
other allegations if I have to, over the next two years
up to 1996. So the free kick I am giving the minister
is that he should go back out and properly
investigate the matters and make the running.
It is my responsibility as shadow minister for
housing and construction to come into this place and
expose rotten and corrupt activity. It is the minister's
responsibility to ensure that such matters are fully
investigated. He has the authority and the resources.
It is a sad day when the shadow minister has to do
the investigating because the minister will not.
It is not surprising when we see cronyism operating

and the standards of the Premier regarding
KNF AdvertiSing that there is a breakdown in the
conduct of the public service of the sort reflected in
the matter I raised today.
Again I call on the Minister for Housing in another
place to ensure there is a full and open investigation.
Mr COOPER (Momington) - The honourable
member for Preston is entitled, as he has said, to
raise matters of concern. He is within his rights to
ask for an investigation into allegations that he raises
in this place. lhat is his role and duty, and no
member of the government would want to dissuade
him from doing that. However, I raise some issues
regarding his contribution. The first is that in
detailing a range of criminal activities and threats
and having a full knowledge of these matters, I
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wondered why he has not called in the police. Why
is he waiting for others to do that? The honourable
member may care to reflect on that.
I took on board with some enthusiasm the
honourable member's outrage that the person about
whom he was making the principal allegation was
evading income tax because he was involved in
black-money transactions. I absolutely support his
outrage over that because people who do that are
bludging on the rest of the taxpaying community
and should be brought to book by the federal
government.
Of course, the honourable member did say that there
were double standards. I have to say to him
regarding his outrage over black-money schemes
and avoidance of income tax that there are double
standards on the Labor side of politics. The
honourable member would recall no doubt that the
Prime Minister allowed, encouraged and authorised
the exemption from the PAYE tax system of the 1000
workers belonging to the maritime union. The Prime
Minister took that action just to bring peace to the
waterfront. The renegade union had stopped
shipping around the country at a cost of
approximately $20 million a day and was refusing to
go back to work. It did not agree that the rotten ANt
shipping line, which has disintegrated into a
shambles, should be closed down. Its way of
defending ANL was to bring this country's maritime
industry to a standstill. Because of the Prime
Minister's decision the taxpaying community
throughout the country will have to make up the
shortfall.
I would have thought that when I raised the matter
last week the honourable member for Preston would
at least have said, 'Hear, hear', even if he said it very
quietly. I challenged every member of the
opposition who was present in the house to say
whether they supported the action of the Prime
Minister, but they remained silent. By their silence
they showed that they agreed with the decision.
In talking about hypocrisy and double standards
and in properly raising a complaint about a person
avoiding income tax through a black-money system,
the honourable member for Preston should have
expanded on his argument and his outrage and
described how the action of the Prime Minister and
the federal government in exempting the members
of the maritime union from PAYE tax is a disgrace
because it will add a heavy burden on every other
taxpayer in the country.
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I congratulate the government on the fantastic job it
has done throughout the past two years. As the
honourable member for Wantirna said in his
contribution, in 1992 the Kennett government was
placed in a situation that could be described only as
disgraceful, but it has turned it around rapidly.

employing public servants - people sitting at desks
doing nothing but eating up taxpayers' money. The
ethnic communities, the groups, organisations and
individuals who needed the money and could have
used it within their community organisations were
not getting it and were starved of funding.

All of us recall that if Labor fiscal policies had
continued beyond October 1992 the public sector
debt would have escalated to $51 billion by 2000.
That would have crimped our ability to maintain
basic services for the community. Yet member after
member on the Labor side bleats about wanting
more money spent on a range of services. They have
short memories and have forgotten that it was their
action in government that brought us to the stage
where Victorians faced a potential public sector debt
of $51 billion!

The ethnic communities in my electorate are
overjoyed at the Significant increase in their budget.
I have a Significant number of Italians in my
electorate and the electorate south of mine, the seat
of Dromana, also has a number of Italians. Over the
past few weeks they have expressed their great joy
at the tremendous support they are receiving from
the government. That support is encapsulated in the
fact that the Premier is the Minister for Ethnic
Affairs. 'That is the status that is given to this
portfolio and is something that has never happened
before.

Since October 1992 the actions of the government
have reduced the projected deficit for the year 2000
of $51 billion to $26.6 billion - an amazing
turnaround that has not been achieved without
some pain. These measures had to be taken by a
resolute government that knows the right thing to
do and is determined to get the state going again.
In tackling the problem the government introduced
measures that will ensure the state's finances return
to a current account surplus by the end of the
1994-95 financial year, a full year ahead of its
original predictions. Revenue measures are in place
to improve government income by $802 million a
year. Significant downsizing in the public servicein every instance by voluntary departure
packages - and other cost savings have yielded the
state $1.2 billion.
Every sensible person recognises that fixing the debt
burden will provide increased funds for services,
particularly in essential areas such as health,
education and community services.
I shall refer to one interesting aspect of the budget
which demonstrates how extra money will be
spent - the ethnic affairs portfolio. Any member
who bothered to go through the budget papers,
particularly Budget Paper No. 3, program 616,
which details grants to persons, organisations and
institutions to assist in the development of
community services and welfare projects, would
know that funding has increased from $201000 to
$300 000, a 50 per cent increase. That is something
that was never achieved by that lot, that shambles,
when in government. Where did the money go
when the Labor party was in government? On

They certainly welcome the Premier and his
attendance at functions held by the ethnic
community. They rightly believe that the
government is strongly in support of the ethnic
community.
An area of disappointment for the ethnic community
is internal activities of the Australian Labor Party.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr COOPER - The honourable member for
Footscray asks me about that by interjection. I am
happy to respond because last week I detailed a few
of those activities and I am today prepared to
expand on that. Those activities are not out in the
broader community, they are internal to the ALP
and centre around the commonwealth Immigration
Review Tribunal. Senator Bolkus, the federal
Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs and
Minister Assisting the Prime Minister for
Multicultural Affairs, recently made a number of
interesting appointments to the Victorian chapter of
the tribunal, if I can call it that. The list of names is
almost like reading a list of parking places for
potential ALP members of Parliament or a rest home
for ALP hacks. Boy, there are some good names here!
Last week, I mentioned Mr Joe Italiano, who was
appointed to a full-time pOSition on the tribunal this
year. Mr ltaliano is the endorsed ALP candidate for
the Legislative Assembly seat of Werribee. I will
return to deal with Mr Italiano shortly.
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Several other endorsed ALP candidates, party hacks
or also-rans of the Labor Party managed to be
appointed to the tribunal.
Guess what? Mr Garth Head, a full-time member of
the tribunal, who was appointed in December 1993,
is the endorsed ALP candidate for Waverley
Province in the Legislative Council and will succeed
the Honourable Brian Mier, who has been an
adornment of this Parliament for some years and
whose record as Minister for Aboriginal Affairs will
never be equalled!
Lynne Kosky, a part-time member of the
commission, has replaced the current honourable
member for Altona as the endorsed ALP candidate
for the Legislative Assembly seat of Altona - a
matter of great sadness to all honourable members.
They are the three potential members of state
Parliament who have been parked on the
Immigration Review Tribunal. However, there are
other interesting people on the tribunal. Ray Rooke
is also a member of the tribunal. Mr Rooke is a
former member of the ALP who first came to notice
when he was appointed to the former Local
Government Commission by the Cain government.
All honourable members will remember the Local
Government Commission. Mr Rooke has long
connections wi th the ALP.
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Earlier the article states:
Regarded as one of the nation's leading experts on
immigration law, Mr Clothier was the only full-time
member to seek reappoinbnent and fail.

I ask honourable members to remember that: that
Mr Clothier is regarded as one of the nation's
leading experts on immigration law. He has been
replaced by Michelle Scott, a former staffer of a
Western Australian Labor member of
Parliament - Mr ANDRIANOPOULOS (Mill Park) -On a
point of order, Mr Acting Speaker, I understand that
this is a debate on the appropriation bill and it
would stretch one's imagination to the limit to
understand how the remarks of the honourable
member for Momington relate to appropriation
matters in Victoria.
Mr COOPER (Mornington) - In response,
Mr Acting Speaker, I was talking about the ethnic
affairs appropriation and the concern that ethnic
people in my electorate have expressed to me about
the activities of the ALP with regard to
appointments to bodies like the Immigration Review
Tribunal and the ALP not using its offices in the best
interests of the ethnic community in this state. I
believe I am in order in so doing.

Another member, Mr Peter Bruce, is a pretty sad sort
of fellow. He is a former secretary of the hospital
employees union who lost his job in a factional deal
and as a consolation prize was appointed to the
Immigration Review Tribunal by Senator Bolkus.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Perrin) - Order! It
is well acknowledged that the appropriation debate
is very wide ranging and that it is possible for
members to canvass a wide range of issues. I do not
believe the honourable member is out of order.

Another member is a lady named Pippy Watson,
whose claim to fame was that she was the former
private secretary to Senator Robert Ray, the
predecessor to Senator Bolkus as the Minister for
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs. Pippy Watson's
credentials are absolutely unbelievable so she must
be pretty good.

Mr COOPER - I reiterate that in the article
published in the Australian of 5 October, Mr Clothier
was described as being regarded as one of the
nation's leading experts on immigration law and
that he has been replaced on the Immigration
Review Tribunal by a former staffer of a Western
Australian Labor member of Parliament whose only
qualification appears to be that she has completed
one year of a law degree. The federal government,
through Senator Bolkus, has appointed a person
whose only qualification is that she has completed
one year of a law degree to replace as a member of
the Immigration Review Tribunal one of the leading
Australian experts on immigration law!

Another appointee is a MichelIe Scott, who replaced
Mr Michael Clothier on the tribunal. An article
published in the Australian of 5 October states that
the removal of Mr Clothier from the tribunal had
been heavily criticised by a leading immigration
lawyer, Mr Paul Baker, who said that the integrity of
the tribunal had been severely compromised by the
removal.

This group of what could only be called gonzos is in
charge of the activities of the Immigration Review
Tribunal in Victoria. The sad part about it all is that
some of these people, and one in particular, are
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doing things which are not in the best interests of
ethnic communities but which are certainly in their
own interests.
Yesterday Senator Bolkus faxed a letter to me in
which he asked me to provide him with further
information so that he may conduct an inquiry into
matters I raised in this house last week. He has
asked me to provide him with information about
internal ALP rorting! He wants me to disclose to him
what is going on in his own party in this state!
Mr Coleman interjected.
Mr COOPER -As the Minister for Natural
Resources states by interjection, by his own
appointee! I suggest all opposition members get
together in a huddle and have a chat about the
matter because one of their number - they know
this in any case - is sitting on a very thick file about
the activities of Mr ltaliano.

Tuesday. 11 October 1994

unfortunate for the ALP that this is an internal
matter that involves its people doing things they
should not be doing. I think the integrity of the
system and the federal government's activities in the
ethnic community need to be addressed.
In the brief space of time left to me I should like to
comment on health because, of all the areas of
government expenditure, that is the one we all look
at most closely. People of my age find it particularly
interesting because they realise the health system
might become very relevant to them in the near
future. Among all the flak that has been flying
around about health, one of the matters that has
been deliberately ignored by the opposition - I do
not say that in a nasty way because, having spent
eight years in opposition, I know that oppositions
have to ignore the good things governments do,
although in our case it was pretty easy to ignore the
previous government's activities - is the huge
success of case-mix funding.

That file also contains statutory declarations from a
number of Italian pensioners in the Werribee area
stating that they paid money to Mr ltaliano on his
request. That file is held by a current ALP member
of this house, and I understand that he is interested
in using the file to his own advantage at some stage.
That is his business. Those Italian pensioners are
interested in having an investigation, but they do
not want an internal investigation by a man like
Senator Bolkus; they want a full judicial inquiry.
They also want protection because their background
tells them that this kind of thing can rebound on
them and their families. They want to be sure that
when they say what has happened, which I am
informed will be the case, they and their families
will be protected.

It has resulted in an increase in patient services and

I have asked the shadow ethnic affairs minister,
Senator Short, to take this up as a matter of urgency
with Senator Bolkus, who should then institute a
judicial inquiry. I am reliably informed that written
documentation is available and that there are people
who are prepared to appear before an inquiry to
give evidence about these matters. The ALP's
reputation and the reputations of its candidates,
particularly Mr Head and Ms Kosky, who may have
had nothing to do with these activities and who are
not only endorsed ALP candidates for the next
election but members of the Immigration Review
Tribunal, are having their reputations besmirched
by Mr ltaliano's activities. I call on the ALP
members of this house to support my call, through
Senator Short, for Senator Bolkus to conduct a full
and open judicial inquiry into the matter. It is

One of the problems for the previous Labor
government was that it was locked in by its
strai~acket philosophy that you cannot make any
changes to a system if they mean there will be a
reduction in union activity in a particular area.
Forget about the people who will receive the service;
think about how many people will be on the public
payroll! We cannot reduce that! Any time the
previous government tried to do that it got belted to
pieces by the union movement, whether the matter
was health, transport or something else. The waiting
lists grew longer and longer over the 10 years of
Labor government and when we came to power in
1992 we were faced with the choice of accepting that
the waiting lists would remain at that level or a
higher one, or doing something about it.

reduced hospital waiting lists. When I came to
Parliament in 1985 public hospital waiting lists were
growing longer every week and as soon as the new
figures were released the reaction was one of shock
and horror. Those who were waiting for
pain-relieving surgery were finding that the waiting
lists were getting longer and wondering whether
they would be able to get into a public hospital for a
hip replacement operation or whatever. It was
difficult for people who were in considerable pain
but whose condition was not life-threatening. It
became a public scandal because there never seemed
to be an opportunity for the government, no matter
how hard it tried, and it did try, to reduce public
hospital waiting lists.
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Case-mix funding was the solution of this brave and
competent Minister for Health to the need to reduce
public hospital waiting lists. The facts speak for
themselves. I believe every Victorian should know
what a good job this government and the Minister
for Health have done in this regard. There are three
major facts about case-mix funding: urgent surgery
waiting lists have been reduced by 99 per cent,
which is a huge figure; category 2 semi-urgent
surgery waiting lists have been reduced by 44 per
cent; and in the past year 61000 more people have
been able to receive hospital treatment than were
able to receive it in 1993.
You can listen to any amount of rhetoric from the
critics but it will not overcome the fact that this
government set out to repair and rebuild Victoria's
health system, just as it set out to repair and rebuild
Victoria's economic situation, and has done it ahead
of schedule, and done it very well. The critics who
say in respect of the government's activities in
health services that everything has gone down the
tubes are absolutely wrong. We have instituted an
$8 million hospital home care program and major
women's health programs against cervical and
breast cancer - the latter in conjunction and
cooperation with the federal government - and in
this budget we have produced a $28 million boost to
psychiatric services, while an extra $7 million has
been put into extra accommodation for the
intellectually disabled, a matter that is close to my
heart. I do not believe any government can solve the
problem of the intellectually disabled, but we need
to make advances year after year and this
government is doing that.
The short message I have for the people of Victoria is
that they should stop listening to the doomsday
characters in the Labor Party who do nothing but
knock, knock, knock and who have no poliCies, no
leadership and no credibility. People should look at
the facts of this government's achievements and the
vast improvements it has made to the state's
economy that will enable increasingly better services
to be delivered to the citizens of Victoria. On any
kind of measurement scale, this government has an
amazingly good track record.
Mr SANDON (Carrum) - My comments on the
appropriation bill will relate to education, not only
because I am opposition spokesperson on that
subject but also because of the lack of opportunity in
this house to debate issues pertaining to education.
Firstly I will relate my remarks to the context in
which the education budget must be considered;
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secondly I will examine what the budget allocates
for spending on schools; thirdly I will highlight a
major problem of credibility for the minister; and
finally I will cover a number of specific issues and
questions the minister must be prepared to answer.
Let us look at the context in which this budget was
formed in the education area. In two years we have
seen cuts in the education budget of around
$370 million. That is the amount one can calculate
from the budget papers. Over the two years of this
government spending has decreased from
52.415 billion to $2.164 billion. That is a reduction of
around $251 million. We all recall the comments of
the minister that the second round of cuts would not
go beyond $145 million, but I will detail information
from his own department which shows that the cuts
go beyond $145 million.
The second aspect in examining the context in which
one needs to consider education has been the
massive number of school closures. Some
270 schools have closed in this state with the loss of
around 8500 teachers. Victoria now has fewer than it
had in 1975.
In addition some 3000 public servants have been
taken out of the education support area. That means
less administration centrally and regionally and
schools have been asked to take on those duties and
responsibilities. The long service leave and
Workcover administrative duties were formerly
conducted at the Department of Education's head
office at the Rialto or at the regional offices but
schools are now being asked to undertake those
responsibilities. What is the impact in the classroom?
Our leading educationalists - the principals and
Vice-principals - are now doing that work. It means
less focus and attention on what is happening
educationally, and their raison d'etre is taken from
them as they undertake the administration trivia
formerly done in the Rialto.
Cuts have been made to the special needs area. In
fact, one of the biggest cuts undertaken by the
government in November 1992 was 1500 special
needs teachers. Anyone visiting their school would
notice that those special needs teachers have gone,
which has an enormous impact on students from
non-English- speaking backgrounds among others.
Those students are now in larger classes because
there are so few teachers. They receive less help and
care from their normal classroom teacher than they
are entitled to and it is also impossible for them to
see the teacher after class is over about that part of
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the curriculum where they need help. The
allotments of teachers have been increased, which
means they are no longer able to help students after
class - they are teaching somewhere else.

children rather than what they are entitled to as
individual schools have to pay for physical
education teachers and as school communities
themselves pay for replacement teachers.

Students face increased class sizes and / or deleted
specialist programs. Those were the choices schools
had to face when their funding was cut and the
number of teachers reduced. As a result of the
dramatic reduction in teacher numbers, class sizes in
this state are soaring way beyond any national or
international comparison. It is one of the great
legacies of the context in which one needs to debate
education.

Last week school funds were used at Yarrambat
Primary School to pay for replacements for teachers
who were ill. Parents are now having to pay for
teachers. The Minister for Education cannot even
guarantee that a teacher will be in a classroom. Talk
about absolving his responsibility! I do not know a
better example than that.

One of the dramatic impacts of education cuts has
been the fall in retention rates. A recent study in this
country demonstrated that if a student did not finish
year 12 he or she would be four times as likely to be
unemployed, which does not augur well for the
students when the government is ripping the heart
out of schools, closing them down, reducing subject
choice and availability of teachers and reducing
pastoral care and student welfare.
Those students who need help do not get it and
those schools who cater for students' needs are in
such demand that places there are not available. The
end result is a dramatic decrease in retention rates.
No area is worse hit than rural Victoria. In Get::)ng 3
out of 10 young people are not finishing year 12,
which means 3 out of 10 will be unemployed in the
Geelong area as a result of the policies of this
government. It does not make economic sense
because if you want to talk about economic growth
it starts in the classroom. If funding is cut in
education, you are ensuring less of the economic
growth which is so necessary for any nation or state.
In the August edition of the Victorian Principals
Federation newsletter they speak of the worst
climate and worst morale in living memory in our
schools. I would have thought that newsletter
reflects an independent review so far as what is
happening in the school system. That is not Mal
Sandon saying that it is the worst environment in
our school system with the worst morale; it is not the
Leader of the Opposition; it is the Victorian
Principals Federation, an independent group of men
and women who have independent overview of
what they say occurs daily in this state.
The education system is in crisis, and one of the
worst aspects is the increased amount parents have
to pay for their children's education. Increasingly
parents get the education they can afford for their

A recent document issued by the department shows
that the level of cuts over 1992-93 and 1993-94 was
$370 million, which was $16 million and $17 million
more than the government expected to achieve.
Government poliCies have a wider and more
corrosive impact than those that I have described. It
has set up a system of stand-alone schools, where
they now compete against one another for students
and finance. The government treats education like a
commodity such as soap or shampoo -if you can
only afford the non-label brand, that is what you get.
That is what this government feels about education.
An economic rationalist agenda is applied to
education, and the government is about applying
the principles of the market place - supermarket
place - to education.
It set in train a culture of competition that is
completely at odds with any notion of the
collaboration and partnership that is necessary for
education. Previous governments, both Labor and
Liberal, have been committed to the collaborative
approach to education. This dry Tory government is
not interested in school communities working
together in the interest of the state's most important
resource, young people.
I turn to the budget itself, which offers no hope and
no new initiatives. The Minister for Education and
his director have indicated clearly that they are not
interested in assessing the impact of the cuts or
looking at outcomes. I do not know if one can talk in
terms of other statements, but that would be the
most damning ever made by a minister and a·
director-general. The minister said that retention
rates are a load of rubbish; dramatic increases in
class sizes are a load of rubbish; lack of subjects is a
load of rubbish; the closure of schools is a load of
rubbish; and parents having to pay for their son's
and daughter'S educations is a load of rubbish.
That is the quality of the Minister for Education; he
should not be there, he is not up to it. One of the
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most damning statements ever made by the minister
in the history of the Westminster system was his
statement, and he stands condemned out of his own
mouth, that outcomes are a load of rubbish. What an
indictment. What a legacy! It is not helped by his
own director-general, who suggests that he is not
interested in assessing the impact of the cuts. He
does not care whether it is a sink-or-swim
environment. He does not care that some people will
have access to a decent education and others will
not. He does not care that not everyone can afford to
pay for extra tuition, services or facilities. The
Director-Generc?.f Education in this state is not
interested and CCllld not care less about the impact
of the cuts.
.

this financial year with last financial year. In this
budget the cost of superarmuation has been
allocated to the departments and there has been an
imposition of an 8 per cent capital charge.

Education in this budget will be only 22 per cent of
total outlays, which is in keeping with the
reductions over the past two budgets. One can
conclude that in this budget education is not a
priority. There has been a technical, bookkeeping
change which makes it harder to compare spending

I seek leave to incorporate in Hansard a table
comparing expenditure.

It is possible to make the adjustment and we
recalculated the budget and found that spending on
government schools will be cut by $78 million. The
Department of the Treasury was good enough to
provide me with the figures and, according to the
department, we overestimated the impact of the
capital charge. However, the figures basically
confirmed our analysis, and spending on
government schools will be cut by a further
S72 million this year.

Leave granted; table as follows:
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Mr SANDON - The table comes from the
budget papers. One can see that in previous years
funding in education was split between primary and
secondary schools. But now the programs are joined
under program 239. When one compares the
minister's office and the total under program 239,
and after making the adjustment for
superannuation, one finds the reduction in
education this financial year, confirmed by the
department, will be a further 572.349 million.
There is the possibility of further cuts this financial
year. They relate to the document the opposition
received from the department when assessing the
wav in which it may have to seek further reductions
this financial year. They relate to a further
5143 million. Those areas relate to the government's
own decision to change the principals' pay
arrangements and increase take-home pay at the
expense or superannuation, which will cost in the
order of S13 million. There is also the new career
structure for teachers and the implications of any
Australian Industrial Relations Commission decision
on teaching hours and class sizes. All those matters
will have to be taken into account.
The budget raises the fundamental issue of the
credibility of the Minister of Education. The budget
places the minister in an impossible situation. He
has to explain to ':'e house and the Victorian
community why t.here will be $72 million less this
year than the previous year. The minister has given
two assurances to the Victorian people: one, that
there will be no more cuts this year; and, two, his
assurance last vear that the extent of the cuts will be
no more than 5145 million over hAlo years.
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Mr Elder interjected.
Mr SANDON - I pick up the interjection of the
honourable member for Ripon, who confirms that
the minister has given an assurance that the cuts will
not be more than $145 million over two years. Only
one of the two assurances can be correct; either there
will be cuts, which is pOSSible, or the cuts in
spending will be $100 million more than he said. I
remind the house of the assurance the minister gave
in November 1993 when he said:
I make it clear that the objective in the government's
expenditure on education is to achieve savings of about
5145 million over two financial years. These savings
cari be achieved while still protecting key school
programs, aVOiding increases in class sizes, and
minimising job losses.

One must be clear about what has happened.
Already I have produced a table, confirmed by the
Department of the Treasury, that this financial year
572 million less will be spent on education. Based on
last year and this year, when one adds the two
together, the full effect of the cuts over 1993-94 and
1994-95 is more than 5220 million, not $145 million.
The full impact of the budget cuts over the two
budget periods to which I just referred is more than
5220 million.
I shall confirm the accuracy of that figure by
referring to a second table that I seek leave to have
inserted in Hansard.

Leave granted: table as follows:
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EDUCATION AND TRAINING FUNDING BY SECTOR
1989/90 - 1995/96

Funding $rn

I

1989/90 1990/91 1991192 1992/93 1993/94 1994/95 1995/96

Gov't Schools
TAFE
Universities

NOTES:

2161.7
393.5
894.3

2272.8 2408.1 2371.2 2220.8 2125.1
378.1
396.2 427.7
441.1
440.8
935.7
960.3 1033.6 1076.9 1099.1

2123.6
443.0
1107.6

(1) Universities' Operating Grant funding.
(2)5chools and T AFE funding is based on Treasury recurrent budget figures and
projections including funding from both State and Commonwealth sources.
(3)AII amounts are in 1992 S.

Mr SANDON - I assure the leader of the House
that it is a table from the Department of Education. It
is headed 'Strategic directions'. One can
immedia tely see from the department's own
calculations that over the period in question for the
two financial years there will be further cuts of
5246 million. The department's own strategic
directions document is saying that cuts in education
will be more than 5240 million.
This is not Mal Sandon saying it, this is the Minister
for Education, Don Hayward! His own strategic
directions document shows cuts of more than
$240 million. This is the man who gave a guarantee
that the second round of cuts in education would

not go beyond 5145 million. From the information
provided in the budget papers, which have been
confirmed by the Treasurer's officials and from the
minister's own documentation, he stands
condemned for the assurance that he gave the
Victorian community that cuts would not go beyond
5145 million.
I suggest that the Minister for Education has a
serious credibility problem. In November 1992 the
minister said:
We are not looking for cuts in money, we are not
looking for any more cuts in teachers, we are not
looking to dose any more schools.
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Again, in January 1993 the minister said:
No more big hits in the education budget.

The Director of School Education is no better when
in November 1992 he told schools:
It is not envisaged that there would be any need for

further reductions to teacher numbers ...

The problem is that the cuts keep getting bigger. The
problem is this government says it is a result of
flow-ons. The problem is that the cuts have gone
from $145 million to more than S240 million, if you
believe their figures, or more than $220 million if
you add up the figures in the budget papers for the
two previous years. It is like a Japanese tidal wave, it
keeps getting bigger and bigger and no matter what
document one finds, it keeps growing and growing.
The lmpact of the cuts is being felt mostly by our
young people because programs and teachers are
not available in schools. School programs have had
to be held after school hours because parents now
have to fund the cuts that this government has
created.
We are all aware of how the cuts have not been
equitably applied across the state. We are aware that
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it was this government that said in its policy that
rural schools will be the focus of rural
reconstruction. That is what the government said on
the last page of its Liberal policy document under
the heading 'rural schools'.
I remind honourable members that it was the
government who said that rural schools would be
the focus of rural reconstruction, yet we know now
that the opposite is true and that its polices are part
and parcel of the destruction of the education
system. Over the past decade classroom retention
rates have dramatically grown in rural Victoria, in
areas where young people must finish their
school.ing to have a chance at getting a job.
It is interesting to look at other dramatic impacts on
schools. What has happened to schools? I now turn
to the dramatic increases in class sizes and,
Mr Acting Speaker, in so doing I seek leave to have
inserted a diagram that is based on the census
showing the increase in class sizes in Victoria's
schools.

Leave granted; graph as follows:
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Mr SANDON - The document comes from the
February census and clearly indicates the extent to
which class sizes are growing in our schools. It
shows that almost 62 per cent of primary school
classes are now beyond 25 students. That has been
the impact of the government's cuts and its wiping
out of 8500 teachers trom the state education system.
And who will suffer? It will be the young people in
those ridiculously high-sized classes. They are the
ones who will suffer.
The school environment is one of sink or swim. If
students cannot follow what has been occurring in
the classroom and require extra attention, it is not
available in classes ot that order.
The Institute of Family Studies recently did a
longitudinal study. The findings showed that if a
child cannot learn to read and write in its early years
its chances of ending up in the unemployment
queues will be very high. The study demonstrated
quite clearly, in terms of the personal biography of
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individuals, that if children fail to grasp the basic
fundamentals in their early life in primary school,
their capacity to go on and achieve in high school
will be severely diminished.
When we look at education we need to remind
ourselves of the importance of those early school
years. Nevertheless what is the minister's response
to the dramatic increase in class sizes? As far as he is
concerned the outcome is a load of rubbish. The
minister's direct general response to the matter is to
say he is not interested in assessing the impact of the
cuts. Yet 62 per cent of primary school grade classes
are now bevond 25 students.
I shall also draw to the attention of honourable
members the drop in retention rates, and I seek leave
to introduce a graph demonstrating that very point.

Leave granted; graph as follows:
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Mr SANDON - The information for the graph
was taken from the February census that the
department itself puts out. Honourable members
will see that the improvement in retention rates in
the state that had been occurring for a decade has
stopped.
The education system is on the decline. When one
looks at the graph of declining retention rates one
can see that the gap between the line indicating rates
for rural Victorian and the line for rates in the
metropolitan area is widening. More young people
will be condemned in rural Victoria because of the
education policies of this government.
Government members will have to ask Mr Hayward
some basic questions such as why he does not care
what is happening to our young people. From their
fonner occupations, they know the implications of
young people ending up on the streets because they
do not have a job. Honourable members have seen
that and dealt with that situation, and they know
just as well as I do what those implications are.
It is absolutely crucial that young people finish Year
12 and continue with their education so they have
some chance of getting a job, rather than becoming
an unemployment statistic or, at worst, ending up in
one of Her Majesty's prisons, and that may be the
result of these sorts of policies. From my previous
role as Minister for Police and Emergency Services I
know full well the correlation between a lack of
education and young people unfortunately falling
foul of the law.
This is one of the worst aspects of a government that
makes decisions in isolation. A government must
look at integrating policies across portfolios in
deciding social policy issues. You cannot consider
fighting crime and making our community safer if at
the same time you are throwing young people out
onto the street. You have to consider the way these
areas are related.

We are not getting from this government the sort of
sophisticated thinking that is so necessary in this
day and age. As we end the 20th century, we are
locked into the blinkered approach of this
government. We need an integrated cross-portfolio
approach to deal with issues of education and other
important issues like public safety.
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as a priority. With much more onus and
responsibility being put on to the parents, it is clear
that this government does not care nor is concerned
about the ramifications of its decisions. It is
condemned by its own mouth! The minister is
condemned by his statement. The director-general
has absolved himself of any responsibility. He is not
interested. He could not care less about the impact
of cuts, and such is the level of quality of senior staff
we have in this state. It is not good enough! It is just
not good enough to have people like that making
such statements and not being held accountable.
Every parent in Victoria knows that the level of
education has gone down dramatically because
almost 62 per cent of primary classes are now larger
than 25. Every child in this state needs help at some
stage and they will not get it now.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! The honourable member's time has expired.
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) - I have great
pleasure in rising to support the fine budget brought
down by the Treasurer of Victoria. I refer to his
grandiloquence.- his magniloquence - in refuting
some of the claims made by the honourable member
for Carrum. In the Bulletin of 14 June this year the
Treasurer strongly refuted claims that the Victorian
government lacked compaSSion. He stated:
It seems to me that the easiest thing in the world for a
government to do is to ignore the causes of problems

and throw other people's money at problems. The
Labor Party's supposed compassion was a phoney
compassion that depended on the political symbolism
of throwing money at problems and talking soothingly
about them, but constantly pursuing policies that
aggravated the causes of the problems, accelerating our
decline as a state and as a nation.

When this government came to office we
encountered a situation of record debt and record
unemployment. The Victorian government has had
the responsibility of rectifying those problems.
One of the leading lights in the Labor Party - and I
am not referring to the honourable member for
Sunshine at this juncture -stated in his modest
autobiography at page 478 in the book entitled The
Hawke Memoirs:
In Victoria, however, Labor was still bleeding, thanks

My point is that if we are really going to do
something for the young people in this state we have
to see education as a priority. This government has
not delivered in education; it has not seen education

to the profligacy and incompetence of its Labor
government. Against the example our government was
setting federally with tight fiscal discipline, the
Victorian government had pursued a path of
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big-spending, heavy borrowing Keynesianism that was
inappropriate and WlSustainable in the circumstances
of the time.

He goes on to refer to Victoria being a nightmare.
John Cain, the former Labor Premier, also noted that
although the Labor government spent a lot of money
in education and health it did not get the work
practice reforms that were due to the government as
a result of initiatives taken by the government when
looking after staff in the transport and teaching
sectors.
When the Victorian government came into office the
Treasury undertook a survey of Victoria's economic
circumstances as the state moved towards the year
2000. According to Treasury projections, if Labor's
spending pattern had been maintained 28 per cent of
government revenue - 28 per cent of what we take
from the Victorian community by way of taxation would have been directed towards meeting the
government sector debt That figure might be
contrasted with the figure in 1982 where some 12 per
cent of government income was directed towards
meeting debt Between those two figures an extra
16 per cent of Victorian taxpayers' funds, taken from
mums and dads throughout Victoria, would have
gone towards meeting government debt
When the Labor government was in office it
developed an infrastructure and a work force that
was unsustainable. That is a further matter that the
Treasury has had the responsibility of meeting. The
debt had blown out from some $11 billion in 1982-83
to some $33 billion today. Sometimes it has been
said that Uberal members - Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr THOMPSON - That is a very good point. A
worthwhile society must be underpinned by a
prosperous economic base. Although it might be
regarded as a mantra by the opposition when
government members - all 61 of them - time and
time again refer - to the last one of them - to the
past decade and the mismanagement that took
place, it must be emphasised that Victoria's
prosperity and the standard and quality of life of all
Victorians must be underpinned by sound economic
management Without it we will have rising
unemployment and inaeasing debt, with companies
closing down and moving interstate and offshore
and with people in the back blocks of Dandenong
and in Morwell and other parts of Victoria having
diminished life opportunities, because there is not a
developing level of economic activity taking place.

Tuesday, 11 October 1994

This state was built upon industry and enterprise; it
was not built on what the government is able to dish
out and fund through borrOWings.
Mr Baker - What did Henry do if he didn't
borrow?

Mr THOMPSON - The principal objective of
the budget is basically to restore the integrity of the
government's finances. The current account deficit
for 1992-93 was more than $1 billion. In the current
financial period there has been a drama tic
turnaround. Instead of there being a $1 billion deficit
there is expected to be a surplus of some
$392 million. In football parlance that is about as big
a turnaround as that which took place in the 1970
Carlton-Collingwood grand final. The Treasurer of
Victoria has been moving with the aplomb and the
finesse of Ted Hopkins around the Treasury offices.
He has brought about a dramatic turnaround in
Victoria's financial position. As Carlton supporters
benefited by Ted Hopkins in 1970 so all Victorians in
the days ahead will benefit from the fine reforms of
the Victorian government.
Another objective of the Victorian government
through the budget is to provide for economic
growth. As part of that it is important that Victorian
companies have the opportunity to capitalise upon
development in the Asia-Pacific region, which
represents one of the future growth areas. That is not
to ignore the European Union, which is still one of
the largest investors in Australia and perhaps, as a
group, the second largest of our export markets.
A further objective of the government is also to
enable all people in the community to realise their
potential, whatever their level, and help to raise the
living standards of all Victorians. This will be done
through strengthening the economic base, not
extending government largess on
government-funded borrowings.
One may draw a very sharp distinction between
what has taken place in Victoria and what has
happened federally over the past decade. We have
had the rhetoric of the former federal Treasurer of
Australia being on the dawn of a new economic
golden age, of there being a budget that was about
to bring home the bacon. Mr Keating, as federal
Treasurer, has spoken about himself controlling the
economic levers bringing about a soft economic
landing. He said, 'There's not going to be a
recession', and then, 'This is the recession we had to
have". With this budget the proof is in the pudding,
and the figures tell the complete story.
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In 1988 when our national debt stood at
approximately $% billion the federal Treasurer said,
'If Australia did not make provision now while there
was a bit of sunshine around' - I don't think he was
referring to the honourable member for Sunshine 'payoff a bit of debt and restructure the economy,
we would cop it right in the neck'. Since the time
that statement was made the national debt has gone
from some $% billion to today's $164 billion.

Mr Hamilton -How is that?
Mr THOMPSON - It is a combination of
government debt and private debt. The proportion
of government debt costs apprOximately $9 billion to
service at present, and it has been increasing rapidly
over recent time. It affects the ability of the federal
government to commit resources back to the states
to spend on worthy services.
As I travel arotmd I find one telling statistic that I
regard as being very, very important. In 1972
Australia ranked no. 12 among the OEDe countries
in export income earned as a nation. Today out of
the 24 OEDe countries Australia stands at no. 21.
We have dropped from no. 12 to no. 21. Anyone
with an tmderstanding of economics can develop a
clear insight on what that might mean for
Australia's future prosperity and the relationship
between our loss of competitive position and future
economic circumstances. We need to look at another
range of benchmarks against which we can judge
the performance of the government. The BUSiness
Council of Australia noted that Australia had five
major difficulties, including low productivity, high
debt, low savings, poor infrastructure and too many
levels of government with which businesses have to
deal.
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tiers of government, and the present reform of local
government under the authoritative leadership of
the Kennett government will go some way to
facilitating that process at the local level.
As a nation we need not just be happy that some
improvements are taking place; we must improve as
a nation at the rate of our competitors and in
accordance with world best practice.
We need to review tax structures. The past budgets
brought down by the Treasurer have made a great
effort to minimise tax increases on the business
community, which is a major employer.
Businesses by and large have been insulated against
the range of increases that could otherwise apply.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr THOMPSON - The honourable member for
Morwell says the Kennett government is the highest
taxing government Victoria has ever known. I
remind the honourable member that in 1989 the
Labor government wanted to impose a goodwill tax
on businesses according to the ad valorem scale
relating to property transactions. When a person
acquired a new business for $200 000 - the average
corner milk bar was selling at about $200 000 at that
time - after the purchaser had paid for accounting
expenses, stamp duties on the lease, lease expenses,
goodwill on the business,land rates, water rates,
electricity rates and the electricity bond, the Labor
government proposed to slug that business person
an extra $10 000 to $15 000 as a goodwill tax before
he could open his business. The government has
attempted to insulate businesses from tax increases
so they can provide real jobs and ongoing training
for Victorians.

Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr THOMPSON - The honourable member for
Morwell refers to getting rid of state governments to
make things more efficient. To make things more
efficient, in collaboration with the federal
government and the Melbourne City Council, the
Victorian government established a one-stop
business centre just over the road.
The Business Council of Australia says a number of
initiatives should be implemented to address
Australia's national problems. They include the
development of our natural resources. Over the past
12 months investment in mining in Victoria doubled
from some $10 million to $20 million. We need to
reduce the cost to business in dealing with the three

The government is mindful of the need to expend
additional funds on infrastructure, as has been
proposed by the Business Council of Australia. The
government is committed to a number of
infrastructure projects in the short to medium term,
including the new exhibition centre, which will
benefit trade.
The Department of Business and Employment has
opened two new trade offices in overseas countries.
It is mindful of the need to assist Victorian
businesses to expand in international markets.
Attention must be given to labour market reform.
The implementation of ~e Employee Relations Act
and the Public Sector Management Act were small
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steps along the path to make the labour market more
competitive in an international context and to
provide real jobs rather than funding jobs that may
not lead people far down the track.

Now that the world is economically borderless,
Australia has to focus on things it is good at. 'We are
hopeless at probably half our manufacturing and
agricultural industries'.

The government is also committed to developing an
improved work force through education and
training. I want to rebut a number of comments
made by the honourable member for Carrum in his
address to the house which preceded mine when he
referred to qualitative improvements introduced by
the Minister for Education. When reviewing budgets
one should compare them against appropriate
outside bendunarks. Phil Ruthven from Ibis states
that leaders recognise that a really gutsy economy
rests on four attributes. The first is thrift. He states:

Mr Baker interjected.

Nations. like families. must save because if they don't
they do not have a future.

Australia has a very low level of savings and it is
from savings that funding is provided for people to
build houses and entrepreneurs to build factOries,
which in turn means jobs. If we borrow those
savings from overseas we are subjected to variable
interest rates set at a higher level because of higher
risk exposure.
Phil Ruthven says that the second attribute of a
gutsy economy is vision. He states:
If there is not an accepted vision of what the country
and life should be like for at least a generation ahead,

there is no future.

I am reminded of the time Victorians voted to
become part of the Australian federal system in
1901. Of the 163 000 people who voted at that time
153 000 voted in favour of becoming a united
Australia. Likewise, if we are to develop as a nation
today we need a shared national vision that is based
on a common regard for what will advance the
long-term interests of the nation.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr THOMPSON - The honourable member for
Morwell refers by interjection to my memory and I
remind him that those figures can be found outside
this chamber. At the conclusion of the debate he may
want to wander over to check them so that he can
recount those figures in one of his future speeches.
The third attribute Mr Ruthven noted is focus. He
says:

Mr THOMPSON - I am quoting accurately
from Phil Ruthven for the purpose of having an
independent bendunark against which to assess the
achievements of a government. In no way do I
reflect on the outstanding policies of the Minister for
Agriculture and the long-term development of
Victoria as the food basket of the rest of the world. I
encourage the present Minister for Agriculture and
the past Minister for Food and Agriculture to take
up this matter with Mr Ruthven.
Fourthly, Mr Ruthven notes that a nation must have
productivity:
'You have to adopt world's best practice in a borderless
world because there's nowhere else to hide'.

The government is committed to productivity
improvement in the public sector with workplace
reforms initiated by the introduction of its employee
relations and public sector management legislation
as well as the introduction of Workcover. Those
reforms have been very successful.
I turn now to another area underpinned by
government support. Last year the government
committed some $16 million over a
three-year period to the Strategic Industry Research
Foundation headed by Or Mike Dalling, the director
of Calgene Pacific Pty Ltd, which is responsible for
the development of the blue rose. Research is still
being undertaken, but it is a remarkable project that
I hope will generate a significant economic return to
Australia.
The Strategic Industry Research Foundation has
undertaken significant research in a number of
areas, including packaging and the food industry.
The mission of the foundation is to foster research
and development in Victoria and Australia. Its
principal objective is to facilitate interaction between
industry and research bodies and to develop a
funding base. It is industry led and industry focused.
One of the main achievements is with information
technology systems developed by the Australian
Computing and Communications Institute. That
money has been directed towards the development
of medical resonance imaging. The technology
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enables an X-ray taken of the head of a person in
Darwin who is suffering from some neurological
ailment to be transmitted via computer imaging to a
neurologist or radiologist in Melboume, New York
or London for analysis. It produces a
three-dimensional image that enables a level of
analysis and evaluation far superior to any other
fonn of diagnosis yet developed.
The object of SIRF is to enable Victoria to become the
hub of the development of the technology and a base
to serve the rest of Australia and the Asia-Pacific
region. The Victorian government has this financial
year committed more than $5 million to underpin
the work of SIRF in a number of other areas - a
handy sum of money that is being used for the
long-term benefit of all Victorians.
Another important area of government expenditure
supported in the current budget is the funding
provided for community-based employment
programs. These programs, launches of which I have
had the opportunity of attending on three occasions,
will provide employment for more than 300 people.
They have been developed at the grass-roots level by
the organisations involved to deliver services rather
than the money being directed through a ministry or
a bureaucracy.
Shortly after assuming the youth affairs portfolio,
the Minister responsible for Youth Affairs visited a
local youth housing establishment funded by the
government and asked them what they did. They
replied, 'We help the homeless'. He asked, 'But what
do you really do?'. The response was, 'We help the
homeless'. He asked them a third time, 'What do
you do?'. They said, 'We refer them to the Salvation
Anny up the road'.
The current government, through the
community-based employment program, is
delivering money to local agencies that are working
at the grass-roots level. One example is Hanover,
which is one of the largest and longest-serving
welfare agencies in Victoria assisting the long-term
unemployed. Another agency is the Melboume City
Mission, which has the responsibility of helping
people with a history of drug or alcohol dependency
and training them to enter the work force. People in
these agencies liaise with local industry to determine
its needs and expectations.
Another organisation, the Australia-Greek Welfare
Society, has been provided with government
funding to enable 157 people of Greek ethnic
background to be placed in full-time employment or
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training. I understand from Peter Jasonides, the
person responsible for the program, that already
more than 200 people have been placed in work.
That organisation has done an excellent job of
working with the local community.
By also working with Greek ethnic agencies it has
created a greater level of contact with Greek
businesses to help overcome language difficulties
faced by long-term unemployed people in the
over-45 age group whose English language skills
may not be as strong as is desirable to enable them
to obtain work. They are able to speak with people
in their own language and obtain further training or
access to Greek employers who can employ them
productively. Those are just a couple of initiatives
underpinned by the current budget that will help
people in the longer term.
Turning to my own electorate, I commend the
introduction of an innovative computer program
called Success Maker, which is currently used by 20
of the 1700 school sites in Victoria. It has an audio
facility that enables 15 students at a time to work at
their own pace interactively with the computer. A
grade 6 student whose reading ability is at grade 3
standard can sit at a computer terminal and
undertake remedial reading work while an
advanced student in the same class can undertake
extension work and thereby develop a stronger level
of educational attainment than would otherwise
have been possible.
A number of students have made remarks about
Success Maker:
Success Maker is awesome ... I would rather do this
than any other subject.

Another student said:
It is good, you learn the work at your own rate. I feel

that it is a fun way of learning. The people that made it
were geniuses.

I note for the record that the program was
introduced into the Victorian education system by
the Kennett Liberal government under the
leadership of Don Hayward, the Minister for
Education. It is one of the most innovative
educational reforms I have seen in the past 20 years.
I trust other honourable members will have the
opportunity of seeing it installed at schools for the
benefit of students in their electorates.
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The Beaumaris campus of the Sandringham
Secondary College has a highly regarded program
that will enable students to extend their skills to a
greater degree. A number of computer programs
used at the secondary level include science
discovery, maths concepts, the reading network,
readers workshop, writing process and skills and
fundamentals of English.
Also within my electorate are a number of schools
and teachers that are committed to the welfare of
their students. Cheltenham Primary School is an
excellent school and the principal has spent many
long hours of his own time over Christmas holiday
periods and weekends endeavouring to restructure
the building layout of the school. He obtained
surplus parts and materials from other schools
across Victoria and with a budget of $63 000 has
through his own initiative accomplished $200 000
worth of capital works. That money was
supplemented by a grant of $150 000 from the
education ministry to enable him to round off works
undertaken at the school to make it a safer school
environment and to prevent a recurrence of an
unfortunate incident that took place at the school
within the last two years.
The government has also directed funding in the
current financial year to the Beaumaris Primary
School, which was burnt down a month or so ago.
Within 48 hours of classrooms, the staffroom and
administration building being razed, the Minister for
Education publicly committed $1 million towards
redevelopment of the school. The school is now
working out novel ways to best use the money to
make Beaumaris a school of the future that will cater
for the 600 students currently enrolled and students
who will follow in the years ahead.
In addition, throughout my electorate money has
been spent on satellite dishes which will assist in the
language-other-than-English programs and staff
development, and which will also help school
councils gain access to the latest information in
performing their work.
Money from the budget of the Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources has been
committed for the Beaumaris heathland, reflecting
the government's strong commitment to
conservation issues.
When the state was first settled in 1835, John Pascoe
Fawkner came from Tasmania in a vessel named the
Enterprise. Victoria was fundamentally founded on
efficient private enterprise and government
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enterprise. The current budget underpins the
Victorian government's enterprising role and will
enable it to transact its affairs with a greater regard
for Australia's need to be more competitive in the
longer tenn. When he arrived, Fawkner, when
speaking about the death of someone in the colony,
noted in his diary his feelings about the:
cold damp dark doleful depository of the body when
the mortal spark has fled.

When the current government came to office the
level of economic activity in the state reflected
Fawkner's statement. The Victorian government is
committed to reviving the spark of economic activity
and developing the state for the long-tenn benefit of
all Victorians.
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - I was pleased that
the honourable member for Sandringham lightened
up in the latter part of his speech and got away from
his dry economic introduction. I am not sure
whether he understood it but the audience had a
great deal of difficulty with his economic lecture. As
he noted, it is important to recognise that his
electorate has been nicely pork-barrelled by the
government and is getting lots of things such as
schools.
As we have just had an economics lecture, I thought
I might keep the tone of the afternoon and provide
the house with a physics lecture. A new book by
John Toohey explains what is wrong with the
nee-fascist economics that are sometimes referred to
as economic rationalism. Having spent some years
lecturing physics, I wish I had woken up to this a
long time ago! Having suffered over the years from
a lack of credibility because their diSCipline was
based on science, the economists decided to base
their economics on physics, it being an honourable
discipline and well recognised around the world as
accurate, practical and taking account of not only
nature but also people. In their lack of wisdom and
understanding of physics, the economists decided to
base the new laws of modem economics on
Newtonian physics, forgetting that it was relative
only to the 19th century.
Since then there has been a major change in physics
and now we have modem physics, sometimes called
Einsteinian or quantum physiCS. Therein lies the
trouble with today's economists, who have been
lauded by the honourable member for Sandringham
and the Treasurer. Their theory is based on a false
assumption. If you build your house upon the sand
it will not be long before the waters wash the sand
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away and the house falls down. At the moment the
Latrobe River is in minor flood. We wish that good
fortune would spread through Victoria and the rest
of Australia.
I will not rubbish the important agricultural sector
of the economy because the major factor in
agriculture is not economics but the farmers on the
land, which would be nothing without the input of
the people. If it were not for the farmers the rest of
us would starve. We need to recognise that what is
missing in the ideology that has been preached by a
number of speakers in this house is a reference to
people. If there is one thing the government is
responsible for, it is the people of Victoria; it is not
dollars. It would warm my heart if we could hear a
speech based on people.
It would be most unlike me and most improper if I
delivered a speech without mentioning the Latrobe
Valley. We in the Latrobe Valley used to talk about
the SECV but it has been well and truly buried by
this government and now we have Generation
Victoria. That too will soon be buried. TItis
government is good at burying things. It is
proposing to break up Generation Victoria into a
number of corporatised plants which will then be
privatised. I should like to refer to several cases that
indicate the folly of that practice. Recently I came
across an article by John Legge, a research associate
in innovation and entrepreneurship at the
Swinburne University of Technology, which states
that the model being used by the government in the
restructure of the electricity industry is a proven
failure according to every overseas experience,
because it does not reflect the argument the
government has used for privatisation. The article
states:
Splitting the SEC's generation into fragments would
lead to lower prices if the market was perfect. A market
is perfect when all the competing producers use the
same technology, and every supplier is a perfect
substitute for every other one.

They are the conditions. Of course, in the electricity
industry in this state those conditions do not apply,
have never applied and will never apply. Therefore
the fundamental premise of the government's
argument for breaking up the SECV and
restructuring and privatising is flawed. We know
that each part of the system in electricity generation
in Victoria serves a very different purpose and that
together they provide us with safe and effident
electridty. We have brown coal power stations
which provide the base load, the Newport gas-fired
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station which provides the intermediate load, and
gas turbines and hydropower which provide the
peak load when and if necessary.
The argument John Legge puts is that at the moment
we have what is called a global optimum - that is,
each part provides essential power when and where
it is required across Victoria. When the global
optimum state is reached the individual components
will not be at optimum level. When the different
parts of the electricity industry are broken up, some
parts will not work at optimum level even if the total
system is operating at that level. It is no good having
a power station if it is not providing power and it is
no good prOViding power when it has no user. The
break-up cannot work.
The article suggests that price is not the only
problem in a competitive generating system. The
system must provide reactive power and must
continue to work after a failure. That is why there is
a spinning reserve. When the actual starter of small
motors, transformers and fluorescent lights, of
which there are a few in this building, is on reactive
power it takes power from the grid and feeds it
back. The net change may be very little but the
generator must be able to supply it. Who will pay
for it under this system? The system and the
spinning reserves have not been taken into account.
If there is a breakdown in one of the systems, when
one generator in the spinning reserve system goes
out another will immediately and automatically
come in. The question that has not been answered by
Or Troughton, who is responsible for setting up the
crazy system the government wants to institute, is:
who provides the spinning reserve? Certainly none
of the private generators will be looking to have a
generator running just in case it is needed in the
event of a breakdown.

TItis has not been prOVided in other countries. When
a generator breaks down or goes off-stream the
power gets switched off, and whether it happens to
be in a private home, a supermarket with all the
fridges operating, or in a factory, the power is just
switched off. They are major questions.
I raise a ma tter of equal concern. As most
honourable members would know Monash
University has a campus in the Latrobe Valley at
Churchill, which is one of the premier towns in the
area with some very important people resident in
that town - that is just an aside!
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The population of Gippsland is about 270 000
people. All the experts indicate that you need a
population of about 500 000 for a university to
survive. Monash has come in, grasped the nettle and
is providing a wide range of university courses not
only for Gippsland but for students all over Victoria
and Australia and, with its international presence,
eSpecially in South-East Asia. That has taken a large
investment by governments, the private sector and
the staff and management of the university.
The university competes strongly with the TAFE
sector for students, and in country Victoria the TAFE
presence is extremely important because it gives
many students the opportunity of undertaking
post-secondary education without having to leave
home. Given the state of the rural economy it is
pretty expensive to send children off to boarding
school for post-secondary education.
All universities have been under tremendous
pressure to continue to expand. That is one of the
major problems with capitalism - it requires
expansion to satisfy its own equations and its own
demands, and that is occurring at the moment in
Gippsland. The Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology is putting exploratory tentacles into
Gippsland to see if it can steal university students. It
may be all right for the ideologists and the
nea-fascist economists to say that you do not need
it-Mr Finn interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - I don't have any problem
with that.
Mr Finn -So competition is out of fashion? Is
that what you're saying?
Mr HAMILTON -Competition means saying
the market will sort it out. However, while the
market is sorting out the competition between these
two universities there will be problems because
there is not a big enough market for two
universities. It will be inefficient and ineffective in
terms of prOViding real opportunities for university
education for students in Gippsland.
There is concern that the stealing of each other's
markets by the various universities will result in a
negative impact rather than a positive impact.
Surely one of the important things about education
at any level is that it has a positive impact on the
students and that we do not end up with stupid
competition simply for the sake of competition.
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A similar argument is developing in the TAFE sector
but it is not as bad. As I understand the argument,
the TAFE colleges are setting up branches all over
Gippsland, each trying to become bigger than the
other rather than looking at some cooperation.
I would have thought that one of the really
important things in society if we are fair dinkum is
that we have cooperation and coordination not just
among universities and education systems but
among communities and each other. If that were the
aim we could end up with a far healthier and
happier place in which to live.

We do not want senseless, expensive competition
among our university establishments. It should not
be occurring in Gippsland in particular nor in
Victoria. It is about time people mapped out decent
strategies to provide a good service for all students.
One of my shadow ministries is roads and ports, and
I will make a few comments about that sector of the
state's budget and policies. As a member
representing a country electorate it is important that
I congratulate the government on a decision to
provide one-third of the Better Roads funding to
country Victoria because, unlike people in city
electorates, country people rely very much on their
roads not just for commuting and travelling but also
for their business or delivery of freight and produce
to market areas.
An alternative government would maintain that
policy because we believe it is important that money
be invested in the roads infrastructure of country
Victoria. If I have a criticism - I hope it is
constructive - it is that we need to be thinking
along the lines of better integration between our
road and rail transport sectors. Physics tells us that
the most efficient form of transportation is, of
course, the pushbike. It is something like 150 times
more efficient than a rail train. In turn rail transport
is something like 20 times more efficient than the car.
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - When I talk about efficiency I
am talking about real efficiency in terms of work
input compared with work output. You people talk
about dollars, but dollars are nebulous. Once upon a
time we used to barter with sea shells.
Mr Finn -If you lot had stayed in government
we would have gone back to that, too!
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Mr HAMILTON - If you want a big heap of sea
shells on your front door, that's all right, mate, but I
would rather have a more sensible, caring society.
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and, indeed, I am pleased to acknowledge that the
government is encouraging a redevelopment of
residential living in the centre of Melbourne -

We should be examining the total quality of life, and
one facet of that is the way we conserve energy
rather than waste it. We should be using the most
efficient forms of transport.

like many European cities and unlike many car-based
American cities. I don't mean just the CBD, the Golden
Mile, but central Melbourne and all its inner suburbs. It
is a centred city.

The opposition has a competition running at the
moment to look for the Minister for Conserving
Energy. There is a major prize for whoever identifies
that minister because it is an important area. We are
not talking about ministers who don't look as
though they are very active; we are talking about
ministers involved in programs that will conserve
energy rather than use it. That is a fundamental
factor in moving our freight and in moving people.

These features of Melbourne make it well suited for
public transport solutions. 50 let us for once try to link
land-use planning with transport planning and
coordinate rail and bus transport to make the
Ringwood line a demonstration project of successful
integrated transport planning.

We should be looking at the most efficient ways of
doing it so that we do not get greenhouse gases as a
by-product of the very unwise use of energy and so
that we do not get a great deal of natural and
primary resources used in the manufacture of
energy-moving vehicles. We should be using the
more efficient way of freight - that is, rail- and
we should be looking at ways of coordinating it.
If ever there were a challenge for our state and
national transport people it is to provide a way in
which we can effectively and properly integrate
road and rail transport not only for country people
but also, importantly, so that we use transport
wisely in the city. The government will rue the day it
starts closing down the rail lines that have been the
lifeblood of country Victoria. They are not only
symbolically important in the way communities see
their future, they are extremely important in the way
communities move their goods and services.

The commentary in an article headed, 'Freeway,
ring-roads and the missing link' by Nicholas Low, a
senior lecturer in the School of Environmental
Planning at the University of Melbourne, is
important because of the emphasis this government
is putting on its ring-roads around Melbourne. In
part, Nicholas Low talks about the way Melbourne
has been structured and the way it has grown as a
radial city. He argues from an intellectual point of
view that we should be doing better than providing
ring-roads, which are a way of separating our
important radial rail links. He says:
The city has a very prosperous, livable and successful
central area -

In such a system, feeder buses would run regularly to

all the stations on the line. And perhaps franchises to
run stations could be sold so that those running them
would have a real incentive to attract passengers.
He is not a socialist, he certainly believes in free
enterprise in the marketplace and the importance of
the private sector. He continues:
Perhaps station owners might also run feeder bus
services. The present government might just have the
boldness of vision to try out some new ideas of this sort.
He is making the point that Melbourne is one of the
most livable cities in the world. However, because of
increasing car usage and the way in which the city is
placed, he sees a danger that eventually it will
become pollution-ridden and most unlivable. The
world has dozens of examples where cities have
become almost uninhabitable because of the
negative health impacts of environmental pollution.
One hears the warnings: 'Don't take your car today;
we have heavy smog'. We do not want that
occurring in Melbourne. We do not want our
pollution to become worse. There should be a
planned improvement for relieving the
environmental pollution from which Melbourne
already suffers. It can be done with sensible
transport systems, people planning and the use of
the infrastructure that already exists, which should
be developed and extended.
I turn to my other shadow portfolio, that of
Aboriginal affairs. In my opinion this is one of the
most sensitive and difficult portfolios of all. I am
pleased to acknowledge that the Minister
responsible for Aboriginal Affairs has been most
cooperative and helpful with problems that I have
had to bring before him at various times. We should
acknowledge those positives as well as being
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prepared to criticise the government for some of its
policies with which we do not agree.
There is a major problem with Aboriginal affairs. In
the past there has been a bipartisan approach to a
number of Aboriginal affairs issues. I believe we will
see reconciliation, which is an initiative of the Prime
Minister, becoming more widely accepted and, I
hope, more widely accepted by both sides of politics.
Be that as it may, there are opportunities to address
some of the crying needs of our indigenous
ancestors. Probably one of the most important areas,
and one in which I believe state governments can
play an important and positive role, is examining
avenues where Aboriginal people throughout this
state can see for themselves positive and creative
future employment opportunities and roles.
The government has been somewhat lax in not
addressing some of the issues which were part of the
policy of the previous government and which have
been part of the policy of previous federal
governments, both liberal and Labor, in designating
employment opportunities for Aboriginal people.
Clearly ones that come to mind are those that
involve the management of our national parks and
new and developing economic opportunities such as
ecotourism. Aborigines have the knowledge and,
without doubt, the skills to provide the basis for
employment as leaders in that area. With their
intimate knowledge of their heritage and the way in
which sacred and significant sites should be treated,
Aboriginal people are well equipped to better
educate the non-Aboriginal population in this state.
A challenge facing this government, and I believe
successive governments, is to examine the positive
proactive employment opportunities associated with
new industries which could provide some real
recognition of the Aboriginal people in this country
and provide a positive outlook. Not only that, a
number of Aboriginal people have proceeded
through our colleges and universities. They have
well-recognised qualifications as teachers at both
primary and secondary levels. It is about time we
stopped paying lip service and made sure the
Australian community understands its Aboriginal
history. These people should be given employment.
I argue that they should be given tagged
employment. If we can tag pOSitions in schools as
being physical education teachers, music teachers or
specialist language teachers, we can equally tag
positions in schools as being Aboriginal educators.
Those people should have career opportunities; they
should be involved in the education of the new
generation of this country and we should seize the
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opportunity - which I think has never been
better - that is presented by their culture and make
some real progress in understanding their very long
history, some 60 ()(X) years of habitation, in this
wonderful country of ours.
There are some opportunities to be seized in
Aboriginal affairs and I hope to see the minister
making some pro-active and positive moves that
will be supported by the cabinet and by the
government as this government enters the second
half of its term.
Mr LUPTON (Knox) - It is a pleasure to be able
to follow the honourable for Morwell because his
debate is usually considered, well thought out and
quite reasonable, which is different from the
members who spoke earlier on the appropriation bill
on behalf of the Australian Labor Party.
I remember that the first contributions from the
opposition on this bill were couched in terms of
objecting to the fact that the bill was not brought on
when it should have been discussed and the
opposition leader was set to lead on behalf of his
party. That went on for quite a considerable time in fact, for about 2 hours. The argument put forward
was that because there was no press and 1V cameras
present the main speech by the Leader of the
Opposition would not have received the coverage
that was required.
The reason why that was done was that we, as a
government, were trying to proteCt the Leader of the
Opposition because he has proved in this house that
even when he is required to produce evidence of the
rorts and perks that he had been expounding over
the previous few weeks, he cannot come up with the
truth or any facts at all. So what the government was
trying to do was protect him.
Then we had to put up with the arguments by the
honourable member for Footscray. He states that his
speeches always seem to be reasonable, measured,
considered and well prepared. The people who had
to sit here and listen to the honourable member
deliver a speech that lasted for 2 hours and
40 minutes would have found the rhetoric rather
'interesting'. It was boring and longwinded and the
Hansard reporters probably had a great deal of
trouble staying awake between the various pauses. I
know the honourable member for Footscray had
trouble staying awake and dived out of the chamber
a couple of times when the points of order were
being raised. If my grandchildren had spoken like he
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had spoken they would have been sent to their
rooms for talking such drivel.
Honourable members may recall that in the
address-in-reply the same speaker also made use of
the time to read a poem about the ministry, which
was well researched and absolutely meaningless.
Mr Brumby, the Leader of the Opposition, came on
about this time a couple of days ago. There was still
no press, no TV cameras - nothing to report on
what the Leader of the Opposition said. Mr Brumby
actually bombed out. U one were to look at the
comments that the Leader of the Opposition had
made the day after the budget was brought down,
one would find that with his reasoning any sort of
surplus, such as the surplus that this government
propounded to have at the end of its term, would
have been gone because he would have spent $15
million on ambulances. He did not say where they
were going to be placed or whether they were
required.
In education he said there would be a huge increase
in the number of teachers, not targeted, but with the
support of the teaching profession. He said it would
cost in the order of $40 million for teachers
alone. The Leader of the Opposition said that he
would remove the Cain-Kirner tax which would cost
$160 million. Honourable members have to
remember that the tax was only brought in because
of the way the previous government left the finances
of this state. Therefore, in the first 10 minutes of his
speech he completely wiped out the government
surplus by saying what his government would have
had under its budget.

He then went on to talk about health and safety,
saying he would spend a large amount of money on
extra staff in the system, which would cost about $45
million. On top of that, he said tax reductions would
occur in a range of areas. He put forward a figure of
$500 million, so the whole of the government's
surplus would have gone and Victoria would be
back in the red again, which is typical of Labor and
is what the previous government did.
Honourable members should remember that in 1992,
when this government took over, we were in debt to
the tune of some $300 000 million - that is the
current account No attempt was made by the
previous government to balance the books. In fact it
seemed to be hell-bent on destroying the state.
As people would be well aware, although the State
Bank survived two world wars, a depression and a
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lot of other adverse economic affairs, this previous
government lost it in a very short time, in fact, in a
decade.
Comments have been made about local government
amalgamations. I was fortunate to be a councillor of
the City of Knox in 1987-88 when the amalgamation
discussions took place with the Shire of Sherbrooke.
I must say the discussions that were held between
those two municipalities were reasonable; they were
lOgical, well thought out, and both municipalities
were prepared to go down the path of
amalgamation. We thought that was the proper way
to go.
But what happened when the crunch came? The
then Labor government backed away from the
amalgamation proposal and shelved illt did not
have any conrurnritment at all. What has happened
now is that the current government is moving down
the path of council amalgamations and is being
criticised for doing the job that the previous
government could not fulfil its obligation to do. It
had no corrunitmenl
I shall turn to Workcare. The Workcare situation
under the previous government was one where
people rorted the system. It was an excuse for a
never-ending holiday at the taxpayers' expense.
Before entering Parliament, I administered a large
superannuation fund. When it came to the employer
looking at ways of reducing the Workcare bills, it
became apparent that when people were asked to go
for medical examinations, they suddenly and
miraculously developed cures for the illnesses that
until that time appeared to be long-term and never
ending. Within a week or fortnight they would come
back to work. It was the most amazing advancement
in medical science in the whole 20th century. Once
the fact that Workcare would stop became known,
cures were found and people came out of the
woodwork, and regained useful employment.
There was $2000 million in unfunded liabilities
under Workcare, and now after only two years it is
down to $200 million. That in itself is an
advancement; one could not imagine that that
would happen in such a short period of time.
The result is that an employer can now spend
money on his business instead of spending it on
Workcover payments, which probably were totally
unnecessary. I have one employer in my electorate
who can now spend $35 000 a year more on his
business rather than putting it into Workcover levies.
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Ms Marple interjected.
Mr LUPTON - I notice again we have the
honourable member for Altona interrupting. It is
amazing, absolutely amazing that you continue to
argue-The AcrING SPEAKER (Or Coghill) -Order! I
ask the honourable member to ignore interjections
and I ask the honourable member for Altona to
await her opportunity.
Mr LUPTON - I shall now turn to cutbacks in
the public sector, which was bloated under the ALP.
Where I was, in the SEC alone the ALP cut back 8000
people in two years. There were cutbacks of similar
proportions in the Gas and Fuel Corporation and
Melbourne Water. Yet you hear nothing at all about
that from the opposition when it is talking about the
cutbacks by this government. It makes no mention
of the fact that it introduced the voluntary departure
package right across the board, with the exception of
education. Of course, education was the sacred cow,
it could not be affected.
The federal government sent the message to the
opposition when it was in government that the
grants commission indicated that its public service
was 15 per cent above the national average and 10 to
12 per cent in health and transport. The previous
government consistently bloated the public service.
This government has taken the hard decisions in
having to reduce numbers or downsize, and what
we are doing is follOWing on from what the ALP did
when it was in government. As I said with the SEC,
some 8000 people went in a period of under two
years under Labor.
I know finns in my electorate that under the ALP
government were working three days a week. Now
they are working five days a week. They are
exporting around the world, but still manufacturing
in Victoria and still manufacturing in Knox. That
shows that we are as good as anybody else as long
as the people are prepared to work and put their
shoulder to the wheel.
If you look at education in my electorate, on
maintenance alone $2 million has been allocated.
That is not for new schools, it is purely and simply
on maintenance. It is the best deal the schools in my
electorate have had in the past 10 years because
some of the schools had not seen a coat of paint or
had not seen any maintenance since they were built.
I admit that while some of it goes back to the
previous Liberal government, the fact is that over
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the past 10 years there has been little or no money
spent on these particular schools.
One of the schools had a maintenance bill of
$500 000 and that will not even cover the costs of
bringing the building up to scratch. They all have oil
heating systems, and trying to convert those systems
to gas to make them more efficient takes a big slice
of any amount of money.
Nevertheless, $500 000 to bring one school up to
scratch so it can be maintenance free for another few
years is a heck of a lot of money for any government
to have to find. The black hole that was left in the
education budget certainly did not help things when
this government came to power.
During the election campaign the oppositiol'l
candidate made promises of $10 000 for computer
equipment to various schools. There was no
allowance for that commitment in the budget. When
this government come to power it suddenly found
all these schools expecting $10 000 for computer
equipment! There was nothing in writing but it was
a commitment by the then government.
During his contribution earlier in the debate the
shadow Minister for Education was very, very
critical of a number of current government practices.
I shall quote part of an interview from the transcript
of a Channel 10 news story of 9 October 1993 where
the honourable member for Carrum was questioned
about school closures:
Reporter - tabor closed dozens of schools during its
ll-year reign. Many have since been carved up and
sold but opposition education spokesman Mal Sandon
says mergers under Labor took too long and suggested
the former government may have been too soft.
Mr Sandon - I think we were too consultative so if I
was Minister for Education I would have maintained
our consultative process but would have given them set
deadlines and timelines in which to meet them.
Reporter - And Mr Sandon said that yes, just like the
state government, if necessary he would force mergers
too, but only on educational grounds.

The honourable member for Carrum in his role as
shadow Minister for Education is saying that, by
necessity, he would have continued down the same
path as the current government. You cannot have a
school with 130 students within 700 metres of a
school with 300 students and the same
administration. It only makes commonsense:
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somewhere, somehow one of them has to close and
they have to merge. I also note a comment by the
former Premier that appeared in an article entitled
'Achievements and lessons for reform governments'.
He is quoted as saying:
However, we did not handle some of these changes as
well as we might. We did not get anything back from
teachers. We should have 'traded' our generosity to
them. We should have obtained from them improved
work practices, and not agreed to smaller and smaller
classes and fewer and fewer teaching-<=ontact hours.
That was from the former Premier of the state. He
has turned aroWld and admitted that the Labor
government was wrong in the way it pursued
education. It bolstered and bloated the numbers and
expected less and less work from those involved.
Our public service wages bill was being exploded
out of all proportion because of the additional
teachers that were being put onto the payroll with
fewer and fewer children going through the system.
The fact of the matter is that if the birth and
migration rates are not there, children will not be
going through the school system.
The previOUS ALP government persisted on its path
of destruction by bloating the education system,
putting more and more teachers on, cutting back the
teaching and contact hours and, if anything, ruining
the education system as we knew it when we went
to school.
I turn to the issue of roads in my electorate. Under
the current government we have the Better Roads
program levy of 3 cents a litre. Let us compare that
with the Pyramid tax, which is 3 cents a litre. Where
did the Pyramid levy go? Probably $200 million
went back into consolidated revenue to make up for
the empty promises that the former Treasurer of the
Labor government made to the people of Victoria.
He gave a commitment 'Your money is safe. Read
my lips: leave your money in Pyramid'.
When it closed down everybody in the state who
drove motor cars had to suddenly find the money to
fund the Pyramid levy, which the government of the
day had plucked out of the air to fund its own
mistakes. 1his government has committed
something like $495 million from the Better Roads
levy. The breakdown will mean that 2 cents a litre
will be spent on metropolitan roads and 1 cent a litre
on country roads. That means $495 million will be
allocated to roads and $200 million will be spent this
year.
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In my electorate, $500 000 will be spent widening the
Burwood Highway from four to six lanes. Although
only $500 000 is involved, it will ease traffic
congestion for the dangerous kilometre where the
road changes from four lanes to two lanes and then
back to three lanes. The previous government could
not find any money to do anything about it. The
Minister for Roads and Ports has been able to come
up with $500 000 to save time and alleviate a very
dangerous situation.

I refer to Monash Highway, which is probably better
known as Wellington Road, and the extremely
dangerous area between AFL Park and Stud Road.
Because the road cannot handle the traffic, cars sit
there in bumper-to-bumper traffic and wait and
wait. Despite many promises and commitments by
the previous government nothing ever happened. In
this budget approximately $9 million will be spent
doing up the Monash Highway. One finds a similar
situation with Mountain Highway in Bayswater
where some $2 million will be spent. Because no
maintenance money was allocated by the previous
government over the past decade, Dorset Road,
Boronia, had to be virtually reconstructed for a
distance of 25 kilometres. The work is absolutely
essential. The road is so bad now that trucks have to
travel in the centre lane because the left-hand lane is
too bumpy and their loads shift. When the cars
move across the lanes, one finds a four-lane highway
where only the two centre lanes are being used to
full capacity. Although some $1.5 million will fix the
problem, the previous government allocated no
funds for roads in the municipality.
I have mentioned the High Street Road extension
previously. Under the bicentennial funding
arrangements, money was allocated to extend High
Street Road from Stud Road through to Burwood
Highway. That money was expended and we were
still about 100 metres short of meeting up with
Burwood Highway. The road was closed for two
and a half years because the money could not be
found to complete that section - it was the road
that went to nowhere.
When he was opposition spokesman, I took the
Minister for Roads and Ports in another place out to
show him the result. He could not believe that a
road could be built, but still be short by only 100
metres. How did the previous government fund it? I
will give it credit. It raised the money bit by bit. It
went to BP Australia because that company had
built the service station on the future intersection of
Burwood Highway and the High Street Road
extension. BP had the money to fund the
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completion. Although BP Australia got the previous
government out of that situation, the government
still left debts for this government to payoff.
BP Australia funded the construction of the balance
of the road so that it couldte fully used by the
residents of the area. You cannot imagine driving
along a beautiful road and then suddenly finding
the barriers up and the road closed. You would have
to extend the road only as far as you could kick a
football to have a nice highway!
The opposition is critical of the government despite
the fact that the budget will be in surplus at the end
of this financial year. The opposition accuses us of
shonky deals, yet it was the former Labor
government that was the instigator of creative
accounting practices. I am surprised that some
accounting schools do not introduce a course in
creative accounting as it was developed by the
Labor Party.
Municipal libraries used to receive funding early in
the financial year. The former Labor government
curtailed that funding and paid it in June instead of
September. The result was that local government
had to act as the banker for the library service. I was
a councillor with the City of Knox at the time and
our city had to borrow money to assist the library
service. It had to pay interest of approximately
$25 000 a year on that borrowed money. Although
the state government eventually reimbursed
municipalities, it was not an efficient way for
councils and the government to operate.
Thankfully, this government has changed direction
and put the library service on a firm financial
footing. The first of the two--part payments will be
forwarded to local government this week. In my
municipality funding for libraries increased 3.7 per
cent over the previOUS year. That will greatly benefit
the citizens of the municipalities of Sherbrooke,
Healesville, Croydon, Lilydale and Ringwood,
which are members of the regional library. It will
enable the library to improve its service and
purchase more books.
The institute of horticultural development, currently
known as Scoresby horticultural centre, is of world
standard. Approximately $8 million is being
allocated over the next two years to ensure that"the
centre is a world leader in its field. The former Labor
government could not see that far ahead.
Unfortunately, it sold off part of the land allocated to
the institute as a residential development.
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I well remember when the government wanted the
City of Knox to enter an agreement regarding the
population density of the proposed subdivision. The
then honourable member for Wantirna, Mr5 Hirsh,
was at that council meeting because she was pleased
with the plans and wanted a quick decision. Prior to
councillors entering the council chamber, the
honourable member approached me and said that if
I dared move an objection to the recommendation
for the development she would sue me. When I
asked whether I could be sued for asking the council
to delay this matter for proper consultation, I was
told that I could not be sued. The former Labor
government was that desperate for funds that it was
maximiSing its return by encouraging high-density
developments. The former honourable member for
Wantirna threatened me that she would take me to
court over this issue.
The coalition government has worked with and for
the people of Victoria and the business community
to make the state a better place. During the past four
or five weeks the Leader of the Opposition and the
opposition have attacked business people. When the
Leader of the OppOSition was called upon to put up
or shut up he could not document any of his claims.
In fact, he asked us to provide the evidence! He
wanted the government to obtain the evidence to
justify his claims because he did not have any
evidence. The opposition was given unlimited time
to debate the issue but it only had eight speakers.
I reiterate that the coalition government is
committed to working with the business community
in the interests of the state. We want Victoria to be
the engine room of Australia. We are working hard
to make sure that happens as soon as possible.
Business people are pleased that things are starting
to happen. They do not like some of the hard
decisions that have had to be taken, but they realise
that they would have had to make similar decisions
with their own businesses. They would have to cut
back on their expenditure and be more productive.
That is all that the government is doing.
The reshaping of workers compensation will mean
that businesses will be more viable. They will
employ more people and be more productive.
Ms Marple interjected.
Mr LUPTON - The honourable member for
Altona asks 'How many people?'. I have referred to
one firm in my electorate that will provide all the
seating for the next Olympic games in Atlanta. That
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company beat other companies throughout the
world in a competitive tender. This government is
assisting businesses to grow so that Victoria can
once again be the engine room of the country and
the jewel in the crown - something that was lost
under the former Labor government.
Sitting suspended 6.28 p.m. until 8.03 p.m.
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - I am pleased to be able
to speak on the Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill
and reply to what government members have said
on the budget. The Treasurer claimed the crisis was
over but he and the government have promised
more of the same. I wish to look at the human story
that has evolved since the government took over the
running of the state. What we have been hearing and
seeing but what the government does not tell us
about are the cries of families and farmers as they
watch support disappear; cries of families who are
disappearing from Victoria and moving to
Queensland and New South Wales; cries of rural
communities that are seeing services disappear to
such an extent that small towns fear for their verv
existence; cries of state schools about the problems
they are facing; and cries of unemployed people that
the extra jobs the government promised have not
eventuated.
The very fabric of the state is disappearing under the
control of the government. The government does not
really understand, for instance, that education is for
life, not simply to enable people to obtain work.
Although work is part of life it is not everything.
Under this government's education policies people
are leaving school early and facing unemployment
or employment in dead-end jobs. That is a reality!
When I hear government members say it is really
best for some people to leave school early I know
they are not speaking about their own sons and
daughters but about people they have little to do
with. The impression one is left with after two years
of this government is one of people expressing
concerns - of depressed people.
It is often said by government members that there
has been a theme or cultural change in attitude in
the state since the government came to power. I
would have to agree that that is so. The government
is perpetuating the individual as the
be-all-and-end-all- the individual reigns supreme
and the winner takes all. There are prizes for those
who come out on top and woe behold you if you do
not! There is no room for community work or for a
collective view. There is no room for people with
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difficulties or people who are different. If a person is
not highly successful the government does not want
to support or assist that person.
People get no reward for working together in groups
because that is not considered the way to go. The
government uses voluntary organisations and
voluntary individuals as the way to cover
government inactivity, and if you are one of the
deserving poor you had better beg and beg well
because that is how the government will judge
whether you are worthy.
Another matter of great concern is the attitude to
public open space. The government does not see any
value in public open space; it only sees value in
things it can put a dollar sign on. The government
sees open space only in terms of development
potential and not as a space for all people to use.
These impressions are very strong as one moves
around Victoria, as I have been able to, and listens,
works with and talks with people. It is also evident
when one listens to the radio -not 3AW, because it
is controlled and managed in many quarters,
particularly in the talk-back area - Mr Finn - News as well?
Ms MARPLE - Yes, all of those areas. The only
thing we really hear a great deal about is Victorians
moving to Queensland and New South Wales in a
bid to escape the unfair and unjust policies of the
government. Those policies are driving people out of
jobs, out of business and out of the state. The figures
are self-evident. In fact, when the government put
the slogan 'Victoria on the move' on car number
plates it left out the word 'interstate'! That is what
we are seeing: towns the size of Castlemaine moving
out of the state.
The overall impression of the changes we have seen,
and the government is pleased about its changes and
wants to talk about them all the time, is that they
have been imposed on people who have not been
involved in or able to make the decisions for
themselves. Those people feel cut out because they
have not been able to have a say.
Many municipalities are no longer represented by
elected councillors who people may happen to see
locally down the street and are able to talk to, but by
commissioners. That may be all right for people who
hold important positions, such as members of
Parliament, who can meet the commissioners, but on
the whole people in the community do not see the
commissioners. It is as if they are people from outer
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space, people who do not know the areas about
which they are making decisions.
People have said it is very hard to breathe; that they
feel as though they have jackboots on their necks;
that the changes to the water boards and councils
are being forced on them; that the fabric of society is
being eaten away; that we are on a downward
spiral, especially in smaller towns such as 8oort; that
democracy is dead.
There is an attitudinal change. I should like to
mention a couple of examples that are indicative of
the change that I have seen on television or heard on
radio. Nobody could have been unmoved by the
Down's syndrome children talking on television the
other night about the cut in funding for early
intervention services. They said they had to go out
and raise money in their local communities. There is
only so much money in the community. Last night
on radio I heard a young woman called Wendy
Dent, who is taking part in the fringe festival which
is very important to Melbourne, complaining about
the difficulty she is having in putting on a play
about homelessness. She has funding from and the
support of many groups to put on the play. She
wants it to take place in an alleyway beside a
building which has been unoccupied for 15 years
and which is sometimes used by the homeless, but
the owners of the building have objected. She has
tried all forms of negotiation and they have all
broken down.
What is so terrible about holding the play there?
Plays have been held there before. Unfortunately,
there is an attitudinal change in the community. The
owners feel they can object and turn away someone
who wants to stimulate our thinking, give the
community fresh challenges and make us think
about homelessness. Their argument is that the play
will encourage us to think that homelessness is all
right.
The front page of today's Age quotes Archbishop
Keith Rayner's complaints about what is happening
to our city because of the casino. He points out that
there is a considerable number of street signs
showing the way to the casino. In only two years we
have seen such a change in attitude about what is
important that we have a considerable number of
signs telling us that the most important thing in the
community is the casino and few signs saying, 'This
is the way to the Arts Centre' or ''This is the way to
the heart of Melbourne'. At every turn there is a sign
pointing the way to the casino. The intensity of
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building an economic base and a way of life on a
casino is a great worry.
Mr Maclellan interjected.
Ms MARPLE - I am talking about an overall
attitudinal change. You can have a policy to bring in
casinos, as the minister is pointing out, but on every
street corner there is a sign to show that this is what
is happening in Melbourne, and the change in
attitude that is prevailing is putting people like
Wendy Dent out of work. It was interesting to go to
the recent Albert Park activity - Mr Maclellan - Inactivity!
Ms MARPLE - I am sorry you were not there,
Minister, because you would have been impressed.
You were probably too mean to buy matches! It was
a beautiful evening and the lake looked very
picturesque with the lights around it. The thing that
struck me was not the objection to the race, although
those objections were put forward, but the fact that
the majority of people were very concerned about
the manner in which the government had forced
through the legislation, was cutting off community
involvement and was not allowing anybody to have
a say, even so far as the environment was concerned.
There are many things to show that changes are
happening. I have already mentioned the hospitals.
On going to hospital the impression you get is that
there is a lack of staff to help you find your way
around and that you have to be much more assertive
in ensuring that adequate services are provided for
your children, aged parents or whoever is in
hospital. There has certainly been a change of
atmosphere in many of our hospitals.
Older people are very concerned about services. I
have mentioned before the lack of services for older
people in Geelong and the changes that are
occurring as a result of a tightening up of service
delivery. In this house I asked the Minister for
Community Services for an answer about what he
was doing to see that older people were still able to
get their services. Unfortunately I have had an
example given to me of services being taken away.
One of the big changes is the funding for home help,
and the older person concerned feels that he has lost
a friend who came on a regular basis.
In Laverton the podiatry service that was delivered
at the old people's leisure centre has been cut. I
spoke to the commissioner about it but she did not
think it was such a terrible thing and said that a
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service was available somewhere else, so long as it
was paid for. That is fine, except that it worries
people of senior years who have already given a
great deal to the community.
I should like to touch on some specific areas that
have been mentioned by other speakers. Education
is vital to all of us. The honourable member for
Carrum mentioned some areas of concern. There are
no initiatives and people feel a sense of loss about
the Specialist services in schools. We are no longer
able to get emergency teachers and the budget has
been underspent by $90 million. Specialist services
have gone, class sizes are increasing and retention
~ates are dropping. Young people are not staying on
m school, a fact that was pointed out by the
honourable member for Carrum. If you do not finish
year 12 you are four times more likely to be
unemployed. I have observed that young people
who have worked and been unemployed have tried
to get back into school only to find that it is
impossible. Even school principals are saying that
this is the worst time they have ever had because of
the feeling that the government does not care about
the future of students.
There is a good illustration of this point in the
newsletter of the Victorian Council of Social Service.
An article headed, 'On the scrap heap? The costs of
school closures' talks about the 260 school closures;
the school support centres that have closed; the loss
of 8000 teachers; the increased workload for all
teachers; the sacking of 75 per cent of special needs
teachers; and the 40 per cent youth unemployment
rate.
Mr Maclellan - How was it different under your
government?
Ms MARPLE - I'll tell you how it was different.
There was consultation - The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Perrin) - Order!
The honourable member will come back to the bill
and ignore interjections.
Ms MARPLE - The article talks about the
Victorian government which has:
... 'systematically' set about dismantling the state
education system.
In just over 21 months in office a devastating schedule
of sales and mergers has resulted in:

260 primary and secondary schools being forced to
either dose or amalgamate ...

865
8500 teaching staff losing their jobs;
school support centres being closed;
class sizes being increased to unworkable levels

What's worse, as is pointed out in the article, is that
the government believes that would have little if any
detrimental effect on the students concerned. That is
clearly a myth. It does have a detrimental effect on
the schools. This study was conducted with the
involvement of students, and what happened to
those students? Their schools were closed. and
merged. What did they do? According to the article:
The community welfare sector, which the state
government apparently believed would 'pick up the
pieces' of the now defunct welfare component of
education, also appears to be struggling under the load.

The government is saying there will be other people
to pick up those students. The government believes
it is UIUlecessary to employ people at schools to help
support students to stay in school!
It is however the experience of school closures as told
by the young people themselves that 'brings home' the
human cost of school closures.

The students were asked about their experience and
only one participant out of 30-0dd students
interviewed went back to the school. That person
lasted only three months at the school he or she was
required to attend. Several did not even try to
re-enrol and many simply could not cope with such
a dramatic change in their lives.
The majority of our young participants reported that
they will not return to school. They have been badly
burned by the whole affair and have now become too
removed from the school system to go back to a strict
educational environment.
For others there was a distinct lack of future plans and
clear pessimism about what the future may hold.

That is one of the problems facing our comrmmity
under this government.
I will move on to some other areas in the time I have
available. One of those issues is women and what
has happened to them under this government. It is
quite clear that the move away from the award
system has been detrimental to women. That system
was very protective and supportive of women and
their wages - those facts speak for themselves. In
Victoria in 1992-93 the average award earnings for
women dropped by 2.7 per cent.
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The state award system had previously covered
many of the traditional areas of female employment
such as clerical, retail, hospitality and service jobs.
Just what is this govenunent doing for women? In
that area alone they are far worse off.
A number of books examining women's services
have been published, and I direct particular
attention to a book titled Women working together, by
Wendy Weeks, a senior lecturer in the department of
social work at the University of Melbourne. Of
course, government members do not like the words
'social work' nor do they like the word 'welfare'. I
was sneered at by the Minister for Agriculture on
that point the last time I was speaking about this
issue.
According to the book, and I recommend it to
everyone, the government is working on the
mainstreaming of services to women:
'Mainstreaming' appears to be the preferred prinCiple
of organisation. Such integration or assimilation of
women-<:entred service does what history has
repeatedly done to women - it makes them invisible.

I will give one example of that the other day I was
at the annual general meeting of the Bellarine
Community Health Centre and the secretary to the
Minister for Health and Community Services was
there. It was an interesting exercise to see how heads
of departments now have to work.
Watching the secretary of that department
addressing the meeting and working as a sycophant
was just amazing. For those who do not know what
that is I shall explain that it is a person who uses
flattery to win the favour of people in power. He
spoke so wonderfully of those people. He also said
that this government was .about providing services
for 'real people'.
One of the conversations I overheard when leaving
tttat meeting involved people wondering whether
they were 'real people.' I can tell honourable
members what the departmental secretary thought
real people were not because in the same breath that
he talked about real people he also spoke about
non-people and he was talking about women. He
was talking about those services that Wendy Weeks
refers to in her book. He said that was not the way
they were going to go and that they were going to
mainstream services for women. That was an
interesting way of supporting what the research is
showing, which is that the government is not
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interested in women at all. Many necessary services
for women are being abolished.
Another area of concern is privatisation. I have
spoken about that before in this place and have
mentioned examples of it in other countries. The
only people in the UK who have really benefited
from privatisation are the friends of the sick
government that set it up. The government sets up
its friends to head the separation of the various
sectors of the public service, such as a water utility,
and they get a fair whack - a really nice wage
which in one case increased from something like
$50 000 up to $300 000. The friends of the
government are the ones who benefit under any
privatisation scheme.
Another area of concern is"the selling off of our
ports. It does not appear that anyone is that
interested in the idea of buying them, and certainly
the people who use the ports are not interested. In
fact, it is almost imposSible to find anybody who
supports the proposal other than the government.
You certainly do not find any great support for
selling off the port down in Geelong.
The people of rural Victoria are concerned about
their power being privatised. They know the people
who have claimed over many years to be looking
after them - the National Party - are letting them
down. They know that if a maximum price is set,
discounting will occur in cities where there are
many consumers but that will not happen in the
country. People in rural areas will not end up with a
cheaper price, as has been promised by the people
who look after them. Petrol pricing shows that.
I repeat the words of the Leader of the Opposition in
his speech on this bill:
If you look at agriculture, and adjust it for
superannuation, capital charges and the other changes
made from the last budget to this, the actual growth in
outlays for agriculture is 1.4 per cent. These are a
profound embarrassment to COWltry members and to
the honourable member for Mildura.

When all those matters are taken into account there
has been no increase. My budget briefing on
agricultural matters was not forthcoming. When I
asked for one, all I received was Victoria - On the
Move. It is hardly an initiative; many of the subjects
were initiated by the previous government - only
the names have changed.
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This budget is trying to pull the wool over our eyes.
I had wished to touch on many other issues, one
being unemployment, to which I have already
alluded. The budget is woefully inadequate.
Although concern has been expressed in the budget,
the figures do not get any better. I am also concerned
by the government's lack of attention to
conservation, national parks and business plans for
much of our public land.

In conclusion, although the budget shows signs of a
government that is trying to remodel itself, people
know that is not the case. The government is taking
with one hand and giving half back with the other.
The government is not for all the people of Victoria,
just a chosen few. It does not understand the value
of anything unless it has a dollar sign beside it.
People are the most important part of Victoria, but
this government does not show Victorians any
vision or understanding. It is not for the future and
it is certainly not for the people, it is only for its own
few mates - the ones with the new money.

The greatest worry for all of us is that democracy is
under attack. The fabric of our society has been
destroyed as we see rural communities in a
downward spiral. Services are being slashed. This
budget has failed to address the fundamental issues
that are important to every ordinary Victorian health, education and community services.
I agree with the Leader of the Opposition that this is
a dishonest budget that has been hiding the truth
from the people. It is Melbourne based and it is
about deals and mates.

Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) - Even
though in rising to speak on the Appropriation
(1994-95, No. 1) Bill I was intending to wax lyrical on
a number of issues, the honourable member for
Altona has inspired me to achieve new heights. She
spoke about real people and about women.
Although I am not sure of her priority, in focusing
her remarks on real people and women one has only
to look at the fact that she has been given one term
to show what a real person she is and what a
woman she is -she is a one-termer, in and out she
goes.
When we talk about women and politics, we know
the government side has the majority of women. As
she well knows, in this Parliament the
liberal-National Party coalition has the majority of
women. In talking about real people, who happen to
be women, we must look at the other place where
there is a fine member by the name of licia
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Kokocinski, for whom I have great respect. She is of
Italian background and her partner is of Polish
background. As I know you, Mr Acting Speaker, are
well aware, she has done more for the Labor Party
on ethnic affairs issues than any other Labor
member of Parliament in this or the other place.
What has happened to that member, that real person
who also happens to be a lady? She will be replaced
by a man. This lady is deemed to be so real and so
much of a wonderful female representative that she
is to be replaced by a male. We all know that will
bring the current 10 per cent down to about 8 per
cent. And we can hardly wait to see - as happened
to the honourable member for Werribee - how the
quota of 35 per cent will take effect. We can see them
lining up now.
Obviously the honourable member for Altona is
such a real person and such a wonderful female
representative of the Labor Party that she has been
given four years in this place only to be replaced by
Lyn Kosky, who has been appointed to a $92 000 job
by a Labor mate in the federal Parliament, together
with three other state Labor candidates on the same
salary. But we know what they are like in
Canberra - they have no qualifications for this job.
She sat on a chemical task force, but now she has a
new guernsey. It can be said that she was on the
federal Labor government gravy train before she
came in here and that she was also a woman. But she
replaces a woman, the honourable member for
Altona, who only got to serve in this place for four
years. Such was her worth. That was the recognition
she received for the outstanding job she did in her
shadow portfolio of agriculture.
Mr Baker interjected.
Mr HONEYWOOD - The honourable member
for Sunshine would know the mortality rate of
spokespersons for agriculture on his side of the
house. I think he was 1 of 9 in 10 years - that is 1 a
year. The honourable member for Altona is probably
the longest serving shadow agricultural
spokesperson in this place. But what has happened?
She has been rolled for the next election and has
served only four years. What an embarrassment not
only to country Labor voters but also to the people
of Altona who we believe are concerned about the
environment. In her contribution to the debate the
environment rated only 30 seconds. Given her
interest in environmental issues I would have
thought she would have said more. I am interested
in the environment and I planned to give a long
discourse on environmental problems and the
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challenges facing the people of Altona. We know
about the problems that groups in Altona such as
the chemical industry have mentioned. How much
time did the honourable member for Altona devote
to that? Thirty seconds!
It was a 3O-second contribution to a major debate on
environmental concerns, according to her way of
thinking. Perhaps we can see why she is going to be
a one-termer!

I was absolutely delighted to attend the launch of a
report by the Minister for Education this morning. It
is the leading LOTE report for Australia, and why is
it the leading report? It is because this government is
the only government in Australia that has got
together representatives from the Catholic education
system, the independent school system, the
government school system, the trade union represented by the modem language teachers
association - the Victorian Distance Education
Centre, the Ethnic Schools ASsociation, and the - Mr Baker interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr J. F. McGrath) Order! The honourable member for Sunshine is still
interjecting.
Mr HONEYWOOD - For the past 18 months
members of the Victorian Ethnic Community
Council have sat around the one table every three
weeks. What has the government come up with? It
has come up with the first coordinated report on the
teaching of second languages in Australia. What
does the report claim to do? Just as an example, by
the year 19%, all Victorian school students, be they
primary or be they secondary, will be learning a
second language.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr HONEYWOOD - I take up the interjection,
which was along the lines of 'even if they don't have
another school teacher'. So clever is this government
that it does not need a school teacher. Why? If the
honourable member had been reading the
newspapers lately he would have learnt that there is
such a thing as an interactive television satellite.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr HONEYWOOD - I believe each school has
to pay $150 a year. Country school students which the honourable member opposite would be
interested to know, given that he represents the
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Latrobe Valley - for the first time will be able to
tune into Indonesian, Japanese and Italian language
lessons without having to have a permanent school
teacher in the classroom who knows that language.
The Labor government never did anything like this.
The Labor government ignored country schools. If
you were a country school student under the 11
years of the Labor government you had Buckley's
chance of learning another language because the
former government did not care about the country.
But this is a government that cares for all Victorians.
It has come up with a leading technological way of
teaching, and having sat through the program I
think it is excellent.
I point out that not only has the government done
that, but it has gone one step further. By the year
2000, some 25 per cent of year 12 VCE students in
Victoria will be studying a second language. The
government is not just providing this program as a
mickey-mouse course for primary schoolchildren. It
is taking the program right up to tertiary education.
Why? Because the government has the full
cooperation of the ethnic communities in the state as
well as the university professors of languages to
come up with a continuum of language learning
from primary school to secondary school through to
tertiary education.
I can understand why honourable members
opposite interject. It is because this is the type of
good news that the government comes out with that
involves bipartisan support by everybody in the
community except the ALP. This government is
leading the way in this country when it comes to
social policies that the previous Labor government
ignored. The former government was too busy with
its rhetoric to come up with the goods.
I shall now turn to the ethnic school system. When
the previous government left office only 17 000
Victorian school students had the opportunity to
attend a Saturday morning school and learn their
parents' or grandparents' language of origin and
their cultural background. Why only 17000
students? It is because the federal Labor government
had an artificial ceiling on the contribution that it
would make in matching the state government's
contribution to assist those school students. The
federal government would give only $32.50 of the
$65 per student required for ethnic school students.
The previous state Labor government adhered to the
artificial ceiling of only 17 000 students in this state.
What does that mean? For all of those
compassionate members sitting opposite, I point out
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that all those new migrants, including small African
communities, Ethiopians and Russian Jews, whom
the honourable member for Sunshine could not care
less about, and Eritreans, which is another race the
honourable member for Sunshine could not care less
about, under the previous Labor government when
the honourable member for Sunshine was a minister
were never given access to an ethnic school
education.
When the government came to office it found that
children of those communities were denied the
chance of going to an ethnic school simply because
of an artificial Labor government ceiling of 17 000
students who were entitled to learn another
language. What has this government done? It has
increased that number of students from 17000 to
24000. What is this government doing? It is picking
up the entire tab for the other 7000 students!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr HONEYWOOD - The other 7000 students
are being paid for fully by the state taxpayer because
the opposition's Labor mates in Canberra -with
their so-called social justice policy and their
so-called concern for the refugees and migrants who
have come to Australia - will not front up with the
money to pay its fair share of the bill!
The honourable member for Sunshine might be
pleased to hear that under a Uberal government for
the first time Ethiopian and Eritrean school children
in this state can learn their languages at an ethnic
school on a Saturday morning.
The Labor party's rhetoric about assisting the
migrant community in this area is in stark contrast
to its delivery of social justice, as the Labor Party
calls it, for our migrant communities. More to the
pOint, our refugee communities - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr HONEYWOOD - When I start talking about
the Russian Jews I might quieten you down as well
because the government has started and is now
funding a Russian Jewish language school, which
members opposite would never have approved of.
Mr Baker - I do not know about these things!
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Warrandyte without too
much assistance.
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Mr HONEYWOOD - The honourable member
for Brighton, like so many honourable members on
this side of the house, does not need to espouse the
rhetoric that the honourable member for Sunshine
enjoyed when he was a minister in the previous
government. He does not need to get the headlines
on social policy delivery because this government is
a government that gets on with the job. It does not
need artificial quotas; it does not need to throw out
people like one of the members for West Melbourne
in another place. She is such a good performer and
she cares for the ethnic community, wilike the
rhetoric preached by honourable members opposite.
The honourable member for West Melbourne has
been thrown out in the preselection process of the
ALP, simply because, okay, she is a woman and we
know she has been thrown out for a man, but also
because she cares for ethnic communities and for
migrants, and she has undertaken more genuine
initiatives in the Labor Party for the ethnic
community than any other member sitting opposite.
I shall now turn to the Tottenham English Language
Centre as an example of that. The centre is an
English school for refugee children. What did the
previous government do to it? The previous
government abolished it. In 1990, the Honourable
Joan Kimer, as the Minister for Education, decided
to get rid of the language school for Eritrean and
other North African children and replace it with the
Sunshine Secondary College campus.
Why? Because the Sunshine Secondary College
north campus needed enrolments and it needed to
bolster its numbers. In typical Labor style, what
happened? They forgot about it. They said the centre
had to move, but they left it there for four years. The
Tottenham English Language Centre is still there
with a wonderful headmistress by the name of
Yolette, who does a marvellous job. It is good to see
the honourable member for Sunshine nodding his
head in agreement. That school has been providing
200 refugee children with their first exposure to the
English language. That is not all. On average,
40 Muslim girls are participating in the Tottenham
English Language Centre, not only because they
need to be taught English to communicate in this
society but also because they have never had any
schooling in their lives before. What did the Labor
government try to do to them? The 1990
memorandum tried to abolish the centre and place
them into the Sunshine Secondary College north
campus.
I am sure the honourable member for Sunshine
Sitting opposite would be well aware of some of the
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problems at the Sunshine Secondary College north
campus. He would be well aware of the
opportunities these children need to be given. They
need to be given gradual exposure not only to
English but also to new systems of teaching. I can
assure the honourable member for Sunshine that
even though he may not have been involved in that
issue I certainly have been, as has Ucia Kokocinski,
an upper house member for Melbourne West. I have
visited the school and spoken to the headmistress.
I can asswe the honourable member for
Sunshine-Mr Baker interjected.
Mr HONEYWOOD - I have become better
acquainted with the western suburbs in the past four
years than the honourable member for Sunshine. I
can assure him - the local member - that as a
result of this government's work I predict that the
1990 Labor government memorandum will be
reversed and that we may find the language centre
which has served the refugee children of Victoria so
well and which was going to be abolished by Labor
may still be there.
Mr Baker - They will never be fooled by people
like you.
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ethnic functions in my electorate I take offence at
those remarks and ask that they be withdrawn.
The DEPUI'Y SPEAKER - Order! You first of all
raised a point of order. There is no point of order.
You chose to make a personal explanation. You have
now asked the member to withdraw because you
find the remarks offensive. You put the Chair in a
difficult position because when a member asks the
Chair to request another member to withdraw, the
Chair has to obey the request from the floor.
I repeat the statement I made previously when
similar requests were made: if we continue to be
offended by what could well be the general cut and
thrust of debate in this chamber we will end up with
a vocabulary so narrow that it will be very difficult
to make a speech at all. The honourable member for
Warrandyte has been requested to withdraw that
statement. I ask him to assist the Chair by agreeing
to do so in an unqualified way.
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) - I do not
know why the honourable member takes offence,
but I withdraw. On that pOint, if I may - Mr Baker - I ask the honourable member to
withdraw.

Mr HONEYWOOD - You can say that.

Mr HONEYWOOD - I unequivocally withdraw.

Mr Baker - I know it's true.

Mr Baker interjected.

Mr HONEYWOOD - How many ethnic
functions would you have been to in Sunshine?

Mr HONEYWOOD - I make a point which will
not insult the member because it is the truth.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! Although the
Chair is extremely tolerant of the banter across the
chamber, I would like it to be contained within a
reasonable level. I ask the honourable member for
Warrandyte to continue without too much assistance.

Mr BAKER (Sunshine) -On a point of order,
Mr Deputy Speaker - sit down!

. Mr HONEYWOOD - If in the previous Labor
government the honourable member for Sunshine
had been the one trying to do something for the
migrants in his electorate I know for a fact he would
have dragged a media posse with him. It would
have been full camera lights and it would have been
the least appropriate thing for those children to put
up with. Based on evidence he has given to me, that
would have been his first visit for some years to an
ethnic community in his electorate.
Mr BAKER (Sunshine) -On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, although I do not mind a bit of cut and
thrust, given that I spend most of my time going to

Mr Honeywood - On what basis?
The DEPUI'Y SPEAKER - Order! The Chair has
just taken some adVice. I understand that although
as a former minister of the Crown the honourable
member for Sunshine may make a speech from the
table, he is not at liberty to make points of order
from the table. If he wishes to do so he should return
to his allocated seat in the house.
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) - The fact is,
Mr Deputy Speaker, that of the 230-0d.d ethnic
functions I attended from October last year to
October this year - most of them in the western
suburbs - I did not see the honourable member for
Sunshine at one of them. I did not see the
honourable member for Sunshine at one of the 186
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ethnic functions I attended the year before, and,
again, they were mostly in the western suburbs. I
did not see the honourable member for Sunshine at
one of the 170-odd functions I attended mostly in the
western suburbs three years ago. 1bat is an example
of the rhetoric that Labor members opposite trot out
at election time with their so-called concern for
multiculturalism. They all know how to notice
ethnic communities come preselection time, but at
the end of the day it is exposed for what it is -pure
humbug. The only real delivery of services to ethnic
communities comes when the opposition is in
government and when it is time to buy a few votes.
They trot out to the largest communities; and I will
not name them - Mr Seitz - Name them!
Mr HONEYWOOD -1bat is when the open
chequebook comes out and they say, 'How much do
you want?'. A classic example of that was the
honourable member for Northcote at the last
election. We actually had a very good candidate in
Northcote at the last election. He was from a
non-English-speaking background. So concerned
was the honourable member for Northcote - Mr Baker - Name him? Who was he?
Mr HONEYWOOD - So concerned was the
honourable member for Northcote -we see very
little of him in this place these days - that he
organised a rally the night before the election at
which he promised a very large community in the
Northcote electorate $1 million-Mr Seitz - What community was it?
Mr HONEYWOOD - He offered some
$1 million to help it buy a church for a school
building. Not only that, he put his name to a letter to
that effect. He signed it as the Treasurer of the state
the night before the election. He made out that that
was an ironclad guarantee that this government
would be locked into. Who knows how many votes
he bought that night in typical Labor style?
However, it had absolutely no binding effect on the
new coalition government. It was a typical deceitful
exercise. It was an exercise that was not budgeted
for by a disgraced Treasurer. It is the most appalling
case of vote buying that I have ever come across in
my six years in this place. We know what they are
like on the other side!
The previous Labor government made many
promises in the Warrandyte electorate. They were
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made by the former member for Ringwood, Mrs Kay
Setches, who I notice took a leading role in the quota
debate of late. In the lead-up to the last election she
promised a new Warranwood primary school for
$3 million which, again, was not budgeted for. Of
course, she could never deliver, because she knew
she would be ousted as her government would be
ousted.
This government found the $3 million for the school,
even though it took us two and a half years. This
school will open in a new suburb that has
mushroomed, a suburb that did not exist eight years
ago but which was neglected by the former Labor
government until the last election. The closest
primary school is Croydon Hills, which has
750 students. This happened under a Labor
government concerned with quality education! I am
pleased after two and a half years of disciplined
budgeting that the government has delivered on
another hollow promise of Kay Setches that would
never have been delivered. We have shown we can
deliver by adopting proper financial management
practices.
In a macro sense LOTE is delivering in terms of both
targets and resources. Some 350 science and
mathematics teachers are currently being retrained
in Japanese and Indonesian at the University of
Melbourne. They will resource the commitments the
government has given of achieving its target of
every primary and secondary school student being
taught a second language by 1996.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr HONEYWOOD - I am pleased to hear that
after all the hard work there is some bipartisan
support. In the macro sense, whether it is the
sta tewide language policy or support for ethnic
schools or communities that never received support
under the previous government, such as the
Ethiopian, Russian-Jewish and Eritrean, this
government is producing results. The federal
government was meant to assist those communities
by allocating $32.50 per person per year, but it has
refused to increase its allocation. This government is
picking up the entire $70 a year for those 24 000
people.
Whether it is the macro or micro-education areas
such as in my electorate with the provision of a new
school; whether it is the building of a road system
such as the Eastern Freeway or the Ringwood
bypass; or whether it is providing extra psychiatric
services because the previous government spent $55
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a head in the northern and western suburbs but
spent only $15 a head in the outer-east because that
is where the so-called rich people live - instead of
22 beds for 500 000 people in the outer-east there are
now 43 - the social policy commitments of this
government are working. We do not get the
headlines that the previous government got nor do
we use the same rhetoric, but when it comes to
delivering we know how to do that because we save
the pennies first and think through the process.
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) - The budget presented by a
government should benefit all the people, but this
budget does not benefit all the people. The
government prorogued Parliament because it
wanted a fresh start; it wanted the community to
think it would take a new direction, that the leopard
would change its spots. It is a miserable budget for
people in my electorate because this government
does not consider all the people, particularly those
whom the honourable member for Warrandyte
spoke about: the recent arrivals, those less fortunate
and those less able to defend themselves.
When talking about the benefits to the state we
should think of all Victorians. Government members
say they have done a variety of things, but they do
not say that the government has taken money from
services provided to people who can least afford to
lose those services. If the government were accruing
a surplus it should fund new projects and provide
services to recent arrivals - the minority of ethnic
communities that have not been provided with
adequate services. It should not rob Peter to pay
Paul, but that is what the Treasurer is doing.
The obnoxious $100 home levy is still imposed on all
Victorian home owners. I would have congratulated
the Treasurer if he had abolished that tax because
that would have shown that he was starting to think
as a Victorian rather than as a dictator trying to
extract as much money as possible from the
working-class people who are least able to speak up
for themselves. I note that a television report tonight
suggested that many people feel that if you have
money you can do business with this government
but that people with no money will not do any good.
I have referred before to McOonalds trying to pinch
parkland in St Albans for one of its restaurants. As I
said, if you have money you will get your way with
this government.
The Premier wipes his hands of the controversy over
the process for selecting the Melbourne casino
operator and says that some people are sore losers. It
is a serious problem because international
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companies tendered for the casino and they are now
described as sore losers.
This government operates on the basis of who you
know, who is doing the talking on your behalf, who
is your lobbyist. Perhaps we should have a register
of lobbyists such as is the case in the United States of
America where every dollar spent by lobbyists,
whether it be lunch, air travel, school fees for
children and so on, must be put on the public
register. Perhaps we should look at that for Victoria
after the fiasco with the casino tender process.
Every day of the week one reads in the newspapers
about homeless children, people in crisis, problems
with ethnic communities and businesses being
closed. I do not say these issues are happening
everywhere all the time, but government members
have been brainwashed into believing that these
things do not happen. I know they exist in my
electorate.
Keilor has a large number of immigrants and many
refugees who are supported by their families. Many
people who are recent arrivals to our country have
been traumatised. I believe we need an
expansionary budget that provides services for those
people. It is not right to be taking money from some
services and giving it to others.
Post-war migrants, particularly aged members of the
community in my electorate who are in the autumn
of their lives, have many problems and needs
because during their working lives they were used
by the previous Liberal government as factory
fodder. Nothing has been done to take care of them
in their old age. Special accommodation, nursing
home and hostel accommodation and recreational
facilities are a prime need in the west and north west.
When those people came to Australia there were no
services available and many were not in a position
to learn proper English. Everyone knows that as
people get older they revert to their native tongue.
In many cases people cannot communicate with
their grandchildren. There is a need for services to
assist those people to improve their English so that
they can speak with their grandchildren. Even
people who have been here for a long time can feel
isolated. None of that detracts from the great need of
recent arrivals. If the economy is expanding, we
should be able to afford to introduce new services
without closing down existing services.
I now turn to the local government changes being
implemented by the government. Information about
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the municipal boundary changes that are taking
place is mainly printed in English and three-quarters
of a million Victorians are being left out because the
government has not put money into explaining to
migrant communities and their leaders what the
changes are about and how they can exercise their
democratic rights by making submissions about
their knowledge of the areas concerned.
In many areas migrant groups have named their

clubs or organisations after the municipality,
geographic location or postcode area. The names of
many organisations in my area begin with the name
of the locality, such as 'Keilor', 'St Albans' or
'SWlShine'. The government has not assisted those
people to understand. Decisions have been made
somewhere in an office behind the scenes and to
those people it seems like some mythical power is
making the decisions. A large percentage of those in
the community have been left in the dark.
But it is not confined to those in the migrant
community who do not have a good command of
the English language. Other residents in my area
have also been left in the dark. Apart from the
efforts of local government bodies themselves, I
have not seen any great effort by the government to
explain the processes. That situation leaves a lot to
be desired.
If the community is to be involved in the democratic

process people should be consulted properly on the
changing of boundaries and the reorganisation of
municipalities and particularly on the changed
names of municipalities. In many cases, people have
become very attached to the old names. Although
the clubs have changed hands, people have
remained dearly attached to and have retained the
old names, and in my area they are often prefaced
by ,Albion', 'St Albans' or the name of some other
locality.
The Liberal Party prides itself on being the
law-and-order party. However, my area seems to
have problems with law and order. In the vicinity of
my electorate office there is a Tattslotto agency that
has been robbed in broad daylight twice in the past
eight weeks. A shop down the road has also been
robbed during business hours. Shopkeepers in my
area are concerned to have extra police foot patrols
in the area to discourage criminals. Do we have to
go the same way as America and adopt a rent-a-cop
system where you hire a guard to stand outside your
premises all day as some of the banks already do?
That does not promote a good image and does not
encourage business or the community in general to
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have a say. I do not see any extra money allocated in
the budget for those services.
I turn now to the question of Victoria's youth. We
should be investing our money in our youth. The
previous speaker talked about new technology and
about second languages being taught in schools. I
welcome that, but in the meantime teacher numbers
are being reduced, class sizes are increasing and
schools are being closed down. State schools are
disappearing and people will be forced to put their
children into private schools. Is that the real aim of
the government? The government is shifting
expenditure. In cases where state schools are a
considerable distance from where people live
households will need a second car to get children to
school, which is the equivalent of paying private
school fees.
Recently in my electorate we held a forum on
education. We heard the story that on two days a
week children come home because there is no
teacher to teach their subject. In that situation, kids
become disenchanted and instead of being
encouraged to stay on at school as they were under
the Labor government, which achieved a 75 per cent
retention rate at VCE level, they leave school at the
age of 14 or 15. Those are some of the concerns that
need to be put on the record because they are so
important to the future of the state and in particular
to people who came here from other countries.
The honourable member for Warrandyte talked
about second languages and so on. It is important to
give migrants a reasonable education so that they do
not suffer the same fate they suffered in their own
countries because Australia is a young country
trying to develop a world image and reputation
based on everyone being equal. The only way that
can be done is for the government to put funds into
services that are the natural obligation of any
government to provide for its people.
The government should also put funds into the
production of energy. The privatisation of Victoria's
utilities and other services, which is now taking
place at an accelerated rate, will not provide service
to the community. It is all very well for the
government to provide a winter concession for
people who cannot afford power and who can
qualify for such a concession if they hold a health
benefit card, but it has to build that into its budget as
a community obligation cost.
Mr Stockdale - That is already in the budget!
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Mr SEITZ - That is what I said. But they will not
get that back once the assets are privatised. People
argue that commwtity service obligations should
always be in the budget and that privatised
organisations should be paid, but once those
organisations control the utilities they will dictate to
the govenunent what amount should be in the
budget. Invariably, the prices of electricity, water,
gas and welfare services will increase.
Welfare agencies are already gearing themselves to
have two arms in their organisations. At one end
they will be a welfare organisation or charity and at
the other end they will market their private
enterprise business to bring in money. It means they
will tender for govenunent services. It will be a case
of if you can afford it, you will receive the service,
but if you cannot afford to pay, you will not receive
the service.
That will create hardship and problems because in
many cases the pension does not cover the cost of
the services that people need. If people happen to be
aged and frail and need a welfare service
organisation to provide a service their pension will
be used up. Whether they get the service will
depend on whether their families have enough
money to support them and pay the difference
between what they can afford from their pension
and the actual cost of the service. If they do not have
that support they will be left without the service.
You fall through the net because the government has
not foreseen it and has not provided for it. It always
happens. When service providers turn into private
agendes it is always the business partner who
progresses and the charitable side that is forgotten
and phased out.
I have mentioned on other occasions the fact that the
Multiple Sclerosis Society of Victoria is now going
down that road. The accommodation and the day
centre in St Albans are being phased out and the
organisation is encouraging the other arm of its
service, which is the fee-for-service operation. It has
decided that this is what should take place but it is
not necessary because the centre has had
govenunent funding and support. The same applies
to the Yooralla Society of Victoria, which is closing
its accommodation centre in St Albans. If you cannot
afford to pay for it you cannot have it, but you can
have it if it is on a private market basis.
Mr Honeywood interjected.
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Mr SEITZ - They are the facts. The govenunent
is encouraging groups to go down that track.
Commwtity accommodation units are in the same
situation. The service will be fostered out and
companies will tender for the operations. Our gaols
will be handed to private enterprise. All these things
mean that the government is removing its
responsibilities. If we hand everything to private
enterprise we will not need the state and we may as
well be run from Canberra and have only one
govenunent. We have built these things up over
many years. They have been paid for and
developed, but now we are removing ourselves
from them and handing them over. Once you have
given everything away you cannot get it back. You
may have to build a whole new system. Privatisation
is going to be accelerated even further. The British
have moved away from that theory because they
have learned their lesson, but we are still chasing it.
I should like to mention some of the issues
concerning my electorate. People are worried about
the services they need. The budget has not brought
them any joy or relief. If you make a request for
housing ministry accommodation you have to wait
an average of eight years if you are lucky. In most
cases the waiting period is indefinite. There is little
hope that the government will do anything for the
people who qualify for housing accommodation.
The situation is creating all sorts of side effects and
problems, particularly in electorates such as mine,
which is a growth area. It has a mixed community of
people, some of whom can afford private
accommodation and some of whom cannot. People
get relocation money and bond money and a certain
amount from social security for rental
accommodation, but there is always an expense in
moving. It disrupts the family and the education of
the children suffers because they have to change
schools. It is not desirable. What is desirable is for
people to have security and a permanent area in
which to establish themselves as members of the
local community. This budget brings no relief to
people in that situation in my electorate.
There is also a need for parks and gardens in _the
area, but there is no money in the budget for that. In
some areas there is a need to buy fannland to extend
and develop parks but there has been no progress
there, especially along the upper Maribymong
River. The minister has just announced a study on it
but there have already been several studies and now
we need money for it. That is how Brimbank Park
was acquired and developed.
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There is not much joy in the budget from what I can
see. In respect of road construction in my electorate,
the arterial roads need particular attention. The
Keilor-Melton Road has had an increase in traffic
and is in urgent need of duplication before fatalities
occur, but there is no relief there. Paying for
infrastructure is a government responsibility, in
conjunction with the subdividers who must pay
their share and provide the land or whatever that is
needed for a road to go through. In respect of the
Keilor-Melton Road, an easement is being used as
the main feeder road to the Calder Highway.11lat is
essential because both sides of the road from Taylors
Lakes to Sydenham are being built up. Only one
road comes out of the estate and people trying to get
out cause accidents because they get frustrated after
waiting for 10 minutes to get onto the major road on
their way to work or taking children to school.
Now that the Premier has accepted the pOSition of
Executive President of the Australian Soccer
Federation, sport has become very important.
Sydney has got the 2000 OlympiCS, but sport should
be promoted across Australia rather than centralised
in a certain area. The money that has been spent on
the grand prix could have been used in any part of
Victoria to promote sport, particularly among
children. The Minister for Education says we have to
have physical education at school and that
after-school facilities have to be provided.
Sometimes funding for sporting clubs encourages
them to develop their own facilities.
In my electorate we are trying to establish the
Kealba football club, but I have been told that about
$24 000 is needed just to get it established and to buy
the guernseys for the kids, who will then have an
after-school actiVity. It is a big task for the parents to
raise the money up-front, and that figure does not
include registration fees.

Again, some of those matters should be encouraged
by governments. It is part of their social obligation to
develop a community attitude and develop
programs for youth. Football is a popular sporting
code in Victoria. On the other hand, some youths
like soccer, and again they need encouragement.
Many members of my electorate prefer to play
soccer and many voluntary organisations take
young kids from the age of six onwards and put in a
lot of their own time for soccer training.
It is all about providing a community service for
young people to develop into fine citizens through
sporting clubs and organisations. These groups
deserve support and recognition from the
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government. The government is receiving plenty of
money through the TAB - before they sold it and the casino. These groups should not have to go
cap in hand either to local government or to
ministers with a submission.
The government has suggested a change in tack by
proroguing Parliament and saying it is a fresh start
with a different direction, but the direction appears
to be the same. The $40 000 that was spent on the
function at Parliament House at the opening of
Parliament would have gone a long way within my
community. Even $2000 or $3000 for each group
would have helped many people, and many parents
would have felt encouraged to increase their
voluntary effort.
As many honourable members would know, not
every parent participates, but those who give of
their time tend to do it day in, day out and they are
often baby-sitters for those who just drop their kids
off at the various activities and come back to pick
them up when training is finished or turn up on
presentation night or for some big club function.
Those dedicated Victorians need some recognition
or encouragement from the government,
particularly if we want to develop our sporting
community for the Olympic games in Sydney in
2000.
.
We bathe in our athletes' successes, as we did
recently when the champions came home from the
Commonwealth Games, but money needs to be
injected into encouraging both our youth and those
working with them to develop sporting and
recreational opportunities for young people and to
develop their talent.
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - I listened to the
honourable member for Keilor with great interest. I
thought he was going to stray into the much-loved
area of Labor's class warfare. They love to divide
and rule and to put people into categories and then
say, 'You're against this group and you're against
this group. Let's have a fight and see who wins.', but
I was pleased to see that the honourable member
just resorted to the usual diatribe that he has
spouted in this house before.
Mr Leigh interjected.
Mr FINN - The honourable member for
Mordialloc asks if he is opening his office yet. As 1
understand it, the honourable member for Keilor
opens his office for only 2 hours a day.
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There is no doubt in my mind that this government
is one of the great reformist governments in
Victoria's history. Both the Premier and the
Treasurer are in the house at present and I place on
record my appreciation for the efforts they have put
into restoring Victoria to the state of economic health
we have today, and I am sure many millions of
Victorians would join me in those sentiments.
I must say that sometimes it feels as though we have
been in government for more than two years - so
much has happened and we have come a long way.
In order to fully appreciate just how far Victoria has
come in the last two years we should take a look at
the last four or five years of the previous
government and revisit the reasons why Victoria
was well and truly on the ropes when we were
elected to government in October 1992.
The house will be delighted to hear that I have done
a bit of research on this pOint, and I am sure I will
not need to remind anybody of the VEOC. The first
article I have is by a chap named Ben Hills, and I am
sure many will remember him. The article is headed,
'How VEOC lost $100 million.' As I recall, that is
somewhat of an understatement because I think it
lost $111 million, but with this crowd over here,
what's $11 million between friends?
The article begins:
The behind-the-scenes story of how a small

government investment bank managed to lose more
than $100 million of public money makes Premier John
Cain's admission of 'monumental mismanagement'
look like an understatement.
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The VEDC, is in a commercial sense, insolvent at
30 November 1988 and 30 June 1988 there was
deficiency of shareholders' funds of $78.724 million
and $72.372 million respectively. The loss incurred for
the five months to 30 November 1988 was
$6.352 million and for the year to 30 JUne 1988 was
$105.12 million.
During the period under review, the VEDC lent almost
twice its contributed capital ($32 million on 30 June
1988) to its five largest clients:
Until October 1988, the VEDC did not have a manual
on policy and procedures in relation to its lending and
investment practices.
Substantial amounts of money were advanced, without
the full board considering complete and detailed
information on the viability of the business; the
financial position of the borrower; and the cumulative
impact of these advances on the VEDC.

The next bit is somewhat of an understatement, and
in fact it underlines the entire history of the former
government:
There was a tendency to throw good money after bad.
As I said, quite an understatement in itself! The
article by Ben Hills further states:
The Board: did not properly fulfil its role in that it did
not ensure that the normal procedures appropriate for
a financial institution were developed, documented
and implemented.

His comments on the then minister were:
Mr Fergus Ryan's pitiless dissection of the Victorian
Economic Development Corporation running out of
control (his own words) of both government
supervision and normal business practices is an
economic horror story made all the more graphic by his
restrained and economical language.
At every level of the corporation's operations he found
'inadequacies' in management, 'failures' to check loan
applicants, information 'withheld' from the people who
needed it, an 'absence' of proper management
procedures, a 'lack of supervision' of the loan portfolio.

As members would be aware, Mr Ryan's report was
presented to this house in 1988, and I think it is
appropriate that we remember some of the main
findings of that report. They were:

Mr Fordham should have been alerted by the stock
market crash to consider the likely impact on the VEDC
portfolio. He failed to read carefully before signing two
badly drafted. letters relating to the government's
underwriting of the Wallace float.

Mr Phillips - Maybe he can't read.
Mr FINN - He probably can't. Another article
by Brendan Donohoe in the Age of 22 September
1988 states:
The Treasurer, Mr Jolly and his department of
Management and Budget, did not escape the stinging
criticism of the Ryan report into the VEDC loans affair.
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The policies of DMB were found to be contributing
factors in 'the current financial crisis' that caused the
government bank to go broke.
The report, commissioned by Mr Jolly, criticised
Mr Jolly's lack of lending budgets for the VEDC and
supervision of those budgets, plus DMB's requirement
that the VEDC pay a fixed dividend.
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The VEOC was backing companies that were going
to the wall at an average of once a week. Such was
the former Labor government. Another article in the
Herald of 7 March 1989 states:
Confidential VEDC documents show that as early as
1983-

we are talking five years before this came out Mr Ryan criticised the government's decision to have
the VEDC - a central part of the government's
interventionist economic strategy - being under the
Department of Industry, Technology and Resources
and not the Treasurer.
He said DMB 'implicitly encouraged the VEDC board
to increase loans without knowing that the appropriate
quality control was in place.

It should not surprise anybody to realise exactly

why the people of Victoria lost faith so quickly and
in such large numbers in the Labor Party and its
appalling government. Time magazine of 2 January
1989 used the words:
Although WA might represent some of the worst
excesses of intimate government involvement with
business, it is not the place where their failure has cost
the public most. This distinction now probably belongs
to Victoria, as became clear last week with the release
of the independent report by chartered accountant
Fergus Ryan on the Victorian Economic Development
Corporation. The farce of the VEDC's lending policies,
as revealed by Ryan, has cost up to $112 million.
Victorian Premier John Cain managed to squeeze an
election in before the full fiasco of mismanagement
became clear. He went to the polls last October, his
Labor Party sneaking back with a majority of four. This
is the one bright spot for Cain. But rumblings of the
VEDC affair may reverberate for years.

Other views at the time were:
The 'body count' of Victorian companies which have
collapsed after being lent millions of dollars of public
money has now topped 45.
According to a still far-from complete analysis by the
Herald the amount at risk is more than $110 million.
A new application for the appointment of a
receiver-manager or for the liquidation of a VEDC or
VIC-backed company is being lodged at the Supreme
Court almost every week.

warning bells were ringing - and being ignored about the corporation's investment control,
management practices and potential conflicts of interest.
The same documents reveal the VEDC's board was
beu\g warned three years ago that loan approvals were
heavily over-budget. So too were share investments,
threatening 'embarrassing' losses for the corporation.
Had the government and the VEDC board acted
promptly on the warnings, notably from a former
general manager and the Auditor-General's office, the
worst of the VEDC disaster might have been avoided.

Again, inaction by the then government was the
thing that cost Victorians many millions of dollars.
Now we come to what was perhaps behind the
whole VEDC scandal. I again quote
Brendan Donohoe, who said:
The Cain government secretly used the Victorian
Economic Development Corporation to bankroll
ventures that boosted the government's political
standing and re-election chances.
According to thousands of pages of confidential VEOC
and government documents seen by the Herald the
VEDC was used to fund controversial financial,
political and industrial deals.
A common feature of the deals was their behind closed
doors nature which allowed the government to avoid
public scrutiny.
Some VEDC board members were alarmed at the way
the government relied on VEDC funds. They believed
the VEDC was sometimes used as a short-term'cash
register' when the government needed quickly
accessible funds.
The Treasurer, Mr Jolly, last night claimed the VEDC's
and government's actions were in line with
government policy.

That would not surprise me one little bit. The article
continues:
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He confirmed that the VEOC was used as the
'appropriate vehicle' to follow through on government
policy decisions.

Following the political nature of the VEOC and the
particularly scandalous use of the VEOC by the
fonner Labor government, I refer to an opinion poll
which appeared on 4 January 1989 and which states:
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The Treasurer, Rob Jolly and the Attorney-General.
Andrew McCutcheon, said today depositors' funds in
the Pyramid Building Society are secure. There is no
reason for people to withdraw their funds.
Withdrawals are totally unnecessary and only create
difficulties for customers. Rumours circulating about
the society are without foundation.

Further, the media release states:
The Cain government would have lost the October
state election if voters had known then about the
massive losses made by the Victorian Economic
Development Corporation, according to a poll
commissioned by the Herald.
According to a poll conducted over the past two nights
by AGB: McNair, only 33 per cent of Victorians would
have voted Labor at the election had they been aware
of the $111 million loss by the VEOC last year.

Building societies are subject to state legislation which
is designed to ensure that depositors' funds are secure.
They are required to lend predominantly on the
security of freeholder mortgages and 50 per cent of
their assets must be in residential mortgages. Building
societies have a secure asset base.
The ministers said that the Victorian government will
cooperate with all relevant authorities to ensure that
depositors' funds are secure.

The poll shows most voters believe the election was

timed so that disclosure of the $111 million loss by the
VEOC last year would not become a major election
issue. Sixty per cent of those polled said they believed
the election was called early to avoid disclosure of the
loss.

'That clearly shows that one cannot con the Victorian
public. In 1988 the Cain government knew what was
coming. It knew the disaster it had created and it ran
to the polls before the people could be properly
infonned about what it had been up to. Coming
from the Labor Party, that behaviour really should
not surprise anybody.
An Honourable Member - Not even the Labor
Party!
Mr FINN - Indeed, not evert the Labor Party.
Moving on from the VEOC, I shall make a quick
visit to the Pyramid saga.

Mrs Wilson interjected.
Mr FINN - The honourable member for
Oandenong North may be interested to know what
has happened in Victoria over the past two years
compared with what the fonner government did. I
am trying to illustrate the comparison. I do not
believe the honourable member has been in the
house all night, so I will bring her up to date on this
one. I have a media release dated 13 February 1990.
It may be the most infamous media release in the
history of government in this state. It is headed,
'Pyramid Building Society' and states:

So it all began! We saw the collapse shortly
thereafter of the Pyramid Building Society and
200 000 Victorians lost their savings. Indeed, we saw
thousands upon thousands of people marching on
Parliament calling for the resignation of the then
Premier and the then government. Who could have
blamed them?

An article on the front page of the Herald Sun of
10 July 1990 states:
Angry protesters called for the resignation of the
Premier, Mr Cain, in a display of Pyramid power in
Melbourne today.
The protesters, from towns throughout Victoria, took to
city streets to warn the state government it must protect
their savings and jobs in the building society collapse.
Protesters condemned Mr Cain for doing too little too
late to prevent hardship from the closure of Pyramid
and its associated building societies.
About 1000 of those who had marched in the rally kept
up their fiery vigil this afternoon as they demanded to
see MrCain.

The article reports that Friends of Pyramid
spokesman Mr Graeme Wallace said the inquiry
should look at the building society registrar,
Mr Oavid Lafranchi. Mr Wallace is reported as
saying:
There is no question that the government was made
aware of potential problems 12 months ago ... and that
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there was inadequate staff and resources to deal with
that

There is no doubt in my mind that if the coalition
parties had been in government at the time that
Pyramid had faced the problems that it was facing,
the Pyramid Building Society and the Farrow group
would not have collapsed.
1his government would have got them through.
There would have been no collapse. This
government would not have seen the disaster and
hardship that afflicted more than 200 000 Victorians
at that time.

I have numerous examples of the sorts of people
who lost their savings, who in many instances lost
their homes and businesses. It is really extraordinary
that any government was able to get away with
what the former government did in 1988.
Indeed Mr David Lafranchi, the registrar of building
societies, warned the state government earlier in
1989 that there was a danger of a building society
collapse in Victoria. As reported in the Sunday Age of
8 July 1990, his advice to the government then was:
'The likelihood of a collapse of a building society in
Victoria is very real,' he said, after detailing the
industry's recent sharp growth and the history of
building society failures in other states.

An article on the front page of the Age of 1 July 1990
- the Labor Party's very own paper -is headed
'State warned to act years ago' and says:
The state government was warned more than three
years ago that the Pyramid Building Society was in

trouble and was urged to take a much tougher stance in
supervising building societies, a senior Melbourne
manager said yesterday...
'I just can't understand how the state government let
this situation continue for so long. They were warned
two years ago by myself and by other industry
spokesmen that there were problems in the way that
the group was being run.
'It was obvious to the industry then that Pyramid was
proceeding down a very dangerous track. They were
already paying top money for their deposits and
lending these funds to the very volatile commercial
property market', he said.

More than three years before the collapse of the
building society, the former government was
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warned of what was coming and it sat on its hands
and did absolutely nothing. It sat back and watched
200 000 Victorians go down the drain. It watched
Geelong go down the drain, it watched Ballarat go
down the drain and it watched numerous other
regional centres go down the drain with all the
hardship that followed. 1bat is the Labor Party for
you! 1bat is the Labor Party in government and that
is something that people will take a long time to
forget!
An Honourable Member - They should be in
gaol!
Mr FINN - Given some of the protestations of
the Leader of the OppOSition, perhaps he was
referring to the leader of the former government
who should be in gaol. You never know, he has not
named them, perhaps he is talking about Mr Jolly
and Mr Cain as the ones who should be in gaol!
I am certain that he would not be on his own! I shall
very briefly refer to the last budget of the Labor
government, and what an absolute doozey it was.
The Herald Sun of 13 August contained headlines
that read 'Kimer "misled House"', 'PTC shake-up to
slash costs' and on the front page, 'No jobs, no
growth, new debt', which sums up the Labor Party's
last budget. Of course we have to remember that
was the budget where they sent the Treasurer
overseas, they did not want to know him - you
could hardly blame them for that - and they
invited John Halfpenny into the cabinet room, and it
was John Halfpenny who drew up that budget. It
was not a Sheehan budget; it was a Halfpenny
budget and it continued to make Victoria the
laughing-stock of Australia.
I am pleased to say that no longer is the case. I refer
to some of the reactions to that budget from
newspapers around Australia. For example, the
Australian Financial Review carried the headline,
'Victoria is the banana republic's basket case'. The
Age, in an interesting headline, referred to 'A fantasy
budget that comes from never-never land'. An
article in the Australian Financial Review is quoted in
the Herald Sun of 14 August 1992 as follows:
The Victorian budget papers confirmed what a great
many people have feared but have dared not say.

I could go on for quite some time talking about the
disaster, but I do not have the time. But I wish I did!
I could go on for hours, if not days, talking about the
disaster of the former Labor government. This was
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meant to be the great Labor experiment,
nevertheless it blew up in Victoria's face and
dragged us into the mud. It was the decade of
disaster that the Labor government delivered to the
people of Victoria. However two years into this
government things have clearly changed. Last
Saturday evening I was fortunate enough to actually
go out to dinner, which was quite an eXciting event
I had not had the opportunity for some months, but
I was very pleased to do that It took me three tries
to get into a restaurant One restaurant was full, the
second restaurant was full and I just managed to get
in at the third restaurant. The rest were completely
booked out. There were good crowds right along.
There is no doubt about the fact that the
entertainment industry is well and truly booming
again in Melbourne and in VictOria, and it just goes
to show that under this government Victorians have
learned how to enjoy themselves again. We are on
the move!
During the course of the last election campaign, I
was rung by a small businessman in my electorate
who was in tears. He was in the process, he told me,
of losing everything. He was losing his business, his
house and his family. He told me that he was close
to suicide. I went to see him and we spoke for some
time. It surprised me because he is a big macho sort
of bloke and one would not think he would be the
type to break down to tears, but he explained his
situation to me and obviously a great deal of
sympathy was extended to him. But the interesting
thing was that he knew who was to blame for the
situation that he was in. He knew that it was the
Labor Party. He knew that it was the Cain and
Kimer governments that had dragged his business
down. He knew that the blame for the personal
disaster that he was facing rested squarely on the
shoulders of the Australian Labor Party. In fact he
told me just the day before that he chased Peter
Gavin, my erstwhile opponent in Tullamarine, out of
the shop with a carving knife. I counselled him
about the lack of intelligence in doing that, but he
insisted that that was the best way to go. He had put
his life into that business; in fact he had put
everything into that business and the Labor
government had destroyed his dream.
Recently, that same person rang me and told me that
he did lose his business and his home, but I am very
pleased to say that he kept his family. He told me
that under the Kennett government he has started
again. He told me to keep the good work up and
that this government must continue the way it has.
He said that government has given him hope and
the willingness to have another go, and that is the
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story of this government. People have been given
hope to have another go, to pull themselves back
from the disaster of the Labor Party and to have
another go.
I will give you a further example in my electorate,
the Gladstone Park Shopping Centre. Very early in
my candidacy for the seat of Tullamarine - The SPEAKER - Order! The time being
10 o'clock, it is my duty to interrupt business.
Sitting continued on motion of Mr GUDE
(Minister for Industry and Employment).
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - As I was saying, in
1991, very early in my candidacy for the seat of
Tullamarine, I visited the Gladstone Park Shopping
Centre. I was with the current Premier, then the
Leader of the Opposition. At that time the shopping
centre had only a quarter of its potential occupants;
it was deserted, with barely a shopper in sight That
was very clearly the real face of Labor's decade of
darkness.
Last Saturday afternoon, after I had been to the
Swlbury show, and a very pleasant event it was too,
I went shopping as is my wont from time to time. I
went to Safeway at the Gladstone Park Shopping
Centre. I am very pleased to report to the house that
the shopping centre now has 100 per cent occupancy
and I had enormous difficulty actually getting a
parking spot. The place was abuzz; there were
people everywhere. It was the face of Victoria on the
move. Victoria is back in town, and the Gladstone
Park Shopping Centre shows exactly what that
means to average Victorians.
Given what has happened over the past five or six
years, one extraordinary thing never ceases to amaze
me. I have raised it in this house before and, no
doubt, I will have to raise it again. So long as we
have the opposition whinges, knocks and carps,
which it does so well, it will not accept responsibility
for what it did in government The time has come
for those responsible, the members of the Labor
Party, to stand up in this house, accept responsibility
for what it did to the state and apologise to
Victorians for the devastation it caused during its
10 years in office. It must accept responsibility for
that ID-year debacle, and it must apologise. The time
has come, and I challenge it to accept culpability and
apologise to the people of Victoria.
I am·very proud to be part of the team that is
restoring to my children the same opportunities I
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enjoyed. As I said at the beginning, the Premier, the
Treasurer and this government stand as champions
of the dreams, hopes and aspirations of Victorians
throughout the length and the breadth of this state.
The latest opinion polls show that the people are
with us. We have a 65 per cent approval rating, but
the Leader of the Opposition is Mr 16 Per Cent. He
will not be there much longer so it does not really
matter.
This bill is another part of the rejuvenation process. I
have often said in this house that I love Melbourne
and I love Victoria. It is with a great deal of pleasure
and pride that I support this legislation, support this
government and play my part in the team that has
got Victoria back on its feet. I am sure that will
continue into the years ahead.
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proposal to alter the conditions of employment of
the teachers at this centre -will cause the teachers
to become public servants. They are most irate about
that, and I strongly support them.
In a letter they wrote to me, the staff of the school
asked two questions. The first question, to which
they would like a response from the minister is:
Why is it proposed in the recommendations arising
from the present review of the Distance Education
Centre, that the school, a pilot school in the Schools of
the Future program, be made an extension of the Rialto
bureaucracy rather than a self-governing school of the
future with a school council representing the interests
of its community?

The second question is:
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms GARBUIT
(Bundoora).
Debate adjourned until next day.
Remaining business postponed on motion of
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment).

ADJOURNMENT
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:

Why are the distance education centre's 1100 full-time
students, and their parents, the only completely
disenfranchised school community in this state, in spite
of two decades of demands for a school council?

They are serious and important questions, the
answers to which will determine the future of the
distance education centre. I hope the minister will
review the recommendations to ensure that this
school remains a very important school of the future,
because it provides a service that no other school in
this state can match - nor can any school match its
record in distance education.

That the house do now adjourn.

City of Springvale
Distance Education Centre of Victoria
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Education the anxiety
that is being felt by the Distance Education Centre of
Victoria, which the honourable member for
Warrandyte referred to in his speech earlier tOnight.
The Distance Education Centre of Victoria is an
organisation I have some knowledge of, and I
certainly have a great deal of experience in distance
education. I confirm the beliefs of the staff at the
centre, that theirs is a true school, that they have a
full-time teaching responsibility for their students,
that they have a real responsibility for the successful
outcomes of their learning experiences and that they
have a personal relationship with each of their
students.
I understand a review is currently being conducted
by a Or Bob Carbines, who is the general manager,
quality programs division, in the Directorate of
School Education. One of the recommendations - a

Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Planning the further
activities of my dear, close friends at the City of
Springvale. As the minister is well aware, he is now
responsible for a tip which the fonner Kimer
government bought as a dud from the City of
Waverley, which had been managed by the City of
Springvale and fonnerly operated by Mr Brumby's
chief political adviser, Mr Reed.
The SPEAKER - Order! Has the honourable
member raised this matter on the adjournment
before?
Mr LEIGH - Not this one.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member can continue.
Mr LEIGH - For 18 .months a particular business
sought to gain a permit for the construction and
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operation of a petrol station at the corner of
Heatherton and Boundary roads, which is an island
site bounded by the proposed Dingley bypass and
the realignment of Boundary Road. For 18 months
this businessman sought to develop a petrol station
but got nowhere. As I understand it, the proposal
finally wound up on the desk of the Minister for
Planning, who has proposed to take some action to
correct the situation. I believe he will.
It seems that, once again, this bunch of ecological
vandals, who have little concern for the business
environment, are up to their old tricks. We know
they are owned and operated by the honourable
member for Springvale, which is well-known in the
local community. It seems this council has, once
again, belatedly tried to appear interested in our
community, but in reality only the restructuring of
local government has caused it to become interested.

I ask the minister what action he proposes to take
about the matter I have raised. It seems rather
serious that a council can take so long. After he has
made a decision about what he proposes to do, I ask
that he keep a watchful eye over the City of
Springvale while it exists, because some of these
people have shown a tendency to act somewhat
vindictively towards people they have, let us
say-Mrs Wilson interjected.
Mr LEIGH - Well they have; you know them as
well as I do. You are owned and operated by them!
You know it They own you, you know it! In the past
these people have shown a tendency to take on
anybody they think does not suit their interests. I am
not talking about all the council, and I have to say I
exclude the present mayor, Cr Mitchell. The council
finally did something right by getting rid of
Mr Brumby's adviser and putting in Cr Mitchell.

I would have to say it has come too late in the piece,
particularly after it has taken 18 months and when
this businessman has been put at risk seeking more
employment - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Tullamarine Freeway
Mr CARU (Coburg) - I ask the Minister for
Industry and Employment to direct the attention of
the Minister for Roads and Ports in another place to
the widening of the Tullamarine Freeway and the
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possibility of producing an environment effects
statement to examine noise pollution, increased
pollution, any possible alternatives to widening and
also traffic congestion around both the entrances
and exits of the freeway.
Since the opening of the Western bypass the freeway
has experienced problems with increased noise
levels. When the freeway was built 68 decibels was
the maximum noise level permitted. The World
Health Organisation now says that 63 decibels
should be the maximum. The freeway was
engineered poorly with inadequate noise abatement
protection for adjoining houses. The current plan by
Vicroads is to increase the freeway to four lanes. The
freeway currently needs decent noise abatement
measures and decent engineering. At the moment it
has few trees and fences. Furthermore, there is the
ongoing issue of creek restoration. In the 1980s some
work was done on a bike path and the creek.
However, the construction of the freeway in the
19705 has left a fairly deep scar running right
through the Moonee Ponds creek and valley area.
In the 1980s the l.abor government completed a
number of works along the Moonee Ponds valley
which sought to repair some of the damage.
However, no work has been done to alleviate the
noise problem, which needs to be faced up to.
Although widening the freeway would clearly be of
benefit to freight carriage and the residents of the
outer suburbs, it should not be at a cost to the
residents of the inner suburbs. Something needs to
be done about the noise levels to improve the
amenity of people affected by the widening, which
is an issue of great concern in the area.
A number of public meetings have taken place. The
residents want the minister to look at remedies to
protect the local amenities and the quality of life for
residents. If widening is to proceed, measures must
be taken to impr:>ve the local amenity of the Moonee
Ponds valley. The EES would be a sign of good faith.
It would also be a possibility - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Roads: stock crossings
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN (Benambra) - I ask the
Minister for Industry and Employment to direct the
attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports in
another place to stock crossings on public roads,
which has been an issue of increasing concern to the
farming community for years. I believe the letter I
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quote will tell it all. I received a copy of the letter
two weeks ago. It is labelled only 'Darren's Story'
and states:
After a normally busy day Darren and myself milked
our cows and headed off to lock them up. On August
26 at approximately 6.00 p.m. Darren was killed while
crossing cattle over the road. We took no shortcuts. We
had 'cattle crossing' signs up as well as our ute parked
on the side of the road with hazard lights on. The road
always scared us so we did it together and as safely as
we could.
It was Darren's compassion that killed him. He
couldn't have stood back and just let it happen. He ran
and tried to flag the driver down. To watch someone so
precious to us die doing something he loved so much is
a picture that will never leave my head or my heart. In
just a few horrific seconds Kellie that is his daughterand I have lost everything that we lived and dreamed
for. Darren was a kind and loving man who believed in
trying to do the right thing and for this he has dearly
paid.
The letter continues:
Not 5 minutes before his death Darren and myself were
discussing with our local vet and friend about using
some sort of flashing light system. His words to the vet
were, 'If we don't get something done about this
crossing someone will die here'. Never in my worst
nightmare did I dream it would be Darren.
The letter concludes by saying:
I beg of you not to read this letter and think, what a
shame, but to act before this tragedy hits you or
someone you love. There is a great need for some sort
of warning lights to be in use for the safety of every
fanner and driver. People must be made aware of the
danger in stock crossings.
As I said, I think the letter says it all. The issue of
stock crossings is being reviewed by the minister
and by a committee. I suggest two things: one, that
cattle crossing signs should be included in the
learner-drivers handbook and that every
learner-driver should know them - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.
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Ambulance services: training
MrTHOMSON (Pascoe Vale) -In the absence
of the Minister for Health I direct to the attention of
the Minister for Industry and Employment the
training of ambulance officers to deal with people
who suffer partirular types of seizures and who
need the immediate administration of rectal valium.
The particular case I bring to the attention of the
Minister for Health is that of Mr Gary Ryan, his wife
Judith and their son Marcus who, on 28 September,
suffered a prolonged grand mal seizure.
The first ambulance that attended was not a MICA
ambulance. Marcus was administered valium
intravenously but, in the meantime, before the
second group of ambulance officers showed up, he
went into respiratory depression and ended up in
intensive care. If the first ambulance officers, who
have three years of first-aid training, could
administer rectal valium while waiting for the MICA
ambulance the Ryan's point is that their son would
not have gone into respiratory depression.
The Ryans are supported by members of
Interchange North West who have written to the
minister about this issue saying that they called the
ambulance. The ambulance that attended was not
equipped to administer rectal valium. A prolonged
wait at such a scene causes grave concern to workers
and children with disabilities. Representatives from
Interchange North West believe it is important that
ambulance officers have training in the
administration of rectal valium which assists
dramatically in the sedation of children who suffer
from this form of epilepsy.
I ask the minister why the first ambulance drivers
were not able to carry out the procedure. Surely
life-saving procedures are a fact of life for all
ambulance staff. Further, concern has been
expressed by the group about reports that
firefighters may now attend ambulance emergencies
and they may be the first people to arrive on the
scene. Clearly firefighters would not have this kind
of training.
The matter has been raised with the Minister for
Health on a number of previous occasions, certainly
through the course of this year. Mr and Mrs Ryan
have provided me with correspondence. The matter
has been raised with the Minister for Health. The
Department of Health and Community Services
know everything about,it and it is supported by the
members of the Epilepsy Foundation of Victoria
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who have expressed concern that the issue needs to
be on the public health agenda and that action needs
to be taken to provide ambulance officers with the
necessary training before lives are lost.

Criminal record checks
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) - I direct to the
a ttention of the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services the question of criminal record checks for
carers used by the Sandringham family day care
program. The community services manager of the
City of Sandringham, Helen Stuchberry, and Sandra
Adams, the family day care coordinator, raised the
matter with me. Currently they are looking after the
placement of some 100 children in approximately 46
households. The scheme has operated well but has
more children to look after than people who are able
to act as carers.
The immediate problem concerns the fact that
historically there has been no charge for police
record checks, but under the prindple of the user
pays it is now proposed that a fee of $24 be charged
for each application. I understand the merit, because
police time is involved in the checks, but in the case
of a household where there are for example four
adults, that fee is multiplied by the number in the
household. In the case of a family similar to the
family of the honourable member for Eltham, where
there are two parents and two adult children over
the age of 18 years, the fee would be $96 when the
remuneration for day care is $2.20 per hour per
child. Ms Stuchberry is concerned that the
imposition of the fee, which has not been applied in
the past, may be a disincentive for council staff to
embark upon the obtaining of police record checks.
Her view that it is in the best interests of children to
ensure that they are placed in households where
their safety is assured is not likely to be questioned.
Accordingly, I ask whether there is a possibility of a
concession being given or some other measure being
implemented so that there is no cost disincentive to
obtaining police record checks, bearing in mind the
modest remuneration of $2.20 per hour per child.

Betting systems
Mrs WILSON (Dandenong North) - In the
absence of the Minister for Fair Trading I direct to
the attention of the Minister for Agriculture, who is
at the table, my concern about a number of
get-rich-quick betting systems that have been
advertised not only in the metropolitan daily
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newspapers but also in a number of sporting
magazines and newspapers during recent weeks.
These systems are based mainly on horseracing and
are surprisingly attractive to a number of people
who are fairly gullible. Although most of the
gambling systems I have seen advertised have
originated. in Queensland and New South Wales, in
more recent times some of them have had Victorian
addresses. Some of the advertisements offer money
back if the customer is not satisfied, but I
understand from talking to the consumer affairs
ministry in Queensland that the guarantees are not
worth the paper they are written on. As I said, I
contacted the office responsible for consumer affairs
in Queensland and was advised that it had received
many complaints about the betting systems. It had
investigated 11 of them, 5 of which it found to be
complete con jobs; the other 6 were just attempts to
systematise betting and the guarantees they gave
did not stand up to scrutiny.
There appears to be considerable variety in the types
of betting systems around and an even greater
variety of prices associated. with them, ranging from
approximately $50 to several thousand dollars.
I had a call from a young man yesterday who told
me he had responded to a scheme that was
portrayed. as a business investment opportunity. He
had been flown up to Queensland, met at the airport
and taken to a very glamorous office where he was
given some instruction and some software packages
cOIUlected with the scheme. When he asked some
questions he was told that all the answers would be
given when he paid his $25 000. The scheme was
offering a return of $200 000 a year for the $25 000
outlay. I ask the Minister for Fair Trading in the
public interest to investigate similar schemes that
are apparently operating in Victoria. I am sure the
minister understands there are no 'sure-thing'
betting schemes.

Frankston Freeway
Mr MclEllAN (Frankston East) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports,
through the Minister for Agriculture, the small
section of the last 200 metres of the eastern side of
the Frankston Freeway, which does not have sound
barriers. There are about 12 houses along the section
where there is a fair bit of noise. Because that is
where the freeway meets Cranbourne Road, the
trucks use engine brakes and, conversely, vehicles
taking off from the start of the freeway create a fair
bit of noise as they accelerate away from the lights.
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Secondly, teenage schoolchildren are cutting
through the chain wire fence to take a short cut to
their school further up the road. It is a dangerous
practice and residents are concerned that teenagers
crossing the freeway at this point are acting in a
dangerous manner and may be hurt. I am sure it is
only a matter of time before someone is seriously
injured or killed. I spoke to Vicroads officers about
the matter and they say the cutting of the fence is a
frequentoccwrrence. They have reparred it on
several occasions but within a few days it has been
cut through again.

Many people in my electorate are elderly and therr
sons or daughters may be interstate or overseas.
They may incur the fine but forget to pay it and therr
parents are then left to pay the fine. If on-the-spot
fines are not paid on the due date they can increase
from the original fine of S25 to SI25. It is certainly
easier for people to pay the original fine. I know of
some instances where the accumulated fines have
reached S1000 or even S2OOO. I believe a community
education program is required.

The residents believe - and I support them - that a
sound barrier would make it impossible for
schoolchildren to take a shortcut across the freeway
because the barrier is much higher and is difficult to
scale because it has smooth walls, whereas the fence
can easily be cut. I am sure no-one would like
anybody, particularly a young teenager crossing the
freeway, to have a fatal accident. I ask the minister
to investigate the installation of a sound barrier
along that 200 metres on the eastern side of the
freeway before someone is killed.

Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) - I drrect to the
attention of the Minister for Agriculture the quality
assurance program recently introduced in Victoria.
As a member of the government's agriculture
committee I have a keen interest in the reform
program of the Victorian meat industry, in
particular the establishment of the Victorian Meat
AuthOrity.

Fines
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) - In the absence of the
Attorney-General I ask the Minister for Agriculture
to bring to her attention the aIIUlesty on fines paid to
the Sheriff's office by 15 October. I believe people
should pay therr fines because they are part of
society. If they have committed a wrong, they
should pay the fine. However, since the
announcement was made and letters have been sent
out a number of people in my electorate - I was
amazed at how many have outstanding fines and
warrants - who received S25 on-the-spot fines now
find the amount they have to pay has reached S120
because of court costs and other expenses.
I ask the Attorney-General whether when such fines
are issued people can be informed that if they do not
pay them by the due date they are liable to incur
double or triple the cost of the fines because of court
costs and other expenses. They may start off with a
S25 fine, but they end up having to pay a great deal
more.
It is a difficult problem in my area. Indeed, the
honourable member for Warrandyte referred to
migrant women who are tmable to read or write.
When official letters come to therr household they
often have to ask therr children or therr neighbour to
read them.

Agriculture: quality assurance program

The 1993-94 annual report of the authority outlined
how the industry has moved from the traditional,
costly meat inspection system which operated in
Victoria for many years to a quality assurance
program which has resulted in substantial industry
self-regulation.
The move towards quality assurance programs and
industry self-regulation is based on the Meat
Research Council's quality assurance trials adopted
by the Victorian Meat AuthOrity. The chainnan of
the authority, Mr Watson, states in part that
the authority's adoption of the encouraging results has
made Victoria a test case for national reform. The move
has gained widespread industry support.

Meat processors in the Victorian meat industry are
actively embracing these reforms and rapidly
moving towards a new system. Mr Watson also said
that
the most outstanding feature of 1993-94 has been the
willingness of Victorian meat processors to sign on for
the need. to change and to contribute proactively to the
planning process to restructure their industry.

The quality assurance system adopted by the
authority is compatible with international standards
and the changes proposed will result in Significant
benefits to the Victorian industry - the dual
benefits of higher quality coupled with substantially
lower costs.
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Far from languishing behind the rest of Australia as
it was when Wally Curran ran the industry at his
whim, the Victorian meat industry is now the
pacesetter and this state's system should be adopted
across Australia. I understand the Minister for
Agriculture has had some discussions to that end,
and I see substantial benefits for the national
industry if the system were adopted in other states,
particularly in export works.
I ask the minister what progress has been made
towards the adoption of the quality assurance
system in the national industry and what steps the
minister is taking to encourage and speed up that
process on a national basis. This is a very important
issue for the meat industry and is of state and
national Significance.

Responses
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The
honourable member for Mordialloc raised with me a
matter regarding the Sandringham council. It is true
that I have approved amendment L63 to the
Springvale Planning Scheme, which was submitted
to me for approval. However, I took the opportunity
as the minister to vary the approval of the
amendment. Whereas the amendment sent to me
originally prOVided that $45 000 was to be paid to
the council for variation of the roadside area of the
service station, I made a variation to make sure the
money was sent to Melbourne Parks and Waterways
because the particular special area was in sandbelt
open space.
The council and the applicant company wishing to
develop the service station have now been advised
of amendment L63 as varied and approved by me.
In my letter to Cr Mitchell, the mayor, and the
councillors of the City of Springvale I state:
I have approved amendment L63 to the Springvale
Planning Scheme in a modified form from that adopted
by council on 25 July 1994.
I consider that the financial contribution proposed to be
paid to council as inappropriate because the
introduction of the petrol station is an 'intrusion' into
the concept of the 'Chain of Parks'. The contribution
should be made to Melbourne Parks and Waterways,
the body coordinating the concept of the Sandbelt
Open Space project, to enable the progression of the
project rather than to council for the localised
upgrading of the road reserve surrounding the site.
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Council should be mindful of my view when the
planning permit is considered and ensure that council
does not place financial burdens on the developer
which I may consider excessive in light of his generous
contribution to the open space project.

I enclosed a copy of the amendment as it
subsequently appeared in the Government Gazette.
The honourable member for Mordialloc may well
conclude my contribution in the variation of this
amendment was not entirely disconnected from my
consideration of the fact that the City of Springvale
has not yet accepted any responsibility for the mess
it has given me at the tip.
Mr Micallef interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Springvale is disorderly and is out of his
place.
Mr MACLELLAN - I shall treat seriously the
interjection from the honourable member for
Springvale, but all I can say is that he should regard
this as a Signature fee for appropriate approval of
the amendment.
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - The honourable member for
Sandringham referred to the cost of police record
checks. I shall take up that matter with the Victoria
Police and find some resolution. The honourable
member referred to the example of four adults in a
particular location which may be used for child
minding, where the cost of apprOximately $96 may
be seen as prohibitive. I shall get back to the
honourable member if there is some way of
resolving that matter.
MrW. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - The honourable member for
Morwell raised for the attention of the Minister for
Education the operation of distance education
centres. He spoke of a pilot distance education
centre and a review of the whole process. I shall
direct that matter to the attention of the minister,
who will address the concerns of the honourable
member in his usual fair and constructive way.
The honourable member for Coburg raised the
matter of an environment effects statement for the
Tullamarine Freeway in relation to lighting and also
noise now coming from the much heavier traffic
flow on the freeway. He referred to the fact that the
government is looking at establishing another lane
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on the Tullamarine Freeway to cope with the
build-up of traffic, particularly coming from the
airport, thereby allowing speedier access to and
from the freeway. He cited the fact that the world
limit of 68 decibels was about the overall maximum
and indicated that perhaps the noise level on the
freeway today was even higher. I will bring those
matters to the attention of the minister.
Mr Thomson interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - As the honourable
member for Pascoe Vale interjects, we need an EES.
I will take that up with the Minister for Roads and
Ports on the honourable member's behalf and ask
the minister to respond.
The honourable member for Benambra raised a
tragic occurrence in his electorate relating to farmers
herding cattle. It sounds as though it was a dairy
herd moving across a roadway at dusk. A fatality
resulted from that experience. The honourable
member is requesting that, where there are regular
stock crossings, flashing lights be installed. He also
asks that learner drivers have an understanding of
road signs leading up to stock crossings. Once again
I shall bring that urgent matter to the attention of the
Minister for Roads and Ports. It would be tragic if
something similar happened again involving
motorists, pedestrians, as in this case, or the stock
itself.
The honourable member for Pascoe Vale raised with
the Minister for Health the training of ambulance
officers and their administering of various drugs
that may be needed in an emergency from time to
time. He gave as an example in this case the
administering of Valium to a patient. Once again,
that is a matter for the Minister for Health. That will
be brought to her attention.
The honourable member for Dandenong North
raised with the Minister for Fair Trading gambling
systems being brought down from Queensland and
used to lure people from Victoria to participate in
them. I agree with her that there is no sure type of
betting. I guess that is what gambling and betting
are all about: chance. I sympathise with her concern
that many unsuspecting or uneducated people may
get trapped into thinking there is easy money at the
end of the line. That will be brought to the attention
of the Minister for Fair Trading.
The honourable member for Frankston - The SPEAKER - Order! Frankston East.
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Mr W. D. McGRATH - He should be the
honourable member for Frankston. He could do
both seats down there. The honourable member
raised with the Minister for Roads and Ports a noise
problem on Cranboume Road as it joins the freeway
at Frankston. He asks for sound barriers on the
eastern side for about a 200-metre distance. He also
points out that teenage school children are forcing
holes through protective fencing and therefore
putting themselves in danger. I shall also bring that
to the attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports.
The honourable member for Keilor raised with the
Attorney-General the anmesty on fines for people
who have difficulty understanding the language of
notification and that the amnesty will be concluded
and fines must be paid. If they are not paid there are
significant penalties after the anmesty has been
concluded. Once again I will bring that to the
attention of the Attornev-General on the honourable
member's behalf.
The Minister for Agriculture is the next on the list A
matter has been raised by the honourable member
for Monbulk concerning encouraging the federal
government to go down the same path we have
gone down with the establishment of the Victorian
Meat AuthOrity. That authority, led well by John
Watson, has certainly brought about some
Significant changes in abattoir and meat processing
systems in Victoria. We are now contracting out
those meat inspection services and ultimately we are
following a two or three-year program in a move to
quality assurance.
Consultation between the Australian Meat and
Livestock Industry Policy Council and industry
groups is likely to result in the recommendation that
there be a change of roles for the Australian Meat
and Livestock Corporation and the Meat Research
Council in line with the Industry Commission's
report into the meat industry.
One major recommendation is that the industry
move towards more self-regulation. I will be
encouraging the Minister for Primary Industries and
Energy, Senator Bob Collins, to ensure that the
export industry also look at more self-regulation
within the industry and at putting necessary quality
assurance protocols in place.
As I have said before in this place, unless the food
industry backs up its export product and its
domestic product with quality assurance programs,
it will be selling itself short. The meat industry can
be more efficient if it can be assisted by government
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in coming to terms with the cost of meat inspection
services and with more contracting of those types of
services to our meat processing system, helping and
supporting the industry with quality assurance
programs.

a more competitive export situation, with our
exports going into the global marketplace. I thank
the honourable member for Monbulk for raising that
issue.
Motion agreed to.

We will continue to encourage the federal
government to go down the same path we have
gone down in Victoria in our domestic meat
industry. If that is achievable, I believe we will be in
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House adjourned 10.49 p.m.
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The SPEAKER (Hon. J. E. Delzoppo) took the chair
at 10.04 a.m. and read the prayer.

PETITION
The Clerk - I have received the following
petition for presentation to Parliament:

Dogs: leashing
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of certain citizens in the state of
Victoria respectively showeth that:
The section of the domestic animals act pertaining to
the leashing of dogs when outside the owner's property
be amended to stipulate that (1) dogs may be permitted to be exercised off-lead and

under effective control in appropriate
environments, and;
(2) councils be obliged to allocate areas where this may

occur.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that the
government take this action.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will "ver pray.

By Mr McArthur (188 signatures)
Laid on table.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Architects Registration Board - Report for the year
1993-94

Tomato Industry Negotiating Committee - Report for
the year 1993-94
Wine Grape Industry Negotiating Committee - Report
for the year 1993-94

LIQUOR CONTROL (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Withdrawn on motion of Mr STOCKDALE
(Treasurer).

PRIVATISATION: IMPACT ON
COUNTRY VICTORIA
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
move:
That this house, noting that government policies have
alread y had a disastrous impact on country Victoria as
evidenced by the closure of 151 country schools,
country hospitals and five country rail lines, condemns
the government for the harsh and discriminatory
impact on country Victorians of the government's
privatisation agenda for the electricity, ports, water,
grain handling and racing industries, and calls on the
government to ensure that in any restructure of the
former SECV the uniform tariff is maintained and
accordingly that prices for business and consumers in
the country, including all service and supply charges,
are no greater than those of the city.

I move this motion todav because we have seen after
just two years of this go~ernment an unprecedented
attack on country Victorians. It does not matter what
area of spending or government responsibility you
look at, this is a government that has sold out the
interests of country Victoria.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! Lest we get off on the
wrong foot this morning, I ask honourable members
on the government benches to cooperate with the
Chair by remaining silent.
Mr BRUMBY - This is a government that has
sold out the interests of country people, as I shall
show in a few moments. Wherever you go in
country Victoria, whenever you talk to country
people, whatever country newspapers you look at,
the country people of the state of Victoria are sick
and tired of the policies of this government.
People are fed up; they have had enough; they have
been sold out. They know only too well that the
government's policies sell out the interests of
country Victorians. This government backbench is
intimidated by the Premier and the Treasurer and
will not stand up for the interests of country
Victorians. For nine months they have been jelly
backs. The Minister for Agriculture regularly sells
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out his constituents. You never hear him supporting
the country.
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The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the honourable
member for Ripon that it should be a legitimate
rather than a vexatious point of order.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! It is not the intention of
the Chair to allow the debate to continue in this vein.
I have made a mental note and I am about to take a
written note of those who are interjecting from the
government benches and I will call them at the
appropriate time. In the meantime, they should
remain silent.
Mr BRUMBY - A quick audit shows that this
government has savagely attacked the living
standards of country Victorians. In the past
12 months more than 130 country schools have been
shut down. They include Buckley Primary School,
St Helen's Primary School, Kalkee Primary School,
Redbank Primary School, Mount Tavlor Primary
School, Bobinaw~rrah Primary School, Burram~e
Primary School, Metcalf Primary School, Barkers
Creek Primary School, Myall Primary School and
Berriwillock Primary School. The government has
tried to shut Munroe Primary School but the parents
are not prepared to cave in to the dictatorial policies
of this government.
The rail closures across the state include the
following lines: Ballarat-Dimboola, Mildura-Swan
Hill, Melbourne-Leongatha and
Shepparton-Cobram. The hospitals that have been
shut across Victoria include those at Elmore, Clunes,
Macarthur, Murtoa, Mortlake, Kaniva, Beeac and
Koroit. General beds have been closed and other
hospitals are at risk, including Lismore and
Manangatang. The Minister for Health is in the
chamber. Let the Parliament note that she has a hit
list of 30 country hospitals that she intends to have
closed down by the next election - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! If the honourable
members for Ripon and Portland cannot contain
their enthusiasm and interjections the Chair will
have to take action against them.
Mr Baker - We'll support that!
The SPEAKER - Order! Who is robbing this
coach, you or Mc Kelly? I ask honourable members
to remain silent.
Mr ELDER (Ripon) -On a point of order,
Mr Speaker - -

Mr ELDER - Unlike other members of this
house, I raise legitimate points of order. When I do
not, I am sure you, Mr Speaker, will advise me. The
leader of the Opposition has misled the house by
saying that the Kaniva hospital has closed. It has not
closed.
The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order. If the honourable member for Ripon wishes to
rerute what is being said he will be called at the
appropriate time.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - If the
Parliamentary Secretarv to the Minister for
Education w~nts to speak in this debate and tell us
about the government's great job of closing more
than 130 schools in country Victoria he should do it.
You do not show up in yO~lf electorate anymore!
You do not have the courage to show up because
they would run you out of town! You haven't got a
backbone!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I believe it is some
40 years since a member of the government benches
has been thrown out by a Speaker of this house. I am
not sure whether some members of the government
want to make history. The Leader of the Opposition
would assist in controlling the debate by addressing
the Chair.
Mr BRUMBY - Let us consider what people
from country Victoria are saying about the
government. The Melbourne Age of 3 September
1994 states:
Lola Hand has cooked scones for Liberal Party cake
stalls for more than 40 years. She has sold raffle tickets,
rallied support and attended party meetings in her
home town, Warracknabeal, in Victoria's Mallee, for
just as long.
When Jeff Kennett was elected Premier and the
Liberal-National Party coalition became the
government in October 1992, Mrs Hand was delighted.
But last week, Mrs Hand left the Liberal Party - and
took delight in telling a party canvasser who phoned to
find out why she hadn't paid her annual dues that she
wouldn't be rejoining.
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Mrs Hand, 59, says the government has betrayed the
bush. 'I'm a country woman, but the Liberals and the
National Party have completely forgotten about us. I
won't rejoin and I never will. I didn't expect miracles
when the coalition got in. I knew they had to fix things
up, but I didn't think things would get so much worse.
They have just lost the plot'.

She was a member of the Liberal Party for 40 years.
People in Benalla make jokes about the McNamara
effect. The article continues:
One man who has lost patience with the coalition is
Mr Bill Hill. In 1982 Mr Hill belonged to the election
committee that ran Mr McNamara's campaign for the
safe seat of Benalla. Yet by 1993 Mr Hill was furious
with the government. When the local school at
Warrenbayne was threatened with closure, he wrote a
letter to the Age: 'The seething anger in country Victoria
is turning into an ice-cold rage. Country people have
had enough. Ask your local coalition politician where
their children are being educated and if they could
continue to afford it on an ex-politician's salary'.

They are the comments of two country Victorians,
but there are many more. An article headed 'Service
cuts hurting: rural Libs' in the Age of 31 August 1994
states:
Rural branches of the Liberal Party have attacked the
state government's performance in the country,
accusing it of slashing too many services ...
'We just wonder whether they really relate to the agony
being suffered in the bush ... perhaps they don't want
to hear the misery out here. The small communities are
rapidly dying ... It's really a plea for help and more
understanding' .

That opinion comes as no surprise when you
examine the budget figures that were released just
over a month ago by the Treasurer. When you adjust
the agriculture budget to take account of capital
charges and superannuation you find that there has
been a real reduction in expenditure. Despite all the
rhetoric and the claims about looking after the bush,
the figures show that resources for agriculture have
been cut in real terms.
The government will say the budget papers show a
23.4 per cent increase in funding for agriculture, but
when you adjust for carryovers and the allocation of
superannuation, capital charges and property
service charges the actual increase in nominal terms
for agriculture is a measly, pathetic, appalling,
disgracefu11.4 per cent - in other words, a cut in
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real terms. The Minister for Agriculture goes out
into country Victoria and misleads the public by
saying there has been an increase in agricultural
funding. The reality is that there has been a cut to
agriculture in real terms in this budget.
The proof is in the pudding. Statistics from the
Australian Bureau of Statistics show departures
from Victoria in 1993 and paint a frightening picture
of country Victoria. In 1993 some 1339 voters left the
seat of Seymour for New South Wales and
Queensland; 1182 people left the seat of Shepparton;
1093 left the seat of Murray Valley for greener
pastures; 1043 local citizens of Benalla decided they
had had enough of the cutbacks in the bush and this
govenunent's policies and migrated to New South
Wales and Queensland; 902 voters left Gippsland
West; and 819 voters ran away from Bendigo West,
its member of Parliament and this govenunent's
policies for New South Wales and Queensland.
That is why the populations of places like that are
actually shrinking. People are running away from
the govenunent and its policies. In the seat of
Pakenham the population decreased by 791 people
and the seat of Geelong North lost 741 people. The
seat of Morwelllost 753 people and the seat of Ripon
lost 767 people. So it goes on right across Victoria.
The seat of Warmamboollost 670 people, the seat of
Polwarth lost 623 people and Bendigo East lost 617
people. Bendigo as a whole incorporating both the
seats of Bendigo East and Bendigo West lost almost
1500 Victorians who departed from those two
electorates in the 1993 calendar year.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRUMBY -Government members might
not like the figures but they show that people are
fleeing the government and its policies in record
numbers - the highest number ever in Victoria.
There has been a net population loss of more than
30000 from country Victoria.
I shall read a few other things that country people
are saying about the govenunent. The headline of
the Wimmera Mail-Times of 19 September was,
'Returned soldiers slap McGrath over mergers.' That
refers to the Natimuk branch of the RSL, and the
submission from that branch states:
... when RSL members enlisted for service in the Second
World War they were told they were fighting against
dictatorships and readily accepted sacrifice in the belief
that the whole principle of democratic rule was at stake.
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'Now, 50 years later, we are sadly disillusioned' the
submission said.

'On the vital question of how we are to be governed in
our own area, if your board's plans are carried to
fruition, we are told that we simply do not count. We
are just puppets to be manipulated, pawns to be used'.

That is what the Natimuk branch of the RSL says
about this government.
Again in the Wimmera Mail-Times of 30 September
the headline, 'State report predicts nil popuiation
growth' appears. The article states that for the first
time ever in the history of this region a report from
the state government has shown that there will be
zero population growth in the Wimmera and
Western District in the next 17 years. Despite
families living there and despite natural increases
through the birth of children, people are fleeing
from the state in such record numbers that for the
first time in the state's history the Wimmera and
Western District will experience zero population
growth. What an indictment of this government, its
policies and those members who sit opposite.
What about this one from the Donald Birchip Times
referring to the Wimmera-Mallee pipeline system. I
will quote from the editorial of 17 September
because it is about the government not keeping its
promises:
Here lie the remains of the Northern Mallee pipeline
project. It was conceived by our district pioneers,
nurtured by the community, born under a Labor
government and died prematurely by strangulation
under a Liberal-National coalition.

What are they saying in the Bendigo Advertiser? The
headline reads, 'Budget cuts cost Bendigo
SSI million'. That is not bad, is it? Bendigo lost
551 million last year. There is a spare $30 million for
new offices for the Premier and the Treasurer and
S8 million for Ross Wilson, but poor old Bendigo in
country Victoria, which does not have decent
representation because it has hopeless members of
Parliament, lost $51 million.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRUMBY - What a gutless wonder!
The SPEAKER - Order! I have already had
some altercations with the government benches this
morning. Now I am having difficulty with the
opposition benches. I ask them to come to order.
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Mr BRUMBY - It is no surprise that the Minister
for Agriculture has left the chamber. They say he
cannot even go back home on the weekends because
people boo him, hiss at him and do not want him
home. He has sold out country Victorians. The
editorial in the Wimmera Mail-Times of 12 September
headed 'So let's hear your side, Mr Premier' states:
As Wimmera-Mallee heads deeper into municipal
restructure and 27 councils face the prospect of
compulsory merger with neighbours, it is time for
Premier left Kennett to put the record straight.

The editorial then quotes this broken promise the
Premier made when he was the Leader of the
Opposition:
Amid the turmoil, bitterness and apprehension of
restructure now taking place at government direction,
Mr Kennett owes the state electorate an explanation, if
not an apology.

Don't hold your breath waiting! I don't think they're
going to get one.
Another headline in the Wimmera Mail-Times is 'City:
back us on this water mess', and the article states:
Horsham City Council has appealed for ratepayers'
support in a concerted campaign against state
government water reforms which might lift Horsham
rates by 16 per cent.

They are really having fun in HOrSham and are
being looked after by the government!
I shall quote again from the Wimmera Mail-Times,
this time of Friday, 12 August. The headline reads
'Restructure like Hitler action - shire leader' - and
the article states:
Wimmera shire council's retiring president Kevin
Dunn has linked the Kennett government's stance on
local government restructure with actions of the
world's notorious regimes including Hitler's Germany.
Speaking with quiet conviction at the shire's last
statutory meeting after 132 years, Cr Dunn said it was
worth remembering the lessons of history, even if they
were at a somewhat different level in different places
and times.

He is dead right about that. Another headline in the
Wimmera Mail-Times reads 'Nationals senator blasts
Kennett over fuel rip-off'. That refers to Senator
Julian McGauran, a man of considerable courage
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who is prepared to stand up and say what needs to
be said on behalf of Victorians. The article quotes
him as saying early this year that the Liberal and
National parties should disband because:
He accused Mr Kennett and state Treasurer,
:\ir Stockdale, of hindering country Victoria's chance to
share in the state's economic recovery.
'The finger can be pointed directly at two people,
Mr Kennett and the Treasurer,' he said.
'Take it from me, the word is they are intimidating the
party room.'

The article continues:
Senator McGauran said intimidation had reached such
a degree the pair was calling for the disbanding or a
backbench committee investigating the fuel price
scandal.

There is a fuel price scandal because last year a
report from the backbench committee recommended
that the government take action to address the
problem of paying 85 cents a litre for petrol in
Portland while paying only 65 cents a litre in the
city. The committee told the government to do
something about it but the government has done
nothing. Country people will pay through the nose
and I can tell you this: when they restructure
electricity tariffs - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRUMBY - The Deputy Premier has just left
the chamber. It is what we call the McNamara effect;
whenever the pressure is on and we need someone
to stand up for the people of country Victoria, the
McNamara effect comes into play. He vanishes and
cannot be counted.
The people of Wangaratta expressed concerns in The
Chronicle of Monday, 19 July last year. The paper
quotes the honourable member for Murray Valley:
The task of fighting for the interests of country people
has become even harder under the coalition
government, according to one of its own members.

That is Ken Jasper, always renowned for his honesty
and decency, and prepared to say the right thing
even though it might not be popular and even
though he is attacked and victimised. There is a
climate of intimidation and recrimination, and he is
the type of person who, were he not so forthright,
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would unquestionably be on the front bench as a
minister of the government. However, because he
dares to speak out for country people he is treated
shabbily and is relegated to the back bench.
An article in the Herald Sun of February this year
under the headline 'Farmers miss out on flood
funds' states:
... Nathalia farmer Tom Robinson, with four-fifths of
his dairy farm left a sodden mess by last October's

floods, is surprised to hear the Victorian government
talking about having $28 million for flood assistance.
'1 got nothing from the government nor did any other
farmers I know', Mr Robinson said.

,A heap of blokes finished worse off than I have'.

The government could find no money whatsoever
for flood victims despite the fact that hundreds of
millions of dollars of damage has been done to the
north-east. All we get from this shabby, measly
government which could not care less about the
interests of country people is $28 million.1hat
amount did not even trigger federal grants. For an
extra $3 million or $4 million we could have
triggered another federal government grant which
would have been a huge advantage for the people in
the region.
A headline from the Mclvor Times reads 'We'll fight'
and refers to council mergers, and a headline from
the Cohuna Farmers' Weekly reads, 'Water sell-out'.
The article says that the government's plans will
mean that water prices will go through the roof and
dramatically affect water rates in Cohuna.
The Northern Times in Kerang, which is hardly a
Labor stronghold, reports in an article on
30 September:
Power depots threat. The State Electricity Commission
may close its Kerang depot and reassign its 12 linesmen
to other areas, the SEC's regional customer service
manager said this week.

Country jobs are being lost because the SEC is
restructuring in the light of future privatisation.
Everywhere across country Victoria offices are being
closed, staff are being put off and country people are
getting fewer services as a result
The Cohuna Farmer's Weekly has the headline'Local
SEC in doubt.' The article states:
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A State Electricity Commission proposal to close all of
its facilities in Cohuna is 'distressing' according to shire
president, Cr Neil Crouch.

Melbourne will be supplied by four of the new private
companies. Rural Victoria will buy its electricity from
the remaining two companies.

One has to ask: why is this occurring? It is occurring
because the government is flogging off SEC assets
and it is the country people who will pay. The
Kowree Advocate, a leading newspaper in the
north-west of Victoria stated on 14 September:

Alan Stockdale has already admitted that the price of
electricity will not fall as much for country consumers,

The Kowree public says: 'It's tragic that our community
has been a great supporter of a conservative
government; yet they are the ones who are tearing the
guts out of communities like ours! We'll fight!'

There is one editorial that we ought to circulate
throughout Victoria. It carries the headline,
'Kennett's credibility in tatters'. We know that. The
editorial quotes what Mr Kennett said in opposition.
It compares that with what he is doing now that he
is in government. The Northern Times of Kerang has
the headline, 'Urban water shock'. It states:
We may as well be served by Melbourne Water.

It also has the headline 'New plea for hospital
appeal'. The community is desperate for funds for
the public hospital because this government is
slashing funds. The article continues:
A decision to include Kerang in a water authority
covering Mildura and Swan Hill has shocked and
horrified local civic leaders.
Not only has Kerang borough council already sent a
letter of protest to the state government but
neighbouring water authorities have also questioned
the logic of the decision.

Although Kerang is closer to Melbourne than
Mildura, this is the way this government treats
country Victoria. The Colac Herald of 26 August
reports:
Mayor warns about future of local democracy. The City
of Colac's last mayor, Cr Jim Ryan, sounded a warning
about the democratic future of local government at the
city's commemorative meeting on Wednesday night.

He goes on, and I shall address that issue later. The
Swan Hill GuardiJm of 14 September has the headline
'Meeting demands answers'. It reports:
An angry crowd of about 240 people demanded a
moratorium on the merger of the Swan Hill Water
Board with the Suruaysia authority after a public
meeting on Monday night.

Two weeks later the "ame newspaper reports:
Natural resources minister, Geoff Coleman, has been
condemned for his rent-a-<:rowd jibe and support will
be sought to stall his plan for the restructure of water
authorities in the region. An angry crowd of more than
230 attended the public meeting called by the water
board on September 12 and called for a moratorium on
Mr Coleman's plan.

Another article in the Swan Hill Guardian of
19 September reports:
A group of local National Party members are reported
to be plotting to stand an anti-Labor independent
candidate against Barry Steggall.

I shall refer to that again later. On·29 August the
Warrnambool Standard reports:
Ubs angry. The state government has come under fire
from Western District Uberals who claim that rural
communities are being brought to their knees by
'inflexible' government bureaucrats.

It goes on and on. The Mansfield Courier of

28 September reports:
Rally sends government a message. Mansfield closed
down for business last Thursday to send a message to
the government that it did not want to merge with
Benalla and considered itself as a high country shire.

He then went on to attack the government. A letter
on electricity tariffs to the editor of the Warmambool
StantUzrd of 9 September states:

The Border Mail of 28 September has the headline
'MP ignorant, says councils' - that is accurate. It
states:

For 76 years all Victorians have paid the same for
electricity. The coalition agreement spells the end of the
uniform tariff system. Under the new agreement,

The member for Benambra, Mr Tony Plowman, was
ignorant, isolated. and should 'pull his head in' over
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north-east shire amalgamations, the Wodonga mayor,
Cr Terry Corcoran, said yesterday.

The Mayor of Wodonga is saying that the
honourable member for Benambra is ignorant.
Where is the honourable member for Benambra? He
is not in the chamber. He could not care less about
country Victorians. The McNamara effect is at work
again. The McNamara effect causes honourable
members to disappear; they vanish and go missing
when the going gets tough.
Many other comments have been made throu~hl';;:
country Victoria. I shall say a few words about
privatisation because there is no doubt whatsoever
that the government's proposals for the privatisation
of water, gas, fuel, the ports, the Grain Elevators
Board and a range ot other essential services will
have a disastrous impact on country Victorians.
Although during the budget debate I referred to
some of the more general implications of water
privatisation, I shall now refer to the specific impact
it will have in country Victoria. Firstly, I refer to the
Maryborough District Advertiser, which has a wide
circulation in the area and which is represented by
the honourable member for Ripon. No wonder he is
missing from the chamber; he is also suffering from
the McNamara effect. On 30 August the Advertiser
carried the headline 'Maryborough people to be
slugged!.' The article states:
Maryborough people will be massive losers from the
state government's seizure of the city's water assets.
The council will have to find up to $1 million a year
from local ratepayers to cover the loss of the city's
water assets ...
By taking away the city's water and sewerage
responsibilities, the state government has put a
$1 million hole in the council budget.

One cannot find the honourable member for Ripon;
he is never in his electorate office. He has a message
recorder on his telephone, and he does not care
about the interests of people in central Victoria. If
that report was inaccurate, one would have though
the honourable member would have pointed it out
in the next week's newspaper, but he did not. A
week later on 2 September the same newspaper
carried the headline 'Ratepayers about to be fleeced.'
The article states:
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The state and federal governments have been accused
of lying to the public over plans to private water and
sewerage assets.

I notice the honourable member for Ripon has come
back into the chamber. He is ripping off the
ratepayers of central Victoria.
Mr Elder interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - I think there is a rule about
chewing gum inside. Are you going to take the gum
out of your mouth, or do you chew like that in
Parliament and in your electorate?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr J. D. McGrath) Order! We have the potential to whip ourselves up
into quite a frenzy. The honourable member for
Ripon is interjecting provocatively across the
chamber. He is out of his place and I ask him to
desist to allow the Leader of the Opposition to
progress his motion without that kind of support.
Mr BRUMBY - The honourable member for
Ripon is certainly out of his place. He will not be in
his electorate after 1996.
The point about water reform is that the state assets
to the value of $SO million that the people of
Maryborough, over many generations, have built up
and paid for through rates and capital contributions
will be put into the central highlands water
authority, and there is no doubt whatsoever,
accordU;g to the policies of this government, that
that authority will be sold off in the future. So,
550 million worth of the assets of the people of
Maryborough are about to be put into another water
authority that will be sold off, and the capital loss
per ratepayer in Maryborough, which has the
highest unemployment rate in Victoria because it is
represented by an honourable member who will not
look after his electorate, will be $6000.
So, here is a city that will be slugged by this
government! Everybody is paying the $100 home
tax, everybody is paying $1600 extra in taxes and
charges, and the government is about to take away
$50 million worth of water assets, which the
Maryborough people have built up over
generations, and this will cost the average
Maryborough family $6000 a year because the
government plans to flog off the utilities to an
overseas water interest.
Mr Slockdale interjected.
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Mr BRUMBY - You plan to sell it off, don't you!
You are going to own up in this debate and tell us
when you are going to sell them! The only person
who is a fool is you! You are useless as a Treasurer!
You are going to sell them, aren't you, and I will tell
you what would happen!
Mr Stockdale interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - I will not respond to the
interjection, but I shall say that the Treasurer is
backing off at 100 miles per hour on his plan to
privatise water. If he says what I am saying is
wrong, let him get up in this debate and spell out the
timetable for the privatisation of water utilities in
Melbourne and in country Victoria.
The autumn statement shows that this government
and this Treasurer were gung-ho about Hogging the
state's water utilities. Now, the Treasurer is running
away and I ask: what is the timetable? That is what
the people of Victoria want to know! What is the
timetable for selling off the state's water assets to
overseas-owned utilities so that Victorians will pay
through the nose for a high-quality service that
already meets the needs of Victorians. The Treasurer
wants to Hog them off! So, give us a timetable! If
there are no plans for privatisation, we welcome that
because we have campaigned for that. But, there is a
plan for privatisation of either Melbourne Water or
the country water utilities and I say again: give us
the timetable. All of the documentation that the
Treasurer has put out confirms that he intends to sell
off Melbourne Water and country water utilities. Let
me--
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Water up by 69 per cent in five years; Severn Trent
Water up by 69 per cent; Welsh Water up by 75 per
cent; North West Water up by 65 per cent; and
Northumbrian Water up by 80 per cent.
That is what happened to water tariffs after
privatisation over a five-year period, and this will
happen to country Victorians if this government gets
its way and privatises. Worse still is what happens
to the boards because across country Victoria we
have people from the local community who serve on
water boards, often in an honorary capacity. They
have done so because they know the importance of
quality water to their communities. They know the
importance of community networks; they know the
importance of building up a community
infrastructure. But once you privatise these utilities,
what you get is a bit of a director catcher. You get a
bit of a consultant catcher, you get people taking out
of the system whatever they can in a greedy grab for
money.

I shall look at directors' salaries in the UK after
privatisation: South West Water's head chairman of
the board's salary went up from 49 000 pounds to
153000 pounds; for North West - An Honourable Member - More Mr Wilsons!

Mr BRUMBY - For North West, the highest
director's salary went up from 50 000 pounds to
167000 pounds; for Southern Water, it went up from
46 000 pounds to 170000 pounds; for Anglian, it
went up from 49 000 pounds to 187000 pounds; and,
this is the best one, for North West Water it went up
from 58 000 pounds to 360 500 pounds.

Mr Stockdale interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - In one of your infrastructure
policy documents!
Mr Slockdale interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - I shall bring them into the house
in the next debate and quote them and then you will
really look stupid!
For the purpose of this debate I shall indicate what
Melbourne consumers and country consumers can
look forward to if this government gets its way and
flogs off our water utilities. The opposition has just
received a report of the first five years of
privatisation of 15 water utilities in Britain. I shall go
through some of the figures because they need to be
emphasised. This is what the consumer had to pay:
South West Water went up by 138 per cent; Anglian

Have a guess who was the representative of North
West Water in Australia? It is Mr Greiner, the
previous Liberal Premier. He has had meetings with
the Premier and as an agent of North West Water he
is trying to get North West Water to buy Victorian
water utilities to get what he can out of any
directorship in the future.
I invite the Treasurer in this debate to say if neither
he nor the Premier has never had meetings with
Mr Greiner about water privatisation, and to put it
on the record in Parliament because the fact of the
matter is that he and the Premier have talked about
privatisation of water utilities.
I shall move to the question of electricity tariffs and I
make the point at the outset that we have had in
Victoria for decades under the Liberal and National
coalition governments, and under the Labor
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government, a uniform electricity tariff. We have
had that because we believe that whether you live in
Broadmeadows, Toorak, Mildura, Maryborough or
Gippsland you should pay the same for electricity.
That is what the uniform tariff is all about.

Rubbish. Agreed, it takes nerve to so blatantly freeze
power prices until just before the next election. But the
facts are that any government - coalition, ALP, Maoist
or League of Rights - would be able to promise
Victorians cheaper power for the rest of 19905.

If the late Sir Henry Bolte knew what this
government was doing to electricity tariffs he would
be turning in his grave because he fought }'" .rj for
uniform tariffs. This ideologically driven
government is trying to strip away that protection
for country Victoria. I must say it is a very different
policy to that of the Court Liberal government in
Western Australia, and I quote an article in the
Australian Financial Review of 27 September under
the heading 'Uniform power rates decreed in
Western Australia':

The article goes on, but the fact is that this has been a
whitewash. This is no promise at all for country
Victorians. This is a policy and a commitment which
sounds the death knell of country Victorian
businesses.

The complex question of the future of community
service obligations for public authorities has been given
a new twist with a decision of the Western Australian
government to force its power utility to maintain and
pay for uniform electricity tariffs across the state ...
Successive W A governments have decided that people
living away from the areas serviced by the
interconnected grid - roughly a line drawn from
Geraldton to Albany and stretching east to
Kalgoorlie - should not be penalised by having higher
electricity tariffs.

That is the pOSition in Western Australia; that is the
position with the Liberal government there. But
apparently it is not a pOSition we can arrive at in
Victoria because this government is not driven by a
sound, realistic or pragmatic policy. This
government is not inspired by a sense of fair go for
country Victorians. This government is ideologically
driven and will sound the death knell of country
Victoria.
Some weeks ago when the Treasurer announced his
new power structure for Victoria and its power
tariffs the state's economic correspondent David
Walker had this to say for the Melbourne Age of 2
September:

~r Walker produced an interesting graph with his
article. It shows that by the year 2000 the promised
household maximum price for electricity consumers
will be 10 cents a kilowatt hour, whereas the dotted
line on the graph for the expected. future average
price for all users, including businesses, shows a
totally different picture. This graph is in the Age for
everybody to see.

The more interesting debate on wtiform tariff was
the leaked. paper prepared. by Mr Peter McGauran,
the National Party member. It was a very interesting
paper that was leaked. to the parliamentary library.
After the opposition obtained a copy of it
Mr McGauran went to extraordinary lengths to try
to have it removed from the library and removed
from circulation. And well he might, because it is a
quality, professional paper. It shows that this
government is hopelessly driven by its ideological
agenda and that to do away with the unifonn tariff
will cost country Victoria around 7000 jobs.
Let us be clear about this. The detailed analysis in
the paper was prepared. by the National Party MP,
Mr Peter McGauran, who is a federal shadow
minister. He savs that the removal of the wtiform
tariff will hamPer economic growth in country
Victoria, cost jobs, cost businesses and that it will
cost country people. His calculation is that it will
cost around 7000 jobs. I would not have thought
country Victoria could afford to lose 7000 more jobs,
but that is what Mr McGauran says will happen.
Mr McGauran's paper states:
In rural Victoria, there is less demand for electricity

With the Premier, Deputy Premier and energy minister
lined up behind him to emphasise the importance of
the occasion, the Treasurer, Mr Stockdale, declared
yesterday'S power price announcement an unmitigated
government triumph. It had been achieved, he said, 'by
much better management and particularly by the
benefits of competition'.

than Melbourne due to the smaller number of
customers dispersed over a greater area. Also given
that the distance between the generator and customer is
greater in rural areas, there are increased transmission
and infrastructure costs compared to the city. As a
result, the cost of supplying electricity is higher to rural
areas, and the more remote the area, the higher the cost.
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He goes on to say:
Thus the rural consumer already makes a substantial
contribution to the cost of receiving electricity.
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The economic effect of removing cross-subsidies cannot
be exactly quantified, but an indication is available
from a previous study.
In November 1987 the Australian Chamber of

TItis is what the National Party says about the
uniform tariff:
The uniform tariff means that households throughout
Victoria pay the same price for electricity. Small
business pays a different price, but again, this is
uniform throughout Victoria. This is an important
example of a socially desirable community service
obligation, since the uniform tariff does not
discriminate between rural and urban consumers.
The provision ot electricity is a basic 'good', as ready
access to electricity is an essential part of Australian
standards of living and employment, which
governments have acknowledged through prior
sustained and intensive investment in the electricity
industry. There should be no geographical
discrimination in the provision of basic services such as
electricity.

Manufactures estimated that a 1 cent increase in
electricity prices in Victoria would reduce
manufacturing activity by 0.6 per cent to 0.7 per ~ent
and increase unemployment by a similar percef' .1ge,
corresponding to around 7000 people at that time.
These figures give an indication of the magnitude of
economic and social dislocation that flows from high
electricity prices.
However, rural residential consumers would then be
paying around 1 cent per kilowatt-hour more for
electricity than under a uniform tariff and, based on the
1987 figures, we can estimate that there will be some
thousands of extra unemployed people in rural areas as
a result, with accompanying economic and social
problems.
In the longer term, increased costs of living and doing

business will restrict regional development.

Hear, hear! 1bat is what Mr McGauran sayS, and it
is a reasonable point of view. We on this side of the
house support it, but the jelly backs on the other side
went to water. They have sold out country Victorian
interests. Mr McGauran further states:
Moves to discriminate between rural and urban
consumers will contribute to the creation of an
'underclass' with heavy penalties for not living in a
city. This issue goes to the heart of deciding what rights
rural Victorians are to enjoy relative to urban dwellers
in the 21st century. There are economic, social and
cultural arguments for encouraging regional
development rather than penalising rural dwellers.

Hear, hear! He has it dead right! We on this side of
the house support absolutely those comments.
Whatever way you look at it, the decision reached
and announced by this government is a disaster for
country Victorians. When he made the decision
about rural electricity tariffs the Treasurer released a
graph, which was wlsourced. I might say, though,
that it was headed 'Rural tariff average yearly bill
1993-94, constant prices'. There are lies, damn lies,
and statistics, but this has to be the most dishonest,
misleading and deceptive piece of literature I have
ever seen. It is designed fundamentally to give a
false impression of the real impact the loss of
cross-subsidies will have on rural consumers.

He then speaks about the impact:
Furthermore, tourism can only be encouraged by
'keeping the provision of services to tourists cost
competitive with competing regions and the city.

The very comprehensive study by Mr McGauran
concludes that the National Economic Review of
December 1993 estimated that if cross-subsidies
were removed in New South Wales the impact for
farmers would mean they would end up paying
57 per cent more for electricity. That is what it said.
It is the first time the issue has been studied in
depth. Farmers in rural New South Wales would
pay 57 per cent more. What a slug for country
Victorians. Mr McGauran's paper continues:

The reality is that - working back to September
1992, which was the last month of the previous
Labor govenunent - the rural tariff in the average
yearly bill to which the Treasurer referred in his
WlSOurCed graph would have been around $910. If
you go back to when this government was elected,
the rural tariff would have been $910. If you work
that out on the basis of the agreement announced by
the Treasurer it means that in actual money terms
country consumers will be paying around $1150 for
the same amount of electricity by the year 2000.
Far from any bargain or special deal for country
Victorians and far from any tariff arrangement that
will actually generate jobs and regional investment,
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the policies announced by this government and this
Treasurer will mean the average rural consumer will
be paying more than $250 more for the same amount
of electricity over that 8-year period from September
1992 to July 2000. I seek leave to have the graphs,
which are unsourced - The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! Will the
Leader of the Opposition advise the Chair whether
he has run these graphs past Mr Speaker?
Mr BRUMBY - Not at this stage, Mr Deputy
Speaker.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER -Order! That is the
normal procedure.
Mr BRUMBY - Thev are verY similar to the
graphs Mr Speaker agreed could"be tabled during
my speech on the budget last week.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! It puts the
Chair in a very difficult pOSition. It is customary in
this place for any proposed incorporations in
Hansard to be cleared first with Mr Speaker. At this
stage I have to deny the request.
Mr BRUMBY - The graphs show rural
electricity charges. The real picture is that from
September 1992 rural consumers paid around $910.
By the year 2000 they will be paying more than
51150, which is an increase of $250. I suppose, just as
importantly, if you plot the minimum difference
between average city and country electricity bills
under the maximum uniform tariff system outlined
by the Treasurer, you find that in August 1994 the
maximum difference between metropolitan and
country tariffs was around $370. Under the poliCies
outlined by this government, by the year 2000 that
difference will have increased to around $420.
Whichever way you look at it, whether you look at
the nominal increases in electricity prices paid by
country consumers or the widening gap between
what city and country consumers pay, country
people are being slugged and are paying through
the nose. I repeat: the uniform tariff has been around
for generations. Country, Liberal, National, and
Labor parties have maintained the uniform tariff
when in office because it is fair, decent and the right
thing to do for country Victorians.
The Court Liberal government in Western Australia
is corporatising and privatising government
businesses and entities, but it has made it clear that
it will not sell country people down the drain and
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will maintain uniform electricity tariffs. The Court
government has shown decency and respect for the
great contribution country people make to that state,
but not this government. In country Victoria 130
schools, 6 country hospitals and 6 railway lines have
been closed. It is selling off water boards and the
Grain Elevators Board and now, through abolishing
unifonn tariffs, it is selling off the realistic prospects
country Victorians will have for strong growth in the
future.
Have a look at what Senator Julian McGauran and
the National Party have said: if you do away with
unifonn tariffs and implement this policy mishmash
which is a disaster for rural VictOria, you will lose
700 000 jobs throughout country Victoria.
The honourable member for Ripon does not care
about jobs in country Victoria. He does not care that
farmers are working 18 hours a day, 7 days a week
earning valuable export earnings for this state and
nation.
This government has turned its back on country
Victorians. At the next election voters will
remember. For many years country Victorians
thought that if they voted for a Liberal government
they would get good government. The honourable
member for Murray Valley has said that it is harder
to get anything from this government than it was
from the previous Labor government. Senator Julian
McGauran has said that this is a party and a
government that is dominated by the Premier and
the Treasurer. The Treasurer is obsessed with
ideology. He has come up with a lame-brain
proposal to end uniform tariffs, which will mean the
destruction of new opportunities in country Victoria.
However, one looks at it, whether it is the graphs or
other documentation, the people who will pay for
the privatisation agenda and the government's
obsession with ideology are country Victoriansthe people who work hard to make a living. They
will pay $250 more than their city counterparts for
the first time in the history of the state. I say that is
disgrace.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I doubt whether
this debate will be widely reported throughout

country Victoria, but if it is it will do nothing more
than magnify the leadership problems of the
opposition. Imagine John Brumby, saviour of
Victoria! That would have to be presented in the
cartoon section of papers; it would certainly not
make a feature. It would be another joke for country
people to laugh at.
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After 10 years of a Labor government bringing
country Victorians to their knees, where the
standard description of government in this state was
that the government thought Victoria ended at the
tram tracks, the Leader of the Opposition is charging
around the countryside sniping at every area of
discontent in the policies the government had to
implement to deal with the crisis left behind.
Let us look at the Labor Party representation in
country Victoria. The closest it can come to rural
representation is the honourable member for
Morwell as the shadow Minister for Agriculture.
That is the best it can come up with as someone who
can identify with the country and with whom the
country can identify.
The honourable member for Morwell is an
admirable fellow who knows something about
electricitv. He has slothed off the days of his
academic past when he at least look~d at matters on
merit. His knowledge of farming is gained from
driving up and down the Princes Highway between
Melbourne and Morwell! He is a person who knows
little about agriculture and who is remarkably
absent during debates on agricultural issues.
The honourable member for Yan Yean might say
that he has a small section of country Victoria
surrounding his electorate and, to give him his due
if one is generous, the honourable member for
Geelong North could be said to have elements of
rural Victoria in his electorate.
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as much credibility as his endless smear campaign in
Parliament. He is the great mud stinger of the
Victorian Parliament. If you live by slinging mud
you will die by slinging mud.
I am advised that before the Leader of the
Opposition made the transition to this house he gave
a solemn commitment to the people of
Broadmeadows that if they elected him as their
candidate for Parliament he would move into the
electorate. He would leave Bendigo and move into
the electorate of Broadmeadows. No doubt such
commitments are part of the game of preselection in
the Labor Party. Other potential candidates faced the
fact that the anointed one of the federal Labor Party
had chosen to take up the position by moving to the
electorate of Broadmeadows because the former
leader skipped out of Parliament under pressure.
This Leader of the Opposition took up his position
on the basis of a solemn commitment that he would
live in Broadmeadows. Did he honour that
commitment? He is here today as the saviour of
country Victoria on the basis of a pledge broken to
the constituents he represents. He left them
unrepresented. He does not travel through the
streets they travel through every night going home.
He does not walk through the shopping centres they
walk through or go to the community organisations
that they use. He wanted to go up-market so he
rents a house in Strathmore. 1bat is a bit more
up-market for the alternative leader, but it is a
flagrant abuse of the undertaking he gave to the
electors when he was put in this position.

Ms Marple interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - Do we have farmers in
Werribee South? The honourable member for Altona
jumps into the fray to defend her colleagues. What
could be more the paradigm of the tunnel-vision
member of metropolitan Melbourne on the left of the
Labor Party than the honourable member for
Altona? These are the people who hold themselves
out as the saviours of country Victoria.
The Leader of the Opposi tion held the provincial
seat of Bendigo but he got rid of that seat in his rush
to take up the factional deal that put him in as
Leader of the Opposition. He abandoned a regional
electorate to take up his position yet he holds
himself out as the saviour of country Victoria! He
has as much credibility in that as he has in refusing
to name the people who he claimed to the Herald
Sun would be in gaol and in refusing to clear the
names of the rest of Victoria's businessmen as not
being the people he smeared and defamed. He has

The Leader of the Opposition has the gall to criticise
the honourable member for Ripon who serves his
electorate and the City of Ballarat extremely well.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - We will see at the next
election. We will see in whom the people of Victoria
have confidence. We have plenty of evidence about
what the people of Victoria think about the Leader
of the Opposition in terms of the support he offers.
Mr Brumby - You are big on the issues.
Mr STOCKDALE - We will get to the issues. If
the Leader of the Opposition is right in the criticisms
he has made this morning one would think the
coalition government would be on the nose in
country Victoria and the Labor Party would be at the
top of the heap.
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If we are on the nose, Lord knows where you are,

because I will quote some of the figures that show
that in relative terms whatever country people think
of the coalition they think a damn sight less of the
Labor Party. We do not just have this as a one""ff
aberration, every - Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - They are going to swing
over, are they? They are taking a damn long time to
swing over! If I remember correctly, the figures have
been getting worse, not better, for the opposition.
They are not only taking a long time to swing over.
they are actually first heading in the wrong
direction. Perhaps they are like those elderly drivers
you see on the road who have to veer right before
they turn left! Perhaps the polls are getting ready to
flop over to the Labor Party!
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every hospital he can scare people about, every area
where there is concern about electricity tariffs, every
area where he can provoke unfounded concerns
about water reforms, every area where there is a
school that has had to be closed or refonned and
every one of those areas where transport is being
reformed to give people a better service. He is out
there telling people the usual Brumbies. In country
Victoria they know-Mr Brumby interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER -Order! The leader of
the Opposition is not only out of order in interjecting
across the table but has just used an
unparliamentary tenn. I ask him to withdraw it.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
withdraw.

I doubt it very much, because if that were so one
would expect that the Labor Party would have a
large number of seats just on the cusp of falling to it.
If the Leader of the Opposition looks at the voting
margins he will see that the liberal and National
parties hold their country seats by substantial
margins on almost every occasion. That is why he is
campaigning in marginal electorates where we do
not hold them by such great margins. What is his
strategy here? Is he appealing to people in country
electorates?

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - One would
expect that if all of the Leader of the Opposition's
ambulance chasing and all of his scaremongering
were serving his purpose the polls would be
showing that he is gaining support.

let us look at voting intentions. The last Bulletin poll
in which a detailed breakdown is available, which
was in August 1994, shows support for the coalition
at 50.2 per cent and support for the Labor Party at
38.2 per cent -a historically large margin of
12 per cent between support in country Victoria for
the Liberal-National party coalition on the one hand
and labor on the other hand. If that were to be
reflected right across the electora te the Labor Party
would be virtually wiped off the map. Yet the
leader of the OppOSition is telling us we are
unpopular in the country!

Mr STOCKDALE - Do you want me to respond
to that or are you just going to mouth off all day as
usual? Go on, just sit there.

It may be that country people have some legitimate

concerns about the things that are being done to
repair the damage that the Labor Party did to
Victoria but they are expressing through the polls
their support for what the government is doing and
they are expressing their antagonism towards the
Labor Party.
What about leaders! The Leader of the Opposition
holds himself out as a champion, storming around
Victoria pumping himself up on every issue -

Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - You just finish interjecting.
Mr Brumby interjected.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER -Order! When I am in
the chair I always try to allow a bit of banter across
the chamber because I think it is good for debate,
but when it reaches a certain level we need to
perhaps contain our enthusiasm a bil Exchanges
across the table are fine if they are brief but if they
get to the level they are heading towards I will need
to silence everyone in the chamber. I ask the
Treasurer to continue without that high level of
across-the-chamber banter.
Mr STOCKDALE -let me take up the spirit of
the opposition's interjection, which is one the leader
of the Opposition repeatedly makes. It is inevitable
when any health service and ambulance service are
operating that there will be occasional emergencies
where a service will not be able to respond in time. It
happened under labor, it happens under the current
government and it happens under governments and
in ambulance services around the world. It is a
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scandal that when those events occur the Leader of
the Opposition and his health spokesman make
capital out of the health problems or even the deaths
of people.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - There are more ambulances
available now for people who require ambulance
services than there were when Labor was in office.
There are more ambulances available now for
emergency services than there were when Labor was
in office, and the Leader of the Opposition and his
health spokesman know it.
The Leader of the Opposition is great at dishing it
out but when you put it back to him he skulks out
with his tail between his legs as he has been doing!
Why hasn't he been holding press conferences for
the last week on his allegations against Victorian
business people? Is it for the same reason that he just
left this chamber, that he is not telling people the
truth? Right aroWld Victoria people are disgusted
with his behaviour, with the way he is capitaliSing
on the people's human misery because of their
injuries, their lack of health and their deaths. He is a
disgrace to this Parliament! He skulked out of here
with his tail between his legs because he is great at
dishing out the lies but he is not very good. at being
held to account for them.
Let's see what the people of Victoria think about
him. In the poll mentioned earlier, 47.5 per cent of
people in metropolitan Melbourne expressed
support for the Premier and 27.6 per cent expressed
support for the Leader of the Opposition - a
margin of 20 percentage points between the attitude
in metropolitan Melbourne on the Leader of the
Opposition and the Premier. In country Victoria the
same poll produced almost the same margin:
46 per cent support for the Premier and 27 per cent
support for the Leader of the OppOSition. He is not
only an embarrassment to the people of Victoria, he
is an embarrassment to his own party.
That is not an aberration in the way country people
register their support in the polls. The Saulwick Age
poll of 10 October 1994 asked people about their
voting intentions. In country Victoria, 29 per cent
said they would vote for Labor and 60 per cent said
they would vote for the Liberal-National party
coalition. That is more than double the support! For
every one country person who supports the Labor
Party there are two country people who support the
coalition. Yet if what the Leader of the Opposition is
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saying were true one would expect those figures to
be reversed.
The latest AGB McNair poll on voting intentions
published in the Bulletin shows that 50 per cent of
voters in the country say they would vote for the
coalition if an election were held next weekend. The
figure for the Labor Party is 38 per cent. Again in
country Victoria we have a 12 per cent margin
between support for the coalition and Labor.
Let us look at the support for the Leader of the
OppOSition, who has been out in the COWltry seeking
to play up the legitimate concerns of people and
running scare campaigns to capitalise on all the
things that are being done to rebuild from the Labor
years. It is true that country people have had to bear
a proportion of the bfWlt of that campaign. That is
the point the Premier and I put to them and the
point our members put to them week after week
when we are out in the cOWltryside listening to and
talking with people about their concerns and seeing
what can be done to reassure them about the terrific
future of this state as our reforms build the economy.
What are they saying about their political leaders?
Outside Melbourne in COWltry Victoria the support
for the Premier is 45 per cent. With all these policies
being implemented that the Leader of the
Opposition rabbits on about before he scurries off to
his bunker we would expect to find that the
government is unpopular. Yet even the AGB McNair
poll shows that there is 45 per cent support for the
Premier in country Victoria. That is an historic high
for political leaders in the COWltry. But what are they
saying about the Leader of the Opposition? What is
his rating? Is it 32 per cent, so that there is a 12 or
13 per cent margin, similar to the margin between
the parties? Is it 25 per cent? Is it even 20 per cent?
No! It is 16 per cent! The Leader of the Opposition is
Mr 16 Per Cent! He is Mr 16 Per Cent! He has 19 per
cent support in the city. That is an embarrassment
for the Labor Party because it means that unionists
and hard-core Labor supporters are saying they do
not support him. In the latest poll one-third of Labor
voters said they preferred Jeff Kennett over John
Brumbv as Premier of Victoria. The Leader of the
Opposition does not have the hard core of Labor
behind him, and the figures suggest he does not
have Labor Party members behind him. He certainly
does not have Labor members of Parliament behind
him other than in the literal sense that they sit
behind him. One has only to watch their faces at
question time.
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The only one who smiles is the honourable member
for Sunshine. He can hardly contain himself at
seeing this guy stumble through question time. I
note the completely unconvincing denial of the
honourable member for Sunshine. I do not wish to
do him harm. I accept his assurance that he is right
behind the honourable member for Broadmeadows
and that he is one of the Brumby bunch. He does not
tell Brurnbies! He has what is for Labor an
unfortunate candour about him and lapses into the
truth. He has told the truth about the Leader of the
Opposition through his actions, his body language
and the kind of support he gives him. We know this
man is going around Victoria giving birth to a new
expression that is the definition of giving a
knowingly false statement: a Brumby. Parents ail
over country Victoria are telling their children,
'Don't let me hear you telling any Brumbies. Don't
tell the teacher any Brumbies. Tell the truth or you
will be caught out'. All over Victoria people
recognise a Brumby as a knowingly false statement.
Where did it come from? Mr 16 Per Cent.
If what the Leader of the Opposition has said were
true and country Victoria was up in arms and
newspapers were railing against the government
one would expect his support to be a bit higher than
16 per cent. I think the polls are pretty conclusive
evidence that his attempts to inflame passions are
not working for him.

Let us examine labor's record because this debate
plumbs the depths of its hypocrisy. Labor has
always been full of hypocrites. Its basic position is
hypocritical. Under Labor, everybody knew we
would have a Premier from Essendon or Sunshine
and a government that thought Victoria stopped at
the end of the tram tracks. The Leader of the
Opposition has made a big deal about education
reforms. At the next election we will ask whether
people think we now have a better education system
than the one we had after 10 vears of Labor. I for one
have no doubt about the outcome of that
referendum.
Let us consider Labor's willingness to payoff the
teacher unions rather than governing in the interests
of all Victorians. Between 1982 and 1992 there was a
decline of more than 60 000 in student enrolments.
One would have expected that a decline of that
magnitude would result in a 10 per cent decline in
the number of teachers, enabling resources to be put
into school buildings, facilities, books, learning aids
and special need requirements. That did not happen
because the teacher unions ran education. The
number of teachers remained virtually static
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between 1982 and 1992, despite the reduction in the
number of students.
~oney

was squandered on teachers who were not
needed, and the result was not smaller class sizes.
The research shows that class sizes were very much
the same as those in other states. They were certainly
not smaller. What happened was that the mates in
the teacher unions got more time off and spent less
time in the classroom. For example, between 1982
and 1992 there was a 15 per cent decline in student
enrolments in primary schools, but rather than
remaining static, the number of teachers began to
rise from 1991. While enrolments were falling more
and more money was being squandered on teachers
who were not needed in the system. Class sizes were
not smaller and teachers had less teaching time.
Teachers were not even required to comply with the
industrial agreement which provided that secondary
school teachers would spend 18 hours a week in
face-to-face teaching time. In virtually every
secondary school the actual teaching time was 1 or 2
hours less than the time required according to the
agreement.
Labor introduced advanced school teacher positions
but made no budgetary provision for the $70 million
that was needed to meet the commitment. There was
a black hole in education spending, which,
according to Commonwealth Grants Commission
figures, was 15 per cent higher than in other states.
Labor ran the education system into the ground. It
even closed schools! The closure of schools is not
some aberration that has happened since the
honourable member for Prahran became the
Minister for Education. It is not an issue that lacks
political consensus, nor is it a matter the Leader of
the Opposition can attack without assuming a
position of gross hypocrisy.
Labor closed 65 schools - 36 primary and 29
secondary schools - even while the teacher unions
were running the system. Labor says, 'Woe betide
Victoria! Country schools are being closed'. Let us
look at Labor's record. The secondary schools that
have closed include Morwell Heights, Avondale,
Portland and Brighton. All closed! Numerous other
schools in the metropolitan area have closed. The
primary schools that have closed include Mia Mia,
King Valley, Kotupna, Picola, Wangaratta South,
Bullioh, Dugay's Bridge, Mitta North, Nambrok
West, Pearsondale, Kilmany, Stony Creek, Mount
Best, Hallston, Budgeree, Boolarra, Buchan South,
Genoa, Woreen and Leongatha South. All closed!
How can the Leader of the Opposition stand here
and criticise this government for closing schools
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when Labor started the process in the second half of
its tenn of office?

reducing the disadvantages of schools that are too
small to provide sound education opportunities.

What is important is not the hypocrisy of blaming
this government for what Labor did but the
fundamental credibility of Labor's policy position.
Labor does not have a policy. All it has is some
rhetoric designed to capitalise on the concerns
people have about the policies the government is
pursuing to repair the damage Labor created. The
opposition's utterances are inconsistent with the
policy Labor pursued in government. It is
hypocritical in the sheer inconsistency of criticising
its own actions, and what is absolutely
mind-boggling is the absence of any philosophical
base, values and policy framework in which the
criticisms are set.

Large numbers of country schools are participating
in the Schools of the Future program, which offers
not only the opportunity to develop a sound,
skills-based work force for this country to rebuild
the economy to the sort of adaptable,
knowledge-based economy necessary for a high
living standard and a competitive country, but also
gives students the chance of unlocking all the rich
opportunities that a diverse culture such as ours
offers and of realiSing their full potential.

The Leader of the Opposition does not argue that we
should not get our budget on a sustainable footing.
He will put to Labor's state conference a plan to
adopt the sorts of fiscal responsibilities this
government is pursuing. Every time it comes to the
means of implementing that commitment he not
only squibs it and tries to capitalise on the measures
that are bringing about the very thing he says he
supports and the concerns the community has about
these outcomes, but he also throws out the window
the policy imperatives the Labor Party pursued. The
worst thing about the Leader of the Opposition is
not his gross hypocrisy or his glass jaw, which
means that he is able to dish it out but not take it; it
is the absence of any policy prescription for running
government.
What does he stand for? What are his policies and
values? He does not have any! Today he did not
utter one word about the policies Labor would
pursue. He simply catalogued the only means of
implementing the policy prescription of financial
and fiscal rectitude he savs he stands for. He is a
disgrace even to the Lab(;r Party. What has the
coalition done?
Labor endorsed in government the policies we are
pursuing because they represent a more effective,
high-quality distribution of resources in the state
education system. We are delivering better quality
education by not wasting resources on an
unnecessary proliferation of small schools which
denies students educational opportunity and which
puts WU"easonable demands on teachers.
We are giving better quality education and better
curriculum choices by having a more rational
distribution of school resources. We are actually

We are not just helping the disadvantaged with
remedial programs and special needs attention, we
are giving gifted students the opportunity of
reaching their full potential. Just as Labor victimised
and discriminated against the gifted students, so this
government is giving - Ms Marple interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - The honourable member for
Altona says, 'Rubbish'. Where was Labor's gifted
student program? Professor Smart of
Monash University recommended the establishment
of a gifted student program but the former Premier,
Joan Kirner, branded it an elitist concept and said
we should not have programs for gifted students
and that we should actually deny them the
opportunity of reaching their full potential.
Joan Kirner said it was an elitist program that
should not be tolerated.
We proposed to identify the students requiring
remedial support through not having gained the
necessary basic learning and communicating skills,
but Joan Kirner branded that as an elitist program
which would give disadvantaged students a sense of
failure. It was better in her view not to know that
students had failed to attain the basic building
blocks for their future education. It was better to
ignore them and deny them access to remedial
programs and special support. It was better not to
know than to have a testing system. We have
introduced the Schools of the Future program,
which will reinstate excellence as the benchmark for
the state education system.
Victorian rural schools have the best staffing ratios
in Australia. Labor had kids standing while
travelling on buses all over COWltry Victoria at
speeds of more than 80 kilometres per hour. Their
lives were put at risk by buses that simply were
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inadequate for the task. We are resolving that
problem by increasing the conveyance allowance.
After eight years during which Labor refused to
realise the needs of country families, we have put
additional funding into small disadvantaged rural
schools. Recognising the special disadvantages of
the remaining small schools, we have put an
additional $5 million into the rural reconstruction
fund for schools with fewer than 124 students. We
have provided special support programs for
students with disabilities in rural schools and, most
important of all, we have introduced interactive
satellite learning programs so that students have
access to the best teachers available in Australia and
the world.
Country staff can be supplemented with centrally
based learning aids that will give access, for
example, to languages other than English that could
not be taught in the country before. Special
programs can be introduced for teacher training so
that teachers as well as students are given additional
support. The drug education strategy plan has
provided five regionally based consultants to
support country schools in drug education
programs. All of those are examples of how every
student in the state is benefiting from government
programs and how the special needs of rural
families and students are being met by the
government.
The Leader of the Opposition is running a scare
campaign in the health area. No doubt the shadow
Minister for Health will respond with the outright
lies he has told before about the government's
current perfonnance and plans. He is running
around Victoria telling people, on his own say-so,
that their rural hospitals will close. Fortunately,
those people will never suffer the disadvantage of
his leading the government in this state because
there is no chance he will be re-elected to carrv out
his threats, which are simply not true.
.
When in government the Labor Party recognised the
need to adjust hospital resources to new patterns of
demand across the state. Labor proposed to close,
for example, the Elmore, Maffra, Koroit and
Creswick hospitals. Elmore has now been closed, but
the Leader of the OppOSition refers specifically to
Elmore as one of his examples. In fact, Labor
proposed to close that hospital too! As I said, it was
also Labor policy to close the Maffra hospital, which
is still operating; the Koroit hospital, which has now
been converted to a 3O-bed nursing home; and the
Creswick hospital, which is still in operation.
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Therefore, our government has adopted a rational
approach which involves listening to the people and
adopting the most sensible pattern for the delivery
of health services.
When in government Labor had a policy, but it
obviously believes it does not need policies in
opposition - it just runs an irresponsible scare
campaign which capitalises on the misery of illness,
injury and even death.
These are ambulance chasers of the worst kind,
capitaliSing on human misery through illness,
disease and injury for political purposes. Those
people are simply exploiting the fears of country
people. What is the policy prescription to underpin
these criticisms? Is it any different from when Labor
was in office? Who would know, because Labor
does not burden itself with describing a policy. All it
does is run scare campaigns. I note at this stage that
only two opposition members are left in the
chamber to support their leader's motion. The
honourable member for Albert Park is here. He is
scurrying together some notes to defend his own
outrageous scare tactics and behaviour - the
misstatements and the distortions. The other
member present is the honourable member for
Altona.
Shortly the shadow Minister for Health will burden
the house with Labor's policy prescriptions, but will
he outline the rationale behind Labor behaving
differently in opposition from the way it did in
government? No chance. There will not be one word
of policy from him; we will merely hear a diatribe of
abuse and distortions, copies of which will be posted
to the country media with one radio and television
porky - sorry, Brumby - after another. He is
another one of the Brumby clan - he repeats a
knowingly false statement until people start to
believe it is true.
The Labor Party opposition has no policy and
nothing to offer the people. All it did in government
was run health costs through the roof and run
services down. It was in the pocket of the trade
unions. That explains why Labor policy was not
carried out even when that party was in
government. It had nothing to do with listening to
people or recognising the legitimate concerns of
country people; it had everything to do with
knuckling under to their mates in the trade union
movement because they ran this state.
The Labor Party's trade union mates sat at the
cabinet table and gave orders to the ministers not
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just in the transport field but in the health and
education areas too. The Labor Party did not
implement its own policies or what it knew was
necessary for the interests of the people of Victoria
because the trade unions called the shots and told it
what to do.
The government has a vision for rural health. We are
expanding the networks of breast screening services
so that women of all ages in rural areas will have
access to screening and assessment facilities. We are
supporting a range of projects to improve healthy
lifestyles and we are using health-care services as
part of the government's cancer and heart offensive.
In partnership with local government and bodies
such as Farmsafe, we are moving to reduce the
number of deaths caused by injuries in rural
settings. We are introdUCing preventive programs
that the Labor government never did.

We are redeveloping alcohol and drug services,
including rural drug withdrawal services and rural
clinical advisory services. We are continuing
education and training for GPs, nurses and other
health practitioners in rural areas. There is the
development and implementation of regional public
health units, which Labor did not set up. We have
introduced on-the-spot immunisation for people
living in remote areas and a pilot project to
investigate the benefits of following up on notified
cases of gastrointestinal illness to help identify local
infectious diseases.
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are enhancing birthing services in the
Loddon-Mallee region and refurbishing and
improving hospitals - something about which the
Labor Party has been critical. We are introducing
multipurpose services.
In respect of mental health, there are new or
expanded 24-hour crisis assessment and treatment
teams to be prOVided in all major population centres
in rural Victoria. Mobile support and treatment
services will be established across Victoria to
provide intensive long-term community support for
the mentally ill. Additional disability support staff
have been appointed for the 200 new psychOSOCial
rehabilitation and accommodation places across
Victoria. A pilot scheme for teleconferencing in
psychiatric service provision has been established,
linking Swan Hill with Bendigo. Additional staff
have been appointed to the Gippsland region
providing specialist service support for the aged and
mentally ill. Extra treatment and support services
have been provided for young Victorians in sparsely
populated areas.

Existing rural health and aged care services will be
assisted to redevelop and adapt to their ageing
communities. There will also be the extension of
more flexible services and social support for older
people living in remote areas with the development
of three multipurpose services in 1994 and with
more planned over the next three years. There will
also be an expansion of specialised geriatric health
services within extended care centres and provincial
hospitals.

All those programs are part of statewide programs
supporting health service delivery for all Victorians.
As one would expect from a government that has a
large number of rural representatives, there is
recognition of the special needs of country Victoria.
More than $30 million is being spent on hospital
capital development. Wimmera hospital will receive
$12.5 million; Bendigo hospital, $5 million; the
MOrnington Peninsular hospital at Rosebud,
$3.8 million; Seymour hospital, $3.4 million;
Wodonga hospital, $2.5 million; Kilmore hospital,
$2.1 million; and the Maryborough hospital,
$2 million. There are also programs in a wide range
of other hospitals, including the Latrobe regional,
Castlemaine and Hamilton hospitals. Some
S11 million is being spent in the Grampians region
for new community-based facilities, and $3.5 million
has been allocated for the relocation of an acute
admission and in-patient unit from Ambermere to
the Goulburn Valley Base Hospital.

The government has introduced new funding
arrangements to encourage hospitals to improve
access to treatment by reducing hospital waiting lists
right across the state and providing better health
status and outcomes for country Victorians. The
government has introduced the innovative
hospital-in-the-home project in Myrtleford, Bright,
Mount Beauty and Beechworth. It is giving country
Victorians the option to receive safe and effective
treatment at home, thereby aVOiding long stays in
hospital away from their families and friends. We

A further $5 million is committed to multipurpose
centres at Apollo Bay, Corryong and Orbost. On the
basis of a task force report the government has
offered an additional $5 million for capital works to
small rural hospitals. Despite the fact that Labor was
a high-borrOWing, high-taxing and high-spending
government that virtually abandoned capital
investment in Victoria's public infrastructure in
health and many other areas, capital investment in
the health system of this state has been reactivated.
What does Labor say about that?
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Mr Thwaites interjected.
Mr STOCKDAlE - One has only to look at the
budget papers. Obviously not only the Leader of the
Opposition but also the opposition health
spokesman are incapable of reading them. More
than $70 million in new capital works will be spent
by the Department of Health and Community
Services this year. The government has given
priority to health capital works. I have just listed
projects that could not get on the books under Labor.
They are now proceeding. What does Labor say
about that? From the line of the Leader of the
Opposition and his health spokesman one would
think that the rural voice of Labor would be saying,
'There should be more money spent on country
health facilities'. However, the Warrnambool
Standard of 19 August states:
Funds bonanza for south-west. Warmambool, Portland
and Polwarth electorates received twice the average
school capital works funding last year, prompting an
opposition claim that coalition MPs were favoured.

In relation to the capital works program generally,
the honourable member for Dandenong issued a
press release. He campaigned in the rural media
saying that too much money is being spent in
country areas and that country electorates are being
unfairly advantaged. He said more money is being
spent at the behest of the well-placed rural
representatives of the coalition. He said that too
much money was being devoted to and preferential
treatment given to the country. He is not claiming
that the government is not spending enough; he is
claiming the government is spending too much! Of
course, since he is the member for Dandenong, one
would not expect him to be out in the country
running the same argument that the Leader of the
Opposition has been nmning.

The record of Labor is abysmal in a whole raft of
areas. Country people know Labor neglected service
delivery in the country. It was a high-spending,
high-taxing, high-debt government that did not
invest in country infrastructure. It virtually
abandoned public investment in the country. The
views the Leader of the Opposition articulated today
are not even shared or endorsed by his own
backbench.
I turn now to micro-economic reform. The great
scare tactic the Leader of the OppOSition is running
marks off the labor left's dominance over him. That
is not where he came from; that is not his political
cultural heritage. One would not expect Senator Ray
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to put a Keating man into Victoria. The numbers
from the right got together in Canberra - but they
disowned him last week, and little wonder! The
mates in Canberra put their man in here. And they
thought things were going fine when they had a
right-wing deputy and a right-wing leader. They
thought the right was on the ascendancy, that it was
clawing back ground from the left - from the trade
union movement and the parliamentary party.
Then came the big spill with the honourable
member for Sunshine set up as the stalking horse to
send a shot across the bows of the Leader of the
Opposition. The left reined in: it sacked the
honourable member for Niddrie as the deputy and
appointed the honourable member for Richmond.
That was to be a tangible reminder that when the
Leader of the Opposition puts out his hand or looks
out of the corner of his eye, he will see the left
watching what he is doing and making sure he toes
the left line.
Before the spill who would have expected him to go
to the national conference in Hobart and champion
against micro-economic reform and to spit in the
eyes of Senator Ray, Paul Keating, Ralph Willis and
the other people who got behind him to get him his
job? What do they think of him? A cartoon in last
weekend's newspaper labels him 'Mr DUmby',
because that is what Paul Keating calls him. That is
what he is called in Canberra now because he ratted
on his mates. The New South Wales right does not
like people who rat on mates, so it abandoned him.
He is left here now dancing not to his tune, not to
Paul Keating's tune, not to the tune that is played
right around the world in former communist
countries, but to the tune of the remaining
spokesgroup for socialism - the Socialist Left in
Victoria with its discredited ideology that has failed
even in countries that tried it for the best part of a
century. He is dancing to their tune, and he is alone.
He is virtually an aberration in the world.
Most countries in the world are introducing the sort
of micro-economic reform the Kennett
Liberal-National party government is introducing in
Victoria. Most governments in the world, not only in
the United Kingdom and the United States of
America, where one would expect it to be
happening, but throughout Asia and Latin
America - in Chile and Peru - are rebuilding by
moving economic activity from a sterile public
sector to a productive private sector. Massive
privatisation programs are being established not
only in Europe, Asia and the Americas, but also in
Eastern Europe. Virtually every one of the previous
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communist countries is engaged in a massive
privatisation program.
Why? Because they recognise the need to attract
investment from around the world into building
their infrastructure. And I have to plead guilty
because recently I was picked up. A former Laber
minister in Canberra once described the Victorian
ALP as the Albania of the south, reflecting the fact
that it is the last bastion of communist values. I
actually used that expression recently and was
flooded-An Honourable Member - Robert Ray!
Mr STOCKDALE - Yes, Robert Ray used the
expression. I take back part of what I said; he is not a
former minister, just a former friend. He is still a
minister. He was a friend of the Leader of the
Opposition, but not any more. I was deluged with
letters from Albanians, and they wrote to the
newspapers saying, 'You're out of date. Albania is
not like that any more! We are not like the Victorian
left, we've seen the light. We have introduced
micr~onomic reform, we are introducing
free-market principles. We've got a big privatisation
program and our economy is being rebuilt by a new
government along lines that are compatible with
what's happening in Victoria, Australia and the rest
of the world'.
I apologise to the people of Albania. I got it wrong. I
was out of date. I was using a metaphor the Labor
Party had used, which was apt when it was used,
but is no longer apt. Albania has seen the light. The
people who have not seen the light sit on the other
side of this chamber, virtually alone in the world,
adhering to a set of values which have not just been
discredited, but which have been actually
demonstrated by hard experience to fail. They stand
for the values that dominated eastern Europe until
the wall came down.
Why did the wall come down? Among other reasons
it is because it simply did not work! It did not put
the goods on the shelves. It didn't put people into
jobs. It didn't make you internationally competitive.
It didn't let you export to the rest of the world. It
failed! It will fail here and people know it will fail
here. All the scare tactics in the world will not alter
the fact that when Albania has seen the light, the
Victorian ALP remains the sole remaining
spokesman for discredited ideas.
Even the Labor Party is not of the view of the
Victorian left. The agenda for the Council of
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Australian Governments set by the Kedting Labor
government involves water reform, introducing
competitive discipline into water right across
Australia. A report commissioned by the federal
government has delivered recommendations for
water reform precisely in line with the reforms being
introduced in Victoria.
In the area of electricity COAG has endorsed the
reforms Victoria is introducing and the Victorian
reforms have been adopted as a model by the
National Grid Management Council for the national
market. Who is driving hardest outside Victoria to
get those reforms implemented? It is the Keating
government. The Keating Labor government is
driving nationally to have other states adopt the
model in Victoria. And when Ralph Willis, the
Federal Labor Treasurer, came to the opening of the
Loy Yang B power station, he recommended the
Victorian model as something to be endorsed by the
federal government and to be adopted right across
Australia as the model for electricity reform.
In gas, who is driving the introduction of
market-based, open access regimes? It is not the
Victorian government, which has a few problems
with RRT, and pending litigation and restrictive
contracts. No, all of the pressure for reform to
implement market-based reforms is coming out of
Canberra. It is coming from Paul Keating, Michael
Lee, and George Gear, who are driving the states to
get with it, accel~rate the pace of reform and move
away from the policies of the Laber left in Victoria.

Is it any wonder that the mates from Canberra have
dumped the Brumby? They have had enough of the
Brumby. They have had enough of the deliberately
false statements. They have had enough of the scare
tactics. They have had enough of kowtowing to the
people who almost wrecked this country. They have
had enough of kowtowing to the left-wing unions
who are still trying to wreck it. The federal Labor
government has dumped the Leader of the
Opposition because he is doing that kowtOWing!
So the opposition stands alone in the world, turning
its back on reforms that are reinvigorating
economies right around the world. Why is the
Leader of the Opposition in this position? It is not
because they are his values. It is not because they are
where he came from, and not because they are what
the people who put him in his pOSition demand. It is
because the people who will keep him in his
position demand that he sell out the interests of
country VictOria, and sell out the interests of the rest
of Victoria.
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In the area of water, the Leader of the Opposition
again told a number of brumbies - knowingly false
statements. I challenge him to produce any evidence
whatever that this government is committed to
privatise rural water assets. Indeed although I do
not resile from the fact that the government supports
as a general principle the privatisation of
government businesses to introduce competition
and competitive discipline, the government has not
actually announced the privatisation of Melbourne
Water.

The government has, in fact, not stated that it will
privatise rural water assets and I am not even sure
how you do that. It has actually proposed the
introduction of competitive discipline through the
introduction of trading rights which will allow
people to direct water to where it has its highest
use -to the community.
Then we have the nonsense of the Leader of the
Opposition that privatisation involves whipping
assets off people. He conjured up the picture of rural
water assets being sold to overseas companies.
There is no evidence whatever for that claim but that
just puts it in a long list of hysterical claims he has
made for which he has produced no evidence at all.
He produced no evidence, but does it make any
sense? Is he suggesting that even if assets were
privatised they would be ripped out of the ground
and taken away somewhere else, that they would
not serve the people who are currently connected to
those assets? Why would anybody buy water pipes
that have been in the ground, in cases for decades, to
cart them away? The only reason they would buy
them is to improve the service to the people who are
serviced by those pipes and other infrastructure.
The Leader of the Opposition even does not make
any sense in his claims. Not only are they not
substantiated, on their face they are palpable
nonsense. Then he talked about the UK experience,
one of the great furphies of the left and one of the
indicators that he is towing the left's line. We have
him constantly regurgitating this nonsense.
It is true that prices for water have risen in many
places in the United Kingdom. Why? It is because
the regulator has allowed the prices to rise. Unlike
electricity and unlike gas he has not had in place an
RPI-minus formula to drive prices down in real
terms. He has actually had a pricing regime that
allowed prices to rise. Why? Because the reason the
United Kingdom's water system was privatised was
that by virtue of European regulation, the United
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Kingdom under Thatcher was required to improve
the quality of its water supply.
It did not meet European standards. The
government could not finance the capital
required - more than 3.5 billion VI< pounds - to
invest in the water industry. So the regulator has
oversighted that investment program; he has held
down the level of price increases that would
otherwise occur; but allowed prices in nominal and
in real terms to rise to facilitate that investment.

As a result, water standards have risen in the United
Kingdom and the cost of securing those quality
improvements has been less than it would have been
under a government monopoly water authority.
Contrary to the story that the Leader of the
OppOSition has spelt out, the British have actually
benefited by much more efficient returns from
investment, much better quality water, much better
managed businesses and massive gains in
productivity in the water industry resulting in price
increases lower than they would otherwise have
been.
Then we have the classic Brumby. We have another
set of brumbies here. Let us just look at consistency.
On the Saturday, the week before the Labor Party's
conference in Hobart, the Leader of the Opposition
went to the media and made some extravagant
claims. He claimed the Victorian Uberal National
Party government was going to break Melbourne
Water up into four corporations. For once his
researchers got it right. We have actually announced
that we are going to separate Melbourne Water into
four corporations. The Leader of the Opposition
built a great scare scenario that there would be no
water running out of your taps, you would pay
more but you would not get any water. He savagely
attacked the government on the basis of some
outdated reports prepared by consultants in the
days when Melbourne Water was opposing the
introduction of a competitive discipline into
Melbourne Water's operations.
He attacked the government for unbundling,
creating four separate companies - that was on the
Saturday. By Tuesday he had abandoned the
research to go to Hobart and he had a flight of
fantasy, another Brumby was on the scene. No
longer was the government guilty of unbundling the
water industry into four corporations. No, he was
actually telling journalists that we had already sold
Melbourne Water as a single integrated monopoly to
an overseas water utility. So between Saturday and
Tuesday he had made fundamentally inconsistent
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claims and extravagant scare campaigns based on
totally inconsistent stories - neither of them
entirely true - and Tuesday's story was a total
fabrication! Why? It is because by Tuesday he had to
support a motion in the federal ALP conference that
privatisation would create private monopolies.
Whereas on Saturday, he had been attacking what
the government was actually proposing to do, by
Tuesday it did not suit his agenda at the national
conference and he went out and told a few
Brumbies. He invented a story that fitted the case he
wanted to run on Tuesday.
This is the sort of man we have here. He has no

understanding at all of the demands on the Leader
of the Opposition to stand for something, to have
policies and to even maintain a pretence of
consistency. The man is a fool. He is discrediting the
Labor Party and he will be consigned to the dustbin
of history.
I shall deal now with electricity. Standing against the
lessons of history that are being learned right across
the world the reforms being introduced here in
Victoria are being studied in places as far afield as
Asia and California. The biggest electricity system in
the United States has currently adopted a set of
policy prescriptions very similar to those being
implemented in Victoria, and it is out here studying
those reforms as a desirable model for it to
introduce. We have learnt from the mistakes of the
British and we are aiming to introduce more
effective competition. I do not think anybody could
overstate the Significance of these reforms for
Victoria.
Much of our economic strength has been built on
low--cost energy. We have hundreds of years worth
of brown coal reserves that have little alternative use
and no practical opportunity cost except the cost of
digging the coal out of the ground. We are
potentially a base-load supplier of electricity to the
whole of southern Australia. We are potentially the
home of energy-intensive industries capable of
exporting on that competitive advantage right
around the world. We can create jobs for Victorians
in energy-based industries that will rebuild the
golden era of development when Henry Bolte was
attracting investments to this state because of
abundant supplies of low-cost energy.
The Labor Party rhetoric was that it would capitalise
on that advantage and improve Victoria's standing
throughout the 19805. But in 1982 when the Liberal
government left office Victoria had the lowest
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electricity charges in Australia. By 1992, after
10 years of Labor, Victoria had lost that competitive
advantage. Victoria was third behind Queensland
and New South Wales in low-energy cost. Labor
squandered our competitive advantage.
The government's policies are redirected at building
back that competitive advantage, of turning Victoria
into a major energy supplier for the whole of
south-east Australia and at building on and
recapturing investment. Who will be the major
beneficiaries? People in the Latrobe Valley have
been frightened by the lack of success of the Labor
Party during the 198Os. They were petrified that the
Latrobe Valley, the home of a low--cost energy
industry, was going to be decimated. Although it is
true that Labor started the process of productivity
improvements which saw job losses in the electricity
industry, in the long run capitalising on our
competitive advantage will turn Victoria into a
low-cost energy state and will reinvigorate the
Latrobe Valley, not just as the home of an
internationally competitive electricity industry but
as the home of industries that come here because of
their access to low-cost electricity and low-cost gas.
Labor is opposed to the very reforms that will
reinvigorate the Latrobe Valley.
What are the examples so far? Labor introduced
Mission Energy into the industry as the operator of
the Loy Yang B power station. Is the opposition
opposed to that? Is it opposed to the outcome of that
arrangement? It ought to be opposed to it on
anti--competitive grounds. The take-or-pay contract
it signed means that although Mission imposes no
direct competition in energy supply, it certainly
imposes competition by example. The end result of
Mission operating the Loy Yang B power station can
be seen by its availability factors being in the 90s.
Since Mission commenced operation at Loy Yang B,
Loy Yang A power station has lifted its availability
from the low 80s to the high SOs. In the few months
that Mission has been the operator of Loy Yang B
there has been a massive reduction in the cost of
capital achieved in the production of electricity from
that more than $3-billion power station. There has
been a reduction of more than 10 per cent in the cost
of capital just by bringing in a competitor to operate
another power station, and not even under a
price-competitive arrangement. That shows the
advantages for the Victorian electricity industry, and
the benefits will flow right across Victoria.
Contrary to what the Labor Party has put around, it
has always been the intention of this coalition
government, with the Liberal Party and the National
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Party and rural and metropolitan members working
together, that the benefits of reform should benefit
all Victorians. We have put in place reforms that will
guarantee that the benefits flow to country people.
We have written down the assets of the rural
businesses so that they have lower costs and will be
able to provide adeq~ate returns at the same pricing
regimes.
The government has introduced averaging for
distribution and transmission charges. That will
mean country people will pay the same distribution
and transmission charges within very narrow bands
right across Victoria as metropolitan people pay. We
are reinvigorating investment right across the state.
We are giving country people, whether they are in
Mildura or in the Latrobe Valley, the opportunity to
get together to form economical buying units to
exert market power.
What market power do the customers of any utility
have if they are the victims of a government-owned
monopoly? Labor is not standing for government
utility monopolies in order to protect the interests of
customers. Although they rail against private
monopolies, they are the first out to defend public
monopolies.
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Today the Leader of the Opposition did not
represent the interests of country people. He has no
credibility. He does not tell the truth. He does not
back up the scandalous allegations he makes. He
will not even name in the Parliament the people he
has named to the Herald Sun. He has no credibility
whatever. He goes out and tells Brumbies to try t~
scare people and, increasingly, as he is held to
account, people are seeing that he is a teller of
Brumbies, that they cannot believe or trust what he
says and that he does not stand for anything. At a
personal level he is losing the people of Victoria.
The Leader of the Opposition said today that the test
of the performance of this government is the relative
standing of the Labor Party and its leader compared
with the government and its leader in country
VictOria. The people have spoken in the polls. They
are rejecting Mr 16 Per Cent and, despite their
legitimate concerns about the policies this
government has to pursue, country people are
rejecting the Labor Party. They are saying at a higher
margin than ever before that they will not vote for
the people who destroyed this state. They will not
vote for the people who are even at odds with their
own party members in Canberra.

Opposition members interjecting.
What is the record of public monopolies? Have they
been benevolent monopolies? No. They have ripped
off everybody else like every other monopoly. What
did the opposition do in government? In most of its
years in government it took alleged dividends,
which were more than the 100 per cent that was
historically profit, and maintained monopolies so
that the government could rip off consumers. The
opposition does not stand to defend government
monopolies in the interests of consumers. It stands,
as it always stands, to protect government
monopolies in the interests of its trade union mates
and not to protect the workers. Look at the workers
who paid with their jobs in the 1980s for the
inefficient electricity industry Labor managed in the
Latrobe Valley. It is not the workers who benefit; it is
the trade union bosses in the Lobor Party who
benefit from the maintenance of unproductive
government monopolies.
I am proud to have played a leading role with the
Minister for Energy and Minerals in rebuilding
energy as a competitive advantage for Victoria.
When people come to write the history of this
government they will regard our most important
reforms as those that deliver the benefits of
micro-economic refonn in our energy industries in our electricity industry - to every Victorian.

Mr STOCKDALE - See how angrily they react,
Mr Acting Speaker, when you remind them of the
fact that they are out of step with Paul Keating. They
are out of step because he is in government and they
are in opposition. They do not stand for the interests
of the people of VictOria; they stand beholden, as
they always stand, to the trade union bosses. The
people see through the rhetoric of the Leader of the
Opposition - they see through the Brumbies.
The real test is yet to come. It is all very well to
criticise and run scare campaigns, but there comes a
time when people will hold the Labor Party
accountable and will want to know what it stands
for. They will want to know if it stands for anything.
This man is an empty suit because he does not stand
for anything. He has not uttered one word of policy
prescription for health, education and transport. He
does not state alternative policies, he does not go to
the country and explain what he would do if we
were ever unfortunate enough to have him in
government. He is simply a carpin~ whingeing
critic who does not tell people the truth; he does not
stand for anything and simply offers Victoria a
repetition of the Guilty Party which destroyed the
state.
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The polls show that at the next election the people
will recognise that if country people are to have their
living standards raised rather than reduced and if
jobs are to be restored we need to go through the
government's current rebuilding process.
Country people rejected the Labor prescription at
the last election; they rejected the Labor leadership
at the last election; they rejected the Labor failure
and the dreadful damage it did to country people.
A t the next election they will endorse this
government and reject again the people whose
vision extends only so far as the end of the tram
lines, who engage in nothing more than hypocrisy
and who trade on the concerns of country people.
The Labor opposition portrays itself as the champion
of country Victoria. Rural people are not that stupid.
They have a lot of commonsense and will see
through the Leader of the Opposition and reject him,
and the polls show it.

Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - Prior to the last
state election the Uberal-National coalition
promised that country hospitals would not be
closed. When in opposition the current Minister for
Health stood on the steps of Parliament and
addressed a delegation of residents of Elmore and
promised that if the Elmore hospital was open at the
time of the 1992 election it would not be closed.
The honourable member for Narracan, who is now
the Speaker, promised his community that the Moe
hospital would not be closed should the coalition be
elected. The honourable member for Narracan even
put paid advertisements in his local newspapers
assuring the residents of Narracan that the Moe
hospital would be retained. Of course, what does he
say now? Nobody knows because he cannot be
found, just as the minister cannot be found when it
comes to speaking about country hospitals.
When country commwlities want the ear of their
local member there is no-one to speak to. In a sense
that is why we are here now. The country members
of Parliament, whether they be members of the
National or Uberal parties, have sold out their
communities. They are nowhere to be found. That is
what people in country Victoria are saying. That is
what the Victorian Farmers Federation is saying and
that is what the Weekly Times said in an editorial a
few months ago:
Victorian farmers have served. notice that they are no
longer willing to accept without consultation state
government cuts which affect rural communities ...
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And for a community which suffered longer and
harder than the rest of the state, and one which is
recognised as the backbone of the Victorian economy,
the cuts to services are a difficult pill to swallow.
Anger over the 'inconsequential' level of assistance
given to last year's flood victims in northern Victoria
has not helped the government's popularity.

The editorial concludes:
Perhaps it is time for the National Party to go back on
the hustings and talk to its constituents about what the
government is doing - as it did so regularly before it
came to power.

That is an interesting comment. National Party
members had a reputation in opposition for acting
on behalf of their constituents and for taking up
issues. But for one exception, the honourable
member for Murray Valley, members of the
National Party have ignored their constituents in
government. Why? Because they are more interested
in the white cars, the perks of office and the extra
salaries for being parliamentary secretaries, or
ministers. That is why they completely ignore their
communities and why country hospitals all over
Victoria are threatened with closure despite the clear
promise that was given to them prior to the state
election.
Not only are country communities having to face the
loss of their hospitals, they also have to face the fact
that they have been sold out by their own
representatives. Country people obviously find that
difficult. They have been let down and sold out.
The Treasurer is big on asset sales. The asset the
government has sold off in bucket loads is the
goodwill of country people, who in many cases have
contributed hundreds of thousands if not millions of
dollars to those hospitals over many years and who
now have been told 'Your hospital has to close'.
One of the big lies put about by this government is
that it is not closing hospitals but that the
communities themselves are deciding to close the
hospitals; that by some means the communities are
taking the decision to close their hospitals. Of
course, as the president of the board of the Mortlake
and District Hospital said in an article published in a
local newspaper:
The government does not dose hospitals these days,

ther just fund you out of it.
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There is no difference so far as country communities
are concerned. If you are' funded out of it', as the
president of the board said, you do not have a
hospital or acute beds any more, and that is what
they need.
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to work, the board was told to make another decision
as this affiliation was unacceptable.
Obviously the minister, local politicians including the now-departed member for Ripon -

The other big lie put out is that hospitals are not
closing but merely changing their roles. It is a bit like
the facetious comments made by the Minister for
Public Transport as he left the chamber earlier
today - that is, he has not closed any train lines, he
has ~imply withdrawn a few trains. The Minister for Health has not closed any hospitals,
she has simply withdrawn beds! There are signs
outside hospitals 'Enter if you dare, but there are no
beds inside or doctors or nurses'. The hospitals have
none of the services country people understand are
necessary for proper health care, but they have
hospitals!

have known for many months of the government's
intention to close the beds, but were not game for
political reasons to come out and tell the board and
Clunes community its decision.
This is a brave and, I presume, short-lived board
member. He continues:
The board was slowly forced into a corner with
massive budget cuts so that the hospital became
unviable to the extent that the board was given no
alternative.
So much for Mrs Tehan's statement that 'no hospital in

I want to go into these two big lies in more detail:
firstly the lie that hospitals are not closed; and
secondly the lie that it is not the minister who is
closing the hospital but a decision taken by the
community.
In relation to the latter issue I refer to the Clunes
District Hospital. The Minister for Health and the
Minister for Aged Care once again claimed that this
was a decision of the board presumably based
around some community need and the claim by the
government that an acute hospital was no longer
needed. What does a board member say to this claim
by the Minister for Aged Care? In a letter to the
Ballarat Courier of 4 January 1994 he states:
I feel as a member of the board of management of the

Clunes District Hospital I should comment on a
statement made by Mr Peter Axten (Acute Health
Services Manager with the Health and Community
Services Department).
He said that it was the board of management, not the
minister, that closed the beds at the Clunes Hospital.
Mr Axten attended a meeting at the Minister for Aged
Care's Peel Street office, at which nine board members
were present, when Mr Knowles stated that the board
was in charge of the hospital's future and whatever
option it chose, he would support.
'That seems pretty reasonable on the surface. The
letter continues:
But when the board elected to seek affiliation with the
Queen Elizabeth Centre, which could have been made

Victoria will close', when the government's intention
all along has been to slowly starve small hospitals to
death. The government's decision to close our local
hospital will not be forgotten at the ballot box.
Mr Axten, I as a board member am not prepared to be
blamed for something that has obviously been
government policy for some time.
That is one example of a hospital where the board
was forced into the position of having to close the
hospital, not because of any proper health
considerations but simply because the government
left it no other option.
Exactly the same thing is happening in Lismore. In
fact, the Lismore hospital board is being blackmailed
by the government. It is being bullied and abused.
Lismore hospital, which at one stage was one of the
benchmark hospitals, is an efficient hospital that is
meeting appropriate throughput targets and
meeting the needs of its community. The Lismore
board has come up with a proposal that would
enable the Lismore hospital to survive, a proposal
that the government and the minister ought to
acknowledge and give proper consideration. The
Lismore hospital put its proposal to the Department
of Health and Community Services and either today
or yesterday received a letter from the department
which states:
I am unable to support the proposed model.

I will only discuss outreach and community based
services with the board of management .. ,
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The department is making dear that it is not
prepared to discuss any option that allows the
lismore hospital to remain open. It is not prepared
to consider it because it has had a directive from the
minister. It has been told that the hospital is on
Mrs Tehan's hit list, that it is one of the 50 hospitals
on the government's hit list of hospitals that have to
be dosed. So, no proper consideration can be given
to any plan that would enable the hospital to remain
open.
What is the government doing in the meantime? It is
bullying and threatening the board. Telephone calls
are being made. -:->eople who have been Liberal Party
supporters for m.my years are being abused and the
local Liberal branch is outraged by what is
happening. But the government does not care. We
heard the Treasurer give an hour-long diatribe. In
how much of that diatribe did he mention country
communities? He was talking about schools that
were closed and referred to a Brighton school.
Presumably he thinks that school is in the country
because he obviously has no understanding or
appreciation of country communities.
Unfortunately, it appears that the same approach is
being adopted by the Minister for Health. She is the
same person who, when she was the shadow
minister in another place, was a great supporter of
country hospitals. She said in a debate in that place
on 18 September 1991 that if country hospitals were
closed along with schools, police stations and
courthouses, country towns would disintegrate. Of
course, that is true, but what does she think is
happening now?
The Minister for Health is the same person who
stood on the steps of Parliament and promised to the
community of Elmore that its hospital would be
retained, but who has now sold out that community.
She is the minister who in April last year promised
that no country hospitals would be closed but who
is now closing hospitals.
The government is doing this by telling the two big
lies. 'That is the device it is using. The first lie is that
the country communities themselves are choosing to
close their hospitals. The second is that hospitals are
not closed when we all know there are no beds
inside them.
I refer to the case of Mortlake hospital, another
hospital on Mrs Tehan's hit list. That hospital is
being forced to close and the two big lies are again
being told. First, that the decision is allegedly not a
decision of the government but is a decision of the
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board and, secondly, that the hospital has not been
closed but is simply changing its role.
Mr Loney interjected.
Mr THWAITES - Very little. A meeting of the
Mortlake hospital board was held on 18 August. At
that meeting board members were presented with a
report that was to be tabled at a public meeting on
30 August, a fortnight later. The board members
were given only about 3 minutes to look at the
report. Not only were they given only 3 minutes to
look at it, they also had to sign it within that time!
Ms Marple - Even bank managers give you
longer than that!
Mr THW AITES - As the honourable member
for Altona says, even a bank manager would give
you longer than that. The purpose of the report was
to tie the board up to a situation where it would
agree to close the acute beds at that hospital. It was
given no choice, no opportunity to debate it and no
opportunity to come up with an alternative plan,
even though there was an alternative plan in
existence. It was not allowed to consider that plan
because the Department of Health and Community
Services had instructions from the minister - it had
its riding instructions and gave the board its riding
instructions.
The board members had 3 minutes to sign it, and
that was all they could do. They had to read the
document prepared by the regional office and it was
clear that unless they signed the letter that had been
prepared and acute beds were given away they
would not receive funding after 31 August - their
funding would be cut. In other words, they were
blackmailed! The health of the community came
second because the number one priority was the
minister's hit list. It was to knock off another
hospital!
On 30 August the Mortlake hospital board of
management called a public meeting to present to
the community the consultants' report on options for
Mortlake. Did the community have a real
opportunity to have an input at that meeting and to
present an alternative plan that had been prepared?
No! The board had its instructions, which were that
the community was not to be able to vote, not to be
able to come up with an alternative. The only option
it was given was the plan to close the beds at the
Mortlake hospital. Again we have the big lie! Some
400 to 500 people present at the meeting voiced their
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dissent and anger but none of that meant anything
because no recommendations were put or vote taken.
Mr Andrianopoulos interjected.
Mr THW AITES - There may have been the odd
government member in attendance, but no-one
really noticed because they are remarkable by their
lack of size. The same situation occurred in Lismore
when the local member, the Minister for Finance,
was not present at a public meeting. Unfortunately
he had an illness. All I can say is that I hope it was
not so severe that he needed hospital attention
because through his government's negligence there
will be no hospital at Lismore.
I suppose he is not too concerned because he spends
most of his time in Melbourne and there are
sufficient hospitals for him here, but if he were a
citizen of Lismore he would be in severe strife. His
illness prevented him from attending the meeting.
Manv local residents attended, as did the Leader of
the Opposition. During his contribution the
Treasurer put a lot of emphasis on the polls, but he
should listen to the people of Lismore because they
gave the Leader of the Opposition a magnificent
reception. I am not sure whether it was a standing
ovation but he certainly got a strong ovation, in
contrast to the reception which met the
annOWlcement that the Minister for Finance would
not be attending. PeOple booed and showed a great
deal of dissatisfaction with the minister.
More important than the reactions to politicians is
what is happening to the commWlity. The Lismore
commWlity is being sold out and is losing its very
efficient hospital. In human terms that means that
nursing home residents will be thrown out of that
hospital. Where will they go? Who knows?
Glenda Hirth wrote in a letter:
My father suffered a severe stroke in 1989. Since then
the Lismore and District Hospital has been his home.
The dedication and support of the staff there has
enabled the family, as well as my father, to come to
terms with - and adjust to - the situation we have
found ourselves in.
If this hospital closes, where may my father end up?
This is my emotive case; but, for mine, there must be

hundreds of other families going through the same
turmoil and anguish.

I can vouch for the fact that many families are going
through the turmoil and anguish of worrying about
where their parents will go when they are thrown
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out of nursing homes because of this callous,
Wlcaring government. The residents of the nursing
home beds in CIWles were moved without any
proper notice and told to find somewhere else. They
were simply shoved into cars. In some cases the
relatives were not even told. I cite the tragic case of a
woman who I was told was taken out of the hospital
and dumped in another hospital without her
90-year~ld husband even being told. He broke
down in tears and his health was affected by the
situation, but the government and hospital
management did not have the decency to tell him
where his wife was. That is the sort of Wlcaring and
callous approach the government has towards
COWltry Victoria.
Glenda Hirth's letter continues:
Is this how we treat the aged? Is this how we repay
their lives, their loyalty, their contributions to the
growth of their country ... by reducing their life's worth
to financial negotiation?
Inquiries to nursing homes within 100 kilometres are
met with the reply - 'We have an extensive waiting
list'.

That is the situation facing Glenda Hirth. She does
not know whether her father will find a bed, but the
government proceeds regardless.
I received a letter from Mrs Linda Hirth, which
states:
I am writing to you to state my concern about the
plight of our rural hospitals, namely, the Lismore and
District Hospital ... My husband has been in the
nursing home part of this hospital for five years, and it
concerns me what health hazard it will have on him,
myself and our family if our hospital has to close and
he has to be shifted from us.

These people, who live in country Victoria and make
their contributions to the community, are the
unheard victims of the government's policies.
Conservative governments have been known to
refer to the silent majority. These people are the
silent majority. These country people have given
their best over many years and are now being sent
down the drain by this government, which is more
interested in grand prix races and multi-storey
buildings than in people's health.
The one thing that does not figure in this
government's calculations is people. The
government comes up with formulas such as
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case-mix funding, but they are designed to hide the
basic fact that it does not care about country Victoria
or people like Mrs Hirth's husband who will be
thrown out of the Lismore hospital. It does not care
about the people in Mortlake who have an
alternative proposal to save their hospital but have
been unable to present it. The hospital is on the hit
list and the department has been told that under no
circumstances is it to consider any option that will
allow the hospital to remain open.
The people of Clunes, Lismore and Macarthur were
told that their hospitals would close, and the people
of Moe will soon be told that their hospital will be
forced to close, not for any health reason but to fit in
with the formula of the empty chair over there and
the accountants on Collins Street. The interests of
country people are being ignored.
Moe has a population of about 18000 or 19 000
people who have contributed hundreds of
thousands, if not millions, of dollars to the hospital
which has about 90 beds, and yet the government is
proposing to close the hospital. The Premier has said
in the newspapers that the hospital will change its
role rather than close. It is a bit like an episode of Yes
Minister. The hospital in that program was the most
efficient hospital in England. It had all the beds, but
the marvellous thing about it was that it had no
staff, it had no waiting lists and it had no patients.
That was why it was so efficient. That is the sort of
hospital this government wants for Moe: an empty
hospital with no beds, no patients and no services. It
is a direct contradiction to the clear promise given
by the honourable member for Narracan prior to the
last election, just as the closure of the Elmore
hospital contradicts the promise given by the
honourable member for - Ms Marple interjected.
Mr THW AITES - I do not know where he is
from. The government does not know who he is
either.
Mr Maughan interjected.
Mr THW AITES - The honourable member for
Rodney! The local people are not sure who their
member is because they are not getting any
representation. The Elmore hospital is not the only
one that is being closed. What is being said in
Echuca? What is happening to the hospital? Wards
are being closed. What about the Goulburn Valley
Hospital? The ophthalmology services are being
removed so people have to travel to the city for eye
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operations. Why not travel to the city? They could
take a train, except that the trains have been cut out.
The lines are still there but the trains are gone.
The hospitals are still there but the beds have gone,
and you cannot get an operation there. Services at
Mildura and Moe have been cut and the boards of
hospital after hospital are being forced to cut
services not for any health reason but because the
government is forcing hospitals to close services
through massive cuts in their budgets of more than
30 per cent. What business can survive a cut of
30 per cent? No business can but that is what the
government is doing - slashing budgets by so
much that hospitals cannot survive, and the country
people know it.
I conclude with two paragraphs from a letter
relating to the Clunes hospital from a resident of
Maryborough, Mr Bill Musgrove:
Monday, 6 June 1994 was D-day for the rest of the
world. It may be, but for the people of Clunes it will
remain as '0' for deception, destruction,
disappointment and death.
The deceitful and secretive way that this Kennett
government went about the destruction of yet another
service to country people and the people of Clunes in
particular highlights its continual attack on people of
country Victoria.
No matter what Mr Knowles and his gang might say,
the outcome for Clunes was a careful plan.

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - The honourable member for
Albert Park has finished his contribution by talking
about deception and misleading comments, and that
is quite appropriate because if ever a motion
attempted to portray a picture that was incorrect it is
clearly the motion put forward by the Leader of the
Opposition. We are used to the muck-raking and
scaremongering of the Leader of the OppOSition, and
I suppose we can expect no better from the
honourable member for Albert Park.
Clearly, the moves made over the past two years
have had positive effects for the state, and as Leader
of the National Party I am delighted to announce
that the measures introduced have certainly been of
parti~r benefit to regional Victoria. People need
to understand that the state was insolvent after
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10 years of mismanagement by the previous Labor
government. When I came to this Parliament in 1982
we had a core state debt of $11 billion.

Mr Andrianopoulos - Mr Speaker, I direct your
attention to the state of the house.
Quorum formed.
Mr McNAMARA - Obviously the opposition is
getting a bit oversensitive if it needs to call a
quorum to stop me speaking. The point I was
making is that we inherited a disastrous situation in
this state in 1992. In 1982 the core debt was
511 billion together with unfunded liabilities. The
audit taken after the 1992 election showed that the
total liabilities of this state had increased to almost
570 billion - from $11 billion to 570 billion in only a
decade!
Worse than that was an absolute disregard for
having income match expenditure, and the budget
this government inherited in 1992 included
expenditure of $15 billion but income of only
$12 billion. That shortfall of $3 billion had to be
addressed, and we set a target in our first term of
government of reaching a balanced budget. The easy
way to do that would have been to push taxes
through the roof, but we recognised that that could
not be done, particularly at a time of recession.
However, if we had done nothing at all, the
messages we received from financial officials in the
various departments was that within two terms of
government we would have been spending more
than 70 per cent of state revenue purely on debt
servicing.
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on land tax and introduce a range of other draconian
measures. We decided early in the piece that that
was not on. We had to get back to the position the
Labor Party inherited in 1982 -a balanced budget.
This year's budget makes it clear that we will meet
that target, hopefully within 12 months.
We have tried to create efficiencies in government,
and it is worth ruruting through some of the things
that have been achieved because the opposition
would have people believe that in the process of
getting Victoria back to a balanced budget a harsh
approach has been taken in rural areas. In fact, quite
the opposite is the situation.
We inherited a horrifying drain on the public purse
in the form of the public transport system. The easy
option would have been to terminate a range of
transport facilities which were not well patronised
and which were certainly not paying their way. The
government said from the outset that every country
Victorian who had access to public transport would
continue to have access to public transport. In some
areas, there was a change in mode from train to bus
and in other areas public rail services were
privatised, but the results are interesting because all
communities that had public transport still have
publiC transport.
That commitment of the government is clear, yet the
opposition gives the impression that with this
change people have walked away from public
transport. The opposite is the case. More country
people now use public transport than was the case
prior to the reforms.
Ms Marple interjected.

At that stage the options were not to fund a whole
range of services or push taxes through the roof. The
alternative to increased taxes would have seen the
reintroduction of a range of measures such as
probate tax.
Ms Marple interjected.
Mr McNAMARA - You want probate tax back,
do you? Is that what you said?
Ms Marple interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Altona may not continually interject
across the table. I ask her to remain silent.
Mr McNAMARA - Another option would have
been to remove exemptions to rural property owners

The SPEAKER - Order! I will not warn the
honourable member for Altona again.
Mr McNAMARA - The proof of the pudding is
that country people are supporting the changes. The
great successes are the privatised rail service,
particularly the Shepparton and Warmambool rail
lines. They are showing the way ahead for the public
transport system. The service delivery on those
privatised rail services is welcomed by the patrons
in those areas.
In relation to health, clearly case mix has been a

great success. There has been a Significant reduction
in waiting lists, an increase in the number of patients
being treated and increased efficiencies in various
hospitals. One should commend the Minister for
Health for taking the initiative that the Labor
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government had never been prepared to take, such
as the provision of acute hospital beds in bush
nursing hospitals. We could never get that from any
Labor government anywhere in Australia, but the
coalition government provided that initiative, which
is a breakthrough in the provision of services and
something bush nursing hospitals never expected to
get.
There have been real benefits to rural communities
in the education area. Changes had to be made in
face-to-face teaching hours. Everybody had to pull
their weight in this process and there has been a
marginal increase in the face-to-face teaching hours.
The primary area has increased from 22.5 hours to
23 hours.
Mr Carli - A disgrace!
Mr McNAMARA - Do you call increasing
teaching hours to 23 hours a week a disgrace? What
do you call the increase in the secondary area from
16.5 hours to 18 hours? Is that also a disgrace?
Mr THW AITES (Albert Park) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, the minister was imputing words
to the honourable member for Coburg that he did
not use. On a number of occasions the honourable
member for Coburg used different words. He
referred to retention rates. The minister imputed the
words, 'Is that a disgrace?'.
The SPEAKER - Order! I take it the honourable
member for Albert Park is raising a point of order
under standing order 108. I do not believe the matter
is serious enough for me to uphold the point of
order.
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - Country secondary schools
with fewer than 500 pupils - medium-sized
country high schools - have the best
student-teacher ratios anywhere in Australia. We
could never get that under a Labor government. The
government wants to ensure that it maintains the
best teacher-pupil ratio in country high schools. The
ratio for country primary schools of fewer than
26 students is the best in Australia.
The conveyance allowance was last increased under
a conservative government in 1981. It had not been
increased until the change of government in 1992
when the coalition increased the allowance from $30
to $300, an increase of 600 per cent since its coming
to office. We could never get an understanding from
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the previous Labor government that that was
discrimination against rural people.
The government has also retained the free bus
service. Where buses travel at speeds of more than
80 kilometres an hour, the government is making
moves to introduce a no-standing rule. Again, that
issue was never addressed by the previous
government. Satellite dishes, which will give
statewide coverage, have been introduced to
700 schools. That technically advanced facility will
provide science, mathematics, languages and a
range of other facilities that country students have
never had. It required a coalition government to
provide that sort of service. Furthermore, an
additional $3 million will be allocated for rural
school reconstruction. That will be greatly
appreciated by many of the country schools, which
will receive grants of $10 000, $20 000, $30 000 or
S40 000, funding that was not forthcoming under the
previous Labor government. The government has
also recognised that smaller rural schools require an
injection of funds for staff rooms to ensure that
facilities are adequate. That is greatly appreciated. A
lot is happening across a range of departments that
will benefit rural and regional Victoria.
Earlier the Leader of the Opposition commented on
power prices. Under the restructuring of the SEC we
will guarantee a drop in power prices over the next
six years. The alternative put forward by the
opposition was that the electricity authority had a
debt of some $9.5 million. That debt almost trebled
under 10 years of Labor with the result that most of
householders' electricity bills were going towards
debt-servicing costs. Coupled with that there is also
a 40 per cent surplus of generating capacity in the
state.
As we move towards a national grid the real danger
will be interstate power being supplied at cheaper
rates. We could see surplus generating capacity
increase, debt increase and conswner costs
increasing markedly. Change has to occur. It will
put competition into the market and that will drive
prices down. The Treasurer quoted a document on
SEC pricing from a federal minister. That document
was prepared some six or seven weeks before final
resolution was achieved on the electricity issue.
There have been a number of major concessions, the
most important being that the government is
prepared to write down $440 million. It is expected
that it will cost the government $1 billion off the sale
price. That write~own applies only to the two rural
distribution districts. It is a recognition by the
government that we must ensure that everyone
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across the state receives the benefit of electricity
reforms.
The government has led Australia in the abolition of
stamp duty on family farms. In a similar fashion to
the :'ueensland coalition's abolishing of probate,
thi~ 0 tate has led the way in removing an impost on
family farms. It will enable generational changes in
the ownership of family farms. Elderly family
members will be able to qualify for the social
security benefits they should have.
The government will also ensure that the $100 state
deficit levy that applied to rural properties will not
apply to every Crown allotment and title. It will
apply only once, even if the family farm spreads
over two or three municipalities.
The government is providing direct financial
assistance in a range of areas. In my electorate,
$3 million has been positively received by the
tobacco industry for restructuring. The Mallee
pipeline, which was talked about for a decade and
for which we could never get a commitment from
the previous government, is being funded by this
government. The support for industry in country
Victoria is enormous. Some $20 million has been set
aside to give industry a financial incentive to move
to regional Victoria.
I have already spoken about tourism. We know
tourism funding has received a 50 per cent increase.
Half of the funds went into regional promotion to
provide jobs in rural and regional Victoria. Clearly
the government is on the move.
Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.03 p.m.

PHOTOGRAPHING OF PROCEEDINGS
The SPEAKER -Order! I advise the house that I
have given permission for still photographs to be
taken during question time today. No additional
lighting or flashlights will be used.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Crown Casino: road signs
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to the many Vicroads
advertisements around Melbourne directing
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motorists to the Crown Casino and I ask: will that
facility be made available to other Victorian
businesses?
Mr KENNElT (Premier) - Well, Mr Speaker,
what a question of absolute waste!
An Honourable Member -Go for it!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNElT - Luckily the Archbishop was
here yesterday. If he had not been, what would you
have asked then?

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNElT - When in doubt, refer to the
media the night before! As the honourable member
would know, I am not personally responsible for
road signs. I am responsible for the government, I
am responsible for managing the team, and I think
that if you wish - sorry, what?
Mr Brumby ~ Are you going to extend it to other
businesses?
The SPEAKER - Order! Discussion across the
table is disorderly.
Mr KENNETI - Am I going to extend it to other
businesses? I have just explained that I am not
responsible for road signs, I do accept that
responsibility for - Mr Brumby - Are you going to extend it to other
businesses?
Mr KENNEIT - The buck stops here! I accept
that and I have seen a lot of signs that indicate other
tourist facilities around Victoria.
Mr Brumby - There are 60 signs!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of the
Opposi tion has asked his question. He is not
pennitted under standing orders to ask
supplementary questions by way of interjection.
Mr KENNETI - Mr Speaker, that explains
everything! We have been wondering where you
have been for the last week!

Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier will
address the Chair.
Mr KENNETT - The media have been
wondering where you have been as you have
hidden in your bunker! I do not know how many
signs are out there. I can just imagine the Leader of
the Opposition counting the signs - 1, 2, 3 - and
he got up to 60.
If this is a matter of such priority to the Leader of the
Opposition, can I suggest that he direct the matter to
the appropriate minister, if he knows who it is.

Racist remark
Or DEAN (Berwick) - I refer the Premier to the
racist remark made in the other place yesterday by
the Honourable David White. Given the failure of
the Leader of the Opposition to exert leadership in
requiring his shadow minister to apologise, what
action will be taken by the government to redress
this appalling slur directed at a person of Greek
origin as well as at the Greek community?

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETT (Premier) - I not only answer this
question as Premier, but I also answer it as the
Minister for Ethnic Affairs. One can imagine my
concern yesterday when in another place, the
Honourable Mr White, by way of interjection, made
a racist slur against Mr Petro Georgiou, who had just
won the safest Liberal seat in Australia, a seat which
he won on merit, much to his credit. He also
happens to be of Greek origin.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENN£IT - The interjections only further
compound the attitude of the ALP to the comments
made yesterday by Mr White. Mr White interjected
and referred to Mr Birrell as 'The non-member for
Kooyong'. He then said, in a most discriminatory
manner, 'He got beaten by a Greek!'.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Gude - Shame!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I do not know what the
agitation is among the members of the oppOSition,
but they should listen to the answer in silence.
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Mr KENNETT - As I said earlier, this is a radst
slur not only against Mr Georgiou, but against the
whole Greek community and the Australian
community that in this day and age that comment
can be made.
Mr McNamara - It is unacceptable!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETT - I refer to the fact that from time
to time individuals make comments which they then
regret and invariably apologise for, and it has
happened on this side of the house and no doubt
will happen on the other side from time to time, so
much so that when a couple of my colleagues were
accused of making the same sorts of comments, I
received a letter from the Leader of the OppOSition,
which said:
Dear JeU,
Please find enclosed a letter and enclosures which have
been sent to Mr Mick Dodson.

The Leader of the OppOSition sent a letter to the
Acting Race Discrimination Commissioner on
reports of racist comments by the honourable
members for Cranboume and Mordialloc. At the
time they made those comments, whether they were
taken in context or out of context, I spoke to both
members and both members immediately
apolOgised.
Mr Sandon interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the honourable
member for Carrum that he may not ask questions
by way of interjection. He will remain silent.
Mr KENNETT - The Leader of the OppOSition
then went on to say:
I am bringing this to your attention because of the
extremely serious nature of this issue.

He concluded:
You have an obligation to investigate these matters and
take steps to ensure that no member of your
government engages in activities or comments of a
racist nature.

Mr Brumby wrote to Mr Dodson and said:
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It is regrettable that a number of elected representatives

seem to have embarked upon a course of ethnic
bashing and I believe it would be inappropriate for the
comments of Mr Rowe in this case and the purported
comments of Mr Leigh to go unchallenged.

Both members on this side apologised when the
matter was raised. Yesterday David White did not
apolOgise. He tried to explain his position. He never
apologised. I think it now lies with the Leader of the
Opposition to be consistent and to demand that
Mr White apologise. If he does not apologise, for the
Leader of the Opposition should write to
Mr Mick Dodson, the Acting Race Discrimination
Commissioner. The only reason the Leader of the
Opposition will not demand an apology from
Mr White is because he has not got the strength.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! Question time cannot
proceed under the present circumstances. I ask the
house to come to order. I ask the Premier to
conclude his answer.
Mr KENNEIT - The time has come for the
Leader of the Opposition to be consistent about
what he professes in public. Mr White did not
apologise - Mr DOLLlS (Richmond) -On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, the Premier is laughing. He knows,
however, he himself on previous occasions has been
engaged--

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER -Order! Unless the honourable
member can refer directly to the standing orders I
will no longer hear him.
Mr DOLLlS - I would like to ask the Premier,
through you, Mr Speaker, in the interests of fair
debate--

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order.

Crown Casino: bid
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to his letter in the Age yesterday in
relation to the casino licence when he says that the
Crown consortium bid was recommended by the
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finance committee of the Victorian Casino Control
AuthOrity. How does the Premier reconcile that with
the statements by the chairman of the finance
committee, Mr Graham Cunningham, that the
committee did not recommend the Crown
consortium? In fact, it recommended:
As both proposals are very similar we recommend the
Casino Control Authority select the applicant on
grounds other than the financial attributes of each
applicant's proposal.

Mr KENNEIT (Premier) - Today in another
place your college and friend the Honourable
Mr White has continued a barrage against the
integrity of men and women in this state who have
been associated with this development. Not once
today has he been able to put up any new evidence
that in any way at all substantiates the claims that
have been made in this or the other house.
The Leader of the Opposition today asks me how I
reconcile what I think the leader of the finance
committee is reported to have said and my own
comments. It is very, very simple - Mr Brumby - They are quite different.
Mr KENNEIT - I beg your pardon? Good! You
will happen to note that I am a different person from
the other individual who made the comment The
answer is very simple, as it always has been. On the
night the cabinet subcommittee went down to the
Casino Control AuthOrity to be informed of the
result the cabinet subcommittee was there. So, too,
was the chairman of the Casino Control AuthOrity,
Mr Richards, who was appointed by the Labor
government - a man of great integrity - and
members of the planning and design committee and
the finance committee.
My question to Mr Richards was, 'Have you made a
decision? If so, who is now the preferred tenderer?'.
He said to me, 'Crown Casino'. I then said, 'Is that a
unanimous decision?'. He said, 'Yes'. I said, 'Is that
agreed upon by both the other committees?'. He
said, 'Yes'.
It might take the Leader of the Opposition the rest of
his life - his very much shortened political life - to
come to the realisation that that was the only
information we received. We did not meet with the
finance committee or the planning committee. What
the individual indicated in terms of discharging his
responsibilities is his business. But on the night that
we met as a cabinet subcommittee, prior to giving
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the decision to cabinet, they were the three
fundamental questions that we asked. On all
occasions Crown Casino was the unanimous
decision agreed upon by both committees. I cannot
say it or make it any clearer than that.

Yellow Pages: small business index
Mr WELLS (Wantima) - I refer the Premier to
media reports of the results of a special survey on
small business attitudes to government by the Yellow
Pages small business index. Will the Premier inform
the house of the findings of the survey on the
attitude of small business to state governments?
The SPEAKER - Order! The question is very
wide. I ask the Premier to limit his answer.
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - Although it might be
a very broad question, it is a very important part of
Victoria's fabric. It has been a major reason why the
Victorian economy is picking up so quickly. I
suppose it comes as no surprise to members of this
house and those viewing this chamber that the
opposition has neither affinity for nor concern about
the importance of small business in this state and
within Australia generally.
The Yellow Pages small business index, which has
been just released, focuses on businesses employing
19 people or fewer. That represents very small
business, but there are many throughout Victoria
and Australia. More than 1000 metropolitan regional
small businesses throughout Australia gave their
views. The small businesses that were surveyed in
Victoria, South Australia, the Northern Territory and
Western Australia saw state government policies to
be particularly positive. Small businesses in Victoria
particularly were extremely positive about the
leadership and the security of policy that have been
delivered to them by the incumbent government.

In many senses this acknowledges the work of the
Minister for Small Business. It also reflects the
corporate decision-making processes of the
government, particularly when you see how small
business has played a very major leadership role in
recent times. Unfortunately, the same small
businesses were overwhelmingly negative about the
federal government and its actions in creating
opportunities for small business to flourish. Only
6 per cent see Canberra as being supportive of small
business. It again indicates that Labor governments
or Labor oppositions - there is a good example in
this house because not one of them to my
knowledge has ever fW\ a small business - -
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Opposition members interjecting.
Mr Thomson - Yes we have!
Mr KENNETT - Who has? Yan Yean?
Mr Gude - The sandwich shop man.
Mr KENNETI - Sorry, I take it all back. I have
been reminded that the Leader of the Opposition
was the sandwich shop man's apprentice, so he
obviously had a great deal of experience! The Yellow
Pages small business index is just that - an index. It
is another indicator that confidence levels in this
state are growing; but, importantly, from our side of
politics, which has a very big relationship with
medium and small businesses, the level of
confidence - Mr Sandon interjected.
Mr KENNETT - Look at that! Here we go. The
honourable member for Carrum talks about
measuring outcomes, Mr Speaker. You had the
opportunity for 10 years to measure outcomes and
you failed on every test. There was a vote on your
outcomes, and you were very lucky to hang onto
your seat! 1his is an important index and indicator
and shows yet again that the Victorian small
business commwtity is going from strength to
strength under the Minister for Small Business and
the government.

Crown Casino: gaming machines
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to the government's decision last
year to place a new limit of 45 ()()() gaming machines
in Victoria and restrictions on the number of gaming
machines in all venues within 100 kilometres of the
casino. Why did the government make this decision
during the bidding process for the casino licence?
Mr KENNETT (Premier) - I tell you what, we're
in real trouble, chaps! We're going to have real
difficulty!
Ms Marple - Chaps? No women on your side?
Mr KENNETT - Did you hang on to your seat?
You're gone. You were sacked!
Why did we make the decision during the process?

1his question will pull down the government!
During the process we had to look at the exclusivity
of the distance of the casino from another casino,
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when another casino could be established, the
period of the licence, which in this case is 12 years,
and other issues because the preferred applicant
would have to invest and borrow a lot of money and
would not have access to that borrowed money
unless it had some security. Also part of the process
was the decision on how many machines the state
would allow both at the casino and outside the
casino in order to give those lending the money
security for the money they were lending.
Mr Thomson -

Did it apply to both bidders?

Mr KENNETI - They both came to us. The
outgoing member for Pascoe Vale -he is about to
jump ship - asked whether it applied to both
bidders. We only assume it did because we never
spoke to a bidder.
Mr Seitz interjected.
Mr KENNETI - Do you want to learn anything?
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Keilor should remain silent.
Mr KENNETI - The companies left in the
bidding process went to the Casino Control
AuthOrity and said, 'We want to borrow our money.
We need to have some security in order to invest the
money in the state'. A number of factors were
involved including questions of exclusivity, distance
from the GPO and poker machines. The authority
came to the cabinet subcommittee and said, 'We
need these matters resolved to process the bids'.
Mr Thomson -
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the criteria established and then refined slightly by
us as a result of the review.

On those bases the information was relayed back to
the authority and to all the parties. I do not know
whether at that stage there were two or three
applicants left. Every time an applicant wanted
matters of legal interpretation or other matters
clarified the authority came back to the cabinet
subcommittee, which addressed those issues as best
it could. These major issues were handled with great
integrity at arm's length, and we are still in
government.

Leader of the Opposition: allegations
Mr TURNER (Bendigo West) - Given the
importance of business confidence for the
government to facilitate Victoria's economic
recovery, is the Premier aware of claims made by the
Leader of the Opposition over the past 24 hours that
his naming of two businessmen who he thought
would be gaoled by 1996 was taken out of context? I
ask the Premier whether this new claim satisfies the
government that the Leader of the Opposition has
been tragically misunderstood.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have some difficulty
with the question because there is already a notice of
motion on the same subject.
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker - Mr Micallef - Got the answer in your pocket,
have you?

When did they do that?

Mr KENNETI - I don't know the date. In that
process we came to a decision. During the same
process we made a decision to review poker
machines generally. Under your system they had
been introduced and pushed out into the
marketplace in an ad hoc way and it was time to
review implementation of process. About 10 000
machines were in the marketplace and about 15 000
applications were before the gaming authority.
We said we would put that matter on hold until we
finished the process. We said only 2500 poker
machines would be allowed on the casino site. New
South Wales has had poker machines for a number
of years and it has about 60 000 in the marketplace,
so it was decided that 45 000 machines outside the
casino would be more than enough over a period on

Mr KENNETT - I've got a hanky. Mr Speaker,
government bUSiness, notice of motion no. 5 was
placed on the notice paper yesterday. This question
refers to something that happened after the notice of
motion was placed on the notice paper and to
comments made by the Leader of the OppOSition
yesterday afternoon on a radio station. It is a
distinctly different matter and, importantly, it goes
to the core of business confidence in the state. I put it
to you that this issue was raised publicly yesterday
by the Leader of the OppOSition on a radio station
and therefore the question is entirely admissible.
The SPEAKER -Order! I admit the question.
MrTHOMSON (Pascoe Vale) -On a further
point of order, Mr Speaker, your initial ruling is
correct. This issue goes to the interview with the
Herald Sun reporter, which is covered by
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government business, notice of motion no. 5. There
is an expectation that this matter will be debated at
the earliest opportunity. I put it to you that your
original ruling is correct, and if the Premier or
anyone else wants to debate this question they have
the opportunity to do so when that debate comes on.
It is quite inappropriate for you to reverse your
previous ruling on the basis of the Premier's
comments.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - On the further point of order,
Mr Speaker, if the honourable member for Pascoe
Vale were to read government business, notice of
motion no. 5, he would see that it refers specifically
to a report by the Herald Sun reporter Damon
Johnston. Those honourable members on the other
side who had their mouths closed and their ears
open would have heard that the question asked by
the honourable member for Bendigo West relates
specifically to remarks attributed to the Leader of
the Opposition yesterday afternoon on Melbourne
radio and is a different matter.
A different issue has been raised. The point of order
raised by the Premier is factual, and your ruling on
the Premier's point of order is correct. Mr Speaker,
you should rule forcefully against the further point
of order.
Dr COG HILL (Werribee) - Mr Speaker, the
Leader of the House has misrepresented the facts,
misrepresented the question and attempted to
mislead you. The fact is that the question referred to
comments yesterday related to the interview with
the Herald Sun and, as such, it related directly to the
matter which is listed on the notice paper for
possible consideration today with the expectation
that it will be discussed at an early opportunity.
The fact that the question referred to a radio
interview yesterday does nothing to alter the fact
that that interview concerned statements allegedly
made by the Leader of the Opposition in an
interview with a journalist from the Herald Sun.
Or NAPTHINE (portland) - On the point of
order, Mr Speaker, the question raised by the
honourable member for Bendigo West clearly asked
the Premier to comment on the effect on business
confidence in the state of comments made on
Melbourne radio yesterday by the Leader of the
Opposition.
The notice of motion, which is item no. 5 of
government business, notices of motion, on the
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notice paper referred to by the honourable member
for Pascoe Vale is clearly a distinct and separate
issue concerning allegations made to a Herald Sun
reporter and - this is a critical issue - makes no
mention of the effect on business confidence of the
allegations, whether they be correct or incorrect. It
merely provides an opportunity for the Leader of
the Opposition to comment on his naming of two
business people, to withdraw those names or to
make them public.
Clearly the question asked today concerned the
effect of the issues raised yesterday and the earlier
comments of the Leader of the OppOSition on
business confidence in this state and the action the
government is taking to ensure that business
confidence is maintained. Clearly business
confidence is the subject of the question, which is
not covered in notice of motion no. 5 of government
business on the notice paper.
The SPEAKER - Order! I do not uphold the
point of order but I ask and instruct the Premier that
in giving his answer he may not stray to include any
reference to item no. 5 of government business on
the notice paper.
Mr KENNETI' (Premier) - I thank you very
much indeed. Last night when I was driving to a
meeting down the coast I fortunately or
unfortunately had the opportunity of tuning in to
the dulcet tones of the Leader of the Opposition on
3AW. As you would know, Mr Speaker, over the
past couple of weeks I have been ill Perth, last
Friday I was in Sydney and as well I have attended
many functions here in Victoria with businessmen
and businesswomen - Mr Seitz interjected.
Mr KENNETI' - Yes, on business, George. A lot
of those businessmen and businesswomen are
increasingly incredulous at the comments of and
attitude taken by the opposition and particularly by
the Leader of the Opposition and the Honourable
David White in another place.
During the interview yesterday with the compere,
Paul Barber, an exchange occurred which I found
even more incredible than things that had been said
by the Leader of the Opposition in recent weeks on
this issue. He said, and I quote:
I have never ever named any particular individuals
who I said would go to gaol. Never named any that I
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said would go to gaol, could go to gaol, might go to
gaol or will go to gaol.

Mr THOMSON (Pascoe Vale) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, I put it to you that the Premier is
quite clearly straying into the territory covered by
government business item no. 5 on the notice paper.
The Premier is quite clearly talking about the
comments made by the Leader of the Opposition
concerning his interview with the Herald Sun
reporter. That is exactly - precisely - the subject
matter covered by the government business item
no. 5. If the Premier wants to participate in that
debate he is welcome to do so but he should not take
up question time making his contribution on that
debate now.
The SPEAKER - Order! I uphold the point of
order that the subject of the question and the notice
of motion which is item no. 5 of government
business are so closely entwined that it is impossible
for the Chair to allow the question.
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, may I suggest to you that the question
goes to business confidence.
An honourable member interjected.

Mr KENNETI - So was another one a moment
ago. The question quite dearly goes to the
confidence of small business and also relates to
comments made by the Leader of the Opposition
yesterday when he had a totally contrary view to
one that he acted on earlier. Given that you had
given me permission to answer the question, for you
then to change your view halfway through it is, I
t:hinlc., a clear indication that either the question was
wrong in the first place or remains admissible,
because all I was doing in my answer was referring
to what had been said yesterday afternoon on radio,
quoting comments by the Leader of the Opposition.
I suggest to you, Sir, that your latest ruling totally
contradicts your first ruling and, therefore, I put it to
you that what we are saying is absolutely admissible.
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the question is admissible. The time for questions
without notice has expired.

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) introduced a bill to amend the
Employee Relations Act 1992 and make
consequential amendments to certain other acts
and for other purposes.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That this bill be now read a first time.

Mr MICALLEF (Springvale) - I seek a brief
explanation of the amendment.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment)(By leave) - I am happy to respond to
the honourable member for Springvale. The
government's intention is to amend the act to make
provision for the introduction of sectoral industry
groups rather than having the 230 separate awards
that have applied in this state for many years and to
structure a situation in which the commission will
be able to fix and vary by arbitration minimum
wages, to provide for pro-rata annual leave and sick
leave and to provide for TCR provisions and for
other general purposes.
I will be happy to assist the honourable member
separately from this brief explanation. I trust that
will assist him in an understanding of the measure.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

CORRECTIONS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading

The SPEAKER - Order! When the point of order
was raised on the admissibility of the question to the
Premier I allowed the question, but indicated that
there was some difficulty. I indicated to the Premier
that he would have some difficulty in answering the
question; the fact is that he referred to the two
business people mentioned in the notice of motion
which is item 5 of government business on the notice
paper. I understand the Premier's difficulty but I am
not prepared to change my mind. I do not believe

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) introduced a bill to amend
the Corrections Act 1986 to provide for the powers
of the minister and the Chief Commissioner of
Police in relation to certain agreements, to provide
for leave of absence for prisoners to travel
interstate and to provide for the improvements to
the administration of that act and to amend the
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Prisoners (Interstate Transfer) Act 1983 and for
other purposes.

recreational land, from which the reservation is
being lifted.

Read first time.

Ms Marple - I asked specifically about Janefield.
That is what you said before.

LAND (MISCELLANEOUS MAITERS)
AND NATIONAL TENNIS CENTRE
(AMENDMENT) BILL

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Altona has asked the question and the
minister has answered. She is now out of order.

Introduction and first reading
Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural Resources)
introduced a bill to amend the National Tennis
Centre Act 1985 to make further provision with
respect to National Tennis Centre land, to amend
the Land (Revocation of Reservations) Act 1994, to
continue leases over the Eastern Market site, to
remove several reservations over land, including
land set aside for the Janefield Colony for the
Treatment of Mental Defectives, to repeal the
Mordialloc Public Hall and Courthouse Act 1965,
the Buninyong (Recreation Reserve) land Act 1971,
to amend the Land (Further Miscellaneous
Matters) Act 1994 and for other purposes.

Dr COG HILL (Werribee) -On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, the minister has not answered. The
honourable member for Altona asked a specific
question that was not addressed by the minister in
his response.
The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order. It is up to the minister to reply as he sees fit. If
the house is not satisfied with his answer,
honourable members can take the appropriate action
and vote against the question.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

Mr COlEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - I move:

HEALTH SERVICES (AMENDMENT)
BILL

That this bill be now read a first time.

Introduction and first reading
Ms MARPlE (Altona) - I would like a simple
explanation.
Mr COlEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources){By leave) - It would have to be simple
for you!

Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) introduced a
bill to amend the Health Services Act, to repeal the
provisions relating to nursing homes and hostels
and for other purposes.
Read first time.

Ms MARPLE (Altona) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, I ask for that comment to be withdrawn.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Altona has asked for an explanation,
and I understand that she would like certain words
to be withdrawn. I ask the minister to withdraw.
Mr COlEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - I withdraw. Every sessional period
this house has before it a bill to amend various
sections of the Land Act. This is one such bill. It
deals with issues concerning the National Tennis
Centre and the Eastern Market site and its
occupation by the Southern Cross Hotel. It deals also
with some surplus land at Janefield from which the
reservation will be removed, the Mordialloc Public
Hall and Courthouse Act and Buninyong

LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION:
ALLEGATIONS
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I move:
That this house demands that the Leader of the
OppOSition, having refused to substantiate his
allegations of cronyism when given the opportunity in
the house last week, should now (a) name the two business people he identified during
an on-the-record interview with Herald Sun
reporter Damon Johnston, detailing how these
particular individuals benefited from the alleged
rorting of or departure from government processes
that would see them in gaol by 1996; or
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(b) if the honourable member is unable to meet the
requirements of the house, publicly apologise or
resign his position as Leader of the Opposition.

As honourable members would know, we attempted
to introduce this motion yesterday but, true to form,
the Leader of the Opposition hid behind the
mechanics of the house and squibbed the issue. In a
similar fashion to the way he went to ground after
making these allegations in the house, he could not
be Sighted all weekend - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The debate cannot
proceed-Mrs Wilson interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! If the honourable
member for Dandenong North defies the Chair, I
will take action against her. The minister, on the
motion.
Mr McNAMARA - By moving the motion the
government is attempting to give the Leader of the
Opposition the opportunity to produce some
evidence of the alleged cronyism. To date all we
have had is a running up of the white flag. There has
been no sign of evidence. The Leader of the
Opposition is totally discredited in the community.
As proof one has only to look at recent opinion polls
which show that only one in seven Victorians
regards him as the preferred leader.
In fact, he is becoming very much like the famous
Beatles tune Nowh"e Man. There is a remarkable
parallel between the lyrics of that tune and the
Leader ?f the Op~ition. It is almost as if the song
was wntten for him. The Beatles might have had
him in mind when they were writing it. To refresh a
few memories of the sixties, the song goes like this:
He's a real nowhere man, sitting in his nowhere land,
making all his nowhere plans for nobody.

The Leader of the Opposition is becoming Victoria's
Nowhere Man.
The SPEAKER -Order! Given the nature of the
debate it is very hard for the Chair to maintain
order. Although the minister is quite within the
bounds of the motion before the chair I remind him
that he should bear in mind the proprieties of the
house and exercise judgment in his words.
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Mr McNAMARA - Clearly, the opposition is
going nowhere in the polls and its leader is going
~owhere with his allegations of cronyism. More
lI~portantly, the Labor Party is going nowhere with
hIS leadership. He epitomises the nowhere man of
the song. If we look at the Leader of the Opposition's
career over an extended period we can see that it has
gone from nowhere to nowhere. Look at his
performance in federal Parliament. He spent seven
years as a backbencher running around with the
media and giving reports to the local press in
Bendigo. He was on the verge of being in the
ministry, but did he ever get in?
Government Members - No!
Mr McN AMARA - It was an uneventful seven
years for him, and a very sad and uneventful seven
years for the constituents of the federal seat of
Bendigo. In 1990 they woke up to him and threw
him out, and that is what his backbench is about to
do to him. He is used to being thrown out.
Unemployed, he went begging to his old political
mate Alan Griffiths, the sandwich shop man.
Mr Gude interjected.
Mr McNAMARA - I take up that interjection. It
not a case. of cronyism when he went running to
his mate for a Job. Who would believe that an
ambitious young minister like Alan Griffiths would
take on the all-time loser, the defeated member for
the federal seat of Bendigo? I put it to the house that
it was not cronyism; it was charity, a little bit of
social justice. There is no other reason that I can see
for Alan Griffiths to take on such a loser.
~as

The good people of Victoria might have been better
off if this opposition leader had stayed in Canberra
instead of giving them the benefit of his undoubted
political brilliance! I certainly understand why some
of Labor's powerbrokers said, 'You can have him.
We don't want him back. Send him into the
Victorian Parliament'.
Mr Gude - That is not what they're saying today!
Mr McNAMARA - No, it is not exactly what
they're saying today. The Labor Party found a nice,
safe upper house seat in Doutta Galla -not a bad
position for a disgraced federal politician! It
certainly was not what you would call a gift that
someone would cherish, but for a political loser like
this he seized it like a drowning man seizes a
lifebuoy. It was a scrap he picked up very quickly,
and of course this individual never let a lack of
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talent get in the way of his unbridled ambition! He
always pushed himself to the front. He was always
able to give a spiel and convince others that he had
ability far beyond those who had personally
experienced it.
When he came into this place, rather than showing
some dedication, hard work and loyalty to the Labor
Party, almost from day one he started the rumour
mongering, the spreading of innuendo and the
back-biting to undermine the opposition leader at
that time. The media in this place were being told
about this brilliant young member who had just
entered the other house and the continual muck that
he poured on Jim Kennan, the then Leader of the
Opposition. He did all he could to undermine him at
a time when the Labor Party was on its knees after
the most devastating election result that party had
seen in this state for 100 years.
When they needed people to work together as a
team, the white-anter was at work, and in the end it
was enough for Jim. Jim packed up his bags and he
was off! I can understand his frustration with the
white-ant performance we saw from the current
Leader of the Opposition. As a result, the poor old
taxpayer had to cover the cost of two by-elections,
which amounted to more than $200 000. Those
by-elections were not necessary and occurred only
months after the Leader of the OppOSition won the
Doutta Galla seat.
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He now tells us that as a second string to his policy
bow, the basis of which is his marijuana legalisation,
he will set up a royal commission - some sort of
combined WA Inc. and Fitzgerald inquiry. The
Leader of the Opposition has indicated that this
commission will be some grand inquisition where
businessmen who have created jobs and prosperity
in this state will be tried for the crime of helping
Victoria.
We have the outrageous situation of the opposition
leader naming two Victorian business people and
saying they would be in gaol by 1996.
Mr Gude - Who are they?
Mr McNAMARA -1bat is the question and that
is the purpose of the motion - to give the Leader of
the Opposition a chance to come clean. The other
day when this issue came up he said, 'I did not name
two, it was not two' but then he did another
interview on radio yesterday afternoon and said, 'I
did name two, 1 did'.
Mr Gude - Was that two or three?
Mr McNAMARA - Well, the story changes
every day. He named them but he, 'did not libel
them'. He does not want to name them because he
might embarrass them and they might think tha t he
libelled them!

It is interesting that the Leader of the Opposition
almost needed a road map to understand the
electorate he represented. In fact, he was reported in
one local newspaper as saying, 'There are some
really nice streets in Broadmeadows!' Again, this
Leader of the Opposition has never let hard work
stand in the way of his own personal ambition; it has
never interfered with his performance. In fact, he
had been here only a matter of days when he
instantly declared himself the next Premier of
Victoria. At that stage people had never heard of
him and asked 'Brumby who?'. He kept saying 'I am
going to be the next Premier of Victoria'.

The Leader of the Opposition has an opportunity to
come dean. He is being held up to ridicule in this
state. We need only listen to any Victorian, read any
newspaper editorial or look at any opinion poll to
know that It was almost with a heavy heart that we
became involved in this debate in the first place
because we are doing all we can to carry him and
keep him there. In fact, I assure the Leader of the
Opposition that he has more friends on this side of
the house than he has behind him, by a long way.

We needed some alternative vision or policy, but
what did we get from the Leader of the Opposition?
We certainly did not get any new material or new
direction, nor did we get any new policies on the
economy, health, education or transport. He did
introduce a policy of legalising marijuana, but that is
about the only policy we have got from the
opposition leader since he came to office.

Mr McNAMARA - Where does this second
policy of a royal inquisition come from? We now
have an opposition leader who has recruited as his
chief of staff a failed federal member. They all seem
to flock together. He is the member who lost the seat
of Kennedy, so they have something in common they are both losers, they both lost federal seats.
They have both had more than 70 000 constituents
wake up to them and give them the big flick. The
former member for Kennedy is now the political

Mr Gude - There's not many of them left
anyway.
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mastermind. He said it worked well in Queensland
if all you do is throw muck, but the difference here is
that there is nothing to throw it at. We recognise that
some practices were improper in Queensland. We
acknowledge that and we do not stand for that sort
of business in Victoria, but the Leader of the
Opposition now has the philosophy that all you
need to do is to throw enough mud and some will
stick.
TIlis government will not sit back and allow the
opposition to muck-rake and demean good, honest
Victorians. We will give the Leader of the
Opposition a chance to put up or shut up, and if he
is not prepared to name those individuals that he is
prepared to name to journalists - Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr McNAMARA - Well, you tell us who they
are. We are giving you the chance.
Mr Thomson interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I will call the
honourable member for Pascoe Vale at the
appropriate time. In the meantime I ask him to
remain silent.
Mr McNAMARA - TIlis motion is very Simple:
it gives the opposition, particularly the Leader of the
Opposition, a chance to put up or shut up. We have
had the rumour mongering, the scare campaigns
and the smearing of Victorians who are committed
to helping get this state out of the mire that Labor
took it into in the decade from 1982 to 1992. What
we now want is an opposition leader who is
prepared to name names rather than hide Wlder the
privilege of the Parliament.
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We know about the VEOC, the State Bank,
Tricontinental and all the other dodgy arrangements
that went on. We know about the staffers and others
who got the golden parachutes - people employed
on five-year contracts who worked for six months
and walked out with a couple of hundred thousand
dollars at taxpayers' expense. There is plenty of
ammunition from that decade if we wanted to
establish some royal commiSSions, and I am sure
some real heat would come out of them!
Over a two-year period in a herculean way we have
been able to clear the muck out of the stables. It has
been a difficult task when one considers where we
started from. It is about time the Leader of the
Opposition came up with some information to
substantiate the claims he has been making. He
mentioned 15 or 20 names in the Parliament.
Mr Thomson interjected.
Mr McNAMARA - Evidence, you say; all guilty,
is that what you are saying?
The SPEAKER - Order! The house will come to
order.
Mr McNAMARA - In reference to at least one of
those names, Peter Ross-Edwards, my predecessor,
telephoned me shortly after he saw himself named
in the newspaper as a crony. He pointed out that for
a start the bulk of the positions he holds were
appointments made by the previOUS Labor
government. He was appointed to the tennis centre
by John Cain. In fact, he was appointed as chainnan
of-An honourable member interjected.

Mr Gude - I beg your pardon? How much?

It is not good enough for the Leader of the
Opposition to come in here with his half-baked
conspiracies and fanciful claims and make
allegations that we are becoming like Queensland.
The fact is that a rash of fairly dodgy schemes
occurred under the previous Labor government. The
Minister for Finance named just a few the other day
when he talked about the sweetheart SEC deals, and
we know David White's involvement with that and
some other dubious schemes.
Under the SEC scheme, for instance, we entered into
a long-tenn contract agreeing to pay four times the
market rate to lease the building for 20 years. It was
at a cost of several hundred million dollars to all
Victorian taxpayers and it was outrageous.

An honourable member interjected.
Mr McNAMARA - John Cain appointed Peter
to the tennis centre.
The SPEAKER - Order! Will the Deputy
Premier ignore interjections.
Mr McNAMARA - He was appointed chairman
of the Goulbum-Murray water board not by a
minister of this government but by Steve Crabb.
Based on his performance he was also appointed to
Bendigo by this government.
An honourable member interjected.
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Mr McNAMARA - So what? Is Frank Wilkes a
crony of this government? He was a former Labor
leader and is now a commissioner with the City of
Greater Geelong. This is so fanciful that at times it is
not worth talking about

The SPEAKER - Order! The Deputy Premier
enjoyed the protection of the Chair against the
barrage of interjections. I ask members of the
government benches to come to order and extend
the same courtesy to the Leader of the Opposition.

Many comments have been made about Ron Walker.
The Kirner government established the Major Events
Committee. Mr Walker was appointed by Joan
Kirner, not by this government. The opposition
leader should either name those businesses or those
individuals he said are involved in cronyism and
corruption or he should admit that he has no
evidence. If he has no evidence, he should tell us.
You are backsliding and changing your pOSition
every day. Every day he is interviewed by the media
we get a different version of the story. What is the
correct story?

Mr BRUMBY - The motion was moved by the
Deputy Premier. Although the Premier is in the
house, he did not have the courage to move the
motion. When questions are raised in Parliament
about conflicts of interest by the Premier and when
matters are to be taken before the courts, you use
this Parliament, Jeff's jury, to get yourself off the
hook. You have a contempt for it. You are spineless!
Come and sit in this chair. Come on, Alan, move
aside and let him in the chair.

On the one hand, he tells us he never named two
business people yet on the other hand last night he
told an interviewer that he did. I do not think this
opposition leader knows where he is going. We will
continue this issue. We will allow a limited debate
today and then adjourn it until tomorrow so that the
opposition leader can sleep on it and decide what
his position will be for that day. No doubt it will be
different from what it is today. Tomorrow we will
give him a chance to come clean on the issue. If he
does not we will adjourn the debate tomorrow and
resume it on Friday and give him another chance,
because, at the end of the day, this opposition leader
must come clean on the names. There is no doubt
that he has become Labor's nowhere man. We know
the factions are already doing the tallying. It is only
a matter of time before we see our fourth opposition
leader.

The SPEAKER - Order! The house will come to
order and members on the government benches will
cease interjecting. The Leader of the Opposition
must address the chair.

What we need is a day of reckoning for the
opposition leader. Finally, he needs to put up or
shut up. If he does not, he will be in the position of a
former Queensland Premier who was aptly
described as being caught with both feet astride a
batbed wire fence. We ask the Leader of the
Opposition to name the names he gave to the
journalist and come clean on this issue.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - What
a total waste of the time of the Parliament! What an
appalling presentation by the leader of the National
Party. The Premier, the Joe Bjelke-Petersen of the
Victorian government, does not have the courage to
sit in the chair; he did not have the courage to move
the motion to start the debate.

Honourable members interjecting.

Honourable members interjecting.

Mr BRUMBY - We are waiting for the Premier
of this state to come forward. If one goes back three
years it seems the Premier has gone through a
remarkable reformation. Remember this one:
'Uberal warning on dirty deals'? Do you remember,
Premier, when you threatened Victorian businesses?
What about this one: 'Kennett to get back at ALP
linked businesses'. Do you remember what you
called all the business people of this state?

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! It is impossible for this
debate to progress if the Leader of the Opposition
addresses questions across the table to various
members of the government. He should address the
Chair.
Mr BRUMBY - rr.t?v are the kind of remarks
that were described tOl .v by the Deputy Premier as
smearing filth and innuendo. Identical claims were
made about business deals in 1992 when the now
Premier was opposition leader.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRUMBY - Here we go! When the then
opposition leader was asked to name people, what
did he do? He didn't. You were prepared to say they
were part of deals that were defrauding the state,
you were prepared to say they were immoral deals,
you were prepared to say they were amoral deals
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and you said that you would get back at them when
you got into government. When you were asked to
name them, what did you do, Premier? Have you
forgotten what you did? You did not name them.
You did not have the courage to name them.
We are happy to have this debate and, as the Deputy
Premier said, to come back and debate it every day
of the week from now until the end of the session.
Every time we have this debate we will talk about
cronyism in Victoria and what is happening in this
state. We will talk about how jobs go to mates, about
how cronyism is rife and about how if you take
away the checks and balances cronyism will
eventually lead to corruption.
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time named any persons whom he expected to go to
gaol, notes the government's hypocrisy in seelcing to
have names named and thereby potentially bringing
people into disrepute, given its alleged concern that
reputations not be damaged, and further notes the
government's failure to understand the notion of
conflict of interest, failing to ensure that businesses
bidding for government work are treated without fear
or favour and that there are not special advantages for
mates of the government.

This motion represents and demonstrates the
hypocrisy and the cant of this government. It is a
motion which is a total waste of time.
Mr Kennett interjected.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable members for Carrurn and Ripon have
been in this place long enough to know that sort of
behaviour is not acceptable. The Chair need not say
any more. If that sort of behaviour carries on I shall
ask both members to be removed from the
Parliament.
Mr BRUMBY - We welcome this debate and the
only thing missing from the debate is the Premier,
who ought to be in his chair, but as so often happens
whenever you put the Premier under pressure, he
squibs it. The Premier should be in his chair and part
of the debate!

Mr BRUMBY - It is a total waste of time.
Mr Kennett interjected.
Mr COLE (Melbourne) -On a point of order,
Mr Deputy Speaker, the Premier has now sort of
scallywagged down the back of the chamber and has
just yeUed out that he's misled the house.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr CO LE - Well, if you want to get into this
debate you can! It seems to me those tenns are
extremely unparliamentary to suggest - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRUMBY - The opposition will bring on this
debate every day. We shall talk about cronyism and
how it leads to corruption. We shall say every time
we bring on this debate how this government is
looking more and more like the disgraced
Bjelke-Petersen government - Mr McNamara interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - And you are just a thinner
version of Russ Hinze! Just a thinner version but you
are exactly the same as Russ Hinze! You are the Russ
Hinze of the Victorian government because that is
what you are; you are thinner, but you will get there!

Mr COLE - There are procedures with respect to
saying that somebody has misled the house, and in
this particular case the Premier has asserted that the
Leader of the Opposition has deliberately misled the
house. The rules are quite clear and the remark must
be withdrawn. I ask you, Mr Deputy Speaker to call
the Premier back and ask him to withdraw those
comments.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The point of
order is that the honourable member for Melbourne
said that the Premier said the Leader of the
Opposition deliberately misled the House. I did not
hear--

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRUMBY - I have an amendment to move
to the motion. I move:
1bat all words after 'house' (where first occurring) be
omitted with the view of inserting in place thereof, the
words', given tha t the Leader of the Opposition at no

Mr CO LE - I did not say that. He said that he
misled the House, but not aCcidentally, he was
saying it deliberately - Mr KENNETr (Premier) - Mr Deputy Speaker,
on the point of order, the amendment, straight from
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the mouth of the Leader of the Opposition himself,
says in part
... given that the Leader of the Opposition at no time
named any persons who he expected to go to gaol,
notes the government's hypocrisy ...

And so on. That is quite contrary to what was in the
transcript and you cannot, as a member of
Parliament, even for political reasons, mislead this
house based on your own comments. I want to
prove the point. It is most important to note what
the Leader of the Opposition said, and I quote what
he said in the interview:
I go back to what you may have thought was a flippant
comment that you probably won't run on the record,
but the reality is that some of the people we mentioned
(words deleted for legal reasons) will be in gaol so
there won't be an issue about working with them ... I
won't have to work with them because I truly believe
some of them will be in gaol by then and if they're in
gaol I certainly won't be working with them.

On the point of order raised by the honourable
member for Melboume, I point out that I made the
comment because the Leader of the Opposition had
made those comments. He actually said people
would go to gaol. He actually named two and the
names have been deleted - Mr Cole interjected.
Mr KENNElT - He did! He actually said it and
now he comes into this house and misleads the
house by moving this amendment.

Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The Chair has
heard sufficient on the point of order. The Chair is
not prepared to ask the Premier to withdraw the
comment of misleading the house. Had he used the
phrase 'deliberately misleading the house' perhaps
that would be a different case. The house is or
should be aware that there are procedures open
under the event that the house was misled that can
evoke a certain action, and that will take its place if
in fact that is the way it should evolve, but there is
no point of order.

Mr COLE (Melboume) - On a further point of
order, Mr Deputy Speaker, the Premier has clearly
misled the house, and he has done so because the
media happen to be here at the moment!
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! On the
honourable member for Melboume's point of order,
I go back to my previous comments that at this point
in time there is no point of order. There is a
procedure to deal with those sorts of issues as a
matter of course and that will occur if it is to occur.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - As I
have said, this motion represents the hypocrisy and
the cant of this govemment and, in effect, it is a total
waste of time and the contribution by the Deputy
Premier was a total non-event.
If you have a government where there are no clear
rules of conduct relating to probity, if you allow
conflict of interest to thrive, if there are no clear
boundaries set in tenns of personal conduct, and if
you strip away the mechanisms of openness and
accountability, it is inevitable that cronyism and
eventually corruption will result.

The Kennett government is such a government. Its
largest export is Victorians to Queensland. What we
have imported from Queensland is that disgraceful
legacy of the Bjelke-Petersen era of cronyism, and
that is what we have got in return!
The government has purported to show a concern
for the reputation of business people. Its criticism of
the opposition has been based on its claim that the
opposition is endangering the reputations of
individual businessmen. As I said earlier, this is
something of a dramatic turnaround from the view
which was put by the now Premier and Leader of
the Opposition some years ago. In fact, it was only in
1993 that the now Premier used expressions such as
immoral behaviour, amoral behaviour, defrauding
the community and collusion to describe any
business person doing a deal with the then Kirner
government. What a remarkable refonnation it is?

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRUMBY - It is there in the newspapers whether it is right or not - it is there! The Premier
seems to think that things in the newspapers are
right, but that is what he said. The headlines in the
newspapers of the days were along the lines of:
'Kennett to get back at ALP-linked. businesses' and
'Leaked warning on dirty deal'. When the Premier
was asked to name them he could not name them.
You used the words amoral, immoral, defrauding
the community, criminal offences and you wouldn't
back it up, would you?
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Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - Mr Speaker, on a
point of order, time after time you have asked the
Leader of the Opposition to address the Chair and I
ask you to draw his attention once again to that rule.
The SPEAKER - Order! I uphold the point of
order and I ask the Leader of the Opposition to
address the Chair.
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to going to goal was after the Herald Sun headline
last week following the debate in this place which
the Premier did not like - the headline about
cronies: 'Brumby names cronies'. You rang up the
Herald Sun; you accused them and as a result that
article appeared - -

Honourable members interjecting.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - This
motion seeks to force the naming of business people
in this house, and it is apparently the objective of the
government to have those names widely published
in the media following their naming in this house.

Mr BRUMBY - We will have to wait for the
editorial tomorrow in the Herald Sun. Today we had
the editorial writer of the Herald Sun, Mr Peter
Game, in the Premier's office, so we will see what
you write tomorrow, Mr Premier.

Such naming in the context of the motion moved by
the Deputy Premier may, of course, given the
wording of that motion, taint the reputation of any
person so named. The motion purports to link the
names of two business people purportedly
identified during an interview with a Herald Sun
reporter with an allegation of, and I shall read it
from the motion:

The reports of the interview have been misleading in
some important respects. However, even on the
basis of the alleged transcript in the Herald Sun there
could be no suggestion that any named person
would be goaled or that there has been alleged
reporting of or departure from government
processes by any named person. This means that the
motion moved by the Deputy Premier is
fundamentally flawed. In fact, it barely warrants
debate. Given that the matter has been raised, albeit
in a hypocritical way, it is important to repeat in this
place the fundamental objection the opposition has
to the government's form of behaviour, which is
leading to cronyism and generally to impropriety in
this state.

rorting of or departure from governmental processes
that would see them in gaol by 1996.

I make it absolutely clear that I have never, ever in
any way, shape or form referred in any interview
with the Herald Sun or anyone else to the rorting of
or departure from governmental procedures. I have
never, ever, made that claim or used that expression.
I might say that at no time during my interview with
the Herald Sun reporter did I name any particular
individuals who I expected would or should go to
gaol or who will go to gaol. At no time whatsoever
did I say that.
Mr McNamara interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the Deputy
Premier that he enjoyed the protection of the Chair
when he was addressing the house. I ask him to
extend the same privilege.
Mr BRUMBY - I want to make a point about the
interview I conducted with the Herald Sun. It is
worthy of note that during the interview no
questions were asked about the naming of particular
individuals. There was no question raised
whatsoever. Moreover, when the article was printed
a nwnber of days later no reference whatsoever was
made to the naming of particular individuals.
The only time an article appeared purporting to
suggest that names had been mentioned in relation

Put simply, the government is playing favourites. It
applies one set of rules to its mates and another to
other businesses. This has led, whether you like it or
not, to a climate of cronyism. Left unchecked as it
was during the Bjelke-Petersen period it will
eventually and unquestionably lead to corruption.
In Queensland a number of businessmen and
politiCians were eventually found to be corrupt.
Some of them were goaled as a result of the
impropriety and cronyism that characterised the
Bjelke-Petersen government. It got to the stage in
Queensland where if you wanted to have a meeting
of the National Party you had to hold it down at
Boggo Road gaol. That is what happened in
Queensland where cronyism and corruption were
rife.
This government fails to understand the notion of
conflict of interest. I have continually stated - and I
stated it in the debate and in the interview with the
Herald Sun - that cronyism is the first cousin of
corruption. If you leave it unchecked it leads to
corruption. In Victoria we not only have cronyism
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where mates get preferential treatment but we also
have a government - Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - My point of
order, Mr Speaker, has two levels. The first is that
the Leader of the Opposition has again repeated
offensive remarks generally against the government
that people have had preferred outcomes in the
discharge of official duties. I request that you,
Mr Speaker, ask him to withdraw that.

Opposition members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE - This is what he had himself
thrown at! Secondly, I request that you give
consideration to cautioning the Leader of the
Opposition. His amendment to the motion has
directly put at issue his credibility. He is inviting the
house to make a finding on his credibility. He has
again made allegations that are completely without
any substance and for which he has not produced
any evidence.
A short while ago he made a specific allegation that
the Premier had influenced what was reported in the
Herald Sun. Not only is he not in a pOSition to know
the facts of that but the Herald Sun has published a
contradiction of the claim he makes. He is, therefore,
abusing the forms of the house. He has put his own
credibility at issue. I suggest that you caution him,
Mr Speaker, that he ought to confine his remarks to
matters he can substantiate.
MrTHOMSON (Pascoe Vale) -On the point of
order, Mr Speaker, in respect of offences under
standing order 108 relating to individuals or the
government as a whole, I draw to your attention the
fact that at page 382 May states:
... expressions which are Wlparliamentary when
applied to individuals are not always so considered
when applied to a whole party.

Rulings of Speakers on 18 April 1991, 17 September
1991,11 March 1993 and 24 March this year on each
occasion upheld that where there was no reflection
on an individual member there was held to be no
point of order under standing order lOB. The other
comments of the Treasurer go only to the substance
of the motion before the house. If he wants to speak
on the motion, he should do so at an appropriate
time.

The SPEAKER - Order! The house is well aware
that reflections against members are disorderly in
the usual form of debate. In a substantive motion,
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however, various allegations can be made in
accordance with the motion. In evidence of that I
allowed a wide-ranging debate and comments from
the Deputy Premier. There is no point of order. I
believe the honourable member has the right to
refute what has been said, and the next speaker for
the government may do the same. There is no point
of order.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) Victoria has a climate of cronyism where not only
mates of the government get preferential treatment,
but the essential checks and balances that are set up
in any free and democratic SOCiety to ensure that
proper processes are followed are being removed by
the government.
This government has no regard whatsoever for the
protections required in a democratic society and the
protection of a free Parliament. It accepts no
responsibility whatsoever for guaranteeing those
rights and freedoms. The government has sacked the
Accident Compensation Tribunal judges, the equal
opportunity commissioner, the law reform
commissioners, members of the former Industrial
Relations Commission, members of the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal and elected local
governments. It has attacked the independence of
the Director of Public Prosecutions and, by passing
more than 50 acts of Parliament, it has removed
people's appeal rights under section 85 of the
constitution. The government has gagged the
Parliament on a regular weekly basis and
dismantled the Freedom of Information Act.
This government continually runs away from the
truth, hides from the facts of the matter, will not
own up, will not open up the files and will not let
the public of Victoria properly scrutinise its
activities and decisions. When those checks and
balances are removed and a government clearly
does not understand the concept of conflict of
interest, the environment is ripe for cronyism and
then it is ripe for that next step into corruption. The
Premier of this state has no understanding
whatsoever of the important concept of conflict of
interest.
This was clearly evidenced by the appalling
behaviour and attitude of the Premier during the
affair involving KNF Advertising. Oearly, the
Premier used his public office to enhance his private
business, which was undertaking work with at least
one statutory authority, the Urban Land AuthOrity.
The Premier was appearing in advertisements for
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builders and those advertisements were being
placed by his private company.
The Premier vehemently denied any conflict of
interest. Nonetheless, he used section 61A of the
Victorian Constitution to excuse himself from any
wrongdoing lest such conflict of interest was proven
to have occurred in the courts.
You used Jeff's jury. You would not face the courts,
so you used your numbers in here, but you never
understood for one moment the issue of conflict of
interest.
The Premier fails to understand this basic conflict of
interest and that failure sets a clear example for
others to follow. The Premier's failure to remove his
good friend, Mr Ron Walker, as Chairman of the
M~lbourne Major Events Company, the Melbourne
grand prix company, again shows that he has no
notion of the concept of conflict of interest.
On 8 August Terry McCrann pointed out in an

article in the Herald Sun the clear potential for a
conflict of interest with Mr Walker and the various
hats he wears. He states:
This brings us to the casino which focuses the potential
conflict precisely, and raises a more specific one: Ron
Walker, who wears three hats in all this.

First, as federal Liberal Party Treasurer - which is to
say, fundraiser. Second as the dr:iving force of the
Melbourne Major Events Committee which 'won' the
Grand Prix. And finally as one of the principals behind
Hudson Conway which last year was one of two
bidders - and the ultimately successful one - for the
casino.

Terry McCrann went on to say:
Mc Walker is an unabashed enthusiast for Melbourne
and we all benefit from his driving energy.

But, there is a disturbing aspect to Premier Jeft
Kennett's dismissive attacks on any who would
question his role; and that is of a ' can-<io' enthusiasm
overriding the proprieties and accountability of the
spending of public money.
Mc Walker was chasing, and locking up the grand
prix - on the basis of public money - at the same
time ~ the Hudson Conway-Ied consortium was
entering the final bidding for the casino licence. Which
is a government-awarded licence to print money.
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This gave his Crown Casino a clear advantage in
bidding for the licence over the competing Sheraton-led
group which had no inkling that the grand prix was
coming to Melbourne ...

But the fact remains that this private knowledge of
success with the grand prix, funded, to repeat, by
public money, will deliver profits to his Crown Casino.
And that mix is deeply troubling.

Terry McCrann is not saying there is any wrong
dOing, in fact, he is saying the opposite. He is
pointing out there is a conflict of interest. He is
saying that you, Mr Premier, do not understand
conflict of interest.
Mr Kennett interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - You do not understand the
conflict of interest. The Premier responded to
Mr McCrann's article and later on Mr McCrann
responded to the Premier and said that the Premier
is attempting to push aside the real issues. He points
out that it is a conflict of real issues and a conflict the
Premier does not comprehend.
When Terry McCrann raised these issues the
Premier publicly slammed him, because that is the
way he and his government operate.
To add to that spectacle the Premier was reported in
the Age of 9 August stating that the bid for the
casino licence would not have been influenced by
the exclusive knowledge of one of its members that
Victoria had won the grand prix. The Premier went
on to say:
... to suggest that Crown would alter its bid on the basis
of one week of a grand prix is so far fetched to be
unacceptable.

TIlat is a nonsense and the independent work done
by Price Waterhouse shows that the holding of the
grand prix in Melbourne will bring in more than
100 000 extra tourists to the Melbourne casino. In
commenting on what Crown did or did not take into
account when making its bid the Premier is
indicating that he is unable to extract himself from
the process as that was supposed to be at arms
length and independent of government.
The Premier's gung-ho approach to this important
conflict of interest has rubbed off on his friend, Ron
Walker, because when asked about a potential
conflict of interest in which he may be involved with
the grand prix, and the casino, Mr Walker was
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reported saying on 22 September that 'anyone who
wants to level conflict of interest against me can go
to hell'.
One of the most disturbing aspects of the
government is that as each day goes past it mirrors
more and more the characteristics of the disgraceful
practices of the former Bjelke-Petersen government
in Queensland.
Mr Kennett interjected.
Mr BRUMBY -If you look around Australia
you will note there have been royal commissions in
Queensland and in Western Australia and a
commission against corruption established in New
South Wales. Those commissions were established
because conflict of interest existed and people broke
the law. A climate of cronyism is developing in
Victoria and if it is not checked, especially when the
checks and safeguards have been taken away, it will
lead to corruption.
Let us look at what happened in Queensland. The
then Premier, Joh Bjelke-Petersen, like our Premier
in Victoria, had no idea about the important tenet of
democracy, the separation of powers under .the
Westminster system. The Fitzgerald royal
commission asked questions about that issue.
Mr Michael Ford, a barrister assisting the
commission, questioned Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen
about the separation of powers under the
Westminster system. I shall read from the transcript
which records Mr Ford questioning Sir Joh about
this issue. It reads:
Mr Ford - The doctrine of the separation of powers
under the Westminster system.
Sir Joh - No, I don't quite know what you're driving
at. The document?
Mr Ford - I'll say it again. What do you understand by
the doctrine of the separation of powers under the
Westminster system?
Sir Joh - I don't know which doctrine you refer to.
Mr Ford - There's only one doctrine of the separation

of powers.
Sir Joh - I believe in it very strongly, despite what you
may say, I believe that we have a great responsibility to
the people who elect us to government and that is to
maintain their freedom and their rights. I did that,
sought to do it always.
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Mr Ford - I am sure you're trying to be responsive to
the question but the question relates to the doctrine of
the separation of powers under the Westminster
system, or the principles.
Sir Joh - Between the government and the ... is it?
Mr Ford - No, you tell me what you understand.
Sir Joh - Well, the doctrine you refer to in relation to
the ... where the government stands and where the rest
of the community stands and where the rest of the
instruments of government stand. Is that what ... ?
MrFord -No.
Sir Joh - Well, you tell me, and I'll tell you whether
you are right or not. Don't you know?

That demonstrates clearly that the former Premier of
Queensland, just like our Premier, had no idea about
the doctrine of separation of powers and the impact
the removal of proper checks and balances has on a
government.
One has to record this confusion between public
interest and private interest by again referring to the
KNF issue. The classic line used by the Premier
when he was shown categOrically - and he
confirmed - that he had been using his government
car to carry pay packets to a business in which he
had a Significant personal interest, Ultrafine, was,
'far from a misuse, I would have thought it was a
good misuse of facilities to build a company here in
Victoria that not one other person in Victoria was
prepared to invest a dollar in'. Apart from the fact
that the Premier was wrong because more than 20
people rang his office saying they wanted to invest
in just such a company, by saying that he misled
Victorians, he did not understand the conflict of
interest.
Mr Stockdale interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the Leader of the
Opposition to address the Chair. I shall call the
Treasurer at an appropriate time.
Mr BRUMBY - The similarities between the
Queensland government and the current Kennett
government do not stop there and do not stop with a
lack of understanding about the separation of
powers. At page 126 the Fitzgerald report talks
about secrecy and states:
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Positions of authority and influence and other benefits
can be allocated to the wrong people for the wrong
reasons. If those who succeed unfairly are encouraged
by their success to extend their misbehaviour, their
example will set the pattern which is imitated by their
subordinates and competitors.

Apart from the established institutions of a
parliamentary democracy, informal methods of dissent
are useful mechanisms for checking the abuse of power
by governments. Dissent may also foster and provide
public policies and legislation not previously
considered by a government or bureaucracy.

Secrecy and propaganda are major impediments to
accountability which is a prerequisite for the proper
functioning of the political process. Worse, they are the
hallmarks of a diversion of power from the Parliament.

In the past when church and other community leaders,

including academics, have expressed independent
concerns with respect to public issues in Queensland-

for 'Queensland' read 'Victoria'Information is a linchpin of the political process.
Knowledge is, quite literally, power. If the public is not
informed it cannot take part in the political process
with any real effect.
The letting of contracts, the issuing of mining
tenements and rezoning or other planning approvals
are matters that should not generally be subject to the
principal of cabinet secrecy. In the majority of cases,
these decisions should be formal and merely give effect
to advice. In those cases where the advice is rejected
even for legitimate policy reasons, the decision and the
reasons for the decision should ordinarily be disclosed.

This is a government which thrives on secrecy and
which refuses, despite all requests, such as freedom
of information requests and requests in this
Parliament, to release important details of contracts
let by the government, whether they be for
advertising, for a grand prix, for a casino or for
anything else whatsoever. It refuses conSistently to
release details to the public!
This is a government which fights tooth and nail
every application the opposition makes under
freedom of information and imposes additional fees
on the freedom of information process. This
government has imposed a fee of $150 to be paid on
each occasion on which the opposition goes to the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal. The effect of that
is that if the opposition uses freedom of information
to the same extent as it was used by the government
when it was in opposition it will cost $350 000
between now and the end of the decade just to keep
the government honest and to find out details of
what it is doing. lhis is a government that has
pulled down virtually all the checks and balances on
its power and, as a consequence, the climate of
cronyism is rife in this state.
The Fitzgerald report deals at page 142 with
criticism and dissent and the right to dissent, which
is again something the government would not
understand. It states:

their comments frequently have been rebuffed by a
barrage of propaganda and personal abuse.
Many persons of ordinary sensitivity, who have not
been hardened by experience in public life, are
effectively deterred by such invective from valuable
participation in public affairs.

Whenever the government of this state is subjected
to any scrutiny, checks, balances, criticisms or
comments, whether they be from members of the
public, the press, Mr Justice Fogarty,
Mr Justice Nicholson or any teacher, it takes the
baseball bat to them. It threatens their jobs, and it
threatens recriminations against people. It
intimidates people. The government should read
what Fitzgerald says about governments that cannot
tolerate any sort of criticism or dissent whatsoever.
Every time the government gets that sort of criticism
it takes the baseball bat to those concerned.
As recently as yesterday we had the appalling
spectacle of the Premier slamming the Anglican
Archbishop of Melbourne, Dr Rayner, simply
because he raised the legitimate issue about
corruption of values in this city, about the 60 signs
around Melbourne that publicise Crown Casino. The
Premier got up and said, 'It was just a road sign'.
Premier, if it is just a road sign why doesn't it just
say 'Casino'?
The SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition must address the Chair.
Mr BRUMBY - Why are you out there every
day of the week supporting your friends at the
casino and getting them free advertising in 60 places
around Melbourne with maps that say 'Crown
Casino'. Archbishop Rayner raised it yesterday - Mr Kennett interjected.
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Mr BRUMBY - You didn't slam him! Of course
you slammed him.
The SPEAKER - Order! It is impossible for the
Chair to control interjections if the Leader of the
Opposition addresses remarks in the first person
across the table. I ask him to address the Chair. I also
ask that interjections cease.
MrTHOMSON (Pascoe Vale) -On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, I understand that the Leader of
the Opposition must address the Chair, but I draw
your attention to the fact that on 30 occasions during
question time yesterday the Premier referred to the
Leader of the Opposition as 'you'. In other words, he
did not speak through the Chair. You did not pull
him up once on that point. I urge you to apply to the
Premier the same rule of asking members to speak
through the Chair.
The SPEAKER -Order! The Chair is loath to
break in and to interrupt debate in the house. The
debate has to flow. However, there are times when it
is necessary in order for the debate to continue for
the Chair to indicate certain rules and conditions.
The point the Chair is making is that if the Leader of
the Opposition addresses government members
across the table that invites interjections. I will
endeavour to control interjections, but I ask the
Leader of the Opposition for some cooperation.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) -It is
worth noting that on every occasion when questions
are asked about the processes of government, about
conflicts of interest, we get a sort of hysterical,
furious, abusive response of the government of the
day.
Mr Stockdale interjected.
The SPEAKER -Order! I will call the Treasurer
at a later time. I ask him to remain silent.
Mr BRUMBY - Under this government we have
seen three recent instances of that. The first was of
KNF Advertising when the Premier took great
exception to being asked questions about conflict of
interest. However, there is absolutely no doubt that
the Premier of the state was a major shareholder in a
business which was undertaking contracts with
govenunent authorities. The matter should have
gone to the court for a decision but the Premier
could not wait to see what the outcome would be
and used the numbers in Parliament to set himself
free, to plead not guilty. Jeff's jury used the numbers
in Parliament on the KNF issue!
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The second issue concerned the float of Tabcorp. The
Treasurer has cost Victorians more than $SOO million
through his appalling bungling of the Tabcorp float.
If you dare ask a question about it, about what
happened to commonwealth compensation, about
how someone can get an $8 million salary package
when they are not even on the short list, about
Michael Tilley or about how he got the job handling
the Hoat, about Tilley's previous association with the
Liberal Party, you get the sort of language that is
commonplace in this house every day where
government members use expressions such as slime
and filth and criminal garbage and say to members
that Victoria would be better off if they were dead!
That is the sort of filth and abuse that is in use in this
Parliament every day of the week whenever you are
subject to scrutiny.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the Leader of the
OppOSition to please address the Chair.
Mr BRUMBY - A letter to the editor headed 'No
"cronyism": then why the smokescreen?' published
in today's Age states:
The debate between Mr Brwnby and Mr Kennett about
'cronyism' is worthwhile for what it reveals about the
government's position.
One of the government's political strengths is that it
believes in the power of its moral stance, based on its
1992 mandate.
This allows it a highly refined degree of raw cunning in
its exercise of verbal abuse, going like this: you

highlight your opponents' apparent and inherited
weaknesses; by masterly expostulations of moral
outrage you deflect even justifiable criticism; you deny
your opponents the previously legitimate access to
public documents that allows everybody, not just your
opponents, to be properly infonned; then you
scornfully abuse them for not being infonned.
Especially, you accuse them of being wimps for not
producing the evidence you dare not release! (Who's
the wimp now?)
There are always enough fools and sycophants,.inside
and outside government, who think this use of power
is funny, or shrewd, or intelligent, or defensible. Just
look at how this happened for decades in Queensland
under B;elke-Petersen.
Queensland had to have a Criminal Justice
Commission; New South Wales a Commission against
Corruption; Western Australia a royal commission. All
because governments covertly abused the trust of their
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electors. It is the existence of these examples that must
concern voters here in Victoria. What happened
interstate could be happening here.
Forget the Guilty Party tag; it's worn out. Start asking
why any government retreats behind a smokescreen of
raucous abuse.
Until the government opens up its processes to
informed scrutiny, until it stops being touchy about
these processes, watchful voters will have to suspect
these charges of 'crony ism' are valid.
Only an honest government can prove they are not.

The author is Mr Bruce Williams of Mooroopna. Do
you know him? It is an excellent letter. The
government can bring this debate on every day of
the week from now until the end of the session and
every time it does we will debate cronyism, checks
and balances, the appointments, the contracts, the
land sales, the school sales and the tender processes.
Every time the government wants to bring on a
debate like this we will be happy to partidpate
because Victorians are concemed about this
arrogant, dictatorial, authoritarian style of
government. As Senator Julian McGauran says, you
have a party room full of obsequious sycophants
who never have the courage to stand up and
question the Premier or the Treasurer. He says 'Take
it from me, you have a backbench that is totally
intimidated by this government'. We will debate this
every time you bring it on!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The level of interjection
is too high.
Mr BRUMBY - Every time from now until the
end of the session we will debate the issue. You
bring on a debate about cronyism and open up the
files! If you are not running away from anything and
i-f you have nothing to hide, we can examine the
appointments, the tenders, the asset sales and the
casino. As the Premier always says, if you have
nothing to hide, you can produce the files. If you
have nothing to hide, produce the files, open up the
books and let the people of Victoria properly
scrutinise the processes of government! We do not
resile from it one bit.
This is a government which is into mateship and
cronyism and which has stripped away the checks
and balances. Anybody who dares ask a question
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about the processes of this govenunent cops
personal abuse and vitriol. These are some of the
expressions the Premier has used in Parliament:
gutless, cowardly, brainless, stupid,'Do you sleep
with boys?', slime, grub, and wallowing in a pool of
slime. That is you! What quality remarks we get
from this Premier! The Treasurer has used the terms:
criminal garbage and 'you would be better off dead'.
Open the files and let the people of Victoria make a
judgment about the honesty or dishonesty of this
government!
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) This is a very serious motion. It was serious when it
commenced' as a debate and it reached a new zenith
when ·the Leader of the Opposition put on the public
record in Parliament, admittedly under privilege at
the time, that he did not name two business people
who he believed would be in gaol within two years.
Very few people would believe he told the truth
when he made this latest claim.
He is saying that the journalist who ran that story
and who stands by that story must have made it up.
By saying it is a fairytale the Leader of the
Opposition thereby brands the editor of the
newspaper, who stands by his journalist undoubtedly he would have convinced himself of
the truth of it - a liar. Anybody in pUblic life who is
called a liar would sue. Is the Leader of the
Opposition issuing a writ? Has he suggested that he
is about to? His only form of defence is a letter to the
editor of the Age from a man in Mooroopna! For
successful leadership one word is paramount:
credibility. I do not know whether the Leader of the
Opposition realises it but today will be seen as a
turning point - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER -Order! I remind the
honourable member for Pascoe Vale that he is very
quick to raise points of order and address the Chair
on points of order when he believes the house is
contravening the standing orders. I ask him to take
some of his own medicine and remain silent.
Mr BROWN - Today will be seen as a turning
point in this man's leadership of the Labor Party. I
believe I can speak with some authority in relation
to the leadership of a major party. The Victorian
Liberal Party has had only two leaders in the past
decade. I was in the position for almost two years so
I know the pressures that leadership can bring. I
know also that when this man looks back on his past
he will see today as a turning point. The opposition
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elected him because he showed promise after the
disaster of the VEDC, the loss of State Bank Victoria
and the raft of other catastrophes. Labor turned to
this man expecting him to establish himself as a
credible alternative. They saw him as the man who
would lead them from the wilderness into
government in the future. All we have seen is the
Leader of the Opposition disappearing down a
vortex of disaster since the day he became the leader.
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He named them under the privilege of Parliament
and even included the Premier's driver, a young
man with a young family. It is an outrage to put his
name on a list of people in such a way. I know this
next comment will get howls from the opposition
benches, but he also named Roger Graham, a man
who has been used by the Department of Transport
for establishing a model to tender bus contracts. He
has been put on this list as a crony and he has a
cloud over his name.

Mrs Wilson interjected.
Mr BROWN - The honourable member for
Dandenong North says, 'No way'. Look at the polls!
Look at what people are saying! Look at the support
the Premier is getting as opposed to the incompetent
you have put in!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The house will come to
order.
Mr BROWN - I have no problem in standing up
in this Parliament and saying point blank to the
Leader of the Opposition that I believe he did say
that to the journalist. I have no reason to even
suspect that the journalist would fabricate it: It is
beyond all credibility to suggest that a journalist
would make this up for whatever purpose. People
make mistakes; everybody has made mistakes. I
have no doubt that the Leader of the OppOSition
made the biggest mistake of his life by entering this
debate today and putting on the public record in
Parliament, where he can and will be held
accountable, that the journalist is a liar and that the
editor of the newspaper - Mr Cole interjected.
Mr BROWN - How can you misinterpret a
direct comment about two people you believe will
be in gaol within two years? It is not possible to
misinterpret something so direct!
Democracy requires that the leaders of political
parties use very carefully the privilege of the
Parliament, and that is something held near and
dear in countries under the Westminster system
around the world. However, in the height of the
fiasco where the Leader of the Opposition continues
to allege, as he has for a long time, corruption with
friends of the government, he put on the public
record the names of 20 citizens who now have a
cloud hanging over them.

To be a crony of any political party one would
expect to know them. One would expect that the
person either went to school with, is a friend of, is a
family acquaintance of or visits regularly someone
in government; but it would at least be paramount
that you know them. As the minister responsible for
the transport department, I can tell the house that
this man was totally unknown to me. I believe I had
not heard his name, and certainly I had never met
him in my life prior to him being used by the
department for that process.
Knowing that this man does live in Victoria, I will go
further and state that I doubt that any of my
colleagues had heard his name before or had ever
met him. How can he be labelled as a crony? It is an
outrage to do this when the man was, in effect,
unknown to the government prior to the
Department of Transport using him as a consultant.
He is exactly the same man as the Goss government
in Queensland has been using over recent months
for exactly the same purpose.
Time and again the Leader of the Opposition has
had the opportunity of withdrawing his slanderous,
untrue allegations towards many people. Recently
when speaking to the Leader of the Opposition on
radio Neil Mitchell said:
OK. Have you got information that shows Ron Walker
has done anything wrong?

Brumby said:
No ...

Neil Mitchell:
It is. You're putting a list of names up, these are
cronies. Surely the implication in that is that they've
either done something wrong or they're getting
favourable treatment. Now have they done anything
wrong?
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Brwnby:
Um, I think that you are trying to put words in my
mouth. A crony is a friend ...

He has named these people and put an appalling
cloud over their names, and of course this would be
a great worry to members of their families. Neil
Mitchell went on:
All right, so now you're saying they're harmless friends
of the government. Have they done anything wrong,
any of them?

It went on, and in effect the Leader of the
Opposition continued to say, 'No, they have done
nothing wrong' but to this day the pall hangs over
their heads because it is on the public record and he
has refused point blank to apologise to each and
every one of those people.
It will haunt this man in public office for as long as
he stays in public office. I have no doubt he will not
remain as leader, but if he chooses to remain as a
member of Parliament it will haunt him to the grave
if he does not apologise to the decent people against
whom he has made this appalling slur.

I direct to the attention of Parliament his misleading
of this house, for which he will be required to give a
personal explanation, and. the quicker he does so the
better. I quote from Hansard where the Leader of the
Opposition was talking about Roger Graham and
said:
The gentleman concemed was working for Price
Waterhouse, preparing tender documents at the same
time that he bid for the contract.

The gentleman concemed was working for Price
Waterhouse -

that is untrue preparing tender documents at the same time that he
bid for the contract.

It is a blatant, outrageous lie. TItis man never bid for
any contract. He was a consultant hired by the
government and by the Goss Labor government in
Queensland for the same purpose. You owe him an
apology; you owe a personal explanation to this
house and you must withdraw it because what you
said is untrue. If you rely on that person you think is
a credible shadow minister for transport, you are a
fool because he will lead you down the path of
destruction!

If it is not bad enough that he said these untruths in
this house, the Leader of the Opposition's statement
was quoted on the public record. In the Age of
6 October the Leader of the Opposition is quoted as
saying in relation to Roger Graham:
... advised the government on the privatisation of the
Met bus system. '[He] was working for Price
Waterhouse -

untrue, he was not; he was working for the
Department of Transport preparing tender documents at the same time that he
bid for the contract'.

It is in print on paper, and of course the man would
sue if it had not been said in Cowards Castle. But he
had better retract or, like the rest of the issues being
raised, he will be seen for what he is.

Liar! The man never bid for the contract, ever!
I will quote the Herald Sun of 8 October:

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BROWN - I am calling him a liar to his face
in the Parliament!
The SPEAKER - Order! The Minister for Public
Transport has been in this place long enough to
know it is an unparliamentary expression, and I ask
him to withdraw.

Mr BROWN - I withdraw it, but I repeat what
the record shows the Leader of the OppOSition as
having said in this house last week:

Mr Brwnby would not comment on a publication of a
transcript of an interview in yesterday's Herald Sun
where he suggested two high-profile businessmen
would be in jail by 1996.

The Herald Sun then ran an editorial to buy into the
debate, and even in today's publication the Herald
Sun absolutely stands by the claim that the Leader of
the Opposition made these statements to the
journalist.
Mr Thomson interjected.
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Mr BROWN - You have read it? Well you must
have cringed when you read it. The article of
8 October states:
Yesterday, the Herald Sun published an edited text of
the on-the-record interview with Mr Brumby in which
he said:
'(Names deleted) ... I mean, some of them will be in jail.
Seriously, some of them will be in jail. I won't be
w~rking with them in jail'.

They are not my words; it is a direct quote and now
they are trying to say it is not true and that you
didn't say it. No journalist on earth could get it that
wrong, and I will quote it again:
I mean, some of them will be in jail. Seriously, some of
them will be in jail I won't be working with them in jail.

I have no doubt those words were used. There is no
reason why the journalist would make up - Mr Brumby - What has that got to do with the
two names?
Mr BROWN - What has it got to do with the
two names? The article says that the Leader of the
Opposition gave the names of two businessmen,
which the paper deleted for legal reasons, and is
then quoted as saying:
Seriously, they will be in jail.

Mr Brumby - No, I didn't say 'seriously'.
Mr BROWN - I will read it again.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of
the Opposition has had an opportunity to make his
contribution and should cease interjecting across the
table.
Mr BROWN - An editorial in the Herald Sun
8 October states:
On September 26, Opposition Leader John Brumby, in
an on-the-record interview with the Herald Sun, named
two people as being mates of the Kennett government.
He suggested they would be 'in gaol' by late 1996.

'That is not my claim; they are not my words - the
Herald Sun attributed those words to you. Clearly, if
they are untrue you would sue them; any person
would sue them. This is as serious as it can get. It is a
direct challenge to your credibility. They are saying
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you are an open, bare-faced liar now and you have
no choice but to sue. In a court of law, of course, it is
under privilege. They will be called to make an oath
with their hands on the Bible. If you are now saying
they are liars you will have your day in the SWl. I
assume you, like the Prime Minister of this nation,
could move into a $22 million house as a result of
the settlement you would get.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The Minister
for Public Transport should address the chair.
Mr BROWN - If his claim that they are liars and
that they have fabricated this are true it would be
the biggest defamation settlement in the history of
this nation. The Herald Sun said:
We maintain our position that ours was an accurate
report of what the opposition Leader said.
Mr Brumby's attempt to embarrass the government by
applying the whiff of corruption in its dealings with
leading Victorians has come unstuck. He has not
produced a shred of evidence to support this.

One can go on and on. I could quote the Herald Sun
again where it indicated - and it is right - that he
has besmirched the names of many fine people. And
besmirch their names and reputations he has. I turn
to an opposition paper, the Sunday Age. The editorial
of 2 October states:
Mr Brumby exceeded the bounds of credence and
justification in suggesting as he did at a recent ALP
national conference that some Victorian businessmen
would be in gaol by 1996 as a result of their dealings
with the Kennett government. Since then, under angry
counter attack by the government, he has retreated to
the limp explanation that cronyism can lead to
corruption, and corruption can lead to conviction and
imprisonment.

The Leader of the Opposition invoked that limp
defence again today. It goes on to say, in effect, that
if he does not withdraw and resile from this
outrageous situation he will be in hot water. Indeed,
I suggest the water is not only hot but boiling. Other
comments were made when the Leader of the
Opposition recently marked his 12 months as leader
of Victorians. A newspaper headline neatly
summarised his career as going from obscurity to
nowhere. lhat backs up what the Deputy Premier
said earlier. The article in the Herald Sun of 6 October
states:
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He took the extraordinary step of naming to a reporter
two business people he believed would be jailbirds
before the turn of the century.

In other words, they would be in gaol. The vast
majority of Victorians have no doubt as to the truth
of what the Herald Sun is claiming publicly, on the
record and in print. If the opposition leader now
wants to say it was a fabrication - there is no other
word to put to it - and if the editor is not a liar in
publicly defending his paper and his journalist, the
Leader of the Opposition has only one recourse: to
sue the teeth off the publication. I daresay he will
not do so for the very reason that he would be
worried they may, in a court of law, have some
method of actually proving the words. It would be
interesting if at some time in the future proof
positive - not just the claim of the journalist and the
editor - happened to come along. That would be
devastating for the Leader of the Opposition. He, of
course, would be out of public life within the hour.
I have no doubt: this man will never be Premier of
Victoria. Although because of the lack of a
replacement I do not know whether he will be
replaced before the next state election by his
membership, I do know that he does not have the
support of the majority. We know the deal that was
done to keep him there. Two months ago he walked
into the parliamentary room as a man who was
about to lose the leadership. They broke for
sandwiches and he did a deal with the Socialist Left.

Two weeks ago in Hobart he did a deal with the
Socialist Left. The only reason he remains in the job
now is because he sold his soul to them. He went
with them on the uranium debate.
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The Deputy Premier spoke of a song that could be
attributed to him. Given the recognition of the
Leader of the Opposition and his recent performance
in the house, his colleagues in the Labor Party must
feel like singing the song by the group, America,
'Through the Desert on a Horse with no Name'. That
is about where you are at. I can only imagine what it
must be like going through the desert on a horse
with no name!
Their idea of cronyism is not what put Brian Burke
and his deputy in gaol in the west; t.l-teir idea of
cronyism is, 'We will smear, brand and mark
anybody who might have any passing link'. That is
good. enough; anyone with a passing link with the
government or with the liberal Party, or for that
matter, the National Party will be labelled by the
opposition as cronies.
It matters not if they are innocent; the opposition
does not care about that. It is managing to get in a
cheap shot. It is bringing people into disrepute to try
to create an atmosphere, a concern, that something
untoward is happening in Victoria. Fortunately, as
the polls show, members of the Victorian
community are not fools, and they will not be easily
fooled. The polls show that they have confidence in
this government and they want this government and
this Premier to continue to rebuild Victoria after the
decade of devastation by the Labor Party. The
opposition has a McCarthyist approach. That is the
correct and proper term. It involves smear, gutter
allegations and guilt by association. When they use
Cowards Castle to put a cloud over a decent human
being like the Premier's driver they could not sink
any lower into the gutter. I have looked at the
Hansard of recent days. On 4 October the Leader of
the Opposition uttered such words as:

Mrs Wilson interjected.
We have seen the files, my friend.

Mr BROWN - It is absolutely true; read the
papers! He went with the fringe element of the
party - the left - on the uranium debate, and he
also went with them on privatisation. What did the
moderates in the federal Labor Party do? They
dumped him. They were the people who supported
him. They walked away from him because at
present he is an embarrassment at the federal level.
lbat is something many of us, including the Premier
and I, have heard directly from federal members of
Parliament. He is an embarrassment to them and I
am sure the quicker he goes the better.
The fact is that he has lost respect for the Parliament
and the institution of Parliament and what it means.
He is a Saddam Hussein who has no respect at all.

That was in relation to producing evidence of
cronyism.
Later, he says:
We've got the evidence, my friend.

This motion is about getting the Leader of the
Opposition to put up, not shut up! Put up! He has
gone past shutting up for his credibility, which is in
tatters, to ever be restored to any level. He must
come up with the goods, failing which he has no
option but to resign.

Honourable members interjecting.
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Mr BROWN - Well, it would be a tragedy for
him if he were hounded from office. I would not
wish that on anybody, but the fact is that I am sure
the Herald Sun will not sit back. I am sure that if the
editor of the Herald Sun is totally convinced that his
journalist told the truth and it is an accurate report,
he will not sit back and let the matter disappear
down the vortex -like the Labor Party itself seems
to be doing.

The Leader of the Opposition owes the 20 people on
the list an apology. His comments are on the public
record, and I have no doubt that the first available
opportunity will require him to withdraw those
allegations about Roger Graham because they are
untrue, and they are blatantly untrue!
The Leader of the Opposition is a bit like the weasel.
The weasel is an animal that is slim, carnivorous and
not well liked in its country of residence. I assume
the Leader of the Opposition does not want to be
seen as a weasel but the only way he can get out of
this situation and restore some credibility is to
address the motion.
It is clear the government cannot withdraw from this
motion, and I am talking not just about today but
about the days ahead as well. The Leader of the
Opposition has said he would welcome the debate
in days to come. The community will not welcome it
because the community wants the matter cleared up
today. It has gone on long enough; his credibility has
been called into question and if a leader of a major
political party has no credibility, he has nothing. He
has no future; he has no right to continue to lead the
party that he might otherwise represent, and it has
no future.
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Jeffrey Kennett's personal popularity is soaring, John
Brumby'5 is sinking, and if a state election were to be

held tomorrow, the coalition would romp home.

There is no option for the Leader of the Opposition.
He has cast an appalling slur over 20 people by
naming them. They are on an the ALP hate list. The
fact that the Leader of the Opposition has named
them, wlless he withdraws his comments, means
that the slur hangs over them, and if he does not
think of those 20 businessmen then he should think
of their families. There must be in his mind a degree
of unfairness - Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr BROWN - I suggest that if you cannot take
any more of this, the honest thing to do is to suggest
you have made a mistake, own up to it in the house
and clear your own name because the cloud now
hangs over you!
The reality is that the Leader of the Opposition
cannot refuse to own up to his mistake. I admit in
this debate that I have made mistakes in the past,
and when you make them and you are confronted
with them you own up to them. The Leader of the
Opposition should be man enough to own up, and if
he does not and it is hounded out of him, where is
his credibility? It is non-existent!
The government does not want to see this debate
continue for days; it would prefer the resignation of
the Leader of the Opposition - Mr Thomson interjected.
Mr BROWN - That is the reality of it - -

It is interesting to look at the last poll that has come
out because I shall make another prediction as to
what is going to happen to the Labor Party.

Mr Thomson interjected.

Mr BROWN - Admittedly, you are like a rat
deserting the sinking ship. You are off to Canberra!

Mr TholJ\son interjected.
Mr BROWN - On a political level, we would
prefer him to stay on and assist our popularity in the
electorate, but as a government we put the rights of
Victoria first, and the rights of Victoria demand that
a man who has no credibility leading the opposition
should not continue to occupy that role.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BROWN - Well, you hope to be off to
Canberra! I shall quote directly from the Age of 10
October 1994, which refers to the most recent poll,
says:

I suggest that the Leader of the Opposition does the
honourable thing, which is to either clear the air by
withdrawing the allegation and apologise to the
journalist and to the 20 people he has named, or to
resign before he is hounded out of office.

Hpnourable Members - Hear, hear!
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Mr COLE (Melbourne) - I support the
amendment. Before I start, this debate has been
vitriolic. I must say that the Deputy Premier has
excelled himself. I have never seen him be quite so
strident, certainly since he has been the Deputy
Premier and - An honourable member interjected.
Mr COLE - And he has probably not had the
opportunity with you around and when the Minister
for Public Transport comes forward.
I was astounded that the Deputy Premier quoted
lyrics from music. It really did shock me;
particularly as it was Lennon-McCartney. I thought
by and large that the Deputy Premier was a
philistine, very much a mediocre man with very
little knowledge. I thought perhaps he would have
known something like McNamara's band that he
would have heard down at the Celtic club, or some
basic songs like Roll out the barrel, but for him to
quote Lennon-McCartney was brilliant!
Nevertheless, if Lennon were alive he would have a
dim view of the Deputy Premier!
The opposition can quote back. If the government
seeks to drag out such wonderful and insightful
songs, the great one of course is The long and winding
road, which leads to your door, and, of course, it is
all about cronyism and corruption!
When we next sing The long and winding road, which
I venture to suggest I can do a little better in singing,
we would be thinking of the Deputy Premier and his
mate, the Premier. The Minister for Public Transport
has a couple of wonderful songs that he should have
been quoting, and that is Get on board the A train. I
have adapted that to Get on board the A train right
now because there might not be another one coming and,
needless to say, he would have got on the last train
to nowhere, except it was cancelled!

This is the sort of problem that the opposition now
confronts. We even have the government attempting
to prove or somehow show that it is above it all, that
the government is not just a limited pack of
mediocrities with somebody at the front firing the
bullets and somebody at the back, namely the
Treasurer, being the engine room of this wonderful
machine.
We actually have the Deputy Premier showing his
muscle and displaying what a great wit he is. Of
course we have always known that the Minister for
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Public Transport has the capacity to make things
sound funny.
Nevertheless the government unfortunately does not
have the capacity to address the issue. At no stage
has it really addressed it. Part (a) of the
government's motion, which we are unfortunately
debating yet again this week, says:
(a) name the two business people he identified during
an on-the-record interview with the Herald Sun
reporter, Damon Johnston, detailing how these
particular individuals benefited from the alleged
roeting of or departure from government processes
that would see them in gaol by 1996 ...

The simple answer to that request to put up or shut
up is that the Leader of the OppOSition did not say it.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Kennett interjected.
Mr COLE - The Leader of the Opposition has
stated that he did not say it. I believe him, unlike the
Premier who believes Damon Johnston. But maybe
Damon Johnston did not even say that because it is
put in such clear terms that I think it is questionable
to the point of being extremely defamatory.
I do not know whether it is a case of interpretation,
but in this Parliament and in any place where you
look at things in a just fashion, the benefit of the
doubt ought to go to the person who says that he or
she did not say it.
In this place we try to pretend that we have
something that resembles honour, and that is what
we ought to do, but we are not doing it in this case.
We are not doing it because of the political
opportunism of the Premier, which is so obvious.
I do not know whether those comments have been
made by the Premier outside Parliament, whether he
has gone out and said that the Leader of the
Opposition has actually named people as going to
gaol. Has the Premier ascribed that comment to the
Leader of the Opposition outside the Parliament? Or
is he relying on this house to say it?
Is the Premier that confident about the Herald Sun
report, which I think from time to time one could
question? If he is so confident, if that is what it is, or
if he knows, has he made the comment outside? The
answer is no, I think, isn't it? There is one very, very
good reason: because the Leader of the Opposition
did not say it as you are putting it. Quite frankly, the
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Premier would be very, very unwise to go outside
and say it, because we know what the result would
be.
Mr Kennett - You would believe me, but not the
Herald Sun?

Mr COLE - That begs the question, my friend.
Why don't you go outside and say it? It is not true.
Mr Kennett - I think I have!
Mr COLE -It's not true!

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Melbourne should direct his
comments through the Chair.
Mr COLE - I did not say he had or had not said
it, I was just saying he should. He probably has.

Government members interjecting.
Mr COLE - The 'probablys' that are going on
here are enough to assassinate the Leader of the
Opposition! Get it right when you are making an
allegation like this against an individual, won't you?
You are politicising this. You are politicising-The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Melbourne will assist the
Chair by directing his remarks through the Chair.
Mr COLE - I am sorry, Mr Deputy Speaker.
Mr Perton interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Doncaster is out of his
place. He is being disorderly and should restrain his
enthusiasm.
Mr COLE - The Premier and the Deputy
Premier are not sincere. They do not care one little
bit about the two alleged businessmen who are
named. As is usual with this government they are so
outraged when they hear these things they have to
send their whole media unit up to expose and
protect the very thing they are trying to protect.
Have you ever seen such a thing? If you cared about
your business people you would not be doing this;
you would be playing it down. If they cared they
would not be going up and having the self-fulfilling
prophecy of trying to get two people named as
crooks. Would you? Of course you wouldn't!
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The reason they are doing this is politics. It has
happened before. I made a speech in this place
attacking the chief magistrate for spying on
Mr Bongiorno. By the time I got down to my room I
had every journalist on the phone. The government
made sure its media unit told the press how
outrageous my speech was. The government says,
'He shouldn't have said it but, just the same, we
want it publicised'.
What is happening now? You don't care one bit
about the business people who were allegedly
named. You don't care one bit. This is a great, big
political advantage for the Premier. He sees an
opportunity to embarrass the Leader of the
Opposition. That is what it is all about. The
government is full of cant and hypocrisy. It is so
concerned about particular individuals being named
or not named, it holds up Parliament in perpetuity
so that it can tell everybody how outrageous it is.
It is an old political stunt. It is not new. It is a terrible

thing to be doing. I am sure the businessmen
involved - whoever they might be - might well be
saying, 'Look, shut up. We don't want it going any
further'. But no, not with this government. It is too
good an opportunity to make a few political points.
Who else would use two weeks of Parliament to
raise all these matters about what the Leader of the
Opposition said, matters he denies emphatically
having said? What more is he supposed to do? What
we have now - A Government Member - Do you believe him?
Mr CO LE - Absolutely. I wouldn't be here
debating it if I didn't. The whole of Parliament is
being used. The Premier has the numbers on his
side. It is not all that different from the section 61A
case. He can continually denigrate the Leader of the
Opp~ition by using his numbers. There is no other
way this would get anywhere outside this
Parliament. It is not worth a cracker in court. There
is not an issue involved. It is just a bit of political
skulduggery and it is absolutely wrong, both
morally and, I think, ultimately, politically. Can I
alsosay-Mr Leigh interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Melbourne should ignore
interjections. The honourable member for
Mordialloc is out of his place. He should be quiet
and perhaps go and have a coffee.
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Mr CO LE - Last week the debate was
vociferous. The government had had it today. It
made its point and did all the things that it could
ever have wanted to do. Nothing new has come out;
nothing at all.
A government member interjected.
Mr COLE - I am sorry. There were two new
things. The first was a contract that the Victorian
Employers Chamber of Commerce and Industry
questioned on Saturday and the second was the
major issues to do with the casino. Although two
things happened afterwards, there was no reason
whatsoever to renew the debate. It is simply a
political exercise that achieves nothing. When you
control the numbers - 60 to 27 - it is a little hard to
argue the case. You can argue and you can win but,
as Pat Kennelly says, when you have the numbers
we know who wins. That is the case here. There is
no more, no less. We have the evidence. The Leader
of the Opposition did not say what you allege he
said. That is it. That is your motion and you are
saying, 'Is that right? We don't believe it'. You sue.
Go outside and say it. Go outside and say that he
said that. I bet you don't. I bet you won't go out on
the steps.
A government member interjected.
Mr COLE - At no stage does the Leader of the
Opposition have anything to worry about from this
government, however much a bunch of thugs it
tends to be at times. He has nothing to worry about
on this particular issue. The evidence will show that.
I do not see why he should have to sue. My
understanding is that he had discussions with the
Herald Sun. That is his business, not yours or mine.
You will probably attack his solicitors nowHolding Redlich, I think. You know, the one you
sacked because he was a member of the ALP.
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He knew he was in all sorts of trouble. This
Parliament was used to quell the problem of a
conflict of interest between the Premier's private and
public duty. Section 61A was used in a way it
should never ever have been used. It just goes to
show what this government is prepared to do to
protect its own, and particularly the Premier. Mind
you, I can understand it with half the backbenchers
you have; they wouldn't be game to confront the
Premier on anything. I don't say he would shout
them down, but he would certainly be able to take
them on.
Last week the opposition raised the very important
issue of Mr Ron Walker. We will raise it this week.
We will raise it again and again if you ever want to
raise this issue. Ron Walker is the de facto owner of
the Liberal Party. We all know that. What a poor
asset he has, really - particularly federally. Ron
Walker is extremely close to the government and to
the Premier. He has received substantial benefits
which, in the view of the opposition, question the
probity of this government. We also have Crown
Casino versus m. We are often told that we, the
opposition, are the party that is anti-business. I think
the Premier says none of us knows anything about it
because we have never been in it.
A government member interjected.
Mr COLE - It is a comment. I don't know that it
is fair. We are told that we will not work with the
business community and that we are doing all sorts
of terrible things. In respect of m and the Premier's
view - which he is entitled to - the company
spoke to the opposition in good faith. It made
representations to the opposition because it felt it
was hardly done by. m was not given a hearing by
the government. LOgically one should ask why it did
not go to the Premier.
Mr Kennett interjected.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! TItis is all
very interesting across the table, but it would make
it a lot easier if you could direct your comments
through the Chair.
Mr CO LE - It is interesting to analyse why the
government talks about cronyism. It is inverse
cronyism. If you are in the ALP you get the sack
under this government - even Mr Redlich. We
maintain the first cousin of cronyism is corruption.
This government has shown its propensity for
corruption. There is no better example than section
61A, which was used by the Premier. Under
challenge by the Supreme Court, he couldn't cope.

Mr COLE - The company saw the Premier on
the day it lost the bid and when it found out about
the lOoo-room extension to the hotel.
Mr McArthur interjected.
Mr COtE - If you believe that you will not
retain the seat of Monbulk for much longer.
Mr McArthur - I do.
Mr COLE - The principal question is: who told
Crown Casino to increaSe its bid.
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Mr Brown - That has nothing to do with the
motion.
Mr COLE - The Deputy Premier talked about
various contracts and the Minister for Public
Transport spoke about public contracts in public
transport and how it was terrible to raise issues of
cronyism. Of course, the minister never raised
similar issues when he was in opposition, did he!
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Mr COLE - I shall write them down. I cannot
mention their names because I would have to be
ruled out of order. I shall give you the note. You
know all about it and you will be there defending
them to the nth degree. It is scurrilous.
We also say, of course, that there is a problem with
the release of documents - Mr Baker - What about Fred Grimwade?

The Premier's approach is contradictory. We know,
as does the Premier, that he supports many people,
many business leaders, who are highly likely to go
to gaol. I cannot mention their names because it
would be sub judice.
Mr Kennett - What?
Mr COLE - You have never done that? You
supported Harry Beitzel.
Mr Brown - Did we?
Mr COLE - Yes, strongly. I recall when former
minister Steve Crabb kicked a bucket on good old
Harry and the sporting network defended him. Who
was the greatest defender of Harry Beitzel?
1bis is about natural justice. We can argue that the
Premier's approach in the case of the Leader of the
Opposition is to leave natural justice to one side. It is
a case of persecution. To use section 61A of the
Constitution was an outrage and the Premier knows
as well as I do that he was doing the wrong thing.
The Premier supported Harry Beitzel as well as
others, and if the Premier wants me to I shall write a
list and pass it across the table. Is that all right? At
least he will know who he is supporting.

Mr COLE - Yes, he is one who supported Fred
Grimwade and supported him by attacking the
prosecutors and saying all sorts of things.
Mr KENNETI (Premier) -On a point of order,
Mr Deputy Speaker, this is typical of the ALP. The
honourable member for Melbourne and the
honourable member for SWlShine by interjection
have mentioned Fred Grimwade as being a person
who has gone to gaol. TItis is the trouble with a
campaign of this nature. Fred Grimwade was the
President of the Legislative Council, a very
distinguished individual who died an early death.
The honourable member for Melbourne should
apologise, as I am sure he will. 1bis highlights the
absolute stupidity and irresponsibility of the Labor
Party. For goodness sake, stick to the issue and do
not continue with this obscene slur.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! There is no
point of order. The Premier is raising a personal
explanation. I did hear the words 'Fred Grimwade'
uttered. I do not know who uttered them but the
record is sufficiently clear to indicate that it was not
Fred Grimwade.
Mr COLE (Melbourne) - I do apologise and
withdraw. It was Andrew Grimwade.

Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The Chair is
interested in what the honourable member says
through the Chair, but not necessarily in any notes
he may hand across the table.
Mr COLE - The question is: is it sub judice for
me to mention people who are currently before the
courts, senior business people whom the Premier
has supported. Of course, the answer is yes. If the
Premier wants me to pass a note across the table I
shall do so, but his comments leave a lot to be
desired. You know the one in particular to whom I
refer.
Mr Kennett - Who's that?

Mr KE~TNETI (Premier) - On a point of order,
Mr Deputy Speaker, Andrew Grimwade was
charged and acquitted. Is the opposition going to
exhibit any decency? Is the honourable member for
Melbourne going to apologise again, as he must? We
have a process of being innocent until proven guilty.
Sir Andrew Grimwade was very much a victim of
the process and in the final analysis was acquitted.
You should not make those sorts of remarks. I ask
you now to withdraw.
Mr COLE (Melbourne) - On the point of order,
Mr Deputy Speaker, I accept that Sir Andrew
Grimwade was exonerated eventually. My point
was not whether he was convicted but that he was
supported by the Premier throughout the process.
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Mr Kennett - What is wrong with that?
Mr COLE - Can I make a further point? I do not
mind abiding by the processes; I accept that if
someone is found not guilty I should apologise and I
will, but there is no such thing as a process with the
government. When I hear the other side talk of these
things I must come to the conclusion there is one
rule for the likes of Sir Andrew Grimwade and
another rule for John Brumby, because he is on trial
and they are saying, 'If you don't withdraw we will
use our numbers to condemn you'.
The DEPUfY SPEAKER - Order! There is no
point of order. The honourable member is now
making a personal explanation. I remind honourable
members that they have a responsibility to this
house and to people outside the house to ensure
statements or comments made are accurate,
otherwise other procedures of Parliament can be
invoked to deal with them.
1 do not intend to hear any more of these points of
order, because they are personal explanations. I
request the house to tread carefully when naming
individuals.
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It does not matter what they think, the fact is that he
gets up and denies it and they say, 'No, it is not a
censure motion, it is a motion about something he is
alleged to have said. TItis is supposed to be a higher
court than the Supreme Court and should be used
accordingly' .

What is happening here is an example of Parliament
being used to deny the very thing it is set up to do. If
he has lied to Parliament, as is suggested, by default,
then there can be recourse to the Privileges
Committee. Of course, that equally would have no
meaning because it would be dominated by coalition
members. I recall only too well that argument being
raised when the Premier many years ago was taken
before the Privileges Committee. We do have that
problem.
1 believe quite paSSionately that the government has
no right to take this matter any further. It does not
relate to government business and it will not affect
government business if two people are named and
there are threats about going to court. The best thing
to do is to let it drop and go on. But the government
is not doing that because - Mr Honeywood interjected.

Mr COLE - I apologise and withdraw the
comments without reservation. The principle is the
same, and we had this debate last week. The Leader
of the Opposition is saying unequivocally, '1 did not
make the statements alleged. I did not name two
businessmen who are going to gaol'. He can do no
more than that. He is no different from anybody else
who would seek - Mr McLellan - He's a liar!
Mr COLE - The interjection was 'He's a liar!'.
The DEPUfY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Melbourne will assist
himself and the Chair by ignoring interjections,
difficult as that might be. I invoke the cooperation of
the honourable member for Melbourne.
Mr COLE - I accept that, but I was making a
legitimate point that the honourable member for
Warrandyte and the Premier were talking about
natural justice, rights and so forth and the Leader of
the Opposition says he did not make that statement.
If they want to go outside and say that he did, good
on them; but they should not go on with what is, in
effect, a kangaroo court, where the government's
numbers are so strong and on this particular issue
the evidence does not matter.

Mr COLE - Of course I would, because I think it
is a lot of nonsense. The best thing is to go ahead
with it for political purposes so that the Premier can
push on this issue against the Leader of the
Opposi tion.
Mr KENNETT (Premier) - I do not wish to use
all of my allocated time, and hope I do not. I had not
intended to enter into this debate because my
colleagues were doing so admirably, but there are a
couple of points I wish to make. Firstly, the
government does not do this because it wants to
pursue the Leader of the Opposition per se; it does it
on behalf of every businessman and businesswoman
in the community, some of whom have been
maligned, some of whom have been defamed, and
all of whom are included in the general slur made
by the Leader of the Opposition. He ought to have
the decency to detract, confinn or butt out.
The second point is very important and points to the
difference between the honourable member for
Melbourne and the Leader of the Opposition. We
have just heard the honourable member for
Melbourne make two of the most appalling mistakes
I have heard in a long time when he mentioned the
highly respected fonner President of the Legislative
Council, the Honourable Fred Grimwade, and then
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Sir Andrew Grimwade. Appalling as those
comments were, to the credit of the honourable
member for Melbourne he recognised that he had
made a mistake and made a complete apology.
Although I still turn at the content of his remarks
about the individuals concerned, the fact that he
apologised is to his credit.
The point is that the Leader of the OppOSition has
also made an appalling error of judgment and
should have, and still should now, apologise. This
debate is going on, and this is particularly for the
honourable member for Melbourne, simply because
the Leader of the Opposition, rather than doing as
the honourable member for Melbourne has done
and apologising for having made a mistake, has
sought through further explanation to clear his name
but has in fact compounded the error.
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Barber, the compere, asks:
What about the transcript that has been published in
the Herald Sun?

Brumby replies:
The transcript is a transcript that has been edited and I
have never ever suggested that particular business
people will go to gaol ever.

I repeat those words:
... never ever suggested that particular business people
will go to gaol ...

I will read the comment again:

JB: I go back to what you may have thought was a
Two points are terribly relevant today. One concerns
the interview that took place last night. Earlier the
honourable member for Melbourne said that only
two new things have happened since the debate last
week, one of which was the introduction through
the Age article of the question over the PTC
outsourcing contract, which has been very simply
put to bed. The other was the allegations made,
understandably, by the Sunday Age about Crown
Casino.

flippant comment that you probably won't run on the
record, but the reality is that some of the people we
mentioned (words deleted for legal reasons)-

being names of people mentioned will be in gaol, so there won't be an issue about
working with them ... I won't have to work with
them-

people he has just named But there is a more important and pertinent point,
which is the publication on Friday, 7 October -last
Friday - of the transcript of a conversation the
Leader of the Opposition had with a journalist from
the Herald Sun. TIlat transcript was not available to
us when we last debated this issue. That interview at
page 3 of the Herald Sun of 7 October is as follows:

JB: I go back to what you may have thought was a
flippant comment that you probably won't run on the
record, but the reality is that some of the people we
mentioned (words deleted for legal reasons) will be in
gaol, so there won't be an issue about working with
them ... I won't have to work with them because I truly
believe some will be in gaol by then and if they're in
. gaol I certainly won't be working with them.

Clearly those comments were made. To compound
the problem, last night on 3AW, in an interview with
Mr Paul Barber, the Leader of the Opposition said,
and I will quote it in two parts:
I never ever named any particular individual who I
said would go to gaol. Never named any that I said

would go to gaol, could go to gaol, might go to gaol,
will go to gaoL

because I truly believe some will be in gaol by then and
if they are in gaol I certainly won't be working with
them.

TIlat is a direct contradiction of what was said in the
interview and the comments of the Leader of the
Opposition. It is not as though we are doubting or
questioning the transcript. These words are
supposedly a verbatim transcript. They are quoted
as the words of the Leader of the Opposition. We are
not questioning the detail of the words; we are
saying that yesterday the Leader of the Opposition
further compounded the problem. That was the
point I was trying to raise in question time when
you, Mr Speaker, ruled that I was out of order
because of this debate.
The second point is worse, and it is that everyone
knows that the Westminster system absolutely
insists that members of Parliament act in an honest
and honourable way and that they do not mislead
each other, and certainly that they do not mislead
de1ib~rately. Today the Leader of the OppOSition
moved a reasoned amendment to the motion moved
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by the Deputy Premier. The Leader of the
Opposition's amendment states in part:
I desire to move -

That all the words after 'house' (where first occurring)
be omitted with the view of inserting in place thereof
the words', given that the Leader of the Opposition at
no time named any persons who he expected to go to
gaol ...
Let me stop there and re-read what was said in the
interview with the Herald Sun.
The article states:
go back to what you may have thought was a flippant
comment that you probably won't run on the record.
but the reality is that some of the people we mentioned
(words deleted for legal reasons) will be in gaol. so
there won't be an issue about working with them ... I
won't have to work with them because I truly believe
some will be in gaol by then and if they're in gaol I
certainly won't be working with them.

I

How does that relate to what the Leader of the
Opposition has inadvertently but deliberately said
by moving this amendment? He says that at no time
did he name the persons he expected would go to
gaol. Today the Leader of the Opposition has
deliberately misled the house by moving this
amendment. Under the Westminster tradition
misleading the house is an unforgivable sin.
The SPEAKER - Order! I interrupt the Premier.
Allegations of deliberately misleading the house are
very serious indeed and can be proceeded with only
by way of a motion.
Mr KENNElT - We are debating a substantive
motion, Mr Speaker. I am not ranting and raving.
This is the most serious allegation that can be made
against an honourable member. The amendment
was not introduced by way of a mistake; it has been
deliberately put into the record. Therefore what is
said here is in direct contradiction to what the
Leader of the Opposition said in the interview, the
transcript of which is quoted in a newspaper.
There is a prima facie case that what I am saying is
absolutely correct. As was indicated by the Chair,
there are other forms to which we may have to
proceed at some point because there is no more
serious offence in Parliament than misleading the
house. I am happy to go on with this debate every
day of this week and the next. The govenunent is
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fine about that. Unlike the honourable member for
Melbourne who admitted his error, the Leader of the
Opposition compounded the sin by his actions last
night on radio, and today he has further
compounded it by moving the amendment to the
motion.
I do not know who put the words of this
amendment together but if it is defeated, as it
probably will be on party lines, it negates what the
Leader of the Opposition was seeking to prove namely, that at no time did he say those words. As a
house, we will say that he did mention them.
Mr Thomson interjected.
Mr KENNFIT - It is not political. He has
moved this amendment.
Mr Thomson -It's a stunt!
Mr KENNFIT -It is a stunt you played every
time you sat on this side of the house! It happens to
be part of the forms of the house and the
Westminster system. You may not like it. The
honourable member for Pascoe Vale says it is a
stunt. This is no stunt. It goes to the credibility of the
Leader of the Opposition and the ALP. The
honourable member for Pascoe Vale understands
the severity of what happened last night and what
has happened today. The amendment is more
serious than anything that has happened to date
because the Leader of the Opposition has defamed
individuals by saying they have all done something
wrong, although there is no evidence. Under the
Westminster system you can misuse Parliament in
that way. If you say it outside this place, as we
believe the Leader of the Opposition has done, you
can be sued for it, and he may well be sued. But
under this system you cannot deliberately mislead
the Parliament.
I do not want to say any more about it because there
is no need. The time has come when opposition
members who are serious about operating in a
constructive manner ought to take the Leader of the
OppOSition to one side and say, 'Let us cut the
tender. We must understand that we have gone
beyond the pale. Let us apologise to those we have
so loosely defamed. If we have evidence on any
other issue, let us raise it but let us apologise for this
amendment'. If it is ultimately dealt with in another
forum of this house and is proved to be incorrect, as
I believe it will be, it will mean that the Leader of the
Opposition is putting at risk not only his position as
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leader but also his position as a member of this
house.
I say to the Leader of the Opposition and his party
that the course it has been pursuing for some
months has not worked for it, nor has it hurt the
government in any way. In fact, it has lost the
opposition a great deal of credibility. Keep it up if
you will, but if you do not address the serious
position of this amendment by the end of business
today, we will have no alternative but to seriously
consider taking it to the next step. I can assure you,
Mr Speaker, and the honourable member for Pascoe
Vale that it will not be a stunt if we do it. It is part of
the process of the Westminster system that applies
in every Parliament around Australia.
The opportunity is there. I am happy to forget all
about it and drop the whole issue, but it will take a
bit of manliness on the part of the Leader of the
Opposition. The honourable member for Melbourne
exhibited that earlier today by admitting his
mistake. As the Minister for Public Transport said,
we have all made mistakes. However, when you
make a mistake you apologise and get on with the
rest of your life. If the Leader of the Opposition does
not do that the issue will hang around him and his
party until, to use the words of one of my federal
colleagues, he is cut down.
The ball is clearly in the opposition leader's court
tonight He has until the end of business today to
reconsider his position. His colleagues could best
assist him by reaching a position that will enable
him to close this issue tonight so we can get on with
the business of governing and opposing in a more
constructive manner.
Mr THOMSON (Pascoe Vale) - This is the sort
of motion you can expect from this government,
which engages in intimidation and bullyboy tactics
and which seeks to take away from the opposition
the right to opposition which is so important to
maintaining the spirit of the community and
democracy, as was referred to in the Fitzgerald
report into corruption. I support the amendment
moved by the Leader of the Opposition and note
that the amendment expressly points out that at no
time did the Leader of the Opposition name any
persons whom he expected to go to gaol and refers
to the government's hypocrisy in seeking to have
names named, which would potentially bring
people into disrepute, a matter about which this
government pretends to be very concerned. The
amendment refers also to the government's
professed concern that reputations not be damaged
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and notes its failure to understand the notion of
conflict of interest and its failure to ensure that
businesses bidding for government work are treated
without fear or favour and that there are not special
advantages for its mates.
This afternoon the Leader of the Opposition said
tha t he had never referred to businesses rorting
government processes and that at no time in his
interview with the Herald Sun reporter did he name
any particular individuals whom he expected to go
to gaol or who deserved to go to gaol. The issue
cannot be clearer than that. That is what he has been
saying. Why is it that the government wants to do
away with the important budget debate that was
prepared for this week and last week? Because the
government will guillotine it at 1.00 p.m. tomorrow
many honourable members will not be given the
opportunity to speak on it. We only agreed to the
government business program before the
government moved this item ahead of the
appropriation bill.
Why does the government say we want to talk about
this motion? It wants names to be named for two
reasons. The first is that if any names are named it
wants to sue for defamation whoever names the
names. I point out to the house that the government
Leader of the House has said he knows the names.
Therefore, if any government members genuinely
want the names named, all they have to do is ask the
Leader of the House. He knows the names. Don't
waste the time of the Parliament with this motion.
Just go and ask him!
The government seeks to have members of the
opposition name names so that they can be sued,
and I will come to what Fitzgerald says about
defamation actions as a form of intimidation in a
moment. The second reason the government wants
names named is so that people who may face
criminal charges will then be able to go to court and
say, 'My right to a fair trial is being abused. I cannot
get a fair trial and therefore I want the proceedings
against me dispensed with'. The government is
actually looking to get people off if particular names
are named, and in any circumstance that is a very
unsatisfactory way to operate.
The government comes before the house essentially
with a plan of entrapment. It says, 'We want you to
name names. You must name names or we will
condemn you or censure you'. Of course, if we did
name names all hell would break loose and we
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would be condemned for bringing reputations into
disrepute and so on.
The Leader of the Opposition and other members of
the opposition understand perfectly well rules such
as the sub judice rule and have no intention of
naming names and allowing government members
to take defamation action or allowing those people
the opportunity of getting off charges in court in the
event that they are charged. The Leader of the
Opposition says he has at no time named any
particular individuals he expects to go to gaol or
who he believes deserve to go to gaol.
The report of the Fitzgerald royal commission into
corruption has a section expressly dealing with
defamation actions, and it reads as follows:
The right to voice dissent from the opinion of the
government and its manner of decision making are no
less important for parliamentarians or the established
opposition party or parties.
A parliamentarian's role to review and constructively
criticise governmental activity could be hampered by
being inhibited from speaking out publicly by threats
of claims for damages. This is particularly so if the
defamation actions which result are funded out of the
public pwse.
The use of public resources at any time or in any way
to inhibit or suppress the expression of opposing
political opinion or a criticism of any administration is
wholly objectionable. Those in public life must accept
the risk of criticism even if it is at times unfair.

I direct the attention of the house to the fact that
throughout the course of this week the Premier and,
I think, other members of the government have been
leaning across the chamber and saying to John
Brumby, 'How's the house, John?' and threatening
him with defamation action which might adversely
affect his personal assets. The government wants to
intimidate the opposition by threatening defamation
actions and threatening the Leader of the Opposition
with the loss of his house, but it is not just the loss of
his house. I direct your attention to proceedings in
the Legislative Assembly on Friday last when the
Acting Attorney-General said when referring to the
Leader of the Opposition:
Under section 10 of the Wrongs Act a person who
makes allegations such as those made by the Leader of
the Opposition can be punished by one year's gaol.
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It is not enough to threaten the Leader of the
Opposition with loss of his property and personal
assets. The Acting Attorney-General - we know
why he is only acting - threatened the opposition
leader with gaol. That is exactly the sort of thing that
went on in the Bjelke-Petersen regime in
Queensland, and it is exactly the reason we are
raising these concerns. Anyone familiar with
Queensland politics when Bjelke-Petersen was in his
heyday would realise that the way the Premier and
government have behaved in this Parliament is
exactly the same as the Bjelke-Petersen government
acted - that is, anyone who spoke out against the
government in any shape or form was sacked or
attacked.
The government says to the Leader of the
OppOSition, 'We are unhappy with the attacks you
have made on cronyism. We are unhappy with your
raising of the casino issue and the KNF issue. We are
unhappy with your raising of the Leeds Media issue
and the way you have raised various contracts and
what you have said about the Tabcorp float. We will
get you and pass a censure motion against you'.
All that means is that the government has
61 members and the opposition has 27 members, so
the government can do what it likes. Even today
during the course of this debate the government has
been hinting at privilege motions. Certainly this
matter can be referred to the Privileges Committee,
which could also attack the Leader of the Opposition.
The Leader of the Opposition has been threatened
with defamation actions, gaol and Privileges
Committee resolutions by a government that is hell
bent on intimidating him as the Leader of the
Opposition and the whole parliamentary opposition,
just as it has been hell bent on intimidation of
anyone in the community who expresses concern
about the way the government behaves.
I also direct the attention of the house to the kind of
language the Premier and the Treasurer have used
as part of their campaign of intimidation,
harassment and abuse of the Leader of the
Opposition. On 5 October 1993 the Premier referred
to 'a gutless attack on the right of the individual'. On
20 October the Leader of the Opposition was
described as cowardly. The attacks continued: 'he is
yellow' and 'you are cowardly'. On 28 October he
was described as the 'new brainless leader', 'stupid',
and the 'most gutless politician I have ever known'.
He was asked 'Do you sleep with little boys?' and
described again as 'cowardly'.
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On 21 October he was asked 'Where is the rest of the
slime?' On 10 November the words, 'gutless
allegation' were used. On 5 October this year these
words were directed towards him, 'You're a little
grub', and on 11 October he was described as
'wallowing in a pool of slime'.

Is the Treasurer any better? No. He says, 'Crawl into
the gutter', 'the Leader of the Opposition has
stepped into ... a degree of filth that is unusual even
for him', 'Follow me into the gutter', 'What a pity
you're not dying, that would be a benefit for the
Victorian people' and 'criminal garbage'. That is the
kind of abuse to which the Leader of the Opposition
and any member of the opposition who dares
question any of the things the government is doing
is subjected.
As pointed out in the report of the Fitzgerald royal
commission into corruption in Bjelke-Petersen's
Queensland, it is important that:
An effective opposition is also essential for the proper

functioning of parliamentary democracy. The members
of the opposition are the constitutional critics of public
affairs.

So the role of the opposition is to be a constitutional
critic of public affairs, but when it criticises it is
faced with parliamentary abuse, censure motions
and the whole business program of Parliament being
rail-roaded to accommodate this debate.
Is it reasonable for the opposition to raise concerns
about the integrity of processes in Victoria today?
The answer to that question is yes. One can talk
about many issues in Victoria, but let us talk first
about the casino. As the government says, it is
correct that Labor set up the casino process - a
process with integrity - but what happened after
that process was set up by the Labor government?
Many things happened. The first is that the Premier
introduced a moratorium on gaming machines,
limiting their number to 15 000, and he admitted in
question time today that that was done to help the
casino. He did not admit that at the time. He said
there was a need to review the issue of gaming
machines, but in question time today he admitted it
was done to help the casino.
Secondly, via Ron Walker, the Crown Casino
consortium knew that the grand prix was coming to
Melbourne from Adelaide. The other bidders were
not aware of that. Thirdly, Uoyd Williams's
statement that he 'sensed that the Crown Casino
consortium bid was below the original m Sheraton
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bid' is interesting. How was it that Lloyd Williams
could sense that the Crown bid was below that of
the original m Sheraton bid? Did he move it up by
a little bit! He increased it from $170 million to
$262 million - an increase of $92 million! It beggars
belief that the Crown Casino consortium could
simply increase its bid in that fashion as a result of
sensing that it was behind the ITI Sheraton bid
without some prior knowledge.
Fourthly, the Crown Casino consortium revised its
accommodation proposal from 360 beds to
1000 beds, and tha t extraordinary expansion
prompted m Sheraton to argue that it should be
pennitted to rebid for the new proposal.
There was a new proposal for 120 self-contained
apartments on the site. Once again it was not part of
the original bid, and not something that m
Sheraton wanted done.
Late last year Crown Casino was given a licence to
manufacture its own gaming machines. Previously
only Tattersalls and the TAB could manufacture
gaming machines. Crown's licence is not subject to
the restrictions to which Tattersalls and the TAB are
subject. Next the TAB pulled out of the original
Crown Casino consortium bid when in fact it had
negotiated an excellent arrangement. If the bid was
unsuccessful the TAB was subject to no liability. If
the bid was successful the TAB would share in the
profits. What happened? Lloyd Williams, deputy
chairman of the TAB at the time and head of the
Crown Casino consortium, said to the TAB, 'Let's
get out of the Crown Casino consortium'.
His role is most WlSatisfactory. He was engaged in a
massive conflict of interest over his dual roles in the
TAB and the Crown Casino consortium. The
Premier had discussions with Ron Walker over the
Crown Casino consortium during the bidding
process. The Premier says cabinet was not involved
in the bidding process, and that it was all done by
the Casino Control AuthOrity. If one listened to
question time this afternoon it was clear that there
were discussions with the Casino Control AuthOrity
and the cabinet subcommittee. The Casino Control
AuthOrity was taking instructions from the cabinet
subcommittee on issues to do with the number of
gaming machines and so on. Next we have the
licensed sports bookmakers not being able to
compete with the sports book at the casino because
they pay taxes at the rate of 2.25 per cent of
turnover, whereas the casino is required to pay tax
only on profit rather than on turnover. All those
changes advantage the casino.
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One of the most extraordinary things that occurred
was that on 6 July the Tabaret at the Rialto closed it just shut down. It has had a turnover of
5476 million since it opened in 1990. It was taking in
about $1.2 million a week, and we are the owners. It
was just shut down. It was said, 'We don't want to
compete with the casino'. There was no justification
to close that facility except to benefit the casino and
its owners, many of whom are Liberal Party
members.
The opposition raised that issue in Parliament. It
said the government was intending to close the
Tabaret at Rialto because Uoyd Williams wanted it
to and the Minister for Sport, Recreation and Racing
denied that it would happen. Three weeks after the
opposition raised the matter that is exactly what
happened - the Tabaret at the Rialto closed. The
government shifted the goalposts one more time.
The casino is one area of concern the opposition has
about the way in which business is being done in
this state. It has many others.
I turn to Leeds Media and the way in which the
government has run its advertising contracts. We
find a disgraceful pattern where the lowest tenderer
was not successful. Patronage was the order of the
day. A multimillion dollar media buying contract
was given to Leeds Media, a company that was set
up solely for that purpose without accreditation as a
media buyer. When tenders were called, the
company did not even exist as a company. It was
simply a reward for mates.
Another area the opposition is concerned about is
government inconsistency. It was interesting to hear
the Minister for Public Transport say earlier in the
debate, 'Well, there's a dispute between the Leader
of the Opposition and Damon Johnston from the
Herald Sun about what occurred in an interview. I,
the Minister for Public Transport, believe Damon
Johnston.'
I take the house back to 30 March where, at page 706
of Hansard, the Minister for Public Transport is
reported as having said when referring to
Mr Johnston:
... one journalist, who has become known as the
mouthpiece for the Labor Party, have been engaged in
a crusade for many months ... and the journalist are
trying to cast aspersions -
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At that stage the Minister for Public Transport was
not interested in listening to what Damon Johnston
had to say about the Natbus contract and the role of
Roger Graham in working for Jim Bosnjak's bus
company. But now he takes a completely different
view altogether.
The opposition is most concerned about the quality
of government in Victoria. We see a pattern
emerging which is similar to.le pattern that
occurred in Queensland. Incieed, I believe we are
ahead of the Queensland schedule, when one looks
at what has occurred in Victoria over the past two
years, with numerous contractual matters over the
casino, the Chung Corporation, the TAB Vanuatu
operation and the float of Tabcorp where mates of
Mr Scanlon, Mr Wilson and Mr Tilley said, 'Well,
Tabcorp is due to be floated. Here is a cow that is
ready for milking'. Mr Wilson had a salary
approved of $8 million, Mr Tilley was involved in
contracts worth $3 million and the Tabcorp float was
a woeful failure. It was a scandal that a Victorian
asset of that value could be despatched in such a
way.
There have been irregularities in the handing out of
ambulance and bus contracts and in media buying
contracts with Leeds Media and many other areas. A
climate of corruption and cronyism has developed
that is ahead of what occurred in Queensland. After
only two years we are further down that road than
Queensland.
TItis government has a pattern of intimidation
towards anyone who takes a contrary view. That
intimidation has not been confined only to the
opposition. It has been a characteristic of this
government, a trademark throughout its two years
in office.
The 7.30 Report has been banned, as has the Sunday
Age. The Age is criticised for reasons that escape me,
because it is certainly a strong supporter of the
Liberal government. However, any contrary views
expressed by the community, just like those of
Justices Fogarty and Nicholson, are attacked.
Anybody who expresses a contrary view is attacked
and intimidated by the government. That is one of
the features noted in the Fitzgerald royal
commission report. Any criticism of the government
is attacked and attempts are made to intimidate
them into silence with parliamentary abuse of the
kind that I referred to the house earlier.

on the name of Mr Graham.
When the government says to the opposition, 'Put
up or shut up', that is exactly what we have sought
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to do. We have sought the information to enable us
to work out where due process has or has not been
followed. The opposition went to the Supreme Court
because it was so concerned about the Premier's
activities through the KNF Advertising company
and the potential for corruption. But what did the
Premier do? He came into the Parliament and said, 'I
don't want to listen; 61 beats 27 and we will take this
matter beyond the jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court, so we cannot have the discovery of
documents and the opposition cannot find out what
the business dealings through KNF have been'.
The opposition wanted to assess whether the
Premier had breached the constitution and therefore
should forfeit his seat. There has been the sacking of
the judges of the Accident Compensation Tribunal,
the sacking of the equal opportunity commissioner,
the sacking of the law reform commissioners, the
sacking of most members of the former Industrial
Relations Commission, the sacking of members of
the Administrative Appeals Tribunal, the sacking of
elected local governments, attacks on the Director of
Public Prosecutions and the removal of appeal rights
to the Supreme Court under the Victorian
constitution by the inclusion of ouster clauses. More
than 50 acts of Parliament take away citizens' rights
to appeal to the Supreme Court. There has been the
dismantling of freedom of information legislation,
the gagging of Parliament and attacks on the
entitlements of the opposition party and of
opposition members.
What has happened is that the checks and balances
in this state have been removed and a climate of fear
and intimidation has been created. Anyone who has
the courage, like the Leader of the Opposition or the
Honourable David White in another place, to say 'I
am concerned about the quality of government in
Victoria and it is my role as an opposition member
to make sure that appropriate standards of propriety
and integrity are observed' is subjected to malicious
personal attacks and abuse.
That is essentially what this resolution is about; it is
an abuse of the Parliament. The government knows
perfectly well the names of those people whom it
alleges were referred to by the Leader of the
Opposition. To bring this motion before the
Parliament is simply an abuse of the forms of the
house. There are many members who wish to speak
on the appropriation debate and when the
government gags that bill tomorrow, as it has
gagged so many bills in the Parliament during the
past two years, those people will be deprived of the
opportunity of speaking on the bill.
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Nevertheless I shall assure the house that opposition
members have every intention of continuing to raise
issues of propriety and integrity in this Parliament
and everywhere they have the opportunity to do so,
because they are concerned about what has been
going on in Victoria and about the continuing
potential for corruption.
This government has a predilection for outsourcing
and for privatisation. In the case of outsourcing,
contracting out, tendering out in the case of
privatisation, and the sale of government assets, the
potential for corruption is substantial indeed. There
is much more potential for corruption in Victoria
now than ever before, and therefore as an opposition
we need to be more Vigilant than any other
opposition has been in Victoria before.
I assure the house that opposition members are
concerned about the things that we have seen and
have heard about and the way this government does
business. The opposition will continue to pursue
these issues and we will continue to debate this
motion and any other motion the government puts
up before the house.
Nothing is more important in Victoria than
maintaining integrity in government, maintaining
quality of government, maintaining proper
processes with tenders, contracting out and the like.
Those things have not been followed with Crown
Casino. They have not been followed with Leeds
media. Thev have not been followed with
ambulance 'contracts, bus contracts, the operations of
the TAB in Vanuatu with the Chung Corporation
Ltd, and in many other respects.
1 urge the house to reject the motion and support the

amendment moved by the Leader of the Opposition,
who has made it perfectly clear to the house that he
did not name individuals he expected to go to gaol
or who deserved to go to gaol.
He correctly points out that his interview with the
Herald Sun was not reported at the first available
opportunity, so it certainty did not regard the
comments that the Leader of the Opposition raised
as newsworthy at the time. It reported them only
some days later, as the Leader of the Opposition
pointed out, after the Premier went berserk at the
Herald Sun's treatment of the cronyism debate.
When this opposition was challenged to put up, it
was happy to put up its concerns about cronyism
and to talk about appointments like the one I talked
about, concerning Uberal Party member Karen
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Synon at the Department of Business and
Employment. Ms Synon jumped from a $43 000
position to a position paying more than $100 000, her
application being accepted long after the closing
date for applications. There was no evidence of a
proper selection process being followed and no
evidence of proper selection criteria. The opposition
is happy to put up about the composition of the
Ethnic Affairs Commission. I believe it is five
members out of eight who are members of the
Liberal Party.
Those sorts of matters are matters that the
opposition is happy to raise and to discuss. I draw to
the house's attention the fact that it is not simply the
opposition that expresses these concerns. Terry
McCrann has pointed out that Ron Walker wears
three hats:
First, as federal Liberal Party treasurer - which is to
say fundraiser. Second as the driving force of the
Melbourne Major Events Committee which won the
grand prix. And finally, as one of the principals behind
Hudson Conway which last year was one of two
bidders - and ultimately the successful one - for the
casino ...
Mr Walker was chasing and locking up the grand prix
on the basis of public money - at the same time as the
Hudson Conway-Ied consortium was entering the final
bidding for the casino licence, which is a government
awarded licence to print money. This gave his Crown
casino a clear advantage in bidding for the licence over
the competing Sheraton-led group which had no
inliling that the grand prix was coming to Melbourne.
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it provided total payments of fees and taxes of
$995 million, as against Crown's $964 million.
Even then, after 30 August the Victorian Casino
Control AuthOrity went back to Crown. It had the
opportunity to make further revisions to its bid. m
Sheraton has said it was not given that same
opportunity, it was told that 'everything was all
right, that it was in front'. Crown, on the other hand,
was given a completely different message, so its bid
was amended for a third time.
A most unsatisfactory process was gone through,
with Crown having access to infonnation that m
Sheraton sayS it did not have. So as a result of that
and as a res~t of all the other things that changed
after the bids were approved, the opposition is very
concerned about the cronyism and the potential for
corruption that exists in Victoria today and we shall
continue to pursue these issues.
The government can move as many motions as it
likes, it can play havoc with the parliamentary
agenda as often it likes and it can use its 61 members
as often as it likes. But opposition members will not
be intimidated and we will continue to raise these
issues at any and at every available opportunity.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr DOYLE
(Malvern).
Debate adjourned until next day.
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... The fact remains that his (Mr Walker's) private
knowledge of success with the grand prix funded by
public money will deliver profits to his Crown Casino.
And that mix is deeply troubling.

That is not me saying that or any member of the
Labor Party saying that, it is Terry McCrann. He is
no friend of the Labor Party. The opposition has
concerns about the problem of conflict of interest,
and about the timing of the bidding for the casino. I
point out that in the first round of bids the Crown
Casino consortium came in way behind the
m Sheraton bid, over $90 million behind the m
Sheraton bid. In the second round of bidding, which
was supposed to close on 30 August, the Crown bid
was moved up to $262 million. Even then, if one
looks at the benefit for the government and for the
people of Victoria over a period of twelve years it
was clear that the Sheraton-Leighton offer was a
superior offer financially to the Crown offer because

Debate resumed from 11 October; motion of
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer).
Ms GARBUIT (Bundoora) - This is a dishonest
and hypocritical budget. It is one that does nothing,
and the Treasurer does nothing to tackle the
problems. He says that the crisis is over. It might be
over for him, but it is certainly not over for the state,
nor is it over for the people that I meet with my
portfolio responsibilities for disability services,
children's services and women's affairs.
I want to focus the debate on the impact of this
government on Victorian women. There is only one
word for it, and that is disastrous - from one end of
the state to the other. The Minister responsible for
Women's Affairs has done nothing. She joins the
Treasurer in being a do-nothing person in this
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government because she had done nothing for
women.
After checking back through her press releases to
make sure I was not doing her an injustice, I found
only two press releases for this year, which indicate
nothing at all about policy. There are no comments
on the effects and the impact of this govenunent's
policy at all. There were only two press releases
doing next to nothing. This minister is not an
advocate for women, she is not an advocate at all.
She does not speak up for the women in this state
and she is absolutely silent on changes that have an
impact on women. She does not monitor the impact
on women; she does not speak up about changes;
she does not care.
The govenunent has had amazing impact on women
in a number of ways, and I shall go through some of
them. We all know massive cuts have been made to
general services. Obviously this has had a massive
impact on women in direct and indirect ways.
Although people would not think of the cuts as
particularly affecting women the majority of the
impact has fallen on them. Approximately
$S8 million has been cut from public hOUSing.
Because women form the majority of public tenants
the impact is particularly hard on them. Similarly,
tenant services and consumer services have been
decimated under the Minister responsible for
Women's Affairs. She has not spoken out about that.
She is not monitoring the impact of those cuts.
However, because women are the major users of
those services the impact is felt disproportionately
by women.
Secondly, by cutting programs designed to tackle
the causes of disadvantage and discrimination that
women experience, the govenunent has had a
disastrous impact on them. Although I could
mention many examples, I mention particularly the
programs that were established to assist girls in
education. A number of programs that were
designed to encourage girls to take a wider range of
subjects to improve their career opportunities have
been cut The Women Talk Work register has been
cut; girls' science and technology centre, cut;
statewide equal opportunity resource centre, cut;
and regional equal opportunity resource centres, cut.
No attempt at all has been made to monitor the
impact of the changes. No attempt has been made to
put into place programs that tackle the causes of
problems that women and girls experience.
Programs designed to prevent discrimination and
further disadvantage have also been cut The
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restructured Equal Opportunity Commission
followed the pattern of having a review. That was an
excuse to restructure, and the restructure did away
with the problem. The problem there, of course, ~as
Moira Rayner who was speaking out on behalf of
women, unlike the Minister responsible for
Women's Affairs whose job it is and who has been
silent Moira Rayner's position was done away with
in the restructure. The new structure makes it harder
for women to take the steps to prevent
discrimination, to seek justice and to prevent further
discrimination.
Changes to the Equal Opportunity Commission
mean that every person who puts in a claim faces
the risk of having to pay all costs, and that puts off
any number of women. People cannot risk having to
pay the huge legal costs incurred by the very people
they complain about.
A further example in this category is the 30 per cent
cut to the Women's Information and Referral
Exchange (WIRE). That organisation provides
information to thousands of women every year. The
cuts are an attempt to restrict the excellent work of
that organisation. The exchange has to rely on
hundreds of volunteers every week in order to keep
up this vital service. As we will see, part of the
impact of these changes means that many services
are turning back to volunteers - usually women in order to keep their services operating.
Program cuts force further work qn to the
community. The agencies do not just fold up. Those
that are serving the community and want to
continue serving the community have to find other
ways of operating. Of course the govenunent is
relying mainly on the community, but particularly
on women, to pick up that load.
One of the ways the govenunent has been able to get
away with the early-discharge-from-hospitals
policy, for example, is to rely on carers at home,
largely women, who are there to care for ill people,
people who previously would have stayed in
hospital an extra day or two or three. Now it is
expected that the family, the community particularly women - will be at home to pick up
that part of the govenunent's responsibility.
In all sorts of ways this government is expecting the
community to pick up what should be the
responsibility of the govenunent.
Mr Hamilton - Especially out in the bush.
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Ms GARBUTr - Out in the bush women in
particular are carrying the extra load. The
government's actions reveal how it views society; its
view is always an economic approach, its priority is
the current account deficit. The government's
actions also reveal its view of women and their place
in society, and it is a very traditional view. They see
the role of women in the family not as separa te
individuals but only as part of a family, usually at
home, and therefore available for work such as
caring for the ill or doing volunteer work in
preschools, for example. Preschools are surviving
only because of the extraordinary efforts of parents
putting in hours as committee members to keep
them operating, and usually it is women.
The government view is that women are victims, not
strong, independent people who want to stand up
for themselves. They are seen as victims to be
protected by ever tougher penalties. No attempt has
been made to prevent problems or to redress
discrimination - simply wind up the sentences
even higher.
It is a bitter irony that this government's policies are
forcing more and more people to become carers, and
not voluntarily. Although many people care for
relatives and family members with great concern,
love and compassion, they are now being forced into
the position where they have to be carers. There are
no other choices. At the same time carers are finding
fewer and fewer community support services
available to assist them. Respite, for example, is
being withdrawn. It is an enormously difficult
service to find these days.

The government is also forcing communities to rely
more and more on volunteers. I mentioned the
organisation, WIRE, which is now training hundreds
more volunteers to keep the service going. Schools
and preschools could not run without volunteers. It
is not done by choice any more. Volunteer work is
not performed only because of commitment to the
school; it is something that parents do because they
want to see their children succeed - but now they
absolutely have to do it. The school would not
survive and the children would not be educated
without it, and parents know it. That burden is
being forced on to communities by the policies of
this government
Furthermore, those policies will increase pressure on
people and on communities. Those policies will
increase unemployment. Pressure will be applied
from all sorts of directions. The government is doing
nothing to prevent the violence that stems from that
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situation. Prevention policies, tackling the cause of a
problem, rate nowhere in this government's view of
the world.
I want to focus particularly on two or three areas
today. The first is child care. A recent survey across
Australia revealed the cost and availability of child
care as one of the major concerns of women. It along with violence and breast cancer - came up in
the top three concerns in what was called the Purple
Postcard Survey by the Australian Council for
Women. This government has failed for two years for the entire time it has been in office - to sign the
national child care agreement.

The original offer from the Commonwealth
government was for an extra 13 600 patients spread
across long-day care, out-of-school-hours care and
family day care. The government dilly-dallied, did
nothing, argued and wanted to talk more. In the end
the federal government transferred some of those
places to Queensland, which was the first state to
sign the agreement because it wanted the places and
recognised the need for them. This government
failed to negotiate. Why? There were any number of
reasons but primarily it was because it did not want
to participate. Only 30 per cent of the costs would be
paid by the state government, and much of that was
in capital. We know from our knowledge of
child~e capital that much of the capital is in land
donated by local government. That percentage was
the maximum percentage and the reality was that it
would be much less.
The state government then dumped the state day
nurseries which ran hundreds of child care places. It
walked away from the funding of that program and
said to the federal government 'Pick it all up. We
don't want any part of it'. There was no negotiation,
no talk. It was simply a unilateral decision, and that
reflects its lack of commitment to child care.
The federal government proceeded to sign
agreements with other states, and while New South
Wales and Victoria held out it transferred many
places directly to local communities. ApprOximately
7500 places were transferred to local communities
because local government and communities had a
commitment, saw a need and knew that parents
wanted extra child care. The commonwealth
government was prepared to enter agreements with
those local communities and provide those serVices
directly.
The original offer has now been reduced
significantly. It has gone from 13 600 places to 6800,
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which is exactly half. We have lost the opportunity
for the original number of places to be provided, but
still the government will not sign the agreement.
Even if it signs now many places will be lost
interstate. They will probably go to Queensland
because it has shown a commitment to families to
provide child care and a willingness to expand the
child care system.
In recent months a spate of surveys has been
released confinning the great need for extra
child-care places and a growing anger among
Victorian and Australian families about insufficient
child-care places. The Australian Law Reform
Commission and the National Council for the
International Year of the Family have both
commented on this issue. They say they were
surprised by the depth of community discontent
about child care. Both held nationwide community
consultation to substantiate their reports. The ABS
quantified the number of children involved and said
that about 490 000 children under 12 years need
formal care and of those children 74.4 per cent are
not receiving that care. The rest are receiving some
formal care but need more, according to the
Australian Bureau of Statistics.
They are interesting statistics. Other reports confirm
the need, the discontent and the anger over the
issue. The Work and ChildCare AdViSOry Service
found that 20 per cent of people surveyed had
difficulty finding child care. Again that shows a
great demand that is not being met. The Australian
Consumers Association survey showed that parents
were critical of the cost, quality and availability of
child care. The federal Auditor-General said there
was a vast, urunet demand for child care for children
under three years. There we have six surveys which
show an urunet demand.
For the past two years the federal government has
signed the national child-care agreement with other
states and wants Victoria to sign so that it can meet
the needs of parents, but this government is washing
its hands of it. It is failing families across Victoria.
The out-of-school hours child-care program was
singled out as a special problem. Professor Ca ss, the
Chairwoman of the National Council for the Year of
the Family, spoke of how difficult it is to get
child-care places:
People valued good-quality care very highly but what
they are frustrated about is a lack of places. They are
very concerned to have much more flexibility in
child<are arrangements than is currently available.
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This is a real problem. We have evidence of the
impact being felt by parents because the government
has not signed the child-care agreement. More than
100 schools have applied for out-of-school hours
programs for the commencement of the 1995 school
year. During the last two weeks they have received
letters saying 'No money will be available for this
program. You cannot start until term 3 at the
earliest', in the next financial year. Schools now find
the planning to meet the great needs of the parents
of children who attend their schools is for nothing
because the Victorian government still will not sign
the agreement to deliver extra places.
The schools involved stretch across Victoria. They
are in areas of high need, and I want to mention
some of them because I am sure they will be of
interest to members. There are six schools or centres
in Ballarat that would have received the 'Sorry, we
cannot help you' letter in the last week: Blackhill
Primary School, Magpie Primary School, Urquhart
Primary School, Ballarat 27'.d Clarendon Grammar
School, the Ballarat City CJWlcil and St Aloysius
Primary School. There are 3 schools in Bendigo and
10 in Geelong. What a pity the honourable member
for Geelong is not present in the chamber. She is not
able to advocate for her schools with any success.
Schools in Frankston have missed out, as have six
schools in Knox. Schools in Lilydale and Mildura
have also missed out. I am concerned that nine
centres in Whittlesea have missed out on the service.
It is a growing area with a huge number of children,
but nine centres will not receive their out-of-school
hours child care for term 1 of 1995 because this
government has no commitment to child care. Those
schools and centres include Bundoora Primary
School, Epping Primary School, St Clare's Pri~ary
School, Findon Primary School, Mernda Primary
School, Leisure City Sports, Lalor West Primary
School, Meadow Glen Primary School and
Whittlesea Community Health Centre. They have
done the work and the planning with the
expectation that the agreement would be signed, but
nothing has happened. Bellfield Primary School in
Heidelberg has also missed out. I repeat: the third
greatest area of concern for women in a recent
survey conducted in May showed that the
availability and cost of child care was a major issue,
but the federal government has offered to fund
thousands of extra places. Other states have taken
up the offer, but not New South Wales and Victoria.
It has found ways of getting around the state
government and of going directly to local
communities in its desperation to get these places up
and running, but still the state refuses to sign and
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then accuses the federal government of refusing to
cooperate. What hypocrisy! Meanwhile parents are
still being disadvantaged. For example, under the
front-page headline 'City faces child-care crisis' an
article in the Essendon Gazette of 5 September states:
Four hundred children are waiting for placements in
Essendon council long-day chiJd-care centres, many for
up to two years.

What a pity the honourable member for Essendon is
not here to tell us more about this or to learn more
about it. He is reported in the article as being
Wlaware of the situation and as going on to make
the perceptive comment:
The federal government should face up to its
responsibility ... The state would help out if it could.

I can tell him how the state can help out! It can
accept the places the federal government is trying to
push at it and has been trying to get established for
more than two years. It is not the federal
government, as the honourable member for
Essendon suggests, but the state government that is
draggin~ its heels, and now the parents of Essendon
will pay me price.
What is the cost of all this? What would it have cost
to have those thousands of extra child-care places?
One might say it depends on what it is compared
with. The cost would in fact be about $10 million.
What else has the government spent $10 million on?
It is funny that just that sum is being spent on
renovating the Premier's office. The Premier's office
must look good; it must have better air-conditioning
and computer systems! Of course we can find and
spend that sort of money on the Premier's office but
not for out~f-school-hours child-care places, not for
the children or families of Victoria.
One of the best things the government could do in
the International Year of the Family is decide to
make a commitment to the families of Victoria to
establish more child care programs. The parents
have done the work; they have put in the proposals,
done the planning and are ready to go. It needs only
joint funding from federal and state governments. In
fact, the federal government itself allocated some
money in the last budget and set up some of these
programs, but it is not prepared to continue unless
the state government will put in under some sort of
cost-sharing arrangement and be prepared to put in
a small proportion of that funding to get those
child-care places up and running. But, no, the
government will not do it.
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I suggest to the honourable member for Essendon
that he talk with the Minister for Community
Services and the Minister responsible for Women's
Affairs and explain to them how urgent the situation
is for his constituents and how families in the
Essendon council area have been waiting for up to
two years for these places when the resolution is so
obvious. It is a matter of priorities! The money is
there, because the government is prepared to spend
it on the Premier's office. It should be prepared to
spend money on child-care places to solve a problem
tha t has gone on for two years.
A tw<ryear waiting list in Essendon means that
some families will have give up two years' salary.
Husbands and wives will not both be able to go out
to work; one will have to be at home because the
necessary child-care places are not available. People
who want to work to bring in more money to
support their families will be stuck at home because
of a shortage of places.
TIlat situation is typical of the government's
approach to families and to women. It has been
cutting services and making life much more difficult
for them. It has absolutely no vision for community
services in Victoria. We have seen a whole range of
responsibilities that belong with the government
and n~ne else being dumped back on the
community for it to cope with as best it may with
fewer and fewer means of support and no choices.
The government is dishonest and the crisis is not
over for families and women in this state. It may be
over for the Treasurer, but it is certainly not over for
people needing child care.
Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) - I was pleased to
hear that the honourable member for Bundoora was
out in my electorate not so long ago, that she cared
deeply for my constituents and that she would do so
much for them. Now I am surprised to hear she has
forgotten exactly where they are. Her memory is so
short that I am sure if she should ever get into
government she would forget where they are and
what they need.
I place on record my appreciation of the work done
by the Premier and the Treasurer. They have worked
very hard and effectively to restore a semblance of
order and balance and a sound structure to the
finances of Victoria.
Only two years ago Victoria truly was in a black
hole. We need look no further than what that bunch
of right-wing and notoriously pr<rKennett
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scribblers, the editorial and opinion writers of the
Age, say about the budget. The Age editorial of
Thursday, 8 September under the heading' A budget
to celebrate a great achievement' states:
Victoria is emerging from its winter of economic gloom
into a welcome spring of growth and optimism. The
sense of crisis has gone ...

That is exactly the case. The sense of doom and
gloom that pervaded Victoria two years ago and in
the period. leading up to the October 1992 election
has gone. It has been replaced by the spring referred
to in the Age - by a sense of optimism, hope and
determination right across Victoria. That situation is
a welcome thing to see but it has not been achieved
easily nor has it been achieved overnight. It must be
encouraged.
The government now has the responsibility and
faces the challenge of ensuring that a sense of
optimism and hope is nurtured, protected,
encouraged and fostered in years to come so that
Victoria can again take pride of place among all the
states in Australia and so that Victoria can again be
the economic powerhouse of the country and a place
in which I would be proud to have my son growing
up and in which people generally would be proud
to have their children growing up. Sadly, that was
not the case until recently and the 10 dark years - I
think it was referred to as the dark decade or decade
of gloom by the honourable member for
Tullamarine - is something that should be
remembered, learned from and not repeated.
I hope some of the newer opposition members take
heed of the words of the Honourable Theo
Theophanous in another place about Labor's need to
recognise its mistakes of the past, to learn from them
and change its ways. Sadly, when I listened to the
maiden speech of the new honourable member for
Williamstown I discovered that his prescription for
good. management in Victoria was simple. He said
he·was the new face of the Labor Party. He said the
education system could be fixed by spending more
money. He said the health system could be easily
fixed by spending more money. Fixing the transport
system was not a problem, just spend more money.
It was a very Simple, traditional Labor recipe for
mismanagement, maladministration and disaster.
It is the lesson that has not yet been learned by the
new members of the opposition, and I hope that as
they spend more time here and see the benefits
accruing to Victoria from the responsible
administration of the Premier and the Treasurer they
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will start to realise that 'spend more money' is not a
panacea for all ills.
For the first time in many years the current account
will be in surplus by the end of the financial year. In
fact, the overall budget deficit will be some
$24 million. If ministers do better than their budget
targets Victoria couId have an overall budget
surplus at the end of the 1994-95 financial year. It is
an extraordinary achievement to go from a current
account deficit of apprOximately $3000 million
according to the Victorian Commission of Audit and
by commercial accounting standards, which is what
this government inherited upon coming to office in
October 1992, to a current account that is in
substantial, sustainable surplus. But, it is only the
first step in achieving the longer term aims of the
Premier and the Treasurer.
As they have clearly stated, they aim to restore
Victoria's credit rating to AAA, to get the state back
to its position as the competitive leader in Australia
so that compared with Queensland and New South
Wales our taxes, costs and charges are not
substantially higher, our debt levels are not way out
of proportion and our costs of public administration
are not wildly more expensive. Indeed the
Treasurer, the Premier and all members of the
government hope Victoria will be in a better pOSition
than the other states and will set the path for future
government administration in Australia.
This, the halfway point of the Kennett government's

first term in office gives an opportunity to reflect on
the achievements made and to reaffirm our
determination to achieve the longer term goals
which have been set and which need to be achieved
by the turn of the century - even the turn of the
millennium! We need to get back to that AAA rating.
When we mention debt levels all we get from the
opposition is carping criticism. 'What is wrong with
debt? Henry Bolte had debt and regularly borrowed
money from within and outside Victoria,' they say.
That is true, but he had a good. reason for it. In the
days when Henry Bolte was the Premier, Victoria
had an expanding economy and a rapidly growing
population. Large investments were needed for
infrastructure, so the government of the day
borrowed. However, it responsibly borrowed only
the money it needed for capital programs. The Labor
Party would have us borrow money for current
expenses to pay the food. and fuel bills, to use a
domestic analogy. That is a recipe for disaster.
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I refer honourable members to Budget Paper No. 2
entitled 'Budget Performance and Outlook'. Chart
no. 6.3 at page 6-14 shows public sector debt to gross
state product on a state-by-state basis as at 30 June
1993. Of all the states Victoria has the second highest
level of public sector debt as expressed as a
percentage of gross state product. Only Tasmania's
debt is higher. Thank the lord we are better than
one, even if it is only Tasmania!
Our percentage of debt compared with GSP as at
June 1993 was 30 per cent, while Queensland's
percentage of debt was about 6 per cent. That state
has an AAA rating, as does New South Wales where
debt to GSP ratio is apprOximately 16 per cent. So
what? What does it mean? What benefit is that to the
ordinary person in the street?
Mr Hamilton - I'm sure you will tell us!
Mr McARTHUR - I hope I can and I hope you
willleam from it. It is very important to this state
and to Victorian families. The difference in credit
rating has a considerable effect on the cost of
borrowings.
Mr Hamilton -It's just as well you're a farmer.
You'd never make an economics lecturer!
Mr McARTHUR - That would send everybody
to sleep, which is not my intention! Chart 6.2 shows
Victorian margins over commonwealth and New
South Wales 10-year bonds. At their worst, Victorian
bonds were some 80 basis points more expensive
than New South Wales bonds. This means a
borrOWing of $1 billion over one year costs an extra
$8 million in interest. When you expand that to
cover $30 000 million of debt, the figure comes to
something like annual interest charges of
$240 million more than would have been paid by
New South Wales for the same amount of
borrowing. That would buy a fair few services, put a
few trains on the track and build a few hospitals and
schools if we did not waste it on interest payments.
The point is that if we can reduce the margin
between the cost of interest in Victoria and the cost
of interest in New South Wales, we will benefit
substantially. Since that worst ever point, which
COincidentally was just prior to the last election,
Victoria has substantially narrowed the gap. Our
cost of borrowing is now some 20 basis points higher
than in New South Wales. We have cut the gap by
three-quarters. 'That still means a substantial
additional cost to Victoria, but 20 basis points means
that each $1 billion costs us an extra $2 million in
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interest per annum. On a $30 billion borrowing,
which the state currently has, there is an extra
$60 million a year in.interest payments. That is on
the basis of having a worse credit rating than New
South Wales.
That $60 million could refurbish 15 or 20 schools.
There is a school in my electorate that is being
refurbished for less than $3 million. Credit ratings
and finance costs have a substantial and direct effect
on the state government's ability to fund programs
and services for its taxpayers. In addition to the cost
of debt servicing, we need to look at Victoria's taxes
and charges. They need to be competitive and
comparable with the taxes and charges levied in
other state governments.
If they are more expensive it will discourage
businesses either from opening in or expanding
within Victoria, and the last thing we need at the
moment is to discourage business.

This government has made plain and laid on the
table many times this year the fact that Victoria is
now open for business. Our aim is to encourage
business growth and expansion in Victoria for the
benefit of all Victorians. I note that my colleague the
Minister for Small Business has stated a number of
times recently that since the election some 8000
small businesses have opened their doors in
Victoria. Every one of them is employing at least one
person - the operator - and every one of them is a
potential employer of other people, whether it be
family or non-family members.
We need to encourage another 8000,10000 or even
20 000 new businesses to open in the next two years
and the same number again in the following two
years. It is not so much that we should be aiming
our strategy at creating more jobs, worthy and all as
that cause is; we should be aiming to create more
employers. By having more employers, by definition
we will have more employees and that will do more
for the unemployed in this state than if we simply
run job creation schemes funded from taxpayers'
pockets.
The Labor Party complains long and hard about
some of the statements made by the Treasurer on the
need for prudent and responsible financial
management and prudent administration and
management of taxpayers' funds. The Labor Party
laughs at that and says you need compassion. It says
you need a big, caring heart so that you can simply
spend money when it is requested. Prudence and
responsible management are not new things to the
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world; they are not new ideas of the Premier or the
Treasurer. In fact, if one looks back to earlier written
records 1500 years ago it is clear that Aesop, who
was writing in Greece in about the fifth century, had
the same idea.
I refer to Aesop's fables, particularly the one entitled

Go to the ant, thou sluggard. The honourable member
for Coburg might do well to heed the advice the ant
gave to the cicada. Ants are industrious little devils;
they spend their time working all spring and
summer and they store away food for the winter. It
is food for the community and food for their
offspring.
In this particular fable the cicada enjoyed the spring
and summer and spent all his or her time - it does
not actually say whether the cicada is male or
female - enjoying wine, women, song and frivolity,
and had a great time. Winter arrived and things got
chilly. The cicada got hungry so he went to the ant's
home and knocked on the door and said, 'Excuse
me, I'm feeling a touch hungry. Do you think you
could feed me?' The ants were not impressed
because they had spent a lot of time working to
build up the reserves they had and those reserves
were necessary to feed their community and their
offspring. Basically, they told the cicada to get lost.
The moral of Aesop's fable, in his own words is:
In everything beware of negligence, if you want to

escape distress and danger.

That message has not changed in the past
1500 years. That message is just as relevant now as it
was then, and members of the opposition would do
well to look at it. As the polls clearly show, the
general Victorian community is well aware of that
message. It supports responsible financial and
administrative programs undertaken by the
government and understands the need for prudence
and thrift. It is a pity the opposition cannot see the
same level of wisdom.
As 1 have already said, the government has worked
very hard over the past two years to achieve a
current account surplus. Mr Theophanous, the
Leader of the Opposition in another place, has had a
change of heart - he now believes the Labor Party
should be responsible. But what about their leader in
this place? I understand he's seen the light, too. In
fact, I heard him supporting that concept once or
twice recently, yet what has he actually done? The
other day in an interview on 3AW he blew away in
10 minutes two years of hard work. In 10 minutes of
promises he destroyed the current account surplus
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that has been achieved after two years of hard and
determined work.
This is what he promised, and it could well be
referred to in the Treasurer's terms because it really
is a 'Brumby' - that is, something you believe at
your peril. He promised ambulances, $15 million
extra; education, $40 million extra for recurrent
expenditure on teachers' salaries; and the dumping
of the state deficit levy immediately regardless of the
need for a sustainable current account surplus.
There is another $160 million gone already. In health
he promised an extra $45 million. It goes easily
when you say it fast. Unfortunately, it takes a little
longer to collect. As well as spending this extra
money, he will reduce taxes and charges by
something like $500 million.
In just 10 minutes he gave away more money than
this government has managed to save in two years
of very careful and responsible management, and
that is the sort of irresponsible leadership we and
the community can expect if the Leader of the
Opposition ever has the luck - misfortune, from the
point of view of Victoria - to take the Premier's
position. I am confident the people of Victoria have
more sense, and I am sure it will not happen.
I turn now to some local issues relating to the
Monbulk electorate. Some substantial programs are
under way in Monbulk, and more will commence in
the coming years. Monbulk Secondary College is
about to undertake a $2 million refurbishment
program. That money is made up of $1.5 million of
capital grants to refurbish sections of the school and
5500 000 for a major maintenance program. The
school is very happy with the program.
Mr Thomson - Mc Acting Speaker, I direct your
attention to the state of the house.
Quorum formed.
Mr McARTHUR - As I was saying, the staff and
school community of the Monbulk Secondary
College have worked very hard to ensure that they
get the best possible value for that $2 million of
taxpayers' money. I believe they have come up with
a very progressive, imaginative and sound plan for
the refurbishment of the school.
The Minister for Health has committed $1.5 million
to the Angliss hospital to relocate the old Chandler
ward to the main hospital building. It is currently
under construction and will open early in the new
year. As well as the $1.5 million of government
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money, the local community is contributing
approximately $400 000.
That will be of great benefit to patients at the Angliss
hospital. It will allow the hospital to provide better
and more effective rehabilitation services for
patients and substantially cut costs. At times they
had to call an ambulance from the old building
when they wanted to take someone from the
rehabilitation ward for rehabilitation therapy.
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Gardens in Olinda and other attractions that are
now easily accessible to everybody in suburban
Melbourne.
In recent days the government has funded a large
number of smaller programs such as the Arrabri
Community House in Bayswater North, which
received $22 175 and other smaller grants. A week
ago I handed over a cheque for $1200 for
playground equipment for its occasional care
program for toddlers.

Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 8.04 p.m.
Mr Hamilton - Was it a personal cheque?
Mr McARTHUR - Before the suspension of the
sitting I was talking about funding initiatives in the
electorate of Monbulk. Recently the Minister for
Roads and Ports announced a $3 million grant to
extend the duplication of the Swansea Road to the
York Road roundabout, a very important program.
It is a very heavily trafficked road with 25 000
vehicles a day using that section. There have been a
number of serious accidents, some resulting in
fatalities along the section between the roundabout
and the duplicated area of Swansea Road.
Duplication will substantially assist people in the
outer-east.
The government is in the process of implementing a
range of other initiatives that will benefit residents
in the electorate of Monbulk, especially the transport
program on Met stations. There will be four premier
stations to service residents in the electorate of
Monbulk - the Croydon and Lilydale stations on
the Lilydale line and the Boronia and Upper
Ferntree Gully stations on the Belgrave line.
The premier stations will be staffed from the first to
the last train, which is something of a change. There
will be a higher level of lighting and closed circuit
television will also be available for both safety and
public service. Public telephones will be available at
the premier stations along with full booking office
facilities.
That represents a substantial improvement in publiC
transport for the residents of the outer-east. I believe
it will result in more people using publiC transport
to get to and from work and to come into the city for
recreation purposes or shopping. It also makes the
reverse trip more attractive for people in the city and
other suburbs to go to the outer-east - to Belgrave
or Croydon. They can make a day trip to the
Dandenongs for a very cheap fare. They can go by
train to Belgrave or Croydon, get on a bus and go up
the Mount Dandenong Tourist Road. They can stop
off at points of interest such as the Rhododendron

Mr McARTHUR - No, it was not a personal
cheque. Friends of the Rhododendron Gardens
received $3800 through the Melbourne Parks and
Waterways program. The Upwey Regional Action
Group for the Environment received $1500 from the
same program. As I outlined earlier, a number of
major organisations in my electorate have received
grants. The Sherbrooke Community Health Centre
received $50 000. That new community health centre
was established by the Minister for Health. It will
improve health services in the Shire of Sherbrooke,
an area that was neglected by the former Labor
government, which paid lip service to community
programs and spent most of the money in the inner
urban and city areas. It neglected the outer east
badly.
The Dandenong Ranges Music Education Program,
which is jointly run by the Upwey High School and
the Dandenong Music Council and which is located
in the Upwey High School Campus is prOViding a
good community music education program to
people of all ages in the Dandenong Ranges. There is
a strong cultural focus on arts activities. Such
programs are being funded by the Kennett coalition
government in the interests of the community as a
whole. Such grants will substantially increase and
improve programs that were available in the past.
That puts a lie to some of the nonsense put about by
the Labor Party that the government has cut down
on community programs.
Mr CARLI (Coburg) - In joining the debate I
thank the honourable member for Monbulk for his
announcement that spring has sprung, that there is
greater optimism and hope for Victoria and that the
sense of crisis has gone. In welcoming his
contribution I note his quote of a classical Greek
scholar. I remind him that the classical Greek poets
had an idea of Arcadia. It was also a place where
spring had sprung and where there was optimism
and hope. Unfortunately, Arcadia is a mythical
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paradise. There is a crisis in this state in education,
health and community services.

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Bulleen is out of order.

We have seen increases in taxes and charges under
this government We have seen the continuation of
unfair taxes such as the $100 property tax. The fable
of Arcadia remains merely that - a fable, a mythical
paradise! But we are living in the real world and in
the real world Victoria has real problems, and this
budget fails to concentrate on those fundamentals.

Mr CARLI - Another area of grave concern to
country Victorians is the removal of the uniform
tariff on electricity charges. In the long term this will
mean that country Victorians will pay more for their
electricity. We have seen an increase in taxi fares as a
result of the further regulation of taxis. The net effect
for Victorians has meant an increase in taxes and
charges that has been estimated at $1900 for
ordinary Victorians since this government has come
to power.

Those fundamentals are in crisis. I shall go through
them again. They are education, health and
community services. Those important services have
been coupled with increased unfair taxes and
charges.
The Treasury figures indicate that the expenditure
on government schools is dropping a further $70
million and that retention rates are falling. That is
particularly true in country areas and I remind the
house of the debate earlier today about the effects of
government cutbacks in country areas, particularly
in country schools.

In country schools retention rates have gone from
76.4 per cent to 70 per cent. Class sizes are rising.
The level of youth unemployment is increasing and
Mr Hayward, the Minister for Education, says that
he is not concerned about the impact of those cuts.
Despite all those effects on the education system, the
minister himself has said that the effects of those
cuts are irrelevant.
In the area of health and commwtity services we
have seen the continued crisis in the ambulance
service. It is a crisis that the government has refused
to accept and acknowledge and therefore refuses to
fix up. We have seen the ambulance average
response time of 16 minutes, nearly double that of
the response time in New South Wales.
The $100 tax has remained on people's property. The
government has said that the crisis is over, but that
$100 poll tax is still there. Water prices have
increased. The further increase in water charges are
affecting property owners. If one were to compare
the charges to a person living in an area like
Cranboume with charges to a person living in an
area like Toorak, one would find that the move to
user-pays and the way this government has taken it
on board has meant that someone in Cranboume
will pay an extra $100 a year and someone in Toorak
will pay $100 less for their water.
Mr Perrin interjected.

This government is a high taxing government. This
has been admitted by economic commentators from
Des Moore to Davidson. We have seen what the
government's priority is from this budget - for
example, the $29 million that is being spent on the
Premier and Treasurer's offices. One should
consider how much that actually is compared with
other items in the budget. Compare that $29 million
with the amount of $26.5 million that will be spent
on new capital works in health and community
services, or the $28.6 million that is the total for all
capital works in agriculture this year. We have seen
very little capital works funding in sport; we have
seen the movement of program funding away from
energy conservation and alternative energy
measures, and that situation will get worse as the
government prepares to privatise the electricity
utility. We have seen corporate fees and large
amounts of moneys go into a whole series of
interests that are largely feather-bedding.
I have great concern about the issue of privatisation
and the moves towards privatisation being made by
this government. We have seen in the budget plans
to begin dividing up essential services, namely in
electricity, water, the ports and the Grain Elevators
Board. The Labor Party opposes the sale of those
publicly owned assets. It believes that they are being
sold cheaply against the better interests of the
Victorian people and that they are being sold in the
interests of overseas investors.
We have seen these privatisation plans, coupled
with increased charges for essential services to
ordinary Victorians. It is a situation where water
charges for the individual householder have been
increased. It is a situation which needs to be
addressed because not all privatisation is the same.
Clearly, privatisation of natural monopolies into the
hands of an overseas investor is not the same as
increasing competition in competitive areas of the
economy. I am talking about natural monopolies
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and about the handing over of important services to
people so that they can get their snouts in the trough
and charge a monopoly rent.
The new water charges are creating increased
equities against the interests of lower income earners
for the benefit of the higher-value property owners.
The same will occur in the area of sewerage where
we are moving towards a user-pays system, which
again will favour people who own large, expensive
properties against the interests of people with
smaller properties.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr CARLI-1bat's right, and this is only the
good part! The issue of electricity, which was
discussed earlier today, and the loss of the uniform
electricity tariff is a major loss for country
Victorians. We heard comments from the National
Party and Mr McGauran that the removal of
uniform tariffs will inevitably create a rural
under<lass.
It is ironic that the National Party has sold its
electorate and sold out its constituency. The removal
of the uniform tariff will eventually cost the rural
electricity user considerably more, and that is only
the start of what is happening in country Victoria. In
country Victoria the loss of the uniform tariff comes
on top of the damage caused by the closure of
schools, the damage caused by the closure of train
lines and the damage caused by the closure of
hospitals.

Honourable members have heard all this before, but
I believe it has to be re-emphaSised. It is pointless
going around saying how wonderful it all is, isn't it
a perfect world, when we have enormous taxes on
country Victorians which will have enormous
ramifications for them. It is easy to brush aside such
comments and simply say yes, you have an
urban-based constituency, but country Victoria is
hurting.
The Labor Party is aiming to become a greater force
in country Victoria and will become a force in
country Victoria because eventually it is the rural
constituency that will react against the political
measures that are against its own interests. We shall
see this first in provincial towns and cities of
Victoria where the opposition will regain those seats
that it lost in the last election. The opposition intends
to win back our rural and semi-rural electorates
because they are the ones that are hurting and they
are the ones that have been sold out!
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I shall now concentrate my remarks on the
privatisation issue, which I believe has little public
support - certainly when it comes to the
privatisation of the essential basic services of gas,
water and electricity.
We have already seen the privatisation of ports,
which has been criticised not Simply by members on
the opposition side of the house but by many
business and industry bodies. The Victorian
Employers Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the
Australian Chamber of Manufactures, the Victorian
Farmers Federation and major port users in
Melbourne, Portland and Geelong have all criticised
the move to privatise the ports.
Electricity will also be privatised. The privatisation
of electricity will break the industry up into small
regional bodies that will not be competitive either
between themselves or with the national grid that
we are moving towards. We are looking forward to
reductions in electricity tariffs but they will not be
achieved by the breaking up of the State Electricity
Commission in the way that has been recommended
by this government.

Government members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! Not only are
the members on the government benches disorderly
but I think all bar one are out of their places, so I will
ask them to be quiet.
Mr CARLI - The comments made by Pacific
Power in New South Wales about what is an
efficient and effective size to compete on the
national grid are worth noting. Certainly that size
will not be reached under the Victorian model of
breaking the SEC up into reasonably small regional
bodies. We have had criticism from Pacific Power.
We have had criticism from the business councils of
Australia. We have had criticism from ICI, a major
company and a major user of electricity in this state.
First and foremost privatisation is driven by a mad
rush for cash. It has been admitted by previous
speakers that basically what is driving the
government's privatisation program is the cash.
More importantly, it is driven by an ideology that
does not stand up to scrutiny or the empirical test of
studies of examples of this sort of privatisation in
other countries. In this type of privatisation - Mr S. J. Plowman - You didn't break it up,
though.
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Mr CARLI - We are talking about a competitive
industry. We are not talking about the scale of the
industry. That is quite different. We can well and
truly have private interests. What we are talking
about is the breaking up and privatisation of the
SEC in the manner proposed by this government.
There are examples in other countries. I will again
use a UK example: electricity charges have increased
by 40 per cent and more and water charges by 70 per
cent and more. That is absolutely true! I can give
you as many figures as you like on the UK
experience. It is a dreadful experience.
A government member interjected.
Mr CARLI - I see no evidence that the
government is learning from these mistakes I have looked at the government's reports. The UK
example is an indictment of the type of privatisation
program this government is talking about. In the UK
not only did prices to consumers increase but the
incidence of diseases such as dysentery and
hepatitis A increased by up to 150 per cent. The
British Surgeon-General has announced an inquiry
into the increase in dysentery and hepatitis A since
the changes to the water utilities in that country and
the disconnections. An inter-party committee is
looking at the effects of the disconnections, which
have caused a massive health problem.
In the UK we have seen the extraction of super
profits or monopoly rent, as they are known in
economics. They are prOVided because a basic
monopoly has been put into the hands of private
interests. The salaries of chief executive officers have
increased by 600 per cent in the water industry in
the UK, so there are people who benefit. There are
clearly winners and losers. The problem is that the
consumers are the losers. The people the
government calls 'the customers' are the losers. The
winners are the stockholders of those companies and
the CEOs, who have been the first to stick their
snouts in the trough.
Furthermore, the effect of privatisation will be to
seriously damage state finances. It is important to
note that in New South Wales moves to privatise
water basically ground to a stop when the
government realised just how badly privatisation
would affect the narrow revenue base of that state.
Victoria is even more vulnerable to a loss of cash
flow from those utilities. This government has lost
the plot as far as privatisation is concerned. It is
running a privatisation program which has very
little support in the Victorian community. As the
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Victorian community becomes more and more
aware of just how extensive and radical that
program is, the quicker it will react against it.
Empirical work has been done on privatisation,
certainly privatisation in Europe and the United
Kingdom. US economist Elliott Sclar has been
studying the economics of public service
privatisation for six years. I will quote that eminent
economist:
The only thing I can say for sure is that the cost savings
case in a large number of instances is dubious at best.
Yet the conventional wisdom is so strong that citing
50 cases in which privatisation lost money does not
offset the evidence of a single case in which savings
were attained.

This Six-year study looked at more than 50 cases of
privatisation in Europe and the UK and asked, 'Are
taxpayers and consumers better off?'. In the majority
of cases they were not. The costs were basically
incurred by the consumer and the taxpayer. This is
empirical work that warrants the attention of the
government.
The question then remains, 'Why the privatisation of
utilities?'. What is behind it? In what is it rooted? It
is basically an ideological desire to shrink
government. We have already seen evidence of that.
We have seen it in the cuts to education, public
transport and health services in this state. Under the
banner of greater efficiency we are wi tnessing an
attack on the welfare of the people by privatisation
as Significant public assets are moved into the hands
of private firms, private firms that will exercise
monopoly control.
Significant empirical work has been done on
privatisation but the government has failed to take
in the UK experience and the experience in other
parts of Europe. There are obviously some
successful cases, but there are many unsuccessful
ones. The failure to look at that experience is
ideological. If you were pragmatic about it, you
would look first of all at the desire to break up these
authorities and sell off public utilities. You would
look at experiences in places similar to Victoria, such
as the UK, where privatisation has been an absolute
and total disaster.
Market rhetoric is currently masking the plundering
of these public assets in the interests of the few, in
the interests of the wealthy. Monopolies such as
water and ports are being passed from the public to
the private sector. A regulatory mechanism is set up
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to ensure these £inns do not abuse their monopoly
position and that vital services are maintained. That
is the model that has been used in the UK.
A government member interjected.

Mr CARU- What is the result of the UK model?
The UK national consumer council has said of the
privatisation:
Shareholders have benefited much more than
customers from privatisation.

Water and electricity consumers in particular felt the
brunt of that privatisation.
I will go through it again. Depending on which part

of the OK or Wales you are in, water charges have
increased by between 45 per cent and 82 per cent
since privatisation. Electricity charges have
increased by between 7 per cent and 14 per cent.
Share prices, on the other hand, have increased by
approximately 200 per cent, and the salaries of the
CEOs have increased Significantly. The salary of the
chairman of British Gas has increased by 512 per
cent since privatisation. The chairman of Thames
Water fared even better with a 758 per cent increase.
Ross Wilson and his $8 million salary package
demonstrate, as we follow the British road of
redistribution of public assets - Mr COOPER (Momington) - On a point of
order, Mr Deputy Speaker, I have been observing
the delivery of the speech by the honourable
member for Coburg. It is quite clear that he is
reading it. Members on this side of the house would
like a copy of Mr Halfpenny's speech. If the
honourable member could make it available to the
house, we would all appreciate it.
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - On the point of
order, Mr Deputy Speaker, I am surprised that the
honourable member for Momington is being so
pedantic and petulant with a new member. The
honourable member for Coburg is referring to notes,
and it is most important that new members be given
the opportunity of speaking without such petulant
points of order being taken.
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) -On the point of order,
Mr Deputy Speaker, I too have been observing the
honourable member, and I am surprised at the
comments of the honourable member for Morwell
because he has had his back to the honourable
member for Coburg for most of the time he has been
speaking. If the honourable member for Coburg is
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not reading his speech perhaps he can make the
documents available.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! I do not
uphold the point of order, but I remind the house
that it is a long-standing tradition that members do
not read speeches. Honourable members can refer to
copious notes, but it does nothing for the level of
debate if speeches are read. I shall closely observe
the honourable member for Coburg, but at this time
I do not uphold the point of order.
Mr CARLI (Coburg) - Ralph Nader is a strong
consumer advocate from the United States of
America. He has taken on American corporate
power to protect the rights of consumers. Ralph
Nader recently visited Melbourne and referred to
overseas experience with privatisation. He is
reported in the Age of 11 October referring to the
way consumers have missed out in the United States
and have borne the cost of privatisation being
carried out because of a blind pursuit of ideology.
He says:
... that a blind pursuit of privatisation would inevitably
lead to a process of 'deprivatisation' in 30 years. There
will be a whole new Fabian movement, deprivatisation,
and we'll bring it all back. Reforms stop working after a
few years and we'll bring the public utilities all back'.

I am surprised that members opposite are not
familiar with the work of Ralph Nader. He is saying
that the only way to respond to this process is for
consumers to be empowered. Ultimately there must
be a way of reversing the privatisation process.
Why is there a move to privatisation of public
utilities? It is an ideological view that public sector
unions run the public sector, that public sector
workers are overpaid and that management is too
weak to respond. Government members believe
strongly in that view and forget that there have been
enormous improvements in productivity and
Significant reforms in the public sector over the past
decade which has made it very competitive and able
to function in the public interest.
The other important issue in the privatisation of
public utilities is that the government believes it is
running out of money and that it should pay back its
debt by selling off these utilities regardless of the
cost to the state.
Kenneth Davidson wrote an interesting article in the
Age of 8 October - -
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Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr CARLI - Yes, he is an honest and fair
reporter of public affairs.
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - On a point of order,
Mr Deputy Speaker, the honourable member is now
quoting articles in the newspaper. That is the only
thing the honourable member is speaking to and he
is not making a speech. The honourable member is
wasting the time of the house by reading that
material.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The Chair
will not tolerate frivolous points of order.
Mr Leigh - They are not frivolous.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! Excuse me, I
have been obseIVing the honourable member for
Coburg and by and large his speech has been given
off the cuff. Since the last point of order he has
referred to two separate articles and the last article is
a report by Kenneth Davidson from last Saturday's
Age which he was about to read. There is no point of
order.
Mr CARLI (Coburg) - Kenneth Davidson says
that Victoria is a high-spending and high-taxing
government and that it may be undermining the
long-term viability of the state by privatising public
utilities. He states:
Governments, including state governments, should be
allowed to borrow to finance capital spending.
Providing the return on the investment is equal or
better than the cost of borrowing then future
generations will benefit, rather than be burdened, by
the product of the investments financed by borrowing.
The opposite occurs with privatisation where the
earnings foregone are greater than the savings on
interest expense from the reduction in debt.

The returns offered by public utilities are of great
benefit to taxpayers. By selling public utilities a
bigger hole will be created than the government
claims existed in 1992. That will be a cost to the
taxpayer and will mean a reduction to services. This
is being done due to the belief in smaller
government and the reduction of government
expenditure. The net cost to the community will be
further cutbacks in services, particularly essential
services such as health, education and community
services.
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The crisis in these essential areas is now apparent to
everyone. The honourable member for Monbulk
demonstrated that government members are not
prepared to listen and do not believe there is a crisis.
Consequently they will not do anything about it.
Unfortunately, the continuing move to privatise
public utilities will worsen the situation. This crisis
will not go away just because government members
say everything is fine and dandy. The opposition has
demonstrated that the economy is not going so well
and that it is up to the government to improve.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member's time has expired.
Mr SPRY (Bellarine) - I take great pride in being
a member of a government that has had the guts and
determination to put Victoria's appalling economy
in order. It gives me great pleasure to be a member
of the government involved in this reform process.
When new members of the government took up the
cudgels in October 1992 they came from various
walks of life, but they recOgnised from their private
enterprise experience that the Labor government
had gone far enough with excessive spending.
Government members acknowledge that the budget
is responsible and that the government will not be
distracted from its purpose, which is to put Victoria
back on the map so that it is competitive as it
approaches 2000.
I do not think there is any doubt that when we came
into government Victoria was an economic basket
case. The Labor government that had been in charge
of the affairs of Victoria until that time demonstrated
a quite clear cargo cult mentality, and from the
words the honourable member for Coburg has just
been using it is clear that he too is a disciple of the
cargo cult mentality. He would just as soon see
excessive spending going on regardless of the
long-term cost to the people of Victoria and
regardless of the eventual effect it may have on the
overall debt of the state.
When the government came to office it was clear
that Victoria's credit rating had been downgraded
considerably. The honourable member for Monbulk
made the point that the increase in the amourit of
interest that the state was paying over and above
what it would have been paying had that credit
rating been the same as it was when the Uberals left
government in 1982 represents an amount of money
that would have been available to spend on other
important areas that the government is responsible
for. The government had to take the steps it did to
address that situation.
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Upon assuming office the Treasurer implemented a
complete audit of Victoria's debt situation. It was
revealed that despite some very inventive
accounting the previous administration had
indulged in, the level of Victoria's debt had
increased to something like $32 000 million, an
increase of almost 200 per cent over what it had been
when they took office in 1982, at which stage the
total level of debt was probably $11 000 million. That
the previous government had so dramatically
increased the debt in such a short time was a
considerable achievement and a considerable
demonstration of a total abandonment of the
principles of good government. It is something that
we, our children and their children will have to learn
to come to grips with in due course.
It was imperative, therefore, when the coalition
came to office for it to lift the shadow of darkness
from its economic outlook and engage in a process
of reform which will not stop with the first year or
with the second year but which is a process of
reform that will take place over many years. I can
assure honourable members, however, that it will
bring back to Victoria the competitive edge it
enjoyed some time ago.
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which we intend with all vigour to bring back to
Victoria.
The public sector had been allowed to blowout to
excessive proportions in that decade of Labor
administration.
Mr Perrin - Bloated!
Mr SPRY - As my colleague the honourable
member for Bulleen states by interjection, it was
bloated. It ballooned out to unacceptable
proportions. Not only did public sector spending
and the size of the public sector need to be curtailed,
the public sector also had to embrace a different
culture to the one it was getting used to. There is no
more fat on the bone following the introduction of
the government's refonns. Somehow the private
sector was the sector that had to deal with the
problem of this ballooning public sector. I believe
we are in the process of successfully introducing a
new culture to the public sector, of giving to the
people who are employed in these vital areas of
government services a sense of pride and fulfilment
that was missing because it gradually disappeared
under the weight of excessive spending and
unaccountable responsibility.

Mr A. F. Plowman - The decade of darkness.
Mr SPRY - As my friend the honourable
member for Benambra reminds me by interjection,
using the words of the honourable member for
Tullamarine, who first used that expression, the
1980s was indeed a decade of darkness. All but the
most ardent opponents of the government would
applaud the actions of the coalition since it came to
government and the fact that it was prepared to
come to grips with the disgraceful situation in which
Victoria found itself.
The recovery of Victoria's economic status has
generally been recOgnised to be dependent on a
dynamic and productive engine room. By that I
mean a dynamic and productive private sector
producing the goods and services we so desperately
need to be competitive in a world competitive
market.
The private sector must be robust and confident to
generate, first of all, the wealth that we so
desperately need in this state; to generate a cash
flow needed to provide for the public sector services
that the government is responsible for proViding;
and, perhaps most importantly, to generate the jobs
which we lost over the decade of darkness and

It has been necessary for the government in
addressing the current account blowout and the
accelerating debt to which I have just referred to
concentrate on the budget equation. As anyone who
has the vaguest idea of accounting, be it domestic or
public, would know, there are two sides to the
budget equation, the revenue side and the
expenditure side. Without the assistance of the
federal government through reformation of the
revenue side of the budget equation it is difficult for
a state government to do more than fiddle at the
edges of gathering revenue from the state.
But the Victorian government could do and has
done a great deal towards addressing the
expenditure side of the budget equation. The
disciplines that have been introduced are beginning
to have effect; they are beginning to bite and to
ensure that the turnaround in the current account
deficit is brought into effect.
I do not think there is any need for me to reiterate
the details of the cuts that the coalition government
has brought into the budget except to say that they
have been brought in on a very broad-based
platform so that the cuts have, generally speaking,
been right across every sector of the public service.
Some have been quarantined more than others. I
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mention especially the education sector, which was
quarantined as much as possible in the certain
recognition of the fact that education is one of the
most important functions that the government has to
perform.
Apart from that area, and perhaps the police and
emergency services area, the budget cuts have been
broad-based and as fair and equitable as possible.
They have isolated the people at the coalface - the
people delivering the services to the people of
Victoria. They have been aimed more generally at
the bureaucracy itself and at the paper shufflers at
the top of the public service.
If is fair to say that there is distinct evidence of a
recovery in Victoria's economic health and welfare.
The signs of recovery are reflected in the budget
documents, in which it is revealed that the growth
rate for the 1993-94 year wa"s something around
3.5 per cent and that the expectation for the 1994-95
year will be something approaching 4 per cent.
It is expected that, compared with other states,
Victoria will enjoy a surge in its growth rate second
only to Western Australia.

Turning to the local situation I wish to refer to the
June quarter economic indicators bulletin that is
prepared by the City of Greater Geelong because it
gives some idea of the state of the economy in my
electorate. An article headed 'Economic outlook
becoming brighter', which appears on page 1 of the
Geelong Advertiser, states:
Geelong's economy continues to slowly emerge from
recession, according to City of Greater Geelong
quarterly statistics released yesterday ...
The highlights of the June quarter economic indicators
bulletin by comparison with the March quarter were:
Retailing up 21.8 per cent
Manufacturing up 12.6 per cent
Service up 22.8 per cent

These figures indicate a return to economic
optimism in Geelong.
Mr S. J. Plowman - Top representation!
Mr SPRY - There is top representation in
Geelong. Nobody could work harder than the
honourable member for Geelong. She has done a
tremendous job in her representation of the people
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there, and I for one am very proud of her
achievements. The article continues:
New building approvals up 10.8 per cent, and the
dollar value up 21.2 per cent ...
The total number of dwellings approved for the quarter
was 269.

That is a fair indication of the economic optimism in
the Geelong area. Eighty-five or about one-third of
those 269 new dwellings were commenced in the
three major growth areas of the electorate I
represent 32 in Leopold; 34 in Ocean Grove; and 19
in Clifton Springs. The article continues:
The value of non-dwelling approvals rose by 40.4 per
cent to a total value of more than $14.2 million.
Of that, $4.6 million went into factories, $2.1 million to
shops, $1.3 million to offices and $1.3 million to other
business premises.

Those figures give some indication of the economic
outlook that prevails in my area. I do not think any
honourable member could match the litany of
government budget spending listed by the
honourable member for Ballarat East during his
contribution to the debate. It was an impressive list
of what he has managed to attract to his own
electorate. He and the honourable member for
Ballarat West are doing a tremendous job in
representing their constituents. I cannot match those
figures but I should like to direct the attention of the
house to a number of statistics.
Bellarine has received impressive support from the
various budgets introduced by this government.
ApprOximately $28 500 has been allocated to five
different arts projects on the peninsula; about
$38 000 has been allocated to 14 different sport and
recreation projects; $21500 has been allocated to five
projects in the conservation and environment area;
and $750 000 has been allocated to 14 schools. Those
are some of Bellarine's minor spending projects.
However, two or three major spending projects
should be mentioned. The first comes under the
Better Roads program. One-third of the kent-a-litre
fuel levy has been directed to country electorates,
while the remaining two-thirds have been directed
to metropolitan areas. I was pleased that a few
weeks ago I was be able to announce that Bellarine
had attracted funding from the Better Roads
program. Funding has been directed to the dual-lane
highway between the Wallington turn-off to Ocean
Grove and the Grubb Road roundabout. The road
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improvement program will have a profoWld effect
on servicing the needs of the fast-growing
Collendina area in the Ocean Grove region.
Two major development projects are in the process
of completion. The first is the Kingston Downs
project and the second is the award-winning parks
development project, which, Wlder the directorship
of Mr John Callanan, has been the recipient of
several environmental awards because of its design
qualities. Over the next decade or so those two
projects are expected to develop a further 2500
residential building blocks that will result in a
population increase of about 5000 people. Along
with most people on the peninsula, they will need to
commute to major employment areas in Geelong.
Therefore the Better Roads program, which will
enable that section of highway to be improved, will
have a beneficial effect on that residential area.
The Better Roads program is providing the funding
needed to upgrade the very important north-south
corridor between the two major highways on the
peninsula. I refer particularly to the Grubb Road
section between the rOWldabout and the
Portarlington Road. On that particular stretch of
highway two very important projects are being
developed. The first is the long-awaited and
much-vaWlted ambulance station, which is
approaching completion, on a section of road on the
Grubb Road corner near Drysdale. That particular
project was mooted some 10 years ago by the
previous administration, but for some reason known
only to the then Labor government the very obvious
commitment to the project was completely ignored
year after year.
It took a liberal government to make a clear
commitment to building that particular ambulance
station. It took a liberal government to fulfil the
aspirations of the eastern section of the Bellarine
electorate.

The commitment the Minister for Health made at the
~me was that within two years of attaining office the
coalition government would commence construction
of an ambulance station to serve the needs of the
people in the eastern sector of the Bellarine
Peninsula, many of whom from time to time would
have had to wait up to 35 minutes to be serviced by
an ambulance. It is interesting to note that the
station is likely to be completed within two years,
and that is a major achievement.
It was a tripartite agreement involving a
commitment from the government and the then
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rural City of Bellarine -soon to be amalgamated
with the City of Greater Geelong - to provide land
suitable for the needs of the station and the people of
the eastern sector of the Bellarine Peninsula to
provide sufficient funding to fully equip a vehicle
for the station.
The cost of the commitment from the people
themselves was estimated to be in the region of
$100 000, and that is a reflection of the tremendous
endeavours of people too numerous to mention in
that area of the peninsula Wlder the initial
chairmanship of a gentleman from Portarlington by
the name of Mr Bemard Paul and later the
chairmanship of a very civic-minded lady from
Ocean Grove by the name of Therese Pape.
The other part of that equation involved in the
so-called regional subcentre is a commitment to
establish a central Bellarine campus of the
well-regarded Bellarine Secondary College. It was
quite obvious to the ministerial task force
established by the Minister for Education to look
into education in the eastern sector of the Bellarine
Peninsula, a task force which I had the honour and
pleasure of chairing, that demographics demanded a
refocus on exactly where that campus should be
established.
A budget commitment of $100 000 has been
allocated for planning that campus, and the first
intake is expected to commence in 1997. The
implementation committee responsible for putting
this into effect is currently working hard Wlder the
chairmanship of the manager of the South West
Barwon Region of the Directorate of School
Education, Mr Don Tyrer, to bring this project to
fruition within the time constraints.
The budget allocates $1 million for beach
refurbishment, which is a recognition by the
government of its community service obligations.
My electorate of Bellarine is conscious of the fact
that because it is surroWlded by almost
90 kilometres of beach and river frontage the erosion
problems generated by exposure to the weather and
sea elements can have a devastating effect. TIlat
commitment of $1 million is appreciated, although I
recognise that it will not necessarily come to
Bellarine.
The personal services attended to in this year's
budget are an important part of the electorate of
Bellarine. I have attended many annual general
meetings in the past few weeks as they all seem to
occur at this time of year. The people who form the
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committees of management of those services do a
tremendous job, and none more so than the
committee of management of the Bellarine Peninsula
Community Health Centre, which comprises four
main centres: Queenscliff, Portarlington, Drysdale
and Ocean Grove. The job they are doing in primary
health care is tremendous, as is the work of the
Geelong Community Health Centre. The work of
those committees of management is very much
appreciated.
In summary I reiterate that I am proud to be a
member of a government with the courage and
determination not to be distracted but to go ahead
with the economic reforms so necessary for this
great state of Victoria.
I reiterate my conviction that the government is on
target with encouragement for business and with
spending restraint through the agency of a
responsible and capable Treasurer. It is on target in
terms of returning Victoria to its former status as the
dynamic engine room of this very great country we
live in, Australia.
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - The
contributions made by the last two speakers, the
honourable members for Coburg and Bellarine,
deserve some comment. If you examined the speech
of the honourable member for Coburg you would
find that the Victorian economy is in a crisis and that
we are in the middle of sustained prices with no
signs of relief. However, if you took the comments
of the honourable member for Bellarine - I
congratulate him on his remarks about his
electorate -you would find that we are in full
recovery mode and there is no turning back. All
indicators from the Victorian economy are up and
we are going well!
I guess the reality is somewhere between the two. I
do not think we can say with any great conviction
that the recovery in this state has arrived. Certainly
there are signs of some recovery in the Australian
economy, and we are seeing encouraging signs of
economic growth in retail sales in some areas. What
are the key indicators? One of them is the level of
unemployment. When unemployment goes well
below 10 per cent and when the trend is spiralling
downwards and not upwards, along with some
other indicators, we can be comforted that there is
some hope.
I do not think the budget placed enough emphasis
on one of the key economic indicators of recovery,
and that is Victoria's level of unemployment. In a
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sense, the budget is putting off the need for capital
injection into job creation, and by that I mean the
private sector as well as the public sector. The
government is putting it off until its last budget.
The government is continuing the $100 state deficit
levy on households. It has been artificially continued
so that the government can provide some largess in
its program in the 12 months in the run-up to the
1996 election. If this were a budget for the economic
cycle, not the political cycle, the $100 levy would be
used for a different purpose. We would see it turned
to employment creation activities in the private
sector and, partly, in the public sector. But certainly
the hypothecation methods the government has
used for the road and petrol levy and other levies
could also be used for the $100 poll tax. It is a
tragedy not to use the $100 levy for employment
activities. We have squandered an opportunity at a
time when there needs to be an injection into the
economy. It is too late because we are moving out of
the cycle. It is too late for the long-term unemployed
who would like to share in the new jobs that come
about when the cycle moves upwards.
The budget does not make a practical capital
injection. We are accepting that there is an
under-class, a permanent level of unemployed that
is costly to the Victorian economy and to our health,
education and welfare systems as well as to the
police and emergency services budget and the
general safety net that the federal government and certainly the state government - has in place.
That cost is one that we could do without.
The budget maintains unsustainable levels of debt
for the worst reasons - to retrench thousands of
public servants who previously had secure jobs in
this state. There is no doubt that some action had to
be taken to restrain publiC sector employment. We
would be negligent as an opposition if we did not
address that issue. However, to artificially continue
in this budget, which is in surplus, a levy to give
some relief to program spending in the last year of
the government's run to the election is to keep debt
at unsustainable levels and to keep unemployment
where it should not be - around the 11 per cent
level.
The budget was only one week old when the key
unemployment figure was released. It showed a
sharp rise in unemployment to 11 per cent, the
highest level of any state in Australia. For the first
time, certainly in my living memory and in the life
of the Labor government that was in power for
10 years, Victoria has the worst employment level of
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any state. It is worse in Tasmania and South
Australia, two states that have traditionally had
higher unemployment than Victoria. In two years
this government has created the worst
unemployment. Although based on all the indicators
we are in full recovery, so long as there is 11 per cent
unemployment one cannot say things will get better.
I hope the figures that are to be released this week
will show some relief and that Victoria is not lagging
behind Australia but, in fact, picking up.

I hope that happens for Victoria's sake. If it does not,
the onus is on the opposition to suggest to the
government that some remedial action is taken. If
we do not take steps in this budget or by other
means, such as a job statement or a further statement
by the Treasurer to recognise the serious level of
unemployment, we will not get Significant
improvement.
We should not ignore the fact that the state
government is one of the biggest employers in the
state. To accept as a precondition the fact that public
sector employment will continue to be reduced after
the implementation of massive voluntary departure
packages is unsustainable. The government should
have a policy that recognises the optimum level of
employment in the public sector so that the state can
be serviced through the executive. What should the
real employment level of the public sector be? How
can it be sustained? The way to reduce employment
in the public sector is through wastage, not
replacing staff. The government has a one-track
policy. I regret that that one-track policy will be paid
for in debt payments by Victorians for a long time to
come. It will not be alleviated by incurring debt to
payout public servants.
The government should explore other ways to
constrain expenditure in the public sector. The
budget papers antidpate a current account surplus
of $392 million. Surely the budget was concentrating
on the economic cycle, not the political cycle. Surely
when the budget is in surplus the $100 levy should
be removed. If it is not removed, the government
should explain to the Victorian public how the levy
is to be used as is the case in the national budget,
which is in surplus. It should hypothecate or use
those receipts for employment creating activities.
That would be a creative and saleable use of the levy
that the public would accept. The public has already
accepted hypothecation in respect of the petrol levy.
Although I congratulate the government for that it
should consider employment as a key indicator of
the Victorian economy's ability to share in the
economic recovery that Australia is now
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experiencing. Australia should not rely on the
resource states of Queensland and Western
Australia to pull it out of the recession. The
manufacturing heart of Australia is Victoria. For
eight years under a Labor government Victoria had
the lowest unemployment of all the states. Now it
has the highest unemployment rate. That is a big
turnaround and one in which the government can
take no comfort.
I shall quote an extract from the Age of 8 September,
soon after the budget was delivered. The Australian
Bureau of Statistics figures showed a rise in
unemployment to 11 per cent in Victoria. The article
states:
The 'crisis' may be over, but the only tangible thing
delivered to Victorians in yesterday'S budget was a
vote of thanks from Mr Stockdale for the hardships
they had endured. One of the most obvious areas of
relief could have been the Wting of the $100 state deficit
levy on households.
The government introduced this as a 'one-off' and
promised it would go when there was a sustainable
surplus. On yesterday's figures, that point was reached.
Yet what should have been some welcome relief for
Victorians - potentially translated into a spending
boost in the state's economy -didn't happen.
There are other alternatives for the $100 levy or poll
tax. The government's commitment of prOViding
relief in the budget at a time when it is in surplus
has not been achieved. I shall quote another article
from the Age of the same day to illustrate that the
government has sustained the highest level - by the
Treasurer's own admission -of taxes and charges
of any other state in Australia.
David Walker of the Age of 8 September comments
on this issue and says:
With its revenue rising and recurrent spending static,
the government is building itself an opportunity for tax
cuts.
Mr Walker then talks about the Treasurer and says:
He held out the possibility of major land tax cuts in a
second government term after 1996, describing the
budget as 'laying the foundations for future tax reform'.
You do not have to be a genius to work out that it
may not be until after 1996 that we will see some tax
relief. In fact, I believe ~e could expect tax relief in
the next budget as a direct result of the surplus and
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the $100 property tax that has been kept, despite the
suggestion that it would be removed when there
was a surplus.
We need a 1994-95 state budget that concentrates on
job creation and tries to return Victoria to low levels
of unemployment That needs to be one of the key
features and key indicators in the state budget.
Low levels of unemployment were achieved for
eight years under the Labor government, and could
be achieved in Victoria under the current Victorian
government if it were set out as a clear objective.
The budget has failed to set quantifiable
employment targets. It has also failed to articulate
how the government can use the budget sector to
develop job packages. It is not just in the
employment portfolio or labour market programs,
but across the government portfolios of transport,
health, education and hOUSing.
Previous state and federal governments in
recessionary periods have always used the budget
sector to pull together employment creation and
labour-intensive schemes. It does not necessarily
mean extra spending; it is a re-emphasis on
spending and a re-ordering of priorities and
involves instructing departments to come up with
labour intensive schemes in their program budgets.
It is a task which Treasurers have performed in the
past and it is a task which can be performed now.
We are not simply talking about spending money on
employment and training schemes.

In questioning the government's strategy the state
opposition has raised some valid questions on the
employment aspect of the budget. These questions
include how many new jobs will be created in
1994-95, and how many more jobs will be lost in the
public sector in 1994-95. It would also be instructive
to know not just how they are lost, but how they
have been funded and what debt servicing future
governments will have to face in paying off the debt
and in getting rid of and paying out public servants
in the state.

How many of these new jobs will be full time, how
many will be part time, and how many will be
casual jobs? They are valid questions in a budget
and ones that the budget should address.
If creating new employment was the government's
highest priority, what would be the lowest
achievable rate of unemployment in Victoria in
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1994-95? Would it be 9 per cent or 8 per cent? Is the
current 11 per cent figure acceptable to the
government? I guess not. But we do not have in the
budget papers a target, and if we do not have a
target how does one know that we have reached
some benchmark of success in this budget? We
don't. Will Victoria's rate of employment continue to
lag behind Australia's in 1994-95 as it is now?
Even if we are to recover slightly, even if the figures
that come out next week show that there is some
improvement, it is unlikely to show that we have
much of an improvement except that we might jump
above Tasmania or South Australia. Nevertheless
our aim should be to get to the level of New South
Wales, Queensland and Western Australia and make
our contribution to the Australian recovery.
It is a pity that the government paid little regard to
unemployment in the budget, given the importance
of that indicator. As I mentioned earlier, there is a
cost to employment in the budget. It is a quantifiable
cost that labour market economists have commented
on previously, and it is a cost that will affect the
health system in this state. The long-term
unemployed and the breadwinners who have lost
their jobs need support from the state government. It
is a cost that will be bome by the welfare system and
by the police and emergency services budget, and
will be evident in increased vandalism, and an
increase in general frustration by people who have
been unemployed for so long. It is a cost that must
be taken into account and it is an opportunity cost
that the government can afford to do something
about.

Rather than spending money repairing the problem
we would be better off spending money creating
jobs to prevent such problems from occurring. Even
the Treasurer's own forecast of 9.6 per cent
unemployment by 1995 now appears to be
unachievable. I shall quote an article in the Age of
9 September by David Walker, state economics
correspondent, on the achievability of the
Treasurer's aims:
... the budget predicted Victoria's 10.2 per cent
Wlemployment rate would slide to end 1994-95 at just
9.6 per cent ... Then, just 21 hours later, the Bureau of
Statistics showed the official jobless figure soaring to 11

percent.
I would have thought it was now the time for a
revision of the budget. As has previously happened
in the case of other governments in recessionary
periods, it is time for a job statement. We have not
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seen one from this government, but we have seen it
from other state governments in Queensland and
New South Wales, prior Victorian governments, and
the federal govenunent, through its white paper. We
have seen responses to the issues. But neither the
Treasurer nor the employment minister in this place
have made any suggestion that there will be a
response, that there will be a job statement. It is not
necessarily about spending more money, but it is
certainly about re-ordering priorities to look at
labour-intensive ways of using money in the big
spending portfolios in this state.
I believe it is time for a job statement, and if not a job
statement, it is time for the Treasurer to announce to
the house how he believes the recession is over and
that we are out of the crisis when we have an
unemployment rate of 11 per cent.
In the remaining time left I shall raise another issue
that I had the opportunity of raising in my inaugural
speech. It concerns a service that costs very little
money, that is, the resourcing of the Parliament and
of honourable members of this Parliament. It is not a
big spender. The budget gives no relief in this area,
and it has to be said that Victoria is the worst off
proportionately in comparison with any other state
in the resourcing of Parliament and of MPs, who are
the watchdog of the executive. Under the system of
checks and balances, which has been talked about by
other honourable members in other debates, it is
important for the Parliament and for MPs as the
watchdog of the system to be resourced properly. I
am not talking simply about the remuneration of
members of Parliament; I am talking about the
functions that they perform enabling honourable
members of Parliament to be properly resourced and
researched so that the contributions to this place and
the contributions that are made outside this place
are informed and backed up by research.

Difficulties arise because the severe budgetary
cutbacks mean members of Parliament, as distinct
from most people at that level in the public sector,
are required to manage very small budgets. They
must account for and skimp on things that one
would expect any middle management level person
to take for granted. Why should members of
Parliament and why should the budget allow this to
happen? Why should members of Parliament have
to manage a small budget that restricts printing,
photocopying and phone calls? Which middle-level
manager in the public sector - even an admin. A to
an admin. 7 level or lower - has a restriction on
printing, photocopying or phone calls? I would like
it to be known to the house because I do not know of
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any. There are restrictions on postage, on
communication to our constituents and other
consumables.
What about other comparable levels in the public
service? Do officers at the executive officer level or
the old SES-1 level have to worry about managing a
small budget? Do they have to worry about their
postage allowance and whether they have enough
copying paper in their photocopier machine? I do
not think so, but the resourcing of Parliament and
MPs in the budget that we have been given certainly
restricts members in their the scrutiny of this house.
I shall illustrate this point by indicating to the
house-An honourable member interjected.
Mr BRACKS - I am glad you asked that because
from the research that I have obtained from the
parliamentary library in Canberra, it appears
Victoria is the worst state of any state government in
Australia. I point out that it is not about
remuneration for MPs, it is about having resources
to have better informed MPs, which is something
that the government backbench could use and which
all MPs could use. For example, in New South Wales
which is a comparable state - sure it is a bit
bigger - the parliamentary library expenditure for
New South Wales-The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! I am sorry,
but I notice that the honourable member for
Williamstown is now debating a budget bill that is
not before the house, the budget bill of Parliament. I
suggest that he contain those comments until that
bill is before the house and that he now return to the
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill.
Mr BRACKS - Thank you, Mr Deputy Speaker.
I will return to that if I get an opportunity in the
debate on the Appropriation (Parliament 1994-95,
No. 1) Bill.
In returning to the need for a job statement for
Victoria, the budget papers, particularly Budget
Paper No. 3, indicate where the supposed recovery
is coming from. As I said, the recovery is not
universal, it is not shown by all the indicators. We
cannot say the crisis is over if we have 11 per cent
unemployment. I quote from page 3 of Budget Paper
No. 2:
The strengthening of Victoria's recovery was due
entirely to growth in private sector activity.
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Government consumption expenditure fell in real
terms and was only partially offset by rising public
capital expenditure.

I emphasise the word 'partially'. In effect, the
government is hampering a fragile private sector
recovery by inadequate job-creating public capital
expenditure. A better use of the current budget
surplus, or the $100 tax I talked about earlier, would
be to redirect that money to capital expenditure.
That would be a real use of that money a year out
from the next budget, which will be the election
budget. It should not be stored up for largess in the
last year of this government.
Mr McArthur - What about the debt you guys
built up? Do you reckon that would be of any use?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The Chair
suggests that it would be reasonable for the
honourable member to go back to his seat, and to
stop interjecting at the same time.
Mr Hamilton - Two things at once would be too
much for him!
Mr BRACKS - In conclusion, let me say that I
have not tried to make my remarks totally critical of
the government or the budget. There are some signs
of recovery. Some of the indicators augur well for
the Australian economy and certainly the Victorian
economy. I have tried to say in my remarks that the
government has paid insufficient regard to the
long-term cost to the budget sedor of
unemployment and to the health, education, police
and emergency services and welfare budgets. The
government has paid little regard to an attempt to
pull together what it has in its stewardship - that is,
one of the biggest employers in the central budget
sector in Australia and certainly in Victoria.
The government has not instructed the budget sector
in transport, health, education or housing to look at
ways of creating jobs by putting together a jobs
package. I believe it should do so. If we see
sustained levels of unemployment, I would like to
see the Treasurer respond by getting together the
ministers and instructing heads of departments to
look at ways of using the budget and expenditure
creatively to generate jobs.
One of the best, most immediate and cheapest ways
that can happen is to look at the federal
government's white paper on employment. That
white paper makes money available to the
community sector, statutory organisations and the
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state government for employment programs.
Tomorrow this state government could institute a
scheme to provide traineeships for which there are
government subsidies and training assistance from
the federal government. The government could
allow traineeships into the public sector. In effect, it
could allow young people to train and get entry into
the public sector to pursue their careers after school
in one of our key departments in conservation,
heal th, transport and other areas.
The government is not doing that because it is
worried about the conflict while it is reducing the
public sector overall and while it is continuing with
voluntary departure packages. Even though we
understand that the government is reducing the
public sector there is still a turnover, there is still is a
need for recruitment. One of the best forms of
recruitment is to look at the subsidies that are
around. Certainly federal government subsidies are
available for traineeships for young people to enter
into employment.
As a low-cost option the state government should
also look at other employment creation schemes the
federal government has offered in its white paper.
The government would be neglecting its duty if it
did not explore funding options available to it
through the federal government's white paper in
programs such as job skills, despite the fact that a
Labor government has initiated the scheme in
Canberra. Job skills is a program which, under a
previous Labor state government, very successfully
employed teacher aides around Victoria solely at the
expense of the federal government. That did not cost
the budget sector or the state government 1 cent. If
for some ideological reason the government does not
want to move on this, it is not good enough for the
Victorian taxpayer to be prevented from gaining
resources and opportunities which are on offer from
the federal government.
The work Bill Kelty and Lindsay Fox are doing to
encourage employers to take up federal government
subsidies could equally be taken up by this
government in Victoria. In fact it was taken up when
they picked up very early on some of the Labor
government initiatives that had been going on. That
scheme has now finished. Federal money is available
and very little work would need to be done to
enable those sorts of schemes to operate in the
broader government sector.
It is time that we did not just hear about the other
indicators; it is time that we heard about
employment. It is too late if we wait several years
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down the track and then say we have a problem. By
waiting two years we will have a big problem for the
budget sector, a big problem with long-term
unemployed breadwinners being a burden on the
state budget through the welfare, health and police
and emergency services budgets. That is when it
costs the budget; that is when the expense comes in;
that is when we do not have real spending in the
Victorian economy. We need a remedy. We do not
need to have a $392 million surplus - The DEPUTY SPEAKER -Order! The
honourable member's time has expired.
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - The introduction of this budget must
be the most galling the opposition has come across
for some considerable time. To think of the legacy of
the $3 billion gap the Labor government left us in
1992 and to find us moving towards a balanced
budget and by this time next year into a sustainable
budget surplus must erode the confidence of the
opposition. They really cannot get their minds
around how a government would be able to turn
around the enormous gap they left between revenue
and expenditure. It really must be upsetting.
Mr Hamilton - By high taxes and reduced
services!
Mr W. D. McGRATH - I hear the honourable
member for Morwell interjecting. I think we have
addressed the types of services that have been
provided in Victoria in a very real and sensible way.
We have retained just about all services, even in my
own area, where there is some criticism about the
loss of a train. However, a public transport system is
still in place and it provides the necessary
requirements for people from the Wimmera district
through to Ballarat, where they can link up with the
Sprinter train and come down to Melbourne. If they
care to use that system they will find that it is
adequate, comfortable and punctual.
The government has not necessarily reduced
services; it is offering a different type of service, one
that we can afford.
The honourable member for Williamstown referred
to unemployment, and he is right to talk about that
because it is of enormous concern to all honourable
members. If people do not have the dignity of work
they lose morale, which is a concern for their
families. Although there are obligations on state
governments, there is a far greater obligation on the
federal govenunent to create job opportunities.
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Mr Bracks - They are doing that.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - I wonder about that.
Every time interest rates increase more jobs are lost.
A 1 per cent increase in interest rates costs the
farming community $170 million. How many jobs
are represented by $170 million that must be
allocated to service debt? The manufacturing and
processing sectors have the same problem. If the
federal government cannot contain interest rate
increases more debt accumulates, fewer jobs are
created and businesses are unable to expand.
The federal government must look at its own
backyard, because it must provide the environment
for more employment. Unfortunately, for some
years we will have to live with unemployment rates
of 5 or 6 per cent. Interest rates are a federal
responsibility and they must be kept at a level so
businesses can expand, which means the creation of
more full-time jobs.
A strong economy means a stronger export market.
The only way we can create that is through
improved technology, which may cost jobs in the
short term through better work practices. The
Minister for Industry and Employment, has worked
hard to improve work practices in this state through
a range of initiatives, including contracting out
services. There has been a significant cultural change
over the past two years and that will benefit all
Victorians in the long term.
I turn now to the agricultural sector, for which I am
responsible, and refer to the changes taking place in
that sector. The egg industry has been totally
deregulated. In conjunction with South Australia the
barley industry has been partially deregulated and
the market milk industry has been further
deregulated.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - The honourable member
for Morwell interjects that the agricultural chemical
industry has been deregulated as well. I appreciate
his comments because they are normally
constructive. There have been enormous
improvements in agricultural institutions
throughout Victoria. The honourable members for
Wantirna and Knox have been very active in the
development of the Knoxfield horticultural institute.
I was there recently to open new research and
library facilities. The government has rationalised
the institutes at Frankston and Burnleyand
consolidated them at Knoxfield. That has enabled a
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greater emphasis on horticultural studies at the
institute.
The government has allocated $5 million to provide
new infrastructure at the Institute for Irrigation and
Salinity Research at Tatura, with its focus on the
fruit industry throughout the Goulburn Valley.
Approximately $2 million has been allocated for
infrastructure development at the Animal and
Irrigated Pastures Research Institute at Kyabram,
which focuses on the dairy industry.
The state chemical laboratory has been moved from
the city and consolidated with the Animal Research
Institute at Werribee. This week the Premier
announced the establishment of a food science
centre that will work with the food processing
industry. Blue sky research is being conducted and
that opens up educational opportunities for those
people wishing to pursue studies in food science
and food technology.
I noted the comments of Julian Cribb, the science
reporter for the Australian when giving the
Alan Hird memorial lecture in 1991. He said that
farmers who did not receive some of their income
post-farmgate would be lucky to survive after the
year 2000. He is right. We must encourage our
farmers to be involved in post-gate development of
their product, whether it is wool, meat, horticultural
or dairy.
I am reminded that the dairy industry is a significant
contributor to Victoria's economy. It provides 60 per
cent of national production and is responsible for
almost $1 billion of export earnings annually
through the port of Melbourne. It has gone through
difficult times over the past 20 years. There were
almost 18 500 dairy farmers in 1972 producing
4 billion litres of milk, but today 8500 dairy fanners
are producing 5.5 billion litres of milk, a 25 per cent
increase. Dairy fanners have been prepared to
introduce new technology and new pastures into
their farming operations.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
MrW. D. McGRATH - Yes, there has been
some genetic improvement of dairy animals on
those farms.
Mr Baker interjected.

Mr W. D. McGRATH - The honourable member
for Sunshine, who for a couple of years was the
minister responsible for agriculture, was an absolute
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disaster in the position and did absolutely nothing
for agriculture. One only has to compare the cost of
running the ministerial office during the first two
years of my administration with the cost of running
it during the last two years of his administration to
see that there has been about a 50 per cent reduction
in the cost of running the ministry.
The government is pro-active towards business. An
example of that is the investment that has taken
place in the food processing industry in Victoria. In
Gippsland more than $100 million has been invested
in companies like Murray Goulbum, Bonlac,
Pakenham Abattoirs and Yarra Valley Wineries to
increase the capacity of their plants and to upgrade
facilities.
In the northern irrigation area more than
$300 million has been invested over the past couple
of years by Murray Goulbum, Nestles at Tongala,
Kraft at Strathmerton, Pacific Ounlop, Snow Brand,
Bonlac at Stanhope, Sunraysia Vineyards, Heinz,
Unifoods at Tatura and Campbells at Shepparton.
Those companies are expanding because they see
that the government is business friendly and is
prepared to facilitate opportunities for them to move
in and make a profit Those companies do not set up
business to make a loss but to make a profit. They
see the opportunity of making a profit through
expansions of existing industries or through the new
industry developments that have taken place in
Victoria over the past couple of years.

The state government has been instrumental in
prOviding $36 million for the redevelopment of the
Torrumbarry Weir, which is of vital importance to
the irrigation sector in the Echuca region and the
area round the Kerang Lakes and so on. That is a
very important new development.
In your area of north-eastern Victoria, Mr Acting
Speaker, capital investment has taken place at the
wineries of Brown Brothers and at Chateau Tahbilk
at Nagambie. The state government has also put
money into adjustment packages for the tobacco
industry in that area. Those are all positive,
pro-industry initiatives.
In the south west of the state, down towards
Warrnambool, Portland, Cobden and so on,
something like $70 million of new infrastructure and
business opportunities has been created by
companies such as Kraft, Bonlac and BWl< Wool. In
addition, there have been expansions at Great
Western wineries.
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Overall, the wine industry has been very supportive
of the initiatives of the state government. When I
was appointed Minister for Agriculture Victoria had
no state viticulturist.
Mr Stockdale - That is unbelievable!
Mr W. D. McGRATH - One would have
thought that the fonner minister, the honourable
member for Sunshine, who has a passionate feeling
for the wine industry, would have appointed a state
viticulturist. It is likely that in the future we will
have two state viticulturists working with the wine
industry in Victoria.
Mr Baker interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - The honourable member
for Sunshine is harping and criticising, but in the
two years that he was minister he did nothing tor
agriculture. The Labor Party put him in a portfolio
hoping he might be able to do something b,lt he was
not able to deliver. Later he tried to become the
leader of the party but came up with the same result.
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The press release states:
... Chiquita would invest $1.5 million in upgrading and
expanding its national distribution fleet, Fruit Express.
The investment will involve the purchase of new prime
movers and state-of-the-art refrigerated vans enabling
further improvements in product quality and customer
service.

That is the way the Minister for Industry and
Employment works with industry and encourages it
to establish and develop in Victoria, thereby
prOViding reallong-tenn job opportunities to
Victorians.
All the honourable member for Sunshine could do
when he was minister was put people into the
public service. The fonner government then had to
bring in more taxes to pay for the increases in public
sector employment. The current government takes a
much different approach by giving opportunities to
the private sector to make a profit, thereby creating
job opportunities.
It is interesting to see what is happening at the

I conclude by citing a good example of the points I
have been making. Yesterday I received a letter from
Chiquita Brands South Pacific Pty Ltd, a company
that has been working for some time with the
Minister for Industry and Employment examining
the resiting of its business to Victoria. The letter
states:

Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Market.
Since the inquiry undertaken under the
chainnanship of the honourable member for
Mildura and other members of my agriculture
committee there is a new confidence at the market. It
is now headed up by Jeremy Gaylard.
Mr Lupton interjected.

As you may be aware. Chiquita Brand South Pacific is
about to relocate its regional headquarters from
Auckland to Melbourne.

The move is an important commitment for Chiquita
and reflects the importance of the Australian market
and our continued investment plans in Australia.
I have attached for your information a copy of our
media release announcing the move which also
highlights the important role the Victorian government
has played in facilitating our move through the early
provision of information contained in Advantage

Mr W. D. McGRATH - As the honourable
member for Knox interjects, together with the other
board members, he is doing an excellent job. There is
a new-found confidence at the market. When I
talked to fruit growers at Shepparton about two
years ago I asked them where they disposed of their
fruit and vegetables. They told me, 'We go to
Sydney'. I said, 'Even with the great disadvantage of
distance you go to Sydney?'. They said, 'Yes,
because we get a better price'. That indicated to me
that we had to examine the operation of the
Footscray Fresh Centre.

Melbourne.

To mark our move to Melbourne. I have enclosed a
small sample of the Australian produce which Chiquita
markets through our local wholesale operation located
in the Melbourne Fruit and Vegetable Market on
Footscray Road.

I am pleased to say that two years later, under the
supervision of the new board, fruit growers, store
holders, consumers, wholesalers and retailers who
participate in and operate at the Fresh Centre at
Footscray now have a much more positive and
confident approach.
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I believe wholeheartedly that we are heading in the
right direction, and we will continue to head in that
direction over the next two years.
Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the sitting be continued.

House divided on motion:

Ayes, 54
Ashley,Mr
Mr Bildstien
Brown,Mr
Clark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Davis, Mr
Dean, Or
Doyle, Mr (TelltT)
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John,Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.

McGrath, Mr w.o.
McLellan, Mr
Maclellan, Mr
McNamara.Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson. Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips,Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr 5.J.
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Spry, Mr
Steggall,Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner, Mr
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr (TelltT)
Treasure, Mr
Tumer.Mr
Weideman, Mr
Wells, Mr

Noes, 23
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor. Mr
Bracks, Mr (Teller)
Brumby,Mr
Carli, Mr (Te/ltT)
Coghill, Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt, Ms
Hamilton,Mr

Leighton. Mr
Loney, Mr
.Iarpie, Ms
Micallef,Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Wilson, Mrs
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Motion agreed to.
Debate resumed.

Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - In conclusion I suggest that when
you look at the investment figures I presented to the
house you can see that it is an exciting time for
development in Victoria. Our farmers have the
capacity to produce high-quality food products. As
was said during that lecture by Julian Cribbs, those
farmers need to get part of their income
post-farmgate. It is very important that we
concentrate on our food and fibre industries, and we
have to back up our quality assurance programs
with marketing and promotion campaigns.
No matter where you go in the world in the next five
years, unless you are able to back up your bUsiness
with quality assurance protocol you will not get a
great deal of consideration when you are meeting a
new market opportunity.
I will continue to suggest to the farming community
through the Department of Agriculture that they
continue to look at providing quality product,
backing it up with assurance protocol to give overall
consistency and continuity of supply to the market
place.
We have witnessed a new feeling of confidence in
the education area. I want to talk about the schools
of Stawell, Nhill, Dimboola and Edenhope within
the electorate of Horsham. There is a very positive
feeling now within those educational facilities. As
the honourable member for Warrandyte has said,
the new opportunities for languages complement
what I was talking about earlier - that is, creating
new market opportunities. Unless we are able to
demonstrate to the Asian market that we
understand their culture and language, it will not be
easy for us to continue to access those markets. We
believe the development of languages other than
English is very important to ensure that in the Asian
basin we are able to create new opportunities for our
producers, processors and manufacturers.
While we are on that path, the government can do
some positive things to bring a strong economy to
Victoria and therefore create the job opportunities
the honourable member for Williamstown spoke
about but did not know how to achieve. I have just
explained how you achieve them, and if he can take
that same message to his friends in Canberra and get
them· moving along the same path of work practices,
industrial reform, transport reforms and waterfront
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reforms, the country will provide the economy and
confidence to be a stronger competitor in the global
marketplace.
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - This budget
does absolutely nothing to address the crisis in the
accident and emergency departments of our public
hospitals. People are still lying on trolleys for two or
three days, unable to get a hospital bed because so
much money is being withdrawn from the hospital
system. There are not enough beds nor enough
nurses.
The budget does nothing to address the problem
with our ambulance service either. These problems
are threatening people's lives on a daily basis and
have led to the deaths of Victorians while they have
waited for ambulances to arrive.
This budget does nothing to meet the crisis in our
rural hospitals caused by the attacks on their
budgets and the unfair and inflexible case-mix
system. As the chief executive officer of Monash
Medical Centre, Or Johannes Stoelwinder, said:
The case-mix system may be amenable to political
manipulation. Under the case-mix formula, 'market
signals' would see a number of small hospitals close.
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The budget does nothing to address the crisis in
acute care for people suffering from psychiatric
illness. It does nothing to fix the bungling by the
government of its implementation of mental health
policy.
I quote from Penny Drysdale who is the Victorian
Mental IDness Awareness Council coordinator, who
said:
... there is a shortage of acute psychiatric beds in
Victorian hospitals ... People have been needing to be
admitted and staff have told them there are no beds in
the whole state or they wait for hours only to be sent
home and told to come back the next morning to try
again.

The families of these people are the sufferers under
this system because they are the silent victims of the
government's policies. The families have to look
after these people who have been discharged too
early. Family members who suffer psychiatric illness
are dumped on them because they have been
thrown out of the institution but your government is
refusing to provide enough acute beds, and that is
the problem.
Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.

This budget does nothing to address the problem of
quality of care in our public hospitals resulting from
the inflexible introduction of case-mix funding at the
same time as implementing the massive budget cuts.

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Albert Park and the minister are out of
order. I ask them to stop their argument across the
table.

The Deputy Chief Executive Officer of the Royal
District Nursing Service, Bev Armstrong, stated in a
report:

Mr THWAITES - This government, of which
the Minister for Agriculture is a member, is refusing
to provide enough acute beds and medium-term
psychiatric beds to meet the demand in the
community. That is why we have the ridiculous
situation where people are being discharged from
our mental hospitals on a Thursday or Friday
afternoon, and are ending up in the emergency
department of a public hospital and then put back
into a psychiatric hospital the next week. It is a
revolving door, but the tragedy is that the patients
and their families are the ones who suffer.

Our nurses are telling us they are seeing more complex
cases where people are being discharged with serious
wounds that need medical attention and the early
results of the study bear this out.

This budget does nothing to prevent the
introduction of fees - a user-pays health system which seems to be the policy of this government and
which is unfair and particularly damaging for older
people in our community. I quote from Ms Jo Fuller,
the President of the Australian Association of Social
Workers, who said:
There is a real user-pays philosophy at work in the
Victorian health system, which raises major concerns:
what happens to those who can't pay?

As we sat here today the administrators from some
of our leading public hospitals were involved in
crisis discussions to try to work out a way of
surviving this year's budget cuts.
Ms Marple - And they pretend everything is all
right!
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Mr THWAITES - These people do not know.
They have no knowledge. At Monash Medical
Centre the administrator and staff were today trying
to work out how they will cope with massive budget
cuts, changed polides, inconsistent approaches
taken by the government and the sacking of
numerous staff.
The government has boasted about improvements to
the health system and they seem to be based upon
increased throughput. It says, 'We are treating more
patients'. Why then is the government saying to
hospitals, 'You can't treat any more patients'? That
is what it is saying to Monash Medical Centre, the
Royal Melbourne Hospital and many others. These
major public hospitals are now facing a crisis. They
have huge black holes in their budgets and that is
because they planned on the basis of what the
honourable member for Portland, the Parliamentary
Secretary to the Minister for Health, and the minister
have been saying - that is, that they should increase
their throughput and treat more patients this year.
VVhathashappened?Thegovernmenthasdonea
U-turn. It has turned around 180 degrees and is
saying to them, 'No, we will not pay you those
incentive payments'. Those hospitals have capped
the bonus pool which means they will be forced into
closing numerous wards and sacking staff, and that
is the very opposite of what the government has
purported to represent.
That is the very opposite to the policies the
government is allegedly supporting to deal with
waiting lists. I have talked about waiting lists in this
place before. The honourable member for Portland
has claimed an improvement. I have claimed tha t
they are budget funded. Those waiting lists will
blowout because hospitals are having to close beds
and sack staff. The Royal Melbourne, St Vincents,
the Austin, Monash, Box Hill and other hospitals are
all having to sack staff and close beds over the next
months. 1bis government does not care about the
effect of its policies on people. It is people who are
suffering because in all the case-mix calculations one
thing does not figure: people do not count. Victoria
used to have a health system that was world
renowned.
The independent Victorian health system review in
1992 stated that the Victorian health system was
among the best in the world. What is this
government doing? It is destroying it by launching
an experiment based upon a system of slashing
budgets, based upon an inflexible case-mix formula
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and based upon failing to care for people and failing
to acknowledge quality of care.
We on this side of the house believe it is
unacceptable that Victorians are dying because they
have to wait too long for ambulances or have to wait
48 hours on hospital trolleys for beds. It is
unacceptable that mothers and babies are being
forced out of hospitals too early without adequate
back-up services. It is unacceptable that country
hospitals are being threatened with closure and that
the cost of health care is increasingly being shifted
on to the patients and their families. They are the
ones who are paying, not you, Premier. You claim to
have saved all this money. Who is suffering and
who is paying? The families of these people and the
patients - the sufferers themselves - are paying.
Wha t it comes down to is this: the Kennett
government believes hospitals should basically be
run on the same basis as supermarkets.
Mr Weideman interjected.
Mr THWAITES - That is your own director of
the department - he wants it run like McDonalds.
What does he say? Who is going to be there at the
end of the year? Who is going to fall over? He does
not care about the effects on the patients when those
hospitals fall over. All he is interested in is ensuring
that the hospitals are run like McDonalds.
This government does not understand that hospitals,
schools and basic services of the state should not be
run on the same basis as supermarkets or
advertising agendes. The Premier does not seem to
be able to distinguish between an ad agency and the
government. It all seems to be the same thing. You
merge all your interests together. You have your
own ad agency and your own government. You
have no understanding of the difference, what
people need or the reasons we provide services. The
Premier fails to understand that market forces on
their own do not deliver basic health care to citizens,
nor will they deliver health care at a cost that people
can afford. The morale of doctors, health workers
and nurses is eroding. Go and talk to the doctors and
nurses and listen for a change to what they are
saying. They are saying that you are destroying the
health system.
Mr Kennett interjected.
Mr THWAITES - Get out of here and go into
the hospitals. Go to Monash tomorrow and help it
cope with what is going to be a $10 million shortfall
because of what you are doing. Talk to the nurses
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who are trying to cope with families who are upset
because the husbands or wives are waiting 48 hours
on trolleys. Talk to your Treasurer. What treatment
did he get at Monash and how happy was he with
it? Basically these hospitals cannot cope because you
are destroying them. You are going out of your way
because you do not care about people. All you think
about is Ron Walker or your own pocket. That is
what you are interested in.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member should address the Chair.
Mr S. J. Plowman interjected.
Mr THW AITES - Don't you care about the
people who are suffering? What sort of attitude is
that? It demonstrates that you think the people who
care about ambulance services are coffin chasers.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the honourable
member for Albert Park to address the Chair. I ask
the Minister for Energy and Minerals, who is at the
table, to remain silent.
Mr THWAITES - The budget foreshadows cuts
of some $340 million in the health area over two
years. Last year the budget was underspent by some
$139 million, and that in itself is a scandal. Country
hospitals are closing and people are not able to get
ambulances or hospital beds. The government
cannot spend the money it has; it cannot get
organised to spend the funds the commonwealth is
prepared to put into the system. It cannot spend the
money on psychiatric services because it sits on its
hands. Why? The reason is that it does not care. It
did not know what to do. The government paused,
went ahead, paused again, mainstreamed and
deinstitutionalised. At the end of the day it sat on its
hands. We see tragic situations where people have
been put out of psychiatric beds and are unable to
get the psychiatric care they require.

The case-mix system - a system that has many
benefits - introduced a radical change in funding
policy. Although members on this side of the house
do not take a totally negative approach to case mix,
they take a negative approach to the inflexible way
in which it has been adopted. It has been
implemented across the board with no consideration
for needs and particular costs that country
communities have to face.
The Australian Medical Association has estimated
that some 50 country hospitals will close. Even the
honourable member for Portland, the parliamentary
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secretary, indicated that some 32 country hospitals
were not viable under case mix. That was revealed
in his report.
Or Napthine interjected.
Mr THWAITES - What did you say? You said
they would have to change their roles. That is not
closing hospitals. It is like the comments of the
Minister for Public Transport today when he said,
'We have not closed any train lines, we have just
withdrawn the trains'. It is like saying, 'You don't
close hospitals, you just change their roles'. You are
changing their roles, so you close the beds and get
rid of the staff and the acute care and nursing home
beds. But you still have a sign on the wall which
says, 'Here is a hospital'. What happens if someone
is injured or has a cardiac problem and requires an
acute bed? It is not available. We are playing
semantics. This government supports change and
there is a change process about this government. But
one of the changes in which it is interested is the
change in the meaning of words. Instead of saying
you are closing a hospital, you cover it up by saying
you are changing its role.
People in the country know that that is not true.
People in Lismore who called you a duckshover are
not happy about changing the role; they want their
acute beds. The people in Clunes are not happy
about the fact that they have lost their hospital. You
can call it the Clunes hospital but it is not a hospital
anymore.
The people in Lismore are not happy that they are
being forced to the wall and that they are being
blackmailed and told that unless they do as they are
told they will not get any money. The people in
Mortlake are not happy that they are being
blackmailed by the department and told that
nothing will be looked at except the closure
option - the only option that will be looked at.
Fortunately the people out there are a bit smarter
than perhaps some politicians give them credit for.
I shall now turn to hospital emergency departments.
There is a simple reason why we have this problem
arising from hospital emergency departments, that
is, there are not enough hospital beds available.
There is nowhere for people to go. In July, August
and September of this year there were days when
there was barely a bed in Melbourne. There was
barely a CCV or an ICV bed - a critical care or
intensive care bed - in Melbourne, and honourable
members opposite know that! That is why the
minister in this department refuses to release the
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information to me. The minister knows that the
information will show that over the past few months
there were days when there was barely a bed
available for a critically ill person. That is why you
have a situation where you have people ferried
around in the back of an ambulance desperately
trying to find a bed in Melbourne.
That is why the transfer rate between hospitals has
risen. 1bat is why the ambulance bypasses have
gone up; that is why people are lying on trolleys for
48 hours, and that is why the public, doctors and
nurses are saying that there is a deterioration in the
health system. It is because the government cannot
manage it, because people who need emergency care
cannot get it. This government has shown that it
does not care and is irresponsible.
I shall now move on to the issue of outpatients. In
the budget paper for the year before, namely, the
1993-94 budget papers, there was a performance
indicator, which indicated that it was expected in
1993-94 that there would be 1 million fewer
out-patient treatments than the year before. 1bat is
from a government that boasts about productivity.
What the government is doing is treating 1 million
fewer outpatients, on its own figures, but when I
came to this year's budget and looked for the figure,
where was it? It has disappeared! Suddenly that is
not a performance measure any more! Even the
honourable member for Portland has managed a
wry smile over that because it seems whenever there
is any information that might reveal a little bit of
truth or reveal a little bit of a crisis in our hospital
system, it disappears. It would not be released to the
public because the public apparently does not have
a right to know what is really happening to the
health system.
The government has claimed an increase in
in-patient throughput of approximately 60 000 cases
for 1993-94 over the previous year. It has claimed
that this is evidence of improved productivity in the
health system.
Surely that level of increase in in-patients must be
matched against the 1 million fewer outpatient
treatments, and as we know a good deal of that
increase in throughput is actually just a shift in
categOrisation. Government members do not like to
hear that, just as they do not like to hear about the
fact that it is shifting millions of dollars on to either
the commonwealth system or the private system.
The government is shifting its millions of dollars of
cost on to the commonwealth system and the private
system!
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Or Napthine interjected.

Mr THW AITES - He left you! He is sensible! He
is like everyone else; he's heading up the Hume
Highway. Anybody who has got any brains gets out,
and he is one of them. He was head of the system; he
was there when the former government was there,
he was designing and doing a good job. And why
did he leave? It is because he knew the whole system
was going to collapse under the government.
The honourable member for Portland keeps quoting
Professor Duckett and claiming that he is someone
who ought to be listened to. Well, he might because
Professor Duckett was reported in the Sunday Age of
10 July this year as saying:
The architect of case-mix funding, the main plank of
the state government's hospital reforms, says budget
cuts are undermining the system he created.

This is what your fellow says, which the honourable
member for Portland said that we should be
listening to carefully!
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Albert Park should address the Chair.
Mr THW AITES - What Professor Duckett said
was that if this government did not put more money
into the hospital system, beds would close. He is a
smart bloke because that is what is happening
tomorrow! At Monash Medical C~ntre, the Royal
Melbourne Hospital, St Vincent's and Box Hill
Hospital all have to close beds. Professor Duckett
said further in the article:
If the government did not put more money into the
hospital system, beds would dose, which would lead to

a 'blowout' in the number of people waiting for elective
surgery.

1bat is the next thing that is going to happen; there
is going to be a blowout in these waiting list and you
watch those figures get rigged then!
The SPEAKER - Order! The minister will
remain silent and the honourable member for Albert
Park must address the Chair.
Mr THWAITES - Professor Duckett said what
this government was doing had begun to cut into
the bone of hospitals. 1bat is the truth of it. Under
this government the budgets of our hospitals have
been cut by some 14 per cent. There are some who
would say that the first 2 to 4 per cent was probably
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a reasonable thing to do, but all the commentators
are saying that the government has gone too far.
Professor Duckett has said it, the doctors say it, the
hospitals say it - they all say it! But the government
does not listen because it is like the emperor with no
clothes. Someone is saying, 'You look all right' but I
do not know who because it is not the patients or the
doctors. But the government is still wandering
around like the emperor with no clothes and
kidding itself that the system is coping, but it is not.
That is why tomorrow we are going to see the
Monash Medical Centre in crisis; that is why over
the next few weeks we are going to see hospital after
hospital come out and say that they cannot cope
because they cannot and the government knows it!
Or Napthine interjected.
Mr THWAITES - The honourable member for
Portland says, 'We shall see', and that is a threat,
because the government is threatening these
people's jobs. If you make a peep, what do you do?
And that goes for the Minister for Health. She says
to these people, these CEOs--

The SPEAKER - Order! I have insisted on
several occasions and I must insist again that the
honourable member for Albert Park does not
address the government bench, except through the
Chair. I also ask the honourable member for
Portland to remain silent.
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Mr Maclellan interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I implore the
honourable member for Albert Park to please not
give the minister at the table any encouragement. It
is hard to maintain order. I ask the honourable
member for his cooperation and I ask him to address
his remarks through the Chair and to ignore
interjections. I also ask the minister to remain silent.
Or Napthine interjected.
Mr THWAITES - Gee, that is devastating, isn't
it? This is really strong stuff! Government members

opposite have no concept of independence of the
judiciary, or independence of the hospital board,
and they have no concept of anything to do with the
proper form of government, and that is why we are
in the situation that we are in with the government
and its cronies today - because it cannot
distinguish between its own advertising companies
in business.

It is like Joh Bjelke-Petersen says: it was all family.
He had his oil shares. He had his government. It was
all the one thing. What was good for Joh was good
for Queensland. What is good for Ieff is good for
Victoria. That is what it is about. In a way it does not
matter so much in those areas, one might say,
because the victims are not so obvious - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr THW AITES - At a recent meeting that the

Minister for Health had with a group of CEOs, she
threatened them and said, 'If you do not do as you
are told, we shall find someone who will'. That is
what she said! There is a clear implication that if you
do not buckle under, wear these impOSSible cuts,
you will get the bullet.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr THWAITES - They are not the employer!
There is such a thing as a hospital board, or do we
sack the hospital board too? The minister sitting
opposite has just indicated the attitude. The
government has no concept of any sort of
independence and that is its attitude to the courts as
well. If people do not do the right thing by the
government it is a notion of 'we'll sack them'! We do
not like the Accident Compensation Tribunal, so
sack them! We do not like the Moira Rayners, so
sack them! Justice Fogarty, sack him! It is one after
the other and if you are down at the AAT and any of
those tribunal members do not do what you want,
you will sack them!

The ACIlNG SPEAKER (Mr Maughan) Order! The honourable member for Albert Park, in
silence.
Mr THWAITES - The victims of the Premier's
conflict of interest are not so obvious. But the victims
of this government's health policies are obvious
because they are the people who cannot get a
hospital bed, they are the people who cannot get an
ambulance, they are the people who are waiting on
the trolleys, they are the people who are now paying
fees for physiotherapy and allied help that
previously was free. These are old people who
cannot even get an appointment for a
physiotherapist. They cannot get to an occupational
therapist because this government has slashed
expenditure for outpatients in public hospitals.
In the short time I have available I shall refer to
community health, an area with which I have had
some contact over the years. This government has
slashed funding to community health in inner
Melbourne. What it promised to do was to
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redistribute that money to the outer suburbs; it has
not. Inner city commwlity health centres have been
cut by up to 30 per cent, yet when one visits the
commwlity health centres in the outer suburbs one
finds that they are suffering cuts, too. They are
losing programs. They are being told to cut back.
They are being told to merge with this or that centre.
They are being told to take on a whole half of
another mwlicipality but within their existing
budget.
This is a government that lied to the electorate
before the last election just as it lied about the
closing of country hospitals, just as Mrs Tehan told
the people of Elmore that no hospital there would be
closed. Just a s - Or Napthine interjected.
Mr THWAITES - And who didn't close it? Who
listened to you? People like the honourable member
for Murray Valley and the honourable member for
Rodney do better out of our government than they
do out of their own, because our government listens
to hard working backbenchers while this
government ignores them. This government does
nothing for people. It does nothing to help people
who need health care. It does nothing for the silent
victims of their harsh and callous policies.
Mr DOnE (Malvern) - The appropriation
debate is often a very interesting debate. Of course
we all like to speak on the budget because the debate
is very wide ranging. It is usually a pleasure to
follow the honourable member for Albert Park,
because he actually gives you something to fill up
the first 5 minutes of your speech in rebuttal.

Tonight, however, I understand the word rebuttal
was multi-syllabic for the honourable member for
Springvale. I can explain that later or put it in my
simple words.
Mr Thwaites interjected.
Mr DonE - The honourable member for
Albert Park may well find obscenity to be a way of
responding to something he does not understand. I
do not take objection to the obscenity; I pity it rather.
I think maybe the honourable member for Albert
Park should think a little more about an important
and appropriate response in this place from the
opposition frontbench rather than a simple obSCenity.
Mr Bracks - Smart arse!
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Mr DonE -If the honourable member for
Williamstown cares to offer that sort of comment, I
suggest he might well make a career elsewhere
rather than here. Would he perhaps rather bring in a
school group to hear the honourable member for
Springvale? I wonder how it would be if the
honourable member for Williamstown were to bring
in a school group to listen to a member of his
frontbench accuse another honourable member of
this house of being a smart arse, because that is what
the honourable member said.
If the honourable member for Albert Park thinks
that is appropriate language or behaviour, let him
giggle and snigger and carry on. Let him also be
judged on it. Take a little smack if you behave like a
naughty little boy. I do not mind if that is what you
think of me. I do not mind that. But if that is what
you think of this place, maybe you should think
about yourselves a little more. There are two ways
you can approach - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr DOnE - This is like being in the Melbourne
Zoo looking into the monkey cage at a mixture of
bar rattling and babbling.
There are two ways to approach an appropriation
debate. You can approach it on a macro level, which
is how I understood the honourable member for
Albert Park was going to approach it. Can I ask
those who listened, which mayor may not include
some of the members on the other side, was there
one positive thing that came out of the entirety of
that vitriolic contribution from the honourable
member for Albert Park?

Opposition members interjecting.
Mr DOYLE - The language itself is instructive:
victims, threats, disasters, crises, bucklings under,
impossibilities, draconian measures, sackings,
Dickensian, slashings, cuts, and the present litany,
cronies and cronyism. I actually have a high regard
for the honourable member for AIbert Park and his
future aspirations. But if I were to offer him some
humble advice it would be not to proceed down that
track because I do not think it will do his future a
great deal of good.

If you are going to talk about disasters, if you are
going to use that language, if you are going to talk in
negative terms, the answer is to look at realities.
Maybe you could look at some of the things that
happen in your own electorates. Maybe you could
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look at some of the things that are happening rather
than just postulate the disaster stuff. That is what I
want to do. I want to talk a little - -
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in this bovine way and has not exactly come out
smelling of roses. If he would care to continue, I am
happy to take it up now. I will get to it in due
course. I promise you I will tackle it.

Honourable members interjecting.
I suggest that after two years, halfway through a

Mr DOYLE - The problem, from my point of
view, is that I was a secondary school teacher and
therefore I do not feel quite qualified to deal with
primary school behaviour, but I can learn. I will do
my best.
At the start of my speech I want to mention
something that I think is important, and something
that both sides of the house could benefit from
considering. It is a worry for both sides of
Parliament and for federal and state parliaments:
how are we going to manage what seems to me to be
a tension between the workplace and family
responsibility? That is a matter that is very
important in society, and I do not have any answers
for you. If opposition members think they do, I have
some bad news for them.
I shall say something about the flexibility that I think
is necessary in the workplace. That includes things
like child~re arrangements and the way that we
offer things like schooling and training. Those things
are important to me.

term of office, the direction of a government is the
important thing to consider. The thing I want to
consider is the nature of change. I want to address
that issue locally - something the honourable
member for Albert Park chose not to do in his
contribution. Hugh Mackay talks about our being in
an age of anxiety; he says that we are not
comfortable with change and what it might achieve.
We know it is required but we are cynical about
whether bodies like government can achieve it.
It depends whether any further change is necessary
or may achieve anything. I shall talk tonight about
changes in my electorate, which, although
uncomfortable, have led to benefits for my
community. I shall raise a host of possibilities in
health, education, aged care, small business and
planning, and talk about how the direction taken by
the government has added benefit to my community.
The honourable member for Albert Park knows
about the first matter because he had the pleasure of
speaking at fora on health and the circumstances
surrounding the Malvern Clinic.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr DOYLE - The opposition may choose to
deride that. I do not resile from my background as a
teacher. In fact I am very proud of it. But this is
something we need to consider. If we do not find an
answer to those problems we do not find an answer
to the problems that beset the two great pillars of
our society, work and the family. I did not hear
anything in the speech I have just listened to that
addressed either of those problems. They seem to be
a central thing facing us, but I heard nothing in the
previous speech that addressed either of those
pillars of concern, which should be proper concerns
in this Parliament.
When you have a prorogation of Parliament and a
welter of appropriation and address-in-reply
speeches, what you learn is whether there is a sense
of new direction or not. I would suggest - Mr Mildenhall- What about accountability?

Mr DOYLE - I will get to accountability. I
would remind the honourable member for Footscray
that on previous occasions he has chosen to interject

Mr DOYLE - The honourable member for
Albert Park and I spoke at fora - public
meetings - on the Malvern Clinic. I inform the
house that that outpatient facility in Glenferrie Road,
which is in a state of considerable disrepair, was
formerly a beautiful house of the Victorian era
situated on extensive grounds. I believe the house
was once the home of an original director of BHP
and a wonderful example of Victorian architecture
- at least from the outside.
It was once an in-patient facility prOViding
psychiatric services to my community. More
recently it has become a facility for reintroducing
and reintegrating clients such as manic depressives
and schizophrenics back into the community.
Neither side of the house would disagree that that is
the way we should go in treating people in our
society who are not of sound mind or who have
behavioural difficulties.
Nevertheless questions were asked concerning what
we should do with the facility. I did not announce
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with fanfare my intended visit. It is an easy walk
down Glenferrie Road from my office. "This
enormous facility was practically empty. Between 8
and 10 clients were involved in what the staff said
were mind-extension activities - they were playing
Scrabble!
The entire building was in a sort of depressing
disorder. Rooms were locked up. One of the things
you can do, with quite productive results, is ask to
see the worst parts of a building. I asked to see the
lavatories. I saw what can only be described as
Dickensian conditions, certainly not conditions we
should ask others to put up with.
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who offer assistance but who worked in appalling
and hot conditions, with signs on the doors which
state, 'Please close door so cats don't get birds' as
Workspan did?
I have not mentioned the terminally ill who will
now use that facility. We moved people out to new
facilities, which I have visited and found to be filled
with light and space. Change is not always
comfortable; in fact, it is rarely comfortable. In this
case we have four groups who are better off. We
have managed change for clients in four groups - a
much better result. It is easy to criticise and
hypothesise and make things up when you are not
in those communities.

Mr Thwaites interjected.
Mr DOnE - He was there and knows the
dishonesty of that interjection, whether we asked or
not. Yes, change is difficult for that clientele. They
would prefer no change at all, but we were
detennined to get the best outcome for a range of
groups in that commwlity who were using that
facility. The upkeep was impossible and renovation
was out of the question. It was very costly to run.
The search began for new premises. As the
honourable member for Albert Park knows, in a
debate such as that it is not just a matter of one
section of the commwtity being vulnerable because
four vulnerable groups were affected. One included
the members of the Obsessive Compulsive Disorder
Foundation. I wonder whether the honourable
member spoke to them. Did he talk to them? The
answer is no.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr DOnE - Just a second! If you really want to
make fun of people who are vulnerable, please go
ahead. Otherwise, please listen. Those people have a
disorder.
Mr Micallef - How patronising.
Mr DOnE - Not me of them, I would argue.
Mr Micallef - Of you.
Mr DOYLE - There is good cause for that! Do
not be patronising when talking about the mentally
ill. What do you do when you ask somebody, 'What
is the nature of your disorder?' and he says, 'I tear at
my hair until it comes out of my scalp and then I eat
it. I cannot stop myself doing it. It distresses me, but
I cannot stop doing it'? Did you speak to the people

Let us talk briefly about local government. That
caused some pain because when we originally
decided to reorganise we were acting on a long-time
need to reorganise the third tier of government. We
had a plan to do it.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr DOYlE - I wonder whether the honourable
member for Footscray is still bitter about the football
finals. He is not normally so vocal; he is making
about the same amount of sense as he normally
does. Submissions were made to the Local
Government Board on Malvern, Prahran and
Caulfield and the division which I believed was
inappropriate.
Mr Thwaites interjected.
Mr DOYlE - The honourable member for
Albert Park asks whether I talked to the people.
About 350 letters poured into my office. We
approached the Local Government Board. The local
community was still not happy with the final report;
but honourable members may remember that I
raised the matter in the house with the Minister for
Planning. The process was in place and could work.
If the community wants it, you should present it
cogently and without the bovine passions heard
from the other side.
We got a community result by presenting an
intelligent argument. That final report has led to a
better solution. An area of my electorate, the
Gascoigne Estate, will press local government to do
something it has never done before -namely, to
write into planning schemes what it believes is
appropriate for its areas. The people of the area will
be pro-active in getting their local government
representatives to actually represent them. That is
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entirely appropriate and a great result. It would
never have happened without this process.
Therefore, we got the best result for the community,
the creation of a new City of Stonnington. I will
speak later about that and about the benefits it will
bring. The thing that impressed me was that
although change was uncomfortable and although
people were not happy with it at first, the process
was followed with probity. The result was most
benefidal for my residents and my area.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr DOYlE - Because they have their voices
listened to. That is what they wanted to do. The
process was one of listening to others. They are
happy with the support they received. Naturally,
they were unhappy at first, but when they listened
and talked, the process worked. They are happy
now. What more do you want?
I wish to talk about a third area - that is, education.
If we talk about the pain of change, two schools in
my area could be described as great examples of
feeling that pain. We get accusations thrown at us of
preference and cronyism and mateship. The two
schools had declining enrolments. They were no
longer viable. I could argue that the Labor Party's
attitude would be to throw a buck or two at the
problem.
Money is not the only problem when numbers fall to
200, to 150, to 100 and then to 80 students. The Labor
government would have said, 'Don't worry about
that, just prop it up'. The schools were the Malvern
Girls High School and the Gardiner Primary School.
Enrolments fell so low they would not be considered
viable under any scheme. The changing
demographics of my electorate meant that would
continue.
There is a shift in my electorate from the Tooronga
Road end to the centre and my entire electorate is
ageing. What does one do with two schools like
that? The government took the hard dedsion and
closed both schools. That was difficult, but we
ensured that all students had places in new schools,
that teachers were placed in new schools and both
aims were achieved.
I listened carefully to the contribution of the
honourable member for Bundoora. If I were a
betting man I would have money on her as the next
Leader of the Opposition. I would bypass the
honourable member for Albert Park. When she
spoke of the education of girls I was astonished that
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she did not mention the birth of Melbourne Girls
College, which I have visited and am most
impressed with. I exhort it to follow that path of
excellence, not to compromise, and give parents the
choice of an excellent all-girls schools within the
state system. I hope in the future that that school
will be acknowledged as one of the leading schools
in the state.
Pain was caused when the high school in Tooronga
Road was closed. Next to that is Malvern Primary
School, next to the high school's VictOrian,
tuck-pOinted, Hawthorn brick, slate-roofed building.
We allowed the primary school to expand into that
restored Victorian building. The enlarged park
behind the school has allowed the school to share
the land with the community to get the best result.
The school community uses the facility during the
day and the community can use the area and the
barbecue facilities after 5 p.m. - it is a sharing of
public and private resources in a community setting.
We have removed the relocatables from the site and
are using it in a better way.
One of the projects of which I am most proud
concerns the Gardiner Primary School site in
Osborne Street, where there are many flats. It is a
younger, high-density area and the school did not
need to be there. The question asked was whether
we needed private developers to buy that site and
build more flats in the centre of the electorate, which
already lacks open space. My answer was no; we
needed to close the school because of falling
enrolments, at some pain to the community, and
shift it elsewhere. How could we best do that?
Through the Minister for Planning and the Urban
Land AuthOrity, the entire site was sold to the
Malvern Elderly Citizens Welfare Association
(MECWA). It developed this enormous site
surrounded by high-density flats while ensuring
that 10 or 11 per cent of the area would be open
space. Some 13 small, self-contained independent
living units are to be built on one side.
Many aged people in my electorate live in large
houses which they cannot afford to maintain but
there is nowhere for them to move and still be
independent. This development provides that
choice. They can be hooked into the MECW A
system, and as they get more frail and require
medical attention alarms can be put into the units
and can be connected directly to the other MECWA
development on that site - a hostel of 50 beds. That
is desperately needed, and there are future plans for
a day centre. What a triumph! Of course, a school
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had to close in my area for this to occur, but that is
commonsense.
I have spoken previously about how new schools
are developed in Berwick and other growth
corridors, and I commend the Minister for Education
for the work he has done. My community needs
accommodation for the elderly in the communities
which they know and in which they live because
they do not wish to leave. This development is a
great triumph because it has open space surrounded
bv flats and is in harmony with the entire electorate.
I cannot imagine anything better. MECW A already
has 76 hostel and 30 nursing home beds and it has
additional plans to open a 50-bed hospital in
Greville Street, Prahran. What a wonderful example
that is of government working with a
non-government agency to provide for the needs of
a particular community. If you can offer me a better
example I will offer my congratulations to that
development, but I am particularly proud of this
project. Everyone is a winner in our community,
particularly the aged, who are delighted that
MECW A will expand in this way.
I now refer to small business. When I first stood for
Parliament I spent a lot of time pounding the streets,
as we all do. I am very proud of the Glenferrie
Road-High Street shopping strips, but when I
walked along those streets in 1992 there was a
plethora of notices for sales of businesses and notices
of businesses closing down. That is not happening
now. I am talking of shop space of 900 square
metres, 1100 square metres and 1500 square
metres - two person or three person businesses.
When I walked along those roads recently I counted
two businesses displaying for sale signs and one was
being let. I could not find any for sale signs on
businesses in High Street. There is a waiting list for
small businesses to start up in those streets, and that
is a display of confidence by local traders.
Just off High Street in the block bounded by High
Street, Glenferrie Road, Kooyong Road and
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Wattle tree Road is a vibrant shopping area. It is an
interesting excursion to walk through that area. My
local government unit would say that we have had
record development over the past two years. During
1993-94 the peak of a boom was reached, but it is
sustainable as the number of planning applications
testify. In the last financial year 421 planning
applications were received compared with 324 in
1992-93 and 290 in 1991-92. That is an increase of
30 per cent and 45 per cent respectively over the
previous two years. The value of planning
applications total $73.1 million and many of those
developments will be of benefit to my community.
The most Significant include a 122-unit development
proposal for the former Chitty's wood yard site
valued at nearly $6 million; a l06-unit development
proposal for the former Kildara school site valued at
512 million; alterations and additions for the
Lauriston school site valued at $16 million; and
about 10 000 square metres of retail floor area with
1600 multi-deck car spaces at the Chadstone
shopping centre valued at $25 million.
Other major development applications include a
30-unit development in Wattletree Road valued at
53.5 million; a 13-unit development in Glenferrie
Road valued at $2.5 million; a 20-unit development
in Huntingtower Road valued at $2.4 million; a
12-unit development in Mercer Road valued at
51.5 million; and a 25-unit development in
Wattletree Road valued at $1.5 million.
This development activity means jobs as a result of
the confidence generated by the Kennett
government. That is what is happening just in my
electorate as a result of this government's policy.
The City of Stonnington sees itself as a dty of
traders, which is the focus of development in my
area. I seek leave to incorporate two tables in
Hansard. I have shown the tables to the leader of
opposition business in the house.

Leave granted, tables as follows:
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SELECTED
LGA

Locations

1,759

% of MSD

Floor
space

Wages &
salaries

Turnover

$'000

$'000

91-92

m2

16.160

246.936

1,446.986

8.2

440.000

9,290

92,246

797,606

4.5

297.000

85,856

7,053
5.986
5,140

78.120
60.885
49.381

696.sn
494.438
398,994

3.9
2.8
2.3

231,000
168,000
136,000

98.763
82,599

3.738
3,098
2,574

34.712
29,223
29,755

293,869

1.7
1.6
1.5

114,000
163.000
98.000

78.617
89,631
99,587

Persons
employed

lamalgamated
Councils In
bOld)

Melbourne

993

tumover
based on

Turnover
per
person
employed

Turnover
per ftoor
space
$m2
3289

CSO
Boroondarra

2689

(Inclucung K_
Haw & Clwell)

Morrabbtn
Waveney
Port Phillip

1.081

808
1.029

n.625

3013

2944
2934

(IncludIng pt Meltl
J 5tK f 5th Meltl)

CauJfleld
Oaklel9h

856
591

589

2n,6n
256.337

25n
1701
2614

Source: RetBilngin VictorlB 1991-1992 - ASS Catalogue 8623.2

2.2

SPECIALIST SHOPPING

HELf:OLlRNE'S TOP 10 FASHION LOCATIONS
AREA

MARKET SHARE

CBe

13.9

Preston
Knox
Sunshine
Moorabbin
Richmond
Camberwell
Frankston

4.5
4.5
4.4
3.8
3.1
3.0
2.6

Melbourne Central
Northland
Knox City
Highpoint
South land
Bridge Road
Burke Road
I Hub

Source: Knirj7t Frank Hooker study results pnnted in The Age 26/l194.
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Mr DOYLE - I thank the house for that courtesy.
I shall not go through the tables in detail, but the
first table shows the amount of retail floor space
within the City of Stonnington, which will have
more retail dollar turnover than the central business
district by 1997. As a city, we are already the no. 1
retail fashion location. The city is booming and there
is a resurgence of confidence in business, but we are
talking of one, two or three-people businesses,
people who have put their livelihoods on the line by
opening their doors for business. That speaks
volumes for the local confidence and for what the
government has done.
I hope I have achieved what I have tried to do, and
that is to show in some small way, as a contrast to
the unsubstantiated rhetoric of the honourable
member for Albert Park, the real things that happen
at the micro level in a single electorate as a result of
this government's policies.

Of course change can cause some pain; it can cause
discomfort; it can cause uncertainty. But change can
lead to a better world. When you look at the result of
61 seats to 27 in the house, you can see that in
October 1992 an awful lot of Victorians were
pleading for a better world.
How can you get to a better world? You need a
couple of jmall things. You need the will to make
changes. We have heard a lot of bleating and
rhetoric from the other side about changes that have
been made. At my level I have shown how the
changes have been beneficial not just for my
electorate but for the state.
You need more than that. You need a vision about
where you see the state going and where you see
your children growing up. You need wisdom.
Mr Maclellan - Do remember you made a
promise to the honourable member for Footscray!
Mr DOYLE - The honourable member for
Footscray is not here, but promises to the
honourable member for Footscray should be kept. I
thank the minister for his help, as always.
You have to have the will to carry through reform
and change. Would there be anyone on that side or
this side of the house who would not characterise
the government as haVing that will? There would
not. Those changes have been made. In a small way I
have tried to show how they have been beneficial in
my electorate.
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This is a government of achievement. I am a member
of that government, with considerable pride. You
get a sense of pride not just because of the
achievement but also because of the resurgence. I do
not pretend that I am responsible for the resurgence
but I am glad to be part of it.
I am proud to be part of what I would suggest is a
good government. That is what I would go out and
trumpet: this is a good government. Honourable
members opposite might deny that, but show us the
specifics. I have shown the Malvern, local specifics
of how we are a good government and I rest my
pride on that.

Mr MICALLEF (Springvale) - Having the
honour of following that speech is a dubious honour.
Mrs Peulich - It must be intimidating. You must
be embarrassed.
Mr MICALLEF - It is intimidating. I wonder
where the honourable member for Malvern got his
ideas? He must have been reading Alice in
Wonderland while I was reading Upton Sinc1air's The
Jungle. I wonder which of us got the best out of
what. I think I got a bit of reality and the honourable
member for Malvern got a bit of the esoteric
nonsense that he was coming out with.
He started off in a fine way talking about the
workplace, tensions within the family and child care
but presented no substance, of course, which is
usual - plenty of rhetoric and no substance. Then
he talked about obsessive personality disorders.
Or Napthine interjected.
Mr MICALLEF - Obsessive compulsive
personality disorders. With the honourable member
for Portland I considered the reference of the Social
Development Committee on mental disturbance and
community safety. We did not come across people
with those sorts of disorders. The previous speaker
has followed the former member for Malvern, who
had such a disorder, and I understand the present
member has an obsessive compulsive personality
disorder. If you put it in context the speech he has
just made makes sense, so that is what I will follow
on from.
Mr Ooyle interjected.
Mr MICALLEF - Victoria on the move is a real
challenge.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Maughan) Order! Could I ask the honourable member for
Springvale to withdraw his imputation against the
current honourable member for Mordialloc?
Mr MICALLEF - Which one was that? I said the
previous honourable member for Malvern had an
antisocial disorder.
Or Napthine - That is what he is asking you to
withdraw.
Mr MICALLEF - I withdraw. Don't worry about
it.
During the two years of the so-called Kennett
government it has given us Victoria on the move all
right. Which way? Up, down, sideways, backwards?
It certainly has been a move away from ten years of
social justice, 10 years of good government, 10 years
of a sympathetic government that did relate to the
people.
What have we had? Violent attacks on working
people, violent attacks on people who cannot defend
themselves - that is what we have had from this
government. It is an absolute disgrace! The award
conditions of working people have been severely
restricted. The judiciary has been threatened and
independent tribunals and commissioners such as
Moira Rayner have effectively been got rid of or
dismissed. Parliamentary democracy has certainly
been replaced by the rule of the schoolyard bully
tactics that this Premier and his thugs in cabinet tend
to go by. It is an absolute disgrace!
The first anniversary of the Kennett government was
marked with a blowout in the state's unemployment
figures. We became the mecca of unemployment in
A ustralia very quickly in the Kennett government's
first year. We have continued down that road with
the sacking or retrenchment of 40 000 public
servants. lhat is an absolute disgrace because many
of those servants were necessary to deliver essential
public services in health, welfare and community
services, along with transport and other areas of
government responsibility. lhat is an absolute
shame.
During my 11 years in Parliament I have never seen
anything like the abuse of the parliamentary
processes that I have seen in the past two years. We
have had the employee relations legislation and bills
relating to Workcover and vital industries all
rammed through Parliament in the early hours of
the morning, without proper debate or proper
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community consultation. That is the hallmark of this
government and it is an absolute disgrace. The aim
was to make Victoria more competitive through
lowering the working conditions of people, and it
was achieved in a limited way only because workers
were able to move across to the safety net of federal
awards.
The government was flexible. For example, it
approved an $8 million package for the head of
Tabcorp, which to me is obscene. It is an absolute
disgrace that those sorts of wage and salary
packages are condoned by the government when at
the same time it is attempting to drive down normal
wages and conditions and to put up the taxes and
charges for each household to around $1200. You are
certainly driving down the living conditions and the
quality of life of ordinary working people who in the
main populate the state of Victoria. With 120 people
leaving the state each day we will soon be making
Queensland a more highly populated state than
Victoria.
Of course the government has money to waste on
High Court challenges. Over the past 12 months
$700 000 has been spent by this government on
fighting moves by state award workers across to
federal awards.
We have seen $40() 000 spent on radio and print
advertising campaigns against the federal
government's new industrial legislation, which is an
absolutely scandalous waste of taxpayers' money.
We have seen between $3000 and $4000 paid to
barristers such as Mr lan Douglas, QC, to represent
the government at national wage cases to oppose
workers getting increases. lhat is the sort of
government we have in Victoria.
On top of that we have massive cuts to education

which have resulted in the closure of more than 250
schools and the loss of 11 OOO-odd teachers. Class
sizes have risen, which is not good for the future of
education in the state.
The health budget has been cut extensively. The
previous opposition member talked about cuts in
funding to hospitals like the Monash Medical
Centre. That is a hospital we are very proud of; it is a
model public hospital. We are now seeing case mix
introduced in a climate of heavy budget cuts, which
is making a mockery of the system. The case-mix
method has placed cruel pressure on public
hospitals to treat the maximum number of people in
the shortest possible time in a climate in which their
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budgets have been cut to the ]:.')ne. That is not a
good way of governing the state.

than the year before. It is a nonsense to say there is
an increase in the budget.

Country areas have suffered enonnously. The
National Party has been reticent in taking on the
government. National Party members seem to have
accepted the perks, commissions, cars, extra money
and duchessing that goes with being in government.
They have compromised themselves and do not
represent their electorates in a proper way.

The situation is worse when you look at details of
the budget estimates. The wages and salary
allocations in the ethnic affairs budget for 1994-95
were 5451 000, more than 40 per cent lower than the
wages and salaries allocation of $782000 provided
in the 1993-94 budget. It would be hard to find
another area in the budget where a budget allocation
has suffered a reduction of such proportions. It is a
rare distinction that ethnic affairs could well do
without. The cut to the ethnic affairs budget is quite
significant.

The government's privatisation program has been a
disaster. The Tabcorp float was an embarrassment to
a government run by so-called competent business
people. It has been an absolute disaster! The salary
package of the chairman is also an embarrassment to
the government. The move towards the privatisation
of electridty, gas and water is not in the best
interests of Victorians and Australians. There will be
quite a reaction to that from the community and if
the government is able to get away with it now - I
do not think it will- it will not get away with it at
the next election.
Mr Weideman interjected.
Mr MICALLEF - I certainly will. The action of
the government in taking away FOI access reeks of
trying to keep things from the community.
Exempting projects like the grand prix at Albert
Park and Crown Casino and removing public
scrutiny from various pieces of legislation is
disastrous for democracy. It smells of the 19305 and
a return to fascist tendendes that grew up in that
period..
It is good to see that the government is committed to
ethnic affairs! In an answer to a question the other
day and in a response to an interjection which asked
him to back up his support for ethnic communities,
the Premier said, 'What we have given to ethnic
communities is good government'. That is an
ab~lute mockery. Cuts to health services, award
conditions, transport and so on have in the main
affected people from non-English speaking
backgrounds. It is an absolute mockery to say that
the government has given the community good.
government.

The 1994-95 budget allocation for ethnic affairs has
not even kept pace in real terms with the allocation
made in 1993-94. Actual program outlays in 1993-94
were $1.697 million and the figure in 1994-95 is
antidpated to be $1.726 million, less than 2 per cent
higher. After inflation of 2 per cent a year is taken
into account the allocation in real terms is even less

The eleven-fold increase in allowances for
superannuation contributions from $4000 in 1993-94
to 545 000 in 1994-95 is consistent with the
government's generous policy of charging the
previously non-funded government contributions to
the state's superannuation fund. However, it
effectively reduces the ethnic affairs allocation for
service provision by 541 000.
The works and services component of ethnic affairs,
which basically means furniture and equipment and
office alterations, has been increased from $4000 in
1993-94 to $23 000 in 1994-95 - almost a six-fold
increase - and effectively reduces the ethnic affairs
allocation in real terms by $19 000.
We note that the $1454 000 identified in the budget
under 'Receipts classified as outlays' and 'Charges
and reimbursements' refers to the removal of
Victorian interpreting and translating services from
ethnic affairs. It is now trea ted as a separate
self-funding unit, which has to generate its own
income and pay its own bills.
Unfortunately we can say that the Kennett
government again insults ethnic communities - it
treats them badly.
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) -On a point
of order, Mr Speaker, the honourable member for
Springvale is well aware through numerous
departmental briefings that more than $7 million of
the interpreting budget is split up between
departments.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Warrandyte will resume his seat. There
is no point of order. If the honourable member
wishes to refute what is being said I will call him
later.
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Mr MICALLEF (Springvale) - The opposition
condemns the Kennett government for failing to
recognise and adequately fund ethnic communities
in the state budget. The meagre amount of $300 000
promoted as a 50 per cent increase in the budget was
an absolute insult and should be seen as such by
ethnic communities. Ethnic communities are
running out of patience with the Kennett
government. The budget does not acknowledge the
valuable work carried out by ethnic organisations.
Under the previous government the Ethnic Affairs
Commission and the Office of Ethnic Affairs were
properly resourced and supported to carry out their
charters. There has certainly been a major move
away from that position and the Kennett
government has significantly downgraded the
Ethnic Affairs Commission. It has removed its
advocacy and investigative roles, stripped it of its
resources and made it a part-time advisory
committee.
If the Ethnic Affairs Commission is to meet the
Premier's goal of broadening its involvement and
strengthening Victoria's multicultural fibre it will
need a Significant increase in the injection of
resources. We do not see that coming in the
foreseeable future. Again I say that that is an
absolute insult to ethnic communities. We wonder
why this government treats ethnic communities so
badly.

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Warrandyte is out of order, as is the
honourable member for Bentleigh.
Mr MICALLEF - We wonder why this
government treats ethnic communities so badly
when we see the conduct of some government
backbenchers like the honourable member for
Cranbourne who, following the shooting of New
South Wales Labor MP Mr John Newman, called for
tougher penalties for foreign nationals who break
the law in Australia. His source of wisdom was
reported in The Cranbourne Independent of
14 September, where he says:
The main violence we see now is coming from the
Asian and European communities. They are
introducing a bad element into our society. It is not
coming from the third and fourth generation
Australians. It is coating from the new Australians ...

That is the sort of tenninology used by backbenchers
of this government.
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He went on to say:
... If laws are passed bringing with them greater
penalties for these foreigners, I don't think security
measures to this extent will be required. It's not the
Australian community that is the problem.

He really does knife ethnic communities with those
sorts of comments.
Then of course there were the celebrated comments
of the honourable member for Mordialloc, who said
things to ethnic communities. Mr Luigi Danielis, a
community worker, and Ms Cathy Grutzner, who
visited Mr Leigh's office, were told:
That's the trouble with you migrants, you come over
here and wreck the country.

The Premier has described the incident as
regrettable. However, the fact is that the statement
was made, 'That is the trouble with you migrants'. It
is those types of statements-An Honourable Member - How do you know
that is a fact? You don't.
Mr MICALLEF - I am quoting from - An honourable member interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have already asked the
honourable member for Warrandyte to remain
silent. He will abide by the Chair's ruling, otherwise
I will have to take action against him.
Mr MICALLEF - I am quoting from a press
release by the Southern Ethnic Advisory and
Advocacy Council, which was alarmed at the recent
encounter with the honourable member for
Mordialloc, Mr Geoff Leigh.
The situation got a bit heated after they questioned
Mr Leigh about some comments that were made
about-Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, I know that the honourable
member for Springvale is well aware of the forms of
the house. TIlree times now in the last couple of
minutes he has referred to the honourable member
for Mordialloc by the wrong name. I request that
you draw his attention to this.
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The SPEAKER - Order! I uphold the point of
order. I ask the honourable member for Springvale
to use the correct terminology.

order. At the same time I ask the honourable
member for Springvale to temper his language and
to use some moderation.

Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) - On a further
point of order, Mr Speaker, the honourable member
who is being impugned in the house at the moment,
the honourable member for Mordialloc, has already
denied the claims being made in the house by the
honourable member for Springvale. Therefore I
think it is incumbent on the honourable member for
Springvale to look at the fact that he is impugning
an honourable member who has denied the
claim--

Mr MICALLEF (Springvale) - I accept what you
say, Mr Speaker. I was quoting from a press release
by that organisation which was sent to The Leader
newspaper by the South Eastern Ethnic Advisory
and Advocacy Council. I certainly feel that it had
strong reasons to be concerned, so much so that the
Leader of the Opposition, as was said today by the
Premier, wrote to the Acting Race Discrimination
Commissioner. I accept that sometimes people use
racist terms in a way that is not proper, and I have
been subjected to that sort of attack myself in this
house. Looking at things in context, I certainly think
that saying someone is beaten by somebody else is
the same as the behaviour I have just been talking
about in this state.

The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order. I remind the house that any member can
refute what is being said by the honourable member
for Springvale at the appropriate time.
Mr MICALLEF (Springvale) - Thank you,
Mr Speaker. The press release goes on to say:
The situation heated up to the extent that Mr Leigh told
Mt Daniells to 'f..k off', and that 'I am a very busy man,
too busy to waste my time on this'. He then began to
shout and screamed at Mr Danielis to 'get out or I'll call
the police.' After being unable to resume a

conversation, Mc Danielis got up to leave, still arguing
with Mr Leigh.

I wish to draw attention to the letter written by the
opposition to the Acting Race Discrimination
Commissioner, Mr Mick Dodson, drawing attention
to two members of Parliament, one the honourable
member for Cranbourne and the other the
honourable member for Mordialloc, calling for
tougher penalties. That shows that this government
does not think highly of ethnic communities. It is an
absolute tragedy, when 40 per cent of all Victorians
come from a non-English-speaking background,
either first or second generation.

As Mr Daniells was leaving, Mr Leigh said, '1 hope you

never get any more government funding' and on
Mt Danielis's departure shouted, 'That's the trouble

with you migrants, you come over here and wreck the
country:

Those are the sorts of comments made by members
of this government. You ought to be ashamed of
yourselves.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Springvale will address the Chair.

Honourable members interjecting.
MrHONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) -Ona point
of order, Mr Speaker, as a backbencher of this
government I take offence at the words used
impugning me as a racist and I ask that they be
withdrawn.
The SPEAKER - Order! The allegation made by
the honourable member for Springvale was not
against an individual member. I believe it was a
collective word and I do not uphold the point of

If we look at the parties, we see that 25 per cent of all
Labor MPs have a background other than
Anglo-Celtic - only 23 out of 91. I think there is a
very real difference between the parties in the way
they relate to ethnic communities. It is a disgrace
that this government talks about good government
but does not deliver good government to ethnic
communities. If this government is to attract the
support of ethnic communities it has to lift its game.

The other area of ethnic communities I address is
recognition of overseas qualifications. I am currently
working on a case involving a Or A, who was a
paediatrician in El Salvador. He approached my
electorate office some time ago. He had not been in
paid employment for more than two years since the
closure of Nylex, where he was employed in a
non-medical capacity. I think he was a process
worker. His wife was out of paid employment and
his two children were attending secondary schools.
I made representations on Or A's behalf to the
Australian Medical Council which resulted in the
council advising Or A that the Royal Australasian
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College of Surgeons had been selected to conduct an
assessment of his field of specialisation, paediatric
surgery. Or A's approach to my electorate office
arose out of the requirement stipulated by the
Australian Medical Council that an up-front, initial
assessment and interview fee of $500 had to be paid
to the college before the assessment could be
undertaken.

'This is not the first such case that has come to my
attention. I know of a case involving two doctors
from El Salvador, a husband and wife. One is a
gynaecolOgist and the other is a university lecturer
who delivers leaflets to letterboxes. It is a tragedy
that there are such untapped resources in the
community. The government needs to do more, but
a lot of it is the responsibility of professional
organisations.
Or A did not have $500. He approached the Federal

Department of Social Security to get assistance with
the $500 fee but he was met with the response that
his case did not fall within the department's
guidelines. His approaches to private foundations
and charitable groups have also been unsuccessful.
My office made representations on his behalf to the
federal government, because I believe that all
governments should take responsibility for issues
such as this, and we have been informed that Or A
may receive some support. I wrote to the shadow
health minister explaining Or A's circumstances and
suggesting that the prepayment of $500 be taken up
as a more general issue.
My electorate office made personal representations
to the local CES and to various other groups in the
area to try to get support for Or A. The Minister for
Industry and Employment received advice that the
$500 fee would be reduced to 5250, so our
representations have resulted in the fee being
lowered. The assessment of Or A by the Royal
Australasian College of Surgeons would be
interpreted as the equivalent of a retraining
program-The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr ELDER
(Ripon).
Debate adjourned until next day.
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Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - I wish to make
a personal explanation. On Tuesday, 11 October, the
Premier, in responding to my interjection, said:
I wonder if you would say that outside on the steps?
Come on! This man here who actually misleads the
AAT to try to get information - -

'This statement by the Premier is not true. I have
never misled the Administrative Appeals Tribunal.
During the recent AAT case regarding grand prix
documents my evidence was challenged by counsel
for the government Judge Warren Fagan's judgment
states:
I now rule the material is relevant and admissible as
bearing on various aspects of 'the public interest'
arising in the case. The evidence of Mildenhall goes to
the issues of public accountability of government, use
of the park and tends to show widespread public
concern.

'This is the only reference to my evidence and it
substantiates my emphatic denial of the Premier's
allegation.
Remaining business postponed on motion of
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment).

ADJOURNMENT
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

City of Dandenong
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Dandenong) - In
raising an important matter for the attention of the
Minister for Planning, I express a hope that he will
come into the house to address it. I refer the minister
to an issue that he seems to be confused about He
would be aware that the previous Labor government
was committed to and declared Oandenong to be
the capital city of the south east

It is important to the people for Oandenong to be
declared the second city of Melbourne. In all
respects Oandenong functions as a second city,
whether it is in the retail, commercial or industrial
sectors. There is a great deal of concern that the
minister may not be committed to declaring
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Dandenong a second city. Of course, the minister
would be aware of the commitments made by the
Labor government which have now come to fruition.
It is pleasing to see that the state government has
continued with the various projects, although it has
tried to stop projects like the new police and courts
complex. The new railway station, funded by the
Better Cities program, will be officially opened in
December. The previous government was
committed to having Dandenong regarded as a
second city of Melbourne and prOViding the
infrastructure that was crucial to acknowledging
that role.
The minister would also be aware that within a
decade Dandenong will be the geographic centre of
Melbourne. As the Premier and the government
should know, it is important for marketing,
employment opportunities and new investment
opportunities that a tag such as the second city of
Melbourne or the capital of the south-east is
important in attracting job growth and development.
On behalf of the people of Dandenong I ask the
minister to spell out to Parliament and the people of
Dandenong whether he is committed to Dandenong
as the capital of the south-east. This should be a
bipartisan issue. There is concern that this minister is
not necessarily being supportive of Melbourne's
metropolitan strategy. This is the minister's
opportunity to clear up the matter. It is crucial for us
out in Dandenong that we have official recognition
from the state government as the capital of the
south-east.
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intensive activity - headed, 'Public transport
forum -10 October'. The flier said:
I am writing to invite you to a public transport forum
which I will be chairing next Monday evening,
10 October, at the Godfrey Street Community House ...

This particular venue has become very popular with
the ALP, and I certainly hope it is paying the
appropriate hiring charges.
The forum has been organised as a result of much

concern expressed to me over recent months about the
poor state of public transport in the Bentleigh area.

As a result of this intense concern that has been
referred to, only 5 members of the community,
12 members of the ALP and 8 members of the PTUA
turned up to the public transport forum.
The one Significant issue that arose as a result of that
was the fact that bus shelters were not adequately
marked with route numbers. That is the Significant
concern in the Bentleigh electorate, and I ask the
minister to consider investigating the feasibility of
undertaking this work initially in order to improve
the convenience of public transport.
That was relayed to my office the next day by some
of the attendees who felt more confident that I
would be able to represent their interests than those
at a poorly attended ALP function, despite
numerous efforts and much activity to generate or
exaggerate concerns.

Bentleigh public transport services

Victorian State Football League

MI5 PEULICH (Bentleigh) -In the absence of
the Minister for Public Transport I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Industry and
Employment a matter relating to transport services
in the Bentleigh electorate. Over some weeks there
has been a scurrilous drumming up of concerns
regarding transport services in the Bentleigh
electorate by the opposition. It began with the
opposition spokesman actually visiting the
electorate to give this issue a higher profile. This was
followed up by the honourable member for Clayton
who has added his public profile in support of this
endeavour. Of course this is while the honourable
member for Clayton fails to attend many very
important local community events and activities and
fails to represent his constituents. In addition, just
last Monday night my opponent, the ALP candidate
in the local area, conducted a public transport
forum. He distributed letterbox fliers - that is fairly

Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - In the absence of
the Minister for Sport, Recreation and Racing, I
direct the attention of the Minister for Industry and
Employment to the establishment of the new
Victorian State Football League, which will replace
the old Victorian Football Association. Now that we
have lost the old VFL and have an Australian
Football League, quite rightly, the state league will
not be just Melbourne based but will include the
country as well.
Consequently, because of the inclusion of country
teams, fewer metropolitan teams will be required.
That all seems logical except that there appears to be
some threat to the Williamstown Football Club,
which was established in 1864. The club, which is
130 years old, is reputed to be one of the oldest
sporting clubs in Australia. With its 130-year history,
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Victoria.

history, I must say. The homestead is histOriC, even
though at the moment it is in a derelict condition.

Because of the establishment of the new league and
the requirement for only eight metropolitan teams
and eventually four from the country, the
Williamstown, Port Melbourne or Coburg club
might have to go. There has been some discussion
that Williamstown may be the club to go, and that
would be a tragedy.

The community recently held a meeting which set
up the Friends of Pontville. A number of local
historical societies and other interested bodies
attended. There was great support for the
restoration of the homestead and particularly for
placing it on the Victorian Historic Buildings
Register.

One of the ludicrous suggestions is that old
opponents Williamstown and Port Melbourne
merge and use the Port Melbourne ground. That
would be untenable and unthinkable and would not
work. It would not help the people in the western
suburbs who dearly want to continue to support a
football team in the west. I understand positive
progress is being made and that sense will prevail.
The new Victorian State Football League may accept
nine metropolitan clubs, including one extra country
team, to avoid a bye.

The committee I chair is represented by Melbourne
Parks and Waterways, which is the owner of the
building, the City of Doncaster and Templestowe,
the Warrandyte Historical Society, the Doncaster
and Templestowe Historical Society and a
representative from the heritage branch of the
minister's department.

I seek from the minister a report on the progress of
the new league. What teams will eventually be
established? How will teams with long histories,
including the Williamstown Football Club, be
included in the league? Will there be adequate
representation across Victoria, particularly across
the Western suburbs, which want to attract their
populations towards football teams in which they
have some ownership, as is the case with the
Footscray Football Club?

Melbourne Parks and Waterways does not oppose
the placing of this historic building on the register,
and it is expected to be only a formality. I ask the
minister to give active consideration to supporting
the placement of Pontville on the register.

Western bypass

Pontville

Mr THOMSON (Pascoe Vale) - Through the
Minister for Industry and Employment; I direct to
the attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports in
another place the issue of the environment effects
statement for the Western bypass that was released
recently. I, and many other honourable members,
believe there are considerable benefits in the
Western bypass, such as the improved connections
between the Tullamarine Freeway and the West
Gate Freeway; the reduction of through traffic :1n
city streets; the reduction of city traffic, particu.arly
trucks on local streets, including streets in the City of
Essendon; the reduction of the cost of moving
freight; and so forth.

Mr PERRIN (Bulleen) - I refer the Minister for
Planning to an historic homestead in Templestowe
~alled Pontville. Firstly, I compliment the minister
on allocating some $40 000 for the restoration of the
homestead. In addition, I seek the minister's support
for the homestead to be placed on the Historic
Buildings Register. I have spoken to the local
member and apparently the building is more than
150 years old. I believe it is the oldest homestead on
the eastern side of the River Yarra, around the
Doncaster-Templestowe area.

I am, however, concerned that the environment
effects statement does not choose from the six
potential schemes that it lists. TIuee of the schemes
involve closure of the Up field line and two involve
major constructions over Mount Alexander Road,
which I believe would be Visually extremely
unattractive at what is the gateway to Melbourne at
the end of the Tullamarine Freeway. I am concerned
that the environment effects statement provides no
guidelines to the proposed tenderers on which of the
various schemes ought to be chosen.

Pontville was built by Major Charles Newman, who
first settled in the area. He had a very colourful

It is my view that scheme 5, which involves a tunnel
under Mount Alexander Road, is by far the most

Will the minister provide a report either in this
house or at a later date and use his good offices to
provide some protection for clubs such as the
Williamstown Football Club to continue in the new
league?
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preferable of them. It is more expensive than some
of the alte!"tlatives, but the Southern bypass is much
more expensive again, and it is being undertaken
having regard to the environmental sensitivity of the
area associated with the Domain tunnel and the
bypass.
Mr Kennett interjected.
Mr THOMSON - Absolutely. I believe some of
the same sort of environmental considerations
should also apply when choosing the Western
bypass route. I urge the minister to consider the
submissions being put forward by the City of
Essendon, which involve a number of
considerations. The Upfield railway line must be
retained. It is very important for public transport
users in the northern suburbs and it ought to be
extended to Craigiebum.
We should place underground the bypass between
the southern end of the Tullamarine Freeway and
Macauley Road and there should be a number of
associated measures, including the removal of the
002 and 004 routes. The Essendon council should
be permitted to introduce traffic measures in
Ormond Road, Kent Street and Ascot Vale Road. A
number of other measures proposed by the·
Essendon council should also be adopted, and
priority should be given to the Western Ring Road.
A health impact study and an environment effects
study on the proposed widening of the Tullamarine
Freeway should be carried out. I also ask that
consideration be given to the effect on the Moonee
Ponds Creek valley, which is a matter of great
concern to me.
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The minister will be aware that recently I introduced
a deputation to him, again with representatives from
the two authorities. The deputation proposed that he
consider a merger of the Black Dog Creek
Improvement Trust and the Ovens River
Management Board. During the discussions it was
proposed. that we should examine a new authority
with 12 board members, 8 of whom would represent
the Ovens River catchment area, including the
existing areas of Upper Ovens, Buffalo, King, Reedy,
Junction and Lower Ovens. The two areas to be
added are Black Dog and Indigo. The board would
thus comprise eight geographic catchment
representatives and four government nominees.
I should like confirmation that the minister will
investigate this matter and support in principle the
proposal for the absorption of the Black Dog Creek
Improvement Trust into the existing Ovens River
Management Board with representation, by
agreement, to come from existing memberships. The
state loan commitment is of the order of $185 000
and I seek departmental support for the merger with
a commencement date on 1 January 1995.

Glengarry Primary School
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - The matter I direct
to the attention of the Minister for Education
concerns a student at the Glengarry Primary School
in my electorate. The parents of the seven-year-old
student, Mr and Mrs Woodhouse who live in
Glengarry, are concerned at the effect the teacher
reductions that have occurred in recent times will
have had on the education of their son.
Mr Elder interjected.

Ovens River Management Board
and Black Dog Creek Improvement Trust
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Natural Resources
representations I have received from the Ovens
River Management Board and the Black Dog Creek
Improvement Trust in north-eastern Victoria seeking
the merger of those authorities. The minister will be
aware that representations were made by the trust
and the board from as early as 1992.

They put to the minister the advantages and
disadvantages of the merger of the two authorities.
Although at the time, as the minister will be aware,
the two authorities were not prepared to merge into
one larger authority, they have now looked at the
project in toto and believe a merger would be the
best outcome for the future.

Mr HAMILTON -It is a school of 222 students.
The problem is that there has been a reduction in the
number of teachers at the school and, until very
recently, students who were having problems with
the learning program - it occurs in every school were able to participate in a management program.
Teachers were able to put students into smaller
groups to give them special help so that they could
catch up. However, because of the reduction in the
number of teachers, classes have grown and it has
become more difficult for the school to provide
special help for the students who have particular
learning problems.

Indeed those who are aware of education issues
would understand that students who get behind
early in their careers tend to stay behind all the time.
The parents raised. this matter with the school,
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which said that it could not do anything and that the
parents would have to get a private tutor.
These parents cannot afford a private tutor. They
believe there is a need for the school system in the
Latrobe Valley region to provide additional teachers
for special needs children. I do not think it is a big
ask. The Department of Education would recognise
the importance of students not getting behind in
their early years. I hope the minister will seriously
address the needs of students who need special help
at an important stage of their careers and will
respond favourably to it.

Portland: Henty Bay erosion
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work together with the new council and the
minister, for a relatively small amount of money we
will be able to achieve this result.
I ask that the minister take this matter up in a
positive way, as put forward by the new
commissioners of the council - Mr Hamilton - And the local member.
Dr NAYfHINE - And the local member. The
government has a track record of helping people in
need. I am sure it can continue in that vein to
provide protection for these people rather than
saying that their land can wash away, as did the
previous government.

Or NAYfHlNE (portland) - I ask the Minister
for Industry and Employment, who is at the table, to
raise with the Minister for Roads and Ports in
another place the ongoing issue in my electorate of
erosion along The Dutton Way and Henty Bay, an
issue the Premier is well aware of. He has inspected
the area a number of times and understands very
well people's concerns. The area has been subject to
erosion and the beach has gone. Rocks have been
placed along The Dutton Way and now along Henty
Bay.

Ms GARBUTI (Bundoora) - I wish to raise a
matter with the Minister for Community Services. I
see that he is not in the house. I hope he is listening
and is able to come to the chamber and respond. The
matter I raise concerns the Victorian Sport and
Recreation Association of Persons with an
Intellectual Disability - a group, incidentally,
which the government defunded recently.

The government has been of great assistance. I
remember that when I raised this matter before with
the previous Minister for Planning and
Environment, Mr Tom Roper, he said that King
Canute could not hold back the tide and he could
not care whether these people's land and houses
were washed away. Tom Roper said that he could
not give a damn.

However, before that the group put a submission to
the minister on respite. Over a year ago the
government issued two discussion papers on
respite, one on adult respite and one on child respite,
and invited people to comment. This group put in its
submission called 'Respite through recreation',
which proposed that recreation be used as an
alternative form of respite.

The previous government offered only to help
relocate the houses, whereas the Liberal-National
coalition in opposition offered assistance by
providing the people with finance through the Shire
of Heywood to help put rocks along the bays to
protect the land and houses from erosion. We
fulfilled that promise and protected the land.

They have informed me that they did not receive so
much as a simple acknowledgment from the
minister, not a phone call, not a letter, not even an
acknowledgment. I believe that for the work and
effort put in by them they deserve much more that.
They deserve the courtesy of the minister
acknowledging their work and making some
comment on it.

Further concern now has been brought to the
attention of the new supercouncil, the Shire of
Glenelg, led very ably by the Honourable Digby
Crozier. Mr Crozier has been here to meet with the
Minister for Roads and Ports. I lend my support to
the work of Mr Crozier on behalf of my constituents,
who are looking for a joint project between the new
council and the government to provide further
works on that area and a more permanent solution
to protect the Ferguson Road area and residents'
property, solving the problem once and for all. If we

Respite care: recreation program

The issue of respite has been raised many times in
this house before. I recall that on occasions as far
back as March of this year, when I raised the matter
with the minister, he indicated that he was about to
announce his decision on this matter. We are still
waiting! He said then it would be only a few weeks
and he said again in May that it would be only a few
weeks before he announced his decision, and it has
been a matter of weeks and weeks and we are still
waiting!
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It is an important issue. It is a crucial service for the

people who have a relative with an intellectual
disability whom they are caring for. The discussion
paper proposes many changes, which are causing
enormous concern to those people. It has threatened
to put limits on the number of days that they could
use the service. It did not specify whether it
included all forms of respite. It threatened to shift
the emphasis away from respite houses to in-home
respite, which does not suit a lot of people; they do
not require that sort of respite, they need a range of
options.
A number of proposals are still causing a great deal
of anxiety. I invite the minister to come into the
house and tell us how many more weeks we have to
wait before he makes his decision and tells
everybody.

Responses
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The
honourable member for Dandenong raised a matter
concerning the recognition or acknowledgment of
the role of the City of Dandenong in the
south~astem part of Melbourne. I shall certainly ask
the department if it can give me some advice on the
status of that matter, and I will see whether.! can
then give consideration to it.

The honourable member for Bulleen and his
colleague the honourable member for Warrandyte
are still contending as to which electorate the
Pontville homestead is in. I understand it is very
close to the border, and a matter that is very close to
the hearts of both members, one of the members
being, as I understand it, the chairman of the
restoration committee and the other member being a
member of the Melbourne Parks and Waterways
Advisory Committee, which will be a major source
of funding for the project.
If I receive a recommendation from the Historic

Buildings Council for the addition of that building to
the historic buildings register, I shall be only too
pleased to deal with the matter expeditiously and to
forward a recommendation to the council in respect
of the building.
I urge both honourable members to maintain their
suppo~ for the registration of the building because if
it is not registered as an historic building it will not
qualify for the historic building fund.
I assume that their enthusiasm for both the
restoration program and for the classification of the
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building would have something to do with the fact
that funds might be available for it.
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing) - The honourable member for
Williamstown raised a matter concerning the future
of the Williamstown Football Club. As a very good
local member he raised the matter in a factual and
non~motional way, and I congratulate him for that.
There is no doubt that he believes the Williamstown
Football Club is threatened, given that the VFA may
well disappear into the new structure of the
Victorian State Football League.
In the context of that restructure, and from early
reports, it appears likely that one out of the three
oldest clubs in the VFA, namely Port Melbourne,
Coburg and Williamstown, will go. But, as the
honourable member has said, we hope logic will
prevail, and that instead of eight teams forming that
league from metropolitan and country areas, that
nine teams will make up the league.
He asked me to report on the progress of the
decision about the teams that will comprise the
Victorian State Football League. He was really
asking me to protect Williamstown.
An Opposition Member - A big ask! Even
Nipper couldn't do that!
Mr REYNOLDS - This matter is obviously dear
to the honourable member's heart now that he
represents the area. I assure him that I have been
barracking for Williamstown nearly all my life. I saw
Ron Todd play his last game when he kicked his
999th goal in senior football. Although I am an avid
and active Fitzroy supporter, Williamstown has
always been my no. 1 in the association. Even worse
than that: I met my wife when I was working in
Williamstown. I don't know which is better: that I
barrack for the footy team or that I met my wife
there!

The SPEAKER -Order! I hope the minister's
wife gets a copy of Hansard.
Mr REYNOLDS - I will make sure that she does.
The SPEAKER - Order! So will I!
Mr REYNOLDS - Do you mean my current
wife?

Opposition members interjecting.
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Mr REYNOLDS - Like football right across the
state, the Victorian Football Association is
undergoing restructure.
Mr Gude - You are going to be restructured
when you get home, too!
Mr REYNOLDS - The Leader of the House savs
I may well undergo restructure when I get home..
There is no doubt that Victorian football is
undergoing a broad restructure. One of the
problems is that all but about two sides in the VFA
are technically bankrupt. Several of them owe more
than they make in a year, and that is the real trouble.
I believe the opportunity exists for a logical, sensible
and properly thought out restructure of the VFA or whatever name we decide to call it in the
future - so that it replaces what we older members
remember as the Victorian Football League before it
became the AFL. I assure the honourable member
that I will telephone AFL House tomorrow to try to
find out from Mr Ken Gannon how the matter is
progressing and, like him, I hope Williamstown
survives.
An Honourable Member - You can't top that!

Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - I am not going to attempt to, either. I
have a very harmonious relationship with my wife!
The honourable member for Murray Valley referred
to the proposed voluntary amalgamation between
the Ovens River Management Board and the Black
Dog Creek River Improvement Trust, which has the
support of the government The government
understands the importance of the issues raised this
evening. We should all recognise that the two
authorities have cumulative debts of something in
the order of $700 000, which is a matter with which
we need to come to terms. Nevertheless some real
benefits could flow from the merger.
The representation suggested by the honourable
member tOnight seems appropriate for the
restructured authority. Accordingly, we would want
the new authority to operate from 1 January next
year. Ongoing discussions will lead to some
resolution of the debt issue. Clearly, the beneficiaries
of the river management arrangements have been
contributing to the management of the authority,
and they will continue to do so.
As a demonstration of the effectiveness of the Ovens
River Management Authority, the work done prior
to the floods in spring 1993 has survived, in the
main, the impact of those floods. Accordingly, this
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expansion to take in the whole of the catchment will
lead to further improvements in those river
arrangements. It is something the government wants
to see in place but further discussions will be needed
on the issue. Otherwise distribution support is there
for the creation of this new authority as of the
beginning of next year.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - The honourable member for
Bentleigh raised a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Public Transport. She drew attention to
the scare campaign of the Labor Party within her
electorate. The honourable member for Clayton, I
understand, was one of those who was nominated in
that particular instance. I can assure the honourable
member that the honourable member for Clayton
will not be worrying her for the time being because
not only is he not in his electorate, he is not in the
country.

The honourable member raised a concern for the
attention of the minister relating to the need,
requirement or desire for bus route numbers to be
placed on bus shelters. I am sure this matter will be
ably examined by the minister. I will draw it to his
attention.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr GUDE - I take up the interjection of the
honourable member who says it is a sensible idea. It
is indicative of the quality of government members.
The honourable member for Pascoe Vale raised a
matter for the attention of Minister for Roads and
Ports in the other place about an environment effects
statement for the Western Bypass. I will draw that
matter to the attention of the minister.
The honourable member for Morwell drew on his
experience in the teaching fraternity when he
referred to a need to assist a YOlUlgster of the
Woodhouse family and about students at the
Glengarry school. I will draw that to the attention of
the Minister for Education, but I point out to the
house that with respect to primary school
education - the area the honourable member
referred to - we have by far and away in Victoria
the best staffing formula in Australia.
Notwithstanding that, I will take up the matter with
the Minister for Education because, as all
honourable members know, he is a very caring
person who is concerned about the interests of
youngsters in our school system. I will see what can
be done.
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The honourable member for Portland raised the
perennial problem of erosion at The Dutton Way. He
was quite correct in pointing out the lack of interest
of and indeed the insults which had been levelled by
the previous administration when the former
member Mr Raper was the minister. Not only did he
not show much interest in that, but he did a pretty
poor job in health and the Treasury as well.
Mr Hamilton - And in transport.
Mr GUDE - A fantastic job in transport! I thank
the honourable member for Morwell for interjecting;
he was obviously a good friend of his former
colleague Mr Roper. Being from that side, he would
have had a very close appreciation of his failings
and no doubt was one of those who assisted
Mr Raper in making his decision to retire.
I can tell the honourable member that, in his caring
way, the minister will follow this matter through. As
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I told the house, assistance has been given. I will see
whether there cannot be more assistance to protect
this most unique part of the state.
The honourable member for Bundoora raised a
matter for the attention of the Minister for
Community Services about the Victorian Sport and
Recreation Association of Persons with an
Intellectual Disability and a submission made to
government for funding for a program proposed to
be conducted. There has been some delay in the
response from the government I shall take up the
matter with the minister and attempt to get a
prompt response.

Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 12.25 a.m. (Thursday).
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Government Employee Housing Authority - Report
for the year 1993-94
Historic Buildings Council- Report for the year

The SPEAKER (Hon. J. E. Delzoppo) took the chair
at 10.05 a.m. and read the prayer.

LEADER OF THE oPPOSmON:

RACISM
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - I desire to give notice
that tomorrow I will move:
lbat this house condemns the Honourable the Leader
of the Opposition for - (a) his refusal to dissociate
himself from the disgraceful racial slur on the
Australian-Greek cOmn\wlity by the Honourable David
White, MLC; and (b) his blatant hypocrisy in writing to
the Acting Race Discrimination Commissioner over
alleged indiscretions by government members whilst at
the same time condoning overt racism by a senior
member of the Australian Labor Party.

1993-94

Latrobe Regional Commission - Report for the year
1993-94

Legal Aid Commission - Report for the year 1993-94
Ubraries Board of Victoria - Report for the year
1993-94

Melbourne Market Authority - Report for the year
1993-94

Melbourne Water Corporation - Report for the year
1993-94

Melbourne Water Corporation Employees'
Superannuation Fund - Report for the year 1993-94
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board - Report for the year

MrTHOMSON (Pascoe Vale) - I put it to you,
Mr Speaker, that the notice of motion refers to
debates or things that are alleged to have been said
in another house and that it is therefore out of order.

1993-94

The SPEAKER - Order! The question as to
whether the motion is admissible will be decided
when the motion is dealt with. It is in order to give
notice of the motion.

National Electricity - Report for the year 1993-94

PAPERS
Laid on table by Oede

Museums Advisory Board - Report for the year
1993-94

Port of Geelong Authority - Report for the year
1993-94

Public Record Office - Report of the Keeper of the
Public Records for the year 1993-94
Public Transport Corporation - Report for the year

Coal Corporation - Report for the year 1993-94

1993-94

Construction Industry Long Service Leave Board Report for the year 1993-94

Roads Corporation - Report for the year 1993-94

Country Fire Authority - Report for the year 1993-94
Electricity Services Victoria - Report for the period
ended 30 June 1994
Energy Brix Australia Corporation - Report for the
period ended 30 June 1994

Rural Finance Act 1988 - Direction by the Treasurer to
the Rural Finance Corporation to establish, operate and
administer a scheme of assistance for persons affected
by potential drought conditions in Victoria
Stamps Act 1958 - Report of exemptions approved
and refunds made pursuant to section 137R for the year
1993-94

Gas and Fuel Corporation - Report for the year

State Electricity Commission - Report for the year

1993-94

1993-94

Generation Victoria - Report for the year 1993-94

State Library of Victoria' Councll- Report for the year
1993-94
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Tourism Victoria - Report for the year 1993-94

Transport Accident Commission - Report for the year
1993-94

Victorian Dairy Industry Authority - Report for the
year 1993-94
Victorian Meat Authority - Report for the year 1993-94
Victorian Prison Industries Commission - Report for
the year 1993-94
Victorian Relief Committee - Report for the year
1993-94

ADJOURNMENT
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the house, at its rising, adjourn until tomorrow at
10 am.

Motion agreed to.

COMO PROJECT BILL
Introduction and first reading
For Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning),
Mr Gude introduced a bill to repeal the South
Yarra Project Act 1984 and to amend the South
Yarn Project (Subdivision and Management) Act
1985 and for other purposes.
Read first time.

LIQUOR CONTROL (AMENDMENT)
(No. 2) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister for Small Business)
introduced a bill to amend the Liquor Control Act
1981 and for other purposes.
Read first time.

APPROPRIATION (1994-95, No. 1) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 12 October; motion of
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasured.
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Mr ELDER (Ripon) - It is a pleasure to speak on
the Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill. I wish to set
in place some of the good things that have been
achieved in education and refute some of the claims
made by the opposition's education spokesman, the
honourable member for Carrum, particularly some
of the pork pies, or Brumbies - -

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Ripon will use the proper form of
address.
Mr ELDER - I thought Australian dictionaries
were changing 'pork pies' to a new term. The
honourable member for Carrum, who sends his own
children to private schools and week after week
attempts to attack the state education system, should
be named in this house as the man who continues to
undermine education in Victoria. He cannot
understand modem financial practice,
self-management or modem management practices
because he has led a fairytale existence inside our
tertiary institutions and has never run his own
business. He was a tutor at La Trobe University, a
lecturer at Swinburne out in fairyland and an
industrial officer with the Mwlicipal Officers
Association. This man has never run his own
business and does not understand what
self-management is about.
The other day he slagged everything the
government has achieved in education over the past
two years. Instead of focusing on the good things he
attempted to distort the figures that have been
released by the department and Treasury. He did
not say that after all the cuts we have made in
education we can still claim that Victoria's primary
school staffing formula of 1:21 is the best in
Australia; that Victoria's secondary school staffing
ratio of 1:16 is better than the national average; that
Victoria's staffing levels in special development
skills are the best in Australia and comparable with
the best in the world; that Victoria has the best
staffing for rural secondary colleges, with a special
additional staffing allocation to support small
classes in years 11 and 12; and that Victoria has the
best staffing level for remote primary schools in
Australia, with two full-time teachers for enrolments
of 26 students. Even after all the education cuts we
can claim that we are leading Australia.
Teachers tell me they cannot teach because of the
new demands being placed on them. I should like to
list the recommended teaching contact hours
throughout Australia. In Victoria secondary school
teachers teach up to 20 hours a week and the
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average is 18 hours. In New South Wales the
recommended teaching hours are up to 20 hours and
40 minutes; Tasmania's hours are in line with
Victoria's, although there is not the average of
18 hours; in South Australia the recommended
contact time is up to 20 hours and 40 minutes; in
Queensland, which has a Labor government under
Mr Goss, the recommended contact time is up to
20 hours and 40 mir}.utes; in the Northern Territory
the contact time is up to 21 hours and 10 minutes;
and in Western Australia the time is 21 hours and
20 minutes. Those figures indicate that Victoria's
contact hours are the lowest in Australia. In fact, the
average is 18 hours a week. Most of us would
probably say we are in the wrong job!

During the Labor administration schools became
run down. Roofs leaked and windows fell out. That
5720 million was needed because money had to be
put back into Victoria's assets. The Treasurer, who is
a very soft-hearted man, said, 'Any funds you get
from the closure of schools and the sale of the
properties will go back to the education budget'.
Under the previous government Mrs Kimer, who
was the then Minister for Education, struck a deal
with Treasury to get the funds from the 86 schools
she closed. Closing schools is not a new
phenomenon. The previous government closed
schools for demographic reasons.

Let us focus on some of the good things the
government is doing. Labor left us with a black hole
in education. I do not deny that teachers' salaries
had to be increased, but Labor introduced the
advanced skills teacher positions and gave nearly
every teacher a pay rise for which it did not budget.
Labor brought down a budget with an unfunded
black hole of $84 million. It provided pay increases
but it did not allocate the funds to meet that
commitment. What happened? Because the
commitment had been made the new coalition
government said it would find the money and give
teachers the pay rise. It would have been very easy
to walk away from it because it was a mickey-mouse
commitment made by a government that knew it
would lose the election. The coalition could have
said to teachers, 'Your mates in the previous
government did not allocate the funds'. However,
we realised that teachers needed recognition as
professionals and we honoured the commitment,
even though it had been made by the previous
government.

Mr ELDER - I saved your school! When
Kirner was advocating the closure of the
Williamstown Secondary College I saved it! You live
only three doors from it. If you do not send your
children to private schools, like the honourable
member for Carrum, they will get the advantage of
that school just down the road. A plaque was
erected when I opened the new computer centre. I
went into Kimer heartland - now Bracks
heartland - and saved a school. They did not have
to invite me. We did not put any money into it. They
said, 'Here's a man who recognises a quality school'
and they invited me into Labor heartland to open
the centre. Next time you are in there, give it a shine
forme.

On day one of government we found that schools

had to be brought up to a satisfactory level so that
classrooms did not have leaking roofs and windows
that fell down when they were opened. The reality is
that many of the classrooms that were built in
Victoria during the Bolte years had not received
maintenance in 20 years. The Directorate of School
Education found that we needed to spend
$720 million on day one just to bring these schools
up to an acceptable level. Of course we did not have
the dollars. When the pressure was on from its
union mates to find additional funds for increasing
teacher numbers, where did the previous
government get the money? It borrowed from the
maintenance and capital budget. You get the least
public outcry when you take money from buildings
and maintenance and transfer it to salaries.

Mr Bracks interjected.
~rs

The government and the Treasurer recognised that
we needed to put these funds back into schools in
our state so we could bring them up to an acceptable
standard. Much of the funding has gone into Labor
seats, such as Carrum, where there was a need for
new schools and where schools were run down.
Despite the yelling from the honourable member for
Dandenong, who said we have allocated funds to
our own electorates and ministers' electorates,
which is arrant nonsense and ,has been proved
wrong, we have allocated funds on a needs basis.
We did not politicise the priority or the needs list.
We actually spent money where it was needed and
rightly so.
I turn now to some of the allegations that have been
made by the honourable member for Carrum. The
opposition spokesman on schools is the man who
sends his kids to private school. That shows how
much he does not know about the state education
system: he is sending his kids to the private system!
Let me respond to the allegation he made about
cutting special needs programs. He went on to talk
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about the impact on students from
non-English-speaking backgrounds. To the contrary,
all schools have been required to maintain existing
programs in integration, LOTE and ESL at 1992
levels or higher. Under the previous government
schools were given total staffing establishments
which consisted of formula entitlements plus special
needs. The special needs teachers were distributed
on an inequitable and dubious basis in Labor
heartlands. The previous government was doing a
deal with its mates and putting money out to those
schools to provide special needs teachers.
This government decided to apply the formula
fairly. From 1993 schools were provided with total
staffing establishments only and principals were
given flexibility to organise programs within the
schools while also maintaining certain programs
such as integration, LOTE - for the benefit of the
honourable member for Carrum, that is languages
other than English - and ESL at existing levels. In
contrast with previous practice, power and
responsibility are now at the school.
In most cases schools and colleges were able to
accommodate staff reductions by increasing very
marginally average teaching hours and/or slightly
reducing the amount of teacher preparation time.
The principals who do not understand management
practice have stuck with the old industrial practice
in some schools and that is why we have had the
blow~ut. But responsible managers in most schools
in Australia have increased the average teaching
hours and/ or reduced the average teacher
preparation time. There have been increases in
special needs allocations in the form of rural
loadings for secondary colleges and
remote/non-remote allowances for primary schools.
At last school principals are free - they all salivate
because they have this new power - to apply these
additional resources to best suit local needs.
I want to respond to comments raised by the
honourable member fo Carrum about Yarrambat
Primary School. Basically he made some assertions
that cannot be substantiated. He said the relief
teaching arrangements made by the directorate for
Yarrambat basically meant that the school was
raising funds to meet those needs. Yarrambat
Primary School has received cash grants to cover all
short-term teaching relief costs managed at the
school level. Additional funding for term 4 is
currently being processed, and all schools
throughout the state are shortly to receive their grant
funding for this purpose. Any school that has
experienced difficulties in regard to its ability to
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employ relief staff for whatever reason is able to
approach the relevant regional general manager,
who will organise the necessary resources. We are a
flexible government and one that is prepared to
meet the needs of schools.
I shall refer to some of the figures the honourable
member for Carrum raised in his contribution to the
debate. The initial cuts announced by the Treasurer
in the 1993 autumn statement were $145 million for
school education. The savings initiatives taken last
year will ensure the achievement of that outcome.
However, as the majority of savings flow from
initiatives, that is, primary staff departures which
occurred towards the second half of the financial
year, the full-year effect of those savings was not
realised until the 1993-94 year. In other words, if you
make the savings in one year they flow on and you
pick them up in the following year. That is simple
bread-and-butter accounting. If you do not
understand that you should not be the opposition
spokesman on education.
The fact that further savings appear to be required in
1994-95 essentially arises from the flow~n effect of
these earlier initiatives. I am sure the honourable
member for Carrum should be able to understand
that; I hope so. If he needs further explanation I will
give him a private lesson.
The savings to the school education budget in
1993-94 and 1994-95 are -let's get it right$145 million. What we must understand is that
although the vast majority of staff departures were
achieved in 1993-94 further VDPs are still being
offered to cover the small shortfall from that year as
well as in anticipation of teachers returning from
family and other leave without pay at the
commencement of the 1995 school year. We are not
hiding that; it is up front.
Where I think the honourable member for Carrum
messed up the figures that he put forward is that the
savings of $102 million were made in 1992-93 and
the full-year effect of those savings represented a
further $80 million in 1993-94. Also, it would appear
that the honourable member obtains his figure of
$220 million - although we are not quite sure
because we think he is giving us Brumbies again by adding this $80 million to the additional savings
of $145 million.
He has also raised a number of issues while
screaming across the chamber, such as whether
there will be further reductions in teaching
pOSitions. I want to get this right and on the record
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so that he and the teachers out there can understand.
The DSE has sufficient voluntary departure
packages this year for existing over-establishrnent
staff, family leave returnees and public servants.
These voluntary departure packages, together with
other effidencies and cost reductions from our
reorganisation of administrative units outside
schools, will enable us to meet ongoing costs.
There has been talk about restoration of holidav
leave loading. If that is returned those costs wiil be
absorbed in our budget without any further
reductions in teaching pOSitions. Unlike the previous
government, we have contingency plans. It is a
worry that the previous government did not plan for
such things and that the Labor Party has attacked a
document sent to us by the Department of the
Premier and Cabinet which raised a number of
questions.
That document actually asked questions about what
would happen in the event of the unforseen
OCCurring. We have shown through our planning
that we have put in place a number of contingencies
that will cover any blow-out in costs in these areas.
If that had happened under the previous
government we might still have the State Bank,
Tricontinental may not have been a burden on
Victorian taxpayers and we may still have a
Victorian Economic Development Corporation. But
we do not have those things because the previous
government did not plan; it did not know what
planning was.
The Labor Party still does not know what plaruting
is because it has attacked a legitimate document that
any corporate business in Australia - that is
probably why the honourable member for Carrum
does not understand, because he has never been
involved in a business and does not understand
about planning for the future - would understand
because every business actually plans for the future.
Let us talk about the way global budgeting will
affect schools in relation to school outputs. This is
another point the honourable member for Carrum
has been yelling about across the table and
maliciously misquoting the Minister for Education
in a statement he made. The full transcript of that
proves once again that the honourable member for
Carrum is telling Brwnbies.
The question is based on the wrong premise. He is
looking at an economic and accounting model rather
than an education accountability model. We have
accountability in education. Simple input and
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output financial models do not work for service
delivery. Students are not beans, they are people. Far
more sophisticated multi-variant approaches are
required to measure school effectiveness.
As outlined in the Caldwell report released last
week, the global budget provided to schools will
contain a component related to the specific
educational needs of students. Schools have set their
own wide-ranging educational objectives for their
students within their charters. They are required to
adopt a comprehensive accountability framework which most have done - that will address the
degree to which schools are meeting the needs of
students, their parents and the community.
Schools of the Future will be required to report
annually on the learning outcomes achieved by their
students measured against the educational goals set
out in their charters. They will also report on the
achievements of their student populations as a
whole. My wife is a member of the subcommittee of
my children's primary school; she was a member of
the subcommittee that actually drew up the school's
charter. That meant she was involved for many
hours putting together the school charter.
However, at the end of the day we have ownership
of that school charter. Through their students and
the school community, parents own that charter. The
school councils will report annually to the parents that is a first -on the learning achievements of
students most likely to have specialleaming needs.
Those categories include students from
non-English-speaking backgrounds, students at risk,
Koori students, students with disabilities and
students in isolated settings. In addition, schools will
report on the learning achievements of both boys
and girls. Triennial school reviews will enable
schools to renew their charters in consultation with
their communities. Schools will use students
learning achievements as one of the key indicators of
their performance. I refer to the global budgeting
formula and particularly the implementation of the
student resource index, which is a modem
management practice. It is not a new invention in
Victoria; it is happening throughout the world in
every industrialised nation.
The questions asked by the honourable member for
Carrum were based on the wrong premise. The
development of global budgets is an evolutionary
process. The objective is to give schools control and
flexibility over their own resources. As a parent, that
is something I want for my children's school. Global
budgets are calculated in a way that is seen to be
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fair. The method of calculation has been refined over
the past two years and there is no doubt it will
continue to be refined to respond to the
improvements identified by schools.
Late last year a large number of school principals
visited the Edmonton school district in Canada to
examine global budgeting, which is explained in the
Caldwell report. It has been evolving for some
15 years, and is continuing to be refined. Global
budgeting means decentralising power from the
Rialto tower out to the schools, and that is
something that appeals to me as a parent.
What effect will decentralisation have on our school
systems? As schools enter the Schools of the FUMe
program, intensive and multifaceted support will be
offered to assist them in their new responsibilities.
We are not throwing it out to them and saying,
'Manage as best as you can on your own'. We are
actually supporting them. Schools are entering the
program in four particular stages. Each stage
undergoes an extensive 12-month induction,
training and pilot program period. The training and
induction program of support for schools is the most
comprehensive ever designed in the history of
education in Australia, and I shall outline how
schools will be assisted.
The first of the two stages or groups have Cases
installation, which is a computerised administrative
system for schools. This system, which is the most
advanced in Australia, is currently installed in 783
schools. An additional 414 schools will receive the
equipment during term 4 of 1994. The remainder of
the schools will receive the equipment in term 1 of
1995. Cases installation is programmed to ensure
that schools become Schools of the FUMe. We are
also providing support for Cases training. The
feedback from schools shows that 95 per cent of
recipients have rated Cases very highly, saying it is
of great value to their schools.
We are giving each school a total of six days
training, with an additional one day's refresher
course each semester. The Cases training comprises
two days on finance, two days on personnel
administration, one day on financial installation and
one day for Microsoft Word for Windows. We have
a Cases hotline so that if school staff have problems
they can telephone free of charge for advice. Cases
regional consultants are being established so that
schools are supported both by telephone assistance
and by personal visits. Cases lighthouse schools
have also been established to give schools additional
support.
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I turn now to some of the policies and initiatives that
will enhance student learning. I refer to the
curriculum and standards framework and the
back-up course advice from the Directorate of
School Education, which encompasses physical and
sport education in schools and science and
technology centres. That is the way to go. Once
again we are not reinventing the wheel - these are
worldwide initiatives. We are the first state in
Australia to allow children to have hands~n
experience with such equipment. In South Australia,
for example, experience is not hands on.
Victoria is leading the world in interactive learning
technologies. The opposition has tried to play up the
issue by saying we are installing interactive satellite
television into schools to replace teachers. That is not
correct. My daughter is excited by the science
programs going into schools. Although it takes a lot
to get her excited, she is loving the interactive
satellite television program that is going into her
primary school on a weekly basis. The LOTE
programs that are being put into the schools are of
particular advantage in the primary area, especially
in isolated communities where it is difficult to attract
specialised teachers. Interactive learning
technolOgies are excellent. The public has strongly
supported the learning assessment program: almost
80 per cent have illustrated their support for the
government by providing schools with objective
data about their students' achievement as well as
providing baseline data about student achievement
and progress. That is something parents want.
And - surprise, surprise! - it has strong support in
Labor areas.
I would like to go on for hours and talk about school
retention rates to combat some of the Brumbies that
have been put out by members of the opposition.
The reason that Victoria has the high retention
rates-The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr J. F. McGrath) Order! Tite honourable member's time has expired.
Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - I join the
appropriation debate and wish to address questions
that concern the transport budget. I seek leave to
have various tables incorporated into Hansard, and
shall indicate during my contribution at what stage I
want those tables incorporated. I have spoken to
Hansard, to yourself, Mr Deputy Speaker, and the
Treasurer, and there is no objection.
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The DEPUlY SPEAKER -Order! Would the
Treaswer indicate to the house whether he has
approved the tables for the incorporation?
Mr Stockdale - Leave is granted.
Mr BATCHELOR - As I said, I shall indicate at
what stage during my contribution I would like
those tables incorporated.
The 1994-95 transport budget is a budget of deceit,
as it has been for a number of years under the
coalition government. It is the third budget in a row
that seeks to hide the very detail and substance,
effect and impact of the transport budget. Once
again this is a hat trick of a deceitful budget,
particularly in the case of public transport.
This budget seeks to hide the very massive and
substantial cuts that have taken place year after year
and the 1994-95 public transport budget is no
different.
The budget papers show that the cuts to the Public
Transport Corporation's appropriated deficit
amounts to $23 million for the current financial year,
which is a 6 per cent reduction. What the opposition
finds, however is that the budget papers seek to hide
this vital information.
It could be argued in some respects, and the minister
has put this forward, that the actual cuts for this

year on a like year basis, are something in the order
of $42 million. But if you apply yow mind to the
presentation of the budget figures by the Treaswer,
you will find it clearly indicates that the
appropriated deficit has been cut by some $23
million. Nevertheless, this government has sought to
hide it in the complicated presentation format, that
is not only the hallmark of the transport budget, but
indeed the entire budget process.
The full costs of operating the Public Transport
Corporation is not included in the state budget
papers. For example, the revenue from ticket sales
are not set out in the budget papers but are
contained in the annual report of the PTC because
they are part of its business cash flow.
However, the contribution provided to the Public
Transport Corporation to cover its operating costs or
its recurrent expenditure are included in these
budget papers. lhis figure is known as the
appropriated deficit It represents the amount
appropriated by the budget from consolidated
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revenues to allow the PTC to cover its operating
losses.
This situation is not new. However, what is new is
the appalling way the budget papers provide
detailed and understandable information both to the
Parliament and to the public. 1bis is the third
budget in a row for this government in which this
presentation fonnat has changed.
If one were to look at the 1993-94 Department of

Transport programs, there were 11 separate
programs making up the global transport budget. Of
those there are a number of them that do not appear
in the 1994-95 program.
Programs such as 682, central corporate services;
696, ports and management; 697, corporate
services - roads; 698, road safety; 699, road network
access services; 700, road system development
services; 701, road system envirorunent
enhancement; and 702, customer services are not
included in that name or in that composition in the
1994-95 budget
It makes it very hard to compare apples with apples
in those programs over the year. It is a very neat and
clever trick to actually change the presentation
format and to change the composition of the nine
items in the budget to make it difficult for people to
make those sorts of evaluations.
If one were to look at the 1994-95 programs in
transport, one would see that there are 12 separate
programs making up the Department of Transport's
budget presentation. I direct you, Mr Deputy
Speaker, and the Parliament to program no. 682, that
is central corporate services for the 1993-94 year,
which included school buses in its program, but for
the 1994-95 year that program of 682 has been split
between two programs. That is, program 683,
departmental corporate services and program 684,
transport services contracts. In 1994-95 its program
684 includes school buses. This is yet another
example of how the shift in programs is being
deliberately designed to make it confusing. It is a bit
like a game of pirates. One goes looking for the
buried treaswe in these documents, but God only
knows what else one will find by going into the
program items.

What is clear is that the government has set out to
deceive, has set out to make it difficult to find out
what is happening, and it is no wonder that the
media have trouble dissecting the budget on budget
night or even dissecting °it some months later.
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In addition to this problem of shifting the programs
around, the 1993-94 budget papers for the estimates
were prepared generally in accordance with the
accounting 'system of government finance statistics,
the GFS system, which is managed nationally by the
Australian Bureau of Statistics.

It wanted to make it different, to analyse, to compare
and contrast. It is a deliberate ploy to confuse; it is a
deliberate ploy to be deceitful. Again in 1994-95 the
government has introduced two other items that
make comparison difficult - that is, the capital
charge and superannuation allocations.

Not only were the departmental estimates prepared
in accordance with the GFS principles, but for the
first time in 1993-94 departmental program
information was presented in this GFS format. While
that may have been true for most of the government
departmental programs for 1993-94, it was not true
for the Public Transport Corporation.

It is clear that every year the government sets out to

The principles behind using that program
presentation format in the other government
agencies could not be applied to the PTC because it
was different. Accordingly, when that format was
introduced to the PTC this year, it had them out of
kilter with the rest of the presentation format in the
budget papers.
In transport the government will do anything to
make it different and to make it appear out of kilter.

weave a very tangled web which makes it hard for
us to understand and which makes it very clear that
it is setting out to deceive the Parliament and the
public. With some hard work and careful attention,
however, you can sort and sift your way through the
information and come up with some very interesting
information. In doing so we had a look at a couple of
particular programs in the 1994-95 departmental
budget estimates. In particular we compared the
total program outlays of two programs in the Public
Transport Corporation component of the
department's budget. That really reveals the
priorities of this government. I seek leave to
incorporate the first of my tables in Hansard.

Leave granted; table as follows:
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Mr BATCHELOR - This table shows the
comparisons. It shows that in 1994-95 Public
Transport Corporation program 703, corporate
services, had an increased allocation of $22.7 million,
or an increase of 15.45 per cent, whereas in program
704, passenger services, which is the very essential
nub of our public transport industry, funding
decreased by nearly $60 million. That is a reduction
in funding of some 12.68 per cent for passenger
services. We can see the impact: the very serious and
dramatic decline in the quality of outcomes in public
transport.

and on the other hand passenger services have been
cut by nearly 13 per cent. That clearly reveals the
priorities of this government. As I said, the PTC's
appropriated deficit in 1994-95 has been cut by some
$23 million, or nearly 6 per cent.

I seek leave to incorporate my second table in
Hansard.1t sets out the PTC's appropriated deficit as
compiled from the budget papers. It is a compilation
of the recurrent amounts contained in programs 703,
704 and 705.

Leave granted; table as follows:
On the one hand, the PTC's head office and its
bureaucrats get a whacking 15.5 per cent increase
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PTC APPROPRIATED DEFICIT - ($rn)

93/94

94/95

Recurrent Actuals

Recurrent Estimates

Program 703

$ 66.2

Program 704

315.7

Program 705

Total

9.4

$391.3

$ 58.1

291.8

18.2

$368.1

This produces a cut from 93/94 to 94/95 of $23M or a reduction of 6% to the
PTC Appropriated Deficit.

Source: 94/95 Budget Papers N03. - Treasurer of Victoria
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Mr BATCHELOR - Following two years of
massive cutbacks, the public transport system is on
its knees. The cutbacks have concentrated on service
delivery. Safety and security, maintenance and
infrastructure have been cut back. As a result we
have an unreliable and unpopular service. The
budget is also deceitful; it conceals the massive drop
in passenger journeys that took place during the
current year and fails to make available the PTC's
predictions for passenger services in the
forthcoming year.
I refer to page 304 of the 1993-94 Budget Paper No. 4.
Program 704 provides both past performance and
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future estimates of passenger numbers, which is an
important part of the budget information. But that
has not happened in this year's budget. This year the
government has displayed the height of deception. It
has failed to provide that very basic and
fundamental information to the Parliament or to the
public. I seek leave to incorporate the third of my
tables in Hansard.

Leave granted; table as follows:
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Mr BATCHElOR - The graph displays the Met
patronage levels over recent years. The impact of the
cutbacks imposed by the new government can be
dearly seen. From 1989-90 patronage on
Met-provided services increased continually until
the election of the new government. Since that time
patronage figures have continuously declined.
The news is even worse for the government, and for
the minister in particular. Once again the
government has failed to meet its 6 January 1993
program of budget savings. In the last budget of the
Labor government the PTC's appropriated deficit
was some $503.7 million. In the spotlight of his big
announcement in Januarv 1993 the minister said the
appropriated deficit wo~ld be down to $258 million
by December 1995.
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I refer honourable members to an out-of-sequence
page from the numbered pages of the minister's
document entitled Public Transport Refonn,
Victoria - From a System to a Service. Although the
page is numbered 2, it is really page 24 of the
document. It sets out the bottom line and the
year-by-year programs for the budget savings. In
not one year has the government achieved its
targets, either individually or cumulatively. I seek
leave to incorporate in Hansard the last of my tables,
which shows the year-by-year comparisons.

Leave granted; table as follows:
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Mr BATCHElOR - The table shows that in
1994-95 the so-called reform program sought to cut

the appropriated deficit of the PTC by some
552.2 million. The budget papers show that it will go

down by only $23 million. The table also shows that
by the end of the 1994-95 financial year the
cumulative cuts of the 6 January 1993 statement
should be some $220.7 million, but the budget
predicts that cuts totalling only some $135.7 million
will have accumulated by June 1995, which is the
end of the current financial year. The budget papers
acknowledge a shortfall of some $85 million in the
1993 predictions.
When you add that shortfall of some $85 million to
the $24 million the government said in January 1993
it would be cutting from the last phase of its
program, it means that if the government is to meet
its targets by December 1995 it will have to cut a
total of $109 million in the first six months of the
next financial year. It will not do that; it ca1Ulot do
that! The government will adopt some other
deceitful method of making it appear that that is
what it has done.
I understand the government intends to take figures
out of the line items that make up the PTC's
appropriated deficit and transfer them to other
programs that are the responsibility of the
Department of Transport. In one move it will appear
that the appropriated deficit has been reduced
because expenditure or outlays have been placed
elsewhere in the Department of Transport budget. In
fact, it will be incorporated in program 684 or its
equivalent.
They will not meet their 6 January 1993 budget
savings; they will attempt to do it by changing the
programs, as has occurred every year. I make that
statement now so that when the next budget is
presented the deception will be clearly on the record
and their plans exposed.
Much of the deceit taking place is associated with
the policies of outsourcing, contracting out and
privatisation. Millions of dollars of works, revenue
streams, business operations, community assets and
services to the public are being given to their private
sector mates. Millions of dollars have been
earmarked to private industry - the friends of the
government - who are doing nicely from
contracting out. This unethical cronyism is rampant
throughout government, but particularly so within
the Public Transport Corporation.
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Cronyism runs parallel with the privatisation and
contracting-out programs, which are designed to
channel millions of dollars to their friends and
business associates. We have seen it with the Met
bus sting where $130 million of business was given
to a tenderer in a sham process set up so the
predetermined winner would emerge from a
so-called open and competitive tendering system.
That system was a sham from start to finish. There
are many more shams that will emerge over time.
Another example within the PTC is unfolding before
our eyes. The Minister for Finance drew our
attention to this matter just a few days ago when he
referred to the outsourcing of Vicroads and PTC
information technology systems to the private
sector. When the minister raised this matter on
11 October, he boasted that the information
technology outsourcing process was well under
way-Mr COOPER (Momington) -On a point of
order, Mr Deputy Speaker, for the last 10 to
15 minutes the honourable member for Thomastown
has been reading word for word from a prepared
document. This matter was raised last night and I
am sure that it would be clear to you, Sir, if you had
been observing the honourable member that he has
been reading from a prepared script. I ask you to
direct him to make the documents from which he is
reading available to the house.
Mr BATCHElOR (Thomastown) - On the point
of order, Mr Deputy Speaker, I am referring to a
series of notes that I have prepared.
Mr Cooper - Make them available.
Mr BA TCHElOR - No. They are my private
notes.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! I was
observing the honourable member for Thomastown
and although he was reading from documents I did
not choose to intervene. The house is well aware that
the reading of speeches is unacceptable, but from
time to time honourable members refer to copious
notes. There is no point of order.
Mr BA TCHElOR (Thomastown) - The
outsourcing of the information tedmology systems
of Vicroads and the PTC is an example of another
sham tendering process. That is confirmed by David
Edwards of VECCI who was reported in last
Saturday'S Age saying that whole process was
predetermined. The Sydney Morning Herald of 11
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October 1994 carried a report that IBM Australia Ltd
would get the contract and that it would be the
likely successor in this outsourcing program. At the
same time the Minister for Finance was saying that
the process was yet to be determined and that it was
very open and competitive. That is not what the
papers were saying, what the competitors were
saying and what was happening in reality.
Prior to the last election consultants prepared a
manual on how to privatise and contract out
services within the PTe. The manual was prepared
at a cost of about $100 000. The firms that prepared
the manual, Goninan and Co Ltd, Fujitsu Australia
and IBM Australia Ltd are firms that have either
substantial contracts with the PTC or are about to
enter contracts with the corporation. Goninan is
currently doing substantial maintenance and
engineering works with some of their works located
at the old Preston tram depot near my electorate.
Fujitsu is part of the one-link consortium in which a
contract worth between $300 million and
$400 million was awarded to it for the automatic
ticketing system. At the end of a 10-year period not
one piece of that equipment will be owned by the
PTe. Over the next 10 years the government will
spend $300 million to $400 million and will not get
the technology or the machines that will deliver the
system.
IBM has established a consortium called Integrated
Systems Solution Corporation (ISSC) that will get
the outsourcing of the information technology
systems predicted to be worth more than
$100 million. They will get that because prior to the
election they prOVided the Liberal Party with this
contracting-out manual, which says on page 38 that
the outsourcing of information technology should be
one of those things the Public Transport Corporation
and the Department of Transport makes available to
the private sector.
The confidential report - that is how it is described
on the first line -notes that it is important for the
incoming Liberal government to also contract out
and privatise engineering and maintenance works
and the automatic ticket collection system, all the
areas of interest to the three consultants. Lo and
behold at the end of the process, surprise, surprise,
who should be the beneficiaries - the same
companies that provided the initial manual!
The Minister for Finance said the contract for
information technology outsourcing had not been
let I have a document from ISSC which indicates
that it has been working through the staff of the

PTC, during the corporation's time, holding job
interviews. It has approached more than 40 people,
but so far only four have been told that they would
get jobs. This has been going on since 29 August!
On 11 October the Minister for Finance said the
contract had not been let, the Sydney papers were
saying that IBM would get the contract, and since
last August the company that will be awarded the
contract has been inside the offices of the PTC
interviewing staff, finding out confidential
information that will assist its final bid and tender.

It is another example of cronyism, sham tendering
and companies which are friends of the government
and which provided assistance prior to the election
being given kickbacks, pay-offs and huge contracts
worth hundreds of millions of dollars. It is a
disgrace and as more information comes available
this contract, along with the National Bus Company
contract, will be the downfall of the incumbent
transport minister.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr TREASURE
(Gippsland East).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

APPROPRIATION (PARLIAMENT
1994-95, No. 1) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 7 September; motion of
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer).
Mr DOLUS (Richmond) - This is a fairly
importa:1 t debate because it gives us an opportunity
to work uut the way that parliamentarians and their
staffs should operate. It is also a unique opportunity
for us to record any concerns or suggestions we may
have on how to improve the operation of the
parliamentary budget.
Honourable members are grateful to Mr Speaker for
providing explanatory notes which allow us to see
how money is spent. However, I wish to point to a
large number of deficiencies in the operations of the
Parliament.
Since the last election the number of staff members
allowed to honourable members has been reduced
from two to one. Also, no replacement is provided
during the four weeks of the year when our
electorate officers are on leave. The opposition was
hoping that at some stage the government would see
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fit to address that discrepancy. It is nonsensical to
say to a member of Parliament that for four weeks of
the year his or her office will not be manned,
especially at times when Parliament is sitting and
other activities are going on.
It is also nonsensical to have a situation in which,
although a House Committee is appointed, the
parliamentary budget is still worked out by the
presiding officers alone. The House Committee is
given an opportunity to debate only matters such as
what sort of flowers should be grown in the
parliamentary gardens. If someone asked me how a
Parliament should operate in this modem age I
would suggest that we need to consider almost
everything.
There is a need for us at some time in the near future
to consider, with the assistance of the presiding
officers, the introduction with bipartisan support of
an appropriate bill so that the parliamentary budget
can be worked out with the cooperation, assistance
and participation of - I repeat, participation of members of the House Committee. I say that
because all honourable members know that on any
matter concerning the parliamentary budget where
members receive something there is an assumption
that the House Committee has had some input into
both the formulation and execution of the budget.
However, as you know, Mr Deputy Speaker,
honourable members in this Parliament do not have
any say through their parliamentary committee in
the operation of the budget.
In talking about refonn I suggest to honourable
members that on the basis of a bipartisan approach,
so that any politics is kept out of a debate of this
sort, we should at some stage in the near future,
especially when we are considering the election of a
new House Committee, also consider the
introduction of a bill that will give to the House
Committee appropriate powers to enable it to assist
in the formulation of the parliamentary budget and
to decide how money should be spent. Honourable
members should be in charge of their own affairs.
The House Committee is the only committee of this
Parliament that does not have a say in its budget.

I also draw some other discrepandes to the attention
of the house. While we use the lowest common
denominator as the measuring stick we will
continue to feed peanuts to the monkeys; and if we
are not prepared to provide Parliament with the
resources that are appropriate and are necessary to
enable parliamentarians to carry out their duties in a
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reasonable way, it will be very difficult to complain
later on.
The honourable member for Williamstown will later
provide the house with a comparative analysis of the
operation and budgetary situations of other
Parliaments, including assistance provided to
members in carrying out their duties. Let us take the
case of the Leader of the Opposition. His whole
operational budget, especially for travel, is equal
only to what is provided to backbenchers. Since the
last election every attempt by the Leader of the
Opposition to obtain assistance for travel- I cannot
request assistance because I know what the answer
would be - including requests for planes to be
allocated, tickets purchased or other assistance to be
given to enable him to fly to attend meetings,
conferences or gatherings, has been refused. The
Leader of the OppOSition is forced to operate within
the parameters of a non-existent budget something no previous Leader of the OppOSition has
ever had to do.
It may be said that this is the sort of treatment a
government gives to an opposition to compensate
for the sort of treatment it received when in
opposition. I suggest to the house, and to the
Treasurer in particular, that at some stage sanity
must prevail and the law of retribution has to stop.
Everything is cyclical; the cycle completes itself and
starts again. If the law of retribution continues to
operate we will continue to deny honourable
members opportunities and ways of effectively
carrying out the duties for which they have been
elected; duties that are important if we are to see
Parliament operate appropriately.

I also suggest to the Treasurer that at some stage we
need to introduce a bipartisan approach as a way
forward to enable the accomplishment of a number
of things for Parliament. The way to remove politics
from the issue is to include all the parties in the
discussions. At the end of the day the government
will make up its mind and determine what money
will be spent, but if we want to find a way of getting
rid of the vitriol which is usually present in our
activities in this house and which will obstruct
consideration of the parliamentary budget, we need
to find a way for both government and opposition to
sit down in a rational way and go forward with
what is appropriate and what should be done for
Parliament and parliamentarians.
The situation cannot continue in which every
government car, including the cars in the pool, is
prOVided with a mobile telephone as part of its
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equipment, yet the cars allocated to Leader of the
Opposition, Deputy Leader of the Opposition and
the Leader of the Opposition in the upper house are
not prOVided with that facility. Those three cars are
the only vehicles that are denied what is now an
everyday piece of modern communication
equipment.
We have the ridiculous situation of the government
punishing the opposition by not allowing a piece of
technical equipment that is available in every other
government car to be installed in opposition cars. As
soon as one ministerial car is changed for another,
the new vehicle receives a mobile telephone, yet
three opposition vehicles may not have them. Be the
passenger the Leader of the Opposition, the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition or the Leader of the
Opposition in the upper house, it has to be provided
as part of his or her allowance, which is equal to that
of a backbencher. In operational terms each of those
three positions has been reduced to the level of a
backbencher. It is not appropriate for the
government to continue with this sort of petty
approach. It is up to the government because it has
the power and it makes the decisions. I suggest to
anyone who thinks this makes sense in the operation
of a multi-million dollar budget and modern,
day-to-day parliamentary budget that that is not the
case.
I am raising these matters in a spirit of cooperation
and reconciliation because I would like the
government to say that enough is enough, that we
should find a way forward that will enable every
opposition, not just this one, to operate properly in
Parliament and every leader, deputy leader and
parliamentarian to properly exercise his or her duty
as part of the Westminster system.
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other side. Where will it end? We should say to
ourselves, 'Parliamentarians are elected and deserve
to be treated equally, irrespective of the politics of
the government of the day'. The only way to treat
everyone equally is to allow Parliament to
independently work out its own affairs.
In your absence, Mr Speaker, I suggested that it is
'I.Iso an appropriate time for us to consider a bill that
will enable the House Committee to determine the
parliamentary budget for the year. That will allow
parliamentarians - I do not mean to be
disrespectful to the Presiding Officers but they will
have an easier time in determining budgets if they
have the assistance and cooperation of others - to
be part of the decision-making process and to have
some ownership. The outcomes will apply equally to
everybody. In that regard, we will at least be able to
take some of the party politics out of the debate.
I am attempting to suggest to the Treasurer that the
time has come for us to consider a bipartisan way
forward, to consider in a rational manner an
appropriate way forward, to take the party politics
out of the debate that concerns parliamentary
appropriation, to find a new way forward. I hope
that at some time in the future the Treasurer will
find it appropriate to respond in a positive manner.
You, Mr Speaker, are aware that every time a
suggestion is made to correct the many errors of the
past in relation to accommodation, the correction
becomes part of the political football game. I suggest
that it will continue to be part of the political game
we play for as long as one side believes it is not
getting a fair deal, is not receiving the appropriate
resources and is being treated in a way that reduces
its effectiveness. Effectiveness is reduced when
resources are taken away. There is not a single
Parliament in this country - -

'This is an opportunity to rethink the way forward
for parliamentary budgets and to introduce a
bipartisan approach so that the budget of Parliament
is on a collective basis and nobody can complain of
having been treated in a politically biased manner. It
is appropriate for Parliament to make the decision
and take the politics out of the way we operate our
parliamentary budgets.
I hope the Treasurer will think about these
fundamental questions because they give us an
opportunity to move forward with confidence. It
does us no good to, as part of the day-to-day
political football, point score from each other simply
because one side when in opposition received the
wrong end of the stick and now in government is
going to give an equal portion of the stick to the

Mr Leigh - You wrecked the economy! What do
you expect?
Mr DOLLIS - That is the type of comment I am
talking about. I am suggesting that we endeavour to
take pathetic, vitriolic contributions like that out of
the debate and bring in some sanity. That comment
indicates how impossible it is to come to this house
and introduce a bipartisan way forward.
Mr Leigh interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the honourable
member for Mordialloc to remain silent
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Mr DOLUS -If he wants a grubby fight about
parliamentary budgets, he is bloody welcome to it!
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the honourable
member-Mr DOLUS - I withdraw the remark,
Mr Speaker. I am suggesting, in a statespersonlike
manner, that the government and the opposition
work through these questions. Let us take this
opportunity to remove the considerable pressure the
Presiding Officers are placed under when trying to
work out competing demands by allowing the
various players to participate. Let us not enter into
the rights or wrongs of the past. Every single
member of this house could point to hundreds of
wrongs that were committed by a political party
when in government in exercising its authority and
formulating parliamentary budgets. The Treasurer
could point to a number of wrongs that were
committed against the now government when in
opposition. This side of the house could spend
whatever time we like in pointing out the wrongs
that have taken place over the past two years. But
where would that lead us?

To bring the debate back to a sane point, I would
like to conclude with these remarks. The
inappropriate facilities that are currently provided
for honourable members will continue to be part
and parcel of a debate like this. It is obvious that
they must be improved. The only way they can be
improved is if parliamentary budgets are worked
out on a bipartisan basis, and that can be done only
if the government of the day works out a method of
taking the politics out of the debate, as is the case in
federal Parliament and other Parliaments in
Australia.
I am suggesting that we also have a unique
opportunity to alter the appropriate act that guides
the House Committee. I am suggesting to you,
Mr Speaker, and to your fellow Presiding Officer
that it is time for reform; reform that will enable
parliamentarians to participate in the way the
parliamentary budget is formulated; reform that will
give the Presiding Officers an opportunity to
collectively move forward; and reform that will
enable members in this house to have confidence in
their appointed representatives in the House
Committee in driving forward members' particular
demands and needs. All members of that committee
are appointed on an individual basis, but
nevertheless they are seen as representatives of this
house and of the upper house.
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This is the only way that Presiding Officers can in

the future drive forward their budget with any
confidence. I suggest to you, Mr Speaker, that it is
the only way you can exert some pressure, with
your fellow Presiding Officer, on the government of
the day in trying to gain what is rightfully ours. We
cannot continue in perpetuity to deal with the
lowest common denominator when it comes to
ourselves. So the honest and decent offer to the
Treasurer is - Mr Slockdale - You are about two years too late.
Mr DOLUS - We may be about two years too
late, but the point is this: we can continue to go
down this path forever.
Mr Slockdale - You did.
Mr DOLUS - We can continue going down this
path forever, there is nothing wrong with that. There
is pain and there will continue to be pain in the
future because oppositions get elected to
government and governments end up in opposition.
What happens, as I have pointed out to the
Treasurer, is that an opposition that has been badly
done by will attempt to correct that wrong when in
government. How does it do that? By inflicting more
pain than it received when it was in opposition.
It is a game as ancient as this place and
parliamentary debate, and it will continue to be
played for as long as we allow this sort of mentality
to exist. It is up to the government to decide at what
stage it will say Parliament should be taken out of
the political arena, and parliamentary resourcing is
the only way forward to make certain that
individual members are able to carry out their
duties. The only way this can be done is for
appropriate resources to be given to Parliament, and
the only way that can happen is if a bipartisan
approach is introduced into debate on formulating
budgets.
It is an honest contribution and suggestion we make
in this house. However, if there is no intention of
giving the suggestion some decent consideration, we
do not want anybody coming back here and saying
that politics is being played with Parliament. We do
not expect an answer, but we do expect the honest
suggestion for a bipartisan approach forward to be
considered. There can be pain or there can be gain. It
is up to us to decide.
I suggest that both you, Mr Speaker, and your fellow
Presiding Officer at some stage consider
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restructuring the House Committee. It is a
suggestion that should be considered carefully. I am
also saying to the government that it should not try
to correct the wrongs that it believes existed while it
was in opposition by inflicting even more wrongs on
members of the house simply because this is the
only way it believes it can offer retribution to the
other side. 1ltis is not the way Parliament should
operate at the end of this century going towards
2000.
In conclusion, this is the only opportunity we get to
try to raise some of these issues. I have tried as much
as is humanly possible to provide an alternative way
forward, to take partisan politics out of this debate
and to come up with alternative suggestions. The
ball is in the government's court. It is up to the
government to decide whether it wants to continue
with the game of retribution and brinkmanship or to
play the statesperson-type political game which will
benefit every member in this house and the upper
house.

Mr J. F. McGRATH (Warmambool) - I welcome
the opportunity to jOin the debate on the
parliamentary appropriation bill. It is an
opportunity to reflect on not only the financial
implications contained in the bill but also the
importance of Parliament itself. I welcome the
opportunity of follOWing the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition, who has put forward several comments
worthy of consideration. However, we must
fundamentally understand that we have a great
responsibility as individual members of Parliament
to ensure this place operates as a Parliament.
I suppose there are some debates in this place that
we may be able to undertake in a bipartisan manner,
but the reality is that Parliament, whether here in
Victoria, at Westminster or in Canberra, is an
adversarial forum where there is toing-and-froing,
and I think that is healthy. It provides for an
expansion of ideas and initiatives that can be
developed in a positive and mature way.
Unfortunately I think the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition was referring to the fact that sometimes
we do not have the ability to manage that
adversarial aspect to a point where our input can be
constructive rather than destructive or divisive. I
think there is a way of doing that, but as we
approach this debate today we should be thinking
about our performances as individual
parliamentarians in the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Victoria. We should be asking
ourselves whether we are really approaching our
positions with the sort of endeavour and code of
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ethics that is expected of people like us when we are
elected by our constituents to represent their views
in this place.
One of the most concerning things to me about
Parliament in the 10 years I have been a member is
the declining standard of behaviour in Parliament
There has to be a way that we can start to educate all
those involved in Parliament about the sort of
behaviour and activity that are conducive to good
parliamentary debate and bipartisan agreement. A
good parliamentary debate is one where you get
opposing points of view and are able to work them
through.
I am very concerned at what I regard as a
deterioration in the standard of perfonnance in this
house. I often cringe when I am in this house and I
look up to see 20 or 30 secondary school students
Sitting in the public gallery. I wonder what in the
hell they think about when they leave here after
seeing the performance we put on from time to time.
I wonder also about the media's role in Parliament
and their understanding of the parliamentary
process and the politics of the whole thing. 'That is
another area of concern. Some members seem to
have a mind-set to try to upstage each other during
question time to ensure they get that 15-second grab
on television. I had an experience going back a few
months when question time in this place was very
volatile, as some of them are from time to time.
There was a lot of banter and you, Mr Speaker, as
the Presiding Officer had some difficulty in keeping
the place in order. It was a very raucous and lively
question time. There were many interjections across
the table and it was noisy and rowdy. At the end of
that question time you, Mr Speaker, left the chair
and the house went into committee. Two of the main
players in that particular question time were leading
the debate on the bill before the committee. It was
the best debate I have heard in the 10 years I have
been in this place. Two members who had been
carrying on in a manner that I considered to be
unacceptable with television cameras trained on
them during question time were 5 minutes later once the television cameras had been turned off throwing ideas across the table, perhaps in a
disorderly sense because they were interjecting.
However, ultimately, those ideas resulted in
amendments to the legislation.
I draw that contrast because it was a typical example
of how Parliament can work. We can have the cut
and thrust of opposing political debate, but in a
constructive way. I believe - and I have believed
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for a long time - that we must provide an educative
forum in this place for members of the media, many
of whom do not understand the basic history and
fundamental principles of how the Westminster
system of parliament works. It is impossible for
them to report accurately and pay due credit to
Parliament if they are not informed in the best way.
As parliamentarians we have a responsibility not
only to provide an educative forum but also to
provide for some form of accreditation for members
of the parliamentary press gallery to ensure they
have some basic understanding of what is going on.
Such a positive step would help restore Parliament's
credibility in the eyes of the public.
No doubt many honourable members are aware that
the public's estimation of parliamentarians is
probably at an all-time low. We must accept
responsibility for that, either as individuals or
collectively. The fact is that that is how the public
sees parliamentarians. When one looks at lists
registering public acceptance of the various
professions and occupations, one finds that
parliamentarians rate below used-car salesmen. If
that is the perception it surely must tell us
something.

Mr Baker interjected.
Mr J. F. McGRATH - I take up the interjection
of the honourable member for Sunshine that
journalists probably trail the parliamentarians in
that respect There is a message for all of us. We
must be mindful of what is happening, because we
have a responsibility in this place. When I was aged
9 or 10 I attended a particular function that was a
highlight for me. I can vividly remember all the
details. When I see groups of secondary school
students in the public gallery during question time
and at other times I wonder about the impact we
have on them. I wonder about their attitudes to and
perceptions about Parliament and the parliamentary
process. When we talk about parliamentary budgets
we must talk about our performance in the house.
I shall briefly touch on something that continually
offends me in this place. Some weeks ago the
honourable member for Melbourne spoke about the
flippant - I hope they are flippant - remarks that
are made about people who suffer some kind of
disability or disadvantage. Although such remarks
may be flippant and not deliberate, they certainly
are unacceptable. In my view they are offensive. I
refer to such throwaway lines as, 'You're a mental
case' or 'Are you taking your tablets?'. In my view
those kinds of remarks are unacceptable.
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Mr Micallef - Or calling someone a wog, or
something like that?

Mr J. F. McGRATH - I accept that that is also
unacceptable. We have moved a long way towards
making those statements unacceptable as part of the
banter that goes on in this place or anywhere else. I
refer also to certain hand gestures like pointing to
one's head and saying, 'Throwaway the tablets'. We
have to lift our game in that regard.
If we are to assist in changing community attitudes
to mental health and intellectual disabilities we must
lead by example. Although up until today I have
resisted calling points of order or asking for the
withdrawal of such comments, I may not continue to
do so. I have resisted because I do not want to
embarrass anybody. Although I have chosen to
make my feelings known privately, to this stage it
has not been effective. Because the issue concerns
our behaviours and responsibilities as
parliamentarians, from now on I will raise points of
order.

Mr Baker - Well said!
Mr J. F. McGRATH -It is important that
Parliament has a separate appropriation and makes
an effort at achieving independence. That had to
happen and we must strive for the Parliament to be
independent. The Deputy Leader of the Opposition
referred to some of the changes that have been made
over the past couple of years in the allocation of
resources. We must be mindful that it is
unacceptable for us to impose hardships on the
community without being seen to undertake
cutbacks ourselves. However, at the same time, we
must be mindful of the responsibility we have.
Today, more so than 5 or 10 years ago, members of
the public are aware of their rights and of the access
they have to talk to their local members of
Parliament on a range of issues, all of which is time
consuming for members and their staff. It is
becoming obvious to me that we are working harder
and our staff are working harder. We must examine
ways of managing that. From my experience my
electorate office is always very busy. Like many
other members I am fortunate to have an excellent
electorate officer. When Parliament sits I leave home
on Mondays and do not return until Friday nights or
Saturday mornings. My electorate officer runs the
office on her own. Although I have a fax machine
and a telephone, she must run the office while I am
away. We must look at how we treat our electorate
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officers because they are an important part of the
whole function.
Mr Cooper interjected.
Mr J. F. McGRAm - I hope all members treat
their electorate officers well because they have a
difficult task, particularly when they work for a
member of the government. That is something I
have learned over the past two years. When
Significant and painful changes are made, many in
the community wish to express that pain to me.
Electorate officers are not only a source of
information, guidance and assistance, but also bear
the brunt of community anger.
Many times electorate officers have to accept that on
their own. In my case, I am very lucky to have
somebody who has the ability to not only listen to
people about their concerns and to work through
their anger but also the skill to be able to send them
away with a feeling that they have achieved
something. We need to recognise that that is what
our electorate officers are endeavouring to do as our
representatives.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition mentioned the
need for replacement staff when the electorate
officer takes his or her four weeks annual leave. A
special provision was made within the
entitlement - if I can remember correctly it was
added at some stage following last year's budgetthat allows for a replacement of one's electorate
officer when he or she takes annual leave - Mr Bracks -It comes out of part A.
Mr J. F. McGRArn - Yes, I shall take up the
interjection by the honourable member for
Williamstown.1t does come out of part A, but as a
result of the changes that were made when the
second officer was removed an additional $2000 was
added to the amount that then was the entitlement
specifically to allow members the opportunity of
bringing in someone to replace their electorate
officer.
The other matter I wish to raise - and it is all to do
with money that is difficult to find - is the
inadequate resources for parliamentary
accommodation for parliamentarians at Parliament
House. Over time I have been reasonably fortunate. I
started out the back, in the chook pen, Siberia or the
pig pen, whatever one 1i1ces to call it - it has had a
series of names.
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In 1985 I can recall occupying a very small office that
had no windows. I shared it with the honourable
member for Swan Hill. I could not stay in there for
long; I had to get out to make sure that the sky was
still above me because as a bushie I was not used to
not being able to see part of the landscape.

I then graduated from that office to the offices that
have been refurbished down underneath the stairs,
what has been called the dungeon.
Mr BAKER - A monk's cell!
Mr J. F. McGRAm -It is like a monk's cell. It
might do the honourable member for Sunshine good
if he were to stay in a monk cell for a while and do a
little bit of meditation! He might find it a growing
and spiritual experience!
Mr Baker interjected.
Mr J. F. McGRATH - Nevertheless there are
honourable members who do have to exist in office
accommodation which is inappropriate in this day
and age where we expect people to, as I said, service
a community of some 30 ()()().odd voters and deal
with a public that is well informed. It is a public that
understands what their rights are and what they can
expect from a local member of Parliament I know
spending is controlled by budgets, but I believe we
need to be looking at some time in the future - The SPEAKER - Order!
MrJ. F. McGRATH -Somewhere down the
track we will need to look at what we can do. One of
the things that annoys me in this place from time to
time is members continuing to refer to the silver
service. I do not come from that sort of background;
I am a fairly normal dairy farm-type of lad who
invariably did not even use a knife and fork if I did
not have to, and silver service has never been
something which - The SPEAKER -Order!
Mr J. F. McGRAm - I have not been regularly
accustomed to that. We need to get into
perspective - Mr Dollis interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! TIlree times I have
called the Deputy Leader of the Opposition to order.
This morning he referred to the need to lift the tone
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of this place. I ask that he takes some of his own
medicine!
Mr Dollia - I apologise.
Mr J. F. McGRATB - I shall talk about
Parliament and the need to have the resources
necessary to look at other ways that we ought to be
able to gain some sort of income - be it taxation
income - as a Parliament

I am continually intrigued by the fact that the
federal Parliament has exclusive rights to many of
the taxes, including income tax. We see that it has
departments such as education, health, and
transport, yet the federal government does not
employ a train driver, a bus driver, a nurse, or a
teacher and one starts to wonder about the
distribution of the rights to income tax and whether
they should not be shared with other Parliaments.
It seems to me that from time to time the federal
Treasurer has raised a disproportionate level of
funding, both from the grants commission and also
from the power to raise taxes. As a Parliament we
would be able to look at improving the resources,
particularly the facilities at Parliament House for
members of Parliament, if we had that opportunity
of raising additional revenue.
There is no doubt that we will never finish the third
wing - or whatever it was - of Parliament House
as planned because of the enormous cost. But as I
said, it is an indictment of our Parliament that it still
houses people in that dreadful building out the
back. We have to work towards trying. I know,
Mr Speaker, that steps are being taken to do that, but
I believe those steps are way overdue and that we
should be heading down the track towards finishing
that third wing.

In recent years there has been much discussion and
debate about the dining room and the silver service.
As I have said, just because you have a silver sugar
bowl on the table does not mean you have silver
service.
One of the things I have found disappointing is what
appears to be a lack of support for the dining room
facilities in Parliament I know there has been a lot of
conjecture about food costs and that sort of thing,
but in recent years the dining room, and in
particular the catering manager, have been
challenged to become more cost-efficient and
self-sufficient in providing that service. It can only
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succeed if we, as members of Parliament, are
prepared and able to support the service.
I call on honourable members of Parliament to
support the parliamentary dining room while the
house is sitting or if we happen to be in the city
when the house is not sitting. I suggest that if one
wants to have a private function, it is always worth
while finding out what sort of service is available
from the dining room and, if it is not competitive,
tell them it is not competitive.
The reality is that you do not have to go to the
dining room if it is not the best possible deal or
price. Coming from private enterprise that has
always been my motto. If I were to have a dip at
something and my price or service is not good
enough, I would accept that I miss out.
I believe it is one way that we can help to ensure that
we do have that sort of service ongoing, because it is
vital to the overall running of Parliament House that
we have adequate and appropriate dining facilities,
whether they be for main meals, coffees or whatever.
An Honourable Member - How about bringing
the prices down?

Mr J. F. McGRATB -If you want to bring the
prices down, it will mean the parliamentary dining
room will have to be subsidised. lbat is a whole
new debate, and something that is not accepted very
well in the public arena. If you speak to members of
the public you will find they are not all that mad
about providing taxes to underwrite the dietary
habits of members of Parliament. It is a difficult
issue.
In dosing, I should like to say there has been a very
Significant change in the parks and gardens around
Parliament House. Small, individual funding
allocations have been spent on some of the garden
areas, particularly those surrounding the new
parking areas at the rear of Parliament House. It is
pleasing to walk in the exit gate and see that work
has commenced on the flowerbeds on the right-hand
side of the garden. It is also pleasing to see that some
of the areas that had been neglected over time are
starting to pick up.

I applaud the fact that Parliament now has its own
budget lbat will give us the opportunity to plan
and manage. I guess the challenge is for you,
Mr Speaker, and your fellow Presiding Officer, to
fight the good fight for allocations come budget
time. You will need to make sure Parliament has
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sufficient funds. As the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition said, I am sure honourable members will
support you in a bipartisan way to ensure you have
all the ammunition you need when you do battle
with the person who controls the chequebook. It is
important that Parliament is seen to be independent
and in control of its own affairs and its own budget.
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parties and electorates. The 1994-95 Budget Paper
No. 3, which also expresses the importance of
properly resourcing Parliament, states:
... there have been increases in the facilities for
members of Parliament to service their electorates.

I will come back to that later:
I return to the comments I made at the outset:
although it is all very fine to ask for extra resources
to ensure that Parliament and the members who
serve it are adequately resourced, I again direct
honourable members to the grave responsibility that
falls on their shoulders in relation to behaviour. The
behaviour of individual members in this place needs
to improve to restore and improve the credibility of
Parliament in the eyes of the public. This is the
people's place; it is owned by the people of Victoria.
We are elected to represent those people. We have a
responsibility to represent them responsibly and not
carry on, as we do from time to time, in a manner
that would not befit children. I think that is a little
sad.
One of the great strides individual members can
make as they go forth on the path of having separate
appropriations for the Parliament is to make a
determined effort to lift their performance, to think
about how they behave and, in particular, to think
about the comments and throwaway lines they
make about disadvantaged and disabled people,
whether they be mentally ill or intellectually
disabled. We must be mindful of avoiding
statements like, 'TItrow away your tablets' or
'1brow a wobbly', because they are offensive to
those people. A change in behaviour will lift the tone
of this place and improve its credibility. Although
we have a long, long way to go, if we are prepared
collectively to make the effort, it will be worth
striving for.
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - I congratulate
the honourable member for Warmambool on his
speech. His contribution to the appropriation debate
was most worth while; it was the contribution I
would have expected from him. It was without
acrimony and suggested an honourable approach. It
is encouraging for a new member to hear such a
positive contribution.
I am pleased to be able to speak about the important
Appropriation (Parliament 1994-95, No. 1) Bill,
which concerns the resources of Parliament. The bill
is obviously crucial to our democratic system, the
scrutiny of the executive and for members of
Parliament who perform individually for their

These factors, including the unpredictable sitting
patterns of the Parliament, have placed increasing
pressure on the parliamentary departments to maintain
and upgrade the level of services in keeping with
modern-day requirements. The primary objective of the
departments is to meet the demand for these services as
effectively as resources will permit

Although that is a very sensible comment,
tmfortunately, it is tmable to be substantiated when
we look at the budget with its changes to the
resources of Parliament and its members. From my
research on Australia's state and territory
governments, I plan to prove that, proportionately,
given its population, the Victorian Parliament is the
worst resourced of any parliament in the
commonwealth. Victoria is certainly worse off than
the comparable state of New South Wales. It is
worse off than most other states. For example, why
should Victorian parliamentarians have "to manage
on a small budget that restricts printing,
photocopying, phone calls, postage and
consumables? It is unlikely that comparable
occupations in the public or private sectors would be
required to manage on such small budgets with
restrictions on the number of phone calls allowed
and photocopying required to communicate with
their electorates. Those restrictions are not replicated
in any other sector of the Victorian or Australian
communities.
As we know, the commonwealth Parliament pays
federal members according to the public service
senior executive service level 2 or SES2. In Victoria,
the equivalent of that level - perhaps, executive
officer 1, or the old SESllevel - includes people
perfonning middle-management tasks. But they do
not have to suffer restrictions on postage and phone
calls as parliamentarians do. In fact, Mr Speaker, I
doubt whether a very junior public servant in the
Victorian Public Service would suffer those
restrictions. From my experience of middle
management in the public service I can assure you
that that is true.
Let us look at some of the interstate comparisons I
have researched. Although New South Wales is a
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slightly bigger state, it is still comparable with
Victoria. In 1992-93 its allocation was $52.3 million,
which is considerably more - about 20 per cent
more -than the allocation this year for the
Victorian Parliament. The New South Wales
Parliament allocates $2.5 million to its library, which
employs 37 staff. The Victorian parliamentary
library employs only 17 staff. There certainly is a big
difference. We have less than half the resources that
are available to New South Wales parliamentarians.
The New South Wales Leader of the Opposition has
about 12 staff members. That is many more than the
Victorian Leader of the Opposition has. Legislative
Assembly members have two electorate staff: an
electorate secretary and an assistant, whose
positions are funded from the Legislative Assembly
budget. Curiously, the four New South Wales
Independents are entitled to a research officer each. I
guess that was part of the Liberal government's
arrangement to ensure that the Independents
supported the Liberal minority government.
Victoria does not compare with New South Wales.
In Queensland the Leader of the Opposition and
Deputy Leader of the Opposition have additional
staff in their electorate offices. The parliamentary
library has 32 staff and a budget of $1.4 million
compared with the 17 staff of the Victorian
parliamentary library. Parliamentary libraries
provide basic research functions that assist members
of Parliament with informed comments both in this
place and outside. They provide the backbench of
both parties with facilities that members of the
public expect them to have.
Members of Parliament in Queensland have a postal
allowance of 1000 basic ordinary letter stamps per
month, the equivalent of $5400 per annum. Victorian
members of Parliament do not have that allocation
of stamps. The Leader of the Opposition and the
government and opposition whips receive an
additional postage allowance equivalent to 400
ordinary letter stamps per month. All telephone calls
in the Parliamentary complex are paid for by the
Parliamentary Service Commission, and rental and
SS per cent of all calls from one telephone only in the
member's private residence are refunded. All
electorate office rental costs and calls are paid for.
No other state Parliament or territory Parliament
imposes restrictions on phone calls. The research I
have undertaken does not highlight any startling
facts on that issue other than that there are no
restrictions on members of Parliament
communicating with their electorates.
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In Queensland a 008 number is provided in
electorate offices. That is an excellent facility for
members of the public who are not able to phone
their members of Parliament but who still need the
assistance or service of their local members.
Queensland has a smaller population to Victoria's,
but it has undertaken refonns as a result of the
findings of the Fitzgerald royal commission to
ensure that members of Parliament are adequately
resourced. Its parliamentary library has double the
resources of our library. It does not have the
restrictions on postage that occur in Victoria and it
certainly does not have restrictions on phone calls.
In Western Australia each member of Parliament is
entitled to an electorate office either in the electorate
or close to Parliament House. Their offices are
equipped with telephone facilities, facsimile
equipment, photocopier, shredder, personal
computer, printer and so on. Budget Paper No. 3
sets out the objectives of Parliament as:
... to maintain and upgrade the level of services in
keeping with modem day requirements.

Surely one of those modern-day requirements
should include a computer in a member's electorate
office. That should not be something the member
has to pay for after shuffling around his or her
budget. The Queensland, Western Australia and
New South Wales Parliaments recognise that.
In Western Australia the Leader of the Opposition is
entitled to two electorate officers. That is a common
feature in other Parliaments. Leaders of the
opposition and deputy leaders of the opposition
have more entitlements than ordinary backbench
members and even shadow ministers. In Western
Australia the Office of State Administration
administers the leased-vehicle scheme, telephones,
air charter and car hire for members of Parliament
and provides cars as part of a member's entitlement.
New South Wales, a comparable state, has greater
entitlements than Victoria. Queensland and Western
Australia, smaller states in population, also have
greater entitlements.

In South Australia the Leader of the Opposition is
entitled to two full-time or equivalent staff persons
in his electorate office. That is a consistent pattern in
each state. In South Australia members are entitled
to up to 72 000 photocopies per electorate, with up
to 80 000 copies allowed for whips. I reflect again on
the photocopying requirements in this Parliament,
especially after one has to shuffle around other
competing interests. We are allowed up to 20 000
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copies a year. The South Australian Parliament
believes it is essential for a member to communicate
with his electorate.

comment and encourage a system where members
are shuffling around collecting infonnation instead
of debating complex matters.

Extensions have been made to the South Australian
Parliament House as a result of which almost all
members, including members of the Legislative
Council, have individual offices. Postage and
stationery for members at Parliament House are
provided by Parliament. There is nothing new in
that. A quarterly postage allowance entitlement can
be carried over from one financial year to the next.
The postal entitlement is about $5000 per annum.
Again that occurs in other states.

I know from my previous experience that more
resources are offered to members of the government
than members of the opposition. 1bat is fair and
reasonable when a party loses an election - you do
not expect the same level of resources and support
that you have when your party is on the Treasury
benches, but if we are to scrutinise the executive
properly we must be resourced adequately.

Even the Northern Territory, which has a population
equivalent to one federal electorate and where
members have far fewer needs, has greater
entitlements for their members of Parliament. Each
member of the Legislative Assembly has one
electorate officer and is provided with office
facilities. The government pays for telephone rentals
and all calls from one home telephone as well as an
answering machine. Members are provided with a
telephone credit card. They also receive a postal
allowance of 750 ordinary letters a quarter, the
equivalent of $4050.
Mr Maclellan - How much will you settle for?
Mr BRACKS - I will not answer the interjection
directly, suffice it to say that I have prOVided
through my own research a compendium of
parliaments in each state and territory, all of which
provide their parliamentarians with more resources
than this Parliament does. Victoria is the worst
resourced parliament of any in Australia. Its
parliamentary library has half the staff of
Queensland, which is a smaller state in population,
and New South Wales, which is a comparable state.
No other state in Australia has the same restrictions
on postage, photocopying and telephone calls.
I again reflect on the objective of Parliamentary
.departments as stated in Budget Paper No. 3:
... to maintain and upgrade the level of services in
keeping with modem day requirements.

Modem-day requirements would be met by
providing services such as computers as of right.
That should be a basic resource.
The ability of members of the opposition and the
government would be enhanced by better research
facilities, and to deny that is to deny informed

Restricting the travelling entitlement of the Leader
of the Opposition to a greater extent than was the
case when the Liberal and National parties were in
opposition is not a way of ensuring that the
opposition is able to scrutinise the executive. To
have the travel of the Leader of the Opposition paid
for out of his normal allowances and for him not to
be provided with what was provided to previous
leaders of the opposition seems to amount to a
reduction in the facilities offered to the opposition.
Government backbenchers have available to them
the resources of departments, ministers' offices,
ministerial staff and advisers - they are supported
in a different way from the way the opposition is
supported. For example, if we look at some of the
promotional and advertising activities that have
been undertaken by the government during the past
two years we see that the government spent
something like $8 million on advertising the
Workcover scheme, $900 000 on advertising the
education department, $400 000 on advertisements
opposing the new federal industrial laws, $3 million
on a 16-page colour brochure on the Audit
Commission report, and $4 million has been
allocated for a 3O-page colour brochure to be
delivered to households.
Although I do not deny the government's right to
Wldertake those tasks, in considering the question of
comparable resources and the resourcing of one
avenue of scrutiny of the executive - the
Parliament - it seems inequitable to place no
restriction on the amount allocated in support of
government programs, in direct contrast with what
is provided to the opposition.
If you also add the $500 000 spent on the Education
News and the $150 000 spent on media advertising
and pamphlets promoting the April 1993 economic
statement, one realises the government has had at its
disposal a total of $13.75 million for government
advertising, brochures and support.
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All of that essentially backs up and supports
government members and provides them with an
advantage that is not available to the opposition.
That in itself is not a bad thing. What is bad in that
climate is for the Victorian Parliament and the
Victorian opposition to be resourced to a lesser
extent as a consequence.

computer operations, handling of the difficult,
arduous and complex work they undertake with
constituents, the work they undertake with
community groups, and project work they
undertake on behalf of members. In effect, they need
to be a replacement member of Parliament when the
member is not in the electorate.

Contrary to what Budget Paper No. 3 indicates in its
premise, that there has been an increase in the
services to the Parliament, the research I have
undertaken indicates that cutbacks in funding for
office facilities were introduced on 1 July 1994. As
part of those cutbacks telephone calls were limited,
rolls of fax paper were limited to 24 a year, the paper
allowance was limited to 20 000 sheets a year and, if
the limits are exceeded, the costs are met from
members' part A electorate allowances. As I have
shown, no other Parliament in the commonwealth
imposes such restrictions on backbenchers and the
opposition.

Training is an important issue that all companies in
the private sector and most governments have
recognised and have allocated resources to. It would
be appropriate if the government were, as a priority,
to change or modify the appropriation to set up a
training scheme such as the one the federal
Parliament offers federal electorate officers. It should
offer training regularly for electorate officers as they
move in and out of their jobs to assist them in the
difficult tasks with which they are faced.

The temptation for any government coming to office
after being in opposition is to try to restrict the
resources available to the opposition and opposition
members. It is a temptation to be vindictive. I do not
believe a future Labor government should employ
such tactics. I believe that on return to government
the Labor Party should resist the temptation to be
vindictive and to not resource backbenchers. We
should properly resource the Leader of the
Opposition, the Deputy Leader of the Opposition,
the Parliament itself and backbenchers.
We are not talking about big sums of money.
Program 109 in Budget Paper No. 3 shows that we
are looking at an electorate office budget of
$3.2 million. It does not require an enonnous
increase in what is a small expenditure to make a big
difference and to ensure scrutiny of the executive in
this state.
I turn now to electorate office staff. As you
indicated, Mr Deputy Speaker, those staff are the
backbone of the offices of members of Parliament,
particularly when Parliament is Sitting and members
do not have access to their electorates except for
brief periods at the end of one week or at the start of
the next week. It is important that electorate office
staff are supported not only with adequate leave and
replacement arrangements but also with training, a
requirement that has been accepted in both the
private and public sectors in Australia.
Training could be provided at very little cost.
Training is needed for electorate office staff in

This important bill will establish the level of
resources available to the Parliament and
parliamentarians in the scrutiny of the executive
during the next 12 months. As was mentioned by the
Deputy Leader of the OppOSition, it should be
considered seriously in a bipartisan way. I hope all
honourable members understand that all
governments will be in opposition and all
oppositions will be in government at some time in
the future. It is important to understand that it is not
good enough to simply continue screwing down or
nailing down the opposition parties and opposition
members. It is certainly not appropriate to restrict
the basic function members perfonn in
communicating with their electorates.
To communicate it is necessary to have adequate
resources such as telephones, postage, photocopying
and so on. They are the basics of the contemporary,
up-to-date facilities talked about in Budget Paper
No. 3. A proper computer facility networked to all
electorate offices around the state would be one such
contemporary facility.
As there will not be an opportunity to do so now, we
should in the future look at revising the bill and
making adjustments to provide for some of the
matters I have raised. In particular, provision of
training for electorate office staff is a priority.
Mr COOPER (Momington) - I always look
forward to the debate on parliamentary
appropriation because it is an important time for
members who have an interest in the Parliament, the
things that go on here and services that are provided
by members outside Parliament to be able to
contribute their ideas to what is nonnally a
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bipartisan debate. I welcome the opportunity to
participate.
I listened with some bemusement to the contribution
of the honourable member for Williamstown.
Although I promised one of his colleagues that I
would be as gentle as possible with him, I say to him
that the government acknowledges that he is clearly
a foundation member of the snout-in-trough faction
of the Australian Labor Party and comes to us with a
what-is-in-this-for-me approach, a big-spending
approach. He said today that he wants to see
unlimited expenditure by the taxpayers of the state
on equipment, postage, phones and anything else
that is going for members of the Parliament.
I suggest that the honourable member for
Williamstown should revisit history. He should go
back a couple of years and recall the financial basket
case the state was turned into by a government of
his political persuasion. If he is concerned about the
financial restrictions being placed on
parliamentarians he should remember that they
reflect the restrictions on the rest of the community.
Obviously he, like other opposition members of
Parliament, would like to be treated differently from
the rest of the community, but this government is
not about to do that Although I acknowledge that
his demand to be provided with extra money is
probably well motivated, the fact is that honourable
members have to face the same restrictions as the
rest of Victoria as the state gets back on its financial
legs. I would hope his Hey-Big-Spender approach is
not supported by other members of his party.
I should like to address some of the issues that were
brought into the debate by the honourable member
for Richmond. It would be easy for us to be cynical
and say we have heard this bipartisan stuff before.
You can afford to demand bipartisanship when you
are in opposition, but things are different when you
are in government because you will not give the
opposition anything. The honourable member for
Richmond talked about taking a cyclical approach
and, in pointing out that those in government today
inevitably will be in opposition in the future,
appealed to the Parliament to break the cycle.
It is easy to be cynical but because of conversations I
have had with him outside this house over the years

I know that he made the appeal in a very honest and
genuine way and that he actually believes in illt is
important to put that on the record. His appeal for
bringing equity into the system comes from a
genuinely held belief. He is not one of those people
who has denigrated the government of the day by
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outlining the facilities that are provided for
Parliament and parliamentarians. I know he has
been appalled by some of the things that have been
said by members of his own party in their attempts
to gain some kind of cheap political advantage out
of the proviSiOns for Parliament and its members.
I cite the appalling perfonnance by the Honourable
David White in another place and the honourable
member for Oandenong in this place when they
incorrectly alleged that the dining room has silver
service. In his contribution the honourable member
for Williamstown said there should be an increased
subsidy for the dining room. That is his belief, but
these are the sorts of things the honourable member
for Richmond rejects. He believes we should start
lifting our game and our ideals. These are the
matters I want to address.
Mr Baker interjected.
Mr COOPER - That is an unkind, unfair and
untrue interjection. It is also uncharitable. I did not
agree with everything the honourable member for
Richmond said, but the thrust of his remarks with
which I agree and on which I congratulate him was
that it will require a considerable amount of charity
from both sides of the house to break the cycle. I
would welcome that because I believe, as I am sure
most honourable members do, that Parliament and
government can work effectively only if there is
good opposition. Therefore the provision of facilities
to the opposition is important.
In the current economic climate we have to bear in
mind the restraints that apply. It is not good enough
for honourable members to come into this house and
say we should match the facilities provided
elsewhere. I do not want to go into the detail of what
is provided in the other states because the
circumstances are different from those in Victoria
and such comparisons would be odious, as the
honourable member for Williamstown
demonstrated, because Victoria has had severe
financial problems.

The three main issues I want to address have been
referred to by others but I want to put my own slant
on them. The first is office accommodation in this
building. I am not going to complain directly about
it, inadequate though it is. I want to address the
matter of the building itself. This is one of
Australia's finest examples of architecture. The
building has a considerable history, is in a
magnificent position and should be completed. The
government has very correctly identified major
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public works projects that need to be put on an
immediate agenda, not some
maybe-we-will-get-around-to-it-one-day agenda.
Through the Agenda 21 program the government
has identified a nwnber of projects that are on their
way and will be welcomed by the community,
particularly by those who recognise the importance
of the structures that will be built under the program.
During the debate last year I said I believed the
completion of Parliament House should be an
Agenda 21 project. I reiterate that statement today.
Parliament lacks three very important aspects: the
north and south wings and the dome. I am prepared
to negotiate where the dome is concerned, but I
believe the north and south wings are
non-negotiable. From casual and not-so-casual
conversations I have had with various officers of the
Parliament I know that plan after plan for the
completion of the building has been prepared and
presented to various committees. I am sure we could
decorate the walls of this chamber with the various
plans that have been prepared. Somewhere at some
time somebody has to do something about it. We
cannot leave incomplete this major structure, which
is a symbol of democracy. It is important for
Victorians to see it completed and we must address
the real issue of the inadequate office
.
accommodation for members of Parliament and,
more particularly, for the staff who have to work in
this building for the whole year.
Members of Parliament do not work in this building
for the whole year but the staff do. Even if you want
to bring it up to the level of talking about
occupational health and safety, it is important for
this building to be completed.
We are not talking chickenfeed dollars; we are
talking big money. I understand it would cost
something like $50 million or $60 million to
complete the building. It might be more, but the fact
is that we have to make a start sometime and
preferably sometime soon.
I ask honourable members and the government to
bear in mind that in May 1901 the first federal
Parliament was opened in Melbourne. For the next
26 or 27 years after that, before the federal
Parliament moved to Canberra phYSically and
officially, the federal Parliament sat in this building.
In 2001 we will be celebrating the centenary of the
federation of the Commonwealth of Australia. What
a fine occasion that would be if we could at least be
partially on the way to finishing this building, the
north and south wings.
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I regard that as a Significant project and although it
may not register with most of the people out there in
the community it would certainly be a lasting and
significant memorial for future generations to
consider, a memorial to all the things that have
happened in this great building over so many years.
From a national point of view, it would be a
memorial particularly to the 26 or 27 years of
parliamentary democracy that was conducted in the
two chambers that we now occupy, the Legislative
Assembly and the Legislative Council. Having
played a small part as a proxy member of the
Centenary Federation AdviSOry Committee to the
heads of government around Australia, I hope they
may like to take on board the importance of the
project of finishing Parliament House in Victoria and
that the Victorian government will put it high on the
list of major public works projects that should be in
Agenda 21.
In your contribution to the debate, Mr Deputy
Speaker, you talked about the difficulty that many
people have in understanding the workings of this
Parliament or the Westminster system. I actually
had that listed as the second of the two points I
wanted to address. I have listed it as the need to
consider better communications between Parliament
and the community. There is no doubt in my mind
that the bulk of people in this state believe that what
they see as the 30 or 6O-second grab on
television, usually of what goes on during question
time - which, as the honourable member for
Werribee says by interjection is the worst part of the
parliamentary day - is what goes on for the whole
parliamentary day. As the participants in this
chamber know, that is not a reflection of what
actually happens in the chamber for the whole day.

Some 90 per cent of the legislation dealt with in this
chamber is dealt with on what you could call a
bipartisan basis where genuine, fair and reasoned
debate occurs and where suggestions are made by
government backbenchers and by the opposition on
how legislation can be improved. In Committee
stages when amendments are brought forward by
the opposition they are often accepted immediately
or accepted while the bill is between here and
another place. That was my experience in opposition
and I believe it is the experience of the present
opposition. I am not saying it always happens, but it
does happen. Certainly debate is conducted in a full
and reasoned way.
We are not the first Parliament to be complaining or
worrying about the way the activities of our
Parliament are conveyed to the community. In the
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middle of this year I had the opportunity to travel
overseas on a Commonwealth Parliamentary
Association study tour. After talking to members of
Parliaments elsewhere I know they all have the same
kind of problem: what is sent out to the community
through the media is a jaundiced and very much
narrowly focused view of what goes on in
Parliament.

program you could introduce that could pOSSibly
re-educate them - you would be wasting your time
and money!

Some of the Parliaments overseas have decided it is
important for them to look at this matter in a
progressive way rather than whingeing and
complaining about it and they have set out to try to
bring their Parliament to the people. The best
example that I saw was in the Parliament of Ontario,
whose Parliament House is situated in the capital
city of Toronto. They have a full-scale media outlet
or, put more precisely, a full-scale television studio
set up. All the workings of Parliament, both in the
Parliament itself and its committees, are videotaped
and the tapes are made available to cable networks
around the state. Any other television network that
cares to avail itself of them can access them as can
community groups through their members of
Parliament or directly.

What kind of an education program can you have?
Basically the journalists that sit up in the press
gallery and the people who operate the cameras up
there are not the people who make the final
decisions about what will appear in the newspaper
or on the television screen that night or what will be
broadcast over the radio waves. People who are not
privy to the operations here, the subeditors and so
on, make the decisions about what will create
division, stir people up and inflame the community,
and in many cases they go ahead and do it.

Members of Parliament can ask for tapes of their
speeches, complete debates or parts of debates
where interesting subjects have been raised, and
those tapes can be shown in their electorates or on
local television stations.
The cost is certainly high but what price do we put
on better communications between the community
and Parliament? What price are we paying if we say
we are prepared to put up with what is going on
here at present? I know that in watching the news on
television each night every member of Parliament
would say, 'That is not what really happened in our
Parliament today. That is a very tiny snapshot of a
particular 30, 60 or 9Q..second segment of what
happened in our Parliament But Parliament sat
from 10.00 in the morning until 11.00 or 12.00 at
night A lot more happened'.
How come the media are not prepared to report the
.good speeches that are made? We know the reason:
it is not sexy news, as they would describe it. It is
not news that creates division and ferment in the
community and prompts letters to the editor.
Therefore it is not regarded by the media as news. It
is dull stuff. So it is no good for us to be appealing to
the media either directly or by saying they should go
through some kind of re-education program. I look
at some people in this place who have been
journalists and I wonder what kind of re-education

Mr Baker interjected.
Mr COOPER - I appreciate your staying here to
listen to me, too.

We can complain as much as we like, but I know
that the thought I am now bringing to this matter is
not new. I know the honourable member for
Werribee has raised it before. Other honourable
members, including the honourable member for
Frankston who has also seen the operations in the
Parliament of Ontario, have come back and said,
'1bis is a good idea'. It is a good idea. It is an
excellent idea that can be put into operation
properly in this Parliament only if the north and
south wings are built Only then will we be able to
have the room to put something like that into
operation. It is important for us to do so and I would
like the government to take that on board.
I turn now to a machinery matter. Many members in
this place would like to contribute to this important
debate which gives them time to reflect on the things
we do for the betterment of the community and to
see whether there are better ways of doing them
such as providing better facilities, improving this
place, delivering services through our electorate
offices and generally doing things that are not
popular so far as the community is concerned when
expending money .

It is reasonable to state here and now - I am not
frightened to do so - that inadequate time is given
to such a debate. I understand the importance of the
appropriation debate itself; members want to have a
wide-ranging debate about what is going on in this
state. They want to address issues that are important
to them in their electorates. They can then say, 'I
raised these issues in the appropriation debate'. We
should not discount this institution because of the
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inadequate time we have had to debate the
appropriation bills. I point no blame at anybody, it is
simply a question of time allocation.
Although 1 believe the honourable member for
Werribee may have a point of view to put today, he
will not have the chance. I know the honourable
member for Murray Valley is disappointed that he
cannot participate in the debate.

If 1 have any messages to convey, they are to the
government. Firstly, I want the government to give
serious consideration to placing the completion of
Parliament House on the Agenda 21 program. lbat
important issue needs to be addressed so that by the
year 2001 this building is either totally completed or
at least well on the way to completion.
As part of that project I want to see better
communications between Parliament and the
community. The only way we can do that is to look
seriously at the examples of overseas parliaments
such as the Ontario Parliament in Canada, which set
out to do that and is doing it successfully.

1 join with the Deputy Speaker in saying that we
must have a better standard of behaviour in this
place. We should be doing something about·the
suggestions that are made from time to time and pay
heed to what is happening in Canada and the
United States of America, where pages are used on
the floor of the house. That might be seen as a
dampener on the over~thusiasm and sometimes
extraordinary behaviour shown by some members
in this place. Although 1 understand the reasons for
that behaviour, serious consideration should be
given to the matter.

When I come up with a suggestion that has been
made by others before me, I do not want to be told
all the reasons why it cannot happen. I want people
to ask, 'How can we make this happen?'. There is
too much negativism in dealing with the suggestions
that come from members from time to time. I believe
you, Mr Speaker, know what I am talking about.
Finally, I want to see all the things that are
important to this place dealt with properly by way
of decent, long debate. I am not talking about days; I
am talking about hours. This debate is worth at least
6 or 8 hours. I am disappointed that has not
happened. I will allow the next opposition speaker
the. remaining 5 minutes, because I remember I got
5 minutes on this debate last year only because of
the courtesy of the honourable member for Keilor. I
extend that opportunity to the opposition today.
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Mr COtE (Melbourne) - I thank the honourable
member for MOmington not only for his
contribution but also for giving me 5 minutes. Some
points need to be made. First and foremost is the
possibility that you, Mr Speaker, may again consider
the revenue side rather than the expenditure side of
this issue. As I suggested at our caucus meeting,
rather than cutting back and restricting what
members do, perhaps we could engage in some
revenue raising. Perhaps when Parliament is not
sitting you, Mr Speaker, could rent out your wig for
the MiJaulo! Things like that. I'm sure we could get
good value for it.
The SPEAKER - Order! I am not sure whether
reflections about the Speaker's wig are disorderly. I
will have to make inquiries.
Mr COtE - It was not a reflection on you,
Mr Speaker; it was a reflection on the wig. We find
ourselves in a ridiculous situation. I wish to make
two important points: firstly, it is ludicrous to
suggest that any member of Parliament should have
to pay his or her own telephone bill. lbat is a
pOSSibility, and we are concerned about that. When
one puts a restraint on the number of telephone calls
that can be made it is a blight on democracy. I
personally find it offensive.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! Government
backbenchers will remain silent.
Mr COtE - I am not saying that if some
members go overboard they should not be brought
back into line. That is one solution to the problem.
However, under the current circumstances in which
we find ourselves, members will have to pay their
own telephone bills. People are affected when the
ground rules change. For instance, I rented my office
two or three years ago with the approval of the
House Committee. I have an astronomical heating
bill, which has nothing to do with me. It takes up a
large part of the part A account. It is nonsense and
ridiculous, and nothing to do with me. At the end of
the day I may also have to pay for a whole series of
things such as telephone calls. lbat is ridiculoUs! We
are a laughing-stock in the community. If we are
forced to pay for our own telephone calls we will
have to say to ourselves,'1 won't ring people any
more'. It is absurd!
The second matter that is scandalous is the Premier's
prohibition on intrastate air travel by the Leader of
the Opposition. Not once in 10 years of Labor
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government - or in the years of government before
that - was there a restraint on the Leader of the
Opposition, the Deputy Leader of the Opposition or
the Leader of the National Party having intrastate
plane flights. John Cain and Joan Kimer never
refused, and the bill was astronomical - it was in
the millions of dollars.

Jenkins,Mr
John,Mr
Kennett,Mr
Kilgour. Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton, Mr (Teller)
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs

We have been told that the government will no
longer pay for the Leader of the Opposition to travel
by plane. lbat is a classic example of trying to
destroy an opposition by taking away its resources.
It is unparliamentary and it violates the Westminster
system; it is totally inconsistent and absolutely
corrupt.

McGrath, Mr J. F.
McGrath, Mr W. D.

Mr Bracks - It is petty.

Mr COLE - It is more than petty; it is serious
because there is so much money involved. It means
the Leader of the Opposition cannot properly service
country Victoria. It is absolutely anathema to me
that the government can act in the way it does. It is
typical of its performance. It uses the so-called
parliamentary appropriation as a method of
truncating debate. At all times its restrictions have a
deleterious effect on the opposition.
I find it disgusting that this change was never
mooted or discussed at any time with the opposition
until a decision was made in the coalition party
room. This is not parliamentary democracy. People
who talk about the Westminster system, as you do,
Mr Speaker, cannot say that that is operating in a
manner that is moderately fair. In fact, it is quite the
opposite.

House divided on motion:
Ayes, 52
Ashley, Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Clark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Oavis, Mr
Dean, Or
Doyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
ElIiott,Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood,Mr
Hyams,Mr

McLeUan, Mr (Tell")
Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich,Mrs
Phillips,Mr
Plowman, Mr A. F.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E. R.
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Smith, Mr I. W.
Spry,Mr
Steggall,Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner,Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 18
Andrianopoulos. Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Bracks, Mr (Tell")
Coghill,Dr
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Leighton, Mr

Loney, Mr
Marple,Ms
Micallef, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr (Telln)
Sandon,Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Wilson,Mrs

Motion agreed to.
Read second time
Passed remaining stages.

APPROPRIATION (1994-95, No. 1) BILL
Second reading
Resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer).
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Passed remaining stages.
Mr KENNETr (Premier) - Mr Speaker, on a
point of order. As the bells were nmg, the Leader of
the Opposition came into the house and then left the
house.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETr - The Leader of the Opposition
absolutely deserted the remnants of his party that
are left!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order.
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Sitting suspended 1.08 p.m. until 2.04 pm.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Case-mix funding
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - I refer the
Minister for Health to the limit she has placed on the
case-mix bonus funding pool for hospitals. Will she
assure the house that as a result no hospital bed will
close, there will be no reduction in services and no
staff will be sacked?

MI5 TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I thank the
honourable member for his question and for his
obvious interest in the overall health system. The
honourable member was present this morning when
the Premier launched, and officially opened, the
quite remarkable redevelopment of the fa~ty at the
Royal Melbourne Hospital. It was appropnate to be
able to indicate then, as he did, just how effective the
changes in the public hospital system have been
since the Kermett government took over from what
had been a disastrous period for all manner of
services in this state.
Last year the public hospital system treated an
additional 61 000 patients over and above the
previous year. 'This year it proposes to treat at least
30 000 patients over and above the additional 61 000
patients treated last year. By the completion of this
financial year, it will mean that in the past two years
we will have treated more than 90 000 Victorians
than previously was the case. That is a 7.5 per cent
productivity increase despite, for obvio~ reasons,
having to reduce the budgets of our major
hospitals - in fact of all hospitals.
Although this government reduced its budget by
5 per cent last year and by 5 per cent this year, it
stills anticipates a productivity increase of 7.5 per
cent over the twcryear period. That, of course, has
had a remarkable impact on waiting lists. Now only
10 people in this state wait more than 30 days f~r
urgent surgery. When this government took office,
1000 people were waiting for urgent surgery. We
have reduced the overall waiting list by 16 per cent
How the hospitals resolve this matter - Mr THW AITES (Albert Park) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, I refer you to the Speakers'
rulings that make it quite clear that the minister
must relate her remarks to the question asked. The
question asked the minister to assure the house that
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as a result of the change in policy no hospital bed
will close, no reduction in services will be made and
no staff will be sacked. The Minister for Health has
not addressed herself, as she is required, to the
question. She is not relating her remarks to the
question which the Speakers' rulings require her to
do.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Albert Park uses the Speakers' previOUS
rulings rather loosely. If he were to examine the
Speakers' rulings they would indicate that the
Speaker has a duty to see that the question is
relevant to the subject. How the minister answers
the question, or whether the minister, in fact, refuses
to answer the question at all is in the hands of the
minister, not the Chair. There is no point of order.
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - Both the
question and certainly the point of order, for what it
was worth, indicate that the honourable member for
Albert Park does not recognise the difference
between using a service for full and better
productivity and purely maintaining or enhancing a
service without any reference to productivity. How
the hospitals address the budget requirement and
meet demand is up to individual hospitals. The very
efficient hospitals are obviously using their beds a
lot more effectively. The result is that we are treating
many more Victorians than have ever been treated
before. We are reducing the waiting lists--

Opposition members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! A member of the
opposition asked the question. I ask opposition
members to remain silent and listen to the answer.
Mrs TEHAN - We have treated more patients
than ever before. We have reduced the waiting lists.
We have done this in such a way that productivity
and efficiency levels mean we are getting much
better value from the taxpayers' dollar. While we
continue to have this increase in productivity we can
be very well satisfied. The honourable member for
Albert Park should concentrate on what has been
achieved and the means of achieving it rather than
mischievously trying to create anxiety in the
community.

Crown Casino: allegations
Mr LUPTON (Knox) - Will the Premier inform
the house of the commercial significance of Crown
Cas~o to Victoria and the likely effects of the
unsubstantiated allegations about its operations?
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Mr KENNETr (Premier) - There is no doubt the
temporary casino has been a very major ingredient
in the restoration of confidence and economic
activity in Victoria. It has already provided in excess
of $200 million in licence fees and a revenue stream
that is enabling the government and the community
to provide and refurbish civic infrastructure
throughout the state.

The government is already starting work on the new
exhibition centre that is costing about $120 million. It
is in the process of upgrading the State Ubrary of
Victoria, neglected by our predecessors, with
$39 million being allocated this year. It has
completed the tourist-tram project with trams
running around the city. It is starting work on the
new Museum of Victoria. Importantly, the new
infrastructure is being done without adding $1 of
debt to the community.
When one looks at the attacks being made both on
the casino and the leadership team surrounding itMr Williams was attacked by David White in
another place and subjected to a concerted attack in
this place -one should bear in mind that 3100
Victorians are employed at the casino on site.
One-third of those mainly young people never had a
job before the casino came to this state. One million
Victorians and/ or tourists to the state have visited
the casino in its first month of operation. Just last
weekend more than 3000 people visited the
restaurants in the casino in one night.
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is very difficult for the Premier to ignore
interjections. I ask the house to come to order.
Mr KENNElT - I shall do my best, Mr Speaker.
The temporary casino has been a major employer
and economic contributor to this state in a
reasonable period. I imagine it will continue to have
a very major impact on this community as it
provides us, as adults, with another form of
entertainment and gaming and another form of
employment, not just at the casino itself but through
various developments around the state.
Mr Thomson interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have already asked
that interjections cease.
Mr KENNElT - The honourable member for
Pascoe Vale said 'new carpets'. The opposition is so
negative about anything that is positive and that
gives the community opportunities. Let us take
carpets as an example. Most of the material and
equipment in the casino, the carpet, the furniture
and other items, have been made in Victoria.
Tradesmen, some of whom may be unionists, have
made a great deal of the equipment in the casino.
The trouble is that this opposition is so incredibly
negative that it will turn against its own to prove a
point. You have no interest at all in growth, in
opportunity, and I suppose it is why - Mr Thomson interjected.

Over the past two or three weeks we have seen a
most unprincipled attack on individuals and the
casino itself.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Brumby - You are attacking the archbishop.
Mr KENNETr - The Leader of the Opposition
says that I am attacking the archbishop. I have not
actually mentioned the archbishop, but let me say,
as I said publicly, that the archbishop is entitled to
his opinion as is "any other person in the community.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr Micallef - Why don't you sack the
Archbishop?
The SPEAKER -Order! I advise the Leader of
the Opposition that it is very difficult for the Chair
to keep order if he persists in interjecting, and that it

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Pascoe Vale shall remain silent.
Mr KENNElT - It is very easy for Mr White in
another place to say words to the effect that Lloyd
Williams is not a good businessman. Mr Williams,
forget what he mayor may not have done
preViously, on this one program alone has employed
3100 people. How many has Mr White employed?
None. How many have you employed,
Mr Thomson? Zero. How many have you employed,
Mr Brumby? None.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNElT - The casino, for all of those who
use it, for all of those who are employed in it, for all
the community who are going to get the benefits
from the new infrastructure, is a remarkable success
story for those who conceived the ideas and those
who created it. This government will not under any
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circumstances walk away from those, or those
developments that offer opportunities for Victorians.
Ms Garbutt interjected.
Mr KENNETI - The honourable member for
Greensborough has interjected. I am sorry, where is
she now? Bundoora! I understand we are about to
see a lot more of her. She is only two votes away
from taking over the leadership and ending this
man's career. Mr Speaker, have you heard the story?

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier is straying
from the question. I ask him to complete his answer.
Mr KENNETI - I was straying. I was led astray
when the honourable member for Bundoora
interjected. We look forward to seeing more of you.
You deserve the job and I have no doubt that the
honourable member, as Leader of the Opposition,
will support this development and other
developments that create jobs for Victorians. Come
on down.

Crown Casino: builder
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I ask
the Premier - -

Mr KENNETI (Premier) - 1 thank the
temporary Leader of the Opposition for his question.
We wish you well in your future career. I must
admit that just before lunchtime when 1 saw the
Leader of the Opposition walk into this chamber,
then turn his back on his party and leave the
chamber while the other 18 stayed here 1 thought it
is not hard to understand why the Labor Party is
about to do to him what he has done to the Labor
Party.
The question was about the preferred builder. I have
to say to you that I am not sure who the preferred
builder is. Do you know?
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNEIT - Who is it?
Mr Brumby interjected.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Stockdale interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Treasurer has
mentioned standing order 108 to me several times
during the past few weeks. Perhaps he would like to
look at standing order 107.

Employment
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition has every right to ask a question and for
that question to be heard in silence.

Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) - Will the Premier
inform the house of the latest employment statistics
released earlier today by the Australian Bureau of
Statistics and explain how they reflect on the
importance of business confidence in our state?

Mr BRUMBY - Bit thick, are we, Jeffrey?

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER -Order! The Chair has a duty to
protect every member of the house and 1 endeavour
to do that so far as the Leader of the Opposition is
concerned, but remarks like that do not help. 1
understand the situation very well. 1 appeal to both
sides of the house to observe the standing orders.
Mr BRUMBY - I refer the Premier to the fact
that when the Crown consortium won the right to
build and operate the casino it nominated a
preferred builder. Will the Premier advise the house
whether probity checks were carried out on the
preferred builder in accordance with government
legisla tion?

Mr KENNETT (Premier) - I thank the
honourable member for his question, which is
obviously relevant to the future well-being of this
community, particularly our young people. 1 have to
say that people of my age who are parents look
forward to the future with increasing optimism.
Can I preface my remarks by saying to the
honourable member, as I say to the house, that
whenever 1 am asked about employment or
unemployment figures I always say that what is
important is not the monthly figure that is released
from time to time but the trend. All honourable
members will know that 1 have always said that the
government will not claim any credit for an increase
in employment or for a drop in unemployment until
we have achieved that over a six-month period. We
achieved that the month before last.
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In January there was a slight increase in
unemployment and a drop in employment.
However, in the six months since that time until the
last lot of figures were released, Victoria's
employment has grown dramatically and our
percentage rate of unemployment has come down.
The month before there was a movement, a blip - a
drop in employment and the percentage rate of
unemployment went up - but the trend figures
remained constant.
The figures released today indicate that Victoria's
unemployment fell from 11 per cent to 10.4 per cent
in September. That is welcome both because of the
change in the unemployment rate and because it
also represents the 32 800 new jobs being created.
However, we are not satisfied - far from it - with
the current percentage rate of unemployment and
we also want to see the number of people who are
employed grow. There has now been a net increase
in employment in Victoria since the beginning of
this year of 67 700 jobs.
The latest figures released today show that of the
75000 new jobs created in Australia, 32 800 were in
Victoria. Many of those jobs will have been created
by Crown Casino. Many would have been created
by organisations that supply food, general catering
and a whole range of other services to Crown
Casino, which are not provided on site.
I reinforce to the community that these figures
continue a trend and should not be seen in isolation.
We should not at any time be complacent. We have
a lot of work still to do as a community. The way to
achieve better results is to build up confidence and
pride in the community. The opposition has a role in
that process if it wishes to take it.
In recent times we have seen the Leader of the
OppOSition and the honourable member for Albert
Park highlight what they see to be weaknesses in the
health system. However, they ignore the incredible
achievements that have been made over the past two
years in improving the situation, which they are
both a party to today by a process that was started
by our predecessors, or their government, under
Mrs Kimer and Mr Cain.

Over the past two or three weeks we have seen the
Labor Party, through the Leader of the Opposition
and the Honourable Mr White in another place,
continue to attack the businessmen and
businesswomen - although they never attack
businesswomen - who provide the jobs in the
private sector that help us achieve the figures we are
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talking about today. Those sorts of attacks are
unwarranted and we are still waiting for the Leader
of the Opposition to put up. No doubt the debate
will continue today. More specifically, we have
heard the Leader of the Opposition attack Crown
Casino at a time when that enterprise is actually
creating growth in our community.
We welcome the figures released today. We will not
rest on our laurels. It will be the private sector that
we will look towards to add more opportunities. I
say to the opposition that it also has a role in
assisting in particular young people to find jobs. We
again have more than 2 million Victorians in
employment and the only increase in the
unemployment figures will quite obviously come
from my colleague opposite, who will very shortly
be the carcass that is cut down-An honourable member interjected.

Mr KENNETI - That's disgusting, is it?
The SPEAKER - Order!
Mr KENNETI - Sorry, Mr Speaker. I only
borrowed it from the Prime Minister. It is his term. I
am into plagiarism. I now take my lead from him.
An honourable member interjected.

Mr KENNETT - You don't support him any
longer?
An honourable member interjected.
Mr KENNETI - She just said, 'He's disgusting,
too'. What do you think. of Bob Hawke? She is
grinning. I have finished.
The SPEAKER - Order! I remind the Premier
that he is answering questions, not asking them.

Gaming machines
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to the government's decision last
year to set a new limit of 45000 gaming machines in
Victoria and place a restriction on the number of
gaming machines in all venues within
100 kilometres of the casino. What advice did the
Premier receive from Treasury about the likely
impact of this on the bidding process for the casino
licence and also on the level of gambling revenue in
Victoria?
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Mr KENNETI (Premier) - I thank the
honourable member for his searching question. I
cannot remember specifically what, if any, specific
advice 1 got from Treasury on this issue.
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Mr KENNElT (Premier) - The lOS-kilometre
limit per venue was set by the previous govemment.
The lOO-kilometre limit was set in the process - Mr Stockdale interjected.

Mr Brumby - Have you released the advice?
Mr KENNETI - I thought I just said I did not
remember whether I got any.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNETI - Oh, now, if I got it!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETI - I think I have just indicated to
the Leader of the Opposition that I do not know
what specific advice I received. I did try to outline to
him yesterday the processes - An honourable member interjected.

Mr KENNETI - I actually have a fairly busy
day on my plate on a normal basis. I don't just chase
ambulances. Mr Speaker, I think I tried to explain
yesterday the processes under which both the 105
limit was set - and I think the 105 limit was set well
before the casino in terms of outlets. I think it may
have even been set by our predecessor government.
I think it was.

Mr KENNElT - I am informed that it was 150
kilometres so the Leader of the Opposition is wrong
about that as well. There is a 12-year exclusivity
against another casino being established within that
distance. After six years another casino may be
established outside the ISO-kilometre limit. The limit
of 45 000 machines was set because, as I said
yesterday, Sydney has 60 000 machines and has
reached saturation point. Because it has a higher
population we set a limit of 45000 machines. At the
moment there are 20 000 in the marketplace. I do not
know whether we will ever have 45 000, but that
was the figure we set based on the benchmark figure
in Sydney.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) -On a
point of order, Mr Speaker, I raise the issue of
relevance. The Premier was asked very specifically
about the Treasury advice about this decision that
was provided to cabinet. The Department of the
Treasury advised that it was provided to cabinet.
The Premier is clearly aVOiding the question. He
knows what that advice says. What Parliament and
the people are entitled to know is: what was the
impact on the bidding licence and the gambling
revenue in Victoria?

Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNETI - The Leader of the Opposition
says no, it wasn't. The lOS-kilometre limit was set by
the previous govemment, and it still applies to clubs
and pubs.

The SPEAKER - Order! There is no way the
Chair can direct or force anv member of this house
or any minister as to how a"question should be
answered. Up until this point I judge that the
Premier's remarks have been relevant to the
question.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Frankston South used an
unparliamentary expression and I ask him to
withdraw.
Mr WEIDEMAN (Frankston South) - I
withdraw.

Mr KENNElT (Premier) - The Leader of the
OppOSition just said Treasury provided me with an
advice. I do not remember it. I am happy to admit
that he is right. If he has the information and if he
provides it to me I will be able to answer the
question more accurately. At the moment all I can
say-Mr Micallef - Who are you accountable to?

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I cannot allow this to go
on. The Leader of the Opposition has asked his
question. If he wishes to ask a subsequent question
he may do so, but he may not ask question after
question.

Mr KENNElT - I am accountable to the
Parliament. If you have got the information - -

Ho.nourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER - Order! I do not know how
many times I have to advise the house. The
honourable member for Springvale cannot ask
questions across the house.
Mr Micallef - Why doesn't he answer?

The SPEAKER - Order! If the honourable
member for Springvale pushes me again I will deal
with him. The Premier, concluding his answer.
Mr KENNETT - I am not aware of and I
certainly cannot remember any advice being given.
If it was given, as the Leader of the Opposition says
it was, and if he has the information he should
provide it to me so that I can more directly answer
his question.

Public transport strike
Mrs McGILL (Oakleigh) - Will the Minister for
Public Transport inform the house whether there is
any justification for the proposed strike action by the
public transport unions tomorrow?
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - I
thank my colleague for a very important question
about whether government trams, trains and buses
will be running tomorrow, which is a concern for·
many hWldreds of thousands of Victorians,
particularly Melbumians. I say 'government' trams,
trains and buses because if the strike proceeds, buses
prOVided by private enterprise will continue to rWl.
It is claimed that the issue is about a pay increase
but I think there is a bit more to it than that. The
leaders of the unions involved are facing elections
themselves and it is my belief that W\I\ecessarily
holding the state to ransom has more to do with
them trying to retain their positions than doing
anything for the future of public transport or, more
importantly, the future of the employees of the PTc.
It is disgraceful.
Three days ago, after lengthy negotiations, the
Industrial Relations Commission recommended that
the PTC offer in good faith a modest pay increase.
That is the term used by the commission. The unions
are requesting a 3 per cent increase this year and we
have offered them one-third of that up-front - in
other words, 1 per cent within two weeks. We are
absolutely sure that on a proper enterprise
bargaining negotiation basis within a few weeks
they will gain the extra 2 per cent to make up the
3 per cent they seek.
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The offer as recommended by the Industrial
Relations Commission has been put on the table by
the PTC for the unions to agree to. One asks why
there must be a threat to public transport tomorrow.
It is an outrage that these militant union leaders are
unreasonably holding the state to ransom. I say to
these militant union leaders: if you pull the plug
tomorrow, and there is no justification for it, it
matters not whether the strike is for 24 hours,
24 days or even 24 weeks because this government
will not be held to ransom and stood over. The
thuggery of the past where you controlled Labor
governments finished two years ago when the
current government was elected!
The offer of the pay increase is on the table. It is
simply a matter of the unions accepting the offer, not
holding the state to ransom, and ensuring that all
public transport services are provided. The bottom
line is this: in the past these militant dinosaurs, who
have never had the interests of Victoria, the
employees on trams, trains and buses or the wider
community at heart, would put the gun to the head
of the government and demand a ransom to get
what they wanted. If they go out tomorrow they
should Wlderstand the outcome, which is that we
will withdraw the offer of the pay increase
forthwith. I warn these militants that if ever they
lead the public transport unions into a prolonged
strike the outcome will be exactly what I state now:
they will not return from a prolonged strike unless
and until it is on the terms and conditions ~his
government prescribes.
For two years we have had harmony in transport,
which the entire community has welcomed. We
have had two years of no industrial unrest and the
entire community as well as the public transport
work force has welcomed it. I say to the rank and file
that if they are led by the nose down what will
inevitably be a path of destruction it will be on the
heads of the militants who lead the unions. If there is
at any time a prolonged strike initiated by them - it
is never initiated by government - the outcome is
crystal dear. I will say it again. Whether it is
24 hours, 24 days or even longer, they will not come
back until it is on the terms and conditions the
people of Victoria elected this government to put in
place.

PRIVILEGE
Mr THOMSON (Pascoe Vale) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, I draw your attention to a
statement you made on 14 September last year
concerning matters of privilege. In that statement

PRIVILEGE
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you drew attention to the fact that in April 1978
procedures were introduced to require a member
raising a complaint to write to the Speaker giving
details of the matter and for the Speaker to then
consider whether there existed a prima facie case
that should have precedence over the business of the
house.
Speaker Coghill had pointed out in October 1991
that that procedure was adopted to remove the issue
from immediate debate in the chamber in order to
protect the rights of members or persons involved
which could be adversely affected by instant
reaction, publicity and speculation. It also provided
the Chair with sufficient opportwlity to give the
matter due consideration. That had also been
supported by Speaker Wheeler previously, who had
also expressed concern about anything that might be
regarded as disclosure or discussion of the substance
of the privilege matter. Speaker Coghill then went
on to say:
The continued breach of the procedures for raising
matters of privilege will ultimately destroy the
credibility of the practices which this house itself has
adopted ...
I advise honourable members that in the event of
disclosure of information of complaints of privileges
raised with the Chair, I will rule that such complaints
are out of order.

You, Mr Speaker, went on to say:
I fully endorse those comments. In response to this
current matter -

this was last year I am concerned that comments were made on how the
Speaker should act on this issue. Such comments are
out of order and totally unacceptable.

I further draw your attention to a report in the Age
this morning which states:
The Opposition Leader, Mr Brumby, could be

suspended or expelled from Parliament after the state
government yesterday threatened to bring him before
the Privileges Committee.
TIle Premier, Mr Kennett, issued the threat last night.

It talks about him risking his position as a member
of this house and then states:
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The Premier gave Mr Brumby until late last night to
apologise; if not 'then we have no alternative but to
take the next step' ...
A spokesman -

presumably for the Premier later confirmed that Mr Kennett planned to refer
Mr Brumby to the govemment-dominated Privileges

Committee, possibly as soon as today. The committee
has the power to suspend, expel or even jail members.

Mr Speaker, against the background of your ruling
in September last year and the report in the Age
today, I ask you to advise the Premier that his public
threat to bring the Leader of the OppOSition before
the Privileges Committee constitutes a most serious
breach of the forms of this house, as prescribed by
Speaker Wheeler in 1978 and reinforced by Speaker
Coghill in 1991 and by you last year, and ask him to
also convey that to his spokespersons so they do not
transgress the procedures of the house either. I ask
you to inform the Premier that his attempts to
silence the Leader of the Opposition through threats
and intimidation may not include public threats to
send him to the Privileges Committee.
Mr KENNEIT (Premier) - On the point of
order, Mr Speaker, I was in the fortunate pOSition
that I was actually in the Parliament when those
rulings were handed down. I remember very clearly
the discussion and debate that took place at the time.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETr - I can understand the
honourable member for Pascoe Vale raising it: you
are a bit sensitive on that side. That is
understandable and I can understand why you
would be doing this.
What happened in this house yesterday and what I
think will be debated in a few minutes is a
substantive motion on an issue that has been raised
in this Parliament that goes to the credibility of the
Leader of the Opposition. The Leader of the
OppOSition also raised by way of an amendment an
issue that raised the question of whether he because the amendment was deliberate - had
deliberately misled the house. That was raised in the
course of the debate as potentially being a matter of
privilege. It would have to be a decision made by
one side of the house or the other to address a matter
to you, Sir, and for you to consider it in your
chambers and then come back to the house.
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I said consistently to the media yesterday and today,
including when I was interviewed outside 3AW
about this matter, that no decision had been made
and that discussions will take place. I did not
canvass the issue or the outcomes. When you have a
substantive motion and you are able to raise what is
quite clearly a contradiction by the Leader of the
Opposition both in the transcript that was the
substance of the debate yesterday and the
amendment moved by the Leader of the Opposition,
that complete diversity and opposite positions raise
the question of privilege. I pointed out that there is
nothing more serious in the Westminster system
than a member of Parliament deliberately
misleading the house.

Mr Speaker, I do not know whether you have
received anything today. I know nothing has been
authorised by me to be delivered to you and that no
decision has yet been made by this side on whether
we will pursue this matter. I notice the Leader of the
Opposition has not decided to apologise. I
understand the debate is about to take place again in
this house, and if a decision is made about privilege
and whether we or the opposition may refer any
matter dealing with privilege to the Speaker, that
will be handled in exactly the same way as rulings in
the past have been brought about, ruled upon or
dealt with by motion.
So far as I am concerned we have not made any such
decision; there certainly has been no approach to
you, Sir. We are still in the process of the debate, and
if at a certain course we believe it is appropriate
action to take, we will do so in the way that is set out
by the practices of the house.

The SPEAKER -Order! On the point of order,
let me say from the beginning that I uphold the
decision that I and previous Speakers made about
the matter of privilege. Privilege is a very serious
matter indeed and all considerations, both of the
Chair and of the house, must be brought to bear
before any decisions or comments are made. I
understand in the two cases that the honourable
member for Pascoe Vale raised the usual process
was adhered to, that is, that an application was
made to the Speaker to see if a prima facie case
existed about a matter of privilege.
The Chair cannot take into consideration what may
or may not have been published in the paper. The
Chair cannot take into consideration what mayor
may not have been said on a substantive motion.
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The Chair has not been approached on a matter of
privilege in this case. If the Chair is approached, the
Chair would react in the same way as this Speaker
and other Speakers have done in the past - that is,
the matter would be examined in detail to see
whether a prima facie case existed. If no prima facie
case existed it would be refused; if a prima facie case
existed the process would continue.
There is no point of order, but I hear what the
honourable member for Pascoe Vale says.

LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION:
ALLEGATIONS
Debate resumed from 12 October; motion of
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services):
That this house demands that the Leader of the
Opposition, having refused to substantiate his
allegations of aonyism when given the opportunity in
the house last week, should now (a) name the two business people he identified during
an on the record interview with Herald Sun
reporter Damon Johnston, detailing how these
particular individuals benefited from the alleged
rorting of or departure from government processes
that would see them in gaol by 1996; or
(b) if the honourable member is unable to meet the

requirements of the house, publicly apologise or
resign his position as Leader of the Opposition.

and Mr Brumby's amendment:
That all the words after 'house' (where first occurring)
be omitted with the view of inserting in place thereof
the words', given that the Leader of the Opposition at
no time named any persons whom he expected to go to
gaol, notes the government's hypocrisy in seeking to
have 'names named' and thereby potentially bringing
people into disrepute, given its alleged concern that
reputations not be damaged, and further notes the
government's failure to understand the notion of
conflict of interest, failing to ensure that businesses
bidding for government work are treated without fear
or favour and that there are not special advantages for
mates of the government:

Mr DOYLE (Malvern) - Debate on this very
important issue has come down to a single question:
who is telling the truth and who is telling a lie? Who
is telling the truth - the Leader of the Opposition or
the Herald Sun? That is the single question before us
at the moment in our consideration. This matter
could not be more grave, so it is very important that
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we go back and examine the sequence of events and
utterances that have taken place between these two
completely contradictory parts of the story of the
Leader of the Opposition and the Herald Sun.

On Friday, 7 October the Herald Sun contained an
article headed, 'What Brumby said'. I think it is
important to go back to the transcript and read what
it says. In the sequence of events there was an earlier
statement by the Leader of the Opposition so far
omitted from debate. lbis is from Damon Johnston,
the reporter:
The people you've branded mates of the Kennett

government.

The transcript has an 'omission'. The article contains
the following:
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point. The Herald Sun ran that as a transcript. The
next day the Herald Sun did not resile from the
transcript. On 8 October, the editorial ran the story.
The first part of the editorial not only did not resile
from the transcript but in fact supported it. It ran
like this:
On September 26, opposition leader John Brumby, in
an on-the-record interview with the Herald Sun, named
two people as being mates of the Kennett government.
He suggested they would be'in gaol' by late 1996.
The pair were not among 20 business leaders and
public servants he listed on Tuesday as 'cronies' of the
government in Parliament.

The next is an interesting paragraph that must be
looked at if one is looking at the bona fides of the
Herald Sun. It states:

JB: (Mr Brumby mentions two names, not included
among the 20 people he later named in Parliament. The
two names have been deleted for legal reasons) ...

On Wednesday, Mr Brumby's lawyers wrote to the
Herald Sun denying their client had named any
'persons whatsoever' as deserving gaol sentences.

The transcript continues:
... I mean some of them will be in gaol. Seriously, some
of them will be in gaol. I won't be working with them
in gaol

1bat is the first such utterance according to the
transcript. Later I shall come back to it to make the
point more clear. Mr Brumby says:
I go bade to what you may have thought was a flippant
comment that you probably won't run on the record,
but the reality is that some of the people we mentioned
(words deleted for legal reasons) will be in gaol, so
there won't be any issue about working with them ... I
won't have to work with them because I truly believe
some will be in gaol by then and if they're in gaol I
certainly won't be working with them.

I make two points: the first is that the transcript
shows that the Leader of the Opposition was
concerned to say that this was not a flippant
comment 'That should be noted. The second part of
the quotation reads:

They wrote to the Herald Sun on the Wednesday. On
the Friday the Herald Sun was confident enough to
actually run the transcript, and on the Saturday to
run an editorial in support of that. The final
paragraph that I wish to read from the editorial
states:
Yesterday we published a transcript of the relevant part
of the Mr Brumby's interview with. reporter Damon
Johnston. We maintain our position that ours was an
accurate report of what the opposition leader said.

It is important also to now turn to the sequence of
events and look at the other forums in which the
Leader of the Opposition spoke. In fact, I shall spend
some time on the interview conducted on 3AW
between Paul Barber and the Leader of the
OppOSition on 11 October. The compere, Mr Barber,
says to the opposition leader:
But I need to go through with you some of the events of
the last week or two. In retrospect, do you wish that
you'd never named the two people that you thought
might be in gaol, the businessmen, to the Herald Sun?

... you probably won't run on the record ...

Mr Brumby replies:

He is saying through that transcript '1 want this on
the record'. It is important, as the first part of the
sequence, that we look at both quotations. He
returned to the point, he asked the reporter to put it
on the record and he asked him not to take it
flippantly; to take it seriously. He clearly made his

I have never ever named any particular individuals
who I said would go to gaol. Never named any that I
said would go to gaol, could go to gaol, might go to
gaol, will go to gaol.
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Mr Barber responds:
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whatsoever that certain individuals will, should, might,
could or are in any way deserving of a gaol sentence.

What about that transcript that's been published in the

Herald Sun?

Mr Brumby replies:
The transcript is a transcript that's been edited and I
have never ever suggested that particular business
people go to gaol, ever.

The Herald Sun had already run with it. The Leader
of the Opposition had sent his letter, the Herald Sun
published its transcript on the Friday and followed
with an editorial on the Saturday. That legal letter
had no effect and the Herald Sun was sticking with
its story. If we want to see the Leader of the
OppOSition squinning, the next part of the interview
is interesting:

Mr Barber asks:
Hang on, this is very important. You are actually
saying that you have never named two names to the

Herald Sun?

The next answer is instructive:
In a conversation with the Herald Sun, I referred to a
couple of names but with no relationship whatsoever to
any comments that I made about people going to gaol.
None whatsoever.

One can begin to hear the squirming as the sequence
of events unfolds and the story starts to change. The
interview continues:
So the two people that you named to the Herald Sun,
what were you naming them in reference to?

Not a bad question from the interviewer. Here is the
punch line from the Leader of the Opposition:
Oh, this was a 55 minute interview and there had been
a broad discussion about mates of the government,
right. But one doesn't have a discussion either on the
record or off the record and suggest that particular
people go to gaol, these are matters for courts, and I
have never suggested that, ever.

Where is the answer to the question? The answer
was simply:

So you've never said so and so and so and so were two
names that you came up, or someone mentioned them,
you never said, well I don't have to worry about those
two because they'll be in gaol?

Mr Brumby replies:
Correct, and even if you look at the edited transcript
where it refers to blank blank, I mean ...

Mr Barber interrupts and asks:
Well, were the names deleted there?

Mr Brumby replies:
Well obviously they were in the transcript.

I wonder what that means. Mr Brumby went on to
say:
If John Brumby was saying those two people would go
to gaol, John Brumby would say, you know, those two
people will go to gaol, or they will go to gaol, or X and
Y will go to gaol. I never said anything of the sort.

After the direct question and the answer, what does
one make of how convincing that squirming is? My
answer would be: not particularly convincing.
Mr Barber then asks:
Well, precisely then, what did you say?

Oh, this was a 55 minute interview ...

Not a bad question. The answer:
If he did name people, what was it in reference to?
There is no answer. If he did name people, in
reference to what? There is no answer. The fact is
that it was a 55 minute interview. Convincing? I do
not think so. The interview continues:

Well I don't have the transcript here.

'That is a duck and a weave.
The next question:

... we have said in a legal letter to the Herald Sun before
they publish their transcript that we made those
comments absolutely clear, there has never been from
me any suggestion, any naming, any imputation

Are you taking further legal action against the Herald

Sun?
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Again, if it had misrepresented the facts, not told the
truth, it is not a bad question. The answer by the
Leader of the Opposition is:
I don't anticipate doing that at this stage, no.

Here is another crisis point for the opposition leader.
What about this one:
I mean, the way it looks at the moment is, it's
portraying you as a liar.

That is a serious accusation and I would be keen to
answer that as succinctly and completely as I could.
Mr Barber asks:
I mean, the way it looks at the moment is, it's
portraying you as a liar.

Mr Brumby replies:
Well, you have to have fair comment in public media,
and I'm one who, in about 15 years of public life has
issued a writ once against a newspaper. As a politician
I think you have to be in a position where you can
speak reasonably freely and where you are subject to
criticism fairly freely. I mean I think that's the spirit of a
free, a democratic society, so one doesn't issue lightly.
But I can only repeat, as I have done now on numerous
occasions that there has never been any suggestion by
me that specific individuals should go to gaol. But look,
I don't resile from what I've been saying generally one
little bit. The discussion I had with Mr Johnston of the
Herald Sun was to say that if you get a climate - -

That was in answer to the question, 'Are you a liar?'.
Is it a succinct rebuttal of that assertion? It is not.
Does he answer Barber? He does not. It is as simple
as that He Simply does not answer him!

Mr Cole interjected.
Mr DOYLE - 'What a lot of nonsense!' the
honourable member for Melbourne says. Could I
suggest that what the honourable member for
Melbourne is saying is that the Herald Sun is a liar!

Mr Cole interjected.
Mr DOYLE - In passing, I am not saying
anything about the truth of the paper, I am just·
saying that the Herald Sun has said one thing and the
Leader of the Opposition has said something
completely different It is as simple as that Which
version is true? Who is telling a lie? 1bat is all I want
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to know. One says one thing and one says another.
Yesterday we had another movement.
The SPEAKER -Order! I ask the honourable
member to resume his seat. Firstly, I ask the
honourable member to stand a little closer to the
microphone allotted to him as I understand that the
Hansard reporter is having difficulty hearing. I
remind the honourable member for Melbourne of
standing order no. 107. If the honourable member
for Melbourne wants to raise a point of order,
provided it is a legitimate one, he may refute what
the honourable member is saying later in the debate.
Mr Baker - Further back!
Mr DOYLE - 'Further back' he says. If there is
one thing about the honourable member for
SWlShine is that he is as far back as he can go, and it
is a pOSition that he deserves. My movement will
only be forward, which may not be the case for the
honourable member for Sunshine!
The next step came when the Leader of the
Opposition moved his amendment, which suggests
that the Leader of the Opposition at no time named
any person whom he expected to go to gaol. Later in
the debate the Leader of the Opposition said to the
house that at no time during his interview with the
Herald Sun had he named any particular individuals
whom he expected would go to gaol. He said at no
time whatsoever did he say that.
Mr Cole interjected.
Mr DOYLE - I take up the interjection made by
the honourable member for Melbourne - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Malvern would assist the Chair if he
ignored interjections. I ask the honourable member
for Melbourne to cease interjecting.
Mr DOYLE - The point I am making is that
members on this side of the house do not need to
assume a pOSition on this matter. We have on one
side the Herald Sun dearly saying this is what was
said and on the other side the Leader of the
Opposition saying something opposite to what was
said. The two positions are mutually exclusive and
contradictory. Only one of them can be the truth.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr DOYLE - Which one are you voting for?
What we should be seeking in this place is the truth.
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Which of those positions is the truth because only
one position can be. Given the statements that have
been made in this place, the amendment moved and
what members said when speaking on it, what
should the Herald Sun do? This morning's Herald
Sun, in full knowledge of what the Leader of the
OppOSition said, had this to say:
Mr Brumby's amendment, in part, read: 'Given that the

Leader of the Opposition at no time named any persons
who expected to go to gaol ... '
In the interview with the Herald Sun, Mr Brumby gave

the names of two businessmen, saying '(names deleted
for legal reasons) ... I mean some ot them will be in
gaol. Seriously, some of them will be in gaol. I won't be
working with them in gaol'.
The Herald Sun when challenged once again from
this place - not from inside this castle, but from the
outside - said, 'We defend our position'. He named
the names and he associated them with gaol'. That is
the stand of the Herald Sun, its version.
Or COGHILL (Werribee) -On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, the honourable member for Malvern
has just quoted some words and I ask him to verify
the source of them because the words he used are
different from the words that I read in the source to
which he is referring.
Mr DOYLE (Malvern) - I would be happy to do
so. I am reading from the Herald Sun of Thursday, 13
October, 1994. I am sorry, I do not have the page
number.
The substance of the article is the contradiction
between the pOSition of the Leader of the Opposition
and the Herald Sun. I argue that the Leader of the
Opposition has to go back to the statement that has
caused all the trouble. The Leader of the Opposition
has to say to the people of Victoria what he actually
did say. He has to say to this Parliament what he
actually did say because both of those positions
cannot be the truth.
Is the Leader of the Opposition saying that the
transcript is wrong? The Herald Sun says no. But
what is the Leader of the Opposition saying? Is he
saying that the Herald Sun is lying? That is
essentially what he is saying. He is saying that the
reporter is a liar, and I would like to know what he
is saying because the two positions are
contradictory. To me the transcript reads
convincingly. I have no other papers than the
transcript that is now in front of me and it reads
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convincingly. The big question is why it contradicts
the position of the Leader of the Opposition. Is it
wrong in parts? Is that what the Leader of the
Opposition is saying? The Herald Sun says no. The
Herald Sun at every moment on the Friday, on the
Saturday and again today has stood by its original
transcript and has said no, it is not wrong, neither in
whole nor in part. It is completely accurate - that is
what the Herald Sun has said. The Leader of the
Opposition has suggested that the Herald Sun is
lying. Is he suggesting that Damon Johnston is
lying? I know interjections are disorderly, but I
would love some indication from the Leader of the
Opposition. Is that what he says? Is he saying that
Mr Harris and Mr Oakley, who have the editorial
responsibility of the Herald Sun, are lying?
I would love the Leader of the Opposition to make
an acknowledgment to me about what he actually
thinks. If that is what he is saying, sue them! Do not
send them threatening letters, which the newspaper
will ignore. I suggest that the Leader of the
Opposition sues them.. That could be his answer to
them because this matter, this central question
before the house, is not like the original campaign
when he came in here and named 20 people, threw
mud and hoped that some of it would stick. It is not
like that! Honourable members cannot come into the
house with no specifics and just throw mud and
name people. We know what the Leader of the
Opposition was trying to do. I do not accept that if
you tell a lie often enough it just becomes truth. The
truth is the truth and that is what will have to come
out.
The Leader of the Opposition is on the brink of a
most serious offence as a member of Parliament in
the Westminster system, and it is not a situation that
the Leader of the Opposition can squirm away from.
It is not a situation that he can walk away from and
it is not a situation that he can ignore. It is not a
situation where he can draw a screen around
himself. None of that will be possible.
The question comes down to the single paragraph as
reported by the Herald Sun in the transcript under
the heading 'What Brumby said'. I shall quote from
the transcript
I go baclc to what you may have thought was a flippant

comment that you probably won't run on the record,
but the reality is that some ot the people we mentioned
(words deleted tor legal reasons) will be in gaol, so
there won't be an issue about working with them ... I
won't have to work with them because I truly believe
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some will be in gaol by then and if they're in gaol I
certainly won't be working with them.
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Opposition in the dock! Does he sue or does he
admit what he said? Does he face up to it? What we
need most in this house now, Mr Speaker, is honesty.

On the one hand we had the Leader of the

Opposition moving the amendment at the start of
the debate and then speaking in direct contradiction
of what the Herald Sun reported. I ask: is the Herald
Sun lying? Is that what the Leader of the Opposition
is saying? I suggest to the Leader of the Opposition
that he sue them if that is the case.
The Leader of the Opposition is fond of coming into
the house and talking about responsibility and due
process. I say to opposition members, and there are
so few of them sitting opposite - and I
acknowledge the honourable member for
Williamstown as being here although he was not
there for the vote - that this is a person whom they
elected as Leader of the Opposition. At the moment
he is in the dock. It is as simple as that. If he is not
prepared to tell the truth, I call on opposition
members to demand that he do so or all of them will
be forced to go down the same path that he is going
down.
Are you saying the Herald Sun is lying? Are you
saying that Damon Johnston is a liar? Are you
saying that the editors are lying?
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Malvern may not address questions to
anyone in the house at this stage of the debate, only
the Chair. Rhetorical questions to the Chair are
pennissible.
Mr DOYLE - Could I ask then: are they lying?
With reference to the editorial response in the Herald
Sun, were the people with editorial responsibility
lying? That is what the Leader of the Opposition
should be prepared to say outside this place and in
the courts, because now it is crunch time. This is
now a matter of credibility for the Leader of the
Opposition. This whole debate comes down to a
single question: who is telling the truth? We have
two contrary, opposed, irreconcilable positions. The
Herald Sun, on the one hand, has not backed away
from its story. Even when threatened it ran the
transcript and it ran the editorial. After the
amendment and the Leader of the Opposition's
speech in the house, it ran an article today
reaffirming its position.
The position of the Leader of the Opposition is
irreconcilable with that. The two cannot exist
together. Which is the truth? That is what we have to
find out. Crunch time now for this Leader of the

Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) I oppose the
government's motion and support the opposition's
amendment, which claims, quite rightly, that the
motion is hypocritical and contradictory. The motion
is contradictory in that it seeks the naming of names
when the government itself has said that the naming
of business people in this house does a disservice to
the state and to those people who have been loyal to
and supportive of the government. Yet that is what
the government's motion seeks to do.
It is a contradictory motion and one that is obviously
not about substance; it is about politics. Let us be
frank about the reason for the motion. Let us be
frank about the arguments we have heard. The
motion is about political point scoring. It attempts to
intimidate the opposition and the Leader of the
Opposition. We have evidence of this from speaker
after speaker after speaker.

Such intimidation is not new; it has happened in
other parliaments and in other places. We saw it
happen with a former Queensland government. The
Fitzgerald inquiry exposed threats and intimidations
that were not to be tolerated in a constitutional
parliamentary democracy where the opposition has
a critical role. In chapter 3 of the Fitzgerald report, a
small two-line paragraph states the following about
the role of Parliament:
An effective opposition is also essential for the proper
functioning of parliamentary democracy. The members
of the opposition are the constitutional critics of public
affairs.

That is a very good statement and one about which
the government is very sensitive. This government
would be happy if there were no criticism of its
policies and no rightful opposition to raise concerns
on behalf of the public for which the government
had to provide explanations.
If the government is so confident it has a process in
place that will avoid allegations of cronyism and
preferential treatment for associates of the Liberal
Party, it should explain to the opposition that
process or system of checks and balances to prevent
any possibility of cronyism occurring in the future.
We have heard no such explanation.

Rather than trying to defend the government's
record on the separation of powers and scrutiny and
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accountability, speaker after speaker has attacked
the opposition. That is a very limp and obvious
defence for a government that wants to divert
attention from the real issue - which is potential
cronyism and the system it has in place to prevent it.
But we do not hear about the system: all we hear are
counter-allegations against the opposition. When the
opposition raised suggestions of cronyism in the
house, the government retorted with further
examples of alleged cronyism coming back across
the chamber.

The response from the Minister for Finance is to talk
about one company. Let us remind ourselves of the
allegation Mr Edwards made. He said several
companies complained. We only hear about one
company in the response. Obviously there are still
companies that are unclear about and uncertain and
dissatisfied with the government's processes.

On two separate occasions last week allegations
were made. One was from a very reliable source
close to the government - the chief executive of the
Victorian Employers Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, Mr David Edwards. In the Age last
Saturday - and this has already been referred to Mr Edwards was reported as follows:

I was pleased to meet this morning with senior officers

Mr David Edwards, the chief executive officer of the

Victorian Employers Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, said yesterday that several companies had
expressed concern to the chamber about the awarding
of a contract earlier this year.

He said 'several companies'.
'There was concern about how much of the tender
documents were shared between certain bidders and
whether the winning bidder knew what was in other
documents,' Mr Edwards told the Age. 'The losing
bidders all believed. the winning bid was
extraordinarily low,' he said.

I shall provide an example of intimidation. It was
evident in the response of the Minister for Finance to
a Dorothy Oix question. The Minister for Finance
said Mr Edwards did not really mean what he was
reported as saying on the front page of the Age. In
fact he now claims in writing that the allegations he
made were untrue. In fact he retracted those
allegations.
The newspaper report says Mr David Edwards was
talking about the fact that 'several companies' had
complained. I shall quote the reply of the Minister
for Finance, as reported in Daily Hansard of
11 October:
As a result the following facts need to be known: in
order that the process of contracting this outsourcing of
IT - which is the 1argest outsourcing of an IT contract
by anyone in the history of Australia - be done
properly, it was decided. by the government the matter
should be handled. by the Department of Finance.

Giving a further example of intimidation, the
Minister for Finance quoted the letter Mr Edwards
signed, which states:

from your department -

It was not just the minister discussing the issue with
the head of the Victorian Employers Chamber of
Commerce and Industry. It was not just the minister
having a chat and asking, 'Did you really mean what
you said? Is that true? Is there something we need to
pick up on? Do we need to explain it to these
companies?'. No. Senior officers from the
Department of Finance marched down there to
Mr Edwards. Imagine how Mr Edwards felt when
senior officers from the Department of Finance were
marched down to the office of the Chief Executive of
the VECCI to ask him to please explain why he was
critical of the government and why he was reflecting
the view that companies had raised political
concerns about the government? Mr Edwards said:
I was pleased to meet this morning with senior officers
from your department following the article in the Age
of October 7, which implied. I had concerns over the
process used in the information technology outsourcing

contract for the Public Transport Corporation and
Vicroads.
The officers and consultants who had responsibility for
the tender process gave me a clear account of the
process used, and left me no doubt about its probity
and integrity.

The discussion, the friendly chat - not with the
Minister for Finance but with officers sent down by
the Minister for Finance to the chief executive of
VECCI - convinced him that what he said to the
Age was not accurate, not true, and not in any sense
something he should have said in the first place.
That is an amazing admission. It is an amazing thing
to have on paper, I would have thought, Mr Speaker.
We have several examples of intimidation in this
place. A further example of intimidation and an
attempt to stifle the opposition - and particularly
the Leader of the Opposition - again took the form
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of an answer to a Dorothy Dix question. This time
the Minister for Community Services answered a
question on behalf of the Attorney-General, who
was not present He was talking about the
penalties - in fact, threats - if certain things did
not happen.
The Minister for Community Services was recorded
at page 31 of Daily Hansard of 7 October as stating:
The gravest defamation of all is accusing a person of
criminal conduct, making an allegation that a person
will end up in gaol or accusing a person of being guilty
of corruption. I remind the Leader of the Opposition
that that is a most serious matter with respect to the
law of defamation and the damages that may be
payable as a result of making allegations of that kind.

Not only is the Leader of the Opposition being
threatened that he will have to appear before the
Privileges Committee but he is also being threatened
with action being taken against him through the
courts. It is a further example of intimidation and of
attempts to stifle the opposition and the Leader of
the Opposition. The minister continues:
The second protection to which I refer is section 10 of
the Wrongs Act, which is available when a person

defames someone with the intent of causing that person
damage. The Leader of the Opposition can smile and
wind himself up, but under section 10 of the Wrongs
Act ... a person who makes allegations such as those
made by the Leader of the Opposition can be punished
by one year's gaol.

Not only is there intimidation of David Edwards by
the Minister for Finance, who reported what
members of his association said about dealings with
the government as reported in the Age, but we have
threats by the Premier and the Minister for
Community Services, acting on behalf of the
Attorney-General, that the Leader of the Opposition
could spend one year in gaol under section 10 of the
Wrongs Act The Minister for Community Services
talks further about potential action that could be
taken.
We heard in an earlier debate how the
parliamentary behaviour of members of this place
had deteriorated. Part of the reason is because of the
way accusations have been personalised. This is
particularly so when they are made against the
Leader of the Opposition. Obviously the
government has something to fear, rightly so, from a
competent, able performer with as good a track
record as the former federal member for Bendigo.
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The Leader of the Opposition has a good record as a
performer in the media. Of course, the government
does not want to defend itself or its so-called
transparent process and uses the diversionary tactics
of attacking the Leader of the Opposition and
attempting to intimidate it because he is slowly
gaining support of VictOrians, as successive polls
indicate.
The opposition's attack on the government for its
use of cronyism bore fruit only two days after the
issue was raised. David Edwards referred to this
issue, as did the unsuccessful bidder for the casino
licence, m Sheraton. The Age of 12 October records
the vice-president of corporate affairs of rn, Mr Jim
Gallagher, telling Australian Associated Press:
'The general public there was told that Crown got the
contract because they had a higher financial package,
but Crown was allowed to raise their bid in the last few
days and we were not given this opportunity'.

m owns Sheraton, the dominant partner in the losing
casino consortium, Sheraton Leighton. 'We still contend
that ours was the strongest financial bid in the long
term' Mr Gallagher says.
If the allegations raised by the opposition in this
place were untrue or without foundation why
would Mr David Edwards claim that two companies
were dissatisfied in their dealings with the
government and why would the vice-president of
m voluntarily and without press.ure claim his was
dissatisfied with its dealings with government? Why
did the Minister for Finance refer to one company
and not the other company referred to by Mr David
Edwards? Why did the minister send finance
officers to the offices of Mr Edwards to challenge
him over his claims?
Mr I. W. Smith interjected.
Mr BRACKS - He talked of several companies. I
shall repeat his claim for the benefit of the minister.
Mr David Edwards, the chief executive officer, said
yesterday that 'Several companies had expressed
concern to the chamber'. We have only heard a
defence about one of those companies - and we
suggest that that defence may not have been freely
given because officers of the minister were sent to
the Hawthorn offices of VECCI. One can draw one's
own conclusions from that
There can be no doubt about the allegations made by
m. They were freely given allegations of
impropriety and unfair dealings. The opposition has
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information about further matters of unfair dealings
and impropriety that it will raise in due course.
I refer again to the fact that where cronyism is
exposed, as has been reported in this place on
several occasions, it can often lead to corruption.
"That is what occurred in Queensland where the
Fitzgerald inquiry talked about processes and the
fact that the opposition should have resources to
ensure that the executive is accountable and subject
to proper scrutiny. Under the heading 'Defamation
Actions' the Fitzgerald report states:
The right to voice dissent from the opinion of the

government and its manner of decision making are no
less important for parliamentarians or the established
opposition party or parties ...
Those in public life must accept the risk of criticism
even if it is at times, unfair, unfounded. or even
mischievous and couched. in unflattering or abusive
language.

"That is what is not occurring in this place. We have
an oversensitive government which fears criticism
from VECCI, from companies who allegedly have
suffered from improper dealings with the
government and from the opposition that is
questioning the government's propriety.
Not at any stage over the past two weeks has the
government attempted to explain the process or
ensure a system is in place to prevent cronyism. All
we have heard is a barrage of abuse against the
opposition. The Fitzgerald inquiry report further
states:
There are ample opportunities for criticism or
allegations to be addressed at a political level, in the
Parliament and by public statement. An elected
representative's response to, or treatment of, wrong or
unfair allegations is itself a yardstick for that
representative's suitability and aptitude for the role.

I allege the government and the Premier are not
suited for the roles they now have. Their reaction to
the opposition, the Leader of the Opposition and
members of the community is to stifle and
intimidate.
Unfortunately, the government's attempts at
intimidation do not stop there - it spreads to the
media. The government would have us believe there
is no substance to these allegations being made by
companies. They say the fact that the Age or other
media outlets are reporting them is itself evidence
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that they are not true. In this extraordinary debate
the government is basing its attack on the
truthfulness and honesty of the Herald Sun. It says
that its report could not be wrong, but when another
media outlet talks of cronyism it must be wrong!
7be defence is the Herald Sun and the attack is the
Age. There is a dear and concise conflict and
hypocrisy in that position.
The Fitzgerald report states that the media itself is
an important and crucial part of the criticism and
scrutiny of government; that it is equally as
important as the opposition. It is, therefore, no
defence for the government to say that because
something is reported in the Age, the Sunday Age or
some other paper that the government finds it does
not like at a particular time, it is wrong, or that when
the Herald Sun alleges something, that it must be
right. The government lacks consistency.
The government not only says what the Herald Sun
alleges is right, it also claims it is so right that it will
try to take the Leader of the Opposition to the
Privileges Committee on the basis of what that
newspaper prints, even though it states that what is
printed in other newspapers is not correct.
The motion that has been moved does not concern
any process of government. It is a hypocritical and
contradictory motion. It is a motion that attempts to
intimidate and to stifle proper scrutiny of the
government by the media and the opposition, and
particularly by the Leader of the Opposition. It is an
attempt to stifle legitimate criticism from the
business community, many members of which are
themselves raising concerns about the processes of
the government generally and the tender processes
it has undertaken.
Any honourable member who looks at this situation
clearly and honestly will see that it is about political
point scoring and intimidation. It is about diverting
attention and not about the government explaining
what it is doing or whether it is doing it properly.
The motion is about intimidating the Leader of the
Opposition and the opposition generally. If one
looks past the positions we are required to take it
will be seen that there is no possible cause of action
for which the Premier could suggest the Leader of
the Opposition should be taken before the Privileges
Committee.
The motion is an attempt to divert criticism and to
intimidate and tie up the Leader of the Opposition
and prevent him from performing his full role of
criticising the government.
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Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) - I jOin this debate
because it seems to me that it is a tragedy that this
issue is before the house. When one analyses the
totality of events that have occurred over the past
couple of weeks both inside and outside the house
one finds the real nub of the issue is the question of
what is in a name. It is one of life's truisms that one
of the greatest sounds to one's own ears is one's own
name. I also believe that one of the most precious
possessions we all have is our good name.

In my previous life of 20 years as a legal practitioner
the importance of one's own name was a matter 1
often emphasised to solicitors who came to work for
my firm. The difficulty about your own name is, in a
sense, that it is not something that you can hold
up - it is not tangible. You cannot photograph it,
pick it up and turn it over or physically hold it in
your hands.
The other side of the coin is that it is terribly
intangible in the sense that it can take you a lifetime
to develop your own name and the way you are
viewed among your peers and in the community
generally. It can take a lifetime of work in the way
you live your life and advocate standards and the
things that make our society what it is until people
come to realise that a particular individual is a
person who has a good name.
'A good name' is a simple phrase which is often
used but which is also of central importance to many
in the community. In a way it is a badge of honour
because it transcends so many boundaries. So much
of what we all do, at whatever level we do it at, has
nothing to do with writing it down, with the
presentation on paper of a position on particular
issues. Rather, so much of what we all do and so
many of the associations we all have are born out of
our good name. It extends through all facets of one's
life and starts with one's home. It is a matter of
absolutely critical concern in commercial terms, in
friendships and in one's representation in the
community at large. One of the most precious assets
we all have is our good name.
The thing that principally troubles me about this
whole exercise is that what the Leader of the
Opposition has done is absolutely reprehensible.
Over the past couple of weeks he has held up to
ridicule various people in the community and has
put their good names at risk. He has done that in a
fashion that is absolutely reprehensible.
Mr Bucks - He raised questions!
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Mr RYAN - 1 hear the interjection that he has
raised questions. He has done much more than raise
questions. I say that because in newspaper articles
that have been published he has named Brumby's
list of the Premier's 21 top cronies and has actually
nominated particular people in the course of his
dissertations on this issue. He has put their names in
the public eye!
1 turn for a moment to the concept of what is a
crony. As I understand the broad thrust of the
dictionary definitions, a crony is a friend or
companion. In all aspects of all associations in all
our lives we all have what might be termed cronies.
There is nothing remarkable about that; it is a fact of
life. There is nothing remarkable about cronies in the
true sense of the word; in the way it was used before
it made its way into this debate.
Cronies have been common to governments of all
persuasions as a matter of course. There is nothing
unusual about that because members of whoever is
in government atany point in time have been
associated with and have known different classes
and categories of people over many years. When
they come to government many of those people are
often leaders in the community or people within
government with whom they have been associated
in their former lives. Often they are in an absolutely
ideal pOSition to assist government in the course of
discharging its onerous obligations in a true
community sense. There is nothing unique about
that
Indeed, I refer to the transcript of an interview
conducted with the Leader of the Opposition by
Mr Neil Mitchell of 3AW on 5 October, 1994.
Mr Mitchell put that concept in a general sense to
the Leader of the Opposition. He asked the Leader of
the Opposition:
Okay. What about governments that appoint Brian
Burke, Don Russe.ll, Neil Blewett, Don Grimes, Joan
Kimer, Mike Ryan, Neville Wran, Michael Amold, Bill
Hayden, Gough Whitlam, Bill Kelty, Brian Johns ...

He put that to the Leader of the Opposition. He
asked Mr Brumby whether there was anything
adverse in suggesting that in this instance a Labor
government had appointed those particular people
and others to positions of significance in
government operations. Of course Mr Brumby said
no. He then went on to develop his argument by
saying that cronyism leads to corruption. That has
been the central theme of what he has had to say
over the course of the past few weeks.
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In favour of that theme he has cited the Fitzgerald
inquiry. The honourable member for Williamstown
also referred to that inquiry in his contribution
immediately before I joined the debate, and he is not
the only one to have done so. It has been a common
thread of this argument to rely on the Fitzgerald
inquiry. The fundamental flaw is that the Fitzgerald
inquiry arose out of actual evidence of corruption.
At page 2 the report of that inquiry states, under the
heading 'The setting up of this inquiry':
During December and January 1987, the Courier Mail
newspaper published a series of articles concerning
vice and police inactivity which were written by a
young journalist, Mr Philip John Dickie.

The document traces the history that followed the
publication of those newspaper articles. Then it
states:
However, on 11 May 1987 the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation's Four Corners program telecast 'The
Moonlight State', a television documentary compiled
by another investigative journalist, Mr Christopher
Masters. Events which had been filmed raised the
possibility that the police force was lying or
incompetent or both.

The document then outlines the history of the

establishment of the inquiry and the subsequent
expansion of its terms of reference. The point is that
there was proof that required the setting up of the
inquiry.
Or Coghill- What proof are you referring to?
You haven't provided any yet! What was it?
Mr RY AN - On Queenslanders' television
screens there appeared filmed events that
represented enough evidence to instigate the
inquiry. That is the basis on which it got going.
There was something one could seize upon and have
in hand. The mistake of the Leader of the Opposition
is his quantum leap of casting aspersions upon
various people to whom he has referred by
suggesting a corrupt circumstance arising out of
cronyism. I think it is an appalling state of affairs.
FollOwing his visit to Tasmania for the ALP
conference the Leader of the Opposition was
interviewed by telephone, as I understand it, by a
newspaper reporter from the Herald Sun, which led
to the newspaper publishing an article on Thursday,
29 September. In the course of that interview the
Leader of the Opposition says:
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I won't have to work with them because I truly believe
some of them will be in gaol by then and if they're in
gaol I certainly won't be working with them.

That is what the newspaper published. The
honourable member for Malvern traced the
sequence of events that followed the publishing of
the article and the interviews that have been given
by the Leader of the Opposition since that day. We
have now got to the question of who is to be
believed. I will not go over them again but, briefly,
we have a newspaper reporter, supported by his
newspaper, saying that the Leader of the Opposition
nominated the names of the business people in two
instances. On the other hand we have the Leader of
the Opposition denying that he ever took such a
course. The fundamental issue is that the Leader of
the Opposition saw fit to besmirch the names of
business people in Victoria, and the interview that
appeared in the Age has put him in the situation of
having to equate all that with an end result that does
mortal damage to the persons he has named. It is all
founded on a fundamental flaw, which is that he has
no evidence for these aspersions.
I should like to mention a couple of the people to
whom he referred in his various discussions. One is
Mr Peter Ross-Edwards. His name is on the list. He
was the honourable member for Shepparton from
1967 to 1991, and from 1970 to 1988 he was the
Leader of the National Party in this place. On any
account, this man is a true representation of the term
'honourable gentleman' and it is fair to say that he
had bipartisan respect while he was in this chamber.
To put it another way, I do not believe any member
of this chamber would have had anything other than
the greatest respect for him. I was not here during
his time in Parliament because I did not come to this
place until 1992, but I believe I am safe in making
tha t assertion.
He now holds a position on the Goulburn Valley
Water Board, an appointment that I believe was
made by the previous Labor government, and he is a
trustee of the National Tennis Centre, which I think I
am right in saying was another appointment by the
previous government. This man is beyond the
nonsensical assertions Mr Brumby has made.
Mr Brumby has mentioned the names - The DEPUTY SPEAKER -Order! I direct the
attention of the honourable member to the
procedure in this house of referring to members by
their correct titles. He should refer to Mr Brumby, as
he has called him, as the Leader of the Opposition.
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Mr RY AN - Thank you, Mr Deputy Speaker.
The Leader of the Opposition mentioned
Mr Ross-Edwards in the context of this grubby
business, but that is not the only name that is
mentioned.
Another is Mr Brendan Slattery, the Premier's
driver. I have had only a passing association with
Mr Slattery during visits he has made to Gippsland
as the Premier's driver. I have been in his company
for a few tours through my electorate, some of them
pretty quick tours. A finer fellow you could not
meet, and yet his name is mentioned in a newspaper
article about this business.
Another is Mr Nick Papas, the Chief Magistrate.
How dare the Leader of the Opposition name the
chief magistrate in this context! Is he saying he
should go? What is he saying? Where is the evidence
concerning the people he has named and the
business community in general, particularly the two
people the Herald Sun reporter says he predicted
would go to gaol?
I return to where I started. The Leader of the
Opposition is making a vicious, unjust attack upon
one of the most precious things we have in life: a
good name. He has no foundation to do it. I want to
know who is going to give their good names back to
them. How will the damage be repaired? Who will
stand up and properly defend them? They cannot do
it themselves because of the nature of this place. But
why should they have to? That is a fundamental
question.
It is reprehensible that the debate has had to be
brought before the house. The Leader of the
Opposition has been repeatedly asked to put up or
shut up, and that is what he should do. The
confusion in his own account, which is apparent
when one reads the transcript of his recent
interviews, only serves to compound the position he
is in. This is Brumbygate! If this fellow cannot get his
story straight it simply adds to the tragedy, which is
that he can loosely mount these attacks without
being able to get his story straight.
The situation is all the more priceless when one
considers where this sort of commentary is coming
from. In May this year the Leader of the Opposition
sold his soul for 30 pieces of silver. In May this year
he was subject to a challenge from his own party for
the leadership of the opposition in Victoria and on
that day in May, in fact at about 11 o'clock that
moming, he was talking to the media on the basis
that he had been rolled. He was doing that because
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at that juncture the left had combined with the right
within the factions just to give him a reminder of
where he stood on all this. He was talking on the
basis that he had lost it and on the basis of it being a
black day for the Labor Party in Victoria. That is the
way he was addressing the media. Within about an
hour and a half the deal had been struck. Everybody
knows what the deal was. There was no need to hide
it under a bushel anywhere. Trade-offs have been
made.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr RYAN -It is a fact. The honourable member
for Morwell whinges. I do not think he should get
into it. I think he is best to remain silent.
The fact is that on that day the honourable member
for Sunshine and the honourable member for
Niddrie came up the front steps of this place
thinking they were going to take over the running of
the show. What happened? They now sit in the back
row like a couple 'of crows on the fence. No-one
wants to know them. Now we have on the front
bench, for the present time at least, the Leader of the
Opposition and his deputy leader, a member of the
left.
What happened is very plain. The opposition thinks
everybody came down in the last shower. Why even
bother to debate it? Everybody knows it has
happened. What it has produced is that, like the
man in the iron mask, he is stuck with it now. He is
no longer his own man. He has sold himself out, and
whether it be the three-mines policy in Tasmania or
whatever, he is absolutely stuck with it forever after.
It is a bit rich to hear the sort of commentary we
have had to put up with here and for people to have
been subjected to slur and innuendo over the past
couple of weeks by the person from whom it comes.
It is interesting to reflect on the public impression
this is creating. In the Herald Sun of 2 October an
article referring to this issue states:
It is the stuff of limp leadership, but one suspects his
own career will unravel before he has the opportunity
to implement his empty threats.

An article in the Age of 30 September states:
In the absence of even the slightest suggestion of
evidence, it is hard to take the Brumby claims seriously.
Indeed, they would be funny if it were not for the faint
possibility that someone, somewhere might take fright
and steer their investment away from Victoria.
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And in the VECCI news release of 29 September:
Mr Brumby is permanently damaging his relationships
with the business community with indiscriminate
accusations about state business leaders and by
damaging investor confidence.
Mc Brumby should put the state's interest first and
desist from further comments until he has any evidence.

It comes back to that again: where is the evidence?
On what possible basis can there be a justification

for the sorts of imputations this man is making
against the business people of Victoria generally and
those whom he has named in particular?
I must say that one of his rebuttals is to say, 'Show
us the documents'. What nonsense is that? The man
has no understanding of where the onus lies on this
issue. If he is going to make assertions he has to
prove them. He says, 'Show us the documents'. Of
course that demonstrates only that he has an
absolute naive understanding of commercial
practices.
The situation was very well summed up by His
Honour Judge Fagan at the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal hearing that was instigated by the
honourable member for Footscray when he sought
the release of documents relating to the grand prix.
In the course of his judgment - I do not have it with
me, perhaps to everybody's relief - his Honour
Judge Fagan summed up very well the fact that
there is, of necessity, a commercial-in-confidence
aspect to dealings of that nature, a notion the Leader
of the Opposition cannot come to grips with.
More particularly, as I said, if he has material that he
wishes to produce to support these vicious
assertions and imputations he is making, he is being
offered the opportunity to do so through this
motion. Indeed, as the Premier has often repeated
over the past couple of weeks, the chance will
continue to be offered to him, and one hopes the
Leader of the Opposition will see the error of his
ways and go about doing what he can to repair the
damage he has done. I repeat: who will give it back
to these people once their reputations have been
taken away from them? That is what this process is
doing to them. They are having the a precious asset
of their good names being taken away from them.
I shall conclude with a quotation taken from a radio
transcript on 3LO when Ooug Aiton was
interviewing the Leader of the Opposition. After he
had had yet another rambling discussion about the
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way in which he was approaching this problem and
after he had made yet another failed attempt to
explain the logic of what he was putting, the Leader
of the Opposition and Mr Aiton had a bit of a
homesy chat about political life at large. Ooug Aiton
asked:
Do you think you have made any mistake which you
wish you could repeal?

The answer from the Leader of the Opposition was:
I'm sure I've made mistakes. There's nothing I can
think of that comes to mind that I can think of that I'd
do again. But we all make mistakes in politics and we
all think the next day, I wish I hadn't said that or done
that better or I'd tried a bit harder.

Doug Aiton asked him:
Well I've been analysing, in a semantic sort of manner,
exactly what you did or didn't say and what it meant
or didn't mean. It seems to me that being a political
leader that would be the most difficult thing. Every
single word has to be so considered and suddenly
you're slammed on the front page if one word is a bit
loose.

The Leader of the Opposition said in reply:
Well I think that's often the case.

Doug Aiton then asked:
Is it a great difficulty? It would be hard to speak off the
cuff publicly, wouldn't it?

And the Leader of the Opposition responded:
Urn, well I think it often is. Politicians make mistakes,
opposition leaders make mistakes. I think that is a great
dilemma in modem political times that people want
their politicians to be people of ideas, they want their
leaders to be expansive, they want them to offer some
vision, but at the same time, if one's too expansive or
too loose with your language, certainly it can catch up
with you.
That is the dilemma and I don't think it's a dilemma
that politicians 20 or 30 years ago, or the Menzies'
era - you see these old photos of Menzies going over
to Britain and he's Sitting on the desk listening to the
Test cricket with the little radio set in his ear - no
television crews to get him on the way, no radio, no
mobile phones, it is a very different environment now.
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What I say to the Leader of the Opposition is this: I
sympathise with your position. All of us in this place
have been caught in that sort of circumstance. None
of us is exempt from the fact that at different times
and in different places we have been the victims of
something that has been said at a meeting. It may
have been said a little loosely, and later on we need
to repair what we have said. lhat is a fact of life. I
say to the Leader of the Opposition that what he is
undertaking by this process should properly be well
above that level. He should not, as a matter of
course, do what he is doing and attack the good
names of these people in the way that he has unless
and until he has the proof to support that which he
asserts. He has no proof. In those circumstances it is
my view that the Leader of the Opposition should
do precisely that which he contemplated in the
course of the Doug Aiton interview on 3 October
1994 - he should apologise. He should put up or
shut up.
Mr P ANDAZOPOULOS (Dandenong) - The
government's motion is another indication of the
way the coalition parties treat this Parliament and
the community with contempt. The motion is a
continuation of the government's dealings in
political thuggery. This is a government of political
thugs, a government that has been attacking
independent organisations in the community. If that
is not bad enough, it now takes the stick or the
baseball bat to the opposition.
Through the motion the government is trying to say
that one person is right and another is wrong, and
that it will use the force of its numbers in this
house - numbers that are twice those of the
opposition - to brow beat the opposition and deny
natural justice to the Leader of the Opposition. We
are used to that. Governments never admit
cronyism. Although Joh Bjelke-Petersen never
admitted cronyism, history proves his government
was corrupt. It dealt with cronies and did not
provide satisfactory results in the processes of
government. Nor did it give real opportunities for
the citizens of Queensland to participate in their
democracy or allow other businesses to participate
equally.
Over time the public builds perceptions about
whether governments deal with cronies and
whether they are corrupt. The way in which
governments manage themselves determines the
types of perceptions that are created in the eyes of
the public - whether the government is accountable
or whether it serves its mates and works with
cronies.
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The current government's style is the thin end of the
wedge: it denies any opportunity for the necessary
transparency by which the public or the opposition
are able to establish whether government decision
making has credibility, an essential element in
keeping governments accountable. It has done so
through changes to the freedom of information
legislation, about which I have had a lot of personal
experience.
The government has extended the range of
exemptions under the freedom of information laws.
It has exempted a whole range of additional cabinet
documents and documents on state-owned
enterprises. It hides behind the barrier of
commercial confidentiality. It has established
administrative charges and appeal fees to
discourage investigations. It has changed the system
so that if an FOI request is made to a particular
department and that department does not have the
information the inquirer must lodge a separate FOI
request with another department that may have the
information.

This government hides behind bureaucratic barriers
because it does not want transparency. It wants to
have absolute control and absolute power. This
government does not want to give the taxpayers and
the business people of Victoria the opportunity to
know about decisions. The decisions that are made
on behalf of the state are absolutely confidential. The
public is not allowed to take part in that decision
making. The government has abused this place for
the past two years. It rightly wants to have close
links with business. There is nothing wrong with
governments working with business people for the
benefit of the state. They can act as advisers or they
can be a sounding board. All too often, however, it is
apparent that the government is too close to some
people in the business sector. This government
makes decisions that benefit some businesses while
other businesses do not enjoy the same benefit or
opportunity to participate in the decision-making
process. Organisations like the Rumour Tank
consists of key business people or thinkers in our
community who get together and tallc about
government issues. The reality is that a lot of
businesses feel they are being ignored and that this
government is too close to some people.
Mr Bildstien - To whom?
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS - Just you wait. I shall
give a couple of examples of how the government is
managing its affairs in a way that allows perceptions
of cronyism to develop. One has only to examine the
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changes in the planning laws that have been linked
with the changes in local government. The
government has accepted an amendment by the
McDonalds food chain that will allow it to develop
outlets more quickly in the areas it wishes. But what
happens to the other businesses that compete with
McDonalds? The government has not allowed their
voices to be heard.
I refer also to retail trading. The government rightly
sits down with organisations like Coles Myer and
discusses issues such as the relaxation of retail
trading laws. The government has relaxed retail
trading laws, but what about small businesses?
What about the supermarkets? How have they been
involved in the debate? They are locked out of the
process. What about the fast tracking of building
approvals where the community does not have a
voice? Some developments are allowed to go ahead
and other competitors have no say. That is
happening in Williamstown. The government is
trying to allow a major commercial retail
redevelopment to take place in competition with
other areas. There has been no real opportunity for
participation.

Another problem is the government's handling of
the grand prix and the casino. One person has
interests in both -Mr Ron Walker. The government
has allowed itself to be criticised by not being careful
to ensure that decisions are transparent.
I raise the following as basic examples. They have
not been covered in the debate, but I consistently
receive views from the community and other people
who are grieving in the business sector. They say
there is no voice with this government, despite the
government purporting to be one that supports
businesses. It seems that the government is
supporting some types of businesses but not others.
That allows an opportunity for the government to be
criticised.
I shall now turn to the government's record. It is not
only allowing perceptions to be created through its
poor management of controversial issues, it is also
using the resources of taxpayers to improve its own
political standing. The government is taking
resources away from the opposition. It is all related
to a government that is verging on being corrupt.
1his is a government that supports itself ahead of
others.

Honourable members know that the government
granted itself extra ministries and parliamentary
secretaries to reward people who were loyal to the
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Premier in leadership challenges. It is a government
that looks after its own! Whether it is in a political
sphere or whether it is in a business sphere, it is a
government used to dealing with its own people!
Mr Turner - Tell us about Spyker!
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS - Whether it is the
building renovations to Minister Tehan's office
costing $250 000, when hospitals are closing for less
than $250 000 in country Victoria, or whether it is the
$9.2 million being spent on doing up the Premier's
and Treasurer's offices, or even the $30 million
allocated in this budget to do up other ministerial
offices, the government uses taxpayers' money to
look after its own and will not look after the needs of
others. A government that looks after its own is
what cronyism is all about.
I shall turn to the grievance debate held a couple of
weeks ago. I listed some of the party political
advertising that I have been able to track. In the past
two years some of the party political advertising
totalled $25 million. I point out that is about
$500 000 per coalition-held electorate of party
political advertising. That is an abuse of taxpayers'
money for the benefit of the government, and it
clearly shows once again that this is a government
that serves its own purposes, not that of the
community.
At the same time the government is consistently
denying money for others and denying support and
resources to the opposition. All honourable
members know that the opposition has less
resources provided by this Parliament than the
previous opposition, the current government
members when they were in opposition, had. As I
said, all honourable members know that the
opposition has had its resources reduced in its
offices. Those resources include photocopying and
telephone calls, yet this government has spent
$500 000 per electorate in the last two years for party
political advertising to give the 61-member coalition
an advantage at the disadvantage of the opposition.
That is another case which clearly shows that this
government looks after its own.
I now turn to another example that concerns how
school funds were allocated last year. School capital
works funds - -

Mr Elder - You have already been through this,
John!
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Mr P ANDAZOPOULOS - It is interesting that
the comment is being made by the honourable
member for Ripon because the infonnation that I
received was from the government's own
documents through FOI, and I would be happy to
provide them to the honourable member for Ripon if
he wants to have a look at them. They are shown in
the budget papers as well.

Despite the documentation saying that all decisions
for approvals for capital works at schools were
made on justifiable grounds, the government refuses
to release any infonnation to prove that. It refuses to
release the regional capital works priority list that
each regional office of education has, which would
show whether there has been political interference in
the allocation of capital works improvements to our
schools.
When one looks at how that money is being used
one finds, on average, that senior coalition members
are getting twice as much funding as other
members, twice as much funding as junior coalition
members, and twice as much funding as opposition
members.
It clearly shows the government refusing once again
to allow this process to be transparent to encourage
aggrieved communities to say there is political
interference and cronyism in the way the
government allocates funds, thereby giving senior
coalition members the opportunity of trying to get
themselves out of a bother in their electorates by
applying pressure that junior coalition members do
not have, and that opposition members do not have
in getting themselves out of a political bind with
their electorates when they face school closures,
hospital closures, rail cuts, attacks on the country
aspect and so on.
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Mr Turner - Have a look at Bendigo?
B-e-n-d-i-g-o!
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS - Let's have a look at
Bendigo. Bendigo West received $400 000 in
funding, which is well below the state's average.
Last year Bendigo East's allocation was zero. These
figureS have been taken from the government's own
documentation, not promises! They are the actual,
real dollars being spent by this government.
Nothing has been allocated in the electorate of
Bendigo East with its 24 government schools. But
the government refuses to release any government
documentation that will substantiate that there is no
political interference, once again showing that the
government is about serving its own people.
Whether it is in serving its own members of
Parliament, or serving its own mates, this is what
this government is about. Let us have a look at the
record of the coalition parties.

Mr Pescott interjected.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS - I have some press
clippings from the Herald Sun. An article in the
Herald Sun of 18 November 1989 quotes comments
made at the time by a then backbencher, the
Honourable Jeffrey Kennett, about Harry Beitzel's
case. Comments were made at the time by Minister
Steve Crabb. The article's headline reads' Angry
mates back Beitzel' and honourable members all
know what has happened to Beitzel in recent days!
What did the Honourable Jeff Kennett say at the
time? The article states that he:
... challenged Mr Crabb to repeat his allegations outside
the privilege of Parliament.
'It was a totally unacceptable and cowardly attack.' he
said.

Mr Pescott interjected.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS - It is all about the
motion, Mr Minister! Your motion is about
corruption! Your motion is about how this
Parliament is misused, it is misused by the
government

I shall now turn to some of those electora tes and
how they have been funded. What do the people of
Oaldeigh have to say? There are ten government
schools in the area, and they received an absolute
pittance in funding. The Geelong electorate received
$50 ()()() and it has only 18 schools. One should have
a look at those communities.

'The damage has been done and once again Crabb has
misused his position.'

That was what the now-Premier, Jeff Kennett, who
was then a coalition backbencher was saying in
defence of Harry Beitzel.
The National Party leader -

and current Deputy Premier Mr McNamara, said the opposition parties would
consider reporting Mr Crabb to the Privileges
Committee which could censure him.
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At least government is consistent; just take the
baseball bat out! The article continues:
'It is not the first time Steve Crabb has behaved in this
way: he said.
'He has made a number of accusations which were
later proved to be totally WlSubstantiated'.

That is an indication that in the past the current
Premier and Deputy Premier used this style of
thuggery, threatening to take people to the
Privileges Committee and threatening people about
the comments they make. But in that case the Labor
Party was right about Harry Beitzel, and it is right
about the cronyism allegations it is now making.
I shall turn to another example, the defence by the
coalition parties of Farrow and Clarke, those two
Pyramid directors who are facing huge question
marks over their involvement with Pyramid.
But what did the coalition parties at the time do?
They supported Mr Farrow and Mr Clarke. They
supported them because of political opportunism.
They attempted to inflict political thuggery to cause
embarrassment to Labor over the Pyramid issue, just
as they are trying to use political thuggery and the
force of their numbers on the Leader of the
Opposition. There is nothing new in that approach.
At least they have been consistent: they were thugs
in opposition and they are thugs in government. Yet
this is the same government that sacked fonner
Chief Magistrate Darcy Dugan for a minor offence.
That shows its double standards. There is no doubt
they will protect themselves and their mates, but
when it comes to others - too bad!
Now that they are in government and now that they
have a rubber stamp in the other chamber, they will
abuse their privilege in this place. They will abuse
their numbers and take advantage of the political
process. They have taken the baseball bat out and
they are going to use their numbers to beat us over
the head. The good thing is that the public sees
through this political opportunism - they see it.
They see this as a joke. They see this place and this
government as a joke.
This government has an opportunity to ensure that
its processes are transparent and are seen by the
public t9 be so. The Kennett government can once
again use its arrogance and the force of numbers to
try to browbeat the opposition. It can use its
numbers like it did to get the Premier off the hook
with the Supreme Court and KNF. Once again this
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government has abused its numbers to get the
Premier off the hook while it threatens to take the
Leader of the Opposition to the Privileges
Committee. It supports the comments of a Herald
Sun journalist ahead of the views or comments of the
Leader of the Opposition.
The government is not even prepared to give the
Leader of the Opposition the benefit of the doubt.
This arrogant government is using this place as
judge and jury. It thinks it is born to rule. It will
continue to threaten the opposition and the
community. It will continue to threaten any
opposition because that is the only style of
government this mob knows. For the first time since
the 1930s a large force of Victorians is saying we
have an undemocratic government.
Victorians are saying that the light of democracy is
burning out in Victoria because of the actions of this
government. Although the government might have
the ascendancy in the short tenn, let us remind them
of their colleagues before the federal election. John
Hewson was way ahead in the polls, wasn't he? He
was very arrogant at the time, too, just like the
current mob in Victoria. What happened to him after
the election?

Government members interjecting.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS - You are only mid
tenn; you have a long way to go yet! This
government will continually misuse its numbers and
continually misuse the way it deals with important
and controversial issues. Of course, governments
deal with controversial issues. But, although they
always deal with controversial issues, governments
must ensure that the community is provided with
the opportunity to confinn in its own mind that the
government is not picking favourites.
They cannot say that about the casino. The way the
events associated with the casino have rolled makes
it 'the jewel in the Crown'. It is the only private
institution with a licence to print money, and for
some reason it landed with the mates of the
government - the same people who have been
involved in fundraising for the liberal Party, the
same people who have been used to doing business
deals with liberal Party members and the same mob
that will be bankrolling the next state election
campaign. But for some reason the process has
allowed - the government will not tell us how - its
mates to win the jewel in the crown. Its mates have a
licence to print money - megamillions.
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When doubts are raised about the process, this
government hides behind rhetoric. This government
will not reveal to this house or to the community the
documents that may confirm good reasons why
Crown Casino won the bid. The government is not
prepared to let us to know after the event. I can
understand why secrecy should prevail until a
decision is made. However, after the event
Victorians should have the right to know why
decisions were made and why Crown Casino was
chosen ahead of
Sheraton.

m

Mr Elder - Talk to Mr Richards. He'll tell you!

Mr PANDAZOPOULOS - Talk to Mr Richards?
The government is the government. When there is so
much doubt it is within its power to have the matter
cleared up. The arrogance of the government is
revealed. It does not want to have this matter raised
publicly to satisfy the doubts among the business
community and among Victorians about how this
issue was dealt with.
This government has a clear opportunity to set the
record straight about why Crown Casino won. But,
as I said at the start, this government has allowed
itself to be seen as a government of thugs, as a
government that does not allow open or transparent
processes. It has allowed itself to be treated with
contempt by the public. The public has doubts about
whether it governs for all Victorians or whether it
governs only for some. Regardless of whether this
represents corruption of the Parliament, cronyism or
support for vested interests and regardless of
whether the government is corrupt, its actions of the
past two years confirm that if it is not corrupt now it
is certainly on the verge of corruption.
Rather than the government being a bunch of
political opportunists trying to embarrass the
opposition, it should take the opportunity to look at
the processes that have allowed this to happen in the
first place. It is in the government's hands. If the
government continues along the road it has been
going and continues to browbeat the opposition, we
will not rest on this issue until it clearly shows the
public that it governs for all and that its processes
are open. Unless the government does so the
community will continue to think the government is
serving itself, that it is a government of double
standards and aonyism, and that will be the fault of
the government itself.
Mc BILDSTlEN (Mildura) - I have listened with
interest to the comments of the honourable member
for Dandenong, particularly the allegations he made
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about corruption by the government and
suggestions that businessmen who were mates or
cronies of this government were rorting the system.
At no time did he provide any evidence to
substantiate his allegations. I have to tell you, Sir,
that as I listened to his speech I thought the people
on the opposite side - the members of the Labor
Party - had made cronyism, corruption and rorting
the system an absolute art form. In fact, they rort the
system before they even get into this place.
Before members of the Labor Party become
members of Parliament they misuse publiC property
and taxpayer facilities. That is happening in my own
electorate where the endorsed Labor Party candidate
for the state seat of Mildura is a school teacher in a
secondary college. She is sending out ALP material
on the college'S facsimile machine. She is misusing
the school's property by issuing party political
propaganda, which is a breach of teaching
regulations and of the Teaching Service Act. What's
more, she invites people to contact her during school
hours on the school telephone about party political
matters! Let us not hear about rorting the system,
because you people make an art form of it. You do it
very well before you even get into this place.
Dr COG HILL (Werribee) - On a point of order,

Mr Acting Speaker, the honourable member has
been in the house when the Speaker has repeatedly
reminded members that they should address the
Chair and other members in the third person. The
honourable member is deliberately flouting that rule
and I ask you to direct him to address the Chair and
members in the proper fashion.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cooper) - Order! I
ask the member to address the Chair.
Mr BILDSTIEN (Mildura) - This matter could
be dealt with very quickly by the empty suit, the
nowhere man, coming into the chamber and doing
either of two things: naming the names referred to in
the conversation he had in Hobart with the Herald
Sun reporter or apologising. He can say he had his
foot in his mouth, but apologise and withdraw and
that will be the end of the issue.
The honourable member for Williamstown should
remember what his predecessor said about the
empty suit. She said after he had been elected that
nobody knows who he is or what he stands for. The
Leader of the Opposition has had a good while to
prove to the people of Victoria what he stands for,
and he has done just that with his grubby, miserable
attitude on this issue.
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I remind honourable members that 750 000 people
read the Herald Sun. I think I know whom they
believe. It is not the empty suit, the man of no
substance, the nowhere man.

The AcrING SPEAKER -Order! I remind the
honourable member that there is a proper form with
which to address members of the house. The
honourable member is not using that form in
referring to the Leader of the Opposition.
Mr BILDSTIEN - 1 know exactly what the
people of Victoria think. I know who they believe
would have credibility, and I am sure it is not the
Leader of the Opposition.
Before I came into this place I spent 16 years in the
media. For the better part of that period 1 was a
political journalist. I interviewed members of
Parliament of all persuasions and I spoke to leaders
of the opposition and to premiers. At no stage did I
ever invent a story, or make it up. I have never met
Damon Johnston. I would not know the man if 1 ran
over him in the street, but I do not believe he sat
down and fabricated the transcript that appeared in
the Herald Sun a few days ago. I never did
shorthand, so I had to make notes in longhand.

I do not recall in the 16-year period I was a journalist
actually writing down the questions 1 asked. I wrote
down the answers people gave me, but never the
questions. Mr JOhnston's transcript contains the
questions. I have to draw the conclusion that either
Mr Johnston is an excellent shorthand reporter and
is able to take very fast shorthand to enable him to
write down both question and answer or that he
taped the conversation. That is ethical and is
commonplace in metropolitan media. If you are
prepared to inform the person you are interviewing
that you are taping the conversation and they agree
to that, it is ethical. It happens every day. I did it
with members of Parliament whom I interviewed. I
have to assume there is a tape recording of this
conversation. If there is a tape recording I find it
.interesting indeed that the Leader of the Opposition
has been prepared to deny so vehemently, as he has
in the media and in this house yesterday, that he
made the remarks attributed to him in this article. I
refer members to his statement yesterday in which
he states:
I make it absolutely clear that I have never ever in any
way, shape or form, referred in any interview with the
Herald Sun or anyone else to the rorting or departure
from governmental procedures.
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I have never ever made that claim or used that
expression. I might say that at no time during my
interview with the Herald Sun reporter did I name any
particular individuals who I expected would or should
go to gaol or who will go to gaol. At no time
whatsoever did I say that.

If he did not say that, why hasn't he demanded a
retraction and an apology from the Herald Sun? Why
have we not heard any word about the Leader of the
Opposition taking legal action against the Herald
Sun? If I were the political reporter on the
newspaper and I had written that story and that was
the response from the Leader of the Opposition, that
is precisely the action 1 would expect that politician
to tak-e. I would be hauled into the editor's office and
asked to substantiate the article, and if I could not
substantiate it I am sure the editor would take the
decision to apologise, print a withdrawal and take
action to ensure the claims were not repeated.
The Herald Sun first printed those claims in
September and they have been repeated over and
over again. Why is the Leader of the Opposition not
saying to the Herald Sun, 'It is wrong, I did not say it.
You know 1 did not say it. 1 want a withdrawal and
an apology'. That has not occurred. As 1 said, I do
not know Mr Johnston. I can only assume he has a
recording of this conversation. I assume the editor of
the newspaper stands by his reporter and is aware of
what was said in that conversation.
I refer to the words that have been so offensive to
members of the government. It is alleged in the
transcript as recorded in the Herald Sun of
29 September that the Leader of the Opposition
made the following comments to the reporter:
I go back to what you may have thought was a flippant
comment that you probably won't run on the record ...

In other words he was baiting the journalist to run
the story. It is as if he was saying, 'I made those
comments earlier, be a man, be prepared to run this
on the record because I am prepared to say it and
stick my neck out by saying these words'. The Herald
Sun report continues:
". but the reality is that some of the people we mention
(words deleted for legal reasons) will be in gaol so
there won't be an issue about working with them ... I
won't have to work with them because I truly believe
some will be in gaol by then and if they're in gaol I
certainly won't be working with them.
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'That is a total contradiction of what the Leader of
the Opposition said in this place yesterday and what
he has said in subsequent interviews with members
of the media in print and on radio. We on this side of
the house want the Leader of the Opposition to clear
up this confusion. We want to know: did he name
names or did he not? Not one member of his
backbench addressed that issue.
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complacent because we certainly do not have an
effective opposition. It continues:
The latest instance of contrived hysteria from
Mr Brumby is his ominous suggestion that a sizeable
number of Victoria's leading businessmen will be in
gaol by 1996.

Later the editorial continues:
We have heard all sorts of ramblings about cronyism
leading to corruption and things that mayor may
not have happened in Queensland, Western
Australia and other places. But the crux of the
matter is the credibility of the Leader of the
Opposition - that is what it is all about. He moved
his own amendment to the motion in which he
denies that he used words that are part of a
transcript which appeared in the Herald Sun, and
which I say, based on my 16 years of experience in
the media and based on the fact that it contains
questions as well as answers, is not a fabrication or a
figment of the journalist's imagination. It is clearly
based on an interview between that reporter and the
Leader of the Opposition that I suspect was
recorded.
The Leader of the Opposition ought to come in here
now, do the right thing and either apologise-to this
house or name the names. It is not as though there
has not been considerable public pressure on the
Leader of the Opposition - not from the
government but from outside influences - to do
just that The honourable member for Williamstown
said the government thinks the Herald Sun has got it
right and the Age has got it wrong.
Mr Bracks - True!
Mr BILDSTIEN - Let me quote what the Age
editorial writer has to say about this issue. They are
your friends remember, not ours! The first editorial
on this issue appeared on 30 September, the day
after the interview. Under the heading, 'The Brumby
charge' the Age states:

... the opposition leader's flights of indignation have
raised little but eyebrows in the real world away from
Spring Street. In the absence of even the slightest
suggestion of evidence, it is hard to take the Brumby
("lims seriously. Indeed, they would be funny if it were
not for the faint possibility that someone, somewhere,
might take fright and steer their investment money
away from Victoria.

The editorial concludes by suggesting that:
If Mr Brumby knows something that others don't he
should make use of his parliamentary privilege to tell
us all. Otherwise, he should do his job and stick to

policies.
A week passed while the debate continued through
the media and in this place and during that time

opportunities were given to the Leader of the
Opposition to substantiate those claims but it still
did not happen.

In an editorial of 7 October, the friend of the Labor
Party and the honourable member for Williamstown
chose to comment further. It states in part
What Mr Brumby has failed to prove is that the
,cronies' he identified under pressure have done
anything wrong, legally or ethically, or that they have
gained undue benefits by improper means. The use of
sweeping innuendo to suggest something rotten in the
state of Victoria is a tactic that has been used in the past
by both sides of politics. But such precedent in the
absence of credible evidence in specific cases, does not
justify a broad-brush smear.

The louder the opposition leader, Mr Brumby,

fulminates against the Kennett government, the less
sense he makes. That is not unusual in Victorian
politics but the tragedy of it occurring now is that
Victoria's needs for clear minds in opposition has
rarely been greater.

That is dead right. As has been pointed out to us, the
lack of talent on the opposition benches at the
moment reinforces the need for us not to become

Mr Brumby exceeded the bounds of credence ~d
justification in suggesting, as he did at the recent ALP
national conference, that some Victorian businessmen
would be in gaol by 1996 as a result of their dealings
with the Kennett goverrunent. Since then, under angry
counter-attack by the goverrunent, he has retreated to
the limp explanation that cronyism can lead to
corruption, and corruption can lead to conviction and
imprisonment.
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It has indeed been a limp explanation! The editorial
concludes:
Much of Mr Brumby's display can be attributed to the

noise and chatter of an active, aggressive opposition.
But by naming individuals in particular government
jobs he has overstepped the bounds of acceptable
political discourse '"
It is unacceptable for the Leader of the Opposition to
smear hard-working people in this way without being
prepared to support the suggestion that they are not
effective in their jobs. He should either do that or try to
find another way of embarrassing the Kennett
government. If he truly has named people who he
believes will be sent to gaol, as was suggested
yesterday, then he will be in hot water indeed.

must be deeply disappointed.

We know they are deeply disappOinted. They are
out there counting the numbers and, as the Premier
said at question time, the honourable member for
Bundoora is just a nose in front at the moment. It
will be interesting over the next couple of days to
watch what happens in the factions. It continues:
His political naivety has damaged his party. It has also
deprived the state of an effective check on the
government.

The Herald Sun stated on 11 October:
... Brumby's support in the opinion polls is eroding in
direct proportion to his crumbling credibility.

We all know that the Leader of the Opposition is in
hot water.
The fact is that there are dozens, in fact hundreds, of
businesses now investing in this state as a result of
the can-do, open-for-business attitude of the new
Kennett-McNamara management team. I think at
the moment on the books of the Department of
Business and Employment we have about 1270
businesses that are looking at investing in this
state - investments worth millions of dollars! That
is because of the pro-business policies that we have
put in place in just two short years.
The whole thrust of the government has been to
create the right framework, the right climate and the
right environment for business and industry to
generate long-term sustainable jobs for the people of
Victoria.
Public criticism of the Leader of the Opposition has
not been confined to the Age newspaper. Following
the failure of the Leader of the Opposition to
substantiate his remarks, the Herald Sun has on a
number of occasions also commented on the issue.
On 8 October the Herald Sun said in part:
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His tactics have acquired for him the persona of a

nark-

leading metropolitan newspaper with a readership
of 750 000 is calling the Leader of Her Majesty's
OppOSition in Victoria a nark-

a

prepared to obstruct progress to score points ...
Even more negative have been his attempts to
stigmatise the Kennett government with ~orruption.
Through innuendo he has suggested there is something
shady about the government's dealings with friends in
Victoria's business community .,.
But Mc Brumby has produced no evidence to support
any of this.

The editorial states that he has besmirched himself
and his party. It concludes:
To regain credibility, the opposition leader must stop
going off on tangents.

And, as we have all said:
He m.ust put up or shut up.

Mc Brumby's attempt to embarrass the government by
implying the whiff of corruption in its dealings with
leading Victorians has come WlStuck. He has not
produced a shred of evidence to support this.
John Brumby's colleagues, who hoped he would match
Jeff Kennett's highly professional political

performance -

that is a joke -

Those are the opinions of Melbourne's two daily
newspapers. Both send the same message to the
Leader of the Opposition: what you have done is
tacky and it is time, if you are going to retain any
credibility, to put up or shut up.
Mr Bracks - It's your motion!
Mr BILDSTIEN - It is our motion but we are
forced to continue with it because the Leader of the
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Opposition has failed to do the honourable and
appropriate thing and substantiate the outrageous,
scandalous and reprehensible allegations he has
made or apologise and say, 'I'm sorry I had my foot
in my mouth. I was more interested in lifting my
profile because nobody knows who I am and I get
embarrassed when I walk down Bourke Street and
find that nobody knows John Brumby'.

house by asserting that references to evidence were
references to proof of offences. In that context we
have to ask whether the honourable member
deliberately misled the house, intended or calculated
to mislead the house or simply misunderstood, and
whether it was his misunderstanding that led him to
make those misleading statements, which therefore
were not deliberate and intentional.

This is all about lifting his profile because he is
concerned about his leadership. He knows it is in
danger as a result of what happened in May. It is
grubby and tacky, and it is time he did the
honourable thing. We all know what will happen.
He will be removed very quickly. Frankly, I think he
is, as the Premier said at question time, a carcass
waiting to be cut down. Nevertheless, he is a
properly elected member of this place. He was
elected by the constituents of Broadmeadows and
nominated by his colleagues to lead Her Majesty'S
opposition, and he should do the honourable thing,
come into this chamber as the next speaker and put
up or shut up.

Government members, including the Minister for
Health who is at the table - I hope she is taking an
interest in the debate, given her fine legal mind should ask where the government and the Premier
are leading them with this action. They have to
consider whether they are being led by the Premier
and why the action is being taken. Two points
become very clear: that this is an attempt to pervert
the course of justice, and that it arises out of
vindictiveness. In respect of whether it is an attempt
to pervert the course of justice, I refer to comments
made in yesterday'S debate by the honourable
member for Pascoe Vale which appear on page 65 of
Daily Hansard:

Or COG HILL (Werribee) - I am pleased to join
the debate, particularly so following the comments
made earlier by the honourable member for
Warrnambool, who is also the Deputy Speaker and
the Chairman of Committees. He implored
honourable members to take a responsible attitude
and be careful about what they said and about
misrepresenting or defaming other people. I had
that very much in mind while listening to the
honourable member for Gippsland South, who
scurried out of the chamber shortly after making his
contribution. His comments sullied his own
reputation.

The second reason the goverrunent may want names
named is so that people who may face criminal charges
will then be able to race off to court and say, 'My right
to a fair trial is being abused. I cannot get a fair trial
and therefore I want the proceedings against me
dispensed with'. The goverrunent is actually looking to
get people off if particular names are named, and in
any circumstance that is a very unsatisfactory way to
operate.

The honourable member asserted that references in
the report of the Fitzgerald royal commission to
evidence justifying investigations was evidence of
proof of offences. 'That is not what the report said. It
made the point that the evidence justifying the
investigation was one of the reasons for setting up
the royal commission, yet the honourable member
for Gippsland South said it was proof of offences
and therefore what the royal commission was based
on, and that a member of this house or any other
place should not make assertions unless he has proof
of offences.
The honourable member for Gippsland South
sullied his own reputation. There is an analogy
between his actions today and the allegations
against the Leader of the Opposition because the
honourable member for Gippsland South misled the

There is a very real reason for believing that that
form of perverting the course of justice is one of the
motivations behind the action being taken by the
Premier.
The second point is the vindictive approach the
Premier repeatedly demonstrates. As has been
pointed out, he appears to be unable to distinguish
between criticism and enmity. He seems to feel- it
is a matter of emotion - that any criticism of his
actions or those of his colleagues or Liberal mates is
somehow indicative of a hatred or ill-feeling
directed towards him personally or his mates.
Neither is a sound basis for proceeding in the way
the Premier is proceeding, and ultimately they hold
grave dangers for the Premier's credibility and
capacity and, consequently, the government's
capacity.
It has been suggested in newspaper reports of
comments made by the Premier that the words of
the Leader of the Opposition could be referred to the
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Privileges Committee of this house on the basis that
the Leader of the Opposition is alleged to have
deliberately misled the house - not simply 'misled
the house' but' deliberately misled the house'.

In fact, no evidence has been provided or advanced
to the house by the Premier or any other person that
the Leader of the Opposition deliberately misled the
house. That may be because of a lack of
understanding of that concept on the part of the
Premier, and we could be generous and perhaps
suggest that that is the case. But let us just have a
look at the evidence that has been used in this
debate in an attempt to assert that there has been a
deliberate misleading of the house. The first example
arises in the first part of the alleged transcript of the
report of interview of Mr Brumby by
Mr Damon Johnston. That is reported again in the
Herald Sun today, and in the second colunm it says:
In the interview with the Herald

Sun, Mr Brumby gave
the names of two businessmen, saying '(names deleted
for legal reasons) ... I mean some of them will be in jail.
Seriously, some of them will be in gaol. I won't be
working with them in gaol'.

The word that is used there is 'some'. It does not say
'they' will be in gaol or 'one of them' will be in gaoL
One can only sensibly read hom that that the
reference to the word 'some' is not to the two
persons that have been named and whose names
have been deleted for legal reasons, to use the words
of the transcript.
Similarly, in the interview the Leader of the
Opposition is not claimed to have said, 'I mean Mc X
and Mc Y' - if we can use those expressions for the
names which have been deleted - 'will be in gaol'.
That first part of the interview to which reference
has been made contains no evidence that the Leader
of the Opposition has claimed that two particular
businessmen will be in gaol, and yet that is the
assertion that has been made opposite and one of the
two assertions on which the govenunent is basing its
claim.
We then come to the second part of the interview
that has been used in support of the govenunent's
case. I shall quote hom the Premier's speech
yesterday as recorded at page 63 of Daily Hansard,
where he refers to and quotes from what was
alleged to be the transcript. The Premier says:
I will read the comment again:
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Then he quotes:

JB:presumably meaning John Brumby, the Leader of
the Opposition I go back to what you may have thought was a flippant
comment that you probably won't run on the record,
but the reality is that some of the people we mentioned
(words deleted for legal reasons)-

then we have the Premier's wordsbeing names of people mentioned -

Then the quote goes on. In fact, the Herald Sun did
not say 'names'; it said 'words' in this particular
context. One has to ask why the Herald Sun would
use 'words' in one particular part of the transcript
and 'names' in another. If the words deleted were
names, why would the Herald Sun have used a
different terminology, that is, 'words deleted for
legal reasons', in this particular case? Surely if
names had been deleted for legal reasons that is the
expression that would have been used.
But think a little further about it. If names had been
used the grammar would not be right; it ·would not
read correctly grammatically. One would have
inserted a comma, a pause or a dash between the
words mentioned and the words which have been
deleted for legal reasons. So it would not make sense
for the Leader of the Opposition, being a relatively
fluent speaker of English and one who uses
grammar correctly, to have said, 'Some of the people
we mentioned Mr X and Mc Y will be gaol'. There
would have been a comma, a break, a pause, a dash
or something like that in the expression, but it was
not there. So it appears that in this case there is no
evidence that the Leader of the Opposition has
misled anyone. In fact, in this case it appears that the
Premier may be the one who has misled the house
by asserting that the words deleted for legal reasons
were names of people mentioned.
The Premier has provided no evidence whatsoever
that the words deleted were in fact the names of
people. It may very well be that the words deleted
were not the names of people mentioned or the
names of anyone at all. All of that confinns that in
the two parts of the transcript on which the
government has relied there is no evidence that the
Leader of the Opposition has misled anyone.

Mr McArthur interjected.
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Dr COG HILL - I would not expect the
honourable member for Monbulk to understand this
but I would expect the Minister for Health to be able
to grasp this fundamental legal point which is
central to the argument that the government is
putting.
Of course, not having misled the house, the Leader
of the Opposition could not have deliberately misled
it. But let us have a look at what has to be
established if it is alleged that any member has
deliberately misled the house. As you are aware,
Mr Speaker, and as I am aware from my experience
in the chair, it must be established and evidence
must be found and provided to show that the action
of the person who deliberately misled was a
deliberate action - not just some incidental or
inadvertent action. It must be confirmed that the
action taken was a deliberate action. I am aware of
two occasions in the history of the Westminster
system when that has occurred and has been
confirmed. The first is the Profumo case, in which
that member of the House of Commons admitted he
had deliberately misled the house. It was only that
he had deliberately misled the House of Commons
that the Speaker and the house were able to find that
there was evidence that the honourable
member -'honourable' may not have been the
appropriate term - had deliberately misled the
house.
The second case occurred in this house with the then
Minister for Transport, the Honourable Peter
Spyker. In that case Mr Spyker prOVided from his
own mouth the prima facie evidence that he had
deliberately misled the house. His own words to this
house in the life of the previous Parliament provided
prima facie evidence that enabled the then Speaker,
with some risk to his own position in his own party,
to find that there was prima facie evidence and that
precedence should be given. They are the only two
cases of which I am aware in the Westminster
system.
There is another case which is currently under
consideration in the United Kingdom by the Scott
inquiry. It is alleged and some evidence has been
adduced that ministers of the British government
made deliberately misleading statements, and
conspired to mislead, about arms sales to Iraq. They
are the only cases of which I am aware.
The fact is that in this debate no evidence has been
presented that the Leader of the Opposition has
uttered so much as a word indicating he deliberately
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misled or indeed intended to deliberately mislead
Parliament.
Dr Dean - Read the transcript of the newspaper
interview.
Dr COG HILL - The honourable member cannot
have been listening or he would understand that the
transcripts do not establish what he claims by his
interjection that they establish.
Or Dean interjected.
Or COG HILL - They do not confirm anything.
The honourable member may wish to put a
construction on them which is not there and assert
that construction, but his integrity is at stake in the
contribution that he makes here todav. If he wishes
to defend his reputation as a fine legal mind, he will
have to argue a case based on the facts. He cannot
maintain any sort of public reputation if he advances
an argument which is not defensible or justified on
the evidence on the public record.
Let us turn to the process that might follow from
here. Let us assume that the Premier or some other
member writes a letter to the Speaker and that that
letter does not become public, so that the Speaker
does not dismiss it because it is published. Let us
assume there is a confidential exchange of
correspondence from the Premier to the Speaker and
let us assume the Speaker replies that there is no
case and that in his opinion there is no prima facie
evidence sufficient to give precedence to this matter.
In that case, as you would be aware, Sir, the Premier
would still be free to move that the allegation
against the Leader of the Opposition be referred to
the Privileges Committee.
So, even if you exercise your judgement, Sir, as I

believe you would be obliged to do given the
evidence of which I am aware, the Premier would
still be free to move against the Leader of the
Opposition by way of motion. The first thing one
would have to do is to establish a Privileges
Committee because, since the prorogation of
Parliament, there is no Privileges Committee of the
Legislative Assembly.
An Honourable Member - That shouldn't be a
big problem.

Or COG HILL - Let the honourable member
think through the consequences of it. He has to have
the appropriate people to perfonn the appropriate
functions of the Privileges Committee. I have a few
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ideas who may be appropriate members of the
committee from this side of the house, but the
problem arises on the other side of the house. So far
as the National Party representation is concerned, I
suppose the honourable member for Gippsland
South selects himself. He has already drawn
attention today to his capacity to deal with the issue.
For the Liberal Party there is a more serious problem
because the fine legal minds of the Liberal Party
members in this place are either in cabinet, like the
Minister for Planning, or they have too much
integrity to corrupt themselves by bringing down a
verdict of guilty when that is against the evidence,
so they cannot be relied on by the Premier to deliver
the result he wants.
They are people like the honourable member for
Berwick, who would not be party to the Privileges
Committee being used as a kangaroo court. It would
create a real dilemma for the Leader of the House
because he would either have to appoint people of
principle like that, on whom he could not count to
produce the result the Premier wants, or he would
have to appoint the storm troopers who would do as
they were told. That is the danger for the
government, the dilemma the Leader of the House is
faCing. It would be an interesting precedent if the
Leader of the House were to be a member of the
Privileges Committee.

Mr Gude - You-are not suggesting I would not
be fair minded and impartial, are you?
Or COG HILL - He would have to resign his
position to be on the Privileges Committee. The
Privileges Committee having been appointed, how
would the committee deal with the inquiry? The
inquiry by the committee would fundamentally
hinge on the reports of the alleged transcript of the
interview. That is the primary evidence on which all
the argument focuses: the reports of the interview.
It is somewhat surprising that Damon Johnston is
not in the press gallery to listen to this debate, but he
would be the star witness appearing before the
Privileges Committee. Damon Johnston, the Herald
Sun reporter, would have to appear before the
Privileges Committee under oath and answer
questions from members of both sides of politics.
Under oath Mr Johnston would be asked to provide
a full record of the interview. He would be asked
whether he had a notebook and presumably he
would simply say yes. He would then be asked to
produce it to show the committee the record of the
interview. He would be asked to indicate what was
in the notebook before and what was in the
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notebook after that interview to confirm the time at
which the interview occurred.

If, as the honourable member for Mildura implied,
Mr Johnston had recorded the interview, the legality
of that recording could be tested. Mr Johnston
would be obliged to answer any question truthfully
and honestly. If not, he would be putting himself in
grave jeopardy of being in contempt of the
Parliament.
The evidence produced by Mr Johnston would show
whether the public record of the transcript is
accurate. It would show all the questions asked by
him, whether he had been consistent throughout his
record of interview and, if the record was consistent
throughout the interview, every answer given by the
Leader of the Opposition. His evidence would
provide the full content and context of the interview
and the statements made,by the Leader of the
Opposition.
The journalist, Damon Johnston, would be asked to
clarify the questions he asked, and if they were
unclear, to clarify the questions to which the Leader
of the Opposition responded. He would be asked
about his relationship with his editor, about
discussions he had with subeditors, the editor and
other executives of the Herald Sun about this report,
and about his conduct of this interview.
The transcript would ultimately be published so that
all the evidence given by Mr Johnston would be on
the public record. Every prospective employer
would have the opportunity to consider that
evidence when considering Mr Johnston's future
career.
This would be a wonderful opportunity for the
editor of the Herald Sun to provide evidence to the
committee, and given the apparent role of the editor
and perhaps other executive officers of the Herald
Sun in this episode, they would be called to explain
the basis of reporting the interview and to disclose
the legal advice. No legal professional privilege
would be attached to it. They would be asked to
describe their telephone conversations and meetings
with the Premier; indeed, to describe in fine detail
any instructions or communication from Rupert
Murdoch, the head of News Ltd. Again, a full
transcript would be published.
There would also be the opportunity for the Premier
to substantiate his interpretation of the transcript in
which the words 'words deleted for legal reasons'
are used. The hearings would be a rich opportunity
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for investigation. The Premier could also be asked
about the use of this process for a possible attempt
to pervert the course of justice. The Premier, like any
other witness, would be obliged. to answer truthfully
and fully.
What is likely to be the end outcome of this process,
if it should occur? All the evidence would be
published and the decision made public. All the
evidence so far must fail to substantiate the
allegation of deliberately misleading. If the
committee is a committee of members of integrity
and it finds in accordance with the evidence, the
Leader of the Opposition is exonerated and the
Premier is discredited. If the committee finds
contrary to the evidence, it exposes itself as a
kangaroo court and the Premier is disclosed as
having manipulated the Parliament as a kangaroo
court and Parliament itself is discredited as a
consequence of that.
In either case, if names relevant to criminal trials
happen to be mentioned and reported, the course of
justice could and may be perverted. Alternatively,
the courts may decide they will not allow
themselves to be manipulated, diverted and
subverted in that way. The reality of what is being
done by the Premier, with the apparent support of
those behind him, is that he is putting himself into a
lose/lose situation, one in which the evidence does
not support the interpretation he has been
attempting to put on it, and one in which the
evidence cannot be used by this house or by the
Privileges Committee to find that the Leader of the
Opposition has deliberately misled the house.
The outcome can only be that either the Leader of
the Opposition is exonerated as a consequence of the
process or the Premier is exposed as having used the
process as a kangaroo court to pervert the course of
justice.

Debate adjourned on motion of Or DEAN
(Berwick).

Debate adjourned until next day.

CORRECl10NS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - On behalf of the Minister for
Corrections, I move:
That this bill be read a second time.
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"This bill proposes to amend the Corrections Act 1986
to allow the Minister for Corrections to enter into
various agreements with the private sector for the
provision of correctional services including the
construction and provision of a prison, and
associated guarantees or finance. The Chief
Commissioner of Police will also be able to enter
into agreements for the provision of custodial and
other services in police gaols.
In addition the bill will provide for an interstate
leave of absence scheme for prisoners to attend
funerals, visit sick or dying relatives and close
friends interstate.
The bill also amends the Prisoners (Interstate
Transfer) Act 1983 to give recognition to the
Australian Capital Territory as a participating state
for the purposes of that act.
As members of this house will be aware, the
government has embarked on the most Significant
prison reform program yet envisaged by any
jurisdiction in Australia. By the end of 1997 almost
half of the Victorian prison population will be
managed in prisons that have been financed,
designed, built and managed by the private sector.
The overall responsibility for the operation of
correctional services will however remain with the
government.
The bill recognises that the construction of the new
private prisons will necessitate an exemption from
the requirements of section 218 of the Building Act
that the plans and specifications for the prison be
lodged with the local council. It is clearly not in the
public interest for the detailed plans of prisons to be
made available to the public for inspection.
The bill establishes a commissioner for the
correctional system as an executive officer of the
Department of Justice. Acting under delegation from
the secretary, the commissioner will have the role of
ensuring that the correctional system operates
effectively in meeting the government's
requirements for the administration of sentences and
treatment of prisoners. The commissioner will also
be responsible for advice on policy in relation to the
correctional services and for sentence management
and the placement of prisoners in the various
state-owned and private prisons.
The bill will allow the minister, the secretary and
any person authorised by the secretary, to have
immediate access at all times to prisoners, the
employees of the contractor, all areas within a
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private prison and to all the documents relating to
the management of the prison. A contractor who
refuses access may be liable for a penalty of 50
penalty units.

carry out all the functions conferred upon officers
under the act and to ban a visitor from any or all
prisons where the visitor threatens the good order or
security of the prison.

In the event that there is an emergency at the prison,
the contractor fails to provide competent
management, or it is in the public interest or in the
interest of the welfare of the prisoners, the bill
enables the minister to intervene in the management
of a private prison. In such circumstances, the
minister may appoint an administrator to take over
the management of the prison, and the contractor
and all his employees must comply with all
directions given by the administrator.

A new category of compassionate leave for prisoners
to travel interstate to visit a sick or dying relative or
close family friend or to attend a funeral is also
introduced by the bill. The need for this provision
has been highlighted by requests made by
Aboriginal prisoners to attend the funerals of family
members at the Cummeragunga mission across the
Murray River in New South Wales. The provisions
contained in the bill will allow prisoners to travel to
any other state with reciprocal legislation, and New
South Wales has indicated its intention to pass
similar legislation in 1995.

The community and prisoners will receive obvious
benefits through the provision of new purpose-built
facilities which provide additional capacity for
prisoner numbers and which will have modem
security methods built into their structure.
Victorians will also benefit from Significant private
sector investment in Victoria's infrastructure and the
achievement of cost efficiency and effectiveness
through the establishment of a real competition in
the delivery of correctional services.
The bill will enable the Chief Commissioner of
Police to enter into agreements with correctional
services or the private sector for the provision of
custodial services to persons in police gaols, the
transporting of persons to and from police gaols,
and the provision of security in the Magistrates
Courts. Persons delivering such services will have
the same powers under the Corrections Act 1986 as
currently exercised by members of the police force in
the management of police gaols, but they will not be
able to exercise other police powers which are
exercised under the Police Regulation Act.
Private contractors delivering services in private
prisons or police gaols will be subject to the
Freedom of Information Act 1982 and the
Ombudsman Act 1978. It is clearly this
government's intention that prisoners and persons
in police custody must enjoy the same rights of
access to information and the ability to make
complaints as currently afforded prisoners and
persons in police gaols.
The Corrections Act 1986 does not enable the
secretary of the Department of Justice who is
responsible for the administration of correctional
services in Victoria, to exercise the powers of a
governor or prison officer. The bill will ensure that
the secretary is able to exercise all the powers and

Finally, the bill proposes to amend the Prisoners
(Interstate Transfer) Act 1983 to give recognition to
the Australian Capital Territory as a participating
state for the purposes of the prisoners interstate
transfer scheme and ensure that national continuity
is maintained.
I wish to make a statement under section 85(5) of the
Constitution Act 1975 of the reasons for altering or
varying that section by this bill.
Clause 22 of the bill proposes to insert a new section
111A in the Corrections Act 1986 that is intended to
alter or vary section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975
to the exte~t necessary to prevent the Supreme
Court from entertaining actions for compensation in
respect of which section 80 provides that no
compensation is payable, and actions for liability in
relation to a matter in respect of which new section
9CB provides that there is no liability.
Section 8d provides that no compensation is payable
where land is transferred to the minister pursuant to
an agreement entered into between a contractor and
the minister except to the extent that the agreement
provides for compensation.
The reason for preventing the entertaining of these
proceedings is to enable a clear and unencumbered
transfer of land to the minister free of all pre-existing
interests and rights in the land and all claims for
compensation based on them, other than claims
under the agreement.
Section 9CB will provide where a person is
employed by a contractor to manage a police gaol
and it is necessary to use reasonable force in the
performance of their duties that the person does not
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incur any liability for acting in accordance with that
clause.
The reason for preventing the entertaining of these
proceedings is that without the protection provided
in clause 22 that clause would not be effective to
enable persons required to manage police gaols to
ensure the security and welfare of all detainees.
I commend this bill to the house.
Deb~te

adjourned on motion of Mr MILDENHALL
(Footscray).

Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the debate be adjourned until Thursday, 27
October.

Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) -On the
question of time, given the dramatic changes to the
system that are being heralded by this bill, I seek an
extension to the standard two-week period and ask
that the debate be adjourned to a four to six week
period. There ought to be community discussion on
matters of this Significance.

Honourable Members - Hear, hear!
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) (By 'tJlt1e) - On the question of time,
the government believes that two weeks is more
than adequate time for the bill to be considered. The
proposition has generally been widely canvassed
within the community. However, as I am standing
in at this time for the Minister for Corrections, I will
certainly take up the matter with the minister. If the
minister has any further thoughts on it, he can
discuss it with the honourable member.

Motion agreed to and debated adjourned until
Thursday, 27 October.

HEALTH SERVICES (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The Victorian government's seniors policy statement
'Everyone's Future: Directions for Aged Care
services in the 19905' was released in 1993. In line
with the government's policy to eliminate
unnecessary regulation and to reduce costs to
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business the seniors policy aims to clarify
commonwealth and state government roles and
responsibilities in aged care, and secondly, to
resolve existing inefficient and overlapping roles in
residential care. The current situation of dual
government responsibility has resulted in
considerable confusion within the nursing home and
hostel industries.
As the funding authority for nursing homes and
hostel services, the commonwealth has taken the
lead role in ensuring that adequate standards of care
are maintained within these facilities. Agencies that
receive commonwealth funding are
comprehensively regulated by two commonwealth
acts.

The Victorian Health Services Act has also prOVided
for state monitoring of standards in private and
voluntary sector nursing homes and hostels. Part 4
of the act was proclaimed on 1 February 1991 and
required health service establishments, including
nursing homes and hostels, to be registered.
Registration is dependent on maintenance of
standards of care linked to principles contained in
the act.
Subsequent to the proclamation of the Health
Services Act, the commonwealth government has
taken a more pro-active role in the monitoring of
nursing homes and hostels through the
implementation of outcome standards and
monitoring processes. TItis has rendered obsolete the
application of the Health Services (Residential Care)
Regulations made under the Victorian act in so far as
they apply to nursing homes and hostels.
By 1 July 1994 all commonwealth-funded nursing
homes and hostels in Victoria, including those
prOVided through state facilities, had been
transferred to new funding arrangements with the
commonwealth. Nursing home funding is provided
by the SAM/CAM funding scheme under the
National Health Act 1953. The scheme links funding
to a series of output standards to be observed in the
provision of nursing home care in
commonwealth-approved nursing homes. Hostels
funding is provided through subsidies linked to
outcome standards established under the Aged or
Disabled Persons Care Act 1954.
The Health Services Act has not been consistent in
its application to all Victorian nursing homes.
State-funded public nursing home facilities are
exclud.ed from its operation. Currently there are
311 private and voluntary charitable nursing homes
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registered under the act and 115 public facilities
offering the same service which are not required to
be registered under the act. This registration
function duplicates the commonwealth's operation
of approved operator status for proprietors of
nursing homes and hostels.
The current system has resulted in wmecessary costs
to the industry and confusion between the similarity
of roles between the two levels of government.
Commonwealth-funded voluntary sector service
providers have sought ministerial reassurance that
the state role would be removed or reduced. This
assurance has been given.

I am satisfied that the department's responsibilities
for aged citizens in nursing homes and hostels are
adequately covered by the commonwealth's
outcome standards and monitoring role.
Furthermore, as I have already indicated, the
department has moved public sector nursing homes
and hostels to full commonwealth funding and these
are now also subject to commonwealth outcome
standards and monitoring provisions, ensuring for
the first time in this state that all citizens resident in
nursing homes and hostels are entitled to the same
assurances of quality of care.
The amendment to the legislation will enable all
Victorian nursing homes and hostels to be treated on
an equitable basis and provide greater flexibility for
proprietors to appropriately staff nursing homes to
provide the best mix of care.

I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mrs WILSON
(Dandenong North).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 27 October.

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
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industrial relations system and improving the
relationship between employee and employer.

Events have now proven the government to be the
leader in reforming this nation's otherwise
moribund industrial relations climate. The initiative
taken in providing flexibility in the workplace has
provided part of the background in the emerging
picture of a newly strong and healthy Victorian
economy. It has often proven the decisive factor in
bringing valuable investments to Victoria in
preference to other states and, indeed, to other
countries in our region.
Now is the time for the next step in the
government's workplace reform program. The
Employee Relations Act was introduced with a
commitment by the government to providing for a
relevant and realistic safety net of minimum
employment standards for Victorian workers. That
commitment is reflected in schedule 1 to the act,
which provides minimums which, in many
instances, are legislative firsts for this country and,
in many instances, exceed the minimum provided
federally and in other states. The commitment is
reflected in the amendments made to the act in 1993
to allow the flow-on of a national wage decision
to low-paid workers. It is reflected once again in this
bill. I will now outline its main features.
ABOLmONOFAWARDS
The government has consistently held the belief that
industrial awards are an anachronism to the
demands of a productive and internationally
competitive society, and this was reflected in the
Employee Relations Act. It is now timely and
appropriate that this philosophy be followed to its
logical conclusion. Therefore, this bill eliminates the
award stream from the Victorian system entirely.
Part 3 of the act, which allows industrial parties to
apply to the Employee Relations Commission for the
making of an award, will be repealed and replaced
by a new part 3, further clarifying the minimum
entitlements of employees, with particular regard to
other changes proposed in this bill.

That this bill be now read a second time.

MINIMUM WAGES

In introducing the Employee Relations Bill into this
place during the early days of the government, I
said, and I quote:
The bill is an essential ingredient of the government's
pre-e1ection commibnent to provide the environment to
revitalise the Victorian economy by streamlining the

Since the introduction of the Employee Relations
Act, the federal government has made a concerted
effort to destroy the Victorian system at the behest of
the ACTIJ. But the system has survived and we are
now witnessing an expansion of the numbers of
Victorian workers subject to the act as the Victorian
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economy continues to expand. All the malicious
intent of the Labor Party and the unions will not
keep down the enterprising spirit of the small to
medium businesses that are the predominant users
of the system.
The latest challenge thrown down to the Victorian
system is represented by the federal Industrial
Relations Reform Act 1993. One aspect of that act is
the incorporation of the minimum wages convention
of the International Labour Organisation. The
federal act provides for the Australian Industrial
Relations Commission to make orders under the
provisions of the act which reflect the conventi?n,
setting minimum wages for employees otherwise
covered by a state industrial relations system where
that state system does not provide for minimum
wages to be set by compulsory arbitration. It. is the
intention of the government that the Australian
Industrial Relations Commission will be precluded
from exercising its jurisdiction under Part VIA of the
federal Industrial Relations Act, as a result of these
amendments.
The Employee Relations Commission of Victoria
will be empowered to make an order setting or
adjusting minimum wages by compulsory
arbitration upon the application of an employee,
group of employees, employer, recognised
association of employers or employees or, where
appropriate, upon a reference from the minister. By
so empowering the Employee Relations
Commission, the Australian Industrial Relations
Commission will be prevented by the terms of the
commonwealth Industrial Relations Act from
exercising any power to make a minimum wages
order.
The ERCV will be required, in making a minimum
wage order, to take into consideration ~e te~ of.
article 3 of the minimum wages convention, as It WIll
be enacted in a new section 23 of the Employee
Relations Act. The minimum wage is to be expressed
as an hourly rate of pay, using as a reference point
for calculation a 38-hour week or some other
number of hours as the commission deems
appropriate in the case of the relevant industry
sector.
In line with the abolition of the award stream,
minimum wage orders of the commission will centre
on a group of industry sectors.
I can indicate to the house that those industry
sectors are likely to be as follows:
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A. Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing

B. Mining
C. Manufacturing
D. Electricity, Gas and Water Supply
E. Construction
F.

Wholesale Trade

G. Retail Trade
H. Accommodation, Cafes and Restaurants

1.

Transport and Storage

J.

Communication Services

K. Finance and Insurance

L. Property and Business Services
M. Government Administration
N. Education
O. Health and Community Services
P. Cultural and Recreational Services
Q. Personal and Other Services

There is also the pOSSibility that an additional
"General" sector may be introduced.
Within each industry sector a minimum wage will
be set in each of a group of indicative work
classifications.
This means that we will achieve an unprecedented

rationalisation and streamlining of minimum wages
from the thousands of rates that currently exist
under the 238 expired state awards.
In order to expedite the process and ensure a smooth
transition to these new arrangements, I recently
asked the Employee Relations Commission to advise
me, in the first instance, what they consider to be an
appropriate group of industry sectors and, in the
second instance, what they consider to be
appropriate work classifications and initial
minimum wages within those classifications. The
government wishes to congratu1~te the co~ssi,:>n
on its diligence and promptness m prepanng Its first
report, which recommended the industry sectors I
have just outlined. Those sectors will be finalised
after the government has given the report full
consideration.
The bill provides for the commission to implement
the substance of these reports, in the first instance,
after I have given a further ministerial reference at
the time of the commencement of these sections of
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the bill. Thereafter, new industry sectors can be
declared only by the commission pursuant to a
ministerial reference, though the power to declare
new work classifications within an industry sector
and to set and adjust minimum wages within those
classifications will not be so restricted. Provisions in
the act dealing with ministerial references are to be
amended to account for these changes.
Transitional provisions will ensure that people
already in employment at the time of the
commencement of the bill will remain entitled to
their current wage, even if this is higher than the
applicable minimum set by the commission. People
employed pursuant to deemed employment
agreements, or 'rolled-over' awards, otherwise
continue their entitlement to those terms and
conditions. As I said at the time the act was
introduced, 'What you've got, you keep'. That
principle still applies.
M~ENTITLEMENTSOFE~LOYE~

The changes proposed in the bill with respect to
minimum entitlements other than minimum wages
are predominantly for the purposes of clarifying
areas where some confusion may have arisen in the
past
Schedule 1, which provides the safety net of
minimum terms and conditions for employees will
be amended and will contain the following:
(i) Minimum wages set by the Employee Relations
Commission pursuant to the provisions I
have just outlined;
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flexible system to reach agreement on terms and
conditions which are in excess of these minima.
Existing provisions requiring parties to comply with
employment agreements will be supplemented by
the creation of a new offence prohibiting employers
entering into an employment agreement or other
contract of employment which does not comply
with the schedule 1 minima. A fine of up to $10 000
will be applicable upon conviction.

UNFAIR DISMISSALS
Currently a claim of harsh, unjust or unreasonable
dismissal may only be made by employees engaged
in a classification of work that was governed by a
pre-existing award. The proposed abolition of the
award stream requires consequential redefining of
the criteria upon which employees can make such a
claim.
The bill provides for employees with an annual rate
of pay exceeding $60 000 to be ineligible to make a
claim. 1his is consistent with the threshold provided
for in the commonwealth Industrial Relations Act.
The level of $60 000 may be altered by regulation.
Other employees ineligible are those on a period of
probation agreed in advance and reasonable in the
circumstances, trainees within the meaning of the
Vocational Education and Training Act 1990, casual
employees and employees on a contract for a fixed
term of not more than six months.
As I have previously announced, the blanket
exclusion from eligibility of employees employed for
less than six months is abolished.

(ii) Four weeks paid annual leave each year, which

is cumulative and accrues on a pro-rata basis;
(iii) One week paid sick leave each year, which is
cumulative;
(iv) Parental leave; and
(v) An entitlement to be given notice of
termination or compensation instead of notice.
The entitlement to notice or compensation reflects
the termination change and redundancy test case
standard of the Australian Industrial Relations
Commission. Long service leave entitlements remain
unaffected by this bill.
Schedule 1 will continue to represent the
compulsory minimum terms and conditions
applicable to all employees in the Victorian system.
The parties will remain free within the broad and

ARBITRA nON POWERS OF THE EMPLOYEE
RELAnONS COMMISSION

As I indicated earlier, it is necessary, in order to
accommodate some of the changes proposed in this
bill, to clarify the circumstances under which the
Employee Relations Commission can exercise a
power of arbitration. Under the new section 99,
those circumstances will be:
(i) where all the parties consent to arbitration;
(ii) where the Minister expressly authorises it in a

ministerial reference;
(iii) on an application to set a minimum wage as
provided in this bill; or
(iv) on a claim for harsh, unjust or unreasonable
dismissal.
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Existing provisions regarding settlement of long
service leave issues remain unaffected.
It has always been and remains the policy of the
government that, except as otherwise expressly
provided in the act, arbitration by the commission
should only be with the consent of all relevant
parties. This policy is reflected in the tenns of the act
and this bill. It is therefore necessary to provide that
certain decisions of the Employee Relations
Commission which do not accord with the tenns or
intention of the act are overturned and nullified.
Decisions E94/0126 and E94/0l57 will be quashed
with effect from 3 June 1994.

CONCLUSION
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changes, this government has achieved as near as
possible the model outlined by the Prime Minister.
This government has achieved the model for the rest
of Australia, including the commonwealth, to
follow. It has delivered the model of industrial
relations that Paul Keating and Laurie Brereton
would love to have but could not deliver themselves.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr THOMSON
(Pascoe Vale).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 27 October.

DOMESTIC (FERAL AND NUISANCE)
ANIMALS BILL

It was Prime Minister Keating, in his feted address

to the Institute of Directors on 21 April 1993, who
spoke about his preferred industrial relations model
thus:
It is a model under which compulsorily arbitrated
awards and arbitrated wage increases would be there
only as a safety net.

Government amendments circulated by Mr W. D.
McGRATH (Minister for Agriculture) pursuant to
sessional orders.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 8 September, motion of
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Agriculture).

And later in the same speech:
We need to find a way of extending the coverage of
agreements from being add~ns to awards, as they
sometimes are today, to being full substitutes for
awards.

If the Prime Minister had made that speech today it
would prove a vindication of this government's
approach to industrial relations, and would surely
sound a solemn warning for Minister Brereton.

The SPEAKER - Order! As a statement has been
made pursuant to section 8S(S)(c) of the Constitution
Act, I am of the opinion that the second and third
readings of this bill are required to be passed by an
absolute majority of the house.
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - It gives me pleasure to
be here not in the usual opposition role but to
support this bill.
Government Members - Hear, hear!

Since 21 April 1993, Mr Brereton has inflicted on
Australian workplaces his so-called 'reform' act.
This complex legal and bureaucratic nightmare is
directly at odds with the desired approach of the
Prime Minister.
I am pleased today to be able to bring in this bill,
which is an embodiment of the Prime Minister's
expressed hopes. These are hopes that are supported
by business and the 72.5 per cent of private sector
employees who choose not to belong to a union.
They are even supported by some of the more
relevant, progressive unions, that have shown a
willingness to embrace a genuine enterprise regime
of agreements.
This will enhance Victoria's reputation for a sensible
employee relations regime. By these relatively minor

Ms MARPLE - Government members may well
say hear, hear! The bill is very close indeed to
legislation proposed by the previous government. It
will be interesting to see how close the areas covered
in the two bills are. Government members who
worked so hard to make sure that the bill did not get
on under the previous government have now
brought it forward.
Putting that aside, the opposition is pleased because
the problems dealt with in the bill are faced by many
people and by society as a whole. The title of the bill
explains the issue: what we should be doing with
domestic animals and with the feral and nuisance
animals they have the potential to become.
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Opposition members with experience in the
preparation of the bill proposed by the previous
government would like to make it clear why the
previous government put forward what was known
as the Companion Animals Bill and note the reasons
why it did not get through.
It is interesting to compare points outlined in the

second-reading speech with the bill that was put
forward by the previOUS government to see where
they deal with similar concerns. The second-reading
speech talks about the need to reflect current
community values and expectations with regard to
domestic animal welfare. That is the word the
minister did not like me to use. In fact I had not even
used the word 'welfare', yet here in your speech you
have actually said-The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Altona will assist the Chair if she
addresses her remarks to the Chair and does not
provoke the minister to interject.
Ms MARPLE - I take your point, Mr Speaker,
but I wanted the minister to be aware of what he
had actually said.
Mr Steggall- You are not reading backwards?
Ms MARPLE - No, it is definitely here. The
opposition congratulates the minister on his
concerns. We wish only that his government would
show as much interest in human welfare as it has
shown in domestic animal welfare through this bill.
That is not to take away, however, from its concern
for animal welfare.
In his speech the minister states that we must
reward responsible owners for their behaviour,
motivate and educate all owners to behave
responsibly and penalise irresponsible owners.
There would be very few people who would not
agree with those laudable aims of the bill. I am sure
the honourable member for Mildura, who I am sure
worked long and hard in support of the bill, would
also endorse those sentiments.

The minister has said that the bill addresses the
concerns of the community regarding nuisance
animals. Many of us have been very much aware of
the problems nuisance animals cause for the
community as a whole. Examples are dogs that
attack people, including children. Sometimes dogs
attack even their owners. Although some instances
of such attacks are published in the press, others that
are not reported involve dangerous dogs just the
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same. Some dogs are always chasing cars or people
riding bicycles, which can also be dangerous.
In his speech the minister also talks about damage to
the environment. Much is recorded about that. There
are some reports that have questioned that
proposition to some extent, but I think there is
sufficient documentation to convince us that animals
that have become feral animals have caused many
problems for other domestic and native animals,
including farm animals and particularly sheep and
lambs. Problems are also caused by dogs of all
shapes and sizes that are commonly known as wild
dogs.

Although it is important to provide protection for
animals, there is also a need to protect the rights of
animal owners. That is the great balancing act that is
always necessary with legislation. In many cases
oppositions object because they feel that the balance
has not been found. I think most of us would agree,
because we feel this measure has been based on
work that was done over years by the previous
government, that balance has been found.
It is interesting to note what actually constitutes
responsible behaviour. People's beliefs as to what

constitutes responsible behaviour have changed
over the years. What constitutes responsible
behaviour with animals in our busy community that
rushes at a much faster pace than perhaps was the
case even 20 years ago? I recall - I will not say how
far back in history - that the first domestic dog in
my family in Melbourne could roam the streets. It
was quite accepted then that dogs did not
necessarily always have to be kept inside one's yard.
That particular dog had the habit of sitting out in the
middle of the road. Such was the pace of life in those
days that motorists would actually stop their cars
and ask the dog to move on. I do not know whether
that would happen very often these days!
Mr Steggall interjected.
Ms MARPLE - Even in Swan Hill the cars rush
along much faster than they did back then.
Nowadays we expect dogs to be off the streets and
kept in conditions that are suitable for the dogs and
acceptable to the community.
We should take this opportunity to acknowledge the
grea t deal of work done in 1989 by the Social
Development Committee, under the chairmanship
of Mrs Margaret Ray, during its inquiry into the role
and welfare of companion animals in society. Some
members of that committee are still in this place and
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I am sure they are pleased to see what has resulted
from their work. I should like to quote the opening
remarks of the report because the matters raised are
similar to those that have been put forward today:
This inquiry arose out of the government's concern
about the vast numbers of stray and unwanted animals
being handled by animal welfare agencies, municipal
councils and concerned individuals each year. The
figures speak for themselves: in 1986-87 in the
Melbourne metropolitan area alone 42 500 cats .. ,

I wonder how one goes about counting cats. It must
be a difficult exercise. On reading some of the
articles that have been written since this report one
sees that the numbers vary considerably but we can
say that it is a hell of a lot of cats.
... and 38 000 dogs were presented at shelters and
pounds-

that is only the dogs that were presented to shelters
and poundsOf these, 33 000 cats and 16500 dogs were put down.
These figures are growing each year.

'That causes legislators and people interested in
animal welfare a lot of concern not only about the
fact that the animals have to be put down but also
about how to control the situation. People are
divided on the issue, but on the whole it seems that
we need an effective form of registration and
identification to deal with the problem. The
committee made a number of recommendations
concerning registration. As honourable members can
see by the size of the report, which runs to more
than 300 pages, there was a great deal of
deliberation on the subject. It is interesting to read its
considerations. The report states:
... the objectives of the proposed companion animals
legislation are:
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to encourage the development of an accessible network
of animal shelters and services;
to reduce situations where companion animals are
causing nuisance to humans or animals and to provide
effective ways to redress such situations; and
to improve the standards of companion animal
businesses with regard to the welfare of the animals
handled.

Those aims are similar to those we have now. The
committee made a number of recommendations
which the then Minister for Food and Agriculture,
the honourable member tor Sunshine, took into
account when introducing the Companion Animals
Bill. It is important to consider what was said at the
time:
The government acknowledged the special needs of the
community for companion animals, but also recognised
the increasing community concern about the large
number of unwanted and stray animals caused by
irresponsible overbreeding. Another major
consideration was the need to protect the environment
and other animals by minimising attacks by stray
companion animals on humans, other animals and
native wildlife.

There are many other considerations, such as the
development of legislation to introduce control
measures and the promotion of responsible
ownership through education. ~e companion
animals legislation dealt also with the registration
and control of companion animals, companion
animal businesses, boarding and agistment of
companion animals, dangerous dogs, animal welfare
and other matters that are being considered today.
Although there may be some differences, the two
pieces of legislation are similar. If we were still in
government we would be looking for the same
support this government is now getting .
Mr Loney interjected.

to promote responsible ownership of companion
animals;
to promote and protect the welfare of companion
animals;
to reduce the overbreeding of companion animals;
to reduce the financial and physical pressures on
animal pounds and shelter services;

Ms MARPLE -If we had had that sort of
support it would have been of great assistance. A
number of years have passed since the companion
animals legislation was introduced so the system
could have been well under way, and I imagine
there would have been less stress on animals and
owners.

It is only right that we touch on the importance of
companion animals in society while considering the
areas of mistreatment we are trying to overcome
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with this legislation. There is no doubt that the great
majority of people have companion animals
throughout their lives.
Mr Kennett - I have two dogs!
Ms MARPLE - We all know you have two dogs.
They are not my favourite breed-Mr Kennett - They're big!
Ms MARPLE - They are big. Small dogs are not
necessarily my favourite. Perhaps honourable
members could have a confession about their
favourite dogs. I do not mind discussing the various
breeds as part of this debate. I see that the Premier is
waiting to find out my favourite breed of dog. I like
border collies. I have also had kelpies. They are
good, strong working dogs. I do not know about the
working skills of Great Danes.
Mr Kennett - They are lovely with children.
Ms MARPLE - And so are border collies. I do
not know that we need to have a competition about
dogs, but there is no doubt that everyone in this
house would have a story about an animal in his or
her life. Even people who no longer have a need for
a companion animal will have some story about one
that may have been part of their lives.
I have had a long history with dogs and cats.
Although I will not talk about each one, I will give

some illustrations of the importance of animals.
There are many stories in our community of animal
bravery and loyalty - most people think of that in
relation to dogs, but others will tell you stories about
cats and their importance.
It is important to put the bill and the reason for its
introduction into context. It has been shown by
studies over a number of years that animals are
important in our lives for our longeVity and also for
support for people who may have an illness or may
be isolated for some reason. Having a companion
animal has made the lives of those people much
more worth while. Studies also show that if it is
possible for elderly people to have the
companionship of animals which they can care for
and which return their love their lives are more
fulfilled.
It has also been shown that people's lives can be
healthier and they can live longer if they have a
companion animal. Studies have been done with
children with social difficulties or those who have
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not experienced life in a supportive and loving
family. The introduction of pets into their lives and
learning the responsibility - it is not all one way, as
this bill says - of looking after an animal enables
them to learn many social values that we hold dear.
I am pleased that an important part of the bill is
education and raising social awareness of the
importance of looking after animals. Every family
has a story, perhaps slightly exaggerated, of what
may have happened in their home with an animal.
Very much a part of my family history is the story of
the border collie that stayed with me as an
18-month-old. After my mother had brought home a
new baby, I was not sticking aroWld the house so I
went off for a nice walk. The household was frantic
for quite a number of hours. When they fOWld me,
or when I fOWld them, it was with the dog that had
stayed with me the whole time. Perhaps that is why
I like border collies.
I have also been fortunate to have worked with farm

dogs. Such dogs have given loyal service and are
still very much an important part of farming life,
even though motorbikes have taken the place of
dogs in rOWlding up other animals. The proper use
of dogs is still perhaps the best way of doing that
job. I have always fOWld it so anyway. The dog was
always a great support and help on those long walks
when we were taking animals to various paddocks
on the property that were not far enough to warrant
putting the animals onto trucks but far enough to
spend a day out on the road.
Although we think of the need to look after animals
in the city, it is just as important to look after dogs
on fanns. I know most farmers look after their
animals well, but I know there are cases where they
are not so well looked after. There needs to be just as
much education in our rural areas as in the city.
Over the years we have learnt more about domestic
animals and the need to look after them well. That
comes naturally for some people, but one sometimes
despairs at seeing how others treat their animals.
Those of us who believe in education contend that
one of the ways of letting people know the joy of a
companion animal is through education on how to
look after the animal so that the loyalty is returned.
Cats and dogs as well as some other animals are
kept as companions. I shall not go into the others
because they are not covered in this bill, but some
people even like snakes. It is important to
acknowledge that other animals can be companions,
but for most of us that means cats and dogs.
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Since coming to the city I have become somewhat
concerned about companion animals that are
overfed because of lack of knowledge of how much
food a dog really needs each day. Dogs need only
one feed. Sometimes they do not need a great deal or
as much as they are given. That is a problem because
advertising tells us that we are good owners if we
feed a certain amount or a certain type of food to our
cat or dog and that our cat or dog will love that and
therefore love us. In fact, the beautiful animals we
see on the television advertisements are definitely
not overfed because they look very fit. It is only
through ignorance, which is not of people's own
making, that they tend to overfeed their animals;
they lack the knowledge of how much food is
needed.
As the Premier showed us, animals also need
exercise. Perhaps we should have all brought our
animals today and had a celebration. Never mind,
perhaps we can do it another time.
We are not talking about horses, but it does not
mean that at some time in the future a separate bill
may be introduced for horses or that this bill cannot
be amended. There is always more to learn about
looking after animals and how they can be managed.
TItis year I went with my family to the Royal
Agricultural Show and in particular to the Pal dog
area which demonstrated how one can keep dogs
happy. That evening at home we discussed what we
could do for our dogs but decided they were happy
enough. It was a pleasure to see such well-trained
dogs and to know how much time was spent on
them. I did not see the working dogs at the show,
but such dogs learn skills from their owners very
well. The working dog trials are always fascinating
to watch. Although I have not been able to perfect
those skills, I admire anybody who can do it and
would not mind learning a little more about it. The
working dogs come in many varieties, shapes, sizes
and colours and are adaptable. I have one myself,
but she is not a working dog. She has adapted to
suburban life very well. How well animals adapt to
their owners and their environments is amazing.

We are fortunate to have companion animals as part
of our lives. The bill will ensure that companion
animals are looked after. It has been discussed
widely and its provisiOns are the best way to go:
Many members would have read Ian McFadyen's
letter in the Age of Wednesday, 14 September 1994,
under the heading' And for our next trick, we'll turn
cats into goldfish'. That headline certainly sticks in
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one's mind. It is important to listen to people with
such knowledge. I am sure the Minister for
Agriculture and the honourable member for Mildura
have received many letters about the registration of
cats. lan McFadyen spoke about cats and how most
of us come to have them. The trouble is we do not
choose our cats, they choose us; they turn up on the
back doorstep.
On our farm near Benalla our gate was the first gate
from the town, which meant that often we had boxes
of kittens left at the doorstep and we had to learn
how to handle that problem.

lan McFadyen talks about how one should look after
cats in a practical sense by ensuring they receive
their vaccinations and are spayed - how expensive
it is! He also talks about the difference between cats
and dogs:
A dog can be confined in a yard since few dogs climb
fences, but even the most unathletic cat can scale trees,
fences, walls and trellises and wander freely. And so
they should.
While some expensive breeds have evolved into
something akin to living cushions, most cats naturally
mark out and patrol hunting territories just like their
wild ancestors, behaviour for which they should not be
penalised.

They are simply acting in a way they were intended
to behave. All members would agree that neither the
previous bill the former Labor government
introduced nor this bill has any intention of
penalising cats owners simply because they want to
own cats. All cat owners should be encouraged to
have their cats spayed because there are so many of
them. The article goes on to say:
Indeed cats perform an invaluable service by their
nocturnal hunting behaviour in controlling rats and
mice, animals which notoriously reach plague
proportion when cats are absent. Even in rural areas
cats do more help than harm to native species by killing
rabbits and other imported species which compete for
resources.

I had a cat called Marmalade who was the most
brilliant rabbit hunter. The article continues:
The costs of neutering and spaying cats should be
minimal if not free. Free collars and name tags should
be distributed to help identify cats and if owners don't
wish their cats to hunt those collars should carry bells
which significantly reduce the cat's hunting capacity.
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These few measures would dramatically reduce

problem cats and allow cats to remain what they have
always been: great companions and an effective natural
form of pest control.

It is important that animals be registered and that
fwlding be made available to ensure that the
problems outlined by the minister and the
opposition are remedied.

Many people have been in touch with the
opposition, and I am sure the minister has received
many letters. We should reassure people that all
members of Parliament are in favour of the bill and
have listened to their concerns. Many of the
concerns that have been brought to our attention are
set out in lan McFadyen's article, especially with
regard to dogs. There has been much talk about
councils providing an area where dogs can run free.
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to that. Any of us who have been involved with the
impounding of dogs and cats know that if the time
were made any longer we would probably end up
with even more problems on our hands.
I point out that another opposition speaker will be
talking further about how in the future the
government should be looking at the labelling of
cats and dogs in a way that would be suitable for all,
but I shall leave that to the other speaker.
I also mentioned before dinner that education is by
far the best way of making sure that we get
responsible owners across our state. It should be
noted that fwlding is required for state and regional
communities and school education programs that
are directed at aspects of responsible dog and cat
ownership. Further fwlding is also required to meet
the Department of Agriculture's costs incurred in
the administration of the bill.

Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 8.04 p.m.
Ms MARPLE - Before the suspension of the
sitting I was speaking about the importance of this
bill for the protection of cats and dogs and how
pleased I am that it is before the house. I mentioned
that such legislation should have been passed with
the previous government's Companion Animals Bill;
nevertheless I am certainly pleased to see it here
now.
I have spoken about the importance of animals to
individuals and families and the importance also of
animals on our farms and in other areas. The bill
allows for the registration of both cats and dogs. The
registration of cats is new to us in this state. People
have given a great deal of thought to the registration
of cats. ApprOximately 20 per cent of pet owners are
irresponsible, and those people account for more
than 90 per cent of the complaints to councils. It is
due to those figures that the government has seen
the light and has brought forward the bill. As I have
said, it is a bill that is similar to the one that was put
forward by the former government.

I believe there is a need to raise money specifically to
put this bill into action. No government can do this
type of work without raising the income to do so.
The costs include registration and the costs for
councils to allow the government to implement the
educational programs.
We are pleased to see that the main aims that I spoke
of that were put forward by the Social Development
Committee in 1989 are still the aims of this bill. We
are pleased to see that it will make cat owners more
responsible for their pets and that it will cut down
on the number of stray or feral cats, given the
problems they can cause.
It is hoped the bill will stamp out the dumping of
50000 cats and dogs a year and protect the public
against dangerous dogs. As I have just mentioned, it
offers financial incentives for pet owners to spay
their cats.

One of the areas I draw attention to is that the bill
provides for the return of stray animals to their
owners. It also ensures that responsible owners are
protected from nuisance stray dogs or cats coming
onto their property.

Under this bill de-sexed cats and dogs will attract a
lower registration fee. Because the registration of
dogs and cats allows pet owners to more easily
locate their pets -their loss can cause a great deal
of stress for owners - this bill will make it easier
under law to take action against nuisance animals. I
also point out that people who are irresponsible will
also be made more accountable under this bill.

There is some concern amongst people that the time
that has been set down in the bill is not long enough
for the return of animals to owners, but it is
important that the time that has been set down in
the bill is given a fair trial before there is any change

There are many people who wish to speak on this
bill, so I will conclude my remarks by saying that the
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill is a bill
that we had to have. It is not a bill that we possibly
could have had, and I am sorry that the bill that the
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former government introduced was not passed. If it
had been we would have been able to see what
changes we needed to see what works properly.
There is no doubt that changes will have to be
brought in as we learn how to deal with the
problems I have mentioned. The government can be
assured that the opposition will take a watching
brief to see how this legislation will be implemented
and that those aims will be carried through, and that
we will have what we all wish to have, namely, that
our pets be well looked after and that our
community be able to deal with the number of cats
and dogs that become strays.
I thank the minister and his.-staff for the briefings
and for providing me with the amendments so that
we were able to reach agreement on those as well.
Further issues dealing with companion animals
need to be examined. I am sure the minister and
other government members are well aware that
horses are kept in city as well as rural areas. These
provisions will ensure that they are kept in the best
of conditions.
We wish the bill well and congratulate the
government for taking up the legislation. Although
it was not passed when the Labor Party was in
government, we now have a bill that has the support
of the house.
Mr BILDSTIEN (Mildura) - I acknowledge the
support of the honourable member for Altona and
other members of the opposition for the legislation
which has been developed over the past 12 to
18 months. I acknowledge the work of members of
the government's agriculture committee and the 10
to 12 metropolitan members who worked together
on the legislation to bring it to a position where the
minister could introduce it into this place. I record
my sincere appreciation for the tremendous
assistance of the Bureau of Animal Welfare within
the department, particularly two officers, Peter
Penson and John McCrory.
Honourable members would be aware that the
former Labor government introduced legislation
that was broadly based on the recommendations of
the former Social Development Committee report on
companion animals. However, it was felt that that
impacted too dramatically on responsible pet
owners. As we all well remember it attracted
widespread opposition from sections of the
community and local government Indeed, a protest
was held on the steps of Parliament House where
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people voiced strong concerns about that legislation,
which eventually failed to pass through this place.
The previous government's bill did not address the
feral cat problem, and that is one of the matters we
have tried to deal with in this legislation. We have
endeavoured to refine the approach adopted by the
former government to remedy some of the problems
posed by nuisance and stray animals while at the
same time rewarding dog and cat owners who
demonstrate responsible ownership.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr BILDSTIEN - No, I am referring to copious
notes. The government's agriculture committee
consulted extensively with interest groups such as
animal welfare groups, breeding societies and local
government. It is pleasing to have the support of
those organisations, and I shall refer to that in a
moment.
In October 1992 we went to the people with a
pre-election policy that we would introduce
workable urban animal management legislation
together with public awareness and education
programs. Over the past 12 to 18 months we have
endeavoured to get it right because it was no good
introducing legislation similar to that introduced by
the honourable member for SWlShine when he was
the responsible minister. We took the draft bill to the
interest groups and we painstakingly worked our
way through it so that we could bx:ing back what we
think is a middle-of-the-road position that addresses
the concerns of the community about nuisance
animals, attacks by dangerous dogs and damage to
the environment while still protecting the rights of
animal owners.

The legislation builds on existing controls in the Dog
Act, particularly to help municipalities protect
people from dangerous dogs. As the minister stated
in his second-reading speech, it provides a clear and
unequivocal definition of the behaviour of
dangerous dogs. It requires the identification of
these animals and it provides for stringent controls
by their owners. When we talked to the Municipal
Association of Victoria we were told that 90 per cent
of complaints to councils relate to nuisance animals.
A high level of concern exists in the community
about straying and nuisance animals.
Animal shelters deal with about 80 000 animals a
year. In order to reduce the impact of feral and stray
cats in our community and to sponsor responsible
domestic cat ownership, we have broadened the bill
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to require identification of animals and to give
councils the practical power to deal with problems
in their areas. The stray cat problem has increased
significantly.
The Bureau of Animal Welfare estimates there are
up to 350 000 stray and WlOwned cats and up to
250 000 feral cats. The Cat Protection Society at
Greensborough alone takes in 15 000 cats a year and
that compares with 10 000 in 1989. There has been a
significant increase. I am told about 65 per cent of
those are wild and WlOwned. They are trapped by
officers after complaints from members of the
public.
The number of complaints that shelters such as the
CPS receive is in the order of 300 a day. Clearly there
is a problem in our suburbs and, as the honourable
member for Altona mentioned, in our rural areas.
Members of the public are bringing that to the
attention of our authorities. We destroy an estimated
45 000 cats a year in animal shelters and some 35 000
dogs, but those figures do not include those that are
put down by local government poWlds and private
veterinaries.
The bill takes a new and we believe responsible
approach to the funding of services provided to pets
and pet owners, and yet the program will be
completely self-funding. There will be no cost to the
state, local government or to those who do not own
a dog or a cat Dogs and cats over six months of age
will be required to be registered with local
mWlicipalities, which will set their own fees. The
Shire of Sherbrooke has introduced its own by-laws.
It charges $30 for an entire animal and $5 for a
de-sexed animal. Similarly, the bill proposes a
two-step fee scale to reward responsible pet
ownership through a substantial discoWlt in
registration.
The government spends apprOximately $250 000 a
year to fund the Bureau of Animal Welfare and the
Animal Welfare Advisory Committee and makes a
further contribution of apprOximately $100 000 to
the RSPCA. The legislation also requires a payment
from cOWlcils of 51 for every animal registered and
$10 for every domestic animal premises that is
registered. This will provide the government with
estimated revenue in the order of $750 000 a year to
meet the costs I have mentioned and will prOVide
additional funding for the much-needed education
and public awareness programs.
This bill has been painstakingly developed by our
committee, along with metropolitan members, over
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many months and through discussions with the key
players. Those key players are the Cat Protection
Society of Victoria, the RSPCA, the Lost Dogs Home,
the Australian Veterinary Association, the National
TItreatened Species Network and the MWlicipal
Association of Victoria. They have all been involved
and well briefed.
Mr Baker interjected.
Mr BILDSnEN - One of the reasons why the
honourable member for Sunshine did not get his bill
through this place is that he did not do what this
government has done, which is to take the time to sit
down with the interest groups and work through the
legislation with them, bring them in, give them some
ownership and input. As a result they are out there
now singing the bill's praises. That is why you
failed. You didn't do your homework!
Those groups have enthusiastically embraced this
legislation, Mr Acting Speaker, and indeed are
actively promoting it. You have only to look at the
editorial coverage. The editorial opinions in the
Melbourne metropolitan press are very supportive,
in the Age and in the Herald Sun and, indeed - -

Opposition members interjecting.
Mr BILDSTIEN - I have got them here. I will
refer to them.

Opposition members interjecting.
Mr BILDSTlEN - I will not read it. It was cut
out and drawn to my attention by somebody else. A
number of regional newspapers have said, 'This
legislation is very important. Congratulations to the
government and the minister for bringing it
forward'. The Department of Agriculture has
received something in the order of 500 letters in the
past 12 months. About 85 per cent of them are
supportive of the legislation because it has been
canvassed widely in the media in the lead-up to the
government finally bringing it to this house. I want
to talk for a moment about cats.
Mr Baker interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Perrin) -Order!
The honourable member for SWlShine will get the
call next.
Mr BILDSTlEN - And I will be interested to
hear the contribution. An article by David Hill, a
veterinary surgeon whose articles appear in the
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Platform column of the Age, criticised this
legislation. I have to say he stands alone in his
opposition to the bill because, as I say, the key
players are out there and are very supportive.
Indeed, they are singing its praises.
The bill has two broad objectives in relation to cats.
One is to reduce the number of feral and unowned
cats - I talked about the numbers before. The
second is recognition and protection of responsible
cat ownership. There is a need to support, to
recognise and to reward responsible cat ownership
because carelessly managed domestic cats provide a
very ready reservoir of breeding animals for wild
populations and can very easily replenish the wild
cat populations. There is absolutely no point in
spending vast sums of money to reduce the number
of feral and unowned cats in Victoria if the link
between them and irresponsibly owned cats
continues.
The legislation provides clear and workable legal
guidelines to enable both those objectives to be met
effectively and provides the financial resources to
commence what are obviously long-overdue tasks.
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they have not led to any abandorunent of cats. There
is no suggestion that as a result of having to pay $10
people are suddenly going to decide not to register
their cats and abandon them. The same argument
was used about dog registration in 1970, and dog
ownership has not decreased as a result of having to
pay a registration fee - it has increased.
One argument being bandied about while we were
discussing this legislation suggested that there
would be a reduction in the purchase of commercial
pet food because cat owners will have to pay a
registration fee. If you are spending at least $5 a
week on commercial pet food you are certainly not
going to be fussed about spending $10 or $15 to
register your animal.
The support I talked about has come from a variety
of quarters. In the Gisbome Guardian in September
after the minister's second-reading speech the
Kyneton Animal Aid spokesperson Jessie Smith is
reported as having said:
We are strongly in favour of the bill ... Cats are our
main worry.

Registration is clearly intended to separate unowned
cats from owned cats and to facilitate action against
unowned cats while at the same time protecting
ownership. Registration is necessary to establish and
record the ownership of individual cats by
responsible people and to generate revenue to
complete those tasks. It was suggested by David Hill
in his article in the Age that we do not need funds.
The funds being raised will enable the populations
of feral and unowned cats to be heavily reduced and
will allow the government to address the problems
posed by nuisance cats and to provide adequate
pound facilities, as are prOVided for dogs, so that
cats can be returned to their owners should they
stray or be caught in straying cat programs.

The Macedon Range Conservation Society also
welcomed the introduction of the bill. Ukewise,
Mr Marcus Ward saw cats as the main problem. He
said the bill would be a good thing for the animals.
Felicity Faris, the coordinator of the Victorian branch
of the National "Threatened Species Network, has
written to the government congratulating it on
bringing forward what she says is a long-awaited
bill. She says:

During discussions with the Cat Protection Society
and other shelters it was pointed out to the
government that only 1 in every 6000 cats is actually
identified. I will be corrected if I am wrong, but I
think that is the figure. Very few people actually
visit animal welfare shelters to reclaim lost cats.

From the point of view of protecting flora and faWla,
that organisation is very supportive of the legislation.

Mr Baker - Why would you want to?
Mr BILDSTIEN -1b.at is one of the problems. It
has been suggested that a fee will mean that fewer
people will attempt to reclaim their cats. Mr Acting
Speaker, the evidence from Sherbrooke and Coburg,
where registration fees have been introduced, is that

You will be aware that a recent DCNR study of cat
attacks on wildlife which were dealt with by vets and
animal shelters, shows that cat attack is the third
ranking reason for injury and death of wildlife,
including threatened species.

The government received correspondence from the
Cat Protection Society of Victoria soon after the bill
was introduced. The society received apprOximately
50 phone calls the next day and all bar one were in
favour of the legislation. The very next week the
society received another 40 phone calls and,
likewise, all were favourable.
The people who contacted the Cat Protection Society
were inquiring of the executive director, Or Ca role
Webb, when and how the legislation would be
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implemented and when they could register their
animals. Likewise, at the pet expo that was held in
Melbourne hundreds of people were inquiring of
organisations such as this what was happening and
were very positive about the move ..
As I said earlier, the metropolitan media have been
positive in their editorials. Way back in September
1993 an editorial in the Herald Sun said in part:
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of dangerous dogs in this legislation. The injuries
and damage that can be caused by dangerous dogs
are a major community concern and the proposed
legislation deals with the emerging problem. All
honourable members are well aware of and
concerned about the regular media reports of
injuries to humans and other responsibly owned
dogs that are caused by attacking dogs.
Mr Hamilton interjected.

Backed by animal welfare groups the state government

is about to legislate to require the registration of cats.
The new legislation will replace the 23-year-old Dog
Act. It will cover handling and keeping of dangerous
dogs and provide big fines for irresponsible owners.
This is a justifiable move.
The legislation may also provide for incentives for
owners to have cats and dogs de-sexed. This is essential.
But legislation alone will not fix the problem. Those
who take pets into their homes must accept
responsibility for controlling them.

We certainly agree with that sentiment.
Also in September of last year an editorial in the
Melbourne Age said in part:
Cats are cuddly killers, fluffy balls of fun one minute
and highly efficient stalkers of wildlife the next. The
sooner the state government and cat owners take into
account both sides of the cat's natural character, the
better. Plans to register cats in the same manner as dogs
is a step in the right direction.

In fact they would have gone even further. I do not
know whether this was said tongue in cheek but the

editorial continues:
'" we would be make it compulsory for all registered
cats to wear bells when outdoors.

We have not gone so far in the legislation as to
require cats to wear bells when they go outdoors,
but we certainly acknowledge the support of our
friends down at the Age.
In April of this year once again the Age editorialised,
commenting on the fact that more young children
are admitted to hospitals suffering from severe dog
bites than from injuries caused by car accidents or
child abuse and saying that is obviously very
disturbing. The Age was once again offering support
for the moves the government has taken in respect

Mr BILDSTIEN - Unfortunately I don't have a
dog or cat, but I certainly end up with plenty of dog
droppings on my front lawn every morning. Over a
12-month period about 6000 reports dealing with
attacks by dogs are made. That is probably just the
tip of the iceberg and a lot of other attacks go
unreported. Dog-bite wounds are a common
problem. If you talk to people in the casualty
departments of public hospitals they will tell you
about the extent and depth of the injuries and the
pain that is caused.
The bill clearly defines dangerous dogs in terms of
specific dangerous behaviour by individual dogs.
We are not introducing a definition that depends on
the real or perceived characteristics of a breed. It is
going to be by deed rather than breed. I guess that is
the way you can best summarise the government's
approach to the definition of dangerous dogs.
Mr Baker interjected.
Mr BILDSTlEN - The honourable member for
SWlShine will have his opportunity shortly.
We have received some correspondence from the
MWlicipal Association of Victoria and the mWlicipal
law enforcement officers of Victoria who have been
through the legislation. In his summary the minister
intends to comment on some of the matters they
have brought to our attention.
I want to conclude, if I may, by saying what I
mentioned at the outset that there has been a
tremendous amount of support for and involvement
by all the welfare organisations and breeding
societies in the development of the legislation. We
thank them very much for their contributions and
acknowledge the Significant role they play in our
commWlity. Although they are unpaid positions
many people put in a tremendous amount of work
above and beyond the call of duty because of their
love and concern for animals.
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This is summed up in a poem that was brought to
my attention written by Or Carole Webb, the
Executive Director of the Cat Protection Society. Its
title is 'Bright Eyes':
A question begins my tragic tale:
'Why MUST the eyes that bum so brightly
suddenly turn so pale?'
The answer I must search for every day,
My purpose in life is to find the way,
To end the heartbreak, sorrow and despair,
And make the community more aware,
Of the need for their cats to properly care.
A need so simple for people like me,
I'm an ardent cat lover you see.
Cats are my life, my passion, my love
We belong together as a hand in a glove.
This led me here so long ago,
And will keep me here until I know,
That for each and every cat and kitten,
A law to protect them has been written!
My job by now, you will have guessed,
As a vet in a shelter is to do my best,
For each cat and kitten that arrives at our door,
And daily they do this, score after score.
From all over Melbourne, to us they do come,
Sick ones, old ones, kittens and mum
For each we do all that we can,
They have suffered enough at the hands of man.

I struggle inside, my hope to keep,
But the anger within me bums so deep
Against the cruelty, hurt and neglect,
That leads to me, having to select,
Those who will live and those who will die
Each night to sleep, myself I do cry.
A small, tabby kitten, my attention has caught,
Next in the queue, my verdict is sought.
Those deep, green eyes, so bright and alive,
Oh God, please let this one survive!
With shaking hands, from its basket I lift,
This dear little soul, a discarded Christmas gift.
In eight short weeks, it has seen so much grief,
The room has become silent, I must be brief.

My heart rate slows,
A sigh of relief,
This sad little waif
At last can be safe
But there on the floor,
In a trap just next door,
Sits one who I'm sure,
Will soon suffer no more.
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My question I still ask,
No end to my task.
Though deep in my heart,
As each new day I do start,
There still lies hope and a dream,
That soon, these eyes will have reason to gleam.
On all of you, who sit in power,
From all of us, our pleas we shower,
Please heed our plight,
The bullet bite!
So we may begin to end this sorrow,
And build for our friends a better tomorrow,
Please do not extinguish our hope
For then I know, we just could not cope!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BILDSTIEN - I found that an interesting
and moving piece of poetry that I thought was
appropriate to share with honourable members
during the debate on the proposed legislation and to
have incorporated in the record so that those who
follow through the debate at another time can share
and enjoy it too. The message coming through to us
as legislators was very loud and clear: that these are
the people on the ground who are dealing with the
problem; they are people who love and care for the
animals and who want to protect the cat through
legislation. Up until now the cat has been a chattel. It
has not had a legal status. We have responded
positively to those concerns. We have brought the
people in, consulted with them and asked for their
input and given them some ownership of what we
are intending to do.
That is in marked contrast to when the honourable
member for Sunshine was the Minister for Food and
Agriculture. He took the bully-boy approach: this is
what we will do; we will adopt this process, like it or
lump it. It got lumped all right, right into the
wastepaper basket! Many changes have been made
to the proposed legislation and one of them is the
deletion of horses. Legislation will be introduced
either next session or the one after to deal with
horses.
I commend the Minister for Agriculture for winning
the support of cabinet and the party room. I thank
the members of the govenunent's agricultural
committee for their work and the officers of the
Bureau of Animal Welfare and other animal societies
and groups that have participated in the debate. I
commend the bill to the house and wish it a speedy
passage.
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Mr BAKER (Sunshine) - I recall an old Chinese
proverb, 'The oxen is slow, but the earth is patient'.
We will set an exam paper on that. I want to make a
serious contribution to this debate because it is a
serious matter and is one with which I have some
close involvement. I do not intend to take any major
credit for the bill because there are people on both
sides of the house and within the bureaucracy to
whom I shall pay some credit.
My overriding impression is that the legislation is a
good idea, and I congratulate the Minister for
Agriculture for the way he has ridden it through
cabinet and the political process and for the solid
support he has given it. He may well be
remembered for this in some way or other at the end
of his political career.
Recently I was in Rome - unfortunately they sent
me back. I had a series of meetings with key people
in the Italian government. One was a veterinarian
who is the head of the international section of the
health department. It may amuse those people in the
house who show some serious interest in this
complex and difficult issue to know that after we
had a discussion about the greater union and what
that meant in terms of lining up agricultural and
veterinary standards across borders, he became
interested in something I said - I do not know
why -and he asked through the interpreter, 'Tell
me, signor, what you do in your country with dogs
and cats?'. I fell about laughing at that comment.
Eventually he dragged in some vets from his
department and our discussion continued for
another hour about the various problems they have
in that country.
Cats have to be registered in Italy but not dogs.
During the two weeks that I was in Rome the
Australian Embassy let me know that there was a
headline in the main neapolitan paper in Naples,
where the G7 group were about to meet, '700 Naples
dogs to die for G7'. Apparently, the Mayor of Naples
decided to impress his foreign dignitaries by doing
something about the hordes of dogs that roam the
streets. Of course, a huge protest developed and I
had some identification with that.
Mr Jasper interjected.
Mr BAKER - I am glad you asked. Bowl me
another slow ball. People need to know what
happens when a stand is taken. The members
opposite who decided it was an election year, as
well as some on my own side who did a bit of
white-anting, may be interested to know that the pet
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food manufacturers sent a fancy public relations
person - $500 OOO-a-year person - to cart me off
with a mutual friend whom I had known for a some
time to a fancy lunch. He told me as lightly as
possible what would happen if I proceeded with the
bill I had introduced- and it was substantially the
same as this bill. Members of the government know
tha t if they are prepared to be honest. 1bis person
said that they would spend a fortune in my
electorate visiting every house to try to nail me.
They would really beat it up. My response was
rather indelicate and unprintable. It suggested that
he go and do something extremely unpleasant to his
boot.
My local mayor decided to run against me as an
independent on the basis that her budgies would be
affected. My step-daughter, who was at the
veterinary science school at the time and who has
since gone on to become a vet at the Lost Dogs
Home, was regularly called by people in the pet
shop industry and harassed. Fortunately, she is able
to look after herself. She gave as good as she got;
they got a bit of a mouthful. She takes after her
mother - a strong woman.
Some people on my side of the house who are now
no longer with us had a vested interest in the
industry and made a lot of trouble. However, there
were good people on both sides of the house who
had an interest in making sure the legislation passed.
I will not go through the detail of the bill as the
minister's second-reading speech is substantially a
replica of the one I delivered and the debate today is
similar to expressions heard in this house over the
past 20 years. The major characteristic of the bill, the
tenet if you like that has been picked up as a model
elsewhere in this country and throughout the world,
is that the legislation must have as its basis the fact
that people who take a decision to have a pet must
accept that it is their individual and personal
responsibility. Once they- elect to have a pet they
must accept the responsibility that goes with it. That
is the underriding credo, the tenet that runs through
this legislation, and it is still there. I strongly endorse
that.
Anybody who purports to come from a true Uberal
tradition, in the spirit of J. 5. Mill and the founding
philosophers of the liberal Party, like the
honourable members for Ballarat South and
Tullamarine and certainly the honourable member
for MOrnington, will recognise that basic tenet for
what it is.
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Secondly, the legislation gives legal recognition to
cats. They are no longer chattels. Cats now have the
same status as dogs. Many complications in dealing
with feral cats and people who are totally
irresponsible about the way their animals are
allowed to run loose are removed in a curious
reverse switch. If one's briefcase, as a chattel, is put
down in the forest and some guy says, 'I don't like
that', and lifts it or happens to shoot it with a
12-gauge shotgun, many legal complications can
follow. A feral cat has that same status at the
moment but, when this legislation goes through, the
proper authorities and by-laws officers under certain
conditions will be able to deal with that situation in
a way they have not been able to before but in the
same way as they have dealt with dogs.
It was a hopeless inconsistency that dogs had legal
status whereas cats did not; they were simply
chattels. As I understand it from perusing reports of
past debates in this Parliament and discussions
within the insular world that brings forth policy in
this area - the experts, if you like - there seems to
be common and strong general agreement on the
dangerous dogs legislation. Even in the heat of the
political flak of trying to produce a bill and running
it through the Parliament at an election time, 1 do
not recall anybody, apart from the odd lunatic group
out there - certainly not anybody in the Parliament
or in the political process - saying that that
legislation was incorrect, "because once again it had
that sense of individual responsibility built into it.

A person with an attack dog, a dog of a certain breed
or a dog that had a history of antisocial behaviour
has to take certain steps. The dog has to be kept
inside. If taken outside, it has to be on a lead and
must wear a distinctive collar. There was no
disagreement about that.
Finally, there was the registration system. I can
claim to have had quite a bit to do with that because
the mathematics of this interested me in the sense of
trying to make sure that under the registration
system a person could elect as an individual
whether to have an entire or a neutered animal.
Some groups in the community that come from
other cultures have strong beliefs, quasi-religious or
even fully religious beliefs, that relate to
emasculation of any kind. In our tolerant society we
have to provide the opportunity for that option, so
we have produced a registration scheme that allows
an incentive or disincentive. People can make an
individual decision based on their own preference. If
they choose to have an entire animal, they pay for it.
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That has nothing to do with ideology; in logic
everybody can accept that.
As well as that, there is an opportunity for the
regional areas to set fees. That is what I had in mind.
In that way councils can express regional economic
differences in terms of the wherewithal of people
who have animals to pay the tithe. That is up to
those local areas. I hope that local councils, having
been removed so summarily, will be back again so
that they will be able to express those differences.
It may well be that the people of Toorak who wear
the dog of the year - I think it was the dalmatian
last year - the people with the mix-and-match
clothes and the mix-and-match dog, may be able to
afford a little more for the designer dog. Councils
might need to charge them a bit more so that there is
an incentive or disincentive for having a Russian
blue, Persian or whatever, as distinct from our
Snoopy in Williamstown, who is an all-Australian,
hall of fame tabby who really thinks she came from
South Yarra and stayed.

Regional areas can set a fee. I think I proposed at the
time that whatever X was there should be a 2X gap.
The councils could decide what X was, what they
thought the base fee would be. For pensioners the
option of some community service obligation could
be built in. That has a certain mathematical, logical
and social purity to it, almost in the manner of
solving the value X in a good simultaneous
equation. I can see from the looks on your faces that
you are all with me on that analogy. The minister
will talk to you about simultaneous equations at
great length in his contribution later on, as well as
answering all the questions he has been set by that
foolish young lad from Mildura. He will catch up
with him later on.
The final thing I wish to say is that quite a few
people on both sides of the house deserve credit for
this legislation. This is an example of how the
Parliament can work in a curious way. I might have
had to draw the fire, 1 might have been knocked
around and bullied a bit and I might be a bit sore
about it, but I seriously take great pride in this
legislation being here and I give credit to the
Minister for Agriculture, who is at the table, and the
people within the parliamentary Liberal and
National parties who have been prepared to pursue
this. Although I thought they behaved pretty badly
in the period leading up to the election, I do not
want to make political capital out of that. We are
here and the bill is about to be enacted. It is
important that that happen.
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I do not believe it to be feasible to reduce greatly the
population of cats. There is some argument about
this within the veterinary profession, and that
remains to be seen. We may wish to come back to
the legislation again as it is a bit trailblazing and
implements something that has not happened
before, but one thing it will do at the very least is
allow the community to confront someone who has
a stray cat or dog and say, 'You have not accepted
your responsibility and you have to, so front up.
Don't give us any nonsense'. That is a healthy thing.
What has brought that from Ghent to Aix is a series
of people. That started way back with people like
Tom Austin.
Tom Austin was the tough old Liberal who
organised the numbers. He was the hard "'1an. Who
killed Cock Robin? Tom Austin killed CU'-J-.. Robin
when Alan Brown went down! I know that; we all
know that. Yet he had been trying for 20 years to get
legislation of this kind up. That was partly because
his wife, who was involved very closely with this
issue, was driving him mad about it.
He came to see me after 1 got the legislation through
my own party room and through the cabinet - and
I will say this now because he is out of Parliament; I
would not do it if he were still here and it is certainly
not breaking any confidence - about something else
concerning his electorate and said, 'By the way, can I
ask you about the dogs and cats? How the hell did
you get it through the party room?'. I said, 'I'm not
sure'. He said, 'It has to get up. It is amazing that
people like me have been trying to do that for 20
years and behind the scenes I will do whatever I can.
You might not get it up this time and you may have
to wear a bit of flak but it will happen'. I believe he
did that, and it needs to be on the record.
All honourable members know that Ian Smith, the
Minister for Finance, who is a former Minister for
Agriculture, is not one of my cups of tea in this
place, but I understand that he came in, too. I have
heard that, although he has not told me because
Ian Smith and 1 do not have regular friendly
discussions. Nevertheless the credit should be laid at
his door.
I understand the Minister for Planning, even though
he produced a distaff report for the Social
Development Committee, is another who played a
role; as did the Honourable Mark Birrell, the
Minister for Conservation and Environment in
another place, who I can assure honourable
members is also not one of my cups of tea. 1 want
that on the record.
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On my side of politics I pay tribute to
Mrs Margaret Ray, a fonner honourable member for
Box Hill. I remember when I first came into this
house that when I spotted Mrs Ray she glared at me
sternly through those thin-rimmed glasses of hers. I
said, 'I bet you were a school principal'. She said,
'Yes, and 1 bet, Baker, you were the child I used to
have to move to the front of class on the first day of
every school year'. She was right!

She was a very stern woman who was fervent and
absolutely obsessed with this issue. She had a lot of
difficulty getting it past the former Premier, John
Cain. It is sometimes good to tell the truth about
how these things happen. Great credit accrues to her
for the way in which she and, as the honourable
member for Altona has mentioned, other people
fought to get the measure up. People from both sides
of politics were prepared to hang out to see that it
happened. The other person I wish to mention from
my own side of politics is Or Gerard Vaughan, the
honourable member for Clayton, who is himself a
veterinarian.
Others who need to be mentioned are people in the
bureaucracy and in welfare groups. In particular, 1
mention Or Peter Penson from the ministry of
agriculture who is one of the best bureaucrats with
whom I ever worked and whom, because all
honourable members know he is not associated with
my side of politics, I will not be getting into trouble.
I knew his background and his role in serving me as
minister on a totally apolitical basis was one of the
best I have ever seen. He went out and fronted
groups and fronted his own profession. The
profession, as do most professions when they are
challenged with change, played a pretty abominable
role early on but has finally switched around as the
weight of public opinion has moved against it on
this issue. For him and for others like him, and there
were others like him, it was an act of significant
courage and showed an admirable personal
character. 1 want that on the record.
There were also people from the welfare groups
such as Or Carole Webb, Or Hugh Wirth and
Or Graeme Smith who also fought against the tide of
what is a very conservative profession. I made
mistakes with that bill and 1 have admitted them. I
made a mistake by including horses in an omnibus
bill. It was a very serious step, especially for
someone who is a descendant of horse thieves who
later became horse breeders.
Mr Finn interjected.
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Mr BAKER - That is a very good background
for an Australian politician. What did your ancestors
do, Finn? At least I am prepared to 'fess up' to mine!

As I think the honourable member for Mildura said,
something still needs to be done about the horses.
The reason I took it up was because the RSPCA said
to me, 'We have to have some legislation that allows
us to do something with the myriad horses that have
been left abandoned in the suburban hinterland on
the fringes of Melbourne'. All honourable members
have seen those horses as they drive around. It
breaks one's heart. It is the result of Amanda,
Felicity or Melissa at around the age of puberty
becoming interested in horses. We have been
through that in my family because we have four
daughters.
Ms Marple interjected.
Mr BAKER - I t is an especially pronounced
female trait Then, as girls reach the age of 16 their
interests change and we have a lot of Dobbins,
Neddies or whatever who are in the most dreadful
condition without any feed, often just a sack of
bones. It is very difficult for the RSPCA to get into
properties to deal with them. It is the same sort of
problem as exists with feral cats.

Certainly I did not want to produce legislation that
would hinder the activities of people who were
genuine horse owners and who loved horses. Why
would anyone want to do that? It is part of our
tradition and culture in this country. It is certainly
part of my family's tradition. However, the problem
still remains and needs to be sorted out urgently.
I commend the bill to the house. I am very pleased
about it
Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) - I am pleased that
the opposition is supporting the bill, which is an
important piece of legislation. It is generally
supported in the community and is long overdue.

I listened with interest to the honourable member
for Sunshine. He started off by saying he was going
to debate the matter seriously and would not try to
claim all the credit for the bill, as did his colleague
who spoke a little earlier. He compared himself in
his contribution with John Stuart Mill. I thought he
sounded more like A. A. Milne than
John Stuart Mill. His contribution was warm and
cuddly, a bit fuzzy, a bit maudlin and full of
whimsy - not a lot of intellectual vigour as you
would expect from John Stuart Mill.
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The bill provides for an effective system of urban
animal management by setting cats and dogs on an
equal footing in the eyes of the law. The bill
promotes responsible animal ownership and sets out
to effectively control dangerous dogs and to identify
them so that the public will be aware that a dog is
dangerous.
The bill also sets out a procedure for reducing the
numbers of feral animals and for breaking the nexus
between the domestic animal population and the
stray or feral cat population. I will return to that
important matter later.
The bill is substantially different from the
Companion Animals Bill introduced by the
honourable member for Sunshine two and a half
years ago. Effectively it is enabling legislation that
sets up structures that will promote responsible
animal ownership and enable municipalities to
effectively manage domestic animals.
It is not as prescriptive as the Companion Animals
Bill. It will enable the establishment of programs for

the effective management of animals. Local councils
are the best placed to manage those programs.
The bill hands to councils a range of powers,
including powers to regulate the number of cats and
dogs on premises, to stipulate areas where cats or
dogs can be prohibited, to stipulate areas where
dogs must be on the leash, and to stipulate times
when curfews may be applied if councils so wish.
I want to dispel a rumour that has been put about by
a number of people: the bill will not require dogs to
be on the leash at all times; nor will it require cats to
be confined at all times. It does not prescribe a
curfew for or the confinement of cats. But it allows a
council to do so in particular sections of the
municipality, if required. That is important, because
specific areas of the state will place restrictions on
dogs and cats, whether for conservation or other
reasons.
In my area, throughout the Dandenong Ranges and,
in particular, Sherbrooke Forest, the lyrebird
population is very much under threat from a range
of animals, particularly dogs and cats - some
domestic, others stray or feral. Foxes also pose a
threat. The bill enables the local council to set rules
to assist it in protecting the lyrebird.

Another area where the provision will be important
and useful is around Hamilton, where the eastern
barred bandicoot is prevalent. That local council can
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establish appropriate management programs to
protect the bandicoot. It is an important provision
and should be recognised as such.
Another new initiative, if the house will forgive the
tautology, is the implementation of a procedure for
registering protected animal businesses. It will
prevent pups and kittens, or dogs and cats, being
sold at flea markets or at weekend community
markets, which are widely spread around the city.
Those markets promote the impulse buying of
kittens and pups. Parents may buy one on impulse
because they see it in its basket looking cute and
cuddly. A short time after taking it home for little
John or little Jill they find out the excitement fades
and they realise they did not want a cat or dog. Then
they are left with a problem, which too many people
resolve by irresponsibly dumping the kitten or pup.
That is where many of the problems come from.
For the first time the bill also establishes a
registration and identification system for cats and
prescribes a differential in registration fees. It does
not lay down levels of fees but provides for a
differential to promote responsible pet ownership.
The differential is set out in the schedule to the bill.
The maximum fee is to be at least three times the
size of the reduced fee. In other words, if the council
prescribes a $10-a-year fee for a de-sexed animal, it
must have a fee of at least $30 a year for an entire
animal.
The schedule prescribes which animals are entitled
to be registered for the reduced fee. Those which
qualify include de-sexed animals, dogs or cats more
than 10 years old, dogs kept for working stock,
animals kept for breeding by proprietors of
registered domestic animal businesses, dogs that
have undergone obedience training or are registered
with the Victorian Canine Association, and dogs
permanently identified in the prescribed manner. It
also includes cats that are registered with the
governing body, the Feline Control Council, or those
permanently identified in the prescribed manner.
Another important factor about which I have spoken
a number of times in the house concerns dangerous
dogs, which will not be effectively controlled by this
legislation. The control will be by deed, not breed. A
dog may be declared dangerous by the local
municipality, which may declare that dog
dangerous on either its own motion or the motion of
the owner. If somebody lodges a complaint about a
dog, the council will, if the complaint is justified,
move to declare that dog dangerous.
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The council may declare a dog dangerous if it has
caused serious injury to a person or other animal; if
it has been trained to attack people; or if it has been
declared dangerous by another municipality. The
council must not declare a dog dangerous if it
attacks somebody because it was abused, assaulted,
teased or did so to protect its owner. Protective
clauses are written into the bill for dogs that
justifiably defend owners or property.
I earlier mentioned the importance of this bill
because of the mechanism it contains to break the
linkage between the domestic cat population and the
stray or feral cat population. The honourable
member for SWlShine spoke about simultaneous
equations. Perhaps he would be interested in
population dynamics. Many people are unaware of
how rapidly the cat population can increase. If I
recall correctly, a single fertile female cat can
produce, under ideal conditions and taking into
account subsequent generations, more than 1 million
cats in 10 years. If they are not already carrying
young, cats cycle apprOximately every nine days.
The first cycle occurs at about 3.5 months.
Ms Marple interjected.
Mr McARTHUR - The honourable member for
Altona fails to realise that the only limiting factor in
the population control of cats -or, indeed, sheep or
cattle - is the number of fertile females. You can
reduce the number of fertile males so that they make
up only 1 or 2 per cent of the population, but you
will get plenty of kittens unless you reduce the
number of fertile females. You cannot control the
population growth. The number of fertile females is
the only limiting factor. The honourable member for
Altona should look at some of the work done on
these issues.
In fact, if only 2.5 per cent of the cat population
comprises fertile females, this is enough to maintain
the population. It is critical to control the number of
fertile females by encouraging people to de-sex their
male and female cats.

This bill has been developed over two years. It has
gained the support of the broad community and all
the key interest groups because of the very good
consultative work that has been done. I pay
particular tribute to the Honourable Dick de Fegely
in the other place. He has worked long and hard on
this bill, and through his efforts we have a bill
largely supported by the community but
particularly supported by the Royal Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, the Cat Protection
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Scx:iety of Victoria, the Lost Dogs Home and the
Municipal Association of Victoria, the support of the
latter not being evident for the Companion Animals
Bill. Other groups consulted included Petcare
Information and Advisory Service Pty Ltd and
Sherbrooke Shire Council, which met the agriculture
committee during the development of the bill.
Consultation on the bill has been wide, extensive
and very effective.
It is because of the work done by the minister and
that committee but particularly the Honourable Dick
de Fegely in developing the clauses in the bill that
we do not have thousands of people and queues of
horses and television cameras parading up and
down outside Parliament House. I pay tribute also
to the work done by the Bureau of Animal Welfare,
which put a lot of time into the bill.

Yesterday I presented to the house a petition related
to the bill. It has 188 signatures and asks that
(1) dogs may be permitted to be exercised off-lead and
under effective control in appropriate
environments, and;
(2) councils be obliged to allocate areas where this may

occur.
The bill deals with that issue and the amendments
that will be introduced later will be a further move
towards meeting the request made by the
petitioners. The bill does not oblige councils to
allocate areas where dogs may be exercised off-lead
but it would be a very brave council indeed that
refused to set aside some areas in its municipality
where residents could exercise their dogs off-lead.
The amendments to section 26, if I remember
correctly, provide for a range of exemptions to the
requirement for leads, such as dogs undergoing
obedience classes.
The bill is very responsible and is an important step
fo~ard. It has been developed over a long period
by a considerable number of people and has the
support of the general community. The honourable
member for Sunshine said that he is not confident
that this will significantly reduce the number of feral
and stray cats. I disagree. I think it will provide an
effective mechanism for reducing the number of
stray cats. However, if it is not I would be happy to
revisit the legislation -and I am sure the minister
would be too. It is something we have to control for
the benefit not only of cats and their owners but also
the environment It is important to reduce the
number of feral cats, especially on public land. The
bill will do that effectively.
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Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - I welcome the
opportunity to not only speak on the Domestic
(Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill but also support
it. The honourable member for Monbulk said the
legislation has been two years in the making but I
suggest it has been 10 years in the making. I will
come back to that point.

I congratulate the government and the Minister for
Agriculture for bringing back into Parliament what
was essentially our bill, the Companion Animals
Bill. I congratulate him in the nicest possible way
because in 1991 the then Minister for Agriculture,
the honourable member for Sunshine, deliberately
introduced it on the last day of the spring session so
it could lie over for further public comment and
consultation and so it could be debated during the
autumn session in 1992. While the conservative
parties did not oppose it I was aware of the
difficulty they faced because of the amount of
lobbying that was going on and I was rather
pessimistic about whether we would see the bill
back here in anything near the form it was in when it
was first introduced. It is to the credit of this
government that it has picked up most of the
principles of the original legislation and brought
them back to this house. The bill has the support of
all three political parties and should enjoy a speedy
passage.
I believe that it is essentially the same as our bill
with a few variations. The first is the removal of
provisions relating to horses. The previous Minister
for Agriculture, the honourable member for
Sunshine, indicated during the debate on the
companion animals legislation that it was his
intention to withdraw those provisions in the hope
that the rest of the bill would come back to the
house. I have no quarrel with that, but I believe this
government has to continue addressing animal
welfare concerns in respect of horses for the reasons
articulated today by the honourable member for
Sunshine.
The other main provision that has been removed this is the only real flaw in the bill and the only real
concern I have - is the one relating to the
permanent identification of domestic animals.
Certainly animals are required to be identified but
there are no provisions for them to be permanently
identified. I will return to that matter shortly.
I have long had a keen interest in this matter. I
would like to think that I was brought up by my
parents to be a responsible pet owner. Upon
entering Parliament some six years ago I became a
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member of the Social Development Committee and
one of the committee's first terms of reference was
companion animals. I was a member of the
committee that produced the report to Parliament.
The committee received some 287 written
submissions - more submissions than I can
remember being received by any committee I have
been on - and took oral evidence from some 37
organisations and individuals. That demonstrates
the level of community interest and concern.
The debate on the bill was one of the most extensive
debates we have had on any bill. I am not sure
whether it was a 23-hour debate but that figure
seems to stick in my head. It was a very lengthy
debate and at the end of it honourable members
were still queuing to be heard. As one of the
members who was able to speak on it I said to the
Minister for Agriculture a short time ago that I
might need to take up my full half-hour. He
suggested I seek leave to have the speech I made at
that time incorporated in Hansard. I will not do that
but I will try to keep my comments brief.
At the time of the original legislation there was a
strong demand from the community, particularly
from animal welfare organisations such as the
RSPCA, the Cat Protection Society and the Lost
Dogs Home, for this sort of legislation to be
introduced. My philosophy is that pet ownership is
not so much a right as it is a very strong
responsibility. The committee conducted extensive
visits to various animal welfare organisations and
the sort of thing that saddened me was hearing
someone at the Lost Dogs Home describe how a
family would come in just before Christmas with
their pet dog and say, 'Here's our dog. We're going
away for four weeks' while tears were streaming
down the kids' faces. The organisation would try to
say, 'Do you realise that with the number of stray
dogs we have to house, in four weeks time your dog
may no longer be around?' and the parents would
say, "That's okay. When we get back from holidays
you'll have new puppies so we can get another dog'.
That made me sad because it seemed that in this
consumer age pets were another consumer item, and
a disposable one at that. I was brought up to believe
that a pet was a responsibility for life, whether you
had it for 10 or 15 years. A pet is for life and is not to
be thrown out after Christmas. Companion animals
can bring immense joy to people.

In subUrbia cats can be a nuisance to neighbours,
and in country areas they can have a devastating
impact on native wildlife. Those are some of the
reasons why the legislation is required. As a society
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we have a strong obligation to consider the welfare
of animals.
As I said earlier in response to the honourable
member for Monbulk, I believe this bill has been
10 years in the making. The Joint Advisory
Committee on Pets in Society Ltd - an organisation
representing animal welfare groups and industry
bodies - and the government's Animal Welfare
Advisory Committee first developed the concept of
companion animals legislation in the mid-1980s. In
1984 the then Minister of Agriculture released a
discussion paper for public comment that proposed
a companion animals bill.

In May 1987 the Animal Welfare Advisory
Committee released a discussion paper entitled
Proposals for Companion Animals Initiatives. Before the
1988 election, in August 1987, the then Minister for
Agriculture and Rural Affairs, the Honourable Evan
Walker, referred the matter to the Social
Development Committee for examination and
report. That committee held public hearings, took
evidence and provided an opportunity for people to
make written submissions. The committee was
stopped short of reporting to Parliament by the
holding of the 1988 election. After the election the
reconstituted Social Development Co~ttee
completed its reference, presenting its report to
Parliament in May 1989.
In November 1989 the then Minister for Agriculture
and Rural Affairs, Barry Rowe, tabled a ministerial
response to the report. On the last day of the 1991
spring sessional period the then Minister for Food
and Agriculture,lan Baker, introduced the
Companion Animals Bill and allowed it to lie over
until the next session. The substantive debate took
place in March 1992, but the 1992 election prevented
the passage of the bill through Parliament.
As I said, I believe this bill has been 10 years in the
making. It has been the subject of extensive
consultation by the previous and current
governments and reports by parliamentary
committees and voluntary organisations. Along the
way there was opposition to aspects of the
legislation, particularly the registration of cats.

Mr Ricltardson - Could you make this a bit
more exciting? Wind it up a bit!

Mr LEIGHTON - You can get up and make a
contribution next.
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the impact stray and feral cats were having on our
native wildlife population around the state.
In its submission the Sherbrooke Survey Group said:

Mr Richardson - It is boring. Get it going!
Mr LEIGHTON - At least we can see you have
woken up for once!

Along the way there was opposition from
organisations such as the Permanent Animal
Welfare Study Group or PAWS, which was really a
front for pet food manufacturers, Cerberus, which I
believe had links with the League of Rights, and
some vested interests in the pet bUSiness,
particularly those from open markets.
There was also some opposition from the Minister
for Planning, Rob Maclellan - and I am glad he did
not have his way in the government party room. At
the conclusion of the inquiry of the Social
Development Committee he presented a minority
report and made a series of recommendations.
Recommendation 3 stated in part that 'the
registration of cats be voluntary'. Recommendation
6 said in part, 'cat registration to be voluntary and
without fee'. Part of recommendation 9 was that
'cats be registered on a free and voluntary basis'.
Recommendation 2 said 'it is inappropriate to
regard cats as ''honorary dogs"'. I am not sure what
he meant by that, but it is clear he did not accept the
principle of cat registration. I am glad the minister
has not had his way in his party room. It is very
important that cats are registered.
The Social Development Committee took evidence
from a variety of organisations. The Cat Protection
Society of Victoria argued that cats should be
registered on the basis that legal status clarifies
ownership, confers protection to responsibly owned
cats, affords protection to the shelters handling cats
and allows the impounding of the unowned 'wild'
cats that are responsible for much of the community
nuisance and environmental problems. In its
submission the society had this to say:
Cat registration should be primarily and initially aimed
at deaeasing the unwanted cat population of
Melbourne by distinguishing stray and owned cats and
allowing the impounding of those cats regarded as
strays.

'That makes clear the need for the registration of cats
throughout the state, including suburban
Melbourne. A couple of other submissions explained

Cats and dogs have caused many problems in
Sherbrooke and have been responsible for the
reduction of the lyrebird population over the years of
our survey. Many of these animals belong to people
whose homes abut or are close to Sherbrooke Forest.

Another strong supporter of cat registration was the
City of Hamilton, which outlined the impact of cats
on native wildlife such as the eastern barred
bandicoot, which is very much under threat of
extinction.
I am glad that both sides of the house accept that cat
registration is necessary. The one major concern I
have with the bill - the one flaw that exists - is
that it has no provision for permanent identification.
The former Social Development Committee believed
that went hand-in-hand with the registration of cats.
Those who opposed the registration of cats argued
that it would be impossible to identify or distinguish
stray or feral cats from people's pets. I do not agree.
On our visit to the Lost Dogs Home we discovered
that it also received feral cats and immediately gave
them the green dream. It was clear those cats were
feral. They were pretty angry and nobody was game
to let them out of their cages. Recently a veterinary
surgeon told me about a cat that was brought to him
at his surgery. He was convinced that it was feral,
and he was about to administer a fatal injection
when he discovered a tag that indicated it was
someone's pet.
If the government is to introduce a cat registration
procedure, it should also have a system to identify
the cats. The identification system should be both
compulsory and permanent. If the system of
identification is a tag on the animal's collar it is very
easy to remove the tag before dumping it, be it a cat
or a dog. Certainly many animal welfare societies
report that often their staff come to work in the
morning to find dogs, in particular, just tied t~ the
fence, the collar and tags having been removed and
the owners having just dumped the animals there.
As I say, it is easy to remove the tag. However, there
are also reports that where a system such as
tattooing of an animal's ear has been used for
identification, animals have had their ears cut off
before being dumped.
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Mr Steggall - Get those points across. Come on,
drive them in!
Mr Richardson - We need entertainment.

Mr LEIGHTON - If you are not careful I will
use my full half hour. Would you like that?
Mr Richardson - For heaven's sake, make it
exciting!
Mr LEIGHTON - I will offer you a proposal; I
shall conclude in the next 5 minutes. With some
forms of identification it is easy to remove the
identification before dumping the animal. When it
comes to the identification of cats in particular,
something more permanent is required. In our work
on the committee the form of identification with
which we were most impressed was microchipping.
The microchip is inserted with a hypodermic needle.
It is not much different from giving an injection, and
it is inserted just under the skin. It can be done fairly
cheaply and it is permanent. It is read with a scanner
in the same way as supermarket shopping bar codes
are read. I note that the government has not picked
up that recommendation at this time.

Animal identification should be coordinated at a
state level by the government itself. If that does not
happen we run the risk that various organisations,
be they mWlicipal councils, animal welfare societies
or private veterinary surgeons, will introduce their
own technology; there will not be a uniform system
and we will not have compatible systems obviously stray animals do not recognise municipal
boundaries. I understand that has happened in
Northern America, and before it happens here it is
important that the government provide leadership
in the coordination of identification systems across
the state.
Given that the government has decided not to
proceed with that form of permanent identification
at this time, I urge the minister to continue
monitoring the situation and to see whether the
government can provide some leadership in the
coming years.
The matter I want to finish on is an area of the bill
that I support strongly: the registration costs. I agree
with SI of each animal registration fee being
forwarded by councils to the government for
welfare and education purposes. Although we can
bring in various punitive measures, in the long run
we will solve this problem through education. I
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welcome the provision of money for the
establishment of a fund for that purpose.
I also welcome the provision for fees for entire
animals to be set at least three times the level of
those for de-sexed animals. Although we have to be
careful that we do not make it too much of a
privilege for people, particularly pensioners, to own
animals, a responsibility goes with ownership.
Overall the registration cost is a small part of the
cost of owning an animal over its lifetime. Setting
the fees at these levels will provide an incentive for
people to ensure their animals are de-sexed.
I am glad the bill has been introduced in Parliament
and I congratulate the government for doing it. I
wish the bill a speedy passage through both houses.
Mr PATERSON (South Barwon) - I hope I can
provide the entertainment desired by the
honourable member for Forest Hill. If I do not, I am
sure he will feel free to interject.
The overall Significance of the bill is to bring the
registration of cats into line with the registration of
dogs; to provide sensible legislation to deal with
dangerous dogs; and to provide a regime for the
regulation of pet establishments.
If it were not for the ineptitude of the previous
Labor government, Victoria could have had sensible
pet management legislation before now. But as with
so many other examples, the former Labor
government botched it, and that is putting it kindly.
Its failure to consult led to a community outcry
which left Victorians sceptical of Labor's efforts, 4
sentiment the then government was incapable of
turning around.
In contrast, through the Minister for Agriculture and
the coalition's agriculture committee, the Kennett
government has developed legislation which is
workable and which has the full support of the
RSPCA, the Cat Protection Society, other community
groups and other animal welfare groups.
Honourable members opposite should take heed of
the process we have followed. When genuine
consultation takes place sensible outcomes can be
achieved.

The Cat Protection Society has described the bill as a
long-overdue means of protecting the responsibly
owned cat as well as addressing the increasing
unowned cat problem. Of prime importance to the
Cat Protection Society is the welfare and protection
of cats. The CPS observes that since the Dog Act was
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introduced recognising dogs as companion animals,
the number of stray and unowned dogs has reduced
threefold and the number of responsibly owned
dogs has risen.
For those in this chamber or in the community who
are not convinced there is a problem, I can assure
them all that a trip to the Cat Protection Society'S
Greensborough headquarters should convince them.
Along with a number of my colleagues I paid a visit
there just a few months ago. The scene was both
depressing and uplifting at the same time. It was
depressing to see the scores of sick, feral, unowned
and dumped cats, but conversely it was uplifting to
witness first hand the magnificent work being
undertaken by the society.

In the society's own words, this bill will protect the
responsibly owned cat by establishing a pound
system for cats and requiring impounded cats be
held for eight days; rewarding the responsible
owner by heavily discounting registration fees for
de-sexed cats; penalising irresponsible owners and
not their cats; and formally recognising that
responsible cat ownership is an accepted community
practice. Registration is protection for your cat. It is
its ticket home if it should become lost.
Those following this debate are probably aware of a
pamphlet authorised by the Bureau of Animal
Welfare, the Cat Protection Society, the Lost Dogs
Home and the RSPCA. In the middle pages it
contains a flow chart showing what happens when
cats are not looked after responsibly.
The pamphlet contains facts about things such as
irresponsible ownership and states that a female cat
that has not been de-sexed produces 1 048 756
females in 10 years. It also states that one cat can
have 32 prey items per year. For instance, the Cat
Protection Society receives 200 complaints per day.
Mr Bildstien - Three hundred.
Mr PATERSON - The honourable member for
Mildura and chairman of the agriculture committee
advises me that it is now up to 300.

An Honourable Member - And he does not
even own one!
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and unowned cats. The statistics are stark. There are
an estimated 250 000 feral cats and 350 000 stray and
unowned cats in Victoria. This is a disastrous
situation for our native fauna because cats left to
their own devices are killers. Local councils will, in
the main, be the bodies which enforce the provisions
contained in the legislation.
I remember shortly after being elected back in
October 1992 - a very important day in Victoria's
history because it was the day the recovery began one of my local coundls, the fonner Barrabool shire
council, wrote to me indicating the importance it
placed on this very important matter. I was pleased
to be able to tell the new Surf Coast shire recently
that very good legislation to ensure the welfare of
Victoria's pets should be law before too long. In one
sense the new measures will be enabling legislation.
For instance, if a council believes it does not have a
problem with feral animals, the likelihood is that
that council might not use the powers given to it by
this legislation as enthusiastically as a council that
believes it does have a problem. In that sense it is
enabling legislation.
It is interesting to note that two councils with
completely different profiles, Sherbrooke and
Coburg, have already introduced cat management
provisions under the local law regime.
It should be pointed out that although local
government bodies have had the power to introduce
these local laws, it has become clear that councils
want the statewide coverage provided by this
legislation. Community acceptance of the measures
outlined is widespread. My own local newspaper,
the Geelong Advertiser - -

Mr Hamilton - You don't own that, too!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PATERSON -It editorialised in August
saying:
At last the state government is tackling these
long-unattended problems. Its new Domestic ~ls
Bill ... is an extensive response and one which has been
greeted favourably by animal welfare groups.

An honourable member interjected.
Mr PATERSON - I am sure he would like to.
When the facts about Victoria's cat problem are
understood - as is increasingly becoming the
case - the need for this bill becomes unequivocally
apparent. We need to reduce the number of feral

Mr PATERSON - I take up the interjection; the
Geelong Animal Welfare Society was serious; it told
the Geelong Advertiser that the registration of cats
was to be welcomed because of the enormous cost to
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animal welfare societies of feral and stray cats. Last
financial year the society's shelter handled almost
2800 cats; more than 2000 were destroyed and just 53
were claimed by their owners - 53 out of the 2800
cats brought into the shelter!

Earlier speakers from the other side have tried to
paint the bill as a copy of the botched bill it
attempted to introduce a few years ago.

The RSPCA Geelong and District Branch supports
the bill. When commenting on other aspects of the
legislation the branch president, Mrs Olive Ransby,
said she hoped the laws would help reduce
backyard breeding. She also praised the
SI education levy - the $1 from each council
registration to be spent on education programs. It is
encouraging that the education program and
accompanying levy have been endorsed by both
sides of the house. For that we are appreciative.

Mr PATERSON - I will not go into it
exhaustively, but over the past couple of months I
have been going through the two bills very carefully
to see the differences, and there are differences.

The bill does a number of other things. Responsible
owners will be rewarded with a substantial discount
in registration. Responsible ownership includes
desexing, pennanent identification, completion of
obedience training by a recOgnised organisa tion
and / or membership of a club or society that can
demonstrate responsible animal ownership.
Dangerous dogs will be clearly defined in tenns of
specific dangerous behaviour and not breed. This
means that owners will be penalised for deed, not
breed. That was causing a great deal of concern,
particularly in some of the dog societies. Over the
past few months several people have contacted me
to ensure that specific breeds were not going to be
classified and that in fact a dog had to commit a
vidous act to be considered dangerous.
The bill also provides a framework to deal wi th
irresponsible operators of domestic animal
businesses.
We will introduce various amendments to the bill;
for instance, amendment no. 1 will provide
exemptions from restraint conditions similar to
those that are provided for identification markers.
Amendment no. 2 will provide that an occupier of
premises, rather than the owner, must not allow a
cat or dog on the premises to become a nuisance.
Another amendment deals with the way a council
will be required to notify an owner.
Sensible suggestions have been put forward to
amend the bill. The government is pleased to take
them on board and to be able to move the
amendments.

An Honourable Member - Where does it differ?

I will mention a couple that I have noted down. The
bill will permit munidpalities to contract out animal
control activities to private organisations or people,
whereas the Companion Animals Bill permitted
only animal welfare organisations to be contracted
with fadlities to impound, sell or destroy dogs. For
the first time this bill will allow private land-holders
to take action when unwanted dogs or cats are on
their property. The Companion Animals Bill did not
include this provision. There are a variety of other
differences that I could go on about, but considering
the time, I shall not.
This bill has approached the issue sensibly and,
more importantly, consultatively, which was not a
feature of how the now opposition introduced its
proposed legislation.
Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The SPEAKER - Order! The time appointed by
sessional orders for me to interrupt business has
now arrived.

Fitzroy pool
Mr DOLLIS (Richmond) - I raise a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Planning and ask
him to intervene in the current Fitzroy swimming
pool dispute and infonn the City of Yarra
commissioners that he will allow them to change the
current local planning scheme to ensure that the
property is not sold until the people of Yarra have a
democratically elected council.
At the heart of people's indignation, as the Age
today quite correctly said, is their view that the
present non-elected commissioners of the Yarra
munidpality should not make decisions that will
disadvantage people in Fitzroy. It is important that
the swimming pool is not sold before a
democratically elected council makes the final
decision. I hope the commissioners can be
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persuaded to reverse their decision because it is not
a good one. They are not entitled to make those sorts
of decisions that affect the community in the
municipality of Yarra.

Approximately 25 per cent of the students would
cross the intersection going to and from school,
making approximately 850 crossings a day, not
counting anybody else who uses it.

For the information of members, an article by Leon
Gettler in the Age of 12 October states that the
Fitzroy swimming pool is:

There is an existing roundabout. Although it is a
very attractive roundabout maintained by the local
council, it is a safety problem for students because
roundabouts are not particularly user friendly.

The popular summer meeting place in Alexandra
Parade as featured in Helen Gamer's novel Monkey
Grip (later a film). It has been described as a village for
Fitzroy's eclectic population mix, which includes
blue-<:ollar workers, professionals, artists, teenagers
and migrants.

In other words, it is a place for the people of Fitzroy
to gather. Historically the people of Fitzroy have
been disadvantaged with open space and sporting
and recreational facilities. That has been reflected in
the division between North and South Fitzroy and
decisions made by successive municipal authorities
continued to widen the gap for the people of South
Fitzroy. The swimming pool is the only public
sporting and recreational facility the people of South
Fitzroy have at their disposal. It is in many ways an
icon that must be preserved for future generations.

The decision to close the pool strikes at the heart and
spirit of those who have used the swimming pool
over many years. I very much doubt the financial
analysis that has been prepared and put forward as
a reason for closing the swimming pool. I believe the
commissioners need to re-examine some parts of the
rationale that may have convinced them of the need
to close the pool. I ask the Minister for Planning to
consider the matter and encourage the
commissioners not to take such decisions. This
decision is undemocratic.

Pedestrian crossing, McKinnon
Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh) - Through the
Minister for Public Transport I direct to the attention
of the Minister for Roads and Ports in another place
the issue of the pedestrian crossing at the
intersection of Tucker and McKinnon roads,
McI<innon. This interseCtion is negotiated by
students from three schools in the vicinity:
McI<innon Secondary College, which has 1200
students and is a quarter of a kilometre east of the
intersection; Valkstone Primary School, which has
350 students and is half a kilometre west of the
intersection; and Ormond East Primary School,
which has 180 students and is half a kilometre from
the crossing. lhat is a total of 1730 students.

Tucker and McKinnon roads carry heavy traffic,
especially during peak periods. Many parents, and
some of the surrounding schools, have expressed
concern about the capacity of students to negotiate
crossings at busy intersections.
One of the local parents suggested establishing a
pedestrian crossing or a student crossing across
Tucker Road. Although this is worthy of
investigation, I do not believe a traffic count would
substantiate that course of action. It would simply
solve one aspect of the problem rather than the
entire problem.
I ask the minister to investigate the feasibility of
replacing the roundabout at McKinnon and Tucker
roads with a fully signalled crossing which I believe
would better serve the many students who use that
intersection.
I ask that this be dealt with as a matter of some
urgency because since the amalgamation of a couple
of the local schools an increasing number of students
use that crossing. There is a congestion of actiVity,
and we need to act promptly to resolve this matter
as soon as possible.

o and M Painters
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - I raise with the
Minister for Planning who is the representative in
this place of the Minister for Housing a matter
concerning a letter I received from the Minister for
Housing dated 12 October 1994. It concerns
allegations regarding cash-in-hand payments in
Geelong. In the letter the Minister for Housing
announced to me that he is sending his interna~
auditors back to Geelong to investigate, or to
reinvestigate, these matters.
I ask the minister to give an assurance that it will not
be the same internal auditor as the one who
conducted the last investigation, given the failure of
that auditor to find any evidence at all. It is
important for the probity of the investigation that
somebody new to the situation looks at it. This is
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particularly important because the Minister for
Housing has previously insisted that no evidence
was found and that my allegations that an inspector
of his department had tipped off the painting
contractor that he should cover up cash-in-hand
payments were completely unsubstantiated.
My preference would be to see a full and open
public inquiry. However, the minister is now saying
that it will be carried out by his internal auditors. I
believe the investigation should be a different
internal auditor. One of the reasons for saying that is
that the last internal auditor was presented with
false books and he failed to detect that they were
false. The minister should direct to the attention of
the internal auditor the fact that if he looks at the
books again in several different ways he will pick up
the point that they are false.
These false books had Mr Tim Prigg, who was
receiving cash-in-hand payments, sometimes
working one day a week and sometimes a couple of
days a week. If the internal auditor had sought
advice from the tax department he would have
found that the tax department received no tax for
that work and that no contributions were made for
long service leave or superannuation. So the books
do not stand up in that way.
The second area in which the books do not stand up
is this: if Mr Prigg was only working a day a week
on some occasions, how could Daryl Gibbs get
through repainting three houses a week on his own?
That is an obvious nonsense. Other people had to be
involved, and that is disguised because they were
receiving cash-in-hand payments.
Thirdly, Daryl Gibbs, the painting contractor, is not
qualified and is not registered with the building
union superannuation scheme, the long service leave
board or the redundancy board. He has no forms of
registration and therefore is in breach of the building
industry code of practice.
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! Stop the clock. The
honourable member for Murray Valley is entitled, as
is any other member of this house, to raise a matter
on the adjournment debate in silence.
Mr JASPER - I can understand why there
would not be much concern from members of the
Labor Party because most of them are based in
metropolitan Melbourne and have little concern or
understanding for the continuing deep problems for
us in country Victoria. I want to make sure that the
house is fully aware - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! Please stop the clock. I
will not allow the adjournment debate to progress
while the honourable member for SW\Shine and
some of his colleagues are continually interjecting.
Mr JASPER - I want to make sure that the house
is aware of the enonnous problems that have been
created in country Victoria because of continuing
dry conditions. These problems affect not only
primary producers but also the people living in
country cities and towns whose industries and
businesses are reliant on the continued profitability
and economic success of our primary producers in
country Victoria.

The Prime Minister came out with a package of
assistance for people living in drought areas of
A ustralia, particularly for those in Queensland and
New South Wales, but there seems to be little
concern for or recognition of the enonnous problems
that we have in Victoria.
It was clear from the Prime Minister's statement that
Victoria was not included in the package when it
was announced.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Drought conditions in country Victoria
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Agriculture the
continuing dry conditions in country Victoria. I can
understand that there would not be much concern
from members of the opposition about this, but
being a country member of Parliament and coming
from the affected area - -

The SPEAKER -Order! Would the honourable
member please take a seal I advise the honourable
member for Altona that if she continues to interject I
will have to deal with her. If she cannot contain her
enthusiasm, I suggest that she retire from the
chamber. The honourable member for Murray
Valley in silence.
Mr JASPER - When the package was
announced it was a fait accompli so far as the Prime
Minister was concerned. I believe that the state
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minister went along to meet with the federal
minister for agriculture on the basis that assistance
would be provided, but only on a specific basis as
set down by the Prime Minister and the federal
government
I ask the minister to indicate what can be provided
by way of assistance and by way of representations
to the federal Minister for Primary Industries and
Energy to ensure that there is a greater recognition
of the problems that we have in country Victoria. It
is important that assistance be provided not only at
a state level but at a federal level to people who are
in areas with drought conditions in country Victoria.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.
Mr JASPER - I should probably have gone on
for another 2 more minutes because of all that racket!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order!
Mr JASPER - You have no idea!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Sunshine would be aware of standing
order 107. The honourable member for Murray
Valley would be aware that I had the clock stopped
during his interruptions and he should pay some
respect and deference to the Chair.

Beef cattle feedlots
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - I raise a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Agriculture as well.
It concerns the development of beef cattle feedlots in
Victoria. The office of Gippsland Water, which is a
local water authority, has written to me expressing
concern, and I shall read out the letter in part:
Water authorities have a particular concern that small
lots ot less than 50 head may not be required to satisfy
any controls whatsoever and could be established near
streaD\s or in water supply catchment areas.

The letter goes on to say that
FeecUots represent a major source of nutrients and
organic matter .... The problems arising from algal
blooms which occur through high nutrient levels
would be well known _.
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Of course, they are to everybody in Victoria.
The minister was kind enough to lend me a copy of
the report, Development of Beef Cattle Feedlot Industry
in VictorUz, which was produced in August this year
by a feedlot working party.
I have read the report, and it is unclear whether
there are any controls over the establishment of
feedlots up to 50 head. The concerns of Gippsland
Water would be well justified if there are controls
because it would mean that an area could have
50 5O-cattle feed lots, that is, about 2500 cattle, in
feedlots in inappropriate places.
The report clearly sets out the conditions which
would apply to feedlots of more than 1000 head.
There is some debate about whether it should be
1000 or 5000 head, but there are good and strict
guidelines in place for assessment by the
Environment Protection AuthOrity by the Minister
for Agriculture. The strict guidelines relate to the
grain-fill areas and the soil in any water catchment
areas not being permeable. A number of important
restrictions have been put in place, but the report is
concerned mainly with the larger ones.
There is the possibility - the minister needs to clear
this up - that these sorts of general guidelines
should be applied so that inappropriate
development does not occur in water catchment
areas. That is a major concern. We should take it
seriously given the problem we have with algae
bloom. If we continue to have dry seasons, it is likely
we will have a repeat of algae bloom in some of our
rivers. I note that the only area in Gippsland that
was affected was in the Shire of Rosedale on land
thatmajor-The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Bus services
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Public Transport the
occasional problems we have with the bus system in
the southern metropolitan area. I particularly refer
the minister to the matter he raised in the house on
4 October concerning the National Bus Company in
the eastern suburbs. As a member representing
southern suburbs I look with great envy at members
representing eastern suburbs who have had extra
buses made available for their community.
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Once again local newspapers have reported. that
some of the bus systems are not linking well with
the train timetable. One example this week is a bus
that left 1 minute before the train was due to arrive,
which made it difficult for people wishing to
transfer to the bus to travel to Southland from the
train station.
The ALP candidate for Bentleigh was reported in the
local newspaper, the Moorabbin Standard, on
12 October as saying that he was appalled that most
buses did not run on SWldayS or at night
Honourable members will recall that when the ALP
was in government the then Minister for Transport,
Mr Spyker, had little success prOViding a bus service
in the Mordialloc area. It was only when the
coalition government came to office that one was
established, put in, but it was not wanted and so it
was removed.. That service was specifically related
to the Mordialloc hospital.
The ALP is back to its old tricks. It has set up a
group that is interested in transport I suggest that
the minister should read page 7 of the Moorabbin
Standard of 12 October. He will be somewhat
surprised because he is being attacked for running
down the system when he is actually upgrading it. I
seek an explanation from the minister why the
southern suburbs cannot get a similar sort of system
to the new $20 million system that has been put in
the eastern suburbs With extra buses and extra
facilities. As I said at the outset, I look with envy at
members representing the eastern suburbs. The
shadow transport spokesman, the honourable
member for Thomastown continues to attack the
upgrading of the service. I seek an explanation from
the minister.

Electricity industry: standards
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Energy and Minerals the
consumer and customer standards of the new
privatised electricity companies.
The paper presented by the Regulator-General this
week sets out the minimum standards to be
identified by government policy. Each of these
companies would be forced to have guaranteed
standards at least equal to existing SEC standards,
one of which is: we will always provide you with
courteous and timely service 24 hours a day.
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As a valued customer of Citipower you can be assured

of receiving a world<lass electricity supply delivered
in an efficient, professional and caring manner, at the

best possible price.

On 7 October one small business received a
courteous and timely note from Solaris Power Ltd:
Your current electricity account is enclosed.
As your previous account was not paid by the due
date, a security deposit of $1700 is now required. This
request is made in accordance with municipal
electricity supply authorities' policy.

Payment of the deposit and arrears must be made at
the Civic Centre, 275 Upper Heide1berg Road, Ivanhoe,
by 4.30 p.m. on 14 October 1994.

Seven days after the date of the notice! The letter
continues:
Failure to do so will result in disconnection of supply
without further notice. Money will not be collected at
the door.

Certainly no 24-hour-a-day service here!
The security deposit is held by Solaris Power Ltd for a

minimum of two years and currently earns 5.4 per cent
interest. The deposit plus interest will be credited to
your account after a satisfactory credit history is
established.

The reconnection fee is $44 during office hours and
$125 after hours.

If this is an example of the new, light-handed.
enforcement of customer standards mentioned. by
the Regulator-General now being applied by these
privatised agencies we really do have a difficulty,
particularly given that, as the Regulator-General has
said, there is no effective customer choice until at
least the year 2000 for small customers of these
privatised agencies.
I ask that the Minister for Energy and Minerals
intervene to ensure that real and genuine minimum
standards, and effective standards, are part of the
customer service provided these electricity
companies.

Low-flying aircraft
The first contact that Citipower customers had from
their new company was a letter dated 3 October that
starts 'Dear Valued Customer'. It finishes:

Mr ROWE (Cranboume) - I direct the attention
of the Minister for pIaruling to the perils of
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low-flying aircraft in the municipality of
Cranboume. It has become apparent in recent times
that the Civil Aviation Authority has many
problems. I recently had a phone call from a resident
of Cranboume North who has aviation experience
complaining about an aircraft flying at a level below
500 feet, which I believe is illegal. I can also
understand the plight of the pilots, having been a
pilot and holding a private pilot's licence. That area
around Cranboume and its environs is a designated
training area for low flying and aerobatics.
Mr Anderson contacted the department in Canberra.
The department was not aware of the spread of
residential development within the municipality of
Cranboume and my electorate. It is of great concern
to me and the residents of Cranboume that we have
so many light aircraft flying around at particularly
low altitudes in the vicinity of residential areas. We
have too often seen in the past 12 months to 2 years
aeroplanes coming to grief within 1 or 2 kilometres
of the residential streets of Cranboume.

I ask that the Minister for Planning write to the
federal minister responsible for aviation requesting
that an urgent and immediate review be undertaken
of the training areas designated to the Moorabbin
Airport and to include an up-to-date plan of the
current spread of residential development within the
municipality and my electorate so that the training
area can be investigated and moved to a more
remote area, away from population, ensuring that
the residents of Cranboume and other developing
areas, such as Berwick and the minister's electorate
of Pakenham, do not fall into the peril of imminent
impact by an aircraft out of control or a pilot making
an error that may result in an unfortunate accident.

Albion Soccer Club
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) - In the absence of the
Premier I raise with the minister at the table the
Premier's new-found keen. albeit not longstanding,
interest in soccer. I ask whether he could use his
good offices to assist the Albion Soccer Club, which
has lost its home ground, in relocating perhaps to
some government land. Most of the schools that are
closing have ovals, and the club could be rehoused
at one of those sites, even on a temporary basis for
one or two years. Land might be available through
the Public Transport Corporation or there might be
land that has been set aside for the proposed
ring-road over which the club could get a long-term
lease. Soccer is a growing sport in the western
suburbs and it has a growing following among
young people.
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I bring the matter up seriously with the Premier to
see if anything can be done about using one of the
ovals belonging to the schools that have been or will
be closed down so that the club will be able to
continue to provide services for young people.
In the main I am interested in the youth. I am not so
much interested in the state league clubs, because
they can lease a ground elsewhere. We all know that
in many cases volunteers train and coach the kids.
Their parents drop them off and pick them up after a
game. The volunteers often finish up as baby-sitters.
Everything that can be done should be done to
encourage those people to continue with the
voluntary work they are doing, which develops the
sport of soccer. Our promotion of the sport has
given us recognition in the world.

I ask the Premier to use his good offices across the
ministries and see whether the soccer club can be
assisted with a lease of suitable government land in
the western suburbs. In the short term the club could
play at a school that has not been closed down. It
could be a school oval that can be used for the local
community.

Autism
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) - I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for
Community Services. Mr and Mrs Frank Simm are
constituents who have cared for their autistic son for
more than 30 years. Not much is known about
autism and not much is known about the best way
to treat the condition of autism.
Mr and Mrs Simm are of the opinion that carers in
the Department of Health and Community Services
could benefit from the provision of a standard sheet
containing the history and characteristics of the
autism syndrome. It could indicate the medication
side effects, the behavioural problems associated
with each client's respective complaint and
suggestions on how to handle the associated
problems of the clients.

For example, Mr and Mrs Simm have noted that
autistic people are usually loners, sensitive to loud
noise, such as thunder, crowd noises where people
are assembled, and motor mowers.
Mr and Mrs Simm are of the opinion that many of
the staff in the Department of Health and
Community Services have not heard of the condition
of au'tism, which is not surprising when one
considers that autism affects 4 or 5 out of every
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10 000 children born. They note that the one of the
hardest things to cope with is the unpredictability of
autism and the need for ongoing oversight and care
from qualified people.
The provision of a standard history sheet which
would accompany these people would be of benefit
to the carers and would assist the supervision of
people suffering from the syndrome.

Responses
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) The honourable member for Bentleigh raised with
me the busy intersection on the corner of Tucker and
McKinnon roads in McKinnon where there is a
roundabout and a problem with a large number of
children from surrounding schools using the area.
Usually these issues involve primary school children
who, being younger, are less experienced in crossing
roads safely. Being more mature, secondary school
students are generally more aware of the dangers
and find crossing roads less of a problem. Quite
often elderly people have difficulty crossing busy
roads or intersections. 1bis matter will need
thorQugh investigation.
My colleague also requests that I ensure that the
Minister for Roads and Ports in another place has
Vicroads investigate the issue and analyse what may
be possible to help improve the situation from the
point of view of the school children who use that
area.
As my colleague pointed out, traffic counts will be
necessary before a fully signalled pedestrian
crossing is put in place. They are only considered
where a large number of pedestrians continuously
use the location. Nevertheless, I will ensure that it is
investigated.
The honourable member for Mordialloc raised the
stunning success of the recent divestiture of the bulk
of the Met bus fleet to private enterprise. He is
saying that the people in his electorate want what
the people in the eastern suburbs are now
enjoying - a dramatic improvement in services
provided by buses.

The dramatic improvement in services in the eastern
suburbs has been occasioned by the National Bus
Company becoming the successful tenderer via a
public contract. The company is investing some
$20 million of its money to buy new buses, including
what are called midi-buses, which are a cross
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between mini-buses and full-size buses. The buses
seat apprOximately 32 passengers and will come
with a Mercedes chassis with the bodies being built
by Newnham coaches in Melbourne. We are not just
getting brand new buses in many eastern suburbs,
the bodies are being built in Melbourne.
The National Bus Company has brought to
Melbourne a cost reduction to the long-suffering
taxpayers of some 40 per cent over what the service
cost in the past. The services now operating are
saving the government more than $10 million a year!
One would think that with a cost reduction of
$10 million a year there would be a diminution in
services, but that is not the case. What they are doing
with the brand new coaches and buses is - ~
Mr Hamilton interjected.

Mr BROWN - Wrong again, I will come to that.
It is designing new fares and new routes.
It is running buses within 400 metres of 90 per cent
of the households in the areas it services. That is
stunning. It is running buses up suburban streets,
not just freeways as the government used to run
them. It actually takes public transport to the users.
The buses drive past people's very doors.

Mr Madellan - And stop to let passengers on
and off.

Mr BROWN - This is a fact. When I launched
the new service recently, I was rather taken with the
slogan used: 'We are coming to get you'. I had great
pleasure in driving one of those buses up the front
steps of Parliament House. When I saw some
members of the opposition I wondered at what stage
I would hit the brakes.
Not only is the company saving taxpayers more than
$10 million a year and running buses within
400 metres of homes but also it is reducing fares by
up to 20 per cent. What a stunning result What an
amazing result! No wonder the honourable
members for Mordialloc and Bentleigh - and I dare
say every other member in the house - are starting
to ask me why they cannot have the same. I will tell
them why they cannot have the same at present.
lbis is what we are stuck with, what the former
Laborgovenunent---The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the minister to
stop inciting the house to riot.
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Mr BROWN - I would never do that. The reality
is that the Labor Party when in office entered into
contracts that we must honour. Did it enter into
those contracts on the basis of the number of people
who would be carried? No. Would it have even
considered letting contracts on the basis of
kilometres travelled, regardless of how many
passengers were carried? I have bad news for the
house. The answer is yes.

As I speak, in Melbourne at 10.30 tonight there are
empty buses running, buses with not a passenger.
We want to change the Labor philosophy, the
socialist philosophy, of having passenger-free zones.
We want to introduce user-friendly public transport,
which means user-friendly bus services.
Is it not amazing that in less than 1112 hours from
now - and it is approximately 10.40 p.m. - only
private enterprise buses will be running because all
the others will be on strike? I regret to say that.
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the community turned up. It is instructive that 12 of
the others, who were certainly bona fide members of
the community, were also members of the
Australian Labor Party. There were also eight
members of the Public Transport Users Association
present.
I think you could say that really only five were there
from the community - people who would have had
in their minds only an improvement in the services
rather than also the promotion of the Australian
Labor Party.
I say to those five people that their pleas have not
fallen on deaf ears. I understand what a shemozzle
the Labor Party left in public transport in their area.
We are working on it. We are cleaning up the
system. Over time we will deliver vastly improved
bus services to this and many other areas of
Melbourne. It is something my colleague has raised
in the house and it is something that I am keen to
achieve in the shortest possible time.

Honourable Members - Shame!
Mr BROWN -It is a tragic shame and a scandal
about which I shall say more tomorrow. On this
very question, at present we are stuck with contracts
that have approximately two years to run. However,
via the Department of Transport I have initiated
discussions with the Bus Proprietors Association,
which represents the bus groups that run in the area
represented by the honourable member for
Mordialloc, such as Moorabbin Transport, Grenda's
Bus Services and Ventura Buslines Pty Ltd, to see
whether we can negotiate a change to the current
contracts that will do two things: provide services at
a greatly reduced cost to the taxpayer and, more
importantly, provide greatly improved services for
the users.

I am delighted to see that members from both sides
of the house are enthUSiastically indicating that they
would like to have what the NBC has recently
introduced to Melbourne. They would like more
buses and new buses, they would like them to run
within 400 metres of 90 per cent of the homes in
their electorates, and they would like lower fares.
We will be working to achieve that. I hope that we
do not have to wait until the contracts expire. I hope
that by commonsense and sensible negotiation with
the Bus Proprietors Association we can get an
outcome within a few months.
I notice that a so-called public meeting was held in
this area recently at which five bona fide members of

MrW. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - Two matters were raised for my
attention. The first, raised by the honourable
member for Morwell, concerned the giving of an
assurance that there would not be pollution
problems associated with something like 50 head of
cattle being fed in a feedlot situation near a
waterway or stream in his electorate.
My department and ministry have put together a
cattle feedlot industry development program and
we are coming up with recommendations for an
approval process for the establishment feedlots,
whether they be for 50 head, 1000 head or
significantly larger numbers, bearing in mind that
feedlot capacity is now something like 250 000 cattle
in Queensland, about 160 000 in New South Wales
and 45 000 in Victoria. There is an opportunity to
develop that industry significantly to ensure
continuity of supply and consistency of quality,
particularly in the winter months.
I can tell the honourable member that for any
number of head of stock being fed in a feedlot
situation alongSide a stream, EPA requirements
regarding pollution must be complied with.
Operators have to meet pollution requirements up
front in developing recommendations.
Consultation has been going on with the Minister for
Planning and the Minister for Conservation and
Environment in another place to ensure consistency.
We are trying to facilitate a one-stop shop. If
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someone comes along from industry or with an
investment proposal and wants to develop a feedlot
we want to be able to say, 'These are the guidelines.
If you operate within those guidelines you will not
have any difficulty from government departments
or authorities and you can get on with your business
operation'. That is really what we are doing. We are
certainly about trying to provide encouragement.
We have identified preferred sites in Victoria. It is
fair to say that we would prefer to see the
development of feedlots somewhere in north-west
Victoria where the climate is warmer, more stable
and drier, and where grain, particularly wheat, is
grown. Establishment of feedlots in that area makes
more sense than developing them in the
high-rainfall and colder areas of the state.
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Ms Marple interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - I did not, it was the way
you brought it up.
Ms Marple - You said, 'irresponsible'.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - We are on about
ensuring that we bring the matter to the attention of
the federal Minister for Primary Industries and
Energy.
Ms Marple interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - The latest letter written
to the senator was probably the fourth.
Mr Dollis interjected.

The feedlot working party continues to do its work
and is bringing forward reports for consideration.
Those recommendations will be finalised in the
not-too-distant future. Then people can get on with
working their feedlots.
Ms Marple interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - I hope to have it done
by the end of the year.
The honourable me~r for Murray Valley raised
the problems caused by the continuing dry
conditions in his corner of the state, from Rutherglen
through St James, Devenish and Dookie and down
to Shepparton, in the dry land farming area.
About a month ago I put together the drought
advisory committee, which includes representation
from the Victorian Farmers Federation, the
Australian Wheat Board, the Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources and others. At
my request my departmental head, Michael Taylor,
yesterday visited the honourable member's
electorate. He met with a number of people, and he
will give me written and verbal reports tomorrow.
Yesterday I again wrote to Senator Bob Collins.
Rather than seeking a drought declaration from him,
I asked him to send the federal Rural Adjustment
Advisory Committee to Victoria to examine the
situation and consider making a recommendation
for special circumstance provisions. We need to
focus our attention on special circumstances. There
have been special circumstances in the honourable
member's area, given the very extensive flooding in
the past year.

Mr W. D. McGRATH - I get on well with
Senator Collins; I referred to that in my response last
week.
The reason we need to examine the special
circumstances caused by the drought is that if under
the special circumstance provisions we provide
subsidies to farmers in difficult situations, 50 per
cent of the assistance will be paid for by the
commonwealth and 10 per cent will be paid for by
the state. The final percentage will be on a
dollar-for-dollar basis.
As I said to Senator Collins, the state and the
commonwealth should work together to put in place
the special circumstance provisions. I am working
towards that. I still believe that if we can get
reasonable rain across Victoria, even across the
honourable member's area, during October-Mr Dollis interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - You don't want to hear
about it now, you want only to interject.
If we can get a reasonable rain during October, we
can still salvage a lot of the season. I would much
prefer to take an optimistic and positive view. We
can still salvage something from the season, but it
will require good rain during October. Otherwise,
many of our farmers will be in serious financial
difficulties because of lack of income. I thank the
honourable member for raising the matter.
Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services) The honourable member for Sandringham raised the
important matter of disability services and referred
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particularly to autism. As honourable members are
aware, I recently introduced to the house
amendments to the Intellectually Disabled Persons'
Services Act. I do not wish to pre-empt the debate
but I believe that certain amendments, if passed, will
go a long way towards addressing some of the
concerns of the honourable member for
Sandringham.

view that people should not have to payor that they
should at least have endless time in which to pay.
The honourable member seems to suggest that
Citipower was an excellent customer relations
approach and that Solaris Power left something to
be desired because it expected people to pay their
bills. Maybe the honourable member had a different
view, but that is the way it came across to me.

I am concerned about autism. Some time ago I asked
my department to conduct a broad-ranging review
of services and support for people with autism, and
I expect to receive a copy of the report in a few
weeks. I assure the house that it will be carefully
considered. Autism affects 4 or 5 people in every
10000. Little is known about it and yet its effects on
families and sufferers are Significant. I assure the
house that I will continue to work with the
community and the honourable member to ensure
that appropriate services and support are available
statewide for people with autism.

I will raise the matter with the minister, who is
eminently sensible, and I am sure he will be able to
make sense of the honourable member's belief that a
softer approach should be taken or that people who
do not pay their bills have more time, or whatever it
was he had in mind. Anyway, it is on the record in
Hansard and the minister will be able to make good
sense of it.

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The
honourable member for Keilor raised for the
attention of the Premier the Albion Soccer Club. I am
not sure how it came to lose its ground but
apparently it has. He suggested that schools that
have been rationalised might provide opportunities
for the club to acquire some land. It is unlikely that
department land would be lying around
uncommitted, but I will direct the honourable
member's remarks to the Premier in case there is
suitable land, although land for sports clubs is an
issue that might lie with the municipality. Perhaps
the local council could be more helpful.

The honourable member for Cranbourne raised with
me the issue of low-flying aircraft in his electorate. It
is a training area but it is no longer appropriate for
low-flying aircraft because of the residential
development that has extended into the area. I took
him to mean that he was not suggesting the training
area be in Pakenham, for which I am grateful, nor in
Berwick, for which I am sure the local member will
be grateful. If it is inappropriate where it is but must
be in a nearby area, it may have to be somewhere
else in his electorate. The Minister for Public
Transport has left the house so perhaps it could be in
his electorate. Without identifying places where it
could be put I will, as requested, raise the matter
with the federal minister responsible for aviation.
The honourable member for Footscray directed the
attention of the Minister for Energy and Minerals to
people who do not pay their electricity bills. I will
raise with the minister the honourable member's

The honourable member for Preston raised a matter
for the Minister for Housing. I will pass on the
information regarding his suggestion that a different
internal auditor, if available, be chosen and that the
books be examined carefully to see whether there is
any reason to question whether the books truthfully
reflect the financial transactions that he wishes to
have investigated.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition raised with
me the Fitzroy swimming pool, which I think is
probably more closely of interest to the Minister for
Local Government. Nevertheless, I will share the
matter with the minister. As it happens, at a social
occasion recently I met one of the commissioners
from the City of Yarra, who was kind enough to
inform me of some of the background of the Fitzroy
swimming pool. The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition was not kind enough to share with the
house the fact that the swimming pool is making a
grievous loss. I do not know whether he knows how
much it is lOSing. If he does, he probably would be
able to indicate to the house that it is losing
something like $10 000 a month.
Mr Dollis interjected.
Mr MACLELLAN - Can the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition assist the house with the figure?
Mr DOLLIS (Richmond) (By leave) Mr Speaker, the minister was suggesting that a
monthly loss of - The SPEAKER - Order! Is the honourable
member raising a point of order?
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Mr DOLUS - No, the minister was asking me to
assist him with the debate. By leave, if necessary. We
have plenty of time. There are still 5 minutes to go
before members can get their taxi vouchers, so I
thought I would assist the minister. The members
are sitting around waiting for taxis to pick them up
so I thought, by leave, I would assist the debate.
The minister suggested that the Fitzroy swimming
pool is losing $10 000 a month. I advise the minister
that at a meeting I attended last night, which
included the committee that was responsible for
managing the pool for the past few months and
managed to increase patronage by considerable
numbers, those figures were disputed. I hope in the
next day or so to be meeting with the commissioners
to discuss the basis of the financial report they have
received from council officers. There are many
question marks over the validity and accuracy of the
figures in the report.
The reality is that the Fitzroy swimming pool is the
only open pool that is available to these people, and
it is also an historic landmark for the people of
Fitzroy. I suggest to the minister that, in trying to
work out the financial aspects of maintaining the
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pool, it would be much better and easier for the
commissioners to have a discussion with the people
who use and manage the pool. Their expertise can
be used to identify how the pool can be made much
more profitable in the future. The commissioners
have not had that discussion. I am suggesting that
the commissioners, who are not elected after all,
have a duty to the community to take the
community's point of view into consideration and
also examine alternative information prOVided by
officers. As has been proven in the past, not all the
information provided by officers is accurate. I
suggest that the commissioners suspend their
current decision and reconsider the advice they have
been given on alternative financial and other steps
available to them. The minister will discover that the
figures he thinks are accurate are inaccurate. Thank
you for the leave, Mr Speaker.
The SPEAKER -Order! At 15 seconds to
11 o'clock I advise the house that the chair will be
resumed at 10.00 a.m. tomorrow.
House adjourned 11.00 p.m.
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The SPEAKER (Hon. J. E. Oelzoppo) took the chair
at 10.04 a.m. and read the prayer.

PETITIONS
The Clerk - I have received the following
petitions for presentation to Parliament:

Sexual discrimination
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens ot the
state of Victoria showeth that:
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by amending the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 to
prohibit discrimination on the grounds of a person's
sexuality.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Tanner (186 signatures)

Circuses
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of
Victoria respectfully shows:
Their opposition to the keeping and use of exotic
animals in circuses for the following reasons:
(a) animals are confined in small living areas for long
periods of their lives;

whereas the Parliament of the state of New South
Wales has seen fit to protect the human rights of its
lesbian and gay constituents and citizens on the basis of
their sexuality;

(b) animals are transported in cages and trailers over
considerable distances; and

whereas the Parliament of the state of South Australia
has seen fit to protect the human rights of its lesbian
and gay constituents and citizens on the basis of their
sexuality;

Your petitioners regard the subjection of animals to
these conditions as cruel and wmecessary and request
the Assembly to ban forthwith, performances in the
state of Victoria, all circuses which include exotic
animal acts or exotic animal sideshows.

whereas the Parliament of the Australian Capital
Territory has seen fit to protect the human rights of its
lesbian and gay constituents and citizens on the basis of
their sexuality;
whereas the Parliament of the state of Queensland has
seen fit to protect the human rights of its lesbian and
gay constituents and citizens on the basis of their
sexuality;
whereas the Parliament of the Northern Territory has
seen fit to protect the human rights of its lesbian and
gay constituents and citizens on the basis of their
sexuality; and
whereas the Parliament of the Commonwealth of
Australia, in compliance with Australia's international
human rights obligations, has seen fit to protect its
lesbian and gay constituents and citizens from
discrimination on the basis of their sexuality:
Your petitioners therefore pray that the Legislative
Assembly as part of the Parliament of the state of
Victoria move to protect the human rights of its lesbian
and gay constituents and citizens - as recommended
by the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee -

(c) animals are required to perform unnatural and often
frightening behaviour for human entertainment.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Tanner (223 signatures)

Dogs: leashing
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of Patricia Hennig,
568 Huntingdale Road, Mount Waverley 3149, in the
state of Victoria respectively showeth that:
The section of the domestic animals act pertaining to
the leashing of dogs when outside the owner's property
be amended to stipulate that:
(1) dogs may be permitted to be exercised off-lead and

under effective control in appropriate
environments; and
(2) councils be obliged to allocate areas where this may
occur.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that the
government take this action.
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Victorian Financial Institutions Commission - Report
for the year 1993-94

By Mrs McGill (23 signatures)
Victorian Plantations Corporation - Report for the
year 1993-94

Laid on table.

VICTORIAN MEAT AUTHORITY
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Agriculture)
presented corporate plan of Victorian Meat
Authority for years 1994-99.

Victorian WorkCover Authority - Report for the year
1993-94.

APPROPRIATION MESSAGE
Message read recommending further appropriation
for Financial Management (Amendment) Bill.

Laid on table.

DOMESTIC (FERAL AND NUISANCE)
ANIMALS BILL

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:

Second reading
Estate Agents Board - Report for the year 1993-94
Guardianship and Administration Board - Report for
the year 1993-94
Liquor Licensing Commission - Report for the year
1993-94
Nal!·)nal Parks Advisory Council1993-94

~eport

for the year

Parliamentary Committees Act 1968 - Responses from
the Treasurer on the action taken with respect to the
recommendations made by the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee's third report on the 1992-93
Budget Estimates and Outcome and sixth report on the
1993-94 Budget Estimates
Planning and Envirorunent Act 1987 - Notices of
approval of amendments to the following Planning
Schemes:
All Planning Schemes - No. 537
Dandenong Planning Scheme - No. U8 Part 1
Daylesford and Glenlyon Planning SchemeNos L9, L12 Part lA
Phillip IsJand Planning Scheme - No. L46
South Melbourne Planning Scheme - No. L87
Public Advocate - Report for the Office for the year
1993-94 -Ordered to be printed
Rural Water Corporation - Report for the year 1993-94
State Trustees - Report for the year 1993-94
Urban Land Authority - Report for the year 1993-94

Debate resumed from 13 October; motion of
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Agriculture).
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) - I support the bill.
Essentially its purpose is to encourage responsible
pet ownership and the welfare of cats and dogs.
The comments of some members show that they
seem to think this is light legislation. It is serious
legislation. For quite some time the government and
the opposition - when it was in government have pursued legislation to protect domestic
animals, pets in particular, and wildlife. The
legislation must have a dual function because
domestic cats and dogs are beastS introduced to this
country. They are not natives of Australia and are
therefore predators to our native animals. An article
in the Herald Sun of 12 October under the headline
'Cat calls cost nothing' says:
A woman whose cat was responsible for running up a
sizeable phone bill did not have to pay it after the
matter was investigated by the telecommunications
industry ombudsman.
The cat liked the purring noise the phone made after it
knocked off the receiver and pressed the redial button.

That shows that cats do have intelligence, which a
lot of people do not give them credit for! The
newspaper article shows the survival instinct and
cunningness of our domestic animals and native
animals can be easy prey for them. I know there are
arguments on both sides of the equation, because the
many people who are not in favour of the legislation
have supplied a lot of material saying things like
each cat kills only about 30 native animals a year.
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However, when one considers the number of cats
there are - in particular the feral ca ts tha t are in the
suburbs as well as in the bush - one can see the
need for concern and that this legislation is long
overdue.
I hope the extra money that will be provided to local
government as a result of the legislation will go
towards the education of the community, because
the legislation itself does not allow sufficiently for
the necessary work and education. Money needs to
be spent to develop an educational program on how
to look after cats, particularly how to keep them
inside overnight and what damage they cause. That
is the biggest problem we face, because cats have
always been considered to be able to roam free
anywhere, any time.
When I was a teacher at the technical college in
Nichoison Street, Footscray, a dear old lady on the
pension - I am sure she spent half her pension
money feeding stray cats -would come out at
about 4.30 p.m. every day with a shopping trolley
and feed stray cats from four feeding spots. About
100 to 200 cats would go there. She was referred to
in the local papers as a good Samaritan. However,
all those stray cats were breeding and there was a
proliferation of them because they had a feeding
spot and did not have to fend for themselves.
Not all the aims of this legislation have been
included, and they are desexing cats, registering
them and keeping them under control overnight. I
highlight that because I am sure there are still a lot
of people out there who feel pity for stray animals
and either take them into their own homes or feed
them out in the streets or open parks, which is very
dangerous. Nowadays those people should be
considered irresponsible, not good Samaritans. If
animals are running loose in parks and various
derelict buildings they should be reported and
removed if necessary. The cats that have been feral
for some time and are not able to be adopted
because they will not settle into homes will need to
be put down; that is the safest and most humane
way to treat them.
TIlat is just one example. There needs to be a total
culture change to make this legislation effective.
People debating both sides of the equation get very
emotional about this matter, in particular people
who believe that cats do no harm and can be let
loose to roam free.
There are many situations of kittens being handed
out as Christmas presents. A little boy or girl next
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door gets a puppy or kitten, but the parents and
child are not responsible and do not pay the vet fees.
Today vet fees are not cheap. One can visit a doctor
and with Medicare there is no cost, but if a child has
a pet animal that needs to see a vet the cost is
exorbitant. In many cases that discourages the
parents from paying the bills and acting responsibly,
particularly when the child was given the pet as a
present when it was young and without the parents
being consulted.
When people give children kittens or puppies they
should always talk to the parents first because the
parents need assistance with education on the
responsible management of the animals. Children
can be heartbroken if they have to give them back or
the animals have to be taken away and put down. It
is part of human nature that children like cuddly
little puppies or kittens to play with and be their
companions. An animal not being properly looked
after because the parents and the child are not
assisted and taught how to be responsible pet
owners results in cruelty.
This bill contains some amendments to the one
introduced by the previous Labor government. The
amendments are sufficient to cater for our cat
problem in particular and the concerns of the
community. When the Labor Party was in
government 1 was on a committee that tried to
develop the legislation and encouraged its
introduction, but unfortunately it did not happen at
that time because there was a lot of argument,
particularly in the pet food industry, that pensioners
could not afford to have cats de-sexed, permanently
identified or registered.
As was pointed out by previous speakers, these days
the extra bit of money that needs to be spent on pets
by responsible pet owners for the medication,
registration and identification of their cats will not
break their budgets because in most cases people
have a great sense of responsibility towards their
pets. It is the minority that really needs to be
encouraged. I dare say that the legislation will not
cover them. We will not be able to enforce it unless it
is freely accepted by SOCiety that there has to be a
change of attitude.
The most common complaints that I get at my
electorate office are, 'The dog next door keeps
barking and keeps me awake all night', or, '1 am a
shift worker and the dog next door is barking all
afternoon'. I hope that problem with some of the
neighbours will be alleviated by people being
encouraged to be responsible pet owners. Why do
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dogs either bark or whine all day? Because they
have been left on their own. Pet owners go to work,
leave their dogs in their backyards and the dogs
become distressed and whine and howl all day
under the windows of people's bedrooms.
Cats can be a nuisance in a neighbourhood. They
have caused many arguments in my electorate with
neighbours complaining about cats straying onto
their premises. Neighbours who have birds as pets
and do not like cats trying to get them often use a
stone to chase them away. People in different
neighbourhoods have different priorities. Many
wish to encourage native wildlife, particularly birds.
In the Keilor area along the Maribyrnong River and
Taylors Creek there is a large revegetated native
area, and the bird life is returning. Because of that
there is now a problem with feral cats and foxes.
Cats seem to do more damage than foxes or dogs
because dogs can be caught by the local ranger. The
local ranger has said that cats are more of a
nuisance. Many people who like riding their bikes
around that new reserve have told me that they have
seen very large feral cats. They are large because
they eat the local fauna.
Sections of the community are endeaVOuring to
attract native fauna by creating a rural setting with
the reforestation of native flora. Keilor is
endeavouring to encourage native birds back into
the area along the Maribymong River, particularly
the upper region. When you ride a bicycle along the
bicycle track you do not know you are in a suburban
area because of the bush setting. Before the
reforestation of the area corellas and cockatoos had
disappeared, but they are now returning.
We have finally matured as a Parliament. This bill is
long overdue. When you go interstate and travel
through our desert country you can see the damage
that feral cats are doing to the native fauna,
particularly the ground animals. In Alice Springs,
particularly around Ayers Rock, the Northern
Territory government has begun a campaign to save
the local fauna. It has issued leaflets and begun an
education campaign, something that is long overdue
in Victoria. It is not only a problem in suburban
areas where people do not want their neighbours'
cats coming into their yards and creating problems,
but also a rural problem. Cats were brought to
Australia by our forefathers and when they were no
longer wanted domestically they were let go and
became feral, causing a lot of damage to our native
wildlife.
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Animals, especially cats, can easily be kept
overnight in the home. They respond well to their
owners and come if they are called to be fed. Like
dogs, cats can be trained to respond to commands. I
have had cats and each one responded to a different
call. At feeding time they would always respond, no
matter how far away they were. During the winter
we kept them inside and during the summer they
slept in the garage at night because the neighbours'
dogs would bark if the cats were not inside. It was
not a problem to train them to stay indoors at night.
An education program must be undertaken to teach
young people and school students that cats can be
trained the same way as dogs can. Dogs are not
allowed to run around at night and there are
by-laws preventing that. The same process can be
used for cats. Cat breeders must keep their animals
locked up because they are expensive animals. Often
they are show animals. For example, a Siamese cat
may cost up to $2000 and one would not want it
running around at night. Cats that are properly
trained do not suffer stress when they are restrained
in the evenings in the confines of a home. Cats that
roam in country areas are often shot by an angry
neighbour, but that cannot happen in suburban
areas these days. I recall in the early days when
Keilor was a rural setting that many people used a
slug gun to chase away the neighbour's cat. Society
is changing, and it is not cruel to restrain our cat
population in a domestic situation.
Cats can be kept clean and do not object to being
washed. They are a lot easier to handle than a big
dog. It is only a matter of 10 or 15 minutes and one
has a clean animal that does not cause problems.
Traditionally society had cats to keep vermin at bay.
They were allowed to roam free to catch the
nocturnal vermin and get rid of the mice,
particularly the rats around the home. Cats did a
good job but today there are other means of
controlling vennin. With modem appliances today
there is no need to leave food where it would attract
mice and other vennin. About 15 or 20 years ago
many people in suburban areas had a fowl shed in
the backyard that attracted mice, but that is not the
case today.
Pigeon breeders and pigeon fanciers have developed
far more hygienic means of looking after their birds,
and there are regulations controlling those activities.
All those things have removed the attractions for
rats and mice. The same sorts of controls apply to
people who have aviaries or breed birds in their
backyards. Bird breeders accept the need for those
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regulations. I hope we will be able to enforce the
provisions as soon as possible with the help of
education programs. That would be the best way of
reinforcing what is in the legislation.
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process is fundamental if this legislation is to be
successful. I welcome the legislation, which the
opposition supports.
It is unfortunate that government members did not

Only last night I was reading positive articles in my
local paper pointing out that cat breeders and others
in the area support the legislation. The issue is
topical because we are debating the bill. But we need
a sustained education campaign. Not everyone in
Victoria will automatically Wlderstand what is
required. Not everyone will change their habits just
because we passed the legislation. Some people take
a long time to change the habits they fonned as they
were growing up, habits they fonned watching and
learning from their parents, grandparents and
friends. The local media can play a big part in that
process and should continue to run education
programs on the issue. It will take at least 10 to 15
years before the whole of society understands and
accepts the situation.

The minister can appoint special officers to enforce
the legislation. As I said earlier on, imposing fines is
all well and good, but enforcement never works by
itself. Somebody who is thinking about purchasing a
dog, for example, should first of all sort out what
sort of dog he or she wants in the backyard, and, as a
natural part of the purchase, the dog should be
enrolled in a training school. Many people buy the
wrong dogs, given their situation and the size of
their backyards - for example, buying big animals
when they have small places or when they do not
have time to take them for walks. People need a lot
of good advice before they decide what sort of pet
dog or pet cat to buy. A prospective buyer should
consider such things as the size of the animal they
want and the care and exercise the animal will need.
They also need to take into account where the
animal will be housed. I am talking particularly
about keeping cats inside at night, whether in a cage,
in the garage or, the Simplest way out, in the house.
But someone who is allergic to cat hair may use that
as an excuse to put the cat out at night. Many people
put the cat out with the milk bottles, as those
honourable members who watch The Flintstones will
know! Those sorts of shows give kids the wrong
impression, because they think that is the nonnal
way of doing things. Today things should be the
other way round: the Flintstones should bring their
cat in at night to get the right message across!
There are a number of things that the legislation will
not resolve, but it goes a long way towards
addressing the problem. An ongoing education

see fit to support the Labor government when it
introduced similar legislation, because the education
program I am talking about would have been
further advanced. I am sure the Labor government
would have allocated money for a decent education
program, because that is fundamental to the success
of the legislation. The opposition believes the bill
needs not so much the heavy hand of enforcement
officers as an education program, which should be
implemented right across our society so that people
learn to act as responsible pet owners.
Mr KILGOUR (Shepparton) - I am very pleased
to contribute to the Domestic (Feral and Nuisance)
Animals Bill because I am a member of the
committee that has been involved in ensuring the
bill is passed this session. I do so because, as the
previous speaker said, this is an important bill for
which many people have waited for quite a long
time to solve some of the problems we have with
our domestic animals.
The bill has been introduced after intensive
consultation with animal bodies such as the RSPCA,
the Lost Dogs Home and the Cat Protection Society
of Victoria as well as the Municipal Association of
Victoria, all of which asked us when we intended to
give them the legislative backup they needed to do
something about the feral cat problem. They wanted
to know when we were going to do something to
enable them to tell people who owned dangerous
dogs to restrain them and to make sure they could
not escape and cause problems in the community.
On coming to government the coalition undertook to
bring in a bill to provide for the added control of
dogs, especially dangerous dogs, and feral cats. This
bill certainly addresses those problems. What is
more, it contains a bonus because it provides for
added education on animal welfare to be provided
using the money collected from the registration of
the animals. That will help a great deal, because
animal welfare education is badly needed in our
schools to ensure that children understand about the
responsibilities involved in looking after animals.
It is all very well to be given a nice little fluffy cat or

dog on Christmas day, but what happens six months
down the track when the animal has grown too big,
become too expensive to feed and, perhaps, become
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a nuisance? Sometimes animals are abandoned, just
left to run around in the community.
The most important facet of the bill is that it enables
Victorian councils to control any problems that arise.
As I said, this is enabling legislation that ensures
that councils will run the same registration
programs for cats as they now run for dogs. If they
do not have problems with feral cats, they will not
need to send out authorised officers. But if they do,
following the passing of this legislation they ~ill be
able to use authorised officers to deal with the
problem.
The bill provides for the registration of cats, which
will become legal entities, just as registered dogs are.
That is not the case at the moment, which is why
councils have had problems. While reading the
Municipal Association of Victoria's journal I came
across an article written about Or Hugh Wirth from
the RSPCA:
Or Wirth also believes the control of cats cannot be
dealt with until the basic problem of their legal status is
addressed.
'We have to break down this stupid common law
dictum. The first thing we have to do is legally tie a
human to the cat, the same way as we have with do~s.
Once there is direct legal relationship there comes a
direct responsibility,' Or Wirth said.
More specific guidelines, Or Wirth said, should be
adopted by each municipality.

This is what the legislation enables them to do.
The streets of Fitzroy are not the same as the streets of
Healesville. I am not in favour of any kind of blanket
curfew for cats across the state. Municipalities must be
the ultimate authority:
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ownership (studies have shown that owning pets has
significant physical and psychological benefits) while
ensuring the rights and needs of non-pet owners are
respected and met.

I fully support those concerns of Or Wirth, especially
after looking around the community and talking to
people who are involved with animals, animal
lovers, and nature watchers who live on the edge of
suburban areas where cats are allowed to roam at
night.

I was speaking the other night to Mr Chris Howe of
~ooroopna. Mr Howe lives at the edge of Gemmils
Swamp; he has studied animals and bird life and has
spent thousands of dollars cutting a channel into
Gemmils Swamp to stop cats getting into the area so
that the bird life will be able to continue to prosper.
Because of the feral cat problem in the Gemmils
Swamp area Mr Howe believes 80 per cent of the
young bird life does not make it to maturity,
particularly the ducks and birds that lay on the
ground; namely, plovers, curlews, swans and quail.
Many of the young birds are killed by marauding
cats that come out of the homes near Gemmils
Swamp. The owners of those cats believe their pets
are in the backyard or just around the house, but at
night the cats go out marauding and cause havoc to
nature.
It is important to make sure that pet owners
understand their responsibilities. Under this

legislation a dog found at large outside its owner's
premises between sunset and sunrise will cause the
owner to be held guilty of an offence and a
conviction will be recorded if he or she is convicted.
If an authorised officer from the local council can go
out and collect the dog and the owner is convicted,
the owner is liable to three penalty units for a first
offence and five penalty units for a subsequent
offence.

He went on to say:
Educating the public to accept that ownership of pets is
a privilege (and one which should be policed by
councils) and not a right is also a central theme in
Or Wirth's argument for proper urban animal
management.

I believe this bill addresses Or Wirth's concerns.
The article also says:
The aim underpinning urban animal management is to

allow pet owners to maximise the benefits of pet

If the dog is found at large outside premises that are
not securely confined, the owner can be convicted. If

cats are found at large and the owner is found liable
and is convicted, there is a one penalty unit for the
first offence and three penalty units for subsequent
offences.
There is provision in this legislation for dogs found
at large during daytime in normal working hours.
The legislation obviously makes it harder for
owners, and places more responsibility on them.
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A most important clause in this legislation provides
that dog or cat owners must not abandon their
animals. This provision has been in great need and
will facilitate mwlidpalities in fining people who
have abandoned their animals in the bushlands or
around the town. If found guilty, those people will
receive a lO-penalty unit conviction. Our education
programs need to make sure that the general public
understands that this legislation will be law and that
people who abandon animals will be rightly charged.
It is interesting to look at the feral cat situation in the
country. I believe it is a lot worse than a lot of people
think. I received a letter from the Goulburn Valley
Environment Group that says:
The Goulbum Valley Environment Group support the
Companion Animals Bill as we believe this legislation
will provide a workable solution to reducing the feral
cat problem in the Shepparton region.
As you would already appreciate the population of
native animals in your electorate has been seriously
affected by the loss of native habitat Feral cats are now
decimating the remaining native fauna.
The decline of our native fauna from feral cat predation
is an issue of concern expressed by many of our
members. GVEG believe the Companion Animals Bill
will help arrest the decline of our native fauna.
The strength of this legislation is the compulsory
identification and registration of cats, distinguishing
between domestic and feral cats. GVEG trust that you
will continue to represent the interests of both the
people and the native fauna in your electorate.

It is important that environment groups have a full
understanding of what damage is being done to our
fawta, particularly in country areas. Councils will
now have provisions to require the registration of
cats and dogs. The identification required of a cat
will be a collar tag so that if it is found at large it can
be returned. The same applies to dogs. If no-one
claims the cat, the owner will be deemed an
irresponsible person and the cat will be put down
after a certain number of days of having been kept in
the pound by the council.
Approximately 20 per cent of pet owners have been
judged as irresponsible owners. However, that 20
per cent of irresponsible pet owners in the
community causes more than 90 per cent of the
complaints that reach our councils. Responsible cat
owners have their cats de-sexed and, of course, those
people will pay a lower fee than those who do not
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have their cats de-sexed. Responsible ownership
includes desexing, permanent identification and
obedience training, and that includes cats as well as
dogs.
A schedule in the legislation provides that
responsible owners will pay a reduced fee. They will
not have to pay the maximum fee. Reduced fees will
also apply to dogs more than 10 years old, dogs that
are kept for walking stock, and dogs that are kept
for breeding by a proprietor of a domestic animal
business conducted on registered premises. The
stipulation of a registered premise is another
excellent part of this legislation. A reduced fee will
also apply to owners whose dogs have undergone
obedience training that complies with the
regulations, dogs registered with the Victorian
Canine Association, and dogs that are pennanently
identified in a prescribed manner.
The same applies to cats. The schedule provides
reduced fees for owners of cats that are de-sexed,
cats that are more than 10 years old, cats kept for
breeding by a proprietor of a domestic animal
business, cats registered with a feline control
council, and cats that are pennanently identified.
1£ you do the right thing you will pay a reduced fee.
You have to demonstrate that you are responsible.
The identification provision includes a collar and
tag. I have a miniature dachshund named Mitch. At
all times Mitch wears a collar and tag and is a very
responsible dog. Mitch does not leave home very
often. However, on one occasion when the man who
came to read the gas meter left the gate open, Mitch
wandered off down the street and happened to be
picked up by somebody who rang the council and
said, 'We have a dog with a collar and a tag'. He
then gave the name and Mitch was very quickly
returned.
That is the sort of responsibility we expect of
everybody in the community. If there is no
identification, there is no return, and that is the way
it should be. And after a certain period of time the
council will put the cat or dog down.
The legislation gives the council the power to make
local laws and, as Or Wirth said, the streets of
Fitzroy are different from the streets of Healesville.
The legislation allows local councils to deal with
their own local problems, and they can regulate the
number of dogs or cats on particular premises.
Councils can prohibit dogs or cats in certain areas,
especially if native fawta is at risk.
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Councils can require owners to remove or dispose of
dog waste, which is most important. People taking
their dogs out in the morning and allowing them to
dispose of their waste on the footpath, should be
responsible enough to carry a little bag with them to
take that waste away and diSpose of it correctly.
The councils may also require an authorised officer
to destroy any prohibited animal found at large in a
specified prohibited area. If that animal is causing
havoc in the commwtity this legislation enables
councils to deal with it. Councils also have the
power to require the restraint of animals in a
particular area. For instance, if a dog is in the way of
some activity even though it is in an area where
dogs are pennitted to be walked, the council has the
right to ensure that the owner restrains that dog.
Some of the most important provisions of this
legislation deal with dangerous dogs. The council
may declare a dog to be dangerous if it causes
serious injury to a person or animal or if it is trained
to attack somebody and is out in the community at
large. That provision, however, will not apply if a
dog is being teased, abused or assaulted and then
attacks somebody. The legislation covers that
situation. It also covers the situation where a dog
attacks somebody while that person is trespassing
on premises where the dog is kept. The owner
cannot be held responsible if in the middle of the
night somebody enters a backyard where a
dangerous dog is kept and that dog attacks the
intruder. The person should not have been there. If
the dog has been trained to protect those premises, it
would be expected that it would do only what it was
trained to do.
If a council declares a dog to be dangerous it must
serve notice on the owner. The owner of a
dangerous dog that is being trained to attack people
must notify the council that the dog is being trained.
It is important that the owners of such dogs ensure
that they understand that the authorised officers of
the council are there to help them. They must help
one another to ensure that the council is aware that
those dogs exist in the commwtity. The owner is also
responsible to notify the council if a dog attacks or
injures a person or another animal, if the dog is
missing or if the ownership changes.

Mr Hamilton - You are just looking after Mitch.
Mr KILGOUR - Mitch is not a dangerous dog; I
give you that undertaking. Although, when you
come to my front door he does not give that
impression
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The restraining of dangerous dogs requires that if
they are outside the owner's premises they must be
muzzled. They certainly must be under effective
control. The bill suggests that if only one person is in
control of four greyhounds on leashes those dogs are
not under effective control. A maximum number of
dogs must be under the effective control of one
person by means of a chain, a cord or a leash. If an
owner is found guilty of negligence in this regard a
conviction is warranted.
In the case of restraining a dangerous dog on the
owner's premises, the bill requires that the dog's
enclosure be childproof. It is not much good having
a dangerous dog in an enclosure if a child can easily
get over the fence and get into the pen and then be
mauled or scratched by that dog. The enclosure
must be constructed so that the dog cannot escape. It
is no good putting up a fence that the dog can jump
over. Wire mesh or something similar must be over
the top of the dog enclosure to ensure that the dog
does not escape. The owner of the dangerous dog
must comply with the regulations set by the council.
Warning signs must be erected. That is important,
too. A sign must be visible at the entrance to
premises where there is a dangerous dog to ensure
that the person entering is aware that a dangerous
dog is in the area.
The legislation provides for the council to be able to
destroy a dog or a cat found at large where animals
and birds are confined. A dog found at large in a
lambing paddock, marauding with the intent to drag
off and kill lambs must be destroyed before it has
the chance to kill the entire flock. If a dog is found in
a chook pen or a birdcage the opportunity must be
there for that dog to be destroyed because it could
very well kill the birds or chickens. The people who
run farms and poultry businesses must be protected
from dangerous dogs.
Animal businesses will also be registered. The
legislation requires people who own a pet shop,
boarding kennel or a business involved with animals
to be registered. An application must be filled in at
the counel offices. Under the legislation the counel
may impose terms and conditions which it believes
are necessary to ensure that the premises are run in
the correct manner. The council may set codes of
practice. TIlls is important because often the people
who operate a domestic animal business do not
operate that business according to the quality and
standards expected of them.
The council is at liberty to create a code of practice
that oversees the keeping of animals, their treatment
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and handling, and the facilities at the animal
business. The minister must give notice of any
proposed code by advertising in a daily newspaper.
That is important because it affords people the
opportunity of knowing the code exists. That will
also solve some of the problems in boarding kennels
with the boarding of dogs and cats because the
proprietor of a boarding establishment must ensure
there is adequate food, drink and shelter for the
animals and proper attention given if they are sick
or injured. If necessary, an animal can be destroyed
under the code of practice.
A person conducting an animal business must pay a
fee that has been fixed bv the council. Part of that fee
and part of the registration fee will go towards
much-needed education about care of animals. Dogs
and cats more than six months old have to be
registered. Funds raised from the $1 levy from each
animal registration fee and the $10 levy from each
registration will go towards the promotion of animal
welfare, which includes education programs. This is
a must in our community. We must give our schools
the opportunity to teach children responsible pet
ownership so that they understand that if they are
going to have a pet a certain amount of
responsibility is involved in ensuring that the animal
is looked after, restrained, and does not maraud
around the area. Children must be taught that
animal ownership is a privilege and not necessarily
a right.
I support this legislation. The Minister for
Agriculture should be complimented on introducing
it in the way he has. It will go a long way to sorting
out the problems of feral cats, abandoned animals,
dangerous dogs and the proper running of animal
businesses in this state. I hope we see a change in
attitude towards animals and the way people look
after them in the future.

Mr CARLI (Coburg) - I welcome this
opportunity to speak on this government legislation.
I have not had much of an opportunity since I have
been in this Parliament to support a piece of
government legislation, and I am unlikely to speak
in support of too many others in the future. It would
have been good if the coalition when in opposition
had supported a similar piece of legislation.
Nevertheless, the legislation is now before the
house. It is good legislation and warrants the
support of the opposition.
I am particularly impressed by the aspects of the bill
that punish irresponsible cat and dog owners. As
with all government regulations, the people must
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pay for their irresponsibility. It has been estimated
that no more than 20 per cent of cat and dog owners
are irresponsible. Nevertheless, the community has
to bear the brunt of this further regulation because
of the irresponsibility of that 20 per cent. The
legislation has been well framed in the sense that,
even though all have to pay, the bulk of the cost is
covered by the most irresponsible people.
I am impressed by the general support for the
legislation. As has been mentioned, the Municipal
Association of Victoria, the Cat Protection Society,
the RSPCA and many other groups fully support it.
It will go a long way towards getting rid of the
problem of feral cats and dangerous dogs, which has
been very much in the news over the past 12 months
and which has been of major concern to
environmentalists and conservationists in Victoria.
I also take this opportunity to talk a little about the
problems of stray cats in inner Melbourne. To date
the debate has largely been about the problem of
feral cats at the fringes of Melbourne and in country
Victoria. Cats are a major problem in inner
Melbourne. In an electorate like the seat of Coburg
there are kilometres of lanes which are often
inhabited by cats. Abandoned cats are left in those
lanes and they breed. At night cat fights and the
loud lovemaking of cats wake neighbours, which
affects the amenity of the neighbourhood. It is a
major problem. The legislation allows the council to
take action from a local perspective, not a
perspective appropriate to Healesville or
Shepparton but a perspective and thrust appropriate
to an area of inner Melbourne with such a large
problem.
Part and parcel of managing an area like the seat of
Coburg is the enormous amount of work and effort
necessary to restore creeks, particularly Merri Creek
and to a lesser extent Moonee Ponds Creek. That
task has gone on for the best part of a decade
involving tree planting, clearing debris and
removing freeway reservations under the Labor
government. It finally announced that there would
be no freeway along Merri Creek. The restoration
work has gone splendidly. It is a tremendous
restoration of a major waterway. Over the past
couple of years native animals, particularly the
kingfisher bird, have returned to the area. The
kingfisher arrived in the area last year after not
having been seen for 30 or 40 years. We have seen
the return of native animals and at the same time the
infringement on their habitat by feral cats. That is of
major concern.
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Having put in a decade of work, with full
community support, on the restoration of that
waterway and having invested an enormous
amount of money from private, government and
community resources, feral cats are now straying
into that area, marauding and capturing bird and
other animal life and basically threatening the entire
restoration work. We are not simply trying to
conserve but to restore, and that aim is under threat
from people's irresponsibility and our failure to set
up a system whereby cats are registered and where
each cat has an owner. If there is no owner, that cat
should not be there.
The honourable member for Keilor pointed out that
cats are very smart. He referred to a particular cat
that was fond of interstate phone calls and built up a
rather large phone bill. The other thing cats are fond
of is wandering and marauding. An article in the
Age tells the story of a rather interesting cat called
Tabitha:
Cats cannot, as yet, drive tractors, play blackjack, or
compose piano sonatas, but they are pretty clever all
the same. Only yesterday, the Age reported the
recovery of Tabitha, an American cat, from the bowels
of a Boeing 747. In two weeks, transcontinental Tabitha
notched up enough frequent-flier points for a free
holiday in the Catslcills and has, no doubt, already
signed film rights with WaIt Disney.

While Tabitha is a rather extraordinary cat and we
do not expect thousands of cats to line up at
Tullamarine airport, waiting for international flights,
cats do wander and maraud and they are an
incredibly clever feline, a feline that is also a trained
killer.
As people who have been following the debate are
aware, there is considerable discussion about exactly
how much wildlife is killed by these marauding
felines. Extensive work has been done by the Petcare
Information Advisory Service. Basically, it has been
looking at the hunting habits of cats. I should say
from the start that this research shows that some of
the previous claims about how many animals are
killed are exaggerated and that cats are not as bad as
has been suggested in the pasl
In the past it has been suggested that they capture
between 25 and 30 creatures in a year. TItis study
claims that only 3.5 animals are caught a year, but
when one remembers there are 400 000 cats in
Melbourne, one realises that 3.5 times 400 000 is
hundreds of thousands of animals. Obviously some
are vermin such as mice and rats, but native birds
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and various introduced and exotic birds are also
caught.
According to a study by the Petcare Infonnation
AdviSOry Service, 49 per cent of all domestic cats in
Melbourne caught an animal, bird or lizard during
the past year; 3 per cent caught a native animal such
as a bat or possum; 39 per cent caught a mouse or a
rat; 23 per cent caught an introduced bird; and 5 per
cent killed a native bird. Looking at those figures,
clearly the majority of animals captured were
vermin. It could be expected that the majority of
those would be captured around the house or
around the property of the owner.
The worrying aspect is the level of capture and
killing of native birds and animals, particularly
threatened and endangered native bird and animals.
That is a question not so much of the ownership of
the cat or of the cat as a hunter but of the cat as a
marauder and as an animal allowed to wander off
and kill at whim. If cats are kept to their properties
and are under control, if owners are responsible, one
would expect the majority of the kill to be vermin
around the property. With responsible ownership
cats would not be wandering off to Merri Creek
capturing kingfisher birds.
The key feature of the legislation regarding cats is
ensuring ownership of the animal and registration
with the council so there is some control over their
numbers and behaviour. That is an incredibly
positive move. Certainly, some people have had a
number of fears about the legislation. We know that
more than a quarter of Victorian households have
cats. Nevertheless, there is increasing acceptance
that such legislation is necessary. It is an unfortunate
but necessary cost for people with cats if we are to
fulfil the need for control and meet the imperatives
of the conservation and environment movement.
A feature of the legislation is its empowering control
over cats and protection of cat ownership. The key is
to distinguish between owned and Wlowned cats.
There is clearly a need to address the enormous
number of unowned cats that wander and live in the
lanes of Brunswick and Coburg, for example. That
problem needs to be tackled. Until we can
distinguish between owned and unowned animals,
it will be impossible to tackle the problem. By trying
to rid ourselves of the unowned cat population in
lanes we could end up attacking domestic cats that
wander into lanes at the wrong moment.
To avoid that, a system of registration and
identification is required. To operate that system a
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fee must be imposed; but in turn that enables
owners to regain those animals if they are lost,
wander away, or are captured and impounded by a
council. The fee is a necessary but unfortunate part
of any regulation.
The key to the legislation is that the fees for
irresponsible owners will be higher; certainly the
legislation has aspects which ensure responsible
owners, particularly those who de-sex their animals,
do not pay the same fees. That is an important
consideration for elderly people who own dogs and
cats. It puts owners of cats and dogs on an equal
footing, as should have happened a long time ago.
The other aspect about control over cats is that
councils will be able to define areas where cats are
not allowed for obvious conservation reasons, where
they could be regarded as nuisances. A key part of
the legislation is the ability to be flexible and to tailor
the controls for particular areas. I welcome that
aspect of the bill.
It has been pointed out in this debate that it is very
easy to impose blanket controls when deciding on
any new regulations. The streets of Brunswick are
not the streets of Morwell. A critical element of the
legislation is the flexibility available to alter the
regulations and situations for cats and dogs.

Another element concerns the seizure of cats and
dogs, and their quick return. Where irresponsibility
on the part of an owner is obvious, the animal may
be impounded and exterminated. That is an
unfortunate but necessary part of any legislation if
we are to tackle the environmental problems caused
by feral animals, dangerous dogs and other
problems caused by irresponsible owners. Owners
of dogs or cats must accept responsibility for their
animals and show a degree of leadership in their
ownership.
The registration of ci . ~gerous dogs has been a
feature of the argum~nt about dog ownership for a
long time. The bill, in one sense, rewards responsible
dog owners while a number of provisions make
ownership more expensive for irresponsible owners.
It is important to have a decent marking and
registration system for animals.
The legislation has many good features; I
particularly welcome the educational programs.
Clearly, the debate in newspapers and the concerns
expressed to honourable members by many
distressed cat and dog owners are an overreaction to
the draft bill. It is important that people have
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explained to them why the legislation is necessary,
why the present situation is intolerable and why
certain steps have been taken.
The registration system requires councils to pay the
government $1 for each dog or cat registration and
$10 from each domestic animal business registration
and renewal of registration. The bill is about the
promotion of responsible pet ownership. People
must be aware that their responsibility does not end
when they buy kittens or puppies for Christmas.
People must be educated to be responsible for their
animals. The legislation promotes animal welfare.
Domestic animals must be well maintained and
cared for, thereby ensuring other animals and bird
life are saved from, for example, feral cats.
The fund to be established is for education and
promotional purposes, and will cover the
administration costs of animal control. Its
establishment is a welcome addition to the
regulations. Had the legislation not prOVided for the
education of the community in the proper care and
control of their animals, rumour and
scaremongering would drive the debate. People
would be worried about a council officer knocking
at their doors and whipping away their cats.
Clearly, the legislation has reacted to the needs of a
complex environment with a more complex system
of regulation. As I said at the commencement of my
contribution, if all owners of cats and dogs were
responsible this legislation would not be necessary,
but that is never the case. Governments are forced to
regulate and, in any form of regulations, a
government must be able to explain why things are
done, to ensure people are comfortable.
The community must understand why we must
charge fees for the registration of cats, and why wild
cat numbers in the streets and lanes must be
controlled. How do we ensure cats do not wander,
for example, into the Merri Creek area where they
could eat the mammals, the kingfishers and other
bird life that we have tried so hard to return there?
The Merri Creek coordinating committee has done
much work to attract those birds back to that
environment A major festival in my electorate is
called the Kingfisher festival; it celebrates the return
of the bird to the Merri Creek. It would be disastrous
to have the festival change its name or to be
abandoned because of the disappearance again of
the kingfisher.
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The legislation also pays attention to greater control
and registration of animal welfare businesses. It
allows flexibility of control over registrations.
Central to that is a code of practice to specify
standards for operation of animal businesses. It
states, in part:
... standards for the keeping, treatment, handling and
care of animals; standards for facilities, equipment, and
conditions at business premises; standards for the
procedures and practices to be adopted with animals.

Animals will be allowed to be sold only from
registered pet shops and registered businesses
involved with the husbandry of animals. The
regulations to be implemented by this bill are
important. The issue is all about responsibility and
ensuring that those irresponsible few who cause the
trouble and who do not take the issue seriously are
controlled.
Registration provisions will be broad; they will
cover animal shelters, pet shops, pounds or any
business which makes a profit from, for example,
breeding dogs or cats. The provisions also cover
circumstances dealing with fertile animals used for
husbandry rearing and so on. The opposition
welcomes that feature of the legislation.
The bill provides greater control over the nuisance
problems created by dangerous dogs. The
regulations will control dangerous dogs and, at the
same time, will ensure peop!... are protected. A
member of the community will have considerable
rights if attacked by a dog or suffers a nuisance
through the actions of stray, marauding or feral cats.
We on this side of the house welcomed similar
legislation when Labor was in government. We
certainly saw the need for it. We now have a new
bill before the house, which has been discussed and
has been part of public debate for a considerable
time. It has been largely welcomed, although there
has been a certain level of fear and criticism in the
community about the cost for the elderly and the
poor.
There are some important elements in the
legislation. Responsible owners will find that costs
are kept at a minimum for them. Basically the bulk
of the cost will be met by people who are not
responsible and who have forced the introduction of
legislation to deal with the problems they have
caused.
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A distinction is contained in the bill between owned
and unowned cats. The bill extends the ability to
control cat numbers and activities and provides an
increased ability to tackle the increasing nuisance
and other problems of degradation caused by feral
animals.
I am pleased to speak in support of this good and
necessary legislation, which the opposition
welcomes.
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN (Benambra) - The bill is
about the better management of domestic animals. It
will have no real effect on 80 per cent of pet owners
in Victoria except for a need to register their pet
animals. The legislation is directed at irresponsible
pet owners and those people who either advertently
or inadvertently mismanage domestic animals in
our community.
Education is a real need in this area. Under the
legislation education programs will be introduced in
schools to educate young people and, more
importantly, in the community. One of the problems
the honourable member for Coburg was concerned
about was cats copulating in Coburg, which is an
indication of the problem of the uncontrolled
population of domestic animals in the metropolitan
area. I believe the education programs will be an
important part of the control mechanism for this
ever-increasing problem.
The bill introduces sanctions, particularly against
attacks by dangerous animals such as dogs that by
their nature but not by their breed exhibit behaviour
from which there is a need to protect the community
and other domestic animals. Children particularly
need protection because of their natural desire to
love and be affectionate to these animals. TIlis is an
important part of the legislation and it has to be part
of the education program.
The two main concerns dealt with in the bill are the
community concern about nuisance domestic
animals and the ever-increasing problem of the
effects on the environment of feral and domestic
animals. Those parts of the bill will have the most
important effect.
Much has been said about the bill being a mirror
image of the Companion Animals Bill introduced by
the fonner government. However, there are quite a
few differences between the bills. The main
difference, which it is important to remember, is that
this legislation does not impact on responsible pet
owners. We are not trying to introduce legislation
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that will impede the responsible management of
pets or the opportunity for responsible pet owners to
enjoy their pets.
What is important is that the intent of the
Companion Animals Bill was exactly the same as the
intent of this bill, which is why we have achieved
harmony in introducing the bill. The Companion
Animals Bill is reflected in what we are attempting
to do in this legislation.
The honourable member for Sunshine made a few
interesting points. One that is pertinent to the
legislation is that the management of domestic
animals is a matter of individual responsibility. He
talked about the previous bill providing
responsibility for horses. I suggest that with the
impending drought over much of Australia we will
see more horses in the metropolitan and country
areas of Victoria suffering as a result of drought
conditions. It comes back to the fact that
responsibility for domestic animals is an individual
responsibility.
Under this bill the government sheets home that
responsibility. It also sheets home to municipalities
the responsibility to ensure that animals in their
areas are protected and provides them with the
opportunity to do so legally. In years to come we
will see a direct change in the management
procedures for domestic animals as a result of the
bill. I hope we will get to a stage where the problem
of horses is also addressed. I believe the drought
may well identify that problem more clearly.
The honourable member for Sunshine also said he
believed the bill will not do anything Significant to
reduce the problem of feral animals. I take exception
to that. The bill is enabling legislation that gives that
responsibility to municipal government. No longer
will there be an excuse for allowing this problem to
continue to grow. If the problem is identified and
municipal government does not take responsible
action the community will have the right and the
ability to direct it to act to reduce feral animal
problems. It provides a legal right which I believe
did not exist in the past. I reiterate that the bill gives
the community the opportunity to ensure that
municipal government acts on these issues.
The honourable member for Shepparton dealt
comprehensively with details of the bill and how it
will be effected. I doubt that I could add to the
debate by going over that ground. The honourable
member for Monbulk drew out the issue of breaking
the nexus between the domestic cat population and
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the feral cat population. I take that a step further and
suggest that not only are we breaking the nexus
between the domestic and feral cat populations, but
we also have the opportunity to break the link
between domestic dogs and feral dogs, that is, the
wild dog problem that exists in Victoria.
Given her past responsibility the honourable
member for Altona will be well aware of the wild
dog problem. Over the years the native dog
popula tion has been infused by domestic dogs.
:--.Iative dogs and farm dogs have intermingled, but
the problem has become very serious because large
dogs that have been too difficult for their owners to
manage have been dumped in the bush and have
bred with the wild dog population. The native dog
is a much smaller dog.
An attack on a flock of sheep by wild dogs is one of
the most horrific things you can ever see. I notice the
honourable member for Gippsland East is listening
intently; he would know as much as anybody about
this issue. It is very wmerving to inspect a flock of
sheep and find many of them dying or in various
stages of injury because they have been attacked and
left. Wild dogs do not necessarily kill to eat; often
they kill for pleasure.
It has been shown that if you can exclude the
population of feral cats, foxes and wild dogs from a
native environment the amount of wildlife in that
environment will increase dramatically. The fencing
of properties to totally exclude those wild animals
results in an increase in the wildlife population
within the perimeter. With nothing to affect it the
wildlife flourishes.
Too often conservationists, who are inclined to point
the finger at others and say, 'You must do this or
that to improve the lot of wildlife', do not realise
that the cause of the problem comes back to
irresponsible pet management. If the bill does
nothing but improve that situation, it will have been
very worth while, as will the effort the previous
government put into developing the companion
animals legislation and the work of members of the
department, the minister, the chairman of the bills
committee, the Honourable Dick de Fegely in
another place and many others.
Wildlife is one of the most important areas of
responsibility the government has. I do not want to
go to great lengths to outline the decline in wildlife
numbers, but over my lifetime I have seen a decline
in the population of the native curlew. It is an
open-nesting bird that does not leave its nest or
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defend its young. Because of that it is vulnerable to
predators such as foxes and feral cats. I have seen
the almost total disappearance of that bird. I
remember the eerie sound of the curlew at night.
When I was six or seven it put the fear of God into
me, but I have not heard that sound for 30 or
40 years.
Mr Hamilton - Your hearing's going!
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN - Is that what it is? That is
a good imitation of a curlew, minister. You have
missed your calling! In contrast to the curlew the
native plover is a much more aggressive bird,
having the habit of moving away from its nest,
feigning a broken wing to draw predators away. I do
not think the plover population has fallen. The
legislation will do a great deal to protect those birds
and small animals that are unable to defend
themselves against feral cats and foxes. Many breeds
of native animals may have the opportunity to build
up their numbers.
I have talked to many older people who spend a lot
of time in the alpine and sub-alpine regions of
Victoria, which are probably the most magnificent
bush areas in Australia. They also say the change in
the wildlife in those areas has been dramatic over
their lifetimes. It is mainly in those areas that wild
dogs, foxes and feral cats can be found.
I should like to mention the extraordinary
impression made on me when I saw the cats that
were picked up around Melbourne and brought to
the Cat Protection Society. I pay tribute to that
organisation for the work it does. I was very
impressed by what I saw, not only the way it works
for the cat population of Melbourne but also the
people who wish to assist in the better management
of domestic animals. I saw the state of the feral cats
in our urban society and was appalled by it.
Anybody who has a conscience would look at the
plight of those cats and the state in which they live
and know that it is in their best interests to be picked
up, brought to the Cat Protection Society and put
down. We must do something to reduce the problem
of Melbourne's feral cat population. Anybody who
wants to have a good look at a feral cat population
should go to the docks at night with a spotlight,
because he or she will see hundreds - Mr W. O. McGrath interjected.
The OEPurY SPEAKER (Mr J. F. McGrath) Order! The honourable member said a spotlight!
Your imagination is running away with you!
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Mr A. F. PLOWMAN - The honourable member
for MorwelI might go there with a spotlight for very
different reasons!
Mr Hamilton - That's not very nice!
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN - The feral cat population
around the docks a t night is something to behold. It
was a real experience for me to see the state the cats
get into. Anybody who loves domestic animals has a
responsibility to do something for this section of the
animal population of Melbourne. If there are any
unexpected ramifications for pet owners as a result
of the legislation, I believe there are checks in the
system to overcome them. The controls that can be
carried out by municipal councils will provide
opportunities for people to look after their domestic
animals in a responsible manner. I believe the
legislation will not only protect pets and wildlife
from marauding domestic animals but also
overcome, to a large extent, the problem of the
nuisance animals to which the honourable member
for Coburg so succinctly referred.
The bill will certainly have a real impact on reducing
the feral cat and dog problem, which is the main
reason the bill was introduced. I look forward with
pleasure to seeing over the next few years the bill's
dramatic effect on rural and urban Victoria.
Or COGHILL (Werribee) - I have pleasure in
joining this debate and supporting the comments of
the honourable member for Altona, who has led the
debate for the opposition, and in acknowledging the
other speakers from both sides of the house who
have spoken in this significant debate. This issue has
been around for a long time as a topical political
issue in Victoria. I think the honourable member for
Sunshine drew attention to that in his contribution
yesterday.
It was certainly an issue at the time of the 1979
election after which I entered this house. Indeed,

some of that history is related in a speech that I
made on 7 May 1980, as recorded at page 9423 of
Hansard for that day. I will not go through the details
of that speech, but not long after that I became the
Labor Party spokesman on animal welfare. While in
that capacity I initiated a review of Labor Party
policy which I think has been just one of the
contributing steps to the evolution of policy that has
led to this legislation. I am not claiming for a
moment that my role was the decisive factor. I am
just making the point that there have been a lot of
contributions to the development of policy which
has led to the legislation. The people who worked
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with me in the Labor Party and the animal welfare
movement at that time can be satisfied that they
played a useful role in the development of policy.
Much of the discussion in this debate has been on
the relationship between this legislation and feral
animals, and of course that is reflected in the title of
the bill. It has been suggested a number of times that
there is a nexus between domestic and feral animals
that needs to be broken. I want to challenge that to
some extent. Certainly, there is some movement of
animals between the domestic and the feral
populations but it is an exaggeration to suggest that
a total control of the domestic animal population
will lead to a total removal of the problem of feral
animals. I do not think there is any evidence to
support that assumption.
Like many others who have spoken, I have some
personal knowledge from my own background on
some of these issues, including the problem of
marauding feral dogs attacking livestock. I had that
experience while my father was the manager of a
property called Barragunda, which is at the head of
the Broken River Valley, now owned by one of the
Morgans. At that time it was predominantly a sheep
property with very few cattle, but 1 understand the
reverse is the case now. There was a significant
problem from time to time with a wild dog
population attacking sheep on the property.
To the best of my knowledge there is no suggestion
that the feral dogs involved were there because of
the presence of a domestic dog population on the
property or nearby properties. The feral dog
population appears to have been one that was
existing and reproducing itself as a wild population
and relying on both wild animals caught in the bush
and opportunities to do a bit of harvesting of the
domesticated animal population, that is, sheep.
That experience reminds me of a story that is told of
a public meeting about the wild dog population held
in a bush area. It seems the meeting was attended by
quite a range of people who were concerned about
what to do. All sorts of experts had come up from
the city to talk about it. Later in the meeting there
was an opportunity for some comments, discussion
and suggestions to be put forward. There were
farmers, people from the local rural residential area
and some who might even have been called hippies
in those days. One of these lovely young things
stood up and said, 'I think the solution to it is to
catch all the dogs and castrate them. That will solve
the problem'. An experienced, hardened farmer
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stood up and said, 'That isn't the problem, lady. The
dogs are eating the sheep, not raping them'.
There is only a tenuous nexus between the domestic
and the feral dog and cat populations. Some
interesting research was done by a Victorian whose
name was Brian Coman, I think, looking at the feral
cat population in the areas of western Victoria. The
conclusion he came to was that the cat population in
that part of Victoria was directly related to the food
supply available to the feral animals: that if there
were less wildlife and food sources available the
feral cat population would decline, and if there was
a larger food supply available the population would
increase. The research also showed that if one was to
remove a feral cat from its territory, that cat's place
would be taken by another feral cat, and in that way
there really was not a relationship between the
domestic cat population and the number of feral
cats - it really was a balance between food supply
and predation. It seems to me that we should keep
that in mind when we are considering what the
nexus might be and what might be the effect of this
bill.
Although I welcome the bill- I think it is a valuable
addition to the statutes in Victoria - we should not
expect too much of it. We should not expect that the
bill will lead to an elimination of the feral cat or dog
population. Some research has been reported - I
think the honourable member for Coburg may have
referred to it - about the impact of domestic cats on
wildlife, particularly native wildlife, and of course
we would be most concerned about endangered
wildlife. There is considerable doubt about the
accuracy of the research that has been quoted by
some.
I direct attention to some other research that has
been sponsored by Petcare. I certainly understand
the view that Petcare may have a vested interest.
However, in my very careful review of that
research - and I have had quite a spirited
discussion with Or Newby, who is the Petcare
veterinarian involved with this - it seems to me the
methodology of the Petcare-sponsored research is
pretty good. Certainly Or Newby's understanding of
the scientific literature seems to be pretty good.
The research calls into doubt whether domestic cats
are having a major impact on populations of wild
animals, including endangered species.
For example, I am unaware of any evidence that
shows that the lyrebird population in the
Sherbrooke Forest is declining as a result of the
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domestic cat population. In that case one needs to
look at the total environment, the number of feral
animals already present and the predating by them,
and at the changes to the ecosystem that are
occurring as a result of introduced plants,
particularly ivy, which is changing the ground cover
of the forest and reducing the capacity of lyrebirds
to find food. The environment on which the
lyrebirds depend for their food has been changed by
introduced plants, irrespective of any impact of
predating by either domestic or feral animals.
We need to be very careful about assuming that the
legislation will solve problems such as the decline of
the lyrebird population in the Sherbrooke Forest.
There is yet to be evidence to substantiate the
assumption - and that is all it really is - that there
is a link between domestic animals predating and
the number of native animals and endangered
native animals that are present.
Cats behave very differently from dogs. Dogs tend
to be extremely loyal to individual owners, and I
know honourable members are very loyal to and
concerned about their own animals. I hope the
elderly dog of the honourable member for
Mooroolbark is continuing to enjoy life; I would hate
to think that it had been put down prematurely.
As many of us would know, cats are much more
independent of the humans who consider
themselves their owners than is the case with dogs.
Dogs have much greater personal loyalties to their
owners than do cats.
I will give the example of my own domestic
circumstance. We have two cats at our home, one of
which I hesitate to say is our cat. It was there when
the house was built and would not go away. We did
not feed it, but it stayed and stayed until eventually
we decided that as the cat was staying we had better
li~e with it, so we started to feed it and let it inside;
it is a beautiful cat. However, the cat is not there
because of its loyalty to us; it is there because we
decided to accommodate its loyalty to that particular
site.
The physical capacity of cats to wander is much
greater than the physical capacity of dogs. As every
one of us knows, it is much easier to confine a dog
than a cat. I make the point that registration will not
prevent cats wandering. The only thing that will
prevent cats wandering is their being restrained in
some way, such as being kept inside or kept within
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roofed enclosures or in some other specialised form
of enclosure which cats are unable to climb out of.
Again I make the point that we should not expect
too much from the legislation. The value of
registration seems to me to come in a number of
respects. Some might say that the reason it was
introduced was to get revenue so that funds could
be made available for various programs to be
operated by public servants and municipal
government. It seems to me that in this instance the
revenue that will flow from registration can be put
to good use. I certainly hope that, despite the strong
wishes of treasurers from time to time, the
hypothecation continues and the revenue from
registrations continues to be applied strictly to
animal welfare matters, matters which may be
linked in a policy sense with the revenue source. I
hope and expect that we will see the registration
revenue being used exclusively for programs
associated with domestic and feral animals. Of
course, I accept that there will be some
administrative costs involved in that, but, again, I
hope those involved in the administration of the
funds will conscientiously minimise the costs and
make sure that so far as possible the revenue goes
towards actual programs.
The registration scheme will have a couple of
advantages. It will certainly involve some revenue
collection, which can be applied to useful programs
to control domestic and feral animals and to deal
with problems created by them. The mere fact that
there will be registration, irrespective of any
registration fee, will result in an important educative
role. It will be a way of bringing home to people that
an owner - or perhaps the subject - of a cat is the
person with the responsibility for that eat's
behaviour and welfare. We will be more inclined to
accept that people will be responsible for feeding
and caring for their animals properly, and for their
conduct. If an animal is found at some distant spot
marauding and attacking wildlife, whether native or
otherwise, its owner will have responsibility for it
The final point I make is that I very much welcome
local government being given additional
responsibility. Too many times in the past two years
we have seen local government being dismissed as
some mere pawn that can be taken for granted by
the Victorian government - dismissed at will,
restored at will, manipulated at will. This legislation
will give local government a new responsibility, and
I believe it is one which is very well located.
Whether we live in municipalities like Heidelberg,
Werribee, the new alpine municipality or anywhere
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else in Victoria, local government is the level of
government most appropriate for dealing with an
issue such as this. No-one would be more conscious
of the local impact of domestic and feral animals
than a mwlicipal politician - a local councillor who would be in day-to-day contact with animal
owners and see and feel the effects of domestic and
feral animals. For those reasons I support the
legislation. However, we should not expect too
much of it.
Mr TREASURE (Gippsland East) -It is with
pleasure that I support the Domestic (Feral and
Nuisance) Animals Bill because it is long overdue. It
will bring about control, particularly in urban areas,
of animal management and facilitate local
government's control not only of dogs but also of the
cat population. That is a very important
environmental step.

The Dog Act of 1970 recognised the need for dog
owners to be responsible, to accept the actions of
their animals and to control them, but it did not go
far enough because it did not recognise the need for
or attempt to place any control on the ownership of
cats.
This bill will do just that. It will bring about that

recognition and a legal responsibility so that an
animal may be traced back to a specific owner. Tnat
changes the whole concept of the legal responsibility
of cat ownership.
As a matter of interest, in Melbourne alone about
half a million cats live in some 282 000 homes: that is
an average of some l.~ >r 1.5 cats per household.
That is quite Significant. Even if the average
suburban cat in Melbourne kills only a specific
number of native animals, birds and reptiles a year,
when that number is multiplied by half a million it
reaches a Significant figure.
The influence of those animals spreads much further
than suburban Melbourne. In bushland, national
parks, aroW1d country towns and farmland the
spread of feral cats has been rife for many years.
The honourable member for Werribee said that the
feral cat population is determined largely by the
food source. I agree with him. I have seen the feral
cat population decline somewhat in certain rural
areas with the decline in the rabbit population in the
1950s and the 19605, but they are still there and very
much a problem.
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One of the problems associated with a continuing
cat population in those areas is the practice of
dumping, a practice that has been rife for many
years but which I believe is on the decline. The bill
provides for an education program to teach adults
and younger people to manage their pets
responsibly and not take them on if they are not
prepared to do so.
The dumping of cats in bush areas and national
parks has had a big influence on the population of
feral cats and has topped. up the existing population
Preventing the habit of dumping of cats and dogs
will greatly assist in the resurgence of some of our
native wildlife, particularly the smaller animals on
which cats tend to prey. Certain native animals,
particularly birds, do not have a natural protection
against such predators.
Cats are unique and different from any other animal
that exists naturally in Australia and therefore have
an advantage with their physical abilities that our
native animals do not have. It is interesting to note
the number of animals that go through the Lost
Dogs Home in North Melbourne and some of the
steps being taken that this bill will facilitate. The
Lost Dogs Home recently installed an electronic
device somewhat similar to the device at the back
door of this building, through which dogs and cats
implanted with a microchip can be walked or
carried and the apparatus will identify them. I
believe about 15 000 dogs go out of the Lost Dogs
Home into ownership of some form or another, and
those animals will be readily identifiable should
they have to go through the facility. By that means
they will be traced back to the point of ownership.
The microchip technology Originated in the United
Sta tes of America and there are now 35 places where
such detection devices are in existence. I hope their
use will be greatly increased in Victoria. It is a great
step in detecting and tracing animals back to the
original ownership.
The bill also provides for the detection of animals by
way of tattoos and tags. It is important that if any
animal is registered it be traceable through some
means.
An article in the Herald Sun on 17 April 1994 states:
Though it will impose controls on ownership, and
inevitably a degree of nuisance because of additional
red tape, its goals are worthy. They include protection
of native fauna as well as the reduction of the number
of unwanted kittens.
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It is a measure especially important in suburbs which
border bushland, where birds and small native animals
easily fall prey to the night-time prowlers.
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their responsibilities towards their animals. I
support the bill because I believe it is a move in the
right direction and will lead to greater
environmental benefits as the years go by.

The RSPCA backs the program.

Not only the RSPCA but also local coundls and
various other animal bodies have expressed support
for the legislation. The bill will also reduce the
number of stray and feral animals throughout the
state and dramatically reduce the practice of
dumping. It will allow caring owners to locate their
lost dogs and cats easily. That is important. Some
60 000 dogs and 40 ()()() cats go through Victoria's
animal shelters every year. While a proportion of
them would be lost animals, it is also fair to say that
a lot of them are unwanted, where the owners have
made little or no attempt either to retain the animals
or find them once lost
It is interesting to note that 1 in 100 dogs and 1 in
1000 cats are claimed. That tells me that a certain

section of the community is negligent in its
responsibilities in looking after animals.
I believe the majority of the state's pet-owning
population are responsible and look after their
animals well; it is the smaller percentage, some 10
per cent or 20 per cent, who do not take the time or
the effort to look after their animals.
Under the bill, animal sellers will be forced to
register pets at the point of sale and thereby buyers
of animals will know they have registered animals.
If the animal is later dumped or is picked up by a
municipal ranger it can be traced to its original
owner. Cats will be held for up to eight days, and if
they are not claimed or traceable they will be
destroyed. Currently there is no time frame for
holding cats, and that is a big mistake.

Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - I am pleased to
take part in this debate, which is a most unusual one.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - 1 could not resist the
temptation to contribute. Given that we have had a
wide range of speakers on a wide range of topiCS,
and given the history that this topic has had before
the house over many years, it is important that we at
least raise some of the questions that have not been
raised yet.
I do not want to repeat all the gems that have gone
before me, including some of the attempts at
humour by previous speakers, but 1 am pleased the
Chair is in such an amiable mood and has allowed
those things to travel through.
This is almost unbelievable - the debate, not the
legislation. It is almost unbelievable because we
have listened to speaker after speaker indicating that
this legislation has unparalleled support throughout
the community. 1 am a fairly believing person, but I
cannot believe there has not been one negative
comment on the bill. 1 do not think there has ever
been a piece of legislation that has not attracted
some negative comment.

After a great deal of research 1 found some negative
comment, which should be recorded. We should not
let the day pass without hearing something negative
said about this bill, which has risen phoenix-like
from the ashes of the bill that was roundly and
soundly condemned by the coalition only three short
years ago.

Earlier I mentioned the education program that will
be facilitated by the bill. That program will be
carried out by a $1 levy on all registrations that go
through local councils. That, in the longer term, is
the most important aspect of the legislation
inasmuch as it will set about the re-education of the
population of Victoria regarding the responsibilities
of pet ownership.

The DEPUlY SPEAKER -Order! There is one
thing the Chair can say about the honourable
member for Morwell, which is that he always.
stimulates debate in the chamber. The honourable
member for Morwell, without assistance.

Today there are advertisements encouraging people
to own pets. We all know that for medical,
therapeutic, companionship and various other
reasons it is good for certain people to have pets or
to have access to them, but it is also important that
we recognise the benefits of educating people about

Mr HAMILTON - Those interjections are totally
unrealistic - and it has nothing to do with the
registration of horses! 1 am waiting with bated
breath for the honourable member for Momington
to get to his feet to speak in this debate. 1 have
frequently had the pleasure of listening to the

Honourable members interjecting.
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honourable member. He has his own particular style
of debating, which some would say is provocative.
There are other adjectives one could use! It will be
interesting to see whether we can use the adjective
'hypocrisy' to describe his contribution this time,
because the honourable member for Momington, in
hislast--

Honourable members interjecting.
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Nevertheless, that set me wondering about how it
could be that a member of this house who has a keen
interest in agriculture and animals does not own a
dog or a cat. At first I thought it might have been his
background as a journalist, based on the suspicion
we sometimes have that journalists are not real
people. Then I got to thinking about the theory that
most cats and dogs look like their owners and that
the honourable member did not own a cat or a dog
because he could not find one that fitted the bill.

Mr HAMILTON - We will make it 'hypocritical'!
Mr Cooper - Do you want the Hansard of my
last speech?
Mr HAMILTON - I have actually had a look at
Hansard. Two of the criticisms the honourable
member for MOmington made about the Labor
government's legislation were that the registration
issue would be thrown over to local government and
that the then government was simply passing the
buck. One might ask how this legislation is different.
There is one big difference: in 1991, when the
honourable member spoke on similar legislation, we
had some local councils. The big problem you have
is that you have sacked all the local councils, so now
you are not throwing it over to another tier of
government, you are throwing it out the door!

We know that the Premier is a great pet lover. He
has two Great Danes. If ever there were a better
example of that theory in practice, I would like to
know about it! The Premier bounds around the
house in the same way as I am sure his Great Danes
bound around his house - and sometimes one
wonders what the difference is. I have heard it
argued that pets have more brains!
Mr Elder - Come on.
Mr HAMILTON - I am pleased you're here,
Mr Elder. Just to put that in context, I have a cat and
a dog, and my dog is a real working-class dog of
mixed breeding.

Honourable members interjecting.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The Chair
would very much appreciate the honourable
member for Morwell making his comments through
the Chair.

Mr HAMILTON - A politically correct dog,
that's right.

Mr Cooper - You must be a masochist if you
want that to happen!

Mr HAMILTON - Certainly mixed breeding,
yes; very even-tempered, fairly nondescript
parents - it fits.

Mr HAMILTON - I am pleased the honourable
member for MOmington is in the chamber because
he also stimulates debate through his sometimes
unruly interjections. I will listen to his comments
with a great deal of interest.

Honourable members interjecting.

Mr Kilgour - What's its name?
Mr HAMILTON - Taffy.
Dr Napthine - Is it like you, or is it you?

I was terribly surprised and very sad to hear that the
honourable member for Mildura, who is the
Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for
Agriculture and who I thought had a great deal of
knowledge about things agricultural, does not own a
cat or a dog. That is almost unbelievable! I heard the
honourable member for Gippsland South talking a
few minutes ago about the therapeutic benefits of
owning a pet cat or a pet dog - and I suppose we
could add 'pet horse', if you like big pets and do not
live in an urban setting.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Portland is being disorderly.
The honourable member for Morwell, without
assistance.
Mr HAMILTON - We are both in the twilight of
our lives, so we have a great affinity for one another.
I also have a young cat whose name is Harry. I do
not know whether we adopt animals so much as
they adopt us. They arrive on our doorsteps, our
ldds feed them, and eve~tually they become part of
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the family. I am sure many people have become pet
owners more or less by acddent.

know has that same very close relationship with
their pet. It is a good thing.

Children tend to have a great affinity for their pets.
They talk a lot about their pets, what their pets do
and do not do. If other children are like mine,
although they are given the pet - the dog, the cat,
the budgie, the goldfish or whatever - generally the
parents end up looking after it!

However, David Hill refers to the nub of the
problem:

The legislation is about encouraging responsible pet
ownership. Not only do I not oppose it, I support
and commend it because I think it is good
legislation. However, the real question is whether
we can ensure that the purpose of the legislation is
put into practice.

and indeed most of us have experienced the
caterwauling in the middle of the night at various
times-

Roaming cats, however, are at best a confounded
nuisance. At worst they are, well, choose your own
hyperbole, they fight, they caterwaul-

and they prey on wildlife.

There are upsides and downsides.
I direct the attention of house to some comments
made by Dr David Hill in the Age on Tuesday, 13
September this year. Or Hill is a veterinary surgeon
and the national spokesperson for the prcrcat group,
Cats Voice. He makes some very important
comments which we should take into account, not
just in passing this legislation but in making sure it
addresses the problem. The problem does not lie
with responsible pet owners. The problem is that too
many so-called domestic animals end up as feral
cats and dogs in the country and in national parks,
as a previOUS speaker said. The real problem is
uncontrolled domestic animals, in this case cats or
dogs. I heard of feral horses causing trouble in the
national parks, too.
I will not read poetry like the honourable member
for Mildura, but David Hill in his article in the Age
of 13 September 1994 says -and, it is little bit of
poetry in some ways:
Owned cats, at home, are a joy. As well as the
companionship they provide, there are real and
measurable health benefits gained by people who share
their lives with a cat.

TItat is true. All of us who have owned a cat have
spoken to that cat. You really treat the cat like
another person and - An honourable member interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - It does, it meows back.
Sometimes I have a little difficulty with the
translation, but the cat actually talks. It greets you
and let's you know when it is happy and when it is
sad. They are a great joy. Owning a cat is a
wonderful thing and every responsible cat owner I

In talking about this legislation, David Hill says:
The stated aims of this policy are to reduce problems
caused by feral and stray cats -

and we could add dogs in relation to this
legislation and to generate funds for a responsible pet ownership
education program-

The next remark in brackets is a little cynical:
(read slip a handful of silver to the animal welfare
societies).

I hope the minister in his response may comment on
how the government intends introducing the
education program. The education program has to
be more than, as David Hill cynically said, 'slipping
a handful of silver to the animal welfare societies'.
I hope the minister does respond. I believe the
government has a far broader picture in mind of
how we may use the total education system which is more than just our schools, some days I
think our schools are one of the lesser parts of the
education system - to achieve education of the
broad community, especially people who have cats
and dogs.
We need to make a point about the $1 registration
fee. I was going to say $1 a head, but as David Hill
says, not all of them will be registered anyway, so it
is not a $1 a head. It is a $1 registration fee for the
education program.
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The program needs to be broad, well-directed and
almost of the standard of the TAC ads. The whole
community needs to realise the importance of a
quality of life for both the owners and the animals.
Let's hope this is taken up in the minister's response.
David Hill is quite cynical. In fact, one could have
thought this was written by members opposite,
because his remark is one that I have heard made a
thousand times from members sitting opposite. He
says:
The case for registration is that it creates bureaucratic
jobs, it expands data files on owners and generates
income.
The comment is that if the government is to have
any sort of regulation, all that happens is that the
money gets soaked up in the bureaucracy. That is a
pretty cynical attitude and one that I personally do
not support. I believe it is important that the
government has a real part to play in the general
regulation and education of the community in its
responsibility to the community.
This bill demonstrates that particular philosophy:
that governments have to take responsibility on
behalf of the wider community for the overall
welfare, wellbeing and progress of society. I do not
agree with that comment by David Hill and I know
the government would not be introducing this piece
of legislation if it agreed with it. Because even
though it has tended to have a hands~ff approach
to some things like the casino and so on - An honourable member interjected.

Mr HAMILTON - I hope it has a hands~ff
approach to the casino! Nevertheless the input of
this legislation is that the government is providing a
lead. However, further on in the same article David
Hill says:
Leading the case against registration is the extreme
improbability of cat owners complying. Since 50 per
cent of dogs go unregistered. what hope do councils
have of achieving a better strike rate with cats?
There have been a fair few statistics thrown around
here. Yesterday the honourable member for South
Barwon alluded to the scenario in which, if he had a
pair of cats, after some relatively short period he
would end up with a million cats. I am not quite
sure how he arrived at that exponential relationship.
He was saying there is a big problem with the
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uncontrolled breeding of cats or dogs, and we are all
aware of that.
I believe there is an equally large problem in
throwing around statistics on a problem which is, by
and large, done by estimation and by taking samples
from councils. Some councils say 'We get 50 per cent
of our dogs registered' and then extend that
argument by saying that 50 per cent of cats have to
be registered.
The point that David Hill is making is probably one
worth noting. Responsible cat and dog owners will
register their animals. Indeed, the most
conscientious people doing that will be pensioners
and low income earners. They go and do it and they
do it because that is the way they approach life.
The problem is that mums and dads who buy a
kitten or a puppy for their kids fail to realise that the
kitten or puppy will eventually grow up and that
the kids will get sick of it. The animal grows up,
becomes unwanted and is then dumped. Then
n~ne will pay a registration fee.
David Hill is right when he says that it is not the
registration that is important, it is the identification.
The honourable member for Preston raised the
notion of permanent identification by the insertion
of a microchip under the skin of the animal. That
would then give the animal a permanent
identification so if it is dumped the registration may
lead to some knowledge of who has been
irresponsible.
David Hill goes on a little bit further and makes this
pOint, which the house ought to note:
What is required is a state-wide policy whereby
responsible ownership practices are encouraged and
irresponsible are penalised. There is a need to
discourage the recalcitrant and to finance the scheme
on a delinquent-pay basis.
What he is saying is, all right, so we use the
responsible pet owners to get a better education
program, but that does not attack the real problem.
The real problem is the irresponsible owner, or the
irresponsible purchaser, because sometimes people
then divest themselves of ownership and dump
their unwanted animals, either out in the bush,
which is a nice easy way of getting rid of your
personal responsibility, or in a neighbouring street,
and hope the devil that it doesn't come home.
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I do not know whether the legislation addresses the
issue that David Hill raised. The minister is getting
quite good with legislation on agricultural matters.
The other day we got agreement for wtifonn
registration of agricultural chemicals. Maybe we
ought to be looking at a wtifonn system of
registration of cats and dogs. Maybe we can have a
system where each council, once they are
reincarnated from the undemocratic state that most
of them are in at the moment, would be required to
run a uniform registration system across the whole
of the state. In that way we would perhaps have
better control.
The minister may take that on board and get a
working party to look at unifonn registration across
the whole state so that each council and each pet
owner in this state knows what their requirements
are, and we could benefit from the economy of scale
that that would engender. Then it would become
economically feasible for all councils to have the
same system, preferably a microchip, which would
enable them to give pennanent identification tags to
all domestic animals.
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Mr HAMILTON - Yes, pretty rough, I reckon. It
could be extended to all sorts of things.
David Hill's second point:
Impound any cat captured in an open space for a grace
period of 10 working days.

Better equipped rangers may be necessary in some
councils because a stray cat is not all that easy to
capture! The other points are:
Put down any wtidentified cats still in the pound after
10 days.
Impose a fine on owners to be paid before they reclaim
their wtidentified cats within the grace period.
Fit a functiOning microchip ID at capture at owner's
expense before release.
Not allow any cat to be released from the pound until a
fine and any microchip costs are paid.
These questions must be addressed.

A laudable aim of the legislation is that it
encowages businesses to sell only registered and
de-sexed animals. This will address a number of
problems in urban centres. I do not know whether it
will pick up those businesses in provincial Victoria
and the smaller towns around the countrySide. A lot
of us end up with a kitten or a puppy that is not
wanted. I would call it not the black market but a
non-market force interaction. People who own
animals that are whole and will breed will end up
with unwanted litters.
There is no doubt that there are some real problems
still facing us. This piece of legislation is only a first
step. We should note a couple of other points that
have already been addressed in the legislation.
David Hill has been a little unkind. He says:
Rather than impose registration on cat owners and
hope that things will improve I believe that the
legislation should ...

Mr Cooper interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - Given that the honourable
member for MOmington is doing a little moaning
over there, I will conclude at this stage.
Mr Cooper interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - The honourable member
presents a challenge in his usual fashion.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Momington is out of order. The
honourable member will remain silent.
Mr HAMILTON - I will ignore the petulance of
the honourable member for MOmington,
Mr Speaker. The opposition supports this legislation.
It understands, however, that it is the first step
towards solving what has been and still is a major
problem. There is still a long way to go.

and he gives a number of dot points. The first is:
Declare all cats that are not securely enclosed and are
not bearing adequate identification

to be vermin..

With the inevitable result.
Mn Peulich - That is pretty rough!

Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - I thank honourable members from
both sides of the house for their wide-ranging
contributions. The list includes the honourable
members for Mildura, Monbulk, Benambra, South
Barwon, Shepparton, Gippsland East, Werribee,
Altona, Sunshine, Keilor and Coburg. I particularly
thank the honourable member for Sunshine who
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gave credit for the fonnulation of the bill over the
years and for what is before us today. Listening to
the commentary by the honourable member for
SWlShine it is apparent that the legislation has been a
long time coming through various committees and
various governments. The legislation is now ready
to be passed.
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I would like to make a couple of comments. The

the Honourable Dick de Fegely was able to steer the
legislation through to its present stage. The
legislation has the consensus of this Parliament as
well as wide community support. Not everybody in
the community supports it, however. The
implementation of the ideals of this legislation will
be more achievable if there is wide community
support rather than opposition. For that I am
appreciative.

honourable member for Preston probably said it best
when he said that pet owners do not have a right but
a responsibility to the pets they have in their care.
That is a very true realisation. People must not see
having a pet as a right; they must accept the
responsibility of caring and looking after that
animal. They can enjoy the companionship the
animal provides but they must ensure it does not
encroach upon somebody else's way of life if that
person finds it intrusive.

The Municipal Association of Victoria has made a
number of comments about some of the clauses in
the bill. I do not have time to go through them all. In
the past couple of days a representative from my
own municipality, the City of Horsham, has
questioned a clause in the bill relating to local
government, the changes to the financial year, and
how the paying of the registration fees will come
about.

The honourable member for Morwell made a
Significant request for education programs to be
brought forward as a result of the $1 levy paid by
the municipality on a registration fee. He requested
that those education programs have a degree of
relevancy to better domestic animal ownership and
that they address the problems associated with
Victoria's feral animal population. I take those
comments on board as being very supportive and
constructive.
Whether it be the honourable members for Mildura,
Monbulk or Benambra, all honourable members
have made individual comments. I particularly wish
to thank the honourable member for Ballarat in
another place, Richard de Fegely. When the
government fonnulated its policy on domestic,
nuisance and feral animals it was committed to the
introduction of sensible, workable companion and
feral animal legislation.
I gave to the Honourable Dick De Fegely the role of
sitting down with my departmental people, such as
John McCrory and Peter Penson, and working
through with the various interest groups, the Cat
Protection Society, the Lost Dogs Home, the RSPCA,
the Municipal Association of Victoria, the pet food
manufacturers and so on. They all sat around the
table to develop new ideas.
As the honourable member for SWlShine said, the
principles of this legislation have been developed
over the past 10 or 20 years. The Dog Act was
introduced in 1970 and we have looked at ways of
improving that since then. Along with my
departmental officers and various interest groups,

Under the Local Government (Amendment) Act that
brings about those changes to the financial year, the
current last day for payment of rates has been set for
the 1994-95 and 1995-% financial years. These are
the same as under the current act, but no firm date
has been set for future years and therefore it would
not be appropriate to set a date in this bill that we
may have to amend some time in the future.
The bill adopts the policy of providing a general
50 per cent discount to all pensioners for
registration, and pensioners with de-sexed animals
also get the.50 per cent reduction on the reduced
fees. The Municipal Association of Victoria
questioned the fact that we are giving the.50 per cent
discount to pensioners on all animals, but we have
made that decision and will continue with that.
The honourable member for Gippsland East had a
query from his way regarding clause 72 and how
contracted people will be able to bring about the
enforcement of penalties. We have had some
discussion with the MA V concerning clause 72 and
the need to retain accountability within the
municipality for decisions that relate to the
prosecution of people. The bill enables all hands-on
activities to be delegated by the municipality to a
person or organisation. So we believe that query has
been well covered in discussion with the
municipality .
I guess that many of these provisions are not
foolproof until tested by some legal entity through a
court system, but we hope that most of the
provisions that we have put in place will stand the
period of time to bring about a sensible and
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responsible attitude to domestic animals and
therefore restrict the number of feral animals in our
community.
I heard the honourable members for Morwell,
Werribee, Benambra and Gippsland East talk about
the damage feral dogs do to farm animals when they
encroach on private property. It is alarming to have
your stock tom apart in an attack by feral dogs.
Some system needs to be put in place. The
honourable member for Altona spent some time
speaking about controlling feral cats and the
damage they do to the environment. Once again we
need to try to come to terms with those difficult
issues. I agree with most of the comments that the
legislation will not necessarily come to terms with
all the problems, but we only hope that it assists in
coming to terms with them. TItat is why we have
supporters on all sides of Parliament and wide
community support in the electorate for this bill.
In conclusion, I thank all those members who have
participated in debate in a constructive and positive
way.

The SPEAKER -Order! As a statement has been
made under section 85(5)(c) of the Constitution Act
that this second reading needs to be carried by an
absolute majority of the house, and as there are
fewer than 45 members present, I ask the Clerk to
ring the bells.

This amendment will ensure consistency in the bill
by providing exemptions from restraint conditions
similar to those provided for identification markers
in clause 20(2). The amendment will alleviate
concerns expressed by dog owners that, for example,
obedience trials and training may become
impossible if over enthusiastic councils were to limit
obedience training exercises. The exemption is also
needed for dogs working stock in rural
municipalities, which is important for the farming
community. TItat is the basis of that amendment.
Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 27 to 31 agreed to.
Clause 32
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - I move:
2.

Clause 32, line 4, omit "owner" and insert "occupier".

The purpose of this amendment is to provide that
the occupier of any premise rather than the owner,
as is presently provided in the bill, must not allow a
cat or dog on the premises to become a nuisance.
This amendment is necessary to ensure that the
landlord of a rented premises is not responsible for
the pets of the tenant. It is a worthwhile amendment.
Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 33 to 77 agreed to.

Bells rung.

Clause 78

Required number of members having assembled

Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - I move:

in chamber.

Motion agreed to by absolute majority.

3.

Clause 78, line 2, after "by" insert "or delivered to".

Oause26

The purpose of the amendment is to ensure that a
council notifies an owner of an identified dog or cat
if that dog or cat has been delivered by a person to
an authorised officer of the council. This amendment
is necessary as the current provisions require a
council to notify an owner only if an identified
animal is seized by an authorised officer. It gives
every chance of the animal being returned to its
rightful owner, thereby giving the animal every
opportunity of staying alive.

MrW. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - I move:

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 79 to 102 agreed to.

Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Clauses 1 to 25 agreed to.

1.

Clause 26, page 15, line 6, after this line insert -

"0 A condition made under sub-section (2)(b)(i)
does not apply to a dog in any of the
circumstances listed.in section 20(2).".

Schedule agreed to.
Reported to house with amendments.
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Report adopted.

or favour and that there are not special advantages for
mates of the government.'

Third reading
The SPEAKER - Order! I am of the opinion that
the third reading of this bill is required to be passed
by an absolute majority. As there is not an absolute
majority of the members of the house present, I ask
the Clerk to ring the bells.

Bells rung.
Required number of members having assembled
in chamber.
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.
Passed remaining stages.

LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION:
ALLEGATIONS
Debate resumed from 13 October; motion of
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services):
That this house demands that the Leader of the
Opposition, having refused to substantiate his
allegations of cronyism when given the opportunity in
the house last week, should now (a) name the two business people he identified during
an on the record interview with Herald Sun
reporter Damon Johnston, detailing how these
particular individuals benefited from the alleged
rorting of or departure from government processes
that would see them in gaol by 1996; or
(b) if the honourable member is unable to meet the

requirements of the house, publicly apologise or
resign his position as Leader of the OppOSition.

and Mr Brumby's amendment:
That all the words after 'house' (where first occurring)
be omitted with the view of inserting in place thereof
the words " given that the Leader of the Opposition at
no time named any persons whom he expected to go to
gaol, notes the government's hypocrisy in seeking to
have 'names named' and thereby potentially bringing
people into disrepute, given its alleged concern that
reputations not be damaged, and further notes the
government's failure to understand the notion of
conflict of interest, failing to ensure that businesses
bidding for government work are treated without fear

House divided on omission (members in favour
vote no):

Ayes,4B
Bildstien, Mr
Brown. Mr
Clark. Mr
Cooper, Mr
Davis, Mr
Dean. Or (Teller)
Doyle. Mr
Elder. Mr
Elliott. Mrs
Finn, Mr
Hayward,Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Hyams. Mr
Jasper, Mr
]enldns. Mr
John. Mr
Kennett. Mr
Kilgour. Mr
Lupton.Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill.Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.D.
Mcl..ellan, Mr

Maclellan. Mr
McNamara. Mr
Maughan, Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson. Mr
Perrin, Mr
Peulich. Mrs
Phillips. Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman. Mr 5.,.
Reynolds. Mr
Rowe. Mr
Ryan,Mr
Spry, Mr
Steggall. Mr
Tanner, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson. Mr (Teller)
Traynor. Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner. Mr
Wade. Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 17
Baker. Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Bracks, Mr (Teller)
Carli, Mr (Teller)
Coghill, Or
Cunningham, Mr
Carbutt, Ms
Hamilton, Mr
l..eighton, Mr

Marple.Ms
Micallef, Mr
Pandazopou los, Mr
Sandon, Mr
~itz. Mr
~rcombe, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Wilson, Mrs

Amendment negatived.
The SPEAKER - Order! The question is:
That the motion be agreed to.

House divided on motion:

Ayes, 49
Bildstien, Mr
Brown, Mr
Clark. Mr
Cooper. Mr

Macielian, Mr
McNamara. Mr
Maughan, Mr
Napthine. Or
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Oavis.Mr
Dean. Or
Doyle,Mr
Elder. Mr
Elliott. Mrs
Finn.Mr
Hayward. Mr
Henderson. Mrs
Hyams.Mr
Jasper. Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John,Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh.Mr
Lupton, Mr (Tel~)
McArthur. Mr
McGiIl.Mrs
McGrath. Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan. Mr

Paterson. Mr (Ttller)
Perrin. Mr
Peulich. Mrs
PhiIlips. Mr
Plowman. Mr A.F.
Plowman, MrS.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan. Mr
Spry, Mr
SteggalI. Mr
Tanner. Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Tumer.Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
WeJIs.Mr

Noes, 22
Andrianopou}os, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor. Mr
Bracks. Mr (Ttl~)
Brumby.Mr
Carli. Mr (Ttller)
Coghill, Or
Cunningham. Mr
Garbutt. Ms
Hamilton.Mr
Leighton, Mr

Loney, Mr

Marple, Ms
MicalIef,Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Sandon,Mr
5eitz, Mr
5ercombe, Mr
Thomson, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Wilson. Mrs

Motion agreed to.
Sitting suspended 1.11 p.m. until 2.05 p.m.

DISTINGUISHED VISITOR
The SPEAKER - Order! I welcome to the
Speaker's gallery Mr Geoff Hunter, member of
Parliament for Lake Macquarie in New South Wales.
You are welcome, Sir.

PHOTOGRAPHING OF PROCEEDINGS
The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the house that I
have given pennission for still photographs to be
taken during question time today. No additional
lighting or flashlights will be used.
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ABSENCE OF MINISTER
The SPEAKER - Order! I further advise that the
Minister for Industry and Employment will be
absent from question time today on government
business. The Minister for Industry Services will
answer any questions directed to the Minister for
Industry and Employment.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Crown Casino: bid
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to the comment made by the Prime
Minister in federal Parliament yesterday when he
said that the bidding process for the casino, 'stinks
like a dead cat--

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRUMBY - You don't like it, do you? Why
don't you have an inquiry?
The SPEAKER - Order! Question time cannot
proceed with that barrage of interjections. The
Leader of the OppOSition, asking his question.
Mr BRUMBY - The Prime Minister said in
Parliament yesterday that the bidding process for
the casino, 'stinks like a dead cat in the middle of the
road'. I refer also to the Premier's comments on
3AW this morning when he said that any inquiry
would show that the bidding process was 'so tight
and so pure'. In light of these comments, will the
Premier now agree to conduct a full, public judicial
inquiry into the awarding of the casino licence?
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question and I ask the whip to
take our first one off the question time agenda.
Yesterday in federal Parliament we saw the Prime
Minister in an exercise that can only lower - Mr Micallef - You're not in the same class!
Mr KENNETI - You're dead right! The
honourable member for Springvale says I am not in
the same class. I am proud I am not in the same
class! Yesterday the Prime Minister lowered his
standards even further. In order to divert attention
away from scrutiny of his own activities he decided
toattack--
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I will not allow
question time to continue with a barrage of
interjections. The Leader of the Opposition has
asked his question and the Premier is entitled to
answer in silence.

Mr KENNEIT - He tried to divert attention
away from his own problems by trying to assume
down here, based. on a report by the Sunday Age, and
no doubt that newspaper will have another
instalment this week because it is the natural
successor to the old Truth - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNEIT - The one thing the Prime
Minister has in common with the Leader of the
Opposition and Mr White in another place is that
they are prepared to make accusations but not one
of them has produced any substantiation of their
claims. Not one! The only way the Labor Party here
and in Canberra can attract attention to itself is
through a campaign of smear and innuendo, on the
one hand against the government - -
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Mr KENNElT - The sad thing about what the
Prime Minister did yesterday was that after two
years of he and I and our governments working
together on a lot of issues to rebuild Victoria and
introduce competition, he then sent a message, a
signal, particularly to international markets, that is
not based on fact at all.
Mr Brumby interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition has asked his question.

Mr KENNElT - It is a pity but not surprising
that the opposition has no concept of partnership or
of being creative. There is no question that the
processes - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order!

Mr KENNElT - There is no doubt that the
processes have been followed, that have been led by
people like Mr John Richards, Henry Bosch - Mr Bracks - Show us your inquiry. Prove it!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I warn the honourable
member for Springvale that I will not tolerate one
more interjection from him. I warn other members of
the opposition that I will take action against them.

Mr KENNEIT - 'This new campaign of smear
and innuendo is designed to undermine the
confidence of this state's recovery. The opposition
quite obviously has no interest in a recovery taking
place or in new jobs. 'This is only one way it believes
it can mount an argument.
Yesterday the Prime Minister entered into the same
argument. What he did was imply or state that there
was corruption here, but without any proof
whatsoever. The only tragedy of what the Prime
Minister has done is - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETI - Listen to the little children on
the other side! The sad thing about what the Prime
Minister did yesterday was the fact that he and I
having, worked together - -

Honourable members interjecting.

Mr KENNElT - Here comes the newest boy in
the Parliament. He sits there and mouths the .
comments of his leader. Well, you align yourself
with him.
The Prime Minister and the Leader of the
Opposition are saying that people like
John Richards, Henry Bosch and John Frame are all
corrupt because of that process.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNElT - And now the Leader of the
Opposition is saying I am corrupt.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNElT - Ah, not me? Good!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I warn the house that if
this behaviour continues I will suspend question
time.

Mr KENNElT - There is no ground whatsoever
for an inquiry into the way the awarding of this
contract has proceeded. There is not one piece of
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evidence that would suggest an inquiry is necessary.
I am not going to have this govenunent, the
community or the business people of this state put
in a position where every time a tender is put out
and is ultimately won by a party, those who lose are
able to nm to the ALP or to the Sunday Age and
argue misdeed or what have you.
The day when this community as a whole is
working towards a stronger Victoria, a more
employed Victoria, with a goal that most of us on
this side - and I suspect most of the community would support is being ridiculed only by those who
sit opposite. Not one policy!
Mr Brumby -And the Prime Minister.
Mr KENNETI - Yes, and the Prime Minister.
Well, he is no saint, is he? The government will
continue to govern responSibly on behalf - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETT - Look at the honourable
members here. Listen to their little sounds - the
member for Footscray - The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier should
ignore interjections.
Mr KENNETT - What stinks?

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETT - These poor individuals! There
is not one policy issue they argue on.
An honourable member interjected.

Mr KENNETI - Oh yes, marijuana. You want to
legalise marijuana. Aside from that, nothing.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I warn the honourable
member for Carrum that he is on notice, as is the
honourable member for Springvale. The Deputy
Leader of the OppoSition is coming a close third.
Mr DOLLlS (Richmond) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker - -

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member will remain seated. The Premier.
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - Mr Speaker - -
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Mr DOLLIS (Richmond) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, this week we saw an incredible amount
of vilification coming from that side and the
warnings were not there. So don't come and warn
thisside-The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order. I advise the house I will take action against a
government member also.
Mr KENNETT (Premier) - The government will
continue to govern on behalf of the vast majority of
Victorians. We will continue to do it honestly and
honourably. Ultimately if the Leader of the
OppOSition - who even missed the division on his
own amendment before lunch - should come up
with any evidence I suggest that he just provide it to
this house.

Business investment
Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) - Will the Premier
inform the house of new investment in Victoria,
particularly in the Latrobe Valley, that has been
generated by the government's efforts to promote
our state and create a climate in which business is
welcome?
Mr KENNETT (Premier) - I thank the
honourable member for his question. I must say that
while the opposition continues to make these false
accusations the government will continue to get on
with the business of governing on behalf of the
majority of the citizens of this state.
Today I am happy to announce that we have been
able to attract yet another new investment to this
state, and importantly it is for the Latrobe Valley,
where there has been a tremendous amount of
readjustment as we have moved from an SEC that
has been state-owned through to Lay Yang S, which
is now 51 per cent owned by Mission Energy,
engineering works have gone out to Siemens,
transport has gone out to Linfox and a whole range
of new changes are in place.
We are very conscious of the fact that we have not
only to attract as much investment to Victoria but
also to decentralise it from the city and, where
possible, put it as much as we can, not necessarily
into a Liberal or National party seat, but in places
such as the valley, to recognise and to honour the
commltment we gave on the night of the election
that we will govern for all Victorians.
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I am able to announce today that Australian Leather
Holdings Group is to establish a major wet blue hide
taruting operation at Rosedale in the Latrobe Valley.
11tis will require an investment of approximately
$10 million and will create up to 100 direct jobs in
the Rosedale area. The new plant will add value
significantly to primary products. It is a singular
quality that we have been pursuing for a long time
to do better and more with our primary products, to
add value and to ultimately be able to then trade
those added value products both in Australia and
overseas.
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view of his question yesterday and the fact that, like
the Premier, I had no recollection of any advice of
the kind he implied he had, I initiated a request for
the Treasury to investigate whether there was any
advice of the kind he suggested.
First of all my advice is that although the two
officers directly involved are not available at
present, Treasury records show that there is no
document of the kind the Leader of the Opposition
implied he had yesterday.

Honourable members interjecting.
The company will take raw cattle hide worth
$60 million and through this process turn it into a
product worth $250 million. The plant will be
capable of processing around 50 000 hides a year
and it will have a major impact on the value of the
community in the Latrobe Valley.
The government will continue to try to build the
critical mass in this state by reputation, confidence
and deed rather than word. 11tis community is
continually being white-anted by both the Leader of
the Opposition and by the Prime Minister yesterday.
The people of Victoria clearly understand that this
government not only has the personnel but also the
commitment to proceed and deliver results such as
this.
We congratulate Australian Leather Holdings on its
decision to come to Victoria and move into the
Latrobe Valley. For those in the valley who have
been part of the restructuring change over recent
years this will be another indication that the
government is moving industry to their location to
enable them to start what will be for many a new
career in the latter part of their lives.

Gaming machines
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Treasurer to the Premier's cam men ts in the
house yesterday when he said he could not
remember what advice the Treasury gave prior to
.the government's decision last year to set a new
limit of 45 000 gaming machines in Victoria and to
impose a restriction on the number of gaming
machines in all venues within 100 kilometres of the
casino. I ask the Treasurer whether he can inform
the house whether the cabinet subcommittee sought
or received advice on this issue from Treasury, and
if so, what that advice was.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I thank the
Leader of the Opposition for his question, because in

Mr.STOCKDALE - Just look at him! What a
pity the people of Victoria cannot see this man on
television. All they get the benefit of seeing is the
back of his head. It is a terrific thing that we have
question time at 2 o'clock because it does not matter
what sort of a lousy morning you have had, you can
come in here and in no time at all the Leader of the
OppOSition will boost your morale, restore your
confidence and get you ready for the rest of the day!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I advise the Treasurer
that he must come back to the question,· and I also
remind him of the sin of overacting.
Mr STOCKDALE - I thought it was an accurate
parody, Mr Speaker. My recollection is in line with
the Premier's yesterday, that these matters were
treated as policy matters in two respects: first of all,
as part of the interactive process that I understand
the Casino Control AuthOrity followed with the two
bidders.
From time to time the casino authority brought to
the cabinet subcommittee issues of policy. They
were not treated as narrow financial issues; they
were treated as matters of general policy about the
nature of the arrangement between the government
of Victoria, as set up by the Labor Party, and the
casino bidder, whoever was successful as the
operator of the casino .
From time to time various issues of a policy nature
were raised. The government was directing its
attention to those issues: one, in the light of the
advice of the Casino Control AuthOrity; and, two, in
relation to its own values and policies on the
extension of gambling opportunities. The
government approached the balancing ofthe clarity
of the security of the commercial position of the
casino with the potential development of gambling
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opportunities right across the state. For example,
issues like where the border was drawn and the
duration of the limit that the Labor Party had
imposed on the size of gaming machine venues were
approached on general policy grounds.
From time to time when decisions were taken and
made known publicly, the Treasury revised its
budget estimates of gaming machine revenue.
Unlike the Labor Party which apparently, from these
questions, has all along been driven by the marginal
difference in gambling turnover and the revenue
effect, this government has approached the issue as
one of the general interests of the community of
Victoria on general policy grounds and reflecting its
knowledge - -

Honourable members interjecting.
An Honourable Member - Where was the
briefing note?

Mr STOCKDALE - The matters were
approached as what they were. They were raised as
policy issues; they were dealt with as policy issues.
The revenue estimates became relevant only when
the policy had been determined. They involved the
balancing of competing interests.
We have no knowledge of who raised these issues,
whether it was the Casino Control Authority itself or
either of the bidders, because the process was
conducted by Mr Richards and his colleagues on a
basis which is beyond reproach.l think it is
scurrilous that the people the Labor Party appointed
to these positions are being defamed and slandered
by the Leader of the Opposition.
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words, less than 5 hours before the strike started we
were trying to settle the issue amicably, as
recommended at the start of the week by the
commission.
TItis unwarranted strike has inconvenienced
hundreds of thousands of commuters. It has cost
industry and commerce in Victoria many millions of
dollars. There is no doubt that these militant union
thugs owe the Victorian community an apology.
I would like to congratulate Victorians - and in
particular Melburnians - for the way they have
handled the strike. I spoke to Vicroads about an
hour ago and was informed that although the traffic
was of course heavier, it simply meant that the peak
moved forward approximately 1 hour to around
7 o'clock this morning. Although traffic was heavier,
the flow generally has been good and Melbumians,
although terribly inconvenienced, have been able to
overcome the situation and get in to work.
We have spent the past two years building up the
system and improving it. That is evident and clear
for everyone to see. That good work being put at
risk by militant union leaders is clearly Wlacceptable
to the entire community.
As evidenced by the introduction of the dty drcle
tram service, as evidenced by the introduction of the
new sprinter trains, rural and regional Victoria now
has a much better service than it did two years ago.
There has been a dramatic improvement
system-wide across all modes: trains, trams and
buses. There is no shadow of doubt that what
Victorians want is what has been the case for the
past two years: that is, industrial harmony in public
transport.

Public transport strike
Mr DOYLE (Malvern) - Will the Minister for
Public Transport inform the house how the public
transport union's decision to strike today has
affected the people of Victoria?
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - I
thank my colleague for what is a very important
question for the Victorian community. At the outset
1 make it clear that the unions that have caused this
unwarranted and unnecessary strike owe the public
of Victoria an apology.
There was no reason for today's strike. They had a
3 per cent pay offer on the table. It stayed on the
table, and we were before the Industrial Relations
Commission up until 7.10 p.m.last nighlIn other

I t is clear tha t these militant union thugs do not
want that. It is also clear that regardless of their
actions this government will continue to improve
services in public transport.

It is instructive that while these unions have been
successful in stopping the government buses, trains
and trams, every privately operated bus continues to
provide public transport in Victoria today. All
private buses are operating. That reinforces a widely
held community view that the private sector puts its
customers first, unlike these militant unions which,
as is clearly evident today, have no regard
whatsoever for the people who are footing the bill
and the commuters who rely on the services that
clearly should be running today.
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Over the past two years the most reliable and
economic services provided by the government in
public transport have been those operated by the
private sector. That includes the buses that have
been contracted out in recent months and includes
the two privately operated trains: one to
Warmambool and one to Shepparton.
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The SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition is out of order.
Mr COLEMAN - One of the critical issues
which faces government is that on coming into office
Melbourne Water-Mr 8rumby interjected.

The community sees the success of private
enterprise involvement in public transport. I have
even had Labor Party MPs come up to me and
congratulate the government on the two privately
operated trains, and in the past two weeks on the
buses being operated privately by the National Bus
Company.
Because of the unions' unwarranted action. what
was a certain and guaranteed pay increase of 3 per
cent to be paid within weeks has now been
withdrawn. This act of hmacy has cost the
community dearly. They have cost their own
members a day's pay, and an in-the-hand cash
increase of 3 per cent of wages which, for many who
have young families and mortgages, was an amount
of money that they could have done with. Their
union leaders have cost them that increase in pay
through this unwarranted and unnecessary strike. It
is back to the drawing board for them.

If these unions want to continue to try to hold the
community up for ransom via the public transport
system, it will be at the peril of themselves and their
members.

Water rates
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - I refer the Minister
for Natural Resources to investigations by the
Brotherhood of St Laurence which has found that
increases in water rates introduced by the Kennett
government in July have had a devastating impact
on low-income families with some householders
paying up to $195 more per year. Will the minister
agree to immediately review the changes that have
Deen made to Melbourne water charges?
Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - The honourable member for Altona
has referred to the introduction of a
consumption-basecl rating charge into Melbourne
Water's costs. That finds its basis in policy decisions
made by the previous government.

Mr Kennett - You did not say that.
Mr COLEMAN - Melbourne Water had a deficit
of the order of $3.8 billion brought about by a
decade of increases below the consumer price index
while the Labor Party was in government.
They were the cumulative issues we had to deal
with when we won government. The former Labor
government had a policy of consumption-based
rating, with which this government has persisted,
and benefits are flowing from that.
Yesterday the report of Melbourne Water was
tabled, and it indicates that in the past year of
operation it has had an outstanding result, one
which clearly reflects the improved management of
Melbourne Water, and the contracting out of
services resulting in a major reduction in operating
costs. One of the features of the financial
management of the other side of the house is that
they would want to spend those savings before they
were ever made. It is only in the reporting process
that those savings are to be captured, and it has
already been indicated that the flow-on from that
will be that there will be no price increase in water
for the next two years.

Honourable members interjecting.
Ms Marple - I have a dog called Bill and I trust
it more than him.
The SPEAKER - Order! I only heard the tail end
of that remark, and I do not believe it was
complimentary. I ask the honourable member for
Altona to remain silent.

Superannuation: unfunded liabilities
Mr PATERS ON (South Barwon) - Will the
Minister for Finance inform the house of what
progress has been made in reducing Victoria's
unfunded superannuation liabilities?

Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - Here is
some very good news. Under the dynamic and
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strong leadership of the Premier this government
has been able to wind back the unfunded liabilities
of superannuation. When the Labor Party took
government unfunded superannuation liabilities
were $6 billion and by the time it left government
they were $18 billion. If nothing had been done they
would have been approximately $19 billion by now
rising to $60 billion in 2025.
Due to the prudent financial management and
arrangements entered into where agreements were
reached with the trade union movement, unfunded
liabilities have now been reduced by $3.8 billion.
That is just $1 billion more than the losses that this
mob made on Tricontinental, but unfortunately it is
not quite enough to cover the costs of the three
major decisions of Mr White over that magic 25-year
period from now when unfunded liabilities will be
zero. Over the next 25 years his decisions will cost
this state about $5 billion through electricity tariffs
and subsides to Alcoa, through the Grocon building
where we had a $646 million exposure, and in the
claim made for the Hudson Conway building.
This is a dramatic turnaround in unfunded liabilities
for this state and it picks up a lot of the advantage
lost by the previous administration through not
understanding what it was doing when it was in
government.

COMO PROJECT BILL
Second reading
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The broad purpose of this bill is to facilitate the
development of the balance of the Como Project,
South Yarra.
Honourable members will remember the very large
urban redevelopment project of Mr Jack Chia in the
early 1980s for what became known as the Como
site, being the land bounded by Toorak Road,
Chapel Street, Alexandra A venue, and River Street,
South Yarra.
The South Yarra Project Act 1984 and the South
Yarra Project (Subdivision and Management)
Act 1985 were enacted to facilitate that project. The
South Yarra Project Act 1984 incorporates in a
schedule an agreement between the state of Victoria,
the owner and the City of Prahran, designed to also
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facilitate the project. Only stage 1 of the Jack Chia
project was completed before the balance of the
project was abandoned in the recession that
followed. That stage comprises the commercial and
residential development on the south boundary of
the site, fronting Toorak Road, Chapel Street and
River Street.
The new owner of the balance of the Como site,
Royalmist Pty Ltd, does not intend to proceed with
the further stages of the Jack Chia project envisaged
by the two acts. Royalmist now intends to develop
the balance of the site as two separate projects.
Project A affects the land in the middle of the Como
site (generally bounded by Prahran Main Drain,
Chapel Street, Malcolm Street and River Street).
Planning approval for project A has been sought
from the City of Stonnington. The council has
recently prepared and given formal notice of
amendment L52 to the Prahran Planning Scheme.
The amendment provides for a lO-storey and a
12-storey apartment block, and a 4-storey
commercial development for shops, offices,
restaurants, and a health and fitness centre.
Project B affects the land at the north end of the
Como site (generally bounded by Alexandra
Avenue, Chapel Street, Malcolm Street and River
Street). On 13 April 1994, amendment L46 to the
Prahran Planning Scheme was approved to facilitate
project B. That action was supported by the former
City of Prahran. The amendment provides for a
263-apartment development in eight towers. The
towers will not exceed 10 storeys.
The estimated total value of Royalmist's proposed
development is apprOximately $200 million.
Although the development is less grandiOse than the
earlier plans and has a greater focus on residential
use, it is still a substantial investment in Victoria.
There are two main reasons for the bill. The first is
that the South Yarra Project Act 1984 and the South
Yarra Project (Subdivision and Management) Act
1985 are no longer relevant to or required for the
development of the balance of the Como site.
Amendment L46 is not consistent with the acts. Anv
future approval of amendment 1..52 will not be
'
consistent with the acts.
The second is to remove any doubt about whether
the acts require the whole of the Chia project to be
completed. The acts do not require that project to be
completed - they simply give permission to
proceed with it. However, if legal proceedings were
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commenced, it could lead to unfair and protracted
delays to Royalmist's plans.

undertaken by the State Revenue Office in
connection with the recovery of licence fees.

Any substantial delay would create particular
difficulties for Royalmist, as it has received approval
from the commonwealth Foreign Investment Review
Board conditional on development commencing
before the end of October this year. The government
has decided that legislation to remove
inconsistencies between the two acts and the two
amendments to the Prahran planning scheme is the
preferred course of action.

This bill introduces modem recovery provisions into
the act which are based on recovery provisions in
the Business Franchise (Tobacco) Act 1974. These
provisions will make legal proceedings for the
recovery of outstanding fees payable Wlder the act
more simple. The amendments will also enable the
recovery of outstanding licence fees from any third
party who owes money to the licensed person. This
is similar to the recovery powers under other
revenue acts.

The bill therefore provides for the repeal of the
South Yarra Project Act 1984 and the termination of
the agreement referred to in the act. The South Yarra
Project (Subdivision and Management) Act 1985 is
proposed to be amended so that its provisions
continue to apply only to the completed stage 1 of
the Jack Chia project. No rights or obligations with
respect to that stage will be affected in any way.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr DOLLIS
(Richmond).
Debate adjourned until Tuesday, 25 October.

LIQUOR CONTROL (AMENDMENT)
BILL (No. 2)
Second reading
Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister for Small
Business) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this bill is to make amendments to
the Liquor Control Act 1987. This bill is introduced
to give further effect to the government's plans to
transfer the collection of licence fees payable under
the act from the Liquor Licensing Commission to the
State Revenue Office and to enhance the efficiency of
collection of those fees and compliance with the act.
The bill also makes minor technical amendments to
remove provisions which discriminate against
people by reason of their age.

The bill also introduces evidentiary provisions to
facilitate recovery proceedings by either the chief
executive officer or the Commissioner of State
Revenue. These provisions are also based on
provisions in the Business Franchise (Tobacco) Act
1974 and are consistent with provisions in a number
of revenue acts. The amendments allow the chief
executive officer and the Commissioner of State
Revenue to prove various matters by certificate.
The amendments also extend the investigation
powers Wlder the act to the Commissioner of State
Revenue. Staff of the commissioner will have the
power to demand entry to and to enter, remain in
and search licensed premises to ensure compliance
with the payment of fees Wlder the act.
This bill furthers the government's commitment to
increased rationalisation and efficiency in revenue
administration and collection. It introduces recovery
and evidentiary provisions consistent with other
regulatory legislation by which licence fees are
collected. These provisions will facilitate the efficient
collection of licence fees and protect the revenue by
enhancing compliance with the act.
The bill also recognises the policy of this
government to abolish discrimination against any
person on the ground of his or her age. The
provisions in the act that currently prohibit the
appointment or reappointment of members of the
commission or the chief executive officer after they
have attained the age of 65 years are repealed by this
bill.
I commend the bill to the house.

The Liquor Control Act already enables the chief
executive officer to delegate the collection of those
licence fees to the Commissioner of State Revenue
and those staff authorised by the commissioner. This
bill will supplement the matters that may be

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr LONEY
(Geelong North).
Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister for Small
Business) -1 move:
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That the debate be adjourned until Friday, 21 October.

Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - The opposition is
not opposed to a one-week adjournment However,
during our briefing on the bill we asked a number of
questions that have not yet been replied to by the
department The opposition seeks the government's
cooperation in having those questions answered. If
we require a further briefing on these slight changes,
we ask that it be provided prior to debate on the bill
being resumed.
Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister for Small Business)
(By leave) - I give an assurance to the opposition
that the request of the honourable member for
Geelong North will be fulfilled to its fullest.
Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until
Friday, 21 October.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 8 September; motion of
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance).
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
have to say at the outset that although there are
some elements of the Financial Management
(Amendment) Bill that the opposition supports, it
will oppose this legislation because of its concerns
about changes to the State Tender Board and the
establishment of the new Victorian Government
Purchasing Board.
I shall outline the reasons why the opposition is
concerned about the present environment where
there is a lack of proper checks and balances in
government processes. This bill will do away with
the State Tender Board. It is worth noting right at the
outset that the State Tender Board was established
for a good purpose. It is there for good reasons,
which are to oversight and to monitor government
purchasing.
I believe all members of Parliament want
government purchasing arrangements to be
streamlined and made as efficient as possible. It is
vital for the proper functioning of a government and
of the Parliament that there be effective scrutiny of
purchasing, checks and balances, central
oversighting and no prospect under the system in
place of rorting and corruption occurring.
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That is the first issue that arises from this
wide-ranging bill. Amendments to the principal act
contained in the Financial Management
(Amendment) Bill relate to government reporting.
Clause 7(1)(a) of the legislation is very wide-ranging,
and the explanatory memorandum reads:
Redefines the liabilities to be reported. in the annual
statement of financial operations ... Ultimately the
government will adopt 'whole-of-govemment
reporting' and the total assets and liabilities of bodies
comprising the public sector will be reported and will
be subject to audit by the Auditor-General.

As I said, the bill makes other changes to the Public
Sector Management Act 1992. It will allow for the
introduction of whole-of-government reporting, and
it will allow for a temporary application of money to
be made to a public body.
I intend in my debate to canvass a number of issues
very broadly indeed. I do that because this is a bill
which relates to whole-of-government reporting; in
other words, bringing forward and putting on
display all assets and liabilities of bodies comprised
in the public sector.
The opposition strongly welcomes that aspect of the
legislation and strongly supports
whole-of-govenunent reporting. The opposition
supports the honest appraisal of a state government.
I put a challenge to the government today, which I
hope the Minister for Finance may respond to later
in summing up the debate - namely, that
opposition members are totally committed to
whole-of-government reporting and a statement of
assets and liabilities and budget report 10 days
before a general election.
That would allow the voters of Victoria to make an
assessment of the economic performance of the state,
be able to judge any new government on its
performance in government, and compare it with
the statement.
Mr I. W. Smith interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - That is an important thing. By
way of interjection the minister said that these things
have been looked at before. If a government is to be
kept honest, the public of Victoria should be able to
see with clarity the real assets and real liabilities of
the state. Then we would want to see this
government commit itseU to whole-of-govemment
reporting and a general purpose financial statement
10 days before the next general election.
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That is the challenge that I put to the government. If
the government has been prudent in its management
of the state finances, it has nothing to hide. If the
forecasts are so accurate, it should commit itself
now, in October 1994, to a general purpose financial
statement being released 10 days before the next
general election so the people of Victoria will be able
to see, in an open and transparent way, all of the
assets and liabilities of the state.
As I have said, the first section of the bill abolishes
what was the State Tender Board. The role of the
tender board was to oversee tenders for government
business and to ensure that appropriate rules and
regulations were followed in relation to such
tenders. The tender board assesses such tenders
independently and makes recommendations
accordingly.

Time and time again on this question of
independence, I have raised in Parliament the
concerns of the opposition to this government
systematically, deliberately and in a premeditated
way removing all of the independent checks and
balances that are required for a fair and democratic
society.
I shall point out for the purpose of this debate that
this bill is much broader than one making simple
changes to the tender board. Clause 7 of the bill
refers to whol~f-government reporting, to the
whole way the government goes about managing
the finances of the state. And of course my remarks
in this debate will be very broad. I have made
mention already of this government's attack on the
proper processes in this state. For example, we have
seen the sacking of Accident Compensation Tribunal
judges, the sacking of the equal opportunity
commissioner, the sacking of the law refonn
commissioners, the sacking of members of the
Industrial Relations COmmission, the sacking of
members of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal,
the sacking of elected local governments, and the
resignation yesterday of the Director of Public
Prosecutions - who was hounded out of office by
this government; it always had the DPP in its sights!
The government hounded the Director of Public
Prosecutions out of his office because he was
independent and because he dared question the
government. He was an independent statutory
appointee. He was a proper watchdog, not a lap-dog
of this government!
We have seen the repeal of appeal rights in the
Supreme Court under the Victorian constitution by
the inclusion of ouster clauses in more than 50 acts
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of Parliament. We have seen the virtual dismantling
of freedom of information legislation. We have seen
the gagging of Parliament. We have seen attacks on
the entitlements of the opposition party and
opposition MPs. We have seen the attacks on the
Director of Public Prosecutions that led to his
resignation yesterday.
What an appalling list! What an appalling
indictment of any government which promises to be
open, transparent, honest and accountable and
which has stripped away the very foundations of
democracy in this state. The government has taken
away all the checks and balances that keep a
government honest. Therefore it should be of no
surprise in the legislation that is before the house
today that this bill does away with the State Tender
Board. You have to ask why we have a piece of
legislation that does away with the State Tender
Board, and I shall come to tha t.
An honourable member interjected.

Mr BRUMBY - The powers are not the same!
The powers of oversight and the powers of scrutiny
are not the same. There is much more delegation to
departments and there will be much more
opportunity for cronyism under this legislation.
I note that the minister is shaking his head. This is a
minister who has stood in this Parliament before and
defended contracts like those with Leeds Media, and
I shall come to Leeds Media, and DOS Needham.
The fact is that there has not been a proper
overSight, and this legislation is about reducing even
further the proper checks and balances on and
scrutiny of purchasing under this government.
The government attacks anybody who dares criticise
it. We have seen decisions by the State Tender Board
come before Parliament when it has refused to
endorse specific contracts, where there has been
public criticism of contracts, or where there has been
a breach of Treasury regulations, as there was with
DOS Needham. And the fact is that this
government, whenever it is criticised, seeks to stamp
out and eradicate those who criticise it.
An Honourable Member ~ It certainly does!
Mr BRUMBY -So in seeking in this bill to
abolish the State Tender Board, this is just another
example of what it is doing. This might be the straw
that breaks the camel's back. I do not know, but I
just hope the government comes to its senses, sees
the light, understands the importance of an
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independent statutory committee and an
independent statutory watchdog, and endorses
again the importance of the separation of powers.
The reality is this legislation does away with the
tender board. It is no wonder if one look at the
government's track record why it believes the tender
board should go because if you looks at the deals,
the arrangements and the contracts that have
occurred under this government, you can see that
this is a government that does not want independent
scrutiny.
I shall come back to some of these contracts a little
later in the debate. As I said earlier, the reason we
are debating this legislation now is that before lunch
the government rushed through the censure motion
that had been moved against me and the state
opposition. It changed the business program of the
day. We have a government that is running scared
of public scrutiny, a government which has badly
miscalculated a political campaign, a government
which has wilfully used the numbers in this house in
a brutal way to get whatever sort of outcome it
wants.
It has to be put on the public record that the reason
we are debating this legislation now is because the
debate we were meant to be having about cronies is
a debate that this government could not bear to
have. It gagged the debate, put the motion through,

and you hope - don't you minister - that at 4 p.m.
or 5 p.m. when you all go home you can forget
about what the Prime Minister said yesterday about
the casino.
The Premier put it correctly today in question time
when he said that the state government and the
federal government have worked well for two years,
they have worked in the interests of all Australians.
But the Prime Minister is so concerned about what is
going on in Victoria, what is rotten about the state of
Victoria, that he had no option in federal Parliament
yesterday but to come out and attack the tender
arrangements for the casino deal. He described it
like' a dead cat in the middle of the road, a stinking
cat in the middle of the road, a rotten deal'. That is
what the Prime Minister said. You don't see him
talking about rotten deals or crooked tenders every
day because he is too busy watching the
development of the Australian economy. But when a
really crook deal comes along, when a process
comes along where the numbers simply do not add
up, and when the Prime Minister wonders why one
tenderer can suddenly find tens of millions of
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dollars in the last couple of days and leap ahead of
the other tenderer he raises legitimate questions.
The reason this government closed down today's
debate about cronies and about corruption is
because it does not want to face the music and have
a proper debate about the tender process for the
casino in this state.
I shall quote what the Premier himself said on radio
this morning about this process. In his words, the
process was 'so pure' and 'so fine'. If it was, allow a
judicial inquiry because we all want to see public
confidence maximised in this state. We all want to
see business confidence maximised in this state. I tell
you what, it is not maximised when you get
companies like Sheraton-Leighton and m going
around the world saying they do not ever want
again to do business in this state because the tender
process is rotten. It is not John Brumby saying that; it
is a major company of international standing going
around the world saying the deal is crook and it
does not want to be a part of business in Victoria
again.
I repeat: we all want an environment where public
confidence and business confidence can be
maximised and optimised so we can get investment
and jobs, but you are not going to get it while
question marks hang over the casino tender and the
government's purchasing poliCies. I shall make some
other remarks about question time today.
Mr I. W. Smith - You are meant to be speaking
on the bill.
Mr BRUMBY - The bill is the Financial
Management (Amendment) Bill, which I would
have thought goes to the issue of the financial
management of this state. It is a bill which refers to
whole-of-government reporting. It is a bill which
refers to public sector management. It is a bill which
allows temporary advances to ministers. I would
have thought it is a fairly broad bill.
Do you know what we got in question time today? I
asked a question about why the government made
its decision to put a limit of 45000 on the number of
poker machines allowed in Victoria. A big decision; I
would have thought a Significant decision. I asked
the question today of the Treasurer because I could
not get an answer yesterday from the Premier about
what advice the cabinet received from Treasury
about this decision.
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Yesterday we saw the Premier walking up and
down in this chamber scratching his head and
saying 'I can't remember. 1 can't remember what
advice we got. 1can't remember if we got advice or
we didn't get advice.'. He didn't want to answer the
question. So today I asked the Treasurer what advice
his department gave cabinet on the implications of
that decision? You would have thought a decision to
set a ceiling for 15 years on the number of gaming
machines - the Minister for Finance has a guilty
look on his face because he is embarrassed by this.
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance)Mr Acting Speaker, I take offence at the comments
made by the Leader of the Opposition and ask him
to withdraw.
The ACI1NG SPEAKER (Dr Coghill) - Order!
The Minister for Finance has taken offence. I ask the
Leader of the Opposition if he will withdraw his
comment.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - 1 will
withdraw the comment, Mr Acting Speaker.
Ministers throughout this government are
profoundly embarrassed by this decision. Fancy a
decision coming to cabinet to put a ceiling of 45 000
on the number of poker machines for 15 years with
serious, indeed significant, revenue implications and
the Treasurer saying no advice was given by
Treasury!
You have to ask why there was no advice from
Treasury. How did this decision come to be made
and why was it made? The Treasurer would have us
believe that it just came from the Victorian Casino
Control AuthOrity and then presumably they rang
up the Treasurer or the Premier and said, 'Look, you
had better do this'. The Premier called the cabinet
together, and without a single bit of paper, not a
single estimate, not a single piece of analysis,
nothing at all, the cabinet made a decision and
mysteriously picks out the figure of 45 000 poker
machines and said that will be the limit. You might
think it has financial implications - and the
Minister for Finance is in the house! What an
embarrassment. This is the way this government,
these prudent financial managers, these bastions of
financial responsibility, govern in Victoria. No
policy papers, no consideration.

If you made a decision like that in the private sector
with no advice, no piece of paper, you would be
sacked. It would be bye-bye. Bye-bye Treasurer.
Bye-bye Premier.
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Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - On a
point of order, Mr Acting Speaker, the Leader of the
Opposition seems to be addressing his remarks to an
act to establish the Casino Control AuthOrity, an act
which was passed in the fonner Parliament at the
initiation of the former Labor government. If he
were familiar with that act he would not be making
the comments that he is now making. His
comments, I put to you, Mr Acting Speaker, are not
in accordance with this bill because this bill deals
with the contracting process. If the Leader of the
Opposition were familiar with the Casino Control
Act he would know that the process for selecting the
successful bidder for the casino was in fact not a
tender process, it was a competitive bid process.
Therefore, Mr Acting Speaker, I suggest that he is
not addressing his remarks to this bill.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - On
the point of order, Mr Acting Speaker, as I have
already indicated in debate, the bill we are
discussing is the Financial Management
(Amendment) Bill. It is an extraordinarily broad bill
not only in name but also in content. I refer you, Sir,
to clauses 6 and 7 of the bill which provide for the
report of the operations and the financial statements
of the public body in the first financial year of
operation to be for a period other than 12 months.
One such body is the Victorian Casino Control
AuthOrity.
Moreover, clause 7 commits the government
absolutely to whole-of-government reporting, which
is general-purpose financial reports, a statement and
a form of reporting a bit like the Commission of
Audit, which brings to account all the assets,
liabilities, contingent liabilities, and finandal
responsibilities of the state.
That is what whole-of-government reporting is
about It is not just about the budget papers, because
they do not show everything. Whole-of-government
reporting would bring to account the implications,
for example, of a decision by cabinet to set a limit of
45000 poker machines on the gambling industry. It
would show the implications of that in terms of
budget revenue or casino licences. I submit that it is
a broad act indeed.

The ACI1NG SPEAKER -Order! At the time at
which the point of order was raised, the Leader of
the Opposition was using the example of certain
matters relating to the casino to illustrate a general
point he was making about the financial
management of the government. So long as he is
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able to relate his remarks to the bill, I do not uphold
the point of order.
Mr BRUMBY - Thank you, Mr Acting Speaker.
The example is an important one. It has nothing to
do with a casino act but with what was said in
question time today. I repeat: everybody who
listened to question time today would have been
absolutely staggered to know that, on a decision that
has profound implications for future revenue flows
to the government - poker machines are big
revenue earners; there are about 70 000 of them in
New South Wales and there will be a limit of 45000
in Victoria; equally importantly, the decision by the
cabinet to set a limit of 45000 machines in Victoria
potentially could have a Significant impact on the
value of casino licences - the Treasurer and the
Premier said today that that decision was taken by
cabinet without any advice whatsoever from
Treasury. That is a truly remarkable statement. I
suspect that, in the course of time, the Treasurer will
come to regret that answer today.
If it is true that there was no advice, it is a serious

matter indeed that a government can make policy
decisions of that type. It raises the question of why
such a decision was made and on whose submission
such a decision was taken.
I go back to some of our other concerns about the
legislation. I want to address firstly the issue of
whole-of-govemment management and reporting. I
have said that the state opposition strongly supports
this because government is becoming increasingly
sophisticated. Many activities are being undertaken
by non-budget corporatised entities. That is a
phenomenon in Victoria and right around the world.
In that sense it is absolutely essential that
appropriate management and reporting
arrangements be established for the publiC sector.
In order to do that, it is necessary to implement
whole-of-government reporting. It is interesting in
looking at this bill to look also at the financial
management paper released. by the state Labor Party
earlier this year which made a clear commitment to
whole-of-govemment reporting in government. The
bill is just another example of this government
stealing a Labor idea, implementing it and
describing it as its own. It is a bit like stealing
tabor's trophies. We have argued strongly for some
time about whole-of-government reporting. We now
find that the government is adopting this idea and
re-presenting it in this legislation.
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The purpose of whole-of-government reporting is to
provide a complete, accurate, transparent picture of
the entire range of the government's financial
transactions and the custodianship of public assets.
It is certainly the view of the state opposition that
the criteria against which good government financial
practice should be measured include a range of
factors.
The first factor is prior authorisation: in other words,
the legislature should authorise expenditure before
the executive can spend. The second factor is
comprehensiveness. Reporting should show all
revenues, expenditures, financial interests and
obligations of government. The third factor is
periodicity. Appropriation should be authorised and
reports prepared for specified periods of time. The
fourth factor is accuracy. Estimates should not
include hidden reserves as a result of deliberate
underestimating of revenues or overestimating of
expenditures. Financial interests and obligations
should be valued in accordance with accepted
accounting guidelines. The fifth factor is clarity. The
community should be able to understand
government financial reports. The sixth factor is
publicity. Government financial reports should be
widely publicised. That is the importance of
whole-of-government reporting.
Let us consider this year's budget. Despite all the
legislation put in place by Labor governments to try
to open up the budget books of accounts, with the
inclusion of performance indicators, for example,
this year's budget was an absolute disgrace. In
public transport and health all the indicators were
changed. They were changed because this
government is into the business of cover-up. It does
not want the public to understand the impact of its
decisions.
I do not think anybody objects to governments
having to be able to take the tough decisions, but the
public is entitled to know the real implications of
those decisions for the Victorian people. Let us take,
for example, public transport. We used to have
figures in the budget papers that showed the
number of passenger movements per year on public
transport in Victoria. Those figures showed that, out
of the first two budgets of this government, in the
first financial year we lost 18 million passenger
movements and in the second financial year we lost
a further 13 million passenger movements, so in the
first two budgets of this government we lost
31 million passenger movements from the public
transport system.
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lllat is why people are spending longer sitting at the
traffic lights waiting in traffic jams. People are
deserting the public transport system in droves
because the system still follows a holiday timetable,
fares have increased dramatically and the
government will not provide the resources,
commitment or quality of service necessary for
people to use the system. So we have lost 31 million
passenger movements out of the system. Surprise,
surprise - the performance indicator of the number
of passenger movements has disappeared. from the
budget papers this year. It has vanished.. It has been
taken out. Why is that? Perhaps it is because there
has been a further loss of patronage of the public
transport system.
I repeat: governments are entitled to make choices.
lllat is what governance is all about. But the public
is entitled to know the implications of those
decisions for them. In public transport there are
31 million fewer passenger movements in the
system; fewer people are using public transport in
Victoria today than at any time in the past 25 years.
What an appalling indictment of this government!
lllat is why the figures have been taken out of the
budget papers, and that is just one example of why
this opposition is committed. to
whole-of-govemment reporting. Accessible,
transparent, all-embracing, easily understood,
whole-of-government, general purpose financial
reports will inform the public debate on public
sector finances and provide a single means of
analysing the overall management of Victoria's
finances.
Whole-of-govemment, general purpose financial
reports will also assist the government to fulfil its
management role of non-budget public sector
entities. Generally we could say that the role of
government in the management of non-budget
public sector entities is a broad one of oversight.
However, the degree and nature of this oversight
role depends on a range of factors including the
structure, size and importance of the industry in
which these entities operate and in particular the
services that they provide. Issues relating to
non-budget public sector entities, including
ownership, regulation and management, will be
important to consider again in the future in the
context of financial management in this state.
It is worth noting that in New South Wales,
following a recommendation of the 1988 Curran
commission, the government now produces a
whole-of-govemment report. We welcome that. It
includes a financial statement, which consists of a
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consolidated statement of position, an operating
statement and a statement of cash flows and rates.
The quality and accuracy of information are
improving as agendes move to accrual accounting.
New Zealand is in its third year of
whole-of-government reporting. Continuous debate
about the accuracy and the calculation of methods
and data have been replaced. by a focus on overall
management of government.
Everyone remembers the report of the Victorian
Commission of Audit. It concluded that current
financial reporting does not provide a basis on
which to judge the financial position or performance
of Victoria. It recommended that the government
produce a consolidated. whole-of-government
general purpose financial report embracing all the
entities which it controls. The first
whole-of-government report in Victoria was the
independent review of Victoria's finances, an
initiative of the former Labor government. The
Victorian Commission of Audit was the second
whole-of-government report.
The advantage of whole-of-government reporting is
that all of the entities under the control of
government are consolidated. in the financial reports
to ensure that the proper picture and the valuation
of Victoria's liabilities, assets, revenues, expenses,
commitments and contingencies are complete.

It is worth asking what are the current forms of
reporting in Victoria. They include the annual
budget papers; the forward estimates produced as
the autwnn economic statement; the finance
statement, which is prepared by the Minister for
Finance and reported on by the Auditor-General; the
public balance sheet, which appears irregularly;
annual reports of individual departments and
statutory authorities; and the Niemeyer statement of
monthly budget sector transactions.
Although those reports are useful and meaningful in
themselves, none provides a complete picture. The
opposition believes that the budget, the corporate
plans of agencies and the annual general purpose
financial reports of agencies should be integrated. In
particular, the state's corporate planning should be
evident in its budget papers and should relate
explicitly to the corporate plans of individual
government reporting entities. Budget and reporting
periods for the whole of government and
government agencies should coincide.
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It is worth referring in this debate to the experience
in New Zealand with whole-of-government
reporting and with the legislation that has been
introduced in that nation - that is, the Fiscal
Responsibility Bill. I understand that legislation
came into force in July 1994.
That legislation has improved the quality of fiscal
reporting by requiring the New Zealand
government to produce and table in the House of
Representatives regular reports providing
transparent fiscal and economic information. In
addition, it requires all the financial statements
included in the report to be prepared in accordance
with generally accepted accounting practice.
That bill amended the Public Finance Act 1989.
Part I and most of the provisions of part IT came into
force in July last. That important legislation has
seven principal purposes:
the preparation and tabling of economic and
fiscal updates with the budget and in December
of each year;
the preparation and release of a comprehensive
economic and fiscal update before each general
election;
the preparation and tabling of an update of the
expected fiscal out-turn for the current fiscal year
with the supplementary estimates;
the preparation and release of regular monthly
out-turns of the government's fiscal position;
the annual preparation and tabling of long-tenn
fiscal objectives and illustrations of progress
towards reaching those objectives;
the adoption of a new format for the books in
which estimates are included. 'This format will
separate appropriation information from
infonnation on departmental performance; and
the preparation in accordance with generally
accepted accounting practice of all financial
statements included in reports.
The Victorian opposition is totally committed to the
following course of action. In government, Labor
would introduce financial disclosure legislation to
give effect to the better financial management of the
state. In government we would be committed to a
range of things.
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Firstly, it is essential that we produce half-yearly
and yearly a consolidated statement of government
general purpose financial reports embracing all
entities which the state controls, in which it has a
substantial interest or which expose the state to
financial risk. 'This will be accompanied by the
separate sub-consolidation of budget and
non-budget sector entities. That is the first thing a
Labor government would do, but any government
should be committed in that way.
Secondly, we would provide reconciliations between
the statements in the general purpose financial
reports and government financial statistics and
include them in half-yearly and yearly general
financial purpose reports prepared by the state for
the whole of government. The reconciliations will
include a clear explanation of the difference,
purpose and classification of the two sets of
information.
Thirdly, we would ensure that all departments
prepare and publish general purpose financial
reports that bring to account all the elements of
financial reporting, assets, liabilities and expenses
that comprise balance sheets, cash flow statements,
appropriate costs and statements responsibility.
Fourthly, we would publish general purpose
financial reports, including those prepared for the
whole of government on both yearly and half-yearly
bases, and make them available to the Parliament
and public within three months of the balance date.
And finally, we would provide a complete general
purpose financial report 10 days before each general
election.
If that is done, and the opposition believes that is the
appropriate course of action for Victoria to take in
relation to not only this bill but also what follows in
terms of whole-of-govemrnent reporting, it is
essential that the preparation of general purpose
financial reports be carried out in accordance with
strict accounting and reporting guidelines, the
nature of which should be determined after a good
public debate and consultation with the financial
commWlity. That is what should happen with
whole-of-govemrnent reporting.

However, I make some other points about financial
management in Victoria and what else needs to
occur. We need to see major changes to the way in
which major projects are assessed. We have a
problem in Victoria with major projects, and the
grand prix is a classic example. The Victorian
taxpayer has absolutely no idea of how many
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millions, tens of millions or hundreds of millions of
taxpayers dollars have been committed to the
underwriting of the grand prix. You can try to get
the infonnation under FOr and you can challenge it
in the AAT, but the people of Victoria will never
know how much money has been committed and to
whom this government has committed the state's
financial resources.
If the grand prix, which we support, is such a
money-spinner and if it will provide a boost to the
accommodation industry and tourism, which we
hope it will, why is the government hiding or
running away from a proper cost-benefit analysis?
After all, it is a major project - and a massive
project!
If one were in the private sector, one would not
proceed with a $200 million project without any
feasibility study whatsoever; and one would not
commit shareholders' resources. A chairman of a
board would be thrown out if he did that. Your job
would be taken off you!

The grand prix has no cost-benefit study attached to
it whatsoever. Just as importantly from public sector
management and financial management points of
view, it is impossible to find in the budget papers
the state's commitment to the grand prix.
It is important that all major projects in this state be
subject to a proper cost-benefit analysis. Before any
decision is taken by a Victorian Liberal or Labor
government to proceed with a major project, there
must be a proper study. It must be shown that the
development is of significance to the broader
economic and cultural requirements of the state. It
needs to be proven that government involvement in
a particular project will generate linkages or will
facilitate private sector development of benefit to the
state. It needs to be shown also that the direct
financial returns must be insufficient in the early
years of the development to attract private sector
capital. Before there is a decision of the government
of the day to commit to a major project, it needs to
satisfy at least those criteria.

Major projects in the state are often considered to be
one-off matters, and they have often been agreed to
outside the usual bidding for resources which would
be part of the budget process. Although to some
extent that is probably not advisable, it is sometimes
desirable given the importance attached by the
government to key strategic projects of considerable
scale. But there is a danger that a project may not be
assessed against objective standards to demonstrate
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that it is a more worthwhile use of scarce resources
than other potential uses, which is what should have
happened with the grand prix.
The opposition welcomes the grand prix to Victoria.
We have expressed a different point of view about
where it should be located, which is a legitimate
thing for the opposition to do. However, before
committing $100 million, $200 million or even
$300 million a good government would have
undertaken some cost-benefit analysis and would
have considered the alternative economic benefits to
the state of it spending $100 million on a major
international technology exposition or committing
5100 million to expanding the Melbourne
International Festival of the Arts, which puts
Melbourne on the map around the world.
If you ask tourists who come to Melbourne, 'Why do
you visit Melbourne? What memories and
recollections of Melbourne do you take back home?'
you will find the main things they remember and
what they come here for are the arts, theatres,
restaurants, ambience and for our history. That is
what they enjoy about Melbourne.

The Melbourne International Festival of the Arts is
being held at the moment. We can also look ahead to
the Sydney Olympics in the year 2000 and the
celebration of the centenary of federation in 2001.
What can the state do to maximise its involvement
in those programs and to maximise the economic
leverage it can get from those events? I believe the
arts are the key.
If the government of the day were to say that
$100 million would be expended on the
International Festival of the Arts; to take up some of
the ideas that Leo Schofield and others have been
pushing so Vigorously, and which I support; to run a
three-or-four year build-up to the Sydney Olympics;
and to hold some truly international opera, such as
the Wagner Ring cycle, that ought to be considered
in the context of a proper cost-benefit analysis. It
may well be the case that $100 million expended on
the arts could attract more tourists and more
enduring investment, and put Melbourne on the
map internationally in a far more effective and
successful way than the grand prix. We do not know
that because no study has been done.

The bill deals with whole-of-govemment reporting
and financial management We on this side of the
house make a commitment, and we hope the
government is also be prepared to make a
commitment, to undertake proper cost-benefit
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studies of major events. lhat would move us a long
way in that direction.
In a policy sense we need legislation that commits
the government to a full cost-benefit analysis of
major projects. That analysis would need. to include
as a minimum the valuation of any government
resources to be committed to a project, including the
value of any land assets; an economic and financial
analysis of a proposed project to be carried out by at
least two independent analysts, including
preliminary assessments of the costs of any options
for financing; the analysis of the benefits to flow
from the project, including assessments of elements
such as tourism and employment multipliers; a
year~n-year assessment of costs to the government,
with at least a 2~year time horizon; an assessment
of environmental costs and benefits, including social
costs and benefits; and, finally, an identification of
up-front costs which are not expected to be
recovered.

The opposition understands and recognises that
once having made an in-principle decision
governments are unlikely to draw back from
projects unless there is some dramatic and
unforeseen change in circumstances. The first
assessment is, therefore, of crucial importance. A full
analysis at that point enables projects to be ranked
against each other and, in the light of other demands
on resources, the existence of a full analysis of all
projects enables the development of consistent
criteria for decision making.
TIle opposition also believes projects should be

strongly linked to processes for considering the
overall capital resources available to the state. In the
next step, before any study is done and before any
contractual commitment is undertaken, the
government needs to be satisfied, firstly, that the
economic justification for the project has not
changed so substantially as to require
reconsideration or deferral. For example, factors
such as land values, development of tourist markets,
interest rates and so forth may have changed in the
period following the in-principle decision. Secondly,
financing arrangements should be independently
verified. Thirdly, the government should be satisfied
that satisfactory guarantees have been obtained from
developers, joint venture partners and so forth for
the completion of the project. Fourthly, expenditure
by the government has to be satisfactorily assessed
within the budget context.
That is the minimum that needs to occur in the
context of the government, at a later stage, bringing
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back commitments and legislation relating to
whol~f-government reporting. The guidelines
outlined earlier need to be considered. We also need
to have a commitment in the legislation to major
projects, because without that we will see the
continuing doubt that has been raised, legitimately,
by those who are concerned about the grand prix.
As I have said, it is not an Wtreasonable position to
take that if the state is going to commit $SO million,
$200 million or $SOO million - we do not know - to
the grand prix there should be a proper cost-benefit
analysis and a clear commitment to what that event
will bring to Victoria, and some consideration of
alternatives for such expenditure should be
considered.
It may be that an investment of $100 million - an

enormous amoWlt of money - in sports such as
football, soccer, netball, tennis, cricket or in any
other sport could mean a great deal to the state's
finances. The other day I saw some figures, which I
do not have with me, which showed the impact of
Australian Rules football in Victoria. This is where
football started. It is a Victorian game, part of our
culture and part of what Victorians are, and it brings
apprOximately $60 million annually to the Victorian
economy. I hope I have the figure right; I believe it is
broadly correct. Of course the grand final had a
disappointing result for Geelong - Mr Loney - Very disappointing!

Mr BRUMBY - The honourable member for
Geelong North is here. He is the timekeeper for
Geelong Football Club. We were all delighted when
Geelong made the grand final because it is a
Victorian team. Footy is a Victorian invention!
Australian Rules football is worth something like
$60 million to the state's economy. If the game were
promoted even more than it is by the AFL, Ross

Oakley and the commissioners by putting a
Victorian emphasis on the game rather than
encouraging growth interstate, it may be that a
cost-benefit analysis would show that in terms of
marginal impact the expenditure of $1 on the AFL in
Victoria would have a much greater multiplier effect
than the expenditure of $1 on the grand prix.
Mr Wells interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - I will not respond to the
interjection because that would be disorderly. As a
general proposition the government is committed to
an unknown amoWlt of taxpayers' money. It could
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be $50 million, $100 million, $200 million or
$300 million. It could be an unlimited amount of
taxpayers' money!
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support the comments I have made today about
future legislation-Mr I. W. Smith interjected.

Mr I. W. Smith interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - Then we get an inane
interjection about the tennis centre! Victorians are
proud of the tennis centre and the Great Southern
Stand at the MCG which was built by the Labor
government.
Mr I. W. Smith interjected.
The ACflNG SPEAKER (Dr Coghim - Order!
The Leader of the Opposition without assistance.
The minister will have his opportunity to reply.
Mr BRUMBY - That is the whole point. This
government looks after its mates, is interested in
cronies and has done a deal with Bemie Ecclestone.
Mr Walker did the deal. Nobody knows how many
state resources have been committed or what is on
the line. If you want to stack up the previous
government, stack it up! Compare it! Victorians are
proud of the tennis centre. We are promoted around
the world through the Australian Open at the tennis
centre and it is a great Victorian asset. Look at the
Great Southern Stand! For years and years under the
Liberals people who went to the MCG every week
and paid their money were treated like second-class
citizens by you people! The Cain government built
the stand with the MCG trustees and it is a great
Victorian asset.
Mr I. W. Smith interjected.
The ACflNG SPEAKER -Order! I ask the
honourable member for Wantima to cease the loud
conversation he is attempting to conduct and I ask
honourable members on my left to remain silent. I
remind the Minister for Finance that he will have an
opportunity to reply at the conclusion of the debate.
Mr BRUMBY - Thank you for your assistance,

Mr Acting Speaker. I have to say that I was not part
of the previous government so I do not know
whether cost-benefit studies were done - Mr I. W. Smith - They weren't.
Mr BRUMBY - I am not responding to
interjections, but if by way of general comment the
minister has suggested at any time that there should
be a cost-benefit study I hope the government will

Mr BRUMBY - You criticise the previous
government for not having undertaken a cost-benefit
study but you are not going to do it either! What a
great attitude to life!
Mr I. W. Smith interjected.
Mr BRUMBY -Always look on the bright side
of life! Your attitude is: the other government should
have done it but we're not going to do it either.
What a great attitude! Cost-benefit studies of major
projects should be done so the public can have
confidence in the government of the day, and if the
numbers do not stack up the project should not go
ahead. That is the fact of the matter.
I want to raise a few matters that go to the question
of whole-of-government reporting because one of
the most important aspects of whole-of-government
reporting and the way a government manages the
finances of the state is the role of the
Auditor-General. It is gennane to the debate, to
financial management and to whole-of-govemment
reporting and it is especially important for any
government that the processes of government, the
financial reports of government and the
implementation of policy decisions by government
be subject to proper and independent audit. It goes
back in part to the concept of the separation of
powers, but it is a broader debate than that. It is
about ensuring that there is an independent
watchdog monitoring government programs to, in
effect, keep the government honest. From time to
time all governments, whether they are Labor,
Liberal, coalition or National Party, make decisions
that do not stand up to scrutiny so an
Auditor-General is absolutely vital to ensuring that
government decisions are independently monitored.
From the opposition's point of view, the
Auditor-General is an absolutely crucial link in the
process of accountability. The reports that are issued
by the Auditor-General assist Parliament to operate
on an informed and effective basis and are
considered an essential element of democratic
government.
Mr Loney interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - As the honourable member says
by interjection, it is crucial that he be independent.
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He cannot be a lap-dog; he must be a watchdog,
truly independent of the processes of government.
Given that assertion, which I hope all honourable
members of the house share, it is vital that the
Auditor~eral is not only independent but is seen
to be independent. Fundamental to this is the
concept of operational independence and the need
for the Auditor-General to have a budget
detenruned by the Parliament and not by a body or
department that is subjected to his or her audit. That
goes back to the fundamental question of the
separation of powers.
Over the past 12 months we have seen an attempt,
and I believe the Premier has succeeded in it, to put
the auditor of the state on a contract and to force
him to sign a contract. That is a totally inappropriate
action for the head of the executive ann of
government, the Premier, to take because the
Auditor-General - Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley) -On a point
of order, Mr Acting Speaker, the bill is far-ranging. It
is a financial management bill but there is nothing in
the purposes of the bill or anywhere else that
necessitates a debate on the Auditor-General's
powers and the separation of powers. If it were a
passing reference I would understand, but this is
continuing debate on a matter that is not relevant to
the bill before the house. I ask you to bring the
Leader of the Opposition back to the bill.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - On
the point of order, Mr Acting Speaker, I do not think
the honourable member for Glen Waverley has read
the bill. Clauses 6 and 7 refer specifically to
whole-of-govemment reporting. The explanatory
memorandum to clause 7 of the bill states:
Ultimately the government will adopt
whole-of-govemment reporting and the total assets and
liabilities of bodies comprising the public sector will be
reported and will be subject to audit by the

Auditor-General.
That is what the bill is about, for goodness' sake!
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The bill deals
with a broad range of matters, despite the relatively
small number of pages. I rule that the Leader of the
Opposition must relate his remarks to the bill before
the Chair, but at this stage I do not believe he is out
of order.

Mr BRUMBY - Thank you, Mr Acting Speaker.
'This is a very important bill. I have spent some time
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talking about whole-of-government reporting, but
the key point is that without a genuine,
independent, properly resourced Auditor-General
the commitments in the bill are worthless. It is
nonsense. It is absolutely fundamental to the
implementation of the bill that we have a strong,
independent, properly resourced Auditor-GeneraL
Over the past 12 months there has been an attempt
by the executive ann of government to put the
Auditor-General on a contract. I believe that is
absolutely inappropriate and undesirable and shows
yet again that Victoria has a Premier who has no
concept whatsoever of the notion of the separation
of powers and who cannot distinguish between the
executive and the Parliament. The Auditor-General,
the Ombudsman and other statutory appointees,
including the Director of Public Prosecutions, are
accountable to the Parliament and hence to the
people of Victoria.
They are not, never should be, and never would be
under a future Labor government accountable to the
executive arm of government. So to see a Premier,
the head of the executive ann of government - not
the head of Parliament because the Speaker is the
head of the Parliament - try to effectively influence,
curtail and prescribe the tasks of the
Auditor-General is totally inappropriate and an
attack on independence.
It is no surprise in this context that we had the
resignation yesterday of the Director of Public
Prosecutions. He was hounded and shunted out of
office and relentlessly pursued by.this government.
The Director of Public Prosecutions is also
responsible to this Parliament and the public
generally, but every time he dared speak out
independently to perfonn his responsibilities and
duty he was attacked, criticised and vilified by this
government, which cannot tolerate dissent or
criticism.
We make it absolutely clear that despite the fact that
when we are in government in 1996 it will mean we
will be subject to this sort of scrutiny and
independence of the Auditor-General, we commit
now to that independence in the future. We believe
in the importance of the role and the concept of
operational independence for the Auditor-General.
The Auditor-General needs to have a role that is
clarified and perhaps expanded in some areas. In the
context of whole~f-govemment reporting the
Auditor-General's role will need to be expanded in
the future. We on this side of the house are
committed to that expansion.
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Some of the areas in which the Auditor-General
could oversight and audit include any entity or
company owned or controlled by the state - so I am
talking about, for example, Melbourne Water and
the Transport Accident Commission, which mayor
may not be subject to regulation under the
Corporations Law. The Auditor-General should
have a role in that area.
He should be able to audit an entity in which the
state has a minority interest, for example, the
Portland aluminium smelter; an entity which is not
controlled by the government but which receives
Significant public funding via grants or subsidies; an
entity which exposes the government and ultimately
the taxpayer to Significant financial risk - this
definition of entity is broad and includes, but is not
limited to, jOint ventures, partnership trusts,
departments and business units.
Governments right around Australia have been
moving towards corpora tisation.It raises further
issues in regard to accountability and reporting.
There may be instances where the government does
not retain overall control or ownership but may still
provide public sector benefits like tax relief or
subsidies. One point of view is that corporatisation
exposes the entity to competition from the private
sector and that as a result the need for efficient
operation is enforced. In this way it is held that
performance audits are not necessary as market
forces themselves drive the entity to efficiency or,
alternatively, to failure.
The view of the state opposition is that increased
autonomy in management actually strengthens the
need for external review and, as part of the
accountability process, corporatised entities should
fall under the mandate of the Auditor-General.
We also believe that to preserve the link in the
public accountability chain it is necessary that all
entities which the government controls, in which it
has a substantial interest or which exposes the state
to financial risk, should ultimately be subject to
audit by the Auditor-General. It is very important to
have that independence there and the ability for the
Auditor-General to undertake that task.
To ensure the most efficient audit of the whole of
government it is important to acknowledge the
report on performance audit of the Auditor-General
and the approach to risk assessment That report
states:
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... there is significant opportunity to enhance the risk
identification process within the total public sector if
the Auditor-General in the first instance concentrates
more on those agencies that have a responsibility to
ensure that the pervasive management and financial
controls are in place - that is, the central agencies.
Whether or not those agencies are doing their job in
this area, must in my view represent a Significant
influence on the determination of a relevant audit plan
which will in turn ensure that the Auditor-General is
operating effectively.

The performance audit methodology already
adopted provides the Auditor-General with a basis
on which to approach this issue and provides that
the Auditor-General should review the central
agencies using his own performance audit
methodology to reach a determination on whether
they are achieving their objectives. So as a priority I
think the Auditor-General would want to consider
some matters for assessment. These include:
modernisation of government, executive and
parliamentary-government processes and practices;
a debt management strategy; financial aspects of
major infrastructure proposals; managing the public
account, setting accounting standards and
developing poliCies to improve financial
management perfonnance across agendes; and
allocating government resources and monitoring
and controlling expenditure according to agreed
government priorities.
A performance audit of the key central agency
processes is a prerequisite to an effective audit plan
which will lead to the best outcome, namely, an
outcome that finds a better balance between
preventing problems and discovering them.
What does that mean in terms of the legislation that
needs to come back to this house in future giving
effect to whole-of-govemment reporting and the role
of the Auditor-General? It means the
Auditor-General must have the ultimate
responsibility for the external audit of all public
sector agendes over which the government has
control, a finandal interest, or to which it has
financial exposure. This includes, but should not be
limited to, agencies, state-owned enterprises,
companies and joint ventures. We need to ensure in
the legislation that we do not allow a minister the
discretion to appoint an auditor to a public sector
entity or to influence the type of audit undertaken.
That needs to be a decision of the Parliament, not a
minister of the day. The audit mandate for public
sector reporting entities must be the financial
statements and compliance and performance audits.
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These will be the ultimate responsibility of the
Auditor-General. Within the framework, in line with
existing legislation, the Auditor-General should not
be entitled to question the merits of the policy
objectives of the government of the day - those
being the ultimate responsibility of the
Auditor-General. As I said, the Auditor-General
must become an officer of the Parliament. That is
something I believe is desirable in any legislation
that comes back to this place; it needs to be specific.
Again I put it to the Minister for Finance that in
addition to the commitment we requested earlier
about a general purpose financial report 10 days
from the last general election that the
Auditor-General become an officer of the
Parliament. We need a commitment that the
Auditor-General will be prOVided with sufficient
financial resources to fulfil the audit role. We need a
commitment that he will be required to undertake
risk assessment to ensure that the audit role is
conducted in the most complete and efficient
manner. We need triennial checks on the efficiency,
economy and effectiveness of the offices of the
Auditor-General to be conducted by leading external
practitioners and/or by peer review.
In concluding my remarks on the role of the
Auditor-General, I refer to the audit of
implementation. It is important that the
Auditor-General conduct an audit of
implementation. The audit would within six weeks
of the date of appointment report to Parliament on
progress in implementation of recommendations of
the independent review of the Audit COmmission,
particularly in relation to the whol~f-govemment
management and reporting; identify deficiencies in
that program of reform and provide
recommendations for improvements in public sector
reporting and accountability; report to Parliament
on an agreed time frame for government
implementation of the recommendations of the first
audit of implementation; provide regular reports to
Parliament on progress in implementation of the
recommendations of the audit of implementation
and provide ongoing recommendations to
Parliament on reforms that will put Victoria in the
forefront of public sector reporting and
accountability. They are the things that need to
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The government has undertaken a number of
contracts that have relied on the scrutiny of the State
Tender Board. We are concerned that the removal of
that board will open up the opportunity for breaches
of proper purchasing policy to occur, and in some
circumstances, for friends of the government to be
given favoured treatment.
We have previously raised in Parliament -and this
is relevant to the debate - the contract that was let
for Leeds Media. In many ways it was perhaps one
of the worst deals of all in terms of proper process.
I note that the Prime Minister said yesterday that the
casino tender process smelt like a de~d cat in the
middle of the road. The Leeds Media contract makes
the dead cat in the middle of the road smell like
Chanel No. 5 perfume! Leeds Media was one of the
organisations that benefited from the manipulation
of the tender process by way of payback for assisting
the government prior to its election in 1992.
We know that Mr Peter Bennett worked for the
Liberal Party prior to the last election. After the
election he was appointed as the Premier's director
of commwtications. He was associated with DDB
Needham, the company that ran the Guilty Party
advertisements.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - The member confirms that by
way of interjection. That is why the opposition is
concerned about the decision to do away with the
Tender Board. There is now example after example
of companies in this state that provided work to the
Liberal Party prior to the last election, had
outstanding fees with the Liberal Party and have
since been rewarded with government work.
There is a word for that, and I have not used it in
debate. It is called corruption. If people assist
political parties - not the government or the
Parliament but political parties - before elections
and their total fee entitlement is not met by the
political party and they receive government jobs,
tasks, contracts, and benefit personally, people ask,
'Was the process right? Was there due process or
were the processes manipulated?'.

occur.
It is important to highlight some of the concerns the
opposition has about the termination of the State
Tender Board and its replacement with the Victorian
Government Purchasing Board.

In the case of Leeds Media, Mr Leeds was a good
friend and a longtime business associate of
Mr Bennett, and he got the contract. We all
remember the debate about that The tenders came
in: reputable companies put in tenders, bid for the
multimedia buying agency - $20 million or
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$30 million of taxpayers' money. TIlat was the size of
the contract The Premier said in Parliament that he

had a look at them. Obviously he did not get the
right answer, because he sent them back and told
them to sharpen up their pencils. Some of them
sharpened their pencils. I wonder why some were
able to sharpen their pencils and not others? Maybe
they all did not know what the figure was. Maybe
only some of them knew. Maybe only one of them
knew. But as the Prime Minister said in Parliament
yesterday about the casino, 'Surprise, surprise,
surprise.'
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - Get back in your seat, get back
in your seat!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr E. R. Smith) Order! The honourable member for Tullamarine is
disorderly and out of his place, and I remind the
Leader of the Opposition to stay within the confines
of the bill. I will take action against the honourable
member for TulIamarine and suspend him!
An Honourable Member - Send him to
Privileges!

The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! I think the
Leader of the Opposition is testing the patience of
the Chair. I bring him back to the bill before the
house.
Mr BRUMBY - We have finally got a bit of life
out of a lifeless government, a government that a
month ago brought down its budget with no vision,
no philosophy, no direction for Victoria - The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The Leader
of the Opposition will come back to the bill and
remain on the bill.
Mr BRUMBY - I am on the bill and will be on it
at 11.00 p.m. tonight, if we are to go all night. If the
government wants to abuse the processes of this
place, I will still be talking--

Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Frankston is disorderly.
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government this week. That is the reason we are
discussing the bill today.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - Are you going to gag debate on
this? Is that what you are going to do?

The DEPurY SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of
the Opposition on the bill. The honourable member
for Tullamarine is out of order and out of his place
and should remain silent.
An Honourable Member - He is provocative!

Mr BRUMBY - Another contract that concerned
the people of Victoria and the state opposition was
the one for the sale of the veterinary laboratories by
the Department of Agriculture to Centaur
International Pty Ltd. If you look at the principal
shareholders of Centaur and at the process that
occurred, which was not an open bidding process,
you will see that people asked legitimate questions
about how that company came to buy the veterinary
laboratories. I know because I lived in Bendigo for
many years and I think the veterinary laboratories
there did a wonderful job. They did a fantastic job
assisting both the pig industry and the poultry
industry with preventive research.

I am concerned that the sale of the laboratories to
that company may not result in the benefits to
Victorians we all want to see.

The point is this about the sale of those veterinary
laboratories. Centaur, the company that eventually
got the nod -you know, the nod and the wink; that
is how things work in Victoria - was advising
anyone who wanted to listen prior to its being
chosen as the preferred purchaser of the vet labs that
it would get the job.
TIlat is not bad, is it? The Victorian vet labs have
done a great job and have set up and been part of
the state's agricultural and research history for
nearly 100 years. Then the sale is announced and surprise, surprise - a number of the principal
directors of the company that bought them, Centaur,
are prominent members of the National Party, and
Bill McGrath is a member of the National Party.
It is common knowledge that the directors were

Mr BRUMBY - I am not keen to go through
until 11.00 p.m. tonight However, there is a point to
be made about the way the processes of the house
have been so grossly abused and manipulated by the

saying to anyone prior to that sale that they had 'got
the job'.TIlat is why we must have a proper,
independent Auditor-General, other independent
watchdogs and full whole-of-govemment reporting
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so that we can see the impact of transactions like
this. The State Tender Board must be retained to
enable proper oversight of government contracts.

Leave granted for Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the
Opposition) to continue speech on resumption of
debate.

We are concerned about the purchase of government
school sites throughout the state by friends of the
government, in particular the Wattle Park Secondary
College, which is in the Premier's electorate, which
was sold by a company that has associations with
the state president of the Liberal Party, Ted Baillieu,
to none other than the Premier's good friend Mr Ron
Walker and Hudson Conway.

Remaining business postponed on motion of
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance).

One must ask: why is the Premier keen to get rid of
an independent tender board to enable such deals to
be done under the table without proper scrutiny?
What happens when one tries to obtain details from
the government about the Valuer-General's
valuation of that school site? It is not an
unreasonable question. In fact it is an eminently
reasonable question. Here is a public asset, a school,
being sold to the federal treasurer of the Liberal
Party, and we want to know whether the price is a
fair one. It may well be that the price is a fair one.
We all hope it is, but it is not unreasonable to ask
what the Valuer-General's valuation was, whether
there were private valuations, what price was paid,
and whether it was consistent with the valuations.
I understand that there were some private
valuations that put the value of the site at well above
the price that was paid. If that is the case, I believe
they are matters that should be the subject of proper
scrutiny by the tender board and this Parliament.
But it is no surprise why this government is trying to
do away with the tender board.
The privatisation of ambulance services is another
area of government activity that has not been
properly scrutinised and will be scrutinised even
less after this legislation is passed. As we all know, a
government offictal, a Mr Bill Wood, has firm
business links with one of the privatised ambulance
finns. As the Metropolitan Ambulance Service's
director of non-emergency transport services, he
jointly took out a bank loan for the firm Clinictrans,
giving him a pecuniary interest in that company.
That enables him in his government pOSition to refer
cases to his private finn. Such matters deserve
proper scrutiny by government.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BRUMBY
(Leader of the Opposition).
Debate adjourned until next day.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Respite care
Ms GARBUIT (Bundoora) - I raise a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Community
Services. In my electorate the local newspaper, the
Diamond Valley News, published an article about four
women from the northern suburbs who complained
about the lack of respite beds in the northern region.
The first one mentioned is Wendy Way of Watsonia
in my electorate who spoke about the desperate
situation she is in when she tries to get her child into
respite care:
Why should our children be treated as second class
because they're disabled?'

She is unable to get her child into respite care.
The three other women do not wish to be named, so
the names I use are not their own.
Maree. who has a teenage daughter with autism,
described her experience in the following terms:
Twice she has been put into a junior house because the
adult house is full, and I found that totally
inappropriate.

The next is Glenda, who has a son with severe
multiple disabilities. She said he:
... required constant care and at night did not sleep at
all.

She says:
I need one night's sleep a week, that's all I ask' ...
Many times I have found the respite is booked out, so I
don't have any care at the moment at all ...

The last person is Anne, who has an autistic son.
Although she wanted to place him in respite care
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some time back while she went to hospital, she was
unable to do so. All she was offered was care that
would have involved:

inquiry to see what action can be taken in those
communities. I gather that the minister will be in the
house very shortly to respond to the matter.

... moving her son to three different houses over a
period of seven days.

Education: grading changes

Respite care has been a big issue for a long time. The
minister issued a discussion paper over a year ago
but has not yet responded to it. This is still an
enonnous problem, which is causing a lot of anxiety
in the community.
I ask the minister to tell us his decision on this
crucial issue. People have waited long enough. They
are already in desperate straits, but the situation is
becoming even worse because respite care is simply
drying up all around the state and we are in danger
of reaching the point where there is nothing left.
What is the minister going to do about it? Six
months ago in this house he promised us he would
make a decision and release it in a couple of weeks.
When will he release it?

Intellectual disability services
Mr TRAYNOR (Ballarat East) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Community Services a
matter relating to intellectually disabled people in
our community. I also refer to an article in today's
Age that highlights some of the problems we face. In
my electorate of Ballarat East, and I include such
places as the Grampians, Ararat and Stawell,
communities are having enonnous problems with
people coming out of institutions. Although there
has been bipartisan support for bringing people out
of institutions, what we need to look at is not the
rights of clients so much as the needs of clients out
in the community.
I have had many discussions and attended a public
meeting about the matter. I am concerned about
those people being out in the community without
the necessary support and backup. I have spoken to
the minister about this matter. I certainly do not
think it is about the injection of money into the
system. We need to look at the consultation
processes, because in some cases the department has
failed to get the message across to people in the
community. The management and supervision of
these services need to be addressed; and the
caregivers, the people who are out there trying to
look after the clients, need some training.
I know the minister has ordered an inquiry into the
matter. I am asking the minister to look at that

Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - I raise a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Education. It relates
to a concern expressed to me by a George Campbell,
who is a teacher of mathematical methods at the Sale
Secondary College. He also wrote a letter to the Age,
which received good coverage because it is an
important matter that the minister should take
immediate interest in and address.
It would appear that for the VCE CAT scores, at
least in mathematical methods, a procedure has been
introduced that enables the final mark awarded to
the student to be an average between the mark given
by the school, as part of the internal assessment, and
the review mark given by an independent panel
from the Board of Studies.

Apparently, if the Board of Studies review panel
mark is lower than the school mark, the student is
awarded the average of the two marks. If the review
mark happens to be higher than the school grade,
the school mark stands.
Mr Campbell takes his work professionally and
seriously. Indeed, when the Board of Studies review
panel reviewed his assessments of his students'
work, it made no changes to any assessment that he
gave his students. In other words he had done what
we rightfully expect from professional teachers,
especially in mathematics, of all subjects - he had
marked accurately and correctly. So, by that means,
his students did not have their marks raised. On
behalf of his students he feels aggrieved because
they are being disadvantaged by his having marked
accurately. If he had marked inaccurately and given
his students higher scores than they deserved, as
determined by the review panel, his students would
have had their marks raised in the averaging process.
Some students have had their marks raised as a
result of this process, and it is not being
communicated to all schools. It is a matter of serious
concern and one that needs urgent review. I hope
that the minister takes this matter seriously, given
the criticism that was raised by the government
when it was in opposition about the VCE process.
I believe it is incumbent on the minister to take on
board the questions that have been raised by
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Mr Campbell, and one which has been endorsed by
Ian Jones in a subsequent letter to the Age of today.
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windowpanes are leaning into the windows and in
some cases actually falling out. That is a pretty poor
effort by anybody'S standards.

Sunbury West Primary School
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - The matter I direct to
the attention of the Minister for Education concerns
the needs of the Sunbury West Primary School. Last
Monday morning I counted myself as being
fortunate to have attended a very impressive
ceremony at the Sunbury West Primary School
where the school's vision statement was launched
by the school council, the students, the staff and
many of the parents of children at that school.

The school vision statement reads:
In the safe, caring and stimulating environment of
Sunbury West Primary School, each child is given the
opportunity and encouragement to strive towards
his/her maximum potential as a confident individual
and a responsible member of society.

It is my view that that would be an ideal mission
statement for our education system full stop,
because education is there to provide a basis for a
child's ongoing life as it grows into adulthood and
perhaps even beyond.

The problem is that for many years Sunbury West
Primary School has received practically no
maintenance. There are major problems in much of
the school, and I particularly refer to the fire service.
The principal, Ms Denise Howes, tells me it is
inoperative, and anyone can see the difficulty and
dangers involved. And although on a day like today
they do not have to worry about heating, the oil
heating system is constantly breaking down.
Sunbury can be quite a chilly place at times, perhaps
not on the same scale as Ballarat, but still chilly!
An honourable member interjected.
Mr FINN - They won't be having a white
Christmas, I can tell you! The heating breaks down
and that presents many problems for the staff and
students of that school.
Staff and administration facilities are badly in need
of a considerable upgrade. There is a need for a
conference room, an extra office for the bursar and
toilets for disabled people. A strong argument exists
for the administration and staff facilities to be
relocated to the other side of the school. The sorry
state of the paintwork leaves a lot to be desired. The
floorboards are coming through the lino. The rotten

I ask the minister to give consideration to providing
the facilities and the resources to this school because,
as we know, after 10 dark, mean, miserable years of
the Labor government they got absolutely nothing.
It is appropriate now for this government to give the
Sunbury West Primary School and the other schools
in the electorate of Tullamarine what they need.

Electricity industry: standards
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - In the absence of
the Minister for Energy and Minerals I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Community Services,
who is at the table, a separate but related matter to
that raised by the honourable member for Footscray
last night concerning Solaris Power Ltd. Solaris is a
company offering power in western and central
Victoria.
The issue concerns the lack of consultation that
Solaris Power has had with myself as the member
for Williamstown and, more importantly, the lack of
communication it has had with clients and
customers of the service, potential clients, and
residents in the area. I refer in particular to a letter
which Solaris Power wrote to residents in the
Williamstown-Newport-Spotswood area:
I am writing to let you know that when the electricity
distribution businesses are corporatised on 3 October ...

and in the next four paragraphs it goes on to talk
about the service offered but does not mention the
address or contact point for those who wish to
inquire about the customer services of Solaris
Power. The letter does not mention who to contact.
It does not personally address the matter to the
individual resident. There is a lack of consultation
and lack of accountability.
In a separate letter Solaris Power has written to
Mrs Kimer, the former member for Williamstown.
The letter has been passed on to me. It indicates that
a service has been set up and that on their next visit
to the electorate company representatives would like
to brief me on the services they will be offering
through their new corporatised power service for
central and western Victoria. The letter does not set
up a time or date for the briefing. It does not give an
indication of how the briefing might occur. I have
written back seeking a briefing and discussion
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because there are issues that need to be explained to
the community.
I request that the Minister for Energy and Minerals
ask representatives of Solaris Power Ltd to consult
with the community and with interest groups to
explain why the new company will offer
value-for-money services, why the assets which are
owned by the residents and ratepayers of
Williamstown - the power supply, the poles and'
the supply service -and the money that is being
offered for that service is a good deal for the
ratepayers of Williamstown and why the goodwill
which has been accrued from the power supply
service has been offered as a yearly revenue base.
Those things have not been explained. There is no
customer service centre for inquiries, no contact
point for written communication and no-one for
customers to approach.

Police interview facilities, Knox
Mr LUPTON (Knox) - The matter I wish to
bring to the attention of the Minister for Housing in
another place and to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services concerns the community
policing squad and the fact that when members of
the squad interview people who have been sexually
abused the interviews currently take place in a
police station. I ask the Minister for Housing
whether it is possible for a housing ministry house
in the vicinity of the Knox police station or poSSibly
near the new Boronia police station to be prOVided,
when one becomes available, to be used by the
community policing squad to interview people who
have been abused.
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believe that is the best environmenllf a separate
facility were established in proximity to the police
station, it would enable the community policing
squad and victims of sexual abuse to get a clearer
picture of the situation. It is only a thought. I
understand that a couple of houses are available in
the vicinity of the Knox police station, but with the
possibility of the station going to Boronia perhaps a
facility close to that station could be annexed.
I have no doubt that people who have been sexually
abused feel victimised when they are interviewed in
the confines of a police station. Perhaps if this
facility were established in close proximity to a
police station but totally divorced from it, a more
accurate picture could be determined and made
available to the police so that they can continue to
follow through their investigations. This is a request
but I believe one that is worth looking at. I know
that members of the policing squad would be only
too happy if that type of facility were made available
adjacent to or as an annexe to one of the police
stations.

Needle exchange program
Mr MILD EN HALL (Footscray) - I ask the
Minister for Community Services, who is at the
table, to raise with the Minister for Health and the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services a
conflict between two state government strategies in
my electorate. Over the past three or four months,
there has been a growing problem with heroin
dealing and abuse and attendant crime in Footscray.
At the same time, a major public health strategy has
been in operation, namely, an HIV-AIDS strategy,
with a needle exchange program for intravenous
drug users and others who make use of needles.

Mr Mildenhall interjected.

Mr LUPTON - The honourable member for
Footscray should know that this is a rather serious
matter. I am talking about people being sexually
abused. Maybe he should treat the matter as
seriously as the government does. It is a very serious
matter. I am concerned that at the moment-Mr Cooper interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Momington is interjecting out of his
place. It is highly disorderly. I ask him to remain
silent.

Mr LUPTON - I am concerned that these people
are being interviewed in a police station. I do not

As a result of the loud community outcry about the
level of drug dealing, there has been a Significant
policing effort to apprehend drug dealers. That has
meant there has been close surveillance of the needle
exchange to the point where clients of the needle
exchange program have been harassed and
interviewed on the way to the needle exchange. This
was occurring to the point that the Western Region
Centre for Alcohol and Drug Dependence has had to
close the needle exchange to try to protect some of
the clients. One government strategy of policing has
wiped out the effectiveness of the other strategy
designed to combat HIV, AIDS and hepatitis.
In 1991 a protocol existed between the police and
health departments dealing with how both
departments could work together to each realise
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their own strategies. I request that a new protocol be
agreed to by the departments. It is clear that the
needle exchange needs to be relocated, and it would
be the best outcome for the local community if the
police and health departments could work together
to find a new location for the needle exchange and
establish operating arrangements to ensure that each
strategy realises its maximum potential and that the
outcomes are for the good of the community in
controlling both the drug abuse problem and
aSSisting the HIV-AIDS strategy.

Browning replica pistols
Mr WEIDEMAN (Frankston) - I wish to raise a
matter with the Minister for Community Services. I
have received a letter from Mrs Margaret Jacobs of
Chelsea, who has written to a number of members
concerning Browning replica pistols. They were
advertised in Frankston, Footscray and Melbourne.
These pistols are selling at $49.95. They are not really
a child's toy; they are advertised as an adult's toy. It
is a pellet-shooting pistol.

Mrs Jacobs was concerned because of recent violent
activities in the area. She examined the toy gun and
took it to the Frankston police station. She was told
the store selling it, Mitchell Stores in Frankston, had
imported the toy which had been passed by the
fireanns registry because it was classified as an 'air
soft toy' j it is spring-loaded and fires pellets. It is not
air-driven and not deemed to be a weapon although
it can be fired at a range of 6 or 8 feet, and could
cause the loss of an eye as could a rocket fired from a
toy. It is made of plastic, not metal. Apparently that
is the difference. It is identifiable as a toy in daylight,
but not at night Mrs Jacobs believes the toy
warrants closer scrutiny. Perhaps it is not a police
responsibility. They have given their view through
the firearms registry but perhaps it is a consumer
affairs matter.
I raised a similar issue some years ago about black
powder pistols. People were filling them with
gunpowder, then with shot and blasting bottles and
tins off stumps. I know somebody held up a service
station with one, and somebody else was threatened.
We should do something about this toy. I do not put
these pistols in the category of the ones I spoke
about years ago, but, as my constituent says, their
sale should be controlled. They should be
scrutinised as a consumer affairs issue. I believe not
only replica pistols but bows and arrows and other
implements should be under more control.
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The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

United Energy
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Dandenong) - I direct
a matter to the Minister for Energy and Minerals.
United Energy, a new electricity distributor, started
operations on 3 October in the south~astern areas,
from Doncaster-Templestowe, south through
Dandenong, down to Frankston and the Momington
Peninsula. It is surprising to many electricity
consumers in that area that the government,
purporting to be financially prudent and not
daiming to waste taxpayers' money, has encouraged
United Energy to go on a $2 million spending spree
of self-promotion in an area where it is the only
electricity distribution company.
United Energy covers the marginal seat territory of
the east and south~ast and will be the area first
privatised in the new year. It is not surprising to the
electricity consumers in the area that this $2 million
spending spree is not about providing infonnation
to the public but about promoting the government's
agenda on carving up the supply of electricity. The
government is aware that Victorians do not like their
assets - the family silver - being sold off after
those assets have been accrued by generations of
Victorians.
In the eight days since United Energy began
operations, full-page colour advertisements have
been placed in the Age and the Herald Sun on six
separate occasions. Also six times in the past eight
days there have been advertisements in a whole
range of local suburban newspapers. Leaflets have
been put in the letterboxes of every household in the
region. Public relation packages have been sent to
bUSinesses, and there has been advertising on
television and radio, even during the grand final.
Because there is no competition, I ask the minister to
take the opportunity to confirm that $2 million is
being spent on a wasteful public relations campaign.

Under this government electricity tariffs have
increased by 10 per cent. Some 300 jobs will be lost,
and lOO of those jobs will be lost in Dandenong. Will
the minister confirm that $2 million has been spent
on a wasteful campaign, and will he spell out how
much more will be spent on such wasteful and
useless public relations gimmicks by a government
authority that should be keeping tariffs low and
providing proper services to the people? Because it
has a monopoly in the area it does not need to
advertise to the extent it has. This is just a
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continuation of the government's wasteful
self-promotion.

Heaters: unsafe
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) - In the absence of the
Minister for Ethnic Affairs I direct to the attention of
the Minister for Community Services a number of
fires that have occurred in the homes of elderly
people of migrant backgrounds in my electorate.
Honourable members heard about the matter raised
by the honourable member for Dandenong
concerning increased electricity and gas costs. Over
the winter months, elderly people have found it
difficult to pay heating costs. They are using other
methods to heat their homes instead of the safe
appliances that have been installed. I ask the
minister to, firstly, put in place an education
program about the dangers of using alternative
methods to heat homes. Also, elderly people should
take care with old radiators and other equipment
that they bring out of storage, because it is said they
have caused of a couple of fires. Curtains made from
nylon have also caught fire.
Secondly, I request that people be encouraged to
install smoke alarms. People whose houses were
built in the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s did not have
smoke alarms automatically installed. I suggest a
campaign be undertaken in their respective
languages to inform ethnic communities,
particularly elderly migrants and new arrivals,
about the hazards of fires, especially in houses that
are not made of bricks and have curtains made of
flammable materials.
Heating and cooking appliances that have been
designed to proper safety standards should be used.
People should not use cheap energy sources just to
save money because of the difficulties they have
paying for these services from their pensions,
because they may find they suffer even greater
losses as a result of their houses catching fire or their
lives being put at risk. If fires occur overnight when
they are not aware of them, they may be
asphyxiated. To that extent smoke detectors should
be made available to pensioners at a discount rate,
with particular emphasis placed on infonning ethnic
communities about the problem in their own
languages through ethnic radio and other networks.
The minister should make the project a priority.

Royal Dental Hospital
MrTHOMSON (pascoe Vale) - I ask the
Minister for Community Services to direct to the
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Minister for Health the problems faced by
Mrs Frances Gibb of 6 William Street, Port Fairy,
who on 16 August received an offer of an
appointment at the Royal Dental Hospital on
17 August. The drive from Port Fairy takes 4 hours.
The offer suggested that if a reply was not received
five days prior to the appointment date the
appointment would be cancelled and reallocated to
another patient. Clearly this was of no value to her. 1
ask the minister to ensure that people with
appointments at the Royal Dental Hospital receive
timely notices. In this case the letter was posted on
12 August, the date by which she was required to
reply so the appointment would not be cancelled.
She has given up in frustration and is going off to
her local dental clinic, which is a pity because the
dental hospital provides a good service. It is
regrettable, given the waiting lists that apply, that
offers of appointments are not issued in a more
timely fashion.

Responses
Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services) The honourable member for Bundoora referred to an
article in the Diamond Valley News about four women
from the northern suburbs who had complaints
about the respite care system. I want to put on the
record that the government and all honourable
members on this side of the house consider respite
care to be one of the most important services
available to families with disabled members.
I am appalled to think that the honourable member
for Bundoora should see fit to criticise our
government. When her party was in government it
had 10 years to fix the system but failed to do so.
Instead, it raised the expectations of families and
failed to deliver. Hers are statements of the utmost
hypocrisy. She said respite care around this state
would dry up. 1 can assure her and the families of
people with disabilities that there will be no drying
up, there will be an expansion. We are continuing to
spend $18 million every year on respite care. There
have been no cutbacks; there will be no cutbacks;
there will be expansion.
Labor was in power for 10 years, and there were
long waiting lists. It will take a little while to reduce
those waiting lists. In respect of the respite care
report to which the honourable member referred,
over the past eight months a thorough review of
funded respite care has been carried out. We have
had extensive consultations with families,
consumers, service prOviders, peak organisations
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and interested parties. The delay in the release of the
report has been caused by the extensive consultation.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr JOHN - Here is the hypocrisy of the
honourable member for Bundoora! If we chucked
you a report in a week, you would say there was not
enough consultation! We consult for eight months
with all the peak bodies and families and you
complain about the delay!
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support and care for the people to assist them in
their relocation into living in the community.
The report of the independent review has been
finalised. I have written today to the Mayor of the
City of Stawell - the council is having a public
meeting tomorrow and I wanted it to have the
government's response to its complaints in sufficient
time. I also sent the council a copy of the report of
the independent consultant. I am happy to prOVide a
copy of that report to the opposition and to any
other person in the state who wishes to inspect it.

Ms Garbutt interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Bundoora knows that interjections are
disorderly, but interjections out of one's seat are
doubly disorderly. I ask her to come to order.
Mr JOHN - The report has been completed and
is with the printer. It is a very positive report and
contains good news for families who have a disabled
child because it will mean a greater number of beds
will be available. That will go a long way towards
overcoming some of the concerns of families with
disabled members.
The honourable member for Ballarat East raised an
issue that is the subject of an article in today's Age. It
related to the concerns of some councillors from
Stawell about the policy of deinstitutionalisation in
Stawell and Ballarat. I pay tribute to the honourable
member because he is extremely concerned about
people with disabilities. He has worked closely with
me to ensure we get a good result following some
complaints that were made two or three months ago
by the councillors of the City of Stawell.
I visited the City of Stawell and spent a day there. I
spoke with a lot of people who were involved,
including the full city council, about their
complaints and concerns. Following that contact
with the Stawell council I initiated and
commissioned a review of the intellectual disability
services in Stawell and Ballarat.
As honourable members are aware, the Pleasant
Creek institution is situated at Stawell. It
accommodates 115 people with intellectual
disabilities. We also have throughout the Stawell
commwlity 35 people who are living in houses and
flats. In Victoria, just for reference, there are 2363
people with disabilities housed in the community.
By contrast, we have 1380 people who are in the
older style congregate institutions. The key with any
commwlity living program is to provide proper

The consultant indicates that the 35 people who live
in the community do receive 24-hour staffing. The
average length of experience of those staff is almost
six years, and ongoing training is undertaken by all
staff. Indeed, in his report the consultant shows how
intensive that training is.
That being said, I recognise there are Significant
concerns in Stawell and Ballarat, but particularly in
Stawell, and confirm the matters that have been
raised by the honourable member for Ballarat East.
The report has been released today. I have written to
the mayor. We have suggested a course of action. A
community education officer has been appointed for
12 months to work with the Stawell community to
promote greater understanding and awareness of
the needs of people with disabilities. The
department will assist in improvements to public
facilities used by people with disabilities and it will
fund a social skills enhancement program designed
specifically for those living in the community.
Overall the department will establish a reference
group comprised of representatives from the City of
Stawell.
My department has repeatedly sought to consult
with the Stawell councillors in order to address their
concerns. Although I acknowledge that my
department has not always been perfect in
everything it has been involved in regarding the
administration of services in that area, I must say
also that in the past the Stawell council has decided
not to cooperate with some of the efforts made by
my department. That is not a statement from me;
that is from the report by the independent
consultant.
There are some elements and certain councillors of
the City of Stawell who have been extremely
irresponsible. One councillor quoted in today's Age
cites various incidents as though they happened
yesterday and fails to state that most of them
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occurred several years ago and over a number of
years. This is also confirmed in the consultant's
report. The Age article is very much an exaggeration
of what otilerwise are serious allegations, which are
being addressed.
I urge the Stawell council to work cooperatively
with the department in a partnership. It is very
important for disabled people in that area that we
work together to ensure that the services they
receive are satisfactory, that they have good care and
that the Stawell community and district have
confidence in the system.

the olive branch to the local community and to those
who have made complaints. We will work with
them and we urge them to work with us.
The honourable members for Morwell, Tullamarine,
Williamstown, Knox, Footscray, Frankston,
Dandenong, Keilor and Pascoe Vale raised a number
of matters for the attention of various ministers. I
thank those members for their comments and assure
them that they will be passed on to the respective
ministers and that appropriate answers will be
provided.
Motion agreed to.

I thank the honourable member for Ballarat East for
his constructive assistance with such a difficult and
sensitive issue, and I am determined to see a
successful outcome. The department has held out
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The SPEAKER (Hon. J. E. Delzoppo) took the chair
at 2.05 p.m. and read the prayer.

DEATH OF SIR RAYMOND WILLIAM
GARRETT, AFC, AEA
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - I move:
That this house expresses its sincere sorrow at the
death of the Honourable Sir Raymond William Garrett,
AFC, AEA, and places on record its acknowledgment
of the valuable services rendered by him to the
Parliament and the people of Victoria as member of the
Legislative Council for the electoral province of
Southern from 1958 to 1970, the electoral province of
Templestowe from 1970 to 1976, and the President of
the Legislative Council from 1968 to 1976 and
Chairman of Committees of the Legislative Council
from 1964 to 1968.

The Honourable Sir Raymond Garrett was born in
Melbourne in 1900 and died peacefully last
Wednesday, 12 October 1994. The funeral service
will be held tomorrow. It is true to say that Sir
Raymond Garrett was a very great Australian
because of his wide community service.
He was an outstanding member of the Victorian
community and was knighted in 1973 for his
services to the community in politics, civic affairs
and defence. He was a graduate of the University of
Melbourne, where he studied both science and
engineering. He went on to join the newly formed
Royal Australian Air Force and in 1928 became a
graduate of the Point Cook flying school.
Sir Raymond continued to serve with the Citizen Air
Force after he became a pioneer of the Australian
commercial aviation industry. Flying as the chief
pilot with Larkin Aircraft Company, he provided the
first air links between Darwin and other Northern
Territory townships. Not even Qantas operated on
these routes at that time. As a glider pilot he set the
British Empire gliding duration record in 1928, and
he went on to establish the Gliding Club of Victoria
with the objective of allowing aspiring pilots access
to inexpensive flying experience. The club continues
to flourish to this day.
During World War n Sir Raymond saw active
service with the RAAF as the commanding officer of
several squadrons, progressing to the rank of group
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captain. During his military service Sir Raymond
was awarded the Air Force Cross and the Air
Efficiency Award.
Because he had an enterprising spirit, it was not
surprising that after the war Sir Raymond
established a successful photographic chemical firm
in Doncaster. His business interests in photography,
which had developed from a hobby, also led him to
the position of chairman and director of several
prominent photographic product companies.
Together with his wife and family, Sir Raymond
settled in the Doncaster community. He went on to
serve as a local councillor for six years, including a
term as President of the Shire of Doncaster and
Templestowe.
He also became president of the Doncaster branch of
the liberal Party, and in 1956 was asked by the party
to contest the then Labor-held seat of Southern
Province. Sir Raymond won the seat and set to work
serving his electorate, which was then the largest in
Victoria, with 330 000 electors spread over
27 municipalities. Southern Province was well
served by Sir Raymond, who was noted for his
presence in the community - whether attending to
problems involving public facilities or assisting with
both development and building projects - and his
attendance at social engagements.
Rapid growth in Southern Province made the work
of serving the electorate too difficult for one
representative. A 1970 redistribution created the seat
of Templestowe Province, which Sir Raymond held
until his retirement from politics in 1976. He held the
post of Chairman of Commi ttees from 1964 to 1968
before commencing an eight-year term as President
of the Legislative Council.
He is remembered as an astute and conscientious
President whose sense of fair play contributed
Significantly to the quality of debate in the chamber.
As the chairman of several parliamentary
committees he was instrumental in appointing
several women to important posts on the
parliamentary staff. He also publicly supported the
increase of women Mps in state Parliament.
Both during and after his eighteen years of state
political service Sir Raymond remained active in the
wider community. He was a member of the Monash
University Council during a critical stage in the
early development of that institution; he became a
trustee and life governor of the Lady Nell Seeing Eye
Dog School; he was a member of the councils of
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several high schools; and he was president of the
Doncaster Boy Scouts Association. Each of those
organisations, as well as the community as a whole,
undoubtedly prospered as a result of the
contribution and dedication of Sir Raymond. On
retirement from politics Sir Raymond intended to
devote more time to his hobbies, which still included
photography and an interest in sports cars.
However, he continued to be active in the
community, specifically lending his support to
several charities.
Some of us, fewer in number today than five years
ago, were members of this Parliament in 1976 when
Sir Raymond was still President of the Council. He
was, without a doubt, a gentleman by any definition
of that term, and his service and long life are things
that many of us in this place could easily aspire to.
On behalf of the govenunent I extend my
condolences to his family, in particular his
daughters, Anne and Wilma, and his son, John, and
their families.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
support the motion moved by the Premier and on
behalf of the opposition extend my condolences to
the family of the late Sir Raymond Garrett, who
passed away last week. I did not have the
opportunity of knowing Sir Raymond, but his
contribution to Parliament and to this state was very
Significant indeed. Sir Raymond was born in
October 1900, only weeks before the Colony of
Victoria become the State of Victoria and the
Australian Federation was created. He was educated
at Wandin and Brunswick state schools, the Royal
Melbourne Technical College and Melbourne
University, graduating with engineering and science
qualifications. His education in those disciplines
served him well throughout his life.
As the Premier noted, Sir Raymond was one of the
earlier graduates of the RAAF flying school,
completing his training in 1926. After that he became
a commercial air pilot and was a member of the
Citizen Air Force between 1927 and 1937. The
Citizen Air Force did much to supplement the
nation's preparations for war just a few years later.
When war occurred Sir Raymond naturally enough
rejoined the RAAF. He was appointed as group
captain and served his nation until the end of
hostilities in 1945. He was awarded the Air Force
Cross and the Air Efficiency Award.

After the war Sir Raymond become more closely
involved in business activities. His interest in
photography led him to establish a photographic
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chemical firm in Doncaster, and he later become
chairman of llford (Australia). In 1958 Sir Raymond
entered the Victorian Parliament as the member
representing Southern Province in the other place.
As the Premier noted, at that time his electorate
covered a huge area stretching from Marysville to
Werribee. He served that electorate until 1970 when
he became the member representing Templestowe
Province, which he served for another six years.
Between 1968 and 1976 Sir Raymond had the
distinction of serving as the President of the
Legislative Council.
In 1973 Sir Raymond's services to Parliament, to

civic affairs and to defence were recOgnised when he
was awarded a knighthood. He contributed a great
deal to Victoria. He founded the Victorian Gliding
Association in the 19205, served as a councillor with
the Shire of Doncaster and Templestowe in the
19505, and was an active member of the Lady Nell
Seeing Eye Dog School and the Monash University
council.
One of the interesting changes during
Sir Raymond's time was the increasing role of
women in public life. Sir Raymond was born at a
time when Victorian women were denied the right
to vote. That right was not granted until 1908.
Sir Raymond was a young man before women were
even permitted to stand for Parliament. Press reports
suggest that many years later, as President of the
Legislative Council, he supervised the appointment
of the first two women to hold pOSitions of
employment in the Council. Even though it was to
be three years after his retirement - in fact, in
1979 - before the first women members were
elected to the Legislative Council, Sir Raymond
played a small but nevertheless important role in
helping to overcome some of the barriers
confronting Victorian women.
The life of Sir Raymond Garrett was one of service to
the people of the state of Victoria, and on behalf of
all members of the Victorian opposition I extend my
sincere sympathy and condolences to his family.
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I jOin with the Premier and
the Leader of the Opposition in supporting the
condolence motion for the Honourable Sir Raymond
William Garrett, who was a member of the
Legislative Council for Southern Province from 1958
to 1970 and for Templestowe Province from 1970 to
1976. He also served as President of the Legislative
Council from 1968 to 1976. Sir Raymond served in
the RAAF during World War IT, retiring with the
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rank of group captain. He became a commercial
airline pilot in 1927 and set a British Empire glider
duration record in 1931. He was also awarded the
Air Force Cross and the Air Efficiency Award.
As mentioned by the Premier, he also established the
Gliding Club of Victoria, which is now located at
Benalla in my electorate and which only a few years
ago hosted the world gliding championships. He
served for eight years in the Citizen Air Force and
for six years in the RAAF Reserve. He saw six and a
half years war service in the RAAF before retiring.
He had a distinguished war record, which has been
mentioned by the Premier and the Leader of the
Opposition.
Sir Raymond Garrett was married with three
children. In addition to his flying talents he also
found time to be a company director. In 1958 he was
elected as the Liberal member for the Legisla tive
Council seat of Southern Province, which stretched
in an arc around Melbourne, north to south, from
Marysville to Werribee. In 1973 he was named in the
Queen's Birthday honours list, receiving a
knighthood for services to the community and
politics, civic affairs and defence. Sir Raymond
retired from politics in June 1976 at the age of 75,
$<lying he wanted to spend more time doing
metalwork, woodwork and photography. By then he
had spent 18 years in state politics.
Sir Raymond has been described as an affable man
who could maintain complete impartiality while
presiding over the Legislative Council. He said at
the time that:
Victoria had one of the best debating chambers in
Australia and the standard of debate was improving.
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was also involved in the appointment of a woman to
the position of Parliamentary Librarian, the first time
any woman had reached such a position in either the
public service or the Victorian Parliament. He
strongly advocated the need for more women in
Parliament.
He was described earlier as a great personality. He
was given the job as President of the Legislative
Council because he was someone who could
maintain complete impartiality, never giving way to
emotion or bias. Those traits were certainly well
admired.

On behalf of the government I jOin with the Premier
and the Leader of the Opposition in extending
condolences to Sir Raymond's daughters, Anne and
Wilma, and his son, John.
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) - Raymond Garrett
died at the age of 93. He made his maiden speech
some two weeks before I was born, and he left
parliamentary life before I left secondary school.
He was a man who, at 76, was described by the then
Leader of the Labor Party in the Legislative Council,
Jack Galbally, as being 'blessed with robust health,
peace of mind and remarkable powers of physical
and mental capacity'.
When I was selected by the Liberal Party to run for
Parliament for the seat of Doncaster, I paid Sir
Raymond a visit. At the age of 88 that remarkable
man and his lovely wife gave me the guidance that a
young person running for Parliament needed. As
well as giving me guidance on campaigning and
other matters, he said, 'Remain enthusiastic
regardless, and remain persistent. Persistence breaks
down all barriers'.

He said:
They play politics very hard in the lower house ... We
are often accused of not sitting as long but we are more
direct in speaking and waste less time.

Perhaps that may be an issue for debate at another
time!

He was a Liberal in the utilitarian tradition. In his
maiden speech he explicitly stated that he saw his
duty as 'doing the greatest good for the greatest
number'. In his book Utilitarianism, the great liberal
writer John Stuart Mill said that utilitarianism could
achieve its ends' only by the general cultivation of
nobleness of character'. Raymond Garrett was
certainly a man noble in character.

In a profile of him Sir Raymond is reported as

having had a hand in appointing the first two
women to hold important posts in the Parliament of
Victoria.
Sir Raymond, as Chairman of the Library
Committee, was the first President of the Legislative
Council to appoint a woman Hansard reporter. He

In the year Sir Rayrnond was born, Theodore

Roosevelt, then Vice-president of the United States
of America, said:
We do not admire the man of timid peace. We admire
the man who embodies victorious effort; the man who
never wrongs his neighbour; who is prompt to help a
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friend; but who has those virile qualities to win in the
stern strife of actualli£e.

Raymond Garrett was certainly such a man. As a
man of action, he was an early graduate of the
RAAF flying school at Point Cook, and he was an
aviation pioneer in the Northern Territory. With the
nickname Spanner, Raymond Garrett became
commanding officer of two Australian squadrons
during the Second World War and played a very
special role at the end of the war, flying home
Australians who had been prisoners of war of the
Japanese.
He had a passion for things mechanical and
technical. He produced the first colour print
advertising for Australian newspapers, and he
became the Australian chairman of the llford
company. He was also a lover of sports cars.
Despite all the work he had to do and despite his
other activities, he had time for his fellow man,
which was recognised in his life governorship of the
Lady Nell Seeing Eye Dog School.
He was part of the 19405 and 1950s era of pioneer
Liberals. He established the Doncaster branch of the
Liberal Party and remained a member until his
death. His liberal thoughts in the 19605 and 19705
included the need for more women in Parliament
and community participation in politics; and he was
a supporter of increased access to tertiary education.
He had a good sense of humour. In his retirement
speech he related the story of the visit of a military
governor from a Third World country. Hansard
reports Sir Raymond as saying:
I asked him, 'Have you a Parliament?', and he replied,
'Yes'. I asked him, 'How are your members elected?', to
which he replied, 'They are not elected'. I asked, 'How
do they get there?'; he said, 1 appoint them'.l asked,
'How do you get there?'; he said, 1 am appointed by
the president'. I asked, 'Who appoints the president?'.
He replied, 'Bang, bang, bang, a coup!'.

His philosophy of life was exemplified in his
retirement speech as President of the Council. He
said, 'However, one good thing about life is that
there are better fish in the sea than ever came out of
it As we oldies move on, one sees the young taking
our places and life goes on'.
I can think of no greater tribute to the man than the
members of the Doncaster and Templestowe Liberal
Party branches that he helped establish. I pay tribute
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to him, and I pass on condolences to his family,
friends and loved ones.

Mr PERRIN (Bulleen) - I wish to contribute to
the motion before the house, which pays tribute to
the late Sir Raymond Garrett. I do not wish to go
over his past community achievements because they
have been very well outlined by other honourable
members. But I will outline my personal association
with him over a long period.
I first met Sir Raymond in 1970 when I moved to
Lower Templestowe. At that time he was the
member representing Templestowe Province and
the President of the Legislative Council. When I
moved into the area and joined the local branch of
the Liberal Party, Sir Raymond was well known in
Uberal circles as a wonderful member of Parliament.
He was held in the highest possible esteem
compared with the esteem in which other members
of Parliament from the area were held.

In those days, Templestowe Province was absolutely
huge. Other honourable members have talked about
the size of the fonner Southern Province, but
Templestowe was very large: it extended from Box
Hill to the other side of the Yarra River, into Eltham
and other eastern areas.
When he retired in 1976, I was one of the people
who decided to attempt to get Liberal Party
endorsement to replace him. I well remember
standing for preselection. In those days I was a
younger man! I well remember my preselection
speech to the delegates at the convention, when I
said how hard it would be for me as a young
member to replace as wonderful a person and as
well-established a member of Parliament as Sir
Raymond Garrett. As it turned out, I was not
successful. However, the individual who defeated
me, Or Ralph Howard, held the seat for only one
tenn and was defeated in the 1982 election.
I met Sir Raymond and Lady Garrett at functions on
many occasions. He was held in such high esteem
that he continued to receive invitations to
community functions.
Lady Garrett died in very unfortunate circumstances
as a result of a motor car accident. I am sure that
those who know the circumstances of the accident
will understand that Sir Rayrnond was very bitter at
having lost his wonderful wife in that way. Those
who attended the funeral service for Lady Garrett at
the Church of Christ in Doncaster Road, Doncaster,
were well aware of the tremendous community
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support for the couple. Sir Raymond felt keenly the
loss of his life-long companion.
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ADJOURNMENT
Mr KENNETI' (premier) - I move:

We saw him from time to time, the last time being
early this year at the City of Doncaster and
Templestowe mayoral dinner, which he attended as
a guest of the mayor. I believe he attended every
mayoral dinner because he felt it was his duty as a
member of the community he had never forsaken.
He was always recOgnised as and considered to be a
wonderful community representative.
My impressions of him are that he was a gentleman
and a wonderful person. I never heard him say a
bad word about anyone. As the honourable member
for Doncaster said, he had a dry sense of humour.
Those who chatted with Sir Raymond and Lady
Garrett appreciated his infectious warmth.
I know that he has many friends in Doncaster and
Templestowe and many people hold him in the
highest esteem. On behalf of the constituents of
Bulleen whom Sir Raymond Garrett represented for
many years in Parliament I offer condolences to his
family on this very sad occasion.
The SPEAKER - Order! I join the Premier, the
Leader of the Opposition, the Deputy Premier and
other honourable members of this house in paying
my respects and condolences to the late Sir
Raymond Garrett. Listening to the speeches here this
afternoon, one can only wonder at the ability of our
forebears not only to cram their lives with
excitement but also to provide service in many ways.
Sir Raymond kept contact with this institution
through his association with former members and
was seen around Parliament House from time to
time. I jOin with all other honourable members in
offering my condolences to his family.
In order to pay tribute to Sir Raymond and that the
question be agreed to, I ask that honourable
members stand in their places, signifying their
assent to the motion.

Motion agreed to in silence, honourable members
showing unanimous agreement by standing in
their places.

That, as a further mark of respect to the memory of the
Honowable Sir Raymond William Garrett, AFC, AEA,
the house do now adjourn until 3.30 p.m. this day.

Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 2.31 p.m.
The SPEAKER took the chair at 3.35 p.m.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Crown Casino: bid
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to the signing of the heads of
agreement in February 1993 by Mr Bernie Ecclestone
and the Melbourne Major Events Company for the
grand prix to be held in Melbourne. Given that this
information would have significantly increased the
size of all bids for the casino, why was this
information not made available to the Casino
Control AuthOrity and to all three remaining bidders
at the time?
Mr KENNETI' (Premier) - I can only suggest
that this must be the new evidence we are all
waiting for with bated breath. Is it? Is this the new
evidence?

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETf - This is it! I can't answer
precisely as to when the heads of agreement was
Signed.
Mr Micallef -It smells a bit!
The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier will ignore
interjections. The honourable member for Springvale
will remain silent.
Mr KENNETf - You'd know what smells! I
cannot answer the Leader of the Opposition as to
when the actual heads of agreement was signed,
suffice to say that we had been pursuing Mr Walker, in particular, at his own cost - this
event for Melbourne for many years. As you know,
the agreement was thafthe race will come to
Melbourne from, I think, 1996. The race will be held
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for 1 week a year in this state; 1 week out of 52
weeks. I do not believe anyone will agree that one
week's activity is going to make a substantial
difference to the accommodation in hotels and
access to and use of restaurants, let alone add
tremendously to the revenue of a casino, beyond the
week or 10 days that the event is actually held here. I
can understand the Leader of the Opposition
grasping at straws but in fact - Mr Brumby - Two hundred million dollars over
10 years!
Mr KENNETI - For one week?
Mr Brumby - Yes, for one week.
Mr KENNETI - Where did you get that from,
Junior?
Mr Brumby - Consultants!
Mr KENNETI - The Leader of the Opposition
has just said that bringing this event to Melbourne
for one week will materially affect the casino by
$200 million over 10 years! So we are talking about
an extra $20 million a year in turnover. When I
asked the Leader of the Opposition where he got
those figures from he interjected, 'consultants'. Here
we go; this is the new evidence. This is what we
have been waiting for for three weeks, and it is
based on nothing at all!
The heads of agreement was signed with a
confidentiality clause in terms of the release publicly
that Victoria was pursuing the grand prix. We still
had not actually locked it up then, as you would be
aware. The heads of agreement was not confirmed
until much later in the year. There was still no
ironclad agreement that we had won the grand prix.
Once it was done, later in the year, the matter
remained confidential until the South Australian
election was out of the way. That was on the public
record.
Mr Sandon interjected.
Mr KENNETf -It was in English. You might
have missed it! If the whole basis of the opposition's
new attack this week is that the grand prix being
held here in Melbourne for one week - give it 10
days - will materially affect the value of the casino
and the hotel I think the opposition leader has got to
understand it is about time he started playing in the
big league rather than the junior league!
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Dun and Bradstreet International
business survey
Mrs HENDERSON (Geelong) - Is the Premier
aware of the recently released survey of Australian
business expectations conducted by Dun and
Bradstreet International, and if so will he inform the
house of the level of business optimism in Victoria,
specifically as it relates to government?
Mr KENNETT (Premier) - The honourable
member for Geelong would well Wlderstand the
improvement in confidence and business activities
in Victoria and Geelong. In fact Geelong recorded
one of the greatest growths in new employment
when the employment figures came out recently.
And it is not confined to Geelong, where the
government is putting a lot of effort into trying to
rebuild a very proud city that has had to bear the
brunt of a lot of the recession because of the collapse
of the Pyramid group of building societies.
These figures on their own are not sufficient from
the government's point of view. We continually look
for reinforcement of what is happening in this state
and this COWltry to better judge and benclunark the
performance of this government and its community.
I am happy to say that the latest survey of business
expectations was conducted by Dun and Bradstreet
in September. Approximately 950 business owners
and senior executives throughout Australia,
representing major industry sectors, were
approached and asked if they expect an increase, a
decrease or no change in their upcoming quarterly
sales, profits, orders, selling prices, inventories,
employment and capital investment.
The overall result is that business optimism has
improved quite substantially. The survey shows a
further rise in expectation for sales, orders,
employment and, obviously, stocks. Most pleasing is
that business expectations and optimism seem to be
reflected in the future belief that new job
opportunities will be created in this COWl try and
inflationary expectations remain low, but for
Victorians - and here I mean the government and
the broader community, but regrettably not the
opposition - particularly pleasing is the fact that
sales optimism for Victoria is now the highest in
Australia for the first time since September 1988.
Government Members - Hear, hear!
Mr KENNETT - It has taken this community six
years to get back to levels that existed in 1988. This
has a twofold importance. Firstly, it demonstrates
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that when you come from a period of recession,
particularly after the mismanagement of the
previous government, even with good government
you cannot turn the ship of state around overnight,
and it is going to take time. Secondly, the policies of
the government for this community are now
working, because the government has policies, it has
a program and it has set goals that we are all going
to reach for.
For the December quarter the sales expectation
index rose by 13 points to 69, which exceeds all other
states in Australia. It has taken us all that time to do
it.
Today my colleague the Treasurer met with one of
the ratings agencies as it goes about its normal
business of reviewing state performance and
keeping itself informed. I compare what the
government is doing that is contributing to those
Dun and Bradstreet results with what our opponents
are doing: over the weekend in their so-called new
economic policy they said that they would
effectively cap the levels of debt in Victoria so that
new borrowings would not increase the ratio of debt
to gross state product prevailing at the time of the
next election.
Mr Thomson -TIlat is correct.
Mr KENNElT - That is correct says this new
whiz-kid about to go to Canberra! What they are
saying is that this opposition, if ever again given the
opportunity to govern this state, will do nothing at
all to try to reduce our level of debt. That will ensure
that Victorians will have to pay more through
taxation to fund both the debt and the new interest
on the debt. At the weekend members of the Labor
Party recommitted themselves to financial
irresponsibility. Under Labor the debt of this
state-Government Members - Guilty! The Guilty
Party!
The SPEAKER - Order! I caution honourable
members at the table that they must remain silent
during question time.
Mr KENNElT - The Labor Party's own
weekend document commits it to gross financial
irresponsibility if it is ever again given the
opportunity to govern this state. If ever this
document were put into effect the good. work that
has been done by both this government and the
increasingly large majority of Victorians who are
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prepared to work with the government to overcome
the inheritance of the past and create something that
is good would be ruined.
The final endorsement of what we on this side of the
house and the majority of Victorians are doing is the
retail trade figures that came out today. They show
that Victoria has registered the highest increase in
retail sales in this country. This is the ninth
consecutive month in which there has been positive
growth and Victorian sales are leading the country.
These are the results. These are not rhetoric. These
are the outcomes of the polities of this government
and the work of the community in actually being
positive and getting on with creating something
rather than, as the opposition does, continually
harping and carping and obviously failing to
address the real issues that confront this state.
We on this side of the chamber will continue to
deliver good government while the opposition
continues to wallow in a sea of negativism and
carping that does not advance the interests of this
community in any way whatsoever.

Crown Casino: bid
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to the comment made by the head
of the Victorian Casino and Gaming Authority,
Mr John Richards, on the 7.30 Report last night that
the decision to extend the deadline for bids for the
casino licence was made on 12 August so that legal
documentation supporting their financial bids could
be finalised. Will the Premier confirm to the house
that both bidders were still nevertheless required to
lodge all details of their financial bids on the closing
date of 16 August?
Mr KENNElT (Premier) - I ask the Leader of
the Opposition to ask his question again. I was
reading something else that was handed to me that
was a lot more interesting.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - ]
refer the Premier to the comment made by the head
of the Victorian Casino and Gaming AuthOrity,
Mr John Richards, on the 7.30 Report last night that
the decision to extend the deadline for bids for the
casino licence was made on 12 August so that legal
documentation supporting their financial bids could
be finalised. Will the Premier confirm to the house
that both bidders were still nevertheless required to
lodge all details of their financial bids on the closing
date of 16 August?
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Mr KEN NETT (Premier) - I cannot, because I
was not involved in the process. I am not aware of
the actual dates on which things had to be lodged
with the authority. The authority was absolutely
independent, appointed by your government, your
previous government. 1 can only suggest that if the
Leader of the Opposition is now suggesting in any
way that what has happened is inappropriate - if
this is your new evidence, then what you are doing
is calling into question the integrity of Mr Richards
because-Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNETT - You say you are not allowed to
ask questions! 1 am saying you have asked your
question but we are not in a position to answer you
because we were not involved in the process. If in
fact-An Honourable Member - Arm's length!
Mr KENNETT - Mr Speaker, if this is meant to
be the opposition's so-called new evidence, then I'll
go he. I have said many times before that we were
not involved in the process; we became aware of the
result on Sunday, 5 September; and if the Leader of
the Opposition has any questions in relation to that
he should appropriately ask them directly of the
authority.
The way the Leader of the Opposition and some of
his colleagues, particularly Mr White, have called
into question the integrity of Mr Richards, a man
they appointed, is appalling. They have made
accusations of malpractice or entering into some
form of collusion with the government or one of the
bidding consortiums. That has not been the case at
any stage of the process. It has been a very
honourable process in terms of the signing of legal
documents. You can ask your questions, but your
questions are totally off beam because, as you
know-Mr Thomson interjected.
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the house. To its credit, the casino authority decided,
I think very astutely - and the honourable member
for Pascoe Vale is nodding his head in agreement that rather than waiting until the final successful
bidder had been nominated and then entering into
the legal arrangements, to get the parties to sign the
agreements.
An honourable member interjected.

Mr KENNETI - No; it makes sense. In order to
make sure the thing did not go wrong thereafter, it
actually got them to sign all the legal agreements
with all the details before it nominated the preferred
tenderer to enable us to pursue the development of
the project as quickly as possible.
That was not an easy stage, I would imagine. The
honourable member for Pascoe Vale, being a lawyer,
would understand better. It would have taken a long
time to prepare the documents, for all three parties
to be satisfied and to have them completed. Again I
simply say to the opposition: if you have anything,
any facts or any mud you want to throw, let us hear
them today because, boy, you aren't even into the
straight yet!

Budget: current account strategy
Mr TURNER (Bendigo West) - Will the
Treasurer advise the house of recent progress on
implementation of the government's budget current
account strategy?
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I thank the
honourable member for Bendigo West for his
question. Like all the members on the government
benches I know he has an interest in the
implementation of the strategy to rebuild public
finances in Victoria. An important part of that
strategy is the rebuilding of public confidence, and
relative to that is the degree of support the
government strategy has had.
It is worth remarking that most commentators and

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Pascoe Vale is out of order.

most newspapers have editorialised consistently
over the past two years in support of the
government's strategy. Just this weekend from the
most unlikely of sources we had at least the pretence
of the endorsement of the government's strategy.

Mr KENNETT - I would argue very clearly that
we are answering the question. The very fact that
you cannot put them together in a constructive way
reflects more on you. In terms of the legal
documentation, I think 1 have also referred to this in

The document to which the Premier referred,
Financial Management: Key Principles, which the
Leader of the Opposition put to the ALP conference
last week, is important in three respects. Firstly, it is
important because, as the Premier has pointed out, if

Mr KENNETT - Oh, they are not?
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it were ever to be implemented precisely in its terms
it would plunge Victoria back into the sort of debt
trap that the Cain and Kirner governments used to
drive Victoria to the very edge of bankruptcy before
this government turned the state's fortunes around.
In respect of the general stance of the document in

relation to the current account deficit, it explicitly
endorses the budgetary strategy of the present
government -at least in words. It indicates that
removing a current account deficit and keeping the
budget in sustainable surplus are key priorities.
But even on the second of these three points it is
interesting that the Leader of the Opposition has
supported the government's strategy on precisely
the reverse ground that he and his colleagues have
been arguing for the past two years. He said in
relation to the document on the Ranald Macdonald
radio program on 17 October:
... if you are spending more and more ... servicing debt,
there is less and less available for the things that are so

important in building a fair society.

For the first time he has actually recognised the
connection between the government's budgetary
strategy and the capacity of the state government
and the Victorian community to support those who
depend upon the rest of the community to provide
them with basic human dignity. I think he is
implicitly acknowledging the fact that the
government is restoring a fairer society and laying
down the building blocks that will in the long run
enable it to defend those who rightly turn to the rest
of society for support.
But there the support ends. If you look beyond the
words for deeds, the opposition - in particular the
Leader of the Opposition - has been found wanting
against the yardstick he set himself, because every
time he has the opportunity to speak up for the
policies that are necessary to implement his glowing
rhetoric, he fails.
When it comes to the government's school savings
program to rebuild the quality of education and get
a better distribution of resources, you cannot believe
the rhetoric of the Leader of the Opposition because
he opposes the things necessary to deliver the goals
he supports, or says he supports.
When it comes to transport savings we have the
criticism of the opposition spokesman for transport
that the Minister for Public Transport is guilty of the
heinous crime of reducing the deficit in the public
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transport budget. He stood in this Parliament last
week and argued for a bigger budget deficit in
transport. He does not seem to realise that that was
one of the cores of the high tax regime of the
previous government. When it comes to refonn in
relation to hospitals and other health facilities the
opposition does not stand for what its policy
document claims; it opposes the means of delivering
a higher productivity of services.
When it comes to statutory agencies, when this
government continues the policies that the previous
government was implementing, when we moved to
a greater reflection of the cost of water in the
charging regime by charging people for the water
they consume rather than basing the charge on the
value of the properties they inhabit, the opposition
leads the charge against the policy it previously
stood for.
There is an enormous gap between what the Leader
of the Opposition stands for and what he actually
does. Is it any wonder that this document is not
available for distribution to the community
generally? If you read the Brumby report you will
see tha t you have to pay $50 to get a copy of the
document! Clearly this document is designed to
have no more currency than the sympathetic reports
on the government in the Age. The good news for the
house is this: the Brumby report has been posted all
around town. If you want a copy of the document
there is an application form in the Brumby report
and all you have to do is look in the rubbish bin of
any executive of any senior company around town
and there will be a copy of the Brumby report; you
can fill out your application, write out your $50
cheque and get a copy.

Crown Casino: TAB withdrawal
Mrs WILSON (Dandenong North) - My
question without notice is addressed to the Minister
for Sport, Recreation and Racing. I refer the minister
to the announcement by - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER -Order! Question time cannot
proceed if the Premier and the Leader of the
Opposition have an argument across the table.
Mrs WILSON - I refer the Minister for Sport,
Recreation and Racing to the announcement by the
TAB on 17 August that it was withdrawing from the
Crown consortium and I ask whether the TAB was
still part of the consortium when final bids were
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made on 16 August and whether the minister will
table all the minutes of TAB board meetings relating
to the TAB's decision.
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private health insurance and in its role in the
provision of hospital services. As a result of my
leadership, with the support of Professor Duckett,
private health is now seen as part of the agreement.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing) - Among the interjections it was a little
difficult to catch the words. I understand the
question was: was the TAB part of the Crown
Casino consortium when final bids were submitted
for the casino on 16 August? I do not have that
information at my fingertips, but I will find out and
let the honourable member for Dandenong North
know the answer to the question.

Honourable members interjecting.

Professor Stephen Duckett
Mr ASHLEY (Bayswater) - In reference to the
recent appointment of Professor Stephen Duckett to
the position of head of the federal Department of
Human Services and Health, will the Minister for
Health inform the house of his role in the Victorian
government's reform of the health system?
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - It was
indeed an endorsement of the policies introduced
into the Victorian health system under the Kennett
government when the federal Minister for Human
Services and Health appointed Professor Duckett as
the head of that department. It is the first
appointment outside the Canberra bureaucracy
since the mid-1980s and certainly an endorsement of
the talents of Professor Duckett, who joined the
former Victorian health department in 1983 and
served there for 10 years, the last as a member of my
ministry.
That Professor Duckett has been appointed to the
very important and influential position of head of
the Department of Human Services and Health is an
endorsement of his talents. He brings a number of
strengths to the position, having been the director of
Melbourne's western metropolitan region and
responsible for the overseeing and operation of
hospitals, and he has had extensive experience in
negotiations between state and commonwealth.
In 1984 he negotiated the first Medicare agreement
for Victoria and in conjunction with me negotiated
the Medicare agreement that was finalised in 1993.
He served the Victorian government extremely well
both in negotiating for the Medicare agreements to
have, for the first time in their history, a reference to

Professor Duckett's main claim to fame is the
implementation of case-mix funding, which he has
studied for many years. Indeed, he has been
recognised as the father of case-mix funding. After a
considerable period of commonwealth funding for
research into the theory of case-mix funding, he was
virtually singly responsible for its implementation in
Victoria. It will now spread across the whole of
Australia, with the endorsement of
Professor Duckett.
He brings to the commonwealth department the
much-needed essence of opportunity for proper
policy and intellectual debate. There has been a
dearth of leadership and of policy development at
the commonwealth level and his intellectual
capacity, policy experience and qualifications will
make a huge difference to the provision of services
at the commonwealth leveL Professor Duckett's
appointment is a real feather in his cap and certainly
an endorsement of Victorian health policies. I look
forward to a much better arrangement at the
state-commonwealth level now that there is a very
skilled, experienced and able head of the
Department of Human Services and Health.

Strip searches
Mr DOLLIS (Richmond) - I r~fer the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services to illegal strip
searching by police officers of the Sheriff's
Office-Mr McNamara interjected.
Mr DOLLIS - He had better pay attention to
this! What steps is the minister taking to investigate
how widespread the practice is and to ensure that
there is proper redress for members of the
community who have been subjected to this illegal
and abhorrent practice?
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I congratulate the
honourable member for Richmond on his first
question this session. It is nice to feel you are part of
the process! Perhaps at some stage during question
time we will get another question from the Leader of
the OppOSition, when he might be able to
substantiate some of his claims of new evidence. He
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might even name the consultants he talked about
earlier! I believe they probably do not exist.
In response to the issue raised by the honourable
member for Richmond in the absence of the shadow
Minister for Police and Emergency Services, who
seems to have gone bush - Mr Kennett - He's gone to get married!
Mr McNAMARA - Not too many have missed
him! He has been away for how long?
Mr Dollis - Three weeks!
Mr McNAMARA - Three weeks? I only noticed
he was missing today! I thank the honourable
member for Richmond for raising this question in
the absence of the shadow minister. Police have
powers to strip search individuals only in defined
circumstances. Firstly, they must have a suspidon
that a crime has been committed. In respect of the
two incidents that have been widely reported in the
media, the report I have from the Internal
Investigations Department is different from the
report that has been rwming in the media. In
relation to a 16-year-old girl who was picked up by
police, I am advised that she and a male accomplice
were suspected and continue to be suspected of a
burglary. They were taken to a police station and I
understand that a strip search was not required.
Those details are a little bit different from the report
in the media.
Following the media report yesterday the matter,
which dates back to July, was investigated by the
Internal Investigations Department and it was found
that no complaint had been made to police prior to
the media report. I am advised that the inspector at
the station spoke to the girl at 7.00 p.m. before she
was released and no complaint was made. That was
on the day of the offence.
I have been advised that yesterday the Internal
Investiga tions Department rang the girl and made
an appointment to see her at 3.00 p.m. that day. The
appointment was not kept and her guardian would
not allow internal investigations to talk to her. The
policewoman who was accused of the strip search
vehemently denies that such a search was conducted
and is outraged at suggestions that she compelled
the girl to jump up and down in a state of
nakedness. She maintains that the search was only of
clothing for stolen property.
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The other incident that has been reported in the
media involves a woman who was a fine defaulter.
She was conveyed to the Knox watch-house at
8.45 a.m. on 1 December last year and was released
the next day at 11.30 a.m.
She was searched in the female cell by a police
constable. The police constable reports that the
woman was upset at the incident. She was asked to
remove her top but not her bra and the
policewoman was emphatic that she would not have
asked her to remove her bra or panties. She said that
was not the way she conducts searches. She checked
the outside of the bra and panties to ensure that
nothing had been stolen.
I advise opposition members that it is standard

procedure when people in police custody are going
to be held in cells, particularly when they are upset
and disturbed, because we have had numerous
instances where people have attempted suicide in
police custody.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Deputy Premier
cannot answer the question raised by the opposition
in the face of a barrage of interjections. I ask
members of the opposition to remain silent.
Mr McNAMARA - I point out that this is
precisely the procedure the police followed under
the previous government and continues to follow
under this government. The point that needs to be
made is that when people are emotionally upset and
are in custody the concern is for their welfare to
ensure that they do not have something concealed
on them with which they can do themselves an
injury.
If the police did not take that sort of measure to
ensure that a knife, another implement or a piece of
rope that could be used by people to harm
themselves was not removed from them, the
opposition would be coming back and saying. 'Why
weren't those items removed from the individual
when he or she was left in a cell in a disturbed
state?'. The point is that in relation to the questions
being asked by the opposition the rules tha tare
being applied now are precisely the rules that
applied under the previous government.

I also point out that in response to the
accusations made by the media that strip searches
occurred, in the first inquiry by the Internal
Investigations Department the fact is that a full strip
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search was not conducted. If the matter needs to go
further these matters will be further investigated by
the Deputy Ombudsman (Police Complaints). He
will make sure that someone outside the police force
ensures that the matters are investigated. There is a
procedure to ensure that these matters are handled
in an equitable fashion.

Support for community carers
Mrs ELLlOTI (Mooroolbark) - Will the Minister
responsible for Women's Affairs inform the house of
the initiatives she has taken in conjunction with the
Conference of Ministers for the Sta tus of Women to
improve the level of support given to carers in our
community?
Mrs WADE (Minister responsible for Women's
Affairs) -Honourable members will be aware that
this week is Carers Week. The government is

committed to ensuring that carers receive
appropriate assistance for their needs.
Earlier this year I launched a report of a consultancy
which was commissioned by commonwealth and
state ministers for women's affairs to report on the
economic and social impacts of caring
responsibilities, particularly as those responsibilities
affect women in the community. That report
estimated the value of unpaid work by carers at
$6 billion per annum, which was really an
underestimate because it looked only at those caring
for severely disabled people and allocated 2 hours a
day for that caring function at a fairly low dollar
level per day.
There will be an increase in the need for caring in the
community because the community is ageing. At the
moment about 11 per cent of the community are
over the age of 65 years. Over the next half century
that will increase to 22 per cent of the community.
Although some older people are well able to look
after themselves there will be a Significant need for
care for a Significant proportion of those people. It is
obvious that the community caIU10t afford to replace
this unpaid care with care paid for by the
government. We certainly do not have the resources
available for that. Therefore, it is important that the
government considers the needs of carers and that it
adopts policies that will assist carers in undertaking

their responsibilities.
We must realise that carers are in a situation where
their employment opportunities are reduced, their
future economic security is reduced and often their
quality of life is reduced. The research that was
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published at that time shows that women bear a
disproportionately high burden in caring
responsibilities. Women comprise 93 per cent of
people caring for the young; 73 per cent of people
caring for the elderly; and 76 per cent of people
caring for the mentally ill. I am not suggesting that
men do not have part of the caring function. Men are
involved in caring responsibilities but largely in the
home maintenance and garden areas. Those
functions can be conducted in a flexible maIU1er
whereas the caring that women do, such as nurSing,
the provision of meals and communication, has to be
done when the person to be cared for requires that
care.
Recently the Office of Women's Affairs, in
conjunction with other state government
departments, particularly the Department of Health
and Community Services, carried out more detailed
work on the problems of carers. As a result of that
work we have prepared a policy issues paper which
I presented to a recent Conference of Ministers for
the Status of Women held in Adelaide. I am pleased
to report that the recommendations in the paper,
which were significant recommendations to assist
carers, were adopted by all ministers at the
conference. The paper included recommendations to
review the home and community care program,
which is currently taking place; recommendations to
the commonwealth minister relating to economic
security of carers, particularly the number of hours
carers may work while stilI receiving the carer's
pension; and also recommendations on the need for
governments to show the lead with employment
policies that recognise not only work care
responsibilities but also family responsibilities. The
Victorian government is doing very well in that area.
We are conscious of ensuring that our employees'
family responsibilities are recognised.
The government is determined to ensure that the
needs of carers remain on the agenda a t both the
commonwealth and state levels.

Strip searches
Mr DOLLIS (Richmond) - I refer the
Attorney-General to the answer given by the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services
concerning a mother of two who was strip
searched-An honourable member interjected.
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Mr DOLLIS - Are you listening? Well, stop
interrupting. This is a serious matter. A mother of
two was strip searched - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The conduct of the
house is in the hands of the Speaker, supposedly. I
will ensure you get a fair hearing of the question.
Mr DOLLIS - This is a very serious question. I
refer the Attorney-General to the police minister's
response to a mother of two who was strip searched
twice in 30 minutes and held overnight because she
failed to pay a $15 fine and to the Attorney-General
spokesperson's comments that the Sheriff's officers
do not have the power to strip search. What action
will the Attorney-General take on this matter?
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - As the

Minister for Police and Emergency Services pointed
out, since the change of government there has been
no change to the laws or the practice relating to strip
searches. As the minister also pointed out, when
people are taken into custody and it is proposed to
place them in cells, the police procedures are
devised to ensure that those people are not a risk to
others with whom they may be sharing a cell or a
risk to themselves.
It is extremely important that we take precautions

with people locked up in police cells so that we are
not led into circumstances where we have more
deaths in custody. I would be most surprised if
members of the opposition wanted to do away with
the safeguards that were put in place for precisely
tha treason.

and gay constituents and citizens on the basis of their
sexuality;
Whereas the Parliament of the Australian Capital
Territory has seen fit to protect the human rights of its
lesbian and gay constituents and citizens on the basis of
their sexuality;
Whereas the Parliament of the state of Queensland has
seen fit to protect the human rights of its lesbian and
gay constituents and citizens on the basis of their
sexuality;
Whereas the Parliament of the Northern Territory has
seen fit to protect the human rights of its lesbian and
gay constituents and citizens on the basis of their
sexuality; and
Whereas the Parliament of the Commonwealth of
Australia, in compliance with Australia's international
human rights obligations, has seen fit to protect its
lesbian and gay constituents and citizens from
discrimination on the basis of their sexuality:
Your petitioners therefore pray that the Legislative
Assembly as part of the Parliament of the state of
Victoria move to protect the human rights of its lesbian
and gay constituents and citizens - as recommended
by the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee by amending the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 to
prohibit discrimination on the grounds of a person's
sexuality.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Carli (15 signatures)

Sodomy
PETITIONS
The Clerk - I have received the following
petitions for presentation to Parliament:

Sexual discrimination
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
Whereas the Parliament of the state of New South
Wales has seen fit to protect the human rights of its
lesbian and gay constituents and citizens on the basis of
their sexuality;
Whereas the Parliament of the state of South Australia
has seen fit to protect the human rights of its lesbian

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
State of Victoria sheweth:
The act of anal intercourse or sodomy is:
a serious health hazard, almost always involving
anal and rectal damage;
the means of transmission of disease in about
90 per cent of HIV / AIDS cases in Australia;
associated with a number of other serious diseases,
including, hepatitis A, Band C, gonorrhoea and
syphilis;
described in the Bible as an 'abomination' to God.

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS COMMITTEE
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Your petitioners therefore pray that the Legislative
Assembly will pass a law to make the commission of
sodomy (anal intercourse) a criminal offence, to
prevent this serious health hazard from being
promoted in the media and educational institutions as
a valid form of sexual intercourse.

Melbourne Planning Scheme - No. Ll72
Prahran Planning Scheme - No. 13O Part 2
Springvale Planning Scheme - No. L63
Stawell (City) Planning Scheme - No. L26
Wodonga Planning Scheme - No. L65

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
By Mr Thompson (21 signatures)

Statutory Rules under the following Acts:
Electricity Industry Act 1993 - S.R. No. 156
Food Act 1984 -S.R. No. 152

Laid on table.

Marine Act 1988-

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND
REGULATIONS COMMITTEE

Alert Digest No. 10
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) presented Alert Digest
No. 10 of 1994 on Emergency Management
(Amendment) Bill, Road Safety (Further
Amendment) Bill, Local Government
(Amendment) Bill, Estate Agents (Amendment)
Bill, Impounding of Livestock Bill, Transport
Accident (General Amendment) Bill, Therapeutic
Goods (Victoria) Bill and Valuation of Land
(Amendment) Bill, together with an appendix.

S.R. No. 153, together with a copy of the
following document as required by section 32
of the Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984 to
accompany the Statutory Rule:
Australian Standard - AS 2261 -1990Rescue Buoys
S.R. Nos 154, 155
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works Act
1958 - S.R. No. 158
Optometrists Registration Act 1958 - S.R. No. 157
State Electricity Commission Act 1958 -S.R. Nos
148, 149, 150, 151.

Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Planning and Environment Act 1987 - Notices of
approval of amendments to the following Planning
Schemes:

APPROPRIATION MESSAGES
Messages read recommending appropriations for:
Emergency Management (Amendment) Bill
Local Government (Amendment) Bill
Valuation of Land (Amendment) Bill

Ballaarat (City) Planning Scheme - No. L46
Brighton Planning Scheme - No. U4
Colac-Otway Shire Planning Scheme Amalgamation Amendment
Corangamite Shire Planning Scheme Amalgamation Amendment
Oaylesford and Glenlyon Planning Scheme No. LlD
Flinders Planning Scheme - No. Ll04
Frankston Planning Scheme - No. Ll8
Lillydale Planning Scheme - Nos Ll34, Ll44
Melbourne Metropolitan Planning Scheme No. Rl23

PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEES
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - By leave, I move:
House Committee
That Or Coghill, Mr Dollis, Mr]. F. McGrath,
Mrs Peulich and Mr Weideman be members of the
House Committee; and that the committee have leave
to sit on days on which the house does not meet.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
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Library Committee
That Mr Speaker, Mr Baker, Mr Batchelor, Mrs Peulich
and Mr Treasure be members of the Library
Committee; and that the committee have leave to sit on
days on which the house does not meet.

Printing Committee
That Mc Speaker, Or Coghill, Mr Maughan and
Mc Richardson be members of the Printing Committee;
and that the committee have leave to sit on days on
which the house does not meet.

Privileges Committee
That a select committee be appointed to inquire into
and report upon complaints of breach of privilege
referred to it by the house; such committee to consist of
Mc Cooper, Mc Micallef, Mr Perton, Mr Ryan,
Mc Sheehan, Mr E. R. Smith, Mr Thomson,
Mr Thwaites and Mr Weideman; and that the
committee have power to send for persons, papers and
records; to sit on days on which the house does not
meet and to move from place to place; four to be the
quocwn.
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Property Law (Amendment) Bill
Dentists (Amendment) Bill
Emerald Tourist Railway (Amendment) Bill
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment)
Bill
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill
Therapeutic Goods (Victoria) Bill.

In moving the motion on the government's business
program I indicate to the house that in discussions
with the opposition we also considered the question
of the address-in-reply, which, although it is not
necessary to put in the government's business
program, is a further opportunity for honourable
members to make a contribution to this place. I think
the honourable member for Pascoe Vale would
concur with that undertaking.
Mr THOMSON (pascoe Vale) - The opposition
agrees to the motion and has the understanding
referred to by the Leader of the House that there
may be an opportunity for a couple of opposition
speakers to make a contribution before the
address-in-reply is formally conveyed to the
Governor.

Standing Orders Committee
Motion agreed to.
That a select committee be appointed to consider and
report upon the standing orders of the house, such
committee to consist of Mr Speaker, Or CoghiU,
Mc Cunningham, Mr Jasper, Mr Leigh, Mr Richardson
and Mr Seitz; and that the committee have leave to sit
on days on which the house does not meet; five to be
the quorum.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 14 October; motion of
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance).

Motions agreed to.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

Program
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That, pursuant to sessional order no. 6(3), the orders of
the day, government business, relating to the following
bills be considered and completed by 4.00 p.m. on
Friday, 21 October 1994:
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Betting) Bill
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - On
Friday when I was speaking on the very
wide-ranging Financial Management (Amendment)
Bill, which is about the financial management of the
state, I was talking about many of the financial
contracts and deals that this government had
entered into without proper independent scrutiny. I
said it is important in this debate to remember that
this is a bill designed to abolish the independent
State Tender Board. I made the point that the
government is intent on the systematic removal of
the independent checks and balances required in a
fair and democratic society.
A number of contracts, tenders and deals that
require independent scrutiny have been referred to
in the house and mentioned by me preViously,
including the Leeds Media deal, the sale of
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veterinary laboratories by the Department of
Agriculture to Centaur International Pty Ltd and the
flogging off of school sites, in particular the Wattle
Park Secondary College in the Premier's electorate,
sold by a company that has associations with the
state president of the Liberal Party, Ted Baillieu, to
the Premier's good mate Ron Walker, and Hudson
Conway. I also mentioned the ambulance contract,
and that a government official, Mr Bill Wood, has
business links with one of the privatised firms.
Yet another contract that this government would not
want scrutinised was one raised last Thursday by
the honourable member for Thomastown. This was
the contract that even David Edwards of VEeC! had
referred to as one about which he had grave
concerns. Since expressing his concerns about the
IBM outsourcing contract with Vicroads and the
Public Transport Corporation, Mr Edwards has
either been spoken to by the government - he has
been nobbled - or he has attempted to walk away
from his remarks. The fact remains that the Sydney
Morning Herald of 11 October 1994 carried a report
that IBM Australia Ltd would get the contract for
outsourcing of the information technology systems
of Vicroads and the PTe.
At the same time the Minister for Finance, who
introduced the bill in the house, was saying that the
process was yet to be determined and that it was
very open and competitive. That raises questions. It
was clear before the announcement of the final
contract that Leeds Media knew it was going to get
the contract.
Before the completion of the tender process in
respect of the sale of veterinary laboratories around
Victoria, Centaur International was saying publicly
that it had got the contract. We have seen it with the
casino where strange events occurred and suddenly
Crown Casino was able to bid tens of millions of
extra dollars that helped it to get the casino bid.
Serious questions are raised about the tendering
process of the government and they need to be
answered.
One must question the philosophical raison d'etre of
the Minister for Finance in introducing a bill such as
this, which abolishes the independent State Tender
Board. Just recently, on 11 October 1994, this
minister made an extraordinary comment in the
house. It is probably one of the most extraordinary
comments that a minister of the Kennett cabinet has
ever made. He said that the Uberal government was
criticised from 1972 to 1982 for land deals that were
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neither imprudent nor shonky because the former
government made a profit out of them.
Here we have the Minister for Finance introducing a
bill about financial management, a bill that does
away with the independent tender board, and when
this minister looks back on the past to the decades of
financial management under the previous Liberal
government during the land deals, he says that from
1972 to 1982 the government was criticised for land
deals that were neither imprudent nor shonky
because the former government made a profit out of
them!
What does that say about the bill and what drives it?
And what does that say about the whole approach
of this government to contracts, to tendering and to
the financial management of the state? What it says
is the government has learnt nothing from the land
deals! The land deals led to a royal commission, an
inquiry and to a situation where ministers ended up
being sacked and where people ended up in courts
and in gaol, and the Minister for Finance says, 'It's
okay; they were our mates, after all; it's okay; they
were okay; they made a profit'.
So we have the Minister for Finance who reckons
that the land deals were neither imprudent nor
shonky, and we have a Premier who seems to wear
his conflict of interest like a badge of honour, as
evidenced by his use of his public office for private
purposes in the KNF affair, and then the use of
section 61A of the constitution.

These two characters, the Premier and the Minister
for Finance, are supposed to be leading the way in
relation to propriety, probity and prudence in
government activities and yet they do not
understand the basic concept of conflict of interest,
the basic concept of separa tion of powers, and the
need for independent checks and balances. As I said,
the Minister for Finance believes that the land deals
of the 1970s and early 1980s were just a myth. The
newspaper cuttings at the time show that those who
wrote them did not seem to think they were a myth.
They include headlines such as 'Land probe judge
named', 'Valuation: Dickie denies taking bribe',
'Land man denies he had a tip-off', 'Anatomy of a
scandal', and 'A travesty'. Here are more headlines:
'Housing director quits'; 'How the land deal saga
started'.
I will tell you how it started! It started with crook
government! It started without proper checks and
balances! It started because the ministers of the day
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were not prepared to take the tough decisions to
make sure that public probity was looked after.
It is interesting to note that Sir Gregory Gowans
headed a board of inquiry and Sir Sydney Frost
headed a royal commission into land deals. That
inquiry and royal commission certainly did take
place and, despite what the Minister for Finance
might say, the royal commissioners made findings
that were adverse to the then Liberal government.
An article that appeared in the Age on 28 October
1981 referred to the royal commission. It could be an
article written on 21 October 1994 because it said
that conflict of interest, cronyism and favouritism
were all evident in the hierarchy of the housing
commission, according to the report of the royal
commission. It said that the commissioners had
found instances of obvious conflict of interest, or the
appearance of conflict of interest, and both at that
level and in the property branch there was
substantial evidence of cronyism and favouritism.
It has to be remembered that the land inquiries led
not only to the downfall of the Hamer government
but also to the resignation of two ministers for
housing, Vance Dickie and Geoff Hayes, and to the
resignation of Sir Phillip Lynch. They led to people
going to court.
They led to people going to gaol. They led to the
gaoling of former Housing Commission purchasing
officer Neil Riach and former real estate agent
Robert Dillon. Yet the minister said in the house just
last week that the Liberal government was criticised
from 1972 to 1982-Mr I. W. Smith - I said 1979 to 1982; you are
deliberately distorting it!
Mr BRUMBY - The minister says: You have to
be distorting it. It is straight out of Hansard. Have we
changed Hansard again? Go down and change it!
Whatever the dates are, the minister says they are
neither imprudent nor shonky because the former
government made a profit out of the land deals. The
fact that as a result of the land deals in the 1970s
there was a royal commission, that three ministers
reSigned, and that two people ended up in gaol does
not matter. The fact that the minister says there
wasn't anything wrong with it; there really wasn't a
royal commission - it is just a figment of people's
imagination - shows that he has not learnt much
from it.
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A former Director of HOUSing, Mr Les Allwinton,
was severely criticised in the commission's report.
The commission said that he, with others, conducted
private business with contractors who had either
performed work for the commission or sought to do
so, and all managed to have their work performed at
prices far below its true worth. The commission
found Allwinton's exposition of the standards he
thought appropriate to apply to his own conduct
incomprehensible.
It is interesting to note that following the resignation
of Minister Hayes none other than the current
Premier of Victoria was appOinted the Minister for
HOUSing. In October 1982, Mr Kennett said of the
commission's findings:
After all the innuendos -

that is a word we have heard a fair bit of recently;
lately every time you ask a question about the
government it is a smear or an innuendo, as it was in
1982suggestions and character assassinations by the
opposition from 1976 to 1979 in desperately trying for
political reasons to promote the commission's and
government's involvement in shady land deals, the
royal commission has found no evidence to support
such claims. In fact, the royal commission has given the
lie to such charges.

Mr KeIUlett, then Minister for Housing, said at the
time that Mr Allwinton's integrity and loyalty were
beyond question, yet the royal commission said that
Mr Allwinton's exposition of the standards he
thought appropriate to apply to his own conduct
were incomprehensible.
The Premier said that really nothing happened
between 1976 and 1979, that there was nothing there
despite the fact that there was a royal commission,
despite the fact that three people ended up in gaol
and despite the fact that three ministers of the
Crown were forced to resign and stand down. The
present Premier, who wears his conflict of interest
badge like a badge of honour, said then there was
nothing wrong, that it was good government.
BaSically we have a Premier who has not learnt
anything since 1981 and a Minister for Finance who
reckons that the land deals never occurred. It is no
surprise then that when in 1992 the Liberal·National
coalition got the chance to govern in Victoria again it
systematically set about covering things up and
taking away all the checks and balances and
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independent watchdogs that keep governments
honest.
Despite the statement in the Governor's speech of
October 1992 that this was to be 'an open and
accountable government' we have seen a systematic
removal of the checks and balances - the
mechanisms that keep governments honest. We
have seen freedom of information dismantled;
people's rights to appeal to the Supreme Court have
been taken away; democratically elected local
government councillors right around the state have
been sacked; Moira Rayner and the Director of
Public Prosecutions have gone; although it is now
almost nine months since the former Ombudsman,
Norman Geschke, resigned he has not been
replaced; and Ben Bodna, the former Public
Advocate, has not been replaced after more than 12
months. This is a government that wants to strip
away all the independent checks and balances.
In question time today the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services said that the deputy
ombudsman will investigate cases of people
allegedly being strip searched by police. It is a
wonder there are any holders of these offices left
because most of them have been sacked or run out of
office, and where they have left or been sacked they
have not been replaced. So, don't hold your breath!
Next the government will probably try to do away
with the coroner. That is right, isn't it? Another
avenue of independent investigation into the
government will be removed.

I can tell the government that people are worried
about its secrecy, about the fact that it does not seem
to have learnt and about the fact that under this
government if you want to get a job, a contract or a
deal it helps to be a mate of the government.
Today in question time the opposition raised a
number of further matters concerning the casino. It
is important to emphasise the reasons why nothing
less than a full judicial inquiry into the awarding of
the casino licence to Crown Casino will suffice. We
are talking about the financial management of this
state, about hundreds of millions of dollars; and
about a situation in which one of the major
companies in the world, which was one of the
candidates in the bidding process, basically says the
process was rigged, that it was dudded and that it
never ever got a chance to be considered on merit.
That is what one of the largest companies in the
world says!
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There are, therefore, questions that need to be asked.
Australian and international companies are making
decisions not to invest in Victoria. The Minister for
Industry and Employment is off this coming
weekend to Hong Kong, China and other parts of
northern Asia to try to drum up investment for
Victoria. But I will tell you what: the big companies
are saying, 'Why should we invest in Victoria if we
do not get a fair go, if the dice are loaded, if we get
dudded in the bidding process?'. That is what major
companies around the world are now saying about
the government of Victoria!
There are a number of reasons why there should be
a full, public, judicial inquiry. The first question to
be asked is: why did the Crown consortium bid
increase so markedly during the bidding process
and by a amount which enabled it not to be
disqualified from contention on financial grounds,
although, I might add, still not by enough for the
financial advisers, SBC Dominguez Barry, to be able
to recommend the Crown consortium over Sheraton
Leighton on financial grounds?
The second question is: how does the government
explain statements made in Parliament on 28
September 1993 by the Minister for Gaming in
another place, Mc Haddon Storey, that Crown was
clearly the best financial bidder' on every basis of
measurement' when documents from SBC
DOminguez Barry, the financial advisers to the
former Casino Control AuthOrity, clearly state this
was not the case?
We have had debates in this house over recent
weeks about people allegedly misleading
Parliament, yet the Minister for Gaming in another
place stated in Parliament on 28 September 1993 that
Crown was clearly the best financial bidder' on
every basis of measurement' when documents from
the consultants SBC Dominguez Barry, the financial
advisers to the former Casino Control AuthOrity,
clearly stated that that was not the case.
The third issue is: given that the Crown consortium
could not be recommended on financial grounds that is what the SBC DOminguez Barry report
said -what were the grounds for awarding Crown
the casino licence?
The fourth issue that the public needs to know is:
why did the TAB pull out of Crown consortium, and
why did it apparently do so on the night of 16
August 1993 after bids had been lodged with the
Casino Control Authority?
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Today in Parliament the shadow minister for racing
asked a question of the Minister for Sport,
Recreation and Racing - Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) - On a point of
order, Mr Deputy Speaker, relating to a matter of
relevance, I listened to the contribution of the Leader
of the Opposition on this matter in the house last
week and I have listened again today. He has
canvassed a broad range of matters relating to the
Equal Opportunity Board and issues to do with a
range of positions. He is now canvassing matters
that relate directly to the Casino Control AuthOrity
bill which, I put it to you, have very little to do with
the Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, which
is a bill designed to restructure government
purchasing programs and provide a proper and
accountable system for government purchasing.
That has very little to do with the casino.
I suggest, Mr Deputy Speaker, that the Leader of the
OppOSition is ranging well beyond the ambit of this
bill and that in the interests of the proper debate on
the bill he should be brought back to the matter at
hand.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - On
the point of order, Mr Deputy Speaker, this was
canvassed during debate on Friday. This bill
abolishes the State Tender Board and is extremely
wide ranging not just in title but also in content.
Clause 7 relates to annual whole-of-government
reporting. A whole-of-government report is like the
Nicholls report or the Victorian Audit Commission
report; it is a report on all government activities, any
activities in which the govenunent has any
involvement whatsoever. Clearly, the payment of a
casino license fee and the govenunent revenue that
is earned from the casino are matters which go to the
heart of the financial management of the state and
which are relevant to whole-of-government
reporting.
In particular, clause 7(4) allows for the introduction
of whole-of-govemment reporting. The clause also
allows references to be given to the Auditor-General
by providing that the total assets and liabilities of
bodies comprising the public sector will be reported
and will be subject to audit by the Auditor-General.
The matters I am discussing today fall well within
the province of government activities. They are
absolutely within the range of whole-of-government
reporting; and of course, under this legislation all
the matters I have raised are subject to the scrutiny
of and audit by the Auditor-General.
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The Chair has
been listening to the Leader of the OppOSition. As he
rightly says, the bill contains several clauses that
deal with different aspects of government
management. 1 believe that at this point he is in
order. I can assure the honourable member for
Monbulk that if the Leader of the Opposition strays
into an area that antiCipates debate on other
legislation, appropriate action will be taken. There is
no point of order.
Mr BRUMBY - I will continue outlining the
reasons why there needs to be a full, public and
judicial inquiry into the casino license bidding
process. The other questions tha t need to be
answered include: why did the TAB pull out of the
Crown consortium, and why did it do so on the
night of 16 August 1993, after the bids had been
lodged with the former Casino Control AuthOrity?
In question time we witnessed the Minister for
Sport, Recreation and Racing showing evidence of
what is increasingly becoming a phenomena
common among government ministers - selective
memory loss!
Today the Premier showed he was suffering from it.
He apparently has an extraordinary memory when it
comes to other activities, but today he could not
remember anything about the casino process. Today
the Minister for Sport, Recreation and Racing, who is
responsible for the TAB, an organisation which was
under his control at that time and which has been
responsible for billions of dollars of turnover every
year, also showed he was suffering from it. He was
asked whether it was still part of the consortium
when final bids were lodged on 16 August, and,
surprise, surprise, we had another case of selective
amnesia! He said he could not remember.
It is no surprise that people in the media and
members of the public are asking questions about
this government. The Premier keeps responding by
saying, 'Put up the evidence', but the evidence is
there. Today in question time minister after minister
fronted up with selective amnesia, unable to
remember whether the TAB was part of the bid at
that time. Well, the TAB was part of the bid on 16
August. The reason the Minister for Sport,
Recreation and Racing had trouble remembering is
that it was all part of the shady deal surrounding the
casino bidding process. Bids were supposed to have
closed on 16 August; but after the 16th the TAB
mysteriously pulled out of the consortium. Lo and
behold other funding sources found their way in.
We will find out more about that!
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We also need to know why the bidding process was
extended from 16 August to 30 August. We heard an
extraordinary admission in Parliament last week
during the Treasurer's reply to a question about the
decision to limit gaming machines. He was asked
why the government decided to put a ceiling of
45 000 on the number of gaming machines in
Victoria, whether he was given advice by Treasury
and, if so, whether cabinet considered that advice.
Do you know what he said, Mr Deputy Speaker?
There was no Treasury advice. One must ask why a
government would make a decision like that so late
in the day. The decision to put a ceiling of 45000 on
the number of gaming machines had obvious
implications for casino revenue and the license fee,
yet it was made in the absence of Treasury advice.
We will come to that a bit later, as well.

Fancy saying that none of the hundreds of
thousands of people who will come to Victoria over
a two-week period to see the grand prix will go to
the casino.

The seventh reason follows on from the others. One
has to ask why the government made that decision
on gaming machines after 16 August 1993, when the
bidding process was supposed to have finished.
Given that in February 1993 a heads of agreement
document was signed by Ron Walker on behalf of
the Melbourne Major Events Company - and,
therefore, on behalf of the state of Victoria securing the grand prix for Victoria, and given that
both Ron Walker and Jeremy Kirkwood, the
Treasurer's chief of staff, gave evidence at the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal hearing on the
release of documents relating to the grand prix that
at all times the government would be underwriting
the cost, why was Sheraton Leighton not informed
during the bidding process that Victoria had secured
the grand prix?

Mr BRUMBY - The grand prix will bring
benefits to Melbourne, and it will bring Significant
benefits to the Melbourne Casino. If this
government - -

That question was asked in question time today.
Again it was a question the Premier had great
difficulty in answering. Basically, the Premier made
the extraordinary statement that the casino would
not benefit from the grand prix.
Mr Hamilton - What do you have a grand prix
for?
Mr BRUMBY - This is Alice in Wonderland
stuff! By interjection the honourable member for
Morwell asks what you have a grand prix for? It is a
good question. I can tell the house that the Adelaide
casino benefits substantially from the grand prix.
The casino is the biggest business of all, yet today
the Premier trotted out the nonsense that the casino
will not benefit at all from the grand prix - just to
protect his mate Mr Walker. What absolute rubbish!
What absolute nonsense! It was a concoction
designed to cover up and protect a shady deal.

A government member interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - Is that right: not one of them
will go to the casino? What a concoction! What a
fraud! What a disgrace! What an appalling
indictment of the government!
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of
the Opposition knows full well that his comments
should be directed through the Chair, not to the
minister or any other member of the government.
The Leader of the Opposition, through the Chair.

Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - That is correct.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER -Order! If the
honourable member for Morwell sees the
Opposition Whip he can have his name put on the
list and he can be next up. But until then he must
remain silent.
Mr BRUMBY -If this government had been
truly interested in maximiSing the value of the
casino license bid, when the Melbourne Major
Events Company and Mr Ecclestone signed the
heads of agreement for the grand prix, an event to be
underwritten by the state of Victoria and, therefore,
the taxpayers, it should have communicated that to
the Casino Control AuthOrity and asked that it in
turn be communicated to the bidders. Of course the
government should have done that, because the
grand prix will be worth tens and tens of millions of
dollars to Victoria. One has to ask why a
government would not communicate that to the
Casino Control Authority.
The government knew the heads of agreement had
been signed, knew that Melbourne would get the
grand prix and knew that for a two-week period
each year hundreds of thousands of people would
come to Victoria. It knew a fair slab of those would
go to the casino and probably lose perhaps $40
or $50 a head. Of course it knew it would increase
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casino turnover and would increase the val ue of the
license.

It should have done that, but this government did
not let the Casino Control Authority know. This
government was derelict. This government was
negligent. lhis government was not interested in
increasing or maximising the value of the bids. This
is a government that was prepared to let only one of
the bidders, the Crown Casino consortium, know
that the grand prix was coming to Melbourne. It
does not matter how the Premier tries to fudge or
hide or concoct the evidence; it does not matter how
he tries to cover up or hide behind deals. This was a
shady deal. Only one of the bidders knew the grand
prix was coming to Melbourne. The decision not to
communicate the decision to the other bidders was
and is inexcusable, because it has cost the taxpayers
tens and tens of millions of dollars in license fees.
I shall go through the other reasons. The ninth
reason is this: given the statement by the Chairman
of the Casino and Gaming Authority,
Mr John Richards, on the 7.30 Report on 17 October,
last night, that implied that the decision to extend
the licence bids from 16 August to 30 August was
made on 12 August and, moreover, that both
bidders were informed of and agreed to the decision
to extend the bidding process to 30 August on
12 August, will the government confirm that the
reason both Sheraton-Leighton and the Crown
consortium still deemed it necessary to lodge bids
with the authority on 16 August 1993 -as
confirmed by Mr Richards in the letter tabled by the
Premier in Parliament on 11 August - was because
both bidders were required to lodge the full
finandal details of their bids on 16 August 1993 and
that the extension granted on 12 August was simply
in respect of legal documentation supporting their
bids, documentation which was permitted to be
lodged on 18 August 1993?
In an interview with Mary Delahunty on the
7.30 Report Mr Richards, said:
It became apparent that there were some drafting
matters between our lawyers, the lawyers for the
applicants and the lawyers for the applicants'
financiers. But it was clear that that was not going to be
finalised by the 16 August, so there was an extended
time to finalise those matters.

Mr Richards went on to say:
No, the deadline was extended prior to 16 August, both
applicants were advised and this was by mutual
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agreement between the two applicants and the
authority, I think on 12 August, that we would extend
the time so these legal documents could be finalised.

These matters must be clarified. The head of the
former Casino Control Authority, Mr Richards, said
there was an extension, apparently agreed to by both
parties, to finalise the legal details. That is not what
occurred after 16 August. The TAB withdrew from
the consortium; the government released its gaming
policy and substantial changes occurred after that
date. All these issues must be subject to a full and
proper inquiry.
There are other reasons for a full inquiry, but today
we will stop at no. 10, which is: how does the
government explain the matters raised in the press
at the weekend about the apparent conflict of
interest of certain Casino and Gaming AuthOrity
members?
The obfuscation, secrecy, selective amnesia, and
memory loss demonstrated in question time
highlights those issues. The Premier was in his
burrow all weekend. No-one could find him because
he runs away from issues when things get a bit hot.
Mr Premier, all you can do is bag the press.
Previously I referred to the land deals.
Mr Kennett interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr E. R. Smith) Order! The Leader of the Opposition must address
his remarks through the Chair and should ignore
interjections.
Mr BRUMBY - Before he skulks out of this place
I want to remind the house what the Premier said
when he was the Minister of Housing in 1982:
After all the innuendos, suggestions of character
assassinations by the opposition from 1976 to 1979 in
desperately trying for political reasons to promote the
Housing Commission"s and government's involvement
in shady land deals, the royal commission has found no
evidence to support such claims. In fact the royal
commission has given the lie to such charges.

Mr Kennett, as Minister of Housing, defended
Mr Allwinton's integrity and loyalty. This
government has learned nothing, absolutely
nothing. Some people ended up in the courts and in
gaol after that royal commission was held - three
ministers of the Crown resigned and you say
nothing happened. The only problem the current
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Premier and previous housing minister had with the
land deals was that they got caught.
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reporting, but unfortunately it cannot support this
legislation because it is designed to make the
executive government less accountable.

Mr Kennett - Who got caught?
Mr BRUMBY - Now they're determined not to
get caught.
The ACIlNG SPEAKER - Order! The Leader
of the Opposition will address his remarks through
the Chair. He will ignore interjections across the
table, which are disorderly.
Mr BRUMBY - This is the lesson which the now
Premier has learnt from the land deals: do not
conduct government better; do not be more
financially responsible; do not worry about probity,
openness or accountability in government; but don't
get caught!
This government has taken away all the checks and
balances; it has dismantled the freedom of
information legislation; it has sacked statutory
watchdogs; and it talks about taking away
parliamentary privilege. If that had occurred in the
late 1970s none of those matters about land deals
could have been raised. The Premier knows that and
he wants to take away privilege in this place because
he does not want matters of financial probity and
conflict of interest raised in debate.
An editorial in the Herald Sun of 17 July 1994
concludes:
It was a gung-ho era in which corporate cowboys and

over-zealous politicians scratched each other's backs, in
which deals based on mateship overtook proper
business practice, in which secrecy undermined public
confidence, and in which the proper checks and
balances of government were trampled by expedient
schemes with dubious goals.

That editorial was referring to Western Australia,
but it could easily be translated to Victoria in 1994Victoria on the make!
The opposition strongly supports
whole-of-government reporting. I repeat the
challenge to the Minister for Finance to produce
10 days before the next election a full and proper
audit commission report on state finances. If this
government is so confident and secure in its belief
about financial management of the state, nothing
less than a full financial report covering all the assets
and liabilities and contingencies will suffice. The
opposition strongly supports whole-of-government

This legislation does away with the State Tender
Board and government security. It will inevitably
mean more shady deals undertaken by the
government and, consequently, the opposition will
oppose it. We want proper checks and balances,
watchdogs and access through freedom of
information so that the government can be kept
honest and the people of Victoria can be confident
that all is above board.
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - I welcome the
opportunity to participate in this most important
debate. As the Leader of the Opposition has said,
questions concerning the role and objectives of the
State Tender Board and its replacement by the
Victorian Government Purchasing Board go to the
heart of the central government functions of probity,
scrutiny of contracts, accountability and
transparency of accounts.
It is disappointing that prominent in the first part of
the second-reading speech is the minister's comment
that the bill is central to the achieving of the
'commercial objectives of the government's
purchasing refonn program'. It is not the central
requirement about which the community is
concerned so much as the way the government
operates, particularly the way the bill deals with the
issues of accountability and transparency. The
government is not taking the opportunity to
strengthen its powers; it is not looking to use the bill
to put beyond doubt many of the questions raised in
recent times.

The government is using the bill to pursue
commercial objectives, to look at opportunities for
bulk purchaSing, to implement common guidelines
and requirements for each government sector and to
achieve economies of scale. It is intent on seeking the
lowest possible price for its purchasing activities.
The government should address the public's central
concerns about the tender process - that is,
concerns about the scrutiny and mOnitoring of other
departmental activities. According to the bill, the
responsibilities and functions of the board will be 'to
monitor', 'to foster' and 'to establish' particular
functions. The board will be subject to and will have
to comply with directions from the minister.
The tender board carried the public'S trust. It has
been responsible for scrutiniSing tenders, ensuring
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they have been let in ways that were aboveboard
and beyond reproach. Those responsibilities will be
significantly watered down because the new board
will not have the same objective, or the same
raison d'etre, tte term used by the Leader of the
Opposition, which is to scrutinise the commercial
activities of the government.
If ever there were a time to introduce stronger

accountability requirements and, as the bill
foreshadows, whole-of-government reporting, it is
now. Given the incidents referred to by the Leader
of the OppOSition, one wonders whether there has
ever been another time in Victoria's history when
the accountability of tender board processes and the
letting of contracts have been under such close
scrutiny?
One of the fundamental difficulties the opposition
has with the way the government approaches
financial reforms is the dramatic contrast between its
rhetoric and its actions. The Leader of the
Opposition referred to the presentation of the
current budget. It would be very difficult to imagine
a more obscure budgetary process than the one
entered into by the government. It appears the
budget has been structured in a way that prevents
year-on-year comparisons, makes it more difficult to
properly examine trends and makes it even harder
to establish proper performance indicators.
I can think of a number of examples, including the
public transport indicators and the newly adopted
practice in each department of allocating out some
of the central costs previously borne by the Treasury
and central agenCies. That allocation of costs has
made the budget an extremely difficult document to
read and to use to make comparisons with previous
budgets.
It is not just the clarity of the accounts which we are

concerned about and which have been the subject of
much recent critidsm. One of the central tasks of a
tender board is the scrutinising of tenders and
government commercial activities. The change in
name is critical. A tender board examines tenders; a
purchasing board implements purchaSing policies.
The difference is critical.
There is an urgent and dire need for an independent
analysiS of how tenders are let and how dedsions
which have enormous financial implications are
made. We need an independent scrutiny of
processes which have an enormous impact on the
community's confidence in the government and
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which set precedents for the way business is done in
this state.
In that light, no issue has had a greater impact than
the casino saga. Recently I heard Mr Lloyd Williams
say on radio that the casino is the biggest project in
Victoria. He said Crown had employed 3000 people
and wanted to employ 7000. During question time
today the Premier said the turnover could reach
$20 million a week. But if we are talking about a
casino with a turnover of $1.2 billion a year, an
estimate of $20 million a week understates the
weekly target.

What scrutiny and what independent analysis of the
processes are available, given the critical decisions
that are being made? The questions posed by many
commentators and members of the community go to
the heart of the importance of community
confidence in decisions made by government. The
best summation of the need for a board such as the
State Tender Board being involved in these
processes is contained in last Sunday's Sunday Age
editorial. The Sunday Age editorial on 16 October
posed the question:
... as to how Crown's bid could have been pronounced
financially superior a year ago when the financial
analysis published by us last week couldn't separate
the offers of Crown or rival bidder Sheraton-Leighton.
It must be said that, despite the revelations,
recriminations and rancour of the past week, the
Sunday Age is still left wondering why Crown won the
licence.

Why can't such processes become more public? The
editorial continues:
There may be very good reasons, but they haven't been
made public. It appears that Crown's heftier official
fee -only one measure of a bid's financial appealwon the day, along with the planning panel's apparent
fondness for the now everchanging design.
Mr Kennett, who seems to believe that public
disclosure is the enemy of democracy rather than a
function of it, was again quick to attack this newspaper
for its quite proper reporting of matters clearly in the
public interest.

The telling comment is:
Mr Kennett, who seems to believe that public
disclosure is the enemy of democracy rather than a
function of it ...
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It goes against the grain of the principle about which

we are concerned in this bill. The editorial continues:
He also attacked m Sheraton, one of the world's
biggest companies and part of the losing bid
consortium, accusing it of 'sour grapes'. Such
intemperate remarks are regrettable, given the
exemplary way m Sheraton has conducted itself since
losing the bidding war. They send all the wrong signals
internationally.
Mr Kennett's name-calling didn't stop there. He
dubbed us a 'scurrilous rag' ...

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr E. R. Smith) Order! I assume the honourable member is making a
passing reference outside the ambit of the bill itself.
The lead speaker has considerable latitude but I do
not believe the honourable member should debate
matters on the casino. The honourable member
should come back to the bill.
Mr MILDENHALL - Mr Acting Speaker, you
are correct in suggesting that it is a passing
reference, but it is also central to my argument about
the need for public disclosure, scrutiny and
independent analysis. One of the central points
made by the Sunday Age is that, through a process of
continuous public argument and assertion and
through allegations forcing the government to
respond piece by piece, a small part of the jigsaw of
what went on is becoming clear. What we need in
this state is a process that sets out for the public eye
exactly what the facts are and puts matters beyond
doubt. What we have is the facts coming out
increment by increment. The information the tender
board has must clearly be a matter of public record.
One of the critical issues is the metamorphoSiS of
what constitutes a bid. We must have a tender board
process that says: This is a bid. This is how much we
are willing to offer for a product. This is what we
will supply and this is how much it will cost.
Another classic example was the Byme
Fleming application for a consultancy on the Schools
of the Future project. Again an opportunity was
given for the successful bidder to come back and
revise the bid, an opportunity not given to other
bidders.
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The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member will ignore interjections. The
minister is disorderly in calling out across the table.
Mr MILDENHALL - If any honourable
members have questions about whether my account
of it is correct, I refer them to the Auditor-General's
special report on consultancies, in which he clearly
set out in black and white that the opportunity was
not afforded to other bidders.
The need for a tender board rather than a
purchasing board and for a robust scrutiny of
government tenders and liabilities has been clearly
demonstrated by the grand prix process. One of the
keys to the probity and scrutiny issue is the need to
avoid any perception of corulict of interest. Proposed
section 54H(4)(b) set out in clause 4 refers to conflict
of interest affecting members of the purchasing
board and states:
a company or other body in which the member has a
beneficial interest that does not exceed 1% of the total
nominal value of beneficial interests in that company or
body.

That is a positive benchmark we are beginning to
move towards. It causes me great concern because
by using that test in recent times we would have had
difficulty in clearing the prominent identities
involved in a number of key government decisions
from a suspicion of conflict of interest. The grand
prix is an example of the need to have transparency,
the need for whole-of-government reporting and the
need for a process that demonstrates the absence of
conflict of interest.
Terry McCrann clearly pointed to that in the Herald
Sun of Monday, 8 August, when he raised the
spectre of a conflict of interest over the grand prix
and casino issues. He described it this way:
The whole saga of the grand prix raises some
fundamental and potentially disturbing issues about
government in this state.
The key issue is not the grand prix itself -

that is my point: it is not particularly the grand prix;
it is the issue of accountability and how one achieves
that via this bill and other measures-

Mr I. W. Smith - That is not true, and you know
it.
Mr Heffeman - Do you have the facts?

or its location at Albert Park, but the absolute need for
full and open financial accountability when you mix
public money and private profit.
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The characterisation of events and expenditures is
the key to Mr McCrann's observation. He is
suggesting that other parts of the government's
major tourism strategy - the Melbourne Cup and
the grand final - are fundamentally different
because the grand prix is all about government
involvement. Public money underwrites the event,
starting with a franchise fee paid for its staging.
Potential problems arise with the inevitability of
private enterprises making money from a whole
range of activities outside the direct staging of the
event. That is why the most detailed financial
disclosure is necessary to demonstrate that the
private sector is not making money at taxpayers'
expense.
That raises the need for full financial disclosure. The
Leader of the Opposition spoke for some time last
week about the benefits of whole-of-government
reporting, identified as one of the goals of the bill.
Two key issues in regard to the grand prix
demonstrate the need for that.
One is the need for full cost-benefit analyses of
preliminary work on major events. Obviously there
is a need for some secrecy in the initial lead-up
stage, but the saga of the grand prix shows that if the
community is to go with the government on these
matters, the government must take the community
into its confidence. Not only has there been dreadful
secrecy surrounding this episode, characterised by a
lack of cost-benefit analyses, but the government has
refused to reveal its liabilities and contingent
liabilities for the event.
The other key issue of the grand prix relating to the
bill concerns the process of knowing the exact time
when a decision is made and being able to draw a
line to mark that so that the community can have
confidence that a bid has been lodged. That takes us
back to the casino issue again. Clearly it has now
been acknowledged by all parties that the bidding
process consisted of many steps and a continual
interaction between the authority and the bidders. In
contrast to that description of what went on and the
Premier's recent concession that that occurred, the
Premier, in talking about the casino, made a
fundamental contradiction of what has now been
described as the process entered into. In an article
dated Tuesday, 9 August, the Premier wrote in the
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asked the bidders to reassess their financial bids if they
wished.
By this stage it was a very competitive two-horse bid.

We have heard from the Premier that he had
nothing to do with it. It was hands-off. Only the
former Casino Control Authority was involved. We
have heard that it was a continually evolving
process. Now we have heard that it was only a
two-stage process. What is the truth? We
desperately need independent bodies to oversee and
scrutinise these activities.
But what happens when such processes are
scrutinised? The article that I have just referred to
was the Premier's response to the previous article I
referred to, Mr McCrann's article. What was the
Premier's response? It was his typical response: he
pulled out the baseball bat. Instead of trying to
explain, clarify, clear the air and assure the public of
the integrity of the process, he said:
Terry McCrann's article ... is an inaccurate, illogical
piece of scribble from one of Australia's highest paid
journalists.

What an unfortunately typical reaction. At the end
of the article he said:
Maybe Mr McCrann, like the Labor Party, will not be
happy until we lose the event to Australia and with it
the economic activity, jobs and investment the grand
prix brings.

What a terrible misrepresentation of the intent of not
only Mr McCrann but also the state opposition.
Nowhere has the state opposition or indeed
Mr McCrann indicated that they oppose the grand
prix. The Leader of the OppOSition made that
explicitly clear in his concluding remarks.
Unfortunately it is typical that the Premier is
misleading in describing his critics' intentions and
that he takes out the baseball bat.
Another commentator wrote on these matters. I refer
honourable members to the comments of Mc Shaun
Camey and endorse them. We must be very careful
in these matters to ensure that due process is
followed.

Herald Sun:
In June 1993 the then Casino Control Authority

short-listed Sheraton-Leighton consortium and Hudson
Conway as the two preferred applicants and only once

One matter that has come recently to my attention
concerns the Shire of Flinders. One of the prominent
identities in the grand prix episode, Mr Ran Walker,
appears to have used his influence to ensure that
extra traffic emanating from an upgraded road and
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public launching jetty is diverted through Sorrento
Park. This appears to have been done via the back
door. It seems that while Mr Walker is content to
allow cars to tear around Albert Park at
300 kilometres an hour, he is not particularly keen to
allow cars towing boats down that road. Secrecy and
a lack of accountability are central to why such
actions can be misconstrued, but the questions have
to be asked: has Mr Walker used his influence, and
has there been another conflict of interest?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr E. R. Smith) Order! The honourable member's time has expired.

Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - I join the Leader
of the Opposition and the honourable member for
Footscray in opposing the Financial Management
(Amendment) Bill presented to the house by the
Minister for Finance. The presentation to the
Parliament of a financial management bill at any
time is extremely important. The financial
management practices of the government are central
to the way in which the community at large sees the
government, the way the government intends to
deliver its business and the way the government's
honesty and integrity can be evaluated by the
community at large.
The Financial Management (Amendment) Bill is a
substantial and important bill, regardless of which
side one might be on. At any time legislation of this
nature comes into the house we should treat it
seriously and give it a great deal of scrutiny.
It is disappointing that the government is not
putting up speakers to defend what it is doing in
this bill. Given that this bill is of the utmost
importance to the management of the state, the
absence of government speakers on it is of some
concern. Nevertheless I venture to suggest it is in
line with the general approach of this government
and the way it has dealt with contracts and tenders
over the past two years.
As I said, I join the Leader of the OppOSition in
opposing this bill and I do so on serious grounds.
The opposition has a number of concerns about the
changes taking place under the Financial
Management (Amendment) Bill. In particular, it is
concerned about the replacement of the State Tender
Board with the new Victorian Government
Purchasing Board. This is a Significant change; it is a
Significant departure from previous policy and
practice of governments and it is one that should be
subjected to a great deal of scrutiny.
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The State Tender Board previously had the role of
oversighting contracts and tenders let by whichever
colour of government happened to be in office. It
carried out the important function of ensuring not
just probity in those processes but also the
appearance of probity by the government.
The State Tender Board was established not just to
ensure that the Victorian taxpayer received value for
money from suppliers of government goods and
services but also to provide an effective scrutiny of
the purchasing procedures undertaken by the
government. It was there to provide checks and
balances on the way the government conducted its
business, which is a very important function. It was
there to see that appropriate rules and regulations
were set in place, and, perhaps even more
important, to ensure that those appropriate rules
and procedures were followed. It was also there as
an independent body to bear on government
transactions, which is also an important function in
an open SOCiety.
The State Tender Board was established so that an
independent body would be there scrutinising what
is going on. It is the watchdog over the letting of
government contracts, which is an important
function that the board carried out.
In essence, the State Tender Board was very much
about probity and honesty. It was about ensuring
that all potential suppliers to government were
treated fairly and equitably so that there was
confidence that there was fairness and equity in the
process. Every person, every supplier, every
company who bid for a government contract did so
in the full knowledge that they would be treated
fairly and equitably.
The State Tender Board was about ensuring that all
in the business community were treated without
fear or favour, a phrase that goes very much to the
heart of Westminster democratic traditions, that the
government was acting in a responsible manner
without fear or favour, and that the business
community could be confident that it had a
government acting without fear or favour.
The State Tender Board is about openness,
transparency, and honesty in government. The
removal of the board by this government raises
some very serious concerns, not the least because of
the very serious question marks that are hanging
over this government. In the space of two short
years it has run up for itself an unenviable
reputation for the way it conducts business.
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The rumblings and grumblings in the business
community that its members are not being treated in
a manner that is without fear or favour are growing
louder daily. We had that evidenced only a week
ago by the statements of David Edwards, a chief
executive of one of the major employer business
organisations in this state, who questioned the way
some government contracts were let. But those
questions go further than that. There are a number
of specific examples about the way this government
does business and lets contracts and tenders. We
have the Leeds Media example. We have
Roger Graham and the PTC bus contracts. We have
the casino tender. And we have the sales of closed
state schools in this state. Question marks hang over
each of those areas.
The community at large is asking what went on in
each of those areas and no answers are forthcoming
from this government! None! The government is not
prepared to put documents on the table, and it is not
prepared to allay the concerns of the citizens of
Victoria.
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state schools. You would have thought that when
their assets are being sold, at the very least, the
people of Victoria would be allowed to know the
amount at which those assets were valued. That
would seem reasonable. In other words: did we
obtain a fair price for the sale? Although that seems
a reasonable question, we are not allowed to know
the valuation the Valuer-General put on the school
sites.
What is wrong with releasing the Valuer-General's
valuation after the sale so that everyone knows the
sale was above board and that a fair price has been
obtained for the sites? However, because this is a
government of excessive secrecy, we are not allowed
to know. You talk about the casino contracts!
Mr I. W. Smith interjected.
Mr LONEY - As every person in this state and
probably the nation knows, the casino contract is
under a huge question mark regarding probity.
Mr I. W. Smith - Only in your mind!

I shall look at one or two of those cases, firstly, Leeds
Media. Why would there be questions about the
Leeds Media contract? We have one Mr Peter
Bennett who, prior to the 1992 election, was working
for the Liberal Party in an election context. After the
election Mr Bennett became the Premier's director of
communications. Mr Bennett was previously
associated with the advertiSing firm DDB Needham
that ran the Liberal Party's election campaign in
1992. Through that association he was also
associated with and a very close friend of
Mr John Leeds - An Honourable Member - Paul Leeds.
Mr LONEY - I am sorry, Mr Paul Leeds; I thank
you for the correction. Following the election, when
the government was letting its contracts, Mr Leeds
received the $20 million advertising contract from
the government. The circumstances of the awarding
of that contract were questioned in this house and
we can remember the scenes about that! We can
remember the answers from the Minister for Finance
to questions about that -and how the Hansard
extracts were miraculously changed to show
something different from what was said!
Take the case of closed state schools. Many sites of
closed state schools have been sold to Hudson
Conway? Hudson Conway, Mr Ron Walker's
firm - he is also the federal Treasurer of the Liberal
Party - has been actively buying the sites of closed

Mr LONEY - A huge question mark lies over the
contract. On a number of occasions the losing
tenderer, m Sheraton, expressed its lack of
confidence in the process.
Mr I. W. Smith -It's your process!
Mr LONEY - There has been public suspicion
about what occurred. Since the announcement of the
successful tenderer, we have had change after
change with the result that this state will end up
with a casino that is nothing like the one awarded in
the contract. Even as late as last week there were
reports in the newspaper that the lOOO-room hotelwhich was in itself a change from the 360-room
hotel - might now be a SOO-room hotel and that,
because the Sydney casino will have serviced
apartments, there will be serviced apartments. There
has been change after change after change!
How can the losing bidder be expected to have
confidence in the process when details that were
known to one tenderer were not made known to all
the other bidders? There was also the fact that the
process was run on after the closing date, which was
of more advantage to one tenderer than the other.
The whole of the government's tendering and
contracting arrangements over the past two years
have led to a strong public suspicion that its
underlying policy regarding contracts and tenders is
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purely and simply a matter of rewarding its mates.
Yet, when faced with this, the government's only
response is to attack the messenger, be it the Age,
Sunday Age, a judge, an archbishop, the equal
opportunity commissioner or whoever else happens
to speak out and criticise it. This is a government
with a sack-or-attack mentality. If it cannot sack you
it will attack you! That is what happens on every
single occasion; no-one has been left out. It is the
only strategy the government knows.
Mr Seitz - It has good reason!
Mr LONEY - Yes, because it cannot answer the
questions that are being asked. We have no better
authority for that than the Premier himself who, in
answer to a question today, said, '} can't answer
that'. He was followed by the Minister for Sport,
Recreation and Racing, whose response to a question
was,'} can't answer that'. At least they were honest
answers, because they cannot answer fundamental
questions about probity and integrity. To do so
would mean they would have to release the
documentation.
The whole question of the excessive secrecy in the
tendering arrangements of the government is
particularly relevant. It has been dealt with in
another place at another time: in Queensland at the
time of the fall of the Bjelke-Petersen government
and Mr Fitzgerald's Commission of Inquiry into
Possible megal Activities and Associated Police
Misconduct. Mr Fitzgerald spoke at length about
government secrecy. In his comments about secrecy
applied by governments he said:
It is obvious, however, that confidentiality also
provides a ready means by which a government can
withhold information which it is reluctant to disclose.
A government can deliberately obscure the processes of
public administration and hide or disguise its motives.
U not discovered there are no constraints on the
exercise of political power.

This is what the government is about: it is about
trying to set up a regime in Victoria in which there
are no constraints on political power. It has gone
about that through a number of mechanisms: the
almost complete removal of freedom of information
is part of that process. Now, under this bill, the
govenunent is moving to wipe out the State Tender
Board. This is another part of the government's
process because the board is about scrutiny,
openness, transparency and honesty. Those are the
exact things that Fitzgerald talked about.
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This is a government of secrecy rather than
openness, and that is the rationale behind the
changes in the bill. In dealing specifically with
governments and tendering, Mr Fitzgerald said:
There are many people who have authority to make
decisions to enter into transactions or spend public
money on the government's behalf, or who make
recommendations in respect of such decisions. They
are, almost without exception, subject to ministerial
and cabinet direction and control. Important decisions
and actions are taken by ministers, either individually,
or in cabinet ... Various broad and flexible guidelines
exist for awarding government contracts, but may be
changed without reference to Parliament. Similarly, the
Public Finance Standards (pursuant to the Financial
Administration and Audit Act) can be varied with the
approval of the Treasurer.

That, of course, applied to Joh Bjelke-Petersen's
Queensland. The bill referred to is a Queensland bill,
not a bill of this Parliament. However, the principles
being expressed by Fitzgerald are exactly the same.
He continues:
Tenders or quotations are ordinarily, but not always,
required in respect of departmental transactions.

We have found that to be the case with this
government.
He continues:
The lowest quoted or tendered price is not necessarily
accepted for government contracts. That alone does not
excite concern: there may be good reasons, as with any
other tender or quotation in business, for preferring to
deal with people other than those who offer the lowest
price. Reasons for decisions to let contracts and to enter
into transactions are normally not provided, except
internally.

As Mr Fitzgerald says, that that occurs does not and
should not excite great interest. What does excite
great interest is the involvement of cabinet in the
detail of these matters. Mr Fitzgerald says about that:
The most serious complication is that it invites the
blurring of the boundary between the formulation and
the implementation of policy. This results in part from
the increasing range and complexity of government
activities.
Political (but not personal) considerations are quite
properly taken into account in the formulation of
policy. Political considerations have no legitimate role
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(or, at most, a very limited role) in the implementation
of policy to arrive at decisions on specific matters, for
example, to whom a contract should be awarded or
whether a land rezoning should be granted.

Mr Hibbert recognises the importance not only in
fact but also in appearance of the qualities of
impartiality, honesty and integrity being there for all
to see. He goes on to say:

Unless politicians are forced to consider carefully the
ramifications (including the political consequences) of
their actions, they may easily overlook the distinction,
and the implementation of policy can be influenced by
loyalties to political parties and to those who provide
support, including financial support, for political
objectives.

They must also be able to defend the fairness and value
for money of decisions as well as compliance with the
many government policy, regulation and quasi-legal
requirements.

Once such a pattern is established, similar
considerations are likely to affect the decisions made by
departmental officials.

What Mr Fitzgerald is saying there is that once a
minister sets that standard it becomes the practice of
the department he runs and political favours become
endemic in the bureaucracy. That was the situation
in Queensland. It is the sort of situation that is being
asked about in Victoria at present. It is the sort of
situation that I strongly suggest requires an
independent body like the State Tender Board to
oversee for the good of the publiC, for the
appearance of probity and for all the other reasons
outlined earlier.
Further on this matter I shall discuss an article by
Mr Stephen Hibbert, who is a partner in AlIen Allen
and Hemsley, solicitors. He and Garry Hanly, a
member of the New South Wales Independent
Commission against Corruption and of the Gyles
royal commission, both work in the finn's recently
established asset procurement compliance unit.
Mr Hibbert wrote an article in the May 1994 edition
of Directions in Government entitled 'Probity
assurance vital for tenders'. The article is
particularly relevant to the matter the house is
debating today. Mr Hibbert's opening paragraph is:
Public interest demands fair treatment of suppliers of
goods and services including tenderers, contractors and
consultants, and also value for money.

The article continues:

In his second-reading speech the minister said that
the new board would play a key role in the
maximisation of savings to government in
purchasing goods and services through
value-for-money practices and open and effective
competition. The words 'savings to government' and
'value-for-money practices' are an interesting choice.
That point is precisely what Mr Hibbert focuses on
in his argument. He says:
Probity and efficiency requirements are often difficult
to apply in practice. Concepts such as 'value for
money'-

the precise concept which the minister outlined as a
major reason for the changes proposed by the bill and 'fairness' are open to wide interpretation, and
careful study is needed to determine if they have been
met. The complexity and cost, and lack of resources,
means many organisations do not give enough
attention to them till problems arise.
The large number of requirements, the size of many
government agencies, together with devolution of
authority, also mean responsibility for compliance is
spread among different divisions and people. This can
cause overlapping responsibilities, or gaps in
accountability, with items escaping proper attention.

We have that here, the removal from the centralised
process of the State Tender Board and a devolution
based on value for money. It is almost precisely the
sort of thing that Mr Hibbert refers to as being
dangerous. Mr Hibbert goes on at some length about
that. A particularly appropriate part of what he says
is:

There are many obstacles to be overcome before the
public sector can be assured it is fulfilling its probity
requirements in tendering for, and procuring, major
projects.

Unfortunately many self-assessments of compliance by
government agencies do not appear impartial. Reports
to management may be driven by extraneous factors
and result in a false sense of security.

Government agencies must maintain objectivity and
avoid impropriety and impartiality, both in fact and
appearance.

An assessment by an independent third party, free of
fears and favours -
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the exact phrase I was using earlier could overcome these problems and provide
reassurance and valuable protection. If an agency's
policies and procedures are scrutinised by an
independent third party and found not to be wanting
there will be an immediate answer to disgruntled
tenderers and others.

I suggest that that is the precise role the State Tender
Board played. It provided that circuit-breaker
between the government's action and the
disgruntled tenderers and contractors. It was able to
say, 'Well, we have scrutinised the process. The
process is fair. The reasons for awarding the tender
were correct.'
The opposition opposes the removal of the State
Tender Board but agrees with moves to
whole-of-government reporting because
whole-of-government reporting, if done properly,
can achieve openness, accountability, transparency
and honesty in the transactions of a government and
the way it reports. As I have emphasised throughout
this debate, the removal of the State Tender Board
militates against the best interests of responsible
government.
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - I rise to speak on
the Financial Management (Amendment) Bill. As the
honourable member for Geelong North said,
although the opposition supports some aspects of
the bill it is in substance opposed to the proposed
legislation. The opposition supports
whole-of-government reporting and recognises in
part the government's move to give authority in the
tender process down the line to the people and
organisations that deliver the services.
The trend has developed in all western democracies
and in all states and is understandable. What is
disturbing is that the Financial Management
(Amendment) Bill comes at a time when the
government's tender process is under scrutiny,
under stress and under question not just from the
opposition but from business people who have been
WlSuccessful in the tender process, have felt they
have not been treated without fear or favour and
have not been treated fairly by the government.
It would be opportune for the government to use the
bill to assure business people it deals with in the
finandal community that the tender process is above
board, fair, transparent, understandable and open to
public scrutiny. However, the bill does not show
that, nor have there been suggestions that the
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government will move to give some comfort on that
basis. There is no better example of the transparency
required than the current debate on whether the
WlSuccessful tenderer for the casino in Victoria, m
Sheraton, was treated fairly or unfairly.
The questions raised go to the matter of probity and
accountability of government. It is not surprising
that there are questions about Crown Casino being
the successful tenderer: not only must the process be
fair and reasonable, but it must be seen to be fair and
reasonable. It is on the latter test of being seen as fair
and reasonable that the government falls down. In
any test, any government that says one of its major
organisational operatives - in this case the treasurer
of the Liberal Party - is the benefiCiary of a major
enterprise and a major revenue producer for the
state should be brought to question. We would like
to see the evidence of why the tender process was
fair. It may be found under scrutiny that the process
was fair: it is yet to be proved that that is the case,
but it has to be seen to be fair.
If the federal treasurer of the Liberal Party, in a

building sense and in an operational sense, is to be a
beneficiary as one of the principals of the casino, the
public has every right to say, 'Is this process above
board?', given the contacts and given the alleged
preferred treatment and alleged benefits that would
accrue to someone within the organisation being
involved in the tender.
In any bill to amend the tender process and to
change the State Tender Board to bring in
devolution of the tender system down the
organisation, we need assurances from the
government that the processes will be better than
those that exist and that it will ensure that checks are
made to show that it is accountable to the public and
to the people it does business with.
The opposition supports parts of the bill,
particularly its reference to whole-of-govemment
reporting to which the honourable member for
Geelong North referred. In the recently released
financial management paper adopted at the
weekend at the state ALP conference - which I
might add was adopted unanimously and
overwhelmingly and had great support from the
finandal sector in the consultation leading up to the
state conference - the opposition addressed the
issue of whole-of-government reporting which the
bill in part refers to. At page 4 of the opposition's
financial management paper reference is made to its
commitment:
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Victorian Labor is committed to whole-of-government
reporting.
In order to establish similar whole-of-government

reporting, Victorian Labor will legislate for a Financial
Disclosures Bill which requires the government to:
produce haU-yearly and yearly a consolidated
whole-of-goverrunent general purpose financial
report (GPFR) embracing all entities which it
controls, in which it has a substantial interest, or
which expose the state to financial risk. This will
be accompanied by separate sub-consolidation of
budget and non-budget sector entities;

They are provisions which, upon its return to
government, the Labor Party would bring into place.
They would ensure that the state had an accoWltable
system of government which was open to scrutiny
and transparency, one which we would hope this
government also would extend itself to include.
On page 4 of the paper it is stated that the Labor
Party has also committed itself to:
provide a reconciliation between statements in
GPFRs and government financial statistics -

which it set itself as an objective and which from
time to time is reported on which will be included in half-yearly and yearly
GPFRs prepared by the state for the whole of
government. The reconciliation will include a clear
explanation of the difference in purpose and
classification of the two sets of information;

and it would:
ensure that all departments will prepare and
publish GPFRs which bring to account all the
elements of financial reporting (assets, liabilities,
revenues and expenses)-

which matters are not contained in the current
budget estimates or the current reporting
arrangements. It is very hard for anyone outside the
government and its central arm who is not privy to
government advice and ministerial briefings to come
to grips with the agencies and their asset liabilities,
operational revenue and outlays.
The Labor government would ensure that all
departments publish general purpose financial
reports:
_. including those prepared for the whole of
government, on both yearly and haU-yearly basis
and make them available to the Parliament and
public within three months of balance date; and

provide a complete GPFR ten days before each
general election.

Certainly the financial management paper adopted
at the Labor Party conference would make the state
Labor Party, if it were to return to government, very
accoWltable and open to scrutiny, even to the extent
that within ten days of an election there be full and
open accoWlting of whole-of-government reporting
and how the government stands financially; that is
something on which the public would make a
decision during an election campaign.
The financial management paper to which the
opposition is committed also contains a set of
principles on the general financial management of
the state, in particular the current account surplus.
Any future Labor government would ensure that it
would adopt the principles as policy, and it would
be binding on it that any budget would be a budget
designed for a current accoWlt surplus.
What the opposition is committing itself to is
nothing remarkable. It was achieved for seven years
under a Labor government in Victoria, but was not
achieved in the last three budgets due to the
recession which hit the whole of Australia and the
state. Upon return to government the opposition
will correct and, even in recessionary times, commit
itself to a current accoWlt surplus and the proper use
of it.
I will talk briefly about the use of the surplus. The
financial management paper commits the opposition
to use the current account surplus for two principal
outcomes: one is to clearly retire debt which has
been accumulated Wlder this government and which
a future Labor government would inherit. I am
referring particularly to the debt increased by this
government with the $2 billion volWltary departure
packages. Any future Labor government would be
obliged to repay that debt, which would restrict
outlays of expenditure to the areas of social priority
that it would want to commit to.
As outlined at its state conference at the weekend,
the use of the Labor Party's current account surplus
to retire debt would be one of its key obligations.
Under a Labor government the policy would be
binding on any future budget it brought down and
would be one of the tenets of its financial
management of the state.
Also, the surplus will be used to fund proper capital
and job-generating expansion where appropriate.
That will ensure not only in recessionary times but
also as the cycle moves up that Victoria has proper
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investment to encourage job growth and investment
in infrastructure for future generations - that is,
investment not just through debt, which is the
traditional way of funding capital expansion, but
also by use of the current account surplus. A future
Labor government would commit itself to those dual
uses of the current account surplus.
Not in any circumstance would it fund the recurrent
budget through a deficit or through financing
through current account deficits. 'That would be
inappropriate and impossible under the financial
management principles that have been adopted by
the opposition. A future Labor government would
operate a balanced budget where outlays were met
by the revenue base every government has at its
disposal and would benchmark outlays and
expenditure according to the outlays of comparable
states and governments such as Queensland or New
South Wales.
The surplus would be used for capital expansion or
retiring debt, which would have an impact on the
capacity to fund outlays. The outlays themselves
would be restricted in the central budget sector to
that which is reasonable in a comparable state. It
assures business people who would deal with a
future Labor government that on the revenue side
and in budgeting for the current account surplus
there is surety of outcome from budget to budget
and of the use of those surpluses.
In delivering the budget the Treasurer admitted
without a blink or a murmur that Victoria has the
highest taxes and charges of any state in Australia.
They are not the words of the opposition; they are
the words of the Treasurer, delivered unashamedly
during the budget speech. There is no indication that
the situation will change, although we should not be
surprised in the lead-up to the next election to see
relief in some areas due to the artificial retention of
the $100 state deficit levy while the budget is
technically in surplus. That is using the budget not
for the economic cycle but for the political cycle.
According to the paper adopted by the Labor Party a
Labor government would budget to surplus and use
the surplus for retiring debt, capital expansion and
restricting outlays. We would benchmark taxes and
charges so that they are no greater than those of a
comparable state. The present government is not
doing that, nor is it making full disclosures. Hidden
taxes and charges that are operating daily cannot be
accounted for in any central register oE taxes and
charges. A Labor government would implement
such a register in whole-oE-government reporting. A
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set of diSCiplines and principles would limit a future
Labor government to certain expenditure outlays
and the certain use of surpluses. It would not
overtax the public as this government is doing
without any relief or suggestion of change in the
future.
I have mentioned whole-oE-government reporting,
to which a future Labor government would commit
itself and which is something the opposition has in
common with this government. In the context of the
comments I made earlier about the transparency of
the tender process, business people should not only
tender without fear or favour in the eyes of the
government but also be seen to do that. A future
Labor government would commit itself to a full
cost-benefit analysis of all major projects it
undertakes. Each project would be treated without
fear, favour or preference and would be open to
scrutiny. The central tender process would be
disclosed to the public.
The government would save itself a series of
embarrassments, not just with Crown Casino but
also with other past and future tender arrangements,
if it opened itself to scrutiny and released documents
that would prove to the opposition, the publiC and
those people with whom it would like to deal that
the process is not just fair but is seen to be fair, that
each business is treated on its merits without fear or
favour and that a full cost-benefit analysis is
undertaken.
It would be reassuring to the house to know, not just
in answer to criticism from the opposition, that there
are no problems with the Crown Casino tender. It
would also be nice for a future Labor government to
know that the process was above scrutiny. Not once
during the censure motion against the Leader of the
OppOSition nor during the debate on cronyism did
we hear that defence.
The opposition's financial management paper will
enable a future Labor government to manage debt
properly, to retire debt over a period and to put a
cap on debt so that it can implement its social
programs. I refer particularly to the additional
$2 billion of debt incurred through voluntary
departure packages, a debt which will have to be
paid off by any future government. That will restrict
outlays and future operations and expose the
government to interest rate rises. Interest rate
increases of even 1 per cent have an enonnous effect
on the finances oE the government. The additional
$2 billion debt the government has built up restricts
the government's capacity to deliver its outcomes
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and restricts future governments. We are talking
about a vulnerable government and a volatile set of
accounts because of that debt. The opposition's
finandal management paper comments on this
government's experiment with Victoria and where it
is taking us.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! This is an appropriate time to adjourn. The
honourable member for Williamstown will have the
call when the chair is resumed at 8.00 p.m.
Sitting suspended 6.29 p.m. until 8.03 p.m.
Mr BRACKS - As I said before the suspension
of the sitting, at its state conference on the weekend
the Labor Party passed a financial management
paper that, on its return to government, commits the
party to financial management principles that will
undergo the scrutiny the public would expect. The
paper includes budgeting for a current account
surplus. There is nothing surprising in that. For
seven consecutive years Victorian Labor
governments budgeted for a surplus, so there is no
great ambition in again achieving that aim. The
surplus would be used, firstly, for labour-intensive
capital expansion - capital works and
infrastructure development - and, secondly, to
retire debt, both assisting in the budget outcomes
and outlays. In addition, we would set parameters
around a future budget and assist the state's
financial management by having outlays
benchmarked, not against an average of Australian
states, but against the average outlays of a
comparable state.
They are achievable objectives. A future state Labor
government would seek to budget for a surplus and
use the surplus appropriately and properly. It
would also budget for appropriate outlays that were
no greater than the average of a comparable state.

I turn now to what has happened under the current
government. Under this government we have seen
debt balloon by $2 billion to fund voluntary
departure packages. A future government will have
to repay that debt, which will restrict its potential to
spend on social programs. That debt also exposes
the Victorian economy to rises in interest rates,
which will have an enormous impact on the state's
revenue base.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRACKS - I t will have an enormous impact
on what the government can spend on its outlays.
Mr Baker - You are all ignorant!
Mr BRACKS - A future government can do
only one thing with increaSing debt and increasing
exposure to higher interest rates - that is, to restrict
expenditure on outlays. Given the legacy of
$2 billion extra debt because of its borrowing to pay
for voluntary department packages, the coalition
policy makes it difficult for any future Labor
government.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Baker - You are all ugly!
Mr BRACKS - What else? I will again refer to
the financial management paper, which is binding
on a future state Labor government. Victoria's
finances are now more vulnerable than ever to
external shock. Little has been done in the current
budget to address long-term growth. There has been
little discussion about such growth. If the
current--

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Baker - You are especially ignorant and ugly!

In his budget speech the Treasurer unabashedly and
unashamedly said that Victoria had the highest taxes
and charges of any state. Without a blink or a
murmur, the Treasurer announced that in his
speech. A future state Labor government would
commit itself to a proper, measurable level of taxes
and charges comparable with the average of a
similar state. So, according to the parameters of the
budget and acceptable financial responsibility and
management, a state Labor government would set
itself a binding policy - it was made binding at the
weekend - to achieve predictability in budgets,
surpluses and outlays.

Mr BRACKS - I do not mind the interjections of
those opposite but-The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Williamstown, without
interjections, particularly the ones coming from his
right!
Mr Baker - I didn't think there was anyone
farther right than him!
Mr BRACKS - Thanks a lot! The government's
budget did not address long-term growth. It is to do
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with having a long-range economic plan, a plan that
does not rely solely on reacting to events or one-off
activities the government sees as a way of
promoting growth and confidence in the economy.
A long-range economic and industry plan would
ensure predictability - something we do not
have - and long-range objectives and principles
would achieve sustainable growth. It is only with
sustainable and long-term growth that we will see
the revenue situation of the state relieved and the
enhancement of its potential to deliver proper social
programs.
There has also been a redistribution of taxes and
charges away from the business sector and on to the
household sector, a redistribution which affects state
spending and which a Labor government would set
out to address. The government has maintained the
highest taxes and charges of any state with no
indication that it will provide relief in future
budgets. The burden falls unfairly and inequitably
on the household sector and the ordinary income
earners of this state.
The standard of services provided by the public
service has been severely eroded. People in the
public sector lack confidence. Morale is at an all-time
low and the intellectual capacity of the public sector
has diminished. We have seen a brain drain out of
the state, with many public servants going to
Queensland. I could recite a litany of the names of
senior public servants who have been trained in the
public sector and have delivered effective outcomes
and programs but who have left the state. The brain
drain continues because of the atmosphere of fear in
the public sector. Both the number and the
intellectual capacity of people available to the
government have diminished.
We have seen and in the next two years we will
continue to see the break up of profitable trading
enterprises that contribute significantly to the
revenue base of the state and, therefore, to the
budget sector. They have been broken up without
any clear cost-benefit analyses having been
undertaken. The recurrent revenue from those
trading enterprises will be lost completely. No
analysis has been done of whether the loss of
ongoing revenue will be sufficiently balanced by the
sale and breaking up of public utilities.
Any future government will have the legacy of
increased debt, increased exposure to higher interest
rates, and the increased breaking up of the statutory
authorities that provide income and revenue to the
state government. So for 5 or 10 years any
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government of this state will find it difficult if not
impossible to manage its budgets and retire debt.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRACKS - It is not enough for the
government to indicate what it does not want by
introducing the Financial Management
(Amendment) Bill, which does not address the issue
of transparent and open tendering arrangements.
We do not hear what the government wants to
achieve. The government's budget strategy has a
single objective - that is, to achieve a AAA credit
rating, which is unachievable. That strategy will
cripple this state, which will not gain any economic
credibility from it. If the government achieves a
AAA credit rating, which no other state is likely to
achieve, it will do so at an enormous cost. That will
mean the government will not be able to invest in
labour-intensive industries.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) - The objective of the
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill is to
improve the finandal management policy and
practice of the present government. I intend to
contrast the policy and practice of the present
government with the policy and practice that has
been put forward by the opposition.
Both last week and today I had the most eerie feeling
while listening to the Leader of the Opposition and
other members on his side of the house. The eerie
thing is that when you listen to the speeches of those
on the other side of the house and when you read
the opposition's financial management policy, which
was released over the weekend, you could almost
believe you were listening to a speech made by a
member of the coalition or reading a document
released by the coalition.
The Leader of the Opposition said politics is about
the battle of ideas. I put it to the house and to you,
Mr Deputy Speaker, that Labor's release of its
finandal platform shows the coalition is winning the
battle of ideas. We are forcing the Labor Party to
address the policies that we have been Vigorously
expounding for many years. The fact that the Labor
Party has moved across the political spectrum shows
that the coalition's ideas are prevailing. The ideas we
have espoused are setting the future trends in policy
for this country.
But the other point which needs to be made and
which can also be drawn from the way our political
opponents have reacted to our industrial relations
reforms is that Labor has adapted and adopted the
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rhetoric but it has not adopted the substance. That is
the key point that the house and members of the
public should note. It is all very well for opposition
members to put forward a document and say they
have a policy on financial management. The
important thing is to look at the substance of the
policy and see whether there is anything more
behind it than some carefully manicured words.
One thing you notice when reading the opposition's
financial management policy is that it purports to
offer all things to all people. That is certainly typical
of the style of the Leader of the Opposition. On a
very rough costing, over the past few weeks he has
promised something in the order of $2.4 billion
worth of new outlays and financial commitments, all
of which will add to the deficit. What he and the
opposition's financial policy fail to recognise, in
contrast to the government's financial management,
is that you cannot go promising all things to all
people.
Financial policy has four key objectives: one wants
to maintain recurrent spending levels; one wants to
reduce taxes; one wants to reduce debt; and one
wants to increase capital works expenditure. They
are all laudable objectives, but they all make calls on
the public purse. The art and skill of government is
to balance those objectives and be able to deliver on
that balance.
In contrast to the Labor Party's policy and
performance in government, the coalition
government is not just talking, it is delivering. By
referring to the financial management policy
released by the opposition I propose to demonstrate
that what the Labor Party is putting forward is not
just financially inconsistent, but to the extent that
you can make any sense out of it, the policy has not
taken Labor very far from the policies of the bad old
days.

The contents of the document fall into three broad
categories. Firstly, admissions of past Labor failures;
secondly, a whole lot of empty promises; and
thirdly, things the coalition government has already
done or is in the process of doing. I will contrast the
opposition's policy on financial management with
the policy underlying the bill.
First of all, a reading of the executive summary
shows that Labor makes a big fuss of
whole~f-government management and reporting.
As even the Leader of the Opposition said, that is
something the government is in the process of
implementing.
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The document talks about the benchmarking of
departmental outlays. That is virtually
commonplace these days. It is certainly something
the government is doing. It talks about reversing the
decline in the total allocation of commonwealth
funds to the states. That should be contrasted with
the conduct of the Leader of the OppOSition, who
should put his actions where his mouth is, so to
speak. He tried to undermine the state by opposing
commonwealth tax compensation for the Tabcorp
privatisation. He went to Hobart and tried to talk his
colleagues out of agreeing to commonwealth
compensation for any future privatisations. That is
the reality, which can be contrasted with the policy.
The policy talks about ensuring that the level of
business taxes and charges is competitive with the
levels in other states. That is a very nice ambition,
but the policy says nothing about how Labor will
deliver on that. It talks about a further diSCipline
being a commitment to:
... a revenue strategy at which total per capita revenue
from all sources, including the commonwealth, is
comparable with or less than the Australian average.

But then comes the get-out clause, which says that
will occur as and when Victoria receives more
equitable revenue treatment from the
commonwealth. Until then, the policy will not be
binding. Labor will readily rely on that get~ut
clause.
Labor promises to meet superannuation liabilities as
they emerge and to continue contributions to
accumulated superannuation funds. Both those
things are being done by the present government.
Labor talks about the need to establish benchmarks
for decisions about future borrowing levels. That is
already being done by the present government.
Labor talks about having regard to real levels of
debt, debt as a proportion of GSP, debt servicing
costs and the importance of levels of borrowing not
being financed by increasing the debt servicing ratio.
All those things are already being done by the
coalition.
The opposition talks about capping the level of debt
to the level of new borrOWings, which would not
increase the ratio of debt to gross state product that
prevails at the time of the next state election. What a
wonderful promise that is. For years Victoria's
interest bill and debt levels have been higher than
those in comparable states, which is one of the
reasons why our credit rating is lower than those in
other states. Therefore, our interest costs are higher
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and our total interest bill is higher, because of the
higher interest rates we have to pay and because we
have to pay interest on a far higher level of debt. If
the debt had not been run up to the extent it was by
the Labor Party when in government, we would
have more money to spend on the things the
opposition keeps on telling us it would like to see
money spent on. So its pledge to cap the level of
state debt falls far short of what is needed.

Labor proposes a whole lot of measures regarding
major projects that sound good, but I would be very
interested to find out whether it can flesh out the
details. It talks about the Auditor-General having
ultimate responsibility for external auditing. That is
the case at present and has been the case for years.
There is nothing new in that.
Labor complains about some of the things the
present government has been doing and about the
strategy reflected in the bill. It talks about the
increase in budget sector debt under the present
government. Of course it has increased. In large
measure it is to pay for the shonky deals done by the
Labor government and to fund the current account
deficit we inherited from the previous government.
It has also been done to fund the redundancy
programs, the only means by which we could
achieve a reduction in current expenditure, which
the opposition seems to be supporting very
belatedly. The opposition has a bit of a nerve
complaining about increased debt levels.
The same is the case when the opposition complains
about the loss of public sector employees, as referred
to by the honourable member for Williamstown. If it
wants to complain about reducing the number of
public sector employees, reducing expenditure
levels and getting down debt, it had better come up
with some explanation of how one can reduce
current expenditure without reducing the size of the
public sector and the budget sector work force.
Labour costs consume between 80 and 90 per cent of
budget sector costs. How Labor could achieve
savings without reducing the work force is
incomprehensible.
Again the opposition comes out with platitudes but
offers no explanation of how it would do a better
job. It complains that the present government is not
addressing long-term growth. The former Labor
government addressed long-term growth by
proposing a lot of mickey mouse schemes such as
the Victorian Economic Development Corporation,
the aluminium flexible tariff trust, the Victoria
Equity Trust and Tricontinental. Are those the
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means by which it plans to increase growth in
future?
Mr Baker - You supported quite a few of those.
Mr CLARK - If the honourable member for
Sunshine wants to revisit the VEOC, I look forward
to his contribution - and I am sure my colleagues
will also look forward to responding to him.
On page 12 of its wonderful document you find the
opposition complaining about the government's
reduction of expenditure levels and the increases in
taxes and charges. How on earth are you supposed
to reduce the current account deficit without doing
one or other of those? It is a logical impossibility.
Labor complains about the budgetary treatment of
the $2 billion redundancy program, which is shown
in the accounts in a way consistent with the way the
previous government treated similar programs.

The financial policy document talks about the effect
an increase in interest rates will have on the budget,
trying to imply that that has made Victoria's
finances more vulnerable to an external shock. It
claims that a 1 per cent rise in interest rates could
cost the budget as much as $220 million annually.
On its own figures and using its own lOgiC, given the
debt level we inherited a 1 per cent rise in interest
rates would have cost the state $176 million. Labor's
point loses a lot of its sting when you have regard to
that fact.
Another part of Labor's policy concerns how it
would improve the state's economy. If one turns to
page 16 one finds a reference to encouraging
research and development, adopting appropriate
industry and regional strategies, establishing
sophisticated industrial relations policies - I would
be most interested to hear what they
are - rewarding high-quality management and
promoting superior marketing. Where is the detail?
That could mean anything from establishing a
VEDC mark 2 to adopting the policies of the present
government. If the opposition wants to be taken
seriously, it needs to come up with more details than
it has supplied to date.
We then find a long list of all the wonderful things it
did in government. If one turns to page 20, one sees
the list starts with the introduction of the Annual
Reporting Act, rate of return guidelines, program
budgeting format overviews, budget paper
summaries, subprogram information and so on. All
of it is most laudable stuff, but it did a fat lot of good
in preventing the state's finances from running
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amuck. That shows yet again that although Labor
can come up with all these wonderful theories and
talk about all these principles, when it comes to
delivering, it has consistently failed. That is the key
point of contrast between the opposition's record
and the government's record. They just talk about it;
we are doing it.

the previous Labor government came to office, the
policies of Dr Peter Sheehan, which now seem to
have been bundled up and put in the dustbin. On
the same page, the document states:

I turn now to some of the principles Labor talks
about as being important for the future. Last week
the Leader of the Opposition read page 22 of the
policy into the record almost verbatim when talking
about good government and good financial practice,
including prior authorisation, comprehensiveness,
periodicity, accuracy, clarity and publicity. That is
all wonderful. But I should have thought both sides
of politics would take all that for granted. It does not
really contribute much to the cutting edge of
financial management policy.

That is all very nice, but how would it do so? Then
the opposition turns to a list of expenditure
management measures it proposes to ensure:

One then moves on to the real cutting edge of the
opposition's financial management policy -the
policy to provide a complete general purpose
financial report 10 days before each general election.
That is something the New Zealand government
introduced just recently and is yet to be put to the
test in New Zealand. It obviously has some
attractions, but I make the point that it requires a
level of probity in implementation if it is to have any
effect whatsoever.

that also has already been done.

If one looks back on Labor's past record, which
shows it shunted money from one financial year to

Victorian Labor is committed to maintaining a
substantial surplus on the current account.

'" classification of spending items on the current-capital
account is in accordance with accepted practices-

that has already been done.
... annual payments on budget sector debt are not
capitalised -

... internal departmental borrowing arrangements and
deferred payments are avoided.

If the Labor Party is talking about eliminating

financial shonks, that has already been done by the
present government. It has undone the funny-money
deals of the former Labor government.
The real crunch points are on page 29 of Labor's
document where it states:

the next, put a whole lot of things off-budget and set
up structures such as the World Congress Centre,
you have to ask what sort of financial discipline such
a pledge would represent. What guarantees and
assurances could Labor offer to the people of
Victoria to persuade them that it would not well and
truly cook any financial statement that it put out
under this policy?

In other words, on a change of government the

Next we come to page 28 of Labor's policy, and this
is the Labor Party's real mea culpa. I quote:

Labor Party would increase government spending
and head Victoria back down the path to disaster
from which it has just turned.

... continuing current account deficits are recognised. as
fiscally irresponsible and unsustainable. Not only do
they result in increasing levels of long-term debt and
debt servicing charges, but they erode consumer and
investor confidence in the economy itself.

Those words could well have been uttered by the
present Treasurer. One certainly wishes that they
had been taken to heart by the Leader of the
Opposition's predecessors in government. They can
be clearly contrasted with the policies with which

In preparing its first budget Victorian Labor will
determine the extent of the underlying surplus on an
unchanged policy basis and, given the likely revenue
and outlay projections, employ a significant proportion
of any underlying surplus to reconstruct social and
community services.

The document then states that, despite the
additional expenditure, a Labor government would
be committed to maintaining a substantial surplus
on the current account. I pose a very interesting
question to the house. I hope the honourable
member for Albert Park and other opposition
members will respond. The document talks about
accepting generally accepted accounting principles.
Is it talking about full accrual accounting? If so, does
it include depreciation in the calculation of the
current account surplus or deficit? If so, is it still
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talking about having a substantial surplus on the
current account, including depreciation? If that is the
case, in terms of current accounting techniques in
the budget sector, what does it estimate will be the
current surplus?
Mr Perton - They don't understand what you
say.
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about some taxation reductions. The Labor Party is
certainly not committing itself to doing so.
That completes my examination of the detail of the
opposition's financial management strategy; the
contrast with the financial management strategy of
the present government could not be stronger.

Mr CLARK - I suspect the honourable member
for Doncaster is right in his assertion. Until and
unless those questions can be answered, we have no
idea of the opposition policy. Is it talking about a
current account surplus in present accounting terms
or in accrual accoWlting terms? That could be
anything in the order of an $800 or $900 million
surplus in present accounting tenns. Until those two
conflicting points that meet head on in the document
are reconciled and explained the Labor Party cannot
expect anybody to have any idea what it is really
proposing.

Let me recap. At the outset of this review of
opposition policies I asked about the balance the
Labor Party proposes to strike between current
spending and levels of debt and whether it will have
tax cuts or capital expenditure. I can now summarise
Labor's policy in four points. No. 1: an immediate
increase in recurrent expenditure - refer to page 29
of the document; no. 2: no decrease in debt levels refer to page 45; no. 3: no tax cuts unless the
commonwealth gives Victoria more money - refer
to page 40; and, no. 4: if there happens to be money
left over, there might be an increase in capital
expenditure - refer to page 30.

Page 33 of the document sets out the criteria by
which Labor will assess whether additional outlays
are justified by reference to various benchmarks.
Although that is all good stuff, it is good stuff that
has been done already by this government and,
indeed, would have been done by any government
worth its salt. The assessing of new expenditure
against benchmarks is not new. But what about
assessing whether existing expenditure can be
terminated? Until the opposition can address that
pOint, which is the real nub of proper expenditure
management within a government, it cannot expect
to be taken seriously.

When one looks at the document in those tenns, no
wonder the opposition managed to get it through
the state conference overwhelmingly. No wonder
the Socialist Left did not vote against it. This policy
amounts to the same old Labor we have always
known - big spending and big taxing. Although it
is dressed up with the illusion of prudent financial
management, underneath everything about its
policies is unchanged. This policy is basically
'modem financial management', mark 2. If the
public of Victoria fell for this policy, we would head
down the same road to the knackery as we did with
'modem financial management', mark 1.

Page 39 of the document deals with privatisation. A
complaint is made about the present government
policies of disaggregation and privatisation which, it
argues, put at risk the revenue streams from
publicly owned authorities. This argument totally
ignores two things: firstly, the benefit that can be
derived through reducing state debt and therefore,
the interest bill on state debt through privatisation;
and, secondly, the potential improvements to service
that can flow from restructuring public bodies on to
commercial tenns through corporatisation and,
indeed, through privatisation.

My conclusion follows not just from the face of the
document but from reference to Labor's past track
record, which shows that when put to the jump
about delivering on its wonderful promises - as,
indeed, it was with its wonderful policies in 1982 it fails the test. We have the $35 million
interest-swap contract, the World Congress Centre,
shonky off-budget financing, the rolling forward of
grants for schools' libraries and no reimbursements
for municipalities, the fact they kept Tricontinental
Corporation debt off budget and the flexible tariff
management unit arrangements. The list is endless
and well known to most honourable members and,
indeed, to the public.

Finally, I draw attention to page 40 where, again, the
opposition makes it perfectly clear that its proposal
to reduce state taxes is completely contingent upon
Victoria's receiving what it regards as a more
equitable distribution of commonwealth fWlds. In
other words, some time down the track it may think

I find it hard to believe Labor's claim that the
poacher has become the gamekeeper. I am
reinforced in my conclusion not only because Labor
failed the test of properly implementing prudent
financial management when in office, but because
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all similar promises of refonn and improved
financial management Labor made in the past few
years of office also turned to dust.
In this debate the Leader of the Opposition made
great play of the fact that the fonner Labor
government gave Victorians the first full balance
sheet of public sector operations. That well-compiled
document was prepared by an officer who still
serves with the Treasury. I think it made a useful
contribution to people's understanding of public
finance in Victoria. When in government, Labor
released its document arguing, 'This shows we don't
suffer from a crisis because we have more assets
than liabilities; therefore the opposition is
misconceived in criticiSing what we are doing'. That
first and only balance sheet was released by the
fonner government in 1.991.

Honourable members may wonder what happened
when 1992 rolled around. Was the Labor Party going
to release a corresponding document for 1992? The
answer is: not on your life. When the change of
government took place and this government moved
into office, in the Treasury we found completed,
ready for publication and available for publication
for months the 1992 comprehensive financial
statement and balance sheet, which could readily
have been issued under the previous government
but were not - because a comparison of the 1991
balance sheet with the 1992 balance sheet showed
that there had been a dramatic fall in the net public
assets of the state!
It is all very well for Labor to talk about disclosure
of this sort, balance sheets and whole-of-govemment
accounting, all these eminently laudable things, but
when put to the acid test of release, when that
infonnation could have been used to criticise Labor,
it squibbed the test. That is a clear example of the
observance of Labor policy that we could expect
should Labor ever be returned to government.

Similarly I well recall the occasion when a Labor
Minister for Finance - I must confess that I cannot
remember whether it was the honourable member
for Northcote or the then honourable member for
Mitcham, Mr Harrowfield; ministers changed quite
quickly so it was hard to keep track of them proudly released to a gathering of accountants a
policy of introducing full accrual accounting within
the Victorian government. A year or so went past
but nothing was delivered.
When we came to office we found tha t one of the
main impediments to the implementation of that
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policy was the deplorable state of the asset registers
and the other fundamental lists and inventories
needed to implement accrual accounting and
balance sheets.
In its recently released document Labor is again
talking about asset registers and so forth. This
government is putting in the work to establish those
asset registers, full balance sheets and accrual
accounting. We are delivering on what Labor
promised but was unable to deliver.
Last but not least, we all remember back in 1991
fonner Premier Mrs Kimer promising a big
gathering at the World Congress Centre that Labor
had seen the light and had a three-year plan to
restore financial solvency to the state. Labor was
going to see it through and be a responsible financial
manager. Come the following budget, they squibbed
it, trying a lightning raid to get some quick cash in
hand. Our ratings took a nosedive and Labor failed
to deliver.
In conclusion, what contrasts the government from
the opposition and our policy from its policy is that
our policy is not only sound, well thought through,
comprehensive and balanced but, most important of
all, it is a policy that this government is delivering
on.

Mr THW AITES (Albert Park) - The purpose of
the State Tender Board is to ensure that government
purchasing contracts are handled with probity,
honesty and integrity. The bill before the house
abolishes the tender board. This is of great concern
to the opposition. The tender board has been
undermined progreSSively by this government since
October 1992 when it was elected.
The first thing the government did was change the
regulations that relate to the tender board and
increase the limit under which departments could
make decisions without reference to the tender
board. Previously under the Treasury regulations
any contract over $50 000 had to be referred to the
tender board for approval, but in 1993 this
government amended the regulations so that
regulations that previously applied no longer
applied. Indeed all contracts between $50 000 and
$100 000 that previously required approval of the
tender board became contracts that required the
approval only of departments or the minister. Even
worse than this, the regulations were loosened to
such an extent that if the tender board were ignored
and government departments incurred a liability,
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the minister could approve that contract without
reference to the tender board.
Under the Treasury regulations introduced by the
previous government the tender board was required
to give retrospective approval for any failure by a
department to obtain that approval. Of course, if
there is one thing this government is expert in, it is
the obtaining of retrospective approval. Time after
time this government has failed - -
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The State Tender Board was required to seek
approval under regulation 25 for its payment of
some $1.8 million to various consultants assisting
the Victorian Commission of Audit. I simply point
that out to emphasise that at least under the
previous regulations there was a requirement for
departments or some government organisations to
go back to the tender board and at least get the
stamp of approval, but that has all been thrown out.
As a result, there will not be the proper scrutiny of
purchasing process that previously applied.

Mr Pert on interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Doncaster is starting to test
the patience of the Chair. I have been patient until
now, but my patience is running out.
Mr Cooper interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! So is my
patience with the honourable member for
Momington. If he wants the call next, he should
remain silent. He needs to get the call to be next.
Mr THWAITES - I was referring to the
provision in new regulation 29 that allows for
payment in relation to contracts entered into without
compliance with the regulations, that is, contracts
that did not go through the proper tender processes.
It allows approval to be granted simply by the
minister, whereas before the tender board had to
grant approval.
The government is encouraging the contracting out
of services. That is another reason that an
independent body such as the tender board is vital.
If departments are to increase the number of services
contracted out rather than providing them
themselves, it is of greatest importance that there be
a proper scrutiny of that contracting~ut process.
The Victorian Commission of Audit said that the
government should see itself as having a
responsibility to purchase services on behalf of the
community rather than necessarily providing those
services itself. One would have thought that the
Victorian Commission of Audit would itself have
complied with all the appropriate regulations. It is
the very body that was criticising the previous
administration for allegedly being a captive of
interest groups. It is ironic that the Victorian
Commission of Audit failed to comply with the very
rules that govern the provision of contracts in this
state.

Before removing the tender board and giving
individual departments the power to control
purchasing, one would have expected that those
departments would have all their regulations up to
scratch, with approved, public and transparent
purchasing policies, yet we have not seen them
today. None of that information has been produced.
Indeed, there are serious deficiencies in the way
individual departments are now proposing to
handle the purchasing of contracts. Those
deficiencies will lead to a failure to follow the sorts
of rules that ensure that the purchasing process is
honest and conducted with integrity.
It is not simply the opposition that says this. The

Auditor-General in his report to Parliament on
purchasing practices said:
It was clear from audit examination of the system and
practices in place prior to the reduction in centralised
controls that significant strengthening of the
accountability framework within agencies is required.

Mr I. W. Smith - That is what the bill does!
Mr THWAlTES - The Auditor-General
continues:
Deficiencies disclosed included non-compliance with
regulations and internal policies, weaknesses in
internal controls including tendering mechanisms and
a poor standard of documentation supporting the
decision-making process.

That was the criticism of the departments' conduct

during the first 12 months of this government.
Clearly, the Auditor-General did not believe those
deficiencies had been fixed to such an extent that it
is appropriate to remove the centralised controls.
Although the bill removes centralised control, it fails
to indicate what the policies will be. N~ne has seen
the purchasing policies. They have not been
produced. The board may produce anything.
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Certainly, Parliament has not seen the policies. The
bill removes a body which is working reasonably
well and which has some community respect and
replaces it with a board that has no policies, no
history and no record.
Over the two years it has been in office the
government has rorted the tender process. Its modus
operandi has been to ensure that its mates get the
contracts they so richly deserve.
Mr Finn interjected.
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Another way in which the system was rorted was by
the government Simply misleading the tender board
as to the relative benefits or otherwise of the various
participants in a tender and the setting up of a bogey
process designed to ensure that a company, which
was a mate or favourite of the government,
succeeded in its tender. The Leeds Media contract is
an example of that. It was alleged that one reason for
choosing Leeds Media was because it was a
Victorian company.
Mr Perton interjected.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Tullamarine is out of his
place and is disorderly.

The ACfING SPEAKER (Mr Perrin) - Order!
The honourable member for Doncaster is out of his
place.

Mr THWAITES - These are some of the ways in
which the government has rorted the tender process
and sought to abuse it firstly, by simply ignoring
the tender requirements - we have seen that with
the DDB Needham contract and the Lyncroft
Consultants contract; and, secondly, by breaking up
accounts into amounts less than $50 000 so that,
allegedly, the contract does not require tender board
approval. Ironically once again this relates to the
Victorian Commission of Audit where its
accountant, Cooper and Lybrand, supplied the audit
commission with information on consultancy
services as follows: assistance in preparation of
financial infonnation, $12 000; provision of financial
consolidation software, $13 000; work on financial
accountability within the Victorian public sector,
$30 000; technical editing and preparation of
summary report, $24 340; further accounting advice,
$19600; and, further technical editing -whatever
that means - $24340. Clearly, that was a device to
avoid the Treasury regulations at the time or to
avoid independent scrutiny by the tender board.

Mr THWAITES - By coincidence, of the three
companies that were asked to tender, only one was
Victorian and so - surprise, surprise! - the
company that ought to be supported, of course, was
Leeds Media. It was the only one of the three that
was given an opportunity to tender that was a
Victorian company. Also, in the case of Leeds Media,
Mr Bennett, the media adviser to the Premier,
advised the government that Leeds Media was
linked with the Omnicom buying group and
therefore that was a reason why it ought to get the
tender. Although it was linked to that large buying
group, apparently that was also incorrect.

The third way in which the government has rorted
the tender board system is by ignoring the board
and then obtaining retrospective approval from it.
One example is that of the audit commission's
failure to get proper tender approval for more than
$1 million in consultancy fees prior to engaging
consultants. It was forced, under regulation 25, to go
back to the board to obtain that approval. Another
example was a radio broadcast by the Premier about
infonnation concerning the government's
performance, which occurred around December
1992. The Premier failed to get proper tender board
approval prior to that broadcast and he went back
later to seek retrospective approval.

A further example of the tender board being misled
in relation to Leeds Media was on the fundamental
issue of price: Mc Bennett claimed in documentation
to the tender board that Leeds Media was the
cheapest tender on the predicted dollar values of
advertising when that was not correct. There is case
after case in relation to Leeds Media where the
tender board was misled and where the other
companies were not given a proper opportunity to
participate in the bid.
Once again it is not just the opposition that says this.
Of course, the opposition raised the criticisms;
however, in his report the Auditor-General pointed
out the serious problems with the Leeds Media bid.
The ACflNG SPEAKER -Order! The
honourable member for Albert Park should identify
the document from which he is quoting.
Mr THWAITES - I am quoting from the
Victorian Auditor-General's special report no. 31 on
purchasing practices. In that document the
Auditor-General states:
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The State Tender Board is required by regulations to

It would appear that the Auditor-General has a very

invite tenders by advertisement. An audit examination
of the procedures followed by the board during 1992-93
for a sample of period contracts indicated that all
requirements relating to the use of public tenders and
the placing of advertisements were complied with in
the case of tenders initiated by the board. Audit
observed, however, that the board had entered into a
contract for advertising services following a tender
process initiated and undertaken by the Department of
the Premier and Cabinet A selective tender procedure
was used by that department in this case rather than a
public tender through advertisement. ..

different idea from that of the government about the
appropriate way for major bids to be conducted. The
government's view seems to be that the fact that one
of the bidders had the knowledge about the grand
prix was just good luck. However, on his view the
Auditor-General would say that that sort of
knowledge is information that should be shared.

Audit was advised by the secretary of the board, that
prior to signing the contract, the board satisfied itself
that the procedures followed were appropriate.
Nevertheless, audit found that the procedures in this
instance were not in compliance with regulations with
respect to the requirement that contracts entered into
by the board, on behalf of the government, be
advertised publicly and all conditions of such contracts
be detennined by the board.
The credibility and independence of the board's

procurement procedures may, in audit opinion, be
placed at risk when period contracts are signed by the
board in circumstances where it has not had
responsibility or control of the tender process and
where strict compliance with legislative requirements
has not occurred.

Mr I. W. Smith interjected.
Mr THWAITES - I am asked by the Minister for
Finance, who is at the table, how I know. The reason
I know is in the very report of the Auditor-General,
where he states that:
An individual supplier should not be seen to gain an
unfair advantage by virtue of time or knowledge.

Clearly the Crown Casino bidder had an unfair
advantage by virtue of its knowledge of the grand
prix. The other bidder, Sheraton Leighton, clearly
did not have that knowledge. It has said that that
was unfair and that had it had that knowledge it
would have made a different bid - it would have
upped its bid, because of course it knows that the
existence of the grand prix will be of financial
benefit to the casino; it is estimated to be in the range
of around $20 million a year, which leads to a more
valuable asset to the casino licence holder.
Mr Cooper interjected.

Clearly, the Auditor-General had real concerns
about the way in which that tender process was
conducted. At page 79 of the report another issue of
great importance is also raised. That is that:
Probity and equity considerations require that
prospective tenderers have an equal opportunity to
assess the agency's requirements and to submit offers.
An individual supplier should not be seen to gain an
unfair advantage by virtue of time or knowledge. These
principles need to be considered in all aspects of the
tender process ...

That of course is of great relevance when one
considers the way the casino bid was handled
because in that case in no way can it be said that
prospective tenderers had an equal opportunity to
assess the government's requirements. Quite the
contrary: one of the bidders had a clear level of
knowledge which was not shared by the other
bidder. That relates to the knowledge by Hudson
Conway and Crown Casino that Victoria had won
the grand prix.

Mr THWAITES - That is what the
Auditor-General says, but clearly the honourable
member for Momington seems to have no respect
for the views of the Auditor-General. Another very
important point raised by the Auditor-General is the
need-Mr Cooper interjected.
Mr THW AITES - No; I got it from the
Auditor-General's report, which I might read. If you
can, you might read it too.
In his report the Auditor-General also raised a
number of cases where State Tender Board approval
had not been granted prior to incurring liabilities.
While we have referred to the Leeds Media issue,
the Auditor-General refers to a number of other
important contracts such as contracts for the supply
of photographic services to the Traffic Camera
Office, for the payroll data entry service and for the
installation and maintenance of a computer at a
considerable cost. The Auditor-General also refers to
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two cases within the Directorate of School
Education, namely the engagement of legal services
at a total cost of $649 000 and the purchase of
computer services at a cost of $78 000, which were
all liabilities incurred prior to the directorate
obtaining the necessary State Tender Board approval.
Another issue raised by the Auditor-General in his
report that has a particular relevance to one contract
that I have been concerned about relates to the time
frame of tenders. The Auditor-General states that:
Unnecessarily short time frames may discourage
tenderers.

If you wanted to ensure that your mate got the job,
one way to do it would be to set up a tender with
such a short time frame that only the mate who has
inside knowledge or is up and running would have
any opportunity to comply with the tender.

For example, you may want to ensure that an
existing supplier of goods to the government gets
the contract when it comes up for a tender. One way
to ensure that that occurs is by ensuring that the
period of the tender is so short that any other
company could not possibly consider bidding. That
is exactly what appears to be occurring in the case of
the private ambulance contracts, where existing
contracts have been handed out to mates of
Mr Firman, the boss of the ambulance service.
Clearly he wants to ensure that those mates keep the
contracts and that outside companies do not have
any real opportunity to get the new contracts. The
ambulance service has set up a dodgy tender
process whereby the existing private ambulance
companies have a great advantage over any
companies that might wish to bid for the new
contracts. That has been achieved by ensuring that
the tenders closed on, I believe, around 3 June and
that any contractor had to be fully operational on
1 July.
In order to run an ambulance service you have to
have your ambulances, your ambulance officers and
your quality assurance; a whole range of services
have to be up and ready to run. No other companies,
apart from those that were already providing the
services, would have the opportunity to do that. It is
simply not possible for an ambulance service to be
up and running and for the contractor to be fully
operational within one month from the time the
tenders close. Indeed, the situation is even worse
than that. The announcement of the successful
contractor was not to be made until 17 June; that
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was only two weeks before the contractor was
expected to be on the road with all his staff.
Ms Marple - So he had to be ready.
Mr THWAITES - That would require a great
capital investment for any company to set itself up
and have all its officers and ambulances ready to go.
Clearly this whole private ambulance contract was a
bodgie process from the start which was designed to
ensure that any other company had no chance to get
the contract.
It is the sort of unnecessarily short time frame which

the Auditor-General referred to in his report. Just as
the Auditor-General said, if you have such a short
time frame it discourages tenderers. Indeed in this
case it has, because companies that wished to tender
for the job -companies that may well have given a
better deal for the government - could not do so
because no company could get up and running in a
mere two weeks.
That means that the existing ambulance companies
had an unfair advantage over any other potential
tenderers. In his report the Auditor-General refers to
that type of unfair advantage, and in relation to a
practice followed by the Directorate of School
Education says:
In this instance, potential tenderers may obtain, or may
be perceived as obtaining, an unfair advantage over
other tenderers who have already submitted their
offers.

That related to practices followed by the Directorate
of School Education for purchases in excess of
$50 000, particularly computer purchases by its
central office which did not specify a closing date
and for which tenders were accepted at any time.
It is a similar criticism to the one I make and I
believe the Auditor-General would make of the
private ambulance contracts that were conducted
with such unreasonable time frames that it was
simply impossible for any ordinary company that
might have wished to bid for the work to have any
realistic opportunity to do so.

Government amendments circulated by
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) pursuant to
sessional orders.
Mr COOPER (Momington) - I support the
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill. In so
dOing, I will briefly comment on the contribution of
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the honourable member for Albert Park, a
contribution which I found to be very disappOinting.
It is clear &om the contributions of opposition
members today and last week, when the Leader of
the Opposition responded to the minister's
second-reading speech, that the Victorian Labor
Party is under a significant disadvantage: it is
operating under a policy vacuum. That is made
quite clear when a bill that addresses the improved
financial management of the state becomes a vehicle
for the opposition to launch a wide-ranging attack
on anything and everything that it can lay its hands
on.
The government understands that the opposition
has a policy vacuum. Its members come into this
place every day at question time and demonstrate
that they have not only no policies but also no
intelligence. They ask questions that we have seen
on the &ont page of the newspapers the day before.
They do not even have the intelligence to do any
research. The only published policy of the Labor
Party, which was under the tutelage of the Leader of
the Opposition, was for the legalisation of
marijuana. The Leader of the Opposition is backed
up by &ontbenchers like the honourable member for
Springvale, who not only wants marijuana legalised
but also other drugs such as heroin and
amphetamines.
I have a question for the honourable member for
Albert Park, who got up tOnight and complained
about everything on the statute book from A to Z.
Where does he stand on the policy issued by his
leader?

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr COOPER - Where do the honourable
members for Morwell and Altona stand on those
matters? Do they support their leader's policy? Are
they prepared to stand up in the house and talk
about policies? If we are to talk about policies they
should stand up and support their leader.
All we get &om the opposition is carping, whingeing
and whining. When a bill comes into Parliament
relating to the improved financial management of
the state, what do we get? We get more carping,
whining and whingeing.
We also get misrepresentation from the honourable
member for Albert Park. He says this bill abolishes
the State Tender Board. He does not go on to tell the
whole truth - apparently he is not capable of that.
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He does not say the bill establishes the Victorian
Government Purchasing Board. The honourable
member prefers to put out the typical Labor Party
attack-Mr Thomson interjected.
Mr COOPER - You would know all about it. He
depends on the half truth, the illegitimate argument,
the misrepresentation, the slur, the bucket job that
the honourable member for Pascoe Vale knows only
too well.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Perrin) - Order!
The honourable member for Pascoe Vale will keep
silent.
Mr COOPER - A few years ago, during his time
as a member of the former government, the
honourable member for Pascoe Vale came into this
Parliament and did nothing but bucket away. When
he was sent to the opposition benches he decided it
was all too hard for him so he just abandoned his
colleagues like a rat deserting the ship. He is trying
to get out and run for a federal seat in Canberra. We
all know the popular local football identity in
Coburg will defeat the honourable member at the
next federal election.
Two good things will come out of that. Firstly,
federal Parliament will not have the odium of
having the honourable member for Pascoe Vale as a
member and, secondly, the Victorian Parliament will
not have the odium of his continuing as a member
here. The whole of the state will be improved, but
unfortunately he might have to go out and find
himself a job because his party is not in govenunent.
I wish him luck because not too many people out
there will want to employ him.
Tonight Labor Party members have talked about
what a terrible thing debt is and what awful
problems have allegedly beset the state since the
coalition came to power. I want to set the record
straight because, as you would be aware, Mr Acting
Speaker, this has been a wide-ranging debate. I
support that. I do not want the debate to be narrow.
No member of the opposition has had his or her
contribution on the bill restricted. A couple of points
of order have been taken by honourable members
about the range of the debate and the Deputy
Speaker and the Acting Speaker have made the
point that it is a wide-ranging debate. I support that.
I want it to be a wide-ranging debate.
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The ACflNG SPEAKER -Order! The
honourable member should get on with the debate.
Mr COOPER - I certainly will get on with it. I
am delighted that you have encouraged me to do so,
Mr Acting Speaker. Honourable members should
recall that in 1992 when the government came to
power, if Victoria's public sector debt had been
allowed to continue under the policies of the
previous discredited Labor government it would
have escalated to $51 billion. If the Labor Party had
continued in office, over the past two years debt
would have risen to $51 billion.
We on this side of the house understand - I am
disappointed the opposition has failed to
understand - that the servicing of that debt would
have crippled our ability to maintain basic services
to the community. Over the past week or so we have
heard a lot from the opposition on the various
financial bills that have been introduced into the
house. We have debated the appropriation bill for
this Parliament and the appropriation bill for the
state. During those debates - and it has continued
in this debate - the opposition has ignored the fact
that the policies the fonner government pursued
virtually brought Victoria to the brink of
bankruptcy. The state would have gone down the
tube if the previous government's policies had
continued. Labor governments, as we all know,
continue to borrow heavily on almost a daily basis to
meet operating expenses. That is akin to using one's
Bankcard to pay for the week's groceries. That is
what Labor did.
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tomorrow. He changes his position from day to day
and we are never quite sure what position he will
hold from Tuesday to Wednesday to Thursday to
Friday.
However, I would have thought, having regard to
the fact that last weekend the Leader of the
Opposition actually stood up in front of his party
peers and said that continued high debt in this state
was unacceptable and that any government of this
state should be doing something about it, it might
have encouraged members of the Labor Party to say
at the very least that this government has done
something about addressing that issue.
All we have had today is the normal carping
criticism of the unthinking opposition to anything
that this government brings forward. As I
understand it - and I stand to be corrected - the
bill is not being opposed by the opposition.
Mr Finn - What are they whingeing about?
Mr COOPER - As the honourable member for
Tullamarine says, what are they whingeing about?
They come in here - Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr COOPER - We have this demented canary
from the Latrobe Valley - The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Mornington should address
honourable members by their right titles.

When the coalition came to power it was confronted
with an appalling situation, a situation it has tackled
with alacrity, with enthusiasm and with
comprehension of the real problems facing the state.
During two brief years it has turned around the
appalling legacy that it inherited from the Labor
government. The government has reduced the
projected deficit from $51 billion to $26.6 billon by
the year 2000. What a tremendous turnaround that
is. It does not get enough credit. I would have
thought, having regard to some of the statements
made at the ALP state conference over the weekend,
that perhaps during this debate we might have
heard a word or two from the Labor Party members
of this place saying this government has done an
excellent job, because that was the rhetoric of the
Leader of the Opposition at the conference.

Tonight we have had the example of the honourable
member for Williamstown, who made another of his
intimate financial speeches to this place. It was
based on the proud record he puts forward, that he
was an adviser to Joan Kimer and John Cain! If I had
that on my CV, I would have the white-out bottle
out so that I could expunge it as quickly as possible.
What a thing to boast about! The honourable
member for Williamstown obviously believes this is
a good thing to have on his CV.

Honourable members know of course that the
rhetoric of the Leader of the Opposition today is not
the rhetoric of the Leader of the Opposition

Today we had the benefit of the considerable
financial knowledge of the honourable member for
Williamstown. He brought it into this house as he

Mr COOPER - I thought I had. It is absolutely
right! He has the body of a man and the brain of a
bird. He comes in here trying to deny free speech to
anyone who wants to put a point of view that is
contrary to his.
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did last week when, ignoring 10 years of appalling
financial mismanagement by the Labor Party, he
stood up in this place - and this is very relevant to
the debt situation - and appealed to the house on
the appropriation for Parliament legislation to give
more money to members of Parliament. He said we
should have unlimited postage; we should have
unlimited phone calls; we should have unlimited
expenses. Not only that, but the heresy of all
heresies - Tom Roper, roll over in your political
grave - the honourable member for Williamstown
said we should have a heavily subsidised
parliamentary dining room!
So we have members like the absent honourable
member for Dandenong who is not here tonight - I
think I know where he is.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr COOPER - I just have to guess on his past
performance, that is how I know! Do you really
want me to get into that? Not as deeply as the
honourable member for Dandenong gets into the
subject matter of his choice!
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house - the fact that the community is facing up to
its responsibilities.
It is about time the Labor members of this
Parliament faced up to their responsibilities as well.
How dare they come in here and demand that they
be given better treatment than the rest of the
community? That is what they have done. They
have come in here and said: we don't care how
much the community has to buckle down to the
financial restraints that are forced on them by the
actions of the previous Labor government; we want
to keep our snouts and our trotters in the trough.

That is really what contributions like those of the
honourable member for Williamstown boil down to.
He may be a new boy in this place; he may be wet
behind the ears, but he put on his CV that he has the
proud record of having been an adviser to the
Honourable Joan Kirner and the Honourable John
Cain. If that is the case, he bears as much
responsibility for the financial position of this state
in October 1992 as those two discredited and
disgraced former Premiers of this state.
Mr Finn - He is guilty!

Ms MARPLE (Altona) - On a point of order,
Mr Acting Speaker, the decorum of this place has
fallen so low that you should pull up the honourable
member for MOrnington and ask him to address the
bill.
The ACfING SPEAKER - Order! I think the
honourable member for Momington should come
back to the bill before the house.
Mr COOPER (Momington) - I am talking on the
bill, because I am talking about the contribution by
the honourable member for Williamstown in urging
greater expenditure by the government in the state
without regard for the appalling condition in which
his government left this state in 1992, with the
$51 billion projected deficit that we were faced with.
Yet last week and this week we have had members
on the other side of the house - not just the
honourable member for Williamstown, but he led
the charge - calling for greater expenditure in this
place, regardless of the fact that the community has
had to deal with the shocking proportions of the
debt that his government left behind when it was
kicked out of office in October 1992.
I pointed out before - and I point out again,
because clearly the message is lost on members of
the opposition like the honourable member for
Altona, who prefers to try to stop free speech in the

The ACfING SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Tullamarine is out of his
place and interjecting, which is grossly disorderly.
Mr COOPER - The honourable member for
Tullamarine may be out of order but nevertheless he
correctly says that the honourable member for
Williamstown is guilty.
I want to hear something a bit more positive from
the opposition on the bill. I did not intend - and I
know this will come as a shock to honourable
members on the opposition side - to speak on the
bill.

Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - On a point of
order, Mr Acting Speaker, it is not that I am actually
enjoying the comments from the member, and I have
no problems what with he is saying, but it must be
the longest preamble in this Parliament. He has gone
on for well over 15 minutes and I have not heard the
bill mentioned once. I have not heard any reference
to the bill. We have simply heard for about 16 or 17
minutes an expose of the Labor Party which is quite
interesting and amusing but bears no relation to the
bill. The speaker must at least make reference to and
comment about the bill and then he can launch out
on his tirade, but in making no reference to the
bill--
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Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRACKS - I am not touchy; this is the most
gentle go I have had in my life! The speech has no
relevance to the bill.
Mr COOPER (Momington) - On the point of
order, I am surprised that the honourable member
for Williamstown did not hear me refer to the bill in
my opening words. I clearly remember saying
something about the Financial Management
(Amendment) Bill.

I also draw your attention to previous rulings by an
Acting Speaker and by the Deputy Speaker that this
is a wide-ranging debate. I have availed myself of
the same opportunity all the members of the
opposition who have spoken on this debate have
availed themselves of, because this is a wide-ranging
debate.
The ACIlNG SPEAKER - Order! I am bound
to some extent by previous rulings. An Acting
Speaker and the Deputy Speaker have made it very
clear that this is a wide-ranging debate on a very
wide-ranging bill on financial management. I believe
the honourable member for MOrnington is speaking
on the bill. He has certainly referred to a number of
aspects of it. I do not uphold the point of order.
Mr COOPER - I am indebted to the honourable
member for Williamstown for raising that point of
order, because I was about to sit down. However,
given that he has encouraged me to continue a little
longer, I shall. I want to give every honourable
member who wants to speak on the bill the
opportunity of doing so. I do not intend to occupy
the floor for any longer than I need to, although I
assume the honourable member for Morwell will
encourage me to do so by way of interjection.
Members of the Labor Party have so far failed to
address the contents of the bill, which establishes the
Victorian Government PurchaSing Board. In doing
so it sets up a transparent accountability process,
something I should have thought the opposition
would have welcomed.
I should have thought that all members of the
opposition, who, for the past three or four weeks,
have been making spurious claims in debate and
during question time about the financial
management of this state and about the casino
bidding process without offering any supporting
evidence, would have welcomed a bill that sets up
transparent accountability processes. But we have
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heard nothing but carping, whingeing, whining and,
with all due respect to the members who have
occupied the chair during this debate, irrelevancies
from members opposite. The way the bill has been
framed allows members on both sides to address a
wide range of issues.
I find it amazing that when a government speaker
gets up and gives opposition members a bit of what
they have been dishing out, all we get are points of
order, firstly from the honourable member for
Altona and then from the honourable member for
Williamstown, who is obviously upset at the harsh
treatment I have been dealing out to the poor
sensitive souls opposite. I am sure he has now left
the house to have a little cry and think about his
position.
If the honourable member for Williamstown is at all

upset about what I have said about him tOnight, he
should revisit the words he uttered today and the
words he uttered last week during the debate on the
appropriation bill. He is one of those opposite who
called on the government to spend more on
members of Parliament and on their electorate
offices. He is undoubtedly supported by his
colleagues, because I have not heard one of them
criticise him for putting the argument. The
honourable member for Williamstown seems to
believe that members of Parliament should be
divorced from the rest of the community. He
believes we are a special breed who should not have
to bear the pressures being placed on everyone else.
The honourable member called for unlimited
amounts of money to be made available for
telephones, faxes and all kinds of out~f-pocket
expenses. He called for the return of a heavy
parliamentary dining room subsidy. N<H>ne on this
side of the house has called for any of those things;
yet this brand new member, the honourable member
for Williamstown, who succeeded the Honourable
Joan Kimer and who came into this place with the
reputation of being a future leader, already has his
snout in the trough.
What a disgrace! What an admission from someone
who has been announced as a guru and a future
saviour of the Labor Party. He comes in here and the
first thing he says is, 'Let's get back into it, boys and
girls. They've all forgotten what we did during the
10 years between 1982 and 1992'. He is obviously
quite proud of that. The house is debating a bill that
will apply transparent accountability processes to
government financing, government tenders and so
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on, yet with no shame at all members of the Labor
Party just stand up - Mr Finn interjected.
Mr COOPER - As the honourable member for
Tullamarine says, the honourable member for
Williamstown stands up and says, 'It is okay, forget
about all of that. I have a much more important
thing on my agenda -me. How can I get my snout
in the trough?'. That is the attitude the honourable
member for Williamstown has brought in here.
What a disappointment he must be to the very few
members on the opposition benches who are at all
ashamed about what went on in this state between
1982 and 1992.
I see the honourable member for Keilor nodding in
agreement. I am pleased to note that at least one of
the three Labor Party members in the house at
present has acknowledged with some humility that
the points I am making are correct. I want this
debate to get back on track. I want the Labor Party
members who speak in this debate to start
acknowledging that the bill is a step in the right
direction. I do not want them to indulge in the
misrepresentation, hypocrisy and half-truths that we
heard from the honourable member for Albert Park,
behaviour he has obviously learnt from his leader.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr COOPER - Thank you. We all know the
honourable member for Albert Park has pretensions.
We all know he is an ambitious young man. That is
probably the reason why, when the honourable
member for Albert Park was speaking earlier
tonight, the Leader of the OppoSition, on reaching
the bar of the house, turned on his heel and walked
out again. He probably does not like to hear his
successor speaking. U he had stayed for a while, he
would have gained some comfort because the
honourable member for Albert Park's contribution
was disappointing.
I want to hear the honourable member for Sunshine
speak. I think he would bring some
commonsense and decency to the debate. As for the
leader in waiting, the honourable member for Albert
Park, it has been a disappointing night. I support the
bill, and I congratulate the Minister for Finance on
introducing it. I urge every honourable member to
support it.
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - I oppose the bill
because of the opposition's doubts and worries
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about it. The bill will abolish the State Tender Board.
Why does the government want to abolish the
tender board and replace it with a purchasing
board? What does that mean? Who will be on the
board? The community is worried and questions
how this government goes about making sure it has
the right people represented on, for example, the
proposed purchasing board.
Such heSitancy occurs when the community has
questions about the people who have been favoured
by the government. It is important that the state has
a tender board to oversee the government's
purchasing. A tender board will ensure that
everything is in order and people can see that things
are being done in all honesty, that contracts and
tenders have no questions hanging over them and
that Victorians who put up the money in response to
government tenders are protected.
The board has served Victoria well. Why does the
bill abolish a tender board that has ensured that
fairness and equity applied and that neither fear nor
favour were allowed to prevail? The Victorian
business community has been sure that things were
above board. It was sure that when tenders were
lodged and considered they were handled in such a
way that no questions arose about favours when
deciding winning tenders.
At the moment Victorians are worried about the
government's handling of contracts. We are
concerned about bus contracts, the sale of school
land and the casino. Questions have been asked here
and in federal Parliament, and they show the
public's concern. The public is concerned that this
legislation will lead to the government acting as it
has in other cases. The leasing of Victorian
laboratories has caused concern in rural Victoria,
particularly about who was part of the company
and, therefore, in the know. That procedure is a
matter of grave concern and similar suspicions may
arise because of this legislation.
We should consider why the bill worries Victorians.
So far, contracts have been let while the government
has been attacking the basic building blocks of our
SOCiety. Contracts have been let while the
government attacks society's continued operation
into the next century. For example, the government
is running down education and has been cutting
back on community services.
Other examples include the sacking of the accident
compensation tribunal judges, the equal opportwtity
commissioners, the law reform commissioners, the
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industrial relations commissioners, members of the
AAT and elected local governments. What is also of
concern is the resignation last week of the Director
of Public Prosecutions, who was virtually hounded
out of office.
Mr Elder - When did he say that? He didn't say
that?
Ms MARPLE - Victorians view the government
as having removed these people from office because
they have questioned how it conducts its affairs.
Today we are faced with a bill that says the
government will do away with a tender board that
has served the state well. The government is
replacing it with another board. In light of all the
questions asked about former contracts, who will be
represented on the new board? Will they favour the
government? Will they be as open and honest as
Victorians expect? A new board should ensure that
things are as they should be - fair and honest.
I spoke earlier about the people the government
sacked - including members of public tribunals and about the commissions it has abolished. We are
now faced with an appalling list that needs to be
counterbalanced by any government in office.
Appeal rights to the Supreme Court have been
removed in many bills presented to this house; that
must cause us worry. That fact reinforces questions
and concerns when we examine the bill. We have
seen the gagging of Parliament and lack of
discussion in this place - again, that is a concern.
It is of benefit to the community that some people
are immune from sackings. It is pleasing that people
are prepared to speak out. People such as the
Archbishop of Melbourne are prepared to speak out
about the influence of the casino on the basic
structme of society. The government has allowed
the erection of about 60 signs around the city, giving
directions to the casino. Melbourne's society has
always been proud of its culture and has not
tolerated such commercial signs in the city. The
signs virtually say, 'This is the centre of our life'.
Mr Weideman interjected.
Ms MARPLE - What matters is getting a
balance. The archbishop spoke out about the amount
of gambling. Given that governments should reflect
what the people want and we have always had
gambling in this state it was natural that we should
get a casino. Unfortunately, the government
encourages the casino to be the centre of our
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economic development and it is also becoming the
centre of social behaviour.
Victoria will reap the harvest of that trend; already
we see signs that do not hearten Victorians. It is
good that the government cannot sack people like
the archbishop or members of the Brotherhood of
St Laurence when they honestly say how the
increases in water rates have hit hardest at the
poorer people in Victoria.
Mr Elder interjected.
Ms MARPLE -It is true that the government
has cut back on the right to speak out of people who
are in its pay. Now members of the public service
dare not speak up. They know they must do
everything the government wants and cannot give
advice contrary to tha~ otherwise they may face the
sack. It is no wonder that the people of Victoria ask
about a bill such as this that does away with one
way of watching over purchaSing by this
government.

Honourable members interjecting.
Ms MA RP LE - People are concerned with what
the government is repladng the State Tender Board
with. That is exactly what the people of Victoria are
worried about: what is replacing that body and who
will be on the new board. We have had many
examples of this government's doing away with the
people who give advice that is contrary to what it
wants to hear. The government is making sure that
its mates are looked after. It is no wonder that
people question a bill such as this and the
opposition, in so far as we still have a democracy,
has a responsibility to show opposition to the bill as
those questions have been put.
Today questions were put in the house, the centre of
democracy where questions should be asked of the
Premier and ministers concerning how matters are
being conducted in the state, and what were the
answers? There were no answers. The government
could not give any answers. The Premier was
lacking in memory and could not give an answer to
questions on the casino. The Minister for Sport,
Recreation and Racing could not give an answer on
the TAB. They have both lost their memories.
Mr Hamilton - Probably at the casino.
Ms MARPLE - It could have been. This
government is always prepared to sack those people
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who want to give open advice - advice that is
without question.
Concerns have been expressed by the Leader of the
Opposition and I ask the same question: why is the
bill before us? Is it because the government can see
that there would be more opportunity under this
legislation for the cronyism that has been talked
about? Is it about reducing even further the proper
checks and balances and scrutiny of purchasing
under this government? Those questions appear to
be strong in the minds of the people of Victoria.

It would appear that this government does not want
to have the independent scrutiny that should be a
part of this type of bill. Australia has already had an
example of a government that did not have those
checks and balances in place. The honourable
member for Geelong North certainly put that
forward in speaking on the Queensland
government. It had to have a royal commission to
examine the way the government worked. That
showed that if those checks and balances are not
there corrupt government results. People received
favours so long as they supported the government.
It is a great shame that last week there was
dishonesty in the house. One would expect to be
able to place trust in the honesty of the Minister for
Agriculture. There was an understanding on
debating arrangements for a bill last week.
Unfortunately what occurred shows that the people
of Victoria are correct in their questioning of and
concerns about this government and its honesty and
openness. I would have thought that, at least on a
bill that we had agreed on, there would be openness
concerning when debate would finish, but we could
not even have that. No wonder the opposition is
opposing the Financial Management (Amendment)
Bill when it has so many worries about checks and
balances.
~e

word probity has often been used in relation to
the tender board. It is important that we all know
what that means. It means honesty, righteousness
and integrity, and probity of government is the
government sticking to all those things. The
government did not show that quality last week, so
one would have to question its honesty, integrity
and righteousness regarding such a serious thing as
this bill and the people who will be on the boards
put in place of the tender board.
Last week debate on a motion concerning cronies
and corruption was rushed through before
lunchtime. I did not necessarily want to participate
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in that debate, but after that experience I felt it was
important that I speak on today's bill and make my
concerns known. We are worried about how this
government is functioning. Those concerns and
worries will not go away. We will keep coming back
to the smell of corruption of this government. Saying
that corruption has gone away will not make it do
so. Without doubt a bill like this will bring those
concerns forward.

We are not here simply to have a slanging match in
the house, throwing words at each other across the
room. We are here to express the concerns people
have about what they have found out about this
government and its contracts. There is opposition to
the bill before us. Whole-of-government reporting
must be implemented, providing a complex,
accurate and transparent picture of the
government's financial transactions. The public is
entitled to that. But can that happen under this
government? There is great doubt about that, and
that is what people are worried about. Members on
this side have spoken about that concern. It is
important that the government take up the challenge
that has been put before it. We have our doubts
whether that is pOSSible, given the examples we
have seen.
In the budgets of transport, health and other
departments indicators have been changed, so it is
difficult for people to compare different years to see
how the government is working. It is no wonder that
people are describing this government as the
cover-up government that does not want the publiC
to understand the impact of its decisions. Yes, it is
important that a government make choices and
decisions, but the public is entitled to know what
those choices are about and why decisions have
been made.

I will mention one area in particular: water. On ABC
radio this morning the Treasurer had to concede that
changes the government has made to water charging
have meant increases in cost to some rural areas and
hence increases in discoIUlections. That is a disgrace.
We have seen what happened in the United
Kingdom following the sell-off, yet this government
is determined to go down that track.
We have had to get information through freedom of
information. I have to remind Mr Speaker and others
that the freedom of information provisions
introduced by the previous government have been
cut away by this government, which has made it
very expensive for not only the opposition but also
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individual members of society to get that
information.
The SPEAKER - Order! The time appointed
under sessional orders for me to interrupt the
business of the house has now arrived.
Sitting continued on motion of Mr GUDE
(Minister for Industry and Employment>.
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - According to
information the opposition obtained under FOI on
the restructuring and selling off of Melbourne
Water, the government has been told it will cost
Victorians between $36 million and $50 million a
year. It has also been pointed out that when water
utilities were sold off in the United Kingdom
domestic water bills rose by 67 per cent and there
were enormous increases in dysentery and hepatitis.
The breaking up of Melbourne Water into three
areas will cause problems with the management of
the catchment areas, particularly the Yarra
catchment. Rather than being managed by a single
authority, it will be managed by companies whose
main aim will be commerce rather than
environmental matters. There will be a great risk to
the conservation aspects of the Yarra and bay areas.
When one sees the government at work one must
ask whether it is people or the environment that
counts. Why does the government not take note of
the things that have been found by its own research?
Why does it continue on with its economic
rationalism? Is it because it promised certain people
they would get jobs? Is it because - as has been
shown with the United Kingdom privatisation of
water - the people that will make the best gains are
the mates of the government who get big salary
packages to head up these organisations?
Mr Weideman - Rubbish!
The SPEAKER - Order!
Ms MARPLE -It is not rubbish. This was in a
report the government ignored. I ask those questions
because we have seen the way the government has
dealt with the other areas I mentioned earlier. That is
why we are worried about the way the bill is put in
place. Will it allow certain people to benefit rather
than the people as a whole?
Other bills that the house has dealt with have
removed the independence of the watchdogs that
are needed to keep the government honest. One has
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only to examine bills such as the Australian Grand
Prix Bill to understand that the watchdogs have
been removed, such as in the area of the
environment - Mr Weideman interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have already asked the
honourable member for Frankston to remain silent
and I do so once again for the last time.
Ms MARPLE - Other concerns have been
expressed by the many people who support the
community work that is being done with Landcare.
The Leader of the Opposi hon mentioned the
comments of the current Minister for Finance about
land deals that occurred under a former Liberal
government. He did not support the royal
commission that saw three ministers lose their
positions.
Mr Gude interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I do not want to have to
deal with the Leader of the House, but if I am forced
to I will do so.
Ms MARPLE - The minister was more
interested in whether a profit had been made. That is
unacceptable. That is why there is opposition to the
bill. Is it any wonder people are worried about deals
and those who may be appointed to certain
positiOns? That is why there should be a board to
watch what the government is doing to ensure that
it is open. That is why we have independent watch
dogs: to watch over the government to ensure that
everything is done properly.
The business community and the people of Victoria
are worried about the bill. The bill delivers a further
message to the public: that this is a cover-up
government that behaves like a Big Brother
government. It has no commitment to democracy.
The government puts the people last. It does not
want independent scrutiny. It is a government
without probity. It is lacking in honesty and
openness.
We saw those qualities lacking with its sales of
former school si tes and wi th the bids for the casino.
The honourable member for Albert Park outlined
the concerns of the Auditor-General about the
tender process for ambulances over two short
weeks! Of course the people of Victoria are saying
that this is a bodgie process. The bill reflects the way
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in which the government works, which has caused a
great deal of concern.
Every government must be accOlmtable and open.
They must have checks and balances. Unfortunately
the bill is not about checks and balances; it is about
allowing the government to fall into ways similar to
those of the former conservative government in the
areas that I have spoken about concerning such
areas as schools and the grand prix where mates are
put first and the people last.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr GUDE
(Minister for Industry and Employment).
Debate adjourned until next day.

LAND (MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS)
AND NATIONAL TENNIS CENTRE
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The bill amends the National Tennis Centre Act 1985
to make further provision for National Tennis
Centre land and amends the Land (Revocation of
Reservations) Act 1994 to continue leases over the
Eastern Market site at Melbourne, despite the
revocation of the reservation and Crown grant over
the land.
The bill also removes several reservations over land,
including land set aside for the Janefield Colony for
the Treatment of Mental Defectives, and other lands
described in the schedules to the bill, provides for
repeal of the Mordialloc Public Hall and Courthouse
Act 1965 and the Buninyong (Recreation Reserve)
Land Act 1971, provides for amendment of the Land
(Further Miscellaneous Matters) Act 1994 and makes
other related provisions. The bill removes these
reservations either to facilitate sale of lands, or
where the purpose of the reservation is no longer
appropriate to the existing or proposed use of the
land. I turn now to the particular parts of the bill.
Part 1 sets out the purposes of the bill and provides
for commencement of its various provisi.ons. Part 2
amends the National Tennis Centre Act 1985 to
facilitate enlargement of the National Tennis Centre
to complete the stage 2 development of the centre.
The area of land currently set aside under that act
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for the centre will be extended to include an
additional area of approximately 5.496 hectares. 11tis
additional area comprises 0.439 hectares of reserved
land and land owned or occupied by the Public
Transport Corporation. This land will revert to the
Crown to be included within the National Tennis
Centre.
The extension works to the centre are to be
completed in 1996 and will include eight rebound
ace match courts, two stadium courts, one day
court, a garden square, a large function centre and a
car park of 500 places. The bill amends the National
Tennis Centre Act to provide for about 5.496
hectares of land to be included in the reservation for
the centre.
This part also provides that no compensation is
payable in respect of the matters dealt with in this
part. I make the following statement under section
85(5) of the Constitution Act 1975 of the reasons why
clause 6 of the bill alters or varies section 85 of that
act.
Clause 6 of the bill amends the National Tennis
Centre Act 1985 to insert a provision in that act
which provides that it is intended to alter or vary the
Constitution Act 1975 to the extent necessary to
prevent the Supreme Court from awarding
compensation in respect of anything done under or
arising out of sections 25A, 25B, 25C, 250 and 26 of
that act. The reason for preventing the Supreme
Court from awarding compensation is as follows:
to enable the Crown to change the use or status of
land it is necessary to ensure that the land is no
longer subject to any interests or rights arising out of
the former use. The existence of these interests and
rights, and claims for compensation based on them
or on the former use of the land, could delay or
prevent a change in the use or status of the land that
is for the benefit of the community as a whole. To
facilitate use of the land to which this part applies it
is also necessary to provide a mechanism to divest
and excise land shown on the plans proposed to be
inserted in parts 3 and 4 of the schedule to the
National Tennis Centre Act 1985.
Part 3 amends the Land (Revocation of Reservations)
Act 1994. That act revoked both the permanent
reservation over the Southern Cross Hotel (former
Eastern Market) site and the restricted Crown grant
to the City of Melbourne in respect of the land in
order to facilitate sale of the site to the Republic of
Nauru.
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The Republic of Nauru entered into an agreement
for purchase of the site together with all
improvements on the site and the leases for the
retail/commercial components of the property. The
act which revoked the reservation and Crown grant
failed to preserve the existing lease between the
Melbourne City Council and Southern Cross
Properties Pty Ltd and its associated subleases.
The contract of sale with the Republic of Nauru will
not be finalised until March 1996, or earlier by
agreement. The bill amends the Land (Revocation of
Reservations) Act 1994 in order to reinstate the
former leasing arrangements until the government's
interest in the site is sold. On sale, the lease and
freehold interests in the site will merge.
Part 4 of the bill essentially provides for the
reservations over various areas of land to be
removed to facilitate sale of the lands or where the
reservation is no longer applicable to the current use
of the land.
Clause 10 of the bill deals with the land at Bundoora
set aside in 1932 for the Janefield Colony for the
Treatment of Mental Defectives. The Janefield
Training Centre, a facility administered by the
Department of Health and Community Services for
the care of intellectually disabled people, is situated
on the site. A number of excisions from the reserve
have occurred for various purposes since 1964. The
remaining area of the reserve comprises about 154
hectares.
The bill provides for revocation of the permanent
reservation over the remaining portion of the
Janefield colony to facilitate the sale and
redevelopment of land for residential purposes as
part of the federal government's Building Better
Cities program. The bill also revokes the reservation
over a narrow strip of adjoining land which is
currently managed as part of the Plenty Gorge Park
to consolidate the boundaries of the land that are to
be redeveloped.
By virtue of a commonwealth-state agreement
entered into in 1993 the government of Victoria is
committed to the federal government's Building
Better Cities program. The agreement guarantees
funding through that program of $209 million to the
state of Victoria during the period 1991 to 1996 in
return for the state developing area-based strategies
that demonstrate practical ways to encourage urban
consolidation and improved service delivery. The
agreement requires the state to contribute to the
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program through the release of specific state
government sites for urban consolidation purposes.
Under the program the Department of Health and
Community Services has developed a disability
services strategy which provides for the
consolidation of facilities at Janefield to the
north-east corner of the site. The purpose of the
strategy is to provide improved service delivery for
people with intellectual disabilities currently
resident at Janefield and more appropriate
accommodation in community residential units
throughout the Melbourne metropolitan area.
Funding for the implementation of this strategy will
comprise some funds allocated through the Building
Better Cities program and will be supplemented by
revenues generated by the state through the sale of
surplus land at Janefield.
Extensive negotiations concerning the future uses of
the Janefield land have taken place between a
number of interested bodies, including the
departments of conservation and natural resources,
health and community services, finance, planning
and development and Melbourne Parks and
Waterways.
As a result of these negotiations it is proposed that
an area of about 34 hectares within the Janefield site
will continue to be used by the Department of
Health and Community Services. Of this area,
apprOXimately 11 hectares will be temporarily
reserved for use by that department and
redeveloped for its long-term use. The long-term use
of the remaining area of apprOximately 23 hectares is
under consideration by the Department of Health
and Community Services.
In order to protect the conservation values of the
area it is also proposed to set aside an area of land
comprising about 33 hectares along the
north-eastern border of the current reserve as an
addition to the Plenty Gorge Park and to include an
appropriate buffer between the redeveloped land
and the park. At this stage it is anticipated that this
whole area will be permanently re-reserved for
conservation of an area of natural interest and
placed under the control of Melbourne Parks and
Waterways to be managed in conjunction with the
adjacent Plenty Gorge Park.

The remaining area comprises about 87 hectares,
which will be available to be redeveloped for
residential purposes.
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Clause 11 deals with an area of land reserved for
public recreation purposes, located near the corner
of Murray and Newlands roads, Coburg. This
reserve abuts an area of lUlfeserved Crown land and
a number of other parcels of land owned by the
Moreland City Council. The council wishes to
purchase the reserved land in order to consolidate
its land holdings in the vicinity.
The bill provides for revoca tion of the reservation to
enable sale of the land to the council to proceed.
Following purchase, council has agreed to retain the
land as public open space. This agreement will be
formalised by virtue of a section 173 agreement
under the Planning and Environment Act 1987,
which will be registered on the title to the land.
Clause 12 deals with an area of land at Hawthorn
reserved for drainage and sanitary purposes. The
reserve is vested in the former City of Hawthorn
under a Crown grant which restricts the use of the
land to drainage and sanitary purposes. The reserve
is, however, unintentionally but nevertheless
illegally occupied by five adjoining landowners in
Barton and Lennox streets, Hawthorn.
The owners of one of these properties wish to
purchase the portion of the reserve over which
improvements to their property have been
constructed. The land is surplus to government
requirements. It is considered that the most
appropriate means of resolving the illegal
occupations issue is for the land to be sold to the
council to enable it to deal with all of the illegal
occupations along the drainage reserve. The bill
revokes the reservation to facilitate the sale to the
council.
Clause 13 deals with the Mordialloc public hall and
courthouse site. The site was reserved by virtue of
the Mordialloc Public Hall and Court House Act
1965. That act facilitated the construction of the hall
and courthouse in a joint development between the
government and the City of Mordialloc, designed to
reduce costs through the sharing of facilities.
The Department of Justice has vacated the building
and the land is surplus to government requirements.
The council of the City of Mordialloc has
approached the government seeking to purchase the
land in order to protect its improvements. The bill
revokes the reservation to enable the sale to proceed.
Clause 14 deals with the Nagambie golf course site.
This land is permanently reserved for racing and
general recreation purposes. The Nagambie golf
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course is situated on the reserve and on an adjoining
area of land held in title by the Nagambie Golf Club,
whose clubhouse is situated on the permanently
reserved land.
The golf course is subject to flooding in the winter
months and the club has developed a new golf
course on land it has recently purchased nearer to
the township of Nagambie. The club wishes to sell
the existing golf course land as a consolidated site. It
has therefore been agreed that the reserved land
should be sold to the club. The bill revokes the
permanent reservation over the golf course site to
facilitate this sale.
Clause 15 deals with a portion of land at Beaumaris,
which is part of the Moorabbin Beach Park. The
subject land is an area of approximately 2000 square
metres located on the foreshore at Beaumaris. When
this land was reserved for public purposes in 1906,
the reservation covered the area between the high
and low-water mark. The land adjoins an area of
unreserved, reclaimed Crown land, which has been
occupied by the Beaumaris Motor Yacht Squadron
under lease since 1959. The landfill which reclaimed
this portion of Port Phillip Bay included a portion of
the land reserved for a public park.
Recent investigations have revealed that part of the
squadron's leasehold area extends beyond the
reclaimed land and encroaches on the adjoining
public purposes reserve. Part of the squadron's
clubhouse is also constructed over this reserve.
To resolve the issue and to reflect the situation that
has existed on the ground for some time, excision of
this portion of the public park for inclusion in the
leasehold is considered the most appropriate course
of action. The bill therefore revokes the reservation
over this portion of the park to facilitate the issue of
a new lease which will include this portion of
reclaimed land.
Clause 16 deals with the Buninyong golf course site.
The site is permanently reserved for public
recreation purposes and the land is held under lease
by the Buninyong Golf Club. The club wishes to
acquire the site and its application is supported by
the land manager, the City of Ballarat. The land has
been assessed as surplus to government
requirements and the bill provides for revocation of
the permanent reservation to facilitate sale of the
land to the club. The sale will be subject to a
section 173 agreement under the Planning and
Environment Act 1987, restricting use of the land to
golf club purposes.
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Clause 17 deals with an area of land that is part of
the Lome public hall and free library reserve. The
adjoining property to the north is unreserved Crown
land held under licence by the Country Fire
AuthOrity. A portion of the authority's fire station
extends over the boundary of the authority's site and
onto the permanent reserve, occupying an area of
some 47 square metres of the reserve.
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to which this bill applies it is also necessary to
revoke several Crown grants.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Ms MARPLE
(Altona).
Debate adjourned until Tuesday; 1 November.

The authority has agreed to buy the unreserved land
it holds under licence. The bill provides for excision
from the reserve of the portion occupied by the fire
station in order to facilitate sale to the authority of
the entire area it occupies.

Remaining business postponed on motion of
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment>.

ADJOURNMENT
Clause 18 amends the Land (Further Miscellaneous
Matters) Act 1994 in relation to the Thomson River
Bridge. Section 15 of that act provided for the
Thomson River Bridge to be divested from the Shire
of Narracan and transferred to the Crown. There
was some concern that this provision may have also
inadvertently removed the permanent reservation
from land beneath the bridge. The bill therefore
substitutes section 15 of that act to clarify that only
the bridge and its supports and approaches are freed
of reservations and other encumbrances.
The remaining provisions of the bill are provisions
which are generally applicable to land bills of this
type and which detail the consequences of
revocation, provide for the Registrar-General and
the Registrar of Titles to make necessary
amendments to titles and provide that no
compensation is payable in respect of the
revocations and other matters dealt with in the bill.
I make the following statement under section 85(5)
of the Constitution Act 1975 of the reasons why
clause 22 of the bill alters or varies section 85 of that
act.
Clause 22 provides that it is intended to alter or vary
the Constitution Act to the extent necessary to
prevent the Supreme Court from awarding
compensation in respect of anything done under or
arising out of part 4. The reason for preventing the
Supreme Court from awarding compensation is as
follows: to enable the Crown to change the status of
reserved land it is necessary to ensure that the land
is no longer subject to any interests or rights arising
out of the former use - the existence of these
interests and rights and claims for compensation
based on them or on the former use of the land
could delay or prevent a change in the use or status
of the land that is for the benefit of the community
as a whole; and to facilitate use of some of the land

Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Vehicle registration fees
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - In the absence of
the Minister for Small Business I direct the attention
of the Minister for Natural Resources; who is at the
table, to representations I received from Filmar
Communication Pty Ltd relating to the change of
registration classifications for business vehicles.
This business had a car registered under the
bUSiness-private category which cost $322.80 a year.
The category has been eliminated and it will now
cost $388.60, a $66 increase. The firm's complaint is
that that registration category was specifically
introduced by this government in an attempt to help
small business. Yet, less than halfway through its
term the category has been removed and this will
have severe repercussions for the business. The
vehicle the company uses conveys printed matter,
equipment and other items associated with its small,
electronic publishing business. As a result of the
change in registration the firm is no longer eligible
to park in commercial loading zones. I refer the
minister to a letter which states:
We were advised two renewals ago, by Vicroads, that
the business-private category schedule of charges was
introduced by the newly elected government to assist
small business. Further, we were advised this implied
business vehicles could make use of loading zone
parking in the somewhat hostile parking envirorunent
within the Geelong CBD.
Now, we seem to be caught between the devil and the
city by the bay. Having to pay increased registration
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costs for a business vehicle is one thing but not being
able to effectively use the vehicle within the CBD as a
business vehicle is another.
For whatever reason, the Vicroads brochure states
sedans and station wagons do not qualify as
commercial vehicles ...
Must we be forced to buy another vehicle ... or to carry
a pocketful of small change to use the promised
increased number of short-term parking meters or
spaces which are yet to eventuate?

The company seeks from the Minister for Small
Business:
... a satisfactory explanation as to how increasing
vehicle registrations, water rates, electricity and so on
and so on, is going to help our small business.

That question is being asked by more and more
small businesses around Victoria. They would all
like to know the answer. It is a pity the minister is
not in the house to answer it.
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This matter is clearly to the disgrace of the Keilor
City Council. When I first raised the matter I was
inundated with further complaints about the
council, and this led me to probe a number of
alleged rorts that the council had been involved in. I
can assure you, Mr Speaker, those concerns are still
continuing from residents of the city.
Last Saturday and again on Monday I had reason to
be in Melrose Drive, Tullamarine. I was disgusted

and outraged with what I saw, because just one car
travelling down the road caused the sort of dust
storm that I had only previously seen in southern
New South Wales earlier this year, and that is no
exaggera tion.
I ask the minister and his colleague to have a word
with the Keilor City Council so that it will fulfil its
obligations to the people of Melrose Drive,
Tullamarine, to give them the fair go they have been
waiting for for 30 years. The Keilor City Council has
been and is a negligent council. It is about time the
council got its act together because the people of
Melrose Drive, Tullamarine deserve a lot better. It is
about time that it came!

Melrose Drive, Tullamarine
Minister for Education: ministerial car
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - I raise a matter for the
attention of the Minister for Planning, who is the
representative in this house of the Minister for Local
Government. The minister may well remember that
almost two years ago - on 6 November 1992 - I
first raised the plight of residents of Melrose Drive
in Tullamarine. I informed the minister and the
house that for 35 years they had been used by the
various numbers of charlatans who had been
running the Keilor City Council for that time and, as
a result, their road is pretty much a disgrace. They
had suffered considerable pain - and are still
suffering considerable pain - as a result of the
service road, which I can assure the house is nothing
short of a dust bowl during the warmer summer
months and a mud heap in the winter.

Mr SAND ON (Carrum) - I refer the Minister for
Education to a letter addressed to me which reads as
follows:
You may be interested to know the Minister for
Education has recently taken delivery of a new
ministerial vehicle, a Holden Statesman. It appears that
he was so keen to take advantage of this opportunity
that he traded in his previous vehicle before the
2 years/40 000 kilometre tax exemption and has
consequently cost the department several thousand
dollars in tax penalty. The department has received a
request from the taxation commissioner to pay the
avoided tax.
The above information can be verified by FO!.

The local council continues to treat these people
with absolute contempt. We have seen numerous
mayors and councillors of the City of Keilor, the
most recent perhaps being the quite demented
gentleman by the name of John Pascuzzi, who for
12 months carried on - he was a pork chop, really.
That clearly upset the people of Melrose Drive
enormously because they have not received one
ounce of satisfaction from the council in the time we
have been discussing the matter in the house, that is,
over the past two years.

Yours sincerely,
'Disgruntled education employee'.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr SANDON - I ask the minister to comment
on the accuracy of the letter: that is, to say whether it
is true. I do not know; it is up to the minister to
confirm the accuracy of its contents. It also raises
questions as to whether the minister is guilty of
double standards.
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He asks schools to cut their programs; he asks
schools to introduce user-pays programs; he asks
parents to fund teachers in our schools; he asks
schools to make a choice between increased class
sizes and reducing specialty programs; he reduces
programs for kids with abilities and those with
disabilities; he asks parents - Mr Honeywood interjected.

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Warrandyte is out of order.
Mr SANDON - He asks parents to pay for
physical education and music programs. He asks
parents to pay so much for what should be a
government responsibility, yet it seems he does not
tighten his own belt; he does not reduce his own
expenditure. It appears he is quite frivolous in his
expenditure because he prefers one make of car to
another. This has apparently cost taxpayers several
thousand dollars. He can cut millions of dollars from
education. One must ask if it is true that he is
wasting scarce dollars that could and should be put
back into education.
If the letter is correct, the minister has some
explaining to do. He has to indicate that he does not
practise what he preaches. If the letter is true it
shows the double standards that this government
has become famous for. This is a government that
suggests it is open and yet does everything to reduce
the amount of time we have in here to raise issues.

Cranboume rail service
Mr ROWE (Cranbourne) - I raise a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Public Transport or,
in his absence, the minister at the table, the Minister
for Industry and Employment.
As the house would be well aware, on numerous
occasions I have raised in the house the
electrification of the Cranbourne rail service. The
government had the foresight to upgrade that rail
line from a diesel service to a fully electrified service.
Certainly the Minister for Public Transport was
involved in the negotiations with the federal
government for that upgrade.
A resolution was passed at a recent meeting of the
council that, in recognition of the efforts of the
government, the minister be approached with a
view to negotiating with the council so that the
council may provide some financial incentive for the
people of Cranbourne to use the electrified rail

service when it commences in the not-too-<:iistant
future.
The Cranbourne council deserves to be commended
for taking this far-Sighted attitude, which is another
indication of the prudent management exercised by
the councillors of the Shire of Cranbourne and the
council officers in supporting the recommendation
of the council. I ask the Minister for Public Transport
to contact the City of Cranbourne immediately with
a view to responding favourably to its request and
entering into negotiations with it.
I am sure a number of options are open to us, one of
which would be the running of an intertown shuttle
service that would run through the residential
streets of Cranbourne and deliver people to the
stations so that they would be encouraged to use the
electrified service. Another suggestion made by the
councillors was that they may be able to provide
some period of fare-free service for trips from
Cranbourne to Dandenong.
I commend the council and I commend the proposal
to the minister and ask him to enter into immediate
negotiations that would benefit the people of
Cranbourne and encourage the use of the electrified
rail service.

Eastlakes recovery education project
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Health the Eastlakes
recovery education project, an alcohol and drug
recovery centre at Lakes Entrance which was
established as a pilot project about six months ago
and has been jOintly sponsored by the Uniting
Church and the Lakes Entrance community health
centre. In that time it has served 28 clients, about
five at a time.
I am advised that its success rate at this stage, as best
one can judge such programs, has been outstanding.
I am also advised that officers from the Gippsland
region of the Department of Health and Community
Services have visited the centre and have been
impressed with the way the program has been run.
The people at the centre are concerned as its future
is uncertain. They see a crying need for such a
program in that part of Gippsland East. They are
asking the minister to look at this as one of the very
important parts of the total drug and alcohol
program which exists throughout the whole of the
state.
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This matter was first referred to me by a women's
group in Morwell. The centre serves people from all
over Gippsland, because clients travel some distance
to partidpate in the programs as often it is easier to
do so away from home.

area. He asked that the matter be raised with the
relevant authorities, which was duly done. Again on
17 October - -

The deparbnent has recently released an alcohol and
drug services regional plan for Gippsland. The
report shows the sensitivity that is needed in dealing
with the program. It also highlights the difficulties
involved in obtaining reliable data, because we are
working in an area where community
understanding is lacking.

Mr THOMPSON - Late at night, actually. Again
on 17 October, signs of forced entry were found,
windows having been broken and curtains pulled
down. Charred remains were found on the floor of
the courthouse. Although it is not clear whether
goods to the value of the Elgin marbles have been
misappropriated, I ask the Attorney-General to take
urgent action to secure the courthouse pending a
determination as to its future use.

In part the report highlights the need for a range of

services in Gippsland, including access to
withdrawal and counselling services. People with
drug dependence problems urgently need such
services. They need linkages between community
psychiatric services and alcohol and drug services.
The needle exchange service needs to be expanded,
because at present there are not enough locations
conveniently placed throughout the region.
Methadone programs are very limited, espedally in
an area in which it is difficult to get practitioners to
participate. The service is very important for people
trying to give up drugs. Training and deve~opment
programs are urgently needed. All of those issues
are part of the problem in East Gippsland.

Sandringham courthouse
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) - I raise a
matter for the attention of the Attorney-General. In
classical civilisation, when Brutus Finnius, a forebear
of the honourable member for Tullamarine, was
barracking for the tigers at the colosseum, the dvic
buildings of ancient Greece and Rome were
regularly subjected to attacks by marauding
invaders. In Melbourne today not a great deal has
changed. The Finn family still barracks for
Richmond and civic buildings are still from time to
time vandalised.
The SPEAKER -Order! That is all well and
good, Sir, but to whom are you directing your
remarks?
Mr THOMPSON - The Attorney-General,
Mr Speaker. Following the restructure of the
metropolitan court system the Sandringham
courthouse is no longer being utilised. On 3 October
this year Mr Ken Davison, a civic-minded gentleman
who lives in the nearby area, reported to my office
signs of forced entry at the unused courthouse. He
said he was concerned about any damage to the

Mr Gude interjected.

Police standing orders
Dr COGHILL (Werribee) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services the operation of one section of the police
standing orders. On Monday, 10 October, a
constituent was walking home at 4.30 p.m. He was
assaulted by another resident of the same street in
Werribee, sustaining multiple injuries. Following the
assault my constituent went to the Werribee police
station to report the incident.
According to the statutory declaration he has made
he explained the incident to the officer at the
reception desk. The officer asked him whether he
knew the person who had assaulted him to which he
replied yes. The officer then asked to see the injuries
that had been sustained, after which he advised my
constituent to see his solicitor. The officer said that
in the drcumstances the police could not take any
action because there was no witness, the
complainant knew his attacker and his injuries were
not serious.
I find it remarkable and absolutely appalling that a
person who is attacked while walking peacefully
down the street cannot gain the protection of the
police force because of an interpretation of the
standing orders. That means if a police officer
believes there is no witness, the complainant knows
the assailant and the injuries sustained are not
serious the officer is instructed to advise the person
concerned that he cannot enjoy the protection of the
law. Instead he is advised to see his solicitor and to
take private legal action.
If we are really serious about people being free to
walk the streets in daylight, we need to ensure that
our police are instructed to take assaults in the street
seriously and to try to protect members of the public
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who are subject to those assaults, whether in
daylight or at night. I ask the minister to review the
operation of these standing orders, which prevent
police from taking action to protect citizens going
about their normal daily activities, so that Victorians
can feel confident of enjoying the protection of the
law should they be attacked.

Victorian School for Deaf Children
Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) - In the absence of
the Minister for Education I direct to the attention of
the Minister for Natural Resources a matter relating
to the Victorian School for Deaf Children, situated at
597 St Kilda Road, not very far from this place.
Mr Hamilton - I thought you were going to say
not far from your electorate.
Mr McARTHUR - I take up the interjection of
the honourable member for Morwell. That indicates
the Labor Party believes members of this house
should ignore issues that are outside their electorate,
which does it no credit. This is an important
statewide issue. It concerns the education of deaf
children right across the state. The honourable
member's suggestion that I ignore it simply because
it is not in my electorate is outrageous.
Honourable members may be aware that the
Victorian School for Deaf Children is the only
separate educational setting in Australia that caters
for the needs of profoundly deaf signing students. In
December 1992 the government, in recognition of
the good work carried out by the Victorian School
for Deaf Children, signed a 3D-year agreement to
provide the school with trained teachers of the deaf.
In return, the school will provide the facilities
required for 100 students. The new facilities will cost
something in the order of $5.2 million. The board of
the Victorian School for Deaf Children has
established an appeal team headed by
Mr Ric Charlton, which is aiming to raise the money
for a three-stage development.
The first stage of that three-stage development will
cost something like $1.5 million, and to date
$945 000 has been raised. In June this year the new
secondary school and resource centre was
completed, and students now have equal access to
educational programs in science, computers and
literacy, which were not previously available. Stages
two and three of the development program require
further funding. The Victorian School for Deaf
Children has lodged submissions with the Minister

for Education seeking financial assistance on a
dollar-for-dollar basis. It is a worthy program.
The school provides necessary resources for children
who suffer from severe disabilities. This is a matter
the minister should give careful and sympathetic
attention to.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Queen Victoria Women's Centre
Ms GARBUTI (Bundoora) - I direct the
attention of the Minister responsible for Women's
Affairs to my concerns about the Queen Victoria
Women's Centre. A battle to have this centre
established has raged for more than five years. So far
the battle has been organised by the centre. Now a
number of concerns are surfaciI1g about the way the
minister is handling the issue.
The characteristics of the battle so far are that the
redevelopment was on a bipartisan basis, having
been started by the Kimer Labor government. It
involved women from both sides of this house and,
indeed, the other place. The process has been
consultative and a large number of women's groups
throughout Victoria has been involved. Much hard
work has been done by expert committees. Excellent
documents have been produced. However, recently
a number of events have taken place that seem to fly
in the face of the pattem thus far.
The process this year has not been bipartisan. There
has been a distinct lack of consultation even with the
women who have so far taken action. Although a
ministerial advisory committee has done some work
and reported, it has been done without much
consultation and representation from those involved
in the process. An interim committee has no
representative from the Queen Victoria centre.
The women at the Queen Victoria centre do not
know who the consultants are. They were appointed
without any prior consultation. Concerns have been
expressed about the way the government is
handling the issue. Although consultation about the
proposed membership of the board should take
place, there has been no consultation or discussion
about such appointments. Certainly the people who
have taken the initiative so far would like to be
involved in that process.
The appointment of architects and others to
undertake refurbishment is a sensitive subject that
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requires consultation. Decisions are to be made
about commercial activities at the centre, including a
balance between those activities and other things
already planned such as information and resources
for women.
Consultation is needed on a whole range of issues. I
seek a commitment from the minister that she will
continue the development of the centre and ask that
she bear in mind the way it has been approached so
far - by consultation, with a bipartisan attitude
involving people across all parties.
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number of years. Their property is not being
protected in the way they deem necessary.
Private patrols generally look after things; they
travel around the streets and keep some order. But a
police presence would be a greater deterrent.
Following the recent murders and violence in
Frankston, honourable members would
acknowledge that we have great respect for the
efforts of local police in Frankston. They did a
fantastic job and the community noted their
presence and the efforts they made on our
behalf--

Vandalism in Frankston
Mr WEIDEMAN (Frankston) - I ask the
Minister for Natural Resources to direct a matter to
the attention of the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services. I am concerned about
vandalism in the Frankston CBD, particularly
following a recent stabbing in the area.
A number of popular hotels and clubs are open until
the early hours of the morning. In recent months, we
have had a spate of shop window breakings. Many
of the windows have been smashed by the pickets
that are used as tree stakes. Some young people,
presumably on the way home from those venues,
pull out the pickets and cause damage, including
breaking windows. My office has suffered in that
way.
Alan Richards, a Frankston resident for 37 years,
wrote to me. By way of an aside, some honourable
members may be interested to know that some years
ago he won the Caulfield Cup with Silver Bounty.
On 30 September, six shops in Wells Street had their
windows broken and other damage occurred. I took
the matter up with the local police who have done a
wonderful job with the available facilities. I ask the
minister to consider the fact that only one police
patrol van is available for the Frankston CBD. If the
police in that van happen to be interviewing people
on the street or are involved with business at what is
now a busy Frankston police station, the CBD is left
unprotected. I ask the minister to consider making
another van available so that the area will have at
least two police vans at night.
As a shopkeeper in the CBD for more than 20 years
said, it seems that protection is needed from the
young people who are travelling to other places
such as Dandenong, Seaford and other points west
of Frankston. Many shopkeepers who have been in
the Frankston CBD for a long time find the
behaviour of the young is now at its lowest ebb for a

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Crown Casino: signage
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) - I ask the Minister for
Natural Resources to ask the Minister for Gaming in
another place to examine the campaign on
advertising for the casino. A report in Culture
Tourism confirms that visitors from Japan totalled
23 per cent of tourists at the casino; Asians, 24 per
cent; and New Zealanders, 20 per cent.
The poor people in Melbourne should not be
wasting their money. They cannot afford it. There
should be information for the local community and
it is a waste of money for signs at the casino to
be-The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Responses
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The
honourable member for Tullamarine raised his
favourite subject: the merits of the council of the City
of Keilor. I can understand the residents of Melrose
Drive being annoyed that no action has been taken
to improve the condition of the roads. They suffer
from dust in the dry weather and from mud during
the remainder of the year. I daresay that, having
paid their rates regularly over many years, they
would expect better from their council.
The honourable member will be aware that the
Minister for Local Government in the other place has
appointed a board to do the necessary boundary
restructuring of local government. The honourable
member will be aware also that I have previously
expressed a view that in many instances the
restructuring of local government is to be regarded
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as akin to mercy killing and, in the ordinary course
of events, either late this week or early next week we
should know more details of the fate of Keilor and
other munidpalities.
Perhaps the citizens of Melrose Drive could put up
with the conditions they have had to suffer for so
many years for a few weeks more. I will ask the
minister to take up the matter with the
commissioners who I am sure will give a much more
appreciative response about what is needed.
I will completely ignore the honourable member's
strongly held views regarding particular people
associated with Keilor council. I will leave him to his
opinions. I will take up the matter with the Minister
for Local Government. I hope that well before the
end of the month the commissioners will be in place
and able to deal with the matter. Perhaps we can
approach the commissioners to see whether they
will give a fresh outlook and approach to this
troublesome problem which the honourable
member's constituents have had to put up with for
so many years.
Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - The
honourable member for Carrum raised an allegation
he received in an anonymous letter to him about the
government car assigned to me. The allegations are
completely without any foundation whatsoever. The
history of the vehicle concerned is that I inherited it
from a former Labor minister. I think it was Tom
Roper - but I am not sure. It had a considerable
mileage.
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member for Carrum has to stoop this low and rely
on so-called anonymous letters for his information.
The honourable member for Monbulk raised the
issue of the Victorian School for Deaf Children and
the development work currently under way there. It
is a fine school and the work it is doing is excellent.
As the honourable member mentioned, the school
has made a request for financial assistance. I can
assure the honourable member that that request will
be given every consideration.
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - The
honourable member for Sandringham raised with
me some vandalism that appears to have occurred in
the sandringham court since it was closed. I regard
that matter as quite serious. It will be taken up with
the relevant officers in my department. I will ensure
that the building is secured and also that alternative
uses for or possible sale of it are considered as a
matter of urgency.
The other matter raised with me in my capacity as
Minister responsible for Women's Affairs by the
honourable member for Bundoora concerns the
future of a women's centre at the Queen Victoria
hospital. Mr Speaker, I am sure you will recall the
circumstances in which a promise was made that
there would be a women's centre at the Queen
Victoria hospital. It arose out of a Crown lands bill,
which provided for the sale of the site of the Queen
Victoria hospital and also, I seem to recall, the sale of
the Willsmere site in my own electorate - -

As I understand it, the practice is that vehicles are

Mr Maclellan - When the Liberals caught the
Labor government trying to sell it off.

turned over from the government at either 40 000
kilometres or two years, whichever is the earlier. The
running sheets for the vehicle, which I inherited,
show that it had done more than 40 000 kilometres
when it was turned over. It was the normal time and
the new vehicle was assigned to me in the normal
way. The new vehicle assigned to me is exactly the
same make as the vehicle which was previously
assigned to me: in other words, the one I inherited
from the previous Labor minister.

Mrs WADE - The Labor government was very
keen to sell both these pieces of land. The coalition
was persuaded by a number of women's
organisations including, I believe, the Country
Women's Association and a number of prominent
women, including Gracia Baylor, that there was a
good case for a women's centre on the Queen
Victoria hospital site arising out of the history of the
site as a hospital for women.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have difficulty in
asking the honourable member for Monbulk to
withdraw what he was doing. I ask him to cease.

When the previous government - I believe it was
the Cain government - was unable to get this
legislation through the upper house because of the
coalition's - Ms Garbutt interjected.

Mr HAYWARD - The matter is totally without
foundation. It is unfortunate that the honourable

Mr Maclellan interjected.
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The SPEAKER -Order! Would the Minister for
Planning please calm down and remain silent.
Mr Maclellan - Why should I dry up when the
honourable member leaves out important bits of
history?

The SPEAKER - Order! I could give you a
reason why you should dry up. I am on my feet.
Mrs WADE - When the Cain government was
unable to get this legislation through in another
place, because of the coalition's desire for a women's
centre on this site the former government was
eventually prevailed upon to agree to a proposition
that the site would be sold to a developer but with
the government undertaking to lease back one of the
towers on the site for a women's centre. The
arrangement was that the government would lease
that back at market rental and make it available for a
women's centre at a peppercorn rent.
That all happened in 1989. I have to say that since
that time, as the honourable member for Bundoora
said, very little happened until the past 12 months.
After the previous government was prevailed upon
to support this project there was bipartisan support;
however, very little happened. It was only in the
past 12 months that the Minister for Finance - Mr Mac1ellan - He got the right tower, the
central tower.
Mrs WADE - The Minister for Finance was able
to implement an agreement that had previously
been raised with Mrs Kirner when Premier but had
not been implemented: that is, that the women's
centre be in the centre tower of the Queen Victoria
hospital site as opposed to the east tower, where it
was originally proposed.

Mr Mac1ellan - We got freehold.
Mrs WADE - The Minister for Finance, rather
than going on with this tortuous process of leasing
back the tower from the developer and then leasing
it to the women at a peppercorn rent, arranged for
the site of the central tower to be excised from the
land being sold to the developer and retained for a
women's centre.
The next question raised concerned whether the
women's centre would be a financially viable
proposition because both parties agreed when the
original arrangement was entered into that, while
the tower would be refurbished and made available
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at a peppercorn rent, it would have to be financially
self-supporting. I referred this matter to a committee
chaired by the honourable member for Mooroolbark.
She was assisted by a number of outstanding
women: Janet Whiting from Corrs Chambers
Westgarth; Elizabeth Alexander from Price
Waterhouse and Sue Nattrass, who is the general
manager of the Victorian Arts Centre. A number of
other people also assisted with that report. The
report was favourable. Members of that committee
felt that the tower would be financially viable
subject to obtaining further details from consultants
about fundraising activities and possible commercial
undertakings in the tower.
Despite what might have been heard from the
honourable member for Bundoora, extensive
consultations have taken place with women in
relation to the tower. In particular, I have met on a
number of occasions with women from the Queen
Victoria Action Group. The honourable member for
Mooroolbark and members of her committee have
also met with the women from the Queen Victoria
Action Group. We have both acknowledged that
they have done considerable work on proposals for
the women's tower. Only within a matter of the past
couple of weeks the honourable member for
Mooroolbark, together with Sue Nattrass, attended a
meeting organised by the Queen Victoria Action
Group.
Ms Garbutt interjected.
Mrs WADE - I do not understand how the
honourable member for Bundoora can be saying that
they are unhappy about a lack of consultation when
I am talking about a meeting at which extensive
consultation took place.
The government is determined to ensure that this
will be a viable project, that it will be a centre
available to all Victorian women. As I said, nothing
happened over the period of both the Cain and
Kirner governments other than promises. This
happened all the time under both of those
governments - promises, promises, promises but
nothing actually happened.
We have ensured that the land is now Crown land,
that the building will be refurbished and that
planning is taking place for both fundraising and
commercial activities on the site. Although things
are now happening, in the period from 1989 until
the past 12 months nothing really happened. I assure
the honourable member that things are now well in
hand.
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Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - The honourable member for Geelong
North referred the Minister for Small Business to
commercial motor vehicle registrations. I will ensure
that the matter is raised with the minister.
In the interests of his electorate the honourable
member for Cranbourne asked the Minister for
Public Transport about a council-initiated response
to the electrification of the line to Cranbourne.
Clearly, it is in the interests of the council and the
local member to try to achieve an outcome to
maintain patronage on that line. The matter is
welcome; I believe we should all support it. I will
take it up with the minister and ensure that he gets
the cooperation of the council in initiating the matter.

The honourable member for Morwell raised with the
Minister for Health the Eastlakes recovery education
project at Lakes Entrance. The project provides drug
and alcohol recovery resources in that location. I will
raise the matter with the Minister for Health.

provided a statutory declaration completed by a
person who claims to have been assaulted close to
his home. I will provide both the declaration and the
report to the minister for his attention.
The honourable member for Frankston also raised
an issue with the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services. It concerned the proviSion of additional
patrol vans in Frankston, particularly in the vicinity
of the late trading areas where substantial damage
has been done to surrounding properties. I will raise
the matter with the minister.
The honourable member for Keilor raised a matter
for the Minister for Gaming regarding the
promotion of the casino overseas within the time
constraints placed on him. He asked whether
promotional activities should be extended to ensure
greater patronage by overseas visitors. I will refer
the matter to the minister and have a response
provided to him.
Motion agreed to.

The honourable member for Werribee raised a
matter with the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services regarding police standing orders. He
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National Gallery of Victoria - Report for the year
1993-94
State Film Centre of Victoria Council - Report for the

The SPEAKER (Hon. J. E. Delzoppo) took the chair
at 10.04 a.m. and read the prayer.

PETITION
The Oerk - I have received the following
petition for presentation to Parliament

Sodomy
To the Honourable the Speaker and. members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
State of Victoria sheweth:
The act of anal intercourse or sodomy is:

a serious health hazard, almost always involving
anal and rectal damage;

the means of transmission of disease in about
90 per cent of HIV / AIDS cases in Australia;
associated with a number of other serious diseases,
including hepatitis A, B and C, gonorrhoea and
syphilis;

year199~94

Victorian Arts Centre Trust - Report for the year
199~94

LOCAL GOVERNMENT REFORM
Mr COOPER (Momington) - I move:
That this house congratulates the government on its
initiatives to support and reform local government and
contrasts this with the abject failure of the Labor
government in Victoria between 1982 and 1992 to
strengthen the state's local government system.

The period since 1992 in Victoria has shown that this
government is prepared to get on with the job. This
government has set out to reform the state and to
repair the damage that was done to Victoria by the
Labor government between 1982 and 1992.
Whichever area you turn to - The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! There is far
too much audible conversation in the chamber. I
suggest honourable members lower their voices. If
they have some difficulty with that, I suggest they
leave the chamber.

described in the Bible as an 'abomination' to God.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the Legislative
Assembly will pass a law to make the commission of
sodomy (anal intercourse) a ai.minal offence, to
prevent this serious health hazard from being
promoted in the media and education institutions as a
valid form of sexual intercourse.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Turner (34 signatures)
Laid on table.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Oerk:
Film Victoria - Report for the year 199~94
Geelong Performing Arts Centre Trust - Report for
the year 199~
Museum of Victoria Council - Report for the year
1993-94

Mr COOPER - Whether it be in the areas of
health, transport or finance, the reforms this
government has implemented are turning the state
around from its appalling condition when we came
to power in October 1992. There is no better example
of that than in local government, the subject of this
morning's motion. I believe evidence can be
produced to the house - The DEPUTY SPEAKER -Order! The Chair has
already asked honourable members to lower their
voices. Within a matter of seconds the voices were
back up to the same level. I again call on honourable
members to lower their voices so that the
honourable member for MOmington can be heard. If
someone wants to interject, that is different from
voices raised in conversation in the chamber. I will
deal with individual interjectors. The level of voices
is far too high. If members are unable to lower their
voices I suggest they leave the chamber.
Mr COOPER - Evidence can be produced to
show that the local gove~ent reforms of this
government in the 24 months since it came to power
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are WlSurpassed in the history of this state. It is
important to remember that the call for reform goes
back a long, long way. Calls for local government
reform arose during the lifetimes of many
governments of all persuasions. It was only during
the past two years that action was taken in response
to those calls.
In setting the scene for this debate it is worth talking
about some of the earlier inquiries and some of the
other things that have happened in respect of local
government reform. I can draw for that history on a
document that was published by the Local
Government Commission in February 1986, when
the Labor Party was in power. Principles and
programme detailed earlier inquiries into local
government. It might be of some interest to the
house to realise that the first commission to look into
local government reform in this state was the Sturt
commission, established in 1863. So we are not
talking about something that has only happened
recently; local government reform has been called
for for a long time.
I quote from the document called Principles and
Programme which says of earlier inquiries:
In 1863 the Sturt commission (sometimes incorrectly
referred to as the Stuart commission) was highly critical
of the inability of the then 54 municipal districts to
effectively perform the functions of local government
because of limitations to population, rateable property
and resources.

Then 99 years went by and another inquiry was
undertaken. The document refers to its findings:
In 1962 the Mohr commission emphasised the serious
deficiencies inherent in the structure of the mwUcipal
system; drew attention to the lack of financial resources
of many small municipalities to efficiently discharge
their local government responsibilities; and
recommended extensive restructuring.

Ten years later:
In 1972 the Voumard committee expressed serious
doubts about the capacity of local government to cope
with expected demands; stressed the unsuitability of
existing boundaries and internal administration; and
concluded that a strong prima facie case existed for the
review of municipal boundaries.

The Local Government Advisory Board was set up
and about that the following appears:
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Between 1969 and 1974 the Local Government
Advisory Board recommended mergers of the cities of
Melbourne, Port Melbourne, South Melbourne and
Fiwoy; the cities of Geelong, Geelong West and
Newtown; the shires of Chiltern and Rutherglen; the
Shire of Belfast and Borough of Koroit. In addition, the
board reported that the amalgamation of the cities of
Collingwood and Richmond would prove too small
and proposed an overall inquiry into the inner
metropolitan area. It also rejected the unification of the
City of Bendigo and the Borough of Eaglehawk and
proposed a wider inquiry into the five municipalities
forming the Bendigo conurbation.
Shortly after this work was shelved by the government
of the day, a member of the board and the then senior
inspector of municipal administration, Mr D. M.
Purdie, went to print in Local Government in Australiil
and set out a persuasive case for major structural
reform.
The Bains committee in 1979 was even more critical of
the structure and financial dependency of local
government and recommended the establishment of a
municipal commission to review the structure of local
government in Victoria and make recommendations for
a new pattern of local authorities for the state.
And, finally, the Victoria Grants Commission reported
in 1985 that about three-quarters of Victoria's 210
councils warranted some form of boundary review in
order to address problems related to high costs of
administration, better use of public funds, reliance on
external revenue sources, fragmentation of provincial
urban centres, and economies of scale.

Calls for the reform of municipal structure in
Victoria go back to 1863. Until 1985 the calls were
generally ignored by the governments of the day,
regardless of their political persuasion.

In 1985, following the Bains report into local
government in Victoria, the then Cain government
created the Local Government Commission. The
1979 final report of the Bains board of review has a
couple of interesting quotes in its preface. I add
them to the debate:
Local government in Victoria emerged as the first
comprehensive municipal system in Australia in the
middle of the 19th ~tury. Since then local
government in Victoria has changed less than the other
state systems and become ossified. It displays a number
of 19th century characteristics which impair municipal
performance in relation to each of the role dimensions
outlined below.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT REFORM
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In order to clarify the need for and purpose of local
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Economies of scale are evident for metropolitan
municipalities for street lighting, traffic control,
community amenities, street cleaning, community and
recreational development, recreation and culture (and
its components) and debt service expenditure.

institutions three principal dimensions of the role of
local government have been identified:
community representation and participation;
development of community resources;

There is evidence of economies of scale in outlays on
capital assets, particularly plant and equipment and
land and buildings ...

ensuring effectiveness in service delivery.
These dimensions are developed in the five other parts
of the report on the role, structure, administration,
resources and relationships of local government in
Victoria.

The larger or more populous the municipality, the
greater the likelihood of a normal distribution of rate
burdens and, hence, of a more equitable sharing of
rates between owners and occupiers of property in
different areas.

The preface goes on to say:
The present structure has failed to adjust to social
change in the 20th century, as has been manifested in
the durability of municipal boundaries which no longer
reflect either communities of interest or viable
administrative units. Many services cannot readily be
provided by small municipalities which have relatively
high cost and often an undue dependence on grants.
For more than a century, official inquiries in Victoria
have observed that many local authorities lack the
resources to respond positively to the challenges of
change. The lack of success of these inquiries in
producing significant structural change suggests that a
new strategy of reform is needed. The most important
principles and guidelines involved in restructuring "are
viability, accessibility, community of interest,
interdependence of town and country and economies
of scale.

Those words, written in 1979, are as true today as
they were then.
As I said, in June 1985 the Victoria Grants
Commission published a report on the prospective
finandal advantages of restructure of local
government in Victoria. It states on pages (ii) and
(iii) of its summary:

The enonnous body of opinion and the fact that it
was published more than 100 years shows that
something needed to be done. Against that
background, in 1985 the Cain government set up the
Local Government Commission. It did so after
appointing Jim Simmonds as the new Minister for
Local Government following the March 1985
election. Heading the commission was Mr Stuart
Morris, a man of undoubted skill and talent. He was
a barrister who had had extensive experience of
planning matters and was a fonner councillor of the
Shire of Sherbrooke, so he had considerable
experience in local government.
One would have thought with the unequivocal
commitment that Labor had something would be
seen to be done. The fact of the matter is that
although the Cain government set up the Local
Government Commission under the charge of a
minister who was prepared to ride home the
changes without brooking any criticism, the Labor
government failed miserably.
Mr Madellan interjected.
Mr COOPER - The minister says they wimped

There is dear evidence of economies of scale in
expenditure on administration and overheads
throughout the whole population range; the more
populous municipalities expend only about
one-quarter the amount per head on administration
and overheads compared with municipalities with
populations below 25 000 ...
1bere is dear evidence of economies of scale in the
provision of economic and other services; levels of
expenditure ranged from about $33 per head to nearly
$900 per head; most commonly the range was from
about $50 per head for metropolitan municipalities to
about $270 per head for rural shires ...

it.
Labor failed miserably, and it is certainly germane to
the debate to examine the reasons why it failed. The
folklore put out by the Labor Party in recent times
says it failed because of the blind opposition it ran
into from the liberal and National parties when they
were in opposition and entrenched conservative
interests in local government. This is the folklore
Labor would like us all to believe: it really was not
its fault and members of the Labor government were
just good players out of luck. Here they were with a
terrific policy, a great Il)inister, a super guy running
the fonner Local Government Commission and a
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wonderful Premier, John Cain, who, of course, never
walked away from a hard decision in his life.
1 remember John Cain standing up in this place and
telling us time after time how tough he was and how
his government never walked away from a tough
decision. Given that we had a Premier who never
walked away from a tough decision, a minister who
had a head that looked like a tough decision and a
fellow of undoubted skill and talent heading up the
Local Government Commission, what the heck went
wrong? How could the Labor government have got
it so wrong?
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tha t he had a knife plunged into his back by the
honourable member for Preston. That is the sort of
thing that goes on in the Labor Party - but that is
not part of the debate this mOrning. I remember in
1985 going to the Northern District Municipal
Association's annual general meeting at Kangaroo
Flat - by separate car, 1 might add. Although
Mr Simmonds was friendly, he was not friendly
enough to offer me a lift! Mr Simmonds was a new
boy in the local government arena, too. The
councillors who attended the association's annual
general meeting were very interested to meet the
minister and hear what he had to say. The meeting
was held in the middle of 1985.

There are three headlines 1 would like to - Mr Bracks interjected.
Mr COOPER - No, don't come that one. The
fledgling honourable member for Williamstown, the
man who is the founding member of the
snout-in-the-trough faction of the Labor Party, tries
to tell us by interjection that Labor faced a hostile
upper house. Even though he proudly proclaims the
fact that he was an adviser to John Cain and Joan
lGmer - he puts that on his CV - he needs to
revisit history. He needs to take the blinkers off and
have a look at what actually happened. The
headlines outlining why Labor failed fall into three
categories: it was a hopeless and weak government;
it had a hopeless and incompetent minister; and it
had no idea of the right way to go about it.

Let me give you some examples, Mr Deputy
Speaker. Back in 1985, when I entered this
Parliament - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr COOPER - 1 can wait until they have all
finished. 1 have until 1 o'clock, so 1 am prepared to
wait and let all their shouting die down. Back in
1985, when 1 entered this house, for my sins 1 was
appointed shadow Minister for Local Government. 1
had never met the Minister for Local Government,
so 1 set about establishing contact with him. 1 made a
telephone call and found him to be, on a personal
level, a very nice fellow. I still maintain he is a very
nice fellow. 1 got along well with Jim Simmonds.

Opposition members interjecting.
Mr COOPER - 1 know you would not, but 1 did!
We know all about the factional fights that go on in
the Labor Party. 1 understand the reason why
Mr Simmonds is no longer a member of this house is

The minister stood up and read from a prepared
speech. During his speech the minister mentioned
that the government was about to pursue its policy,
a long-held policy in the Labor Party, of reforming
and restructuring local government. When question
time arrived a few of the councillors were interested
in asking Mr Simmonds about the reform and
restructure. 1 was sitting - Mr Jenkins - I was there.
Mr COOPER - Were you? You were there?
There you are, 1 have a witness. 1 did not know that
my good colleague was there. 1 was sitting side-on
to the audience; I had the Minister here and the
audience there. As 1 recall, a councillor asked the
minister the following question: 'Do you anticipate
that there will be any difficulties in implementing
your policy of amalgamating councils?'.
Mr Simmonds said 'No, no, no. This is a very simple
matter'. He said, 'I am a member of the
Amalgamated Metal Workers Union. I was involved
in the amalgamation of all the small metal working
unions into one large union'. He said, 'That went off
without a hitch. 1 do not see there is any difference
between amalgamating a group of metal working
unions and amalgamating a group of councils'.
1 swivelled around to look at what was going on to
my left. In the audience 1 saw all these councillors
with frozen faces. I did not want to intervene in the
minister's question and answer session, but 1
thought to myself, 'This guy has a lot of big
problems coming up!'.
1 was not wrong, was I? Jim become known fondly
around Victoria as Jackboot Jim. That was the title
councillors gave him because he decided that the
amalgamation process could be just rammed
through. He believed he did not need to consult
because it was just like joining unions together.
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What a tremendous success that has been for
Australia and Victoria! Of course, the Labor
government, urged on by the then Premier and the
minister, decided that was what it would do.
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Under the title, 'The need for reform', Mr Morris set
out some very interesting arguments. I will read
those into Hansard because they are important.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.

1bat was backed up by the appointment of
Mr Morris. He decided that the right way to go
about things was to put out a reform timetable. I
have a copy of that here; it is headed 'Timetable for
Review of Municipal Boundaries'. It shows that the
Local Government Commission and the minister
were determined to achieve the restructuring and
the amalgamation of the entire local government
system in 11 months -11 months, from go to whoa!
Of course, that tended to get a few people around
the state a little excited. They said things like, 'Hold
on, we would like to talk about this'. But no, there
was none of that.
The government simply handed them their
timetable and told them it was not interested in
whether they could come up with other suggestions.
Labor was not interested in talking to them and
asking for their input. It allowed only 11 months for
a process that involved putting 210 municipalities
through the ringer. That is another example of Labor
not doing things the right way, and it can be
contrasted with what has gone on during the past
24 months under this government.
The need for reform was outlined by Mr Morris in
his options paper - and I have a bag full of those.
They were produced in an interesting colour - talk
about being like a red rag to a bull! Labor published
a document to be sent out to conservative rural
Victoria about council amalgamations in a style akin
to Chairman Mao's Little Red Book - in this case,
Stuart Morris's big red book! The options paper set
everything out. As I have told the house before,
some of the suggested names for the municipalities
were interesting.
I recall with some pleasure that Stuart Morris
suggested that the new municipality to be created
around Casterton in the Western District be called
Fraser. 1bat was a nice touch!
Another recommendation, which the honourable
member for Footscray would have liked, although
he was probably not out of nappies at the time, was
the proposal to re<hristen Footscray as Whitten. I
presume it would have been named after Ted,
although given the performance of the honourable
member during his time as a Footscray city
councillor, it might have been better to rename it
Witless!

Mr COOPER - I will get round to it, sonny, you
just wait! I will get round to you, too.
The options paper states:
The existing structure is obsolete. Many councils lack

the resources to meet the challenges of the future,
whilst other councils are being held back by excessive
regulation and inadequate powers. In many parts of
the state local communities are divided by municipal
boundaries. Problems of coordination and
fragmentation abound.
Consider these points:
The structure of local government has changed
little since 1880.
There have been dramatic changes to our society
over the same period - changes in population
distribution, communications, technology and
urbanisation.
Equally there has been a substantial change in the
role of a local council, with greater emphasis on
providing human services, environmental
planning and recreation.
Despite all efforts the structure of local
government has failed to adapt to meet changed
circumstances and new challenges ...
Despite ... expert recommendations, no reform has yet
taken place ...
... many local councils are fmancially weak. These
councils spend a large proportion of rate revenue on
administration and have few funds left to spend on
services for their ratepayers and residents. Many
councils are also heavily reliant on government grants;
in some cases councils are really agents of state
government ...
... existing municipal boundaries divide communities
with identical needs and interests. This is most obvious
in the myriad of cases where a municipal boundary
actually divides a country town. There is also an
artificial distinction between town and country, often
with two or more sets of municipal offices in the same
town or city. The separation of areas that really form a
coherent social and economic whole, judged by the
pattern of human activities, runs contrary to one of the
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basic concepts that local government is designed to
embody ...
The consolidation of smaller councils will enable local
government to perform a wider range of functions ...
Restructure will also lead to significant savings in
administration costs ...
Local government should represent local people, and
this is best done when municipal boundaries do not
divide country towns and small communities ...
There will be a more equitable distribution of the costs
of providing services ...
Restructure will improve the quality of both services
and administration ...
The restructuring of boundaries will also improve
coordination in physical, land use and social planning ...
Larger municipalities will have greater flexibility to
meet changing needs and new priorities ...
The restructure of municipal boundaries will bring
about a fairer sharing of the burden of rates ...
Restructure will also increase the financial and political
independence of local government.

One cannot argue with those words. I pay tribute to
Mr Morris, who was handed a poison chalice by the
then Premier, John Cain. He failed to receive the
Premier's support when he needed it most. The fact
remains that in 1982 the Labor Party came into
government with a firm, long-running and
unequivocal commitment to pursue municipal
reform. But when the going got tough, it got weak
and walked away.
There is nothing wrong with the arguments. The
facts prepared by myriad commissions before 1982
and the facts later published by Labor during its first
few years in government, between 1982 and
1986, are certainly not incorrect about the need for
reform.
Reform is as necessary today as it was 20, 30 or
40 years ago. Certainly it is as necessary now as it
was when Labor came to power in 1982, particularly
when Jim Simmonds was appointed Minister for
Local Government with the express task of carrying
out Labor's policy in 1985.
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How did Labor so badly mess up the task? It tried to
do too much too quickly. It published other
documents which did not help its cause -namely,
the red book, or the options papers. It alienated
councils around the state by not seeking to work
with them, so the government was seen as working
against local government rather than with it. That is
the main reason why Labor failed to implement its
policies.
It is important to contrast what occurred in 1985 and
1986 with what is occurring today. For example, one
can look at south-west Victoria, an area not
unknown to you, Mr Deputy Speaker. In 1985-86
municipalities in that area were totally opposed to
any restructuring. Yet today, the reform structure
adopted down there was decided by the local
councils. They came to the government and to the
Local Government Board and put up their
propositions, which in virtually every instance were
accepted by the board and by the minister. The
government sought their input. What a difference
between the way those councils were approached
and the way their views were sought, and the
approach adopted by the Labor government.
That was not the way Jim Simmonds wanted to go
about it. The honourable member for Tullamarine
may be interested in this. In May 1985 in the Labor
Star, the Labor Party's own newspaper, minister
Simmonds announced his intention to restructure
the Keilor and Essendon councils even though no
review of either had been undertaken by the then
Local Government Commission.
Mr Finn -Only 10 years ago!
Mr COOPER -Imagine the shock both councils
felt on hearing, probably second-hand, that in the
Labor Star the minister had announced he would
restructure them. It did not appear in the Age, the
then Sun, the then Herald, or anywhere else. Jim
Simmonds obviously thought the Labor Star was the
most widely read newspaper in Victoria or Australia!
Mr Leighton - You guys read it.
Mr COOPER - We love it! We like the cartoon
section; you like the colouring-in section. You can
make John Halfpenny's shirt red! That's good for
you. When I rang them up and asked them to put
me on the subscription list, they said, 'The only
reason we put in the colour-in section is because of
Michael Leighton. When we wanted to cancel it, we
got a telephone call of protest. We expected a letter,
but because it was Michael Leighton, we got a
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telephone call. He rang up to say we must continue
it'.
In May 1985 Minister Simmonds announced his
intention to restructure the councils without any
reference to the then Local Government
Commission, or to anybody else for that matter. It
probably occurred to him under the shower that
morning. 'Here's a good idea. I will restructure the
Keilor and Essendon councils'. That is the sort of
thing that really irritated local government.

The subsequent appointments to the Local
Government Commission had the same effect as
waving a red rag in front of a bull. Although at the
top of the commission you had a person of some
intellect and courage in Stuart Morris, the talent
dropped away rapidly as you went through the
ranks. The commission was another rest home for
Labor Party hacks.
A few people were put on because they had good
connections. In the Geelong area, as honourable
members and particularly the honourable members
for Geelong and Barwon South will recall, a
Mrs Joan Creati - The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! Or is it South
Barwon?
Mr COOPER - It is one or the other. I stand to
be corrected. We will accept whichever one it is. He
is a fine member doing an excellent job down there. I
am particularly gratified to be in the same party and
on the government benches with him.
The appointment of Mrs Creati to the Local
Government Commission was not regarded well in
Geelong. This lady undoubtedly had excellent
connections in the Labor Party. I doubt whether she
could have had closer and more excellent
connections. This person was appointed to the Local
Government Commission to review the local
government structure in Geelong after she had
publicly stated that she was in favour of
amalgamating all Geelong regional councils. Of
course, that got people upset. They wanted to have a
fair and impartial inquiry. They did not resist an
inquiry, but said, 'We don't want this to be some
kind of Star Chamber with people sitting in
judgment on this issue who have already made up
their minds. We want people to listen to the
evidence, the evidence to be weighed up and a
decision to be made'.
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I must say that it was refreshing some years later to
see the Honourable Caroline Hogg in the other
place, who was then in charge of the local
government portfolio under a name which I cannot
remember because it was like a grab bag of
everything that nobody else wanted, setting up an
audit into the local government structure in
Geelong. Because the audit continued on after the
election of 1992, it was out of that that the present
new structure in Geelong arose. We on this side of
the house are not dogs in the manger. We are
prepared to acknowledge the good work done by
some people in the Labor Party.
I know that when I spoke to Labor Party ministers
and backbenchers during their term in government
many of them were absolutely dismayed that John
Cain had run away from this issue. They were
people of goodwill. They were people who
understood. I do not think that one of them would
mind having his name mentioned: the Honourable
Frank Wilkes, a man who really believed in local
government, a man who has shown that
commitment since he left the Parliament and a man
who continues to show that commitment. He was
dismayed over the whole process that went on
under John Cain.
Basically Labor had a good idea that went badly
wrong. Jim Simmonds, nice fellow that he was, still
ignored sensible advice from the many people who
were prepared to give him sensible advice. Many in
the government like Frank Wilkes and many on the
opposition side attempted to give Mr Simmonds
sensible advice.
As shadow Minister for Local Government at the
time I talked to Jim Simmonds on many occasions
about getting the program going, saying, 'The
reason you are running into opposition all over the
place is the way you are going about it. Stop trying
to broadbrush your way around the state and
change things overnight. Start looking at particular
areas and concentrating on those. Ignore the rest of
the state'. I suggested that he look at Geelong, but
no, I am afraid that Jim was motivated by something
I could not break through. He decided he would
achieve his objectives with maximum rather than
minimum fuss, and he succeeded. He got the
maximum fuss that he sought.
The other side of the coin was that it was quite dear,
as 1985 rolled into 1986 and as 1986 continued
month after month, that this minister of John Cain
was not in favour with the Premier. In fact, it is
reasonable to say that John Cain had no faith in Jim
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Simmonds. He was a minister imposed on Mr Cain
against his wishes after the 1985 election. This has
been documented on many occasions. I do not want
to go into the ins and outs of why that is so, but
clearly John Cain attempted to influence the voting
c~ucus to remove Jim Simmonds from the cabinet.
Th~ Socialist Left jacked up on the Premier and he
was put back into the ministry. John Cain then
appointed Jim Simmonds to the local government
portfolio but without any faith whatsoever that he
could do the job properly.
It was then, after the setting up of the Local
Government Commission, that Stuart Morris, a
member of the Labor Party and a person of
considerable talent, was put in charge of the Local
Government Commission. More importantly, he
was not put in charge of just the commission. John
Cain's appointment of Stuart Morris as Chairman of
the Local Government Commission was in fact an
appointment of a quasi Minister for Local
Government. Nobody in a ministerial role could
possibly sustain or support that situation. The
minister had alongside him somebody supposedly
working for him but in fact reporting directly back
to the Premier and acting as a quasi Minister for
Local Government against the incumbent minister.

In retrospect one can see now that the appointment
of Stuart Morris was a bad choice but that the role he
was given by John Cain was certainly a bad role. It
was a mean-minded, mean-spirited role that was
forced upon Morris by Cain. That was clear, and it
was clearly recognised by Jim Simmonds at the time.
So the Minister for Local Government and the
Chairman of the Local Government Commission
both detested and distrusted each other. That is no
way to get reform of local government going.

As one of my colleagues said to me at the time, it
was one hell of a mess, and the words 'municipal
restructure' became dirty words around Victoria. I
said at the time, after John Cain had pulled the plug
on the reform program in mid-1986, that it would be
a long time before the words 'municipal restructure'
would be accepted by any councillor or council
officer around the state because they would all be
suspicious.
The ongoing activities of Stuart Morris led to his
removing himself from the position of Chairman of
the Local Government Commission, and then we
saw one of the boys get the job and replace him.
That was Russell Bad.ham, a former councillor of the
City of Northcote and leading light in the Socialist
Left. He got the job and spent the rest of his time
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between then and the election in 1992 oinking his
way through the trough; dearly beloved, I am sure,
by the honourable member for Williamstown - a
soul mate, obviously - doing nothing but causing
continual disharmony in local government circles.
That was the situation. The Local Government
Commission, municipal restructure, all these became
dirty words to local government people, whether
elected or appointed, right around the state.
In Labor's 10 years of government between 1982 and
1992, with the policy of restructuring local
government on its agenda since the late 19705, Labor
achieved nothing: not a single solitary sausage.
When it came to power in 1982 there were
211 councils in Victoria, and when it left power in
1992 there were 210.

There was one reduction, and that reduction,
Mr Deputy Speaker, was close to your home-town:
the amalgamation of the Borough of Koroit with the
Shire of Warrnambool. And guess how that
occurred? The two municipalities got together and
said, 'We think we have a better structure and we
would like to amalgamate'. It was like a life raft to
the government at the time. It went out as though
World War III had started and ended. This was a
great Victory. After all those years, all that
commitment, Labor had reduced the number of
municipalities by one, and it claimed the credit for it;
but the credit actually went to the dedicated and
intelligent councillors of the Borough of Koroit and
to the councillors and officers of the Shire of
Warrnambool, who understood that there needed to
be a better structure. The two municipalities got
together without any recourse to the government.
The only thing the government had to do was to
prepare an order in council. However, as I recall, the
government mucked that up as well, and it had to be
redone. It was a pretty appalling effort!
In 1986 the going got tough simply because of the
Cain government's incompetence. It did what every
Labor government has done before and since: when
the going gets tough you walk away from your
policy! Don't worry about the fact that it is policy
and you have stood up and said, 'This is great and
this is what we are going to do!'. When the going
gets tough you just walk away! Don't worry about it!

Mr Turner - They wimped it!
Mr COOPER - Yes, as the honourable member
for Bendigo West said, John Cain wimped it. John
Cain was a master at that. When the going got tough
he always walked away. The Labor government
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walked away not only from its policy but also from
ALP philosophy and ALP supporters. That did not
mean a thing to them. So far as John Cain was
concerned, 'This was pretty tough stuff and it was
going to cost us votes at the next election. I'm going
to walk away'. Even though the election was more
than two years away, he abandoned the boat and
jettisoned the policy and everything else. IT he could
have jettisoned the minister he would have. He
certainly jettisoned the Chainnan of the Local
Government Commission, which was a pretty poor
state of affairs. His action reflects the 10 years 6f
Labor government in this state: those governments
stood for nothing other than their own survival!
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Here was strength! This man of steel, this leader, this
Labor Premier was setting down rules, 'Don't brook
me. I'm going to take you on. I'm going to do what
is right regardless of the political pressures and
political pain'. On 9 March 1986, obviously buoyed
by the tremendous strength of earlier statements, he
said:
The whole state will have council elections based on
new boundaries at the end of 1987.

That was the call by the then Premier. John Cain
said - and 1paraphrase - '1 believe 1have a vision'.
Mr Finn - He had a dream!

The Labor Party became a party, and still is a party,
of political opportunists. They do not stand for
anything. They have no policies. The opposition
carps and whines every day in this house, but it does
not have any polides. The Labor Party's only
published policy after two years of opposition is the
legalisation of marijuana. That is its only policy. It
was put forward by the Leader of the Opposition
and was backed up by the honourable member for
Springvale, who also wants all the other illegal
drugs legalised. He was quoted in his local
newspaper as saying he supports his leader's call for
the legalisation of illicit drugs. That is the Labor
party's only policy. The rest of the time it hangs
around here whingeing and whining, trying to dig
up dirt on anything that is going - and never
producing any evidence, of course. It just continues
to cast slurs.
This is the party of political opportunists who
governed Victoria from 1982 to 1992. Now that it is
in opposition it has not changed its ways. It is a
blatant failure as a political party. It will never be
any good until it begins to address the real issues
with some kind of spine rather than being gutless
opportunists both when in government and now in
opposition. Honourable members should recall the
words of John Cain on local government. They
should recall the words and weep! On 4 September
1985 he said:
My government is committed to the restructure of local
government in Victoria.

That is an unequivocal statement. Not content with
that, in December 1985, he said:
We are no longer prepared to discuss whether
restructuring will occur. We are now only interested in
hearing from councils how the process will take place.

Mr COOPER - The Martin Luther King of
Victoria had a vision and a dream that his
government was not going to walk away from this
tough issue. His government was going to charge
through and restructure local government. They
were the words of that tough Premier, John Cain.
But they were big words from a big failure! John
Cain will go down in history as a big failure! His
record in local government encapsulates everything
that was bad about his government and about his
premiership. Certainly the Labor Party was not
assisted when John Cain was neatly removed by a
political surgical operation in the Labor caucus room
and replaced by Joan Kirner. We did not get any
strength from her, either. All we got was the
abandonment of the State Bank and a few other
things. She was a disaster, too!
I am leading up to the contrast, because it is
certainly enormous! The coalition government has
been in power since October 1992 when it was
elected with a clear commitment to local
government reform. Its policy document, which I
am sure has been read widely by the opposition, sets
out its objectives. The coalition said that, in
conjunction with the community, it would pursue
structural reform generally throughout Victoria. It
said it would tackle the restructure of the City of
Melbourne and reform the Geelong region's
municipal structure.
The coalition committed itself to the introduction of
compulsory competitive tendering for municipalities
throughout Victoria. It promised to introduce
freedom of information legislation for local
government and said it would ensure that councils
reported to their ratepayers under a system of
enhanced and standardised performance criteria
that would allow ratepayers to properly appraise
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their cOWlcils' performances. Those were the policy
promises and the coalition has delivered all of them.
Mr Leighton interjected.
Mr COOPER - Why would you want me to read
to you?

Mr Leighton interjected.
Mr COOPER - Just a minute and I will get one
of my colleagues to rush out and get a big print,
coloured version for you. I don't see that I have any
obligation to read the coalition policy to you. You
should be able to read it yourself. If that is beyond
you, well okay!

The government delivered its promises. It
committed itself to pursuing structural reform. It has
achieved illf the honourable member for Preston
has any difficulty Wlderstanding words longer than
a couple of syllables that is his responsibility.
Certainly, experience and evidence shows that local
government throughout Victoria knew it wanted to
be part of the reform process. Local government is
playing its part in local government reform and
restructure. The coalition delivered and it will
continue to deliver!
Although boWldary changes and reform have
certainly been the major focus for the community,
which is Wlderstandable, other achievements in
local government deserve equal billing because of
their Significance. Some might argue that the
reforms in compulsory competitive tendering are
more Significant than restructure or boWldary
reform. Nevertheless they at least deserve equal
billing. I intend to address those matters briefly
during the remaining minutes of my speech.
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No doubt the initiative will see savings being
achieved by cOWlcils, and that is good news for
ratepayers. It also means more efficient cOWlcils, and
that is also good news for ratepayers.
Mr Leighton - Fewer services!
Mr COOPER - Here we go; I was just getting
aroWld to that. Thanks for the interjection.
An honourable member interjected.

Mr COOPER - The big spender over here. Yes,
that's right, we know where he comes from. He can't
help himself. We should pity him rather than be
nasty about it. The fact is it will mean better services
and increased services for ratepayers, not fewer
services. The sad part is that the honourable member
for Preston, who is at the table, does not or cannot
Wlderstand. It is one or the other - maybe it is
both - but it is very sad that we get this blind
opposition. The Labor Party opposes the
introduction of competitive tendering, but that flies
in the face of the fact that it will bring Significant
benefits to ratepayers and municipalities aroWld the
state. I do not disagree at all with the statement by
the Minister for Local Government when he said:
Competitive tendering heralds a new era for local
government with the prospect of very tangible
benefitsthe promotion of cost efficiency and accountability;
an obligation on councils to define service benefits;
an aid to help councils answer challenges to their
decisions and ensure that both the processes and
the outcomes of their decision making enjoy
greater confidence.

I will reread the last one:
Compulsory competitive tendering was introduced
following legislation passed last May. As all
honourable members will recall, after three years all
COWlci.1s are required to put out 50 per cent of their
services to competitive tender. The staged process
begins this financial year with a requirement that
20 per cent of local government services are put out
for competitive tender. Next year the requirement
will increase to 30 per cent and the following year it
will increase to 50 per cent. It will stay at that figure
wtless a future government decides to increase the
figure. Although this government has no intention
of doing so, it could well be that experience leads a
government to seek an increase in the percentage.
That is something for the future.

an aid to help councils answer challenges to their
decisions and ensure that both the processes and
the outcomes of their decision making enjoy
greater confidence.

This is what compulsory tendering will bring to
local government aroWld the state, yet the
opposition objects to it and opposes it -one can
only assume for the sake of opposing it. If you look
at the record you will see that local government
right aroWld the state supported the introduction of
competitive tendering. Individual cOWlcils as well as
the peak bodies supported it. The Municipal
Association of Victoria, the MMA and the IMM all
support the introduction of competitive tendering.
Who opposes it? The Labor Party.
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Honourable members interjecting.
Mr COOPER - Every credible local government
organisation and local government commentator
sees it as a Significant major reform for local
government, yet the Labor Party opposes it. Why
does it oppose it? Of course we all know the reason.
It is not about the services; it is all about the unions,
because the local government unions know that
competitive tendering will mean that the businesses
that win the tenders will not be staffed by loc~l
government union members. lbat will mean fewer
bickies in the bin for the union; therefore they say
they don't like it! They don't have the best interests
of ratepayers at heart, they don't have the best
interests of municipalities at heart, the best interests
of local government generally at heart or the best
interests of the state at heart: they just have their
own best interests at heart! That is what they have
got. They believe if a bigger and better union is
receiving money in increasing lots from local
government employees the whole world has to be
wonderful! I suppose from the point of view of the
union it probably is.

The reality is that this government is on about
improving the lot of ratepayers, the people who pay
the bills. It is not on about tugging its forelock to the
union movement, as the Labor Party does. If
opposition members wanted to have some
credibility, some spine, to tell the truth for once in
their lives, it would be worthwhile for them to stand
up and say, 'We oppose this because we support the
continuation of a bigger and better local government
union'. lbat is the reality of their opposition, and
they should say that.
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regardless of whether it will cost the taxpayers and
ratepayers of the state heaps and heaps of money.
lbat is a pretty sad reflection on the Labor Party, but
I have to tell you that I am not really all that
surprised.
This government also introduced freedom of
information legislation to cover local government.
Freedom of information applicable to local
government has been a community demand for
many years, a demand that was totally ignored by
the Labor Party when in government. I cannot guess
why it would have wanted to ignore it: after all, John
Cain was the person who introduced freedom of
information legislation into Victoria. At the time I do
not know whether there was a demand for FOI to be
extended to local government - there may well not
have been. But certainly as the years went by
ratepayers said they should have the right under
some kind of legislation to seek documents from
their local council. That demand came well before
the coalition government came to power in 1992, yet
when in government the Labor Party put it into a
pigeonhole, left it there and ignored it totally.

The government is not frightened to stand up and
say that it is on the side of the ratepayers because it
believes the ratepayers should get the best deal and
should be the beneficiaries of the savings and
reforms that compulsory competitive tendering will
bring in. The government is not frightened to say
that. All the time it is the subject of carping criticism,
but never does the truth come out - the real story.
The same story was given a few moments ago by
interjection from the honourable member for
Preston. lbat was, 'Oh, compulsory competitive
tendering will mean worse services for the
community'.

One can beg the question of why it would have
opposed it and come up with all kinds of interesting
solutions or answers. You could probably reflect
upon some of the gOings-on in Labor-controlled
councils around the state. Maybe that is a reason; I
do not know, but I am surprised that in a political
party that had a significant commitment to FOI,
which was reflected by the fact that the Cain
government introduced the Freedom of Information
Act into Victoria, when the demand came - and a
very rightful demand, I would suggest - for
freedom of information to be extended to local
councils, the Labor Party just walked away from it.
Maybe it was frightened by the horrible mess it
made of municipal restructuring. Maybe it was
frightened by anything to do with councils. Maybe it
just decided that this would be another thing that
might cause a lot of aggro in councils around the
state and it would be best to shelve it. By the time
1989-90 came along the then government was
obviously in its death throes, pretty tired and
incompetent, and it said, 'Here is another tough
decision that can be handed over to our successors'.
We have dealt with it, as we have dealt with other
things. We have gone ahead and done it.

That is not so and the experience elsewhere shows it
not to be so, yet the opposition cannot help itself. It
will oppose it regardless, because it is still a creature
of the union movement and is determined that it
will uphold the right for bigger and better unions,

We have the system of the reporting to ratepayers of
the doings of the council over the previous 12
months. You would have to say that that is one of
the most basic moves anyone could put into
operation. Companies do it for their shareholders
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each year: they put out annual reports about what
has been going on and the various schemes
operating within the companies. Yet the ratepayers
of municipalities, who are major shareholders and my goodness they are; every time I get my rate
notice from the Shire of Mornington I know I am a
major shareholder - are basically in most instances,
but not all, being ignored by their councils. I must
say that the council of the municipality in which I
live, the Shire of Mornington, has always had
excellent communications with its ratepayers and
the community. I know many other councils are in a
similar situation. However, those councils that did
not want to do anything and preferred to treat their
ratepayers like mushrooms were able to do that.

There is none of this 11 months for the whole of the
state business; none of this 'Wham, barn, thank you
ma'am' approach; and none of the jackboot
approach that was so obvious in the way
Jim Simmonds and John Cain went about it.

There was no requirement on them. It is a sad but
probably reasonable reflection that a government is
forced to legislate to require this sort of thing to
happen, to force the minority to comply with the
way the majority have been doing it voluntarily for
many years. But that is the way of the law. All laws
seem to be about controlling the affairs of the
minority by persecuting the majority, but that is our
way of life. I thought it was sad that what one could
regard only as a sensible and reasonable initiative
has to be forced upon those recalcitrant councils.
That is a bit of a shame.

In 1986 I attended a local government protest
meeting in Bendigo which was to be addressed by
the Chairman of the Local Government
Commission, Stuart Morris. There was a huge crowd
inside the hall and an even bigger one outside. Some
of the people who were there had flour bombs. One
of them had a hangman's noose to greet the
Chairman of the Local Government Commission.
Stuart Morris turned up to the most barbaric
reception one could ever see. He was pelted with
flour bombs and abused both inside and outside the
meeting.

Mr Maclellan - Did the Labor Party oppose it?

We ensured that the Local Government Board does
its job with extensive local input, and that extensive
local input is certainly not rhetoric or simply paying
lip-service. The proof of our approach is that we
have gone about it in the right way. There is
widespread approval for what has gone on. That is
the difference. If one compares what occurred in
1985-86 with what is happening now, one realises it
is like chalk and cheese.

Mr Maclellan - Shocking!

Mr COOPER - I don't know whether the Labor
Party opposed it, but it ignored the requirement for
years. Again one ponders why the former
government ignored something that is as eminently
sensible as asking ratepayers to receive from their
councils each year annual reports based on solid,
standardised performance criteria. Every ratepayer
is entitled to ask how his or her council is
performing compared with councils in regions
nearby or throughout the rest of the state. It is a
question all ratepayers are entitled to ask and they
should receive answers.

Mr COOPER - As the minister interjects, it was
shocking and it should not have occurred.
Unfortunately, that was not an isolated incident. It
happened all around the state. It happened in
metropolitan Melbourne. I can recall attending the
Board of Works theatrette and watching and
listening to the outdoor workers of the City of Port
Melbourne abusing the Local Government
Commission and Stuart Morris. The outdoor
workers were incensed about what they saw as an
attempt to railroad them and they were very
unhappy.

On the question of restructure, which is another
major plank in our policy, we have succeeded where
Labor failed. There is no argument about that. It is
again worth asking why? How have we done it?
What have we done that is so different around the
state?

But that is not happening today. You do not hear
about Local Government Board members being
pelted with flour bombs or attacked. You hear about
them getting some pretty hard questioning from
community groups and you hear good straight
answers from them, but you do not have the same
kind of aggression and hostility in the community
that occurred in 1985-86. One has only to visit local
communities to find out what is going on. One can
ask the people in Geelong what they think of the
restructure of municipalities in their region.

Mr Maclellan - We consulted.
Mr COOPER - The answer is that we tackled
the issue properly. We ensured that the Local
Government Board carefully looks at specific areas.
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Mr Maclellan - Ask the Geelong members!

Mr COOPER - Yes, there is one Geelong
representative on the opposition side and several on
this side of the house. They will all tell you it has
been a great success. One can ask the communities
in Sallarat, Bendigo and the Surf Coast In
south-west Victoria the reform proposal was
brought forward by the councils themselves. They
did not put forward any proposal in 1985-86 except
absolute blind opposition to and hatred for the
proposals of the government of the day. Only eight
years later we are getting widespread involvement,
input and cooperation from local government
around the state. The proof of the pudding is in the
results that are now evident. Not only is the
restructure a good thing, not only are the results that
are being achieved by the people who are guiding
these restructured municipalities back to an elected
council working well, but major financial savings
are also being achieved -and I will address that
issue later in my contribution.
There has certainly been a Significant change
between what happened in 1985-86 and the past
24 months in this state. The same problems existed
around the state when the Labor Party was
attempting to do the job. The community now
understands something that is evident to members
of the government but obviously not evident to the
Labor Party. Labor Mps seem incapable of
understanding what is happening. The government
is not only doing the right thing, it is doing it the
right way. That is the difference: it is doing the right
thing and doing it the right way. That is the very
important difference between what is happening
now and what happened when Jim Simmonds and
Stuart Morris set out to restructure local government
in 11 months. From go to whoa in 11 months was
their intention. Start and finish in 11 months! They
wanted to completely amalgamate municipalities
around the state in 11 months.
Some Labor MPs understand and support the
government We get the private comment and the
behind-the-hand comment of 'Yes, it's going well.
Keep it up. You're doing what we couldn't achieve'.
Although we understand that that is so, the reality is
that in public statements it is still the blind,
unthinking opposition. Some Labor Party members
are not frightened to come out and say a few words
of congratulation for what we are doing to
encourage us onwards, not the least of whom is the
Deputy Prime Minister, Mr Brian Howe. In an
extensive press release issued on 19 April this year
he said that it made sense to merge Melbourne's
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inner city councils. He also said the recommendation
of the Local Government Board that 9 super councils
replace 21 Melbourne inner city councils should be
supported.
The Deputy Prime Minister, a federal member of
Parliament representing a Victorian electorate, is
saying that the Victorian government's restructure
of local government is the right thing. He calls upon
the community - and I assume he is calling upon
his state parliamentary colleagues in the Labor
Party - to support the proposal. Again we have the
blind opposition saying, 'Well, we don't care what
they are going to do. We don't care whether it makes
any sense. We will oppose it'. The Labor Party says
that because it has no policies. It does not know
what it is doing from one day to the next, quite often
from 1 hour to the next. We get conflicting
statements all the time. We have the Leader of the
Opposition in this house making a statement and the
Leader of the Opposition in the upper house making
another statement that is diametrically opposed to
the first statement. We have people in the Labor
Party making statements in this house while their
colleagues are out on the front steps of Parliament
holding press conferences and saying exactly the
opposite. Labor Party members do not know what
their colleagues are doing, let alone having a policy
for the whole party. It is no wonder the Labor Party
is in trouble. It is no wonder its members do not
have a consistent line. It is no wonder they are seen
by the community as carping whingers who will
oppose something just for the sake of it.
The sad part is that over the years people of some
Significance in the Labor Party, like John Cain,
understood and supported the need for local
government restructure. They understood it and
made statements about it. Even though John Cain
failed miserably, at least he tried to start the process,
though the whole thing collapsed around him later.
Even Jim Simmonds, the Minister for Local
Government between 1985 and 1988, understood the
need for reform. He may have gone about it like a
bhmdering bull in a china shop, but he understood
the need for reform. He understood that something
had to happen.
What sort of an opposition do we have nowadays?
We have a dispirited rump of a political party that is
in an absolute shambles. Its members just blindly
oppose whatever the government is doing, without
regard for the fact that only two years ago when
they were in government this was their policy. Just
over two years ago, this lot over here, this Labor lot,
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would have been happy to accept the credit for what
is being done now!
Now that it is being done, now that the government
is achieving what those opposite failed so miserably
to achieve, what is their response? It is to forget
about a policy commitment that goes back to the
1970s and to forget about 10 years of power. Labor
Party members forget about all those things. They
have decided to throw all that out, opposing
whatever the government is doing. That is their
policy now: to oppose anything the government
does. It is an easy policy to prepare. You could put it
out on half a piece of A4 paper! This is an opposition
whose members oppose for the sake of opposing.
All the commitments made by the Labor Party in
opposition and later in government appear to have
gone right over the head of the current Leader of the
Opposition. He is not interested in any of that. He
has jettisoned it all. He has decided he will come up
with his own policy on local government. We are
really looking forward to reading the local
government policy of the Leader of the Opposition!
The local government spokesman for the Labor
Party in the other place, the Honourable Pat Power,
has already given us a foretaste of the kind of local
government policy the Labor Party is going to
produce. But in the meantime, the Leader of the
Opposition just mouths off on important issues. He
does not use his own words; we know his words are
written for him in his bWlker somewhere in this
building. He is the mouth of the Labor Party, the
Gerry Gee of Victorian politics. Other people are
pulling the strings. Whenever they say, 'Go in there
and say that, John,' he says, 'What a good idea. I
will'. That is why, when he is asked a question to
clarify one of his statements, he does not have an
answer. It is a pretty sad spectacle.
We look forward with some anticipation to the
release by the Leader of the OppOSition of the Labor
Party's local government policy. The Leader of the
Opposition might finally get around to doing so
between now and the turn of the century - if he
remains in his pOSition until then. We know the
honourable member for Albert Park, the honourable
member for Sunshine and a few others do not think
he should remain, and they are out collecting
numbers now. However, given that the Leader of
the Opposition remains in his job, we look forward
with some anticipation to the release of Labor's local
government policy.
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In the meantime we have to rely on statements by

people such as the Honourable Pat Power, the
shadow Minister for Local Government in the upper
house. Last Monday, 17 October, Mr Power was
quoted extensively in the Age. I imagine that by now
he might be a bit concerned about some of the things
he is reported as having said. In an article written by
Leon Gettler the following appears:
The ALP is planning to exploit the state government's
council amalgamation agenda by backing a record
number of candidates ...
The changes mean that municipal elections will be
increasingly party political.

That is, the changes that have been put in place by
the government mean that, according to the ALP:
... municipal elections will be increasingly party
political.

This is fascinating stuff. The article goes on:
Mr Power said all candidates would have to comply
with ALP policy on 'core issues' such as home and
community care, or spending of state and federal
grants. However, they would have autonomy on
matters of immediate concern to the municipality such
as the building of speed humps or use of a sports
pavilion.

Doesn't that tell you something about the Labor
Party and its attitude to local government! Here we
have Significant reforms, a refonn agenda that Labor
would have liked to put into operation but failed to,
being initiated and implemented by the government.
Yet the shadow Minister for Local Government says
Labor is going to get itself involved in local
government elections - right throughout the state, I
assume. It will endorse candidates, and those
candidates will be bound by Labor Party
instructions on everything other than unimportant
local issues such as the building of speed humps and
the use of sports pavilions! They will be great
people. They will make decisions on all sorts of
interesting issues, such as where you have a speed
hump or who is going to use the pavilion down at
the local oval. However, on all the important issues,
the provision of services and so on, Labor Party
policy will apply.
That statement by Mr Power will come back to
haunt him and his party because it shows a
complete contempt for local government. More
importantly, it shows a complete contempt for the
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people the ALP is going to endorse as candidates.
Clearly members of the Labor Party do not believe
endorsed candidates can be trusted as community
representatives. They will be given their riding
instructions and monitored continually to ensure
that those riding instructions are carried out.
Here is Labor's response to local government. It
wants to turn the clock back 25 years, to take hold of
the refonn structure and manipulate it and twist it
so that it works for the benefit of the Labor Party.
Forget the community, because these people on the
opposition benches work on the principle that if it is
good for the Labor Party it is good for the world. We
have all seen how that principle worked during the
10 years of Labor government. It nearly bankrupted
this state!
Last Monday its spokesman on local government
issues said Labor would insert the party political
process back into local government, a process that
has been gradually removed in recent years. Labor
will give its councillors their riding instructions and
will monitor them to ensure those riding
instructions are carried out.
I note with some interest that Labor intends to apply
the famous Hobart 35 per cent rule to the
endorsement of local government candidates. If 35
per cent of the candidates are not female, they will
scrap the process and go back to the selection
committees. Candidates will not have to be ALP
members to gain endorsement. According to
Mr Power, anybody will be able to walk in and
become Labor Party-endorsed for a local
government election. Labor cannot have much faith
in the women already in the party if it is already
considering going outside the party structure to find
candidates!
What a poor reflection on a political party in this
state! When the opposition looks at a refonn agenda
of such significance and breadth, a local government
refonn that it had as its policy but failed to put into
operation, all its members can say is: forget all about
that; we are going to wreck the system by putting
party hacks back into councils! That is what the
opposition is going to do - put party hacks back
into councils, ride roughshod over them and
demand that they do what they are told.
I do not believe Mr Power has been misquoted in the
Age. If it were the Herald Sun, perhaps he could
claim that, because most ALP members seem to. But
he was quoted in what is basically the Labor Party's
newspaper, saying a Labor government would do
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all those things. The only things ALP-endorsed
candidates will be able to do of their own volition
will be mickey mouse jobs that do not matter a hoot
The important issues that face every councillor at
every council meeting will be decided in the back
room by the caucus beforehand. That is what will
happen according to Mc Power.
Consider the mathematics of it all. Imagine a
12-member council, 7 of whom are endorsed ALP
councillors. Imagine the other five are independents
or of some other persuasion, but certainly not
ALP-endorsed candidates. Imagine those seven
ALP-endorsed candidates meet out in the back room
to decide the important issues, the big financial and
service issues, and that four of them are like minded
and therefore in the majority. In other words, 4
members of a 12-member council could dominate
and run that council.
That is the sort of stuff that led to the inquiry into
the Richmond council. That is the sort of stuff that
was exposed in years gone by out in the rotten
boroughs of Sunshine. They are the sorts of things
that I thought had been consigned to the past, the
sorts of things that even the ALP jettisoned a few
years ago. I thought it had given up getting into the
business of endorsing candidates for local councils,
accepting that local government should generally be
free of party politics. That does not mean some
councillors will not have political affiliations or
leanings, but it does mean political parties will not
tell councillors what to do. It does not matter
whether they are Liberal, National, Labor or
Callithumpian. I do not care about their political
leanings; I care about their independence when they
sit around the council table. But the man who speaks
on behalf of the opposition on local government
matters has been quoted as saying that that is all
over, that Labor is bringing back the big fist and that
it will endorse its own candidates, who will have to
comply with state and federal policy. That is what
Mr Power, who represents Jib Jika Province in the
other place, has said.
What an appalling signal to send to the community.
Perhaps the Leader of the Opposition, if he ever gets
around to considering the issues in this state that are
of some importance to the general community, such
as what does go on with local councils, might
address that issue and reflect on what his
spokesman has said. He would be well advised to
back away from and repudiate that statement,
because Mr Power has sent a shocking and horrible
signal to local government communities throughout
Victoria.
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At present we have 169 councils, 41 fewer than
when this government came to power in
October 1992. As all honourable members will be
aware - the whole community is aware of it - over
the next few months further restructuring proposals
will be put on the table. We all know that because
the Local Government Board has announced that the
interim report of the outer metropolitan review of
local government will be tabled this coming Friday. I
am sure that document will be of considerable
interest to many members in this house, not the least
of whom is you, Mr Acting Speaker. The report will
comment on Melton and Werribee as well as the
other parts of the arc around the outer metropolitan
area that stretches right around to the MOmington
Peninsula, which will have an impact on my
electorate. Given the population involved, it will
certainly be a report of considerable Significance.
I have been particularly gratified by the reaction of
the two municipalities in my electorate, the shires of
Hastings and Momington, to the investigation by
the Local Government Board of the outer
metropolitan restructure. If ever there were an
example of an intelligent and adult approach to this
significant issue - I know there are many others it would be the approach adopted by the Shire of
Mommgton and the Shire of Hastings. I want to put
on the record that I believe those two councils led
from the front. Not only that, we saw statesman-like
performances by the 24 councillors involved, which
is a great credit to them and to the officers of those
two municipalities. At no time did they give any
consideration to what was best for them as
councillors or officers. They took the stance tha t in
looking at the structure of local government on the
Mommgton Peninsula they and the board should do
what was best for the ratepayers, the people who
pay the bills.
That process started just over 12 months ago, when I
wrote to the two shires suggesting that because the
Local Government Board would be getting around
to looking at the structure of local government on
the Momington Peninsula at some stage or other, it
would be worthwhile their setting the thing in
motion themselves. The two councils met and
appointed their own consultants, who went out and
did extensive community survey work and
extensive community interviews. They came up
with a number of propositions, which the two
councils considered. They then said they believed
the right answer involved the whole of the peninsula
being under the one municipality. They sent their
proposal to the Local Government Board. On Friday
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we will see whether the proposition they have put
forward has been accepted by the board.
Whether the proposition is accepted or not, the same
sort of situation has occurred in many places around
Victoria, which shows the maturity of local
government. As I said earlier, the councils down in
south-west Victoria have shown that maturity, as
have the municipalities on the Momington
Peninsula. Councils in other parts of the outer
metropolitan ring have shown that maturity. I am
particularly buoyed by that.
I spent a long time as a councillor before coming to
this place, as you did, Mr Acting Speaker. I am sure
you will join me, Sir, in saying it is particularly
relevant to comment on the maturity of the councils,
themselves. They have not taken a
dog-in-the-manger approach. They have not decided
they will do only what is best for them. They have
looked at what is best for the people who elect them,
which I think is great. I am sure - I certainly
hope - that the interim report of the Local
Government Board will endorse the positions they
have advanced and that the board will not head off
on a tangent. I think the board will take great heed
of the views that have been expressed by the
councils.
I have run through a number of the areas this
government has involved itself in in local
government reform, such as freedom of information,
compulsory competitive tendering, municipal
restructuring and so on. All the areas I have already
covered have been significant - but it does not end
there. As the ad says, 'There's more'. This
government is not about resting on its laurels. We
are not saying we have gone as far as we need to.
We are not about to do what John Cain did and start
thinking about the next election. We will not decide
that we had better go quietly and not do anything
for the next two years because we might upset some
people in the community. This government is about
reform. It is unequivocal in its approach to its reform
agenda and will not walk away from the other
issues that are of Significance.
Those issues have been put on the table for comment
and significant community input; they are indeed
big issues. Perhaps the biggest is council rates. We
all know that ifbetween 1982 and 1992 you had
suggested examining the rating structure, you
would not have found a Labor Party member
anywhere. They would have suddenly found rocks
to crawl under. They would have said, 'That's a
tough issue. We will get away from this'. They
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would have walked away in a hurry! The Labor
government never confronted the need to examine
council rates, which in their present form could only
be described as totally inequitable.
This government has decided to look at the structure
of council rates. Early this year the government
published a municipal rating system review paper,
which remains in the public arena awaiting
community comment on whether there is a better
way of doing things. The present structure is
appalling.
As I reflect on the years between 1982 and 1992 I am
continually amazed by the failure of the Cain and
Kirner governments to even raise the issue. They
were confronted with the rewriting of the Local
Government Act. Jim Simmonds, the responsible
minister, published the first draft of the new act,
stating that all rating systems would change to
capital improved value with the ability to apply
differential rates. That was his answer.
Immediately the flak started to fly, which was only
to be expected. Many people passionately believe in
site value as the best rating system, and they have a
good story to tell. 'No', said Mr Simmonds, 'We will
grab the bull by the horns. We will not talk to any of
these people or find out their views to see whether
there is a better way'. Of course he met with a
reaction! But the response of the Labor government
was to jettison that as well.
The Labor government could have responded to the
need to examine the rate structure. The rewriting of
the act gave it the opportunity, because some
councils rate on site value, some on capital
improved value, some on net annual value and
some on a shandy system. The inequities remain.
But even worse, you cannot even compare like with
like.
For example, in my part of the world you cannot
easily do a proper and intelligent comparison of the
rating structures of the City of Frankston and the
Shire of Mornington. Why? The City of Frankston
rates on site value and the shire rates on net annual
value. Any comparison is difficult and complicated;
it is not easy to compare the efficiency and
effectiveness of those councils. You cannot study a
book to see how the Mornington and Frankston
structures compare, nor can you compare them with
other councils around the state. You cannot get a line
on them.
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That need was recognised by the Labor Party. That
is why Jim Simmonds introduced that clause into
the proposed act requiring all councils to rate
properties based on capital improved value. He got
the reaction he deserved because he did not consult.
He may have talked to a few peak organisations, but
he did not seek the views of ordinary councillors
and, more importantly, those people in the
community who have an interest in the matter. It is
arrogance of the worst kind to believe the general
community knows nothing about rates or does not
care about them. Many in the community know a
damn sight more about them than do people in this
house - and certainly more than many of the
people who sit around council tables.
Our municipal rating system has become so
complicated that it is a boon to shifty and crafty
council bureaucrats. They love it. They can confuse
their councillors and do pretty good snow jobs on
their local communities as well. If you go into
council chambers around the state and
cross-examine the councillors sitting around those
tables about the rating system, you rarely find that
the majority understand it. That is a sad reflection on
the system, but it also shows why we have
Significant inequities.
Rating reform is not easy; it is probably the toughest
local government job. It was a great disappointment
to me to have to sit on the opposition benches
watching the Labor government walk away from the
process without even a backward glance. It walked
away because it copped a bit of flak. The sad part is
that the flak flew because the party did not go about
the job properly.
That will not deter this government. It has published
a reform paper, and there will be reforms made to
rating systems throughout Victoria. The opposition
may ask when. My answer is that I do not know, but
it will not be too far away. We are determined to
address the issue and return equity to the rating
system. We want to introduce a transparent system
that everybody can understand.
Who around Victoria understands the net annual
value system? How do you explain it to somebody
who has no idea of valuations and ratings? If you
tell people the net annual value system is based on
5 per cent of the capital improved value of their
residential properties, which is an arbitrary figure
set to show its return on rental minus things such as
rates and insurances, they say, 'What?' - and so
they should!
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When you say that net annual value is a reflection of
the valuation of commercial and industrial
properties according to whatever percentage the
council determines is proper for such properties, the
shutters come down. Most councillors sitting around
council tables would have no idea either.
When you ask some councillors whose councils rate
on the NA V system whether they know the NA V
they put on commercial properties in their
municipalities amounts to 30 per cent of the capital
improved value, they say they believe it is 5 per
cent They do not have a clue what their officers
have done. Then they wonder why people bowl in
and complain to them about the high rates on
businesses. They wonder why firms go out of
business and shops close down. They do not believe
it is because they are charging high rates. 'We
increased our rate last year by only 3 per cent. That
is on the front page of the local newspaper. We keep
our rating increases below the inflation rate'. They
ignore the fact that sections of the community,
particularly the business section, are being belted
around by a rating system that is hopelessly
inequitable.
Inequities also occur with farm ratings, particularly
in the outer region of Melbourne. Mr Acting
Speaker, your electorate is probably a prime
example of unfair practices and inequities, as is
mine. A lady in my electorate sits on about 80 acres
of land in an area that some years ago was rezoned
residential. This lady is in her 70s; if she reads
Hansard she may get excited, but I will not reveal her
true age!
She lives on her own and grazes cattle. There are
new housing subdivisions within sight She sits on
her prime parcel of land, grazing her cattle and with
no intention whatsoever of subdiViding her
property. She has told me many times, 'They will
carry me out of here only to bury me, hopefully on
the property'.
That lady has been grazing cows for years, and she
will continue to graze them until she dies. That is
how she sees her lot in life. She gets an annual bill
from the Shire of Momington, the size of which
makes it look as though she is supporting some kind
of overseas aid program for Rwanda! It is a huge
bill. She gets a huge bill because she has been
charged on the development potential of her land.
She is being charged residential rates. How unfair!
She has been to the council, as have I. There is
nothing the council can do about it other than
change to capital improved value rating and then
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bring in a differential rating for her area, but the
Mornington council is apparently not convinced that
eIV is the right rating system for it.
Rating reform is desperately needed in this state. As
I said before, it is a very difficult issue. It needs not
to be argued in terms of bipartisan politics but
thrashed through and decided upon by a Parliament
that will have at heart the best interests of
ratepayers, not the best interests of a political party. I
hope when the matter comes up for debate in this
house we will see bipartisan support.
That is not to say that whatever the government
brings forward should not be questioned and
perhaps amended, because I do not pretend - and
no person with any intelligence would pretend that all intelligence resides on this side of the house.
There is a part for the opposition to play in this, but
it should not be blind opposition. Let the opposition
act like a true opposition should, looking at the issue
fairly and squarely without bias, coming forward
with its ideas and talking to the minister. Out of that
I hope we will get a new rating system for
ratepayers throughout this state that will be to their
long-lasting benefit. I hope we will not see the
ongoing shallow, opportunistic approach to the
issue that has been demonstrated by the Labor Party
on so many other local government issues in
Victoria.
The other issues that need to be addressed are
legion. As I said before, we certainly will be dealing
with them. In the lexicon of priorities, rating reform
will be the biggest priority, for sure.
The coalition's support for local government has
seen reforms in many important areas. We are
delighted at the support we are getting on local
government issues around the state. Whilst I cannot
comment on the Local Government (Amendment)
Bill 1994 because it is about to come up for debate in
the house in the next few weeks - it is on the notice
paper - I certainly urge every honourable member
to give serious consideration to that bill because its
provisions deal with important reforms for local
government in this state.
Also in other areas we have supported local
government strongly: for example, in regard to
libraries. Library funding and support for the public
library system throughout Victoria has improved
dramatically under this government. It was pretty
hard to swallow when earlier this year one saw
press releases from the opposition with the usual
misrepresentations and half-truths about library
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funding. The Labor Party put out the story that the
government was going to introduce fees for
borrowing from municipal libraries. Nothing could
have been more untrue than that story, but that did
not stop the opposition. It does not care about the
truth.
On 25 May the Minister for Local Government had
to issue a press release denying that fees would be
introduced. The press release states:
[Mr Hallam] said the government had demonstrated its
commitment to enhancing the state's library services by
increasing funding for municipal libraries by 3 per cent
this financial year as well as a $39 million
refurbishment program for one of Victoria's key
cultural assets, the State Library.
Mc Hallam said it was important to note that
government funding for all municipal libraries was
conditional on them not charging for their core services
including borrowing books.

The government is not about restricting access to this
fundamental service but rather guaranteeing it remains
free to everyone in the community'.

I raise that in this debate as an example of the kind
of stupidity we get from the opposition on issues
like that. Rather than looking at something squarely
and fairly, rather than saying, 'Here is an example of
where the government has increased funding to
libraries', the opposition prefers to dig around and
put out untruths.
As with all of the untruths that feature on the front
pages of newspapers at present regarding the casino,
the grand prix and everything else, there is no
evidence behind them, just the bald statement, 'This
is corrupt This is crook. Somebody has their hand in
the till', or whatever. When challenged to bring
evidence forward in the Parliament or elsewhere, the
opposition has no evidence at all-not a skerrickjust rumour, supported by the whingeing of the
loser consortium with regard to the casino.
The opposition spreads alarm and concern through
the community, through the 50 per cent of the state's
population who are regular users of libraries, telling
blatant lies that are not supported by any
documentation, by any statement of any
government member or minister, by anybody in the
public library industry or anybody in local
government There is not a skerrick of truth or
evidence, but why not throw this one out there and
cause a bit of concern to the community? What kind
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of approach by an opposition is that? It is a derelict
and irresponsible approach.
The government's support for libraries was
demonstrated in a press release put out by the
Minister for the Arts, Haddon Storey, on
23 September. He announced a $10 million boost for
Victoria's libraries in 1994-95. The press release
states:
The money fulfils a longstanding government
commitment to reverse a system where grants were
deferred to the end of each financial year. The reversal
required the up-front, $10 million top-up of the
libraries grant scheme.
Libraries will now be paid grants twice annually, to
improve cash flow.

The Minister for the Arts is reported as stating:
In its dying days, the previous Labor government tried
to hide massive debts by deferring payments to vital
community services. One of the victims was Victoria's
library system, which had its cash flow strangled.

Here we have the complete exposure of an
opposition that makes false claims that the
government will force councils to charge for the
borrowing of books from libraries. l1l.at same party,
the Labor Party, when it had its time in government,
as the minister said, had a policy of strangling the
cash flow of Victoria's library system. The coalition
government had to reverse that with an up-front
$10 million top-up to get libraries back on track.
What kind of appalling hypocrisy is that from the
Labor Party? It is the sort of hypocrisy that allows
Labor to tell a lie when it is the guilty party. That is a
disgrace. The Labor Party needs to be brought to
account, and today it has been.
Also there is the current situation of Fitzroy
swimming pool. I hear the voices opposite,
including that of the Deputy Leader of the
OppOSition. There will be a big meeting tOnight, I
believe, to protest about that matter. I am not going
to get into the issue of the Fitzroy swimming pool,
but what I will say is that there is a good deal of
hypocrisy in the bleating of the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition and Mr Pullen about this issue. They,
and I might say also the Deputy Prime Minister,
Mr Howe, demand the return of federal grants and
all sorts of things. That may well be so, but let us
look at who the commissioners of the City of Yarra
are.
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Mr Julian Warmsley is the chief commissioner. I do

not know his political background. He might be a
member of the Liberal Party for all I
know. However, I know the political background of
the other two commissioners.
Mr Micallef interjected.
Mr COOPER - You'd know all about that! One
of the commissioners of the City of Yarra is
Mr Frank Thompson, a member of the Labor Party.
He is a former member of the Waterside Workers
Federation, a guru of the Labor Party on the
Momington Peninsula, the former president appointed by the Labor Party - of the Momington
Peninsula hospital, the Chairman of the Peninsula
Community Health Service and certainly a person
with active and continued links with the Labor Party.
The third commissioner is Mrs Barbara Champion.
You do not have to go too far to find out about her
close connections with the Labor Party. Perhaps you
could take a trip across to the Legislative Council
where you might ask one or two of the opposition
members about Mrs Champion's connections.
Members in this place and the other place as well as
the Deputy Prime Minister have been complaining
about what is going on at the Fitzroy swimming
pool. They may be justified; I do not know the
details. However, the decision by the commissioners
of the City of Yarra would have been a majority
decision and two of the commissioners are Labor
Party people, who were appointed by the
government to the City of Yarra. Why don't you
raise it with your own party people who are
commissioners? They complain as though the
government were to blame when two of their own
kind made the decision to close the Fitzroy
swimming pool. They should bear that in mind
before they leap into the press next time.
I shall talk about roads. The Labor Party does not
like talking about roads. It does not like talking
about this government's achievements, results that
in its 10 years of government it failed to achieve.
This government, together with local government, is
making improvements to Victorian roads that never
got a start under the Labor government. All we have
are embittered and envious words from the
opposition. They are encouraged in those comments
by the endorsed Labor candidates throughout the
state who are saying that everything is wrong.
However, one has only to look at what has
happened with road construction and road repair to
know that things are not wrong and that everything
is right!
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The motorists of this state are the beneficiaries of the
wonderful cooperation between local government
and state government on roads. It is something on
which the opposition should be congratulating the
government. After all, we have repaired the
half-built or no-start road construction projects that
lolled around Victoria for the past 8 to 10 years
when the former Labor government ran out of
money because it had bankrupted the state. As a
result, all the essential road projects lapsed. In my
area, there was the so-called Southern Peninsula
Freeway, which went from nowhere to nowhere. It
needed a connection between the northern end to
the Moorooduc arterial road but it did not get a
start! The former government put a bulldozer over
it, scarred the landscape, built a couple of bridges
that went nowhere and then the project lapsed.
During the last three years of the Labor government
the Minister for Transport, Mr Spyker, was
continually asked by me when the project would
start. He said, 'I don't know. I'll get around to it'.
The project was always on the capital works projects
list each year, until the final year when it did not
appear. They thought if they took it off the capital
works project list it might go away, but it did not go
away. Within six months of this government coming
to office, the first section of the road was completed
and, inside 12 months, the road was duplicated. All
of that was done by the coalition government after
eight years of dithering by the former Labor
government.
The councils that comprise the Momington arterial
roads group are overjoyed at the way in which they
are now getting some commonsense out of the state
government after years of being mucked around and
seeing no action. Finally things are starting to
happen. That is one little instance of what is going
on around the state. The cooperation between the
state government and local government has brought
enormous benefits to the state and the people who
use the roads, who pay the bills and who want some
improvements made. In conclusion - Mr Leighton interjected.
Mr COOPER - No, I didn't. Go back to the
Hansard report.
Mr Leighton interjected.
Mr COOPER - Of course you will. I will get it in
big-print version for you.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! The honourable member for Momington will
address the Chair.
Mr Richardson - The colouring-in version!

Mr COOPER - The honourable member is
already on the mailing list for that! The Age editorial
of 17 September, which has the headline 'The town
hall reborn', states:
The transformation of the Melbourne City Council from buffoon status to corporate showpiece - shows
just what can be done with local government. Five
years ago, the council was disorganised, inefficient and
debt ridden. When it made news, it was more often
than not because of yet another squabble between
councillors. All that has changed. The council's debt
has been cut from $102 million in 1990 to $49 million,
staff numbers have fallen from 2300 to 1500 (with
further departures projected as council enterprises are
corporatised), and productivity levels for council
departments and services have soared ... when the
council's chief executive officer, Ms Elizabeth Proust,
released the 1994-95 budget projections, they made for
reassuring reading. Ms Proust foreshadowed a 62 per
cent increase in capital spending despite an overall
10 per cent decrease in rate revenue ... the council
yesterday announced a $19 million, or 13 per cent, cut
in operating expenditure for 1994-95. It expects this
figure to grow to $25 million, or 17 per cent, over the
period to 1995-96. This is a commendable outcome in
itself, but what is more important is that it has allowed
funds to be diverted from operating expenditure into
the sort of capital spending that is necessary if
Melbourne is to boost the life and look of its central
business and entertainment districts. This is, quite
rightly, what the stale government wants the
Melbourne City Council to do, and is in line with the
governmenrs equally admirable longer term aim of
returning Melbourne to the ranks of national and
international capitals.

That success story has been reflected elsewhere
throughout the state. It has been reflected in
Geelong, Bendigo, Ballarat and all other places
around the state. It is being achieved because the
government had a commitment to municipal reform
that was similar to the commitment the Labor Party
had when it was in government. However, unlike
the Labor government, our commitment actually
means something. It was not jettisoned when the
going got tough. We did not walk away from our
philosophy and our policies. We have done what the
Labor Party set out to do in 1985-86, but it failed,
and failed miserably.
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The government deserves commendation by the
community and Parliament because it is making
reforms that will be reflected in better services and
lower rates for ratepayers in municipalities right
around Victoria. On that score, there is no
argument - the government has been a major
success.
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - It is probably worth
recording that for just over 2 hours the honourable
member for MOmington has been saying very little
indeed! Although it is now 12.10 p.m., I recall that at
10.50 a.m. the honourable member said he was in
the last few minutes of his speech. I took that to
mean 'the remaining few minutes'. I guess there is
one thing we should be grateful for, and that is that
the honourable member has given the opposition
another motion to debate during general business.
Since the proroguing of Parliament, the government
and the opposition have the opportunity to move
motions alternatively under general business. The
opposition can therefore expect to move a motion
only every second week. But, if we replace the word
'congratulates' with the word 'condemns' at the start
of the honourable member's motion, it becomes a
motion the opposition would seek to move.
All I can assume is that the honourable member for
MOrnington must be so bitter and must hate his own
leader so much for removing him as a shadow
minister that he has deliberately framed his motion
in such a way that it invites contrast. By referring
back to the 1980s and comparing the government's
current position with the way it behaved during the
1980s the honourable member invites contrast and in
so doing sets up his own leader. I will come to that
ina moment.
The opposition is delighted to have the opportunity
to debate this motion and to talk about the
undemocratic way the amalgamation process and
the changes are being managed, the sackings of
democratically elected councils and the savings that
have been made through cuts to services; to
highlight the fact that compulsory competitive
tendering is being implemented by commissioners
in the absence of elected councils, and in particular
to highlight the absolute lies about local government
told by members of the coalition parties over the
past 10 years and their sheer hypocrisy. I can only
assume that the honourable member for Momington
was so bitter with his sacking from the front bench
by the Premier - the then Leader of the
Opposition - that he wanted to set the Premier up.
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Talking about lies and hypocrisy, one has only to go
back to the same period in the 1980s about which the
honourable member for Momington waxed lyrical. I
refer to a letter by the then state opposition leader,
Mr Kermett, who is now Premier. It was widely
circulated to local papers, particularly throughout
country Victoria. The Kowree Advocate of Wednesday
14 September 1994 reprints Mr Kennett's letter in
full under the headline 'Kermett's credibility in
tatters'. The letter, which was circulated in 1986, is
an example of what I mean by the hypocrisy of and
the lies that were told by members of the coalition,
who were then in opposition. The letter reads as
follows:
I thank and congratulate those of your readers who
actively worked against Mc Cain's plans to council

amalgamation.
But be warned. The Labor Party has not lost the war,
but has merely withdrawn, to regroup and start battle
again.
Next time the battle will be fought through the power
of the purse.
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Mr LEIGHTON - The letter continues:
May I again take this opportunity to thank all those
Victorians who gave their time to fight against stage
one of the government's plans to bring about forced
council amalgamations.

So much for the ordinary Victorian's right to choose
the community in which he or she lives!

Honourable members interjecting.
The ACfING SPEAKER - Order! The last
speaker was listened to in silence; show the same
respect to this speaker.
Mr LEIGHTON - The editorial comments under
the letter state:
That was a press release issued by Jeff Kennett in 1986;
not all that long ago.
He received the support of Victorians, in particular
rural Victorians who believed they had a defender of
their most basic of democratic rights, and was swept
into office in 1992 with a vast majority.

Mc Cain and his minders will try to force council

amalgamations by reducing or further tying the
financial grants made by the state government to local
government.
Mc Cain backed down from his frontal assault on

councils and their committees because of public
pressure and the promise by the Liberal Party to use
the safeguard it was given at the Nunawading
re-election to curb Labor's excesses and hold it to its
promises.

The Liberal Party will continue to give rural Victoria
tough leadership on all issues - now, and when we
are returned to office.

More fool us.
Because of the outstanding support and blind faith
given to Mr Kennett and his colleagues by rural people,
we have created a monolith that refuses to be shifted on
policy, and refuses to recognise its own shortcomings
or listen to the people who helped him achieve his
victory.

Later the editorial says:
You've stuck the knife in, Mc Kennett. All you need do
now is give it a twist. Or you can make good your
promise to the people of Victoria in 1986 when you
were desperately trying to win government.

In the meantime I caution all municipalities and

communities not to be complacent.
Labor, and John Cain in particular, are still out to force
council amalgamations.

The Liberal Party, on your behalf, will continue to
defend your right to live where you wish, and be
administered by the local government system of your
choice.

And pigs might fly!

Honourable members interjecting.

That is typical of what is coming from conservative
country newspapers. Another example is an
editorial from the same newspaper headed
'Democracy or hypocrisy?'.
The Diamond Valley News of 29 March 1994 under the
headline 'About-face for Kennett', states:
Smaller municipalities are more efficient, and
amalgamation results in higher rates for most property
owners.
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So said Premier Jeff Kennett - four years ago when he
was in opposition.
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The coalition recognises the importance of local
government as the arm of representative government
closest to the people.

In a series of articles in the Bendigo Advertiser in 1986,

the leader of the government, now pushing mergers,
outlined the disadvantages of council amalgamation.
The then opposition leader also reported, on
July 29,1986, that the Liberal Party had passed an
upper house amendment to ensure that mergers could
take place only after 'binding referendums'.

That is why we no longer have democratically
elected councils, and by the end of the year there
will be only one elected council in the state.
The final page of the coalition's policy under the
heading 'Boundary Changes' says:

,And that is the major difference between the Labor
and Liberal philosophy at the moment,' Mr Kennett
was quoted as saying.

The Labor government's pursuit of municipal
amalgamations in the mid-1980s has been extremely
costly to local government. It engendered antagonism
and mistrust and was counterproductive.

'They're trying to force amalgamations; we're saying if
there are going to be amalgamations then the
community should have the right of a referendum:

The major lesson to be learnt from this experience is
that if a boundary change is to work it must be driven
by the community.

So it goes on. In my opinion the coalition parties
learned very clearly from the way they exploited the
issue during the mid-19805 that whatever they did
when they won government they had to do it
quickly and without any community involvement.
The last thing they could allow was a drawn-out
process in which communities had a real say. The
danger for the coalition parties was that as they
shamelessly exploited the proposal during the 1980s
they did not want to be on the receiving end of
community protests in the 19905.

The major lesson learnt by the coalition parties was
that it had to be done quickly and without any real
community say. That is not surprising. Clearly this
has been a political process from start to finish. The
Local Government Board is chaired by a failed
Liberal Party preselection candidate for the federal
seat of Kooyong, Leonie Burke. Her brief absence,
while she fronted that preselection panel,
indicates - -

An Honourable Member - Where are the
protests?

Mr LEIGHTON - Not only did she get
slaughtered, it also indicates how the government
and the Minister for Local Government really view
the board. They do not see it as an independent
board. During her absence they appointed the
Director of the Office of Local Government,
Mr Yehudi Blacher, as acting chair of the board. So
the very person who was giving the minister his
direct advice is also appointed to chair this
supposedly independent board.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LEIGHTON - As for lies and hypocriSY, one
need go no further than the coalition's own policy
on local government. The front page of the policy
states that the coalition government will:
abolish the Local Government Commission and ensure
that examinations of boundary issues are driven by the
local community.

It has not been driven by the local community. The
few times that local communities have even
bothered going through the absurdity of holding a
local poll the results have been clearly ignored.

Also on the front page of the coalition's policy
document is the statement:

Mr Baker - She got slaughtered!

I refer to other people like Russell Broadbent, the
failed former Uberal member for Corinella, who is a
member of the board. It is clearly not an
independent process. It is part of a political process.
Mr Baker - Dare we say cronies!
Mr LEIGHTON - Yes, dare we say cronies. Just
look at the people who have benefited from that:
people like Peter Ross-Edwards, the former Leader
of the National Party.
Mr Finn - Frank Wilkes!
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Mr LEIGHTON - At least Frank Wilkes did not
retire on grounds of ill health.
Mr Finn - So you are holding it against a bloke
because he was crook?
Mr LEIGHTON - Yes, when he goes on to be a
local government commissioner. I also refer to
Gordon McKern, a member of the Liberal Party, who
in late 1993 was appointed chairperson of the local
water authority in Bendigo and then, together with
Peter Ross-Edwards, was appointed a commissioner
of the Greater City of Bendigo. Given the decisions
the council has to make about purchasing water
from the authority that clearly places him in a
position of conflict. It is yet another example of the
government's cronyism policy.

By and large the representation provided by
government backbenchers, particularly the new ones
who will not be here after 1996 - Mr Finn - Would you like a little money on that?

Mr LEIGHTON - Let's have a look at the
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Mr S. J. Plowman - You are saying it is not a
political process, but now you want members to get
stuck into it. You can't have it both ways!
Mr LEIGHTON - I would respect government
members if they were prepared to represent their
local communities. The only ones who are prepared
to do that are a couple of senior government
ministers because they are the ones really rwming
the show. The attitude of the government and the
board to the amalgamation of Brighton is clear and
they wimped out. Just look at an article headed 'A
numbers game with little appeal' that appeared in
your revered Herald Sun of 16 July:
Alan Stockdale might grimace privately at the thought,
but it is only three weeks until local government
submissions close on the future of the bayside precinct
at Brighton.
Mr Stockdale recently told his local paper, the

Sandringham-Brighton Advertiser, he favoured resource
pooling with Sandringham and Mordialloc without
merging. 'I am not a great believer in size for its own
sake,' he said.

Bulletin poll. Geelong will not be here. I doubt
whether Tullamarine will be here, either. One of the
reasons is that you are too frightened to stick up for
your local areas. The opposition spokesman on local
government, the Honourable Pat Power, says that
the first thing virtually every local council he visits
raises with him is the gutlessness of their local
members. They say, 'Our local members are missing
in action. They won't put a view. All we get out of
them is an opinion after they have read the report of
the Local Government Board'. Look at the sort of
pressure that exists in local newspapers. An article
'MP defends neutral stance on amalgamations'
states:

That is okay for the Treasurer of Victoria, but if you
are the member for Berwick you hide. Another
example of it being okay for a senior minister to
make a comment appeared in the Pakenham-Berwick
Gazette of 6 July:
There will be a Pakenham shire when the dust settles
on the local government restructuring issue.
That's the confident prediction of planning minister
and member for Pakenham Mr Rob Maclellan and one
that Local Government Board member
Mr Russell Broadbent, who was present when he made
it, significantly did not attempt to contradict ...

The member for Berwick, Or Robert Dean, has

developed his neutral stance on local government
restructuring ...
His failure to declare himself on the amalgamation

issue has drawn criticism from certain quarters, but
Or Dean insists that remaining neutral has not stopped
him from putting his constituents' views on the subject
as strongly as he could ...
'I hope I've done my constituents justice,' he says.

Pigs! What a gutless response! How can he do his
constituents justice when he will not even put a view
or represent them? That is typical of the gutless
wimpish oncers on the government back benches.

Speaking at the Pakenham Civic Dinner on Friday
night, Mr Maelellan said: 'There is going to be a
Pakenham shire in the future, even if the boundaries
will be slightly altered'.

That just shows what a political farce this whole
exercise is. It is no wonder the coalition parties are
particularly taking a bagging from their
constituencies in the bush as they trample on
people's rights.
Mr Finn - I suppose you think Pakenham is the
bush!
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Mr LEIGHTON - I am coming to the bush now.
As the government sacks democratically elected
council after democratically elected council it takes a
bagging from its constituency in the bush. If the
Labor Party said this, it would be accused of going
over the top. I shall quote the Wimmera Mail-Times of
12 August which has an article headed 'Restructure
like Hitler action - shire leader'. That is not us
saying it; it is the government's own constituency in
the bush. It states:
Wimmera shire council's retiring president Kevin
Dunn has linked the Kennett government's stance on
local government restructure with actions of the
world's notorious regimes including Hitler's Germany.

Mrs Henderson - That is disgraceful.
Mr LEIGHTON - It is not me saying it. It is your
own constituency - and I will tell you the context in
which it was said:
Speaking with quiet conviction at the shire's last
statutory meeting after 132 years, Cr Dunn said it was
worth remembering the lessons of history, even if they
were at a somewhat different level in different places
and times.

Another Wimmera MJzil- Times article 'Returned
soldiers slap McGrath over mergers' in its
19 September edition states:
Agriculture minister and member for Wimmera
Bill McGrath believes a general vote or referendum on
municipal restructure will lead to division in the
community.

So much for your own policy that people can decide
which communities they wish to live in. You are
now saying that people cannot be trusted to make
decisions for themselves.
Mrs Henderson interjected.
Mr LEIGHTON - You are saying, 'Oh no, we
can't have democracy. We can't have any votes. It
might prove to be divisive'.
Mr S. J. Plowman interjected.
Mr LEIGHTON - I think that is a more honest
view than the lies that were told in your coalition
policy and the lies that were told in Mr Kennett's
1986 letter that was circulated around Victoria. But it
is not just restricted to the National Party. I refer to
the Warmambool Standard headline, 'Libs angry'.
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The article contains the following report of a
meeting:
The state government has come under fire from
Western District Liberals who claim that rural
communities are being brought to their knees by
'inflexible' government bureaucrats.
About 100 party members converged on Cobden for
the 20th Liberal Wannon-Corangamite area conference
to air concerns about a lack of consultation, loss of
health and education services and the attitude of state
leaders to rural communities .. , Mover of the motion,
Wally Alien, told the conference that Liberal Party
branch officials were resigning and small country
communities were being destroyed by a government
which made decisions from the 'top down'.
'No consultation leads to communities losing respect
for politicians,' Mr Alien said.

That is your own party membership. The mistake
they made is that they swallowed the lies told in
your coalition policy.
It goes on. In the Colac Herald under the headline
'Mayor warns about future of local democracy' the
following appears:
The City of Colac's last mayor, Cr Jim Ryan, sounded a
warning about the future of local government at the
city's commemorative meeting on Wednesday night.

An article in the Wangaratta Chronicle has the
headline 'Coalition MP says: It's even harder now'
and contains the following:
The task of fighting for the interests of country people
has become even harder under the coalition
government, according to one of its own members.

The reference is to one of the few members on your
side who is honest enough to get up and represent
his area and to put his real view. It will not surprise
anyone to be told that the article refers to 'Ken Jasper
(MLA, Murray Valley),. He is one of the few people
on your side with any real integrity; one of the few
people on your side prepared to stick up for country
Victoria.
Again it goes on. In the Cohuna Fanners Weekly,
under the headline: 'LG reforms defended' the
report is:
Cohuna shire secretary, Mr Barry Martin, was
applauded when he criticised the government's lack of
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action on country petrol prices and asked why a
reformed State Electricity Commission had not
delivered cheaper electricity.

As recently as last Sunday two of your own
ministers had to face an extremely angry response at
a local public meeting in the Mansfield area. Some
350 to 400 people were present at a meeting
attended by the Minister for Health, Mrs Tehan, the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services,
Mr McNamara, and Mr Stoney, an honourable
member in the other place. The Chairman of the
Shire of Mansfield attacked the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services about how the government
was going about the local government
amalgamations and the minister threatened to walk
out. The response to the meeting is recorded in the
Mansfield Courier under the heading 'Meeting turns
the heat on ministers'. It says:
The Deputy Premier and the health minister faced a
barrage of questions from 350 to 400 people who
crammed into the drama room of the sporting complex
for the meeting.
The ministers went away promising to take up
concerns raised about the amalgamation with local
government minister Roger Hallam.
But they gave no assurance that Mansfield's case would
be supported in cabinet. In fact, they spent much of the
time defending the Local Government Board's decision.
And at one stage Mr McNamara threatened to 'go
home', after he found it hard to be heard over
persistent interjections.

That is the reception you and your ministers are
getting in the bush. It is really not a surprise that the
people of Mansfield are incensed at the way the
amalgamation has been forced upon them.
Mansfield will be absorbed into a new Shire of
Delatite which will include the city and shire of
Benalla. There are big differences between Benalla
and Mansfield, including differences between their
industry and tourism. There is not even a bus link
between the two municipalities. The taxi fare to
travel from one municipality to the other is $65. The
new municipality will be 250 kilometres wide. Some
10 or 12 jobs will be lost to the Mansfield community.
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wonder they heckled the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services. It is not satisfactory for the
minister just to threaten to go home and for him to
say he will not represent the interests of the area in
cabinet.
It is not restricted just to the bush. As has been
remarked upon earlier in the debate, tOnight a public
protest meeting will be held over the future of the
Fitzroy swimming pool. It is not appropriate that
commissioners make the sort of decision they have
about the Fitzroy swimming pool, particularly when
funding has already been received to provide a
service. If over the coming months the actions of the
commissioners are repea ted across other
municipalities, hundreds of small swimming pools
could close. Commissioners are supposedly required
to undertake some sort of administrative caretaker
role while the local government amalgamations are
effected. It is absolutely not appropriate for them to
be making major decisions about the future of
important services. Such decisions are properly the
province of democratically elected councils.

One has only to look at how the decision-making is
occurring to understand why the bad decision about
the Fitzroy swimming pool has been made. The Port
Phillip supercouncil's first meeting took just 8
minutes. In the case of my municipality of Darebin,
one major council meeting took 13 minutes and one
item of business containing some 20 issues took only
a few seconds to be resolved. So much for local
communities deciding their future; so much for
democracy!
Many of the people appointed as commissioners
have no understanding of local government and no
commitment to the process. One need only look at
the advertisement in the Herald Sun in September of
this year calling for applications for positions of
local government commissioners to understand why
that is so. The advertisement states in part:
A knowledge of the operations of local government is
desirable but not essential.

The people appointed as local government
commissioners come from a range of backgrounds.
Most of them have no understanding that they are
actually working at a level of government.
Mrs Henderson - Frank Wilkes in Geelong?

What was the response from the Local Government
Board to the concerns of the people of Mansfield? It
called Mansfield an economic backwater. No
wonder the people of Mansfield were incensed. No

Mr LEIGHTON - There are some exceptions.
Many of the people appointed might have expertise
in bureaucracy.
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Mrs Henderson interjected.
Mr LEIGHTON - They might have expertise in
industry or business but they have no
understanding that they are actually occupying a
level of government with tw<rway responsibilities.
They have responsibilities not just to make decisions
but also to involve the community in the process
and to try to meet the needs and aspirations of the
community. That is not happening.

It is not surprising that that is not happening. For
example, I quote again from the Herald Sun which
describes the manual that has been provided to the
commissioners:
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to in local government were given those sorts of
indications by the Minister for Local Government in
the other place, Mr Hallam. The problem is that
Mr Hallam is a member of the National Party, one of
the four National Party ministers who has decided
he would rather have the smell of ministerial
leather, his car and his salary than stand up to the
Premier.
He was very quickly overruled by the Premier. Just
because amalgamations are occurring does not mean
that either elected councils or some other form of
democratic process cannot continue. It also does not
mean that appointed councils should remain in
office for a couple of years.

A set of guidelines for the commissioners of
Melbourne's new supercouncils has been described as
an instruction manual for the inexperienced by two
former mayors ... Each of the 21 commissioners will be
given a copy of the Local Government Administration
Guide released yesterday by the state government.

I will look at some of the views put by other
members of the coalition.

The 96-page guide sets out the requirements of duties
including public meetings, preparing for elections,
establishing new internal wards, local laws and putting
services up for tender.

Mr LEIGHTON - As I said the coalition has told
a pack of lies on the issue. You will not be here in
1996, just go out and have a look at today's--

It also includes checklists to ensure the most important

requirements do not get overlooked.

However, there is one thing missing from that guide,
which is a chapter on local democracy. There is no
mention of democracy, and there is no mention of
how you involve the local community in the
decision-making processes. By leaving that out, the
government is trampling all over the rights and
freedoms of individuals and the needs and
aspirations of their local communities. You have
only to see what the Victorian Council for Civil
Liberties is saying:
The Victorian Council for Civil Liberties has urged the
state government to set firm election dates for the new
super councils.
The council has also demanded that transitional
boards, comprising a commissioner and former
councillors, be appointed to oversee the amalgamations.

That is a very important point. When they started
entering into amalgamations local councils
understood there was some prospect of either
retaining elected councillors or having the former
councillors of outgoing councils serve in some sort
of transition role. The various people I have spoken

Mrs Henderson - What about your views, what
about talking about your policies? We want to hear
your policy on reform in local government.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Preston should not conduct
a discussion across the chamber. It is disorderly and
encourages interjections, which are also disorderly.
Mr LEIGHTON - What did the current Minister
for Public Transport have to say in March 1989 when
speaking on the Local Government Bill? He is
reported as having said:
I realise that the bill is a basic although not total
rewrite. The community should be aware that although
the government claims it will be giving local
government autonomy as a result of the bill, nothing
could be farther from the truth. The government has a
well-documented history of a jackboot approach to
local government.

He could be describing the way his own government
is operating. The current Speaker, the honourable
member for Narracan, is reported as saying:
If the government had used a different tack - if it had
used a carrot instead of a big stick -local government
would have been far more receptive to amalgamation.
In fact, since then, two municipalities, of their own
volition, have agreed to amalgamate. If that method
had been used rather than the one originally
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undertaken by the government, the number of
municipalities may have been reduced.

That is not the approach that has been used
throughout this process. By and large local council
submissions to the Local Government Board have
been ignored. Under close instructions from the
Liberal government, the board has gone down its
own path. The honourable member for Lowan, the
current Minister for Agriculture, is reported as
saying:
Local government has and always will be judged by

local people ...
Local people elect their representatives because they
have confidence in them to carry out the tasks of local
government.

By Christmas of this year local people will not have
elected representatives. Only one council in this state
will have any elected representation. There is
absolutely no reason why democratically elected
councillors have had to be sacked. The Labor Party
has always supported the reform of local
government and has always accepted the need for
amalgamations. But the so-called mistake we made
was that throughout the 19805 we allowed a lengthy
process of consultation, which local communities
could participate in. The then opposition explOited
the natural concerns of local communities.
But the moment the coalition got into government it
said, '1bank God we have the numbers in the upper
house. We will not expose ourselves to that. We will
make all the decisions, and they will be made
quickly'. Councillors have been sacked and their
submissions have been ignored. The government set
up the Local Government Board, the members of
which are political puppets who have been told how
things should be done.
The government has decided to delay the return of
elected local councils for as long as it can, ensuring
that local communities are not democratically
represented by holders of public office at another
level. The coalition has been badly bitten by the
dissent and criticism coming from its constituencies
in rural Victoria. The coalition will make absolutely
certain that for a long time people will not have any
form of local government that is capable of acting on
behalf of its own communities.
Supposedly these reforms will deliver massive
savings, particularly the amalgamations and the
compulsory competitive tendering provisions. The
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savings will come in two ways: the sacking of staff
and cuts in services. I absolutely reject the argument
that compulsory competitive tendering should be
undertaken by appointed commissioners. Those
sorts of changes should be undertaken only by
democratically elected councils. It is absolutely
wrong for appointed commissioners to be deciding
which services will stay, which services will be axed,
which ones will continue to be run in-house and
which ones will be put out to tender. I do not believe
appointed commissioners should be in the pOSition
of deciding whether to keep refuse services in-house
while putting maternal and child health services out
to tender.
A Government Member - Give me a reason
why.
Mr LEIGHTON - Those are the sorts of
decisions that should be made by local communities
through their elected representatives. This
government has been wrong to embark on
compulsory competitive tendering at the same time
as it has sacked democratically elected councils.
Mr Jenkins interjected.
Mr LEIGHTON - Don't take my word for it.
One needs only to look at what the experts are
saying. For instance Mr Halsall, a principal of
Coopers and Lybrand and a local government
consultant in the UK, had this to say when visiting
Victoria in August:
One of the concerns I have about rolling out ca at a
time when you have got commissioners in is that the
commissioners could actually set service standards for
a very long period. They could decide what goes out to
tender and what service levels are to be required. For
this to be done properly there should be community
consultation. If you don't do that elected councillors
may come in and find they are tied to a whole series of
initiatives which does not reflect what the community
wants.

1bat is the very point I am making. It is also the
view of the Municipal Association of Victoria. The
Progress Press of 19 April 1994 carried an article
which states:
Savings touted in the Local Goverrunent Board review
of municipal boundaries could only be achieved with
massive cuts to council services, according to the
Municipal Association of Victoria.
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MA V senior economist Tony Pensabene questioned the
board's financial analysis, and said it had not
considered the cost of redundancies or included state
and federal grants other than those from the State
Grants Commission. (The commission allocates federal
government funding to councils.)

Mc Pensabene said the board had determined savings
on the basis of the lowest level of service using
population as a measure, instead of measuring what it
cost councils to provide it.
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Mr LEIGHTON - I do not know whether it was
a reflection of how seriously they were taking
doorstop comment from the Premier or whether it
was an excuse for stopping work. However, it
indicates no early commitment.
An Honourable Member - When were you last
in Geelong?

Mr LEIGHTON - Two or three weeks ago.
Mrs Henderson -On the front page?

He said projected savings in the board's interim report
of between $75 and $100 million throughout the review
area could only be achieved if services were
dramatically cut.

In a Mail-Times article of 29 August 1994, headed
'Doubts raised on savings from council restructure',
the President of the Municipal Association of
Victoria states:
Chief of Victoria's local government councils,
Cr George Bennett of Nhill, has raised serious doubts
about the cost-saving impact of restructure in the
Wimmera-Mallee.

Mr LEIGHTON - Yes, it was.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The Chair
would appreciate comments through the Chair, not
rambling around the chamber.
Mr LEIGHTON - I was in Geelong recently. It is
important that honourable members, including
shadow ministers, visit that city, because the people
of Geelong have no representation other than that
given by the honourable member for Geelong North.
Government backbenchers will not represent them.
The honourable member for Geelong locks her office
door and will not - -

In a shock revelation last night, Cr Bennett said a Local

Government Board member had already told some
councillors, 'There certainly won't be big savings for
municipalities in the north-west'.

Mrs Henderson interjected.

Cr Bennett, the president of Lowan shire, is also
President of the Municipal Association of Victoria,
which represented more than 200 councils before the
state's big carve-up of municipalities.

Mrs Henderson - What an absolute - -

Mrs Henderson interjected.
Mr LEIGHTON - And Geelong still does not
have an elected council!

Mr LEIGHTON - I couldn't quite hear that.

Mr LEIGHTON - She hides in her little bunker
and will not see people.
Mrs HENDERSON (Geelong) - On a point of
order, Mr Deputy Speaker, I take great offence at the
comments the honourable member for Preston is
making. They are untrue and I would like him to
withdraw them.

Mrs Henderson interjected.
Mr LEIGHTON - From what I hear, there is not
much progress in Geelong at the moment. Why?
After the Minister for Local Government, who is not
the real decision maker, ruled out the direct election
of mayors, the real Minister for Local Government,
the Premier, floated the idea of their direct election.
What happened? Work immediately stopped on
drawing up new boundaries for Geelong.
Mrs Henderson - What about 25 March next?

Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) -On the point of
order, Mr Deputy Speaker, I should have thought
the statement was in the nature of Vigorous debate
rather than accusing the honourable member of
something improper or offensive.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The Chair
finds itself in a difficult pOSition. The honourable
member for Geelong has requested that comments
be withdrawn. For what seems like one of almost
countless times, I reiterate that if members continue
to request the withdrawal of things said in debate
that can be refuted at another time or corrected by
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personal explanation, we will end up with a narrow
vocabulary. Because the Chair is now in the position
of having to ask the honourable member for Preston
to comply with the request of the honourable
member for Geelon~ to expedite the remaining
minutes of debate will the honourable member for
Preston accommodate my request?
Mr LEIGHTON - I am terribly sorry,
Mr Deputy Speaker, I regret what I said and I
withdraw.
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need to remove democratically elected councils.
Elections under fresh boundaries could have been
conducted within months. But the government does
not want another level of democratically elected
government advocating the views of its constituents.
At the same time, the government has forced
through its compulsory competitive tendering
legislation to ensure that those decisions are made
not by local communities through their
democratically elected representatives but by
appointed commissioners.

An Honourable Member - Very nice of you.

Mr LEIGHTON - From what I have seen in
Geelong, Mr Deputy Speaker, it is clear that the
government members are not representing their
areas. Councils have been sacked, and apart from
one or two voiees crying in the wilderness - for
example, the honourable member for Geelong North
on this side of the chamber - the Geelong people
have no other representation. Instead of hiding, the
honourable member for Geelong has a responsibility
to come out and argue for the early restora tion of
democracy in her area.
In an article headed 'MAV President: Victoria must
live with a monster', the President of the Municipal
Association of Victoria is reported as having said:
Cr Bennett, 58, in his second year as MA V president
and a Lowan shire councillor for 25 years, said his
misgivings over the appointment of government
commissioners to run municipalities, pending the
election of new councils, persisted strongly.
'Here we have commissioners being appointed without
accountability to the important job of running local
government', he said.

How true, when he says a monster has been created.
Despite the coalition parties saying in opposition
that they would ensure their constituents could
determine which communities they wished to live
in, including the shape and nature of the
amalgamations, the commitment has not been met.
Most communities have not even bothered to
conduct local polls because they know that when
they do the government will not acknowledge the
results. There has been nothing democratic about the
government's process. Furthermore, the government
has used it as an opportunity to sack elected
councils, to the extent that it has forced
amalgamations on communities rather than letting
those communities drive the process. There was no

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The time has
come for me to interrupt business. The honourable
member for Preston will have the call when the
motion is next before the Chair.
Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.04 p.m.

PHOTOGRAPHING OF PROCEEDINGS
The SPEAKER -Order! I advise the house that I
have given pennission for still photographs to be
taken during question time today. No additional
lighting or flashlights will be used.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Hudson Conway: converting preference
shares
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Attorney-General to the report by SBC
Dominguez Barry which states that Hudson
Conway subscribed for $41 million in converting
preference shares in Mulawa Casinos (Vic.) Pty Ltd,
a subSidiary of Federal Hotels Ltd. I also refer her to
the notification of allotment of shares by Mulawa
Casinos (Vie.) Pty Ltd, which states that only
$35 million worth of converting preference shares
were issued to Hudson Conway.
In view of this $6 million discrepancy, this $6 million
black hole, will the Attorney-General request the
Australian Securities Commission to investigate any
possible breaches of Corporations Law?

Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - The Leader of
the OppOSition has raised with me a very detailed
question. I am not aware of the background to the
question. I ask that the Leader of the OppOSition put
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the question on notice and I will ensure that he
receives an answer.

Multimedia industry
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - In light of the federal
government's Creative Nation statement and its
commitment to the multimedia industry, will the
Premier inform the house what steps the state
government had taken prior to yesterday's
announcement by the Prime Minister to capitalise on
this emerging sector, and what the government
intends to do to attract more of the industry to
Victoria?

Mr KENNE'IT (premier) - I thank the
honourable member for his question and
congratulate him on his dress! The government of
Victoria welcomes the Creative Nation statement
released yesterday by the Prime Minister. It contains
several initiatives that will be of benefit to
Melbourne and that have already been welcomed
indiVidually and separately by my colleague
Mr Haddon Storey, the Minister for the Arts, in
another place. It also follows discussions I have had
with the Prime Minister in the past three weeks at
length in my office over the establishment in
Melbourne of - Mr Micallef - Are you talking to him?
Mr KENNETf - You should hear what he
thinks about you!

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Springvale will remain silent.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER -Order! Would the Premier
please resume his seat. Interjections are disorderly,
as the Deputy Leader of the Opposition full well
knows. I ask the house to listen to the answer in
silence.
Mr KENNETf - One of the areas that will
benefit Melbourne, Victoria, ultimately Australia
and, we hope, the world will be the establishment in
Melbourne of the Australian school of music. By
comparison I can refer the house only to the
Australian Ballet School, which is situated in
Melbourne. It is the school from which most
Australian ballet personnel are drawn and from
which people are placed right around the world. It
has an international reputation for excellence. I hope
that with close cooperation between the federal
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government and the state we will develop the school
of music in the same way.
The other area referred to yesterday in the Creative
Nation statement is the importance of the emerging
multimedia industry. This is also an area in which
we in Victoria have a natural critical mass because
we are the home of multimedia per se. I place on
record that through the government's work with
industry, business, the arts community and tertiary
institutions we are at the leading edge of multimedia
initiatives.
Yesterday the Minister for Industry and
Employment met with one of the major players in
this important area of multimedia, Telecom
Australia, which clearly described Victoria as ahead
of all the other states in its support of multimedia.
The minister has also set up a number of committees
that are working towards the development of this
industry, which is without a doubt a new
generational industry that will take us not only into
but through the 21st century.
In arts, the government will provide access for all
Victorians to the new Melbourne museum, which
will be built as part of the Agenda 21 program
behind the current Exhibition Building site. The
multimedia superhighway will, most importantly,
provide access to the museum and its contents.
Therefore, not only will we be able to provide the
basic infrastructure but also we will be able to use
the displays and the art form, which can be
communicated to Victorians right throughout the
state because of the multimedia strength.
Although yesterday the federal government failed to
honour its commitment to build a national museum,
the Melbourne museum will go a long way towards
satisfying not only our local needs but also our
national needs, particularly with some of the large
collections under our control such as natural science,
Aboriginal displays and history, and technolOgical
and historical objects.
Through the superhighway that Victoria is
developing and through the new initiatives that
were put in place yesterday we will have an
opportunity for both the commonwealth and the
state to work together positively in developing
long-term opportunities for the community. The
government is already providing critical mass in a
whole range of areas, not just for the arts community
but also for the creative community. The Melbourne
International Festival of the Arts is being held
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currently and those who attend any of the programs
will recognise what a wonderful activity it is.
Mr Batchelor interjected.

The SPEAKER - Order! Will the Premier ignore
interjections. I ask the honourable member for
Thomastown to remain silent.
Mr KENNETI - It was typical of the honourable
member for Thomastown, who happens to be an arts
and cultural illiterate. The international festival of
the arts, which has been put together by Leo
Schofield and his staff, is recognised - Mr Micallef interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have had to speak to
the honourable member for Springvale on several
occasions during the sitting this week. I will not
speak to him again. He will remain silent.
Mr KENNETI - The international festival of the
arts that is currently being staged in Melbourne is
another example of how Victorians can not only
produce and bring together some of the world's best
but also how it will continue to support the world's
best wherever it is displayed. I congratulate Leo
Schofield and his committee on what they are doing
and, more importantly, in terms of the
annoUncement yesterday, the Victorian government
will continue to work with the federal government
to deliver to the community not only the
infrastructure for actually displaying and
performing art but also it will work closely with
them and with industry to develop the
superhighway to ensure that Victoria, and
eventually Australia, will have access to the finest
whether it be in display or theatrical form.

Crown Casino: bid
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to an article in today's Australian
by Bryan Frith regarding the awarding of the casino
licence. In view of concerns that the Crown
consortium may have mislead the Casino Control
AuthOrity about the role of Federal Hotels in the
Crown bid for the casino licence, will the Premier
investigate whether there have been any breaches of
the Casino Control Act, particularly relating to
sections 9 and 20?
Mr Dollis - Take your time!
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Mr KENNETI (Premier) - 1 thank the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition for his interjection. I thank
the Leader of the Opposition for the question he was
able to glean from today's publications. Without it
there probably would not have been any questions.
If this is meant to be new evidence it is hardly earth
shattering and it will certainly not produce the
results that the honourable member seeks. As 1 have
said consistently throughout the whole affair: the
awarding of the casino contract - Mr Brumby - You are responsible for the act;
will you investigate it?
The SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition has already asked his question.
Mr KENNETI - As 1 have said consistently: the
awarding of the contract was the responsibility of
the authority, which was set up by the former ALP
government. The personnel were selected by the
former ALP government and the government's role
was simply to take on board the recommendation
and then ensure that the product was developed in
accordance with our planning and other rules. 1 am
happy to say that that has been done.
If the honourable member has any complaints based
on consultants' reports or any of the deep research
he has obviously been doing he should refer them to
the appropriate authority. 1 saw in a transcript that
was put on my desk yesterday that when he was at a
radio station he thought, 'Well, if the ALP says this,
the Prime Minister says this and we have the
support of two major newspapers, being the Sunday
Age and the Age, obviously it is worthy of action'. 1
feel sorry for you, because you have a great deal to
learn. Given that you are only too ready to run off to
write letters to people, if you have any complaints or
concerns 1 suggest that you raise them with the
appropriate authority anywhere in Australia.

By-elections
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - Will the Premier
inform the house whether he has investigated the
true cost to the Victorian taxpayers of all the
by-elections held since October 1992? If so, what has
that investigation revealed?
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - I thank the
honourable member for his question.
Mr Brumby interjected.
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Mr KENNElT - The Leader of the Opposition
says that I am desperate. You can imagine how
surprised I was when I went through my research,
which I do deeply, and recognised that to date the
cost of by-elections caused by the ALP has been
more than $300 000. Honourable members may
remember that I put up a proposal that we could
save the Victorian taxpayers the additional cost of
by-elections if Parliament - Mr Brumby interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! If the Leader of the
Opposition seeks the call for the next question I will
accommodate him, but in the meantime I ask him to
remain silent.
Mr KENNElT - I put up a proposal to try to
save taxpayers' money. I suggested that when a
member retires from Parliament that person's seat
should be filled with a person nominated by the
political party concerned. We believed that was
responsible. That is the position in the Senate, and it
seemed to us to make a lot of commonsense. Of
course, at the time the opposition absolutely
opposed the suggestion as being completely
undemocratic. However, a proposal was put before
the ALP state conference last weekend that
whenever an upper house vacancy occurs it should
be automatically filled, not by a by-election but by
the party in which the vacancy occurs nominating a
representative.
Mr McNamara - It can't be right! You didn't say
that, did you?
The SPEAKER - Order! Members on the
government benches are disorderly and I ask them
to come to order.
Mr KENNElT - I do not mind for a moment if
the opposition wishes to steal some of our policies.
We welcome that, because it would be the most
constructive thing it has done in the two years since
it lost the election. I put it to you that if the
suggestion is good enough to now be put to the ALP
conference for consideration as a policy, surely it is
good enough for Parliament to decide -let's leave
it with the upper house at the moment; let's not
worry about the Assembly - and now agree that if
a vacancy occurs in the upper house it will be filled
by a person nominated by the respective party
rather than putting the community through the
expense of another by-election.

Honourable members interjecting.
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Mr KENNEIT - I therefore indicate that we on
this side support the proposition and will continue
to do so. I now expect that the Leader of the
Opposition will also support the recommendation
that was part of the state ALP conference.
Mr Brumby interjected.

Honourable members interjecting.

Monash Medical Centre: funding
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - I refer the
Minister for Health to her statement last week that
the management of the Monash Medical Centre had
embarked on a high-risk strategy and was to blame
for the funding crisis that is confronting the hospital.
Given that the chairman of the hospital's board,
Mr Ian Ferres, is also the Chairman of the Treasury
Corporation of Victoria, the body managing public
sector debt for·the government, does the minister
still claim that the management of the hospital is to
blame for its funding shortfall and the closure of 80
to 100 beds announced yesterday?
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - The
Monash Medical Centre is one of the main hospitals
providing services in this state. Like the other major
hospitals, it has proved most effectively that under
the new system of funding we are able to reduce
both the costs of operating on individual patients
and the costs to hospital budgets at the same time as
having dramatic increases in the number of patients
treated.
In 1992-93 Monash Medical Centre treated
apprOximately 39 000 patient equivalents, weighted
for complexity. In 1993-94 it treated 41000 patients.
This year it will treat approximately 42 000
patients - a dramatic increase of over 5 per cent in
two years. That shows very good management.

Monash Medical Centre wanted to treat up to 49 000
patients. However, there was insufficient funding
within the system to enable that hospital or any
hospital to have open opportunities to treat as many
patients as they wanted, despite the very effective
cost per patient that has now been established in the
public hospital system.
We are treating more patients than ever before, we
are treating them far more cost-effectively than ever
before and we now have a basis where more than
150 000 additional patients will have been treated
over this two-year period.
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The other great advantage of our public hospital
system is the contribution made by hospital boards
that act in an honorary capacity and include people
of integrity like Mr Ian Ferres, who provides
outstanding leadership. While I am on my feet I
would like to pay tribute to the contribution made to
our public hospital system by the boards of
management and especially the new appointees,
who have concentrated on a far more cost-effective
and efficient way of running the hospital system. As
I said, now 150 000 more Victorians are able to get
into the hospital system. The waiting lists are
reflecting that and there is no doubt that hospitals
are running far more effectively now than ever
before.

Victoria: credit rating
Mr HYAMS (Dromana) - Will the Treasurer
inform the house of the importance of restoring
Victoria's AAA credit rating?

The SPEAKER - Order! The question is very
wide. I ask the Treasurer to be brief.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I know that with
his own distinguished career in interna tional
banking, not only does the honourable member for
Dromana understand - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE - The honourable member for
Dromana is not only aware of the importance of
credit ratings but clearly supports the government's
policies, because he said so in this house, directed in
the medium term at restoring the state's AAA credit
rating.

The house will recall the sorry history of the state's
credit rating during the last two years of the
previOUS Labor government. Not only were we
incurring very large increases in costs as month after
month, review after review our credit rating
tumbled, but there was an enormously adverse
impact on public confidence because the rest of the
world was sending us a signal that our finances
were being mismanaged.
Under Labor, as a result of simple financial
management incompetence, we lost the AAA rating
that we had held for many years. The successive
decline in our credit ratings meant additional
interest bills in the hundreds of millions of dollars.
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As the Leader of the Opposition said in one of the
few things he has got right recently, the more of our
earning capacity that was diverted to pay interest on
debt, the less that was available for health,
education, transport and other services. Had the
present government not reversed the trend of
Labor's mismanagement we would be facing now,
just two years later, even greater pressure to spend
on those important services.
The present government has set about lowering our
debt to GSP ratio from around 30 per cent in 1991-92
to under 24 per cent by 1997-98. Nonetheless it is
important to remark that that cannot be the end of
the story, because in Queensland there is a zero
rating and in New South Wales there is a rating of
around 15 per cent of GSP.
The progress to date has been reflected in an
improvement in Victoria's standing. Since the
present government came to office Standard and
Poor's has removed its negative outlook and
Moody's has upgraded Victoria to AA3. Indeed our
credit rating is also appreciating in terms of the
attitude of capital markets as our spread over
commonwealth bonds has declined from 136 points
shortly after the downgrading that Moody's
imposed as a result of Labor's incompetence to
under 50 points now, representing a saving over the
life of the bonds we have issued of hundreds of
millions of dollars. The government is committed to
maintaining that strategy, which is already reflected
in its forward estimates by the improved debt
outlook.
However, as is often the case, the position of the
opposition is more than equivocal. The Leader of the
Opposi tion tells us he is commi tted to the
Uberal/National Party government's debt strategy.
But just yesterday the honourable member for
Williamstown expressed the opposition's position:
The government's budget strategy has a single
objective-

That is not true, and the rest was not true either:
that is, to achieve a AAA credit rating, which is
unachievable ... If the government achieves a AAA
credit rating, which no other state is likely to achieve, it
will do so at an enormous cost.

No doubt that will come as bad news to the
Treasurer of Queensland, because he seems to have
lost his AAA credit rating and his domestic debt
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rating overnight and in common with the New
South Wales government he is currently rated AA.
The honourable member at the back of the hall has
set about undermining not only Victoria's standing
in the international community but Australia's
standing generally by seeking to discredit the
financial management of even the Queensland
government, another Labor government.
I challenge the Leader of the Opposition to tell us:
does the honourable member for Williamstown
speak for the opposition? Is the Leader of the
Opposition here now abandoning any effort on the
part of Labor to obtain a AAA rating in
contradistinction - Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - Don't bother sending me a
copy; I already have a copy. I want to know whether
it is for real.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - You are committed to it, are
you? So he is wrong. We have today the Leader of
the Opposition telling us that the honourable
member for Williamstown is wrong. On debt
management the Leader of the Opposition is with
the government and against his own backbench. We
will see how long he lasts with that.
We look forward to his supporting it not just at the
level of rhetoric but also explaining to the
honourable member for Williamstown the
importance of this objective and that he will actually
honour it in deed as well as in word, and when the
government is implementing the steps necessary to
lay the ground for recovering our AAA rating the
Leader of the Opposition will actually support those
measures.

Hospital patient throughput
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - I refer the
Minister for Health to her previous answer on
increased patient throughput in hospitals. Will she
confirm that at a meeting with presidents of major
public hospitals this week she accused hospitals of
exaggerating patient throughput figures to get more
case-mix funding and told hospital presidents not to
discuss details of the meeting with hospital chief
executives? Is this another example of the minister
intimidating hospital boards and health
professionals?
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Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I think there
were two parts to the question. The first is: did I
meet with presidents of the boards of hospitals? I
met with some presidents of some hospital boards
on Tuesday morning. No, I did not tell them not to
discuss the matters I had discussed with them with
their CEOs. I had previously met with many of those
CEOs.
The SPEAKER - Order! I call the honourable
member for Thomastown.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair is not
infallible. On all occasions I have to call from one
side of the house to the other. I call the honourable
member for Knox.
Mr Micallef interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! If the honourable
member for Springvale or any other member wants
to take on the Chair, they are permitted to do so by
way of substantive motion.

Bus services: Croydon-Knox City
Mr LUPTON (Knox) - Will the Minister for
Public Transport inform the house the steps that are
being taken to improve bus services in the
Croydon-Knox City region?
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - I
am tempted to try to address this matter within
2 minutes, but the news is too good to cut back! I am
pleased to see my colleague from Knox standing on
his own two feet and not hobbling, and I thank him
for his question.
Honourable members are well aware of the
improvements recently introduced by the National
Bus Company, particularly its cheap short-trip fares
and increased service frequencies. Two weeks ago I
informed the house of the improvements in those
services. Today I am pleased to announce that this is
not an isolated circumstance. I am further pleased to
announce that the Croydon Bus Service operated by
Mr John Usher is currently introducing a new
innovative proposal that will provide additional
services, new buses and cheap short-trip fares for
customers and, importantly, at no additional cost to
the government.
Mr Gude - None at all?
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Mr BROWN - No extra cost to the government.
But there's more!
Mr Gude - There's more?
Mr BROWN - The good news in transport
continues. Yesterday the new services commenced
with eight new Dennis Dart low-floor, 34-seat
midi-buses operating on route 664 between Croydon
and Knox City. The cost for six of those new buses is
covered by the existing contract payments. The two
other vehicles and all additional crew and distance
costs will be met by the Croydon Bus Service.

Mr Gude - Well done!
Mr BROWN - Very well done. However, that is
still not all.

cent. As with my recent announcements of the
massive increase in services of the National Bus
Company, there will be no extra cost to the taxpayer.
There will be new, more frequent services at less
cost to the user. Now that is the kind of win, win,
win situation that has been all too rare in this
Parliament.
I look forward to announcing further service
improvements in the months ahead. I commend the
Victorian bus industry which now recognises and
accepts that there are better ways of running
services, unlike when the rabble opposite were in
government. This government enters contracts that
are in the community interest. We do not believe in
paying for buses to run empty. We believe in paying
to have customers' backsides on seats and to
transport them around Victoria at the lowest
possible cost to the taxpayer.

Mr McNamara - There's more?
Mr BROWN - There is even more. In addition to
the new rolling stock, the company has increased
both its hours of operation and its frequency of
services on route 664. On weekdays, hours of
operation will be expanded by 15 minutes and
service frequency will increase from the current 20
to 30 minutes to every 15 minutes, all day. Clearly
that is a vast improvement - but there is more.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER -Order! I hate to interrupt the
minister in the middle of one of his episodes, but I
ask the house to come to order. It is impossible for
the Chair to hear the answer.
Mr BROWN - The vast service improvements
will occur during the week, but we also have the
weekend. The improvements on Saturdays are no
less dramatic. The span of operation will increase by
3 hours with frequency increasing from the present
hourly service to every 20 minutes. In other

words-Mr Heffeman - Twenty minutes?
Mr BROWN - Yes, there will be a threefold
increase in services on a Saturday. But there is even
more. Not only will the buses be new, not only will
they operate over more of the day and not only will
they operate more frequently but, quite
unbelievably, the service will be cheaper. The
Croydon Bus Service will be offering short-trip
bus-only tickets from 75 cents, which represents a
saving compared to a 2-hour Met ticket of 46 per

BORROWING AND INVESTMENT
POWERS (PUBLIC TRANSPORT
CORPORATION) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - By leave, I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to make further
provision for borrowing and investment powers of the
Public Transport Corporation, to amend the Borrowing
and Investment Powers Act 1987 and the Transport Act
1983 and for other purposes.

Mr BATCHELOR (Thomas town) - I would like
a brief description of the bill.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - This bill
recognises the fact that the Public Transport
Corporation is moving towards a more fully
corporatised position and extends certain powers
under the Borrowing and Investment Powers Act to
recognise the more commercially based operation of
the PTC within an overall accountability framework
consistent with government as a whole which
returns in some cases for the approval of the
Treasurer the exercise of powers a number of
corporatised entities already have and regularises
certain power in relation to the assumption of
liabilities under various contracts across the
Victorian public sector.
Motion agreed to.
Read·first time.
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CRIMES (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Crimes
Act 1958, the Bail Act 1977 and the Crimes (Family
Violence) Act 1987 and for other purposes.

Mr DOLUS (Richmond) - Could we have an
explanation of the changes in the bill?
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Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - The proposals embodied in the
amendments deal in part with the normal
transactions that occur under the Crown Land
(Reserves) Act, by which the Minister for
Conservation and Environment has jurisdiction over
a range of crown leases. One of the principal issues
addressed in the bill is the long-term arrangements
for the management of unused reserves beside roads
and waterways. The bill will introduce Significant
advantages in the administration of those areas.

Motion agreed to.
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - The bill creates
a new offence of stalking, which recognises that
many women have found there has been no
appropriate remedy in circumstances where they
have been harassed or followed over a period of
months or, in some cases, years. It remedies an
inadequacy in the criminal law which has been there
for a long time.
The bill also creates new offences in relation to
contaminating food and hoax bomb threats. It also
increases the penalties for arson.
It changes the penalties imposed for breaches of

intervention orders and provides for intervention
orders to continue over a longer period than is now
the case, when they lapse after of 12 months.
The bill also makes amendments to the Bail Act
concerning the proof required before somebody is
released on bail.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

CROWN LANDS ACTS (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Land
Act 1958, the Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978, the
Conservation, Forests and Lands Act 1987 and the
Forests Act 1958 and for other purposes.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) Mc Speaker, I ask the minister for a brief description
of the changes in the bill.

Read first time.

VICTORIAN PLANTATIONS
CORPORATION (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - I move:
That 1 have leave to bring in a bill to amend the
Victorian Plantations Corporation Act 1993 and for
other purposes.

Mr THOMSON (pascoe Vale) - I ask the
minister for a brief description of the contents of the
bill.
Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural Resources)
Honourable members will recall that last year
during the spring sessional period the government
put in place legislation to reform the Victorian
Plantations Corporation. In doing so we relied on
180 maps that delineated the areas of the state in
which plantations had been established. The bill
makes some amendments to some of the boundaries
of those areas. Subsequent surveys have revealed
discrepancies in the way the 180 maps were put
together. The bill corrects some of the alignments in
the maps presented to the house at that time.

Motion agreed to.
Read first time.
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LOTTERIES GAMING AND BETTING
(BETTING) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 8 September; motion of
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing).
MI5 WILSON (Dandenong North) - The
opposition will be supporting the Lotteries Gaming
and Betting (Betting) Bill. It will ensure that the
existing provisions of the primary act, which are
there mainly to safeguard legal betting in Victoria,
are strengthened.
The bill builds on a number of measures already
taken over the past decade to maintain public
confidence in all aspects of legal betting; and of
course, it will further assist members of the Victoria
Police Force to convict people found to be
promoting illegal betting practices.
Honourable members will be aware that revenue
from legal betting accounts for a very large part of
Victoria's economy and that that revenue has
increased significantly since the introduction into
this state of poker machines. The most recent figures
I have available to me show that the turnover from
all categories of legal gambling over the past
financial year rose by an astounding $7 billion, from
$4 billion to $11 billion. That does not include the
revenue from the new temporary casino, which was
not in operation at the end of the last financial year,
so we can probably expect a more dramatic increase
in turnover in the next financial year.
It is feasible to assume on past comparisons that

illegal betting involves the annual turnover of large
sums of money. It provides great temptation and
potentially high rewards to the criminal elements in
our society. Therefore illegal gambling needs to be
closely and constantly monitored.
In view of the privatisation of the TAB earlier this

year it is appropriate that the government is
introducing the additional provisions. Not only is it
essential to eliminate illegal gambling, it is also
essential that legalised gambling through Tabcorp
continues to maintain the high standards set by its
predecessor, the TAB. It would be unfortunate for
the government if, after forcing the privatisation of
the TAB, those high standards of probity and
integrity were not able to be maintained. The
privatisation of the TAB has seen the investment of
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many millions of dollars by shareholders who
naturally expect adequate returns on their money.
The racing industry has also been promised great
things by the Premier and the Treasurer. It has
certainly been told that it will receive a larger return
from Tabcorp than it has previously received from
the TAB. In some ways it is difficult to be confident
that that will happen, given the high costs of the
Tabcorp float and the overly generous salary
packages to people such as the chief executive and,
presumably, a range of other senior staff members.
At the same time shareholders will expect
appropriate dividends, and the racing industry and
the government will also require their shares of the
cake.
The point I wish to make is that with the
introduction of poker machines and the casino the
gambling dollar is being diverted away from horse
and greyhound racing. Of course, we still have not
been advised why the TAB withdrew from the
Crown Casino consortium at the last minute when,
as part of that consortium, it would have been well
placed to ensure the racing industry was not
financially disadvantaged as a result of the casino's
activities.
As we know pressure was put on the TAB to
relinquish its share options in the Crown Casino
consortium. As a consequence, the racing industry
could, I believe, be disadvantaged in the future. It is
therefore of the utmost importance that money
being wagered on horse and greyhound races be
channelled through legal sources such as Tabcorp
and licensed bookmakers rather than through illegal
SP bookmakers. In this way the people of Victoria
will continue to benefit through the government's
share of revenue; and of course, the racing industry
will also continue to benefit.
The opposition believes that in addition to the
measures taken at the individual state level the
public must also feel confident that the federal
aspect of our criminal jurisdictions will not be used
by a minority of unscrupulous illegal bookmakers to
gain lower penalties for what would otherwise be
second or subsequent offences in another state or
territory. We are all aware of the mobility of illegal
bookmakers and how these days they readily move
from state to state. Certainly this aspect of the bill
will counteract that to some extent.
From the minister's comments I understand that
racing ministers from all the other states and
territories have addressed this matter collectively,
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and I further understand that it was the Victorian
minister's initiative. TItis bill will now bring Victoria
into line with other states in a nationwide attempt to
combat illegal gambling activities.
I shall return to the bill. Firstly, it provides for the
recognition of prior convictions for illegal betting in
other states and territories. As I said, we understand
that an agreement has been reached with other
ministers that will see complementary legislation
introduced throughout Australia to provide for the
wtiform recognition of prior convictions. Secondly,
the bill extends the restrictions on the dissemination
of betting information to include current
communication tedmologies. TItirdly, it removes the
legislative prescription of specific races in respect of
feature doubles betting and provides for their
approval by way of notice published in the Victorian
Government Gazette. Fourthly, the bill retrospectively
imposes turnover tax assessments for offences
involving the possesSion of instruments of betting
by amendment to the Stamps Act 1958.
Before discussing the bill in more detail I should like
to bring to the attention of the house the forced
commencement provision in clause 2. The house will
recall that the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee recommended this procedure in its Alert
Digest dated 13 September this year. Earlier, in its
April 1993 report on commencement by
proclamation, the committee expressed concern
about clauses in the bill that empower the executive,
through the Governor in Council, to proclaim the
day or days in which acts come into operation. The
commencement of legislation is obviously a
fundamental element of legislative power. The
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
considered whether this power ought to be
delegated by Parliament to the executive through
such clauses. Of course, they strongly opposed it in
practice.
The committee recommended that fixed
commencement dates for bills should be given
except in a number of specific instances. It also
recommended that in the absence of a fixed
commencement date forced repeals be utilised. I am
sure the minister and other honourable members
will be pleased to note that the bill gives effect to the
committee's recommendations. I hope we can see
this provision reflected in other pieces of legislation
that come before this house.
Clause 4 provides for the recognition of prior
convictions in other states and territories for the
purposes of imposing penalties for second and
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subsequent offences. TIUs ensures that relevant prior
criminal behaviour with respect to illegal betting can
be taken into account when sentencing in any state
or territory of the commonwealth. It means that,
with respect to the offence of posseSSion of an
instrument of betting, under sections 18(lA), 23(2)
and 66B(4) of the Lotteries Gaming and Betting Act
owners or occupiers of betting houses and people
betting in the street will all now incur sentences that
recognise prior convictions, regardless of the state or
territory in which the offences or prior convictions
were committed. Each state and territory has agreed
with the minister to prescribe those offences, which
are to be defined as relevant in their own legislation.
It is recognised that through a number of measures

Victorian police have already managed to reduce the
level of SP betting which, as we know from various
reports, had reached quite enormous proportions in
the late 1970s and early 198Os. Members will recall
the casino inquiry conducted for the government by
Mr Xavier Connor, QC. In the report he is quoted as
saying that SP bookmaking represented a huge
source of untapped revenue for government.
Mr Connor also noted in his report that the TAB's
turnover in 1978-79 was $658 million and in 1979-80,
$740 million. He said that based on the statistics
available to him at the time he believed SP betting
represented a turnover of at least $1 billion annually.
That is an enormous sum of money. He also
observed that based on that figure, the bookmakers
licence fees and betting taxes would, if collected,
represent an amount larger than that collected from
TAB betting.

Of course, in the intervening years the number of
TABs throughout the state have increased. We have
seen the introduction of Pub tab, which operates in
clubs and hotels throughout Victoria, as well as the
added advantage of Sky channel. During this time it
has certainly become much easier for members of
the public to bet legally; and given the more
effective measures taken by the Victoria Police
Force, SP betting is thought to have been reduced by
at least half, compared with the level at the time
Xavier Connor wrote his report.
Nevertheless, there is little doubt that, over a very
long period of time, the state of Victoria has lost
many millions of dollars through the illegal activities
of SP bookmakers. Today we are still losing money
as these practices continue, although to a much
lesser extent than was previously the case.
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People who believe in the laws of this state find it
somewhat strange that SP bookmakers appear to
many to be lovable rogues and colourful characters.
Stories of their activities have almost reached
folklore proportions. One can almost sense a
~egrudging admiration for their close encounters
with the law, for their ability to cheat the taxation
authorities and for avoiding payment of Victorian
state taxes.
These people, however, have been robbing the
Victorian public of large amounts of money that
could have been used for wide social benefits. They
have also failed to pay income tax to the
commonwealth government on their illegal incomes.
Who knows how many schools or hospitals could
have been built, how many better roads constructed,
or how many more police we could have had in
Victoria had illegal bookmakers' not been operating
during those years?
Many older people in our community grew up with
SP bookmakers as a part of their everyday lives.
They often have a large collection of anecdotes on
the subject. A few weeks ago I spoke to Jim Hardy,
brother of the late Frank Hardy. He had many
stories to tell. Jim happens to be the President of the
Dandenong RSL and is a colourful and well-known
character.
He told me of the very innovative and effective
accounting system of a Dandenong baker, who
doubled as an SP bookmaker while delivering bread
each day. This activity occurred in the Dandenong
area just after the Second World War. His wares
were delivered from a horse-drawn cart. As one
would expect, most of the baker's customers were
women. They used to put their threepences,
sixpences and shillings on a particular horse with
their friendly baker-cum-SP bookmaker. To avoid
detection by the police, the bets were camouflaged
among his weekly bread orders.
As Mr Hardy recounts it, a typical bet of sixpence
was shown as 3 loaves, 6 scones and 6 cakes. The
loaves designated the number of the race, the scones
the number of the horse, and the cakes the amount
of the wager. Although the police in that area knew
the baker was involved in illegal bookmaking
activities, they could never prove it. Despite raiding
his cart on a number of occasions, they could not
find sufficient evidence to convict him. As Mr Hardy
said, this man become very wealthy. He purchased
many properties in and around Dandenong and
obviously had a profitable business.
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Jim Hardy also told me of the involvement of several
policemen he knew in the Warmambool and
Bacchus Marsh areas, where he spent a large part of
his earlier life before moving to Dandenong. The
policemen there always had a £1 ticket on the
winner of the last race. Apparently their winnings
were slipped under the door after dark on a
Saturday night. This ensured that the SP bookmaker
was free from harassment for the next week, and the
process was repeated on the following Saturday.
One suspects the bookmakers would have hoped the
winner of the last race was a short-priced favourite
rather than a long shot!
Before and after the Second World War, SP
bookmakers were very much part of their local
communities, as were the 'cockatoos' who kept
watch and warned of the approach of the law. At
this time, prior to the introduction of the TAB, legal
betting was allowed only on racecourses. Many of
those people were very small fish. Their activities
facilitated the needs of their communities. They
were often found at the back of the local hotels or at
other well-known pre-arranged spots.
Jim Hardy recalls a number of SP bookmakers who
used to use public telephones to ring through their
clients' bets, presumably to larger bookmakers and
particularly to layoff very Significant bets. He
remembers the absolute panic that occurred when
the public telephones were out of order.
Another colourful character was Terry Norris, the
former honourable member for Dandenong, who
often talked in this house about the large number of
SP bookmakers who operated in Richmond, where
he grew up. He says these people operated quite
openly at the corner of Burnley and Palmer streets.
Their price sheets were pinned to the trees in that
area, and on a Saturday many hundreds flocked to
that spot to lay their bets with the SP bookmakers. It
was a common occurrence for the men of Richmond
to visit the SP bookmaker before going to the local
hotel to spend a pleasant Saturday afternoon.
As we know from Frank Hardy's book Power
Without Glory, at that time the police turned a blind
eye to many of those practices and in the process
were paid accordingly.
The Costigan Royal Commission on the Activities of
the Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union
describes a different side of SP bookmakers. It
describes the mythology of SP bookmakers as a
myth, of innocence. In his report Mr Costigan says
'the truth is that SP bookmaking has for many
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decades been an insidious, corrupt influence in
many of our sporting activities', and it has certainly
had very strong links with organised crime. For
instance, it is claimed that SP bookmakers have been
responsible for fixing the odds on many sporting
events, and certainly fixing the results, and they
have been found to promote the use of drugs to
enhance or detract from the performance of animals
and individuals.
Even in the very early part of this century, bicycle
races such as the 1901 Austral Wheelrace were' fixed
so the right competitors won for the SP bookmakers.
Prize fights were another notorious area in which SP
bookmakers influenced the results to their own
benefit
I am sure honourable members will be aware of
reports of the attempt to shoot Phar Lap before the
1930 Melbourne Cup and the doping of Big Philou
before the 1969 Melbourne Cup. Both events were
attributed to the involvement of SP bookmakers. Of
course, with regular swabbing of horses and
greyhounds that does not happen so frequently
today. Everyone in the racing industry is well aware
of the penalties if they are caught.
Throughout the years there have been many wins
with substitutes, successful horses and dogs being
replaced by those of moderate and poor ability, and
vice versa. The Fine Cotton substitution was a
notorious affair that demonstrated how it can
happen. From time to time there are ring-ins in
horse and dog races.
In the past month we have had allegations relating
to a New South Wales rugby match. If these
allegations can be proved, we will very likely find
that SP bookmakers were involved.

These incidents are a very small fraction of what
could be told of unlawful elements in the gambling
industry. Fortunately for Victorians and, indeed,
Australians, most of those involved in the gambling
industry are honest, hard working and law-abiding
citizens who probably enjoy their jobs.
The government owes it to the people who operate
legally to ensure that the highest standards of
probity are maintained and that illegal operators are
apprehended and prosecuted. This is more relevant
now, with the privatisation of the TAB and the need
for the racing industry to be assured of financial
security in the future.
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We are all aware of the various other forms of
gambling that have emerged in Victoria over the
past few years. Not only do we now have a
temporary casino; we also have poker machines,
club keno, more Tattslotto games every week, and
Sportsbook betting on almost any form of sport one
can imagine. These activities all divert money away
from the traditional betting areas of horse and
greyhound racing. The government owes it to the
racing industry to ensure that illegal betting, which
returns nothing to the government and nothing to
the racing industry, is stamped out as far as possible.
There has never been a time in Victoria when we
have had so many enticements to gamble. Many
groups are becoming quite vocal about this matter,
with many individuals saying that we have gone too
far. Like the Anglican Archbishop of Melbourne, I
personally have no problems with people enjoying a
bet occaSionally. I have been known to have an
occasional bet myself, as has the Minister for Sport,
Recreation and Racing, who is at the table.
I do not object to people playing poker machines
from time to time or buying Tattersalls tickets, but
unfortunately, whether it is legal or illegal gambling,
the fact is that a large number of people have
become addicted to gambling, and their lives and
the lives of their families are being ruined as a
consequence. The stories of children being left in
cars and men urinating under the tables at the casino
are the tip of the iceberg, because welfare groups
and other organisations are reporting a Significant
increase in the number of people who are unable to
buy food or pay their gas or electricity bills as a
result of their addiction to some form of gambling.
We know that legal gambling outlets like the TAB
do not extend credit to their customers, and neither
should they. This is when people addicted to
gambling turn to illegal sources and bet with SP
bookmakers, who do allow credit. We all know of
the violence that often results when the account is
not paid.
I would like to comment briefly on the community
fund established partly to offer support programs
for people addicted to gambling as well as to
conduct research into the social effects of gaming
machines. It seems to me that very little research has
been undertaken into addiction to gambling,
although the social costs are becoming more
apparent every day. I urge the minister, together
with his colleague in another place, to consider
allocating sufficient funds to allow for serious
research into this important matter. As a community
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we need to know the social impact of all types of
legal and illegal gambling.
Clause 5 of the bill amends section 40 of the
principal act It identifies modern communication
technologies and outlaws their use for the purpose
of illegal betting activities. It achieves this by the
extension of the act's traditional phraseology of
radio broadcasts, television transmission or
cinematography to include the words' or by any
electronic, mechanical or telephonic means of
communication'. This means that devices such as
mobile telephones, faxes and computers will be
included in the act.

This clause now ensures that no betting activity that
is illegal in substance but not in form will escape
prosecution through outdated legislation. The
opposition certainly agrees that legislation must
account for rapidly evolving communications
technology so that practices that have a criminal
intent and effect but escape the technical net of the
current criminal legislative framework can be
outlawed. I suspect that this is just one of a great
many pieces of legislation that need to be brought
up to date and into modern-day language.
Clause 5(2) of the bill deletes references to the
specific groups of races in respect of which odds
may be advertised for feature doubles betting and
provides for their approval by way of notice
published in the Victoria Government Gazette.
Obviously the opposition supports this minor
amendment that will remove the need for legislative
alteration when, for instance, race names are
changed. We believe the Victoria Government Gazette
is an appropriate publication for such notices.
The bill also extends the stamp duty liability in the
form of a retrospective turnover tax to offences
involving illegal possession of an instrument of
betting. The bill amends section 128A of the Stamps
Act 1958 so that the definition of illegal bookmaking
includes not only the owner or occupier of a betting
house and betting in the street, which is covered
under sections 18 and 23 of the Lotteries Gaming
and Betting Act 1966, but also illegal possession of
an instrument of betting, referred to in section 66B of
the Lotteries Gaming and Betting Act 1966. This
means that evidence like betting records found in
the possession of an individual can also be included
in the definition of illegal bookmaking and
instruments of betting.
The stamp duty liability amounts to 2.25 per cent of
the aggregate of the bets received in the year
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preceding the date of the offence. If such an
aggregate cannot be established to the satisfaction of
the Comptroller of Stamps, under section 128A(4)(b)
of the Stamps Act 1958 a liability of 2.25 per cent of
the average aggregate of Flemington racecourse
bookmakers would be imposed.
I am advised by the Office of Racing that the average
Flemington rails bookmaker pays around $50 000 a
year in stamp duty. It is thought this will therefore
represent a Significant incentive for illegal
bookmakers to keep records that would enable them
to establish and substantiate their potential
section 128A turnover tax liability in the event of
detection and conviction by the police.
My understanding is that a section 128A assessment
is conducted in accordance with the provisions
contained within section 33(1) of the Stamps Act:
that is, the Comptroller of Stamps, upon receipt of
prescribed information of the appropriate form from
a court officer, makes an assessment of the amount
of tax that ought to be levied in accordance with the
act. The opposition certainly supports the extension
of section 128A to include offences committed under
this section of the Lotteries Gaming and Betting Act.
The previous Labor government introduced the
stamp duty liability on illegal bookmaking in 1986
when the then minister, Neil Trezise, introduced the
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Amendment) Bill to
this house. The reasons for imposing a stamp duty
liability on illegal betting activities were quite
compelling and arose out of the Costigan Royal
Commission on the Activities of the Federated Ship
Painters and Dockers Union of Australia.
The royal commission exposed the problems and
extent of illegal betting and, most alarmingly,
exposed its connection with organised crime. The
rationale for the imposition of stamp duty and the
manner in which the bill attempted to achieve this
was, firstly, that by imposing the same taxes that
apply to legitimate city bookmakers the competitive
edge of SP bookmakers would be reduced, and,
secondly, that by providing for an average in the
absence of clear evidence of turnover, an incentive
would be provided for SP bookmakers to keep
records which in turn could help facilitate the
detection and conviction of SP bookmakers.
The opposition fully supports the extension of stamp
duty liability to illegal bookmaking offences and it
applauds that aspect of the bill, which constitutes an
extension of the reforms introduced in 1986.
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In conclusion, I will raise a couple of matters with
the minister. Firstly, if further inroads are to be
made in illegal gambling, the gaming and vice
squad must be adequately resourced for this
purpose. At present, the squad is a very small unit.
It has not grown in comparison with the number of
new gambling opportunities we have seen in
Victoria over the past few years. Of course, all those
activities need to be closely monitored.

It is obvious that the government has ignored the
increase in gambling venues and the opportwlities
that have arisen over the past couple of years, except
to welcome the additional revenue from those
sources. I understand that two members of the
squad are always present at the casino during the
hours that it is open. Eight members of the squad
work rotating shifts so that two members are present
at any given point. I understand the casino should
be paying the wages of the police and I ask the
minister whether, in his closing remarks, he will
substantiate whether that is the case. The new policy
is: the user pays for police presence, whether it be a
sporting facility or any other public event I would
be interested to hear the minister's comments in that
regard because it would be something of an
anomaly if the casino was not making a similar
contribution to the wages and overheads of the
police concerned.
If as a community we are really serious about
stopping illegal gambling and cutting its known ties
with organised crime, the gaming and vice squad
must be a well-trained and well-resourced unit. It is
alleged that the laWldering of money occurs through
poker machines at racecourses and the casino. Much
of that money comes from the sale of illegal drugs. It
is essential that police are available to follow every
possible lead in that regard.

Secondly, I urge the minister to ensure that all other
states and territories either have or are in the process
of introducing similar legislation. I mention this
because when I spoke to one of my colleagues, the
shadow minister for racing in New South Wales, he
indicated that similar legislation had not been
introduced in the New South Wales Parliament.
When he sought advice from the Chief Secretary's
Department in that state he was advised that the
department believed the New South Wales Evidence
Act prOVided for prior interstate gaming and betting
convictions for the purposes of assessing
appropriate penalties against their gaming and
betting laws. Following the inquiries of the New
South Wales shadow minister, advice has been
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sought from the Crown Solicitor in that state on the
matter to ensure its existing laws are adequate.
Queensland has not introduced similar legislation
either and I suggest that the minister may have to
prod his counterparts in other states to ensure that
similar legislation to that contained in the Victorian
bill is introduced in their respective parliaments. The
opposition supports the additional provisions
contained in the bill. I Sincerely hope they will assist
the Victoria Police Force to further eliminate illegal
betting practices in this state.
Dr DEAN (Berwick) - The honourable member
for Dandenong has delivered a comprehensive and
positive contribution to the debate. I suspect she has
a broader knowledge of the racing industry than I
do.

This is a small but important bill, not simply because
of its content, but because it sends a signal to the
racing industry that there is a constant need for
vigilance against the means and capacity for illegal
activities in the racing industry which are constantly
increasing. There is no doubt that the racing
industry in Victoria is developing and expanding.
The recent announcement of a $12 million boost to
the industry demonstrates that expansion.
The ability to make a wager in any civilised
community is indeed an example of the freedom and
confidence in any nation. If the capacity to wager is
an example of freedom of confidence in a nation,
surely Australia must be the most free and confident
nation on earth, because Australians have always
exhibited a desire to wager, which goes back into
their history.
It is interesting to note that at a time when we are
developing relationships with our Asian neighbours
they, too, have a sophisticated desire to engage in
wagers.
It is not possible to eradicate by legislation the
ability of people to abuse the system. No matter
what bills may be introduced, we will never
absolutely prevent crime. No matter what bills are
introduced to limit SP bookmaking and other illegal
activities, those activities will never be eradicated.
However, we must keep pace with the rapidly
developing technology to ensure that the legislation
is keeping pace with the ingenuity of those who
wish to avoid the system.

Controls are necessary because of the huge amount
of money involved. In a complex betting system
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there is an opportunity for fraud and deceit and,
because the government collects taxes on the
industry, it must do everything it can to ensure that
the system is as fair as possible.
We in this country have a good reputation for
ensuring that the system is as fair as it can be. As I
have said already, although it is not possible to
completely stop illegal betting, there are a number of
ways we can approach the situation to ensure that
those who are trying to abuse the system are
brought to heel. Firstly, we can bring betting into
view, as much as possible, for the various
government bodies to watch and control. One
particular way this is already being done is to allow
oncourse bookmakers to take telephone bets from
those who cannot attend the racecourse. This allows
the activities that would otherwise occur in a
secretive fashion to come under the view of those
watching the course and the activities of the
oncourse bookmakers.
Secondly, we must ensure that we keep pace with
technology. As technology becomes more
sophisticated so does the means and capacity of
those who wish to abuse the system. In other words,
the ability to engage in all sorts of offcourse illegal
activities increases because they have access to the
same technology.
I listened with interest to the example given by the
honourable member for Dandenong North when she
spoke about her friend Mr Hardy and how he
related the story that in the early days a certain party
used to go about spreading the various bets for the
illegal betting operation that he was engaged in. He
did it by means of loaves of bread and various other
things that he had on his cart. I thought to myself,
'Think what Mr Hardy could do if he had access to a
mobile telephone and perhaps a few computer links.
His imagination would allow him to engage in all
sorts of sophisticated ways of subverting the
system!'.
That is what the bill does, and it must be done.
Firstly it ensures that the means of carrying out the
crime <;ome within the purview of the act. As a
consequence, the electronic and telephOniC
communications which transport illegal infonnation
are now within the jurisdiction of the act. To say that
we will use the same technology that you are using
to subvert the act to bring you into line is an
important start
Another thing that can be done, as we develop a
national industry, is to ensure that we undertake a
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national perspective. That is one of the important
aspects of the legislation. When people who commit
offences in one state, move to another, commit
offences there and continue around the various
jurisdictions committing offences finally get caught
they find that their penalties are applicable only to
their last offences because the previous offences in
other states cannot be brought to bear. Clearly they
are making a mockery of the system.
The legislation will enable penalties for previous
offences in various states to be added to the level of
the penalty. That is a step in taking a national
perspective on what is quite clearly becoming a
national industry. The more cooperation there is
between states in this way, the better the illegal
activities will be able to be controlled.
The clauses are put together in a very enterprising
way. I will go to the heart of how the legislation
seeks to bring in other states and obtain access to the
various ways of communicating information. It does
it in a very simple way by simply broadening what
is known as a relevant offence to include, first of all,
instruments of betting. Instruments of betting are
defined as various instruments that are part of the
betting process.
I will diverge for a moment to say that that is
another way in which you can catch the person who
is operating outside the act. You may not be able to
find the person because by the time you get there he
or she may be interstate, but you can find the
evidence of the means that he or she used to carry
out the offence. If the possession or use of those
means can be part of the offence, you have suddenly
broadened your capacity to catch these people.
Firstly, the expression 'relevant offence' will be
broadened to include section 66B of the principal act
to include instruments of betting. Secondly, it will
simply include similar offences that are carried out
in other states and territories. The substitution of the
'relevant offence' for the 'offence' in each of the
relevant penalty sections, 18, 23 and 66B, will enable
all aspects of the offence to be brought to bear when
penalties are decided.
Although important in itself, this bill is important in
a broader and more fundamental way: that is, it
sends a message to those who wish to abuse the
system that this government will continue to
broaden its net as the industry develops and as the
means and capacity of those who are aVOiding their
duties broadens as well. As time goes by we must
continue that vigilance.
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Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - As
the shadow minister for racing, the honourable
member for Dandenong North, has indicated, the
opposition supports the bill. I endorse the
sentiments that were expressed. by that honourable
member and by the honourable member for
Berwick, who has just spoken.
The bill will tighten enforcement and penalty
provisions of the Lotteries, Gaming and Betting Act
in relation to illegal SP betting by providing for the
recognition of prior convictions for illegal betting in
other states and territories.
For penalty purposes upon conviction in Victoria it
will extend the restrictions on the dissemination of
betting information to include current
communication technologies like mobile phones and
fax machines; provide for the approval of specific
groups of races in respect of which odds may be
advertised for feature doubles betting, and provide
for the assessment of turnover tax payable in respect
of offences involving the possession of instruments
of betting.
Therefore the opposition supports the bill's aims to
eliminate illegal SP betting and protect the
continued viability of licensed racecourse
bookmakers.
It is important to make some points more broadly
about the lotteries, gaming and betting industry in
Victoria. I endorse the comments made by the
honourable member for Berwick when he
broadened the debate by indicating that whether
you are talking about racing or other forms of
gambling in this state, the government receives
licence fees, for example from the casino, Tattersalls
and racing, and therefore gets a clear benefit from
lotteries, gaming and betting.
Today in question time I raised a matter about the
Melbourne casino. I stress that it is very relevant to
the bill before the house, the Lotteries, Gaming and
Betting Bill, because it relates to the casino licence
fees which are payable and therefore to the
requirement that betting be conducted in a fair way.
According to the report prepared by SBC
Dominguez Barry, the financial controllers to the
former Victorian Casino Control Authority, in its
final bid Hudson Conway provided Federal Hotels
with sufficient funding to purchase - The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Perrin) - Order! I
am having some difficulty relating the comments by
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the Leader of the Opposition to the bill before the
house. My understanding of the bill is that it is very
narrow. My further understanding is that the
comments of the other members who have spoken in
the debate have been aligned to the bill. I do not
believe the matters of the casino are covered by the
bill and I cannot allow a deba te on the casino in this
bill. I ask the Leader of the OppOSition to keep his
remarks to the bill and he will be in order.
Mr BRUMBY - On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, this bill is entitled the Lotteries, Gaming
and Betting Bill. A casino is about lotteries, gaming
and betting. The bill is broad in title, but more
importantly - as I have just paraphrased the
honourable member for Berwick - because the
government receives fees in the form of licence fees
and taxes from gambling establishments it has an
obligation to make sure that the way licences are
awarded and taxes are received is fair and above
board, and that any illegal activities of a betting or
other nature are not permitted. That is what the
honourable member for Berwick said.
On your ruling and on the point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, I think it is beyond comprehension to say
that the operations of the casino which are involved
with lotteries, gaming and betting are not covered
by a bill which is called Lotteries Gaming and
Betting (Betting) Bill, which has to do with making
the arrangements of the state fairer for all concerned:
for those who pay licence fees and for those who bet,
gamble or otherwise involve themselves with lottery
arrangements. The government has a clear interest
through the payment of licence fees, which is what
part of this bill is about. The casino pays licence fees.
It is clearly relevant to lotteries, gaming and betting.
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing) - On the point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, as you correctly pointed out to the Leader
of the Opposition, the bill is fairly narrow. It
proposes to amend sections 18, 23, 40 and 66B of the
Lotteries Gaming and Betting Act and section 128A
of the Stamps Act, and that is where it starts and
stops. It talks about SP betting and those sorts of
things, but it does not go into what the licence fee for
a casino would be or anything to that end. I believe a
passing reference may well be relevant but to go on
at length, which appears to be the case, is just not
appropriate at all.
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - On the point of
order, Mr Acting Speaker, there are aspects of the
bill which dearly relate to the casino in a number of
ways.
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Mr Reynolds - Where?
Mr lONEY -lbis bill alters in a number of
ways the situation for betting on a number of events,
including sports events. The casino has within its
compass the Sportsbook facility, which is very much
related to the provisions that will be applied in this
bill.
Further, clause 6 of the bill proposes to amend
section 12SA of the Stamps Act to extend the liability
for assessment of turnover tax and so on. Turnover
tax is applicable in relation to the casino because
specific deals were done on turnover tax in
negotiations for the casino in this state. So the
provisions relating to turnover tax are also
applicable to the casino.
The provisions of the bill cannot in some miraculous
way be exempted from anything to do with the
casino. One cannot argue that a bill which refers to
lotteries, gaming and betting proposes changes that
are specific to events outside the casino when part of
the casino through its Sportsbook operation bets on
the same events.
Mr Reynolds interjected.
Mr lONEY - We may go further into this if the
minister likes. The proposed change to the ability of
operators to take telephone bets applies to sports
bookmakers and the impact of that on the casino
Sportsbook and the way it operates are essential
elements of the bill. If you are to deny the right of
speakers to draw those parallels you are
WUlecessari1y restricting this debate. I suggest there
are issues applicable to the casino which can be
spoken about in debating this bill.
Mr ClARK (Box Hill) - On the point of order,
Mr Acting Speaker, the arguments put by the Leader
of the Opposition and the honourable member for
Geelong North seem to amount to saying that
because the bill is about gambling and the casino is a
venue in which gambling takes place therefore their
remarks on anything they like to raise about the
casino are in order. I submit to you, Sir, if they are
intending to refer to the casino in their remarks they
should refer to it in a way that is relevant to the bill.
Otherwise you might just as well say the casino is in
Victoria, the bill is about regulating gaming in
Victoria and therefore their remarks are in order.
The purpose clause of the bill refers to illegal
betting. Apart from the commencement clause and
the clause defining the principal act there is one
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clause relating to penalties for illegal betting. one for
the dissemination of illegal betting information and
one clause applying to the Stamps Act, which
extends the operation of that act to relate to turnover
tax with respect to illegal betting offences.
If the Leader of the Opposition wants to talk about
illegal betting which infringes the provisions of this
bill and wants to argue that illegal betting is taking
place in the casino, that would be in order; but other
remarks relating to the casino that do not have a
nexus to the casino are out of order.

Mrs WIlSON (Dandenong North) - On the
point of order, Mr Acting Speaker, the Leader of the
Opposition had only started to develop his theme. I
do not believe he had gone far enough into his
speech for this judgment to be exercised. I do not
believe the Chair is saying if there is illegal betting in
the casino for instance one could not mention it
under this bill. I believe in the context of this bill the
government has a strong obligation not only to the
casino but also Tattersalls, to the racing industry and
to the Sportsbook operators to make sure that illegal
gambling is outlawed. These people are operating
legally. They are generating revenue in which the
government shares and in that context I believe they
are required to be protected by the government.
Mr WEllS (Wantirna) - On the point of order,
Mr Acting Speaker, this legislation is clearly aimed
at strengthening the enforcement provisions of the
act with respect to illegal SP betting. I have no
problems if the Leader of the Opposition speaks
about the effect of SP betting when it relates to the
casino but this should not be an opportunity for him
to get involved in his usual muckraking on the
Crown Casino and Hudson Conway. He should be
drawn back to the SP betting issue and its effect on
the casino. That is where the debate should be
limited. It is as narrow as that.
The ACfING SPEAKER -Order! I have heard
enough on the point of order. The bill is very
narrow. It is specifically related to betting. It has no
relationship whatsoever to casinos. I therefore rule
that any debate on the matter of casinos is not in
accordance with the bill.
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - On a further
point of order, Mr Acting Speaker, yesterday in
debate on the Financial Management (Amendment)
Bill I raised a point of order against the honourable
member for Momington who was using debate on
that bill to raise questions about the propriety of the
Cain-Kirner governments and the financial
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management of the state and some broad questions
about the administration of the state on a bill which
was quite specific about amending the State Tender
Board and certain other provisions.
You were also in the chair yesterday when I raised
that point of order. You ruled that the debate was
wide ranging and that any matters relating to the
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill could also
relate to financial matters generally. I suggest that
your ruling yesterday should apply to debate on this
bill: that any matter relating to lotteries, gamiIlg and
betting - to which casinos obviously relate should also accord with the ruling you made only
24 hours ago.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) - On the further point of
order, Mc Acting Speaker, if I recall correctly, in
your ruling on that matter you were following the
precedent that had been set by, I think, the Deputy
Speaker, if not the Speaker. The Leader of the
Opposition, in opening that debate, indicated that
the bill was wide ranging. He referred to clause 7 as
dealing with the whole-of-govemment reporting
and used that to justify his wide-ranging remarks on
that bill.
Points of order were taken questioning the breadth
of his remarks on the bill and they were not accepted
in the early stage. Your ruling then was perfectly
consistent with the point that had been made by the
Leader of the Opposition at the commencement of
the debate on that bill and with previous rulings.
The ACfING SPEAKER -Order! I do not
uphold the point of order. As the honourable
member for Box Hill has clearly reminded me, I was
relying on the rulings of the Deputy Speaker and
other Acting Speakers. Because they had previously
ruled that the debate was wide in that bill I stuck
with the previous rulings.
In this case I believe the bill is very narrow. It relates
to betting. The Leader of the Opposition may debate
the bill with regard to betting in the casino.
However, as it does not refer to the control of
licences or any aspect of licensing I do not believe
any debate on licensing would be in order.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) -

Mc Acting Speaker, thank you for your guidance. As
I said, the opposition supports the bill's aims to
eliminate illegal SP betting and to protect the
viability of licensed SP bookmakers.
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The bill is supported also by the racing industry.
Now that the TAB has been privatised it is more
important than ever that we maintain and build on
the high standard of probity in the racing industry.
The minister, who is present during the debate,
noted in the house on 19 April that
... people involved in the racing industry should have
spotless records. I do not believe people with illegal
gambling records have a place in the Australian racing
industry.
Those assurances and utterances were made by the
minister when he was responding to a question
about whether he deliberately leaked documents
relating to the criminal records of people associated
with Vi tab after he had given approval to the Chung
Corporation to operate a TAB agency out of
Vanuatu.
On 17 May it was revealed in the Australian Financial
Review that Mc Christophe Chung, the head of the
Chung Corporation, had a conviction for pimping in
1981, and four convictions in Brisbane in 1991 in
relation to the export of condemned seafood. At the
time Mc Chung advised the AustraliJm Financial
Review that he believed the Victorian government
was aware of his criminal record. On 17 May the
minister advised the house that the first he knew of
Mc Chung's criminal record was when it appeared
in the Australian Financial Review that morning. Since
then the minister has consistently denied that prior
to that date he had any idea of Mc Chung's
convictions.
Nonetheless, in a letter dated 26 March 1993 from
the chief general manager of the TAB to the Director
of the Office of Racing it is noted that final approval
of the Vanuatu deal with the Chung Corporation
will be:
subject to the minister's satisfaction that the security
and integrity of operations in Vanuatu and
communications between Vanuatu and Australia can
be assured.
That letter came after a letter of 14 January 1993
from the TAB to Mr Chung advising that
in-principle approval had been given to the Chung
Corporation to establish an agency in Vanuatu, but
again further noted that
final approval will be subject to the minister's
satisfaction that the security and integrity of the
operations in Vanuatu and communications between
Vanuatu and Australia can be assured.
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Probably most important of all is the letter dated 25
October 1992 from Paul Curran, general manager,
retails sales network for the TAB, to Mr Chung, in
which he says:
As a matter of course, prior to the establishment of any

new offcourse outlet, the TAB requires the completion
of a consent to check and release criminal records form.
The letter states also that a number of forms are
attached and requests that Mr Chung, Milton
WaIters and Peter Boylan complete and sign the
forms and return the same to him.
The conclusion to be drawn is that either the
Minister for Sport, Recreation and Racing has
deliberately misled the house or was aware of
Mr Chung's conviction at the time he told the house
on 17 May that he was not aware, or, alternatively,
the minister has been derelict in his duty in not
ascertaining whether Mr Chung was an appropriate
person to be running the Vanuatu TAB agency. By
terminating Mr Chung's contract with the TAB the
minister is now admitting that the Chung
Corporation is not an appropriate organisation to be
running a TAB agency in Vanuatu. That being the
case, the minister should have ascertained this fact
much earlier.
Of course the other question that arises in relation to
this matter is the fact that the minister stated on 27
May 1994 and confirmed on 7 September 1994 that
there would be no liability to taxpayers arising out
of the suspension of the contract with the Chung
Corporation. The minister has consistently stated in
this house that there will be no liability to taxpayers
as a result of the termination of the contract with
Chung Corporation.
This flies directly in the face of what the Treasurer
advised the house on 7 September when he said that
it was:
the intention [of the government] to preserve those
liabilities in the vestige of the old statutory authority
[the TAB] ... So, the net benefit to the taxpayer is
achieved by retaining them in the shell and dealing
with them in the normal course of events.

We are left with the situation where either the
Minister for Sport, Recreation and Racing has misled
the house or the Treasurer has misled the house.
They cannot both be right because there is a legal
claim by way of a letter of claim.
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Mr Chung maintains that at all times before granting
him the Vanuatu TAB licence the minister and the
government were aware of his convictions. We have
the minister saying there will be no liability to
taxpayers. We have the Treasurer saying quite the
opposite. Alternatively, he has been misleading in
the Tabcorp prospectus. If any potential liability
whatsoever arising out of the action by the Chung
Corporation in relation to the termination of its
arrangements with the TAB rests with the old TAB,
Victorian taxpayers will be liable, and that would
make a lie of the minister's statements.

If, however, the liability from any Chung action rests
with the new privatised Tabcorp, the prospectus
would be misleading, as it says on page 14 that:

any known material litigation, current or pending, in
relation to the TAB at the appointed day will be
specified in writing by the Treasurer to remain with the
TAB.
The minister says: no liability to the TAB; the
Treasurer says: any liability from Chung will be met
by the TAB. One of them is wrong. Since they have
both made those statements in the house, one of
them is misleading the house.
It is cold comfort for Victorians that the bill actually
builds upon the efforts of the former Labor
government to limit illegal activity in the racing
industry when the Kennett government is
belligerently ignoring questionable activities in other
aspects of the gambling industry in the state. When I
began my contribution to the debate I wanted to
make comments about the questionable activities in
the racing industry and in the casino, and there was
a barrage of interjections about my wanting to raise
those matters.

This is a bill about questionable activities in the
gambling industry. This is a bill about illegal betting.
This is a bill about breaking the law; but when the
opposition tries to raise matters about the gambling
industry and the casino and other matters about
questionable activities it is stopped.
Today during question time the Premier said, 'Come
on, bring out the evidence'. He invited us to make
our claims, to make our statements. Here I am.
When I stand up to take part in the debate and try to
get the material on the public record, this minister
and this government gag the debate because the
government does not want to hear the facts of the
questionable activities in the gambling industry.
This is the fact of the matter.
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Isn't it amazing? Today questions were asked about
the casino prospectus, about the $41 million, about
the $35 million and about the $6 million. Where did
the $6 million go? Into a $6 million black hole! Who
was it paid to? What was the money for? Who
discovered the money? Where did it go? Was it into
a black hole? Was it a bribe? Where did the
$6 million go? We did not get a debate about it! This
is a government that does not want to know about
questionable activities. I thought the ruling earlier
on those points of order was extraordinarily narrow.
I have a letter from a licensed bookmaker, who has
written to the honourable member for Geelong
North in his capacity as the opposition spokesman
about the legislation and about sports bookmakers.
The bookmaker wants to know about the casino and
wants to discuss betting arrangements. But if I want
to get up during a debate on a lotteries, gaming and
betting bill to talk about $6 million that has gone
missing and about discrepancies between the
prospectus and what happened with the Federal
Hotels money, I cannot! I will have to get a member
of the opposition in the other place to do it.
So much for the Premier's saying bring on any new
information and open up the debate. If you dare try
to bring out the facts, this government ducks for
cover. It cannot tolerate facts coming out into the
open: it will not have an inquiry and it will not let
the public make its own judgment on issues of
probity.

For goodness sake, this is a debate about betting,
about gaming and about lotteries, yet you cannot
speak about how someone got the casino licence.
This is what Mr Nott, a licensed bookmaker, has to
say about the casino. In his first paragraph - and I
must say I agree with him about this - he thanks us
for forwarding to him a copy of the debate in
Parliament on Friday, 20 May, and he thanks us for
making representations on behalf of sport
bookmakers. He continues by saying - and I know
he will get a lot of support from this side of the
house:
I believe that Mr Stockdale is confused in two areas.

lbat is right, isn't it? We support what he says.
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Secondly, Mr Stockdale states, 'I doubt whether it is
practicable to move bookmakers who bet in fixed-price
odds into some sort of drop arrangement'. If it can be
done for both the TAB (Sportsbook) and the Crown
Casino, why can it not be done for sport bookmakers?

There are a range of matters that we think we should
be able to discuss during debate on this legislation.
But as I have said previously about illegal betting
and the activities of Chung Corporation Ltd - I see
the Treasurer is in the house now - either the
Minister for Gaming or the Treasurer has misled the
house. They cannot both be right. If there is
material - Mr Reynolds - Unless you are wrong.
Mr BRUMBY - The Minister for Sport,
Recreation and Racing says I am wrong. Yesterday,
when I asked the minister responsible for the TAB
whether the Totalizator Agency Board was part of
the Crown consortium bid on 16 August, he said, 'I
do not know'. The TAB was a multibillion dollar
industry and the largest part of the minister's
portfolio. You would have had to approve its being
part of the bid, wouldn't you, Minister? But you
come in here suffering from selective amnesia and
say, 'I can't remember'.
Does the minister think that answer fooled the
gallery? The minister responsible for the TAB, a
multibillion dollar industry and a great industry for
Victoria, says he cannot remember whether on
16 August the Totalizator Agency Board was part of
the Crown consortium bid for the Melbourne casino.
It was part of the bid, but it withdrew the next day,
the 17th. We will come to the reason why in due
course, won't we, minister?
But you tell Parliament you cannot even remember
whether it was part of the bid. What rubbish! Who
do you think believes that?
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member may not address the minister directly
across the table. I ask him to relate his remarks
through the Chair.
Mr BRUMBY - What we need in this state
is--

Firstly, TAB (Sportsbook), Crown Casino and sport
bookmakers are all authorised to bet fixed-price odds
in relation to sporting events. In this instance the TAB
(Sportsbook) is not operating as a totalisator, but as a
bookmaker.

Mr Reynolds - You are supporting the bill.
Mr BRUMBY - We are supporting the bill
because it is about probity and proper practice. The
point I make in this debate is that we support the bill
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because it outlaws illegal and questionable activities.
But whenever we want to have a debate in here
about questionable activities, the government gags
it. You gag it because you do not want a debate
about proper process in this state!
Mr Slockdale interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - I invite the Treasurer to make a
full statement to the house about the Crown Casino

prospectus, explaining what has happened to the
$6 million - that is, the difference between the
$41 million and $35 million in convertible

preferences. The Treasurer does not understand it. It
is a bit deep for the Treasurer, and it is a bit
complicated for the Premier. It is like the letter from
the licensed bookmaker, who says he believes
Mr Stockdale is confused in two areas.
But there are more than two areas. I have provided
quite a long list.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.
Mr WELLS (Wantirna) -It gives me a great deal
of pleasure to speak on the Lotteries Gaming and
Betting (Betting) Bill, on which I will make only a
few comments. One of the main reasons I am
speaking is that it is fast approaching the time when
I put my annual couple of dollars on the Melbourne
Cup. The legislation will clearly strengthen the
enforcement provisions of the act concerning illegal
SPbetting.
These days SP bookies are wrongly seen as folklore
heroes; but it is clear that they have been involved in
race fixing, even though that has not been proved.
As the honourable member for Dandenong North
said, SP bookies sometimes extend credit to people
who are desperately hooked on betting, which is a
shame and a sad reflection on the industry. If they
cannot pay up down the track or if they have a few
loSses in a row, things can turn violent.
The current act was seen by the Victoria Police Force
as adequate, but the advent of modem technology
has caused the police to ask that the legislation be
tightened up. The police therefore put forward some
recommendations. During the autumn sitting the
government introduced legislation to enable
racecourse bookmakers to accept bets by telephone
from off-course clients who are unable to attend race
meetings as a legal alternative to fixed-odds betting.
That recognised the fact that bookmakers were
finding it tough going; it was another way of
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spurring on their revenue. It must be recognised that
that was done on the understanding that we would
crack down on SP betting.
Legal bookmaking in Victoria is a major industry,
and racing plays a Significant role in the Victorian
way of life. At this stage it is hard to judge how
much money is bet illegally, but the
1991 Queensland Criminal Justice Commission
report says that up to the equivalent of 63.8 per cent
of legal turnover was actually placed with sp
bookies. It appears that Victoria is better off. The
police feel that with some of the larger SP bookies
going off-shore, and given a bit of a crack down on
SP bookies interstate, the figure for Victoria would
probably be a lot lower.
I note with interest that the budget papers show we
have made some significant concessions to
bookmakers. Their turnover tax will be cut from
2.25 per cent to 2 per cent for metropolitan races and
from 1.75 per cent to 1.5 per cent for country races.
That is another indication of this government's
support for the betting industry, which I hope will
spur it along.
Table 5.2 in the budget papers shows the
composition of taxes, fees and fines. It is estimated
that the gambling taxes from the racing industry for
this particular year will amount to $147.9 million,
which will be a Significant addition to our Treasury
coffers. If we are able to crack down on SP booking
per se, the additional $60 million or $70 million that
will be collected from legal betting will go a long
way towards paying back some of Labor's debt or
providing some of the quality services that are so
desperately needed.
At the moment an SP bookmaker who is fined once
or twice in Victoria can move to New South Wales,
where he can continue his operations. In other
words, he can keep avoiding heavy penalties for a
number of years simply by moving around.
This legislation complies with the agreement made
by state and territory ministers to implement similar
legislation. It emphasises the importance of
recognising prior convictions. If the first and second
offences are committed in Victoria and the bookie
moves to New South Wales, a magistrate or judge in
that state can take those convictions into account
when sentencing him for a third offence. The fines
will be transported from state to state.
Sections 18 and 25 of the principal act refer to
offences relevant to penalties. Clause 6 concerns
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section 128 of the Stamps Act and deals particularly
with street and premises betting. However, the
offences prescribed under section 66B of that act
deal with the possession of instruments of betting
and do not attract the same retrospective tax
penalties. Possession of instruments of betting is
becoming the offence on which police are most
reliant for convictions, given the capabilities of
current illegal betting operations. It is proposed to
extend the provisions of section 128A of the Stamps
Act accordingly.
The Fosters Melbourne Cup and other specific titles
are applied to different horse races throughout the
year. That means we will not need to return here to
alter the legislation if, for example, the Fosters
Melbourne Cup were to change its name although I hope it does not change. The minister can
effect a change of title through the Victorian
Government Gazette. It is a positive move that will
help the racing industry.
Although it is small, the bill is important. It is
further evidence of the government's commitment
to the racing industry. The government
acknowledges that vast sums of money pour into
Treasury coffers from the racing industry, and it is
aware of the large number of people employed in
the industry. The legislation will provide
Australia-wide consistency in the penalties imposed
on people who try to continue operating illegally by
moving from state to state.
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - Today is a public
holiday in Geelong; the Geelong Cup is being run. I
guess I should be there instead of here!
Mr Reynolds - I should be there, too.
Mr LONEY - Yes! Although the bill is small it is
important for a number of reasons, not the least of
which is that over the years the probity and integrity
of racing in Victoria has been of paramount
importance to every government.
On the whole the Victorian racing industry enjoys a
very high reputation both internationally and
nationally, which we should seek to protect and to
preserve. Restrictions on illegal betting on racing
will always attract bipartisan support. However, I
direct the minister's attention to what I believe is a
somewhat anomalous situation in licensed
bookmaking in Victoria. The current provisions may
act as an incentive rather than a disincentive to
illegal gambling in the area of sports bookmaking.
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There are a number of restrictions on licensed sports
bookmakers in this state which militate against their
being as effective as they could be and which act as
an incentive to illegal bookmaking activities. Those
restrictions can also encourage the transfer of money
to licensed bookmakers outside the state, which
means that that money is not used to bet on races
within the state.
As the minister will be aware, betting on sports is a
large Australian industry. It is primarily centred in
Darwin, to which vast amounts of money flow from
Victoria to be wagered on all sorts of sporting
events. This happens particularly during the football
season. Each week huge amounts of money are bet
on the number of goals kicked in matches, on
Brownlow Medal voting and on the weekly fixtures.
That money could be retained in this state if we
looked more closely at the operations of sports
bookmaking.
I suggest legal sports bookmaking activities are not
encouraged: whether they are discouraged is a moot
point, but they are not encouraged. That is
unfortunate because Victoria pioneered licensed
sports bookmaking on racecourses. When the
bookmakers were first introduced, they had to
attend racecourses to take their bets. That has
undergone only a slight variation in the meantime. I
understand that about a month ago, a Magistrates
Court ruling cast some doubt on whether those
bookmakers must take their bets on course. It seems
they may be able to take their bets away from the
course so long as they write the bets at the course.
That is probably playing around with the legislation,
but it certainly raises the need to review the
provisions affecting sports bookmakers to see
whether something needs to be done.
From the time of the introduction of licensed sports
bookmakers we have seen the growth of other
bookmaking in the sports area, most notably - and
Originally - the Tabaret, with its Sportsbook, and,
more recently, at the casino, which also runs a
Sportsbook. I suggest the minister should examine
whether sports bookmakers are now operating on a
level playing field compared with other sports
betting activities in Victoria, given that they can
accept bets by telephone around the clock.
Theoretically at least, even if the Magistrates Court
ruling has changed things slightly, licensed sports
bookmakers are required to attend the course to take
and wri te their bets.
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I wish to refer to a letter I received from a licensed
sports bookmaker which relates to this set of
circumstances. He points out in his letter:
We will shortly have a situation where TAB
(Sportsbook) and Crown Casino will be betting
identically to sport bookmakers but paying less than
half the rate of tax.
This is in addition to the many advantages already
allowed to the TAB (Sportsbook) over sport
bookmakers, namely the ability to accept bets 24 hours
per day, 7 days a week both at one central location and
by telephone.
With competition from sport bookmakers now
operating in other states and territories in Australia,
without the restrictions applied to Victorian sport
bookmakers it is going to be difficult to compete.
Moreover with the huge tax advantage which TAB
(Sportsbook) and Crown Casino have received it will
be unlikely that any sport bookmaker in this state will
be able to survive unless concessions are made.
I am aware of two concessions recently announced to
sport bookmakers:

Firstly, a reduction of turnover tax of 11 per cent from
2.25 per cent of turnover to 2 per cent of turnover.
However, TAB (Sportsbook) have effectively received a
75 per cent reduction of their tax rate from 4 per cent of
turnover to 20 per cent of gross profit.
Secondly, the introduction of oncourse telephone
betting will be of some benefit to sport bookmakers.
However, with some of our opposition now trading
24 hours per day and sporting events not coinciding
with race meeting times, e.g. Sunday football,
Wimbledon and world soccer, you can see that we are
still operating at a huge disadvantage.
This is a regrettable situation as the Victorian
bookmakers pioneered sports betting in this state in
1989.

It would be appropriate for the minister to look at

the circumstances raised in the letter to see whether
a review is required and whether Victorian sports
bookmakers are operating at a disadvantage from
other forms of sports bookmaking within Victoria
and their competitors interstate so that they can at
least be put on a level playing field with their
competition across the border. I direct these matters
to the attention of the minister in the context of this
debate.
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We support the actions being taken in regard to
illegal betting. Perhaps sports bookmaking activities
are seen as only a small betting context, but the
unfavourable treatment they are receiving may well
be part of the reason why sports bookmaking still
has a large illegal betting market.
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing) - I thank the honourable members for
Dandenong North, Berwick, Wantirna and Geelong
North and the Leader of the Opposition for their
contributions to this debate. Most of them displayed
knowledge of the subject and even debated the
bill - at least four of the five did. I agree with them
and thank them for their support.
The advent of the use of telephones by bookmakers
on course during a race meeting was mentioned
only once. That will also have a marked effect,
helping to decrease the level of starting price
bookmaking in this country. I hope that will be of
grea t benefi t.
The honourable member for Dandenong North
regaled us with the Jim Hardy stories. There is no
doubt that there are many stories about the SP
bookmaker. In fact, in most country towns in
Victoria he was the hairdresser or barber. Such was
the case in the town where I live. When the
policeman came in for a haircut, all the barber did
was switch the telephone across to his house. The
policeman said, 'Aren't you taking any bets today,
Max?', and he said, 'No, I never do when you're in
here'.
An honourable member interjected.

Mr REYNOLDS - Yes, I do. The man is dead
and gone now but was a great friend of mine. The SP
bookmaker was the lovable rogue, as the honourable
member for Dandenong North suggested. The baker
Jim Hardy talked about was the SP bookmaker.
Interestingly, now SP bookmakers write all their bets
on a paper and alongSide them have a bucket of
water. When caught, they throw the paper in the
bucket of water and it all disintegrates. Nothing
traceable is left. That is how they are able to avoid
detection nowadays when raided.
The honourable member for Dandenong North also
mentioned the New South Wales rugby league best
and fairest seam, where Fairleigh won the event
after a huge plunge. That is one of the reasons my
predecessor and I have been loath to allow sports
betting on the Brownlow medal here. The risk of
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graft and corruption and of throwing a game is high
enough when bets on teams become large. In this
instance it could be worse, when we are betting on
one individual. Only a leak is needed. I am loath to
do it. The AFL and before it the VFL were loath to
allow it. What happened in New South Wales is a
perfect example of why we do not need to go ahead
with that method of betting at this stage. There are
plenty of other things for us to bet on, as the
honourable member for Dandenong North
suggested.
The honourable member for Dandenong North
made three suggestions. The first was that funds
from the Community Support Fund be used for
research into compulsive gambling. That is a
suggestion worthy of serious consideration.
Although it pertains little to this bill and is not under
my jurisdiction, it is within the realms of the area we
are talking about. There is little research on
addictive or compulsive gambling anywhere in the
world. The why, how and wherefore need to be
looked at. It is interesting that recently the
government announced a $4.1 million allocation
towards dealing with compulsive and addictive
gambling. Perhaps this will go some of the way, but
I will pass on the suggestion of detailed research on
the subject to my colleague in another place the
Honourable Haddon Storey, Minister for Gaming.
and I hope we can get somewhere. The honourable
member for Dandenong North, like me, sees
compulsive gambling as a disease and an addiction,
a problem that needs to be solved, rather than
something to be swept under the carpet.
The honourable member suggested that resourcing
of the gaming and vice squad was inadequate
because it had not grown in similar proportion to
the various forms of gambling that have been
introduced. That point has concerned me. I have
talked this over with my colleague the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services. The honourable
member for Dandenong North also mentioned the
matter of other states and territories passing
complementary legislation to allow the
transportation of prior convictions over state
boundaries.
I can assure her that I have been pushing this at the
two racing ministers conferences I have attended
since I became minister, and I will continue to do so.
I cannot make them agree. We have done our bit. At
least we in this jurisdiction can recognise the prior
convictions of someone from another state coming to
Victoria; we have our house in order. There is no
doubt that the other states have to do that.
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I thank the honourable members for Berwick and
Wantima for their contributions. Obviously they
have an understanding of this industry. I will make
a couple of points in the time left to me on the
comments of the honourable member for Geelong
North regarding licensed sports bookmakers. I
would like to talk to him privately about this after
the debate is finished.
One of the difficulties we have in this regard is that
we did pioneer sports bookmaking on course. There
may have been semi-legal turn-your-eye sports
betting in Darwin and Alice Springs. I visited Alice
Springs recently and had discussions with a
bookmaker there. It is interesting that he believes
that 70 per cent of his turnover in Alice Springs
comes from New South Wales; 10 per cent from
Victoria and the other 20 per cent from the rest of
Australia and the world. The case in question
against bookmaker Coster ended up in the Supreme
Court. He is a feature doubles bookmaker but the
decision can also apply to sports bookmaking. There
is not a lot of difference. It was a test case by police
on this matter.
I know what the honourable member is talking
about. It is difficult to explain it. One of the things
the honourable member ought to keep in mind is
that his predecessor and my predecessor, who
happens to be the same man, left us with a difficulty
in that he allowed Sportsbook at the Tabaret at the
Rialto to accept telephone betting six days a week
and he did not allow that for sports bookmakers. He
made flesh of one and foul of the other.
I know it is difficult and it is damned hard. I can
assure the honourable member and the person who
wrote him the letter that I am working hard at this. I
have not forgotten the sports bookmakers, and I will
not. It is a difficult problem to work through. I thank
honourable members for their contributions to the
debate.
However, the Leader of the Opposition stonned in
to speak for 30 minutes, less a couple of points of
order, on matters that had nothing to do with the
bill. He made wild allegations, unsubstantiated
claims and twisted the facts. Is it any wonder he has
no credibility? This man has been coming in here
throwing mud. He should look at his hands. They
must be covered in dirt because he is throwing it all
the time. He does not care who he maligns or
denigrates. I need say no more about his
contribution because it added absolutely nothing to
the debate.
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are entitled to support from the government, from
each other and from the community.

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Passed remaining stages.

INTELLECTUALLY DISABLED
PERSONS' SERVICES (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Government amendments circulated by Mr JOHN
(Minister for Community Services) pursuant to
sessional orders.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 15 September; motion of
Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services).
Ms GARBUTI (Bundoora) - Firstly, I protest
that the government's amendments have just been
circulated when the bill has been on the notice paper
for some weeks. The minister delivered his
second-reading speech some time ago and there has
been ample opportunity for there to be some
indication of the amendments to be provided to the
opposition and to others. Although the amendments
are short and predictable, it would still have been
preferable for those amendments to have been
available much earlier than this.
Mr John interjected.
Ms GARBUTI - I can see that now. I have only
just seen them. It is an indication of the way in
which the government treats everyone. The
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services Act was a
landmark act. It was introduced by the former Labor
government and it set up a framework for the
delivery of services to those with intellectual
disabilities. It established principles and practices
that have been put in place. However, this has not
been an area in which the government has
distinguished itself. Its record on dealing with the
intellectually disabled is miserable, uncaring and
unflattering.
It is a feature of the government that it is prepared to

provide a gravy train for its own supporters and for
itself - such as the silver service in the
parliamentary refreshment rooms - but ordinary
people are left behind. This reveals the values held
by the government because it looks after its mates
but not those with disabilities. All Victorians are
entitled to benefit from the state's resources. They

In contrast to the record of the government, I was
impressed by the comments made by General Eva
Burrows of the Salvation Army, when she launched
the program: People together shaping Victoria's
future. Her comments stand in stark contrast to the
actions and attitudes of the government. She said:
It is a sign of a mature SOCiety that it cares for others in

practical ways. Someone said, 'When I was young, I
admired clever people. Now that I am older, I admire
caring people because caring people do make a
difference in the community. People matter whether
they are poor and powerless, disappointed or
disillusioned or just sick and tired. Much as it is
uncomfortable to admit it, we are our brother's keeper.

She quoted from C.S. Lawrence in his book
Screwtape Letters where the senior devil called
Screwtape writes a letter to his nephew Wormwood,
a junior devil, advising him how to corrupt the
world. In one letter he writes:
Wormwood, it is not necessary to make people wicked,
just make them indifferent. Don't worry about trying to
make a man do bad things, just make him do nothing
at all. Provide me with people who do not care.

The government is one that does not care and
unfortunately those with intellectual disabilities are
paying the price. During the life of the government
we have seen cuts across all services for people ~ith
intellectual disabilities. By my estimation that is
about $30 million worth of services a year, which
has hit every level of service provision. However.
costs have also risen for those people with
intellectual disabilities. Many of them now pay the
cost for their disabilities themselves.
The government has cut all services. It has cut
institutional care and the programs people recei~e in
institutions. It has cut staffing and costs in
community residential units, which has led to a
poorer quality of care and a lack of communication
between reSidents, parents and staff. It has increcsed
the cost for residents in those CRUs and the pare:\ts
must pick up the shortfall.
The government has introduced the CAM system,
which is also costing people dearly. The system i>
complicated; it has reduced their independence h
respect of the handling of their money. Respite care
has been affected by an increase in costs. Respite
beds have been closed and are being turned over for
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long-term accommodation. Respite care is
increasingly difficult to find.
Case management has been wound back. In the day
programs and adult training and support services
areas there was a cut last year and a further cut this
year, although it was not quite as much as proposed
because of the strong campaign by those
organisations, many of which have had to cut out
various aspects of their services. I will come back to
that a little later.
Recreation programs and many advocacy and
infonnation services have been cut out.
Organisations such as STAR have been defunded.
Recently I heard of two cases of information services
that had been cut. Those sorts of things are
continuing. It is very difficult for the information to
come out because we have a climate of fear. Not
only did the government refuse to release
information, it tidied up FOI so that it is almost
unworkable.
For example, last week I was at the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal for its hearing of an application I
had put in in June 1993 and which is still
unresolved. That information has simply been
withheld, and the opposition has to go through
many hoops before anything comes out and is
resolved.
I take up the recent comments of Brian Burdekin and

Ben Bodna, the former public advocate, who
commented in the media last night and today about
the climate of fear and wanted to confirm that it
certainly included the area of intellectual disability.
Yesterday Brian Burdekin said on the Ranald
Macdonald radio show to the Minister for Health:
Minister, I am not sure whether she is being told by her
advisers what's going on, but I've checked pretty
carefully in the last couple of weeks and again choosing
my words carefully, in Victoria there is a climate of fear
not just among consumers, not just among clinicians,
who've spoken out, and some of whom have been
threatened, but among leading community advocates
who've had it made very clear to them by people who
are senior in the state system that if they speak out their
funding will be cut or they will be otherwise
disadvantaged.

1 confirm that that has certainly taken place in the
intellectual disability area. Just the other day I
received a letter from Paul Buchan, the Secretary of
the Ivanhoe-Diamond Valley Centre for
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Intellectually Disabled Adults at Macleod, which is
in my electorate. Paul's letter is a copy of a letter sent
to the manager of disability services at the Northern
Metropolitan Region, Mr R. Judd.1t outlines how the
committee of management had planned its annual
general meeting on Tuesday 20 September and had
put some effort into increasing interest in its
services. More than 60 people attended the annual
general meeting. The guest speaker lined up for the
night was a manager in one of the local community
residential units, who was asked to speak about
what life was like in that house. 1 was told she was
not going to talk about government policy or even
regional policy; she was just going to give people an
idea about what was happening and what life was
like in that unit.
The Department of Health and Community Services
phoned her and told her that she could not do it and,
what is more, that she could not even tell the centre
that she could not do it. She was not even allowed to
ring them up and say, '1 have been told 1 cannot
speak.' However, she told another workmate, who
at least got in touch with the centre and told the
organisers 2 hours before the general meeting was
due to start.
The comment in the letter is:
Health and Community Services of Victoria action in
cancelling (at short notice) your staff guest speaker did
nothing to improve the image of H and CSV as a
responsible organisation and certainly did nothing to
allay fears of people attending the meeting that respite
care is simply not readily available and not effectively
funded.

I hope there is no retaliation against that centre for
writing about its disquiet. However, I suppose we
are fortunate in many ways that there are parents in
the area who are willing to speak up and say what
they see happening, even if staff are too afraid to do
so.
I went back through my files - not very far back and picked out a few case studies. I will not use
names, because the point of the exercise is that staff
have been ringing me up to tell me what is
happening in the system.
I will call the first case A; it involves a woman
employed by health and community services. The
note 1 have says that I can contact her but that she
did not want to be named. She went on to speak
about some training that she was offered, at the
completion of which she was put back into the
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casual pool. In effect she said that the government
had trained her but had put her on a scrap heap.
There was another case. A worker in a community
residential unit told me that the manager was
making life very hard for the staff if they tried to
show compassion for the residents. Her politics are
being questioned. Naturally I did not use her name
anywhere.
Two more people who work in community
residential units outlined problems of staffing, the
main one being that so many staff have gone. There
is lack of staff support, especially if something goes
wrong.
There was another case involving a man who said he
would not talk to the administrator above him
because -no; I will not go into that one because it
would incriminate a person.
There they are, in my own files, cases of people who
want to speak out, who can see what is happening
and who come to me saying, 'Don't use my name!
Find some parent who will speak out and say what
is going on in this house. Find someone else. Go to
the public advocate or go to the Ombudsman's
report or go to the community visitor's report'.
The community visitors are another group that was
under review. There was an interdepartmental
review for which submissions were not encouraged.
We have seen neither hide nor hair of that review
and we do not know what it recommended. We do
know that for six months or so no more
appointments were made to the community visitors
and that the whole program was at risk of falling
apart because there were not enough people to cover
the work that they had to do. This government's
precedent with reviews is that they are usually the
first step before elimination and restructure out of
existence - and we have not yet seen it and do not
know what it says. However, thankfully the
community visitors are still active.
A climate of fear certainly exists among the staff
working in institutions and in community
residential units about the day programs run by the
govemmentlt is saying very clearly to the staff that
they will not speak out about what is happening and
they are afraid that if their names get out in public,
or if I mention their names, they will be shifted and
their employment will be under threat.
It is no coincidence that the government has moved
to short-term contracts for about three-quarters of
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the staff of community residential units. If you are
very lucky it will be a three-month contract, and the
rest receive a one-month contract. I have heard that
anything from 60 per cent to 85 per cent of staff are
now on short-term contracts. 1bat goes a long way
to controlling what those staff will say, because once
the ends of their contracts come their good
behaviour will determine whether they are to be
offered other contracts.
1bat climate of fear has extended right through the
intellectual disability area. I support the comments
of Brian Burdekin and Ben Bodna in the media that
this is a very common climate which extends to far
more than just help. I am sure that if the shadow
Minister for Education were here he would be able
to tell us similar stories about how teachers have
been required to keep quiet and how principals are
not allowed to speak out without risking the big
black ministerial car arriving to take them into the
Rialto to answer for their comments. We heard
about that some time back.
An Honourable Member - They're coming to
take me away! They're coming to take me away!
The SPEAKER - Order! The two government
members on the front benches are disorderly and
out of place. I ask them to remain silent: three
government members are out of their places.

Ms GARBUTI - I t would be nice if they were
the three wise monkeys as well as three members.
I shall talk about some of the latest examples of what
is happening in intellectual disability. I have spoken
many times in the house about many areas of
intellectual disability and have given examples of
some dreadful incidents that have occurred over the
past two years. Today I will confine myself to recent
events. We would be here for many hours if I were
to go over the government's record in this area.
One of the most damning reports was published in
July by Star, which is also known as Victorian
Action on Intellectual Disability. STAR is an
advocacy group which was defunded within a few
months of this government taking office.
Nevertheless, the group obtained funding from a
private source and undertook a housing survey
around Victoria of the accommodation service for
people with intellectual disabilities. The figures
presented in the report are shocking. They leave you
quite stunned at the depth of the crisis that people
are facing and of the dreadful situation that some
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people are in. I will refer to some of the main
findings of the report.
STAR estimates that 2059 people receive long-term

community-based residential services, most of
which are government owned. That represents
about 6 per cent of the total number of people with
intellectual disabilities. Only 17 per cent of those
registered with intellectual disability services receive
such support. The report says that 1365 people are
currently in institutions and only 6 institutions
remain.
The report then talks about urgent need. 'Urgent' as
defined by the Department of Health and
Community Services is constant across the regions
and is extremely narrow and limited. The report
designates only those at the end of the line. The
example given is:
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The report talks about the urgent need of people
over 40 years of age because their parents are well
over 60, some in their 80s or even 90s. It refers to the
dreadful case of the man in his 90s who was told,
'Just hang on a few more years and we will find
somewhere for your son'.
Children between the age of 6 and 18 years of age
are a particular problem. The department has
identified 30 to 40 children as 'urgent' in the
4 metropolitan regions and 233 children in 3 regions
alone were identified as 'less urgent'. I will again
quote the report to reveal the human factor at work:
Some families described being placed under intolerable
preSsure by H and CS to keep their child in the home
under extreme circumstances and felt their problems
were discounted.

They were trivialised:
Only where the crisis has reached an extreme or
irretrievable stage such as the death of the carer / s, total
family breakdown or ongoing and serious ill-health,
evidence of abuse or neglect or involvement in the
cowt system.

So this really is the ultimate crisis where there is
nowhere left to go. How many people are in that
situation? The report says up to 150 people have
been identified. by the department's regional staff as
being in that situation. Those are the estimates
flowing from four metropolitan and two rural
regions.

The report says the departmental figures indicate
that 354 people over the age of 40 years, who are
mostly living with aged parents 60 years of age and
well beyond, are in need of urgent housing. There
are 354 people in situations of urgent crisis. We are
almost running out of words to describe how urgent
tha t need is.
There is also a less urgent need, which represents an
enormous group because it includes all the others.
One of the most disturbing comments made in the
report is that no system-wide planning could be
identified to accommodate the housing and support
needs of this group. So there is this enormous
problem but absolutely no thinking about how to
deal with it.
The four metropolitan regional staff alone estimate
that 2082 people are in less urgent need, including
233 children identified in just three of those regions.

Many such families had children with demanding,
constant and difficult support needs and were
exhausted.

The report fOWld that in 1993, 13 people were placed
in institutions despite the claim that no people were
now being placed in institutions. There is simply
nowhere else to go. The report states:
People in this situation are known to be deceptively
recorded as 'respite' or 're-admission to respite'.

It is re-admission to re-admission to re-admission.
Then you have a long-term admission, but it is not
counted as that. The report is a damning indictment
of the lack of-action and lack of caring by the
government. Unfortunately it is only one of the
many problems that has to be faced - Mr Leigh - Was it leaked?
Ms GARBUTT - No, it was not leaked.. It was
announced to all the media, including your local
paper.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Mordialloc will cease interjecting across
the table.
Ms GARBUTT - I want to put some human
dimension into this and pick up some of the
comments in local papers when the report was
released. It is a pity the honourable member does
not keep up with what is going on.
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I refer to a Mrs Margaret Vaughan, who is 71 years
of age and suffers angina and diabetes. She worries
about the future of her last child, Arnanda, who is 35
years of age, has Down syndrome and who will
require support and care for the rest of her life. Mrs
Vaughan says she feels for her daughter's future. A
newspaper article states:
'Once I die there will be a terrible dislocation for her,'
she said.

She will not only lose her mother, but her lifelong home
as well.
While her brothers and sisters are only too willing to
care for her, it is not right that they should have to take
on the responsibility.
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managing many homes before that work was taken
over by the government in December 1992? The
government has not yet handed back that work.
I know the minister is about to announce or just go
ahead and undertake the downsizing of Janefield to
perhaps 100 residents. The other residents will be
deinstitutionalised and accommodated in
community residential units. I ask the minister
again: how will those places be managed? Will we
have community-based committees of management
managing those places sensitively and humanely,
taking into account parents like Mrs Vaughan, who
wants to be assured that her daughter will be placed
with other residents she likes and is compatible
with? Perhaps Mrs Vaughan can have a say in the
management of the programs her daughter will take
part in.

They have their own spouses and their own families.
I want a place where she can go now while I am still
here to support her during the transition to a new
home.
I want to be around to help her settle in and to reassure
her while she makes the shift to new carers.
She needs a home rather than a house, and fellow
residents with whom she is compatible.

I don't think that is too much to ask. It is probably
what we all want for our children - but it is not
available. I refer to the minister's announcement that
100 new places will be made available. Although it
is referred to in the budget we have no detail about
it. Will they be new places in community residential
units for people currently living at home with older
carers or family members; or will it be those people
who are now clogging up the respite system because
there is nowhere else for them to go? People who
require long-term accommodation are not being
accommodated anywhere. Will people who are on
this merry-go-round of 2, 3 or 4 respite houses be the
ones to go to the 100 new places? They certainly
need long-term accommodation but that is not
creating any new places for people in the
community who are currently with elderly carers.
There was some confusion that at first the minister
was talking about people with elderly carers having
access to those 100 new places. Now it does not
quite seem to be that way at all.
I have other questions for the minister to answer.
How will these places be managed? Will they have
community-based committees of management such
as the regional residential associations that were

Questions about community involvement must also
be answered, because this government's record on
handling community residential units is
contradictory, miserable and very poor indeed. I will
not go back and spell out the whole history of the
takeover of the community residential associations
because I have spelt that out previously in this
house. As was clearly stated in the letters from
Mr Peter AlIen, the deputy secretary of the
department, to all those involved with the
residential associations, including the residents, the
staff and the parents, the aim of the exercise was to
eventually contract out the management of the units.
That has been indefinitely deferred because
unfortunately the government could not cut wages
savagely enough to package it all up cheaply and
contract it out.
But the units can still be contracted out at
approximately the current level and put back into
the hands of community-based management or
people who have an interest in managing the units
sensitively and humanely and who have the
interests of the residents as a management priority.
At the moment people have been left in limbo and
do not know whether contracting out will continue.
Once again the interests of people with intellectual
disabilities have been put well below the
government's own interests. The whole area has
been mismanaged from the day the government
decided it was going to take over the administration
of the houses run by the regional residential
associa tions. They were taken over and the
government forgot about the 10 months' worth of
money which it had already paid to the associations
and which they were required to keep. That was a
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loss to the government. The government even forgot
about all the goods and chattels, including the
cutlery, crockery, furniture and so on, which was
actually owned by the associations. The government
had to make subsequent arrangements to be allowed
to lease or use the goods and chattels.
Vehicles were used by the staff of the houses to take
residents to appointments and on outings or
wherever they needed to go. During the takeover in
December 1992, the government assumed as part of
its mismanaged scenario that the cars would be
available to it, but they were not. We are still seeing
that exercise being played out. Just a week or two
ago one of the regional residential associations that
had been messed around from December 1992 took
its cars back from the government. The southern
regional accommodation council decided it could no
longer put up with the government's lack of
accommodation in this regard. The association has
been in contact with the Department of Health and
Community Services about the use of the cars.
For nearly two years the government has paid a very
small recurrent cost for the use of the cars, but that
did not nearly meet the price the association had to
pay for them. It has got to the stage where the cars
need to be traded in or sold. They are nearly four
years old, and the standard practice is to trade up.
The association was getting nowhere in its
negotiations with the Department of Health and
Community Services and had to take the cars back.
The people in the community residential units do
not have access to cars. The government was hoping
the southern regional accommodation council was
bluffing, but it was not. I guess it is a case of how
long and how often you can push people before they
say enough is enough.
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it badly, leaving a number of problems for the
community to face, on which it is demanding action
from the government.
Recently the Age reported a number of concerns
about the actions of the government. However, the
concerns were expressed directly by the members of
Stawell council, who wrote to the minister about it.
They outlined a range of problems - public health
risks and problems about the quality of staff training
and supervision. The Age reported that concerns had
been expressed by members of the community and
that the council had said:
... the quality of care of the disabled had been
substantially reduced because of a smaller staff and the
resignation of those with experience ...
Experienced staff were being replaced with young and
inexperienced staff, placed on one month employment
contracts, with little training~

The article went on to talk about the council's
investigations revealing that some staff were
undertaking duties for which they did not have
qualifica tions or proper training, such as giving
medication. Many of those problems are being
repeated across the state. A number of other
problems have been raised with the minister. Still
other problems are detailed in the Age report of
14 October, which says:
Many reports of unsupervised clients touching and
grabbing people in the town.
Unsupervised clients walking the streets or riding bikes
without lights at all hours of the night.
Young, inexperienced female staff being placed alone
overnight in a house with four male residents with
severe behaviour problems. A staff member was
molested in one case.

I mention another problem that has arisen quite
recently - that is, the deinstitutionalisation
program that resulted in the Aradale centre closing
very rapidly. It was listed to be closed by the
government within a fairly short time frame, but
that was suddenly brought forward by six months.
The centre was closed within a couple of weeks
without any extra funding being allocated to it.
People were moved out of there very smartly. No
public accounting has ever been given of where all
the people went or of what sort of accommodation
they were put into. We just know that Aradale was
to be closed quickly, and it was.

A whole range of problems is listed in the article. I
suggest that part of the cause of those problems is
that the government has acted very hastily, without
adequate public scrutiny of and information about
what is going on, without adequate prior planning,
without adequate prior consultation with the
communities into which the people are being placed
and without adequate accountability to the public
about what is being done.

Now we know the closure was not handled at all
well. The communities of Stawell and Ballarat have
been complaining strongly that the government did

I see that the minister has belatedly had to account
to the community for what has happened and what
has been done. He has had to put in place some
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extra support so that community concerns and the
needs of the people with intellectual disability are
met.
It is a sorry story. Such episodes did not happen
when the previous government closed the Caloola
Training Centre. In his report in May this year the
Auditor-General said that was done very well; but
he then criticised the current government for failing
to put into place long-term follow-up procedures.
The government not only botched the short-term
closure of Aradale Hospital, it also botched the
longer term follow-up as well.
Deinstitutionalisation, a policy that I support, still
means that services and support must be made
available to those people in the community. This
government is a miserable failure.

I also want to talk about the community residential
units because I am still hearing many stories about
inappropriate placements, a lack of care and
people's concern for the residents given the
paper-thin staffing rosters that have been
introduced. The latest example I have been told
about, and I will not use names, concerns a
community residential unit suitable for four people.
Until recently the residents were all elderly, in their
70s and SOs. Now a man of 79 is being expected to
share his room with a 29-year-old blind woman who
plays loud music at night. Now, some of us play
loud music at night - Mr Hamilton - Not us.
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23 March. When I raised the issue of respite care at
that time, I reminded the minister that the two
discussion papers that had been released in August
of last year - it is more than a year ago now showed a lot of concern in the community. All
members of the community who have an interest in
intellectual disability are still waiting for a response
to those discussion papers. On 23 March in this
house the minister said:
I am awaiting final advice from my department on the
two consultative reports and a decision will be made in
the next few weeks.

How many weeks is it since 23 March? There are too
many to count! That was seven months ago, yet we
still do not have his response to that respite care
paper. When I raised it in the house last week, the
minister said the delay was caused by the
government's consultation process. Minister, you
have not done any consulting on that paper this
year. It all happened last year. The report is just
sitting on your desk. It needs to be released.
Ms Marple -It makes you wonder what it says.
Ms GARBUIT -It does make you wonder what
it says. What is the minister hiding? Why doesn't he
want it to come out?
Mr John interjected.
Ms GARBUIT - How many extra places? How
many extra respite places?

Ms Marple - Not when you're stuck in here.
Mr John - Wait.
Ms GARBUIT -If you have teenagers you
always live in a house in which loud music is played
at night. However, that is not an appropriate
placement for a 79-year-old man.
Mr Hamilton - Or a 59-year-old man.
Ms GARBUIT - Yes. It is an WlSuitable
placement. I will not comment on the honourable
member's age, but the regional manager is
demanding that totally inappropriate and
insensitive placement be made.
I turn to the other major problem at the moment,
which is respite care. As some honourable members
may know, I have been going on about respite care
for a long time, but only because the problems need
to be aired. I have raised the issue in the house
several times, and I have received responses from
the minister. I refer to a response that goes back to

Ms GARBUIT - Wait for what? We have
already passed the first anniv~rsary. I will tell you
why people cannot wait. I quote from my electorate
officer's report - my sole remaining electorate
officer; before the government cuts each member
had two electorate staff - of her telephone
conversation with a woman constituent. Her
comments are relevant to the bill:
It is all very fine to read what is suggested but Ulat it is

what happens in practice that matters. Especially the
part where more responsibility /acknowledgment of
the role of families is suggested.

She then talked about respite:
Her son was in a crisis situation two weeks ago. Health
and community services worked with them, her case
worker and two psychologists were involved. All
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agreed that respite was needed and it was organised.
When she, her son and the case worker arrived at the
respite house they were told that they did not have
sufficient staff to care for the needs of her high-needs
son. This was when it all theoretically had been
arranged.
There were two venerable [sic] children at the house
and if David had become violent then they would have
been at risk - there was one staff overnight with five -
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sons or daughters. We want to be able to relax at
home with the rest of our families like other people
do'. Others may be happy to have in-home respite
care, so there should be a choice. The discussion
paper proposal to shift the balance away from a
respite house to in-home respite has caused anxiety.
That has gone on and on because the minister will
not release his final decision. Here is the minister's
chance. Tell us, make the grand announcement
today. You will have the attention of the gallery. Do
it.

already there and there would have been (six if her son had stayed).

So she missed out. That was tragic for that family. I
have had visits from other people in similar
situations. I talked about those a week or so ago in
this house after I had received a deputation from
four women in my area, all of whom had sons or
daughters with intellectual disabilities and other
serious problems. They are all saying they cannot
get adequate respite care. The plea from one of them
was:
Why should our children be treated as second class
because they're disabled?

A similar story to the one I just mentioned
concerned Maree, which is not her real name. She
has a teenage daughter with autism. I will not read
through all the letters I have received from people
saying that respite care is not available because it
has been taken over by people with long-term
accommodation needs which otherwise cannot be
met. I have also had letters from people who
occaSionally manage to get respite care but who then
find that the quality of care has dropped because of
the constant turnover of staff, the lack of trained
staff and the low numbers rostered on duty.
This woman wrote to me saying the residents were
not washed or shaved properly - on this occasion
the residents were young men. Sometimes they are
not dressed and ready for the bus to take them to
wherever they are supposed to go the next day
because the person in charge does not know what
they are doing the next day.

The respite discussion paper has caused enormous
anxiety, especially the references to proposed limits
and the shift in the balance from respite houses to
in-home respite. People are saying to me, 'We do not
want to have to go out to get respite. We want to be
able to have placements where we can be confident
of the care and confident that the staff know our

I now turn to training and support services, which
are vital services for people with intellectual
disabilities. Over the past two years the services
have suffered a 5 per cent funding cut, a shift to
unit~ost funding and a total change in the formula
by which they are funded. There have been some
winners and some awful losers. The minister
proposed to hit them with another 5 per cent cut, but
he showed a little mercy and only hit them with a
2.5 per cent cut.
After he made that decision I received letters from
people telling me there had been cuts to the
Waverley Adult Training Centre for the
Intellectually Handicapped 0NATCH). They told me
the centre had suffered an annual reduction of
$132000 - and that is not the biggest of the cuts I
have heard about. Incidentally, the centre says its
occupational and speech therapiSts have been
retrenched. Community-based programs have been
refused and two instructors have been replaced by
people who are less experienced and less
qualified - and, therefore, less expensive. We are
really moving to the cheapest model we can find,
minister. The director has had to increase her direct
support role to maintain a safe and manageable
staff-t~lient ratio in some programs. Therefore she
has less time to spend on program and service
development.
The Cobram and District Intellectually Handicapped
Persons Welfare Association has written about the
impact of the change to unit~ost funding, under
which each client for whom it provides a program is
assessed as either a core-need client, attracting a
certain funding, or a higher need client, with an
appropriate higher level of funding. That is the basis
of unit~ost funding. They counted up the number of
core-need clients, who get a certain amount; then
they counted the number of higher need clients, and
more money was allocated to them.
The complaint of 27 September concerns three of the
clients who attended the centre. The organisation
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had written an earlier letter, but this is its latest
complaint. I do not wish to recount the complete
history, which is damning of the government. At
present three clients have needs:
The clients in question were formerly assessed as
having core support needs, but since the reassessment
these clients are listed as requiring a high level of
support.
The centre staff have conducted its assessments
according to the process requirements and the changes
to the high support category have been correctly
communicated to H and CS regional officers.
In fact all steps in the unit cost funding procedures
have been duly carried out. All, that is, except one.

The funding for the clients who have been re-assessed
as needing a high level of support remains at the core
level.
Would you please advise (a) why the appropriate level
of funding is not being received by this centre; and/or
(b) when the appropriate level of funding will be
granted to it?

The government has committed itself to that new
level of funding, which has caused concern for many
centres, leading to a reduction in the number and
quality of programs. Now the government is not
even sticking by this system. The centre has found
its clients are now classified at a higher level and
with a higher level of needs - but it is not being
funded accordingly.
There is a range of serious problems across the
intellectually disabled area, particularly given the
government's lack of response. I remind the house
that the government has cut about $30 million from
this area every year. The minister has claimed that
the budget puts back $6 million, but that is a
pittance. Worse than that, $5 million of if is capital
funding from the federal government, with only
$1 million coming from the state.
Mr Maughan - Are you complaining about it?
Ms GARBUTI - Take out $30 million and put
back $5 million! U you think that is fair, stand up
and say so.
The bill will implement the framework the
government is at present missing out on. Some of
the measures being considered are acceptable
modifications, but they do not go far enough. I had
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intended to move amendments - although we have
not had a committee stage on any bill for a long
time. As I make my contribution I will refer to the
proposed amendments because, as I said, the
government has wiped out committee stages, along
with many other democratic processes.
The minister claims the most important change he
has announced is the change to the principles in the
act. The act has 14 principles. Another is to be added
to recognise the role or the contribution of the family.
Everybody I have spoken to - every agency and
every advocacy or client group - has been
unanimous in saying that the role of the family is
important and deserves recognition. I agree that it is
vital. Families do amazing work in caring for those
of their members with intellectual disabilities. But
everybody has said, 'We do not want the
government to use that as an excuse to opt out, to
cut funding, or to put all responsibility onto families'.
I will suggest an amendment to clause 5. The
minister proposes to move an amendment, which
goes a little way towards improving the principle.
He has proposed the deletion of-words 'nurturing
and', which is not appropriate when talking about
adults with intellectual disabilities and about the
role of the family in supporting and encouraging the
development of a family member with an
intellectual disability. However, I would go further
by adding words to the effect that that role should
be respected when planning and prOViding services
for the family member.
Too often I hear about families being ignored and
disregarded when it comes to planning for what
should happen to family members. They are the
ones with experience who will care for them forever.
Their experience is being minimised, trivialised or
ignored altogether. We should add to this new
principle. U my proposed amendment were
accepted, proposed paragraph (0) of section 5 would
read:
The families of intellectually disabled persons have an
important role to play in supporting and encouraging a
family member with an intellectually disability and
that role should be respected when planning and
providing services for the family member.

I place on record some of the comments from people
who are most concerned about the family role and
about those with intellectual disabilities - that is,
the parents and support groups. They are absolutely
unanimous in their belief that the government must
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recognise their role while not shifting its
responsibilities.
VICRAID, the Victorian Council of Residential
Association for persons with Intellectual Disabilities,
is a peak body that represents many thousands of
people involved in managing services for people
with intellectually disabilities. That organisation
wrote to me saying:
The present wording allows scope for interpretation by
the bureaucracy as a licence to shift responsibility for
service provision from the state to the client's family.

Carers Association Victoria states:
Family care is important in the development period but
when people with intellectual disabilities grow to
adulthood they have the right to greater independence
and their parents also a have right to be relieved of
their caring responsibilities. The care and support of
people with intellectual disabilities must be a
community responsibility, not just a family
responsibility. Families of people with intellectual
disabilities do not shirk their responsibilities and their
love and concern should not be exploited by placing
undue responsibility on families.

That is a clear description of the various roles of the
family and the responsibilities of government. That
principle must never be used to shift government
responsibility back onto the community.
CIPAID, the Community and Institutional Parents'
Action on Intellectual Disability group, states:
What is required from this government is a
commitment to a partnership between parents and
government so that access to necessary social services is
provided, and both the development of the disabled
child and the interests of the community are fostered.
We all know that parents of an intellectually disabled
child carry a very heavy burden which may be too
much for them to carry alone and can only be sustained
with the support of a wide range of social services.

The Action Group for Disabled Children states:
... as an organisation that supports families in their role
of caring for their children we would have no objection
to this direction as long as it was not interpreted as
families having all the responsibility for the nurture
and support roles.
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The last comment I will read, a similar comment, is
from the Australian Early Intervention Association
(Victorian Chapter):
However, the terms in which parents are mentioned
does not acknowledge their importance in the lives of
their children particularly whilst they are very
dependent. The impact of decisions on behalf of
intellectually disabled persons frequently have
profound effects on other family members.

It is basically the same comment - yes, we want

recognition of the role of families, but it must never
be used as an excuse or licence by the government to
avoid its responsibilities and dump the whole lot
back on families. Unfortunately, increasingly we
have seen so much more responsibility dumped
back on to families.
Clause 4 of the bill amends the definition of
'intellectual disability'. I am assured that it reflects
current practice and is not meant to be a tightening
of the definition, so excluding more people.
However, it does tighten the definition. It adds the
word 'significant' to the phrase 'deficits in adaptive
behaviour'. I will move an amendment to remove
that additional tightening up.
I will not go through every clause in the bill, but I
want to pick out clause 7, which concerns the
assessment of intellectual disability. The bill puts
into law what currently takes place in practice. It
says that a standard IQ test will be used. Where a
person is assessed clearly below or above, there is no
question about whether that person is eligible on the
one hand or ineligible on the other. If a person is in
between, a range of adaptive behaviour tests may be
used. This apparently does not tighten up any
further those tests.
However, subc1ause (4) states that the secretary does
not have to apply the standardised measurements. I
am quite happy for the secretary to decide, when he
is satisfied that a person is eligible for services, not
to apply the tests, but I will not accept that the
secretary can simply say, 'You are clearly not
eligible', and decide not to apply any tests, saying,
'Off you go, no services. You are not eligible'. I will
move an amendment that ensures the secretary's
discretion can be applied only where he accepts the
person's application, but not where he will reject
that application.
Clause SA, on assessment of developmental delay, is
a rewording of current practice. Groups such as the
Action Group for Disabled Children are satisfied
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that it does not make any changes of concern to
them. However, at this stage I take the opportunity
to make a couple of points about services for
children six years and under. The group wants a
reassurance from the minister -and I invite him to
give this assurance - that the budget allocation for
services for children six years and under will be
quarantined and not placed within the disabilities
program budget, because it could currently be
overtaken by the great need in the adult area.
The Australian Early Intervention Association
(Victorian Chapter) also has a plea to make:
The committee would want children under the age of
six to remain under the jurisdiction of the act, but
would not like a return to the overly bureaucratic
approach to determining services. General service
plans have been offered by health and community
services staff but only implemented when desired by
parents or staff as appropriate. In the opinion of this
committee this arrangement has been preferable to the
compulsion required under the act.

Again I ask the minister to take the opportunity to
assure the association of that.
Clause 8 refers to a review of general service plans.
People with intellectual disability or their guardians
can ask not to have the mandatory five-year review
of their general service plan take place. They can,
however, at a later stage decide that they want that
review and ask for it. It is a worry that the secretary
is required to do that only within a reasonable time.
'Reasonable' is not defined. Apparently it is not
defined currently, but practice standard cover is
reasonable. I have not heard to the contrary, but I
hope that reasonable is reasonable to the client, the
guardian and family and not just the department
Clause 10 concerns reassessment of eligibility of a
person entitled to receive services and a person not
currently entitled to receive services but who wants
to be reassessed. The bill proposes that the secretary
decides on the reassessment of people currently
entitled to receive services or the client or his or her
guardian can ask for that reassessment. Several
people have expressed to me concern that that
should be at the request of the client only and not at
the decision of the secretary, so I will move an
amendment to make that happen.
The other concern is that if a person is currently
eligible to receive services, is getting services and is
reassessed, there be some safeguards to ensure that
they still get those services or alternative ones.
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VCOSS comments on the original discussion paper
that the minister circulated regarding the proposed
bill:
VCOSS would recommend that if in any situation a
person's status did change, that safeguards be
established to ensure appropriate support still be
provided. VCOSS also recommends that health and
community services have the obligation, where
requested or required, to link, refer and establish
alternative and appropriate supports within generic
and other services for and with the person who is now
deemed ineligible.

I have drawn up an amendment to move regarding
that.
The other contentious clause in the bill is clause 11,
regarding confidential information. This clause does
two things. First, it broadens the categories of
workers to be bound by the confidentiality
provisions. Currently only those employed under
the Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services Act are
covered, yet many other workers are employed
under some other act. That broadening is welcomed.
However, the clause goes on to allow disclosure
under certain circumstances, as does the current act;
but it adds one circumstance, which has caused a
great deal of consternation - that is, under
paragraph (k) the minister can decide to release
information 'to a person to whom in the opinion of
the minister it is in the public interest that the
disclosure be made'. 'Public interest' is not defined,
so it is up to the minister to decide whether it is in
the public interest for private confidential
information about a person with intellectual
disabilities to be disclosed. It is quite terrifying that
the minister is given that power. That clause has
caused much controversy, and many people have
written to me about it.
STAR, or Victorian Action on Intellectual Disability,
has sent me a copy of a letter that it has written to
the Disability Discrimination Commissioner in
Sydney, raising its concerns about that clause:
We request that the amendment be examined and a
determination made as to whether:
(a) the proposed amendment is discriminatory in that
clients of the Office of Intellectual Disability
Services will be subjected to legislation which may
treat them differently to other Victorians; and
(b) the proposal may result in others using

discriminatory practices when treating or
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providing services to clients of the Office of
Intellectual Disability Services.
In addition, we request that the commission refer this
matter to the Privacy Commissioner, Mr Kevin
O'Conner.

Concern has been expressed about this particular
clause. VCOSS also raised the issue. It said that the
public interest could at least be defined. However, I
shall move an amendment during the committee
stage which will add that the disclosure should not
contravene the commonwealth Disability
D~tion Act 1992 or any law relating to
pnvacy or confidentiality, other than this clause of
the bill, and that is in the interest of the person to
whom the information relates; that is, that it is not
acting against the interests of the person with an
intellectual disability, who should be the priority. If
the release is against the person's interest it should
not be made. Under the provision the minister could
~ecide to release the information in his political
mterest but not in the interest of the person.
Mr Sercombe - Or his mates!
Ms GARBUTT - Yes, he might send the
to be used in another political
forum, m the mterest of the minister's party, his
political mates, his business associates or whatever.
That is not acceptable and my amendment will
overcome that real concern.
info~tion ~terstate

Clause 12 deals with former clients of the
department. It provides that former clients who
have not received services Wlder the act for a
continuous period of at least two years are entitled
to receive services only if another assessment is
made. Parents have picked up this clause and have
been horrified. They said their sons or daughters
were receiving services that were cut because the
government pulled the rug because no more
funding was available. If that situation continues for
two years, suddenly the person is caught by this
clause and it would be necessary for that client to be
reassessed. One of the parents said that this is a
great way of keeping workers in employment
because they will be reassessing people
continuously. It is a great way of reducing the
waiting list numbers because people will put off
being reassessed. A parent, Mrs Jean Tops said:
My daughter, 25 years old and profoundly disabled
(deaf, blind, Rubella syndrome) was until February
1993, receiving regular routine respite in a CRU.
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The minister denies that respite care has been cut.
Just listen to this:
Without so much as a 'we regret to inform you letter'
that service was terminated by the deparbnent. Since
that time my daughter has not been able to access a
service -

the respite care was terminated and this means then, that if we accept the proposed
amendment as above and given that there is no other
offer of service, my daughter, by virtue of not having
~eceived a service for two years will cease to be eligible
In February 1995 and presumably I, as her primary
carer, will be required to apply and she be reassessed,
over and over again, until a service is provided, or she
or I should die, whichever is the sooner.

Jean Lawrence, the Chairperson of the Outer Eastern
Region Parent Support Group - the honourable
member for Mooroolbark would be familiar with
it - comments on the particular clause:
It needs to be recognised that people may not have

been receiving service, not through choice but through
lack of services available. There are many families in
the eastern region who fall in this category, and they
should not have to be reassessed when their
circumstances change, or when services become
available.

The opposition will oppose that clause. I invite the
minister to do so as well. Clause 13 provides the
power to terminate a funding and services
agreement Wlder certain conditions. Every person I
spoken to said, 'So what, that hasn't stopped them
before. They just terminate services unilaterally'. In
December 1992 the regional residential association
said, 'Pack up your bags and out you go'. They had
a funding and services agreement. They took the
agreement to their legal people but they were told,
'It's too bad!'. This clause provides for what the
government does anyway. I am surprised that it
bothered to include the provision in the bill, because
it just does it anyway.
Clauses 14, 15 and 16 provide for the Intellectual
Disability Review Panel. These clauses - for a
change - contain sensible amendments to the
operation of the panel. Clause 14 provides for
proceedings before the panel to be public and that
brings it into line with corresponding review bodies.
However, an application can be made to the panel to
have a particular hearing closed. It is up to the
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review panel to determine that matter. The
opposition supports that clause.
Clause 15 provides for the panel to prepare an
annual report to be tabled in Parliament. 1hat is
supported and welcomed. Clause 16 allows the
panel to review certain decisions, which is also
welcomed. Clause 17 inserts an extra step which
allows an internal review of a decision by the
department. I am sure it does not prevent a person
from then going to the panel if he or she so wishes
and I am pleased to support that clause.
The other matter I wish to mention is the deletion of
the freedom of information prOvision. We should
not be surprised that the reference to FOI has been
omitted because of the government's opposition to
FOI. The government has made FOI requests more
expensive and, because it simply ignores FOI
requests, we should not be surprised that it is now
deleting the reference to FOI through the bill. I have
made about 24 requests for FOI from the minister
and I have not received one response. The 45-day
requirement for a reply predictably runs out,
without a reply. I do get an acknowledgment that
my letter has been received, but not once has the
minister's FOI officer written back to say that the
documents have been identified and I can have
them. Once we get to the door of the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal I get a few documents - not all of
them - and then we go through a long and
protracted procedure in which the government
argues that everything that is written down is
basically protected forever. 1hat is the gist of it. I
have two or three requests still current, but the one
that I dealt with at the AAT most recently dated
back to June 1993. It is an absolute disgrace that the
minister ignores FOI. He pretends it is not there and
he hopes I will give up, forget about it, miss the date
or anything else, to avoid giving out information. I
shall move an amendment to insert that reference to
FOI to try to make the minister recognise that it
exists. I suppose it would be too much to hope that
he will take any notice of my amendment because he
does not bother about FOI. And so nothing happens.
The bill misses many opportunities to improve the
existing act The underlying theme of the
correspondence I have had with every group
involved in this area was, 'Why should we bother.
The government's actions are what counts, but they
are so bad and so dreadful we are absolutely
desperate!'.
1hat is the message, Minister, from people with
intellectual disabilities, from their carers, their
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families and from organisations that try to assist and
provide services. You are not getting it right. An
amount of $30 million being cut out of the service is
Simply grinding people down. Staffing levels are
appalling, the quality of services is not acceptable,
people are missing out on services, waiting lists are
getting longer and people are getting desperate.
Take this opportunity to get the messages that are
being directed at the government that it is not up to
scratch.
Mrs ELLIOTI (Mooroolbark) - In speaking to
the Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill I say that we are dealing with an
area in which there is great emotion and great need.
We need to look at the facts. Two per cent of the
population are intellectually disabled; that is about
40 000 Victorians. If you multiply that by their
families, their carers and the people closely
associated with them you will see that we are
talking about a fairly Significant proportion of our
population. It is an area of enormous need and no
matter what resources were allocated they would
probably never be enough to satisfy the needs of
these people.
I grew up in a family with a parent with a Significant
physical disability which grew worse as he grew
older. I can remember very clearly that as his
condition worsened my mother was at times
distraught about the lack of available care. That was
during a previous government's term in office and
during a federal Labor government's term in office.
There was never enough respite care, never enough
help in the home and never enough time for him at
the day training centre he went to.
Nevertheless this government has put $380 million
per year into disability services, which is 40 per cent
of the total budget for community services and equal
to the amount spent on child protection. The
recently announced $12 million which was to be
spent over two years for 100 new places will go
largely towards meeting the immediate crisis needs,
particularly of ageing parents.
During the Labor Party's time in government, in the
decade between 1983 and 1993, the Caloola Training
Centre was closed and $21 million was spent in
prOViding places for people coming out of Caloola
into the community. Nobody would disagree that
the closing of Caloola was absolutely necessary and
that the current thrust of this government is to
integrate people with intellectual disabilities back
into the community. During the decade 1983 to 1993
only 100 extra new residential places were provided
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for people with needs who were not currently in
institutions, apart from the people coming out of
Caloola. They were really only a small proportion of
the people in the community with great needs. Not a
great deal was done under the previous government
to meet the enormous need that was there.
The shadow Minister for Community Services
referred to a letter from Mrs Jean Lawrence. I know
Jean and I have great respect for her devotion to
community causes. Nevertheless, she is a member of
the ALP and was the campaign director for my
opponent in the previous election in 1992. She
probably has a vested interest in opposing what the
current government is doing.
The Monkami Training Centre for intellectually
disabled adults is situated in the Mooroolbark
electorate. The government provides $401 000 for its
adult training support services and $370 000 for the
residential units. In Dorset Road, where there are six
residents, they receive $79 500; in Vernon Street,
where there are 18 residents, they receive $160 000
and in Jull Parade, where there are three residents,
$98000.
Monkami is significantly, but not totally, dependent
on government money. It runs a very cost-effective
and profitable plant business in which many of the
residents are involved and which is supported by
people in the community, many of whom turn to
Monkami when they wish to buy plants, cuttings or
seedlings. It is now renewing its gardens. Croydon is
a garden suburb and its residents are very proud of
their gardens. Monkami is the first choice for many
of those people. In addition, Monkami has a
sheltered workshop and many of the residents are
involved in putting together component parts for
some of the industries in the area.
Last year I went to Monkami's debutante ball. It was
a wonderful night, but I think it is patronising to say
it was wonderful because the ball was for
intellectually disabled people; the ball was
wonderful in itself. During the night when some of
us were having a good laugh at some of the amusing
things that happened, I realised that it is important
with intellectually disabled people to be able to
laugh, not at them, but with them. As they came out
two by two and were meant to be making a bow to
Dame Phyllis Frost some of them bowed to the TV
cameraman from Channel 7 instead. That was
generally humorous; we laughed and they laughed
too and a good night was had by all.
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Apart from places like Monkami in Croydon for
which the government provides money, many other
organisations in the community support what the
government does. For instance, Interchange, which
many of the local churches in Croydon and
Mooroolbark are involved with, offers respite care
for shorter or longer periods of time for families who
have intellectually disabled members.
Many people in the community have a need to give
back. They may have children who are intellectually
normal or they may be older people who feel the
need to give some love and care to others who are
not as fortunate as they. Through Interchange, many
families develop a very good and caring relationship
over a long time with the children they look after.
There are often stories in the local papers about
families like this who invariably say, 'We get as
much back as we give' in situations like these.
The Croydon Special Development School has a
wonderful educational program for its children,
including a hydrotherapy pool, partly built through
government money, where children with severe
physical as well as intellectual disabilities can
receive the benefits of water therapy and swimming,
which has a calming influence on them as well as
being important for their physical development.
It is interesting, too, that of the 2 per cent of the

population who have intellectual disabilities, 30 to
50 per cent will have some form of mental illness as
well. The proposals in the bill will have an impact
on that.
Parents with an intellectually disabled child go
through a period of grief. Everybody expected them
to have a perfect baby and it is hard for them to
accept that their child is not perfect and will need
extra support throughout its life. All of us can feel
for adults in the community, particularly ageing
parents, who fear for the future of their children
when the parents are no longer there to care for
them because they have died. They wonder what
will happen to their children, who are often
middle-aged themselves.
The prOvision of community residential places is
obviously important. The government is doing its
best to provide those places and to provide support
services for families during the more trying periods
of their lives.
The thrust of the bill is basically to tidy up the
original act, which has been in existence since 1986,
but the definition of an intellectual disability was
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challenged by a decision of Mr Justice Harper in the
Supreme Court In his judgment he found that
through an anomaly 50 per cent of the population
could be considered to be intellectually disabled and
therefore able to claim services under the act.
Obviously that would mean a very sparse allocation
of resources and would also have implications on
the justice system because people who came up
before the courts would be able to claim intellectual
disability in a bid to get more lenient treatment.
The problem came about because although there
were three essential preconditions for intellectual
disability - first, developmental delay manifested
during the developmental period; second,
Significant sub-average intellectual functioning; and
third, deficits in adaptive behaviour - Mr Justice
Harper found that the assessment could be based
purely on intellectual functioning or on adaptive
behaviour. The bill tightens up that procedure so
that people must score at or below the second
percentile of people of the same age and culture on a
standardised test of adaptive behaviour. On
intellectual functioning they can fall within a range:
if it falls below a certain point they are eligible for
services; and if it falls above a certain point they are
not eligible for services. But where people fall across
the dividing line the secretary of the department
may use other measures to test whether they are
eligible for services. A great amount of flexibility is
brought into the provisions. They will ensure that
people who are entitled to receive the services
because of their low intellectual functioning will do
so.
Earlier I referred to the fact that a proportion of
people with intellectual disability also have some
form of psychiatric disturbance. The deferment of
assessment of eligibility for up to three months will
allow for people having an episode of psychiatric
disturbance or some other illness. PreViously
assessments of intellectual functioning had to be
made in a much shorter time than this and the tests
would often not be valid if those people were ill at
the same time. A deferment of a period of up to
three months allows for any illness at the time to be
overcome and for a more definite prognosis to be
made. But this does not preclude those people from
receiving services during that period.
A person may be reassessed if he or she is found
ineligible or if there are new facts or circumstances
that make it likely a further assessment would result
in a declaration of eligibility. As the shadow
minister said, if a person has not been receiving
services for a period of two years he or she must
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undergo reassessment. Far from being cruel or
inconsiderate I believe it is good standard practice. If
people with disabilities are to claim services or their
guardians are to claim services on their behalf and it is the taxpayers' money which is being used
to deliver those services - it is commonsense and
good practice to ask them to undergo a test of
eligibility. Whether or not they were receiving
services prior to those two years circumstances may
have changed during that time and the testing will
be readily available. But to say they should simply
be claiming intellectual disability and therefore able
to receive the services without a further
reassessment ignores the reality of the situation
where we are dealing with scarce resources.
The shadow minister referred to the confidentiality
provisions. Once again I believe the bill's thrust is
towards ensuring the confidentiality of clients,
which is obviously important. We have come a long
way in many years from a time when intellectually
disabled people were regarded as being less
dignified as hwnan beings and less deserving of
community regard than normally functioning
people. They have as much right as anyone to
privacy about their personal affairs and their state of
health and to the detail of their cases remaining
confidential. But to say the minister is liable to use
those details for political purposes is totally wrong
and, I think, quite disgusting. The minister must
retain the power in the public interest to reveal
certain details if he thinks it will protect the
community. As some people with intellectual
disability also have psychiatric illness they may, not
through intention but as a result of their behaviour,
put the community at risk. Because ultimately the
responsibility rests with the minister he must have
the power to put into place procedures that will alert
the community. I find it totally reprehensible and a
slur on the minister to assume that he would use
that power in any other way.
The Intellectual Disability Review Panel will have its
proceedings open to the public, as are other panels,
unless clients or their guardians ask for them to be
closed. The decision about that rests with the clients
or their guardians, not with the panel. It is good and
current practice to make the proceedings of such
panels open to the public and to public scrutiny. The
panel would then have to submit an annual report to
the minister on the reasons for its proceedings and
the reasons why it made the decision that it did.
Once again it is commonsense and good procedure.
I reiterate that the house is dealing with a very
difficult area. Nobody really knows the extent of
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intellectual disability in our community. Some
people with quite severe intellectual impairment
exhibit good adaptive behaviour. 1 remember clearly
an occasion in a bank in the city a girl, obviously a
Down syndrome sufferer, who was so well groomed
and so able to undertake an independent life, that
she was doing her banking. At the time I thought
someone loves you very much. She had a very
stylish haircut, was beautifully dressed and was
undertaking a simple but important banking
operation. Someone like that can probably function
at a high level in the community and not be a great
user of community resources. Other people with a
higher intellectual function but perhaps with lower
adaptive behaviour because of their family
circumstances, changes in their life's patterns or the
standard of care that they have received, may
require more services from the community. Carers
of someone with an intellectual disability, like some
friends of mine who have an autistic child, through
to people with children who have Down syndrome
or some other form of intellectual disability as a
result of accident or birth, have a very difficult time
indeed. They deserve all the compassion and caring
that we as a community can provide for them.
But a government is using taxpayers' money to fund
services for those people. It must decide who is the
most deserving and the most needy and how those
resources can be alloca ted in the most practical,
effective and caring way. In order to do this it must
introduce certain regulations. It must have a
definition of what intellectual disability entails. It
must in the end say to some people, 'Yes, you are
eligible' and to others, 'No, you are not eligible'. It
would be wonderful to have an open-ended system
and say to anyone who felt they needed services,
'Yes, we can care for you'; but unfortunately life is
not like that. There is not an unlimited bucket of
money. Government is sometimes a clumsy
instrument and does not always get it right, but
no-one should doubt the goodwill, intentions,
proficiency, efficiency or professionalism of this
government in trying to allocate those resources
where they are most needed.
I, too, receive letters from people who say, 'Not
enough is being done for my son'; 'not enough is
being done for my daughter'; or 'not enough is being
done for my husband'. On an individual
case-by-case basis any local member would do his or
her best to help those people get their share of the
resources that are available. But at the end of the day
we must do what we can. 1 am not sure whether
previous governments have done all that they could.
Sometimes governments make mistakes and
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sometimes they get it right. 1 am convinced that the
overall direction of the government's policy on
intellectual disability, and particularly the
provisions in this bill which were referred to in some
detail by the shadow minister, are right and that
they will enhance the ability of people with needs,
people with intellectual disability, to access those
services with a minimum of bureaucratic
interference, with a minimum of loss of dignity to
their lives and, I hope, provide for them some hope
that they can take their place in the community in so
far as they have the capacity to do so in a way that
the young men and young women I saw last year at
the Monkami debutante ball were able to do. The
young people at that ball had a good night. Once it
would have been unthinkable for people with
intellectual disability to make their debut. A lot of
thought and planning went into that evening. 1
remember watching VCE students coming out to be
presented. I have never enjoyed a dance as much as I
enjoyed the Monkami ball. People with disabilities
are quite often uninhibited about showing their
pleasure or anger.
The Monkami ball was a chance for the whole
community in the Croydon area to contribute by
making donations, by giving raffle prizes and
simply by being there, and to share something
positive rather than considering the people as being
a deficit model in our society.
I commend the bill to the house. The opposition is
basically in accord with what the bill seeks to do,
and I wish it a speedy passage through the house.
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - 1 take part in the
debate on the Intellectually Disabled Persons'
Services (Amendment) Bill which is an important
bill for a number of reasons, not the least because it
is the first people's bill, so to speak, that has been
debated in the house for a long time. We seem to
spend a lot of time debating bills about things and
money bills, so it is a pleasure to have a people's bill
debated in the house.
As the honourable member for Mooroolbark said,
honourable members are dealing with a very
difficult area. It is a difficult, sensitive, emotional
subject that makes many people anxious. It is
important because the people with whom the bill
deals are people first and people with a disability
second. It is important that all honourable members
note that fact.
A long list of people have spoken on the bill. I am
pleased that many speakers from both sides want to
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take part in debate. It is a healthy sign, and I trust
the debate will be conducted in the spirit that the bill
warrants.
I have too much respect for the honourable member
for Mooroolbark to say she was being apologetic
about the bill. The point she was making was noted
by all honourable members and that is that demands
are very high and governments will always have
additional demands put on them and they must be
addressed. I hope none of the speakers on the
government side make apologies for the bill.
I was extremely pleased with and proud of the
contribution of the shadow Minister for Community
Services. She presented a broad analysis of the bill
and its effects. She was able to report on a number of
consultations with people. As the honourable
member for Mooroolbark said, that is our duty: our
first and foremost duty is to ensure that the concerns
of our constituents, the people we represent, are put
forward in the house to be considered by the
government in general and the particular minister. I
know the Minister for Community Services will take
those comments on board and that he will seriously
consider the shortCOmings that are apparent and
have been pointed out in the debate. The comments
have been made in a constructive manner. No-one
wants to tear down a bill that deals with such an
important issue.
In representing my constituency I make some
comments because they are important to read into
the record. Fundamentally they concern the
accommodation sector.

The statistics show that at the moment out of a
registered number of some 10000 people with
intellectual disabilities 3700 people receive
accommodation support. Estimates indicate that
approximately 1000 people are living independently.
This means of course that 5300 people are still living
with their families. Of those, 3000 have indicated a
need for accommodation support. All the families
need accommodation plans and respite options to
sustain them into the future. If one thing is evident
to all of us who are aware of, interested in and
involved with people in the intellectual disability
area it is the strain and stress of the families of
people with intellectual disability.
The Latrobe Valley Residential Services Association
responded in some detail to the bill and made some
comments that should be recognised by the house.
People should recognise the lifelong caring role
embraced by families in this situation, whether their
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people are in supported accommodation or
elsewhere or living with the family.
The association has listed a number of concerns it
has with the bill. The first is in the statement of
principles in clause 5. I quote from a letter sent to me
by the associa tion:
The inclusion of a principle that recognises the role
families play in nurturing and supporting a family
member with an intellectual disability is to be
applauded -

and the opposition agrees that it is important that
the bill recognises that rolehowever, this proposed inclusion falls far short of what
is required.
The state government of Victoria needs to recognise the
fact that families who assume a lifelong caring role for
an adult person with an intellectual disability do so at
an enormous cost to themselves -

we all recognise thatand in so doing provide billions of dollars of cost
savings to the government.

I think it is generally recognised that a tremendous
amount of unpaid loving care is given to people
with intellectual disability. The association says
further:
It is therefore necessary for the government to
acknowledge this fact.

That is, that a Significant contribution is made by
families of people with intellectual disability.
The association has suggested an amendment for the
government's consideration. It is differently worded
but certainly in keeping with the spirit of the
amendment suggested by the shadow minister. The
association suggests the following amendment to the
statement of principles in clause 5:
The families of intellectually disabled persons have an
important role to play in nurturing and supporting a
family member with intellectual disability, it is the
responsibility of the state of Victoria to plan, fund and
ensure the provision of support to the family according
to the principles stated herein.

Their comment on the proposed amendment is this.
To do less than what is suggested in the
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amendment - that is, that the state government
take responsibility -would be to pay only lip
service to the valuable role of families in
encouraging them to provide what is the most cost
effective, sustainable and caring role for people with
intellectual disabilities, for whom personal care and
support are fundamental to the sustenance of life.
The second comment in the submission concerns the
review of general service plans in clause 8 of the bill.
The association outlines two main issues of concern,
the first being:
The removal (by request in writing by the eligible
person or guardian) of the mandatory requirement for
a general service plan review, every five years.

The second is:
The acceptance of such a request causes the general
service plan to cease to be in force!

The Latrobe Valley association is concerned about
that. In its letter it says:
Given the current state of affairs (in relation to the non
provision of services to people with intellectual
disabilities) -

it is referring to people on the waiting list, people
who are not yet fonnerly assessed -
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But at least the plan would be rolled over and the
person would not be lost.
The shadow minister has mentioned the next
worrying clause, clause 12, which will insert
section 16A into the principal act. The association
believes:
this is the most reprehensible of all the proposed
amendments and should be vigorously opposed!

It refers to the insertion into the principal act of
section 16A, which states in part:
a person ... who has not received services under this act
for a continuous period of at least two years ... is only
entitled to receive or again receive services under this
act if a declaration of eligibility is issued ... on the
completion of an assessment undertaken in accordance
with section 8.

As the shadow minister said, the principal author of
this letter from the association clearly states her own
case:
... presumably I, as her primary carer-

she is talking about her disabled daughter will be required to apply, and she-

the daughter and the failure of government to provide even the most
basic of supports to people on waiting lists for services,
I feel strongly, that either or both of the above are
designed with a single purpose in mind ... to get people
off the waiting list for services ...

I hope this is not true but that is the interpretation
my association has placed on that particular clause.
It continues:
There is a real danger that parents will be pushed to
give up on the hope for a service. 1 consider this would
Jead to such a request (the cancellation of a GSP) being
made out of disillusionment more than out of lack of
need.

So parents will become frustrated by not being able
to get into the system and may eventually give up,
saying 'What the heck'. The association suggests:
There should be a way to roll over a general service
plan, after five years, if needs are not met and a review
would only restate more of the same, i.e. continues to
require a service, remains on a waiting list.

be reassessed, over and over again until a service is
provided or she or 1 should die, whichever is the
sooner!!!!!

That is a pretty sad comment. It is certainly
something the minister needs to take on board. If
that interpretation is incorrect, let the minister put
that on the record, so that when these provisions are
tested the minister's response to the second-reading
debate will show his recognition of those concerns.
The comment made at the end of the letter is:
This can only be another ploy to cut waiting list

numbers!

I trust and hope that is not the case.
The letter raises a couple of other points. It says that
if the changes to the act in proposed section 16A,
which is the amendment I have just quoted, are
allowed to pass into law, it is clear that the majority
of those on the waiting lists for accommodation
services and day-program services will be required
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to apply and reapply and be assessed and reassessed
without just cause, which will cause continued and
untold stress on already overstressed family units.
I think we should take cognisance of that argument.
If assessment and reassessment occurs each and

every time, additional stress will be placed on
families that already suffer from the stresses
associated with coping with the day-to-day
demands of caring for intellectually disabled family
members. That, in itself, is a very stressful situation.
Families are already anxious about the future
security of their loved ones. The letter continues:
One can see that the passing of such an amendment
will do wonders for the need to have increased staffing
for H and CS assessment teams, creating jobs for the
bureaucrats and increasing the public service payroll.
Thus again we would see decreasing possibility that 70,
80 and 90-year-old carers ...

There are a large number of such people out in the
community. I know of at least three families whose
carers are in that age bracket. They are terribly
anxious about what will happen to their children
when they die. Theirs is a genuine concern, one I
certainly sympathise with. I believe every member
of the house would sympathise with them. It is a
terrible problem to have on your shoulders. The
letter continues:
It is hard to imagine that any politician who has a
consciousness of human rights or a moral conscience,
would even consider supporting such an amendment
to the principal act.

That is a pretty stem comment, one that I certainly
take note of. It continues:
It is unconscionable that a state government would
invoke a clause in the lOPS act, that would seem to
have no other purpose than to reduce the number of
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The association comments on the funding and
service agreements proposed in clause 13, which
will insert section 24(4)(1).
There is only one comment to be made about this
clause; the actions of this current government in seizing
control of residential services from 27 regional
residential associations in December 1992, with three
working days notice to the associations, made a
mockery of funding and service agreements. Why
bother to change the act!

That echoes the sentiments of the shadow minister.
The Latrobe Valley Residential Services Association
is clearly upset about the lack of community input
into its particular role.
I have put on the record the concerns of my
association, for which I make no apology. It is my
duty because I support its comments and
understand what it is saying. I understand the
anxiety that exists in this area whenever changes are
made that give people reason to think that those
changes may not result in the improvements that are
so necessary. People who look after family members
with intellectually disabilities are engaged in
lifelong caring roles. We need to recognise that,
provide the support they so richly deserve and make
this community a far better, more caring and more
loving place.
Sitting suspended 6.29 p.m. until 8.03 p.m.
Mr ASHLEY (Bayswater) -It is with great
pleasure that I jOin the debate on the amendments to
the Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services Act. I
trust my contribution will join the core aspects of the
bill to what is currently accepted as modern
psychological practice and theory. If I am successful,
I will banish most of the amendments which the
honourable member for Bundoora has suggested are
worthy.

eligible persons with intellectual disabilities.
That the government has a responsibility to provide
under the act services that meet the principals of that
act, has financial implications that governments are
clearly unwilling to accept.

That, too, is a pretty stern comment. I publicly
acknowledge that concern, and I trust the
government notes the association's anxiety about
proposed section 16A.

Psychology has built a science on two basic
characteristics of the human species, intelligence and
behaviour. It has been able to construct that
discipline as an acknowledged science because it has
found ways of measuring both phenomena. In
pioneering efforts to measure intelligence,
psychology has, in fewer than 100 years, reached the
point where more than 2600 psycholOgical tests are
in use around the world to differentiate people's
intellectual abilities, aptitudes and interests, as well
as the diverse range of personality traits that
characterise humanity.
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The base line is that a psychological test is a measure
of a sample of a person's behaviour or intelligence; it
does not measure total behaviour. The word
'sample' must be taken seriously. It is possible that a
sample of somebody's intelligence is not
representative. Test results can always be
misinterpreted, and a single outcome must be
treated with caution. Indeed, the underlying reason
for the amendment to section 7 is to make it clear in
legislation that an assessment of eligibility for
services is to be based on a representative sample of
a person's intelligence.
.

specific occasion. All those whose scores for
intelligence are either greater or less than 100 clearly
vary or deviate from the mean.

An unrepresentative sample may occur for all sorts
of reasons, induding trauma, disorientation,
psychosis or drug abuse. The power to postpone the
test and hence the assessment of eligibility for up to
three months is being included to ensure that the
test result - the sample - is representative and
valid scientifically and in law.

A score of 118 does not mean 118 units of
intelligence; it simply means that that person's score
comes in 18 points above average intelligence.
Standardised psychological tests have a 95 per cent
probability of correctness, the margin of error being
as much as 5 per cent.

Everyone knows that the term IQ has something to
do with intelligence and intelligence testing. It is one
of the 20th century's most common expressions. IQ
means intelligence quotient, because the term is
derived from the ratio that results from dividing a
child's imputed intellectual age by his or her
chronological age. In 1930, David Wechsler
redesigned IQ testing to more fittingly measure the
intelligence of adults by what has since become
known as the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
(WAIS). That was revised in more recent years, and
the revision has given rise to the term WAIS-R
Then, just to make things more difficult, Wechsler
dropped the whole notion of ratio scoring, or IQ
replacing it with an entirely new approach based on
the notion of normal distribution. Many human
characteristics are distributed or dispersed in
predictable ways throughout a population - height,
for instance. We can predict the height of adult
males to within a few centimetres either side of the
mean or average. As height moves away from the
mean, so the characteristics of tallness on the one
side or shortness on the other decline. When that is
represented graphically, a run-down on both sides
of the mean takes the form of a smooth, L-shaped
curve - and the same is true for intelligence. The
intellectual functioning capacity of 50 per cent of a
population clusters around the mean or average
intelligence.
Wechsler set the standardised measure of his
intelligence test at 100. A sample score of 100
indicates that a person has produced an average
performance on a particular intelligence test on a

Wechsler set the standard unit or measure of
deviation at 15. A test result of 115 indicates that a
person scored one standard deviation above the
mean intelligence. A score of 85 indicates that a
person's score was one standard deviation below
average intelligence. A score of 70 indicates a
person's score was two standard deviations below
average intelligence.

Mr Baker - What you're saying is that the
variance is important.
Mr ASHLEY - The variance is important. As far
as intellectual disability is concerned, modem
psychological testing recognises four levels. Mild
intellectual disability is the term used for people
who measure between 50 and 70 in the normal
distribution range. The second is moderate
intellectual disability, describing those who measure
between 35 and 49 on the scale. The third level is
termed severe intellectual disability, which refers to
those whose measure of intelligence is in the range
between 20 and 34. The fourth level is profound
intellectual disability, which refers to those whose
intelligence is measured as below 20.
There is no argument about those whose intellectual
disability is described as either severe or profound,
nor those described as moderate. However, there is
considerable professional diversity of opinion
regarding people whose intellectual disabilities are
described as mild. Within this category, which
constitutes 80 per cent of people with intellectual
disabilities, a sizeable proportion are able to live and
function in a community without much support,
some without any support.
What became patently clear to psychologists was
that there was a fuzzy border separating some
people whose intelligence was up to two standard
deviations below the mean yet who could cope with
the business of living from others whose scores were
not quite as low as two standard deviations below
the mean but who seemed not to have the
wherewithal to deal with life.
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It was precisely this situation that led to the review
of the Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services Act.
That came about partly as a result of an appeal to
the courts on a decision made by the Intellectual
Disability Review Panel on a particular case. The
panel in this case found that the subject scored
between 79 and 89 on the Wechsler or W AIS-R
intellectual functioning measure. Such a score
located her well above two standard deviations
below mean intelligence. In fact, she was just one
standard deviation below normal intelligence, and
thus not intellectually disabled.

In his judgment against Community Services
Victoria, as it was then called, Mr Justice Harper
indicated that the panel's decision did not meet the
definition of section 3 of the act in that any deficits in
adaptive behaviour - that is, personal
independence and social responsibility - that are or
were manifested during the development period of
the child's life need to be assessed should they
coexist with Significant sub-average general
intellectual functioning.
On the basis of the textual construction of section 8
of the act, Justice Harper concluded that the act
provided that the measures of intellectual
functioning and adaptive behaviour be used
conjointly or separately as options. The effect was
that a person may qualify for intellectual disability
services either if found to be significantly
intellectually sub-normal or if his or her adaptive
behaviour is found to be significantly subnormal.
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He also drew on another expert opinion from
Dr Donald Thomson, who deposed that:
Although standardised tests have long been used in
assessing intellectual functioning, it is recognised that
tests like Wechsler or WAIS-R have been validated
against scholastic achievement rather than the adaptive
skills generally required for living in SOCiety. The
essential element of intellectual functioning is the
capacity to adapt.

That was an overSimplification. Justice Harper
concluded on the baSis that the Intellectually
Disabled Persons' Services Act encapsulated the
Parliament's will that the capacity to adapt was an
essential aspect of determination of intellectual
disability, and so it is. He said, though, that it was
not good enough for the panel to exclude a person
from eligibility solely on the grounds that that
person measured above two standard deviations
below the mean for intelligence because, in his
words:
It does not follow that scores of less than two standard
deviations below average [intelligence] are necessarily
insignificant.

Justice Harper accepted the view that, in assessing
the appellant's entitlement to services under the
1986 act, the review panel misconstrued the
provision in the act that specifies the means by
which eligibility of a person is to be assessed. It was
his judgment that Community Services Victoria had
been remiss in using general intelligence tests as the
sole instrument for determining disability and
neglecting the notion of deficits in adaptive
behaviour.

However, having put the spotlight on adaptive
behaviours, Justice Harper zeroed in on one of the
great quests in the history of psychology. It was not
until the whole question of deficits in living skills, as
revealed and displayed in non-coping behaviours,
was tackled aggressively and systematically that a
full operational model or definition of mild
intellectual disorder could be achieved. The
breakthroughs, when they came, were of immense
importance because they identified the origins of
many forms of intellectual disability in childhood
years as unfolding, often progressively, during the
time of childhood. That distinguishes intellectual
disability completely from developmental delay. For
that reason the amendments to the act quite
properly set developmental delay apart from
intellectual disability.

In his judgment he drew on evidence from two
psychologists. One, Or Consuelo Barreda-Hanson,
wrote in her report, amongst other things:

The following are two short descriptions that
illustrate the fragments of this terrible unfolding of
deficits in adaptive behaviour. The first reads:

1be sequential, facts-before-thinking models of
learning as tested by tests of intelligence have been
contradicted by ... [some] psychologists who insist they
don't have good predictive value for what happens
beyond school. Furthermore, researchers claim that
they are no guarantee of social competence nor [do]
they guarantee commonsense.

She cried most of the time, the anguished wail of a
colicky infant. She rarely slept ... She did not learn to sit
or crawl, or play with toys, or reach towards sounds.
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The second really describes an autistic child:
He seemed to prefer solitary play [to] interaction with
our family. When we picked him up, his anns dangled
at his sides as if they were disconnected from his body.
Often he expressed dislike or discomfort with physical
contact by pushing our anns away from his body when
we tried to embrace or fondle him.

Both of those comments came from parents. Before I
go on, I would like to say that, in recognising that
families of intellectually disabled persons have an
important role to play in the support of the disabled,
the minister and the government are doing no more
than recognising the obvious and bringing to the
centre the fact that parents are involved with the
child and that the intellectually disabled child is not
alone in the world.
Not more than some months ago the minister
accompanied me to Irabina, the autistic children's
centre in my electorate. Together we saw profoundly
intellectually disabled children and we heard from
parents of the difficulties, trauma and anguish of
raising those children - the fact that bedrooms had
to be locked, everything had to be put away and
bathrooms had to be locked and the fact that a child
might cry all night and a parent, picking up a child
from the centre, would often get no signal of
recognition from the child.
These kinds of realities, particularly in terms of
autism, are the common experience. I believe for the
community and for the government the next frontier
to be tackled in a holistic and systematic way, is the
issue of autism.
The statements I read talked about behaviours. Their
focus was not on intellectual disability as such but
on behavioural disorder. What is witnessed and
noticed in these statements is strange to our
experience. The responses jar. They misfire. They do
not follow the normal predictable pattern familiar to
us in the development of a child. If the recognition
and learning processes are impaired, behaviour and
social adjustment may not develop. If you put your
hand on a hot stove but you do not learn from it,
you will go back and do it again and again. The
evidence of learning failures is almost always
reflected in downstream unadapted behaviours.
Accordingly the bible for the diagnosis of
psychological and psychiatric disorders The

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
says that adaptive behaviour is to be described in
the following tenns:
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the degree to which an individual meets the standards
of interpersonal independence and social responsibility
expected of his or her age and cultural group.

It has been similarly defined as:
the ability to perform daily activities required for
personal and social sufficiency.

By describing adaptive behaviour in respect of both
a child and an adolescent, Davidson and Neale
comment in their reference Abnormal Psychology:
The adaptive skills a child is expected to learn are
caring for the self; acquiring concepts of time and
money; being able to use tools; to shop and travel on
public transport; and, progressively, to become socially
responsive and self directive. The adolescent is
expected to be able to apply academic skills, reasoning
and judgment to daily living and to participate in
group activities.

That is where Mr Justice Harper was a little remiss.
He talked only about adaptive behaviours as being
the test. To be able to reason, to be able to judge, to
be able to process thoughts, which are then reflected
upon and impact upon follow-on behaviours, is the
real core of adaptation. It took some decades for
measures of adaptive behaviour to be developed
and tested.
One that is now used quite extensively is the
Vineland adaptive behaviour scale (VABS), which is
used to assess the social competence of both
handicapped and non-handicapped children up to
19 years of age. It seeks to measure adaptive
behaviour across five fields. These include, firstly,
measuring adaptive behaviour in terms of
communication such as expressive and written
communication skills. For example, does the child
aged around two years use sentences of more than
four words. Secondly, it measures daily living skills.
This field samples personal living habits, domestic
task performance and public behaviours. For
example, can a youngster by the age of 12 to 15 years
use a knife and fork to cut and eat his or her food.
Thirdly, it measures socialisation, including play,
use of free time, responsibility and sensitivity
towards others. Has a teenager aged 13 to 14 years a
hobby? Can a child aged 7 or 8 years make a group
of friends? Fourthly, it measures motor skills. This
field samples macro and fine motor coordination.
For example, does a child aged two years run
despite some falls? Can a child aged 5 to 6 years
throw a ball? Fifthly, it measures maladaptive
behaviour. This field samples undesirable
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behaviours that impede or prevent the full
development of social competence. Does the child or
teenager suffer chronic temper tantrums? Does the
child or teenager resort to behaviours that are
self-injurious?
I indicated earlier that Wechsler had standardised
the mean of his intelligence test at 100. The three
versions of VABS have also set their mean scores at
100, with the same standard measure of deviation
set at 15. In the case before Mr Justice Harper, a
relative had contested the decision of the
Community Services Intellectual Disability Review
Panel to refuse her niece its services because,
although her Wechsler intelligence test placed her
scores considerably above two standard deviations
below the mean, her score on the VABS was in the
range of 41 to 53 - with a midpoint of 46, or three
standard deviations below the mean. Allowing for
results which show that Australian subjects appear
to score up to one standard deviation below their
American counterparts, the applicant seeking
services was still two standard deviations below the
mean. Mr Justice Harper equated this with
Significant sub-average general intelligence
functioning.
Mr Justice Harper in his judgment against
Community Services Victoria referred to the fact that
the appellant had not only undertaken the Wechsler
and the Stanford-Binet tests for general intellectual
functioning, she had also undertaken the VABS as
well. He considered that the panel imposed
limitations upon itself by disregarding the very low
score she gained on the Vineland test. He chided the
panel for its unwillingness to consider evidence
other than that provided by the general test of
intelligence.
The problem is that adaptive behaviour tests are still
very rudimentary. Although the Vineland test has
much to commend it, it is by no means the last word
on adaptive behaviours. Its nonns are certainly not
as well established as general intelligence tests, and
one of its limitations is the fact that it relies on a
non-subject, a person who knows and supports the
person being tested, to provide the answers on the
basis of perceived levels of social competence. In
other words, there is ample scope for a subject's
social competence to be either overstated or
understated for all sorts of reasons, including
ulterior motives.
There is also considerable uncertainty among
Australian academic psychologists that Vineland is a
valid measure of adaptive behaviour of Australian
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populations. The bottom line is this: that an adaptive
behaviour test by itself cannot be used to determine
intellectual disability. It is too Wlcertain and too
hazardous a test.
I believe the judge got it wrong. The VABS was one
of a battery of tests given to the applicant, and I
suggest the review panel did not reject the test out of
hand but, being confronted by scores that were poles
apart, chose to put its faith in the general intelligence
test and its doubts in the extremely low scores
gained on the adaptive behaviour test.
I suggest that Mr Justice Harper has done the
opposite. He has raised unnecessary doubts about
the Wechsler score, while investing too much
confidence in the doubtful Vineland measure.
Mr Justice Harper has served Parliament well by
drawing to its attention the constructional
uncertainty which lay at the heart of section 3
concerning those clauses by which intellectual
disability is to be defined. The amendment to
section 3 clarifies that by stating that it is to be
defined - in relation to a person who is over the age
of 5 years - as meaning the concurrent existence of
Significant deficits in both general intellectual
functioning and adaptive living skills manifested
prior to adulthood.
Again that separates it from developmental delay.
The amendment secures the original intention of the
act and dispels any suggestion that the two main
clauses could be viewed as options. In reasserting
the original intention of section 8 of the 1986 act,
these amendments make it patently clear that the
department should consider the use of standardised
measures of intelligence necessary in the grey areas
around the second standard deviation below the
mean to determine qualification for intellectual
disability status and the services related thereto.
They make it clear that the test of adaptive
behaviour may not be used by itself to determine
that eligibility.
On the other hand the measure of general
intellectual capacity may be used by itself to
determine whether or not a person's measure of
intellectual functioning is to be found at a position
entirely above the second standard deviation below
the mean. That is the 70th position on the
distribution spectrum. Should the measure of
intellectual functioning be at a position partly above
and below the second standard deviation, then
measures on an adaptive behaviour scale may be
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used to help assist in determining whether or not
intellectual disability exists.

Mr Baker - Take the honourable member for
Tullamarine, for example!

To put it another way, deficiencies in reasoning and
cognition validated by measures of intellectual
functioning which have the broad support of
orthodox, contemporary psychological theory and
practice are, under this bill, central to the
determination of intellectual disability.

Ms MARPLE - It does need a lot of study. A
great deal of study has gone into what is intellectual
disability in the time that all of us have been aware
of experiences within our society of people with
intellectual disabili ties.

If there is any uncertainty then information like
adaptive behaviour, school records and employment
history can all be used to properly assess, confirm or
deny the presence of intellectual disability.

What is important is the fact that the definition and
the determination of intellectual disability will be
entirely consistent with psychological theory and the
definition of intellectual disability as expressed in
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders. The definition of intellectual disability is:
(1)

significantly sub-average general intellectual
functioning,

(2)

resulting in, or associated with, deficits or
impairments in adaptive behaviour,

(3)

with onset before the age of 18.

It is worth noting that these are the kinds of tests
which are done. There is no question of idiosyncratic
or capricious whims dictating the kinds of tests that
will be done to determine those who have
intellectual disabilities from those who do not Thus
I have great pleasure in supporting the bill and
wishing it a speedy process.

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.
Ms MARPLE (Altona) -It is with pleasure that I
rise to speak on the bill. It is very interesting to note
that so many people from both sides of the house
wish to speak. That shows the depth of
understanding of intellectual disabilities and the
concern shown by our society that it should, as a
society, take care of people who have intellectual
disabilities.
I congratulate the honourable member for
Bayswater on his speech - I was going to say
dissertation. I will have to read it, but I hope I have
understood what he was saying to us about the
background, the deviation in tests and that to draw a
line when dealing with people and their intellect is a
very difficult task indeed.

Throughout my working life I have had a great deal
of interest in the area of intellectual disabilities, and
in that time I have seen an enormous change in
community attitude. That involves all of us here. We
have all gone through learning experiences to show
us a broadening view of people with intellectual
disabilities. As an example, I remember setting off
on my training life and saying to my mother that
this was the area that I wanted to specialise in. In
those days we used the word 'handicapped' and she
was rather shocked and horrified by that. But both
she and myself, and others have learned a great deal
since then. Our language has changed and our
understanding has changed over that time.
It is important that we acknowledge the work that
has gone on before the introduction of this bill and
the act that it proposes to amend. It does not happen
overnight and it is not just something that occurs.

After I had my family I was fortunate enough
because of my training to be able return to studies
and to study children with learning difficulties. I
acknowledge that that was under a conservative
government that set up a special department for
special education. There was a push for training a
larger number of teachers and I was fortunate
enough to be able to undertake my study under that
program.
It is very important to acknowledge all the work that
has gone on before. I was fortunate enough to be a
supervisor of a centre for intellectually disabled
adults during the previous government's term when
it brought in the act that we are speaking of today.
I know the tortuous work that went on within the
community. At the same time as that legislation was
being introduced we were working to assist with
changing the community's attitude and changing
the language, which is the role of Parliament. In
other words, we are not simply here to reflect the
community's attitudes; we also have a role in
assisting to see that there is change.
Whereas there was a confusion about mental illness
alongside intellectual disability, we have seen that
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the community is now much more aware of
intellectual disabilities. It seems to be not so difficult
to understand. However, at the time there was
limited language about those areas and there were
many, many misunderstandings.
Although I have acknowledged certain areas, our
shadow minister has pointed out areas where we
believe the present government is falling down in
services to the intellectually disabled. Although I
acknowledge the sincerity of the speakers on the
other side of the house, I must say that I do not think
it is good enough to say that we will never satisfy
society's needs and demands for the intellectually
disabled and that therefore we now work on a crisis
basis and congratulate ourselves because we may
have been able to work to a crisis. That is not good
enough.
We really must have forward planning to enable us
to work towards satisfying that community need.
We should never say it is one thing that will not be
satisfied. We must continue to work towards it.
You cannot beat around the bush, the fact is this
government has actually cut services. The
community has made pleas about those cuts. I will
refer to some of the cuts and my colleagues will
reinforce the point that was made quite strongly by
the shadow minister in her contribution to the
debate. Many members of the community have
asked that services and support be provided to the
families of people with intellectual disability. The
government and the opposition must react to that
request. Those people require long-term follow-up
on their needs.
It is important that they are represented by
organisations such as the advocacy group Star. It is
disappointing to note that the government has taken
away that group's funding. It has been proven that
the most important element to people of late has
been respite care. Although this is the area where
most concern has been expressed, the government
has not demonstrated a strong enough reaction to
that concern.

I refer the house to an article in the Age of 23 March
which acknowledges and reports the anger of
parents concerned with disabled children and the
government's response to them. It states:
Parents of disabled children yesterday released a
7000-signature petition as pressure increased on the
state government to review fee increases and proposed
service cuts to the respite care program ...
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In a detailed submission responding to the community
services department's paper on respite care released
last year, the parents urged the government not to
place any further pressure on already stressed families.

The minister has yet to reveal the response to that
paper and the families have remained in stressful
conditions all that time. They were strongly against
moves to limit parents to 28 respite days a year and
to move children from facility-based to
shared-family and foster care. Families in those
circumstances have not been given the support that
is needed. The article also states:
'Having a break from caring for a child with a
disability must be considered a moral right, not a
privilege,' the submission says. 'Inalienable rights must
be free of psychological and financial cost'.

That is just one of a list of reports that is available in
the parliamentary library. There are other
indications that the current act has made a great deal
of difference for people with disability, both in the
services provided to them and the understanding of
the community. To anyone who would like to
further their knowledge in this area I recommend an
article in the Sunday Age of 29 May which describes
a team of footballers. As football is often discussed
in this building, I thought the article should be
shared with people who consider themselves experts
in that area. The article illustrates the joy young men
with intellectual disability have in being able to play
football in a similar manner to the heroes they watch
on television. One of my constituents who died
recently, Ricky Ballestrino, experienced great joy in
being a member of a netball team which included
intellectual and physically disabled people who
competed against other teams in my electorate and
neighbouring electorates. He was very happy to
have been part of the community in that manner.
One of the most important provisions in the bill is
the inclusion of the additional statement of
principles into the objectives of the act - and that is
the role of the family. As the shadow minister and
others have pointed out, it is very important that we
recognise the role of families. This means not only
the mother and father but also the siblings. My
young friend Ricky was cared for by his brother and
his family, which is not uncommon in this area.
Brothers and sisters often continue the caring role
throughout the life of the person with disabilities.
Families have expressed concern that the
government may use this provision to opt out of its
most important role to support people, support that
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is a reflection of what society believes must be done

for people with intellectual disabilities. These people
must be seen as first-class citizens the same as
anyone else. They must not be relegated to
second-class citizens. The government must not opt
out of providing services by placing the burden back
on families. Families are willing to support family
members with disabilities but they do not want the
government opting out of the social role society asks
it to perform. The shadow minister provided many
examples of families and their concerns. Their main
concern was that the government is trying to
provide the cheapest possible service by using
families as carers.
There was agreement among members tOnight that
they would make their contributions shorter than
they originally intended. Although I would have
liked to have touched on other areas, I will not
proceed so that more honourable members can
contribute to the debate. I hope this time the
government will stick to its agreement.
I conclude by saying that the government must not
move away from its responsibility, a responsibility
given to it by all Victorians. The bill must not be
used as a vehicle to dump a government
responsibility back on to families. The opposition
will be watching the government to ensure that that
does not happen.
Another point I wish to reinforce concerns the
removal of any reference in the bill to freedom of
information and the history of this government's not
allowing the public easy access to FOI. It is most
important for people with intellectual disabilities
and their families to get the information they require
and also that information given in good faith
remains strictly confidential. All information given
by families must remain confidential.
Bills are fine and important. Although bills are
certainly the lifeblood of this place, government
action is of the utmost importance. That is what
cOWlts. That is what the people are looking for. I
hope the minister and the government will take note
of the messages from families, many of which have
been raised in this debate.
I conclude by referring to a letter that appeared in
the Age of 29 July. It is a plea from a 39-year~ld
person with multiple disabilities who is not getting
the support needed on a day-to-day basis. That
person wrote to the Age in the following terms:
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Every day I wake up and face another day without the
support I need, even the support I need to get out of
bed ...
When people are seeking the services they need right
now, they are told that their name can go on a waiting
list Most waiting lists are a mirage with our lives spent
waiting ...
People with disabilities in Victoria need homes to live
in, support to make a house a home and activities to
live a meaningful life. At the moment the lives of many
people with disabilities are being wasted and people
are withering away.
I am at a point where I feel no-one cares, especially the
government. When are we going to be heard? When
are we going to be treated like human beings?

I hope the minister and the government listen to that
message.

Mrs HENDERSON (Geelong) - I am pleased to
take part in the debate on the Intellectually Disabled
Persons' Services (Amendment) Bill. When
discussing the bill it is important to note that in
Victoria 40 000 people, or 2 per cent of the
population, have disabilities. It is also important
when using the term intellectual disability to
distinguish between an intellectual disability and a
psychiatric illness. Each year this state spends
$380 million on services for people with disabilities.
I am certainly heartened by the fact that in the recent
budget an additional $12 million was allocated for
services for the disabled and, in particular, for
families with older parents.
The 1986 act contains innovative, responsive and
effective means for providing services for people
with disabilities. The bill makes amendments that
are essential to the effective operation of the act. This
year has been declared the International Year of the
Family, so the community has more opportunities to
focus on families. We have an opportunity to look
seriously at the challenges facing families now and
into the future.
During 1981, which was declared the International
Year of the Disabled, the community had the
opportunity to focus on people's abilities rather than
their disabilities. The theme during that year was
'Breaking down the barriers'. It focused heavily on
prOViding full equality and equity for people with
intellectual disabilities. As a result of what
happened in 1981 members of the community learnt
the importance of language, which has been used to
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foster more positive attitudes to people with
intellectual disabilities. The terms used over time
reflect changing attitudes to disabilities. No longer
does the community accept the language of the past.
People are not stereotyped and labels are not
applied.
Australia has been at the forefront in developing
non-discriminatory language. The community has
not only accepted but also demanded that people
with disabilities have the right to opportunities to
work. They have a right to safe living environments,
and they certainly have a right to lead ordinary
lives. The International Year of the Disabled brought
Significant benefits to the whole community. For
example, it changed our attitude to ensuring that
people with disabilities have access to buildings. The
community was able to make a real contribution to
the lives of people with disabilities.
The provisions in the act relating to eligibility for
services contain a number of problems. The act
requires that assessment take place within 30 days of
the request, but often that is not possible. People can
be temporarily affected by illness, by alcohol or drug
abuse, or by injury. The bill allows for assessment
for eligibility to be deferred for three months.
However, if assessment is deferred for any of the
reasons I have outlined and if there is some
reasonable likelihood that a person is suffering from
an intellectual disability, the bill allows emergency
services to be provided while that person is waiting
for assessment.
The bill also contains a number of amendments to
clarify how the assessment is to be undertaken. I
acknowledge that part of the speech made by my
colleague the honourable member for Bayswater in
which he talked about the assessment of someone
with an intellectual disability.
The changes introduced by the bill reflect the
intention of the original act. Section 16 of the act
deals with confidentiality. The bill deals with some
technical difficulties with confidentiality and
ensures that people who receive services under the
act will be protected by the highest level of
confidentiality, which is very important.
The principal act focuses on individuals with
intellectual disabilities. The bill adds a new principle
that recognises the role of the family, an important
addition during the International Year of the Family.
Families play an important role in supporting family
members who have intellectual disabilities. Time
and time again I have seen the total dedication of
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families who are caring for family members who are
suffering from an intellectual disability. I am sure
honourable members have seen similar instances.
Some older parents have cared for their
intellectually disabled child for 30, 40 and
sometimes 50 years. They are utterly committed to
looking after that person. Siblings also provide
support. Volunteers are also among the many
people who care for people suffering from
disabilities.
There is general support in the community for
people suffering from disabilities. Only last week a
major fundraising event was held in my electorate
for a group of young people from Geelong who had
been selected to take part in the special olympics. It
was very heartening to see the community come
together to raise money to send those young people
to compete in Perth in a month or so. People give
generously, but it must be recognised that young
people suffering from intellectual disabilities return
enormous joy to those who give so much.
Karingal is one of a number of agencies in my
electorate that provide considerable care for people
with intellectual disabilities. It provides not only
education and training but also three superb
residential living units. The agency is innovative. It
has established a commercial laundry where the
young people attending Karingal have the
opportunity of getting on-the-job training and
becoming involved in a commercial enterprise. They
have a plant farm at Leopold, which also provides
education and training and an opportunity to
become involved in a commercial venture. Of
course, there are the usual education and training
programs.
A number of young people from Karingal have been
integrated into industry. I must acknowledge the
Significant work done by Alcoa of Australia Ltd with
young people. They are given on-the-job training
and have role models to support them in their work.
We also have another agency, Corilon~ that does
wonderful work for young people with intellectual
disabilities.
I must acknowledge the programs that are available
for older persons in our community. They also have
the opportunity of being integrated into normal
services. Only recently I had the pleasure of
supporting the nomination of an older person with
an intellectual disability for Senior Citizens Week. I
was delighted to see that that person received an
acknowledgment during seniors week.
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Shannon Park does some magnificent work not only
for physically disabled people but also for those
with intellectual disabilities. Our special school,
Nelson Park, offers not only education but also
important respite care for families. We have a great
number of community respite care units that
provide respite for families. Again, only recently I
saw a young mother in my office who has two
severely disabled children who require enormous
amounts of help. The government's new program,
Making a Difference, is also making a difference to
those families that require support and care for their
children at home. It provides practical and useful
items to assist those families caring for intellectually
and physically disabled young people.
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developmental model. It was also seen as being no
longer appropriate to provide whole-of-life
services in the one large institution -not only
residential services, not only a roof over their heads,
but health services, educational services and, to the
extent that they were available, employment or
vocational services. That was seen as no longer
being appropriate. For that reason it was very
important that a separate act be established for
intellectual disability services.

I believe the bill will do a great deal to bolster the
principal act. I am disappointed to hear that the
opposition does not support the bill in the whole
because it will do great things to assist people with
intellectual disabilities. I support the bill and
commend the minister for introducing it.

The new act had a number of novel features such as
the introduction of assessment for eligibility, the
development of general service plans and individual
program balance. Another important feature was the
establishment of the Intellectual Disability Review
Panel which, for the first time, gave some legislative
protection to the rights of intellectually disabled
persons. That was accompanied by a change in the
role of official visitors. Their powers, functions and
roles were beefed up and they were reappointed as
community visitors.

Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - I welcome the
opportunity to make a brief contribution to the
debate, having worked both professionally and
industrially in the disabilities field. In the early 19805
I was a member of the voluntary committee of
management of an intellectual disability
organisa tion.

I had a couple of concerns about the act at the time it
was passed, which I think remain valid today. The
first is that it is one thing to say that everybody who
is assessed as eligible will be given a general service
plan; it is another thing to be able to provide the
resources identified in the GSP of the IPP. I believe
that remains a battle to this day.

'This bill amends the principal act, the Intellectually
Disabled Persons' Services Act 1986. When that act
was passed by this Parliament in 1986 it was
considered landmark legislation. It was part of what
was then known as mental health legislation,
meaning a package of legislation that replaced the
Mental Health Act 1959 with both the new Mental
Health Act and the Guardianship and
Administration Board Act. At the time they were
considered major and innovative reforms. I believe
that the 1986 act had a number of important features.

The second concern is that as legislation becomes
more specialised, with separate mental health and
intellectually disabled persons' services acts, you
run the risk of defining people out of services.
Indeed, a major inquiry undertaken by the Social
Development Committee during the life of the
previous Parliament resulted in five or six reports
being presented to Parliament. One recurring theme
was that people were being defined out of services
as legislation became more specialised. We
identified the risks in compartmentalising services to
the extent that prospective clients that did not fit
neatly into one or other could be defined out of the
system. Hard cases can fall between the gaps in the
services and between the various agencies. If
somebody has a dual disability, you can have a
continuing argument between agencies as to which
is the disability requiring primary assistance and
which agency should be responsible.

Firstly, it dearly separated intellectual disability
services from mental health services. It was deemed
no longer appropriate to put them in the same
basket. Previously the two services had often been
prOVided in the one institution, one alongside the
other. In many cases even the professionals were not
clear whether a person was psychiatrically ill or
intellectually disabled. That is why it was seen as
appropriate to separate them.
Also, although psychiatric services are based on a
health model, in the case of intellectual disabilities
the whole service should be based on a

A moment ago the member for Geelong said she
was disappointed that the opposition was not
supporting the bill. That is not correct. The
opposition has certainly made it clear that it does
not oppose the legislation. After all, these
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amendments finetune the principal act, which is
clearly our act. I do not believe a conservative
government would have been capable of
introducing such an act.
The opposition has some concerns about a couple of
specific clauses. One disappointment I have with a
couple of clauses - this does not relate to all of the
clauses because a number of them are sensible and
appropriate - is that they go slightly in the wrong
direction.
There are cases where people can been defined out
of the system. I had hoped this bill would have
started to widen people's eligibility for services and
increased their ability to be defined into services.
One only needs to look at clause 4, which is headed
'Definition of "intellectual disability"'. Although the
wording is very similar to the section in the
principal act it changes, it adds the word 'significant'
to the words'deficits in adaptive behaviour'.
That may be a modest tightening of the definition,
but I believe we should be going in the opposite
direction from the intent of that amendment to the
bill.
The honourable member for Bayswater spoke at

length about IQ tests. From my previous
professional involvement in mental health I remain a
little sceptical about the value of IQ tests. I
particularly put on record my concern that IQ tests
can be too arbitrary in defining people in and out of
services.
Part of the bill stipulates that the secretary of the
department does not have to apply the tests. 1hat
may be fair enough when it is obvious that
somebody may be included and is defined as being
fit for eligibility for services. I have no difficulty if
the test is not applied and somebody is to be
included, but it is wrong that it does not have to be
used if a person is to be excluded from services. It is
not a tw~way but a one-way position.
Clause 8 concerns a review of the general service
plan. People with intellectual disabilities or their
guardians can ask not to have a mandatory five-year
review of their general service plan. They can ask for
one later but they may have to be reassessed. The
secretary must act in a 'reasonable time', but that is
not actually defined, nor is the expression 'for
others'. The opposition, however, supports that
clause.
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I refer briefly to the intellectual disabilities review
panel; several clauses bear upon the operations of
that panel. The first, clause 14, is welcomed in that it
opens proceedings of the panel to the publiC,
although applications can be made to close
proceedings. That is a desirable procedure in this
day and age, as is the provision for an annual report
of the panel to be provided to Parliament.
However, the opposition is concerned that the
secretary of the department, Or John Paterson, does
not have to accept the decisions of the panel.
Or Paterson has a reputation for being something of
a maverick when it comes to other areas of the
public service or indeed, to his own minister. I have
personal experience of Or Paterson refusing to
accept reasonable decisions of independent panels.
Ms Marple - They have to be real.
Mr LEIGHTON - Yes. We will have to watch
that one closely.
May I give the house one example: during the
closure of the Willsmere Hospital between 1986 and
1988 I actually had experience of working in a ward
of residence at the Willsmere Mental Hospital.
Along with my colleagues in psychiatric services I
understood that the patients of that ward were
intellectually disabled, that by some accident they
had ended up in a ward at Willsmere Hospital
rather than next door, at the former Kew Children's
Cottages for the intellectually disabled. We assumed
that had happened a few decades earlier, perhaps
because of overcrowding.
With the closure of Willsmere Hospital alternative
residential accommodation and other services had to
be found for those patients. We thought it would be
easy, that we would hand them back to the then
Office of Intellectual Disability Services (OIDS).
When the psychologists came from OIDS they
assessed them as not meeting the criteria for
eligibility for services. We felt they were trying to
pull a swiftie. We further assessed them in
conjunction with the professional staff. It was found
that within the terms of the Intellectual Disability
Services Act they did not meet the criteria for
services.
However, at the same time they were clearly not
mentally ill. They had some disabilities and after a
few decades in an institution they were no longer
capable of living independently in the community.
The solution, finally, was to place them in a halfway
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house which was managed jOintly by aIDS and
psychiatric services.

debating the necessary amendments contained in
the bill.

That example illustrates how people sometimes do
not fit neatly under either one act or another. Unless
some flexibility is demonstrated, they run the risk of
being defined as out of services.

Section 5 recognises the rights of the intellectually
disabled. That sets out the statement of principles
numbering 14; the bill adds another one which refers
to the important role the family plays in supporting
people with intellectual disabilities. I will pick out
some of the statements of principles in the act that I
think we all agree on. I am interested in the
bipartisan support that the majority of this
legislation has received tonight. Section 5(a) states:

In the coming years further amendments will need
to be made to the principal act. I urge the
government to show some flexibility, despite
constraints on expenditure, to ensure that people
who need services - whether they meet the narrow
criteria or otherwise - get those services rather than
being otherwise defined.
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) - I am pleased to
contribute to debate on this bill and to offer it my
support. The bill is a relatively simple piece of
legislation. It essentially puts into law what
currently takes place in practice and it does that by a
number of amendments to the act.
Those amendments relate primarily to the eligibility
provisions. I suppose that results from a discussion
paper published by the department in June 1994 as a
result of a court deciSion, when Justice Harper ruled
that anyone who has an IQ of less than the average
of 100 is below average and therefore, potentially
eligible for services. As other honourable members
have said, that would probably include about half
the community.
Mr Weideman - Including some politicians.
Mr MAUGHAN - Including some politicians.
Clearly, amendments are necessary and this bill will
bring into effect amendments to eligibility
provisions. The bill provides a capacity to defer
assessment for a period of up to three months and
the capacity to reassess when that is deemed to be
necessary.
The recommendations flowing from the review of
the act carried out last year, and presented in the
discussion paper, essentially are implemented in the
bill. The 1986 legislation was landmark legislation. It
has been widely applauded by the community and
certainly by other states and authorities in other
parts of the world.
The legislation was significant but with the passage
of time -it is now eight years since that act was
passed - now there is a need to tighten up some of
the provisions of the act. Hence the house is

Intellectually disabled persons have the same right as
other members of the community to services which
support a reasonable quality of life.

All members of the house would subscribe to that
statement. Section 5(d) states:
The needs of intellectually disabled persons are best
met when the conditions of their everyday life are the
same as, or as close as possible to, norms and patterns
which are valued in the general community.

That is another motherhood statement, but an
important one to which we all subscribe.
Subsection (e) states:
Services should promote maximum physical and social
integration through the participation of intellectually
disabled persons in the life of the community.

All members have related some personal incident
where this section of the act has been applied.
Barriers have broken down dramatically over the
past 10 to 20 years. I know of a number of people
with intellectual disabilities who are holding down
steady jobs and earning their way in the world. They
are proud to do so and are excellent employees.
I heard the honourable member for Mooroolbark
describing her pleasure at receiving some
debutantes who were intellectually disabled at a
debutante ball. I had the same pleasure in Echuca
last year, when among a group of 60-0dd debutantes
presented there were probably eight or nine
intellectually disabled debutantes. They were
treated the same as everybody else. They had a
wonderful night. It is commendable that people with
intellectual disabilities are being accepted for what
they are in the community and at social functions
and sporting events. That is to be commended and is
something to which we all aspire and support.
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Section 5(g) of the Intellectually Disabled Persons'
Services Act states:
Services to intellectually disabled persons should be
provided in such a manner that an individual need not
move out of his or her local community or travel
inordinately long distances to receive the services
needed.

I feel strongly about that principle. In my home
town of Echuca there is an excellent service called
Tehan Enterprises that runs a series of buses out into
the community up to 40 or 50 kilometres away to
bring people into that centre. I know what it is like
for people to have access to a centre.
I want to make the point in passing that, if it were
not for the voluntary contribution of some generous
supporters within the community, Tehan
Enterprises would not be able to provide the
excellent service it does in making it possible for
people who live in relatively remote parts of the
state to gain access to that service. Running buses is
a costly exercise, and that should be taken account of
when funding for services in the country is
determined.
Section 5 of the principal act sets out the principles,
and section 6 sets out the aim and objectives of the
department. We all subscribe to those, and I
commend the spirit of the original legislation.
Unfortunately, it is a fact of life that a number of
people in the normal population are born with an
intellectual disability. It is estimated that 1 to 2 per
cent of the normal population have an intellectual
disability of some sort. In the state of Victoria that
would mean that about 40 000 Victorians have an
intellectual disability; 14 000 of those people are
registered as eligible for services and some 7000 to
8000 are receiving services.
I point out that the Kennett government is prOviding
$380 million per year for disability services
generally, of which intellectual disabilities are an
important part. Disability services shares equal first
place with child protection in funding provided
from the minister's department. That is a significant
contribution.
As previous members have said, it would be nice to
have more but we have to draw the line somewhere.
It is a difficult job to do but, in order to provide our
resources to those who need them most, there need
to be some standards. This legislation essentially
tightens up that definition and puts into law what
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currently takes place in practice. As a result of the
passage of this legislation there will essentially be
three preconditions for a person to be assessed as
eligible for services: first, developmental delay
manifested during the developmental period;
second, Significant sub-average general intellectual
functioning; and, third, deficits in adaptive
behaviour. In general terms, that means that anyone
with an IQ of about 70 or below will, provided those
other two conditions are met, be eligible for services
provided by the department.
The bill before the house also acknowledges the role
of family in supporting and encouraging the
development of a family member with an
intellectual disability. Acknowledgment of that is
well overdue. Members on both sides of the house
have acknowledged in their contributions the very
important role that family members play in
supporting those with an intellectual disability. We
have all acknowledged that the state also has a
Significant role in supporting people with an
intellectual disability.
I congratulate the government on the recent budget
announcement that $12 million is to be allocated for
providing 100 new places for urgently needed
respite care. The $12 million to be provided over a
two-year period will provide over 100 additional
beds. We need more beds, but we need to put this
into perspective. The previous government provided
only 100 beds over a 10-year period; this
government will be providing 100 beds this year and
next year. While I acknowledge that there is a need
for more beds, I emphasise that this is a Significant
step in the right direction.
I note that there is general bipartisan support for the
spirit of the legislation, as there was for the original
legislation. I compliment the minister on bringing
this bill into the house and am pleased to support it.
Mr MICALLEF (Springvale) - I rise to comment
on the bill, following the honourable member for
Rodney. It is often noted that his speeches on this
issue are well thought of across the political
spectrum. We know that he has a genuine concern
about such issues. I commend him on his
contribution. If we had a little more of that instead of
the nonsense we had from the honourable member
for MOrnington, this Parliament would be a much
better place.
In taking up some of the issues that he raised, I point
out that the 1986 landmark legislation was
important for the Parliament and for the state. I
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happened to be in the Parliament at that time.
People like Margaret Ray played an important role
in getting that legislation through. It will be
acknowledged as time goes by as one of the most
important contributions by the Labor government. It
has been maligned in many ways, but it was one of
the social issues we took up strongly and supported
and history will record its status in a very kind way.
It is important that the rights of those with

disabilities are recOgnised. From 1986 onwards
people with disabilities were not seen as people only
to be tolerated but as human beings with rights and
with the ability to contribute in meaningful ways.
That is important. If we continue with that
philosophy, we will not go wrong. The attitudes of
the Labor government were supplemented by social
justice policies and a whole range of other support
systems such as equal opportunity and other
supplementary-type legislation. The work of the
Labor government should be acknowledged and the
nonsense about the 10 years of Labor government
should be put aside as some of its contributions to
progressive change are recognised.
I listened to most of the shadow minister's speech. I
commend her because obviously she was well
prepared. It was a detailed contribution on the issue.
She spoke about the cuts to services and the
increasing costs, which have created a conflict that
must be dealt with. When we have cuts to services
and continuing cost increases it is necessary that the
government considers the way in which it delivers
services.
That puts us in a difficult situation with priorities.
We must be assessed on the way we treat those in
the community who are not so well off. During
Carers week we must acknowledge the role of those
who care for those who are unable to look after
themselves. The state has a role to play. We have to
keep moving away from the Marlboro man
mentality that exists in a lot of conservative parties
throughout the world. We have a responsibility to
look after those who are unable to look after
themselves. We need to get back to basics. We need
to revisit the issues of social justice: a fair go for
everybody in society, each according to his ability
and each according to his needs. That is a little bit of
Marxism philosophy. It is something I have grown
up with and it is something I am proud to support.
If we take the best aspects of each of the political
philosophies we cannot go wrong.
We have moved away from institutionalisation and
associated care. I had a little to do with the closure of
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Caloola because I was on the industrial relations
task force. The concerns of the health unions and the
government had to be dealt with. In retrospect we
did the right thing by closing Caloola. However, we
must have the resources to pick up those who are
deinstitutionalised. I visited the United States of
America in the early 1980s. In Chicago they
deinstitutionalised people - they called it
decanting - by pushing them out onto the streets
and letting them freeze to death on the cold winter
nights. It is inhumane to treat people in that way. I
hope the government does not push people out from
institutions and leave them to fend for themselves.
The community has infrastructure such as
community health centres and a number of other
agencies that can help and support those who leave
institutions to make the transition into the
community. We also have community residential
units and so forth. It is important that those with
intellectual disabilities and other disabilities are able
to live in the most normal environment possible, if
possible fending for themselves, with support
mechanisms from community organisations. It is
almost impossible for aging parents with adult
children with intellectual disabilities to cope without
respite care and other support mechanisms. It is
ridiculous to expect them to cope totally on their
own.
I note what the shadow minister said about the
recognition of the family role. It should not be seen
as a way of moving the responsibility away from the
state so that the family must pick up the pieces
without support mechanisms. It is important that
the family be acknowledged and it is also important
that the state plays a support role on issues such as
respite care. Respite care needs to be fully funded
and fully maintained.
Recreation is needed for people with disabilities. I
have not heard anybody talking about Arthur
TWlStall's famous comments, even though they were
about people with physical disabilities. Those
people did not fit the model of the supreme human
being who is able to compete at his or her best
Society needs to acknowledge that those willing to
compete, regardless of whether their disabilities are
physical or mental, should be acknowledged as
having a role to play in the community. They should
be acknowledged for their contributions and they
should be supported.
Urimbirra special development school and adult
training unit is in my electorate. I noticed that the
adult training unit had its annual general meeting,
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which I usually attend. I will not be as ungracious as
the honourable member for Monbulk and say that
because members of the Liberal Party are involved
in the training centre they have a vested interest.
During the time of the Labor government, its
members played a provocative role supporting the
needs of the centre. The people involved include
Terri Marley, who was a candidate standing against
me back in 1985. His daughter works on the staff of
the Minister for Industry and Employment. I will
not say those people do not play a positive role.
They make a Significant contribution. Although
other Liberal Party members are involved with the
organisation, I will not name them all. One is a
prominent former Springvale councillor, who was
also a Liberal Party candidate. Those people have
made a Significant contribution. I will not say
because they are members of the Liberal Party and
the political pendulum has swung and because of
the advocacy they took up back in the years of the
Labor government that they were mischievous and
had a vested interest in the centre. They had a
commitment which is still there. I will continue to
work with those people and I look forward to their
making further contributions.
The adult training centre makes an enormous
contribution. Although it is more in the mould of an
institution, there are those who will not make the
transition from institution to the community, so they
still need facilities where they can be looked after
and where they can make a contribution.
I have seen them working on refilling laser
cartridges and making lattice fencing and so on with
Birra Industries. lbat contribution is very
productive and helps them to develop physically,
emotionally and in every other way; it makes them
feel as though they are making a useful contribubon
to the community, and that is important. Both the
state and federal governments must acknowledge
the important role that those types of institutions
play.
I move to an issue that I have written to the minister
about the disability liaison project in Springvale that
was defunded by this government. Back in August I
wrote a letter on behalf of the City of Springvale to
the minister and I received a response from him. The
liaison project was important because it had a lot to
do with supporting, encouraging and developing
people with disabilities and making them feel as
though they were a real part of the community. A lot
of its funding, around $62 000, came from the
Department of Health and Community Services, and
council contributions - the City of Springvale put
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in more than $8000 -and it had a total budget of
around $70 000. It was an important project because
in an advocacy way it promoted the role of people
with disabilities within the community. The City of
Springvale is well known for its human services, and
in this case it provided an information service for
people with disabilities, their families and carers,
along with workers in the field. The service collects,
stores and updates information on all aspects of
people with disabilities. It responds to inquiries by
telephone, by mail and in person.
Often people would come into my office in their
little mechanical jeeps presenting letters in a way
that I think was very humane. It was a very sincere
gesture and shows that they made representations
on their own behalf. Whether it be in the transport
system, bus services, council services, government
services or housing; it is important that they are able
to do that in their own way. Funding for this project
has been extended until December, as I understand
it, when it will become part of a regional pool. I
think that will probably make it lose its local focus.
What is being felt by the local groups and what the
disability advisory committee that meets in
Springvale has suggested is that this is just an
attempt by the government to service more people
with fewer funds. That is a real concern.
The project has been extended for a few months, and
while it is still alive and we are going through the
process of council amalgamations it is an issue that
needs to be looked at very closely. Where we have
local councils with structures that are sympathetic to
people with disabilities, people in a human service
capacity, it is important that those types of services
remain.
The last issue I raise is that during my years as a
union official I negotiated in the workplace where
we had some people with disabilities who were able
to do jobs and had to work at a wage which I
suppose was appropriate to their contribution, given
the award situation. We were able to introduce
flexible working arrangements well before their
time; I think that was a trailblazer to enterprise
bargaining, where that sort of philosophy has been
further developed. There are parts of the bill that we
fully support. However, we have some reservations
and they will be raised if we have a committee stage.
Or DEAN (Berwick) - In the short time left to
me I make the point that this is a very courageous
bill and it continues a series of courageous steps
which, I am quite happy to acknowledge, were
begun by the previous government. I say it was
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courageous because it seeks to address one of the
most complex issues imaginable: that is, by its major
amendment it attempts to define what is and is not
an intellectual handicap. Among all those things that
mankind tries to define for itself, that must be one of
the most important and most difficult decisions. I
believe it ought not be used as a political football,
but ought to be seen in a very narrow way and
analysed to see how it grapples with the notion of
what is an intellectual disability.
As we have heard, the previous legislation was
based on the three principles: sub-average
intelligence, a deficit in adaptive behaviour, and
those two things occurring in the developmental
stages of growth.
Those three factors are simple and general
statements. The courageous step that was taken in
1986 was to attempt to help those who had to make
the decision whether a person was intellectually
handicapped and to try to define that in the
legislation. That was defined in section 8(1)(b) of the
act:
in the case of persons over the age of five, by the use of
one or more standardised. measurements of intelligence
or an assessment of the effectiveness with which the
person meets standards of person independence and
social responsibility expected of persons of that age and
cultural group or both measurements and assessments.

That was the way it attempted to define a test to
assist those who had to grapple with and make this
very difficult decision. Of course the questions that
will always be there and will always be most
difficult are: what is sub-average intelligence? What
is a deficit in adaptive behaviour?
The importance of the decision cannot be
underestimated. The person who may be asking for
it to be made is most probably not a person suffering
from an intellectual handicap; it is most probably a
guardian or a person who has taken responsibility
for that particular person.
Once that decision has been made, that is a
characteristic - a tag if you like - with respect to
that person forever and it also opens up a whole
course of behaviour as to how that person is treated
as far as the government is concerned.
When referring to the difficulties associated with
making this decision, I indicate that we all know of
examples of the genius whose conduct in society is,
one could say, certainly not socially congenial or in
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any way understandable. That is the genius who
acts and behaves in a most unexpected fashion. Are
we to say that that person should fall into the
category of someone who is not intellectually
normal? Are we to say that the person who appears
to be SOCially congenial and socially happy in every
way but finds it impossible to make a responsible
decision that will enable him or her to run for life is
intellectually handicapped?
In the short time I have available to me I want to
demonstrate how this legislation is yet a further step
in the progresSion that began in a most unfortunate
way when one considers the way such people were
treated in early times when absolutely no distinction
was made between a person who suffered from an
intellectual disorder and a person who suffered from
an intellectual disability. They were both regarded
as being the same and lumped together. If you did
not fit into society's norm or if you behaved oddly,
you were lumped into that group. If you follow
history through you find that the ancient Greeks saw
this as a perfectly natural part of life and they
treated it in a medical way.

Mr Dollis interjected.
Or DEAN - As the honourable member for
Richmond would be pleased to hear, they
understood the process. It was only when religion
came to medieval Europe that religiOUS explanations
were given for that behaviour. Suddenly we had
witches and personal demons and all sorts of exotic
explanations why people should be treated
differently and put aside. It was not until the 19th
century that people again realised it was a clinical
condition that should be treated as such.
I will quickly refer to Australia'S history in respect of
people who were either intellectually handicapped
or had intellectual disorders. Or Eric Cunningham
outlines the history in an article entitled "The Mental
Health Status of the Nation':
Mental health was not recognised or even considered in
the early days of settlement and indeed the term did
not come into use until over 150 years later, when the
World Health Organisation, the World Federation for
Mental Health and the World Psychiatric Association
were founded after the end of the 1939-45 war ...
In fact from settlement up to the beginning of the 20th
century the concentration was almost exclusively upon
the lunatics confined to the asylums.
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Governor Macquarie started the first asylum at Castle
Hill in 1811.

Previously those people were put into asylums
along with alcoholics and criminals. They were all
lumped together as people who should be put aside
from society and neglected. It was not until the early
19005 that Mr J. W. Springthorpe realised there was
more to this than simply out of Sight, out of mind.
The author continues:
There has been a move since the 18S0s to separate the
mentally ill and the intellectually handicapped, even
100 years later this was still incomplete although
further legislation had been written to this end.
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other tests, as being intellectually disabled. When
taking that test you can make errors. Mathematics
has helped us again in an extraordinary way. There
is a way of working out a standard error calculation
so that you can be sure there is a range in the test. If
that entire range falls below the two standard
deviations you can say with 95 per cent certainty
that that person ought to receive assistance.
Although that sounds clinical and mathematical, it
has finally given those people who have to make
these difficult decisions some basis and some
fundamental facts to work with so that their
decisions are equitable.
In the 3 minutes left to me I would like to make one

The point I am trying to make is that from very
meagre beginnings our attitudes were clearly
fashioned by the fact that these people were not
drawn to our attention for assistance and help. Why
was that? Was it because the mental condition is
much more complex than the physical condition?
Was it because it was not life threatening and did
not attract our attention or require us to have the
same level of urgency? It was mainly because people
suffering either disorders or intellectual handicap
did not complain. They did not ask for help. It is not
like someone, for example, who has a physical injury
who, quite clearly, will ask for assistance.
So from those very poor beginnings the 1986 act
tried to meet the definition of intellectually
handicapped head on. That was a first attempt and,
quite clearly, because it was so general, it was not
entirely successful. When Mr Justice Harper looked
at that definition in the case that has been mentioned
in the house on a number of occasions he said, 'We
will have to define an intellectual handicap
according to that legislation'. Although I will not
quote from his judgment, I will attempt to
paraphrase him. He said, 'Yes, look at behavioural
dyshulction and intellectual intelligence tests
together. But if the act refers to sub-average or
below-average intelligence anything that is less than
a score of 100 would be regarded as sub-average,
and of course 50 per cent of the population would
fall into that particular behavioural test'.

That was the stimulus for this government to
attempt to come up with a way of defining which
people would or would not fall into this area. The
international standard was adopted. For those of us
who are not entirely familiar with mathematical
calculations, I will go through it fairly quickly. If a
person falls below two standard deviations from
normal intelligence, that person is considered, after

more point about the modem approach to the
intellectually handicapped. If you look at the
sections that define the principles to be applied by
the amending bill, you can see that this really is
modem legislation. It is very rare that you get
legislation with such a provision. Section 6 of the act
provides the aims and objectives of the department.
It states:
(1) The primary aim of the department under this act is
to advance the dignity, worth, human rights and
full potential of intellectually disabled persons.

That is an absolutely beautiful provision to find in a
piece of legislation - and there should be more of it.
It enables us to get a grip on where this legislation
should be heading. I want to make one point: when
added to the various objectives of this act, whiCh are
set out in a previous section - and if I can
paraphrase - they refer to the ability of the
intellectually handicapped to integrate with others;
to have physical access to the service others have; to
have flexibility in their treatment; to have freedom
from control by others; to have non-government
help where possible - but where that help is
there - accountability; to have independence and
input into the process; to have general freedom; and
now - added to that - to have family support.
Why would you want to add family support to those
objectives? It is quite easy. If you consider the
person who is being looked after by the family, you
realise that each of those objectives is likely to be
attained. In the family, he or she will maintain
maximum security, maximum independence and
maximum individual attention. So all the factors that
are built into the act will most likely already be there
if people obtain assistance from their families.
My last point is this: it has become clear that by
placing intellectually handicapped people in their
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families another aspect we have now come to
understand in our modern approach to this situation
is able to be implemented. lbat point was made by
Jenny Bright in an article she wrote about
intellectual disability:
As a result of changing philosophies ... a growing
number of intellectually disabled people are moving
out of institutions and other restrictive environments to
live in the community. They are increasingly seeking
legal advice to take advantage of their right to enter
into contracts, make wills, purchase property .,. and, in
some instances, to receive assistance as a result of
contact with the criminal justice system.

Statistics indicate that intellectually disabled people are
no more likely to commit criminal offences than
non-intellectually disabled people. They are, however,
more likely to be arrested, refused bail, convicted,
sentenced to imprisonment, receive a longer term of
imprisonment ...

And SO on. What the bill does through its objectives
and its concentration on the family is to assist us in
understanding that the best possible way in which
people in our community who we have deemed
require assistance as a consequence of an intellectual
disability - Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The SPEAKER - Order! Under sessional orders,
I have to give consideration to the adjournment of
the house.

Government Employee Housing
Authority: house sales
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - I raise with the
Minister for Industry and Employment a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Housing in another
place relating to the selling of houses owned by the
Government Employee Housing AuthOrity. I am
asking the minister to raise with the Minister for
Finance the possible transfer of some of those houses
to the Office of Housing in the Department of
Planning and Development so they can be made
available for public housing.
I believe there is an opportunity to provide some
assistance for families that are currently on
extremely lengthy if not indefinite waiting lists by
making those houses available. The Government
Employee Housing Authority is moving rapidly to
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get rid of the houses it owns. As at 30 June 1993 the
authority owned 2624 houses. During the past
11 months it has sold 830 houses and it intends to
dispose of another 993 over the next 12 months, so in
12 months' time it will have 805 houses available.
The authority also points out in its annual report
that there are 179 houses surplus to requirements in
Melbourne.
Of course, not all the houses owned by GEHA will
be appropriate for public hOUSing. Some are in
remote areas and others will be in poor condition.
However, I believe some could be made available to
alleviate the current long waiting lists. For example,
one needs only to look at the Heidelberg area, where
the waiting period for a three-bedroom house is
indefinite - that is, more than five years. In the
Reservoir area it is also indefinite; in Dandenong it is
5 years; in Noble Park it is 6 years; in Springvale it is
6 years; and in DingIey it is indefinite.
I believe the Minister for Housing, who has so far
failed to take up this opportunity, should raise with
the Minister for Finance the possibility of
transferring available houses to his own department
so they can be offered to families not only in need
but in many cases in crisis, instead of the state
simply moving with indecent haste to dispose of the
houses as part of its asset sales. After all, the assets
will not be forgone. The government will still have
the assets on which it will receive income in the form
of rental.
Here is a golden opportunity for the government to
maintain ownership of the houses, receive an
income stream and at the same time assist families in
need. We really have a crisis in public housing. The
waiting period has blown out from four to five years
to an indefinite period.

Gippsland Basin-Sydney gas pipeline
Mr TREASURE (Gippsland East) - The matter I
raise with the Minister for Energy and Minerals
concerns the proposed construction by BHP of a gas
pipeline through East Gippsland to Sydney. I ask the
minister for his assistance, particularly during the
transition and planning period, so this pipeline may
go ahead.
BHP is currently looking at about six proposed
routes. Five of them are through East Gippsland and
the other is westward to Melbourne and then up the
Hurne corridor. Of course the Hume corridor would
probably be a last resort for BHP because it involves
by far the longest distance, but there are many
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features to take into account. At present BHP is
doing a study to ascertain the most practical and
best route to pipe the gas to Sydney.
When the pipeline is completed it will make an
eastern states hook-up connecting gas facilities from
Queensland, New South Wales, South Australia and
Victoria into the one big grid. Of course, the
Gippsland Basin, being one of the biggest reserves of
gas in Australia with the exception of the North
West Shelf, is a very important field. It is also
important to the producers of that gas to have access
to the Sydney market.
I support BHP in its plan to put this pipeline
through. Of course there is resistance, which I
suppose is inevitable. I note the Wilderness Society
has made some protests, and Ms Barry has been
saying the pipeline should not go through East
Gippsland forests. I also note that the Concerned
Residents of East Gippsland - the whole four or
five of them, I think - are saying via Ms Redwood
that this pipeline should not go ahead.
I say to the minister that it is very important not
only for East Gippsland but for the development of
Australia as a whole that this pipeline be allowed to
proceed. It is a benign use and it will not in 'any way
affect the environment. Once the pipeline is
underground and buried no-one will even know it is
there. I ask the minister for his support and that of
his department in seeing that the pipeline goes
ahead.
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began to move, leaving her son stranded on the
platform. He panicked and, fortunately, the other
person acted quickly, grabbing him by the arm and
pulling him away from the train. Nevertheless, she
pulled the pram back inside the train and they were
calling out, 'Stop the train!', with no response.
So her four-year-old son was left at Glenbervie
station without her. That station is not manned by a
Met employee. The person who had saved the other
son then took further action to reunite him with
Mrs Sneddon. A tragedy was averted as a result of
his quick thinking. However, Mrs Sneddon is most
concerned that the action was not taken by the
people employed at the station and that the train
system puts people's lives at risk.
This is the second time this year that I have come
across such a case. In June this year, Joy Ca shin, a
Pascoe Vale mother, had a similar experience,
although in her case she was left on the platform and
the son was left on the train heading north on the
Broadmeadows line. At that time the PTC
counselled a guard and said it would take action to
ensure it never happened again. The statement it
made at the time was:
The PTC is keen to ensure that problems of this nature
do not occur again.

Obviously it has occurred again. We need to ensure
that mothers alighting from trains with prams are
not caught in the terrifying situation of the doors
closing, as happened to Mrs Sneddon.

Public transport: train safety
Mr THOMSON (pascoe Vale) - I ask the
Minister for Industry and Employment, who is at
the table, to pass on my request to the Minister for
Public Transport to investigate and take appropriate
action concerning a very serious incident which
occurred on the Broadmeadows train line last
Wednesday. It involved a woman by the name of
Mrs Jane Sneddon and her two children aged four
and two years. She decided to take them on a train
to the city, which was a rare experience. She now
says she will never do it again.

I ask the minister to investigate the matter and make
sure appropriate action is taken to guarantee train
safety.

Coun try rail services

As Mrs Sneddon was coming back she went to get

Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) - I raise for the
consideration of the Minister for Public Transport
the important issue of the continuity of the existing
train service to the city of Sale in my electorate. As
the house will be aware, after the current
government came to power in 1992 the minister
instituted various changes to the operation of the
transport system in country Victoria.

off the train at Glenbervie station. Noticing that
there was what she regarded as a dangerous gap
between the train and the platform, she asked
another passenger who was also getting off the train
to help with the pram in which her two-year-old son
was sitting. While doing this the doors began closing
with the pram wedged between them. The train

A basic principle was the maintenance of service
provision to all centres that were then served by the
transport system of which the minister assumed the
administration. The train service on some lines was
stopped and replaced in part at least by a coach
service. In my electorate the change took the form
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that initially the train service was stopped at the ety
of Traralgon. The proposal was that buses would
commute along the rest of the previous route of the
train line to the ety of Baimsdale.
After further consideration of matters put before
him, the Minister for Public Transport reinstated the
train service to the city of Sale. It now operates on
the basis that buses commute from Sale to
Baimsdale.
Another initiative of the minister that has been of
considerable assistance was to facilitate the
development of a transport interchange at Traralgon
within the electorate of the honourable member for
Morwell. That very laudable project is at present
under way. It will result in the construction of a
variety of facilities which will be to the benefit of not
only the citizens of Traralgon and the Latrobe Valley
but of all users of the rail service.
As seems to be the wont of some people when
brilliant initiatives are pursued by the government,
recently scurrilous rumours have surfaced to the
effect that upon completion of the interchange
system at Traralgon the train service to Sale will
cease. I say scurrilous because as I understand it
there is no basis for the rumours. Nevertheless,
Mr Speaker, you will understand that when these
things are spoken about in the community people
have a tendency to become concerned.

I seek a statement from the minister about the
service that will be provided to the city of Sale,
particularly the maintenance of the train service.

Unionism: building professionals
Mr DOLLIS (Richmond) - I raise a matter with
the Minister for Planning and in his absence the
minister at the table, the Minister for Industry and
Employment. I refer to the warning given by
Mr Croxford, director of the building control
division of the Office of Planning and Building
Control, to engineers, quantity surveyors and
draftspeople to register or risk introduction of
legislation to make it illegal to work.
As both the minister who is absent and the minister
at the table know, the new rules that are part of the
Building Act 1993 require all people involved in
industrial and commercial design and building to be
registered.
Recently Mr Croxford has said that further
tightening of Victoria's new building laws could be
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introduced within the next few months to outlaw
unregistered professionals because of a slow
response for volunteer registration. This rather
inflexible approach seems to contradict the position
of the government as it was expressed by the
Minister for Industry and Employment when he
made the second-reading speech on the Tertiary
Education (Amendment) Bill and said:
The fundamental principle underlying this decision is
freedom of association. The government seeks to
remove any compulsory requirement for students at
our tertiary institutions to be members of a student
union or association. No person should be required to
join an association against his or her will.
That principle is supported by the right of freedom of
association as laid down by the United Nations. The
present situation in Victoria's universities and some
technical and further education colleges does not
accord with this principle.

Mr Croxford's comments seem to totally contradict
that pOSition taken by the government. Recently a
number of people in industry have said in letters to
the government that they consider the position to
constitute compulsory unionism.
I ask the minister: what is the role of the Building
Practitioners Board? Does it include assessing a
building practitioner's qualifications? What is the
purpose of a person obtaining a certificate of
proficiency issued by an approved association - -

Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - On a point of order, Mr Speaker, I
draw your attention to the fact that the adjournment
debate is a debate in which honourable members
may draw to the attention of a minister or ministers
matters with respect to government business and
request that ministers take action on them. It is not
question time. The Deputy Leader of the Opposition
has now embarked upon I think about six questions
in a row. I suggest if the honourable gentleman
wishes to raise matters in the form of a question, he
should, rather than wasting the forms of the house at
this hour, perhaps consider asking them during
question time tomorrow.
Mr DOLLlS (Richmond) - I ask the Speaker to
consider allowing me the time to complete my case.
The very simple reason is that the question to the
minister at the table is whether this case constitutes a
form of compulsory unionism, a complaint which
has been sent to the government.
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The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.
Mr DOLLIS - Mr Speaker - Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill) - On the point
of order which has been raised by the Leader of the
House-The SPEAKER - Order! Is this a fresh point of
order?
Mr RICHARDSON - No, it is on the same point
of order, Mr Speaker. I would add to the remarks of
the honourable gentleman that the debate also is
traditionally intended to enable honourable
members to raise matters which are of direct concern
to their electorates. The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition has made no reference to anything
which relates to his electorate or the concerns of his
constituents. He is misusing the forms of the house
by raising this matter in the way in which he has
done at this hour.
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The SPEAKER - Order! I am answering the
point of order raised by the honourable member for
Forest Hill. I believe that at the time the honourable
member's time had expired.

The Ashes: commemorative cricket match
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - I direct to the attention
of the Minister for Public Transport a project that the
Rotary Club of Sunbury is currently attempting to
put together. It is planning a commemorative cricket
match on 18 January next year.
As the house would be aware, Sunbury is in fact the
birthplace of the Ashes, where Lady Janet Clarke
burnt the bails - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER -Order! Would the honourable
member pause while the house comes to order. I
might put in a plea: would the honourable member
please not inflame the passions of the house?

I would further point out to you, Mr Speaker, that it
is part of the tradition of this place that honourable
members do not read their speeches. I was observing
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition and he was
quite clearly reading the speech that he was making.
I am not referrin~ Sir, to the matters where he was
quoting from something; I am referring particularly
to the speech that he was making which he then
interspersed with quotations from documents which
he was reading.

Mr FINN - I would never consider doing that.
On 18 January next year, to commemorate this great
occasion in Victoria's and indeed Australia's history,
Australia and England will be playing a
commemorative cricket match on the Rupertswood
oval where the bails were burnt. The Rotary Club
has approached me through its president, Mr Albert
Achterberg.

So the honourable gentleman is out of order on
many counts. He is abusing the forms of this house.
He either does not understand the meaning of the
adjournment debate, or if he does he is deliberately
misusing this traditional and highly valued part of
the parliamentary day.

Mr FINN - The club members are putting
together a project. They would like to take the
cricket players and some of the officials, as well as a
good number of spectators, by steam train from the
city to the Rupertswood station on that day.

I support completely the remarks of the Leader of
the House and I ask you, Sir, to rebuke the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have heard sufficient
on the point of order for me to make a ruling. I
believe the Deputy Leader of the Opposition was
talking in general terms. I am not persuaded by the
argument that he has to speak about something in
his electorate.
Mr Dollis - It is in my electorate.

Honourable members interjecting.

The Minister and the house would be aware that
earlier this year the classic carriages were launched
by V/Line, which has been a very successful project.
They are the very things the Rotary Club of Sunbury
wishes to take advantage of. The problem is that the
club has had some difficulty getting a permit from
V /Line to run the trains on that day, particularly the
steam trains. Although the club has assured me that
if the day happened to be a day of total fire ban it
would be more than happy to have the steam engine
replaced with a diesel engine, on approaching
V /Line at my suggestion the club was told that it
would need to make another approach much closer
to the time of the event.
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As I am sure the minister would be aware, such
events take a great deal of organisation. The club,
which does an enormous amount of good work in
the community, is getting a bit worried about the
time it will take to get the project organised and
under way. I ask the minister whether it is possible
to fast track, if I can use that term, this particular
project. I ask the minister whether he can give the
same sort of satisfaction to the rotary club that he
has already given to so many people in my
electorate of Tullamarine.

Women's health services
Ms GARBUTI (Bundoora) - In the absence of
the Minister responsible for Women's Affairs I ask
the Minister for Industry and Employment to direct
a matter to her attention. I hope the minister is
listening and will come up and answer my question
herself.
I ask the minister to take on an important issue on
behalf of the women of Victoria concerning the
integration or absorption of women's health services
into mainstream health services. I have received a
letter from the North East Women's Health Service
which states:
Recently we were informed by the Department of
Health and Community Services that we are expected
to become 'structurally integrated' with a community
health centre. We were informed that there will be no
independent community women's health services,
services which currently constitute the Victorian
Women's Health Services Program.

I have heard similar complaints from the
Loddon-Campaspe Women's Health Service at
Bendigo and from the Gippsland Women's Health
Service, who are concerned that they are being
absorbed into mainstream health services.
It is important that the women's health services
stand alone. Women have different health needs and
experiences and feel that existing services do not
always meet those needs. Women's health services
are crucial to the refonn process in mainstream
health services. They were set up as a joint
state-federal program to examine the health issues of
women, to set up models of best practice and to then
attempt to advocate and educate the mainstream
health providers to improve health services for
women. They also try to improve access to health
services for women who suffer disadvantages such
as disability, age and ethnicity.

If the push to absorb women's health centres into
mainstream health services is successful, women's
health services will lose their current focus on
women's needs and risk being swamped by the
huge problems faced by a health system that is in
crisis, and may risk losing their funding. The letter
from the North East Women's Health Service also
states:
Our funding stipulates that we must provide services
specifically for women.

I ask the Minister responsible for Women's Affairs to
take up the issue with the Minister for Health and to
stanci up for the women of Victoria, which she has
not been doing. So far she has been silent. This is a
chance for her to speak up for the women of Victoria.

Moorabbin railway station
Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh) - I refer the Minister
for Public Transport to private sector involvement in
the redevelopment of the Moorabbin railway station.
Prior to the 1992 election the minister, in his capacity
as the shadow minister for transport, indicated that
commercial involvement in railway station
redevelopments would be on the agenda. I believe
the minister has already had some success in pursuit
of that policy.
I wish to explore the possibility of constituents and
train travellers in my electorate sharing in the
success of what I believe is a wonderful opportunity.
I have asked Mr Peter Soding, who is the manager of
city development at the City of Moorabbin, to
consider private sector involvement in the
redevelopment of the local railway station as part of
the development of a Moorabbin central shopping
district strategy.
Unfortunately Moorabbin shopping centre was
severed by several major roads in the 19605. A
consultant's report commissioned by the Moorabbin
council states that the lowering of the railway in the
early 19605, although easing the traffic environment,
further reinforced the divisive effect of the railway
line. The report stated that the railway cutting had
proved a major travel barrier and had contributed to
the effect of the isolation of the precinct.
The council is concerned about the matter. The
consultant's report has come up with some ideas
that are worthy of explOring. An article in the
Moorabbin Standard of 19 October states:
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framework for long and short-term improvements in
the area.

I urge the Treasurer to use his good offices to see
whether the brochures can be provided to members
for use in their electorate offices.

Roofing of the railway line was a long-term proposal.

Water services in north-eastern Victoria

Mr Soding said the consultant's report provided a

In the short term $100 000 had been set aside for street
furniture, paving, flagpoles and beautification works.

A member of the steering committee in charge of the
project, Station Street estate agent Colin Beech, said this
work should start before Christmas but the roof over
the railway station could be 'over 20 years away'.

I believe it is an exciting project that could lead to
the rejuvenation of the area. Residential or
commercial developments could be incorporated in
building over the railway space. I ask the minister to
consider what support and advice his department
could offer to facilitate the process so that we do not
have to wait 20 years before achieving a better
outcome not only for local residents and traders but
also for travellers on the public transport system.

Legalities Victoria booklets
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) - In the absence of the
Treasurer I ask the Minister for Industry and
Employment to bring to his attention the Legalities
Victoria booklets launched by the Victorian Council
of Social Service. The Treasurer launched the
publications and the government has partly funded
the updating of the booklets.
I ask the Treasurer whether he will use his good
offices to ensure that the booklets are made available
to all honourable members in their electorate offices.
The Victorian Council of Social Service booklets
provide information on things such as the
incorporation of community organisations, freedom
of information and other things on which members
are asked to assist individuals and groups in the
community. I am sure it would be invaluable for
honourable members to have the booklets in their
electorate offices.
I ask the Treasurer whether he can fund the
provision of these booklets for electorate offices. The
information currently in members' offices is
outdated. I request an update for all electorate
offices of brochures for whi~ the government
provides funding so that honourable members may
inform members of the community of the current
situation concerning housing rights, tenancy rights,
public land incorporation, insurance for housing and
other things on which constituents seek assistance.

Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Natural Resources a
matter I raised with him some weeks ago concerning
the restructuring of water services in north-eastem
Victoria. I indicate to the house my concern about
the restructuring and particularly about what will
happen to the water supply provided to the
township of Rutherglen under that restructuring.
I ask the minister to indicate whether any action has
been taken on the restructuring of water resources in
north-eastern Victoria and the Goulburn Valley.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I am very pleased that
there is no-one in the public gallery because the past
10 minutes have been a disgrace.

Responses
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) The first matter addressed to me was raised by the
honourable member for Pascoe Vale. The same issue
was earlier raised with me by the honourable
member for Essendon. It involves a very serious
matter indeed. A young woman with two children
was alighting from a train at Glenbervie station on
the Broadmeadows line. I am informed that the
young woman's pusher was to be taken off board
after her young son had alighted from the train.
Although her son was standing on the platform
while she was in the process of getting her second
child, who was in the pusher, out of the train - she
had returned to the train to do so - the doors closed
and the train moved off while she was still on board.
As my colleague the honourable member for
Essendon explained to me earlier, having spoken to
a member of the lady's family - The SPEAKER - Order! There seems to be some
sort of conversation between the honourable
members for Richmond and Warmambool and the
honourable member for Shepparton, who is part of
the trio. I ask them to remain silent while the
minister gives his answer.
Mr BROWN - The honourable member for
Essendon informed me that a member of the lady's
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family, either her grandfather or father, told him that
it had been a terrifying experience for the lady. I
completely understand that it would have been.
The honourable member for Pascoe Vale referred to
the frightening gap between the platform and the
train. I point out that the gap is identical to the gap
that was there for the 10 years the Labor Party ran
the system.
Mr Thomson interjected.

Mr BROWN - No, I am making the point that
we have not narrowed or widened the gap; it is the
same gap. As soon as I became aware of the matter I
requested an immediate investigation. I state again
that it is a matter of the utmost seriousness. I would
expect any member of our staff, and clearly that
means guards as well, to carry out his or her duties
diligently. Guards on trains have an absolute
responsibility, so far as they possibly can, to ensure
that the travelling public is safe and protected.
I would say that the most important duty a guard on
a train has is to ensure that it is safe for the train to
move off from a platform when he signals the driver
to start I am not in a position to prejudge what
happened. However, I make it very clear that there
is a direct and onerous responsibility on the guard to
ensure that it is safe for the train to move off when
he signals the driver. Clearly, in this circumstance,
one would have thought it was not a time to move
off when, as is being claimed is the case, a pusher
was trapped in the doors.
The government and I, as minister, treat this matter
with the utmost seriousness. After a previous
incident the Public Transport Corporation said that
it would not want it to occur again. I am told that
similar events have taken place on other occasions
over the years, no matter who was in government,
and my suspicion is that on past occasions - and I
cannot prejudge this matter, as it is under
investigation - human error and, in fact, neglect by
some staff have put people in perilous positions. I
will not talk about this case until I learn the final
outcome.
This government's policy is to change over to the
driver-only operation of suburban trains. It is quite

remarkable that on the SWlday following this
wUortunate event that line was converted to
driver-onlyoperation. Driver-onlyoperation
involves video monitors, which are now operating
on that station. It also involves very large mirrors,
which have been installed on that station. The trains
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that are converted to driver-only operation have
fitments such as safety warning lights that are
tumed off only when the doors actually close. To
deactivate the light on the driver'S dash the doors
have to touch each other, which connects a circuit
that turns off the warning light. In other words, that
train no longer carries a guard. Had that been the
case on the day of the incident I suggest it is highly
unlikely that it would have happened. That might
seem remarkable, but the inddent occurred when a
guard was on board, and I doubt that it would have
happened on the Sunday or since. The changes that
have been made would have made it safer.
There is now only one person responsible for
ensuring that a train is safe to move off, the driver of
the train. He has monitors and mirrors that enable
him to see the entire length of the train, and there are
visual aids in his cabin to ensure that the doors are
actually closed. Even if a person's arm is caught in a
door the train cannot move off because the warning
light on the dash shows that the doors are not closed.
I will inform the honourable member for Pascoe
Vale, as I will my colleague the local member, the
honourable member for Essendon, of the outcome of
the investigation, which I have asked to be
concluded as soon as possible.
The honourable member for Gippsland South raised
what he called a scurrilous rumour concerning the
future of the train service from Melbourne to Sale.
This is currently a seven-day-a-week service. I think
we run three trains a day on weekdays and we also
run services on Saturday and Sunday. I can give the
honourable member for Gippsland South an
absolute and categOrical assurance that the train to
Sale will remain as an excellent service, not just for
the foreseeable future but for the full term of this
government, and not only in the current term but in
terms beyond.
We certainly looked at the future of the line and we
made the change to which the honourable member
referred: a modern road coach replaced the train
from Sale to Bairnsdale. But that is the total extent of
the changes along that line. I make it very clear that
we are upgrading the facilities at Traralgon and
putting in a modal interchange. We have facilitated
that project, and I can only assume that that is where
the rumours started. People have seen that a modal
interchange is to go into Traralgon in the near future
and they may have assumed, wrongly, that it was a
precursor to the train service to Sale being removed,
with Traralgon being made the final point for the
train out of Melbourne.
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As a result of the honourable member for Gippsland
South's raising it in Parliament tonight, he has put
his community and the communities along that line
in a position of certainty. And he has put himself in
a position, as a local member, to be able to give an
absolute and categorical undertaking to the locals
that the train to Sale is there to stay.
Ms Marple interjected.
Mr BROWN - I am not John Cain. The
honourable member for Tullamarine raised a
matter-Mr Leighton - The temporary member for
Tullamarine.
Mr BROWN - My colleague for Tullamarine,
the most active member of Parliament in that area
for decades.
Mr Leighton interjected.
Mr BROWN - The one who represents that area
better than it has been represented for decades.
Mr Leighton interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the honourable
member for Preston to sit back in his seat and relax.
Mr BROWN - The man who has taken over and
stands up and fights for his electorate, raised with
me the desire of the Sunbury Rotary Club to run a
steam train for the commemorative Ashes match to
be held on 18 January next year.
He tells me they propose to use the train to take
approximately 270 passengers, including 70 places
allocated to cricket teams and dignitaries, to
Rupertswood to celebrate a very important historic
event in this nation's history. The reticence, if I can
use that term, of V/Line is that as this is the height
of the fire season they want the Ashes to refer only
to the cricket match on the day and not
neighbouring farmland. I have had discussions in
the past with V /Line because there have been
occasions when this issue has arisen as Steamrail
Victoria has a number of magnificent trains it wishes
to run around the state.
I will give an assurance to my colleague that V/Line
will agree that the train can run on that day, but the
judgement as to whether it can be hauled by a steam
locomotive will be made on the day before. If it
happens to be a day of total fire ban, the steam
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locomotive would not be allowed to pull the train.
At the least, the train itself will be identical to the
classic, heritage vehicles that this government has
brought out of mothballs and now allows people to
use.
The only question for determination is whether the
train will be hauled on that day by the steam
locomotive. I can assure my colleague that the train
will run, and I shall have discussions with V/Line
tomorrow to ensure that that occurs. Yet another
win to Finn!
The honourable member for Bentleigh raised with
me the desire of one of her municipalities to
redevelop the Moorabbin shopping centre. This
government encourages the development of railway
stations and precincts. It is something the fonner
Labor government crowed about, talked about and
looked at for the full ID-year period it governed.
Crash-through Kennan went public and announced
he would achieve the development of a number of
railway stations. He issued press releases and asked
for expressions of interest, but, as was typical of the
Labor Party in office, nothing happened. Not one
commercial redevelopment of a railway station
along the lines announced by the former honourable
member for Thomastown, when Minister for
Transport, occurred during the period the Labor
Party was in government.
I have infonned the house in the past of a number of
developments now proposed, including the one
referred to a moment ago by the honourable
member for Gippsland South, the redevelopment of
Traralgon railway station, and the great
development at Frankston railway station, but there
are more to come.
I shall take up the idea and expressions of interest
that my colleague puts forward and ask the Public
Transport Corporation to consult with the local
council with a view to seeing what can be achieved,
including the roofing over of this area of land with a
redevelopment as part of the proposal. The more
commercial activity there is at railway stations, the
more hustle and bustle there is, particularly with
extended shopping hours. In fact, the ideal outcome
at railway stations is 24-hour trading activity 24-hour convenience stores, medical surgeries and
so on. The Public Transport Corporation views
24-hour activity at railway stations as free security.
I shall talk to the corporation to see what it can do to
work with the municipality and address again an
issue raised by this particularly active, forceful and
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worthwhile member. She is one of the best members
that area has had for a long period.
Mr S. J. PLOWMAN (Minister for Energy and
Minerals) - I thank the honourable member for
Gippsland East for raising the proposed gas pipeline
being considered by BHP, to be built between the
Gippsland basin and the developing markets of
southern New South Wales, Canberra and Sydney.
This is a major project and is estimated to cost
$350 million. It will create approximately 1000 jobs
during its construction phase. The honourable
member, along with his colleague from Gippsland
South, have talked to me about this project, which
they clearly support. It will be of considerable value
to their electorates and to Victoria.
As the honourable member said, BHP is examining
six different corridors and will decide on the most
appropriate corridor after conducting feasibility
studies of the cost and environmental effects of the
project. I understand five of those corridors run
through the member's electorate to the east, with
one running parallel to the present line near
Wodonga and Albury and thence on to Wagga.
The government strongly supports this proposition.
It will be good for Victoria for a number of reasons.
Although we have benefited for many years from
the gas and oil from the Gippsland basin, that gas
and oil will not last for ever and at some future time
we will need to look for gas elsewhere. One of the
means by which the infrastructure to bring gas from
the North West Shelf or the Timor Sea can be
afforded is by the building up of mature markets in
the eastern states. The connection to Sydney and
Canberra will build the maturity of that market and
will eventually justify the cost of building that
infrastructure so gas can be brought from the North
West Shelf or the Timor Sea, or other new finds in
Central Australia.
Various impediments have been raised. Although
the government strongly supports free and fair trade
in gas interstate, legislation and contracts have
discouraged an interstate pipeline being built in the
past, which has restricted competition between
utilities.
It has also been a disincentive to exploration in
Victoria. The government is very keen to encourage
exploration for more hydrocarbons in gas or oil, or
both; there is an active drilling operation in the
Otway Ranges onshore and offshore. With the aerial
geophysical observations in the Murray Basin we
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have high hopes about the prospect of more
hydrocarbons - oil, gas or both - being found in
that basin.
A number of issues must be resolved before the
pipeline can be begun. One impediment at the
moment is the resources rent tax (RRT) issue, which
was applied by the federal government in 1990 to
Bass Strait. This was after clear commitments that
the tax would not extend to Bass Strait, and that if
there were an RRT imposed around Australia, it
would be a tax on profit by the corporations
concerned, wherever they happened to be, and
would not be passed on to consumers.
However, Esso-BHP is in dispute and has been in
dispute for some time with Generation Victoria and
the Gas and Fuel Corporation because it wished to
pass on this tax. The government implacably
opposes this because what was intended to be a tax
on profit by the producers would simply become a
consumer tax and would clearly add to the cost of
gas, which would have to be either absorbed by the
public authorities contribution (PAC) in Victoria or
possibly passed on to consumers in this state.
Were it to be taken up by the PAC as a state tax and
passed on to Canberra, it would be taking a tax base
away from Victoria, which nobody in this place
would want to see.
This is a discriminatory tax against Victoria.
Although it supposedly applies to all offshore
operations around Australia, it would apply to only
one other basin -namely, the North West Shelf,
which has been declared exempt. This tax applies
only to Victoria. It is a vexed issue. I am sorry to tell
the honourable member for Gippsland East that this
issue must be determined before the pipeline and
the very valuable project can proceed.
The government has been working closely with the
other members of the Council of Australian
Governments to resolve a number of other issues
such as regulations, third-party access, transparency
of conditions and the use and misuse of power.
These issues must be consistent throughout the
states to ensure Victoria is in no way disadvantaged
by the proposal. We wish any necessary regulations
to be light-handed and not to affect the commercial
viability of the project.
Finally, as to the sensitivity of the environment in
the areas being considered, this is a major issue that
must be detennined to the satisfaction of the
Victorian government and the commonwealth
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government, and it may take a little time to finally
determine.
Having said all that, the government is very
supportive of the commonwealth government's
determination to have free and fair trade between
the states and the development of natural gas fields,
but I stress that is what the situation must be.
If Victoria is discriminated against, we will certainly
strongly oppose that discrimination. We are
determined that neither the government nor its
consumers will be put at a disadvantage.
Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - The honourable member for Murray
Valley raised the issue of the progress made in the
base plan for the restructure of the non-metropolitan
urban water authorities. Today, in response to
further consultation, the issues in north-east Victoria
have been addressed and are in complete harmony
with what I think the honourable member has been
seeking since early September.

Rutherglen has been included in the proposed
Upper Murray-Kiewa authority, where it was
originally placed some two years ago. That will
enable the Upper Murray-Kiewa authority to be a
structure with financial viability within the
parameters of the criteria set.
Also announced today was the inclusion of Benalla
in the Ovens authority, together with parts of
Tungamah in the member's electorate. It has been
decided to have the channel system provide
consumers in the Tungamah shire. The system will
be put in the hands of the Murray.{;oulburn
corporation, and when the rating base is corrected, it
will be returned to a customer body of the people,
who will be the beneficiaries of the system.

Now there are four major authorities in the
Goulburn Valley and north-east Victoria, where
there were about 15 previously. That will lead to a
substantial outcome in the management of that area.
There will be a strong capacity to undertake their
own capital works program, given that each will
have at least $10 million worth of revenue on which
to structure those businesses. The outcome will be
satisfactory, and one that I am sure in the long term
will be of benefit to the consumers in the area.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - The honourable member for
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Preston raised a matter for the attention of the
Minister for Housing in another place about
properties sold by the Government Employee
Housing AuthOrity. His contribution was mainly
based on ideological viewpoints. But I will take up
the matter with the minister.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition raised a
matter for the Minister for Planning about a
warning, I take it, from a Mr Croxford about
quantity surveyors. He requested action under the
Building Control Act. He made a particular play
about freedom of association.
I cannot help but feel a smidgin bemused by that
particular issue, given the fact that his party
supports preference clauses in federal awards,
which ensure there is compulsion.
Mr Dollis interjected.
Mr GUDE - The honourable member interjects;
that is interesting because he is one of only three
opposition members prepared to be part of the
parliamentary proceedings at this time of the
day, which gives a clear indication of its interest!
The whip has now turned up. We now have four
members of the Labor Party showing some interest.
Of course, the Leader of the Opposition is one of
those who is not here, but that is not unusual at this
hour of the night, because we rarely see the Leader
of the Opposition after question time.
Notwithstanding that, I will raise for the attention of
the Minister for Planning the matter raised by the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition.
I am glad the honourable member for Keilor is back
because as whip at least he demonstrates leadership,
which the Leader of the Opposition never shows. At
least he is here! The honourable member raised a
matter for the Treasurer about the Victorian Council
of Social Service. He inquired whether a booklet
could be made available to all members of this
house. I will direct that request to the Treasurer.
The SPEAKER - Order! The house stands
adjourned until next day.
House adjourned 10.59 p.m.
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BUSINESS FRANCHISE ACTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading

The SPEAKER (Hon. J. E. Oelzoppo) took the chair
at 10.04 a.m. and read the prayer.

PARLIAMENTARY REPORTS
Mr J. F. McGRATH (Warmambool) presented
reports for the year 1993-94 of:
Department of the Legislative Assembly;
Department of the Parliamentary Library; and

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) introduced a bill to
amend the business franchise acts and for other
purposes.
Read first time.

PROPERTY LAW (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 5 October; motion of
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General).

Department of Parliamentary Debates.

Laid on table.

AUDITOR-GENERAL

Consolidated fund
The SPEAKER presented statement of receipts and
payments of consolidated fund and trust fund for
year ended 30 June 1994, accompanied by report of
Auditor-General and documents specified in
section 47 of Audit Act.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Oerk:
Docklands Authority - Report for the year 1993-94

Members of Parliament (Register of Interests) Act
1978 - Cumulative Summary of Returns, September
1994 -Ordered to be printed.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the house, at its rising, adjourn until tomorrow at
lO.OOa.m.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - This
is a significant bill to have come before the house,
and I contemplate a long debate! The bill, which has
been transmitted to the house from the Legislative
Council, makes amendments to the Property Law
Act 1958. It is worth noting that despite Parliament's
busy schedule it can accommodate bills of this type.
As the Attorney-General pointed out, this is a
privilege bill by which Parliament asserts it
authority over the executive.
The bill makes a number of changes to tidy up
legislation. Although they may seem minor changes,
they will improve the quality of the legislation. We
do not intend to take up too much of the time of the
house debating the bill. As 1 said, the bill is
important in that it asserts Parliament's authority
over the executive. I only wish there were more
occasions when bills put Parliament's stamp of
authority over the powers of the executive.
The bill, which the opposition supports, will come
into operation on the day it receives royal assent.
The other day the opposition analysed the number
of bills it has opposed and supported. Despite the
rhetoric about the opposition opposing and being
negative, it revealed that well over half the bills
introduced into the house are either supported or
not opposed by the opposition, which tries to
support good legislation.
I remind honourable members that more than
66 per cent of bills either receive support or are not
opposed. We support the legislation and wish it a
speedy passage.

Motion agreed to.
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I thank the
Leader of the Opposition for his excellent
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contribution. I am pleased that the bill has the
support of the opposition.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Passed remaining stages.

DENTISTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 5 October; motion of
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health).
Mr THWAlTES (Albert Park) - The opposition
does not oppose the bill. The purpose of the Dentists
(Amendment) Bill is to further protect public health,
and that is achieved in two ways. Firstly, the bill
allows incorporation into the regulation-making
power under the Dentists Act national guidelines on
the prevention of infection in dentistry.

Dentistry is an area of activity that involves some
risk of transmission of infectious diseases and, in
particular, IDV. The dental profession has taken a
great deal of care over the years to ensure that HIV
is not transmitted through dentistry. Indeed, while
at times there is publicity about overseas cases of the
transmission of IDV through dentistry, there does
not appear to have been any such case in Victoria or
Australia. The purpose of the bill is to ensure that
does not occur, and it reflects the maxim that
prevention is better than cure.
The guidelines that will be incorporated into the
legislation are those of the National Health and
Medical Research Council entitled Guidelines for the
Prevention of Viral Infection in Dentistry. They cover
such things as: universal precautions that need to be
adopted; limiting surface contamination; the use of
disposable equipment; personal hygiene in dental
practices; personal practice and protection
mechanisms that dentists and their staff can adopt
such as wearing gloves; waste disposal - another
important area; and needle disposal, which of course
is important to avoid needle-stick accidents. That
gives an indication of the range of issues covered in
the guidelines, which will be incorporated under the
widened powers provided in the bill.
The bill also includes a provision that gives the
Dental Board of Victoria powers of entry into
premises on the issue of a search warrant by a
magistrate. The bpard will be given that power if it
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believes on reasonable grounds there has been a
contravention of the Dentists Act or regulations on
any premises. That power is appropriate; an
adequate safeguard provides that the power must be
exercised only on a warrant issued by a magistrate.
There are situations where people have practised or
purported to practise dentistry without being
properly qualified. As I see it, that is the main
purpose of the warrant power, but there will be
other ways the power can be used to ensure that
what occurs in dental practices is in accordance with
all the regulations and guidelines that protect public
health.
A concern was raised with me by certain dental
technicians that the widened power could be used in
a way that would in effect extend the regulation role
of the dental board to cover dental technicians.
However, I have been assured by the department
and, indeed, by the Parliamentary Secretary to the
Minister for Health, that that will not occur. On
30 September the parliamentary secretary wrote to
me answering a number of questions I raised. I will
read the answers to assuage any concerns that dental
technicians may have. The first question was:
Does the amendment give the dental board authority or
jurisdiction over the Dental Technicians Licensing
Committee or the Advanced Dental Technicians
Qualification Board?

The answer was:
The jurisdiction of the Dental Board is not altered. The
jurisdiction of the Dental Technicians Licensing
Committee and the Advanced Dental Technicians
Qualification Board also remains the same.

The second question was:
Do the extra investigative tools and powers enable the
dental board to make investigations into matters
covered by the Advanced Dental Technicians Licensing
Committee?

The answer was:
The extra powers do not change powers of inquiry
under the Dental Technicians Act. The extra powers are
to allow the dental board to investigate fully
complaints about illegal or unsafe dental practices or to
obtain necessary evidence to establish that an offence
had been committed.

THERAPEUTIC GOODS (VICTORIA) BILL
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The third question was:
Do practitioners licensed under the Dental Practitioners
Act 1972 remain under the authority of the board?

The answer was:
TIle authority of the Dental Technicians Licensing
Committee and the Advanced Dental Technicians
Qualifications Board remains the same.

The final question was:
Do the new powers to investigate under the Dentists
(Amendment) Bill 1994 override the powers under the
Advanced Dental Technicians Qualification Board?

The answer was:
TIle powers to investigate under the Dental Technicians

Act 1972 remain the same.

From that response the opposition is satisfied that
the powers of entry contained in the bill are only
there to be properly used by the Dental Board to
ensure that the act and regulations are being
complied with. That additional power will not be
used by the Dental Board to in some way extend its
jurisdiction or authority over advanced dental
technicians.
In conclusion, the opposition does not oppose the
bill and believes it will make a small but
nevertheless important contribution in the continued
program to prevent the spread of infectious diseases
in Victoria.
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mind the ongoing need for raising standards, and
the powers inherent in the legislation will give an
opportunity to the Dental Board and dental
practitioners to ensure very high standards of
infection control, especially infection relating to HIV
and its implications, both for the practitioners
themselves and for the members of the public who
attend private or public dental practices.
I thank the opposition for its support of the bill. I
also recognise the work of the departmental officers
who have worked hard to prepare this legislation
and to ensure its passage through the house, and
importantly, I thank the Dental Board of Victoria. It
is an excellent group; its main purpose is to maintain
ongoing standards of the profession in its dealing
with dental practitioners, and through them
members of the public. I have always found the
Dental Board particularly good to work with. It is
innovative, willing to self-regulate and willing to
ensure that it is out in front seeking to maintain the
very high standards that I have referred to.
I also recognise the assistance given by members of
the Australian Dental Association, Victorian
division, who worked very cooperatively with
members of the dental health unit in the Department
of Health and Community Services, who in turn
worked with the bureaucrats in the department to
ensure that the legislation is precise, meets the needs
of the dental profession and ensures that through
the board and its associations the high standards of
dental services in this state are maintained.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I thank the
honourable member for Albert Park for his
agreement not to oppose the bill. He did not actually
support it, but from his remarks he obviously
endorses its purpose, which is twofold: to give the
Dental Board of Victoria additional powers to
incorporate into regulations current national
guidelines or other recognised standards relating to
infection control at dental surgeries; and to give the
board powers to enter and inspect dental premises
when it has applied to a magistrate who has ordered
a search warrant because there are reasonable
grounds for believing that a breach of the act or the
regulations has occurred. The Dental Board has
sought these powers for some time.
As the honourable member for Albert Park
indicated, it is important that the Dental Board,
dental practitioners and dental practices keep in

Passed remaining stages.

THERAPEUTIC GOODS (VICTORIA)
BILL
Government amendments circulated by
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) pursuant to
sessional orders.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 6 October; motion of
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health).
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - The opposition
does not oppose the legislation in its substantive
form, but there are some provisions that it has
serious concerns about. The legislation essentially
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complements the commonwealth regulation of
therapeutic goods. Much of the bill mirrors the
commonwealth legislation. One has only to look at
the way many of the commonwealth provisions are
drafted to see that plain English is certainly foreign
to some of the drafters in Canberra. To understand
which goods the legislation covers one has to follow
through a complicated trail of sections and
somewhat obtuse drafting.
Nevertheless, as I understand from the helpful
briefing I received from a departmental officer, in
broad terms therapeutic goods are pharmaceuticals
and medical equipment. Since the late 1980s
therapeutic goods have been regulated under a
commonwealth scheme. Therapeutic goods and
manufacturers of therapeutic goods are required to
be registered under a commonwealth registration
system.
The commonwealth legislation covers all
manufacturers that are incorporated or involved in
interstate trade. However, as a result of
constitutional limitations, the commonwealth
legislation may not cover manufacturers that are
unincorporated and trade intrastate - that is, within
Victoria. Accordingly this bill has been introduced to
mirror the commonwealth legislation and to cover
any constitutional gaps in that legislation. The effect
of the bill in that regard will be to ensure that any
manufacturers of therapeutic goods that are
unincorporated and that trade intrastate and the
goods they manufacture have to be registered under
the commonwealth system.
The bill has some additional provisions that do not
simply mirror the commonwealth legislation. It
provides that wholesalers of therapeutic goods are
required to be licensed under a Victorian scheme. I
understand that would not apply to wholesalers
who are already licensed under the Drugs, Poisons
and Controlled Substances Act, but if they are not
licensed under that act they would need to be
licensed in Victoria. That provision follows a similar
provision in the New South Wales legislation that
has been in existence for some 20 years. It also
reflects the type of provision found overseas and
indeed the European Community has a similar
provision for the licensing of wholesalers.
The licensing provisions ensure safer storage
conditions of the therapeutic goods. They also assist
in the facilitation of recalls of therapeutic goods that
may be defective in some way. Again, it is
essentially part of the means of protecting the publiC.
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The legislation contains two additional provisions
which concern the opposition: clauses 16 and 17.
Clause 16 relates to the hawking of therapeutic
goods. Clause 16(1) states:
A person must not, without the written consent of the
Chief General Manager, supply therapeutic goods in a
street or from house to house.

The definition of 'therapeutic goods' in the bill is
somewhat obtuse - Or Napthine - Because your Canberra
colleagues wrote it!
Mr THWAITES - That definition covers, among
other things, condoms. The opposition would be
very concerned if this clause required the written
consent of the chief general manager for the supply
of condoms either in a street or from house to house.
I note that the clause refers to the supply not the sale
of therapeutic goods. The concern I have is that this
could well cover the supply of condoms by the
Salvation Army, the Prostitutes Collective of
Victoria or other organisations to sex workers in the
streets of Melbourne. That would be inconsistent
with the National HIV/AIDS Strategy which has a
clear statement in support of the easy availability of
condoms. The Legal Working Party of the
Intergovernmental Committee on AIDS produced a
strategy, to which I understand the Victorian health
department and the minister are signatories. It states:
High-quality, low-cost condoms should be widely
advertised and made available for sale in Australia in
as many sites as possible, including supermarkets,
service stations, restaurants, hotels, clubs, shops other
than pharmacies, by mail order and vending machines.
To help achieve this, existing legislative barriers at a
state and territory level which restrict the distribution,
promotion, advertising or sale of condoms should be
repealed.

Clause 16 appears to do exactly what the strategy
recommends against. It appears to restrict the
distribution of condoms. As the local member for
Albert Park, I recognise the important role that
outreach workers from the Prostitutes Collective and
other organisations play in providing condoms to
sex workers and the important part that plays in
reducing the spread of sexually transmitted diseases.
On the face of it this clause appears to limit that
distribution. As I understand it, the proposed
legislation is designed to control the distribution and
use of non-prescription medical goods. It would be
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unfortwlate if some unforeseen consequences of the
legislation made it inconsistent with the National
HIV/AIDS Strategy. It could also lead to uncertainty
as to the legality of actions that have been taken by
the Prostitutes Collective and others, and that would
be a disincentive to them to continue their very good
work. The bill would make it an offence to breach
the provision and a penalty of $1000 would apply.
Those people working in the field would clearly be
discouraged from continuing their work.
These are not just empty statements. There have
been instances in America where the illegality of the
distribution of needles has led to a reduction in the
distribution of those needles which is contrary to
proper AIDS strategies. I seek from the minister
some assurance that this clause will not be used in
any way to hamper the distribution of condoms via
the Prostitutes Collective or other organisations.
Perhaps some amendment is required.
Although I understand clause 9 gives the minister
power to exempt classes or persons or goods from
any of the provisions in the legislation, that is
always subject to the decision of the minister of the
day and political pressures that arise at that time.
The opposition believes the important National
HIV/AIDS Strategy should be supported in
legislation and should not be the subject of
ministerial order.
The other clause that the opposition is most
concerned about is clause 17 which provides that:
(1) A person must not, without the written consent of
the Chief General Manager ... supply therapeutic
goods by means of a vending machine.

Exactly the same problems arise with this clause as
arose with the previous clause because on its face it
would appear to limit the supply of condoms by
means of vending machines.
I have referred to the Intergovernmental Committee
on AIDS. I refer also to the National HIV/AIDS
Strategy, a policy information paper published by
the federal Department of Community Services and
Health. On page 42, under the heading 'Condoms',
the following appears:
The proper use of condoms greatly reduces the risks
involved in sexual activity. However, condoms vary
widely in quality and, in some states, there are
limitations on condom availability. Legislation exists in
some states which prohibits the unsolicited distribution
of condoms. Appropriate standards will be maintained
and applied to all condoms in order to ensure that
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condoms are a barrier to HIV infection. As part of the
process of encouraging the use of condoms as an HIV
prevention strategy, state authorities should remove
limitations on the sale, distribution and advertising of
condoms. If condoms are to play a major role in
prevention of HIV infection it is essential they be
available in a wide range of settings. The government
will take action to ensure that condoms are available in
public places over which it has jurisdiction (e.g. air
ports).

That government is, of course, the federal
government. I emphasise the statement in the
National HIV/AIDS Strategy that:
State authorities should remove limitations on the sale,
distribution and advertising of condoms.

Unfortunately, the bill does exactly the opposite. It
imposes a restriction that was not otherwise there. It
imposes a restriction and provides that vending
machine operators must obtain the written consent
of the Chief General Manager of the Department of
Health and Community Services before supplying
condoms via vending machines.
The minister's second-reading speech made
reference to the issue:
By ministerial order made under clause 9 of the bill,
condom-vending machines which comply with
specified storage conditions and location requirements
will be permitted.

The opposition's view is that it is quite reasonable
for such an order to specify storage conditions
because the storage conditions of condoms relate
directly to therapeutic goods - that is, to ensure the
safety of those goods and the protection of public
health. However, the opposition does not believe it
is a appropriate that the location of condom-vending
machines should be in effect limited by either the
proposed legislation or the ministerial order. Indeed,
to do so would be in direct contravention of what
appears in the National HW/AIDS Strategy, which
states in part:
... state authorities should remove limitations on the
sale, distribution and advertising of condoms. If
condoms are to play a major role in the prevention of
HN infection it is essential they be available in a wide
range of settings.

The problem with the location requirement is that
pressure will be brought to bear on any minister not
to place condom-vending machines in certain
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locations. That political pressure will be applied and
that decision will be made on the basis of moral or
political views-Mrs Tehan interjected.
Mr THWAITES -Or, as the minister says,
community views, rather than on the basis of the
health needs of the community. In recent days we
have seen evidence of the pressure this government
can come under on similar issues. The Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee recommended in a
bipartisan decision that the Equal Opportunity Act
be amended to outlaw discrimination on the basis of
sexuality. That recommendation was made after
many months of hard work by all members of the
committee, including many hours of public hearings
at which evidence was heard from experts.
However, it now appears that political pressure is
being brought to bear to persuade the government
to reject the clear recommendations of the committee.

Or Napthine interjected.
Mr THW AITES - Indeed, that august journal,
the Herald Sun, which I do not think has yet been
called 'the Labor Star in drag', refers to this issue
under its front-page headline, 'Gay law row':
New anti-discrimination laws have been stalled by a
fierce campaign by state government MPs who say
homosexuals could win access to IVF technology and
adoption.
The Liberal and National Party MPs want major

changes to a planned rewriting of the Equal
Opportunity Act

Or Napthine interjected.
Mr THWAITES - The honourable member for
Portland says this is a case of imaginitis. The
recommendation to amend the Equal Opportunity
Act was made last November, I believe. Yet almost
12 months later the government has done nothing.
Honourable members know the reason why that is
so. Pressure has been brought to bear on the minister
not to implement the recommendations of the
committee.

The SPEAKER - Order! It is probably the
Chair's fault, but it is having difficulty relating the
honourable's remarks to the bill. Perhaps the
honourable member would be kind enough to
explain to the Chair how his remarks relate to the
bill before us.
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Mr THWAITES - The basis of my remarks is
that it is inappropriate for the bill to require
condom-vending machine operators to obtain the
chief general manager's permission to dispense
condoms. It is inappropriate for the minister to
impose location requirements on condom-vending
machines such as those because that requirement is
inconsistent with the National HIV/AlDS Strategy.
The point I am making is that a minister in such a
position will come under political pressure to not
allow condom-vending machines to be located in
certain places, just as the government is being put
under political pressure to not accept the clear
recommendations of the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee. That committee has made
clear recommendations which have now been
ignored for 11 months. As I understand it, that is a
breach of the Parliamentary Committees Act. By not
giving her response to the committee's
recommendations to Parliament, the minister has
not complied with the act. We know the reason why.
It is because gay rights is an issue that many
honourable members opposite have trouble coming
to grips with. They are imposing their morality on
the health of people. That is a very dangerous
thing-Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - On a point
of order, Mr Speaker, the parallel the honourable
member was drawing - The SPEAKER - Order! If she refers to the
standing orders, the minister will be aware there is
no point of order. If she wishes to refute what the
honourable member is saying, she may do so in her
summing up of the second-reading debate.
Or Napthine interjected.
Mr THW AITES (Albert Park) - I hope
honourable members opposite will get up and say
there has not been any political disputation about
the issue in the party room.
Or Napthine -It hasn't even been discussed.
Mr THW AITES - No, the issue of equal
opportunity - Or Napthine interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I believe the honourable
member for Albert Park is straying from the bill. It is
pennissible for him to make a passing reference, but
he should come back to the bill.
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Mr THWAITES - Let us make it quite clear
what the issue is. This is a health bill, not a morality
bill. The opposition is concerned that the
government will be forced by some of its more
redneck backbenchers to turn the Therapeutic Goods
(Victoria) Bill into a morality bill.
The minister has resisted pressures to back away
from a national approach to AIDS, for which I
compliment her. Recently the Premier seemed to be
supporting the naming of people who are on the
mv register. He now appears to have dropped that
proposal, which is very sensible. If his proposal had
gone ahead, it would have been absolutely
disastrous for the health of the community.
When issues that relate to sexuality are raised, a lot
of ignorant people seek to bring pressure to bear on
ministers which, if acted on, could seriously damage
the health of the commwtity. At the very minimum I
seek a statement from the minister about the ways in
which the location of condom-vending machines
will be limited. Will condom-vending machines not
be allowed, for example, in places where young
people congregate? Once again that would be
inconsistent with the AIDS strategy. Are you,
Minister, saying that condom-vending machines can
never be placed in schools? Are you saying there
will be no condom-vending machines in clubs and
discotheques? You can close your eyes to the
problem; but if you do, the result will be that AIDS
and mv infection will rise.
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provision. I contacted the Victorian AIDS Council,
which said it had never heard of the provisiOn. I
contacted the Prostitutes Collective of Victoria,
which said the same thing. I would have thought
that a bill that imposes a penalty and makes an
offence of activities that are currently being
undertaken with the support of the Prostitutes
Collective and the Victorian AIDS Council would
have warranted consultation, but no such
consultation has occurred. I can only hope the
government does not intend to in any way limit the
supply of condoms through condom-vending
machines or street programs.
Unfortunately, the legislation offers no confirmation
of that. What we are left with is merely a statement
about a ministerial order that can be made under the
bill - but it contains no details whatsoever. We
know nothing about the storage conditions or what
the location requirements will be. All that has been
left up in the air, and the community can only
assume that the government is intent on proceeding
down a path that is contrary to the National
HIV/AIDS Strategy.
The Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
commented on clause 9, to which I will refer in
conclusion. The committee is concerned that the
clause is too wide in that it does not - Or Napthine - It is ironic.
Mr THWAITES - It is, I agree.

Australia has such a good record in preventing the
spread of lllV because it has been prepared to put
aside moral views and look only at the health issues.
Unfortunately this bill - clauses 16 and 17 in
particular - seems to open the door to bigots and
others who are ignorant of proper health practices,
allowing them to pressure the minister into
introducing a strategy that is clearly inconsistent
with the health needs of the community. Once again,
the intergovernmental committee on AIDS, to which
I made reference in talking on the hawking clause, is
very relevant to clause 17:
... existing legislative barriers at a state ... level which
restrict the ... advertising ... of condoms should be
repealed.

It appears the clause does quite the opposite; in fact,
it imposes a restriction.
The second-reading speech says there had been
consultation on the bill, but there has been no
consultation with affected groups about that

Or N apthine interjected.
Mr THWAITES - As a matter of legislative
drafting practice it is ironic that that clause allows
the minister to exempt any class of persons and any
goods from any provision in the legislation. It was
the view of the committee that the terms of the
clause were too wide and that it would be more
appropriate to limit the power to clauses 16 and 17,
which raise the problem. Otherwise a minister
could, without reference to Parliament, simply
repeal the act.
That is contrary to paragraphs (ii), (ill) and (iv) of
section 4D of the Parliamentary Committees Act
which state that clauses should not make rights,
freedoms or obligations dependent upon
non-reviewable administrative decisions, or
inappropriately delegate legislative power, or
insufficiently subject the exercise of legislative
power to parliamentary scrutiny.
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I fear that the reason those particular provisions
have been breached is that without proper
consideration clause 9 was put in at the last minute
when it was realised that clauses 16 and 17 would
undermine the thrust of the National HIV/AIDS
Strategy. How much better would it have been if
those clauses had not been there in the first place.
Otherwise, it should be made quite clear that those
clauses do not apply to condoms and to - Mrs Tehan - That would be an even more
difficult definition, if you are exempting certain
goods. Imagine how obtuse the definition would
then become.
Mr THW AITES - As I understand it there is no
real reason why the supply of condoms through
vending machines ought to be part of a therapeutic
goods act.
Mrs Tehan interjected.

Mr THWAITES - As I understand it the
purpose of this act is to mirror commonwealth
legislation, and that is not part of the commonwealth
legislation. This is an additional provision, which is
being imposed by this government.
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Australia has a system of registering and licensing
therapeutic goods. Therapeutic goods cover a wide
range of things. Given your background as a
pharmadst, Mr Speaker, you would be aware of the
extent of that coverage.
Therapeutic goods cover bandaids, walking sticks
and physical aids for people who have disabilities or
who require some assistance in their mobility. They
also cover medidnes, natural medidnes and a whole
range of other things at the other end of the
spectrum. They also cover a whole range of things in
between including, as the honourable member for
Albert Park has focused on, condoms.
A few years ago the sensible dedsion was made to
control therapeutic goods at the commonwealth
level. Prior to that, each state had its own individual
registration system for therapeutic goods, which
caused huge costs and dislocation for manufacturers
who had to meet different registration, labelling and
distribution requirements in each state.
It was agreed between the states and commonwealth
that such registration schemes should be brought
together under the one commonwealth system,
which would be more effident and effective and
therefore provide greater protection for the public.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr THWAITES - I am not aware that the
commonwealth legislation includes a provision such
as this for condoms. My understanding is that this is
an additional provision that does not apply in the
commonwealth, but I am happy to be corrected.
In conclusion, the opposition does not oppose the
general thrust of the bill, which aims to protect
public health by ensuring that all therapeutic goods
are subject to the commonwealth scheme. But we
have very real concerns that clauses 16 and 17,
which effectively limit the dispensing of condoms,
are contrary to the National HN/AlDS Strategy and
could lead to a greater spread of mv / AIDS.

Dr NAPTHINE (portland) - I thank the
honourable member for Albert Park for his support
of this bill. I wish to speak firstly about the overall
context of the bill and then address some of the
particular issues the honourable member for Albert
Park raised about the relationship between clauses 9,
16 and 17.
It is important to put in context the purpose of the
bill, why it is before the house and how it will
benefit the Victorian public. The context is that

In all our legislation on therapeutic goods we must
remember that the bottom line is to protect the
public of Victoria and Australia so they can
confidently buy registered or licensed therapeutic
goods which will at least do them no harm and
which, they hope, should be effective in doing what
the manufacturers proclaim the goods are able to do
in providing relief or treatment for illness or
disability.

The public is concerned about protection. We have
agreed to this at the commonwealth level in the
interests of not only manufacturers but all
Australians.
A fundamental gap in that approach was
discovered - namely, that the commonwealth has
limited jurisdictional power in two minor but
Significant areas. One is minor in that the relevant
goods constitute only a small percentage of the
therapeutic goods industry; but it is Significant,
because if the gaps are left open there is an
opportunity for people to produce therapeutic goods
that are not in the public interest and not able to be
controlled.
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Those gaps occur because, under its constitution, the
commonwealth cannot have any control over
individual persons who are not incorporated or in
partnerships. So unless those persons are
incorporated or are in partnerships the
commonwealth has limited power.
The second component is that the commonwealth
has no jurisdiction over a person who trades within
only one state - for example, Victoria - sells
products within only one state, and is not
incorporated. In other words, if a small number of
individuals make therapeutic goods and trade only
within one state, the commonwealth legislation, to
which all states and territories have agreed, has no
application. That applies to only a small component
of the therapeutic goods industry, suggested to be
between 2 and 5 per cent; nevertheless, it is
important that Victoria and every other state and
territory have legislation that covers that gap.
That is why the bill is before the house. The
legislation complements and mirrors the
commonwealth legislation by covering those who
are unincorporated and trade in therapeutic goods
only within Victoria and ensures they are subject to
the commonwealth requirements that apply to every
other company or person who makes therapeutic
goods. That is a logical and sensible move, which is
supported by the broader community and the
opposition. The legislation deliberately mirrors the
commonwealth legislation.
The honourable member for Albert Park raised
concerns about the convoluted nature of the
measure. I agree; it is probably the most tortuous
reading of legislation I have had the displeasure of
experiencing. Commonwealth parliamentary
counsel should examine a more simplified way of
writing of legislation, which should be easy for
Australians to read and understand. Unfortunately,
we have had to copy the commonwealth's
legislation to ensure it is complemented in Victoria.
To ensure the process would be reasonable and
would meet all the requirements, the government
circulated drafts of the bill to all other states and
territories, to the commonwealth, and to the
industry that would potentially be affected by it. We
received general support from the other states and
territories and from the commonwealth, which said
this is the sort of legislation required to cover the
gap and meet the requirements of the
commonwealth system.
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We also received comments from a number of
different groups, each of which indicated its
support. I refer to a few of those to give the house an
indication of the support for the legislation and the
extent of the consultation process.
Raymond Khoury, the secretary of the Federation of
Natural and Traditional Therapists, wrote to us on
behalf of the federation. His letter of 21 September
1994 says:
As the Victorian legislation has the same exemption as
the commonwealth legislation for natural therapy
practitioners, I do not expect that you will be inundated
with submissions.

He goes on to indicate the federation's support for
the measure.
The Australian Pharmaceutical Manufacturers
Association expressed support. In her letter,
Ms Janice Hirshorn, director, scientific and technical
affairs, said:
APMA appreciates the comprehensive thought that has
gone into the development of this ground-breaking
legislation.

The letter includes comments that we examined and
took on board where appropriate. The association
said it looked forward to the implementation of the
legislation as an important part of the national
system.
The Australian Natural Therapists Association Ltd,
writing through Ms Marni Morrow, national
president, says:
The Australian Natural Therapists Association
supports the Therapeutic Goods (Victoria) Bill in
principle. It is important that our practitioners can be
assured of the quality of their natural therapy products.
This bill will ensure that our patients are also protected.

The National Pharmaceutical Distributors
Association, through the executive director,
Mr Doug Ferguson, says:
Thank you for the above draft. We have no suggestions

for either deletions/additions or alterations to the draft.

The Medical Industry Association of Australia,
writing through the chief executive officer,
Mr ValIance, says:
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Generally we have no problems with the draft
document.

The Australian Alliance of Traditional Chinese
Medical Health Practitioners Associations (Vie),
writing through Mrs Glenys Savage, says:
In the main we understand that practitioners can
continue to prescribe therapeutic substances for use for
their clients and this situation is not affected by the new
regulations.

She says the association welcomes the legislation.
The Australian Medical Association (Victorian
Branch) Ltd, through Or Mason, executive director,
writes:
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Dr NAPTHINE - The honourable member for
Springvale asks why we don't exempt them. The
minister made it clear in the second-reading speech
that under clause 9 there are powers to exempt
condoms and that there will be a different approach
to vending machines and condoms. If the
honourable member for Springvale would like to
participate in the debate he is most welcome, but we
should have a cooperative rather than an
antagOnistic approach.
The issues raised by the honourable member for
Albert Park such as hawking and distribution of
condoms via groups such as the Prostitutes
Collective can be taken on board and considered. It
is important that they be considered in that context.
It is also important when talking about condoms,

We have noted the complementary nature of the bill
and the additional provisions in line with those
operating in New South Wales.

Generally speaking, there has been widespread
support for the legislation as it fits into the overall
scheme of things. A number of groups, particularly
those involved in natural therapy and the traditional
Chinese medicine industries, sought clarification
about a number of issues. We are able to assist them.
Neither this legislation nor the commonwealth
legislation affects the rights of an individual
practitioner to prescribe medicines directly to
individual clients. This legislation pertains only to
products available on the market in a general form,
but there is an exemption for general practitioners to
prescribe for individual clients. That is an important
component of the industry.
The honourable member for Albert Park raised
issues particularly about clauses 16 and 17 relating
to the hawking of therapeutic goods supplied by
vending machines. It is important again to put the
comments of the honourable member for Albert
Park in context. While condoms are an important
therapeutic good and have a Significant and
important role to play, not just in issues of family
planning but also in the more important area of
public health, they are a small component of the
wide variety of goods available as therapeutic
goods. Therefore the legislation has to cover that
broad variety of therapeutic goods rather than being
written specifically for one out of thousands of
therapeutic goods.
Mr Micallef - Why don't you exempt condoms?

hawking and vending machines to note that
condoms are a somewhat fragile therapeutic good.
People have been educated over a number of years
that it is not appropriate to carry condoms in the
glove box of their car or in their wallet for months on
end; it is not appropriate to place them out in the
sun or in the open. It is important that condoms be
effective in what they do because we would hate to
give people a false sense of security and safety.
Therefore an important role to play is ensuring that
any groups involved in the distribution of condoms
are acutely aware of the need for proper storage and
handling of those products to ensure that they are
effective.
It is also important to ensure that the location of
vending machines is appropriate. For example, it
would be totally and utterly inappropriate for
somebody to suggest putting a condom-vending
machine on Albert Park beach out in the full sun
because the products in the vending machine would
quickly become damaged. People would have a false
sense of security. Similarly, in controlling vending
machines it is important that people supervising
them replenish supplies continually, remove
products that have passed their use-by date and
ensure that products dispensed by the machines,
whether condoms or other therapeutic goods, are
able to do the task for which they are intended.
The honourable member for Albert has raised the
location of vending machines and suggested that
this will become a morality point. That is stretching
the bow absolutely to the limit. I think someone
made the comment that that was like going bungee
jumping on Robert Ray's elastics! It is stretching a
long bow to suggest this would become a morality
bill because of clauses 16 and 17. It is important that
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the opposition and the community recognise that the
minister has already clearly indicated in the
second-reading speech a commitment to ensuring
that condoms are readily available and accessible to
people who need them, ensuring public health.
Mr Thwaites interjected.

Or NAPTHINE - The indication in the
second-reading speech is that powers under clause 9
will be used in respect of condom-vending
machines. There are concerns within the community
about the location of condom-vending machines, as
there are concerns about the location of brothels and
other things. Community concerns about the
location of condom-vending machines perhaps close
to kindergartens, primary schools or churches are
legitimate and must be considered by the minister. It
is absolutely appropriate that the minister have such
power under the order to control not only the
storage conditions of condoms in vending machines
but also the location of vending machines.
It is interesting to note that this power parallels a
power introduced in New South Wales in 1985, I
believe by the Wran Labor government, for a similar
purpose regarding condom-vending machines. It is
also of note that what is being sought in November
is a national approach to this matter, which is the
right and sensible path to take.
It is ironic that the honourable member for Albert
Park expressed concern about the need for flexibility
in the public interest with regard to the
implementation of clauses 16 and 17. He went
further in his speech to express concern about
clause 9, which gives the minister the flexibility that
the honourable member is complaining is lacking in
clauses 16 and 17. I referred the matter to the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee, which
wrote to the minister on 18 October expressing
concern about the extent of the flexibility under
clause 9.
In response to that the honourable member for
Albert Park argued for most of his speech that
clauses 16 and 17 highlight the need for a clause, like
clause 9, which gives the minister that power and
flexibility, so we can ensure the public will have
access to one small component in the thousands of
therapeutic goods in a right and proper way and
will not be unduly restricted. That is why the
flexible arrangements provided for in clause 9 are
needed - arrangements that the honourable
member for Albert Park later complained about and,
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through the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee, raised concerns about.
There is an absolute need in this area of public
health to have flexibility and quick responsiveness.
Going through legislative or other regulatory
procedures cannot provide a quick response on
public health issues; the issue might be something
quite different from condoms in six months time.
Clause 9 provides the Victorian minister the
flexibility to implement the necessary public health
measures in regard to therapeutic goods in the
interests of the people of Victoria.
The other very sensible reason that clause 9 is in the
bill is that it is a prudent insurance policy for the
people and the government of Victoria now that the
responsibility for the provisions of therapeutic
goods legislation, as I outlined earlier, has been
handed over to the federal government. Clause 9
gives the Victorian minister the flexibility and power
to have some say on how that is administered in this
state.
If there were any need - I cannot see it at this
stage - to adjust the national scheme for Victoria,
clause 9 provides that flexibility. It is a sensible and
logical addition to the legislation.
The issues raised by the honourable member for
Albert Park on clauses 16 and 17 are sound. It is
important that the minister and the government do
not jeopardise in any way, shape or form the very
effective work that has been done in Victoria and
Australia over many years to prevent the spread of
AIDS. Victoria and Australia have an extremely
proud record on a world basis in reducing the
incidence, spread and prevalence of AIDS in our
society. Many people can take credit for that There
is no intention that the bill should be a morality bill
to try to reduce ~e effectiveness of the campaign
against the spread of AIDS. The honourable member
for Albert Park legitimately raised those concerns
and he can be assured tha t the bill will not be used
in any of those ways.
The purpose of the bill is essential to fill a gap in
commonwealth legislation caused by the limitation
in the commonwealth constitution to cover a small
component of the therapeutic goods industry. The
bill will protect members of the Victorian public by
including them in an Australian scheme in respect of
therapeutic goods, and that will be in the public
interest. The bill deserves our support.
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Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I thank the
honourable member for Albert Park for his
contribution to this important bill. Although
therapeutic goods are a component of health service
provision, they do not get a great deal of
recognition. They play an important role in the
provision of medicinal and other goods used to treat
people and either restore their health or maintain
their health and wellbeing at the best possible level.
The honourable member for Albert Park was
concerned about two matters relating to the impact
of clauses 16 and 17, but not about therapeutic goods
in general. I presume, by implication, he saw the
need for a restriction on the hawking of vending
machines for most therapeutic goods, but he
referred only to those concerning condoms. He was
right in saying that condoms were not singled out in
commonwealth legislation, nor were these
provisions. The provisions were included in the bill
as a result of the recommendations of the National
Coordinating Committee on Therapeutic Goods,
which was convened for the purpose of examining
the legislation. It recommended that the
complementary state legislation contain appropriate
provisions to address the problems of vending
machines and door-to-door sales.
The honourable member for Albert Park argued
about the need for the availability of condoms as
part of the national and state action to reduce the
incidence of HN infection and AIDS in this country.
He indicated that part of that national strategy was
to ensure the availability, where appropriate, of a
sufficient standard and quality of condoms, as a part
of the overall strategy to minimise the spread of that
infectious disease.
The honourable member for Portland gave a clear
outline of the purpose of the legislation and of the
ways in which clauses 16 and 17 provide for the use
of ministerial powers or the powers of the chief
general manager of the health department to apply
exemptions. As the honourable member pOinted out,
the matter was addressed in my second-reading
speech, which states:
Controls over the supply of therapeutic goods via
vending machines and by hawkers, which were
previously controlled only in relation to poisons and
controlled substances, are now also provided. By
ministerial order made under clause 9 of the bill,
condom-vending machines which comply with
specified storage conditions and location requirements
will be permitted.
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The honourable member for Portland spelt out
clearly the need for the optimum specified storage
conditions and for legitimate community debate on
the appropriateness of location requirements. It is
important when an order for goods is provided that
both those requirements are taken into account.
The National Coordinating Committee on
Therapeutic Goods indicated a need for a uniform
approach in the way in which exemptions for
hawking and vending machine requirements will be
provided. It referred to the general exemption given
by ministerial order referred to in clause 9, which
follows the New South Wales orders, and which the
honourable member indicated were introduced in
about 1985.
At its meeting next month the coordinating
committee will consider how to promote a uniform
approach for the exemptions. In other words,
commonwealth legislation generally covers the
whole of therapeutic goods: their quality; their
requirements; and their need for supply and
distribution. The states are examining a very small
component of their need to be involved in the
legislation to control therapeutic goods - that is,
how it is to relate to individual suppliers within a
given state and filling the gaps that are not covered
by the powers in the commonwealth jurisdiction.
The committee is also addreSSing uniform coverage
of exempted areas.
As the honourable member for Portland said
ongoing discussions have taken place with other
states to obtain uniform complementary legislation.
The final component is the necessary exemptions via
ministerial orders or exemptions under the powers
of the Chief General Manager of the Department of
Health and Community Services relating to
condoms as public health products, especially in
relation to the transmission of HIV and AIDS. Again
we will seek uniform exemptions. That is why the
order referred to in the second-reading speech
specifies precisely the storage conditions and
location requirements. Once those two requirements
have been satisfied the exemption will be made.
I look forward to the outcome of the discussions at
the next meeting of the coordinating committee to be
held next month where I will receive advice on how
we should frame the order. I endorse the remarks
made by both previous speakers that Victoria and
Australia have a proud record in educating the
community and controlling and reducing the spread
of HIV and AIDS. I do not doubt that Australia and,
to a large degree Victoria, are world leaders in their
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efforts to significantly reduce the anticipated high
growth of the disease, causing it to plateau at almost
acceptable levels. I qualify that by saying that any
disease - and certainly one as rapacious and with
the outcomes of HIV - should not be accepted,
even at an extremely low growth level.
However, compared to the levels of infection in
other areas, and the comparisons perhaps should be
predominantly with western or OECD countries,
Australia has a very good record. It is certainly not
my intention that it be in any way jeopardised by a
curious quirk arising from this otherwise very broad
and widely supported legislation.
To confirm Australia's excellent reputation in the
efforts it has made to reduce the incidence of HIV
and AIDS, earlier this year I had the privilege of
spending some time with the Surgeon General, who
is the head of public health in the United States. She
was very forthcoming in her recommendation and
her acknowledgment of what Australia had been
able to achieve. She was certainly interested in the
cooperative arrangements that our public health
authorities had undertaken in dealing with members
of the gay community by seeking to find ways the
people most at risk could be part of the educative
and community-based strategy that has been
predominant in the successful strategy to keep the
Australian levels of the disease at - certainly by
comparison with other countries - acceptable levels.
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In conclusion, I acknowledge the contribution made
to the debate by the two speakers, who spelt out the
main purpose of the legislation. I know the officers
in the department - especially Heather Holt in the
legal department and David Newgreen in our policy
department - have spent a lot of time on the
legislation. It is difficult to get legislation that will
complement commonwealth legislation and meet
the needs of commonwealth officers, and it is the
first of a series of complementary measures across
the states. In terms of our plain English drafting we
are light years ahead of the commonwealth, which
has been part of the difficulty in dealing with this
legislation.

However, the bill has now come to this place and it
will have the approval of both parties. It will now
become part of the coverage by and have the
protection of our overall health and medical system
in terms of how it relates to therapeutic goods. I am
pleased that this outcome has at last been decided
upon.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Clause 1

As the honourable member for Portland indicated,
there has been widespread consultation with a
whole range of people interested and involved in
therapeutic goods, including groups and
organisations involved in natural therapy. The use
of natural therapy products is becoming more
prevalent not only within the group of newcomers
to the Australian population but even among the
Anglo-Saxon people of this country.
Recent indications have shown that more and more
people are looking to alternative medicines and
ways of prOViding traditional medicinal remedies as
an alternative to the more restricted or
predominantly medically based. remedies that have
been the tradition of the Australian therapeutic
goods and medicinal producers.
I think there will be many more debates, discussions
and perhaps changes to legislation as the
community begins to ask for recognition of the more
natural and alternative styles of medication and
products.

Mr MlCALLEF (Springvale) - I will make a few
brief comments on the purposes of clause 1. After
listening to the debate I think it is very good that we
are moving towards a national system. We are
benefiting by shrugging off the remnants of
colonialism, and the way we used to act as
individual states is fading into oblivion. The benefits
of having a natiorial scheme in relation to issues like
therapeutic goods can be seen. I was a member of
the Social Development Committee's inquiry into
alternative medicine and therapeutic goods, which
was interesting and showed that there needs to be
control of the registration of the various devices that
come on to the market from time to time, because
people try to exploit the vulnerability of others by
presenting something that they say will give them a
whizzbang recovery from a whole range of ailments.
lbat inquiry spelt out very strongly the need for a
national system and for control of therapeutic goods.

I was also pleased to hear the minister talk very
positively about natural therapies. In the old days
we used to call them alternative therapies, but I
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think nowadays we see them as both natural and
complementary approaches to medicine.
When I chaired the old caucus health committee
under the previous government I used to
communicate frequently with Glenys Savage and a
whole range of other people. I am glad that
communication is still continuing; they are making a
tremendous contribution to the wellbeing of
members of the community in both a preventive and
a treatment way by treating people without relying
on surgical intervention. There have been some
remarkable recoveries. I still have much contact with
the natural therapy movement and attend natural
therapists myself. However, because of what was
revealed by the alternative medicine inquiry, I do
not say that there are not charlatans in the natural
therapy movement, as I do not say there are not
charlatans in the traditional medicine area. I suppose
whatever system we have there will always be
people who attempt to exploit the situation.
I will make a few brief comments on the storage and
handling of therapeutic devices, especially in
relation to condoms. I hope the guarantees given by
the minister will be carried out. We would hate to
see you, Minister, replaced by somebody like the
honourable member for Momington, with his
blinkered view on morality. You can understand the
concerns of some members on this side of the house
that we may not always have a progressive minister
like yourself in charge of health and that we may
have the honourable member for Mornington, with
the honourable member for Murray Valley as an
assistant, or somebody else from the National Party,
with an open door to Margaret Tighe and company.
Some of the campaigns that have been going around
in relation to needle exchange could be extended to
this area. One can see the damage that they did in
the debate on needle exchange to prevent the spread
of highly contagious diseases.
Once we get the guarantees there is an argument
about the storage and handling of such goods.
Although they are not quite in the category of
dangerous goods, there are problems of quality,
use-by dates and those kinds of issues. People
should not given a false sense of security. They
should not be using sub-standard goods in the belief
that they are protecting themselves from contagious
diseases.
Victoria and Australia certainly have a proud record
in relation to the national strategy in fighting AIDS,
and I am pleased that it has been largely a bipartisan
approach. We have come a long way from the Grim
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Reaper ads. Strategies are now introduced in a more
educative way rather than by frightening people.
The community is now beginning to understand the
need for safe sex. We should leave aside the morality
issue. We should not attempt to be the guardians of
morality in this state and nation. While I represent
members of different religious groups such as the
Muslim Fundamentalists, those on the other side
have their Margaret Tighes, each of whom create
some havoc in following strictly their respective
teachings. We should certainly acknowledge that we
have a pluralist society and we should not attempt
to ram our beliefs down other people's throats. We
should always have the goodwill and wellbeing of
the community as our first priority. Our major
objective should be to make sure people have access
to proper education and preventive strategies that
are supported by government. By doing so, we will
go a long way down the road towards combating
contagious diseases and practices that are not
appropriate in our modem society.
Clause agreed to; clause 2 agreed to.
Clause 3

Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I move:
1.

Clause 3, page 4, line 27, omit "displayed" and insert
"presented for supply".

Mr THW AITES (Albert Park) - This
amendment relates to clause 9, which gives the
minister power to exempt certain goods. The clause
was discussed in the second-reading debate and,
when closing the debate, the minister said it would
be appropriate when the orders proposed in clause 9
are made that legitimate community debate on
location requirements will be taken into account. I
express concern about the definition of 'legitimate'
community view. There is not a single community
view; there is a range of views out there. I can go to
certain sections of the community that will say
condom-vending machines should be very widely
spread with no limit at all on their location.
However, other sections of the community would
have contrary views. I would be interested in the
minister's definition of the community view of the
location of condom-vending machines and, in
addition, the viewpoint she will take to the National
Coordinating Committee on Therapeutic Goods
about the appropriate location of condom-vending
machines.
The minister said the national committee would be
meeting next month to determine how to meet the
location and storage requirements. I ask the minister
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to advise the viewpoint she will put to the
committee on the appropriate location requirements
for condom-vending machines.
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - The
honourable member for Albert Park has asked for
my view on implementing the order when
recommendations come back from the National
Coordinating Committee on Therapeutic Goods. The
committee seeks a uniform approach. I certainly see
that as a matter upon which I will give serious
consideration. The whole purpose of the legislation
is to have consistency and uniformity, so we will
seek to comply with that.
I have in mind ensuring that the requirements
associated with storage conditions and the
geographical placement of vending machines that
are currently in place continue, and that any further
applications for additional machines use the same
criteria that have been used to date in the placement
of the existing vending machines.
Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 4 to 45 agreed to.
Clause 46
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I move:
2.

Clause 46, page 44, lines 6 and 7, omit "in relation to

therapeutic goods that are a poison or controlled
substance,".
3.
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Clause 46, page 44, lines 10 and 11, omit "in respect of
that poison or controlled substance".

Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - The concern I
have about the amendments relates to a situation
where a company that may have a licence under the
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act also
wholesales a therapeutic good which has nothing to
do with the licence under that act. It appears that in
that circumstance the company would not require
any licence.
Although that appears to be the purpose of the
amendments, it seems to be inconsistent with the
thrust of licensing the wholesaling of therapeutic
goods. Due to the size of companies these days I
should have thought a large company could have
one arm dealing with a particular drug which
requires some licensing under that provision and
another arm in a different geographical location
with different management wholesaling therapeutic
goods.

The legislation imposes a number of requirements
for those wholesalers, including storage
requirements. One of the proposed amendments will
control the storage, handling and supply of goods
and the stock control measures that are to be
employed. The arm of the large company I have
posited may not have proper measures for the
storage, handling and supply of goods even though
it is licensed for a completely different product
under the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances
Act.
Although I am not seeking to add unnecessary
regulation it seems to me that the original provision
in the bill which covered this point was preferable
because under the bill that was originally introduced
such a large company would have separate licensing
if the therapeutic goods area had nothing to do with
its licensing under the Drugs, Poisons and
Controlled Substances Act.
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - As the
honourable member said, the purpose of the
amendments is predominantly to ensure that there is
no dual registration, as such, by wholesalers who
hold one of the specified licences under the Drugs,
Poisons and Controlled Substances Act but supply
therapeutic goods unrelated to drugs, poisons or
controlled substances to which the licence relates.
The matter the honourable members raises is
legitimate, and I propose that we discuss it with
parliamentary counsel while the bill is between here
and the other place.
Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to.
Clause 47
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I move:
4.

Clause 47, lines 12 to 16, omit paragraph (d) and

insert-

"() identify the measures proposed for the control
of the storage, handling and supply of the
goods and the stock control measures that are
to be employed; and".
Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 48 to 63 agreed to.
Clause 64
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I move:
5.

Clause 64, lines 13 and 14, omit "in relation to

therapeutic goods that are a poison or controlled
substance,".
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6.

Clause 64, lines 17 and 18, omit "in respect of that
poison or controlled substance".

Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 65 to 75 agreed to.
Oause76
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I move:
7.

Clause 76, line 19, omit "sale" and insert "supply".

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to.
Clause 77
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I move:
8.

Clause 77, line 32, after "the person was" insert"a

sponsor".

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to.
Reported to house with amendments.
Passed remaining stages.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SHOW-GROUNDS (AMENDMENT)
BILL
The SPEAKER - Order! I have examined the
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill
and am of the opinion that it is a private bill.
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - I move:
That this bill be treated as a public bill and that fees be
dispensed with.

Motion agreed to.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 5 October; motion of
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment).
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - When members speak
on bills in the house most of us feel the bill is
important and place stress on that. The Royal
Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill is
impo~t to ~ Victorians, both rural and city. The
show 15 a major event in Victoria in general and in
~elboume in particular because it brings rural and
oty people together. I will explore that point in my
contribution to the debate.
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The minister said in his second-reading speech:
This bill will assist the Royal Agricultural Society of
Victoria in its corporate restructure to be better placed
to successfully undertake its business responsibilities.

The show has a long history and is still part of our
conununity activities. It has just taken place in
Me~boume as it. has tra~itionally at the beginning of
spnng. I doubt if there 15 anyone in the house who
has not been to a Royal Agricultural Show, but if
any honourable member has not been to the show
we would encourage them to do so. It is an
important part of our culture to show off the
agricultural industry, and has done so for more than
loo.years.1t shows off the considerable changes in
agnculture not only to people involved in
agriculture but also to those who watch from the
side. For example, over the past 100 years horses
have gone from having an important role in the
agricultural industry to being a showpiece.
I am pleased to be able to say that over many years I

have had various roles at the Royal Agricultural
Show. I was once a member of the Royal
Agricultural Society and I have been an exhibitor
and spectator there.
Th~ who

go to the show know that not only is it a
very unportant family day but also until recently it
has been an important day for schools. Now that the
school holidays coincide with the holding of the
Royal Agricultural Show we do not see the
crocodiles of children wearing name tags moving
through the show, usually holding onto a rope, with
teachers and parents looking after the crocodile.
That was one of the special sights at the show. Now
that school holidays coincide with the show, every
day children of all ages are at the show.
As an exhibitor I was involved with small sheep
studs. During the time of the first farm apprentices
at Benalla Technical School we developed shearing
shed yards. I was involved in an exhibition in the
inventors section. We were also winners. It was at a
time when yards were changing after people started
to realise that animals have certain behaviour
patterns. It was realised also that if you wanted to
have the most efficient use of yards at shearing, sale
or drenching time the yards had to be designed to
take animal behaviour into account. I have spoken
before about the study of animal behaviour, not only
~bout how interesting it is but also how the study of
It can make such a difference to the use of animals in
agricultural and other industries.
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I am fortunate, as I have mentioned before, in being
a member of a family whose members have a great
interest in the wool industry. Over a number of
years family members have taken part in judging
fleeces at the Royal Agricultural Show.
It is of considerable interest to observe the changes
that are being made in the agricultural industry. The
bill is concerned with business responsibilities for
the Royal Agricultural Society. In our family there is
a lot of discussion about how the exhibiting of
fleeces can be improved. People believe the
education role should be a major consideration for
anyone involved in an exhibition at the show. So
changes are being brought about. No longer is it
enough for the committee involved in judging the
fleece to say, 'Well, here are the fleeces, we have
judged them', plonk them on a table with a ribbon
over them and say, 'There you are, aren't you lucky
to see the best fleece in Victoria?'. There has to be
some good, hard soul-searching to determine what
is the best way to involve people who may never
have seen fleeces before.

The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair is listening
very intently to what the honourable member for
Altona is saying. Although the Chair has allowed
her a certain amount of flexibility in the introduction
of her speech, I remind her that this is a narrow bill
dealing with lands. According to the minister's
second-reading speech the three purposes of the bill
relate to land and the transfer of lands. I ask the
honourable member to now confine her remarks to
the content of the bill.
Ms MARPLE -Although the bill is about the
transfer of lands, it is most important in this first
instance for business responsibilities to be
undertaken successfully. I am outlining what the
Royal Agricultural Show is about, its importance
and the fact that everybody involved in it must take
responsibility and face the challenges before them in
relation to this bill.
Through this bill we are talking about the survival of
the Royal Agricultural Show not only as we know it
now but how we will know it in the future. It is most
important that I be allowed to explore all areas of
the show and the involvement and challenges for the
people involved.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair will listen
very intently to what the honourable member has to
say, but I remind her that her remarks must remain
within the confines of the bill, and comments on the
judging of fleeces and blue ribbons are out of order.
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Ms MARPLE - I will continue with what I want
to say about the show, but I must express my
disappointment that those people who have given a
lifetime of work to agricultural shows both in rural
areas and the city will not have their opinions voiced
here today.
A confidential report commissioned by the
Agricultural Society of Victoria (RASV) set out the
problems facing the society, including lower show
attendances and why that is an important issue. I
draw that confidential report to the attention of the
house. I must say that it was disappointing that that
report remained confidential. I would have liked it
to have been available to those people who have, as I
just pointed out, given a lifetime of work not only to
the agricultural industry but also that side of the
industry involved in showing itself off at shows. It is
not simply showing off to people about it but saying
that this is the way we judge whether we have a
product that is the very best product and one that
we want to sell.
An editorial in the Herald Sun of 24 April 1994
discusses that particular confidential report and
states:
The Royal Melbourne Show used to be 10 days a year
when the country came to the city. But flagging
attendances and dwindling returns over the past three
years has forced the Royal Agriculture Society of
Victoria to look at the relevance of Victoria's biggest
public event.
At least the RASV now knows what many Victorians
have suspected for some years - that the show lacks
wide appeal and direction, is too expensive to attend,
provides poor quality food and is focused on
commercial activities instead of agriculture and
education.
They are the major findings of a confidential report
commissioned by the society. The study says the event
is alienating its original target market, that is, city
dwellers, who complain that there is little to interest
them.
The good news is that most people recognise the
agricultural aspects (animals) and the entertainment
elements (rides and show bags) as memorable features.
The RASV has already started down the right track by
appointing a consultant to prepare a professional
business plan for this year's show.
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There are some basic elements that do not need a
consultant to explain, and that is that people want
value for money. The article finishes:
Let us put the country abnosphere back into this
unique event.

The bill before us, which the opposition supports,
coincides with the confidential report commissioned
by the RASV. The bill has not just come out of the
blue; it has come about because concerns have been
expressed. When considering the bill it is most
important that we take into account what has
brought about the changes and what they will mean
in the future.
Of course the Royal Agricultural Show has just been
completed for this year, and it was the first one since
the report was issued. This year's show was a
challenge to the members of the Royal Agricultural
Society, particularly the committee. They were put
on notice that this show would judge whether they
would be able to function under this bill so that in
the future they would be qualified - I suppose by
society's standards - to use that very important
piece of land.
As you said, Mr Speaker, this bill is about land. The
land in question is very well situated in Melbourne
and is very valuable. Much of the land is actually
owned by the society, but the centre arena and its
surrounds are public Crown land. The bill is about
the internal changes within the Royal Agricultural
Society of Victoria. Of course, this bill allows the
RASV to put in place those changes to meet the
challenges it has now put forward in its plan.
I think it is important that we look at what
happened with the last show that has just been
completed. It is still very much a tradition, and I
think we have moved back to that tradition. The
publicity that went before the show was not the
usual publicity of 'Here's the show. We are going to
see some lambs. Yes, you will be able to buy your
show bags and there will be some rides' and so on.
The publicity centred on the confidential report. It
made sure that everybody was very aware that this
show was probably going to be a little different.
This is just an example of one of the articles in the
pUblicity that went before this year's show. It is

dated 5 July, so the society was already working
towards the change well beforehand. It was not
done just a couple of weeks before the show. The
society was trying to lift the thinking of the people of
Melbourne.
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An article in the Age of 5 July 1994 states:
The Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria yesterday
promised to develop the show grounds -

the grounds we are talking about in the bill into a 'year-round showcase for agriculture' as it sets
out to return to its city-meets-country tradition.

You, Mr Speaker, would be well aware of the need
to do that.
But while it is looking to the past for a formula that
once made the show a must for Melbourne families its
move into the future with its corporate restructuring
received a head start yesterday with the announcement
that the society had recorded a surplus for the first time
in three years.

That is very encouraging for those concerned,
especially for those who were formerly unable to do
it. The grounds are to be used not simply for the
10 days of the agricultural show but for other
entertainment. There are examples of other
entertainment taking place there over time.
The article goes on to talk about the profit of more
than $200 000 for the year ended 31 March which, in
business terms, is not much; but when you have
been in debt that amount would be pleaSing. The
society has experienced a $1.4 million turnaround
since December 1991, when it was bogged down
with a $1.565 million deficit. The RAS has done a
wonderful job, and under this legislation we look
forward to the society acting as a major business
organisation.
The article goes on to talk about the new chief
executive, Mr Peter Payne. I met with Mr Payne well
before the last show to talk to him about the
changes. The article further states:
Although plans to revamp both the Royal Melbourne
Show and the showgrounds will not be released until
later this year, the society's new chief executive,
Mc Peter Payne, said the society was already focused
on using its 30 hectares of prime real estate to much
better effect.

That refers to what people do on that 30 hectares.
Acting on a report that accused the society of failing in
its charter to bridge the city-county communication
gap, Mc Payne said the society would improve the use
and layout of the showgrounds.
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I will continue to quote from the article because I
wish to highlight what Mr Payne and the society
have put forward, and what the future may be.
Inevitably there are going to have to be some major
changes to some of the buildings.

I am sure the house knows about the buildings,
which were built as a necessity. Although we
probably admired them at the time and although
they have historical significance, some of the
buildings are not appropriate for exhibitions. We
should take into account the fact that the Royal
Agricultural Society has to compete with all the
other entertainment people have available to them
these days.
Everyone in Victoria will be well aware of this trend,
particularly as it has affected some of our traditions.
Our major football competition has had to adapt,
and so must the RAS. We are competing against that
fast American-style entertainment we see at the
basketball, for instance. I am that under its present
charter and with its new business responsibilities,
the RAS will look to attract that sort of
entertainment while not moving away from what
has been its main responsibility - bringing rural
and city areas together. I commenced my
contribution on that theme; and it is vital for
Victorians that the tradition continues.
The Age article also states:
Shows are about education and entertainment and we
have to get the mix right.

Most people would be unaware that the RAS has a
large number of committees that look after each
exhibition. There are many people involved,
including stewards and judges and those who
ensure it all comes together, such as the people
responsible for the purchase of prize ribbons, which
many people think are very important
The SPEAKER - Order! Although the bill
mentions the agricultural show, that does not give
the honourable member the licence to traverse a
whole lot of arguments, philosophical and real,
about the show. The honourable member should
confine her speech to the purposes of the bill. The
Chair has allowed the honourable member to make
a wide-ranging introduction. I ask the honourable
member to come back to the three purposes of the
bill, which are set out in clause 1:
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... to provide for the application to RASV Limited of
certain provisions and instruments relating to certain
lands in the Royal Agricultural Show-grounds; and
to remove certain prohibitions on the use of those
lands; and
to enable those lands to be subject to planning controls.

The honourable member must confine her remarks
to the purposes of the bill.
Ms MARPLE - There will be many
disappointed people about whom we cannot
speak-Mr BAKER (Sunshine) -On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, with all due respect to your wisdom
and experience, may I draw your attention to the
second-reading speech. Sure, it mentions the three
specific purposes that you have stated; but the
minister then goes on to canvass the broader social
ramifications that are consequential on Parliament
giving effect to this bill.
Given that the minister made those observations in
the second-reading speech, I ask you to reconsider
your ruling and allow opposition members to make
some comments on those consequences.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair is very aware
of the responsibilities it has in matters such as this.
Before I interrupted the honourable member, I took
the trouble of reading the minister's second-reading
speech. I have also examined the purposes of the
bill. I reiterate that I have allowed the honourable
member a wide introduction to her speech.
But she has to show that the remarks she is making
relate to the main aspects of the bill. That is all-no
more, no less. Having examined the second-reading
speech and the bill, I am of the opinion that my
ruling is correct.
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - As you have said,
Mr Speaker, the bill has three main aspects. I have
been speaking about the business responsibilities of
the Royal Agricultural Society and the challenges
facing that organisation in the transfer of the benefit
of the Crown land to a company limited by
guarantee, which is to be called the Royal
Agricultural Society of Victoria Ltd. That is very
important, which is why I spoke about it. The
society has moved into the future. As it has found
through its studies, it would not be good enough if it
were simply to remain a society. RAS is to become a
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company limited by guarantee and working in a
business-like way. Therefore, the house is debating
the transfer of Crown land to the newly named
Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria Ltd. It is
important to explore the possibilities of what that
company may be involved in because this bill allows
the Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria to explore
and go forward.
As the minister said in the second-reading speech,
the second purpose is to remove certain prohibitions
on the use of the Crown grant land that forms part
of the showgrounds. To find what these prohibitions
have been for we need to look at the act It has been
with us for some time. I quote the purpose of the
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds Act no. 3965:
An act to provide for the use of certain lands in the
Parish of Doutta Galla forming portion of the royal
agricultural showgroW\ds for purposes of recreation
entertainment or amusement in addition to the
purposes provided for in certain orders in coW\cil and
Crown grants relating to the said lands, the application
of the net profits of such use of the said lands, and the
validation of the transfers of certain lands previously
forming portions of the said royal agricultural
showgroWlds.

The act states that the land was:
... permanently reserved as a site for the use of the
National Agricultural Society of Victoria for show
yards and other purposes ...

The act goes into some detail. I wish to look at the
following part of the act as it relates to the second
purpose of the bill, which is to remove certain
prohibitions on the use of the Crown grant land
which forms part of the showgrounds. Section 2
states, in part:
Provided that the said trustees shall not use or permit
to be used such portions of the said lands (a) for horse races, for pony races, for motor car races,
for motorcycle races, for coursing in which a
mechanically<ontrolled quarry (within the
meaning of section one hW\dred and fifty-three of
the Police Offences Act 1928) is used, or (except as
provided in the Police Offences (Trotting Races)
Act 1931) for trotting races; o r - -

Mr Richardson interjected.
Ms MARPLE - Don't bring up anything else or
you'll get your head chopped off!
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The SPEAKER - Order! Interjections are
disorderly.

Honourable members interjecting.
Ms MARPLE - That was just an observation.
Section 2(1)(b) states:
for any other purpose of recreation entertainment or
amusement which is prohibited by the Governor in
CoW\cil by order published in the Government Gazette.

This is what the second purpose of the bill concerns.
Section 2(2) states:
The net profits received by the said trustees arising
from the use of the said lands as hereby authorised
shall be applied (a) in effecting improvements on the said lands or on
any lands in the vicinity thereof which are held in
fee simple in trust for the said society; or
(b) otherwise for the purposes of the said society in such manner as the governing body of the said

society directs.

This bill is to lift this prohibition on the use of the
Crown grants land. Mr Speaker, you may recall that
the grounds have been used at different times for
some of those events. There were trotting races quite
regularly, even during show time. I may have
confused this with some rural shows, but I think
Clydesdales were raced at one stage.

Some of the new major events held at the
showgrounds gave rise to concern from residents
living in the area. It is hard for us to imagine that the
land we are talking about in this bill was once in the
paddocks of Melbourne, just as the saleyards were
nearby. It was not considered to be in the centre of
the City of Melbourne, but now that is the case. That
land is well serviced by public transport and is very
close to the centre and other areas of Melbourne.
Residents living close to that area find that some
problems arise from events being held on and in the
vicinity of the land spoken about in the bill. For that
reason I will put forward an amendment to the bill.
That brings us to the third purpose of the bill: to
enable the land from which the prohibitions have
been removed to be subject to planning controls. I
am sorry that I cannot talk to any great extent about
the show this year. It took place on the land that the
bill deals with. Certain events need to be considered.
The planning controls - -
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Mr Baker interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! Interjections across the floor are disorderly.
Ms MARPLE - I welcome the Acting Speaker to
the chair and hope that he welcomes hearing what
rural people as well as city people feel about the use
of this land now central to our discussions on the
bill. Planning controls are important to the future
use of the land. Residents have commented on the
use of the land for activities such as rock concerts.
Such activities should be encouraged for our young
and not so young people, for those who recall
rock'n'roll when it first arrived and still enjoy
modem music. It is appropriate that land such as
that which we are discussing in the bill be used for
such purposes.
An honourable member interjected.

Ms MARPLE - He is still alive.
Mr Baker - What race is Rock'n'Roll in?
Ms MARPLE - That is not a bad name for a
horse.
I welcome what the Royal Agricultural Society is
looking to do and want to compliment the society on
its work on this show. It is important that we record
what took place in September on the piece of land
this bill discusses, because that concerns the
direction for this land in the future.
Before I go on to that I would like to talk about
planning controls and what will take place. One of
the problems is that since this government came to
power we have had changes in the local government
boundaries. While people may not think that relates
to this bill and this piece of land, it is important
because the boundaries for Essendon and
Melbourne have changed. Now the showgrounds
are part of the City of Melbourne, but the people
who live next door to the grounds have concerns
about the detrimental effects of noise and other
problems that may emanate from the show grounds
from the new activities that may be tried as a
possible future use of the land. They feel they were
not and are not going to be consulted in the
planning process. Although the municipality in
which the showgrounds are located will be involved
in the planning process, the residents of Essendon
have grave concerns about the recognition of their
concerns and their involvement in future planning
of showgrounds activities. I shall be moving an
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amendment during the committee stage, which
states:
4A. Royal Agricultural Society to consult person affected
The Royal Agricultural Society, before undertaking
or staging any new event for the purpose of
recreation entertairunent or amusement in respect
of any year(a) must take all reasonable steps to consult
with any owner or occupier of land of
land in the City of Essendon;
and
(b) must consider any reasonable

representations made by any such person.

It is important that local residents are involved in
any future planning. When future activities or
changes are planned and when organisations such
as the Royal Agricultural Society face challenges
about land use, as outlined in the bill, it is important
that the people concerned are consulted before
decisions are made. Residents then have ownership
of the change. It is important that those who are
involved in the changes are consulted.

My foreshadowed amendment, which provides that
residents living on the border of the showgrounds
be involved in public consultations, seeks to address
any difficulties that might arise following the
changes to municipal boundaries that mean the
showgrounds now fall within the control of the
Melbourne municipality rather than Essendon. I
hope the government agrees to the amendment. I
also hope the honourable member for Essendon will
support it. Perhaps he may even take it a little
further. On 17 October, his local newspaper, the
Essendon Gazette, carried the headline 'Davis backs
ban on racing'. It reports:
Member for Essendon, Mr !an Davis, will oppose motor
sports at the royal agricultural showgrounds until all
parties involved are satisfied the rights of nearby
residents will be protected ... his Liberal Party
colleague, planning minister ... last week would not
guarantee to oppose Melbourne council planning
scheme changes that would lift the 63-year-old ban on
motor racing at the show grounds.

The article goes on to say that the mayor of
Essendon believed he had agreement with the
honourable member for Essendon that:
... he would oppose motor sport until the issue of
residential amenity, noise, parking and transport was
solved to the satisfaction of all parties ... but motor
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sports would have to change dramatically and huge
improvements would have to be made in noise
attenuation for that area.

That is why I intend to move this amendment. I shall
touch on some of the changes the society is keen to
see and the way in which it is accepting the
challenge. Recently the society changed the way it
works. It has reduced its committee members from
70 to a manageable number which, I believe, is
under 10. Business decisions will be made more
easily while traditions will be maintained.
It was a delight to go to the Royal Melbourne Show
this year. Although the weather was not brilliant - I
do not know why we cannot arrange for better
weather -attendance figures were up, and I shall
point out some of the reasons why that was so. As I
mentioned earlier, the publicity for the show was
excellent It was not set in train two weeks before the
show began. The red rooster as a symbol was very
successful.

Mr Richardson - This is not about the show!
Ms MARPLE - Despite what you might think, it
is about the Royal Melbourne Show.

Mr Richardson interjected.
Ms MARPLE - Yes, I will talk about show bags.
They are an important part of the show. It was
decided that show bag stalls will no longer be set up
throughout the showgrounds. This year show bags
were sold in three distinct areas so that those with
young children would not be pestered to buy them.
People could buy their show bags at the end of their
visit That is a good hint for the honourable member
when he takes his grandchildren to the show. I hope
you do!

Mr Richardson - That is irrelevant!

Ms MARPLE - It is relevant It demonstrates
how the land is managed and the plans for the
future. Show bag stalls will be confined to specific
areas so that grandfathers do not have to put up
with being pestered about buying show bags all day.
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Ms MARPLE - I could talk about John Wren;
but are you sure that is relevant?
The ACflNG SPEAKER -Order! The
honourable member will address the Chair.
Mr Richardson - It was your mob that did that!
Ms MARPLE - I have some of his houses in my
electorate. However, we are talking about the land
provisions in the bill. If the honourable member
cares to listen I will speak about the use of the land
and the buildings. Earlier I mentioned that some of
the buildings are historically important. Decisions
will have to be made about the buildings that should
be kept and those that can be changed. The bill
provides a mechanism for that.
The major user of the land is the Royal Agricultural
Society. The show allows people from rural areas
and the cities to discover what they have in
common. I do not have to tell you about that. The
show enables city people to understand what
happens in rural areas.
Mr Kilgour - What do they have in common?
Ms MARPLE - They have a lot in common, if I
am allowed to talk about it.
Mr Kilgour - Go for it!
Ms MARPLE - They have many things in
common, the most important of which is food. The
showgrounds provide people from rural areas with
a place to exhibit their produce so that city people
can understand how it comes about. Food is a major
element in our lives; we cannot survive without it.
It is also important to the future of the export
industry. That was shown strongly at the last show
in regard to the alternative agricultural products
being produced in Victoria. I would have to say that
Victoria--

Mr Cooper interjected.
The ACflNG SPEAKER - Order! Would the
honourable member come back to the bill.

Mr Richardson - That is not the point.
Ms MARPLE - There are other points. One I will
mention is the buildings on the land.

Mr Richardson interjected.

Ms MARPLE - We are going to talk about what
is common and what is vitally important to country
and city understanding. No member on the other
side should raise a voice against anyone wanting to
speak about the importance of both the city and the
country. I am pleased that some members on the
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other side are interested in my view about the
importance of the Melbourne Royal Agricultural
Show to that issue.
Although the bill is about using the land in a wider
variety of ways, we should never lose sight of the
great importance of the Royal Agricultural Society,
which under the bill will be the manager of that
Crown land on our behalf. It is most important that
the land be used for the show to help educate people
about the different roles of the city and the country,
and that should be brought out during discussion of
the bill.
In this year's show that was the theme. The
emphasis was not on the rides or the entertainment
that we know are part of the show. It may not be
that everybody goes for that reason. We should
encourage people to go to the show to see the best of
the animals that are produced in our state - and
interstate as well, of course; the best of our products,
including the great range of fruit and vegetables
produced in the country, and the best of the dairy
industry. For instance, it shows off our cows and the
process milk goes through before becoming the
items in your hand that you drink and eat. It also
shows off the sheep; I think I am allowed to talk
about the wool.
Mr Kilgour - The fruit.

Ms MARPLE - Yes, I will talk about fruit I
dearly wanted to talk about country shows. In my
notes I had a direction to include rural shows but I
daren't talk about other land.

An honourable member interjected.

Ms MARPLE - Yes; I have actually got it - that
is the Mildura show -in my diary. Members
opposite have brought up the important point about
our country shows: they are really the base that the
Royal Agricultural Show works on. That is where
you first show off your products and get your ticks
for the best you have produced, whether it be fruit,
sheep, cows or whatever. It may be the Garryowen
event that you are getting points for to go forward
into the final effort. I dearly wanted to talk about my
efforts-The ACIlNG SPEAKER -Order! The
honourable member had better get back to the bill.
Ms MARPLE - It is important that those shows
also be recOgnised. I am pleased that members on
the other side feel that und~r this bill we should
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have drawn attention to things that are important to
both rural areas and the city and that the use of this
land as has been set out will now be taken into
account.
Concerns have been expressed by various residents
as to what format the new business ventures may
take. I was much encouraged by my discussions
with the Royal Agricultural Society and what it
would like to see happen in the future. I was pleased
to see the changes that it put in place to make the
show more businesslike, as is mentioned in the bill. I
think it will all go well in the future.
As we all know, every business has its risks. There
may be some downsides with every challenge put
before us. However, I am very hopeful that in the
future we will see some changes that will make use
of the land to the benefit of not only society, but
Melbumians and rural people alike. That is how that
land has been used previously, and I am sure that is
how it will be used in the future.
I encourage the government and speakers on the
other side to take heed of the amendment that we
will move to protect the residents of the area and
ensure that any proposed new business activities do
not cause the residents to suffer through excessive
noise or inconvenience with other causes. I am very
hopeful that we can have activities there that will
not inhibit the residents and will not cause a
nuisance. Parking of cars is always a problem
whenever there is a major activity and large
numbers of people go to an area.
The amount of money the Royal Agricultural Show
brings into the Victorian economy is estimated at
$104 million, which eclipses the net worth of the
grand prix and the air show combined.
Major events are vital to a modern society. They are
what people demand and this demand should be
taken into account and provided for. Here we have a
piece of land of some 30 acres used by the Royal
Agricultural Society that has been putting on this
event and contributing this amount of money to the
Victorian economy. I believe that the issues I
brought up about the contribution of agriculture and
the importance of the show to Melburnians and
Victorians are just as important as the $104 million
to the Victorian economy. It is something that most
people can understand when they see the figures.
The Royal Show and major events are the type of
use we want to encourage for the land referred to in
the bill. I have no estimation of its worth in dollar
terms but a way of looking at it is if you wanted the
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land for housing blocks in an area close to
Melbourne. I would imagine therefore its value
would be in the billions. It is most important that the
challenge has now been put forward, for the bill is
there to lay the foundations for these changes.
As we are limited by time I will not mention some of
the events that the Royal Agricultural Society may
wish to introduce. I will leave those details to the
opposition members who will be following me in
the debate.
In conclusion, I will briefly refer to the three areas
that you, Mr Speaker, said were of importance. The
bill is concerned with changes to the use of Crown
land and how that will affect residents in the future.
The local planning scheme amendment will have to
be changed to allow certain events to occur. I wish
the society well with its future plans. The opposition
supports the bill. It asks the government to ensure
that people are always the centre of any changes that
may occur. When I say 'people' I include not only
the residents of Melbourne but also those of country
Victoria. I include the exhibitors and the visitors from Victoria, Australia and overseas - who come
to see the Royal Show and the events that will be put
on in the future. I also include the residents of the
area around the showgrounds.

The bill, which proposes Significant changes to the
use of the showgrounds, will bring enormous
challenges and responsibilities for the Royal
Agricultural Society. In the past the society has been
able to listen to the farming community and give it
what it wants and expects. During the most recent
show the society adopted some changes that the
farming and broader community wanted. Although
I should have liked to talk about those changes, I
will not have time to do so. The Royal Agricultural
Society will take on new responsibilities and
challenges for the future and the opposition wishes
it well in that task.
Mr BILDSTIEN (Mildura) - I will make a brief
contribution to the debate on the Royal Agricultural
Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill, the objects of
which are threefold: firstly, to transfer the benefit of
the Crown grant land from the Royal Agricultural
Society of Victoria to a company limited by
guarantee, called RASV Ltd; secondly, to remove
certain prohibitions on the use of the Crown grant
land for motor vehicle races and certain other
events; and finally, to ensure the Crown grant land
is subject to appropriate planning schemes.
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As the minister said in his second-reading speech,
those measures aim to assist the Royal Agricultural
Society in its corporate restructure, and the society is
now preparing a business plan so that it can be
better placed in the future to successfully undertake
its business responsibilities.
It is clear that with a new chief executive and new

thinking on the board the society has already been
successful with its most recent show. The total
attendance figures were in the order of 650 000
people, which is an increase of about 40 000 on last
year. That is despite the fact the Show Day holiday
was abolished.
Ms Marple - You're not allowed to talk about
the Show Day holiday. That is what that was all
about!
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Al tona is not at liberty to make
interjections across the chamber; nor is she able to
make comments that in some remote way may
reflect on the rulings of the Chair. I ask her to remain
silent.
Mr BILDSTIEN - Mr Speaker, I am well aware
that interjections are disorderly and that it would be
out of order to respond to them. I was just going to
say that despite the criticism of those opposite about
the abolition of the Show Day holiday, attendance at
this year's show - Ms MARPLE (Altona) -On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, when I was the lead speaker in this
debate you ruled that the bill was strictly about land
and honourable members were not to make lengthy
speeches on other matters. Normally some latitude
is given to the first speaker. Since the honourable
member for Mildura is the second speaker in the
debate, I imagine your ruling would apply even
more vigorously to him.
Mr BILDSTIEN (Mildura) - On the point of
order, Mr Speaker, I had been speaking for barely
2 minutes. I was just making some prefatory
comments about the recent show's success. I had
only briefly referred to the higher attendances.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair did not
intervene in the debate until the honourable member
for Altona had been speaking for some considerable
time. I recall reflecting at the time - and I made the
point - that I had allowed the honourable member
a certain amount of latitude in her introductory
remarks. I intend to extent the same latitude to the
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honourable member for Mildura. He has been
speaking for only a few minutes, but if he strays too
far from the bill 1 will bring him back to it.
Mr BILDSTIEN - The Royal Agricultural
Show-grounds Act 1931 allows the financial benefit
from the use of the showgrounds to go to the Royal
Agricultural Society to be used for improvements to
the show grounds. The act prohibits the
showgrounds being used for a number of activities,
including horse, motorcycle, motor car and dog
races. Those specific prohibitions have been
considered by the government and are felt to be no
longer appropriate, given the contemporary
planning schemes the government has in place.
The Royal Agricultural Society has an annual
turnover of more than $10 million and needs to be
able to use its facilities to the best advantage. It also
needs to be able to operate as a company limited by
guarantee. Because the show grounds are subject to a
planning scheme, the prohibitions removed by the
bill will not necessarily mean those events can now
automatically be run at the showgrounds. The
Melboume planning scheme amendment L60
currently prohibits motor vehicles racing, in line
with the 1930 act. An opportunity exists, however, to
use the showgrounds for a limited number of
motorcycle speedway events. When that prohibition
is removed the Minister for Planning could well be
asked to consider amending the planning scheme to
allow those events to take place, subject to
compliance with conditions to protect the amenity of
the area.
Over a period, representations have been made to
the Minister for Agriculture and the Minister for
Sport, Recreation and Racing by people who would
like to see those prohibitions, particularly those on
motorcycle and motor car racing, lifted. One of those
is a Mr Jon Davison from the Sandown International
Motor Raceway. He wrote to me in June this year
commenting that the activity was currently
prohibited under the act and that he would like to
see a strategy in place which would allow the
consideration of speedway racing. He is very
experienced in conducting a professional motor
racing circuit, particularly in residential areas. He is
looking to see whether the magnificent sporting
facility at the showgrounds can be used for the kinds
of events he is conducting. The legislation will lift
those prohibitions and require the planning scheme
to impose conditions on the conduct of those events.
Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
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Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.03 p.m.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

Crown Casino: bid
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition)-1
refer the Premier to the registration-of-interest brief
issued in November 1991 to bidders for the casino
licence and the requirement in that brief that
companies or persons with known criminal records,
habits and associations or deficiencies in business
probity be barred from any role in the development,
ownership, management and operation of the
casino. I ask the Premier to inform the house
whether any changes to these probity requirements
have been made under his government?
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - Wow! As the Leader
of the OppOSition indicated, the probity
requirements were established in 1991 by the former
government. To my knowledge, nothing has
changed. To my knowledge, Sir, 1 am not aware of
any of the individuals in any way contradicting the
requirements that were set by that probity test. If the
Leader of the Opposition has any information
suggesting that anyone has, today should be the day
he had better put up.
What you have just done is imply that one or more
of all those who were part of the 23 consortia that
originally registered under your Labor government
may have potentially been in breach of the
requirements or may have criminal records. It is
very easy to throw mud, as you have been finding in
recent days; but your own credibility is very much
at risk. You have not been able to provide one
scintilla of evidence. If you've got it, you'd better put
it up now, buddy!

Community safety
Mr TRA YNOR (Ballarat East) - I refer the
Premier to recent Australian Bureau of Statistics
figures that show Victoria is the safest mainland
state in Australia. Will the Premier inform the house
of the government's recent initiatives for providing
Victorians with a safer place in which to live?
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - I thank the
honourable member for asking a question that is
relevant to the interests of most Victorians as they
relate to their own safety.
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As you know, Sir, figures released by the Australian
Bureau of Statistics show that Victoria is now judged
to be the safest mainland state in Australia. This
government is absolutely committed to and has
acted resolutely in prOViding a safe envirorunent for
Victorians. That is not to say we are satisfied with
the final result, and I do not think we ever will be
until we become an incident-free community.
Unfortunately that is not likely to occur given the
sort of society in which we live.
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that they are prepared to favour those who abuse
other citizens or their property rather than
upholding the law.
The ALP's proposal to remove victim impact
statements is an absolutely retrograde step, but it
follows on from other proposals, one of the most
dramatic of which says that the personal use of
drugs should be completely decriminalised.

Honourable members interjecting.
We have acted in several areas to give Victorians a
greater sense of confidence in the community in
which they live. We have protected children from
loitering and potential sex offenders. We have
honoured our policy commitment and introduced
victim impact statements so that for the first time
victims of crime are able to play a real and
meaningful role in the court process after having
been forgotten for so many years by the previous
government.
We have taken a range of other initiatives to
improve the safety and security of our rail system
and our public phones and so on to make this
society a safer place in which to live.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier will ignore
interjections. The honourable member for
Thomastown will remain silent.
Mr KENNETr - As I said, we cannot be
complacent. We must continue to work to make the
safety of the envirorunent in which our citizens live
priority no. 1, not only for the government but for
the community.
You can understand my concern when last weekend
our political opponents put forward a report of the
policy committee on civil rights and law reform that
actually seeks to reverse the measures that we have
put in place to provide a secure community. The
first proposal put up by the Australian Labor Party
calls for the dropping of victim impact statements.

The SPEAKER - Order! I remind honourable
members that they are wasting their own precious
question time. The Premier, concluding his answer.
Mr KENNETr - The tragedy of this, which
every Victorian should understand when he or she
goes to the ballot box next time, is that the Labor
oppOSition, which purports to be the next
government, is about reducing absolutely the
protection that has been put in place for the
community. This will quite obviously be a very
major issue, particularly for women - and
particularly for those women who have been victims
of rape and who, up until the time this goverrunent
came into office, would not have been able to make
victim impact statements.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETr - The Labor Party is seeking to
turn the clock back by giving drug pushers greater
access to the community. It is seeking to
discriminate against victims of crime. We on this
side of the house will - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Micallef - It is an act. It really is an act.
The SPEAKER - Order!
Mr Sandon interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Carrum should know better.

Government Members - Shame!
Mr KENNETr - And a softening - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETr - The community will get an
idea from that reaction just how sensitive this issue
is! Members of the ALP are once again indicating

Mr KENNETr - If the honourable member says
it is an act, it is a very good act, because it is in the
report of the state conference of the Victorian branch
of the Australian Labor Party, held on 15 October
1994. It also says-Or COGHILL (Werribee) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker - -
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Werribee, on a point of order.
Or COG HILL - I am finding this interesting
because I missed that particular part of the
conference, but - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! Every member has the
right to raise a point of order and to be listened to in
silence. I ask members on the government benches
to remain silent.
Or cOGHILL - I am finding it difficult to relate
the Premier's remarks to any matter of government
administration. I direct to your attention a ruling
made on 12 March 1991, which says - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the honourable
member to pause until the house comes to order.
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requirements of providing a safe environment is to
give the police force the opportunity to be able to
demand names and addresses. It is quite clear that
only the coalition government is going to provide
the environment in which this society and its people
can be secure.
Mr Leighton interjected.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETf - I am very tempted not to say it
I guarantee no-one will ever strip search you! I will
just say that not only is the Labor Party
anti-Victorian and certainly anti-victim,
unfortunately it is also increasingly for the criminal
element in this community.

Crown Casino: bid
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to his continued refusal to hold a
judicial inquiry into the awarding of the casino
license and ask whether he has - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Or cOGHILL - The ruling was:
Question time is an opportunity for ministers to be
questioned and provide information on government
administration; it is not a vehicle for attacks on the
opposition.

Mr Speaker, I ask you to call the Premier to order.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair is in some
difficulty, given that the honourable member was in
the chair at the time that ruling was made. However,
I ask the Premier to be a bit more judiciOUS in his
remarks and come back to the question.
Mr KENNETf (premier) - The question was
about what we have done and are doing to make
Victoria a safer place to live in, which I imagined the
honourable member would be concerned about.
One of the threats to our society is the re-election of
a Labor government. Point 6.5.1 on page 15 of the
conference document says:
Labor will immediately review the increase in police
powers under the Crimes (Amendment) Act 1993.

The document also says Labor is extremely
concerned about the broad police powers to demand
names and addresses. One of the fundamental

The SPEAKER - Order! I warn the honourable
members for Momington and Mordialloc that their
interjections are disorderly, and I will not tolerate
them.
Mr BRUMBY - I refer the Premier to his refusal
to hold a judicial inquiry into the awarding of a
casino license. Has the Premier refused to do so
because such an inquiry would reveal that the
government's decision to restrict the number of
gaming machines in Victoria to 45 000 was made
after full financial bids for the casino license were
lodged on 16 August and was timed to enable both
the TAB to withdraw from the Crown consortium
and the Crown consortium to increase its bid
beyond or equal to that of Sheraton-Leighton?
Mr KENNETT (Premier) - On behalf of this side
of the house and on behalf of an increasingly large
number of Victorians I say: what a sad, pathetic
figure you are becoming.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier is out of
order.
Mr KENNETT - I meant the Leader of the
Opposition. For the past three weeks and from the
start of question time today, the Leader of the
Opposition has tried to insinuate that people have
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acted improperly. In fact, he has gone further,
because he has actually insisted that some of the
people that we deal with will be in gaol by 19%.
While the Leader of the Opposition demands from
me information that in part or in total I have not got,
he is not prepared to meet the same test himself by
saying in this house or outside who he actually
named.
There is only one reason why the TAB withdrew
from the casino consortium bid, and that is that it
did not have the cash to put up the money required
to be an equity partner.
Mr Brumby interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! Supplementary
questions are out of order.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNETf - You are wrong again, boy. You
are wrong again. You are wrong!
Mr Brumby interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! Will the Premier please
take a seal
Mr Rowe - What are you on today, Brumby?
The SPEAKER - Order! I warn the honourable
member for Cranbourne that he may not interject in
that fashion. I remind the Leader of the Opposition
that all times he has had the protection of the Chair.
But it will be impossible to continue to do so if there
are constant interjections.
Mr KENNETf - In the past two weeks the
Leader of the Opposition has made
insinuations - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETf - He has also sought to defame
people in this community. Not once has he provided
any information to back up any claims. Today he
asked a question, his first question, that sought to
throw a slur on all those who were part of the
process, because he implied that the process had
been changed.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNETf - You asked the question. Do
you accept the answer?
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Mr Brumby interjected.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! Again I ask the house to
come to order and cooperate with the Chair. The
Premier, in silence.
Mr KENNETf - The only reason the TAB did
not proceed with its involvement in one of the
consortiums bidding to become the preferred
tenderer was that it did not have the cash. One of the
tragedies of the past regime was that it had no
money. That was one of the reasons that led to the
move to privatise the TAB: it desperately needed
access to extra cash to put in place new systems.
The Leader of the Opposition consistently argues
that there is a need for a judicial inquiry, based on
the fact that he says there is a need and that a person
as eminent as the Prime Minister seems to think
there is a need. He is well supported by two
newspapers who also think there is need for a
judicial inquiry - the Age and his great supporter,
the Sunday Age.
Most of the people who heard the editor of the Age
trying to defend his editorial this week would have
understood that the Age had once again showed that
it is totally intellectually dishonest. More
importantly, on the 17th of this month that
newspaper received a letter from Mr Graham
Cunningham, which it saw fit to print only today.
The letter denies the accuracy of a lot of the
information purported to be part of his report,
which was the basis of the Age article last week or
last Saturday.
As I have said before in this place and outside, we
on this side of the house are quite happy to take on
board any information the Leader of the Opposition
can put up that in any way suggests there was
impropriety in any conduct at any stage. Not once in
three weeks has he done that. You have not done so
today!
We are not in the business of setting up inquiries just
because you think there should be an inquiry or
because you have so totally misdirected your own
interests that you no longer represent the people of
Victoria in education, health or law and order issues.
Again I say to the Leader of the OppOSition: if you
have any information, if you have any proof, just put
it up. Just put it up! Use question time today to give
us one fact to justify what you have done!
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An Opposition Member - Answer the questions.
Mr KENNETI' - You have got the answer: the
TAB was out of the consortium because it didn't
have the cash.
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record is there! I am proud, after only two years as
the minister, to be able to stand up and say that we
have been able to coordinate government
departments and the private sector to achieve a
tremendous result for those people who most need
help.

An opposition member interjected.

Mr KENNETI' - It is the earlier answer you are
not happy with? I would have thought that we on
this side have at least been consistent. Let the
opposition put up one piece of information that is
based in any way on fact and we will be prepared to
have a look at it. But do not come into this house or
go outside arguing that you are representing this
state by trying to pull down some of the business
activities in this state or some of the companies that
are providing 3200 jobs!
You are anti Victorian and anti Victorian business.
Your attendance at that dinner last night should
have shown you how completely and totally out of
touch you are with the business community in this
state.

Youth homelessness
Mr DAVIS (Essendon) - Will the Minister
responsible for Youth Affairs inform the house of
recent government developments and initiatives to
prevent youth homelessness?
Mc HEFFERNAN (Minister responsible for Youth
Affairs) - I thank the honourable member for his
question and his concern. Today is a special today
for the youth of the western suburbs. I inform the
house that today the Premier officially launched a
youth accommodation facility in Sunshine.
Everybody would be aware of the Les Twentyman
fund and the Smorgon group, which have combined
with the private sector to bring about the building of
five units to accommodate eight young people in
that area who most need help.
I put on the record the enormous effort that
Smorgons put into this by raising $375 000 to put the
units in place. We also should not forget the other
private sector companies in the western suburbs
who combined to be part of the fundraising effort in
this particular area.
I return to the original philosophy I have always
had: unless you deal with the private sector you will
fail. I give that as a warning to the oppOSition,
which, for too long, believed that as a government it
could do everything. For 10 years you failed; the

I put on the record my personal thanks to the
Minister for Planning, Rob Maclellan, whose
support I appreciate. I also thank the Minister for
Community Services, Michael John, who has been
well and truly involved. I put on the record that his
department - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr HEFFERNAN - Listen to all the
criticism! His department went to the area of most
need. Never mind the fringe groups, all the people
who form committees, who deliver no services at all
but waste taxpayers' money on promoting
themselves.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr HEFFERNAN - I know it hurts them.
The SPEAKER - Order! There is too much
audible conversation and interjection..
Mr HEFFERNAN - It hurts them! Ben Chifley
would have turned in his grave if he had seen this
today. He would have thought, 'Where is the Labor
government?' I had to say to his ghost privately,
There is none. They have gone. Forget it'!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I warn the honourable
member for Dandenong North that if she continues
to interject I will take action against her. The same
warning has been issued to the honourable member
for Thomastown.
Mr HEFFERNAN - It would pay them to read
some of Ben Chifley's memoirs; then they would
know what I mean!
I put on record minister Michael John's contribution
of $242 754 for staffing and $190 324 for the
recurrent funding of that particular project. I also
put on record my thanks to the Minister for Public
Transport for his cooperation.

Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER - Order! Will the minister pause
until the house comes to order? The Chair hopes the
minister will not go through the whole cabinet.
Mr HEFFERNAN - We work as a team on this
side. I know they do not. They are made up of
factions; one faction would not thank the other.
I say to my colleagues: we are working together, we
are working for Victoria. I also thank my other
colleague - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Richardson - And mum says thanks for the
rabbits.
The SPEAKER - Order! The rabbits
notwithstanding, I ask the house to come to order.
The noise is incredible. The minister, concluding his
answer.
Mr HEFFERNAN - Today has been an exciting
day because it has been an enonnous amount of
hard work for my department to coordinate the
bureaucracy to come together for one eventual aim.
All those people on the other side of the house may
ridicule this, but the plain fact is that it has .
happened. At long last we are getting somewhere.
We are now no longer treating the symptoms but
trying to do something about the problem that exists
in our community.

Hospital patient throughput
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! Would the honourable
member pause until the house comes to order.
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - I refer the
Treasurer to the admission by the Minister for
Health yesterday that she had requested an extra
$30 million in funding for the case-mix bonus pool
for hospitals but the Treasurer told her that this
money was not available. I ask: can the Treasurer
infonn the house why the government can find
$30 million for ministerial office renovations and
$19 million for consultancies and other costs for the
TAB float but cannot find $30 million to prevent
hospitals closing beds and drastically reducing
services?
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I thank the
honourable member for his question because yet
again he has demonstrated the total inability of the
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opposition to understand the workings of the state
budget. His question is internally inconsistent.
The very matter to which his question is addressed
is the draw on the bonus throughput pool by the
major hospitals in particular but indeed all hospitals
in Victoria. That is utterly incompatible with the
throwaway line at the end of his question when he
skulked off to his seat after he dropped it: that there
was some reduction in services. The problem is not a
reduction in services but the fact that there have
been massive productivity gains that the
government and hospital boards had not anticipated.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE -Go on, rabbit on. Turn
around to the cameras so that they can see what an
idiot you are.
The SPEAKER -Order! I remind opposition
members that it is their question and they should
listen to the answer in silence. The frontbench will
remain silent.
Mr STOCKDALE - The issue concerning the
throughput pool is not a symptom of failure; it is a
symptom of success. The government's policies have
provided incentives for hospitals to achieve
productivity gains which under Labor they would
never have even contemplated.
Let me take the two matters to which the honourable
member also referred. The honourable member
referred to the capital expenditure which is taking
place-An honourable member interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - You are an intellectual
giant. We know where Victoria got to when you
were in government.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Treasurer will
ignore interjections.
Mr STOCKDALE - The honourable member
referred to the capital allocation for the
refurbishment of buildings in the Treasury reserve.
Let me make two points about that. First, the
shadow Minister for Health has no conception of the
structure of the state budget and the difference
between capital funds and recurrent funding. The
money he is talking about is a capital allocation to
refurbish buildings. Let me instance the wisdom of
that. This money is not being spent on ministerial
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offices. It is being spent in part on repairing the
neglect that occurred over 10 years of incompetent
Labor administration.
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - On a point of
order-The SPEAKER - Order! Would the honourable
member pause while the house comes to order so
that the Chair can hear the point of order.
Mr THWAITES - I have two points of order,
MrSpeaker.
The SPEAKER - Order! Only one point of order
can be raised at a time.
Mr THWAITES - First, the Treasurer is
breaching standing order 127 in that he is debating
the question. He is referring to issues relating to the
time prior to his period in office when clearly this
question relates to his priorities and this
government's priorities, which are wrong. On the
question of relevance, the Treasurer is failing to
answer the question - -
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ministers relate their answers to the question asked.
This was a clear question about why the Treasurer
could not find the $30 million to go into the bonus
pool. The Treasurer would not answer that. He
would not respond to the fact that the minister
herself has admitted that she asked for that
$30 million and the Treasurer refused to give it.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member cannot use the occasion of raising a point of
order to further advance his question. I judge the
Treasurer to be in order.
Mr STOCK DALE (Treasurer) - I have to admit
that I have failed. I have been sitting here trying to
think of some way to make this guy look good so
that he might take over from the Leader of the
Opposition, but I cannot.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Treasurer is
straying from the question now.
Mr STOCKDALE - After a perfonnance like
that, it has to be acknowledged that there is no hope.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member can raise only one point of order at a time.
Mr THWAITES - I am happy for the Speaker to
respond on that point of order as long as I can raise
the other one afterwards.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) -On the point of
order, the honourable member seems to have
forgotten that he interpolated into his question a
reference to the expenditure on two buildings,
including one building which the Labor Party left
vacant for many years. He also interpolated on the
TAB. For future reference, I propose to answer - -

Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - You are an idiot.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition is trying the patience of the Chair, as is
the whole house this afternoon. I do not uphold the
point of order regarding standing order 127. Does
the honourable member for Albert Park wish to raise
his second point of order?
Mr THW AITES (Albert Park) - My second point
of order relates to relevance. Mr Speaker, numerous
rulings by you and other Speakers have required
tha t ministers' answers be relevant and that

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Mordialloc has caught my eye on more
than one occasion today. If he cannot restrain
himself and his enthusiasm, he should vacate the
chamber.
Mr STOCKDALE - The first point about this
matter is that quite clearly the honourable member
for Albert Park does not understand the difference
between capital funds and recurrent funds. The
second point is that this criticism about buildings is
totally misdirected.
Let us look at 1 Macarthur Street, which at present is
being refurbished by the department of the Minister
for Finance. That building was vacated in the early
1990s by the Labor government. It stood empty as a
monument to Labor incompetence. That building
was not properly maintained and accordingly fell
into a state of disrepair and was not suitable for use
by public servants or anybody else. As a result of
that, the government actually--

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE - They ask the questions, but
they do not like the answers. As a result of that
incompetence - -
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The SPEAKER - Order! I once had a dream that
I was at the Pearly Gates of heaven and St Peter said
to me, 'What did you do on earth?', and I said, 1 was
the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly'. He said,
'Enter into your eternal rest, my friend. You have
had your taste of hell'. The Treasurer, in silence.
Mr STOCKDALE - As a result of the
incompetence of the Labor government, the people
of Victoria have had to pay rent to other landlords
around the City of Melbourne to house public
servants, even whilst buildings owned by the people
of Victoria were totally vacant, at a cost of millions
of dollars every year. The Labor Party might as well
have taken that money out into the street and set fire
to it because we were wasting money on security
and maintenance of buildings that could not be
occupied while we were paying rent downtown.
The government does not take a step back from
properly maintaining the buildings that are owned
by the people of Victoria so that they can be used
and we can save money rather than paying rent
around town.
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the Victorian taxpayers from the privatisation of the
TAB was $609 million. After meeting the expenses of
privatisation, the proceeds were applied to reducing
debt. Had the government not expended funds to
properly sell the TAB, Victoria's debt would be
$600 million higher in round terms than it is today.
However, the Labor Party is not concerned about
that because the Labor Party created that debt.
Mr DOLLIS (Richmond) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, can we have another one about St Peter
so that we can finish question time?
The SPEAKER - Order! What is your point of
order?
Mr DOLLIS - Can we have another one about
St Peter so that we can finish question time? The
Treasurer's answer has been going for 10 minutes
now and it is about time - The SPEAKER - Order! I warn the honourable
member for Richmond. He knows he may not raise
frivolous or vexatious points of order. I judge the
point of order to be in that category.

Mr Micallef interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! If the honourable
member for Springvale interjects once more today, I
will take action against him. The Chair has been
more than patient.
Mr STOCKDALE - Within a year the
government will reoccupy 1 Treasury Place and
1 Macarthur Street at a saving to the taxpayers of
Victoria of millions and millions of dollars in rent
every year. It represents very good business, very
good internal rates of return and a very satisfactory
investment for the people in Victoria in stark
contrast to the monument to Labor incompetence
when there was an empty building of some 12 floors
at 1 Macarthur Place.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - I will come to the TAB,
because the honourable member demonstrates total
incompetence in understanding the workings of the
Victorian budget.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - I welcome that question:
'What does the Auditor-General say?'. It is a pity the
opposition could not actually ask that question,
because the Auditor-General said the net receipts to

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - It was not the
government that raised three matters in one
question. If the opposition does not like me
cataloguing our successes in three different areas, it
should confine itself to a question on one subject.
The fact is the sale of the TAB was an important part
of reducing the debt of this state. This year the
government budget will add only $24 million to the
state debt and, if we have an outcome that is even
slightly better than we projected, for the first time in
a long, long time, we will have a reduction in state
debt this year in nominal terms. The Labor Party
plunged the state into debt - Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - Just listen to him,
Mr Speaker. Doesn't he embarrass you? I am sure he
embarrasses the rest of his colleagues. Just look at
you, you are totally out of control, buddy!
The SPEAKER- Order! Although the Treasurer
has had to suffer a number of interruptions during
his answer, I ask him to come to his conclusion. I
believe he is beginning to debate the question.
Mr STOCKDALE - The government is restoring
the health system in this state; it is treating more
patients than ever before. The government is
properly maintaining and renovating buildings
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belonging to taxpayers so they can be used instead
of standing idle, and the privatisation of the TAB has
reduced state debt. These are three successes and I
thank the honourable member for giving me an
opportunity to address them.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Tabling of reports
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, as I understand it, section 4 of the
Parliamentary Committees Act requires the
chairman of any parliamentary committee to table in
Parliament a report of the committee within 10 days
of the committee having adopted the report. The
same section requires that where a parliamentary
committee has recommended particular action be
taken by the government, the responsible minister
shall, within six months of that report being tabled,
report to the house on the action the government
proposes to take in relation to the recommendation.
In November last year the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee laid before the house the
committee's final report of a review of the Victorian
Equal Opportunity Act, which contained a number
of important recommendations, including proposed
amendments to the Equal Opportunity Act to
outlaw discrimination on the grounds of age,
pregnancy and lawful sexuality. However, the
relevant minister, the Attorney-General, appears to
have failed to fulfil her duty and to comply with her
statutory obligation under the act by advising the
house of the action she proposed to take on the
committee's recommendations. On 2 October an
article appeared in a newspaper which stated that
gays, lesbians and the elderly will be protected
against discrimination under new laws set to be
approved by state cabinet the next day.

The SPEAKER - Order! I take it the honourable
member is raising a point of order and not making a
speech. He should use only sufficient material to
illustrate his point of order.
Mr THWAITES - In relation to the article, I urge
you, Mr Speaker, to investigate whether there has
been any breach of your ruling of 6 October, which
affirmed the ruling made by Speaker Coghill and
Speaker Christie, that the publication of material to
be presented to the house prior to its being made
available to members is a discourtesy and that
procedures should be adopted to prevent its
occurrence.
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Further, this house is in a state of confusion because
of the failure of the minister to properly respond, as
she is required to do by the act, and her failure to
meet her obligations to the house in respect of the
government's response to the committee's report.
Now it appears that the anti-discrimination laws
that were recommended by the committee have
been stalled by a fierce campaign by homophobic
government members.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member may not advance an opinion and he may
not use the opportunity when raising a point of
order to make a speech and debate it.
Mr THWAITES - Thank you, Mr Speaker. The
concern I have is that it appears this issue is being
fought out in the press by the two different factions
on the government side.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have heard sufficient
on the point of order for me to make an
investigation. I will do so and advise the honourable
member in due course.
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) -On the
point of order - The SPEAKER - Order! I have already settled
the point of order.
Mr HONEYWOOD -On a further point of
order, Mr Speaker, as part of the overall
investigation which was to examine the previous
10 years of the former government in which - The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order. I have ruled on the point of order. I will make
an investigation and advise the house accordingly.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SHOW-GROUNDS (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr BILDSTIEN (Mildura) - Prior to the
suspension of the sitting, I was discussing the Royal
Agricultural Show grounds legislation and the
amendment foreshadowed by the honourable
member for Altona, who seeks to insert a provision
ensuring that before staging any new event for the
purpose of entertainment, recreation or amusement
the society must take all reasonable steps to consult
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with owners or occupiers of land in the City of
Essendon and to consider any reasonable
representations made by such persons.
I must admit that even though we had the
amendment in advance, it came somewhat out of
left field given the contributions made to the debate
on the bill in the other place by the colleagues of the
honourable member for Altona. There was no
mention by the Honourable Pat Power in the other
place, who was the lead speaker for the opposition
on the bill when it was debated on 4 October, that
there would be any amendment of this kind. In fact
Mr Power said that the opposition would not
oppose the legislation and that it saw it as a bill of
great merit and one that would assist the Royal
Agricultural Society - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The AcnNG SPEAKER (Mr E. R. Smith) Order! There is too much audible conversation in the
chamber. If honourable members wish to have
conversations would they kindly leave the chamber;
or else be quiet
Mr BILDSTIEN - To better undertake its
responsibilities into the future. My inquiries over the
lunch break indicate that the amendment has
probably arisen from discussions that the
honourable member for Altona has had with the
Labor Party candidate for Essendon, Ms Judy
Maddigan. I must question whether the bringing of
the amendment into the house at this time is any
more than a political stunt on the part of the
honourable member for Altona, because clearly it is
not necessary and was not foreshadowed by the
spokesman in the other place.

In relation to the comments she made about remarks
of the honourable member for Essendon reported in
the Essendon Gazette this week, I point out that those
remarks really relate to motorcycle racing.

I must admit I was interested indeed to listen to the
comments of a colleague of the honourable member
for Altona, Ms Kokocinski in the other place, who
talked about how popular speedway racing was and
how desirable it was to have such a sport introduced
at the showgrounds. She was very supportive of the
measures proposed in the bill and went so far as to
congratulate the people who developed it,
commenting on the fact that motorcycle racing is a
proper social and recreational facility. lbree or four
pages of JiJlnsard detail her support for motorcycle
racing and the benefits motorcycle and speedway
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racing would have if undertaken at the
showgrounds.
I question the motives of the honourable member for
Altona in foreshadowing the amendment at this
time, given that it is not necessary and that it clearly
does not have the support of the City of Essendon. I
have only to refer the honourable member to
correspondence received by the Minister for
Agriculture from the Chief Executive Officer of the
City of Essendon, Peter Seamer, as early as 14 June
this year when the council had been made aware of
the review of the legislation that was being
undertaken. The City of Essendon wrote to the
government in these tenns:
The City of Essendon believes that the rescission of the
1931 act is entirely appropriate subject to new
complementary controls being introduced into the
Melbourne planning scheme that echo the range of
land use controls that are currently set out in various
parts of the 1931 regulation.

That makes it abundantly clear that it did not and
would not support the amendment foreshadowed
by the honourable member for Altona, because it
clearly understands that it will have that
opportunity when the Melbourne planning scheme
is amended.
The Minister for Planning has given that
commitment He has said that he will prepare and
exhibit an amendment to the Melbourne planning
scheme to allow motorcycle events, subject to a
planning permit, once the legislation is amended.
That will allow the normal exhibition process to
occur. It will be available to officers of the City of
Essendon to make submissions, or to any other
people in that vicinity who want to comment on any
proposed change. If issues cannot be resolved, an
independent panel would look at them.
Oearlya political stunt is being attempted here
perhaps to try to lift the profile of the Labor Party
candidate in Essendon. It clearly will not work. Over
the period of the review the honourable member for
Essendon has brought the concerns of his
constituents and of the Essendon council to the
minister and to the agriculture committee. He is to
be commended for the way he forcefully and
diligently represents that area in this place as part of
the Kennett-McNamara government.
The government will not accept the amendment if
the honourable member for Altona moves it at the
committee stage because it is not necessary.
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Opportunities for local people to have their say on
any impact of the introduction of motor vehicle
events will be available through the normal
planning processes when the Melbourne planning
scheme is proposed to be amended.

the opposition and the community of Essendon is
that with the removal of the present legislative
protection the way would be open for planning
controls to be removed and then there would be
open slather in terms of activities being undertaken.

As has been stated by the minister in his
second-reading speech, the bill will allow the Royal
Agricultural Society to get on with the job of
fulfilling its business obligations. I look forward to
the bill having a speedy and unamended passage
through this place.

Clearly we will have an interest in what occurs
when the planning matters related to this bill are
resolved. The opposition considers there should be
something in this legislation requiring the Royal
Agricultural Society to consult with the residents
who will be affected by specific activities that may
be held at the showgrounds. Before undertaking or
staging any new event for the purposes of
recreation, entertainment or amusement in any year,
the society must take all reasonable steps to consult
with any owner or occupier of land in the City of
Essendon and consider any reasonable
representations made by any such person. That is
simply a requirement to consult; it is not an
unreasonable provision to have in a bill and it is not
an unreasonable way to do business.

Mr THOMSON (Pascoe Vale) - The Royal
Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill does
a number of things. Firstly, it seeks to transfer the
benefit of the Crown grant land from the Royal
Agricultural Society of Victoria to a company which
is to be limited by guarantee called RASV Ltd.
Secondly, it removes certain prohibitions on the use
of the Crown grant land which forms part of the
showgrounds. Thirdly, it enables the land for which
the prohibitions have been removed to be subject to
planning controls.
It is the second matter, the removal of certain

prohibitions on the use of the land which forms part
of the showgrounds, that has become a matter of
concern to people in the Essendon area. Therefore
the opposition, having consulted people in the
Essendon area, is moving an amendment. I strongly
support the position outlined by the honourable
member for Altona in her response on behalf of the
opposition concerning these matters.
I was concerned at the contribution made by the
honourable member for Mildura, which indicated
that the government is unwilling to accept our
amendment, which is a perfectly reasonable
amendment. It is simply directed at ensuring that
local people have some say and some protection in
terms of activities which might now take place at the
showgrounds as a result of the amendment.
I will take the house through some of the history.
The Royal Agricultural Show-grounds Act of 1931
expressly prohibited horseracing, pony racing,
motor car races, motorcycle races and coursing such
as greyhound racing.
For the past 60-0dd years that has provided
protection to residents from the nuisance of such
activities as trail bike riding and motorcycle racing.
The Labor candidate for Essendon, Judy Maddigan,
has brought this to the attention of the opposition as
well as raising it in the community. The concern of

Unfortunately that is not the way the Kennett
government has done business. It has not been
interested in consultation or finding out what the
people who are affected by their decisions might
think. I am disappointed to hear the honourable
member for Mildura say the government is
unwilling to support this most reasonable
amendment.
The City of Essendon is in a particularly difficult
position because the government's changes to
municipal boundaries have taken the showgrounds
out of the City of Essendon where they were
previously. Now the showgrounds fall within the
city of Melbourne. In effect, the showgrounds'
neighbours are all within the City of Essendon. This
has deprived them of their right to make
representations to their council- to a council that is
accountable to them - and have their needs and
wishes considered when that council is making
decisions about planning permits, applications and
soon.
As one who has a background in local government I
am acutely aware that councils are responsive to the
needs of their ratepayers and residents and tend not
to take much notice of people who live outside the
municipal boundaries, because they are neither
elected by them nor accountable to them. The
change in municipal boundaries the Kennett
government implemented - passing the
responsibility for the showgrounds on to the city of
Melbourne - has been to the detriment of residents
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in the area surrounding the show grounds. They
have already suffered as a result of the government's
municipal changes. The risk from this bill is that
they will suffer a second time. In his second-reading
speech the minister states:
The bill will allow the Royal Agricultural Society of
Victoria to better operate under an appropriate
company structure -

tha t is fine and enable a wider range of activities to be considered
for the show grounds subject to an approved planning
scheme.

It is not good enough to allow the Royal

Agricultural Society to have a wider range of
activities that may have a detrimental effect on local
residents without appropriate protection for
residents. Because residents are represented by the
City of Essendon and the showgrounds are now the
responsibility of the city of Melbourne, Essendon
residents will not have access through their council.
The opposition believes the Royal Agricultural
Society should be subject to a legislative requirement
to consult with local residents and make whatever
decisions it has to make after considering those
representations. We believe that is an important
matter and we intend to pursue it.
Given the comments of the honourable member for
Essendon, I make the observation that he should
demonstrate his bona fides by supporting the
opposition's proposed amendment. In the first
instance he should be hard at work persuading the
coalition government to adopt the opposition's
amendment and come up with a legislative proposal
of its own which provides for consultation with
people in the City of Essendon. If he had been doing
his job properly that would have occurred. If that is
not to occur, and if the honourable member for
Essendon cannot persuade the government to adopt
the opposition's amendment, he should at least
display the courage of his convictions and support it.
In making that comment I note that at least in the
federal Parliament this week Liberal Party members
have crossed the floor. The Liberal Party is supposed
to pride itself on its members having free votes. It is
not caucused in the way that Labor members of
Parliament are. If that is the case, and if that has any
real substance and is not simply a charade, the
honourable member for Essendon should represent
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his electorate by putting it first and supporting the
opposition's amendment.
Mr Bildstien - Absolutely unnecessary!
Mr THOMSON - Not at all. It is a reasonable
amendment that is designed to protect the interests
of local people. It will not in any way adversely
affect the operations of the Royal AgricUltural
Society. It is a reasonable requirement. The
opposition believes the government should adopt
the proposed amendment and support it. If it is not
prepared to do so, the honourable member for
Essendon should stand up for his electorate for a
change and support the proposed amendment.
The opposition is concerned that the Minister for
Planning has not provided a guarantee that he will
oppose the Melbourne City Council planning
scheme change that would lift the ban on motor
racing at the show grounds. We think the present
protections are inadequate. We are not happy with
the fact that the City of Essendon is no longer
responsible for the showgrounds and so its residents
do not have access to a council for the purposes of
consultation. I strongly support the comments of the
honourable member for Altona and, along with the
opposition, I strongly support the amendment she
will move in the committee stage. I call on the
honourable member for Essendon to demonstrate
his bona fides by also supporting the proposed
amendment. The showgrounds have held shows for
more than 110 years. It has a distinguished history.
The minister said in his second-reading speech:
The government believes the continued use of the
profits from the Crown grant land for use by the Royal
Agricultural Society is quite appropriate.

The minister points out, and not unreasonably, that:
... holding the Royal Melbourne Show each year is a
major business undertaking and improved business
and strategic planning will be necessary to ensure the
show's ongoing success.

The government is saying we should make better
use of public facilities. Although that is a fine and
legitimate objective, it also needs to be balanced by
consideration of local residents' interests. The
society has been engaged in the restructure of its
organisation. The opposition certainly hopes the
restructured organisation will be successful.
However, the opposition does not support the
government's abolition of the Show Day holiday.
We believe that was a retrograde step which will
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adversely affect the showgrounds. Although we
note that many people took the holiday anyway,
whether they had it through federal awards or some
other vehicle, it is still a retrograde step and was not
taken with the best interests of the showgrounds in
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Mr Bildstien interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! If the
honourable member for Mildura cannot restrain
himself, I suggest he goes out of the chamber.

mind.

The development of an appropriate company
structure is something which might have the
potential to improve showgrounds management and
perfonnance and that is certainly something the
opposition would support. The government said the
showgrounds are currently covered by the
Melbourne plaruting scheme amendment L60. The
bill removes those specific prohibitions and provides
for the showgrounds to be subject to relevant
planning controls and that there will be a process of
putting those planning controls in place. It is
important that there are requirements for public
consultation because, under the present scheme
requirements of amendment L60, local residents,
those who are most affected by local activities, do
not have a say in the planning process. That is why
the opposition proposes to move an amendment
which it believes should be supported by all
members of the chamber.
Mr Bildstien - A stunt!
The AC11NG SPEAKER (Mr E. R. Smith) Order! The honourable member for Mildura is
disorderly and is also out of his place. The
honourable member for Pascoe Vale, on the bill.
Mr THOMSON - It is distressing to hear the
honourable member for Mildura describe an
amendment about a requirement for consultation as
a stunt, because it reflects a lack of support for the
views of local people and a lack of interest in what
local people have to say about the issues. It is a
cavalier approach and I suggest it is typical of the
cavalier approach the government has taken to
many matters that affect the interests of local
residents. We have had a major debate about the
staging of the grand prix at Albert Park in which
similar considerations have arisen. A similar cavalier
approach is evident in the way in which the bill has
come forward, with the government saying: we are
not prepared to entertain the amendment which
you, the opposition, are putting forward - Mr BiIdstien interjected.
The AC11NG SPEAKER - Order! Through the
Chair, ignoring interjections.

Mr THOMSON - The opposition is happy to
listen to representations made to it. Members of the
opposition have had representations made to us by
the Labor candidate for Essendon, Judy
Maddigan-Mr Bildstien - I'm sure you have!
Mr THOMSON - Yes, and I think she is a very
good judge of local opinion. I know her well.
Mr McArthur interjected.
Mr THOMSON - Judy Maddigan is very much
in touch with the local community. She has made
representations to members of the opposition and
we have a capacity to take local views into account.
That is why the amendment is put forward. I hope
the government will have a similar capacity to take
local views into account and to say that,
notwithstanding that it has introduced the bill into
the house in this form, if the opposition moves an
amendment that is appropriate the government will
adopt it and display the same degree of flexibility
that the opposition has been able to show.

It is our view that the amendment is important and
ought to be supported. We do not oppose the
general structure or principles of the bill, as has been
made clear by the honourable member for Altona.
We hope the changes the government is bringing
forward will improve the management of the show
and the administration of the showgrounds. The
show is probably an icon in Melbourne. It is
certainly an important part of Melbourne's cultural
life, being an important event especially for people
in country Victoria but also for people living
throughout Victoria. So it deserves community
support.
The opposition will support the bill in its
second-reading stage but, as the honourable member
for Altona indicated, an amendment will be moved
during the committee stage which we hope the
government will adopt. Failing that, I hope the
member for Essendon will support it.
Mr DAVIS (Essendon) - I wondered what was
going on when I heard the amendment proposed by
the honourable member for Altona. I suggest that
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honourable members pick up a copy of Hansard of
Tuesday, 4 October from the other place and have a
look at some of the comments made, for example, by
the Honourable Pat Power, who indicated that the
opposition supports the bill; then by the Honourable
Licia Kokocinski, who made a three-page
contribution that nearly knocked me out of my seat
when I read it. She was supporting speedway racing
and motorcycle racing at the showgrounds. I could
not believe it!
Mr Thomson interjected.
Mr DAVIS - That is one of the reasons we
should recognise what I will call the
Maddigan-Marple amendment, which is a purely
political - Ms Marple interjected.
Mr DAVIS - I have spoken to ministers and I
have consulted with the council on this matter.
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honourable member for Mildura said, the city
manager had written to the Minister for Agriculture
saying:
The City of Essendon believes that the rescission of the
1931 act is entirely appropriate subject to new
complementary controls being introduced into the
Melbourne planning scheme that echo the range of
land use controls that are currently set out in the
various parts of the 1931 regulation.

Because of the concerns brought to me by the Mayor
of Essendon and some other people from Essendon I
convened a meeting with officers from the
departments of agriculture and planning, the mayor,
the chief executive and the town planning officers
from Essendon. I came away from that meeting very
encouraged by the attitude of the Essendon council,
which was that it is not against any activity at the
showgrounds at all. The councillors realise the
showgrounds are a valuable - Ms Marple interjected.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr DA VIS - I believe the bill has wide support
and the local community is satisfied that the
provisions of the planning scheme will take care of
any problems that may arise at the showgrounds.
Perhaps I could fill in the basic detail. As honourable
members are aware, the bill does three things.
Firstly, it transfers the benefit of the Crown land
which covers the arena of the showgrounds to a new
company, RASV Ltd. That is dragging the Royal
Agricultural Society into the 19905. The society has a
broad business plan. It has a chief executive officer
with exciting plans for the area.
Secondly, the bill removes prohibitions on the use of
the Crown land. TItis is interesting. In 1931 when the
principal act was put into place, prohibitions were
put on horseracing, pony racing, motorcycle racing
and coursing. At the time the state had an ALP
Premier called Edmond Hogan. The prohibitions
were put in at the behest of Mc John Wren, a
well-known crony of the Labor Party, who had
similar venues and wanted to protect his own
interests. So some of the scuttlebutt that has been
flying around that some marvellous foresight was
shown by our forebears who put the restrictions in
place is completely erroneous. It was a bit of
cronyism at work!
Concerns were raised with me by the City of
Essendon. Subsequently I found that, as the

The AcrING SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Altona has had her go. The
honourable member for Essendon, without
assistance.
Mr DAVIS - The showgrounds are
underutilised, and this should be addressed.
Essendon council is not against any form of activity
at the showgrounds, provided the amenity of the
local residents is considered. I see nothing wrong
with that.
Two amendments to planning schemes apply to the
showgrounds: amendment L30 to the Essendon
planning scheme and amendment L60 to the
·Melbourne planning scheme. When the
show grounds were excised from Essendon,
amendment L30 transferred across to the City of
Melbourne.
Section 3 of L60 contains a list of uses that are
prohibited at the showgrounds. They are: adult sex
bookshop; aerodrome; attached house; house;
brothel; caravan park; cemetery; cold store;
crematorium; dangerous industry; extractive
industry; general hospital; general industry;
generating works; hospital for infectious diseases;
institutional home; junk yard; liquid fuel depot;
major utility installation; mining; motor vehicle
racing track; offensive industry; office; panel
beating; petrol station; pig farming - that cuts
Keating out - poultry farming; private rubbish tip;
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reformative institution; timber yard; transport
depot, and transport interchange.
Mr Baker interjected.
The ACflNG SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Sunshine will have his
opportunity; I will give him the call next. The
honourable member for Essendon.
Mr DAVIS - At this stage you cannot hold a
motor race at the showgrounds. In other words, it is
prohibited already. I do not believe the Essendon
council is objecting to coursing or horse racing or
these sorts of events being held at the showgrounds.
Its major concern is the noise generated by motor
racing. Amendment L60 says the role and function
of the showgrounds is:
... to operate as a large scale multipurpose venue that
can accommodate a range of commercial, recreational,
entertainment and community land use activities, such
uses to be of a type to be not detrimental to the amenity
of the adjoining residential areas.

1his amendment was prepared by Essendon council
in conjunction with others. Somebody who
approaches the Minister for Planning and wants to
change the conditions and wants to hold speed-car
racing at the showgroWlds has to go through a long
and difficult public review process. I will certainly
be having input in that process, and I am sure the
Essendon cOWlcil and others will as well. I assume
Miss Maddigan might become involved.
Earlier this year there were problems at the
showgrounds with the holding of an event called
Mr Melbourne. It was a form of pseudo-racing - it
was is not called a race, it was called a
demonstration event. There are provisions in the
amendment to control the noise generated by events
such as those. It says that noise from such an event
must not exceed 65 dB(A):
A 'monster truck' demonstration may exceed this level
provided that the demonstration does not exceed
10 minutes duration and must be conducted and
concluded before 9.30 p.m.

The promoter of this particular event breached his
permit conditions and caused Significant damage in
Essendon. The people attending the event parked
illegally, desecrated a war memorial in Victory Park,
smashed bottles and generally behaved very badly.
The promoter definitely breached the parking, noise
and other conditions. Therefore, the essential criteria
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with events at the showgroWlds such as this is to
ensure that the promoter and the responsible
authority meet certain conditions. As a result of the
contact I have had with the City of Melbourne, the
Department of Transport, the police, the Essendon
cOWlcil and the showground authorities, I have
received written assurances that those conditions
will be met and attended to.
Yesterday I received a letter from the Ascot Vale
Residents Action Group, the president of which says:
I advise that I have read the above noted bill and
acknowledge the thrust of it.
It may be appropriate to place prohibitions under
planning schemes rather than have them in acts of
Parliament.

I agree with that. If we enshrine this proposed
amendment in legislation, it may be another 60 years
before we do anything about changing things. The
world is constantly changing; I do not think we can
lock ourselves in.
Ms Marple interjected.
Mr DA VIS - No, madam, I mean banning
certain activities at the showgrounds just because of
their names. We should be prepared to hold any
event at the showgroWlds providing the amenity of
the local residents is not affected. I am saying that
the provisions of L60 take that into account and
accommodate it accordingly. Any attempt to stage
an event at the show grounds without addressing
parking, noise and transport problems and without
taking into account the effect on the amenity of
Essendon residents will certainly meet with tough
opposition from me.
I do not believe we should enshrine in legislation
any prohibition such as that suggested by the
honourable member for Altona. We should
remember that the existing legislation is over 60
years old. Rather, we should ensure that any
activities at the showgrounds are subject to
contemporary planning schemes, which allow
wide-ranging public input and protect the amenity
of local residents. 1his is what amendment 1..60 and
this bill do. I will not be supporting the amendment,
and I commend the bill to the house.
Mr BAKER (Sunshine) - I had a choice between
a ride on Puffing Billy and this bill, and this bill won
quite clearly. The specific objectives of the bill,
which have been recounted by various members, are
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set out in the purposes clause and on the first page
of the minister's second-reading speech. On my
quick and dirty assessment the minister has devoted
about one-third of his second-reading speech to
material that refers to the consequences of
transferring the use and ownership of this particular
piece of Crown land.
For me there are two issues that stand out. Firstly, in
a modem society, does the state continue to have an
obligation to encourage, promote and even subsidise
community festivals, whether directly or indirectly
or in any form? I use the word festival in its broadest
possible sense. Secondly, but no less importantly,
what rights do the residents have who live in and
around the festival venue?
In the case of the first question, from my recollection
of history it seems to me that around the 1880s, the
time at which this piece of land was first ceded,
noted, marked or made available for the use for
which it has since become most commonly
known - that is, the grand annual agricultural
show, the showgrounds being subsequently
formalised in legislation in 1931 - our forebears had
in mind a couple of purposes and major social
objectives.

The first was that it would one day be marked by a
holiday, a festival day, at which and on which
people from rural Victoria would be able to display
their produce in all its forms and encourage people
in the city to inspect that produce. They also
envisaged it would be a bit of a clearing house and a
meeting place - in other words, a social occasion.
Apart from that, as has been the way of all festivals
and holidays since they first become common in
western society, the show was imagined as an
occasion for what is known in academic terms as
controlled civic liberalism. By that I mean an
occasion that is deliberately organised so that people
across the class structure and across occupations the affluent and the not so affluent - can mix
together on a day or at an occasion with some sense
of social or universal equity or equality.
One could argue that football and sporting occasions
such as the Melbourne Cup fit that sort of
prescription. In any sophisticated society occasions
are quite deliberately set aside to encourage that
sense of class mixing - the mixing of the affluent
and the not-so-affluent -on the basis of equality.
Since the 1880s, Show Day has been such an
occasion.
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In modem circumstances there is an argument,
particularly coming from the United States of
America, that cultural change, the nature of work
and the widening gap between the haves and the
have-nots as a consequence of a merit-based and
money-based SOCiety have greatly reduced the
opportunities for people to meet and mix under
those circumstances.

Some examples of that breaking down include the
increased use of privately owned boxes at sporting
occasions and sports grounds. No longer do you get
the sort of mix that once occurred at the Royal Show,
on the piece of land described in the bill, or at
football stadia that are still providing exactly the
same form of subsidised sport.
The increase in suburbanisation, and with it the
tendency for people to gather and live together in
one class in their own area, is another example of
how that has broken down. Other examples include
the changing nature of work and, curiously enough,
the replacement of the holiday by the notion of the
vacation. Instead of looking for one-off days to
attend festivals or functions of the type I have
described - with social cohesion being promoted
across class structures - more and more people are
asking for their holidays en bloc to take a vacation,
during which they flaunt their wealth and indulge in
various levels of conspiCUOUS consumption. In other
words, the class link or the class mixing that has
traditionally been promoted by festivals has largely
been broken down. For that reason the bill is
important, and I am delighted the opposition has
decided not to oppose it.
In his second-reading speech the minister said the
reason this bill has been introduced is very much
related to changes in the management structure, the
objectives and the future perspectives or projects of
the Royal Agricultural Society. We all accept that,
based on the evidence, those changes are long
overdue. Along with those on the government
benches and members of the wider community,
members of the opposition wish the new chief
executive of the society, Mr Peter Payne, good things
in his new job, because it will not be easy.

As honourable members have heard me say ad
nauseam, although Victoria is still not reCOgnised as
the Texas of Australia, it produces somewhere
between 22 and 24 per cent of the gross value of
Australian agricultural production. It also produces
the most variegated range of goods. Put simply, we
are the most self-sufficient state in food despite our
small land mass. Our agricultural industries enjoy
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higher productivity not only because the soil and
climate are good and consistently superior to those
of other states of greater area but also because
compared with farmers elsewhere our farming
community has been very quick on the uptake in
adopting mechanisation and scientific
breakthroughs.
lbat has been demonstrated time and time again in
various studies conducted in Victoria, including one
with which I was closely associated as a new
backbencher in this house.
Most of the benefits of the exchange of ideas have
come from the work of research institutes over
150 years - essentially since the modem
state-designed and state-financed research facilities
became very much a part of public infrastructure. It
began in Germany, I think, but the ideas were
quickly taken up by our ancestors and introduced
here.
The AcrING SPEAKER (Mr Richardson) Order! Will the honourable member closely relate
his remarks to the bill, which in itself is simple? I am
fascinated by the historical aspects but I would like
him to be more relevant.
Mr BAKER - Another of the places where that
exchange of ideas occurred, apart from the research
institutes, was at the Royal Show, on the very site
we are discussing, on this piece of Crown land,
which was made available for all time and which
will continue to be made available under the
legislation we are debating today.
I am delighted that the government has accepted the
approaches from a revamped and more progressive
RAS to hand over the land to its corporate structure
and to give it a little more licence in deciding the
way in which it is used. The problem with this piece
of land, the problem of applying modem efficiency
standards to it, is an old problem. The show is a
one-off seasonal event. If the society is to get the
cash flow and return on investment that will justify
its holding that piece of land, which makes modem
financial management sense - not to mention the
capital assets added to it over the years and any
future assets proposed to be added to this piece of
land - it will have to find alternative uses for the
land.

lbat leads us to the second question: how do you do
that when you start to consider not just agricultural
displays, exhibitions and things of that kind but also
matters of pure entertainment? Before I get on to the
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entertainment possibilities for the land, I point out
that there are still some fertile and unexplored
possibilities in the presentation of agricultural
techniques and products. I am very pleased that the
RAS has picked up a chief executive who has a solid
business and other-than-agricultural background
because, consistent with the views I expressed to the
farming community when I was the Minister for
Food and Agriculture, I believe farmers know an
awful lot about production - our farmers are
among the best in the world on any measure of
productivity - as does the Department of
Agriculture, which at one time I oversaw. But when
it comes to marketing at the business standard that
needs to be met, the society is absolutely hopeless.
There are smart young farmers and smart women on
farms coming through the farming community,
many of whom understand that we are in the sort of
world where there can be anything up to a 25 per
cent premium increase on a product that has been
well packaged, well labelled, well marketed and
well presented. There is big money in it for them
and future generations. You do not let Uncle Bert,
Uncle Tom or Uncle Alf run the marketing. You let
them run the farm, by all means, but you get in the
extras.lbat is what the show society needs to do
with this piece of land. That form of modem
marketing thrust can be applied to that piece of land.
It may interest you, Mr Acting Speaker, to know that
Japanese farming cooperatives are very strong on
organising their farmers to ensure that they produce
standard-sized fruit and vegetables and agricultural
produce. For instance, cucumber growers in Japan
grow cucumbers that are straight as distinct from
bent.
The AcrING SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member is ploughing a long furrow now.
Mr BAKER -'You would appreciate that it is
much better to have a straight cucumber than a bent
cucumber for the purposes of packaging and
presentation.
This site could be better developed as some form of
central presentation display area, indicating to the
community at large and the farming community
how smart marketing can work for you, but the
people who are experts have to be brought in on this.
I used to tell people on the farms that if I offered
them a Madison Avenue marketing executive for the
day we would sell tickets to watch that person work
on the farm, but if you took Uncle Ben and Uncle
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Tom from the farm and put them in Madison
A venue they would be just as funny to watch and
just as odd. It was necessary for people to
understand that difference and to understand that if
they wanted to take the next step and get the benefit
of a modem world with modem markets they had to
get smarter.
The second question concerns citizens' rights. This is
a difficult question. I am not sure whether the
residents of Essendon were there before this site was
used for the purposes of the show. I think we are all
aware, especially those of us who have electorates
that are right in the centre of the old Melbourne, that
this is a problem that recurs. It recurs in the case of
Essendon Airport, which is not far away.
One of the most common more recent examples of
the problem concerns golf courses. Often once golf
courses have been established the local council, in its
lack of wisdom, allows residential subdivision up
against the fences of the golf course and, next thing
you know, people are demanding that bits of the
golf course be chopped away. There has to be some
weighting of usage and who was there first in any
decisions about such things.
The people of Essendon are not complaining about
the show. They have grown up with the show and
they are used to it, but they are quite justifiably
afeard. Essendon is an older built-up area. I gather
that the age profile in and around the vicinity of the
showgrounds is middle-aged to elderly in the main,
or that is the skew of it People made the decision
some 20 to 30 years ago to buy houses and property
in that area. The regulations and prohibitions were
fixed. They knew that there would be an agricultural
show, but they quite reasonably had an expectation
that the other activities cited and prohibited would
continue to be prohibited.
At the very least, they would have expected that,
should a future government of any political hue
decide that that was to be changed, they would at
least be given the right to comment upon that:
someone would at least have the courtesy to go to
them and say, 'Listen, these are some of the
proposed uses. We have a problem. The
showgrounds are not used effectively enough. They
are not paying their own way. Those days are gone.
The show society is in difficulty. It is a very
important part of Victorian community life across
the whole of the state. Now, what do you think?
Which of these things would you accept? Let's talk
about it sensibly'. Of course, selfish people will say,
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'No, you cannot have any of those', but at least you
would have asked.
I believt! quite a lot of people would say, 'Yes, let's
see whether we can help you through this'. But the
government has not done that. The government has
a jackboot tendency to take a decision and say,
'Well, we have to progress and get on with it. It is all
in the name of fixing up the state's finances, so it has
to happen and you can like it or lump it'.
The polls are already starting to show, just two years
in, that there is a cumulative reaction to that in the
community. It is the poison that will bring this
government down. It is a bit like eating fish with
mercury in it, piece after piece, and one night having
two pieces of flake and over you go.
The ACflNG SPEAKER - Order! That is about
it on relevance, too. Let us come back to the bill.
Mr BAKER -It is not even Friday, but pray God
it soon will be.
There are several ways of doing these things.
Citizens do have rights. People have homes and
investments. One would think that honourable
members opposite, with the interest in the rights of
individuals that they trumpet - dare I say
strumpet! - would have considered that, with their
sense of property, their Menzian sense of the value
of home ownership and how that affects people's
sense of where they fit into our society. One would
think they of all people would have been prepared
to talk to home owners in that area to see whether
they could broker a solution with some sense of
goodwill.
I notice that some form of motor racing is indicated.
I observe that there seems to be a common
denominator or a fairly consistent government
position on motor racing: if there is a residential area
and you can race through it somewhere, away you
go.
I have to indicate for the record that my family,
which is involved in the motor racing industry, may
benefit financially as a consequence of these
decisions.
Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
Mr BAKER - I am just declaring a pecuniary
interest You could not afford to get a car done by
my family, pal, that's for sure - and, if you did, you
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wouldn't be able to drive it because you wouldn't
know how to.
Having issued that disclaimer, I suggest that the
rights of citizens must be paramount. It is a matter of
courtesy for governments to take that approach. The
honourable member for Altona has given effect to
that concern and provided the opportunity for
members opposite, particularly the honourable
member for Essendon. Dare I say it? I know he is
new and regards himself quite appropriately as a
oncer, but he has scuttled out of the house. He· is not
here for the debate and the record should show that.
He has had an opportunity to be a local hero. I am
sure if he had a little stuffing in him, that a party
with such a Significant majority would not mind if
he showed a brave heart on the issue and went to
the chieftains on the government side and said,
'Listen, I have to stick by my people here. This is
outrageous. You can't do these things. Besides I have
said in the local paper - well I have sort of
intimated, that I am really', as the Japanese say on
the one hand this but on the other hand that Here is
the opportunity for an honourable member to say,
'No, you can't treat my people like that You've got
to at least go and have a talk to them'. I am sure if he
went and saw King Jeffrey, the Premier, and said to
him, 'Listen sport, I've got a bit of a problem here.
Let me stand up for my electorate', he would be a
local hero. Instead he got up in Parliament, like the
oncer he is, and squibbed it! He made some totally
intelligible remarks about his position on the bill. He
needs to stick up for the people of Essendon.
Mrs Maddigan, who is the fine Labor Party
candidate - I believe she was a former Essendon
mayor - knows the area. She is well known in the
area. She has done the right thing.
The AcrING SPEAKER - Order! With the
greatest reluctance I ask the honourable member to
return to the bill rather than the domestic politics in
Essendon.

Mr BAKER - This is an opportunity, in relation
to this Crown land, for the honourable member for
Essendon to support the amendment proposed so
wisely by the honourable member for Altona. It will
ensure that there is some discussion about what
form of alternative uses, other than agricultural uses,
are allowed so that we can get a proper return on the
investment in this piece of land.
Most of all, the importance of this piece of land
relates to the notion of civic liberalism. It is one of
the few festivals we have left where people from
both sides of the track are inclined to get together in
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a sense of social equity, and for that reason I
strongly support it. If one looks at the way in which
Melbourne has developed by comparison with other
states of Australia one finds we tend to indulge in
holism, I believe it is called academically - that is,
getting together in groups. We tend to get together
in big groups for big festivals. We go to the grand
final in huge numbers - Sydney cannot match that.
We go to the theatre and, across the class structure,
we go to the Melbourne Cup in large numbers. No
other state has produced that effect.
Show Day, which is supported and subsidised
directly or indirectly by the state, is also of critical
importance. That is the point the government missed
when it shut down the Show Day holiday. It was not
a matter of business but it was a critical component
of the way in which our culture has developed and
our society works, and should work. Nevertheless I
have no difficulty in not opposing the bill.
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - I am happy to
follow the honourable members for Altona and
Sunshine in speaking on the Royal Agricultural
Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill. As they said, the
opposition is pleased to support the bill. The
honourable member for Altona will move an
amendment in the committee stage which will make
improvements to the bill. I congratulate the shadow
minister for her constructive and sensible
contribution and for her foreshadowed amendment
which will add strength and further substance and
which will mean the bill will receive support from
the community living in the area in which the
showgrounds are situated. I believe the opposition is
treating this matter constructively and properly. The
foreshadowed amendment reflects the original
intention of the bill.
The opposition supports the establishment of a new
corporation to oversee the Royal Melbourne Show. It
supports the new chief executive, Peter Payne, and
wishes him the best in his efforts to improve and
corporatise the show, to ensure that attendances,
which some reports have suggested have dropped
over successive years, are increased and that the
show becomes more popular by receiving greater
support both from the metropolitan and country
communities. There is substantial support and it will
be good to see that support increasing rather than
decreasing. We on this side of the house join with
the government in wishing the new chief executive
well in his task.
The foreshadowed amendment of the honourable
member for Altona will improve the bill; it will
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allow consultation on any issues that may arise
when the show grounds are used for broader
purposes rather than is currently the case. I refer in
particular to the provision that the society must take
all reasonable steps to consult with any person
having a right of occupation of any part of Essendon
or Flemington and it must consider any reasonable
representations by any such person. They are
sensible suggestions that will not affect the Royal
Melbourne Show. The provision will improve
community relations with this government and
future governments and with the society. It will
ensure that the events will receive the widest
possible support from the community.
The foreshadowed amendment is therefore sensible;
it recognises the fact that residents whose properties
adjoin the showgrounds come from separate
municipalities and that mechanisms are needed to
reinforce the necessity for consultation and goodwill
with the respective municipalities of Essendon and
Melbourne. The amendment does not require
consultation on every occasion, but only when there
are reasonable objections or substantive claims
about problems for residential areas. In a sense it
ensures that difficulties and problems can be heard
properly and considered appropriately by the
government of the day.
The honourable member for Essendon raised those
concerns publicly, as he should as an effective local
member. Any member who is representing his or
her area appropriately would quite rightly do so.
The honourable member for Essendon was quoted
in the Essendon Gazette of 17 October under the
headline 'Davis backs ban on racing'. The article
shows that he was representing his constituents by
ensuring that their quality of life was not diminished
by the holding of certain events. The article states:
Member for Essendon Mc !an Davis will oppose motor
sports at the Royal Melbourne Showgrounds until all
parties involved are satisfied the rights of nearby
residents will be protected.

The opposition agrees. The opposition seeks to
support the honourable member for Essendon in his
efforts as a good local member to ensure that those
things he would wish to have done will be done and
will be enshrined by the holding of the show.
Unfortunately the article goes on in a small
paragraph to say:
But his Liberal Party colleague, planning minister
Mc Maclellan, last week would not guarantee to oppose
a Melbourne council planning scheme change that
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would lift a 63-year-old ban on motor racing at the
showgrounds.

We assume that there has been significant lobbying
by the honourable member for Essendon and that he
has taken the matter up with the Minister for
Planning and other ministers to ensure that his
wishes are met. However, it is a pity that it is left to
the opposition instead of the government and his
own colleagues to support the honourable member
for Essendon and enshrine his wishes for his
electorate in legislation that will ensure for all time
that the residents of that area will be consulted as
part of the show process and their reasonable
concerns discussed and met by the government.
It is also useful and comforting to know that there is

bipartisan support in Essendon for the opposition's
proposal for improvements to the bill. As was
mentioned by the honourable members for
Sunshine, Altona and Pascoe Vale, the ALP
candidate for Essendon, Judy Maddigan, also joins
the local member in giving her weight to the need
for consultation before any show is undertaken if
there are legitimate concerns by residents.
A press release issued on 11 October by the ALP
candidate for Essendon, Judy Maddigan, states:
The Royal Agricultural Show-grounds Act 1931
specifically prohibited horseracing, pony racing, motor
car races, motorcycle races, and coursing such as
greyhound racing.
Mrs Maddigan said that this had provided protection
to residents from the nuisance of such activities as trail
bike riding and motorcycle racing in the past. With the
removal of this legislative protection the way is open
for the planning controls to be quickly removed and
any sort of activity undertaken.

Obviously and responsibly the opposition has taken
the views of the ALP candidate for Essendon into
account, while also undertaking a wider
responsibility to make sure that the broad activities
required of any metropolitan show bringing the
country to Melbourne are still undertaken. The
opposition has framed a set of amendments which I
think are sensible and which I would hope the
government supports. I know the honourable
member for Essendon supports them; only three
days ago on 20 October he said so in the Essendon
Gazette. I assume his view has not changed in three
days. I hope his extensive lobbying bears fruit.
Through his efforts we hope that not just the
opposition supports him but that the government
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also supports his public stance, which was outlined
in the Essendon Gazette and for which I congratulate
him.
I shall reflect on the act and the provisions contained
in it, which require proper consultation. If you look
at the minister's second-reading speech you will see
it states that the Royal Agricultural Show-grounds
Act 1931 specifically prohibits horseraces, pony
races, motor car races, motorcycle races, and so on. It
states:
The bill will remove the specific prohibitions and
ensure that the showgrounds, including the Crown
grant land, is subject to planning controls where there
is provision for amending the relevant planning
scheme following public review.

The act itself begs for and requires proper
consultation. Our proposition strengthens the intent
of the bill and gives support to both the honourable
member for Essendon and the ALP candidate for
Essendon, who seem unanimous in their view that
the concerns of the local residents of Flemington,
Melbourne and Essendon should be supported.
The show is an important and excellent event that
has a long history in Melbourne, and the opposition
supports it By supporting the bill the opposition is
showing tangible support for improving the bill.
I refer to one of the little-sung benefits of the show,
reported in the Herald Sun of 20 April 1994. The
article states:
A report on the Royal Melbourne Show has revealed
the event contributes $104 million to the Victorian
economy - eclipsing the net worth of the grand prix
and the air show combined.
The economic impact report, commissioned after

attendances had fallen 23 per cent in four years, also
called for a complete overhaul of the show format to
increase patronage.

To properly increase patronage you must ensure
that the residents support you. We do not want a
grand prix situation, and I do not think it will ever
get to that However, we do not want a situation
where part of Melbourne does not support the show;
that is not on.
The opposition's amendments are designed to
ensure that the residents join the rest of Victoria in
supporting the show, encouraging its activities and
increased patronage and ensuring that their
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legitimate concerns are recognised and heard by the
government - not just heard if the minister would
like them to be heard, but heard as a requirement of
the act, up front, before and enshrined in the act.
We do not want local issues and concerns not
properly addressed impeding the efforts of the show
and its new chief executive, Peter Payne. We do not
want any local efforts impeding the activity of the
show and we want to ensure it gets proper
patronage. The opposition's amendments will
ensure that the residents, ratepayers and those
adjoining the showgrOlUlds are included with the
rest of Victoria in the organisation of the show to
ensure it is a good event for the whole of Victoria.
The show's contribution will obviously be of not just
economic benefit; it will be bringing the country to
the city. It will exhibit what we are best at -our
agricultural actiVity. I hope and think that the new
chief executive will build on this, but it will be value
adding to our rural products and food produce and
will ensure that those things we do very well will be
promoted. We should be exporting, and the show
should be about that Obviously it has historically
been about sampling those things we do very well,
whether it is sampling exhibits of livestock or
exhibits of food produce or the manufacturing
process which adds value to the food production in
this state.

In that respect the opposition wishes the new chief
executive of the show, Peter Payne, well. It supports
the corporatisation and the transfer of lands and
assets to the new corporation. It supports the
attempts to increase patronage from what is a
disturbing fall of 23 per cent in the show
attendances. It also supports sensible improvements
to the show to make sure that it accurately
represents the gre!!t rural community of Victoria in
Melbourne and the great value adding of the rural
community which happens in an exhibit in
Melbourne once a year. The opposition also hopes
that there is enormous support for that right across
Victoria including, as the honourable member for
Essendon and the ALP candidate for Essendon have
indicated, the local residents who would have been
included in it I hope that in the spirit of goodwill
the opposition's amendments to the bill and the
consequential improvements will be supported.
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) - I wish to make a couple of
observations and to place on the record my concerns
about the use of the profits of the showground land,
which one of the amendments is about, and about
the application for a planning scheme on the
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showground land. Those two things go hand in
glove in the modem type of thinking and rationale
behind the user-pays principle of getting the
maximum out of public assets and profits.
That leads me to the events during the year. We
heard a lot about the Royal Melbourne Show, for
which Melbumians, the whole of Victoria and
Australia are renowned. The event brings the
countryside to the city and is looked forward to by a
lot of members on both sides of the house, because
the house does not sit in show week. Although we
abolished the public holiday, Victorians are still able
to attend.
I am concerned about three issues. First, everything
is now driven to make extra profit and extra money.

Second, if the planning scheme is changed, it may be
uneconomical to allow community groups and
organisations that now use the facilities to stage
events during the year. The corporatisation of the
Royal Agricultural Society may result in an increase
in fees and charges for users. With privatisation in
the future people will start to think that as company
directors and shareholders they must boost the
profits from the use of showgrounds facilities. It
might price out the Octoberfest that is on now and
other community festivals that have taken place in
the past. There may be an increase in parking fees
and hiring charges for pavilions used by a number
of community groups and organisations during
periods other than the Royal Show. Those events do
not make a big profit. If the planning permits
change, car racing and other similar events may be
more profitable and other people who want to use
the show grounds facilities will be priced out.
Some years ago I had a problem with car parking
when the Maltese community was leasing the
pavilions to run its festival. Members of the bands
and other people who were perfonning free of
charge did not get passes for their cars to enter the
show grounds and they had to pay the parking fees.
On many occasions organisers of community events
in particular and the people who participate in and
perform at such events are not charged for car
parking. There were lots of letters going to and fro
and negotiations before the matter was resolved.
What will be the cost to the community to lease the
pavilions?
The government's move towards making higher
profits also applies to Brimbank Park which is now
run by the corporatised board of works, Melbourne
Parks and Waterways. There is a proposal for a
24-hour reception and function centre at Brimbank
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Park. So we are going into business and forgetting
about the original concept of a park for the people.
Again the charges will be imposed on the users.
Although such parks are owned by all members of
the community - and in many cases they have been
built by the community - we are being priced out
of using the facilities that exist in our wonderful city
of Melbourne.
Those sorts of things concern me about the proposed
use of the showgrounds. Even now when large
events are held at the showgrounds there are some
traffic problems. It is important that the gates of
venues are well patrolled so that local residents are
not inconvenienced. If car racing and motorcycle
racing are to be held at the showgrounds it is likely
that such events will be held on Friday nights. They
will be the most popular and profitable nights
because Saturday nights are already taken up by
other venues. The events will disturb the
surrounding community, particularly cars attending
those events, parking in the surrounding streets and
leaving the area late at night.
I have had a long association with community
groups using the show grounds and people living in
the surrounding area. Local residents and business
people have made representations to me about those
issues. They are quite happy with the way the
show grounds are being used now, particularly the
extent to which the community has had use of the
showgrounds facilities. It costs a lot to maintain the
facility during the year and we are fortunate that the
Royal Agricultural Society has done a good job in
building, maintaining and refurbishing the complex
on an annual basis. The showgrounds are an asset to
Melbourne and are appreciated by both urban and
country people.
It concerns me that we might eventually lose the link
with our agricultural and farming community,
which now displays its products at the Royal Show.
I do not want the showgrounds to become a
completely commercial operation under new
management and new thinking. That would be a sad
loss because Melbourne would lose part of its
culture and heritage. Can anyone imagine taking the
Melbourne Cup race meeting away from Flemington
and running it in country Victoria or even Sydney?
Unfortunately commercial pressures can take over
and eventually the Royal Melbourne Show, which is
the main focus and original reason for the
establishment of the show grounds, may lose out to
other more profitable events.
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I ask the minister to consider the amendment that
the opposition will move in the committee stage
because community consultation in that area is
important, particularly with the planning scheme
changes. We should ensure that we have as our
main priority at the showgrounds the Royal
Agricultural Show. The show grounds must also be
available for the use of communities during the year.
It is important that the facilities be self-funding and
that the show survives, but we must not become too
entrepreneurial with a focus on money at all costs,
just to make a profit out of it. Management and
directors can be single-minded in their aim to
achieve profits and can become more interested in
their bonuses at the end of the year, increases in
their pay and renewed contracts rather than the
reason for the establishment of the showgrounds. I
express concern about that issue because the
government may overlook this important
community asset.
All Victorians have benefited from the holding of the
Royal Agricultural Show at the showgrounds. I
recall the joy expressed on the face of city children
when they go to the animal nursery and have the
chance to see and touch many animals. We should
not lose sight of the fact that money is not
everything today. We should attempt to develop a
healthy and wealthy community by ensuring that
our society is enriched by offering a fair share of city
and country life to everyone. I urge the government
to support the amendment foreshadowed by the
opposition.
MrW. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - I thank the honourable members for
Altona, Sunshine, Williamstown, Pascoe Vale,
Keilor, Mildura and Essendon for their contributions
to the debate. It was pleasing to hear all speakers
support the principles of the bill. The three major
purposes are, firstly, to transfer the benefit of the
Crown grant land from the Royal Agricultural
Society of Victoria to a company limited by
guarantee called RASV Ltd; secondly, to remove
certain prohibitions on the use of the Crown grant
land which forms part of the showgrounds; and
thirdly, to enable the land for which the prohibitions
have been removed to be subject to planning
controls.
It is fair to say that over the years with the change of

emphasis on field days in the country much of the
static farm machinery has been taken away from the
Royal Melbourne Show. That has opened up
opportunities for people involved in direct
agricultural production to have static machinery
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available on field days along with the practical
demonstrations. Some of those exhibits have been
lost by the Royal Agricultural Show. The big farm
machinery, headers and so on, are now being
exhibited at field days in practical situations. The
Royal Agricultural Society probably moved away
from being totally dependent on agriculture to being
more of a fair.

It is very pleasing to note that at this year's show the
decline in attendance of past years was arrested. The
1994 show had a 6 per cent increase in attendance
over last year - that is, more than 660 000 people
went to the show. The increase was achieved as a
result of a couple of initiatives by Keith Buchanan.
Rather than having a large council that had to agree
to every initiative he proposed, he has established a
much smaller committee. He has also brought in a
new chief executive, Peter Payne. It was pleasing to
hear all honourable members speak in glowing
terms of Peter Payne and the interest and new
motivation that he has brought to the Royal
Agricultural Society.
I will address a couple of the key points that were
made. The honourable member for Essendon made a
relevant point when he said that events at the
showgrounds would benefit the people of Essendon.
He said that job opportunities may become available
for people who live close by. There will be
opportunities for casual employment, because most
events are staged over intervals. The honourable
member for Essendon referred particularly to job
opportunities for young people. In most cases
people living close by are the first cabs off the rank,
so to speak, when opportunities for casual work
arise. He said also any events staged at the
showgrounds would be of benefit to the people of
Victoria in general.
The honourable member for Sunshine said that to
maintain the capital assets of the showgrounds we
must look at alternative uses of the area. I agree that
when you have assets you have to look at alternative
uses for them. If the assets are to be developed and
improved, you must have events and the
throughput of people to ensure the revenue stream
is available to maintain and improve those assets.
The honourable member for SWlShine moved away
from the contents of the bill when he spoke about
farmers and their productive capacities. I take up
that pOint. Although the honourable member for
Sunshine did not deny that farmers have good
productivity capacities, he questioned the ability of
farmers to market their products. Recently I was
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reading a speech by one of our leading agricultural
science reporters, Or Julian Cribb. He said farmers
who did not receive part of their incomes post-fann
gate will be lucky to survive beyond 2000. The
honourable member for Altona agrees with that
comment It is perhaps a little different from the
position of the honourable member for Sunshine,
who said farmers did not have the capacity to
market their products.
Bill Hill, chairman of Bonlac, Frank Stewart,
chairman of Murray Goulburn and Michael
Shanahan, chairman of Pivot, are all practising
farmers. Those cooperatives are doing much better
than many of the high-flying companies that crashed
during the 1980s. We ought to reflect on the
messages coming from their successes.
We ought to also look at some of the high fliers,
including those involved with W A Inc. Although the
concepts behind the VEOC were right, we only have
to look at the lack of management skills and some of
the loans that were made to see that the corporation
did not make the grade and does not compare
favourably with any of the cooperatives I have
referred to.
It is short-sighted to say, as the honourable member
for Sunshine did, that farmers cannot handle the
marketing side of their products. He was critical of
the honourable member for Essendon not being in
the house. The honourable member for Essendon is
here, but the honourable member for Sunshine is not
to be seen!

A lot of the discussion was about the amendment
suggested by the honourable member for Altona. I
will not address it at this stage but wait until she
formally moves it. I know she is committed to it.

It has been pleasing to hear the comments of
members of the opposition in both the upper house
and this place who support the legislative change,
which will allow the Royal Agricultural Society to
go forward with some degree of confidence. Some
time during November or December the society will
be bringing forward for government decision a
master plan with new initiatives and directions.
The reference by members of the opposition to the
abolition of the Show Day holiday is ill-founded,
considering that the attendance at the show was up
by some 6 per cent. Although 660 000 is a lot of
people over a l<k:iay period, it is only 20 per cent of
Melbourne's population. The show is an
opportunity for city people to look at and get a feel

for what agriculture is all about. This year the focus
was on the pig industry. Next year other initiatives
will be introduced, with the focus on other fann
animals and production systems. The Royal
Agricultural Society will bring forward those
initiatives, which I am sure they already have in
their sights.
For a number of years the Royal Agricultural Society
has asked for new legislation so that it can change its
management operation and stage other and more
varied events at the showgrounds, which
undoubtedly will generate revenue. When those two
things are put together, this is a plus for the Royal
Agricultural Society. I believe it can be a plus for the
people in the immediate vicinity and a plus for
Melbourne and Victoria.
I thank all honourable members for their
contributions.

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.

Committee
Clauses 1 to 4 agreed to.
Clause 5
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - I move:
1.

Clause 5, after line 32 insert"4A.Royal Agricultural Society to consult
persons affected
Before undertaking or staging any new event for
the purpose of recreation, entertainment or
amusement in respect of any year, the Royal
Agricultural Society must (a) take all reasonable steps to consult with any
owner or occupier of land in the City of
Essendon;and
(b) consider any reasonable representations

made by any such person.".

I believe the amendment is needed to require the
Royal Agricultural Society of Victoria to consult
with local residents who may be affected as a result
of the society undertaking and staging new events.
Under the bill the requirements for public
consultation under planning scheme
amendment L60 do not specifically cater for the local
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residents, those most affected by any new activities.
They need to have a say in the planning process.
I believe that results from the fact that the
show grounds now fall within the enlarged
Melbourne municipality and not the Essendon
municipality. The amendment seeks to redress the
situation and ensure a public consultation process
for residents living in the area bordering the
showgrounds.
I am sorry the honourable member for Es.sendon is
not free to express the concerns of the people he
represents in this house. The opposition has
proposed this amendment at the request of the
people of Essendon as a result of representations
made by the ALP candidate, Judy Maddigan. It is
with the full agreement of honourable members on
this side of the house that the voice of the Essendon
people be heard in this matter. I recommend the
amendment to the house.
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - We only have to look at the bill or
the second-reading speech to read the bill's three
major purposes, which all members who spoke
during the second-reading debate agreed with. The
third purpose is:
... to enable the land for which the prohibitions have
been removed. to be subject to planning controls.

The second-reading speech spells out very clearly
the fact that planning controls still apply to activities
within the show grounds precinct. I am well aware
that the showgrounds are bordered by Epsom and
Langs roads, which separate the Essendon and
Melbourne city councils.
I cannot see that the amendment would achieve
anything of value. It is probably fair to say that each
of us has 6, 10 or 12 constituents who always give us
a hard time. They are always in the electorate office
complaining about every change, whether they are
from my side of politics or the Labor side. They will
always be there to raise one complaint or another.
If the amendment were accepted, it would open the

door to anyone who wanted to complain. The Royal
Agricultural Society would be subject to those sorts
of people continually traipsing up to the door of
Peter Payne to put their points of view, even though
the amendment contains the words 'take all
reasonable steps' and 'consider any reasonable
representations'.
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To give a further reason why I cannot accept the
amendment I refer to a letter sent to me on 14 June
1994 by Peter Seamer, chief executive of the City of
Essendon.
The City of Essendon believes that the recision of the
1931 act is entirely appropriate subject to new
complementary controls being introduced into the
Melbourne planning scheme that echo the range of
land use controls that are currently set out in various
parts of the 1931 regulation.

Further, the Minister for Planning wrote to Mr J.
Davison, from Sandown International Motor
Raceway, who has an interest in staging speedway
races at the showgrounds. This is what the Minister
for Planning said:
If the act be amended, I will prepare and exhibit an
amendment to the Melbourne planning scheme to
allow motor vehicle events subject to a planning
permit. The amendment will follow the normal
exhibition process, and I will refer any submission
to an independent panel if the issues cannot be
resolved.

The letter spells out very clearly the fact that if the
issues cannot be resolved they will go to an
independent panel. I believe that safeguards the
people of Essendon far better than the amendment,
which, as I say, would allow people to knock on the
door of Peter Payne at any time and object to any
event that may be being staged there. It would even
allow those people to complain about something
going on at the Royal Agricultural Show.
The honourable member for Essendon was
influential in helping me understand what the
amendment was about. He told the house he had
brought together members of the Department of
Agriculture and the Department of Planning and
Development and the mayor and chief executive of
the Essendon City Council to have a discussion
about all this. He told the house that they are in
favour of the legislation. I do not think any local
member seeking to represent his constituents could
have been any fairer or more honest in undertaking
that process, which I believe was absolutely correct
and thorough.
The amazing thing about the honourable member
for Essendon is that if the amendment had not been
proposed he most probably would not have spoken.
But when he saw the opportunity to clarify the issue,
he quickly got to his feet to raise a point of order.
The honourable member has not tried to play
politics but has made a very good contribution.
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I thank. the shadow minister for proposing the
amendment for our consideration. I understand that
she has done so in good faith, but I cannot say the
amendment would help the legislation. It certainly
would not help the Royal Agricultural Society for
the reasons I have outlined. It would be a hindrance
because it would open the door to people with
ulterior motives - they may not even come from
Essendon - who would be a nuisance to the good
administration of the Royal Agricultural Society.
Ms Marple interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - No, but it could involve
taking any reasonable steps. The amendment says:
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councils. Who says there is no point in the
honourable member for Essendon sharing
information with the mayor and the council! He
called them in and sat around the table and went
through the process with them - and they went
away pleased with the result.
As early as June the City of Essendon wrote to the
Minister for Agriculture saying it understood the
concerns about local people being consulted and
having an opportunity to have their say and that its
views would be included in the discussions that
followed the Minister for Planning exhibiting any
proposed amendments to the L60 planning scheme.
The amendment states, in part:

... the Royal Agricultural Society must (a) take all reasonable steps to consult with any owner
or occupier of land in the City of Essendon; and
(b) consider any reasonable representations made by

any such person.

It would open up the door and give a lot of people
the opportunity to take up too much of the time of
the chief executive and the committee of the Royal
Agricultural Society, preventing them from getting
on with more progressive and positive things.

Mr BILDSTIEN (Mildura) - I cannot
understand the comment the minister made about
the honourable member for Altona bringing the
amendment into this place in good faith. I do not
accept that It is a nonsensical amendment, an
absolute joke. It is a political joke! The honourable
member is trying to score some very cheap points at
the expense of the honourable member for
Essendon, a hard-working and diligent member of
this place. He represents his people far better than
the Labor candidate does. All she is doing is
posturing.
Ms Marple interjected.
Mr BILDSTIEN - Okay, how many letters from
the candidate are on the file of the Minister for
Agriculture or the file of the department - none
whatsoever.
What action has the honourable member for
Essendon taken? He has been speaking to the
Minister for Agriculture. He has been speaking to
me and to the department He has been speaking to
the Minister for Planning. Not only that, he
convened a meeting of all the interested parties. He
included representatives of the planning and
agriculture ministers and representatives of the

... the Royal Agricultural Society must (a) take all reasonable steps to consult with any owner
or occupier of land in the City of Essendon ...

How many of them - tens of thousands of
landowners? What does the honourable member for
Altona say? She wants the RAS to go to the expense
of having to contact tens of thousands of people.
How much will that cost? What a burden and a
hindrance on the RAS!
What a contrast to the support other opposition
members have given the legislation, particularly the
support shown in the other place. During debate in
the other place, the Honourable Pat Power
supported the legislation wholeheartedly, without
suggesting any change, as did the Honourable Ucia
Kokocinski. She spoke at length about motor racing,
a sport she is obviously paSSionately involved in and
wants to see at the show grounds.
Clearly, there is a split in the Labor Party about
whether events such as those should occur at the
showgrounds.
Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
Mr BILDSTIEN - The minister reminds me it is
not a big political issue. This is a cheap and
miserable political stunt to try to score points at the
expense of the honourable member for Essendon,
who will not be sucked into responding to the drivel
from the opposition. He can sleep with an easy
conscience knowing he has represented his
constituents. He knows he convened a meeting in
which all the interested parties participate. He
knows he has done the right thing.
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What has Ms Maddigan done? She has grabbed a
quick headline, but she has taken no action. She
obviously is a woman of no substance because - Mr Mildenhall interjected. -

Mr BILDSTIEN - Nobody has heard about her
putting a submission to the government. The
Maddigan amendment has been moved by the
honourable member for Altona.1t is a cheap political
stunt; it is a joke and nonsense. The members of the
RAS would cringe at the thought of having to talk to
tens of thousands of people.
Let's say they did talk to them all. What would you
do then? Would you want 70 000 responses? Say
opinion is fifty-fifty. What would you do then? You
still have to make a decision. The people will have
their say through the processes available to them
when the proposed amendments to the planning
scheme are advertised.
The honourable member for Essendon will not be
sucked in by this nonsensical challenge issued by the
opposition. He will vote with the minister and
members of the government against this nonsense
amendment.
Mr Seitz interjected.

Mr BILDSTIEN - The amendment is ridiculous
in the extreme. There is no way the government will
support it. The honourable member for Altona
knows that to even introduce it is a joke. She does
not in all sincerity support her amendment; she
knows it is a joke. She knows it is a political stunt.
There is absolutely no way we can accept it, as the
minister has said.
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - The amendment
is an attempt to strengthen the bill and ensure that
residents in Essendon and Flemington are consulted
and are part of the show. It will make sure that their
concerns are heard, that any ongoing objections are
not ignored and that they can support what is a
fantastic event
1bat is why in a spirit of cooperation the opposition
wishes to reinforce the comments made by the
honourable member for Essendon, which were
reported as recently as 17 October in the Essendon
Gazette. He is reported as saying he had concerns
about motor racing at the showgrounds. In
proposing the amendment the opposition supports
the comments of the honourable member for
Essendon. It also supports the ALP candidate for
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Essendon, Judy Maddigan, in her attempts to gain a
satisfactory outcome for the area.
The amendment requires not just voluntary steps
such as those taken by the honourable member for
Essendon or other interested parties but that the
Royal Agricultural Society 'take all reasonable steps
to consult with any owner or occupier of land'. That
does not mean ongoing negotiations or consultations
but letters being sent to them - Mr W. D. McGrath - Somebody has to answer
the letter.
Mr BRACKS - Yes, but it may just mean putting
a small public advertisement in the Essendon Gazette.
It is not an onerous requirement; the opposition is
just being responsible. It is not asking the RAS to do
anything that it should not reasonably have to do.
In part the amendment states 'consider any
reasonable representations': the word 'consider' is
important. It is all about making sure the views of
the ratepayers are heard. It will not impose any
penalties on the RAS. It is aimed at ensuring that the
residents of Flemington and Essendon feel part of
the show, that they are consulted. It asks the RAS
only to 'consider any reasonable representations',
not take action. The amendment is reasonable and
important; if it is accepted, obviously justice will
prevail.

The show society is a reasonable organisation. This
is not a frivolous amendment put forward just for
the sake of playing politics; it is an attempt to
support the bill. It is an attempt to ensure that the
bill is supported by residents. It is an attempt to
ensure tha t the legi tima te comments of the
honourable member for Essendon three days ago in
the Essendon Gazette are upheld by the opposition
and, we hope, supported by the government in a
change of heart. The amendment is an attempt by
the opposition to ensure that the legislation includes
a moderate amendment framed by the shadow
Minister for Agriculture after much discussion. The
amendment is in the spirit of the bill and we hope it
will be supported. It is in no sense an attempt to
divide or antagonise.
The disappointment is that the government has not
accepted a reasonable proposition from the
opposition. I ask for it to be considered properly, not
as a political stunt but in the spirit in which it is put
forward: as a proper, strengthening amendment.
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Mr DAVIS (Essendon) - I do not know who
drafted this amendment, but I do not believe that
person should take on the job of parliamentary
counsel. It is the most wide-ranging piece of
nonsense I have every read. It states:
Before undertaking or staging any new event for the
purpose of recreation, entertainment or amusement ...

If a person wants to put in a fairy floss stall, does he
have to write to everyone in Essendon to ask
whether he can do it? That is absolutely ridiculous.
The City of Essendon extends to Strathmore. That is
5 kilometres from the show grounds. Is it relevant to
ask people 5 kilometres from the showgrounds
whether that person can set up a fairy floss stall?
I wonder why the honourable member for
Melbourne is not here. Quite a bit of Flemington is a
dashed sight closer than some parts of Essendon.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr DAVIS - One of you could have represented
him. Why does the opposition single out only
Essendon? It is trying to pull a political stunt, and it
will not work.

What happened with this amendment? Did you
come to me with it? Did you come to me and say,
'Ian, could we talk to you? We have a little bit of a
problem and we have an idea'. Did you go to the
minister? Not on your life! You went to the
newspapers with a press release from Judy
Maddigan on Tuesday. That is where you went with
your amendment The first time I saw the
amendment was in the house. Is that consultation?

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr DAVIS - I have seen a fair bit of
grandstanding this afternoon. I will say one thing the people of Essendon do not appreciate
grandstanding. I refuse to grandstand. I will work
for Essendon quietly and I will achieve something.
Judy Maddigan can have another shot at me. I beat
her last time. I will beat her next time, don't you
worry about that.

Mr THOMSON (pascoe Vale) - We are putting
forward an amendment that involves the
community in consultation. There is talk of a letter,
advertisement or public notice. There are all sorts of
ways that there can be this kind of consultation. The
government says that this is a stunt. There is an easy
way to get around that. You adopt and support it.
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You can say, 'Yes, you are right. We don't want any
politics'.
The ACfING CHAIRMAN (Mr
Cunningham) - Order! The honourable member
will address the Chair.
Mr THOMSON - The government could
support the amendment. It would then be passed
with the support of both sides of the house and put
into effect. That is the right way to go about it.
Government members talk about consultation.
Consultation can take place in this committee stage.
There is the opportunity for the government to say,
'Yes, this is a strong amendment. What the
opposition puts forward has merit and we will
support it'.
I expected the honourable member for Mildura to
oppose this amendment because he has an appalling
track record in looking after his electorate. He sold
out Mildura. He has cost the people of Mildura their
train line. Now he says to the people of Essendon,
We don't care what you think either'. That is typical
of the honourable member for Mildura.
Mr Bildstien interjected.
The AcrING CHAIRMAN -Order! The
honourable member for Mildura is out of his place
and disorderly.
Mr THOMSON - That is typical of the
honourable member for Mildura and that is why he
made that contribution this afternoon. It is a great
pity that he has stood over the honourable member
for Essendon and said, 'No, you cannot cross the
floor or express your own view'. He said, The
honourable member for Essendon will support our
bill and oppose the amendment'. He has persuaded
the honourable member for Essendon to describe the
amendment as nonsense and a stunt in the same
way as the honourable member for Mildura has
described the amendment, but he is not doing the
honourable member for Essendon any favours.
The honourable member for Essendon needs to
stand up for his electorate. Nothing the honourable
members for Mildura or Essendon say can disguise
the fact that the honourable member for Essendon is
selling out his electorate by failing to support the
amendment that the opposition has moved.
Mr Finn interjected.
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The ACTING CHAIRMAN - Order! The
honourable member for Tullamarine is disorderly.
Mr THOMSON - We need a member for
Essendon like Judy Maddigan who will represent
this electorate properly, provide quality
representation and ensure that local people are
looked after. The sort of work that she, Barry Gough
and other people in the City of Essendon are doing
needs the support of this house.
The opposition put up this amendment because we
believe the people of Essendon are entitled to be
consulted, although government members refuse to
accept that. We would like the Minister for
Agriculture to adopt the amendment or come up
with a similar amendment himself. In any event, all
members of the house should support this
amendment because it involves activities that affect
people living in the vicinity of the showgroWlds.
They are entitled to better support than that
provided through the bill.
Mr COOPER (Mornington) - I have a high
regard for the Minister for Agriculture but, like the
honourable member for Mildura, I am afraid 1 have
to disagree with the minister: this amendment has
certainly not been brought forward in any way other
than in a spirit of political mischief.
I was amazed to hear the contribution of the
honourable member for Pascoe Vale, who
incorrectly accused the honourable member for
Essendon of deserting his electorate. This comes
from a man who is walking away from his
electorate. He is not only deserting his electorate but
also this Parliament in an attempt to get to Canberra.
He stands up here, with the greatest hypocrisy, and
accuses another member of deserting his electorate.
That accusation could come from the mouth of any
other member on the Labor Party side of the
Parliament and we might say, 'Oh well, he has made
that accusation', but coming from the honourable
member for Pascoe Vale that is a raw deal indeed.
This political corpse is still talking in this house.
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - On a point of order, 1
ask that those aspersions be withdrawn.
Mr RICHARD SON (Forest Hill) -On the point
of order, the honourable member for Altona has
been here for quite a while, but she has taken no
interest in the proceedings of the house because she
simply does not know what the forms of the house
are. The most fundamental thing the honourable
lady should understand is that she cannot claim for
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a group insult. It is not groupies time. She cannot
take offence at something said about somebody else.
The point of order is stupid and ignorant and should
be thrown where it belongs.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN -Order! The
honourable member for Altona has objected to
words used by the honourable member for
Morrungton. 1 ask the honourable member to
withdraw those words.
Mr COOPER (Mornington) - I withdraw my
description of the honourable member for Pascoe
Vale as a political corpse that continues to talk, just
because I want to get on to the substance of the
argument. The amendment shows absolute
stupidity. One wonders what went on in Labor
Party rooms when it was decided, somewhere
between the other place and here, to draw up this
amendment. What kind of brainstorming caused
this? Who dreamed this up?
Did the honourable member for Altona dream it up?
What happened? Did she get out of bed in the
morning and say,'1 have just had a good idea'. It
must have been a pretty bad day when she had that
idea because the amendment is absolutely hopeless.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr COOPER - Yes, a nightmare from Altona!
We have the amendment. The honourable member
for Williamstown tried to clean it up by avoiding
quoting from the first part of it. He tried to say it is
about reasonable consultation.
Mr Thomson interjected.
Mr COOPER - I hear the corpse is still talking
over there; it is amazing! The guts of the amendment
says that before undertaking or staging any new
event the Royal Agricultural Society must consult
with any owner or occupier of land in the City of
Essendon. Do they think they are doing the people
of the City of Essendon or the society a favour?
Certainly not! As the honourable member for
Essendon so correctly said, it could be argued that if
a fairy floss machine were installed it could be
argued in court that it was a new event. Therefore, if
the amendment was agreed to and a new fairy floss
machine was installed, the society would have to
consult with every owner or occupier of land in the
City of Essendon - thousands of them would have
to be consulted. What does the opposition mean by
the word' consulted'? Does it mean the society must
telephone them all or write to them or knock on
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every door? You haven't got the intelligence to put
in what consultation actually means!
Ms Marple - I know!

Mr COOPER - You know do you? Why didn't
you tell us?

The CHAIRMAN - Order! This is disgraceful.
The committee will come to order. Cross
interjections of that level are not acceptable. The
honourable member for MOmington, continuing
with some sort of reasonable debate.
Mr COOPER - We heard an admission by
interjection from the honourable member for Altona.
She knows what she means but she has failed to
convey that in her amendment. She moved this
useless amendment that could cost the society
hundreds of thousands of dollars a year. Don't tell
me it can't happen. We know there are knockers in
the community who want to stop anything no
matter what it is! They would want to force the
society into a massive consultation process no
matter what happened at the showgrounds. As has
been explained by the minister, the reality is that the
processes to protect the local residents around the
showgrounds are already in place through the
Minister for Plaruting. These people have not been
deserted. They have not been left to put up with
whatever the RAS wants to turn on at the
showgrounds. TIlat will not happen. They are
protected already.
This is a piece of cheap political grandstanding
occasioned, as the honourable member for Essendon
rightly exposed, because the ALP candidate for
Essendon put out a press release. So the honourable
member for Altona had her hand forced to backup
the ALP candidate for Essendon and introduced this
hurriedly drawn up, ridiculous and stupid
amendment. The amendment deserves its fate. It
will fail, not because it was moved by the
honourable member for Altona or by the opposition,
but because it is stupid.
If the honourable member for Altona has any
thoughts during her remaining days in this place her days are numbered because her party sacked
her - and if she ever wants to move any more
amendments she should talk to people with some
intelligence about the contents of the amendmenl If
this is the best the Labor Party can do it has no hope
for its political future.
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The honourable member for Coburg can sit down; I
am not finished yet. I am now encouraged by the
enthusiasm of the honourable member for Coburg.
For the benefit of the honourable member for
Coburg, because I am sure he would want some
good advice, I would like to see some concentration
on the words in the amendment. Because the
honourable member for Coburg will be the next
speaker for the opposition, I should like him to
explain to the committee what he believes to be the
meaning of the words 'before undertaking or staging
any new event that the Royal Agricultural Society
must consult with any owner or occupier in the City
of Essendon'. I would be surprised if the honourable
member did not believe that was an onerous
requirement on the RAS. I want him or someone
from the opposition side to explain to the committee
why that is not an onerous requirement.
It is clear from the earlier interjection of the
honourable member for Altona that she has a view
about this meaning, but obviously she did not make
that clear when she moved her amendment. Perhaps
it would have been better to have included that in
the amendment. As he is about to leap to his feet, I
ask the honourable member for Coburg to
concentrate on those words. We on this side of the
house will be very interested in what he has to say.

Mr CARLI (Coburg) - I felt compelled to join the
debate about the amendment. I find it extraordinary
that the hotheads on the government side have
decided to attack not only the amendment but also
the honourable member who moved the amendment
and the entire opposition. We entered the debate in
support of the legislation, and it was accepted in
good faith that we supported the legislation. What
we tried to do - I was part of the discussion with
the opposition shadow Minister for Agriculture in
caucus -was to ensure that the legislation
contained the basic principles of consultation, given
that the show grounds will become a major venue, a
major focus for entertainment and a whole host of
other activities.
In a reasonable way we framed an amendment that
sought to involve local residents. We used
reasonable language. The word 'reasonable' has
been used on a number of occasions in other
legislation such as the planning and environment
act, which dealt with consultation. The amendment
will be moved in good faith. Members on the
government side should not use it as an opportunity
to have a go at or blast the opposition. It has also put
the honourable member for Essendon in a rather
awkward situation. He has been reported in the
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Essendon Gazette as defending the interests of local
residents and his electorate, and I give him credit for
that. He now finds himseU in a debate where the
very notion of consultation and the taking of
reasonable steps to consult or make reasonable
representations is thrown out the window. It is
attacked and condemned as nothing more than
cheap political grandstanding by the opposition. I
find that appalling.
'Reasonable consultation' merely means an
advertisement placed in the local newspaper calling
a meeting. All we are asking for is a simple and basic
process. The government is unreasonable. We are
dealing with an unreasonable government that has
thrown the whole issue of representation and
discussion out the window. It has left the
honourable member for Essendon totally isolated in
an awkward position. His colleagues have
condemned the notion of consultation and they have
condemned our good faith in moving the
amendment, which is an unenviable situation for the
honourable member.
I feel for him at this very moment, but the
amendment was put forward in good faith. We
support the amendment as a reasonable attempt to
involve people, nothing more than that. It has
wording not dissimilar from that in other legislation
which recognises the rights for consultation of
residents of areas adjoining entertainment venues or
where other events are occurring.
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Clark. Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Oavis, Mr (Telltr)
Dean, Or
Doyle, Mr (Telltr)
Elder,Mr
Elliott,Mrs
Finn, Mr
Gude.Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffernan, Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper, Mr
JenkiIls, Mr
John, Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan, Mr

Napthine. Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips,Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry, Mr
Steggall,Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner,Mr
Wade, Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Amendment negatived.
Clause agreed to; preamble agreed to.
Reported to house without amendment.
Passed remaining stages.

With those few words I say that I find the whole
debate offensive because we have attempted to
provide something in good faith for consideration
by the government.
Committee divided on amendment:

CRIMES (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - I move:

Ayes, 19
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Bracks, Mr
Brumby,Mr
'Carli,Mr
Coghill, Or
Cunningham, Mr
Hamilton, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Loney,Mr
Marple,Ms

Micallef,Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr (Te/ltr)
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan, Or (Telltr)
Wilson,Mrs

Noes, 56
Ashley,Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr

Maclellan, Mr
McNamara,Mr
M:jughan,Mr

That this bill be now read a second time.

BACKGROUND
It is government policy to address violence in our
society. The bill implements some of the
recommendations of the Violence Against Women
Taskforce, one of the three taskforces which fonn
part of the Victorian Community Council Against
Violence. It also increases the penalty for arson and
creates offences relating to hoax explosive devices
and product contamination.
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STALKING
It is the intention of this provision to offer protection
to people who have been followed, placed under
surveillance, contacted, or been sent offensive items
in circumstances where the offender intends to cause
the person physical or mental harm or apprehension
or fear for his or her safety, or that of another
person. The current criminal law does not
adequately provide protection for people in these
circumstances. Under the criminal law the offender
must actually threaten or physically attack the
victim before there is any redress.
The introduction of stalking legislation is consistent

with the position in other states. Queensland, the
Northern Territory, South Australia and New South
Wales have all recently introduced stalking
legislation.
Stalking is practised by a range of individuals in
very different circumstances. Consultation has
revealed the diversity of situations where people
have been stalked and the strong support for not
limiting the legislation to any particular group.
Nevertheless, it is true to say that the legislation will
be particularly useful in protecting women from
harassment and other threats to their physical and
mental safety by former partners or strangers. The
legislation is not intended to cover persons who, in
an official capacity, are engaged in activities such as
keeping a person under surveillance. An example of
this would be a member of the Victoria Police who is
following a suspect as part of his or her policing
duties.
Consultation has also revealed that some members
of the community, although not intending to cause
harm to the person who is the object of their
attention, by their behaviour cause that person
anxiety and fear for their safety. The behaviour may
arise out of a mistaken belief that the attention is
welcomed by the victim or that it is an appropriate
and acceptable manner of expressing a romantic
interest.
In these situations it will only be an offence if that
person knew, or in all the particular circumstances
ought to have known, that his or her behaviour was
likely to cause harm, fear or apprehension in the
other person. 'This enables the court to consider
factors such as the alleged offender's age,
intellectual capacity and cultural background when
determining culpability.
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It is not intended that a person who is incapable of
understanding that his or her behaviour would be
likely to cause another person harm, fear or
apprehension will be convicted of the offence of
stalking. In some cases the activity such as following
may not be directed at the victim. The offender may
direct his or her behaviour to a person about whose
health or custody the victim would reasonably be
expected to be concerned, such as a child or spouse
of the intended victim, usually with the knowledge
that such behaviour will cause the victim anxiety or
fear for the safety of that child or spouse. 1his is
covered by the new offence.

The bill also enables the court to utilise the
procedure already in place in the Crimes (Family
Violence) Act to make an intervention order. Such
an order can be made where the court is satisfied, on
the balance of probabilities, that a person has stalked
another person and is likely to continue to do so or
to stalk again. This will offer protection from
harassment for persons who have been stalked. It is
especially important in situations where a person
may not have been charged with stalking, or will not
be charged perhaps because the person suffers from
a mental disability, but continues to engage in
behaviour which causes the victim harm,
apprehension or fear.
The new offence will close a loophole in the criminal
law, bring Victoria in line with other states and
provide greater physical and mental safety for
members of the community.

INTERVENTION ORDERS
Significant community concern has been expressed
about the problem of domestic violence. It is a
problem to which the criminal justice system should
respond quickly and firmly and is in line with
current social developments. At present intervention
orders are limited to spouses and de facto spouses,
people related to each other and those who are
ordinarily members of the same household.
However, the same pattern of violence can be
perpetrated between people who have had a
personal relationship of an intimate or close nature
but who have not lived together and the bill expands
the definition of 'family member' to cover such
relationships.
It is not the intent of the legislation to cover people
who are merely acquaintances or who have been
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involved only in a business relationship. The aim of
the expanded definition of family member is to offer
protection for people such as those who may have
had children together but have not lived together or
those who have had a close platonic relationship.
REMOVAL OF THE 12-MONTIi LIMIT
At present an intervention order cannot be made for
a period longer than 12 months. This creates a
situation where the victims of domestic violence
who need the protection of the order for a length of
time greater than 12 months must return to the court
on the expiration of the order to seek a new order.
1his can cause hardship and stress to women who,
as a result of domestic violence, have already
experienced considerable trauma.
Consultation has indicated that in some cases
women fear that the husband or partner is simply
waiting for the 12-month order to expire to again
subject them to violence and intimidation. The
removal of the 12-month limitation will enable the
person protected by the order to obtain court
protection for longer periods of time and, in the
cases where the threat of danger continues, reduce
the necessity to reapply to the court for new orders
to ensure ongoing protection. The bill does not
change the existing provisions which permit a
husband or partner to apply for variation or
termination of the order on the grolU'lds of change in
circumstances.
INCREASING THE PENALTY FOR BREACH OF
AN INTERVENTION ORDER
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give rise to an accused having to show cause include
those where the accused is charged with an
indictable offence which is alleged to have been
committed while he or she was on bail for another
indictable offence, with an offence of aggravated
burglary, with certain offences involving drugs, or
with offences against the Bail Act.
New South Wales bail legislation places the onus on
the offender to show cause why bail should be
granted in cases of domestic violence where there
has been a history of violence.
In view of the seriousness and incidence of domestic
violence in the community the bill provides that an
accused must show cause why bail should be
granted in respect of a bail application in two
additional situations. Where an offence of
contravening an intervention order by an act of
violence or threatened use of violence has occurred
and the court is satisfied that the person has a
history of violence against any person or there has
been previous violence by the accused person
against a person in respect of whom the offence of
contravening an intervention order is alleged to
have been committed, the accused must show cause
why bail should be granted. This is similar to the
New South Wales Bail (Domestic Violence)
Amendment Act 1993.

The bill also extends the category of person who
must show cause why his or her detention in gaol is
not justified to a person accused of stalking if the
accused person has a history of stalking or violence.
ARSON

For the Crimes (Family Violence) Act to be effective
breaches of intervention orders must be viewed
seriously. One of the common factors of family
violence is a pattern of repeat offending. The bill
takes the community's concern into account by
increasing the maximum penalty for breach of an
intervention order from its present level of 6 months
imprisonment for a first offence to 24 months
imprisonment. A second or subsequent offence
attracts a more severe penalty of a maximum
60 months imprisonment.
BAIL

The Bail Act provides for the reversal of onus of
proof where a person has been charged with certain
offences.
The person must show cause why his or her
detention in gaol is not justified. The offences which

The offence of arson currently falls within section
197 of the Crimes Act 1958. This section deals with
destroying or damaging property. The offence
carries a level 5 term of imprisonment which is a
maximum term of imprisonment of 10 years.
In recent times the community has witnessed
extensive damage to property and loss of life
resulting from fires which have been deliberately lit.
The community has expressed concern at the extent
of the damage and the leniency of the penalty
imposed for such behaviour. In response to this the
maximum penalty for arson is to be raised to level 4
imprisonment, that is, imprisonment for 12.5 years.

CONTAMINAnON OF GOODS
The bill also includes a new offence applying to
persons who contaminate, threaten to contaminate
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or falsely allege contamination of goods with the
intention of causing public alarm or economic loss.
There has been an increase around the world in
cases where a person other than the seller of a
product deliberately contaminates or threatens to
contaminate personal products or foodstuffs
available to the public. There may be substantial
losses to the producer through the costs of product
recall and through a drop in sales when the public is
aware of the contamination or threat.
Existing Crimes Act offences such as conduct
endangering life, extortion, blackmail and wilful
damage cover many but not all of such cases. Where
a person, without making a threat, contaminates a
product in a way that is not dangerous but destroys
consumer confidence in the product, the economic
damage may be as substantial as when the
contamination is dangerous. Threats to contaminate
goods, if unaccompanied by demands, are also not
covered by the criminal law .
Victorian producers and manufacturers should be
protected against this kind of conduct Not only are
producers and manufacturers affected, but the
integrity of Victoria's entire export industry can be
jeopardised by allegations of contamination,
whether or not such allegations are truthful. To
protect Victorian industry the bill closes the gaps in
the law.
HOAX EXPLOSIVE DEVICES
In 1993 the Criminal Law AdviSOry Committee
considered this issue as the result of police concern
that there was no appropriate offence to address the
disruption and expense caused by hoax explosive
devices. It found that existing offences such as
threatening to destroy property or making a false
threat to take control of a building by force were
insufficient to cover all conduct relating to hoax
bombs and hoax bomb calls.

The commonwealth Crimes Act 1914 contains an
offence of sending articles by post with the intention
of inducing a belief that the article contains
explosive or other dangerous substances. The same
provision makes it an offence to send bomb threats
by post. However, no offence applies to those
persons who simply leave hoax bombs in any place
or who make hoax bomb threats other than by post.
The offences in the bill cover persons who place in
or send to any place a hoax explosive device and
persons who make hoax bomb calls.
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The bill strengthens protection from violence and
intimidation for the community by dosing gaps in
the criminal law with the creation of new offences. It
endorses the community's expectation that domestic
violence will be treated seriously and recognises the
harm that can be caused to the victims of such
violence.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr HAMILTON
(Morwell).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 3 November.

CROWN LANDS ACTS (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The bill proposes amendments which will
significantly reform and improve the management
of Crown land in Victoria. Its primary objective is to
ra tionalise leasing and licensing of land for
agricultural use, but the bill will also enable options
and overholding clauses to be included in
commercial leases. As well, there will be substantial
revision of the Land Act 1958 to remove redundant
and spent proviSions.
At present there are some 40 000 separate tenures of
Crown land for agricultural use. Different kinds of
leases, licences and permits apply for grazing,
cropping and other pursuits, with a wide variety of
terms and conditions. Some of the legislation dates
from last century. It has become complex and
unwieldy and it imposes unnecessary burdens on
the farming community. This is particularly true
with respect to the annual licensing of more than
30 000 unused roads and water frontages.
The bill introduces progressive reforms which will
protect the environment, achieve administrative
savings and maintain public access to waterways.
Contrary to some misleading speculation, the
government does not plan to sell Victoria's water
frontages, restrict access to rivers and streams or
ease conservation conditions attaching to the
occupation of Crown land.
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Our government will not ignore, as its predecessor
did, the environmental and bureaucratic
shortcomings of annual licensing regimes.

payment system, but those who opt to move to
up-front payments will enjoy Significant savings in
overall rent paid.

The bill takes positive action to improve the archaic
system of land-use licences. Neither the public
interest nor the interests of Victoria's agricultural
licence-holders are served by a system where the
average annual licence fee of $54 is almost equalled
by the cost to taxpayers of issuing invoices and
collecting the fees.

The argument has been put that longer term tenures
could lead to poor management of Crown land used
for agricultural purposes. The government believes
that longer term tenures, with appropriate and strict
environmental directions, will engender a positive
feeling of stewardship and encourage the vast
majority of farmers to significantly improve their
land management methods. Furthermore, it has
never been practicable to fence out all water
frontages and unused roads or to prohibit
agricultural use in all cases.

It is also important to recognise that the current
annual licence system provides no proper
environmental safeguards. Instead it is geared
towards perfunctory licence renewals for
administra tive convenience.
The bill will consolidate the agricultural use
provisions of the Land Act. There will be one generic
lease with a maximum term of 35 years, the current
maximum for cultivation leases. There will be a
water frontage licence with a maximum period of 35
years and a generic licence for all other cases with a
maximum 99-year period. Provision will be made
for short-term agistment permits, as are available
now. It is proposed that frontage licences will be
issued for an initial five-year period with six options
to renew for further five-year periods.

The only way to achieve responsible land
management is through effective cooperation with
farmers, other land users and community groups.
The reforms proposed in the bill will facilitate such
coopera tion.
Rationalising agricultural tenures is a key element in
improving Crown land management. It is intended
to introduce further reforms in later sittings of this
Parliament, but the present bill also includes an
important measure relating to non-agricultural use.
In the private sector commercial leases commonly

There will be an ability to impose conditions suited
to individual cases and to give directions during the
life of a lease or licence to meet changing
circumstances. The statutory requirement for public
access to water frontages will be fully retained.

provide for overholding clauses and options for
additional terms. The bill will enable both to be
included in leases under the Land Act and Crown
Land (Reserves) Act. That will remove restrictions
which can sometimes make Crown leases
unattractive to commercial tenants.

During the initial five-year period the regional
boards constituted Wlder the new Catchment and
Land Protection Act will be requested to recommend
to government suitable long-term licence conditions
and management regimes. It is expected that such
reviews will focus primarily on water frontages.
However, it is anticipated that the boards will also
make recommendations about Wlused roads
because of their important values in parts of the
state as windbreaks and wildlife corridors.

As has been noted, some provisions in the Land Act
were first enacted last century. Many were
introduced in order to ensure orderly settlement of
agricultural land and are now spent or, through later
reforms, have become redundant. The bill will
repeal, in particular, the parts of the act relating to
settlement of the Mallee and at Wonthaggi and
provisions for certain perpetual and purchase leases.
Savings clauses are included to allow current
tenures to mature to freehold.

Water frontage licensees will have two options for
paying their licence fees: annual, as now; or one
payment at the beginning of each five-year period.
Holders of 99-year licences will have annual and
up-front options and will also be able to pay
triennially. Fees will be calculated in accordance
with the Valuer-General's advice and discounts will
be offered to encourage up-front payments. Farmers
will be able to remain on the current annual

The bill also includes minor or machinery changes to
other acts administered by the Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources, including
amendments in the nature of statute law revision. In
particular, section 62 of the Forests Act will be
amended to transfer responsibility for fire
prevention and suppression in Victoria's alpine
resorts to the Country Fire AuthOrity. Alpine resorts
are essentially small townships in which fire
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protection works are more within the authority's
expertise. The amendment will therefore provide for
the progressive transfer of responsibility for these
areas to the CFA.
I make the following statement under section 85(5)
of the Constitution Act 1975 of the reason why
clause 17 of the bill provides that it is intended to
alter or vary that act to the extent necessary to
prevent the Supreme Court from awarding
compensation in circumstances where the proposed
sections 133C and 133F of the Land Act 1958 provide
that no compensation is payable.
The Land Act, as proposed to be amended by
clause 11, will include compensation provisions, and
it is for this reason that the ability of the Supreme
Court to award compensation will be restricted. In
the case of termination of a lease, the Land
Acquisition and Compensation Act will apply. In
the case of termination of a licence, there will be a
pro rata refund of the licence fee. Where a lease or
licence is terminated because of non-compliance
with its terms, compensation would not be
appropriate and will not be payable. However, a
lessee or licensee will be entitled to remove
improvements which he or she owns whether the
lease or licence is terminated because of
non-compliance or otherwise.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr HAMILTON
(Morwell).
Debate adjourned until Tuesday, 1 November.

VICTORIAN PLANTATIONS
CORPORATION (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) -1 move:
That this bill now be read a second time.

The Victorian Plantations Corporation Act 1993
established the Victorian Plantations Corporation to
commercially manage the state's softwood and most
of the state's hardwood plantations. The corporation
was the first body to be established under the State
Owned Enterprises Act 1993 and has provided a
good example of the government's program of
streamlining the operation of government business
activities.
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In the period since the corporation commenced its
operations in July 1993 a number of changes to the
boundaries of land vested in the corporation have
been identified, with the Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources and other land
managers, as being desirable in the interests of
increased efficiency of management of the plantation
estate. The bill amends the Victorian Plantations
Corporation Act 1993 to rationalise the boundaries
of existing vested land and to vest additional lands
and assets in the corpora tion.
In order to rationalise the boundaries of land
currently vested in the corporation, a number of
vesting and divesting actions are required. The bill
provides for some parcels of land to be vested in the
corporation, including land no longer required by
the Public Transport Corporation. Most of these
parcels comprise less than 5 hectares, and the total
area of land affected is some 250 hectares. The bill
further provides for divesting from the corporation
of parcels of land totalling approximately
300 hectares, which will then be either included in
public purposes reserves or reserved forest, reverted
to unalienated Crown land or private property or be
vested in the Government Employee Housing
AuthOrity.

Some plantations with high levels of public or
recreational use or which were proposed to revert to
another land use after harvesting was completed
were not vested in the corporation when it was first
established. These areas, totalling approximately
5000 hectares, were instead leased by the
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
to the corporation. In order to streamline the
management of these lands, the bill amends the act
to vest most of these areas, totalling apprOximately
4800 hectares, in the corporation.
The act currently makes provision for vested land to
revert to the Crown in certain circumstances, by
order of the Governor in Council. The bill amends
the act to identify specific plantation areas which
must revert to the Crown on 1 January 2015, or
earlier by agreement between the minister and the
corporation.
The bill further provides that on completion of the
final harvest of the plantations on those areas the
land from which the timber has been harvested must
be sufficiently treated to enable the successful
seeding of eucalypt species native to the general
locality. The land must also be seeded with those
species to the standard agreed between the Secretary
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to the Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources and the corporation.
At the time of the establishment of the corporation,
office and depot sites which were not adjacent to
plantations were not vested in the corporation, as
the required locations for offices and depots had not
been resolved. The bill amends the act to vest a
departmental office at Uvingston Road, Yarram, in
the corporation.
Section 29 of the act enables the corporation to enter
into land management cooperative agreements
under Part 8 of the Conservation, Forests and Lands
Act 1987 and transfers to the corporation certain
agreements entered into by the Secretary to the
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources.
The bill amends section 29 to ensure that the
corporation's powers in relation to these
agreements, extends to the ability to administer,
vary or amend the agreements.
The remaining prOvisions of the bill are those
generally applicable to bills affecting the status of
land and which provide for the Registrar-General
and the Registrar of Titles to make the necessary
amendments to records and provide that no
compensation is payable in respect of the matters
dealt with in the bill.
I make the following statement under section 85(5)
of the Constitution Act 1975 of the reasons why
clause 14 alters or varies section 85 of that act.
Clause 14 provides that it is intended to alter or vary
the Constitution Act 1975 to the extent necessary to
prevent the Supreme Court awarding compensation
in respect of anything done under or arising out of
this act.

The reason for preventing the Supreme Court from
awarding compensation is as follows: to enable the
Crown to change the status of land to one more
appropriate to its current use, it is necessary to
ensure that the land is no longer subject to any
interests or rights arising out of the former use other
than those specifically provided for by the prindpal
act. The existence of those interests and rights, and
claims for compensation based on them, could delay
or prevent a change in the use or status of the land.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr HAMILTON
(Morwell).
Debate adjourned until Tuesday, 1 November.
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ROAD SAFETY (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 6 October; motion of
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport).
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - The opposition
supports the Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill.
We believe it will enhance road safety, which is a
very important issue. The three amendments in the
bill relate to digitised imaging, accrediting agendes
applying to conduct driver education and
rehabilitation courses, and changing the response
time for parking infringement notices from 14 to
28 days. Although the bill is small, we believe it is
important.

I will make some general comments about road
safety - in particular, about how the amendments
will improve and add to what has been a remarkable
turnaroWld in the number of road fatalities in this
state. Some will remember more clearly than others
the 'Declare war on 1034' campaign that was
conducted back in 1970 by the major media outlets
to reduce our road toll. Since that time the road toll
has dropped to 396 in 1992, followed by a small
increase to 435 in 1993. We all hope that was a minor
hiccup in what has been a magnificent downward
trend. This state has been one of the best of the lot.
It has been estimated that something like 40 per cent
of the deaths on the road are caused by excessive
alcohol consumption, so it is interesting that the bill
deals with amendments to drink-driver education.
An article in the Age of 30 August 1994 written by
Gerard Ryle and headed 'Weekend road fatalities
highest since 1991' contained a set of figures put out
by Victoria Police, which created some concern in
the commWlity.

In one weekend in August 1994, just a few short
months ago, a disturbing rise in the road toll
occurred when 11 people died on our roads. Some
12 people were also seriously injured, so the rise in
the road toll could have been higher. The
government responded to that community concern.
The Minister for Police and Emergency Services
issued a number of statements supporting police
concerns about the trend, which we all hope was just
a hiccup in what has been a very good record over
the years.
I want to concentrate on that part of the bill which
deals with accrediting agendes that run courses
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designed to educate and rehabilitate people who
have been found guilty of drink-driving offences.
The bill proposes a new section 49 of the principal
act, which relates to those penalties.
I refer to an excellent report produced by the Social
Development Committee in May 1988. It was a
lengthy report that examined alcohol abuse and
road safety. The report contains some important
recommendations, which I will mention.
Recommendation 10 states:
... that the Road Safety Act 1986 be amended to
empower magistrates to request a licence restoration
report from agencies accredited by the Health
Department Victoria, on the fitness of recurrent
drink-driving offenders to be re-licensed.

That recommendation was subsequently adopted.
On page 19 of the summary of the report, the
committee pointed out the very real problems
caused by repeat drink-driving offenders:
Only one in five convictions involves a 'first-time'
offender with a relatively low blood alcohol reading.
The great majority of convictions involve offenders
with a previous conviction, or who recorded blood
alcohol levels more than twice the legal limit.

In relation to driver education and rehabilitation
courses, page 111 of the report refers to research
conducted by Or Homel on the most effective way of
dealing with people who have a range of
drink-driving convictions. Or Homel said:
If, as seems likely, repeated offences of drinking and
driving indicate personal and social maladjusbnent, it
is hard to see how imprisonment is likely to act as a
deterrent In fact it is quite plausible that by
contributing to the disruption of an offender's personal
relationships it makes his situation worse. One's
conclusion from the analyses reported in this study
must be:
(a) that at best long periods of imprisonment are no
more effective than short periods;
(b) that at worst longer periods help to cause

re-offending for drinking and driving; and
(c) that neither short nor long periods of imprisonment
are any more effective than good behaviour bonds
or fines.

The Office of Corrections supported that view,
giving evidence to the inquiry that:
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There is a likelihood that alcohol-dependent
drink-drivers will remain dependent after serving a
prison sentence ... it cannot be expected that a prison
sentence, or even the experience of imprisonment, will
help to control this form of offending.

That sort of evidence, which is dealt with in a lot
more detail in that report, led to the government of
the day instituting section 50 of the Road Safety Act.
Section 50A of act actually defines what is meant by
a drink-driving education program. The then
government examined the evidence and the report
by the all-party committee and incorporated the
recommendations in legislation, which will be
improved by the bill.
Section 5OA(l) refers to a person who has been
convicted for having a blood alcohol level in excess
of .05. It says that the then Roads Corporation:
... must not issue a driver licence ... to a person ... who
at the time was under 25 years old unless it is satisfied
that the person has, if the offence is a first offence and
the level of concentration of alcohol in that person's
blood was less than 0.15 grams per 100 millilitres of
blood-

which is three times the legal limit completed an accredited drink-driving education
program.

It goes on to say that people who have been found to
have those excessive levels of blood alcohol must
undergo accredited drink-driving education
programs. The bill helps set up that process and
addresses the need to ensure that the agencies or
individuals who provide the programs are properly
registered and accredited.
I trust a fee will be paid and I hope by means of a
ministerial direction or regulation the minister will
give an idea of what the cost of accreditation will be.
There is no doubt that the cost will be passed on to
people who have to take up these courses before
they are relicensed. The opposition hopes that the
cost to an individual or agency of being accredited
will be such that the costs for people undergoing
rehabilitation or re-education will not become so
prohibitive that they are tempted to drive without
having their licence renewed, as sometimes happens.
The budget estimates for 1994-95 in Budget Paper
No. 3. program 691, road safety, which is found at
page 293, shows that between 1993-94 and 1994-95
fatalities per 100 million kilometres of driving
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reduced from 0.96 to 0.95. That is an indication from
the Department of Transport that the level of
fatalities has perhaps reached a plateau. The number
of serious injuries is also expected to flatten off a
little from 13.2 to 13.1 per 100 million kilometres of
driving.
There are two important things to note. One is that
modem motor cars are safer than older cars and
there is therefore less likelihood of sustaining an
injury in an accident. The second thing is that clearly
for every fatality that occurs on our roads as the
result of road accidents there are something like 13
and a bit injuries.
We should be aware that it is not only the deaths
that grab the headlines in the paper that are
important, but also the suffering and trauma of
people who are seriously injured in road accidents.
Any honourable member who has visited hospitals
and rehabilitation centres knows that great stress is
placed on families when loved ones are injured in
motor accidents. It is good to see the figure is
trending down and that drink-driving, one of the
major causes of road accidents, is being addressed
by the amendment before the house.
There has been some debate on how we should
reduce the road toll and deal with drink-drivers. It is
usual to say that we have to educate the community.
When we think of education most of us fairly
naturally think of schools, and there is a trend,
which is revealed in a number of newspaper articles
published earlier this year, for the community to ask
for driver education. The Minister for Education
responded to those calls by saying that his
department would produce driver education
courses in schools. The debate then started about
what we mean by driver education courses in our
schools.
The editorial published in the Herald Sun of 14 July
1994 states in part:
Some interest groups have raised doubts about the
government's practical commitment; but the education
minister, Mc Don Hayward, says money has been set
aside for the plan.

That refers to the plan to introduce road safety
classes into Victorian schools. It goes on later to state:
Mc Hayward says its role is to give school traffic safety
education rather than providing young people with the
physical skills to drive a car.
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Yet it is often a lack of basic driving skills which
leads people to make fatal errors behind the wheel.
The editorial then goes on to argue that if we are
talking about driver education we really have to
look at practical driver education and ask who will
pay for it. The corollary of that is that if we do not
provide good driver education and develop driving
skills, who pays for the effects? The whole
community pays through personal trauma and
related anxiety of the families of people who are
injured or killed in road accidents. It also pays
through high costs of hospitalisation, loss of
productivity and other associated factors. It is bit
like Malcolm Fraser's famous statement that there is
no such thing as a free lunch - we will pay for it in
one way or another.
It seems to me that the editor of the Herald Sun asked

the right question and it is a matter of finding the
best way of providing potential drivers with a good
education, or in the case of drunk drivers,
re-education, so that they will not re-offend or are
less likely to re-offend.
All honourable members would know of the
excellent record of the Transport Accident
Commission through the advertisements it has run
on television, especially those related to
drink-driving. Those advertisements have had a
tremendous impact on the community.
Another editorial published in the Herald Sun of 11
July states in part:
The Transport Accident Commission is spending

$6 million this year on youth road safety programs,

including the trial of driving simulators, and surveys to
find out young people's attitudes. The TAC will find
many supporters for its view that a radical rethink on
road safety is vital to reduce the number of teenagers
killed.

As a former parent of teenagers, and therefore of
newly licensed drivers, I can remember lying awake
at night and saying, 'Thank goodness they are home
safely' when I heard the car come into the driveway.
There was a 13 to 14-year difference between the
eldest and youngest of our children and as the
younger ones became old enough to drive I noticed
the real recognition they had of the dangers of
drinking and driving and of the message: if you
drink then drive you're a bloody idiot. That message
got through to children in the 198Os.
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Certainly my youngest son, who is 26 years of age,
would never think of driving if he had been
drinking. If he and his friends intend to go out
drinking they arrange for an alternative driver. Kids
that have grown up in that climate are far more
aware of the dangers of drinking and driving.
However, I do not think the driver education
program has been responsible for that; it has been a
total community education program that has made
the current generation of kids far more aware of the
dangers of drinking and driving. In fact, most are
almost at the stage that when they get into a car they
automatically put on a seat belt as a matter of habit
and if they have had a drink they will not consider
driving.
Our young people today have a better attitude to
this issue than some of us had when we were
younger and were not so much aware of the
problems and, speaking in general rather than
personal terms, perhaps hoped we would not get
caught.

Questions concerning how we teach safety and
change these attitudes were raised in an article
published in the Herald Sun of 11 July, which reports
a speech given by the Minister for Roads and Ports
in another place. As part of that address the
following questions were raised:
Should Victoria's driving test be upgraded to ensure
youngsters have more skills?
Is it possible to enable children to take a road safety
course every year at school?
Would car owners be prepared to pay an extra dollar
on their car registration to help fund school traffic
safety programs?

Should road safety be made compulsory at VCE level,
and what incentives could be offered to encourage
students to take it if the subject were optional?

Those questions are important, and the fact that they
are being asked is in itself important because it
shows that we are endeavouring to build on the
success we have had in educating the community
about safe driving and making the community more
aware of the dangers of drink-driving.
By and large if people receive a benefit they should
be prepared to pay an additional registration charge
to ensure that better safety programs are in place,
that more awareness programs and skills programs
are instituted, and that a change in attitude is
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engendered by continuing the good work already
done. We have not yet solved the problem. We must
be ever vigilant, otherwise we could slip into bad
habits with shocking results.
The government and the community have
addressed the problem of drinking and driving.
Most people are aware of the dangers of alcohol. In
October 1993 an article suggested that, rather than
making a drink-driving offender undertake an
education course, the New South Wales government
was examining the idea of injecting the offender
with some sort of chemical or drug to make him or
her feel ill every time alcohol was consumed. A
drink-driving offender could be injected to prevent
him or her from drinking again. That is a little
draconian. We are better off concentrating on the
program this government puts forward. However,
we tend to rather ghbly accept that alcohol is used
by a large majority of the community. It has been
clearly demonstrated that the intake of alcohol when
mixed with driving a car presents a danger.
As yet the community has not addressed the effects
of other drugs on the way people drive. It is
recognised that a number of other drugs, both legal
and illegal, affect the way we handle cars. This
legislation is all about drink-driving, and we have
not yet looked at the very difficult question of
prescription drugs which can affect our response
times and awareness. The effects of drink-driving
should be used as an example in improving the
awareness of people about the dangers of driving
when using drugs. There is mounting evidence that
marijuana affects the way we respond and is
certainly likely to be a factor in the way we handle

cars.
There are some rather sophisticated methods of
measuring the amount of alcohol consumed, but as
yet we do not know how we can measure the use of
marijuana and the effects it may have on the body.
'That comes back to community attitudes: people
should not smoke marijuana, therefore we do not
need to worry about its effect. In some ways that is
an ostrich-like attitude. We have some way to go in
addressing the effects of other drugs.
Although the government has introduced some
amendments to the Road Safety Act, it has yet to
look at a 1986 recommendation which has received
some publicity in recent times. On 9 June 1994 an
article in the Herald Sun said an habitual
drink-driver could be deterred by installing a
breath-testing device in his or her car so that the
driver must pass a breath test before the ignition of
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the car could be activated. However, a sober person
could blow into the device to enable the car to be
started and the alcohol-affected driver could then
drive the car. The technology is available but it may
not be an idea worth pursuing. I think extra
infonnation and evidence about such measures will
be given over a period.
I am pleased that a national approach has been
taken to road safety, that states are prepared to learn
from each other and that the commonwealth
government has been prepared to involve itself in
the debate and encourage the introduction of state
legislation to create better attitudes particularly to
drink-driving.
A number of relevant articles have appeared in
newspapers. The Herald Sun of 8 August 1994
reports on a statement by the federal Minister for
Health, Dr Carmen Lawrence, regarding the need to
make sure we continue our attack on drink-driving
to ensure that not only will the states' road tolls drop
over time but that the national toll drops also. It
does not matter whether you are killed in New
South Wales or Victoria - you are still dead!
It is important that we have a national and
individual state approach. I am sure when ministers
get together at various conferences on road safety
discussions occur about measures taken in the states.
I hope we will end up with a better cooperative
approach.

I wish to make a number of other comments about
this very important bill, particularly about the
introduction of digitised technology. As I
understand it, that enables one to have a photograph
transferred to a digitised image reproducer; the
photograph can be reproduced by a computer and
transferred anywhere you like on the super highway
of computers. Now that licences are issued for
10 years I wonder whether the technology exists for
a computer to make your photograph age as you
age! I am sure my wife would not agree with that!
There will be no general disagreement with that use
of technology. When I discussed that with a number
of consultative groups they did not have any major
concerns. However, they said the community could
be concerned about the protection of individual
privacy. Perhaps the minister here or in the other
place could respond to that concern. Using
computer technology and networking it would be
easy for that digitised mug shot to appear anywhere
in the world. We have no objection to the
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requirement to have a photograph placed on a
driving licence.
We do not want to see the photographs on drivers
licences appearing on mug shots at the local police
station. I do not think my local police station has my
mug shot yet, and I want to make sure it stays that
way! Care should be taken to protect the privacy of
the individual. I am not sure whether there is a way
of stopping computer hackers obtaining this
information, but honourable members should be
aware of that issue and ensure that the best possible
protections are established.
The legisla lion also amends provisions rela ting to
the paying of parking infringement notices.
Apparently, parking infringement notices had to be
paid within 14 days, and the amendment extends
that period to 28 days, which is in line with
driving-related offences. That is a sensible
amendment.
I heard a conversation over dinner about a member
of Parliament, who shall remain nameless, who had
the Sheriff on the door because of an unpaid parking
infringement notice. Apparently the Sheriff wanted
to take his refrigerator as payment. I am not sure
what happened, but something went wrong in the
system and the member received the notice because
he was the registered owner of the vehicle. That is a
concern, especially as the Sheriff's Office has
additional powers. I am not sure whether Sheriff
officers will become valuers in order to ensure they
take only goods of equal value to the fine. I am
concerned about the process, although I certainly do
not agree with people not paying fines.
Most parking fines are issued by local government
officers. If they became more efficient they could
ensure that the person receives notification of the
parking infringement notice so he has the option of
declaring whether he was the driver of the vehicle at
the time of the offence.
I believe local government must become more
efficient in issuing and collecting parking
infringement fines.
The bill makes some important amendments to the
Road Safety Act. The opposition supports them and
will continue to support further amendments to
improve road safety. This is not a party-political
issue because it is in the interests of all the
community. All members of the community should
support the bill.
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Mr PERRIN (Bulleen) - Road safety issues are
bipartisan. I have taken part in many debates on
road safety during the nine years I have been a
member of Parliament and I cannot remember when
amendments to the Road Safety Act have not been
passed unanimously. It is excellent to see the
opposition supporting this measure because it will
further improve the safety of motorists on our roads.
Victorian motorists are driving more safely and we
want that trend to continue.
I have been concerned about drink-driving for many
years. I am concerned that some people who may
not be affected by alcohol could be affected by
narcotic drugs. In the United States of America
police are entitled to stop drivers of motor vehicles
and test them for their use of narcotics if they have a
reasonable suspicion that the driver may be under
the influence of narcotics.
The Transport Accident Commission has been an
outstanding success. The advertisements it has
introduced are now being sold to other states of
Australia, so it is receiving some return for its
intellectual capital. We can take much credit for that
because Victoria pioneered this new approach. I
know some people are concerned that some road
safety advertisements are very graphic. I can think
of some that I have seen that have brought home to
me and my family the effects of drink-driving.
I place on record my support for the commission's
campaign against the dangers of drink-driving. I
know it has expended some $50 million to
$60 million on these advertisements, especially on
the black-spot campaign. Money is allocated to
make our roads safer, and I support that program.
All motorists pay for the advertisements through
registration fees, but it is money well spent and is
supported by all members of Parliament.
The bill allows agencies to be charged accreditation
fees to run drink-driving education programs. I am
interested in those programs because they are aimed
at people who are known offenders. Some people
may have an habitual drinking problem and they
need r~ucation, if that is the term. This provision
will enable the government to charge a fee for
accrediting agencies to run education programs.
A number of organisations provide excellent
facilities. A number of T AFE colleges run
drink-driving education campaigns, as do other
organisations. We want such services to increase
markedly in the future.
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Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 8.04 p.m.
Mr PERRIN - Before the suspension of the
sitting I mentioned the accreditation of programs for
drink-driver education. It is important that
experienced organisations capable of assisting
people who have drinking problems run
accreditation programs.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! There is too much
audible conversation on the backbench on the
government side.
Mr PERRIN - On many occasions people persist
in driving their motor vehicles when under the
influence of alcohol. Measures have to be taken
against them to ensure that they comply with the
law. That is why these education programs are very
important and why the bodies that undertake
education or re-education programs have to ensure
they are able to change behaviour. That is exactly
what these courses are for, changing behaviour and
indicating to people who perhaps have a drinking
problem that they have to modify what they do to
get their drinking problem under control. People
have to be able to prove to magistrates that they are
capable of handling a motor car in the future.
Accreditation and the fees that will be charged by
the government for accreditation programs are
important to ensure that programs are effective in
reducing the incidence of drink-driving on the roads.
The second aspect of the bill that I want to touch on
concerns the extension of the period within which a
vehicle owner served with a parking infringement
notice may supply the name and address of the
person in charge of the relevant vehicle at that time.
Under the provisions of the bill, that time limit is
extended from 14 days to 28 days. This means that
people who have been issued with a parking
infringement notice will have an additional 14 days
to identify the driver of the vehicle responsible for
the parking offence so that the parking offence can
be transferred from the owner to the driver of the
vehicle. I am sure we would all agree that that is
quite reasonable and that there are times when
owners of vehicles have to find out exactly who was
driving the vehicle at the time.
I want to relate to the house a situation that may
arise where company vehicles are involved. Perhaps
the secretary of a company will have to identify
from a logbook who was in charge of the vehicle at
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the time, find out who that person is and arrange for
the parking fine to be transferred to the driver of the
vehicle and the driver to take responsibility for the
payment of the parking fine.
The final area of the bill that I want to comment on is
the use of digitised images instead of photographs
on drivers licences. This is the most exciting part of
the bill. It is my view that computer technology has
the ability to speed up the issuing of drivers licences.
I predict that, with the use of computer images, an
individual who has to renew his drivers licence will
simply go to an accredited agency that can give him
his drivers licence, pay the money, stand in front of a
television camera and the camera will take an image
of the person's head. It will be transferred
automatically by computer to the drivers licence and
the drivers licence will be able to be produced. The
driver getting his licence renewed will simply come
in the door, have his licence renewed and walk out
the door with a current drivers licence because of the
new computer technology.
The old way to renew licences involved going to an
RACV depot, having your photograph taken, taking
your completed form and funds and at some stage
in the future receiving in the mail your licence with
your photograph on it. This provision of the bill will
allow the latest technology to be used. A person will
be able to walk into an RACV depot - Mr Hamilton interjected.

Mr PERRIN - Or any other accredited agency I tend to go to RACV offices. A person will be able to
walk in with his money and completed form and
walk out with a current licence with a digitised
photograph on it. This is an exciting phenomenon
that will cut down on bureaucracy and the cost of
producing drivers licences. I am sure we would all
agree that that convenience for all drivers is an
excellent prospect. That will be facilitated by the
amendments to the act.
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the future I should like to see the T AC pass on the
benefits of the road safety changes that have been
made, and at some future date we may even have
lower Transport Accident Commission charges and
registration fees.
I believe the TAC is doing well financially, and
while we want money to be put into the black spot
program, we also want money to be put into
education programs on television. There is also the
possibility that some money will be left over for the
benefit of the motorist. I wish the bill a speedy
passage.
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) - The Road Safety (Further
Amendment) Bill has bipartisan support. All
honourable members are concerned about road
safety and should do everything that is humanly
possible to develop a safe road system in Victoria,
and from that a safe road system throughout
Australia, particularly by education.
I commend to all honourable members the Home
Safe program, which provides videos for schools
and community groups. The videos are designed to
educate young people, especially teenagers, about
the need for them to arrange to have someone to
pick them up from parties and the like. In many
cases the person who picks them up is a parent, a
sister or brother, an uncle or a cousin. There may be
a good argument for introducing a formal
agreement for young people to sign stipulating that
when they first get their licences they will not drive
if they have drunk alcohol; they must have someone
pick them up. If the idea that drinking and driving
do not mix is instilled in their minds we will have
safer roads. I highly recommend that video program
as a lesson for all, and honourable members may
find that it promotes road safety among our circles
of friends and constituents.

In conclusion, we congratulate the opposition for its
support of the bill. It is pleasing that such legislation
has bipartisan support. I am sure all honourable
members who contribute to the debate will agree
that the provisions of the bill are necessary and will
bring up to date the road safety measures that will
make it easier and more convenient for motorists on
our roads, and in turn our roads will become safer.

The aim of the bill is to get our young people into
the habit of doing the right thing and not following
the example of their fathers, who say, 'Do not do as I
do, do as I say'. The trouble is that the kids quote
that back to you at times. I have displayed the Home
Safe video to both young and older people in my
electorate office, because both groups must be
responsible. It encourages older people to make
themselves available to pick up the young people
when they go to parties and want to have a drink. It
suggests that the family make a commitment, set an
example and provide the transport.

The Transport Accident Commission has been
successful in reducing the road toll. At some stage in

The problem is that peer pressure is exerted,
particularly with our young and P-plate drivers.
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People goad them by saying, 'You're a sissy. You
have to have your big brother or your mother pick
you up from the party'. There is no disgrace in that;
the teenagers who do that are acting responsibly. We
all know the end result of not acting responsibly.
The Traffic Accident Commission advertising on
television shows the horrors of car accidents and
what can happen to families because of those
accidents.
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especially the time for paying the fines. The
Attorney-General has introduced legislation that
encourages the Sheriff to collect unpaid fines and
debts from people who will not pay them. Many
people do not realise that they must pay their
parking fines on the due date. They leave their
parking fines on the dashboard and do not know
that they have to be paid by a specified date.
It finishes up with a court summons and the fine

Society pays for that, especially those who are left to
care for the accident victims or those who grieve
when there has been a fatality. They are the people
who suffer the pain for the rest of their lives, as do
the accident victims who were driving when drunk.
Prevention is the best medicine. I support those
provisions of the bill.
The bill also provides for retraining and the
modification of the behaviour of people who are
known to drink and then say they want to drive.
Many people become aggreSSive when they have
been drinking and then they think they are better
drivers than when they are sober. That is when they
have accidents, take risks and put other people in
danger. We have a responsibility as a SOCiety to set
the example for the young ones to follow. If people
drink and drive, they set a bad example. An
education program must be prOVided not only for
the young and new drivers but also for the new
arrivals to this country who obtain drivers licences.
Rehabilitation is another area that is of concern. I ask
the minister to consider clubs like Rotary and the
Lions that are interested in road safety and wish to
become involved in some of the rehabilitation
programs. A number of Rotary clubs, particularly in
my electorate, are setting up road safety schools for
kids. The children learn how to behave on the road
by using bicycles on a specially laid out track. There
is also such a facility in Essendon.
Those sorts of programs have merit, particularly for
people who have alcohol problems. They learn that
it is not safe to drink and drive and they also learn
that somebody has to pay for their rehabilitation.
Many people do not have the money. The priority of
many people is to spend their money on booze, and
the family suffers in the long run. Some of the laws
are made for the general publiC but the silent
majority suffers, usually the families.
I turn to parking infringement notices and the
provision of a 28-day notice instead of a 14-day
notice. That provision is welcomed. I encourage the
minister and the media to publicise that fact,

escalates. A parking fine might initially cost $28 but
it can finish up costing $1700 after six years of court
cases. The way that fines escalate should be
publicised. It is important that the time limit for
paying fines is stressed. That information should be
in larger print so that it stands out and so that
people understand what will happen if they do not
pay on time. It could be part of the education
process. Although the time limit for paying certain
fines has been extended by 14 days, some people
still do not pay. They do not need an education
process; it is for those who are prepared to pay.
Some people ignore their responsibility. I welcome
the extension because it will give those less fortunate
people time to save so that they can pay the fine and
there will not be a big rush into court.
No parking signs should say that if a person does
not pay the fine they must pay extra costs. If people
do not see a police officer enforcing the fine they do
not seem to think the paper has any bearing or
meaning in law. That is the problem.
Mr Mildenhall - Then the sheriff comes around!
Mr SEITZ - Then the people come to my office!
The migrant community is familiar with uniformed
personnel issuing fines and collecting them. In many
European countries they are collected on the spot.
That was my experience when I was on a CPA trip.
The bill provides for digital imaging on drivers
licences. Photographs on drivers licences were
introduced without a ripple. I commend the former
Labor minister for that initiative, because it is useful
to have small drivers licences with photographs.
Now they will have digital photographs. It will
assist by making licences cheaper, easier for the
community to identify people correctly and also
licences can be posted. People will not be required to
pick up their licences from VicRoads offices and that
will mean they will not have to queue up right out
into the street, which was the case when there was
an amnesty on number plates. Staff were
overworked and resources were limited. The public
got impatient and blamed the innocent public
servants when it is not their fault. Although the
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amnesty was advertised, the staff had insufficient
resources to undertake their normal duties as well as
the extra duties. If the process means drivers licences
will be available earlier and will be cheaper and
more accurate so that people are not be able to
falsify them, I welcome it. I have no problem
supporting the bill, but I reiterate that a continued
education program, for drink-drivers in particular, is
important.
I also highlight the Home Safe program. It should be
a big event in every community to relieve the
pressures on young people. Image makers such as
football heroes and so forth should be part of a
campaign so that in 10 or 20 years time society has
developed to the stage where it is considered normal
for young people who go out drinking to have
organised someone else such as family members to
drive them home without their being looked upon
as sissies, particularly if they cannot afford the
expense of taxis.
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have her leg amputated. In another a young man
was killed because of fatigue. The advertisement
showed him driving home to see his parents on the
weekend and losing control of his car. It happens
often. The advertisement on speeding showed a
young child with blond hair walking across a road.
The driver was travelling at 80 kilometres in a
6O-kilometre zone and he killed the young boy. That
advertisement sat uncomfortably in motorists'
minds. Not many people like the booze buses but
those who do the responsible thing appreciate them.
The figures of people who have died on the roads
each year have decreased from apprOximately 1200
to around 400. There are now apprOximately 600
more Victorians a year alive because of booze buses
and speed cameras. With the speed cameras, we
have all had speeding fines, some more often than
others. But even our local paper asks in a heading,
'Have you been flashed?', and lists all the main
roads-Mr Hamilton interjected.

Mr WELLS (Wantirna) -It gives me great
pleasure to contribute to the Road Safety (Further
Amendment) Bill. I thank the opposition for its
bipartisan support for the bill. I take up some of the
points made by the honourable member for Keilor
about teenagers who feel it is uncool for their mums,
dads or older brothers to pick them up from parties.
I hope when my boys are old enough they will not
think it Wlcool for their dad to pick them up. I know
it is all right to say that now but it may change later.
Victoria is unquestionably one of the world leaders
in road safety and this bipartisan support has been
part of road safety in Victoria for a number of years.
I remember when seat belts in the front seats of cars
were first introduced. This was a new push in road
safety. The early seat belts were uncomfortable
because they clipped on rather than being
retractable. Then we moved to seat belts in back
seats and then baby capsules. When I picked up my
wife and first baby from the hospital I had to have a
proper capsule. I thought I had everything right for
the capsule but I forgot to take a particular bolt and
the nurse insisted I go back to Forest Hill to get it. It
was a worthwhile lesson.
The Transport Accident Commission has done an
excellent job with its advertisements. It has been a
three-pronged attack: the advertisements; the booze
buses; and the speed cameras. We all are familiar
with the advertisements on television. I remember
when the first one came out it sent a shock wave
through younger drivers. They saw a parent turning
up at the hospital to find that their daughter had to

Mr WELLS - Not that sort of flashing! The paper
lists the different streets, the number of cars that
have been checked and the number of cars that have
been booked. It is a good incentive to keep reading
the local paper. If you watch it over a long period of
time you will see that the number of people actually
being caught is slowly and surely being reduced.
I believe the concept of the road accident
advertisements has been sold in South Africa.
Having visited South Africa on a number of
occasions, I believe it is one country that really needs
improvements in road safety. It has a taxi system
consisting of Hiaces and Volkswagens. I am not sure
whether they charge by the person, or by the kilo,
because when you look at a full taxi, there is nothing
more you could put in it. It is jam-packed. Taxis in
South Africa have only two speeds: stop, because
they have to let people out and let people in, and the
other one is flat out - flat strap. If these taxis are
going flat out down a highway or freeway, even if
they are on the wrong side, you pull over and stop
because they do not stop. I remember once friends of
my relatives over in Capetown - Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr WELLS - I can tell you a few stories about
that! Friends of my relatives who were in Capetown
actually had a Hiace. Mum pulled up with the kids,
they got out, locked up and went and did the
shopping. They came back 40 minutes later to find
the car absolutely jam-packed. What happened? An
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innovative young man had come along, jemmied the
lock open, and said this car is going to a place called
Kimberley, so all these people just piled in and when
mum and the kids came back to find their car full,
they had to convince everybody that they had been
taken for a ride and that it was their car. It caused a
lot of grief and commotion. Obviously with these
taxis there is much violence because they are all
fighting for the same patronage.
I shall return to the Road Safety (Further
Amendment) Bill. The bill has three sections to it. It
allows for the digitised drivers licence photographs;
allows the Department of Health and Community
Services to charge a credit agency fee for services;
and amends the notification-of-driver period for
unpaid parking fines from 14 to 28 days.
It is important that the bill is brought in now
because the equipment for the digitised images is
available and is ready to get up and go. All it needs
is this legislation to pass. With the digitised photo,
the image will actually go onto a CD-ROM and will
then go to Vicroads for processing. But the ultimate
aim will be that you will walk into the local chemist,
the ones who have this digitised equipment - -

Mr Hamilton - Or the RACV!
Mr WELLS - Or the RACV. You can have the
digitised photo taken and it can be given to you on
the spot. At this stage the technology is not
available, but that will happen some time in the
future. It is a big step from the time when we got our
licence 18 years ago. It was a paper licence. Then we
had licences where we had our photo taken - An honourable member interjected.
Mr WELLS - I got it on the day I was 18, and it
was just a paper licence. We then went to the plastic
licence with the photo and we are now moving to
digitised licences, which will be an enormous step
forward. Honourable members know that some
5 per cent of all the photographs that are now being
taken are ruined or damaged in some way and have
to be retaken. When you have the digitised photo
taken with the CD-ROM, it is signed and sealed and
will not have to be retaken, which is an enormous
step forward.

The second part of the bill relates to the
drink-driving courses. This will allow the
Department of Health and Community Services to
charge for the accreditation of these courses. I refer
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to section 5O(4A)(a) of the Road Safety Act, which
reads:
(i) a first offence and the level of concentration of
alcohol in that person's blood was 0.15 grams or
more per 100 millilitres of blood; or
(ii) a subsequent offence ...

the court must have regard to the reports referred to in
subsection (48).

Subsection 4B refers to:
A person who applies for an order Wlder subsection (4)
and to whom subsection (4A)(a) or (4A)(b) applies
must obtain from an accredited agency (a) at least 12 months before applying for the order, an
assessment report about the person's usage of
alcohol; and
(b) within 28 days before applying for the order, a
licence restoration report.

What this means is that 12 months prior to applying
for the order, an assessment report is done of the
person's knowledge, whether the person
understands the effects of drinking alcohol while
driving, and to establish how much the person is
drinking. Then 12 months later or thereabouts
another report is done to see how much the person
has learnt in that period, whether his or her
knowledge of alcohol and driving has sunk in,
whether he or she is still drinking the same amount
or whether he or she has backed off. It is a means of
finding out whether these people are responsible
enough to get their licence back. If they have not
seen the ads on television to sink that point in even
further, there is a problem and they probably do not
deserve to get their licence back.
When the person applies for his licence the court
may request a licence restoration report from the
accredited agency. The court does have the power to
do this. When hearing the application for the licence,
the court hears any relevant evidence tendered
either by the applicant or by the Chief
Commissioner of Police, and any evidence of a
legally qualified medical practitioner required by the
court. Without limiting the generality of this
discretion, the court must have regard to the
conduct of the applicant with respect to intoxicating
liquor or drugs, as the case may be, during the
period of disqualifica tion.
The court also takes into account the applicant's
physical and mental condition at the time of the
hearing of the application, and the effect which the
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making of the order may have on the safety of the
applicant or of the public. These are very important
issues.

into consensus and agreement about the provisions
contained in the Road Safety (Further Amendment)
Bill.

The drink-driving education program, which the bill
relates to, refers to people under the age of 25, unless
it is satisfied, if the offence is a first offence, that the
person had a level of concentration of alcohol of less
than 0.15 grams per 100 millilitres of blood, and had
completed an accredited drink-driving education
program. They must complete this drink-driving
education program. And people over 25 who are
found guilty must also complete an accredited
drink-driving education program within three
months after being required to do so by the
corporation.

The introduction of digitised technology into the
obtaining of licence photos is quite an interesting
development which opens up a range of
possibilities. When the legislation is passed I hope
the administrators will be conscious of the speed,
flexibility, technology and technological possibilities
that will emanate from the introduction of the
technology .

What this means is that people who lose their licence
for drink driving have to go to the accredited
drink-driving classes before they get their licence
back. The second part of this bill allows the
Department of Health and Community Services to
charge an accredited agency fee for its services. TItis
means that it accredits the drink-driving education
classes and programs, and once they have been
accredited, people are then allowed to be educated
about drink-driving. This is an important issue.
The third part of the bill concerns unpaid parking
fines. When you receive a speeding fine you receive
up to 28 days notice to object or provide any other
sort of information. With the unpaid parking fine it
is only 14 days, and this is seen to be unrealistic. By
the time the agency mails out the parking fine and
you receive it and then mail it back, it may have
taken up to 14 days already. The other problem is
the delay that occurs with the transfer of ownership
papers from one car to another. It may be stuck in
the paperwork stream somewhere along the line and
if the unpaid parking fine is not paid within those
14 days a court summons is issued, and this is totally
unrealistic. If you were to sell your car and the
14 days nms out on an unpaid parking ticket, you
are liable for those parking fines regardless. It is a
long drawn-out process which nobody wants.
Extending the 14-day period for unpaid parking
fines to a 28-day period is a commonsense approach
which is consistent with other legislation.
I congratulate the government for introducing the
bill and appreciate the fact that it is supported by
both sides of the house. It is another step forward in
ensuring safer Victorian roads.
Mr MIlDENHAlL (Footscray) - I, too, welcome
the opportunity to participate in this headlong rush

It is not beyond the possibilities of the current
technology that very soon there could be mobile
receivers of these images and that when a police
car - a mobile patrol, for instance, or perhaps a
mobile breath testing station -seeks licence details
from a driver an image could be brought up from
the database at police headquarters and checked
against the person driving. The technology allows
for all sorts of applications.
I hope the administrators will be conscious of the
heightened need for privacy in databases, because I
suppose anybody would be able to electronically
transmit these images anywhere. The introduction of
the technology opens up the possibility for crimes
involving fraud: manufacturing or changing images
with criminal intent.
In some instances in the press we have seen reports
of the use of computer technology to change photo
images with spectacular results. I remind those who
will be responsible for the introduction of the
technology to think about that and to ensure that
protection and security measures are adequate.

I will mention another specific part of the bill before
making some general comments: the charging of
fees for the accreditation of agencies with education
programs. Given that the Department of Health and
Community Services has now cut its outlays by
nearly $400 million per annum, it is the hardest hit
of any of the government portfolios and it is not
surprising that it makes an attempt to recoup
outlays in this way. However, the fees charged
should reflect some marketplace standard, and in
the enthusiasm to recoup costs the intended
recipients of the courses must not be given any
excuse not to attend. I know a lot of them,
unfortunately, would be looking for an excuse such
as, '1 know I was ordered to do it but I could not
quite get there', or, 'It was not convenient to where I
live', and price must not become an issue in
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preventing or facilitating the access of the intended
recipients to the courses.
These amendments to the Road Safety Act are very
minor in the overall scheme of things. We must be
conscious of how the overall effort that has been so
successful in Victoria is travelling and what the
relationship is between these measures and the
success of the scheme.
The latest figures I have seen indicate that the road
safety effort in Victoria is the most successful in the
western world. I have access to figures from
mid-1993. They show that the figure for Victoria is
an average of 1.5 deaths per 10 000 registered
vehicles, with the closest to us being the overall
Australian average at 1.8, followed by the New
South Wales average at 1.9 and the Swedish average
at 1.9. Victoria's performance is about 30 per cent
better than that of its nearest competitor. If you look
across the bar graphs you will see that the average
would be well in excess of 2 per 10 000 registered
vehicles.
We have something precious here in Victoria that
we ought to be doing all in our power to maintain.
'The Transport Accident Commission programs have
been instrumental in that success. We have had a
well-balanced combination of education,
enforcement, engineering and evaluation. That is the
way the TAC describes it with the four Es, including
its evaluation of what occurred before and its
education programs. Others have spoken about that.
The degree of penetration of those programs has to
be seen to be believed.

'The other day I was heading downtown on a tram
and the conductor asked me for my fare. I pulled out
my parliamentary pass but my Bulldogs key ring
flopped open. He looked at it and said, 'Well, that's
nearly enough to get you a free ticket.'. On the back
of the key ring are printed the words 'Drink drive
bloody idiot'. The sponsorship is paid out according
to the number of places you can place that message.
I can attest that there is not anywhere in the
Footscray Football Oub that you can go without
getting that message right between your eyes. Even
when the hospitality of the club is flowing, it is just
about printed on the beer glasses; the reminder is
there to really ram home the message.
The authenticity of the ads has also been remarked
on. The first ad that the honourable member for
Wantima mentioned featured a nurse who was a
neighbour of mine with no acting experience at all.
The evaluation of the results of the TAC ads showed
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that one of their attractions was the natural
personality of the characters, the authenticity of the
settings and the message that came across.
One would think that with that level of success and
the fine tuning of the advertisements we have a total
success story here, but nothing is ever that good.
There is always room for improvement.
I would like to comment further on the road safety
effort and I think the government and the minister
should take heed. The success of the Transport
Accident Commission is one feature. There is ample
evidence to show that the investment it has made
has saved the Victorian community an enormous
number of lives and an enormous amount of money.
The road toll of 776 in 1989 sparked the new ads and
the intense program, and the toll is now below 400.
The drink-diving statistics from 1989 to 1992 show a
huge improvement. The number of drivers and
motorcyclists with a blood alcohol level of .05 who
were killed was reduced by two-thirds, from 113 to
37. That is quite spectacular.
The introduction of the speed cameras towards the
end of 1992 has. probably had the most dramatic
impact on day-to-day driving habits. Since 1989 the
number of vehicles speeding past the cameras has
dropped from 13.5 per cent of all vehicles to 5 per
cent. 1bis system has produced the best results in
the world. But we have a government that wanted to
sell it! The government spent at least $11 million
working out ways to flog it off. The best balanced,
most successful ingredients in the world, and the
government wanted to flog it off. Any of us could
have pointed out the commonsense in retaining
something that was so highly successful.
After the expenditure of $11 million the government
woke up to that fact. We are all grateful, even
though that $11 million could have been spent on
more booze buses or other constructive things. At
least we have ended up with the right decision. That
was not an auspicious beginning for the new
government's effort in the road safety area. Thank
goodness the blind ideology that is causing the
packaging up and selling off of water, electricity and
everything else did not have such a grip on the
cabinet at that stage.
Another government measure about which a
number of us were quite fearful was the lifting of
speed limits on some of Victoria's major roads.
Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
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Mr MILDENHALL - We recall a previous time
when the speed limits on freeways were lifted. After
only a few months they were put back down
because the road toll showed an increase. Although
traffic flow patterns and efficiency improved there
was a slight increase in the road toll. It has since
reduced and is again showing the steady downward
trend, which is a source of comfort.
Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
The ACI1NG SPEAKER (Mr Cunningha~) Order! I remind the honourable member for
Footscray that his remarks should be confined to the
bill.
Mr MnDENHALL - I would hate to think that
the parameters of the bill mean you can say
anything you like so long as the government agrees
with it. You can travel around South Africa, you can
talk about all sorts of things. What does
bipartisanship mean? So long as you agree with the
government it is okay, but as soon as you say
anything marginally critical - -
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is advertised with air bags as the main feature, the
main new development in the new model. 'Have a
look at our air bags. Sensational!'.
What happened? Just when this practice is
demonstrating how effective the program is, this
miserly, stingy, short-sighted, states-rights,
anti-consumer government withdraws from the
program. It withdrew its $200 000. This now
$3-million program desperately needs the
participation of all parties, and what does the
government do? It pulls out one of the vital
components.
It is no surprise to hear that the operators of the
program are fearful that other states will pull out
because Victoria has pulled out. What will happen
now? Will the whole thing collapse? Will this major
road safety effort fall apart because of the
short-sighted action of this government? That is not
a good contribution to the road safety effort.

The ACI1NG SPEAKER -Order! The
honourable member should try to relate his remarks
to the bill, though.

Government members interjecting.
Mr MILDENHALL - The propositions I am
putting are parts of the delicate balance of all the
components in the road safety system.
Another recent government decision that will have
an impact on the success of this scheme relates
particularly to the Minister for Agriculture, who is at
the table. Earlier this year on road safety grounds I
raised a matter concerning the safety of new cars for
sale in Australia and the state government's
commitment to that program. It was bipartisan, with
all states and motor organisations right around
Australia contributing, but there was some doubt
about the future of the Victorian contribution.
The ACI1NG SPEAKER - Order! I remind the
honourable member for Footscray of the parameters
of the bill.
Mr·MILDENHALL - I am well aware of them.
The safety of road users is absolutely paramount in
the comments I am making. The effectiveness of this
program, like the effectiveness of the TAC
programs, has been demonstrated by the massive
changes manufacturers and importers have made by
introducing air bags. One of the main ingredients in
ensuring the safety of vehicles is air bags. The
program argued for them quite extensively. Every
car you look at now, as distinct from six months ago,

Mr MnDENHALL - Yes, Mr Acting Speaker. I
will conclude my comments on the car assessment
program. It's lack of contribution is a black mark on
this government in the road safety area, in contrast
to the legislation. As in many areas, the legislative
framework is fine. It is the resources that are put into
it that are the problem, and how it is administered,
whether it is administered according to the spirit of
the act or whether the government takes the
opportunity within the legislative framework to
reduce resources.
A component of the government's road safety effort
for which it gets points is its legislative framework.
It gets grudging acknowledgment for finally waking
up about the Transport Accident Commission. The
government did not make the blue we thought it
would have made on speed limits. The black mark is
on the car-testing program. But, worst of all are the
ambulances.
The ACI1NG SPEAKER - Order! I ask the
honourable member for Footscray to come back to
the bill.
Mr MILDENHALL - A vital part of the road
safety system has to be how casualties are dealt
with. The western suburbs experienced some
terrible incidents where residents would either still
be alive or would have been less severely injured if
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ambulances had arrived in time. Those issues are
important. It is not just about amendments to the act
but all the other areas of government administration
that have a major impact on a road safety effort. The
government's other priorities of saving money at all
costs and reducing resources at all costs have
wUortunately tended to undermine what has been a
bipartisan, successful and world-best practice effort
in the road safety system of this state.
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill) - I wish to
make some brief comments in response to the
remarks I heard from the honourable member for
Footscray who was scathing in his condemnation of
the present government and its road safety activities.
Mr Mildenhall - Not all bad!
Mr RICHARDSON - What I heard was not
glowing praise. What I heard was condemnation
from a thoroughly discredited former member of the
Road Safety Committee.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr RICHARDSON - That is what I heard and
those matters need to be answered.
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Forest Hill, on the bill.
Mr RICHARD SON - It should be pointed out,
as we discuss the Road Safety (Further Amendment)
Bill, that Victoria's road safety record leads this
nation; it is one of the best of any nation anywhere in
the world. I point out to the honourable member
that Victoria's road deaths so far this year are the
lowest for many years. They are lower than the
deaths that occurred in 1992, which had been the
former best year in the reduction of the road toll.
The reduction of Victoria's road toll as at that date,
in comparison with the five-year average calculated
by the Transport Accident Commission, is several
hundred fewer.
The government's record on road safety is
impeccable. This government has been in place for a
mere two years. The Liberal Party was in
government for a number of years prior to 1982. I
point out to the house that it was the Liberal
government of those years that established the first
all-party parliamentary Road Safety Committee. My
good friend the Honourable Brian Dixon, a very
distinguished former member of this place, was
either the first or the second Chairman of the Road
Safety Committee. I cannot recall whether it was the
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Honourable WaIter Jona or the Honourable Brian
Dixon who was the first chairman, but each of them
served on that committee. The Road Safety
Committee of this Parliament has led the world in
recommendations relating to things like compulsory
seat-belt wearing, the wearing of helmets by
motorcycle riders and a multitude of other
recommendations which have been picked up in
Victoria by various governments of the day and
which have subsequently been accepted by many
other places in the world.
For the honourable member for Footscray to come in
here and complain about the actions of this
government on road safety is not only absurd but
really quite contemptuous of the institutions that
flow from this Parliament. It was this government
that re-established the Road Safety Committee as a
separate, intrinsic and important part of the
committee system of this Parliament.
It was the Labor Party, when in government, that
abolished the Road Safety Committee and simply
subjugated it to being a subcommittee of another
committee called the Social Development
Committee. Road safety was simply then a portion
of the work of that Social Development
Committee - Mr Mildenhall - Successful though!
Mr RICHARDSON - The honourable member
for Footscray keeps butting in all the time, when he
is only a lad-The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Forest Hill will ignore
in terjections.
Mr RICHARD SON - He has only been here for
5 minutes and he is still only a lad. He has not yet
got the scars that I assure him will come over the
next couple of years.
Mr Hamilton - Be a devil and show us your
scars!
Mr RICHARD SON - Some of my scars are in
places that I can't quite reveal! The honourable
member does not yet understand what all these
things mean. The present government has done
more than the Labor Party ever did in its 10 years in
government.
Mr Mildenhall - It was in relation to the work
of the Social Development Committee!
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Mr RICHARD SON - I was a member of the
Social Development Committee during those Labor
years and I know the things it did. I was part of it for
many of those years. Much of the work that was
done was useful; but the committee was also
involved in a whole lot of areas of inquiry that I
regarded as totally trivial. I must say when it got
down to pet budgerigars I was starting to lose
interest in it!
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left it at that; it did not take that extra step. This
government took the extra step and reinstated the
Road Safety Committee, which put road safety even
higher on the agenda. For the honourable member
for Footscray to attack this government on its
attitude to road safety, as he was doing when I
entered the chamber, is totally unacceptable and
tasteless - Mr Mildenhall interjected.

The ACflNG SPEAKER -Order! The
honourable member for Forest Hill will come back
to the bill.
Mr RICHARD SON - I am coming back to the
bill in the sense that the Social Development
Committee embraced the responsibilities of the
former Road Safety Committee. The point is the
committee was more concerned with the social
agenda of the Labor Party and the various influences
that work on it than it was with road safety. It was
this government that returned the Road Safety
Committee to its proper place as an integral part of
the committee system of this Parliament. It was this
government that recognised the appalling
consequences of the lack of attention that was given
by the previous government to road safety. And it
was this government that has been able to turn the
situation around.
In making that remark I must, in fairness, pay
tribute to the former Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, the Honourable Mal Sandon,
who was minister at the time the Transport Accident
Commission began its massive funding of road
safety commercials. I well recall when I was
sitting-Mr Mildenhall - A bit of bipartisanship!

Mr RICHARDSON - I remind the honourable
member for Footscray that the very place in which
he sits now was my place.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr RICHARDSON - I am being fair in
acknowledging that when the road safety crisis hit
in 1989 the then government responded with tough
action. I understand that the honourable member for
Carrum, who was then the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, was responsible for the
impetus given to the Transport Accident
Commission commercials, and I pay tribute to him
for that. It was followed by a steady effort to reduce
the road toll. However, the Labor government just

Mr RICHARDSON - I was about to pay you
some sort of compliment, you twit! His remarks
were tasteless and, I thought, not in keeping with his
usual character; therefore I was disappointed to hear
them.
It is important for the house to note that the present
government is totally committed to the importance
of road safety and continuing the attack on the road
toll. A variety of measures is being put in place to
address the very serious problem of hundreds of
people each year tragically and needlessly losing
their lives and thousands more being injured, often
permanently. It is a human tragedy that cannot be
allowed to go unchecked. The government is
addressing this matter in a very aggressive and
positive way, and the results are beginning to show.

In fairness I make the point that we are building
upon the fundamental decision that was made by
the Labor government in its final years of
governance. It is very disappointing to hear a new
member of the opposition, who should have done
his homework better, criticise and ridicule the work
that has been done. In doing so he is doing a
disservice to those who have lost their lives, those
who have been injured and will remain
incapacitated and their families. It seems to me that
something more positive should come from the
opposition on this·issue. There should be
constructive advocacy of the things that must be
done and ideas about how they could be done better
instead of carping criticism and smart-alec points
made to get political cheers from his own mob. TIlat
is what I heard when I came into this chamber.

The government attaches great importance to road
safety. It regards very seriously the tragedy of death,
destruction and injury on the road caused by horrific
car accidents. They are all avoidable. The greatest
single component of tragedy on the road is speed.
linked with that is youthfulness and the excessive
consumption of alcohol. The ultimate tragedy of
road trauma is that those most likely to be killed are
young males between the ages of 18 and 25. The next
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group of people most likely to be killed is 16 to
18-year-old youths. The people most likely to be
injured are the passengers. The statistics are horribly
stark and clear - Ms Marple interjected.
Mr RICHARDSON - That is a reasonable
interjection and I ask you, Mc Speaker, not to rule it
disorderly. The honourable member for Altona
asked whether I was taking into account serious
injuries resulting from road accidents. It is an
unfortunate fact that there are inadequate statistics
to indica le the proportion of serious road injuries as
distinct from road deaths. That is one of the matters
that concerns me as Chairman of the Road Safety
Committee. The road safety industry - it certainly
seems to be an industry, even a growth industry,
because it seems to me that more academics and
professionals are working on road safety than are
working on any other matter - has no statistics to
tell us what the honourable member would like to
know. The question she raises is unanswerable. One
of the tragedies of our new information-alert age is
that I can tell her how many people have been killed
but I cannot tell her how many people have been
seriously injured or how long they remained
incapacitated.
Injuries as a result of road accidents are thought to
cost the nation around $6 billion a year. That figure
is unprovable because the evidence is not available,
and a great deal of work needs to be done on the
gathering of statistical information on the severity of
injuries and the length and cost of incapacitation.
Social scientists could undertake an inquiry into the
social impact of road trauma. It seems to me that if
an effort were made at the national level with the
federal office administering road safety as the
sponsoring body it may be possible to drive home
more finnly to the community the effect of the lethal
cocktail of speed, alcohol and youth.
Without wishing to pre-empt any report which may
one day flow from the committee, I advise the house
that this is an issue of great concern to the
parliamentary Road Safety Committee - to me as
chairman, to the honourable member for Melton, the
most distinguished deputy chairman of that
committee, and to the equally distinguished
members of that committee.
I conclude by making the observation that the
measures which are presently before the house are
simply part of an ongoing process within Victoria to
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reduce the horrific road toll even further,
remembering that, while hOrrific, our road toll is still
lower than that of any other state, based on
population, the number of kilometres driven and so
on. In comparative terms Victoria leads the nation
and much of the world. The statistical tables are
public knowledge; they show Victoria is doing very
well. The measure before the house is part of the
effort to improve our position even further.
I commend to the house not only this biB but also
the efforts of the government and the bipartisan
all-party committee, which is working on this matter.
Mr MICALLEF (Springvale) - I shall make a few
brief comments. I could not let some of the
comments of the previous speaker go unchallenged.
Given the way he pontificates he sounds as though
in another life he might have been a preacher in the
deep south of the United States

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr MICALLEF - I think I was a member of the
Establishment in another life, so I will come back in
that role one day!
The way the honourable member for Forest Hill
talked about the social costs of the motor car made
one think he would be fully behind his Minister for
Public Transport, putting up a wonderful argument
for the development of public transport, which
would get people off the roads. The social
devastation caused by the motor car suggests that
driving a car is fast becoming untenable. Instead of
having committees considering how to make the
best of a bad Situation, maybe we should be making
recommendations on how to upgrade public
transport so that we have fewer people on the roads
and therefore fewer people getting themselves into
the horrific predicaments described by the
honourable member for Forest Hill.
The comments about the work of the fonner Social
Development Committee being part of the former
Labor Government's agenda would not be accepted
by those members on both sides of the house who
either served on that committee or read its
impressive reports. It will go down in history as one
of the most productive committees this place has
ever seen. The suggestion that its work fonned part
of the agenda of the Labor Party cannot go
unchallenged.
The honourable member for Forest Hill happened to
be a member of the committee. From time to time,
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and only when it suited him, he turned up to
meetings - and when he did turn up, he often fell
asleep. I do not like doing this; but he fired the first
bullets, so he has to get them in return. He who
throws the first stone ought to make sure he is not
living in a glass house.

Mr Richardson interjected.
Mr MICALLEF - Yes, we are mates. I will let
you buy me a drink after this, just to prove we are. I
will drink with anybody; that is one of my
weaknesses, Mr Speaker!
The former Social Development Committee
conducted inquiries into vehicle occupant protection
and the rehabilitation of drink-drivers. They were
extremely useful and productive inquiries. We
certainly interviewed many organisations. We found
problems with the RACV because, from the
committee's point of view, the vehicle lobby was not
doing enough to look after motorists. We found that
vehicle designs left a lot to be desired and were
certainly not up to the standards required.
The committee made many recommendations. We
were ambivalent about air bags and so on, but we
were certainly very critical of the structural design of
Australian motor vehicles. I have just bought a new
motor car that has the new ASS braking system.
Those are the sorts of things we should be looking at
in the design of motor cars.
We should be looking also at other issues such as the
cost of road structures, the design features of roads
and so on. Roads are a tremendous drain on the
community. It costs an enormous amount to build
freeways. If you are going to sell motor cars, you
should sell a vehicle that is safe. You should have
rigid standards for those who drive motor cars. You
should not blame the people who drive them for all
the problems associated with motor cars.
The community incurs enormous social costs in
looking after people who have been injured in motor
car accidents. Headway is an organisation that cares
for people who have suffered horrific injuries; it tries
to rehabilitate people with massive head injures. We
have talked about the importance of helmets.
It is going a bit far to say the Social Development
Committee followed the Labor Party's agenda. I
suggest the honourable member for Forest Hill
probably voted in the party room for the
privatisation of the TAC, even though the TAC is
nmning a wonderful campaign against motor
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accidents and it is having a tremendous impact. One
of the reasons the accident rate in this state dropped
tremendously is because of the TAC, which turned
the third-party insurance industry in this state from
one that was suffering massive losses to one that is a
financial plus. Some of the money made from that
was ploughed back into the community for the
prevention of motor accidents.
As I said, the TAC has been very successful. This
wonderful Treasurer, who attempted to flog off the
TAC, ought to be ashamed of himself. The Minister
for Health is at the table. She ought to be thankful
that the pUblic campaign prevented the Treasurer
from selling off the commission, because that
organisation has eased the workload of hospitals. I
am suggesting that if you had flogged off the TAC
hospital waiting lists would have blown out a lot
more because the hospitals would have been
treating many more road accident victims.
With those few words, and following on from the
pontificating of the previous speaker, I support the
bill.
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - I
thank the honourable members for Morwell,
Bulleen, Keilor, Wantima, Forest Hill and Springvale
for their contributions to the debate on this
important bill.
My recollection is that every speaker mentioned that
for more than two decades a bipartisan approach
has been taken to issues involving the promotion of
road safety. It is fair to say, as the honourable
member for Forest Hill and other speakers in the
debate said - with the probable exception of the
aberrant contribution from the honourable member
for Footscray - that for a long time there has been
unanimity and a singularity of purpose in wanting
to save lives and reduce trauma.
In years gone by, the then Liberal government, as
opposed to the coalition government of the past two
years, led the world in introducing legislation such
as that relating to the compulsory wearing of seat
belts. None of us was in the house at that time. The
measure was labelled draconian, unfair and
unreasonable by many people from many sections of
the community.
However, I venture to say there is now close to
universal acceptance in Victoria for the compulsory
wearing of seat belts. It takes only one visit to the
Royal Children's Hospital to see heart-wrenching
cases of children who have been pulverised during a
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motor vehicle accident when they were not
restrained to see the value of restraining children as
well as adults of all ages. Some children have hit
windscreens or worse, and of course some end up
being vegetables for life.
When we see people in the gallery watching
question time, and quite often witnessing a fairly
undignified scene in this house, I often wish they
could also see debates such as the one this evening
where a mature approach has been taken, sensible
amendments have been suggested where issues
have been debated on merit and on the basis that
they will help to save lives.
The proposals are supported by both sides of the
house, as the honourable member for Morwell
indicated from the outset, and I therefore thank all
honourable members for their contributions. The
honourable member for Morwell raised the issue of
protecting the privacy of the individual as it relates
to information stored via the process of digital
imaging. I am advised that the photographs will be
stored on CD-ROM and not on a loaded computer.
In effect, they will be stored under lock and key, so
for this information to be used in an unauthorised
manner would involve someone breaking into the
safe where the CD-ROMs will be stored and stealing
them. The security at Vicroads is excellent, and
people on the premises will ensure that the security
of this information is paramount. I will bring to the
attention of my colleague the Minister for Roads and
Ports in another place the concern that has been
expressed, but I am advised that the security will be
very good indeed.
The honourable member for Morwell also said these
are not party-political issues and are in the interests
of the community. He even said the opposition
would look forward to supporting future
amendments that are in the community interest.
Again, I thank the opposition for taking that attitude
on an important community matter.
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Mr BROWN - Yes, some more than others, that
is very true, particularly in the bush where law
enforcement 30 or 40 years ago was not quite what it
is today. I know one of my colleagues often relates
the story that when he went to get his licence in a
country town the local policeman asked, 'What? Are
you telling me you haven't got a licence?'. Of course,
the local constable had witnessed him driving
around for quite some time prior to the day he
fronted up to get his licence!
The contribution made by the Transport Accident
Commission is certainly supported and has led to
the saving of lives and the lessening of trauma.
Again it was a pity that the honourable member for
Footscray lowered the standard of debate when he
started talking about the achievements of the
Footscray Football Club. I acknowledge that it has
been sponsored in part by the Transport Accident
Commission and has tried as hard as it can to
support the program in a meaningful way, but had
he got to next year's premiers - the Tigers, of
course - he would have had to admit how much
more the Richmond Football Club has done in that
regard and the fantastic promotion they have given
the Transport Accident Commission, particularly in
recent months because they were winners so often.
That puts the Transport Accident Commission's
program and advocacy of road safety dearly before
the community.
When the bill receives royal assent and the
proposals within it become a reality a person will
not actually be able to walk out with a new licence
on the day that person presents to an authorised
outlet. That is the objective in the medium to longer
term but it will take time for Vicroads to reach that
position with the technology. It will poSSibly take
considerable time for it to become that quick and for
there to be an instant turnaround. It is, however, the
ultimate objective that at the bigger outlets
eventually a person will be able to walk in with his
licence, have it processed on the spot, and walk out
with a new licence.

In his worthwhile contribution the honourable

member for Bulleen supported the excellent work
the Transport Accident Commission has done over a
long period. There is no doubt that the television
advertisements, hard-hitting as they are, have
concentrated the minds of many motorists on this
issue, particularly young people who are vulnerable
to peer pressure and to doing the stupid things
many of us did as young people.
Mr Hamilton interjected.

I thank the honourable member for Keilor for his
contribution. He expressed the view that the
accredited assessment agencies should include
voluntary bodies such as service clubs. No
honourable member in this house disputes the
enormous job done by service clubs - we all
understand the magnificent contribution they make
to their various communities - but I doubt that it is
practical for community organisations of a voluntary
nature to undertake such accreditation. They would
need to have trained psychologists on staff
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permanently to undertake that role. Other standards
would have to be achieved which would be beyond
the scope of voluntary agencies, but I would not rule
it out in this response. I will raise the matter with the
Minister for Roads and Ports, but I doubt very much
that service clubs would be able to reach the
standard required as they would need people such
as trained psychologists on staff permanently.

Victoria continues to lead the world. TItis
government will not shirks its responsibilities. Again
I thank all honourable members who have
contributed to this very worthwhile debate.

The honourable member for Keilor also mentioned
the extension of the 14-day period of driver
notification for unpaid parking fines to 28 days. I
would be hopeful that this will help Kay McNeice,
for one, but that aligns more so to other
requirements at law. It certainly has been unfair on
many people that they were not notified within the
14-day period for a number of reasons. Extending
the period to 28 days should cover it for all people in
future. I will raise with the Minister for Roads and
Ports the suggestion that there be a community
awareness campaign, but I note that this matter has
already been covered in the press. I assume it will
receive more press coverage in the months ahead,
but I will raise the suggestion with the minister.

Passed remaining stages.

The honourable member for Footscray also raised
the point about the security for the new digital
technology. As I have said, it will be on CD-ROM
and stored very securely.

Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - At the outset I
will say that the opposition fully supports the
measures contained in the Emerald Tourist Railway
(Amendment) Bill, which we regard as important for
a number of reasons. The Emerald Tourist Railway
is far better known throughout Victoria and beyond
by the colloquial term Puffing Billy, which is a very
important tourism asset for the state.

In conclusion I thank all honourable members for
their contributions. Road safety and road trauma are
important community issues. I look forward to
hearing in the many years I have ahead in this
position further contributions from both sides of the
house about how we can continue to improve the
system.
That is a carte blanche statement. Wisdom does not
necessarily reside totally on this side of the house,
and as an acknowledgment of that I would say - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BROWN - Well, there is far more on this
side of the house than there is on the other - but it
is not necessarily exclusive. TItis government is
prepared to listen to any suggestion, whether it
comes from the state opposition, a community
group or an individual, that will enhance road safety
or find a better way of saving lives and reducing
trauma - especially the horrible injuries suffered by
little children and babies. We are prepared to take all
suggestions on board, even if it means having a
draconian aspect to the legislation. We have the
strength to face up to the issue and ensure that

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

EMERALD TOURIST RAILWAY
(AMENDMENT) BILL
The SPEAKER - Order! As a statement has been
made under section 8S(S)(c) of the Constitution Act I
inform the house that in my opinion the
second-reading of this bill must be carried by an
absolute majority.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 5 October; motion of
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Tourism).

Although the bill is small it is important because
Puffing Billy holds a special place in Melbourne's
tourism network. It is an undoubted attraction for
the many tourists who visit this state each year, from
both interstate and overseas.
Puffing Billy invokes the romance of a bygone
age - the age of steam. Great steam trains engage
all one's senses: the sight of them, the way they
look - they are attractively set out and have very
fine, large engines - the steam itself, especially the
hiss and the movement, the sounds, and the smell of
the fuel burning. So all the things about Puffing Billy
and the other great steam trains engage the senses
and attract people of all ages.
The same does not apply to the trains we have these
days. The smell of diesel fumes is nowhere near as
pleasant as the smell of the burning fuel that powers
the steam trains!
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There is a certain magnetism about those trains.
They capture the imagination and transport people
back to a time when the pace of life was far slower.
They are apt ways of involving people in living
history. Attractions such as Puffing Billy act as
reference points to the past. They are becoming
increasingly important, particularly as today's
technology moves inexorably on and is used for all
sorts of undreamed of applications.

state. They certainly did Victoria a great service by
conducting that fight to save the train.

Today's technology does not invoke anything like
the romance conjured up by the machines of the
steam age. There is something almost hypnotic
about those old engines. For those of us who recall
travelling on steam engines, which were the only
means of travel for some of us when we were young,
they invoke the past in very personal ways. Even the
minister may recall that in earlier days donkey
engines were a conunon sight. They were a
particular source of enjoyment for many people at
the time, and many hours were whiled away
twisting and turning the wheels of those engines,
firing them up and seeing how fast they could go.

I refer in particular to the ministers's remarks during
his second-reading speech, in which he said of the
board:

The airconditioning unit downstairs comes from the
same age and is a constant attraction for people who
visit the building. You always see groups standing
around pressing the button to make the machine
whirr. I do not think you would get too many people
standing around modem airconditioning units
watching how they work. Puffing Billy captures the
romance of the machines from that age, which is
what makes it such a popular attraction. It reminds
us of the golden age of rail travel and the few steam
trains that are left.
Puffing Billy and the Emerald Tourist Railway are
tributes to those people who 40 years ago had the
foresight to work to retain that particular line and
the machinery that went with it. Sometime prior to
1955 the railways commissioner determined that the
service was no longer required and that that
particular line should close. It is interesting to note
that even back then the closure of a railway line such
as that caused considerable controversy and
Significant debate.
Mr McArthur interjected.
Mr LONEY - Well, maybe. But I suggest you
cannot have a profitable railway of any sort unless
you leave the track and the train there, which is
what happened with Puffing Billy. Those people
fought very hard to retain that train and their
foresight at that time has proved to be a boon to the
people of Victoria and particularly to tourism in this

The fight to retain Puffing Billy led to the Emerald
Tourist Railway Act 1977, which established the
current board and provided for its operations until
now. In many ways the bill effectively
acknowledges the great work done by the Emerald
Tourist Railway Board between 1977 and today.

... the Emerald Tourist Railway Board has managed the
Puffing Billy railway with dedication and skill and has
positioned it as one of state's most popular and
innovative attractions.

The opposition concurs with those sentiments
expressed by the minister and also pays tribute to
the work of the board over many years.
From its small beginnings in 1955, the railway has
now grown into a major tourist attraction
contributing a total of 34 jobs - 28 full time and 6
part time - that are no doubt very valuable to the
local community in that area. In the year just passed
the railway carried more than 200 000 visitors,
collected almost $2 million in revenue and made a
net profit of some $398 943, which is a Significant
contribution to the economy.
It is interesting in light of what we are talking about
and the hard times we have gone through in recent
years - and certainly tourism has suffered as part of
that - that in the 1993-94 financial year revenue was
up 23 per cent on the previous year. That in itself is
testimony to the management of the board. The
provisions of the bill will allow the work done by
the board over previous years to be further
developed and extended.

The Emerald Tourist Railway Board is responsible
for the preservation, development, promotion,
operation and maintenance of the facility. The bill
will provide the board with an increased measure of
autonomy to conduct its own affairs without
reference to the minister. Essentially it is being put
on a more business-like footing. It will allow the
board to operate in a manner more commensurate
with modem business practice. It will not have to
run back to the minister on every occasion on which
it requires to make a decision. It is being given a
great amount of flexibility and autonomy to operate.
The opposition fully supports those moves and
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suggests that the board has shown itself competent
to take over those activities and conduct them
effectively.
In particular, the board will be able to make its own
de terminations on contracts worth up to $200 000
and will be required to seek ministerial approval
only when contract work is valued at more than that
figure. 1hat is a realistic and worthwhile way for the
board to go. There is no need for a board that has
proved itself capable to have to continually go back
to the minister on those amounts. The opposition
has no difficulty with this measure on the basis of
the board's good record of management, particularly
given that the audit requirements of the board
continue in place so that the checks and balances
remain.

inclined to spend. In passing I should mention that
Eastnet is an organisation that is working effectively
on the interlinking of all sorts of attractions in that
area.
The opposition believes the ability of the board to
enter into these arrangements will increase the
number of attractions able to be accessed by visitors
and therefore, as I was saying, increase the
likelihood of longer visits. Removal of some of the
current restrictions on the board will enable Puffing
Billy to provide fresh experiences and so encourage
more repeat visits. Repeat visitation is encouraged
and will increase the competitiveness of the railway
as a tourist attraction. Like any other section of
industry, tourist attractions are also subject to
increasing competition.

The board will also no longer be required to report
all accidents and incidents to the minister regardless
of how minor they may be. It will now be required
to report only accidents and incidents of a serious
nature. 1hat again seems to be a sensible approach
to things. The board has proved itself capable of
managing its safety in an effective and competent
way. It has a good record in that regard. I am sure
the minister is also not particularly interested in
having reports of trivial matters presented to him
time after time. The opposition sees this as a sensible
approach that is well in line with modern business
practice. It is confident that the competence and
expertise the board has built up over many years is
such that this change does not constitute any fonn of
downgrading of safety considerations on the Puffing
Billy line.

We should note that although Puffing Billy is
performing very strongly, it is in an increasingly
competitive market for patronage. The board is well
aware of this fact and at page 3 of its annual report
for 1993-94 states:

In total, these clauses effectively allow the board to
operate in a manner that is much more consistent
with modern business practice than the way it has
been allowed to operate in the past. We particularly
note that clause 4 of the bill, which the opposition
regards as extremely important to the future of the
railway, allows the board to expand the operations
of the railway consistent with its role as a major
tourist attraction. This will do a number of things.

The SPEAKER - Order! Under sessional orders
the time for the adjournment of the house has
arrived.

Firstly, it will enable the board to link the Puffing
Billy service with many of the other tourist
attractions in the Dandenongs and the south-east
area of Melbourne. This networking or interlinking
of tourist attractions is the way that more and more
tourist networks are heading in an attempt to
integrate things so that they are able to hold visitors
in an area longer and, we hope, for the benefit of the
economy in this case, to wring a few more dollars
out of them than they might otherwise have been

The enormous growth in available activities,
particularly at weekends, is exerting considerable
pressure on the railway's strongest traditional market.
The board is conscious of the rapidly changing nature
of the marketplace. Detailed planning for the future is
being undertaken in order to better pOSition the
business to take advantage of future opportunities.

Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

ADJOURNMENT

N ewlands estate development
Mr CARLI (Coburg) - I ask the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services to direct my concern
to the Minister for Housing in another place. I ask
him to investigate the reasons for the current
impasse with the Newlands estate redevelopment.
The saga has been rather a lengthy one involving the
construction of 15 elderly person units, 12 family
units, a community centre and the tendering out of a
number of shops. At present, an agreement awaits
the Signatures of the Moreland council and the
housing department. Each side claims the reason for
the delay has been caused by the other. Now we
have an impasse, but with some pressure exerted by
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the minister the agreement could be signed rather
quickly.
The issue has been continuing for about five years. It
has involved the closure of shops at the Newlands
estate; in fact, the shops were bulldozed three
months ago. The loss of the shops has had a
dramatic effect on the area. Residents living near the
proposed estate had been using the shops, which
were originally owned by the then housing
department for 30 years. It was intended that
through a tendering process, private investors
would build new shops. Nothing has happened.
Recently I attended a meeting of the local progress
association. Numerous residents, some quite elderly,
are looking forward to the redevelopment of the
units and the building of the shops in an area where
they used to shop. The delays have led to a lack of
patience. The residents have waited long enough.
The documents have been drawn up, the plans
prepared and everything seems to be ready to go,
yet there seems to be a reluctance or inability to sign
the final documents.
The reason for the delay is not quite clear. It is
causing enormous frustration. The answer for the
past few months has been, 'It will happen in the next
few weeks'. We should be able to short circuit the
delays and get the development off the ground for
the benefit of local residents. Also, the estate
development will provide housing in an area with a
chronic shortage of housing.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Bureau of Immigration and Population
Research
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) -In the
absence of the Minister for Ethnic Affairs I ask the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services to direct
to' his attention the political compromising by the
federal Minister for Immigration and Ethnic Affairs,
Senator Nick Bolkus, of the independence of the
Bureau of Immigration and Population Research.
Evidence has been brought forward that Nick
Bolkus will replace the separate state reference
groups that advise the minister and the bureau on
matters dealing with population settlement with
12 Labor hacks from each state and territory - a
total of % cronies - following an Immigration
Review Tribunal review. Mateship largesse!
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This will occur at the end of the year. Because
Senator Bolkus has been so embarrassed by the
cronyism associated with the announcement of the
appointments to the Immigration Review Tribunal,
this announcement will be deferred until the slow
news time in December. The 96 Labor hacks will
replace a current network of volunteers made up of
specialist academics and specialist state government
and federal government public servants. Those
people volunteer their time. Their monthly meetings
will be replaced by 96 Labor Party hacks being paid
an average of $300 a meeting plus travel expenses
and other perks to ensure the minister has a personal
fiefdom on immigration and ethnic affairs in
Australia.

Not only that, in the recent release of population
profiles to ethno-specific communities, which was
done with considerable fanfare for the Chinese
community in Sydney, the Italian community in
Melbourne and the German community,
accompanied by considerable media coverage, the
federal minister compromised the staff of the bureau
under Or John Nieuwenhuysen by ordering that no
liberal or National party members of Parliament
were to be invited to those launches. It is being
made a Labor Party front and yet we have 300 to 400
ethnic community representatives at each of those
launches. This is meant to be a bipartisan,
independent research body established by the
commonwealth department to undertake
independent research and foster public
understanding.
In its recent report the bureau alluded to state
reference groups being established around Australia
under the auspices of each state and territory to
facilitate interaction between BIPR and other states
and territories. How can that occur if we have
96 ministerially appointed Labor Party employees
on fat meeting fees flying around Australia? The
minister has made it his fiefdom.

Equine viruses and infections
Mrs WILSON (Dandenong North) - I direct to
the attention of the Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing a matter primarily related to the
minister's racing portfolio. I ask the minister to
consider developing a major strategy that can be put
into place in the event of a serious equine virus
occurring in this state. It is appropriate to consider
this in view of the sad situation recently witnessed
in Queensland with the death of Vic Rail and the
horses in his stable. The minister,like all other
members, would be aware of the panic that caused
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in Queensland racing circles and the money lost by
the Queensland government as a result.

which they could set up their complete model
railway system.

The minister should ensure that a quick response is
ready in Victoria if a similar situation should occur. I
am sure the minister would know that equine
viruses and infections are nothing new. For instance,
in 1992 in Hong Kong 500 horses were infected with
an influenza virus and a number of those valuable
horses subsequently died. Earlier this year in Sydney
33 highly prized yearlings died as a result of
botulism, which was originally thought to be a fever
virus. Recently in the Hunter Valley, an equine
herpes caused 30 very valuable mares to abort their
foals at a cost of more than $500 000. Nearer to
home, a Kilmore trainer watched all the horses in his
stable die, and it was a number of weeks before the
virus was detected.

I suggested that they contact Hoys Road Lines about
the room available at the Shepparton railway station
to see whether they could set up the model there. I
thought it was an excellent idea to have it right
where the trains are in Shepparton. Hoys Road Lines
was happy to accommodate the model railway club,
and the club will be moving its equipment into the
station. However, a problem has come about
because the PTC has not yet been able to sign a
long-term lease with Hoys for the railway station
building, and until a lease is signed Hoys has
suggested that the railway club not make any major
alterations to the building, such as painting and
putting in the many extra power points that will be
needed.

It is essential that we have a strategy that can be
rolled into place very quickly and successfully with
the cooperation of the minister's colleague the
Minister for Agriculture, veterinary laboratories and
racing clubs. In Queensland quarantine
arrangements were put in place quickly. That is
essential so veterinary laboratories are able to
respond quickly to identify the type of virus the
horses may have. I ask the minister to respond to
that query.

I ask the minister to look into the situation to see
whether it may be possible to provide for Hoys
Road Lines a long-term lease of the building to allow
the model railway club to move in and make the
necessary arrangements concerning alterations to
the building so it can have a permanent display,
which would be helpful to the people of Goulbum
Valley and those who go to the station to see the
model railways in operation.

Fair trading: personnel practices
Shepparton railway station
Mr KILGOUR (Shepparton) - I raise with the
Minister for Public Transport or, in his absence, the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services, who is
at the table, the Shepparton railway station building,
which at the moment is operated by Hoys Road
Lines. Hoys operates the private train from
Shepparton to Melbourne, which runs about
150 metres from the home of the minister at the
table. I am sure he is interested in our magnificent
train service from Shepparton to Melbourne. I have
much pleasure in using it often, enjoying a free cup
of tea or coffee on the way down and back - An honourable member interjected.
Mr KILGOUR - The free ride helps as well. In
Shepparton the private train does not carry parcels.
The parcel room, quite a big room at the Shepparton
railway station, is no longer used. A number of
weeks ago I was attending the mechanics institute in
Shepparton and came across the Goulburn Valley
model railway club, which was set up in the
mechanics institute. Members of that club advised
me that unfortunately they did not have a home in

Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - I raise with the
Minister for Fair Trading or, in her absence, the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services
personnel practices in the fair trading ministry.
Incidentally, I was trying to pursue this matter by
telephone today. The ministry has advertised that it
has shifted office and has a new telephone number.
It shifted on Monday, and I still cannot get through.
The new number is not yet connected. The rate of
inquiries would be around 5000 per week, so
5000 calls will not be getting through. That gives
some idea of the priority given to customer services
by a ministry that is supposed to deal with
consumer issues.
Mrs Jill Mathers of Bell Post Hill, an employee at the
Office of Fair Trading and Business Affairs, was told
earlier this year that her area of responsibility was
not regarded highly and was being wound down,
and that there was no future there for her. Her
responsibility was keeping surveillance of
community group funding schemes. Obviously that
is not a high priority for the government, either.
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After being told that, she inquired about a voluntary
departure package. They were widely advertised as
being available. She applied according to the
guidelines before 30 June, but was told, 'No, we
have reached our targets. We do not need to do that
and you are required'. Having very little to do and
the nature of her employment having been devalued
to the point where she was told there was no future,
Mrs Mathers eventually resigned from the ministry
and has since discovered that some months after she
left her position was made redundant and no longer
exists.
Given the generally accepted guidelines for the
availability of voluntary departure packages, my
inquiry to the minister is whether Mrs Mathers has
been dealt with fairly and consistently, whether the
opportunities available to all others were made
available to her, and whether there has been any
aberration in the system or personnel practices in the
department. Will the minister investigate this matter
and report back so that a resolution can be
satisfactorily arrived at?

Bendigo agricultural centre
Mr TURNER (Bendigo West) - I raise with the
Minister for Agriculture an important matter
regarding the Bendigo agricultural centre, the
building program that is currently under way and
the long-term future of that establishment.
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For some time after the last state election we heard a
lot of carping from the other side of the house
regarding DARA in connection with my electorate.
When we looked at the proposal to shift the
department to Bendigo, what did we find? We
found exactly what we found in a lot of other areas:
it was a funny-money deal. The previous
government was going to put a rope around the
necks of the taxpayers of Victoria that would have
cost them tens of millions of dollars over a long
period.
The Department of Agriculture office at Bendigo
plays an important role both in Bendigo and in the
north-west region and covers a broad section of
agricultural purposes. Will the Minister for
Agriculture explain to my constituents and genuine
farmers what future the Bendigo office has and what
the current situation is regarding the building
program? Can the minister guarantee the future
viability of the Bendigo agricultural centre?

Hazelwood power station
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - I raise with the
Minister for Energy and Minerals a matter
concerning the Hazelwood power station and the
restructure that is going on at that establishment.
Currently there are some 424 employees of the
production group Generation Victoria at
Hazelwood, 377 operations staff and 47 so-called
redeployees.

Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr TURNER - I was not going to talk about
that, but I shall. Today I was looking through
member's interests and saw that the Leader of the
Opposition is a long-term woolgrower, he actually
sells wool. We all know the farmers on the other side
of the house who have a real interest in agriculture.

I thank the Minister for Agriculture for his long-term
interest in the north-west region and in agriculture.
For the first time in many years the agriculture
budget has been increased. Under the former
government it was slashed to its lowest level.
The agricultural centre at Bendigo is important to
my electorate and the people who live in the
north-west. I thank the Minister for Agriculture for
his commitment to agriculture and the
announcement some time ago of a $1.9 million
building program at Bendigo. The office plays an
important role for a wide section of the'agriculture
industry.

So far as we in the Latrobe Valley are concerned
enough jobs have already gone from stations such as
Hazelwood. Indeed, Hazelwood currently provides
electricity more cheaply than any other station
because there is no need to amortise debt. The
problem is that one of the restructure proposals is to
reduce the work force to 219, which is a large
reduction in workers in an area which has already
lost thousands of jobs, especially in the electricity
industry.
Given that we have been told all along that if you
keep losing jobs you will be a secure industry, the
way we are going we will have no jobs and no
industry, and that is completely beyond the pale!
What is worse is that the proposal for the restructure
will mean there will be more chiefs than indians. In
fact the proposal I have before me indicates that out
of the 229 jobs 117 will be management and staff and
112 will be workers. There is no way that can be seen
as world best practice. Indeed, we will see repeated
the example of the restructure of the electricity
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distribution industry, where one chief executive
officer on $150 000 a year was replaced by five
executive officers on $300 000 a year each - that is,
10 times the cost! The restructure must stop. We
must stop this waste of money by gilding the pay of
a few highly paid executives and putting workers
out of their jobs. It must cease. We want the minister
to take action to protect the last few jobs in the
electricity industry in the Latrobe Valley.

Stratford-Maffra railway bridge
Mr RY AN (Gippsland South) - I direct an
important matter to the attention of the Minister for
Public Transport. It concerns two railway bridges
along a road which runs from the Princes Highway
a short distance west of the township of Stratford to
the township of Maffra within my electorate and
which is known locally as the Stratford-Maffra road.
The Shire of Maffra has been extremely innovative
in the promotion of tourism in its area. For many
years it has been attempting to attract tourists by
organising tourist coaches along that particular road.
The specific problem is that the two railway bridges
to which I refer do not have the capacity to
accommodate the height of the buses. More
particularly the problem is that one bridge has a
leeway of 3.4 metres and the second bridge, which is
almost beside the first bridge, has a leeway of
3.7 metres. In the past a false beam was slung under
the bridge with the 3.7 metre leeway with the
intention of reducing it to a 3.4 leeway to ensure that
buses did not make the error of travelling under one
bridge and getting stuck under the second.
The two railway bridges no longer accommodate the
train lines for which they were designed. The shire
wishes me to ask the minister whether he would be
prepared, through the PTe, to initiate a process for
the removal of the bridge with the 3.4 metre leeway
with the intention of removing the false beam
underneath the second bridge, thereby increasing its
leeway immediately to 3.7 metres. In addition, the
head of the local regional office of Vicroads, the very
able Mr Norm Butler, has agreed to cooperate in his
inimitable fashion by reducing the road level
beneath the second bridge by 0.6 metres. By this
convoluted methodology a total leeway of 4.3 metres
will be possible on the remaining bridge. However,
that can happen only if the minister initiates the
process to remove the first bridge. The shire has
been innovative in its endeavours to attract tourism
to the area. Additional tourist coaches would be of
great assistance, and that is why the shire has asked
me to make this request.

Bus services: Mill Park
Mr ANDRIANOPOULOS (Mill Park) - The
matter I raise tOnight is for the attention of the
Minister for Public Transport. It has been heartening
to hear the minister responding positively in recent
times to the introduction of bus services in a number
of electorates. But when one examines where those
new services are going one has to wonder whether
this is not simply pork-barrelling in some marginal
electorates to try to boost the government's chances
in the next election.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDRIANOPOULOS -In seats like
Tullamarine, MOrnington - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
members for Knox and Wantirna are out of order
and if they do not cease interjecting I shall take
action against them. The honourable member, in
silence.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! Honourable members
have been in this place long enough to know that
when the Speaker is on his feet and has issued
instructions they are to remain silent.
Mr ANDRIANOPOULOS - That is in seats like
Knox and Wantirna. I wish to test the minister's
new-found courage to provide services, particularly
in growth areas of metropolitan Melbourne, and
what greater growth area can one find than Mill
Park? The Mill Park Residents Association has
recently conducted a survey of bus services in the
area in view of the new growth that has taken place
in that neighbourhood. It has found that it takes 90
minutes for a person to travel from Mill Park to the
Northland shopping centre, which is the major retail
centre in the northern suburbs - An Honourable Member - How long?

Mr ANDRIANOPOULOS - Some 90 minutes
for a distance of 10 kilometres, and it requires an
interchange of three different modes of transport.
The Mill Park Residents Association has called upon
the minister in a submission to address the situation
in Mill Park. This is a matter that has been put
forward by numerous organisations in Mill Park and
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it has received wide and unanimous support from
community organisations, including the Mill Park
Senior Citizens Club, the Mill Park Recycled
Teenagers Senior Citizens Group, the St Francis of
Assisi over 50s Group, the Mill Park Greek Elderly
Citizens Club, and the Italian Pensioners Association
of Bundoora and Mill Park. It seems to me that this
government is about delivering services to marginal
electorates - -
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ask you to take note of in investigating those
matters. The first relates to the order that was made
on 6 October generally in relation to presentation of
material. I referred to a newspaper article published
on 2 October. Apparently today the Premier
indicated on radio that it was unlikely that any
legislation to this effect would be introduced this
session.
An honourable member interjected.

Honourable Members - Hear, hear!
Mr ANDRIANOPOULOS - Particularly to
Brownie supporters! If it takes - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The house will come to
order. The honourable member's time has expired.

Chain letters
Mr ROWE (Cranbourne) - I raise a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Fair Trading. It
concerns another one of the chain letters that seem to
be proliferating in Victoria at the moment. This letter
was brought into my office this morning by a
constituent who is so concerned about it that she
wanted some advice.
I should like the minister to provide advice on the
legality of this chain letter, and also to provide
general advice to the community, espedally to those
poor senior citizens who may receive such letters in
the mail and do not know exactly what to do with
them.
This letter is of grave concern because it requires the

recipients, on circulating the letter, to provide their
names and bank account details. This is most
disturbing. The letter claims that the recipients can
earn up to $500 000 by forwarding this circular on to
100 additional people.
I shall provide the letter to the minister and ask that
she provide me with advice that I can pass on to my
constituents through the local newspaper on the
legality of it and the danger of providing your name,
address and bank account details to persons of
unknown reputation or history.

Tabling of reports
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - Mr Speaker, in
addition to the matters I raised earlier today on a
point of order, there are two matters that I would

Mr THWAITES - This is additional information
for the Speaker to consider.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member raised a point of order earlier today. He has
some additional information that will assist the
Chair in making a decision on the point of order.
The honourable member is in order.
Mr THWAITES - Secondly, the
Attorney-General did in fact make a response on this
matter, but the response in no way complied with
the Parliamentary Committees Act. That act requires
that where a committee recommends that a
particular action be taken by the government with
respect to a matter the minister shall, within six
months of that time, report to the Parliament as to
the action proposed to be taken by the government
with respect to the recommendation.
There are some 60 recommendations. I would ask
the Speaker, in considering the point of order, to
consider whether the response of the minister, which
I will read in a minute, is in compliance with that.
The SPEAKER - Order! I do not want to
discourage the honourable member, but I believe I
have suffident information, with what he gave me
earlier in the day and the additional information he
has. While I gave him the courtesy of allowing the
point of order, he may not make a speech on the
matter. Are there any other salient points that the
honourable member wishes to draw to my attention
that would assist me in coming to a conclusion on
the point of order?
Mr THWAITES - Yes, Mr Speaker. I ask you to
investigate whether in compliance with the
Parliamentary Committees Act it is suffident just to
make a general statement along the lines that the
government broadly supports the committee's
recommendations, that the recommendations are
receiving active consideration, that a bill will be
introduced in the spring session of Parliament to
amend the act substantially, that the committee's
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report will be the wellspring of the amendments and
that a detailed response to each of the committee's
recommendations will be tabled when the legislation
is introduced.
If the government or the minister can at some date in
the future simply put the detailed responses to the
individual recommendations it is not possible for the
Parliament to have any indication as to the
minister's response to particular recommendations.

Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) -On the
same point of order, Mr Speaker - and I will be
very brief: in relation to the customs and practice of
this house, and given that the honourable member
for Albert Park has raised the issue of additional
investigation, as part of your investigation 1 request
that you look at the regular customs and practice of
this house over the years that I have been a member
here, and you will see that on numerous reports
ministers take far longer than six months - in some
cases a year, 18 months or more - to report back. I
hope that in any determination made by the Speaker
on this matter the customs and practice of the house
and of course of other parliaments are taken into
account in this regard.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair appreciates
the full support that he has from both sides of the
house from time to time. The house can be assured
that I will take into consideration all the previous
customs of this place, the precedents of previous
Speakers and the standing orders. I will consult May
and other references such as the House of
Representatives handbook, but you can rest assured
that the answer I will give tomorrow will be
well-researched and, I hope, acceptable to the house.

Responses
MrW. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - I thank the honourable member for
Bendigo West for raising the matter with me in
Parliament, because the building of new office
facilities at Epsom has been an important
development for Bendigo as it will enable us to put
all Agriculture Victoria staff together in the one
complex.
The government has now spent something like
$1.9 million on the new complex. It provides three
meeting rooms and seating for up to 100 people, and
will be a useful facility for the Department of
Agriculture and the wider community.
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In putting that program together we have been able
to use local people, carpenters, plumbers, and
architects. Even the painted signs on the gate have
been done by local contractors, so it has been good
news for Bendigo tradesmen as well as the Bendigo
community.

Work emanating from the complex plays a very
important role in the economy and we have
something like 90 Agriculture Victoria personnel
based at Bendigo. They provide a mixture of head
office, regional and district programs.
ApprOximately $4.5 million is expended in the local
economy in annual staff salaries and other
associated costs. As I said, the office carries out a
mixture of head office and statewide responsibilities
for payroll, occupational health and safety, library
services, animal standards, review and audit,
statutory authorities and programs for the
management of sustainable development.
An adjunct to that is the north-west regional office,
which is managed by Jan Mahoney. She is
responsible for the dryland cropping, pasture and
livestock research, and extension and regulatory
services delivered from Bendigo, Horsham,
Walpeup and Swan Hill. The Bendigo district centre,
with campuses at Bendigo, Kyneton and St Arnaud,
is developing and prOViding improvements in
productivity services with new technologies and
cooperation between Agvic and the farming
community.
1 am confident that with the establishment of the
new buildings, and particularly with the support of
the honourable member for Bendigo West - this is
very important to me as minister - there will be
coordination and support from local members. The
government believes Agvic will continue to provide
a very worthwhile service in agriculture in the
north-west of the state and, as the honourable
member for Bendigo West mentioned, with an
increase in the agriculture budget for the first time in
12 years we will see new programs coming on
stream. Those programs will be worked up in
conjunction with industry.
Once again members of Parliament will be able to
talk in a confident and progresSive way about
agriculture in this state, which is important not only
to the electorate of the honourable member for
Bendigo West but also to my electorate, which is not
very far from the electorate of Bendigo West.
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing) - The honourable member for
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Dandenong North, obviously provoked by the
events in Queensland, raised the issue of a virus,
latterly known as a version of the morbillivirus,
which is allied to viruses such as measles and
mumps in humans, distemper in dogs, rinderpest in
cattle and a recent fatal disease in seals and
dolphins. It is similar to the virus that caused the
deaths of 14 horses in Queensland and was also
responsible for the trainer Vic Rail dying on
27 September.
The honourable member for Dandenong North
referred to the problems with botulism in yearlings
at the Sydney yearling sales, the Hunter Valley
problem with mares, and the problems in Hong
Kong and, more recently and locally, here in
Kilmore.
I assure the honourable member that, given the
effect that disease could have had on the spring
racing carnival and the very valuable horseracing
industry in Victoria, the Minister for Agriculture and
I were receiving daily reports about the Queensland
situation so that we could act quickly if the virus
spread to Victoria. I must say there were several
instances of people being concerned.
I also assure the honourable member that we believe
there is no need to panic, particularly in this
instance, because many horses have coughs or
become ill. Horses die every day just as human
beings die every day. We have to be careful we do
not cause panic.
Conversely, we have to be ever Vigilant to control
anything that might be considered urgent. There is
no doubt that the stables in Victoria are well
controlled. Because the horses are so valuable they
are well cared for, housed in the best of conditions
and properly nurtured. Trainers and owners are
loath to take any wmecessary risks.
I advise the honourable member for Dandenong
North that we were in a position to act responsibly
and with immediate haste - in fact, within the
hour. If there had been any minute indication of a
virus, whether it be the morbillivirus, better known
as acute equine respiratory syndrome or AERS or
any other virus, the horses would have been
quarantined and all horse movements stopped
within the hour. That option remains open to us
throughout the whole year, not just in the lead-up to
the spring racing carnival. We are in a poSition to
take steps immediately to isolate any problems.
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I advise the honourable member that we are deeply
concerned to ensure that those steps are available to
us, irrespective of whether we have to deal with that
virus or any other virus that presents itself.
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) The honourable member for Gippsland South
referred to a railway bridge on the Stratford-Maffra
road that he would like to see demolished to allow
tourist coaches to be able to travel in that booming
tourist area. If my memory is correct, the last time I
was down there I saw many signs pointing to, I
think, the gounnet deli trail. The problem is that
while that low-clearance bridge exists the only way
tourist coaches can get into that increasingly popular
tourist destination is by going around the long way.
On that basis many tourist operators will give the
region a miss. They will go to a shorter-haul
destination -one that is more economical for them
to service.
I will have this case investigated as a matter of
urgency. I hope there is no reason why the bridge
cannot be demolished. I also recall discussions about
another bridge in the same area which, if
demolished, would reduce the pavement level by
about 600 millimetres so that the biggest tourist
coaches could then enter the region. As the
honourable member has discussed his interest in
developing tourism for the region a number of times
over the past two years I will certainly treat his
request seriously. I will ask V /Line to undertake an
investigation as soon as possible to see whether we
can agree to his request to demolish the bridge and
thereby assist tourism in this region.
The honourable member for Shepparton referred to
the Hoys company which has long been established
in road haulage and has been involved for many
years in rwming buses. It has the highest standards
and has given great service for many years. A
long-term lease at the railway station is of
paramount importance to the organisation because it
would give the company certainty. The honourable
member referred also to the fact that the Goulbum
Valley Model Railway Club would like to occupy
part of the station, so he was making requests on
behalf of two organisations.
The model railway club is a somewhat smaller
organisation than those I normally deal with, but I
am advised by the honourable member that it is a
very worthwhile, supportable local group. I will
undertake to have the matter investigated as soon as
pOSSible to see whether it can be resolved in the
shortest possible time.
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Like many members of the opposition, the
honourable member for Mill Park wants something
to be undertaken that was not done in the 10 years
that Labor was in government. He wants a bus
service to be established between Mill Park and
Northlands. I know this is a developing area and
that many young families and newly married
couples are moving in. As the honourable member
would understand, the government is still battling
with the excesses of the former Labor government
and trying to rein in the financial problems in
transport. We have made many great moves
towards solving the problems but we have a long
way to go. I cannot give a guarantee tonight that this
initiative will be agreed to in the near future.
However, I am aware that the community is
continuing to develop, so I will have the matter
examined by the PTC and have an assessment made.
When the assessment is completed I will undertake
to inform the honourable member of the outcome.

independent state reference groups. It seems
unfortunate that those volunteer groups are being
replaced by a group whose members will each be
paid $300 for every meeting they attend. There will
be 96 representatives from all states, and a clear
message is being sent out that no member of either
coalition party will be invited to attend. Clearly it is
a politicisation of the issue. I will refer the matter to
the minister.

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - The honourable member for
Coburg referred to the Newlands estate, and I will
pass on the matter to the Minister for Housing and
ask him to respond directly to the honourable
member.

The honourable member for Cranboume referred to
chain letters, and I will raise the matter with the
Minister for Fair Trading, who will respond directly
and take action on that matter.

The honourable member for Warrandyte raised the
establishment of the Bureau of Immigration and
Population Research, which replaces the

The honourable member for Footscray raised the
treatment of an employee, and I will ensure that the
Minister for Fair Trading addresses the issue and
responds to the honourable member.
The honourable member for Morwell referred to the
restructure of former SEC plants, particularly
Hazelwood, and I will pass on the matter to the
Minister for Energy and Minerals and ensure that he
minister responds directly.

The SPEAKER - Order! The house stands
adjourned until 10.00 a.m. next day.
House adjourned 10.50 p.m.
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The SPEAKER (Hon. J. E. Delzoppo) took the chair
at 10.05 a.m. and read the prayer.

PETITIONS
The Clerk - I have received the following
petitions for presentation to Parliament:

Sexual discrimination
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
state of Victoria showeth that
whereas the Parliament of the state of New South
Wales has seen fit to protect the human rights of its
lesbian and gay constituents and citizens on the basis of
their sexuality;
whereas the Parliament of the state of South Australia
has seen fit to protect the human rights of its lesbian
and gay constituents and citizens on the basis of their
sexuality;
whereas the Parliament of the Australian Capital
Territory has seen fit to protect the human rights of its
lesbian and gay constituents and citizens on the basis of
their sexuality;
whereas the Parliament of the state of Queensland has
seen fit to protect the human rights of its lesbian and
gay constituents and citizens on the basis of their
sexuality;
whereas the Parliament of the Northern Territory has
seen fit to protect the human rights of its lesbian and
gay constituents and citizens on the basis of their
sexuality;
and whereas the Parliament of the Commonwealth of
Australia, in compliance with Australia's international
human rights obligations, has seen fit to protect its
lesbian and gay constituents and citizens from
discrimination on the basis of their sexuality.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the Legislative
Assembly as part of the Parliament of the state of
Victoria move to protect the human rights of its lesbian
and gay constituents and citizens - as recommended
by the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee -
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by amending the Equal Opportunity Act 1984 to
prohibit discrimination on the grounds of a person's
sexuality.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Or Dean (27 signatures) and Mr Thompson (60
signatures)

Williamstown planning scheme
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of and
visitors to the suburbs of Williamstown and Newport,
sheweth a call that
rezoning of excess railway land at Melbourne
Road Newport to a 'Restricted Business Zone'
would further saturate the region with vacant land
of this zoning.
development of the site as a shopping centre
would cause planning blight and destroy existing
centres in Newport, Spotswood and
Williamstown, and further that such a
development would adversely affect the historic
and village character of the area and thus reduce
its tourism potential.
Your petitioners therefore pray that rezoning
amendment L2S - Williamstown Planning Scheme be
refused and the land rezoned primarily for housing.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Bracks (6724 signatures)
Laid on table.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Environment Protection Authority - Report for the
year 1993-94
Equal Opportunity Board - Report for the year 1993-94
Equal Opportunity Commission - Report for the year
1993-94

Ethnic Affairs Commission - Report for the year
1993-94

Murray-Darling Basin Commission - Report for the
year 1993-94

APPROPRIA TION MESSAGES
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Victorian Conservation Trust - Report for the year
1993-94

Zoological Board of Victoria - Report for the year
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EMERALD TOURIST RAILWAY
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading

1993-94

The following proclamations fixing operative dates
were laid upon the table by the Clerk pursuant to an
order of the House dated 6 September 1994:
Magistrates' Court (Amendment) Act 1994 - Whole
Act (Except sections 1, 2 and 27(5» on 24 October 1994
(Gazette No. G42, 20 October 1994)
Public Records Act 1973 -Section 5 on 18 October
1994 (Gazette No. G42, 20 October 1994)

APPROPRIATION MESSAGES
Messages read recommending appropriations for:
Corrections (Amendment) Bill
Land (Miscellaneous Matters) Bill
National Tennis Centre (Amendment) Bill

ADJOURNMENT
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the house, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday,
8 November.

Motion agreed to.

PROSTITUTION CONTROL BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) introduced a bill to
reform the law relating to prostitution, to repeal
the Prostitution Regulation Act 1986 and the Town
and Country Planning (Miscellaneous Provisions)
Act 1961, to amend the Crimes Act 1958, the
Evidence Act 1958 and the Travel Agents Act 1986
and make consequential amendments to certain
other acts and for other purposes.
Read first time.

Debate resumed from 20 October; motion of
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Tourism).
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - When the debate
was adjourned I was making some comments about
clause 4, which allows for the expansion of the
operations of the Emerald Tourist Railway Board
consistent with its role as a major tourist operator.
Mr McArthur interjected.
Mr LONEY - That is right. At that stage I said
the opposition fully supports that board. The clause
puts the board on a footing that is much more in line
with modem business practice. It will allow the
board to ensure the future viability of the railway, to
extend its operations, to move into other areas and,
in particular, to interlink other tourist attractions
with Puffing Billy.
I was also saying that although Puffing Billy is still
perfonnmg very strongly as a tourist attraction, the
market is becoming increasingly competitive.

The SPEAKER - Order! There is too much
audible conversation. Will honourable members
please lower their voices.
Mr LONEY - The board has recognised that and
comments on it in its annual report.
I note that the board has already moved to extend
the operation of the Puffing Billy service. As I
understand it, the proposed extension of the line
from Emerald Lake Park to Gembrook is partly
completed. It involves the laying of about
10 kilometres of track and the construction of a
timber trestle bridge. The total cost of the extension
is estimated to be more than $500 000.

That in itself places greater strain on the board and,
in particular, on the Puffing Billy Preservation
Society. In the past they have been very effective in
raising funds to keep the railway line going. Despite
the fact that a considerable amount of money that
needs to be raised, I am sure they will again be
successful. I am certain they will get broad
community support and will be able to raise the
money to complete those extensions.
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The extension of the line is important for two
reasons. Firstly, as I commented earlier, it provides a
fresh and longer route for the railway in what is an
exquisitely beautiful scenic area. It will enhance the
railway in a way that is consistent with its current
operations. It will also benefit the economics of the
region. By going through Gembrook it will
effectively take tourists into the hinterland of the
Westemport region, thus further opening up
opportunities for operators of tourist attractions. So
the extension will not only provide a fresh attraction
for Puffing Billy but also be of benefit to other
opera tors in the Westernport area by bringing
tourists to them.
Track construction issues, particularly in the
environmentally delicate area between Emerald
Lake and Gembrook, require a sensitive approach
and a willingness to consult with the people who are
affected. The record of the Emerald Tourist Railway
Board indicates that it will pay due attention to the
issue. I understand that to date it has been extremely
diligent in informing and listening to communities
who live along the path of the proposed route.
A second aspect of the expansion of the board's
operations is the prOvision of maintenance and
consultancy services to other railway operations.
That is important for a number of reasons. Firstly, it
will allow the Puffing Billy Preservation Society to
continue to develop its skills and expertise in
servicing rolling stock. It means there will always be
work for it to do, and it will enable it to make sure
its skills are constantly being honed and assessed,
which will benefit the railway itself. It will also
ensure that other historic railways around the state
have access to the advice and skills necessary to
keep them operating safely and profitably.
There are a number of other historic railways
operating throughout the state that require this sort
of support, but they do not have the same profile
and are not as economically viable as Puffing Billy.
One of those is the Drysdale-Queenscliff railway,
~hich is down in my area, the Geelong area. In some
respects it is similar to Puffing Billy, and historically
it has always been a tourist area.
Mr Brown interjected.
Mr LONEY - They are very good people, as the
Minister for Public Transport says, and they operate
a very good railway tourism service. I have had the
opportunity to travel on it a number of times. The
service is important to the area. Another one is the
Castlemaine-Maldon historic railway, which will
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similarly benefit from the ability of the Emerald
Tourist Railway Board to provide consultancy
advice and maintenance services.
I note that its 1994 annual report shows that for the
first time the Emerald Tourist Railway Board is
involved in a major locomotive rebuilding project
for an outside organisation. In the past the board has
been involved only in rebuilding and renovating
projects associated with its own line. But it is now
working on the John Benn, a former West
Melbourne gas works locomotive. It is currently in
the board's workshops for major work prior to its
going into service on both the Coal Creek and
Puffing Billy lines. That sort of work will ensure
those valuable skills will continue to be honed. The
other Significant effect of allOwing the board to
expand its services to other groups is that it will
provide a continuing revenue stream for the tourist
railway. That will be used to ensure the future
viability of Puffing Billy.
I also note that the annual report highlights the
importance to the railway of volunteers, which is not
uncommon for tourist attractions of this type. I can
think of many others. For example, many volunteers
were involved in getting Sovereign Hill up and
running. Many of our major tourist attractions
across the state rely heavily on volunteers. I also
note in the board's annual report a number of
references to volunteer-contributed hours. A quick
count reveals that the total contribution of voluntary
hours was more than 12 500; that says much about
the way people regard this tourist attraction and the
commitment they are prepared to make to ensuring
the continuance of this great service. That
considerable commitment illustrates the attachment
that the people of Victoria have to Puffing Billy.
Although I do not wish to dwell at length on the one
issue that may attract comment about the bill, it does
contain a provision to alter or vary section 85 of the
Constitution Act. Over the past two years we have
seen a vast number of those provisions included in
bills introduced into the house. In one way or
another amendments to limit the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court continue to remove the rights of
people. However, the remaining measures are good
and the opposition fully supports them.
The annual report of the Emerald Tourist Railway
Board suggests that the last financial year was
somewhat disappointing, which was attributed to a
number of factors. The annual report states:
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The 1993-94 financial year has been a somewhat
disappointing year for the railway from a patronage
viewpoint. During the 12 months the railway carried a
total of 200 448 passengers, a decrease of 10 416
passengers or 4.9 per cent on 1992-93.
This decrease can be attributed to a number of factors

such as increasing competition for the recreational
dollar and whether, for example, the week between
Christmas and new year saw a fall of 4091 passengers
on budget which was primarily due to the weather
over that period.
The railway also saw a decline in international group
tour numbers which decreased from 32 915 in 1992-93
to 24 660 in 1993-94, a fall of 8255 or 25 per cent.

The annual report clearly illustrates the need for the
changes proposed in the bill. Although we have a
Significant tourist attraction in the Puffing Billy
railway service, we need to continually review our
approaches to it to find mechanisms by which it can
move forward. The bill does that. It will allow the
railway to move forward into a new era, and to do
things it was not allowed to do in the past. It will be
able to operate in a manner basically not restricted
by the cumbersome reporting mechanisms required
previously by the minister. All those factors will
help it overcome the small difficulties it has had
during the past year.
I also make the point that there is no thought of
complacency on the part of the board, which is
perfectly aware of what is occurring in the tourism
field, of the need to remain competitive and to drive
forward. The board is addressing those issues and
moving on.
Puffing Billy is a tourism icon in Victoria. It is a vital
part of the integrated tourism network in Victoria
and will remain so well into the future. We need it;
we need to protect and enhance it at all times. The
opposition is pleased to support the amendments
which it anticipates will assist in ensuring a viable
future for Puffing Billy so that it continues to
provide enjoyment for Victorians as well as national
and international visitors of all ages for many years
to come.
Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) - I support the bill
and also welcome the support of the opposition. The
only disappointing note was the mention made by
the honourable member for Geelong North about
the section 85 statement, which I will return to later.
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The purposes of the bill are to improve the operation
of the Emerald Tourist Railway Board and the
administration of the act. As honourable members
are aware, the board operates the Puffing Billy
railway in association with the Puffing Billy
Preservation Society as an historical example of the
early Victorian narrow-gauge railway operations. It
does so for the benefit of present and future
generations of Victorians and interstate and
international visitors.
Puffing Billy is one of the most widely recognised
tourist attractions in Victoria. International visitors
rate Puffing Billy up there with the penguin parade
at Phillip Island as the top attraction in Victoria. It is
very important to Victoria and, of course, to my
electorate.
Mr Maclellan - What you get by way of spin-off.
Mr McARTHUR - I think the minister is
claiming Puffing Billy for his electorate.
Mr Maclellan - It is in my electorate.
Mr McARTHUR - By chance. Puffing Billy
provides an enormous benefit to people in the
Dandenong Ranges and throughout Melbourne. The
operation of Puffing Billy provides 34 full-time and
part-time jobs. It attracts the support of more than
600 volunteers, the value of which adds an
enormous contribution to the Victorian economy. It
has been variously estimated that more than
$2 million of voluntary labour each year is donated
to Puffing Billy by those volwlteers. That provides
an enormous benefit to the overall economy and to
the local tourism industry.
The contribution made to Puffing Billy by the paid
and voluntary staff should be recOgnised in this
house. I refer particularly to the work of people like
John Robinson, chairman of the board; David Eaton,
commercial operations manager; Graham Archer,
finance and administration manager; Don Marshall,
engineering manager, and Mel Elliott, signals and
telegraph manager for Puffing Billy.
An enormous amount of coordination is required to
successfully run a railway, particularly when it
involves coordinating the efforts of the 600
volunteers on a daily and weekly basis.
It is not widely recognised in the general community

that Puffing Billy runs every day of the year but
one - that is, for 364 days of the year; the only
exception is Christmas Day. I understand there are
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discussions about the possibility of running Puffing
Billy on Christmas Day in the future.
Therefore, the service is available to local, interstate
or international visitors on almost every day of the
year. It runs two trains a day during the week,
departing from Belgrave at 10.30 a.m. and 2.30 p.m.;
on Saturdays, three services, departing at 10.30 a.m.,
12.30 p.m. and 2.30 p.m.; and on Sundays, four
services, departing at 10.30 a.m., 12 noon, 1.45 p.m.
and 3.15 p.m. There is plenty of opportunity for
people to get a ride on Puffing Billy. It is not just a
weekend treat but, because of its extensive
timetable, something the whole community can
enjoy.
A ride on Puffing Billy is not particularly expensive.
A child pays $8.50 and an adult $15. A family ticket
for two parents and three children costs $43. A trip
on a steam-powered narrow-gauge railway is a
fantastic treat and experience. There are not many
examples in Victoria of narrow-gauge railways; they
are usually associated with Queensland railways.
Such a ride is a treat for everybody and is well worth
the time taken for the ride.
The other issue of importance to Puffing Billy is the
great train race, which takes place in April each year
on the Sunday before Anzac Day and which is
growing in popularity. Every year apprOximately
1800 to 2000 runners take on Puffing Billy in a race
from Belgrave to Emerald -about 14 kilometres.
Recently, the runners have been gaining the
advantage: last year some 300 runners beat Puffing
Billy home. The 14th annual train race is on 23 April
next year. Perhaps some honourable members may
like to write that date in their diaries and enter the
race, because it would not do them any harm to take
a jog from Belgrave to Emerald. Perhaps I shall see
the honourable member for Geelong North there
next year.
People love the sound and the sight of Puffing Billy,
and the idea of taking part in a footrace against a
train mates considerable enthusiasm in the
community. As I said, approximately 2000 people
will turn up next year to take on Puffing Billy, and
about 15 per cent of them will beat it home to
Emerald.
As the honourable member for Geelong North has
pointed out, the bill will aid the operation of the
Emerald Tourist Railway Board, sharpen its
commeraal focus and assist it to independently run
Puffing Billy. The amendments will provide for the
better operation and altered composition of the
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board. Previously no member of the staff, the
board's employees, could be appointed to the board.
That will now change, and up to two members of
the board may be appointed from the board's staff.
In addition, there has been a limitation on the
board's ability to enter contracts. The board has had
to seek the agreement of the minister for any
expenditure above $20 000. That limit will be raised
to $200 000. The limitation was far too restrictive: the
board could not even purchase a motor vehicle for
the use of its staff without first obtaining the
approval of the minister. The increase in the limit to
$200 000 recognises two things: firstly, the board's
successful management of the operation in the past;
and secondly, the need for the board to be
commercially independent and have more flexibility.

The honourable member for Geelong North also
referred to the limitation of jurisdiction under
section 85 of the Constitution Act. The Age referred
to that on 17 October in an article entitled 'Ruling
court out of line'. It states in part:
What may at first seem trivial, if not ridiculous, has a
serious intent. If your wandering child is run over by
the constantly tooting train, you cannot sue for
damages on the ground that there was no fence to
prevent the accident.

The Age story implies that the limitation of
jurisdiction is excessive and will provide an
immunity against people taking action against
Puffing Billy and the Emerald Tourist Railway
Board. That is far from the truth. The section 85
exemption in the bill is very limited. It relates only to
actions taken because there is no fence along the
railway line. The board will still be liable to action if
it is negligent or deficient in its management. The
provision removes the ability to sue on the ground
that the line is not fenced. That is neither excessive
nor extraordinary; it is a simple and limited
exemption.
I am disappointed that the honourable member for
Geelong North chose to make an issue of it. In his
earlier contribution he said the aim and the clauses
of the bill were supported by the opposition. In fact,
last night he waxed lyrical in support of the bill, but
someone must have whispered in his ear overnight
because he changed his tune. It was WUlecessary to
criticise that aspect.
The bill is significant because it enhances the ability
of the Emerald Tourist Railway Board to run a much
loved Victorian institution. Anything we can do to
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assist the operation of Puffing Billy should be
supported by the house.
Puffing Billy is unusual in that it does not attract any
recurrent government funding, although from time
to time capital grants are made available. It
continues to make a profit because of its ability to
both attract people to the railway and operate and
manage its affairs effectively. It made a profit again
last year, in spite of the fact that passenger numbers
were slightly down. It continues to attract more than
200 000 people each year and continues to be an
effective and well-run operation. People such as
David Eaton make a substantial contribution to the
tourism industry both at the local level and on the
state scene while being involved in the management
of puffing Billy. Their work and efforts should be
supported by all members of this place.
The bill will go a long way towards assisting the
continued and successful operation of Puffing Billy,
particularly given the extension of the track from
Gembrook to Emerald. Only two weeks ago the first
train for 42 years crossed the road at Cockatoo. By
the time these extensions finish, the track will have
an extra 12 kilometres of line, and the railway will be
an even more Significant tourist attraction for the
community and state.
The bill deserves everyone's support because it will
be of substantial benefit to the community.
Mr CARU (Coburg) - I support the bill. The
government often claims the opposition is too
critical and opposes most government measures. But
as the Leader of the Opposition pointed out, during
the past two years the opposition has supported the
majority of the bills introduced by the government. I
support this very good bill, which will enhance an
already fine tourist attraction in Victoria.
The operation was established by steam engine
enthusiasts in 1955 and has come a long way since.
The area not only maintains a narrow gauge railway
line but is one of the major tourist attractions in
Victoria. Over the past few years the number of
people taking a ride on Puffing Billy has reached
over 200 000 a year. It is among our most successful
tourist attractions.
Our society has a great passion for the steam engine.
Recently a steam engine was run on the Up field line.
That was coordinated by a number of groups that
are in support of maintaining the Upfield line. The
train was packed. For the whole day on trips
between Spencer"Street and the various stations
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along the line there were nothing but enthusiastic
passengers. The steam engine is and will continue to
be a tourist attraction in this state, none more so than
Puffing Billy.
People in this house have said that I never venture
beyond the tramlines. Not long ago I decided to
pack a picnic lunch, grab my partner and
two-year-old child and go to Belgrave for a ride on
Puffing Billy.
An honourable member interjected.

Mr CARLI -It was my big adventure beyond
the tramlines. I prepared the picnic basket and made
sure I had all my provisions. I even brought extra
money in case I had to stay in a hotel overnight. Off I
went! I had not been to Belgrave or Puffing Billy
since I was eight or nine years old. The ride was a
fabulous experience. It has come a long way. There
have been Significant improvements over that time,
and the importance of this bill is that it allows for
more improvements.
It is important to note the functions of the Emerald
Tourist Railway Board. As clause 4 of the bill notes,
the board is responsible for the preservation,
development, promotion, operation and
maintenance of the historical narrow-gauge steam
railway and for carrying out other operations
consistent with that railway.

Puffing Billy is a major tourist attraction. Those
responsibilities entail not only selling souvenirs and
maintaining a venue for tourists, but also controlling
noxious weeds, setting environmental controls along
the railway line, coordinating volunteers, training
people in many capacities for the running of the
railway and, increasingly, as the bill suggests,
providing consultancy services to other railways
and tourist railways throughout the state and no
doubt throughout Australia.
The board has also been looking at extending the
Puffing Billy line. It has been extended considerably
since the last time I was there over 20 years ago.
BaSically, the big area of expansion of the track is at
Gembrook and towards Lakeside. Even though I
have no idea where these places are and have not
yet looked at the map, I take it that these are
important expansions. The honourable member for
Geelong North commented that this will bring
tourist opportunities beyond just the Belgrave area.
Obviously it is an important node for tourism in the
state; and its expansion must be supported in all
ways. This bill does that.
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The bill increases the flexibility of the board and
allows it to bring in the experts necessary to improve
performance. In terms of a general move towards
public sector refonn, even increasing the flexibility
of the Emerald Tourist Railway is important. That
allows Puffing Billy to be more competitive as a
tourist attraction, because clearly it is in competition
with other tourist attractions throughout Australia
and increasingly internationally as Australia
becomes more and more integrated as part of a
global economy and as its tourist industry becomes
more internationalised.
Clearly the ability of the board to be more flexible
and businesslike, to be able to sell its service as a
focus of tourism, is critical. It is part of, if you like,
the globalisation of tourism. It is part of our making
tourism a far more competitive area of our economy.
I do not underestimate the importance of Puffing
Billy as one of Victoria's tourism highlights. Clearly
it has to be sold, particularly to international visitors,
as part of a package. Also it is of enonnous
importance for tourists within Victoria and from
other states. The number of people who use the
tourist railway demonstrates how successful it has
been. The fact that it nms 364 days a year indicates
the dedication of both the paid workers and the
volunteers who make the whole operation viable.
When I first read the bill I felt somewhat concerned
about the change to section 85 of the Constitution
Act, but I have since considered other similar
legislation. As has been stated in the house, it is
clearly about limiting actions in the Supreme Court
only on the ground of fencing. The amendment does
not take away the right to legal action or
common-law action for negligence; it is merely on
the count of that action resulting from the railway
line not being fenced. "That is a clearly justifiable
amending of section 85. It is not at all an
extraordinary thing for this sort of bill. I welcome it
as a necessary change to the legislation. It clearly
puts the legislation in line with similar legislation
and similar tourist railways.
The future of the railway is clearly rosy. The freeing
up of the rights of the statutory authority, the
Emerald Tourist Railway Board, clearly can only
spell success for the future. I am pleased to be able
to support the bill. I am also pleased to have been on
Puffing Billy recently. It has come a long way.
The steam engine is an area of interest. There will
always be steam train buffs. The steam train will
remain such a drawcard. Steam train buffs will
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continue to be drawn to Puffing Billy. Apart from
the number of people employed in the running of
the operation, Puffing Billy will continue to draw on
volunteers, on people who look at the steam engine
as a great thing. It will remain an area of attraction
for tourists.
The bill makes it possible in the future for the
railway to broaden its scope and appeal, to become a
node for tourism and a major drawcard, not only
bringing benefits to the area but also spilling over to
other tourist attractions in that part of Melbourne. It
is clearly to be commended. I will be more than
pleased to have another ride in a year when I take
my child yet again to enjoy the wonders of the steam
engine and the wonders of the forest in our eastern
suburbs.
I commend the bill and am pleased to be a part of an
opposition that clearly sees the need at times to
support legislation that is of benefit to the state and
our economy.
Mrs HENDERSON (Geelong) - I am also
pleased to support the Emerald Tourist Railway
(Amendment) Bill. In doing so I would like to take a
walk down history lane to look at the closure and
revival of the Puffing Billy railway line.
The Gembrook railway celebrated its 50th birthday
on 18 December 1950 with the decoration of
locomotive no. 8A, which hauled the usual Monday
car-goods run. However, traffic was declining even
further, with goods totalling little more than 3000
tons per annum and the yearly passenger tally about
9000, most of whom travelled only the first 3 miles
as far as Belgrave.
In December 1952, for the third time in 20 years a
landslide blocked the line beyond the water tank
between Selby and Menzies Creek. The track was
soon cleared, but in August 1953 another slide at the
same place covered about 100 yards of track with
earth and rock to a depth of several feet. Although
efforts were made to clear the line train services
were subsequently abandoned and the three
engines - nos 3A, 6A and 8A - remained in their
shed at the lower terminus.

The railway was officially closed from 30 Apri11954
on the recommendation of the Joint Transport
Research Committee. Three days before the official
closing a petition containing 14000 Signatures
pleading for the restoration of the narrow-gauge
service to Gembrook was presented to Parliament.
The petition, which was sponsored by the
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Gembrook Railway League, was 586 feet long and
weighed 30 pounds - the second heaviest petition
ever presented to this Parliament!
I am pleased to say that it was not long before
Puffing Billy was running again after the Melbourne
Sun in December 1954 arranged with the Victorian
Railways to provide free rides for children to
Belgrave. Later that month the Sun sponsored a
second similar timetable, not only for all Victorians
but also for anyone visiting the state.
The railway was given an extended lease of life by
the formation in 1955 of the Puffing Billy
Preservation Society and has since grown to be one
of Victoria's premium tourist attractions. In 1975 the
Emerald Tourist Railway Act established the
Emerald Tourist Railway Board to preserve and
continue the management and operations of the
unique Puffing Billy railway line.

1his bill redefines the responsibilities of the Emerald
Tourist Railway Board to enable it to pursue wider
business objectives. It also ensures that the board
can appoint as members people with the experience
and expertise to assist in the management and
redevelopment of the railway line. It also provides
for the board to have increased autonomy to manage
and regulate its affairs and will extend the board's
exemption from the provisions of the Fences Act
1968.

1his legislation demonstrates the government's
strong commitment to the growth of the tourism
industry. I congratulate the Emerald Tourist
Railway Board for its dedication in ensuring that
Puffing Billy remains one of Victoria's unique tourist
attractions. We have seen enormous growth in
tourism in Victoria over the past 18 months and a
Significant increase in the number of international
and interstate visitors to the state.
The bill provides an opportunity to achieve a much
more viable operation of Puffing Billy to enable it to
continue as one of Victoria's unique tourist
attractions. I am delighted that this railway, which
was established nearly 50 years ago, has given
Victorian families and families visiting the state an
opportunity for great pleasure through their
participation in this worthwhile and viable tourist
attraction. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - I

thank honourable members who have supported the
bill.
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The bipartisan support that has been shown for the
bill makes me brave enough to advise the house that
there are a number of planning difficulties which
arise from the operation of Puffing Billy. The
popularity of Puffing Billy in part creates some of
the problem because as it attracts more support it
creates car parking problems, and some properties
close to the line are a difficulty.
I advise the house that it is the intention of the
government to provide some capital funding to
Puffing Billy to enable it to acquire at a price equal
to the Valuer-General's valuation some of the
properties. Obviously the vendors of the properties
will require more than the Valuer-General's
valuation and the Puffing Billy support group will
have to make up the difference between the market
value of the target properties and the
Valuer-General's valuation.
The Puffing Billy operation deserves the support of
the government, and I am pleased to do that As the
local member, I thank all honourable members who
have contributed to the debate and congratulate
Puffing Billy's management and voluntary
supporters for the work they have done in keeping it
going for so many years as a premier tourist
attraction.
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Tourism) - I
thank the honourable members for Geelong North,

Monbulk, Coburg, Geelong and the Minister for
Planning for their support of the legislation.
The Emerald tourist railway, better known as
Puffing Billy, has made a significant contribution to
tourism for more than 40 years. It attracts more than
200 000 visitors each year and is an important part of
the tourism infrastructure of this state.
I particularly commend the comments of the
Minister for Planning, who has had a long
involvement with Puffing Billy as a local member
representing the area in this house. I also note the
support of the Minister for Public Transport for
Puffing Billy. Although the Department of Transport
has not been administering the line it has played a
significant role in providing assistance to the
Emerald Tourist Railway Board.
The legislation will broaden the activities of the
board, improve its operations and develop its status
as a modem tourist attraction. The Emerald Tourist
Railway Board has provided assistance to other
tourist railways and has used its expertise in
undertaking repairs for them.
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The bill also provides for the appointment of railway
staff to the board. These experts have been excluded
from board membership in the past and their
expertise will be appreciated. The bill introduces a
range of amendments that will improve the
efficiency, operation and independence of the
Emerald tourist railway and should, therefore, be
welcomed by all honourable members.
I thank the opposition for its support. I believe we
will have a stronger and more effective tourist
railway in the future. The honourable member for
Coburg acknowledged that the opposition supports
the limits the bill places on the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court and will facilitate those changes. I
commend the bill to the house.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER -Order! As the
required statement of intention has been made
pursuant to section 8S(S)(c) of the Constitution Act
1975, the second reading of the bill is required to be
passed by an absolute majority. As there is not an
absolute majority of the members of the house
present, I ask the Oerk to ring the bells.

Committee
Oauses 1 to 3 agreed to.
Oause4

Ms MARPLE (Altona) - I move:
1.

Clause 4, line 21, omit "significant".

The opposition recommends the omission of the
word 'significant' because we believe a range of
deficits should be recognised.
Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services)The government does not accept the amendment. It
believes the clause is satisfactory as it is to portray
the intention of the legislation.
Amendment negatived; clause agreed to.
Clause 5
Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services) - I
move:
1.

Bells rung.
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Clause 5, line 29, omit "nurturing and".

Amendment agreed to.
Required number of members having assembled
in chamber:
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third
reading.

Third reading
Motion agreed to by absolute majority.
Read third time.
Passed remaining stages.

INTELLECIUALLY DISABLED
PERSONS' SERVICES (AMENDMENT)
BILL

Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services) - I
move:
2.

Clause 5, line 30, after "supporting" insert ", and
encouraging the development of,".

This amendment is an attempt to express the
government's recognition of the role that families
often play in providing support within the family
for a person who has an intellectual disability. Some
concern was expressed that the section would be
read so as to diminish the right of the individual to
exercise control over his or her own life. As stated in
the second-reading speech, the section does not do
that. It must be read in conjunction with all the other
prindples enunciated in section 5 which must be
given effect to in the provision, such as
management, development and planning of services
for intellectually disabled people. I understand that
the opposition is happy with the amendment.

Second reading
Amendment agreed to.
Motion of Mr JOHN (Minister for Community
Services)Oast debated 19 October) agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.

Ms MARPLE (Altona) - I move:
4.

Clause 5, line 31, after "disability" insert "and that
role should be respected when planning and
providing services for the family member".
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The amendment has been moved because, although
we are happy with the amendments moved by the
government, we believe we should go further by
adding these words so that while there is respect for
the role of the family when planning and providing
services for people with intellectual disabilities the
government must not shift its responsibilities on to
the family.

The opposition is moving this amendment so that
individuals are not suddenly left without protection
or support that is provided under this act through
this bill. The opposition believes the department
should take responsibility in any bridging period to
ensure that people do not become vulnerable
without the services on which they may previously
have relied.

Amendment negatived; amended clause agreed to;
clause 6 agreed to.

Amendment negatived; clause agreed to.
Clause 11

Clause 7
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - I move:
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - I move:
5.

Clause 7, page 4, line 39, omit "significant".

The opposition moves this amendment because we
believe there is a range of functions and it is not
clear how this can be measured.
Amendment negatived.
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - I move:
6.

Clause 7, page 5, line 10, after "disability" insert "of a
person who is not then entitled to receive services
under this Act".

This is to clarify the meaning of section 4 and will
make clear whom the provision applies to.

Amendment negatived; clause agreed to; clauses 8
and 9 agreed to.

9.

Clause 11, line 3, omit "(6)" and insert "(5)".

The opposition believes this is an area that the
legislation should be addressing.
Amendment negatived.
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - I move:
10. Clause 11, page 11, line 22, after "made" insert It, if
in the opinion of the Minister the disclosure does
not contravene the Disability Discrimination Act
1992 of the Commonwealth or any law relating to
privacy or confidentiality (other than this section)
and is in the interests of the person to whom the
information relates".

The amendment would give extra protection to
ensure people's rights are not abused.
Amendment negatived; clause agreed to.

Clause 10
Clause 12
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - I move:
7.

Clause 10, page 9, lines 2 and 3, omit "on his or her
own initiative or".

The opposition moves this amendment because it
believes it should be the person with the intellectual
disability or the carer who is to be responsible for
taking the action in this area.
Amendment negatived.

Ms MARPLE (Altona) - The opposition opposes
clause 12. Just because someone has not received the
service for two years does not mean he or she is not
now in need or will not in the future require the
services. The reasons why people may not have
received services may include the scarcity of
services, homelessness, or that the person may have
been unfairly managing without a carer. The
opposition believes that those people would be
disadvantaged by this process.

Ms MARPLE (Altona) - I move:
8.

Clause 10, page 9, after line 20 insert"(4) Despite sub-section (3), the Secretary must not
revoke a declaration of eligibility under that
sub-section in respect of a person until
satisfied that arrangements have been made
for the provision of any appropriate services
to the person.".

Clause agreed to; clauses 13 to 18 agreed to.
Reported to house with amendments.
Passed remaining stages.
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 14 October; motion of
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance).
Or COG HILL (Werribee) - I am pleased to take
this opportunity - Mr McArthur - I believe the last speaker
was-The SPEAKER -Order! Would the honourable
member please resume his seat. I have been advised
that the honourable member for Werribee has the
call and I have already given it to him. The
honourable member for Werribee.
Or cOGHILL - Thank you, Mr Speaker. Had
you ruled otherwise I would have been happy to
accept it. Firstly, I shall say that I welcome the
provisions of clause 13 of the bill which amends the
Parliamentary Committees Act 1968 to give the
presiding officers the appropriate authority, which,
in my view, they should always have had to make
decisions on the allocation of Parliament's funds to
the committees without the Treasurer's prior special
authority or concurrence.
I wish to relate my remarks to comments of the
minister in his second-reading speech, which is
reported at pages 157 and 158 of Hansard of
8 September:
Other amendments to the Financial Management Act
1994 are included in the bill. These relate to defining
the new board; allowing reports of public bodies to be
for a period other than 12 months in the year they are
established or abolished; clarifying the liabilities to be
reported in the annual statement of financial operations
required by the Financial Management Act 1994;
clarifying the reporting requirements of the department
as defmed in the Public Sector Management Act 1992;
and recovering overpayments to an employee that had
not been repaid on cessation of employment

These prOvisions, which I am especially concerned
about, appear to be included in clause 7 of the bill,
particularly clause 7(1)(a), which amends section 25
of the Financial Management Act 1994. The effect of
this amendment is to remove from annual reporting
requirements the liabilities of public bodies, which
up until the coming into operation of this act, will
have been required to be included in the reports.
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That becomes very Significant when we look at some
of the public bodies that have been created and
delegated authority by this government. I draw
particular attention to the Australian grand prix and
the recent legislation passed in this house
concerning that event and the establishment of a
statutory authority to administer the staging of it.
I will not revisit that particular debate; that would
be out of order. However, I am concerned about the
provisions of the bill which would prevent the
liabilities of the grand prix statutory body, the
public body set up to administer the grand prix,
from being reported. That becomes Significant when
one refers to the Finance Statement and Report of the
Auditor-General 1993-94 which was tabled in the
house yesterday. This report makes Significant
reference to the formula one grand prix, and that is
recorded particularly at pages 110 and 111 of the
report at paragraphs 7.121 through to 7.134. The
most relevant paragraph is paragraph 7.130, which I
will quote for the record and to refresh the memory
of the Minister for Finance. Paragraph 7.130 says:
Audit was advised by the Department of the
Treasury -

not this minister's department, I acknowledgethat an analysis was undertaken by the department, of
preliminary fmancial projections associated with the
race prepared by the company, prior to the issue of the
indemnities to assess any consequent risks to the state.
However, no evidence was made available to audit to
support this statement.

Those indemnities are the indemnities provided by
the Treasurer that are referred to in the previous
paragraph. They create a contingent liability, exactly
the sort of thing referred to in section 25 of the
Financial Management Act which will be amended
by this bill.
Here we come to a matter which ought to be of great
interest to anyone concerned about proper process:
the proper administration and scrutiny of the
financial affairs of this state. Here we have a clear
statement by the Auditor-General that he has been
refused documentation to enable him to do his job
properly under the existing legislation. Not only has
it been refused in respect of his report for 1993-94,
but we now find that any opportunity he may have
had to examine the matter appears to have been
removed by the provisions of clause 7 of the bill.
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The effect of that is that the secrecy surrounding the
grand prix is being extended yet again. The people
of Victoria are yet again being denied information
about and scrutiny over the expenditure of public
money or the contingent commitment of public
money to stage the event. That is not to argue
against the event being staged; it is to argue that
proper processes are not being followed, that the
government is corrupting and denying the people of
Victoria the proper accountability and the proper
concepts of responsibility that are supposed to be
part of the constitutional structure that exists in
Victoria.
It goes even further than that when one refers back
to the powers of the Auditor-General. Here we have
a statement by the Auditor-General that evidence in
support of the statement by the Department of the
Treasury has been denied to him.

Let us look at what the powers of the
Auditor-General are. Under section 44A of the Audit
Act 1958, the Auditor-General has absolutely
unrestricted rights of access to all documents, all
papers and all information concerning all matters
within the Victorian public sector. The provisions of
the act are absolutely crystal clear and undeniable:
no matter what provisions there might be in other
legislation limiting the disclosure of information, the
Auditor-General has an automatic right to the
information and it must be made available to him if
it is not to be made available to other people,
whether under the Freedom of Information Act or
any other restrictive legislation such as the
Australian Grand Prix Act.
Not only does the Auditor-General have the
statutory authority to obtain the information and not
only is there an obligation on every person to
provide that information to him, but an indemnity is
provided for people who disclose the information to
the Auditor-General: no offence would be created by
the Minister for Finance, the Treasurer or any officer
of the Department of the Treasury or the
Department of Finance disclosing the information to
the Auditor-General.
The Auditor-General is of course required to observe
the confidentiality standards of his profession and is
not therefore free to disclose all information that he
receives to the public. That is set out in section 44B
of the Audit (Amendment) Act 1990 under the
heading' Auditing and confidentiality standards':
The Auditor-General, in the perfonnance of functions
and exercise of powers, must apply the general
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auditing standards as issued by the Australian Society
of Accountants and the Institute of Chartered
Accountants in Australia from time to time.

It is clear that there is proper protection through the
professional ethics of the auditing profession, but
nonetheless there is an absolute obligation on every
minister, every public servant and every officer of a
Victorian public body to disclose information to the
Auditor-General. Yet here we have it in the
Auditor-General's own words that he has been
denied this information by the Department of the
Treasury. It does not say it was the Treasurer, but he
is the one who must accept responsibility because he
is the minister responsible and accountable to this
Parliament and to this house.

Here we have it. We have the Treasurer of this state,
the man who trumpets his integrity, who stands up
and expresses outrage whenever anyone suggests
that he has been in any way compromised or that he
has in any way contributed to any of these deals for
the mates or that he is a part of government by the
mates for the mates.
Here we have it. The Treasurer himself is
responsible for withholding information from the
Auditor-General; if my memory serves me correctly,
the most recent amendments to the act passed by
this Parliament containing the requirement were
introduced by the Treasurer himself. We have a
Treasurer who is responsible for the actresponsible for the provision of this information to
the Auditor-General - withholding that
informa tion.
As if it were not bad enough that he has simply done
that and denied his responsibility to the Parliament,
one should look a little further into the Audit Act
and read section 45 headed 'Offences', which states:
1.

Every person who fails to attend the
Auditor-General or any court for the purpose of
being examined pursuant to this part, or to
produce any accounts books vouchers or other
documents, or to answer any lawful question
when required so to do by the Auditor-General or
by the court, shall be liable on any such default to
be dealt with as in case of a contempt of the
Supreme Court.

That makes it absolutely crystal clear. All the
communications for documents such as this mUst go
through the Treasurer. The Treasurer is the one who
must thereby respond to the Auditor-General.
Having withheld information from the
Auditor-General, it would appear the Treasurer is
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liable to be found guilty of contempt of the court for
his action that is recorded by the Auditor-General in
paragraph 7.130 of his 1993-94 statement. 1his is a
very serious issue which everyone should be
concerned about because it goes to the heart of
government accountability and the operation of
responsible government.
There is prima facie evidence that the Treasurer, the
person who holds himself up as a person of
integrity, has been guilty of withholding infOJ;mation
from the Auditor-General - action which, in the
words of the Audit Act, 'constitutes a contempt of
the Supreme Court'. The situation is absolutely
crystal clear: the legislation as it stands clearly puts
the Treasurer in breach of the legislation for the
action he has taken. The bill before us today is yet
another attempt by this government to hide
government by the mates, for the mates. It is an
attempt to hide the improper and corrupt activities
which the government and its mates are involved in
and to find some way of preventing the
Auditor-General having proper legal access to these
matters.
It may be that the court would find that,
notwithstanding the provisions of this bill, the
Auditor-General nonetheless has access, but in
either event the Treasurer has been caught out. This
Treasurer comes into this house, trumpets his
innocence and proclaims that he has nothing to do
with any special deals with mates. It may be that the
Treasurer is very uncomfortable being the
instrument for the execution of these deals for the
government's mates - in this case particularly for
Ron Walker and his little hobby of driving fast
cars - nonetheless, he is the one who must answer
to this house and to the Parliament and the people of
Victoria for what has been done in this case.

As I said, this is an absolutely crystal clear case. The
Auditor-General has reported tha t information
required to be made available to him under the
Audit Act has been denied. The act itself makes it
clear that the denial of such information can be dealt
with as a contempt of the Supreme Court.
It seems to me that, if the Treasurer is as pure and
holy as he attempts to promote himself in this house,
he must comply with the provisiOns of the Audit Act
and make that information available to the
Auditor-General. It is then up to the
Auditor-General how he reports it to Parliament
given the ethics of his profession. No-one is
suggesting that he should breach those ethics, but
the Auditor-General is appointed on behalf of the
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Parliament, acting for the Parliament - not for the
executive government - as the guardian of the
public purse. He must ensure that public moneys
are properly used and expended and that contingent
and other liabilities are properly recorded and
properly brought to account.
We are seeing again the Treasurer, the person who
prides himself on his integrity, being party to this
deal for the government's mates. Why these matters
are all so confidential has never been explained to
the house and obviously has never been explained to
the Auditor-General. One can understand that there
may be some particular aspects of the contracts that
involve a commercial advantage and why it may be
in the interests, at least of Mr Bemie Ecclestone, to
keep some of the details of individual franchise
agreements confidential. However, there has been
no explanation to this house, to Parliament as a
whole, the Auditor-General, and certainly no
explanation to the people of Victoria why it is so
important to keep these contingent liabilities secret
from them.
Mr Acting Speaker, as you are well aware because of
your interest in parliamentary principle and your
writings on it prior to the last election - although I
have not heard a lot about them since the last
election - this goes to the heart of responsible
government, it goes to the heart of
parliamentary - -

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Richardson) Order! I suggest to the honourable member for
Werribee that he is stretching the parameters
beyond the contents of the bill and I think he might
drive the car back on track again now.
Dr COG HILL - I have no difficulty about
keeping this vehicle on the track. The difficulty is
that the government has gone off the track by its
attempt to subvert the accountability process on
which this Parliament and the good government of
Victoria operates. Clause 7 of this bill, as I was
explaining earlier while you may not have been in
the chair, dearly excludes from the operation of the
Financial Management Act the recording and
reporting associated with that with contingent
liabilities of public bodies.
The public body established to operate the
Australian grand prix is clearly one of the totality of
public bodies of Victoria which will be affected by
this legislation.
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The point I am making is that the Treasurer of
Victoria holds himself up as the paragon of virtue,
yet he is denying information to the
Auditor-General and being party to the denial of
information under the Financial Management Act
through this bill when it is passed by Parliament and
given royal assent.
The point I make is simple and clear. The legislation
makes it crystal clear that the Treasurer has yet
again been found out as having been party to the
corruption of process in Victoria, to the use of
government resources, to the use of taxpayers' funds
to do a deal for a mate. It is another example of the
Treasurer allowing himself to be part of the
syndrome of government by the mates, for the mates
which has swept over Victoria in the past two years.
I have made the point clearly and I do not need to
repeat myself or, as you in the past may have said,
Mr Acting Speaker, to indulge in tedious repetition.
This amendment will further deny access by the
people of Victoria to knowledge and information
about the use of their funds. It will deny them the
level of accOW\tability and the forms of
aCCOWltability which lie at the core of Victoria's
constitutional system. If our constitutional system is
to mean anything it means that there must be full
accountability of the executive government to the
Parliament of Victoria, and in the case of financial
matters particularly, to the Legislative Assembly as
the Constitution provides that this is the house to
which the Treasurer is accountable. The Minister for
Finance is also a member of this house at this time.
This amendment is dangerous because it further
undermines the whole concept of accountability and
responsible government in Victoria. Fortuitously, as
this debate comes before us the day after the tabling
of the FinllrlCe Stlltement tmd Report of the
Auditor-General 1993-94, we can see exposed for all to
see the corrupt way in which the processes of
government are being used and the apparently
illegal way in which the Treasurer has operated to
try to conceal from the people of Victoria through
the Auditor-General knowledge and information
about the contingent liabilities of Victorians in
respect of the Australian grand prix.

Mr McARTIfUR (Monbulk) - I support the bill,
which is yet another step in a government program
that sets out to lay the foundations for the proper
and responsible financial and administrative
management of the state. The purposes of the bill are
to amend the Financial Management Act 1994 to
provide for supply management in the public sector,
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including the establishment of a Victorian
Government Purchasing Board, to amend the act for
other purposes and to make some consequential
amendments to other acts.

In achieving those aims the act establishes the
Victorian Government Purchasing Board and the
functions and powers of the board, lays down strict
and proper rules for dealing with issues such as
pecuniary interests and gives the board powers to
determine policies relating to the purchase and
disposal of goods and assets. The board will be a
very important body in the financial and
administrative management of the state for some
time to come.
This bill is interesting in the context of the wider
reform of the Victorian public sector administration
and financial management. It is yet another step
down the path towards establishing a responsible
and very proper program for Victoria. It is a move
away from the old practices we saw too much of in
the term the honourable member for Tullamarine
calls the decade of darkness when Labor ran
willy-nilly through public sector administration in
Victoria.
The bill is another step in the government's program
to put Victoria back at the top of the tree in Australia
and is to be welcomed. It deserves the support of the
whole house; therefore I am disappointed that the
opposition does not support the bill.
I should like to reflect on the contribution the Leader
of the Opposition made to the debate and what he
has said publicly about financial and public sector
administration. At the beginning of his contribution
he indicated that the opposition opposed the bill,
mainly because of its concerns about changes to the
State Tender Board and the establishment of the
Victorian Government Purchasing Board. He made a
wide-ranging attack on virtually everything the
government has done in the past two years, but the
house has grown used to this sort of contribution
from him. The Leader of the Opposition says
everything the coalition government has done and
intends to do is wrong and it will all result in
disaster and the end of civilisation as we know it.
Yet later the Leader of the Opposition is reported in
Hansard of 14 October as saying:
The bill is just another example of this government
stealing a Labor idea, implementing it and describing it
as its own. It is a bit like stealing Labor's trophies.
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What is the Leader of the Opposition on about? He
opposes the bill and says it is a dreadful idea that
will result in a disaster for public sector
administration, and then he says the government
has stolen Labor's idea! It is a touch inconsistent. But
that was not the only time his remarks have been
inconsistent; he has also been inconsistent in his
public comments.
I refer the house to an interview the Leader of the
Opposition gave on 3AW on 7 September. In only
10 minutes he gave away Victoria's current account
surplus. He promised an extra $15 million funding
for ambulances, an extra $40 million in recurrent
expenditure for teachers' salaries - Mr Micallef - Why don't you talk about the bill?
Mr McARTHUR - I am talking about the bill.
The Leader of the Opposition promised an extra
$45 million for the health sector, mostly recurrent
expenditure for staff salaries; then he promised to
abolish the state deficit levy, so approximately
$160 million in revenue went in a glib little promise.
In only 10 minutes $260 million disappeared from
the current account surplus. He then went on to say
that that was not all. He is a bit like the Demtel man:
he is getting to the steak knives! He said Labor
would reduce taxes and charges by $500 million. So
in only 10 minutes he gave away a total of
$760 million of the state's current account surplus in
increased funding or reduced revenue. Imagine
what he would achieve in 12 months or two years!
He is a man with great scope for Labor
administration! He could give away untold billions
of taxpayers' funds.
What is the effect of that on the current account?
This year the projected surplus on the current
account is $392 million. If ministers and their
departments come in on target, as they have for the
past two years, by the end of June 1995 we can
expect that the state will have achieved a current
account surplus of a whopping $400 million. In 10
minutes the promises of the Leader of the
Opposition showed that he would reverse that
position and put us back in a deficit hole to the tune
of almost $370 million. This man said during his
contribution on this bill that Labor had learnt from
past mistakes and seen 'the light on the road to
Damascus'. He went on to say, 'We will bring in a
current account surplus', but in 10 minutes during a
radio interview he chopped $260 million out of the
current account surplus because of extra expenses
and gave away $500 million of revenue. It is a
$760 million reversal. That is just the start of what he
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has said about financial management and public
administration.
Let us look at some of his other promises. As many
honourable members are well aware, opposition
members had to spend a long and painful weekend
at the recent state Labor conference. For the mere
price of $50 you could get hold of a 61-page
document, the Brumby manifesto, entitled Financial
Management Key Principles. Let us look at some of the
key principles for the management of the state if
Victoria ever has the misfortune to come under the
rule of a Labor government in the future. On page 4
it says:
Victorian Labor is committed to maintaining a
substantial surplus on the current account.
Victorian Labor will use the current account surplus:
primarily to fund the reconstruction of Victoria's
social and economic capital infrastructure;
to retire debt; and / or
as a signal for a reduction in the level of taxes and
charges.

All right, Labor will maintain a current account
surplus and use some for public sector work, some
to retire debt and some to reduce taxes and charges.
That sounds fine and dandy. It sounds a bit like
some of the aims the Treasurer has outlined. On
page 6 it states:
... as a fundamental operating principle Victorian Labor
will effectively cap the level of debt in Victoria to a
level of new borrowings that would not increase the
ratio of debt to gross state product prevailing at the
time of the next election.

Labor will not change the debt ratio, but it will use
part of the current account surplus to retire debt, to
run some capital programs and to reduce taxes and
charges. But they will not reduce the debt level.
What will they do with it? They say they are
currently looking at a debt level substantially higher
than other states, but further on the document says
Victorian Labor is committed to keeping taxes and
charges to levels competitive with other states. That
will be difficult because we are paying far more than
other states for our capital - for debt servicing. In
fact, we are two levels worse than New South Wales
on the Moody's Investors Service and Standard and
Poor's ratings. That gives us a cost of borrowings at
the moment of 20 basis points higher for our
debt-servicing costs than New South Wales and
Queensland.
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It is a fairly simple step to understand. We must
reduce our debt-servicing costs to a level similar to
those of other states. We cannot keep our costs at
comparative levels with other states if we are paying
$60 million a year extra - and it comes to about
that - for our borrowings than we would have been
paying had we been given an AAA rating.
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Taxes and charges which affect households will be
equitable and progressive, and business taxes and
charges will be competitive with other states.

Mr I. W. Smith - This is a Labor Party
document?
Mr McARTHUR -It is.

In round terms we have approximately $30 billion of
debt. If you are paying 20 basis points above New
South Wales for your borrowings on $30 billion of
debt, that is about $60 million extra a year to be paid
in interest. If that is gone from your current account
before you even start paying for the normal services
and programs the state provides and ~e community
expects, how can you then provide comparative
services for the same price as the other states? It is
impossible.

Mr Hamilton - By not selling off state-owned
enterprises!

Mr McARTHUR - We will get to Labor's view
on privatisation in a moment. It is impossible to
operate this state on the same level of costs, taxes,
charges, service delivery and community programs
as the other states if we are paying more for our
borrowings than those other states. We cannot do it.
I return to the farm analogy of which the honourable
member for Morwell is so fond: if you are running
two trucking companies and one of the firms has
trucks that burn fuel at a rate of 10 miles to the
gallon and the other one gives only 5 miles to the
gallon, they will not be operating on the same
charges, will they? It is a clear and simple step to see
that the cost of borrowings has a substantial effect
on the cost of public administration in the state and
on the state's ability to fund programs and services
to the community.
Unless we can reduce our state debt levels and
servicing costs we will never be able to compete
with New South Wales, South Australia and
Queensland on the matter of taxes and charges, and
programs delivered. Unless we reduce that debt
level to GSP ratio we will never achieve the aims
you have laid down in this document.

Mr Hamilton - Are you going to take up the
whole 30 minutes on this rubbish?
Mr McARTHUR - I will take up sufficient time
on some of the things the Leader of the Opposition
has said in this house and in the public arena to see
if they are consistent. He said:

Mr I. W. Smith - The honourable member for
Morwell said it is rubbish!
Mr McARTHUR - Minister, you and I will agree
that on this occasion the honourable member for
Morwell is absolutely right - it is rubbish. It lays
down a whole set of contradictory principles and
goals for the Labor Party which are mutually
exclusive. You cannot have competitive taxes and
charges with the other states if you are going to
spend more money than the other states and
maintain a current account surplus and payoff debt.
What else were they going to do? They were going
to fund some capital programs as well. This is really
the magic pudding that you guys are talking about
here. You will chop slices out of a whole range of
taxes and charges and maintain a current account
surplus, and you will retire debt! It is nursery room
stuff.
Mr I. W. Smith - That is what they did in the
eighties!
Mr McARTHUR - They certainly did. This
document is so full of contradictions that I can see
why the honourable member for Morwell describes
it as rubbish. In fact, I am sure that some time
during the state conference he mentioned to a large
number of delegates that it was rubbish and
certainly not worth $50. You could have fitted the
contents of the 61 pages of double-spaced,
photocopied material onto a single side of A4 paper.
There is nothing in it, yet it is Labor's blueprint of
financial and public sector administration.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr McARTHUR - The honourable member for
Morwell wonders why we should consider it at all.
It should be considered in the context of the bill
because, as I said earlier, the bill sets out yet another
step in the responsible financial administration of
public sector finances in Victoria. In response to that
step the Labor Party says, 'No, no, no, we do not
want that; we want to oppose it. It is a dreadful
piece of legislation; we will oppose it. It is all a
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matter of stealing our bright ideas', to quote the
Leader of the Opposition. 'It is all a matter of this
nasty Kennett government stealing Labor Party
ideas, but it is a dreadful bill and we will oppose it'.
The Leader of the Opposition has not left it there. He
has gone a good deal further than that and made so
many contradictory claims in this statement that I
would need a good deal more time to get to them all.
However, I shall examine what the Leader of the
Opposition says in his manifesto about privatisation.
In this place and on the air waves in the past few
weeks or months he has said that he is opposed to
privatisation. In fact, he did his level best to sabotage
the privatisation of the TAB. He was no better than
an economic saboteur.
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The document presented to the state Labor
conference contains no commitment to opposing
privatisation and no commitment to supporting it.
In fact, it makes no decision at all. This is one of
those policy vacuums the Leader of the Opposition
frequently falls into. All the financial management
document says is that Labor has not made up its
mind. It says nothing about what the Treasurer has
said about taking into account matters of public
interest when considering privatisation. It does not
talk about providing services to the community
more efficiently and effectively. It says nothing
about using the proceeds of privatisation to either
retire debt or build publiC sector assets. There is
nothing about that at all.
If the Leader of the OppOSition were ever to

During the privatisation of the TAB he did his best
to scare people off the float. He says we should not
privatise the SEC and should not privatise any other
public sector assets. That is what the Leader of the
Opposition has been publicly saying.

occupy the Premier's chair - God forbid! - we
would find that Labor would go ahead with all sorts
of privatisation programs and use the funds to do
the same sorts of things it has done in the past.
Mr Hamilton interjected.

Mr I. W. Smith - They privatised the State Bank!
Mr McARTHUR - They certainly did. Labor
gave it away, and it did not get anything in return.
We kept the debt and lost the asset!
Let us have a look at what the financial management
document says about privatisation. It does not say
Victorian Labor opposes privatisation, but it does
not say Victorian Labor would not privatise any
assets. It does not say Victorian Labor thinks
privatisation is a dreadful thing, as the Leader of the
Opposition has been saying often, both on the radio
and in this place. The document says:
Victorian Labor believes it is imperative that the
conservative government's experiment be subject to
critical assessment.

That is all it says: 'We will have a look at it and we
will see what they have done and we will see how it
went'. The Leader of the Opposition is not game to
have a policy manifesto that opposes privatisation.
Why would that be? The federal Labor government
is busily embarking on a privatisation program, so
woe betide any state Labor leader who says
Mr Keating is wrong. That could be a very risky
step, couldn't it? The Leader of the Opposition
might be in danger of having the full weight of the
New South Wales right come down on him. They
might even visit him to persuade him of the error of
his ways -and they can be very persuasive at times!

Mr McARTHUR - The honourable member for
Morwell says by interjection that it would be over
his dead body. In the past Labor used any
privatisation proceeds to fund recurrent programs.
It sold assets to pay the wages bill, which is
unsustainable. Those were the sorts of programs
Labor carried out in the past, and they are the sorts
of programs it will no doubt carry out in the
future - if it ever has the chance. If that is ever
proposed again, it should be 'over his dead body'.
An honourable member interjected.

Mr McARTHUR - I have a good deal to talk
about yet. In fact, I may run out of time, which
would be a pity. Perhaps the minister will move an
extension!
In their contributions to the debate the Leader of the
Opposition and other opposition members have
been all over the shop, saying that the bill is
dreadful and that they must oppose it. But on the
other hand, they have said this was their idea in the
first place and we should not have stolen it. On the
same day that the state Labor conference adopted
this flimsy financial management document, which
contains a Labor commitment to maintain a current
account surplus, the education policy committee of
the ALP presented a report recommending
amendments to the financial management principles
to ensure they are compatible with Labor policy.
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Already some powerful groups within the tabor
Party structure are at work making sure that the
document presented by the Leader of the
Opposition sinks without trace, as it should because
it has no valid content. It is contradictory: it contains
claims and commitments that are mutually exclusive.
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An opposition member interjected.
Mr McARTHUR - You said we pinched yours.
An opposition member interjected.

Mr McARTHUR - Extremely. I got my copy for
the right price and at full value - zero. I got a
freebie. I was given a copy from somebody in the
tabor Party who is pretty keen to see it gets a fair
sort of a pasting, which is all it deserves.

Mr McARTHUR - You said we pinched yours.
Your leader said you will oppose this bill because it
is dreadful, while claiming we stole it from you and
that it was a good idea when you thought of it! That
is what your leader said. Check it out in the Hansard;
it is all in his speech. He said tabor will oppose the
bill because it is dreadful and will result in the end
of civilisation as we know it - even though it was
tabor's idea in the first place!

The document is under attack from a substantial
number of people within the tabor Party. They are
mostly members of the socialist left - those who
controlled what happened in this state in the 1980s.
They do not want to see a future tabor government
committed to current account surpluses. They
certainly do not want to see any tabor government
committed to reducing taxes and charges. They
would rather spend the public's money and run up
the public sector debt. To hell with the consequences
is the general attitude of the socialist left!

The bill deserves the support of all members in the
house. The bill should not be opposed by the
opposition. If it had half an ounce of conscience, the
opposition would realise this bill goes a long way
towards sorting out many of the problems that
tabor left behind when the people of Victoria threw
it out of government and off the Treasury benches in
October 1992. Unless it realises that, tabor is
doomed to remain on the other side of the house for
a long time to come, which would be in the best
interests of the community of Victoria.

The document shows the Leader of the Opposition
has had to pay the piper. He has promised all his
supporters - there cannot be too many left at this
stage - a substantially larger slice of the public
sector cake. He has told them that will come at no
cost to anyone and that he will do all sorts of
nice-sounding things that the media will support.
He has not had too much support on this yet!

Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I thank
honourable members for their contributions to the
debate on this bill. Unfortunately, none on the
opposition side understood the bill. It arises out of
the financial mismanagement of the 1980s and early
1990s, and puts in place far more stringent
accountability provisions than existed before.
Honourable members opposite - the two who are
now interested in this bill - would perhaps realise
the State Tender Board is not set up by legislation
under a head of power at all, whereas the proposed
Victorian Government Purchasing Board which
replaces the tender board will be set up under a
head of power.

Mr Weideman - You are very complimentary
about it!

People such as Kenneth Davidson of the Age say
they cannot see any reason at all why the tabor
Party should commit itself to running a current
account surplus. Mr Davidson certainly cannot see
any reason why tabor should put a cap on public
sector debt Ken Davidson runs right down the
traditional tabor Party line by saying: let's borrow
from now until forever and forget about ever paying
the bills.
The other thing we should note about the document
is that it has clearly been sanitised by the people in

the Leader of the Opposition's support group. The
Leader of the Opposition's belief that he can
convince the rest of his party that the document
contains financial management principles far
enough removed from the coalition's financial
management practices to be endorsed by the state
conference clearly proves it has been sanitised.

The opposition would also not realise that only
about $140 million worth of the large amount of
goods and services purchased by the government
and its instrumentalities each year is actually
handled by the tender board, whereas - quite the
reverse of what the Leader of the Opposition
claimed - the new organisation will oversight the
entire purchasing of government goods and services.
I shall run through the points made by the Leader of
the Opposition -apart from the shallow, cheap,
political rhetoric of him and his colleagues who
parroted his incorrect assessment of the bill.
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The first substantial point was that the abolition of
the tender board would severely detract from
accountability. That is not so because, as he should
know, the Auditor-General in the past 10 years has
repeatedly criticised the State Tender Board as a
rubber stamp for ministers' decisions. I think he is
probably guilty of the same thing. The purchasing
board will overcome that criticism.
I refer to one particular report of the
Auditor-General relating to the years 1987-88-and
1988-89 in respect of the item with which the house
is dealing. The Auditor-General made some key
findings regarding retrospective expenditure
approvals of the previous government
The increasing use of retrospective expenditure
approvals undermines the effect and economic
acquisition of goods and services by the state.

That is the very thing the Leader of the Opposition
was accusing this government of, but he failed to
realise that it became an art form during the tabor
government's administration.
That is the very reason for the introduction of this
bill - to change the system so that the new
purchasing board will have oversight and control of
all the purchases of goods and services made by
government, and that with the new financial
management measures already put in place which this bill consolidates - it will sheet home
accountability not only to each department head but
also to the individual officers responsible for the
various purchases of goods and services.

On page 55 of the report of the Auditor-General that
I have already quoted is a massive list containing
36 items in 1987-88 and 48 items in 1988-89 when the
Auditor-General was able to point out where the
previous administration used the tender board as a
rubber stamp. That was as unsatisfactory then as it is
now. The point of this bill is actually to cure that
problem - something that the Leader of the
Opposition totally failed to recognise.
The bill will enhance accountability as departments
will be responsible for their purchasing decisions
within policies and guidelines issued by the
Victorian Government Purchasing Board at the
direction of the minister. If the Leader of the
Opposition wants to follow this, proposed section
54C(2)(d) specifically requires:
.,. accountable officers -
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that is, the departmental secretariesto audit departmental compliance with supply
policies ...

And they then report back to the Victorian
Government Purchasing Board.
Another point about which the Leader of the
Opposition was wrong dealt with
whole-of-government reporting. He made the
comment, in effect, that there is a lack of
commitment by this government to implement
whole-of-government reporting. That is totally
incorrect For example, section 25 of the Financial
Management Act caters for whole-of-government
reporting but, more specifically, clause 7 of the bill
reinforces the notion of whole-of-government
reporting through the provision of consolidated
reports on the state's contingent liabilities.
The Department of Finance is putting together a
team led by Mr Joe Norman, who would be
well-respected by the opposition, to ensure all issues
of whole-of-government reporting are addressed for
its implementation in the 1996-97 financial year.
Another point that the Leader of the Opposition
made and which deserves correction was when he
said the bill allows for temporary advances to
ministers. That is not so. The bill does not provide
temporary advances for ministers but it does
provide for advances to be approved by the
Treasurer to meet urgent claims.
The Leader of the Opposition also said the current
reporting methods do not provide the basis for an
accurate assessment of the financial position or
performance of the Victorian government My
response is that the reporting systems have been
developed from p'rinciples established by the
previous Labor government. For example, accrual
accounting was established by the previous Labor
government. However, it did not have the political
will to push on with such very necessary reforms to
bring about the sort of accountability the Leader of
the Opposition was lauding in his response to the
bill which, in fact, does all the things his government
did not.
The government has realised the imperatives of
good financial management and has put in place
systems to cater for adequate reports.
Another point made by the Leader of the Opposition
was about putting in place legislation that commits
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the government to full cost benefit analyses of major
projects. Of course, this is a process which is often
quite fundamental to decisions being made and I do
not think it is necessary for any specific legislation to
require that
The Leader of the Opposition also commented on
the role of the Auditor-General. He referred to the
fact that financial reports of government and the
implementation of policy decisions should be
subjected to proper and independent audit. The
Auditor-General is independent and does report on
the activity of all departments and statutory
authorities. The Leader of the OppOSition clearly
does not Wlderstand the totality of the role of the
Auditor-General, and the way in which he
assiduously pursues that role.
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different happened, which is Simply not borne out
by the facts. The wild allegations made by the
Leader of the Opposition and parroted ad nauseam
by his colleagues are so far removed from the
purposes of the bill and the outcomes it will achieve
as to make their contributions no more than hollow
political charades.
Down the track, when the Leader of the Opposition
realises how wrong he has been about the bill and
understands how it has enhanced the accountability
of government, I hope he will have the good grace to
admit his mistake.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

The next point he made was about the reconciliation
of consolidated fund outcomes for government
financial statement outputs. My comment is that the
finance statement tabled yesterday provides for that
sort of reconciliation.

Committed.

The Leader of the Opposition raised the specific
contracts for the sale or lease of Crown land. He said
veterinary laboratories were sold by the Department
of Agriculture to Centaur. I advise him that the four
regional laboratories are being leased to Centaur
which was the successful tenderer in a publicly
advertised process. Two tenders were received;
Centaur was the most appropriate and cost-effective.
In March 1994 the tender board approved the
agreements which were ratified by the Minister for
Agriculture after consultation with the Treasurer. A
contract was signed for five years at an estimated
annual cost of $1.5 million for those services.

Clause 2

The Leader of the Opposition also mentioned the
sale of the Wattle Park Secondary College. That plot
was surplus to requirements and was one of 48
school sites put out to tender in one parcel. The
marketing and tender process were undertaken by a
licensed real estate agent, Baillieu Knight Frank,
under the auspices of the Department of Education
and the Land Monitor. The real estate agent was
appointed through a public process, for which State
Tender Board approval was given on 17 January
1994. Some 13 bids were received, and the property
was sold to the highest bidder for $6.1 million. The
sale price exceeded the reserve price, which was
established as a result of valuations by the
Valuer-General and a private practising valuer.
This is another case of the Leader of the Opposition
trying to create the impression that something

Committee
Clause 1 agreed to.

Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I move:
1.

Clause 2, after line 3 insert "(1) Section 7(6) is deemed to have come into
operation on 10 May 1994.".

MrTHOMSON (pascoe Vale) - The opposition
has not been briefed on these amendments. I ask the
minister to explain the effect of the deeming
provision relating to section 7(6).
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - The
opposition has had plenty of time, because the
amendments were circulated several days ago.
MrTHOMSON (pascoe Vale)Notwithstanding the minister's perfunctory
response, what is the effect of the changes proposed
by the amendment?
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - The
provision will come into operation on 10 May 1994,
as is stated.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - The
minister is introducing further amendments.
Amendment 1 provides that section 7(6) is deemed
to have come into operation on 10 May 1994. Why is
the provision deemed to have come into operation
on that day? Why was it not possible to give the bill
a date of assent?
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Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - The
provision is required to be deemed to have come
into operation on 10 May.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - 1
repeat the question. Why is it necessary for the
section to be deemed to have come into operation on
10 May?
Mr I. W. Smith interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - 1 am entitled to ask the question.
Minister, this is the reason why we have committees
and Parliament. 1 have asked a question, and 1 am
entitled to a response.

Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - You
have got your response. The answer may not suit the
Leader of the Opposition, but it is necessary for that
provision to have come into operation on 10 May.
The ACfING CHAIRMAN (Or Coghill) Order! The Leader of the Opposition has exhausted
his opportunities on the amendment.

Committee divided on amendment:
Ayes, 50
Ashley, Mr
Brown, Mr
Clarlc., Mr
Cooper, Mr
Davis, Mr (Te/lo)
Dean, Or
Elliott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenlc.ins, Mr
John, Mr
Kennett,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs
McLellan, Mr
Madellan, Mr
McNamara,Mr
Maughan, Mr
Paterson, Mr

Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips,Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, MrS.}.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan, Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stoclc.dale, Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr (Teller)
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr
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Noes, 19
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr

Batchelor, Mr
Brad~s, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Carli, Mr (Teller)
Cunningham, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Leighton, Mr
Marple, Ms

Micallef.Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr (Teller)
Sandon, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan,Or
Wilson, Mrs

Amendment agreed to.
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I move:
2.

Clause 2, line 4, omit 'This Act comes" and insert "(2)
The remaining provisions of this Act come".

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clause 3 agreed to.
Clause 4
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I move:
3.

Clause 4, page 4, line 30, omit ''Minister'' and insert
"Governor in Council".

4.

Clause 4, page 5, line 10, omit "Minister" and insert
"Governor in Council".

5.

Clause 4, page S, line 13, omit "Minister" and insert
"Governor in Council".

Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 5 and 6 agreed to.
Clause 7
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I move:
6.

Clause 7, page 12, after line 15 insert"(5) In section 54 of the Principal Act after "annual
report" insert ", or requiring an annual report
to be laid before the Legislative Assembly or
the Legislative Council or both,".
(6) In item 15 of Schedule 2 to the Principal Act for
"paragraph (f)" substitute "paragraph (d)".".

Mr THOMSON (pascoe Vale) - The explanatory
memorandum states that clause 7 makes the
following provisions:
Redefmes the liabilities to be reported in the annual
statement of financial operations.
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It continues:
Ultimately the government will adopt
whole-of-government reporting and the total assets and
liabilities of bodies comprising the public sector will be
reported and will be subject to audit by the
Auditor-General.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to.
Clause 8
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I move:
7.

Against that background, I refer the minister to the

Fi1Ul1Ja Statement and Report of the Auditor-General
1993-94. At page 111 paragraph 7.130 the
Auditor-General says:
Audit was advised by the Department of the Treasury
that an analysis -

that is, of the Albert Park grand prix was undertaken by the department, of preliminary
financial projections associated with the race prepared
by the company, prior to the issue of the indemnities to
assess any consequent risks to the state. However, no
evidence was made available to audit to support this
statement

It is clearly a matter of grave concern that no
evidence was made available to audit to support this
statement. Sections 44A and 4S of the Audit Act state
that the Auditor-General has a right of access to
information, and anyone who fails to meet that and
produce appropriate documents can be liable for
contempt of the Supreme Court.

Clause 8, line 18, omit "OF LAND" and insert
", LEASING AND LICENSING OF LAND AND
PREMISES".

Mr THOMSON (pascoe Vale) - I ask that the
minister provide an explanation of the intention of
the government in terms of this amendment to its
amending legislation.

Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - The
effect of the amendment I am moving is to transfer
the power of the Minister for Finance under the
Public Lands and Works Act to lease and license
land and premises to the Financial Management Act,
where it rightly belongs.
Amendment agreed to.
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I move:
8.

Clause 8, after line 30 insert -

"540. Minister may lease land or premises for
other Ministers
In addition to all other powers of the Minister,
the Minister may take on lease, on any terms
and conditions the Minister thinks fit, any
land or premises required for the purposes of
any department or Minister.

I ask the Minister for Finance whether the prOvisions
in clause 7 concerning the annual statement of
financial operations and the government's intention
to adopt whole-of-government reporting will meet
the requirement that the Auditor-General have this
capacity to audit those bodies comprising the public
sector and whether the government can provide
assurances that it will make evidence available to
the Auditor-General. The Auditor-General needs
that to assess advice he receives from various
departments, as in this case he has received advice
from the Department of the Treasury but no
evidence to support this statement.
Mr L W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - The
amendment I have moved does not actually deal
with the matter that the honourable member has
raised. It deals with the section that should have
been repealed, which was the specific section under
the Local Government Act enabling councils to
invest in the public account. That is the purpose of
this amendment.
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54P. Minister may grant lellses IInd licmses of
structures on Crown land
Despite anything in the Land Act 1958, the
Minister may grant any person, on any terms
and conditions the Minister thinks fit (a) a lease over; or
(b) a licence to enter and use -

any building or other structure, or part of any
building or other structure, on Crown land
that is not required for the purposes of a
department or a Minister or any other public

purpose.".

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 9 to 16 agreed to.
New clause AA and BB
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I move:
9.

Insert the following new clauses to follow clause 10:
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"AA. Amendment of the Cemeteries Act 1958

In the Cemeteries Act 1958(a) in section 54 for all the words and
expressions after paragraph (d) substitute

(1) For section 67(1) of the Health Services Act
1988 substitute"(1) The Minister may purchase or

compulsorily acquire land for the
purposes of a registered funded agency if,
after inquiry and report by the Chief
General Manager, the Minister considers
it necessary or desirable to do so.".

"the Minister may purchase or
compulsorily acquire the land.";
(b) section 55 is repealed;
(c)

in sections 56, 58, 58A and 59 for "the
Minister administering section 8(2) of the
Public Lands and Works Act 1964"
(wherever occurring) substitute "the
Minister";

(d) in section 57 omit "and before the certificate
aforesaid is given to the Minister
administering section 8(2) of the Public
Lands and Works Act 1964".

(2) In section 67 of the Health Services Act
1988(a) sub-section (2) is repealed;
(b) in sub-section (3) for "the Minister

administering section 8(2) of the Public
Lands and Works Act 1964" substitute
"the Minister".
(3)

BB. Amendment of the Crown Land (Reserues) Act
1978
Section 17(7) of the Crown Land (Reserves)
Act 1978 is repealed.''170

Mr THOMSON (Pascoe Vale) - Will the
minister explain the effect of the new clauses?
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - New
clause AA enables the Minister for Health, as the
minister responsible for the Cemeteries Act 1958, as
opposed to the Minister for Finance, to purchase or
compulsorily acquire land. Under the Cemeteries
Act 1958, the Minister for Health must select land to
be acquired and pay for it out of departmental
appropriation. The Minister for Finance merely
rubber stamps this decision. The changes will result
in administrative efficiencies and are consistent with
the devolution of responsibility.
Previously the Minister for Health, as the minister
responsible for the Cemeteries Act 1958, certified to
the Minister for Finance that the land should be
purchased or compulsorily acquired. The Minister
for Health is now empowered to undertake that
function.

In section 68 of the Health Services Act
1988 for "the Minister administering
section 8(2) of the Public Lands and
Works Act 1964" substitute "the
Minister".".

New clause agreed to.
New clause DD
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I move:
11. Insert the following new clause to follow clause 12:

"00.

Amendment of the Land Act 1958

In the Land Act 1958(a) in sections 102 to 105 for "the Minister of
Public Works" (wherever occurring)
substitute "the Minister";
(b) in section I03(3)(b) for "the Minister
administering section 8 (2) of the Public

Lands and Works Act 1964" substitute
"the Minister";
(c)

Part VII is repealed.".

New clause agreed to.
New clause EE
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I move:

New clauses agreed to.
New clause CC
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - 1 move:
10. Insert the following new clause to follow clause 11:
"CC.
Amendment of the Health Seroices Act
1988

12. Insert the following new clause to follow clause 13:

"EE.Amendment of the Petroleum Act 1958
(1)

For section 7(1) of the Petroleum Act 1958
substitute -

"(1) The Minister may purchase or

compulsorily acquire any land that is
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necessary or desirable for the purposes of
this Part.".
(2) In section 7 of the Petroleum Act 1958 -

(a) sub-section (2) is repealed;
(b) in sub-section (3) for "the Minister

administering section 8 (2) of the Public
Lands and Works Act 1964" substitute
"the Minister".".

Mr THOMSON (pascoe Vale) - Will the
minister explain the effect of the proposed new
clause?
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - The
clause enables the Minister for Energy and Minerals,
as the minister responsible for the Petroleum Act
1958, as opposed to the Minister for Finance, to
purchase or compulsorily acquire land.
Under the Petroleum Act 1958, the Minister for
Energy and Minerals must select land to be acquired
and pay for it out of departmental appropriation.
The Minister for Finance merely rubber stamps that
decision.
The changes will result in administrative efficiencies
and are consistent with the devolution of
responsibility. The Minister for Energy and
Minerals, as the minister responsible for the
Petroleum Act 1958, as opposed to the Minister for
Finance, is authorised by this amendment to
compulsorily acquire land.
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Mr ANDRIANOPOULOS (Mill Park) - I join in
the address-in-reply and support the amendment
moved by the Leader of the Opposition. We are
having this debate on the motion for the adoption of
the address-in-reply to the Governor's speech
because the government chose to prorogue
Parliament on the pretext that it was announcing to
Victoria that there will be a new start, a new agenda.
However, one month after the Governor's speech
one can come to the conclusion that it was a waste of
time proroguing Parliament; that it was no more
than an opportunity for the conservatives in this
state to hold an expensive garden party and to again
mislead Victorians that they were making a fresh
start and taking a new approach.
I wish to point out the difference between the
motion that was moved for the adoption of the
address-in-reply in 1992 and the motion moved by
the honourable member for Wantima. The motion
we are debating today is convoluted. It states:
We, the Legislative Assembly of Victoria, in Parliament
assembled, beg to express our loyalty to our sovereign,
and to thank your Excellency for the speech which you
have made to the Parliament.
That is somewhat different from the motion moved
by the honourable member for Tullamarine
following the election in 1992, which states:
We, the Legislative Assembly of Victoria, assembled in
Parliament wish to express our loyalty to our sovereign

New clause agreed to.
Reported to house with amendments.
Passed remaining stages.
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I am not sure what happened in the Uberal Party
room to force the honourable member for Wantirna
to move the motion in the form that he did because
it goes back 30 years to the conservatism that existed
in those times.

Debate resumed from 15 September; motion of
Mr WELLS (Wantima) for adoption of
address-in-reply; and Mr BRUMBY'S amendment

I can understand that the honourable member for
Tullamarine may have been a protagOnist in moving
the motion in the form that he did because on
numerous occasions he has told the house that he
believes in God, country and royalty.

That the following words be added to the proposed
address 'but is of the view that loyalty should be
expressed to the constitution and people of the state of
Victoria within the commonwealth and calls on the
government to respect and restore the responsibility
and accountability of government to the Parliament
and to introduce policies to meet the needs and desires
of the people of Victoria'.

I am surprised it was left to the honourable member
for Wantima to move the motion on this occasion. I
guess it is a reflection of what is happening within
the Uberal Party. It is a pity it did not begin to
recognise that Victoria is now a multicultural society
and sentiments of begging to express loyalty went
out the window a long time ago. One would hope
that the sentiments of Liberals such as the former
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Premier of New South Wales, Nick Greiner, who has
promoted a change of attitude within the Liberal
Party towards not only multiculturalism but also a
republic for Australia, will be noted in Victoria.
Although I hope that this government will not have
the opportunity next time to move the motion for
the adoption of the address-in-reply to the
Governor's speech, I also hope that at least it will
begin to come to terms with the society in which we
live and that anachronisms are thrown out the
window.
Some of the words in the Governor's speech which
struck a chord with me were contained in the first
paragraph, in which the Governor said that the
government wanted:
... to build a competitive business sector, a secure
employment market and effective, quality services in
the central areas of education, health, community
services, services to women and young people, public
transport and law and order.

We know through the appropriation bill what is
actually happening in Victoria is far from those
sentiments. It is no wonder that people are leaving
Victoria in the thousands. That some 30 000 people
have left the state in the past year to take up
residence elsewhere is in my view due to no more or
less their disenchantment with the government's
performance over the past two years.
During the past two years the government has
decimated the services the Governor said that the
government was trying to promote and make
efficient and competitive. I shall go into a couple of
those matters from the perspective of my electorate
of Mill Park. I shall begin with education.
We have heard speakers on this side of the house
say how education throughout Victoria has been
decimated, particularly as a result of the closure of
some 260 schools and the sacking of 8500 teachers,
which. has meant that standards have decreased and
class sizes have increased enormously.
Pupil-to-teacher ratios are above the national
average and the schools are struggling to provide
quality education.
I have a letter from the Morang South Primary
School, which is in my electorate, complaining
particularly about the situation regarding casual
relief teachers and how that affects the school. After
hearing contributions of other honourable members
in this debate and in the budget debate, I am aware
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that the views expressed in this letter are not unique.
It is a situation that is occurring throughout Victoria.
It is unfortunate that the government, through its

heavy-handed approach in trying to silence critics,
has spread a fear throughout our community,
particularly in the school community, about
speaking out about the problems that confront
schools.
I congratulate the Morang South Primary School for
having the courage to put on paper its concerns
about where education is headed under the
government, particularly under the stringent
finandal restrictions that have been placed on
schools for funding casual relief teachers. The school
advised me that during the last term it had massive
disruptions to its operations because teachers were
not replaced, and the fact that it has opted to be a
school of the future does not seem to have helped it
much.
The letter states in part:
For all the other terms this year, we have had a
part-time allocation of a designated relief teacher on the
staff. This has worked on the days when the teacher
was available and only one absence occurred. On every
other occasion we have had either to cancel a program
to cover the absence or split the children across other
grades. This has set the clock back some 2S years when
these were the normal arrangements but which were
unsatisfactory even then. We need to do much better if
our system is to demonstrate 'world's best practice' as
has been espoused over the last few months.

As a product of the school system of 20 years or so
ago, I well recall those situations but I never thought
I would see them happening in the 19905. No matter
how tough the times and no matter how much the
government makes those claims about tough times, I
believe education is one area that should never be
put to the knife.
Children are our future. I know that is a well-used
cliche in this house and elsewhere, but I fumly
believe education should be the last area in which
cuts should be made. Unfortunately the government
has chosen it as a priority for cuts by sacking some
8500 teachers and closing 260 schools throughout the
state. In my electorate that has meant one school has
closed but, more importantly, it has also meant that
a primary school proposed for the Mill Park North
area has not been proceeded with.
Before the Labor Party lost government in 1992 it
planned to construct a new primary school in Mill
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Park North to accommodate a large number of
children moving into the electorate as a result of the
new housing being constructed in the area. The area
is currently serviced by the school at nearby Mill
Park Heights, which on education department
forward projections will have some 1200 students in
1996-97.
Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.04 p.m.

ABSENCE OF MINISTER
The SPEAKER - Order! I wish to advise the
house that the Minister for Education will be absent
from the house attending to government business.
The Premier will handle any matter concerning the
education portfolio.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Crown Casino: bid
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to the requirement of the
registration of interest brief issued to bidders for the
casino licence that companies or persons with
known criminal records should be barred from any
role in the development, ownership, management
and operation of the casino, and I ask: can the
Premier inform the house how Mr Uoyd Williams
satisfied this requirement given that Dominion
Properties Pty Ltd was convicted in 1983 of giving
secret commissions to BLF secretary,
Mr Norm Gallagher, and Mr Williams was the
managing director of this company at the time the
offence occurred?
Mr KENNElT (premier) - This really is the final
chapter in the miserable campaign based on lies,
slurs and innuendo. What we have seen over the
past three weeks is a campaign by the Labor Party,
led by Mr White in another house, with the organ
grinder here parroting comments that have been
made--

The SPEAKER - Order!
Mr KENNElT - The monkey, I'm sorry.
The SPEAKER - Order!
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Mr KENNElT - I withdraw. Firstly, last week
we saw the Leader of the Opposition and Mr White
in another place, say to the media and the public
'Watch this space, we're going to provide the
evidence that is in fact going to be able to prove our
case'. You, Mr Brumby, have abysmally failed!
Yesterday there were three issues raised, one of
which the Leader of the OppOSition has again raised
today. As he has been pursuing this issue for the
past three weeks without any facts or any evidence, I
intend in answering his question to address each of
the three issues that were raised yesterday by
Mr White. Now you're starting to parrot--

Honourable members interjecting.
MrTHOMSON (Pascoe Vale) -Mr Speaker, on
a point of order. The Premier would not be in order
proceeding down the path that he proposes. He has
been asked a specific question on how
Lloyd Williams has satisfied the probity requirement
given that he was the managing director of
Dominion Properties, which was convicted in 1983
of giving secret commissions. That is the question
the Premier was asked. He is in order if he answers
it. If he wants to talk about other things, he should
have himself asked a dorothy dixer!
Mr KENNElT (Premier) - On the point of
order, for the past three weeks this Parliament has
been abused in this house and in another house!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNElT - It is time now that the
opposition - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The house will come to
order. The Premier will confine himself to the
question.
Mr Micallef - Do as you're told!
The SPEAKER - Order!
Mr KENNElT - This Parliament has been
abused by the Labor Party. It has been unprepared
to repeat its claims outside the house, and this goes
to the whole operation of the parliamentary system.
Firstly, let me just mention - -

Honourable members interjecting.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
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The SPEAKER - Order! Is the Premier talking
on the point of order?
Mr KENNETf - Yes, Mr Speaker, I am. Let me
first of all state that this Parliament must be
prepared to listen to the answers to questions asked
or matters raised by the opposition in this house. I
argue that I am absolutely in order in being able to
answer a question raised by this opposition and
being able to refer to the matters and the innuendo
raised by the Leader of the Opposition.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier will be
required to stay within the confines of the question
that was asked.
Mr KENNETf - I am absolutely within the
question, and, I have to say, so too is the broader
section of the community. The first matter that has
to be put to rest quite dearly is the issue that was
raised about a missing $6 million.
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Mr Leighton - That's not on the question.
Mr KENNETf - It is very interesting that these
people who have been throwing mud for the last
three weeks simply are not prepared to take the
answers to their questions - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Batchelor - Answer the question!
The SPEAKER - Order! The house will pause
while it comes to order. The Premier, on the
question.
Mr KENNETf - Federal Hotels entered into an
agreement with Hudson Conway to issue Hudson
Conway with preference shares to finance Federal
Hotels 10 per cent equity in Crown Casino Ltd.
There was a provision - Mr Brumby interjected.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - On a
point of order - Mr Kennett - Well, isn't this interesting!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order!
Mr BRUMBY - Mr Speaker, on a point of order,
a specific question has been asked today relating to
Mr Uoyd Williams and how he satisfied the
requirement of the Casino Control Act when he was
managing director of Dominion Properties and
Dominion Properties was found guilty of paying
secret commissions. The act says that any person
barred from association and - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have heard sufficient
on the point of order. The Premier has been talking
for only a short while. If he strays from the question
I will pull him back to it The Premier.
Mr KENNETf (Premier) - Mr Speaker, on the
issue of the allegations that have been made, of
which this is part -and therefore I would put to
you, Mr Speaker, that I am in order - there was the
accusation made firstly as to a missing $6 million.
That is factually incorrect It was on the basis that in
fact the equity that was required was initially
$3SO million and it went potentially - -

Mr KENNEIT - No; I will get to your specific
one in terms of the overall slur. There was an
allowance there for a further $60 million, which
would have taken the overall equity to $410 million.
That was never drawn down, and the comments
made by the Labor Party which seek to include
Federal Hotels in the slimy attack it is currently
running are absolutely incorrect.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNEIT - In terms of the second issue,
which is part of the matters raised by the Leader
today-Mr Thomson interjected.
Mr KENNEIT - Do you want to hear the
answer? Do you want the answer?

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNEIT - Two allegations were made
yesterday based on the question that was raised by
the Leader of the Opposition today. One asked
about and made reference to the Winneke-Mr Leighton - What about today's question?
Mr KENNEIT - Do you want the answer?
Mr Leighton -Yes.
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Honourable members interjecting.

Mr KENNE1T - It referred to the Winneke royal
commission into the building industry. Yesterday
and today the Labor Party sought to suggest that
individuals were charged or in some way prohibited
from continuing with the processes that are
currently in place.

The SPEAKER - Order! I warn the honourable
member for Thomastown that if he continues to
interject I will have to take action against him and I
ask him to remain silent.

There was a process, a royal commission in 1982,
which was reported on, and there were several
issues within the royal commission that were
referred to.

Mr KENNE1T - If ever there should be an
inquiry into anyone's performance, it should be for
the honourable member over there! The third
allegation made that is very important that has - -

Mr Baker - You are having a real bad day!

The SPEAKER - Order! I warn the honourable
member for SWlShine that if he continues to interject
he will have an even worse day.
Mr KENNE1T - As a result of the royal
commission, no charges were laid against
Mr Williams at all. Not one charge was laid against
Mr Williams.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNE1T - Further, the Honourable David
White in another place also made reference to
Mr R Walker in his role of lord mayor at the time as
though he had also done something wrong. Both
Mr Williams and Mr Walker gave evidence to that
inquiry. Mr Walker gave evidence about an incident
that happened on Arbor Day in 1976 when the
Melbourne City Council gave away 4000 plants and
seedlings to the public in the City Square.

A Mr Gallagher came down from the Regent Theatre
at the time and took himself three or four plants and
Mr Walker, the town clerk, and his officer recorded
that in the town hall records. It was in that context
that he gave evidence to the inquiry. At no time
were Mr Walker or Mr Williams charged or was it
suggested that they were charged by anyone, and
certainly not by that inquiry.
Mr Batchelor interjected.
Mr KENNE1T - You would have to know!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNE1T - The man who makes the
interjections now - Mr Batchelor interjected.

Mr KENNE1T - Talk about - -

Mr Sandon - Ten minutes and you haven't
addressed the question yet!
Mr KENNE1T - Ten minutes! I have just
answered your question in part. The third question
is whether Grocon was going to be subject to a
probity test. If the honourable member opposite with his colleague in the upper house who is putting
this campaign together - happened to read the
rules or the legislation that his government
introduced, he would find in section 29 that no
builder is subject to probity tests.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNETI - Isn't that interesting?
The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier will ignore
interjections.
Mr KENNE1T - You are wrong, wrong, wrong!
The only time builders can be part of any probity
check is if they are going to be part of the licence or
the operation of a casino. That is why Leightons was
subjected to a probity check and Multiplex was
never subjected to it, nor was Grocon: because the
builder is not the operator and therefore the same
checks do not apply.
The bottom line of all of this is simple. Over the last
three weeks the Labor Party has conducted a
campaign out of sheer jealousy and spite to try to
stop progress in this state and to use this Parliament
to malign the names of individuals who are serving
the state well. The Leader of the Opposition and
Mr White have done themselves, their party and this
Parliament a great disservice. Not one piece of
evidence! We have been watching this space all
week and this man has clearly failed! He is simply
not fit to be trusted with the office he has, and the
people of Victoria will continue to reject the wild
allegations of the Leader of the Opposition and
Mr White, which are born out of jealousy and spite,
which are smear and innuendo, which are never
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repeated out of this house because they know them
to be untrue! The Leader of the Opposition and the
Honourable David White deserve to have brought
down upon them the wrath of the entire community
who continue to wish to develop this state in a
productive way.

Government financial strategy
Mr WELLS (Wantirna) - Will the Treasurer
inform the house of the government's successful
financial strategy to reduce the state's liabilities?
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - While the
Leader of the Opposition is engaged in a campaign
of smear and innuendo the government has been
engaged in addressing the disastrous financial
position we inherited from the previous
government. It is worth remarking that in question
time yesterday and again today the opposition has
not addressed one question in relation to the
Auditor-General's report released yesterday; not one
question on an issue of substance, not one question
on the Auditor-General's favourable findings!

Last year for the first time in more than 10 years the
overall liabilities of this state actually reduced. They
reduced from $72.4 billion in 1993 to $66.9 billiona reduction of 55.5 billion over the year. The
Auditor-General described that reduction,
specifically citing it as a not inconsiderable
achievement for the government. He went on to say
at page 7 of Part 1.2 of the report
The results for the year indicate that the government's
reforms are having a favowable fmancia1 impact and
that the government is well placed to produce positive
financial results in the future.

The Auditor-General has specifically endorsed they don't like the good news!
Mr Thomson inteIjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - Just look at the refugee
before he heads off to Canberra!

Opposition members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE - Before he heads off to
Canberra here he is deriding - The SPEAKER - Order! The Treasurer will
confine his statements to the question.
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Mr STOCKDALE - The opposition frequently
makes the claim that the Kennett government's
policies have resulted in unacceptable increases in
debt. Let me just say that the budget also shows that
in the past year the state's debt increased in the
budget sector by only $825 million follOWing
massive increases under Labor. What is the
explanation for that increase in our debt liability? It
is after the result - Mr Thomson interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - What is your question? Give
us your question and we will answer?
The SPEAKER - Order! The Treasurer will
ignore interjections.

Mr STOCKDALE - He has asked the question
15 times. Let's have it and then perhaps he will shut
up and listen to some good news.
Mr Micallef interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the honourable
member for Springvale to remain silent. He should
be aware of standing order 107 when the Speaker is
on his feet.
Mr Thomson interjected.

Mr STOCKDALE -Go on!
The SPEAKER - Order! If the honourable
member for Pascoe Vale interjects once more I will
name him.

Mr STOCKDALE - The Treasury advised me
that it was appropriate following their investigations
of the grand prix company for us to provide
indemnities for what is after all a government
company and which is to become a government
statutory authority. On the basis of Treasury advice I
provided those indemnities. But what does the
Auditor-General say about the grand prix? The
Auditor-General said that securing the grand prix
for Victoria was the most Significant achievement to
date of the Major Events Committee.
Government Members - Hear, hear!

Mr STOCKDALE - The Auditor-General said
that the grand prix would deliver substantial
financial and economic benefits to Victoria. The
Auditor-General's report recognises--
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An opposition member interjected.

Mr STOCKDALE - The Auditor-General is a
liar, is he? 1hank you for the question. I welcome the
opportunity to draw attention to more good news in
the Auditor~eral's report. The increase in debt
last year was after assuming the $500 million
Tricontinental debt incurred by the Labor Party. It
was after assuming the $300 million debt associated
with Aluvic incurred by the Labor Party. It was after
the assumption of $285 million in relation to FI'MUT
associated with the Portland aluminium smelter
contract incurred by Labor. It was after $1.4 billion
of Labor Party borrowings in the superannuation
fund that have been refinanced. It was after funding
the VET shortfall of $98.5 million incurred by Labor,
and it was after refinancing the National Tennis
Centre debt of $55.8 million, a Labor funny-money
scheme. That is a total debt of $3.14 billion.
If we take account of that, our debt actually reduced
by $2.3 billion on the basis of this government's
management It was only the mismanagement of the
Labor Party that resulted in any increase in debt at
all last year. This government is producing restraint
in debt and absolute reductions in the state's
liabilities.
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abject failure to actually provide any focus for his
particular organisation.
The Leader of the Opposition will know by how he

is treated, whether it is at the races where last
Saturday he was absolutely rejected by those in the
room or whether it is at a dinner where this week he
was quite willing - -

Opposition members interjecting.
Mr KENNETf - Except for the honourable
member for Dandenong North.
The SPEAKER - Order! The house is wasting
question time. I repeat: the house is wasting its
question time.
Mr KENNETT - With the exception of the
honourable member for Dandenong North they
stuck together like two peas in a pod. With that
question the Leader of the Opposition again seeks to
imply an outcome from the royal commission that
never occurred. If you don't understand the royal
commission, if you don't understand how the act
works, that is your fault
Mr Brumby interjected.

Dominion Properties Ltd
Mr Cooper (to Mr Brumby) - You little grub.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to the fact that Dominion
Properties Ltd was convicted in 1983 of giving secret
commissions to the secretary of the Builders
Labourers Federation, Mr Norm Gallagher. I ask, is
this not the same charge Mr George Herscu was
convicted of and which resulted in Mr Herscu's
company, Hooker-Harrah, losing the licence and the
contract to build and operate the Sydney casino in
1985?
Mr KENNETr (Premier) - As we have indicated
earlier, the Leader of the Opposition does not seem
to accept either the findings of the royal commission
which were done independently of anyone in this
place and the reality of life that followed after that
event The difference quite clearly is that Mr Herscu
was individually charged. Mr Williams was never
charged.
The tragedy is that the Leader of the Opposition is

not a man about fair play, he is not about
constructive contribution to debate or to the growth
of this city. What he is about is muckraking. What he
is about is slur and innuendo. What he is about is

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Momington used an unparliamentary
expression. I ask him to withdraw.
Mr COOPER (Momington) - I withdraw.
Mr KENNElT (premier) - The Leader of the
OppOSition has not in any way substantiated
anything in the past three weeks. He has not done it
this week. He is very much a figure of fun and he is
without a doubt an empty suit This community
expects more from a Leader of the Opposition. I can
predict that he will never, ever lead his party into
government. The question is whether he even leads
them to an election!

Information technology outsourcing: IBM
report
Mr PHILLIPS (Eltham) - Will the Minister for
Finance inform the house of the existence or
otherwise of a report to the government on
contracting out produced by mM as alleged by the
member for Thomastown?
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Mr 1. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - As part
of a muckraking and innuendo campaign, that
well-known printer of misleading how-to-vote
cards, the honourable member for Thomastown,
tried to mislead this house last week. During the
appropriation debate he claimed that IBM is the
preferred tenderer for the outsourcing contract for
the PTC and Vicroads, which he well knows is now
going through the due diligence process. He was
trying to mislead this house into believing that a
report was done at the cost of $100 000 for the
government or the Liberal Party - it was not quite
clear - thereby making the innuendo that mates of
the government who had received some benefit
were going to get the contract.
I asked my department for a copy of this report
referred to by the honourable member for
Thomastown and they couldn't come up with one. I
asked the Liberal Party headquarters for a copy of
the report and they didn't know anything about a
report by IBM on contracting out.
Mr Batchelor interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I mentioned to the
honourable member for Thomastown that he was
not allowed to interject time after time after time. He
has refused to comply with the instruction of the
Chair. If he likes to get to his feet and apologise to
the Chair and remain silent I will overlook it at this
stage.
Mr BATCHELOR (Thomas town) - I was
unaware that I had offended you, Sir.
The SPEAKER - Order! If the honourable
member for Thomastown would like to get to his
feet and apologise to the Chair I will overlook the
fact that he has been a persistent interjector. I warn
him. All he has to say is'I apologise'.
Mr BATCHELOR - Mr Speaker, if you have
been offended I will certainly apologise. I did
nothing-The SPEAKER - Order! Thank you. The
honourable member will resume his seat.
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I had
my staff ring up IBM to try to obtain a copy of this
report. They contacted Mr Bob Gallaway, the client
operations manager. He was unable to provide any
such report because he claimed it had never been
contemplated, written, produced or in any way
made available.
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What we did find in our search was an
announcement by a former Labor member, Frank
Sheehan - the former honourable member for
BaHarat South - whose electorate recognised his
ineptitude and threw him out at the last election. In
a press release dated Friday, 17 July 1992 he
announced that cabinet had given approval for the
calling of tenders to rationalise computer
information services currently provided by Vicroads
and the PTC, that the cabinet decision included the
operation of contracting out of services, with
Ballarat being the preferred location, and that the
new venture would inject tens of millions of dollars
into the Ballarat economy and employ up to 400
people when fully established, with 300 people to be
employed in the data centre. It was a bit of
journalistic licence in the heat of the election
campaign because only 65 were there!
He claimed that tens of millions of dollars would be
injected into Ballarat and that 400 people would go
there as a result of his cabinet's decision, so if a
report was provided by anybody surely it went to
the former government! We do not know anything
about it. If the honourable member for Thomastown
has a report that was prepared for the Liberal Party
or this government, I would be delighted to see it
because I have not seen it, nor has anybody else in
my administration. I suggest that, just as he sought
to mislead the voters in the Nunawading by-election
by printing a crummy, misleading ticket, so the
honourable member sought to mislead the house
last week!

Crown Casino: builder
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to the contracts signed between
Grocon Ltd and the Crown consortium for Grocon
to build the new casino. Was Grocon's appointment
approved by the state government's nominated
representative prior to the appointment being made
as required by the Casino (Management Agreement)
Act 1993?
Mr KENNElT (Premier) - I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for another question. Once again he
seeks to use Parliament to question the government
not on policy but, for the third week in a row, on
issues where he seeks to slur. As he will now know
if he has done his research - based on what he has
done over the past three weeks there is no evidence
to suggest that he has -section 29 of the act
specifically excludes contracts that relate solely to
the construction of the casino or alteration of
premises used or to be used for the casino. That is
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why Multiplex was not subject to probity, as was
claimed by Mr White in another place. TIlat did not
worry Mr White; he has become the slur merchant of
the Parliament.
Mr THOMSON (Pascoe Vale) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, the Premier's answer is not
relevant to the question. I put it to you that in
referring to section 29 of the act he has shown that
he does not understood the question. The question
asked by the Leader of the Opposition refers to the
requirement for the appointment to be approved by
the state government's nominated
representative - The SPEAKER - Order! I have heard sufficient
on the point of order. The facts that any member,
including the Premier, gives in answer to a question
is entirely up to the member concerned and is not
the concern of the Chair. There is no point of order.
Mr KENNETT (Premier) - I am in my normal
way being expansive and trying to provide you with
enough information so that one day in the
not-too-distant future the opposition will start
working for the people of Victoria instead of against
them!
Mr Brumby interjected.
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appointment. TIlat is what the act says. The question
is simple: has Grocon been approved by the state
government?
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - On the point of
order, Mr Speaker, if the Leader of the OppOSition
had been listening he would have heard me say in
answer to the question, before he got to his feet, that
all provisions of the act have been met. TIlat answers
your question, does it not?
The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order.
Mr KENNETI - Not only is there no point of
order, Mr Speaker, in real terms there is no Leader of
the Opposition.
Mr Leighton interjected.
Mr KENNETT - Anybody who looked down on
this forum and witnessed the forms of the house,
whether that person is a senior citizen or a youth,
would see an opposition low in numbers that does
nothing at question time but interject and bring this
place into disrepute by trying to bring into question
those people employed in either the public or
private sector who are delivering jobs to the people
of Victoria.

Mr KENNETT - The Leader of the Opposition
says his party will work for the people and not for
its mates. The first point is that you have not been
working for anybody for the past year! In respect of
whom we are working for and why we can work
with all those people who will provide new jobs and
employment for those who are currently
unemployed, I can only say to the Leader of the
Opposition that the casino authority and the
government's representative Mr Jolly have handled
the application of the contract with Grocon that is
now being agreed to between the developer Crown
Casino and Grocon in the normal way and strictly in
accordance with the act. The processes that have
been in place are those that have been laid down by
the former government. All people involved have
abided specifically to the letter of the act.

Mr Leighton - You're not answering the
question. Why don't you answer the question?

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - On a
point of order, Mr Speaker, the Premier is
responding to a question I did not ask. My question
related to the Casino (Management Agreement) Act
1993, which requires that the builder appointed by
the company in relation to the Melbourne casino
complex be approved in writing by the state's
nominated representative prior to the builder's

The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair has been
tolerant with the honourable member for Preston,
but if he interjects once more I will deal with him.

Mr KENNETT - If you had listened you would
know the question had been answered!
Mr Leighton - You are doing everything else
but answering it.
Mr KENNETT - I clearly said that - Mr Leighton - You're avoiding the question!
Mr KENNETT - I clearly said that - Mr Leighton - Anything but answering the
question.

Mr KENNETT - All parts of the act have been
complied with. It is a good process. Unfortunately
the ones who are out of kilter with the community
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and its aspirations are the members of the
opposition.
Mr THOMSON (Pascoe Vale) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, I refer to the nwnber of questions
asked today. The number is five. I direct your
attention to the fact that this matter has been raised
in Parliament before. On 19 March 1992 the then
Leader of the Opposition, who is now the Premier,
expressed concern that we were answering an
average of 7.7 questions a day and that Parliament
was degenerating. He asked if the Speaker had
discretion to allow further questions to be asked and
whether he would exercise that discretion. He was
supported by the now Minister for Planning who
expressed concern that government members took
up to 9 minutes to answer a question.
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The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair always
endeavours to have as many questions asked and
answered as possible, but both the questions and
answers are in the hands of honourable members. If
the house continues to interject and interrupt and if
supplementary questions are asked by both sides of
the house after the main question has been asked a
loss of time is the result. I am well aware of my
responsibility to have as many questions asked as
possible, and I am fulfilling that responsibility.
I should advise the honourable member for Pascoe
Vale that I have already looked up the record for the
longest answer in this place, and if he did some

research on his own behalf he might be rather
surprised!

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
This matter was also raised by the now Leader of the

House on 15 May 1991. He is quoted as saying:
'" I believe question time should be extended to allow
for further questions. Only three questions were asked
by this side of the house during question time. The
answer by the minister to the last question took
approximately 10 minutes. There were a few minor
points of order during the course of his answer. We
have seen the privileges of this house abused in
ultimate terms by a minister of the Crown ...

Today was even worse. Only five questions were
asked and an answer from the Premier exceeded
12 minutes. The Premier complains that we do not
ask enough questions but he takes the whole of
question time to answer them. The Treasurer
complains that we did not ask about the
Auditor-General's report. We would like to ask
about it but only five questions were asked and we
did not have the opportunity to do it.
I ask you, Mr Speaker, to impress upon government
ministers the need to keep their replies to questions
prompt rather than use question time in defending
people like Mr Walker and Mr Williams and limiting
the number of opportwtities we have.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member has strayed from his point of order. I
remind all honourable members that on Tuesday of
this week nine questions were asked; on Wednesday
eight questions were asked; on Thursday five
questions were asked; and today five questions have
been asked.

Honourable members interjecting.

Tabling of reports
The SPEAKER - Order! I will now respond to a
matter raised in the point of order by the honourable
member for Albert Park concerning a government
response to the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee report on a review of the Victorian Equal
Opportunity Act 1984.
Section 40(2) of the Parliamentary Committees Act
1968 requires a responsible minister of the Crown to
provide the government response to the report of a
jOint investigatory committee within six months of
the report of the committee being tabled.
The report of the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee on the Victorian Equal Opportunity Act
1984 was tabled in the house on 25 November 1993. I
have checked the votes and proceedings of the
house to ensure that that is correct. The government
response from the Attorney-General was tabled in
the house on 25 May 1994, and that is also in the
votes and proceedings.
In respect of the breach of former Speakers' rulings

that the Attorney-General has been discourteous to
the house in the matter she discussed in the press
report on 2 October, this was well after the
Attomey-General's response to the house on 25 May
and therefore there is no discourtesy.
On the point of order raised by the honourable
member for Albert Park on the adequacy of the
Attomey-General's response, I have examined
previous minister's responses in the 51st and
50th Parliaments, and the Attorney-General's
response accords very well with the sorts of
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documents that have been tabled. She is quite within
the bounds of precedent set by other ministers of the
Crown. There is no point of order.

GOVERNOR'S SPEECH

Address-in-reply
Debate resumed.
Mr ANDRIANOPOULOS (Mill Park) - Before
the suspension of the sitting I was referring to
sentiments expressed in the Governor's speech
about the provision of quality services in a number
of key portfolios and how they do not measure up
well with the reality of government services over the
past two years, particularly in the education area.
Mill Park Heights Primary School will have more
than 1200 students by the 1996-97 financial year
unless something is done by the government and
particularly by the Minister for Education to address
that particular problem.
The second area in the Governor's speech I will
examine is transport and how it affects the Mill Park
electorate. Two years ago before the government
came to office the electorate had a reasonably good
integrated public transport service. It was serviced
by the Epping railway line and by the Bundoora
tram line. The previous government introduced a
bus that integrated well with those two standard rail
systems.
It is unfortunate that upon coming to office the

government has seen fit as part of its curtailing of
services throughout the state to also reduce that
network in Mill Park. That has meant, for example,
that it is virtually impossible for Mill Park residents
to travel outside the suburb on a Sunday because the
existing service was removed.
Furthermore, the service has been curtailed in the
evening so that it now terminates much earlier than
it did then. However, these factors pale into
insignificance compared with the failure of the
government to proceed with the extension of the
Bundoora tram line all the way to Mill Park.
The house is well aware that in 1992 under its Better
Cities project the federal government made hmds
available as part of the redevelopment of the
Janefield site on Plenty Road, Bundoora, for the
extension of the tram line to Childs Road, Mill Park.
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It was the intention of the then government to
further extend the tram line to South Morang, to link
up with the heavy rail line that would loop across
from Epping. The government saw fit to give
priority to the city loop extension of the tram line
and try to divert some of the funds to complete that
project. Although I am not totally critical of the loop
line being completed in Spring Street to service
Melbourne - I am sure the large number of tourists
who use it welcome it - the government should
also be about prOViding essential services for its
citizens in areas where they are most needed, such
as Mill Park.
Judging from past announcements it is the
government's intention that the Bundoora tram line
will be extended to at least service the RMIT campus
at Bundoora. What is of concern is that although
sufficient funds have been available for the past two
years, two years down the track work has just
commenced and appears to be proceeding at a very
slow pace indeed. Nevertheless, I suggest to the
government that if it is about providing quality
services in key areas such as public transport, as was
espoused through the Governor's speech, then this is
one project that must be somehow funded. An
extension at least to Childs Road in Mill Park, if not
South Morang, is essential because that is where
people live.
As I indicated earlier, this is an area that continues to
grow; so as a bare minimum, the extension to Childs
Road, Mill Park, is a must. We are not talking about
exorbitant amounts of money. We are simply talking
about extending the line for another kilometre from
where it is currently supposed to terminate. I am
calling for that because it would locate the terminus
in a built-up neighbourhood. That would be much
more accessible than the current terminus at the
Bundoora campus of RMIT. Let us not forget that we
are talking about a suburb with a population of
20000 that is growing daily.
The third area in which I will measure the
government's performance against what is
contained in the Governor's speech is small
business. Given the sorts of debates in this pi41ce
over the past few weeks, the house will be aware
that this government is very good at looking after
big business and looking after its big business mates.
But it has failed dismally to look after small
business. In his budget contribution the other day
my colleague the member for Geelong North
outlined in great detail how small businesses have
suffered because of the vast array of increased
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charges they have had to pay as a result of this
government's decisions.
Small business in the Mill Park electorate consists of
some small firms in the southern part and a host of
retail outlets in the various shopping centres. I am
constantly receiving representations from small
family businesses in the electorate complaining that
this government has done very little to look after
their interests. It has increased charges and has not
been ready to address the problems caused by their
competitors taking advantage of the shop trading
laws.
On at least two occasions I have raised with the
minister the plight of small food retailers in my
electorate who feel victimised because this
government and the Minister for Small Business in
particular have not been willing to enforce the
Sunday trading regulations. I am not too sure why
the minister is not doing so; however, it is about
time the minister allowed the investigations that
have been conducted thus far to proceed to
prosecution, to be tested in court. If the minister
feels it is necessary to introduce legislation to rectify
some anomalies in the sunday trading act, let him do
so. Together with small retailers not only in Mill
Park but throughout the state, because this is a
statewide problem, I call on the minister to take
some action. I am heartened to see that the major
retailer Coles-Myer is doing the right thing.
However, medium-sized retailers such as the
Tuckerbag chain are in breach of the regulations.
They are the ones that should be made to comply
with the law.
The fourth area of comparison is ethnic affairs.
Today the Ethnic Affairs Commission released its
annual report. The best one could say is that the
Ethnic Affairs Commission has been trying to
address some of the issues that affect ethnic
communities in this state. However, when one sees
that the commission's total budget for the past
financial year was $366 000, $200 000 of which
'consisted of grants to ethnic organisations, it is
ludicrous to expect anything of substance or
significance to be achieved. I should say that in most
cases the grants were amounts of $200 to $250 per
organisation.
The Ethnic Affairs Commission came under fire
when it was first appointed because of claims that it
reflected the policies of this government and that the
majority of its personnel belonged to the Liberal
Party. I for one have indicated my belief that the
commission has some people of calibre who are
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capable of addressing some of the problems that
affect our ethnic communities. However, that cannot
be done unless the commission is adequately
resourced.
I am concerned that the Ethnic Affairs Commission
has been unable to address a whole host of problems
involving two of our major communities, the
Slav-Macedonian and the Greek-Macedonian
communities, which have arisen as a result of events
overseas. It is no secret that at one time difficulties
were experienced by members of both communities,
which resulted in damage to property, including
damage to my office and to property belonging to
Parliament. At the time I was concerned that the
commission was unable to address any of those
problems.
I believe the government's involvement in ethnic
affairs does not measure up well with the sentiments
expressed in the Governor's speech. Is it any wonder
that Victorians are turning away in droves from this
government, as is indicated in the most recent poll,
the Bulletin-AGP McNair poll. That dearly shows
that the government is on the nose and is falling
behind the opposition. Only 44 per cent of Victorians
are saying they would vote for the coalition at the
next election; and the government is doing
absolutely disastrously in Melbourne, where it is
some 7 or 8 points behind the opposition.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr TANNER
(Caulfield).
Debate adjourned until next day.

PROSTITUTION CONTROL BILL
Second reading
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill is intended to replace the Prostitution
Regulation Act 1986. The Prostitution Regulation
Act has never been fully proclaimed. When the
Labor government attempted to rush the legislation
through Parliament in 1986, the coalition parties put
forward amendments that were passed by both
houses.
The Labor government ignored the wishes of the
elected representatives of the Victorian people. It
refused to proclaim much of the act We have been
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left with piecemeal regulation of the prostitution
industry in Victoria.
The police are not satisfied that their enforcement
powers in respect of brothels are adequate. They are
concerned about the effects of organised crime.
Planning authorities are wlhappy that they must
consider the criminal histories of applicants for
brothel planning pennits, as it is the function of
planning authorities to consider land use, not the
character of land users. Since 1986 escort agencies
have multiplied, so that most prostitutes in Victoria
now work through escort agencies.
In December 1992 I set up a working party to
examine the effectiveness of the Prostitution
Regulation Act. There was at that time a great deal
of community concern over the location of brothels.
In March 1993 this government responded to
community concern by placing a moratorium on the
granting of planning pennits for brothels. The
moratorium has remained in place through the
review of the Prostitution Regulation Act and will be
lifted when this legislation is proclaimed.

The working party recommended changes to the
existing act. Those recommendations form the basis
of this bill, although not all the recommendations of
the working party are reflected in the bill.
The fact that the government is introducing
legislation to control prostitution does not imply
government support for prostitution. On the
contrary, this government is opposed to prostitution
in all its forms.
At the same time we cannot fool ourselves that an
attempt to completely suppress prostitution through
criminal sanctions will ever succeed. Most
Victorians recognise that prostitution will continue,
whatever the law, as long as there is a demand for
commercial sexual services.
The solution is a strict system of regulation. With a
tough set of controls, we can raise a barrier against
organised crime. We can protect our communities
against the uncontrolled spread of brothels. We can
afford some level of protection for those who have
resorted to prostitution. Most importantly, we can
guard our children from the effects of prostitution.
OFFENCES

1bis government will never tolerate child
prostitution. The bill retains harsh criminal sanctions
against those who involve themselves with child
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prostitution. It introduces new offences applying to
those Victorians who organise tours for paedophiles
to travel overseas in order to exploit child prostitutes
in other countries.
When the commonwealth government introduced
its legislation applying to child sex tours I
maintained that it was inappropriate for the
commonwealth to introduce offences relating to
persons who organise child sex tours from within
Australia. This is a criminal law matter falling
squarely within the jurisdiction of the states as
provided for under Australia's constitution. The
new offences in this bill assert Victoria's right to
legislate in respect of criminal conduct occurring
within its borders. The new offences will operate to
reinforce the commonwealth legislation, which
expressly saves any similar state legislation.
The bill will amend the Travel Agents Act so that
licensed travel agents who are convicted of
organising child sex tours will have their licences
removed.
It should be noted that this bill consistently includes,
at every stage of the regulatory process, references to
the need to protect children from the effects of
prostitution.
There are other new offences applying to those who
involve themselves in prostitution. It will be an
offence to be found in an illegal brothel without a
reasonable excuse. This will help to redress the
imbalance in the law that has seen prostitutes
punished while their clients are not. Without the
clients prostitution would not survive. Criminal
sanctions will apply to clients who foster the illegal
trade.
It will also be an offence to serve liquor or allow

liquor to be consumed in any brothel. The planning
pennits presently applying to most brothels prohibit
the consumption of alcohol on the premises. The
offence will ensure that this practice is uniform
throughout Victoria.
The bill makes an amendment to the present offence
of living on the earnings of prostitution. The present
offence is committed by anyone who, without any
licence or planning permit required by the act, lives
on the earnings of prostitution. This bill provides a
defence for those defendants who can prove that
they were not managing or controlling the
prostitution from which they benefited. 1bis will
mean that children or spouses of prostitutes cannot
be convicted for living on the earnings of illegal
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prostitution, unless they are involved in the running
of the business.

most of the prostitution industry in Victoria, and
they must be included in the licensing regime.

The offence as amended in this bill will concentrate
on those who operate illegal prostitution rackets
rather than the families of prostitutes. In the
previous government's original bill there was no
offence of living on the earnings of prostitution at
all. However, this government will not accept that a
person who benefits from operating illegal
prostitution should not be punished for receiving
those benefits.

It has been proposed that one or two prostitutes

It will continue to be an offence to solicit for
prostitution in a public place. The government
recognises that the majority of Victorians do not
want soliciting on their streets.
However, the government also recognises that a
great many of the problems associated with street
prostitution are caused by the clients of prostitutes,
and by Sightseers, rather than by the prostitutes
themselves. Penalties for clients attempting to gain
the services of street prostitutes are higher in this bill
than for prostitutes who solicit The clients and
Sightseers cause noise and traffic disruption, and
some passers-by seem to enjoy harassing and
intimidating the prostitutes on the street It will be
an offence to act in an offensive manner with the
intention of intimidating a prostitute in a public
place.
Penalties for prostitutes, as well as clients, will be
higher if the conduct occurs near a church, hospital,
school or a public place regularly frequented by
children and in which children are present at the
time of the soliciting.
UCENSING
The bill establishes a Prostitution Control Board
which will regulate the prostitution industry in
Victoria. The seven member board will include
persons with expertise in laws relevant to the
regulation of prostitution, a police representative,
and persons with knowledge of prostitution, health,
and community issues. The board will be
responsible for the rigorous licensing procedure for
prostitution services, and also for disciplining
licensees.
Operators of brothels and escort agencies will be
required to obtain a licence. The unproclaimed
licensing prOvisions in the existing act apply only to
brothels. However, escort agencies now comprise
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should be able to operate from their own homes,
even if they are in a residential area. However,
careful consideration of the issue has identified
concerns relating to the nuisance caused by such
operations, especially late at night, and concerns
with the potential effect on children.
Instead of allowing brothels in residential areas, the
bill extends limited tolerance to small brothels by
exempting one or two person operations from the
licensing requirements as long as the brothel is
located within the restricted areas required by the
planning controls in part 4 of the bill. These areas
fall outside residential zones, and away from
schools, kindergartens and other places frequented
by children. Such brothels must be owned and
operated by the one or two prostitutes working in
the brothel. No outside involvement in the operation
will be permitted.
Applicants for licences to operate brothels and escort
agencies will be required to show that they are
suitable people to carry out such an activity. They
will have to show that they have no criminal history
or associations, that they are financially sound, and
that their business structure is sufficiently
transparent to allow identification of all those people
with an interest in the operation. Applicants will be
permitted to operate one prostitution business only.
The public must be notified of all applications.
The board will have the power to impose conditions
on licences, including special conditions on escort
agency licences relating to the safety of employees.
Escort agency work is known to be inherently
dangerous, as the workers must enter the home or
hotel room of persons who are often unknown to
them. The board will be able to impose conditions
requiring escort agency operators to provide
communication systems to be made available to
persons working in the agency.
The bill provides for approved managers to
supervise the business in the licensee's absence.
Managers must reach standards of suitability similar
to that required of licensees. A licensed business
must be personally supervised by a licensee or an
approved manager at all times.
The bill provides for licensees and approved
managers to have their licences or approvals
suspended or cancelled if they are guilty of
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misconduct in the operation of the business. Any
conviction for drug-related offences or any
indictable offence will mean cancellation of a licence
or approval.
Police will have the right of automatic entry to any
licensed operation. They will have the power to
obtain search warrants to search premises suspected
of offering wilicensed prostitution. There will be a
new enforcement power, giving police the right to
enter such premises without a warrant outside
business hours, if they suspect that the delay in
getting a warrant will result in the loss of evidence.
Any exercise of this power of entry without warrant
must be notified to the Magistrates Court and the
board. Evidence obtained in this fashion will be
inadmissible without proper grounds for exercising
the search power.
This will be an unusual police power. It constitutes
an exception to the usual rule that warrants must be
obtained for searches of private premises. However,
illegal brothels and associated organised. crime
constitute a major concern for Victoria Police. The
extreme difficulties associated with enforcing the
law against these operations justify the special
provisions contained in this bill.
Police will have the power to demand proof of age
of any person on premises where prostitution is
available, to identify whether children are presenl
The existing regulations applying restrictions on the
size and content of advertisements for licensed
brothels will be extended to apply to escort agendes.
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children for recreational and cultural activities.
Clearly defined, but slightly less restrictive controls
will apply within the central City of Melbourne, as
land use in the dty is more intense, with less
obvious impact by brothels. However, no such
business in the city will be established in proximity
to dwellings, places of worship, child-care centres
and places frequented by children for recreational
and cultural activities.
Provisions in the existing act allow coundls to
prohibit brothels as a use in their localities. The
normal power for the planning minister to approve,
disapprove or vary blanket bans on a land use in a
municipality is restricted. The provisions have not
been proclaimed.
The government recognises that the prOvisions
allowing total prohibition of brothels in individual
municipalities could result in prohibitions
throughout Victoria, thus rendering the legislation
ineffective. The amendments were moved by the
coalition parties in 1986 because the Labor
government was rushing through ill-considered
legislation. When concerned Victorians looked at
that legislation, they could not see clear restrictions
that guaranteed brothels would not be located close
to their homes, hospitals, churches, and facilities
used by children. With such uncertainty in the
legislation, there was community demand for
coundls to have the power to ban brothels entirely.
The present bill sets out clear restrictions. This
government is confident that, with the improved
planning restrictions on the location of brothels, it is
safe for normal planning practice to apply.

PLANNING CONTROLS
The planning controls on the location of brothels
contained in the existing Act are inadequate. In this
bill, the government is recognising community
demands for strictly defined limitations on the
location of brothels.
At present, planning authorities are required only to
take into account the proximity of dwellings,
churches, hospitals or other community facilities to
proposed brothels. There are no fixed restrictions on
the proximity of brothels to these kinds of premises.
This bill removes the uncertainty in the law that has
caused great concern to many in the community.
The planning controls in the bill will ensure that
brothels are not established within 100 metres of
dwellings or within 200 metres of places of worship,
hospitals, schools and other places frequented by

Current planning guidelines issued by the Minister
for Planning provide that brothels should be
prohibited in rural and farming zones, and
prohibition has been permitted in small towns of
approximately 20 to 25 000 persons or less. The
establishment of a brothel will clearly have a far
greater impact in areas of small population than it
does in metropolitan areas. The government intends
to maintain its policy in respect of rural and farming
areas and smaller towns.
From the proclamation of the act onwards, a brothel
will not be able to operate with more than six rooms
used for prostitution. Any exception to that limit
must be specified in guidelines issued by the
Minister for Planning. Apart from existing brothels
with more than six rooms, there may well be no such
exceptions. A person may not have an interest in
more than one planning permit for a brothel.
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Many Victorians will be relieved to know that this
bill clarifies, in unambiguous and fixed terms, the
planning controls applying to brothels.
PROSCRIBING OF BROTHELS
Provisions in the present act and in the Town and
Country Planning (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act
1961 relating to the proscription of illegal brothels
will be consolidated in the new legislation. When
premises used as a brothel are proscribed by the
court, notice is given in newspapers and notices are
affixed to the building. A person commits an offence
by being on the premises if he or she does not have a
reasonable excuse for being there. Police may arrest
without warrant any such persons found on the
premises.
The proscription provisions in the Town and
Country Planning (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act
have been used by local councils to close brothels
operating without a planning pennit. At present the
application must be made to the Supreme Court.
The bill will provide for such applications to be
made to the Magistrates Court, so that the process
will be faster, and illegal brothels closed down
sooner. Applications may be made in respect of
brothels without a licensed operator, and in respect
of brothels without a planning pennit.
HEALnI-RELATED PROVISIONS
The existing Health (Brothels) Regulations will be
retained. The regulations require cleanliness in
brothels, including the provision of materials used in
safe sexual practices.
This bill will implement offences relating to
prostitutes who work knowing they have a sexually
transmitted disease, and prostitution service
operators who allow such prostitutes to work. The
dangers to public health are Significant when
prostitutes infected with sexually transmissible
diseases continue to work. It will be a simple matter
for precautions to be taken to avoid committing this
offence. As long as prostitutes receive fortnightly
medical checks which show that they are free of
infection, they cannot be convicted.

The health regulations make it an offence for a
prostitution service operator to use results of a
prostitute's medical check to induce a client to
believe that the prostitute is free from infection. That
kind of conduct leads to practices conducive to the
spread of sexually transmitted diseases.
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It will not be possible to lead evidence of the
presence of materials commonly used in safe sexual
practices in prosecutions relating to unlicensed
operation of prostitution services. This provision
strikes a balance between the requirements of law
enforcement agencies and the requirements of
public health. No-one should be discouraged from
taking measures that tend to prevent the spread of
diseases such as AIDS. The Victoria Police have
agreed to this provision. They do not believe that it
will hamper enforcement work. Yet it may
significantly assist public health objectives.
ADVISORY COMMIITEE
The bill provides for the establishment of an
advisory committee. The committee will comprise
persons with knowledge of the prostitution
industry, and with knowledge of religious or
community interests. The committee will advise me
on issues related to the regulation and control of
prostitution in Victoria. In this way there will always
be community input into the regulation of
prostitution, providing the government with the
opportunity to respond to changes in the
prostitution industry and related effects on the
community.
COMMUNITY INITIATIVES
It is not sufficient simply to regulate prostitution.
The conditions which lead to prostitution must also
be addressed.

Part of the function of the Prostitution Control Board
will be to assist organisations involved in helping
prostitutes to leave prostitution, and to disseminate
information about the dangers, including the
dangers to health, inherent in prostitution, especially
street prostitution. The advisory council will also
have a role in reporting on the causes of prostitution.
The Department of Health and Community Services
is currently operating programs which target those
people who are most likely to enter prostitution. The
department's Child, Adolescent and Family Welfare
Branch is concerned with vulnerable children and
young people, young offenders and people who are
homeless. A range of preventive, supportive, and
accommodation services are funded or directly
provided by the branch.
The department's AIDS/STD Unit funds education
and public health promotion work in the
prostitution industry. This work is aimed at all
participants in the industry, from street prostitutes
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to brothel managers. Other initiatives target habitual
drug and alcohol abusers. These programs will
continue to tackle the conditions that give rise to
prostitution and the associated health dangers.
This bill is the result of careful consideration of the
many and complicated issues arising from
prostitution. The bill strikes a middle course, neither
making an impossible attempt to suppress
prostitution, nor leaving prostitution to spread
uncontrolled through the state. With the
introduction of this bill, we have at last the
opportunity to implement a sensible policy of
regulation and control of prostitution in Victoria.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr THWAITES
(Albert Park).
Debate adjourned until Friday, 4 November.

BUSINESS FRANCHISE AcrS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
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need only to 'reasonably believe' tobacco is for resale
or consumption outside Victoria to exempt the
product from Victorian franchise fees. Unfortunately
this has resulted in significant quantities of tobacco
appearing in the shops of colluding retailers at
heavily discounted prices rather than the tobacco
actually leaving the state.
This bill introduces an amendment which requires
the Commissioner of State Revenue to be satisfied of
the product destination before granting an
exemption. This amendment will greatly reduce the
loss of revenue to Victoria caused by these interstate
sales schemes. The amendment also demonstrates
the government's determination to prevent the
activities of unscrupulous traders creating
unwarranted pressures on the businesses of honest
wholesalers and retailers.

To ensure that these amendments do not also
adversely affect honest traders, the bill provides
rebate relief. A rebate of fees paid in Victoria on
tobacco which is subsequently resold interstate will
be granted only where proof of destination can be
provided to the commissioner. This amendment will
also bring Victoria into line with other states, thus
delivering administrative uniformity.

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The bill gives effect to the government's
announcement on 30 September 1994 of its intention
to introduce amendments to the Business Franchise
(Tobacco) Act 1974 to address legislative weaknesses
which have permitted avoidance or evasion of
tobacco franchise fees.
The government is detennined to eliminate the
activities of unscrupulous tobacco merchants who
exploit these weaknesses in the legislation with
various schemes. Not only does Victoria lose
substantial revenue through these schemes, but
legitimate tobacco merchants are greatly
disadvantaged. The Business Franchise (Tobacco)
Act 1974 and the Business Franchise (petroleum
Products) Act 1979 are closely linked by a number of
common compliance provisions. It is appropriate
that most of the amendments introduced by this bill
should be extended to the provisions of both acts.
The bill is therefore titled the Business Franchise
Acts (Amendment) Bill.
A major weakness which has been explOited recently
arises from sales by wholesalers which are alleged to
be for consumption interstate. Currently wholesalers

The government's commitment to protect legitimate
tobacco merchants from the activities of
unscrupulous tobacco traders is further
demonstrated by the enhanced compliance powers
and stricter reporting requirements introduced by
this bill. These amendments will not substantially
affect the practices of legitimate operators but will
enable the earlier detection of fee avoidance schemes.
The amendments proposed in the bill will come into
effect on 1 December 1994.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr THWAITES
(Albert Park).
Debate adjourned until Friday, 4 November.

BORROWING AND INVESTMENT
POWERS (PUBLIC TRANSPORT
CORPORATION) BILL
Second reading
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.
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The government proposed in the autumn economic
statement (April 1994) that the Public Transport
Corporation would become reclassified as a
non-budget sector public trading enterprise. 1his is
consistent with the nature of the PTC business, and
with the practice of other jurisdictions. It is also
consistent with the ABS standard classification of
government agencies. The PTC has its own sources
of revenue through passenger fares and freight
charges for public transport services. In future it is
intended that the PTC contract to provide transport
services under a government-contracted funding
arrangement.
This bill provides the PTC with borrowing and
investment powers more appropriate to its
corporatising status and to a non-budget sector
business.
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number of other contracts involving government
authorities. In every case conferring of these powers
is conditional on the Treasurer's approval.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr THW AITES
(Albert Park).
Debate adjourned until Friday, 4 November.
Remaining business postponed on motion of
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer).

ADJOURNMENT
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

STEP-IN RIGHTS

Dominion Properties Ltd
Consistent with prudent commercial practice,
various commercial contracts provide step-in rights
for government agencies. In the unlikely event of
contract default where the continued provision of
services is under threat and no other cure is
available the agency would be empowered to step in
to ensure that the service is maintained. 1his is an
added protection to consumers and taxpayers.
The bill clarifies the powers of agencies to exercise
step-in processes by providing power to assume
debt and other obligations entered into by another
party. Clause 3 of the bill inserts this new power into
the Borrowing and Investment Powers Act 1987.
PROVISION OF SERVICES BY THE PRIVATE
SECTOR
The government has a number of infrastructure
projects under discussion with the private sector
involving the provision of services. Examples
include the bypasses, private prisons, and
emergency services call-taking and dispatch projects.
The commercial principles being adopted for such
projects will substantially reflect a requirement to
provide a service to a given standard over a given
contract period. In the case where contract
conditions are such that the continued provision of
this service is threatened, and the service is regarded
as essential, the government will negotiate options
for step-in.
This legislative amendment will therefore facilitate

the standard commercial principle of step-in for a

Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - I ask the
Premier to investigate whether the Crown Casino
bidding company properly submitted details of the
criminal record of the company Dominion
Properties Ltd when it placed its bid with the
Victorian Casino Control AuthOrity.
Section 9 of the Casino Control Act requires the
authority to consider whether each person-Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, it is apparent already from the
question raised by the honourable member for
Albert Park that he is seeking a legal opinion from
the Premier. He specifically raised a legal issue
about the interpretation of a provision in the Casino
Control Act in the light of certain facts that he is
alleging. He then specifically cites a particular
section and claims that that section is relevant to
those facts.
I submit there could not be a clearer case of a
member seeking from a minister not an action in
relation to an administrative matter but a legal
opinion and, as such, he is out of order.
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - On the point of
order, Mr Speaker, I quite clearly asked the Premier
to investigate whether the Crown Casino bidder
submitted details about the criminal record of
Dominion Properties to the Casino Control
AuthOrity. That has nothing to do with a legal
opinion; it is simply asking whether a particular fact
did or did not occur.
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That fact is relevant because the director of that
company was Mr Uoyd Williams, who is also a
director of Crown Casino, and the Casino Control
Act makes it clear that it is not merely an issue of the
actual person who is the bidder but people
associated with that person.
It is clear from the Winneke royal commission that
Mr Williams was directly concerned in providing
services to Mr Nonn Gallagher and that those

services led to the charging and conviction of
Mr Gallagher, for which he was subsequently gaoled.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have heard sufficient
of the point of order. While there is prohibition on
seeking a legal opinion at question time, no such
prohibition applies to the adjournment debate.
MrTHWAITES -Mr Williams admitted at the
royal commission that he was prepared to contribute
as much work as Mr Gallagher asked him to
contribute. He also admitted to the commission that:
So the favours, if I can call them that, that you have
been prepared to bestow upon GaUagher have been
part and parcel--

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Workspan
Mr DOYLE (Malvern) - The matter I wish to
raise with the Minister for Health, and in her
absence the Treasurer, who is at the table, concerns a
group in my electorate called Workspan, which is an
independent body offering disability support. I ask
that new premises be provided for this group.
The group's chief executive officer, Ian Meharry, has
provided me with certain infonnation. The group
operates on a small budget of some $250 000 which
enables it to provide personal support, not clinical
services, for people with mental disabilities. They
help people with psychiatric disabilities by giving
them skills to enable them to participate in the wider
life of SOCiety, and may offer gardening work as the
type of work that their clients can do. But it is not
just the mowing of lawns that is important to this
group; it is the interpersonal skills, the
decision-making skills, the
dealing-with-other-people skills. The skills that are
important are the ability to be punctual, to follow
instructions, to follow routines, to have some
discipline about work and to be able to make
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decisions in the course of work - the same skills
young people need to apply for a job of their own.
The group's clientele, those diagnosed with mental
illness, although not those in the acute stages of
illness, is the most vulnerable group in our society.
Workspan gets its referrals from the Waiora clinic,
Heatherton, southern hospitals, private psychiatrists
and general practitioners, and in some cases they are
self-referred. It has about 58 clients on its books and
six very committed full-time staff who work with
those clients. Staff members are prepared to put
their case forward because they measure their
success in outcomes, by what happens to their
clients.
They have been shifted from the Glenhuntly centre
to the old Malvern clinic. The minister, the
honourable member for Albert Park and I have
inspected the appalling conditions in which they
work. They are currently at the temporary Waiora
premises but need a pennanent home.
The group offers three excellent programs: the Many
Hands program, a garden training service and the
Workspan arts program, which is not only
recreational but exhibition-based, especially during
this National Mental Health Week. It also offers a
training unit.
The group requires security of tenure in its own
premises. It does not actually give people jobs but
prepares them for jobs, training and courses.
Workspan does excellent work with the Holmesglen
TAPE in my electorate.
Will the minister offer these people premises they
can call their own, which will give them security of
tenure and which will allow them to continue to
provide this excellent service to the most vulnerable
people in our society?

Job losses in Bayswater
Mr THOMSON (Pascoe Vale) - I raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Industry and
Employment and, in his absence, the Treasurer. In
the last week or so more than 120 workers at the
Vulcan factory at Bayswater will be made redundant
as the company winds down its heating operation.
Southport Holdings Ltd has decided to shift its
manufacturing operations for Vulcan brand heaters
from Melbourne to Adelaide, which is very good for
South Australia. As the Croydon Chamber of
Commerce has indicated, the move will have a great
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impact on jobs and businesses in the eastern
suburbs. It points out that many workers living in
Croydon work at the Vulcan factory, and if another
120 jobs are lost in the area, another 120 jobs will
have to be found in other industries.
I understand that the South Australian
government - I point out that this looks like more
revenge for Victoria stealing the grand prix offered $1.5 million to the company as an incentive
to move to South Australia. I further understand
that after the Kennett government responded by
offering $5 million the South Australian government
in turn also put up $5 million.
Unfortunately it seems that because of this bidding
war, which the Kennett government started by
stealing the grand prix from Adelaide and another
example of which was the South Australian
government's coaxing Australis Media to go to
South Australia rather than setting up in
Broadmeadows, we again have a substantial
industry deciding to set up in South Australia rather
than in Victoria. The South Australian government
is stitching up Victoria handsomely for having
stolen the grand prix!
It is a matter of concern to me, and I am sure to all
Victorians, that a substantial company like Vulcan,
which is one of Knox's landmark companies,
appears to be winding down its Bayswater
operation, a move that could be a step in the
direction of its closing and selling its plant at the
intersection of Bayswater Road and Mountain
Highway.
Mr Wells interjected.
Mr THOMSON - Someone has to look after the
area; the local member is not capable of doing it I
urge the minister to investigate what can be done to
retain Vulcan's operations in Victoria. I ask him for a
response to the reports that Victoria and South
Australia have entered into a bidding war about
where Vulcan should be located. What steps has the
Victorian government taken, compared with those
taken by the South Australian government, to retain
the Vulcan operation within Victoria?

Bus services: Nightrider
Mr LUPTON (Knox) - I direct to the attention of
the Minister for Public Transport the road safety
situation for people who attend nightclubs and who
drive home while affected by drink. The
management of the new Stylus disco that has
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opened in my electorate is concerned, because of
various circumstances, that patrons should get home
safely.
I ask the minister whether there is a possibility of a
Nightrider bus being provided when the disco
doses at 3.00 a.m. to ferry home people who live in
the immediate area. It is common for people who
attend the facility to drink. The government is
concerned about drink-driving, and as these people
have no other means of getting home I believe it
would be an ideal opportunity for the minister to
use the Nightrider buses.
The Nightrider bus fare of a flat $5 in the
metropolitan area probably deters a large number of
people from using the service. I understand the
management of the Stylus restaurant hired a couple
of buses and found that to be successful when fares
were less than $5.
Given that the government is committed to cutting
the road toll and providing a safer transport for
people returning home while under the influence of
alcohol, I urge the minister to examine the matter
with a view to providing buses at the time the Stylus
disco closes on Friday and Saturday nights. The
disco, which is located on the old Swagman
restaurant Site, provides an entertainment facility for
people who live as far away as Belgrave and
Dandenong.
If the Nightrider service were made available at an
acceptable cost, I believe patrons would flock to use
that service and take advantage of the opportunity
of being driven home by a person not affected by
alcohol. I have had discussions with the minister
and I ask him to provide a positive response to the
initiative taken by the Stylus disco.

Wombat Forest: harvest
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - In the absence of the
Minister for Natural Resources I direct the attention
of the Minister for Agriculture to forest harvesting in
the Wombat Forest, which is situated between
Daylesford and Woodend.
It would appear that the members of the Wombat
Forest Society have deep concerns about the
harvesting of timber in that area. In a report to the
National Council of Women of Victoria members of
the society pointed out that the timber workers fear
that the industry, which supports their living and
the township, is now threatening to destroy the
forest that protects the water catchments. Members
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of the Wombat Forest Society are very aware that
timber gathering is important to their area, but they
are concerned about what amount of timber is being
taken out.
A newsletter of the National Council of Women of
Victoria reported that the state government
admitted it is allowing contractors to take more
wood from the forest than grows back. The
newsletter indicates that a member of the
conservation department said at the time, 'At the
moment, it's a bit out of balance'.
The Wombat Forest Society is concerned that the
department is trying to cover up the destruction of
the forest when plantation wood alternatives are
freely available. The society wants to know what
grade of wood is being harvested and taken out of
the forest, and what assurance the minister can give
the members of the society that his department is
allowing contractors to harvest timber from that
forest only in a sustainable manner.
If that is not the case, what action does he propose to
take to rectify this situation so that the harvesting of
timber is done in a sustainable manner and people
living in those areas can still rely on the timber
industry to support their living, and also to allow
the forest to protect the water catchments?

Mining industry
Mr TANNER (Caulfield) - The matter I raise for
the attention of the Minister for Energy and Minerals
is an important issue that relates to the mining
industry in this state and its exploration efforts.
Honourable members will be aware that last century
Victoria was the richest community in the world as a
result of the mining industry and the benefits that it
brought to Victoria. As a result of that industry
Victoria enjoyed the provision of such buildings as
Parliament House, Government House, the Supreme
Court building and many other fine buildings that
have survived from a century ago.
Honourable members will also be aware that the
previous Labor government from 1982 to 1992 drove
the mining industry out of the state.
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once great industry and the benefits that it provided
to Victoria have virtually ceased.
Honourable members of the government should be
aware of the concern that is being expressed in the
community that the mining exploration effort might
be decreasing. Since the election of the Kennett
government legislation passed by this Parliament
has revived the mining industry, particularly mining
exploration over the past two years.
This government has given hope that once again this
state might benefit from mining and be able to
provide improved community services to all
Victorians. Nevertheless a rumour has been
circulating in the Victorian community that the
mining giant CRA will reduce its increased
exploration effort. Honourable members should be
concerned about this rumour because the Minister
for Energy and Minerals has played a very
prominent part in reviving the mining industry in
this state-Honourable Members - Hear, hear!
Mr TANNER - He has played a prominent part
in getting rid of the mischievous third parties who
used to hold up mining efforts under the previous
government. We have got them out of the system
and allowed the industry to get down to work. At
the same time the government is maintaining all the
environmental safeguards that the community could
pOSSibly want. This government will revive the
industry, but there is a rumour running that CRA
will downplay its exploration effort. I ask the
minister to look into this matter and take whatever
action is necessary to ensure that CRA maintains its
exploration efforts.
Honourable Members - Hear, hear!

Auditor-General: report
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Attorney-General to a matter concerning
the Finance Statement and Report of the Auditor-General
1993-94, which was tabled yesterday in Parliament. I
refer particularly to page Ill, paragraph 7.130,
which states:

Honourable Members - Hear, hear!
Mr TANNER - Mining exploration in this state
virtually ceased because of the anti-mining attitude
of the previous Labor government and its pandering
to various interest groups in this state. Because of
the former government's rather strange notions, this

Audit was advised by the Department of the Treasury
that an analysis was undertaken by the department, of
preliminary financial projections associated with the
race prepared by the company, prior to the issue of the
indemnities to assess any consequent risks to the state.
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However, no evidence was made available to audit to
support this statement

I refer to section 44 of the Audit Act 1958 headed
'Power to call for persons and papers etc.'.
Subsections (1) and (2) make it absolutely clear that
the Auditor-General may require, in the form of
either personal appearance or papers, documents to
be prepared and provided to the Auditor-General on
request without exception. Section 44 of the act
makes that clear.
Section 45 of the act refers to offences and what
occurs if information is not provided to the
Auditor-General under the act Section 45(1) states:
Every person who fails to attend the Auditor-General
or any court for the purpose of being examined
pursuant to this Part, or to produce any accounts books
vouchers or other documents, or to answer any lawful
question when required so to do by the
Auditor-General or by the court, shall be liable on any
such default to be dealt with as in case of a contempt of
the Supreme Court.

Section 45(2) states:
Every person who in relation to this Part makes and
subscribes any declaration knowing it to be false, and
every person who in the course of his examination
before any such court or the Auditor~ wilfully
and corruptly gives false evidence, shall be liable to the
penalties of perjury.

So that is section 45 of the act.
In the Auditor-General's report the Auditor-General
says that Treasury told him that a report had been
prepared, but no evidence was made available to
audit to support the evidence.
Only two conclusions can be drawn from this. H
there was a report, Treasury refused to make it
available - that is, the Treasurer refused to make it
available - to the Auditor-General, which is a
breach of section 45(1) of the act, and that is
equivalent to a contempt of the Supreme Court If no
report was done in the first place - which I suspect
is the case - and the Treasurer had told the
Auditor-General that there was a report, section
45(2) of the act says that that matter shall be dealt
with as a perjury.
I ask the Attorney-General to investigate breaches
under section 45 subsections (1) and (2) of the act in
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relation to the Auditor-General's report as they
relate to the Treasurer.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Sporting goods sales
Mrs HENDERSON (Geelong) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Planning a planning
issue in Geelong that could arise as a result of a
recent decision made by the minister to delete
bicycles and sporting goods from the definition of
peripheral sales in the Geelong area.
I understand this amendment brings Geelong into
line with Melbourne, but there is some concern
about a sports store named Rebel Sports which is in
the process of establishing a major retail outlet
business on the old J. c. Taylor building site on the
corner of Gheringhap and McKillop streets in
Geelong. It is possible that Rebel Sports could be
caught in this transition period of the changes to
planning amendment R77.
In establishing its business Rebel Sports has acted in
good faith. It has obviously committed a substantial
amount of funds to the establishment of the business
and has proceeded on the basis that peripheral sales
have an allowable use in the area.
I ask the minister to look at the issue to ensure that
Rebel Sports stores are not disadvantaged in any
way by the recently announced changes to the
controls that delete bicycles and sporting goods
from the definition of peripheral sales in the Geelong
area.

Yinnar South Primary School
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - I raise a matter for
the attention for the Minister for Education
concerning CASES computers for country schools.
This is a computer system - together with a real
computer, too, I understand -which is being
installed in all1arger schools in the state. It enables a
school to comply with its accounting and reporting
obligations to Rialto, to the director-general's office.
In this case I raise for the minister's attention the
Yinnar South Primary School, which has
57 students - next year it will have 61 - but
despite this it still has not reached the magic number
of 64. The Minister for Education has ruled that
schools with fewer than 64 students are not entitled
to have a CASES computer. That still does not
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prevent the school from having to comply with the
directive that it must supply any necessary statistics
and reports on the school's accounts, performance,
number of students, and so on, to the central
directorate.
At the Yinnar South Primary School the position of
clerical assistant is part time. That person has to take
the data from the school, visit another school - in
this case the closest school would be some
8 kilometres away and other schools within perhaps
12 or 15 kilometres - and enter the data into that
school's computer in order to comply with the
directive of the Department of Education. This
seems to be a very wasteful exercise. If the clerical
assistant is paid travelling time, quite dearly that is
not a cost-free exercise.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr HAMILTON - Despite the interjections,
which are unruly, the Yinnar South Primary School
is being disadvantaged by having to comply with a
system which has been instituted by the Department
of Education. This matter needs to be looked at and
given very special attention. A number of schools in
Gippsland as well as Yinnar South Primary School
are in the invidious position of being forced to
comply but not having the wherewithal to do so.
The Minister for Education should take up this
matter.
Given his announcement about improvements to
country schools in the newspaper this morning a
number of country schools throughout Victoria
would be very pleased if the arbitrary restriction of
64 students was changed to make it more reasonable
and so that those schools can be given the benefits
available to most other schools in Victoria.

Hong Kong trade mission
Mr JENKINS (Ballarat West) - My question to
the Minister for Industry and Employment concerns
a trip I had on a trade mission to Hong Kong some
months ago in May where the regional development
boards chose to search out contacts through the
Hong Kong-China area and South-East Asia for
future business. I am pleased to say in reporting on
that matter that since that time two or three visitors
from Hong Kong have come to Victoria, and
specifically to Ballarat, to arrange for business
contacts. One of the interesting requests we had was
to supply 10000 tonnes of wheat I checked with the
Australian Wheat Board, and because of the drought
sadly we could not fulfil that order which means
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they may have to look to suppliers in another
country. A golden opportunity was missed.
However, they are still very keen to do all sorts of
other business with us.
Local companies in Ballarat are very excited about
the prospects of this Hong Kong-China arrangement

in primary produce, secondary products and
building products. As late as today I have been
making arrangements for a company in north-east
Victoria, in the Deputy Premier's electorate, to
arrange for a company up there to supply plumbing
wear to the Chinese building industry. I have been
pleased with the enthusiasm that has been shown by
local companies and companies with associated
contacts in Hong Kong and China.
However, I understand that the minister is going to
that area in the next two weeks. I should like to ask
him what he hopes to get for Victoria in addition to
what I have arranged for Ballarat. He will find that
the celebration will involve Hong Kong's jockey dub
as part of the Melbourne Cup festivities. More
money is punted on the Melbourne Cup in Hong
Kong than in the whole of Australia. Perhaps Paris
Lane is well known in Hong Kong!
I should like to know whether the minister can
advise the house of recent outcomes he has had in
metropolitan Melbourne and other parts of Victoria
regarding business in China and what new business
he hopes to get over the next two weeks during his
visit to Hong Kong, China and Korea. In conclusion,
I wish the minister and his mission as much success
as, if not more than, we had during our recent visit
to the area.

City of Brimbank: proposed
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) - I raise for the attention of
the Minister for Local Government and in his place
the Minister for Agriculture who is at the table the
proposed new City of Brimbank in my electorate. I
urge the Minister for Local Government to examine
the report released today on the proposal for the
new city. I am concerned about the creation of a new
city in an area that had, in 1993-94, a rate revenue
base of $34 million in round figures and an
expenditure of $91 million. There seems to have
been a $60 million discrepancy.
I ask the minister to look at the report of the
proposal for the new city. The industrial area of the
rate base is being taken away and there is an
imbalance in the rate revenue.
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The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
members time has expired.

Responses
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I thank the
honourable member for Malvern for raising with me
the important issue of Workspan's new premises. In
the early part of the year the honourable member
and I saw the Malvern premises from which
Workspan has operated and I could best desqibe it
as a shed. I think it was probably an old stable at the
back of the property. The front of the property was
commonly known as the Malvern Clinic and was
used to provide services for the mentally ill. A
composite of other groups, including Workspan,
which has operated from the stables-cum-shed in
the back of the property, has also used the premises.
Workspan, which the honourable member knows
well, does excellent work in training people who
have suffered from a psychiatric illness to go back
into the work force. It not only seeks to get jobs for
these people but it also trains them and helps them
develop their skills. It was obvious to me that the
premises at the back of the old clinic were totally
inappropriate. Workspan had gone there because
there had been an industrial problem in its previous
office building, and there was a suggestion that
there was asbestos in those original premises.
For the past eight or nine months Workspan has
sought to provide a very worthwhile service in most
unsuitable and impractical circumstances and
facilities. The honourable member for Malvern has
taken an interest in its work and has worked with
the psychiatric unit in the Department of Health and
Community Services to see whether more
appropriate facilities can be found for them.
It is temporarily located in the beautiful new
building that houses the old Malvern clinic and now
provides a wide and expanded range of services for
the mentally ill, but it is not an appropriate setting
for Workspan because it needs to be closer to where
people can come in and be trained, and the
predominance of people who need its services are
out in that Oakleigh area.

The honourable member for Malvern has raised
with me negotiations about new premises for
Workspan, and I advise him that we are currently
negotiating for new premises in the Oakleigh area.
The department is very close to completing that
deal, which will provide an excellent site in
Oakleigh for the ongoing work of Workspan.
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An office building has been identified which will
require alterations and a custom refit, but the
department will fund that and it will be under way
as soon as the purchase of the property has been
completed.
It is an excellent site. I assure the honourable
member for Malvern that the Workspan staff are
most enthusiastic about it. It meets all of their needs
and includes a resource room, multipurpose rooms,
interview rooms and office space - something that
they certainly have not had since I discovered them
in that back room near the old Malvern clinic.

The proposed site is central to the catchment area for
Workspan's clientele, particularly for the
non-English-speaking background clients
congregated in the Oakleigh-Springvale area. The
new site will provide stability for the support
services of Workspan.
I thank the honourable member for Malvern for his
interest in this small but important service, which is
part of a broad range of services in the community
to assist people with psychiatric illness.
I am also delighted for the dedicated staff who work
at Workspan. They have been working under
difficult circumstances and it is excellent that the
department has now found premises, will set them
up and make them appropriate for the services
provided by Workspan. The dedicated staff, their
clients and the people who need that retraining and
opportwlity to be re-employed will now have the
advantage of far more satisfactory services.
I thank the honourable member for Malvern for his
endorsement and especially for his interest in this
and a number of other services in the mental health
area.
Mr S. J. PLOWMAN (Minister for Energy and
Minerals) - I thank the honourable member for
Caulfield for his spirited contribution, which leaves
absolutely no doubt about his support for an
environmentally responsible mining industry. His
comments related particularly to the eRA group,
which has shown itself to be an exemplary company
in its concern for the environment while conducting
exploration work. I note in particular the work it is
doing in Chiltern Park under the supervision of the
Department of Energy and Minerals and the
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources.
A drilling program is under way in the park, but
you would be hard pressed to find any evidence of it
after they have finished the drilling program. In
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other words, this company has shown its capacity to
carry out a drilling program in an environmentally
sensitive area in a manner acceptable to both the
industry and to the environmentalists. It is an
example to others around the state and the nation of
good multiple land use in a park.
The honourable member raised a rumour that had
been circulating during Mining Week, and perhaps
this is the only sour note to emerge from Mining
Week. It related to an article written by
Barry Fitzgerald of the Age. To do Barry credit, he
has given great support to the mining industry and
is normally very positive about the performance of
the mining industry in Victoria and around
Australia.
I am very pleased to be able to say that the rumour
about CRA pulling its exploration activities out of
Victoria is totally without foundation. Today Or !an
Gould, a senior executive of CRA, and I announced
that CRA is now consolidating its exploration and
technology information groups in Victoria.
These groups are coming principally from Canberra.
Some 65 staff will be located at La Trobe University,
which will be a consolidation of its staff from Box
Hill and Canberra, where its major resource facilities
have been located. Rather than deserting the state, I
believe that is a demonstration of that mining giant's
confidence in Victoria. The decision was not made
just as a matter of convenience, because Perth
offered considerable competition as an alternative
location for this facility. Western Australia has a
very active mining industry which currently brings
in about $15 billion to the state each year. So WA
was a very attractive alternative prospect for CRA.
But it made the decision to favour Victoria because it
could see that Victoria is encouraging mining and
that there are very great opportunities in this state,
which the company hopes to take advantage of.
As well as assisting the facilitation of the exploration
facility at the La Trobe university, it will be sited
alongside its advanced technological development
research facility, which specialises in metallurgy
among other things. There will be a flow-on effect
from the two facilities at the La Trobe University,
which will include the postgraduate students and
the academic staff.

Rather than CRA deserting Victoria - the rumour
which has been floating around this week and which
concerned the member for Caulfield - I am pleased
to advise the house that in fact the mining company
is consolidating its operations here in Victoria at La
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Trobe University. That is a great thing for this state.
It is a very good thing for the mining industry and a
very good thing for La Trobe University, which will
benefit from the consolidation of CRA's activities on
the campus. The flow-on effect to the university and
to research technology will be very substantial and
will be of great future benefit to this state.
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - I
am pleased to respond to my colleague the
honourable member for Knox, who has obviously
heard that the government is now expanding bus
services and making improvements across the
system. He just wants a piece of the action! Again,
that is something the former Labor government
could not achieve during the 10 years it was in
office. I have also received representations from the
honourable member for Monbulk. on the same
subject.
As a result of the discussions I have had with my
colleagues - and the representation made in the
house today by the honourable member for Knox I am happy to announce that I am prepared to have
my department, in conjunction with the Bayswater
Nightrider service operator, Ventura Buslines,
immediately expand the operation of the Bayswater
Nightrider service to serve the new Stylus Nightclub
at Ferntree Gully. I have been so impressed by my
colleague's submission that I am happy to authorise
the commencement of the service as from tonight.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BROWN - You cannot get any quicker than
that! We will ensure a special local fare of $2 is
charged to encourage the customers of the Stylus
Nightclub to use the existing services to Vermont
South and Bayswater.
The Nightrider buses, like the free City Circle trams,
are initiatives of this government which have been
amazingly supported. The Nightrider services
transport young people, in particular, from their
homes to their destinations, usually in the city.
That additional service will operate from 3.20 a.m.
from the Stylus nightclub to Vermont South via
Bayswater and Wantirna. I am prepared to go
further--

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BROWN - I am probably too generous! On a
trial basis - and I emphasise that point - for, say,
four weeks I am prepared to provide the following
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service on Fridays and Saturdays, again in this case
to be underwritten by the Stylus nightclub: from 3.00
a.m., from Stylus to Belgrave via Upper Ferntree
Gully, Upwey and Tecoma; from 3.30 a.m., from
Stylus to Femtree Gully and Boronia, returning from
Ferntree Gully via Mountain Highway, Stud Road
and Burwood Highway.
I understand the management of Stylus is prepared
to support all those services with the provision of
on-board security staff on the buses. This is a first! In
addition to our young being able to get home safely
for only $2, we will have on-board security staff!
That service will be for a trial period of one month. I
will evaluate the success thereafter because
obviously we want the services to run as close as
possible to a cost-neutral basis. Under the can-do
Kennett government we will have a classic win, win
situation!
This will be yet another example of this
government's ability to adapt and deliver services to
meet our community requirements and, in
particular, the needs of our young people. The City
Circle tram service carries about 14 000 people a
week.
Mr Andrianopoulos - How many?
Mr BROWN - About 14 000, and on current
estimates its success is so great we could be carrying
about 900 000 people on the City Circle trams in the
first 12 months of operation. 1bat would be an
outstanding success.

It is important to note that the new improved bus
service is primarily for our youth; they have needs,
concerns and aspirations. For only $2 they will be
able to get home safe and sound on the very popular
government's Nightrider bus service.
MrW. D. McGRAm (Minister for
Agriculture) - The honourable member for Albert
Park raised a matter about Crown Casino, and about
the bidding process, for the attention of the Premier.
I will bring that to the attention of the Premier. I am
sure the Premier will respond in due course.
The honourable member for Pascoe Vale raised for
the attention of the Minister for Industry and
Employment the possible relocation of some of
Vulcan's activities at Oandenong to South Australia
and claimed that the action may have been in
retaliation for the grand prix coming to Melbourne.
It is fair to say all states are in competition with one
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another to attract industry. The Minister for Industry
and Employment has entered the chamber; I will
leave that for him.
However, I can say that Vulcan is a successful
company in Horsham and provides job
opportunities and a very real injection into the
economies of Horsham and the Wimmera.
The honourable member for Altona raised with the
Minister for Natural Resources the grade of wood
being taken from the Wombat Forest There must
always be a proper balance between conservation
and timber harvesting. Although timber is a
renewable resource, it is fair to say that over a
number of years many people, particularly those
who were employed by the former forestry
commission, were conscious that timber harvesting
should be carried out sensibly for the good of all
Victorians.
Having said that, there are indications that some of
the clear felling that took place 60 to 100 years ago
was inappropriate; and it is taking some time to
rectify that situation. Many communities, including
Landcare groups and individuals, are assisting in
that process. The timber from this forest is being
taken in a proper and sensible manner either from
the forest floor or as felled timber, but I shall relate
the honourable member's concerns to the Minister
for Natural Resources.
The Leader of the Opposition raised with the
Attorney-General paragraph 7.130 on page 111 of
the Fi1Ul1lCe Statement and Report of the Auditor-General
1993-94, referring to sections 44 and 45 of the Audit
Act I shall direct that matter to the
Attorney-General.
The honourable member for Geelong raised with the
Minister for Planning the fact that Rebel sports was
caught up in amendment Rn to the Geelong
planning scheme and said that could penalise the
business potential of the company. I am sure the
minister has no intention of putting impediments in
the way of business. I understand the honourable
member for Geelong wants businesses in her
electorate to prosper so that they can provide job
opportunities for people in her electorate. The
minister will reply in due course.

On behalf of Yinnar South Primary School the
honourable member for Morwell raised with the
Minister for Education the computer system and the
reporting services that go to the head office of the
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Directorate of School Education. I shall direct that
matter to the minister.
The honourable member for Keilor directed to the
attention of the Minister for Local Government in
the other place the interim report of the Local
Government Board referring to the creation of the
City of Brimbank. He believes there is some
discrepancy in the revenue estimates of the
proposed city. I shall direct that matter to the
Minister for Local Government, who is doing an
outstanding job in reforming local government
Mr Gude interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - The Minister for
Industry and Employment interjects that it is a
brilliant performance. The Minister for Local
Government will respond to the honourable
member for Keilor in due course.
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but I imagine that he would no doubt have satisfied
himself that the government at present is managing
the largest ever investment portfolio any state
industrial ministry has conducted on behalf of the
people of this state. An investment of around
$17 billion is on foot at present in Victoria. We are
currently working with over $5 billion worth of
investment, translated into around 13 000 jobs, and
we are seeking further opportw1ities overseas for
regional headquarters and the like.
I can assure the honourable member that we will
leave no stone unturned in securing through
responsible management a good outcome for people
in employment in this state and people yet to be
employed.
The honourable member for Ballarat South raised
withme--

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - The honourable member for Pascoe
Vale raised with me a company that has been
approached by the South Australian government to
move to South Australia. The honourable member
suggested that the member for Bayswater had not
done enough; indeed, he went further by suggesting
that the Victorian government should be further
involved in the bidding process.
Let me inform the honourable gentleman that the
local member has acted in a most effective and
efficient way. He has been doing everything that one
could humanly do to try to assist in the retention of
this very valuable industry. The fact is that there
have been some discussions between the company
and the government. We will do all we can to secure
the company, but there will be times when
companies make decisions that they perceive to be
in their best interests. They may move to another
area or indeed close their businesses through no
fault of anybody, least of all the government.

Mr GUDE - Ballarat West - it would not
matter whether it was east, west, north or south. The
one thing we can be sure of is that it is a dam Sight
better than the representation there when the Labor
Party was in office. In this member we have
somebody with a real interest in what is going on in
the international marketplace, and particularly in
the Asia-Pacific area.
The honourable member has been actively engaged,
on behalf of the total community of Ballarat, in
seeking business opportunities. Indeed, he took time
out at his own expense to go to China to assist in
developing opportunities for his own community. If
other honourable members in this place were
prepared to do the same thing rather than sitting on
the other side whining, carping, whingeing and
moaning, smearing and besmirching people, we
may well see this state go ahead.

I can assure the house that this government will not
get involved in an indiscriminate, insane bidding
war between the states for jobs. We will do
everything that is responsible to retain, enhance,
develop and encourage growth in job opportunities
for people in this state. That is what we are doing
with respect to the matter that the honourable
member for Pascoe Vale has raised.

Tomorrow I leave on a 14-day mission to China,
Hong Kong and Korea. The main goals will be
promoting Melbourne and Victoria as the best
location for business in the Asia-Pacific region and
the development of further trade. I am pleased to
say that, with the advantage study of Melbourne
that has recently been undertaken by the
government and, I concede, for once supported by
the opposition, we have something real to sell, a
benchmark that this community can be proud of.

Given that he received a briefing from my
department only recently - he has raised some of
these discussions - I do not know what occurred

Later this week, about Sunday, I should be in
Shanghai, where I will be meeting with a number of
business people who have been brought together by
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the Department of Business and Employment and
the Victorian Employers Chamber of Commerce and
Industry.
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us. lbat will further add value to the knowledge
base of this state, to the business of this state, and
give it further unique opportunities in the
Asia-Pacific area.

An honourable member interjected.

Mr Seitz interjected.
Mr GUDE - Fourteen days.
I am pleased to be able to report that the business
mission that has left and been active in Nanjing an area I visited late last year, establishing a
commercial arrangement with the government
representatives of that area - has already signed off
on letters of intent worth $28 million in the past few
days. 'That is a good initial outcome. I hope we will
be able to build further on that in Shanghai and
Nanjing.

When we return to Hong Kong, one of the key
connectors we will be making contact with there is
Governor Chris Patten, whom all honourable
members would recognise as a most influential
person in the community and certainly one who is
best placed to advise the Victorian government of
the sorts of strategies we might employ to take
fullest advantage of business opportunities.
We intend to use the advantage study of Melbourne
in that area and, as was indicated earlier, we believe
there will be good investment coming out of that.
Mr Bracks interjected.

Mr GUDE - It would be a good idea to take the
honourable member for Ballarat West. Instead of
being a smarty pants, it might be useful if the
honourable member for Williamstown made a
contribution to his own community and took a trip
overseas to see if he can bring back some business to
assist in the employment of people in his electorate
who are out of work.
I am confident that when I am in Korea we will
develop a major technology agreement that will run
into a multimillion dollar agreement for high-tech
operators in Victoria, whom we will be taking with

Mr GUDE - This is interesting because we have
requests for trips from the other side. What we have
in the Labor Party is the left-wing faction, the centre
unity, the pledge group - Mr Seitz interjected.

Mr GUDE - We have the left-right-out faction,
that is the Brumby faction, and we now have the
snouts-in-the-trough faction being ably led by the
honourable member for Williamstown. In a debate
some days ago he was trying to get a whole raft of
extra benefits for members, principally for himself.
In the course of this contribution, by way of
interjection, the honourable member is now trying to
get his snout in the trough a little deeper and wants
the government to pay for him to go on a free trip
overseas. The people of Williamstown should
understand what this person is really all about.
The efforts that have been made by the Kennett
government, particularly by the Premier in missions
he has led overseas, have been extremely succ:essful.
The Minister for Tourism will also be opening new
tourism offices in Hong Kong and Osaka in a few
weeks, and that is another indication of the clear
drive of this government to achieve success.

I look forward to participating in this trade mission
and I trust that we will bring back the success to the
state we seek to achieve, and that is consistent with
the requests from the honourable member.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 4.28 p.m. until Tuesday,
8 November.
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The SPEAKER (Bon. J. E. Oelzoppo) took the chair
at 2.06 p.m. and read the prayer.

DEATH OF SIR VERNON HOWARD
COLVILLE CHRISTIE
Mr KENNE1T (premier) - I move:
That the house expresses its sincere sorrow at the death
of the Honourable Sir Vemon Howard Colville
Christie, and places on record its acknowledgment of
the valuable services rendered by him to the Parliament
and the people of Victoria as member of the Legislative
Assembly for the electoral district of Ivanhoe from 1955
to 1973 and Speaker of the Legislative Assembly from
1%7 to 1973.

Sir Vemon Christie was born in Sydney in 1909 and
died last Friday, 4 November 1994. Sir Vemon was
an eminent member of the Victorian community
who will be remembered not only for his political
service but also his contribution to the business
sector and a range of community organisations. In
1972 Sir Vemon was duly knighted for his dedicated
service to this state.
As a young man Sir Vemon must have possessed a

considerable amount of drive and ambition,
completing his accounting and company secretary
qualifications by night school while working in the
pastoral and freight industries. Sir Vemon had his
own practice as an accountant for a number of years
prior to relocating to Melbourne in 1939.
During the Second World War Sir Vemon's valuable
skills were utilised as the executive assistant to the
director of the Aircraft Production Commission,
which was concerned with manufacturing Beaufort
bombers. Following the war, Sir Vernon remained in
the manufacturing sector, and. as managing director
of several prominent companies he no doubt
contributed to the expansion and importance of
manufacturing in post-war Melbourne.
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worker, Sir Vemon assumed considerable
parliamentary duties as Chairman of Committees
from 1956 to 1961 and again from 1965 to 1967. Sir
Vemon also served as a member of several
significant committees during his parliamentary
career.
Describing himself as a strong believer in
Westminster tradition and constitutional monarchy,
Sir Vemon was well suited to serve as the Speaker of
the Legislative Assembly, a post that he held from
1967 to 1973. As the Speaker, Sir Vemon was well
regarded for his impartiality and diplomacy and the
dignified manner in which he executed his duties.
As the founder of the Save the Yarra League in 1958,
Sir Vemon was a visiOnary in recognising the
potential of the Yarra River as a centrepiece for
Melbourne. It is a vision which is now, in real terms,
only fully being recognised.
Both during and after his political career he was an
active member of the wider community, lending his
support to charities and initiatives such as the
Ivanhoe Helping Hand Association. lhroughout his
life he remained a patron of the arts. He held posts
as the President of the Heidelberg Choral Society, a
Director of the Australian Elizabethan Theatre Trust
from 1969 to 1978, and the Australian Ballet
Foundation from 1971 to 1983.
After his retirement from the Parliament in 1973, Sir
Vemon retained strong links in this state, though he
relocated to Redland Bay in Queensland. He
continued to pursue his cultural interests, including
involvement with the Queensland Ballet and as
President of the Australian Flying Art School.
Sir Vemon was an individual who served the
community for a long period of time. He left this
Parliament before any of us, with the exception of
two honourable members, entered it, but his
reputation and his work is recognised not only by
this Parliament today but also by many
organisations around Australia.
On behalf of my government I extend condolences
to the family of Sir Vemon Howard Colville
Christie. I extend sincere condolences to his son,
Ross, his daughter, Margaret, and their families.

In a conununity-spirited move during the 1930s

depression, Sir Vemon had made a bid to serve at a
local level. However, it was in 1955 that he was first
elected to the State Parliament as the member for the
new seat of Ivanhoe.
Sir Vemon was a prominent servant and advocate
for his electorate for almost 18 years. A tireless

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I join
with the Premier in extending the condolences of the
opposition to the family of the late Sir Vemon
Christie who died last week on Friday, 4 November.
Sir Vemon Christie was born in 1909 and had a rich
diversity of life experiences before entering this
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Parliament. Sir Vemon was widely educated in
Queensland, Hobart and North Sydney, later
studying at night school to gain accounting
qualifications.
Only in 1939 did Sir Vemon come to Melbourne to
live. He took up a position with the Aircraft
Production Commission, which was then gearing up
for wartime production. Between the war and his
later entry into politics Sir Vemon engaged himself
in a number of pursuits in the private sector, putting
his accountancy skills and experience with company
directorships to good use.
In 1955 Sir Vemon Christie entered the Victorian
Parliament, which at the time was a very lively
place. His entry coincided with the split within the
Labor ranks which was of enormous assistance to
the conservative parties and which provided
Sir Vemon with the fortunate experience of being
very unfamiliar with the opposition benches. He
retired some 18 years later.

Sir Vemon became Speaker of the Legislative
Assembly in 1%7 and held the position through two
Parliaments. He was well regarded as a Speaker,
and the position rounded off a very full
parliamentary career in which he served on a variety
of committeesinciuding the Public Accounts
Committee from 1955 to 1956 and the library,
printing, standing orders and house committees
from 1%7 to 1973. He was Chairman of Committees
from 1956 to 1961 and from 1965 to 1967.
Although by today'S standards Sir Vemon's views
could be described as old fashioned in some
respects, he was remarkably enlightened in other
respects. He was a strong advocate of having more
women in Parliament. In a 1969 interview
Sir Vemon was quoted as saying:
I don't think the Parliament should be denied the

special kind of thinking you get from women. They're
less prejudiced and their thinking is likely to be more
logical and detached.

At the time Sir Vemon was Speaker I understand
only one woman sat in this place. He would have
been pleased to see that number increase
substantially in more recent Parliaments and to see
the efforts being made to increase that number even
further.
Sir Vemon's services to the Parliament were
recognised in 1972 when he was knighted. As a
parliamentarian he retained a strong faith in proper
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process and, following his retirement to Queensland,
he did not shy away from speaking out when he
thought proper processes were not being observed.
Sir Vemon Christie's contribution to the Parliament
of Victoria and to the broader community was a
very considerable one. On behalf of the opposition I
extend my sincere condolences to his family.
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I jOin with the Premier and
the Leader of the Opposition in the condolence
motion for the late Sir Vemon Christie. Sir Vemon
was educated in Hobart, Queensland and Sydney.
He had a wide commercial background in the
pastoral area and merchandising businesses.

Sir Vemon was born in 1909 and left school at the
early age of 14. This certainly did not detract from
his elevation to higher office; in fact he set about
qualifying himself as a chartered accountant and
company secretary by studying at night school while
continuing to work during the day.
During the Second World War, after having come to
Melbourne in 1939, Sir Vemon was involved with
aircraft construction. He worked with the Aircraft
Production Commission, which was then concemed
with the construction of Beaufort bombers. Sir
Vemon was elected as the MP for Ivanhoe in 1955; it
was the second time that he had tried for public
office. His first attempt was when he stood,
unsuccessfully, for election to the Manly City
Council.
Following his election to the Victorian Parliament in
1955 Sir Vemon was subsequently re-elected and
continued serving until the 1973 election, when he
did not seek further election. During that period he
distinguished himself as Chairman of Committees
from 1956 to 1961 and from 1965 to 1967. Sir Vemon
served as Speaker from 1967 to 1973. We have often
heard his name mentioned in this house. As the
Premier said, although many members did not have
the opportunity of knowing Sir Vernon Christie
personally, subsequent Speakers have often referred
to Speaker Christie's rulings. Those who have
looked through the precedents set by Speakers
before and since that period will realise that Sir
Vemon was an active Speaker. He had very strong
views and a great deal of personal confidence in his
own judgment.
Sir Vernon Christie will certainly be missed by this
Parliament. I jOin with the Leader of the Opposition
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and the Premier in expressing condolences to his
family.
Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister for Small
Business) - I join with other honourable members
in honouring the memory of Sir Vernon Christie. He
was an admirable Australian who served this state
with enormous dignity and flair. I was fortunate in
that I got to know Sir Vemon closely. He was a man
of enormous strength and commitment No doubt
that strength served him well in his role as Speaker
during the era of Sir Henry Bolte and Sir Arthur
Rylah. Sir Vernon must have been a strong person to
be able to handle that combination of enormous
strengths. A reading of Hansard will demonstrate the
strong respect Sir Vemon commanded.

Sir Vemon is survived by his only son, Ross,
daughter-in-law Marian, daughter Margaret and
five grandchildren. Vemon Christie's beloved wife,
Joyce, and daughter Narelle both predeceased him.
Sir Vemon, the son of an accountant, was born in
Manly in New South Wales on 17 December 1909. In
his early years he resided in New South Wales,
Queensland and Tasmania. My next point is
important because it again reflects the strong
commitment and determination of the man. Sir
Vemon left school at the age of 14. Imagine what
enormous challenges he must have had to face by
leaving school at that age. He studied at night so
that he, too, could become a qualified accountant
and progress through life.
Sir Vernon began his working life as a clerk with
Burns Philp. Over the ensuing years until his move
to Victoria in 1939 Sir Vemon filled various
commissions with the Australian Estates Company
and the Canadian Pacific Railways. He also
conducted his own accountancy practice for a period.

On moving to Melbourne in 1939, he jOined the
Aircraft Production Commission and was concerned
with building Beaufort bombers. He subsequently
pursued a career in the private sector until entering
Parliament as the member for the new Legislative
Assembly seat of Ivanhoe in 1955. He retained that
seat until his decision to retire from politics in 1973.
Sir Vemon worked tirelessly for the people of
Ivanhoe during his 18 years as the local member.
Because of Sir Vemon's efforts and the respect he
commanded, Ivanhoe became one of the safer seats
in the Victorian Parliament.
When I received the nomination for the seat of
Ivanhoe, Vemon said to me, 'Make sure the system
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always works for those most in need. and let those
who do not need it stand alone'. When I won the
seat he rang me and said, 'You are entering into a
different era'. He could not understand why
politicians needed electorate offices. He wondered
what the government was doing by making people
more dependent on government Vernon was very
alert to the changing political atmosphere. When
politicians received secretaries he said, 'You have
even got a secretary. I am amazed!'. He worked
from his house and not only met people there to
discuss their problems but he also provided them
with afternoon tea.
West Heidelberg was dear to him and he had an
enormous commitment to the people of that area. It
has not been put strongly enough that Vemon saved
the Yarra Valley. He made sure it was protected for
future generations. When the land reservations were
removed under the Hamer government Vemon had
great delight in saying that he had achieved a great
ambition and had done what he had set out to do.
He was a champion of the people of Ivanhoe and
played a great part in the upgrade of transport and
education in the area.
In Parliament his interests were industry
development and financial management He was a
respected and well-liked member of this place. He
was described in the Melbourne Herald, as the
newspaper was then known, as a handsome,
blu~ed man with grey hair and a military
moustache. My wife often said he was a bit better
than that! He had stature and vision as well as
compassion.
In 1969 Vemon said that there was not a member of
this place he would not enjoy being with and
remarked, 'Yes, they are tough and antagonistic and
take political advantage but they are not nasty to
each other outside the house'. That is still important
today. He recognised. the enormous importance of
being able to carry on friendships for the benefit of
Victoria when we leave this house.

We have heard that Vemon championed the cause
of women. As the Leader of the Opposition said,
Vemon was very much committed to that interest
He was proud of his children. His son Ross, who is a
personal friend, served with me on the Heidelberg
City Council and was mayor in 1971-72. Vemon was
a fit man who enjoyed bowls, hiking and sailing.
Vasey Houghton, one of his great sailing mates, told
me of an incident when they were out in the straits.
There was an urgent call over the radio about a
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major storm and sailors were told to remove
themselves immediately to a safe haven to avoid the
storm. Vasey asked, 'Where will we head for?'
Vemon said, 'Straight into it Nothing has beaten me
yet and I'm sure the storm won't'. They arrived
safely but it was two weeks before Vasey stopped
shaking!
Following his departure from Parliament Vemon
continued in his role as a Director of the Australian
Elizabethan Theatre Trust. He was knighted in 1972
and after leaving Parliament he lived at Redland Bay
in Queensland and led a very active life, involving
himself in community affairs and sometimes in the
affairs of the Bjelke-Petersen government!
I should like to make brief mention of his wife, who
was very important to him. Mrs Christie was a
special woman, and one cannot talk about Vemon
without mentioning her because they were a team,
no matter what happened. Vemon thought he was
big and tough and strong but Joyce was the real
strength, as was shown when their daughter Narelle
died. Although they were not young people they
chose to raise Narelle's son Peter. I am sure Vemon
was very proud of Peter. Their decision reflects what
kind, strong people they were and what an
enormous commitment they had to life. They
enjoyed it I am proud that I can say I knew them
and that I am a friend of the family.
The SPEAKER - Order! I join with the Premier,
the Leader of the Opposition, the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services and the Minister for Small
Business in paying tribute to the late Sir Vemon
Christie. Although I met him on only a few
occasions, like Speakers before me, I know his name
well from the table of Speakers' precedents. When
reading that table it is obvious to me that Sir Vemon
had a very active and decisive mind. One of his
more famous decisions was that members of the
Legislative Assembly should adopt the letters 'MP'
after their name rather than 'MLA', and that
decision still stands.
Some of the anecdotes that have been related to me
about Sir Vemon do not bear repeating at this time,
but from what I have heard I can say that he was a
very colourful man, was sure of his pOSition as
Speaker and ruled with impartiality and finnness.
The story is told of an honourable member who was
reading a speech. A point of order was raised, and
when challenged by the Chair the honourable
member replied that he was just referring to copious
notes. The speech went on and a further challenge
was mounted by way of a point of order. To settle
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the matter the Speaker barked, 'Bring it up',
meaning that the honourable member should bring
up the notes he was using. I must admit that I have
often been tempted to do the same!
I am conscious of the remarks made today about the
great contribution the man made to Victoria and
Parliament He was able to rise from very humble
beginnings and overcome the handicap of a lack of
education by going to night school and showing
great application. On behalf of the Parliament I
convey my condolences to his family.
Motion agreed to in silence, honourable members
showing unanimous agreement by standing in
their places.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr KENNElT (premier) - I move:
That, as a further mark of respect to the memory of the
late Sir Vernon Howard Colville Christie, the house do
now adjourn, until 3.30 pm. this day.

Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 2.28 p.m.
The SPEAKER took the chair at 3.35 p.m.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Crown Casino: entertainment
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to the announcement by the Crown
consortium that the focus of entertainment facilities
at the new casino will be video games, virtual reality
rooms and other electronic entertainment
Mr Kennett interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - I am referring to the
announcement by Crown Casino. The Premier has
asked me to repeat the question, so I will. I refer him
to the announcement by the Crown consortium that
the focus of entertainment facilities at the new casino
will be video games, virtual reality rooms and other
electronic entertainment Does the Premier share the
opposition's concern that gambling products are to
be deliberately marketed to children and young
people and, if so, what steps will the Premier take to
ensure that this does not occur?
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Mr KENNElT (premier) - I guess the one thing
you must say about the Leader of the Opposition is
that he is predictable. I am not aware of the
statement by Crown Casino that those forms of
entertainment would be the emphasis of the casino.
Far from it, because to the best of my knowledge the
focal point will be gaming, being a very large casino
with a lOOO-room hotel- the biggest hotel in
Australia and an enhancement of the original
scheme. It will help this state attract convention
business which will assist employment
opportunities and so on.
The casino will comprise a very large ballroom and
showroom. There have always been plans for other
facilities - what we describe as new high-tech
games, but they are games played by adults and not
by children.
I would feel sorry for the Leader of the Opposition if
he believed his own rhetoric, as I would for those
who read his comments. The reality is that the
casino is for adults and not children. It is not open to
children. Along the foreshore - -

Mr Micallef - What about the car park?
Mr KENNE'IT - The honourable member for
Springvale interjects with an inane comment, 'What
about the car park?'. The casino is for adults. The
facilities will be multipurpose because there will be
a hotel and shopping facilities along the waterfront,
which will add to the ambience and activities along
Southbank, one of the most vital parts of Melbourne.
It is a development of which we can all be proud. It
will employ people on a temporary and permanent
basis. At some stage I trust the opposition will play a
constructive role in building this state rather than
continually trying to pull it down.

Crown Casino: ethnic communities
Mrs PEUUCH (Bentleigh) - I address my
question to the Premier in his capacity as Minister
for Ethnic Affairs. Can he inform the house whether
the government is aware of specific marketing
campaigns conducted by Crown Casino targeting
certain ethnic communities as alleged by the Leader
of the Opposition?

Mr KENNElT (Minister for Ethnic Affairs) - I
thank the honourable member for her question.
Mr Micallef interjected.
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Mr KENNFIT - That is your second
interjection. You are on cue.

In his great desire for publicity the Leader of the
Opposition is now stretching not only the truth but
his own imagination to breaking point I am not
aware of any campaign designed specifically
towards ethnic communities. In fact, I fear that the
claims made by the Leader of the Opposition are
another put-down of our ethnic communities per se.

Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNFIT - The Leader of the Opposition
keeps interjecting, 'Have a look at the 7.30 Report'.
We do not watch the 7.30 Report because we do not
think it is a show of record.
Mr Brumby - Fat Cat and Friends, do you watch
that?

The SPEAKER - Order! I hope the opposition
will not go through every television program in
Melbourne. I ask the opposition to remain silent
Mr KENNFIT -lbis is the man who wants to
be Premier. Is it any wonder his credibility keeps
falling?
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNElT - It is interesting to hear the
Leader of the Opposition continuing to interject
about mates. Last week he attacked the ethnic affairs
COmmissioner, Professor Trang Thomas, who said
that the comments made by the Leader of the
Opposition were a slur on all ethnic communities.
One of her responsibilities is to try to preserve the
relationship between all communities in Victoria.
The Leader of the Opposition then labelled Professor
Thomas as a crony because she dared to disagree
with his statements. Professor Thomas is one of the
real success stories in this community. Not only is
she a success story - -

An honourable member interjected.
Mr KENNETr - It is interesting to see the way
the Leader of the Opposition reacts when questioned
about his motives in publicly disagreeing with a
person of Trang Thomas's standing - in this case it
was an absolute slur on ethnic communities - he
sits back and simply rolls in his chair.

Let me provide Professor Trang Thomas's
curriculum vitae and her contribution to this state.
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This man says she is a crony of this government.

Professor Trang Thomas arrived in Australia from
Vietnam in 1964. She earned a BA in psychology
with first-class honours from the University of New
South Wales. She then obtained a masters degree
with honours and a PhD from La Trobe University.
This person, who arrived in this country from
Vietnam in 1964, is the first woman professor at the
Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology. This is a
person who, in her job as Chairperson of the Ethnic
Affairs Commission, independently attacked the
comments made by the Leader of the Opposition.
She said his comments were a slur on ethnic
communities. The response by the Leader of the
Opposition was then to say that because she dared
to do her job she was therefore a crony of this
government. What a tragedy for you - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair cannot
tolerate continuous interjections across the table. I
ask honourable members to remain silent.
Mr Seitz - Winding up!

The SPEAKER - Order! I will deal with the
honourable member for Keilor if he continues in that
vein.
Mr KENNEIT - Professor Trang Thomas
deserves the congratulations of the entire
community for her work in the ethnic field and for
the way she has established special relations with
the ethnic communities. The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition nods his head in agreement. All
honourable members on that side of the house who
work with the ethnic communities would be aware
of the good job Trang Thomas does. That she should
be slurred by the Leader of the Opposition because
she dared to express a point of view contrary to his
is an indication of the way the opposition - Mr Dollis interjected.
Mr KENNEIT - It is a clear indication that the
opposition, and particularly the Leader of the
Opposition, have lost the focus of any kind of
concern they may have had on any issue, such as the
casino. More importantly, the way in which he now
seeks to involve etlulic communities for cheap
political point scoring is unacceptable.
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Crown Casino: bid
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Attorney-General to the article by Terry
McCrann in today'S Herald Sun entitled, 'What
Crown didn't tell its investors'. The article details
that the Australian Securities Commission is
investigating the fact that the Crown consortium
lodged an application to change the design of the
casino while the consortium prospectus was still
open. Will the Attorney-General ensure that the
Victorian Casino and Gaming Authority and
government departments provide the Australian
Securities Commission with all relevant information
in relation to this matter?
Mr Elder interjected.

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Ripon is out of order.
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - The Leader of
the Opposition continues to have a split personality;
he continues to talk about the independence of the
criminal justice system and continues day after day
in this house to ask me to either investigate or
institute prosecutions against people. He does not
seem to understand that we have independent
investigating and prosecution authorities that are
well able to undertake the duties that have been
vested in them.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - On a
point of order, Mr Speaker, I did not ask the
Attorney-General to investigate anything. I asked
her to guarantee to ensure that the Victorian Casino
and Gaming Authority and government
departments provide the Australian Securities
Commission with all relevant information on this
matter. It is a simple answer -yes or no.

The SPEAKER - Order! The house would be
well aware that the answer given by a minister is in
the minister's own hands. There is no point of order.
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - The
opposition continues to refer to issues relating to the
separation of powers. On numerous occasions the
opposition has pointed out issues relating to the
independence of the Director of Public Prosecutions.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! Question time cannot
proceed with a barrage of interjections. I ask the
house to come to order. The question has been posed

Q~ONS~OUTN~CE
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to the Attorney-General and it is up to the house to
show some courtesy and to listen to the answer.
Mrs WADE - I suggest that the Leader of the
Opposition read some of his own statements on
these issues because he would then be aware that
prosecuting and investigating authorities such as the
Australian Securities Commission are vested with
powers by Parliaments - in this case by both the
state and federal Parliaments - to carry out the
functions that have been conferred upon them. In
this case I am sure the Australian Securities
Commission will undertake any appropriate
investigations and is able to require, \Dlder the
powers vested in it, that the appropriate documents
be provided.

Drought relief
Mr STEGGALL (Swan Hill) - Will the Minister
for Agriculture inform the house of the details of
Victoria's submission to the commonwealth for
exceptional drought circumstances and when a
decision from the federal minister is likely?

Mr Loney interjected.
The SPEAKER -Order! I warn the honourable
member for Geelong North that he must not put
temptation in the way of the minister.
Mr W. D. Mc:GRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - I thank the honourable member for
Swan Hill for his question concerning Victoria's
application to the federal Minister for Primary
Industries and Energy, which he referred on to the
Rural Adjustment Scheme Advisory Council
(RASAC).
We have been having regular drought advisory
meetings in Victoria for some time now. The first,
held in mid-September, was chaired by the Premier
and subsequent meetings have involved the
Victorian Farmers Federation, financial institutions,
the wheat board, the Department of Conservation
and Natural Resources, the Rural Water Corporation
and other interested bodies.
Following consideration of the requirements or
guidelines suggested at the agricultural and
resource ministers' conference held recently in
Adelaide, we have prepared a submission based on
climatic conditions, rainfall deficient regions, the
environment, water supply, income levels and
agronomic and livestock conditions. My department
forwarded that submission to the federal Minister
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for Primary Industries and Energy, Senator Bob
Collins, who referred it to RASAC. The committee
visited Victoria last Friday. It flew to Swan Hill and
then visited the eastern Mallee, where conditions
have deteriorated substantially in the past three to
four weeks. The die is well and truly cast in that
region and many farmers there will have no income
this financial year.
If the recommendation of the Rural Adjustment
Scheme Advisory COW\cil to the federal Minister for
Primary Industries and Energy is positive, I
anticipate that the minister will take the application
to federal cabinet for a decision on about
28 November. 1£ the decision is to declare in favour
of Victoria that drought-related exceptional
circumstances exist, it will also be necessary for me
to take a submission to the Victorian cabinet seeking
supporting funds to assist farmers to deal with the
drought conditions.

The most relevant support we can possibly give to
those who have no income for this financial year is
an interest rate subsidy on any further loans that
will be necessary to enable them to get through to
better seasonal conditions. The exceptional
circumstances provision \Dlder the current
guidelines provides for an interest subsidy to be
provided at the rate of 90 per cent from the federal
government and 10 per cent from the state
government for the first 50 per cent and on a
dollar-for-dollar share basis for the second 50 per
cent.
More importantly, although back in 1992 we put in
place a national drought policy, no policy has been
applied to a national drought situation and we really
need to work very hard at putting in place through
the federal government tax incentives and income
equalisation schemes that are more beneficial than
those that currently exist to allow farmers to prepare
themselves through proper usage of good seasons
and prices for times of drought or exceptional
circumstances, such as the downturn that we have in
parts of northern Victoria at present.
Because many people in northern Victoria will not
have the financial resources to provide the
educational opportunities they would like for their
children, particularly secondary and tertiary
educational opportunities, one of the things I
requested of the Minister for Primary Industries and
Energy was that he look at allowing many families,
regardless of their assets, access to the Austudy
allowance. That situation needs to be fully
examined. Although educational requirements are
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under control for 1994, the outlook for 1995 is a
different prospect and a worrying situation for
many famting families.

I hope that by the end of November, after
consideration by the federal minister, with whom I
have been working closely over a good period, a
positive approach will be taken by both the federal
and state governments to providing some support
through low interest rates on additional loans that
farmers may require to gear up for next year's
planting or to secure fodder supplies to make sure
that they keep their flocks and herds in place.

Tuesday, 8 November 1994

Rail: passenger services
Melbourne-Sydney
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN (Benambra) - Will the
Minister for Public Transport inform the house of

what steps are being taken to address ways and
means of improving passenger rail linkages between
Australia's two largest cities?
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - I

am sure all honourable members agree that it would
be highly desirable for passenger services between

our two fine cities of Melbourne and Sydney to be
improved in the short, medium or long term.

Crown Casino: licence
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Attorney-General to comments by
Mr Uoyd Williams that at all times during the
bidding process for the casino licence he knew that
Melbourne had won the right to stage the grand
prix; and I refer also to comments by Mr Ron Walker
that only five or six people knew about the grand
prix prior to it being announced, and I ask: will the
Attorney-General ask the Australian Securities
Commission to investigate who gave Mr Williams
this information and whether, accordingly, there has
been a breach of the federal Corporations Law?
Because you are the Attorney-General!
The SPEAKER - Order! The question borders
closely on being a request for a legal opinion.
Although I will allow the question, I ask the
Attorney-General to take my comments into
consideration.

MI5 WADE (Attorney-General) - I read in a
newspaper some days ago that the Leader of the
Opposition had written to me asking me exactly this
question. I have to say that I asked my office this
morning whether it had received that letter and I
was advised that no such letter has been received. I
assumed that the Leader of the Opposition had
realised that it was inappropriate to write to me in
that way and that if he has any evidence he is quite
capable of putting that evidence to the Australian
Securities Commission himself.
However, I advise the Leader of the Opposition that
the Australian Securities Commission regularly
monitors the press. I am sure that it will have picked
up this particular issue and, if it feels it requires
investigation, will investigate it. H I receive a letter
from the Leader of the Opposition I will send it on to
the Australian Securities Commission.

To the delight of my colleagues, particularly in the
north-east, last week the announcement was made
that a new XPT service between Melbourne and
Sydney will commence on 13 December. I emphasise
that, although the new facility will be state of the art,
this is the very same daylight service that the former
Victorian Labor government scrapped. The new
daylight XPT will of course be in addition to the
existing overnight service.
It has been some time, however, since the proposal
for the very fast train, the VFr, has been considered.
I might say that the proposal some time ago was
effectively thwarted by the Federal Labor
government; however, despite this, the VFr concept
to link Australian capital cities continues to have
widespread community support.
It is for this reason that I am armouncing today that I
am appointing a high-level committee to examine all
matters relative to the establishment of a VFr, and
accordingly I am very pleased to advise the house
that the former federal Minister for Transport, the
Honourable Peter Nixon, has agreed to chair this
committee. Mr Nixon is well known to honourable
members of this house and I am sure will be seen to
be an outstanding choice, as he has twice served
federally as Minister for Transport and
Postmaster-General and has been Minister for the
Interior.
The SPEAKER -Order! Would the honourable
minister please resume his seat. The level of
interjection is far too high and it is impossible for the
Chair to hear the answer. I am sure that honourable
members must be having the same trouble. I ask the
house to come to order.
Mr BROWN - In addition to having been
federal Minister for Transport twice, Mr Nixon was
also formerly Postmaster-General, Minister for the
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Interior and Minister for Primary Industry so clearly
he is well qualified for this task. In addition, I have
invited the president of the public transport union,
Mr Stuart Keating, together with Or John Brotchie,
an acknowledged VFT expert and former research
manager for the CSIRO, to join this committee and
assist Mr Nixon.
I am also inviting appropriate industry and
government representatives to jOin the committee.
Its terms of reference will include: firstly, to report
on the status of any current proposals for the VFT
and/ or high speed passenger train services between
Melbourne and Sydney and places elsewhere in the
nation; secondly, to gauge the level of support for
and impediments to the operation of a Very Fast
Train passenger service between Melbourne and
Sydney, and thirdly, to provide a summary of the
very fast and high-speed passenger train services
operating in other countries, including the
teclmology used and the nature and extent of
operations. Fourthly, the terms of reference will ask
the committee to report on proposals and
possibilities for the improvement of conventional
interstate rail passenger services operating to and
from or through the city of Melbourne.
There will also be additional opportunities in rail
here in Victoria and in Melbourne in particular with
the standardisation of the rail gauge between
Melbourne and Adelaide which is presently well
under way and nearing completion. These options
include the Ghan or a similar service operating out of
Melbourne; running an Indian-Pacific service through
Melbourne and the variations that might be possible
in running the Overland.
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and innovative proposal. I am unaware of any
person better qualified or suited that the
government could have identified to head this very
important committee.
Mr Nixon and his committee will be asked to report
within six months on the feasibility of a VFT service
being established between the two great cities of
Sydney and Melbourne.

Department of Health and Community
Services: court action
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - I refer the
Minister for Health to the statement by Brian
Burdekin that there is a climate of fear in the
Victorian health system. Is it a fact that the Secretary
to the Department of Health and Community
Services, Or John Paterson, has sued in the Supreme
Court an officer of the Minister's department and
two other public servants because they are members
of an independent public service committee which
made an adverse finding against the department
and criticised procedures for selecting and
appointing staff?

Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I thank the
honourable member for his question. If he believes
the climate of fear statement, he believes anything,
and I suspect he does and says anything. There is
more openness, more consultation and more
opportunity for non-government agencies, for
professional people and community people to be
involved in the decision making of this government
and this department than ever before. I have no
knowledge whatsoever of the matters that the
honourable member referred to.

Honourable Members - Hear, hear!
Mr Seitz interjected.
Mr BROWN - I hear honourable members
saying 'Hear, hear!', and they are right in identifying
that these are very exciting projects that the former
Labor government, in its 10 years in office, could not
achieve. Now we are seeing realities actually
occurring here in Victoria in the modernisation and
upgrading of transport, including interstate train
services.
In conclusion I make it clear that the view of the
government is that any future VFT should be a
private sector funded and sponsored undertaking.
Nevertheless, it is clear that the government does
have a responsibility to ensure that any
impediments are considered and addressed and that
when the time comes, as I believe it will, that
Victoria is ready to move forward with this exciting

The SPEAKER -Order! I warn the honourable
member for Keilor that I have put up with a great
deal from him this afternoon in that he has been
constantly interjecting, and it is a great irritation not
only to the Chair but to the house as well.

Mrs TEHAN - I warn the honourable member
that if he continues to make serious allegations,
albeit in this place where he has protection, he will
be creating a situation that is indicative of what is
happening on the other side of the house: slurs and
innuendos. We have had nothing in the house from
the member for Albert Park since he has been here
other than broad-brush allegations for which there is
no foundation whatsoever, and I certainly know of
no foundation for this one.
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Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, I refer you to numerous
Speakers' rulings on relating remarks to the question
asked. This was not a broad-brush question but a
specific question as to whether a writ had been
issued by the secretary of the department against an
officer for making an adverse finding against the
department.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair has
repeatedly stated that the answer to the question is
in the hands of the minister. The only thing the
Chair has to do is ensure that the answer is relevant.
I believe the minister's remarks are relevant to the
question. There is no point of order.

Trade mission to Asia
Mr JENKINS (Ballarat West) - I ask the Minister
for Industry and Employment to inform the house of
the initial successes of his recently completed trade
mission to Asia?
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I thank the honourable member for
Ballarat West for his question because, unlike the
inane remarks that come from the Leader of the
Opposition and other members opposite, it
demonstrates the personal commitment of the
honourable member to his own community and a
genuine interest in the development of business
opportunities and jobs in that area.

At his own expense he has taken the trouble to go to
China to see if he can assist businesses in a way that
will advantage his community. I do not see any
honourable members opposite who have taken that
effort.
I am pleased to inform the house that it appears the
initial response from the trade mission is in the order
of $100 million worth of investment flowing to
Victorian businesses.
An Honourable Member - How much?

Mr GUDE - $100 million. That is something
even honourable members opposite might have
some remote interest in. It has been achieved in a
number of important sectors for Victoria, including
packaging, food processing, architecture, tourism,
medical services, education, wool and chemicals.
Honourable members will see from that spread of
interest that the investment mission was a broadly
structured mission. It was structured in a way that is
important to trade missions from this country to
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Asia - it was led by the government in partnership
with the Victorian Employers Chamber of
Commerce and Industry. In other words, it was a
business-government mission.
The significance of that when you are doing business
in Asia is that it is important for the government to
be part of the opening-door process, particularly
given the economy and the structure of government
in Otina. Since the Kennett government came to
power, the sister-state relationship this state has
with Jiangsu, and its relationship in terms of
economic understanding in places like Shanghai,
Jinan and other parts of China have blossomed
tremendously. We are seeing a two-way flow of
commitment between not only Otina and this state
in particular, but with Australia in general of a kind
we have not seen before.
I am pleased to say in the context of this current
mission that we were able to open doors for the
mission in Jinan, Shanghai, Nanjing and Wxui. In all
of these areas we were able to assist the mission to
make the business connections needed to ensure that
businesses are able to achieve the sorts of results
they want.
Another point I shall make is that this is the third
such trip that I have made to China since 1992 when
the government came to office and the fourth to the
Asia-Pacific area. That is significant in terms of the
focus of this government. We have dearly identified
the fact that 60 per cent of this country's trade is in
the Asia-Pacific area. The honourable member for
Footscray wants to joke about it, but he is the first to
put his hand up to me for help when he wants
employment initiatives in his electorate. He is the
first to put his hand up!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Dollis - What do you expect!
Mr GUDE -1his mission is about generating
employment opportunities. If you want to decry
employment, I shall put it on the record that the
honourable member for Footscray and the Labor
Party are anti-Victorians, anti-Victoria, and against
employment. While it was in government the former
government generated record unemployment,
record debt and record financial management!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr GUDE - You lost the State Bank!
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Honourable members interjecting.
Mr GUDE - Come on, you lost the State Bank
and when there is a bit of good news around, you do
not want to hear about it! This particular mission is,
as I indicated, generating something like
$100 million worth of intended investment Letters
of intent have formally been signed with those
companies.
Recently the government released the Advantage
Melbourne project, which has been acknowledged,
probably begrudgingly by the opposition, as useful
and valuable. The launch of the Advantage
Melbourne program in Hong Kong, as the first
offshore attempt by the government to promote
trade in this area, was exceptionally well received by
Hong Kong business people.
Some 100 key business people from Hong Kong
turned up to the promotion. We have received good
general publicity and I am in a position to advise the
house that business from Hong Kong will be coming
to Melbourne in the coming weeks and months as a
direct consequence of the efforts that we undertook
on that occasion.
This is the third time that I have been involved in
Hong Kong, again in a line promotion exercise as
part of the mission, which is becoming an annual
event Again honourable members opposite seem to
think it is a big joke. I do not think it is a joke. It is
important to note that in the past 12 months we have
seen a 12 per cent increase in wine sales to Hong
Kong as a direct consequence of the efforts that have
been made by people in the industry. Business
people are going there to work their butts off to
create jobs and wealth and further develop the state
of Victoria.

We also now run an annual alumni function. I am
pleased to say, in the context of the question from
the honourable member for Ballarat West and to
acknowledge the work of his colleagues, that the
University of Ballarat was represented at that
function. It is a recognition of young men and
women who have achieved their education in
Victoria and returned home. A young man who won
the University of Melbourne postgraduate
scholarship, interestingly enough, worked in his last
employment with a company called Nokia, which is
a large Finnish corporation involved in the
telecommunications industry. About this time last
year, the Premier opened the Nokia factory; in fact it
is almost to the day 12 months ago. Nokia has
developed its major research and development
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initiatives here in Melbourne. It chose New South
Wales as its headquarters when it moved out into
this region, but it has brought all of its research and
development to Victoria because Victoria is the best
and cheapest place in Australia to do business. I
believe that when the young man who worked for
that company comes back to Melbourne to complete
his postgraduate studies, there may well be a job
opportunity available to him.
I believe all of this spells out two things. First of all
the mission was successful in generating income for
Victoria. Secondly, it gives the promise of real,
meaningful extra jobs for young men and women
and others who are currently out of work. The
companies that went on the trade mission are
deserving of the full support and praise of this
house, from all honourable members. I congratulate
them for their commitment and effort, and I wish
them every success in the future. I assure the house
that I will be informing Victorians of further
developments in this area as a consequence of the
mission the moment it comes to pass.

Performance payments
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - I refer the
Minister for Health to the contract of employment
for Dr John Paterson, which requires the
government to calculate annually the performance
incentive payment of up to $38 000 per year payable
on the expiration of Or Paterson's contract. In light
of the current state of Victoria's hospital system and
the Metropolitan Ambulance Service, what
performance payments, if any, has the government
determined should be paid to Or Paterson for the
first 12 months of his contract?

Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - The
outcome of the employment contract with
Or Paterson is that during the first two years of this
government he has performed to such an extent that
he is no doubt entitled to double whatever the
contract of employment would purport to pay him.

He has overseen a dramatic change to and
improvement in the provision of services in health
and community services - an improvement that
has never before been seen in this state.

In the acute hospital system, some 61 000 additional
patients were treated last year. ApprOximately
91 000 additional patients will be treated this year
over and above those treated in 1992-93. For the first
time this state has a framework for the provision of
services to the mentally ill. That has never been
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provided by any previous Victorian government
We have the initiative of the cancer and heart
offensive - a focus on disease prevention and early
intervention that, again, has never been done before.
That has been achieved while providing value for
the taxpayers' dollars. Again, that has never been
seen before. There have been reductions in budget
and increases in the quality and extent of services.

Tuesday, 8 November 1994

Alert Digest No. 11
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) presented Alert Digest
No. 11 of 1994 on Como Project Bill, Liquor
Control (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), Health Services
(Amendment) Bill and Corrections (Amendment)
Bill, together with an appendix.
Laid on table.

Or Paterson is an outstanding public servant He is
responsible for one of the largest portfolios in this
state. He has shown leadership not only in Victoria
but in this nation. Without doubt he is leading the
debate on health services across Australia. As I said,
Or Paterson deserves every penny he is paid under
his contract of employment and any bonuses to
which he is entitled under that contract, and
probably double both.

PETmON
The Clerk - I have received the follOwing
petition for presentation to Parliament:

Ordered to be printed.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Ambulance Officers' Training Centre - Report for the
year 1993-94
Ambulance Service Victoria - Metropolitan Region Report for the year 1993-94
Ambulance Service Victoria - North Eastern Region Report for the year 1993-94

Public transport fares
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
We, the undersigned, humbly pray that the state
government of Victoria through its ministry of
transport extend the zone 1 area boundary to the west
end of aircraft station, to assist disadvantaged
residents, both financially and physically.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

Ambulance Service Victoria - North Western
Region - Report for the year 1993-94
Ambulance Service Victoria - South Eastern Region Report for the year 1993-94
Ambulance Service Victoria - South Western
Region - Report for the year 1993-94
Ambulance Service Victoria - Western Region Report for the year 1993-94

By Ms Marple (499 signatures)

Auditor-General's Office - Report for the year 1993-94

Laid on table.

Casino (Management Agreement) Act 1993Authorised additions to Drawings of the Temporary
Casino pursuant to section 16(2) (ten papers)

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND
REGULATIONS COMMfITEE
Redundant and unclear legislation

Constitution Act Amendment Act 1958 - Statement of
a function conferred on the Electoral Commissioner, 18
October 1994

Mr PERTON (Doncaster) presented first report on
redundant and unclear legislation, together with
appendix.

Crimes Compensation Tribunal- Report for the year
1993-94

Laid on table.

Optometrists Registration Board - Report for year
1993-94

Ordered to be printed.
Parliamentary Committees Act 1968 - Response from
the Minister for Energy and Minerals on the action
taken with respect to the recommendations made by

PAPERS
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the Environment and Natural Resources Committee on
Eductor Dredging

Northcote Planning Scheme - Nos 1.32, RLl59

Planning and Environment Act 1987 - Notices of
approval of amendments to the following Planning
Schemes:

Omeo Planning Scheme - No. L9

Altona Planning Scheme - Nos 1.37, 1.39
Arapiles Planning Scheme - No. Ll6
Bannockburn Planning Scheme - Nos R12, R16
Barrabool Planning Scheme - No. R23
Bass Planning Scheme - No. L34

Beechworth Planning Scheme - No. US
Box Hill Planning Scheme - No. US
Bright Planning Scheme - No. Ul
Broadmeadows Planning Scheme - No. RL159
Brunswick Planning Scheme - No. RL159
Buln Buln Planning Scheme - No. 1.35
Castlemaine Planning Scheme - No. LlD
Caulfield Planning Scheme - No. US
Coburg Planning Scheme - No. RL159
Collingwood Planning Scheme - Nos Ll5, L25,
RLl59
Cranbourne Planning Scheme - No. L92
Croydon Planning Scheme - No. L55
Diamond Valley Planning Scheme -No. 1.33
Eltham Planning Scheme - No. 1.36 Part 1
Fitzroy Planning Scheme - No. RLl59
Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme - No. LlS
Greater Geelong Planning Scheme - Nos 1.82,
L96, RIl, R59, R64, R75 Part 1,R85, RLSO
Hastings Planning Scheme - No. 1.87

Nunawading Planning Scheme - Nos L66, L73

Pakenham Planning Scheme - No. L88
Port Melbourne Planning Scheme - Nos Ll4, LI5
Portland Planning Scheme - No. 1.37
Prahran Planning Scheme - Nos lAO, L42, LSO
Preston Planning Scheme - No. RLl59
Queenscliffe Planning Scheme - No. RLl2

Richmond Planning Scheme - Nos 1.31, 1.32
Ringwood Planning Scheme - No. 1.33
Rochester Planning Scheme - No. LIl
Romsey Planning Scheme - No. 1.32
Rosedale Planning Scheme - Nos lAO, L42
Sherbrooke Planning Scheme - No. L80
South Melbourne Planning Scheme - Nos L78,
1.83,L86,L90,L91
Springvale Planning Scheme - No. L28 Part 1
Springvale Planning Scheme - Nos L7D, L73
St Kilda Planning Scheme - No. 1.33
Staweli (City) Planning Scheme - No. L27
Traralgon (Shire) Planning Scheme - No. U6
Warracknabeal Planning Scheme - No. L6
Warrnambool City Planning Scheme - No. L55
Whittlesea Planning Scheme -Nos LI06, Ll12,
RLl59
Recycling and Resource Recovery Counci1- Report for
the year 1993-94
Sport, Recreation and Racing Division - Report for the
year 1993-94

Heidelberg Planning Scheme - No. RLl59
Horsham Planning Scheme - No. L47
Keilor Planning Scheme - Nos L71, L73

State Insurance Office - Report for the year 1993-94
Statutory Rules under the following Acts:

Kilmore Planning Scheme - Nos L74, L76, L77

Casino Control Act 1991-S.R. No. 159

Knox Planning Scheme - Nos 1.81, 1.83

Cemeteries Act 1958 -S.R. No. 162

Melbourne Planning Scheme - No. L143 Part 2

Health Act 1958 -S.R. No. 161

Melton Planning Scheme - Nos L34, L48

Tobacco Act 1987 -S.R No. 160

Newham and Woodend Planning Scheme - No.
1.30

Weights and Measures Act 1958 -S.R. No. 163

APPROPRIA nON MESSAGES
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Transport Act 1983 -Order for Transfer of Assets
and Liabilities pursuant to section 81
Victorian Casino Control Authority - Report for the
period ended 2 June 1994
Victorian Institute of Forensic Pathology - Report for
the year 1993-94
The following proclamation fixing an operative date
was laid upon the Table by the Oerk pursuant to an
Order of the House dated 6 September 1994:
Australian Grand Prix Act 1994 - Parts 2, 3, 4 and
5 on 28 October 1994 (Gazette No. G43, 27 October
1994).

APPROPRIATION MESSAGES
Messages read recommending appropriations for:
Borrowing and Investment Powers (Public
Transport Corporation) Bill
Business Franchise Acts (Amendment) Bill
Como Project Bill
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill
Prostitution Control Bill
Victorian Plantations Corporation (Amendment)
Bill

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

Program
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That, pursuant to sessional order no. 6(3), the orders of
the day, government business, relating to the following
bills be considered and completed by 4.30 p.m. on
Thursday, 10 November 1994:
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill (No. 2)
Business Franchise Acts (Amendment) Bill
Estate Agents (Amendment) Bill
Transport Accident (General Amendment) Bill
Borrowing and Investment Powers (public
Transport Corporation) Bill
Health Services (Amendment) Bill
Valuation of Land (Amendment) Bill

Tuesday,8 November 1994
Como Project Bill
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill

Mr THOMSON (Pascoe Vale) - The opposition
opposes the motion. Because the house will not be
sitting on Thursday night or on Friday, which in
itself is a breach of the original timetable, nine bills
will be passed by 4.30 p.m. on Thursday whether or
not they have been given adequate consideration.
The motion is a sign of a government that is on the
nul and unwilling to submit either itself to the
scrutiny of question time or its legislation to proper
debate and consideration.
Over the past few weeks a transformation has come
over this house, and it is not due entirely to the
unaided efforts of the opposition. I suggest that it
can be traced back to the Prime Minister's recent
comment in the House of Representatives
concerning the casino that there is a dead cat in the
middle of the road stinking to high heaven. Ever
since then this government has been reluctant to
conduct debate in the house - and this motion
demonstrates that.
The government does not want to sit this Friday or
next Friday because it does not want to submit itself
to scrutiny at question time. Today, in reply to
doro~y. dixer quesli:ons long answers were given by
the Minister for Agnculture and other ministers and
short irrelevant answers were given to opposition
questions. The pattern is one of a government that
does not want to be accountable through question
time and does not want to have its legislation
debated.
~ n~ber of the bills on the notice paper are very
significant. The Employee Relations (Amendment)
Bill paves the way for wage cuts for workers not
protected by federal awards and abolishes career
structures that used to guarantee people more pay
depending on their skills and experience.

Mr Gude interjected.
Mr THOMSON - The minister says, 'Shame'. I
agree absolutely!
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
when I made the reference to the word 'shame' I
meant shame on the honourable member for '
introducing such irrelevance during this debate.
The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
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Mr THOMSON (pascoe Vale) - The minister
was correct the first time: it is a shameful bill So is
the Estate Agents (Amendment) Bill, which
deregulates the real estate industry, paving the way
for increases in the cost of buying or selling a house.
It does away with another independent watchdog,
the Estate Agents Board, and opens the way for
shonks and charlatans to move into the industry.
The Valuation of Land (Amendment) Bill
deregulates the valuation industry, which will allow
people without qualifications to value land. Both
bills do away with measures designed to stop the
notorious land deals of the 19705.

The effect of the Health Services (Amendment) Bill is
that anybody will be able to set up a nursing home.
You cannot just set up a casino but you can set up a
nursing home.
Mr Brumby - Or a brothel!
Mr THOMSON -Indeed! You can set up a
nursing home without any of the regulations and
requirements that have been in place.

Those four substantial bills have been introduced
against a background of inadequate time for debate.
Earlier today we had a condolence motion. The time
for debate between now and 4.30 p.m. on Thursday
is inadequate to do justice to those bills. I
understand the government has some amendments
to the bills so it is even more important that there be
adequate time for debate this week or next week.
A moment ago the Premier and other ministers gave
notice of introducing a plethora of bills that will be
rammed through Parliament during the last week of
sittings. Once again Parliament is being treated with
contempt by a government which is on the run and
which does not want to be exposed to scrutiny at
question time or during debates on bills.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
oppose the motion concerning the government
business program. It is an abuse of the processes of
the house and means that debate on a number of
significant bills will be gagged and rushed through
the house in the remaining sitting hours of Thursday
afternoon. The house will not even sit Thursday
night so that over the next three days the house has
about 16 hours in which to debate these important
bills.
As the honourable member for Pascoe Vale made

clear, this government is ruruting scared. It will not
answer questions at question time or allow time for
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debate by sitting on Friday. I have just found out
that the Premier is going to Japan in the final sitting
week. Although these are Significant bills and
changes will be made to the Constitution Act, this
government will not sit on Friday to give us proper
time for debate.
Today there was a clear example of this
government's attitude. At question time the night
watchman, the Minister for Agriculture, was
wheeled out after a 12-minute diatribe about the
drought, and the Minister for Industry and
Employment talked about China for 10 minutes.
This government is petrified of facing the people,
and well it should be. The bills being rushed
through this week open up Victoria to the mates,
cronies, fat cats and crooks who will rip off the
system.
Look at the estate agents legislation! The honourable
member for Geelong shakes her head in disbelief,
but these bills take Victoria back to the days of the
land deals. You may not endorse them,
Mrs Henderson - The SPEAKER - Order! Firstly, the Leader of
the Opposition may not address the honourable
member directly and, secondly, he should use the
correct form of address.
Mr BRUMBY - The government does not want
the legislation debated because the Estate Agents
(Amendment) Bill and the Valuation of Land
(Amendment) Bill strip away protection for
consumers.
Mr Leigh interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - What an inane interjection! Look
at what has happened in New South Wales,
Tasmania and New Zealand. When you take away
the checks and balances, housing commission fees
charged by real estate agents go through the roof.
This government wants to rip off the ordinary
people while it looks after its mates and the gravy
train moves on. At question time today we heard
about the appoinbnent of Peter Nixon. This is the
very fast gravy train! They all get on and it does not
stop at all! Away they go, in for whatever they can
get from this government!

What about the Employee Relations (Amendment)
Bill? At question time today the Minister for Health
said that her department head should be earning
twice what he is getting for closing down
community health centres and country hospitals and
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double the bonus of $38 000 a year! But if you are an
ordinary worker you will be subject to the Employee
Relations (Amendment) Bill and you will get your
wages screwed down. That is what this legislation is
all about screwing down the rights of ordinary
Victorians and looking after the fat cats.
The Health Services (Amendment) Bill will allow
nursing homes to be established anywhere in
Victoria without having qualified nurses and yet
they will be called nursing homes. However, no-one
can establish a casino anywhere in Victoria because
the mates have got hold of it - Uoyd and Ron have
got hold of it and the government must protect their
interests. But you will not get decent nursing
standards under this government These
establishments will be called nursing homes yet they
will not have a qualified nurse! What a disgrace.
That is the debate this government is running away
from.
The opposition wants to have a full debate on
Thursday night and Friday. We will be here, if
required, on Friday to debate this legislation that the
government should not be running away from vital legislation affecting all Victorians.

Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - The Leader of the
Opposition has developed amnesia. He is criticising
the government for the way it is conducting the
business of the house, yet he, as the former federal
member for Bendigo, seems to have forgotten that
he was a part of a government that passed bills in
multiples rather than individually. What is wrong
with the Leader of the Opposition? He is upset
about something happening in Victoria but when he
was in Canberra it was no different!
He talks about gravy trains, but I can talk about the
former Premier, the Honourable Joan Kirner, and the
Leader of the Opposition. When he got dumped in
Bendigo he worked for the federal minister who ran
the sandwich shop.

Mr Cole interjected.
Mr LEIGH - The honourable member for
Melbourne is currying favour with the Leader of the
Opposition. Perhaps it is the other way around. The
Leader of the Opposition is worried about
challenges and backroom deals when Senator Ray is
not around.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Mordialloc is straying from the point.
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Mr LEIGH - Mr Speaker, I am straying in
exactly the same way that the Leader of the
Opposition strayed. He used words such as 'gravy
train' and you did not tell him. he was straying from
the point.
The government is giving the opposition more
options than Paul Keating is giving the federal
opposition, but apparently it is different down here.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr LEIGH - You were a member of the house
when they were doing it in Canberra in multiples.
The opposition is not responsible. When the
coalition parties were in opposition they were
responsible; they negotiated with the Labor
government. Do we miss the likes of Tom Roper and
Bob Fordham! We discussed the business of the
house with them and they kept their word. You
cannot accept the word of those people over there.
The leader of oppOSition business is not interested in
this debate; he is not even in the house. It
demonstrates how seriously the opposition is taking
this issue.

The government is allowing more opportunities
than is being allowed by their esteemed 'Hail to the
Chief' Paul Keating. If the opposition wanted a
better arrangement, it would stop the nonsense that
it has gone on with over the past few weeks. The
Leader of the House is being more generous than the
Prime Minister. I could criticise him. for being too
generous! I would not be as generous if I were him
because they do not deserve it The opposition is a
discredited bunch who are not serving the interests
of Victorians.
Or COG HILL (Werribee) - Two years and two
weeks ago the Governor, in opening Parliament,
said his government intended that this Parliament
would be reformed, would work better and more
productively in accordance with proper
parliamentary principles. What we are seeing today
is yet another example of how the Governor has
been proven to be wrong in words he was forced to
use by the government I do not attach any blame to
the Governor, but I do attach blame to the Leader of
the House and the government in the way they have
brought the Governor's words into disrepute.

We have seen an essentially good process being
corrupted and manipulated by the Leader of the
House and the government. If the house sat until
4.30 p.m. on Friday to debate these nine bills it may
have sufficient time to allow a moderate debating
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period for each bill, but by refusing to sit Thursday
evening and Friday we will be denying ourselves
the proper opportunity to scrutinise the legislation
and perform our parliamentary duties.
One suspects the government is concerned not just
about these pieces of legislation. It is one less
question time the opposition has to scrutinise the
government on its relationship with its mates; one
less opportunity for the conduct of the government's
mates to be exposed; and one less opportunity for
the opposition to ask why it is that the people the
business community will not deal with in
Melbourne - Ron Walker and Uoyd Williams are the best mates of the government. Why is the
government prepared to do any deal with those
people, no matter how crooked members of the
business community in Victoria believe them to be?
1bat is the reality. This government is practising the
government of the gravy train. It is dealing with
people who have no respect in the business
community. Sharebrokers advise their clients not to
buy shares in companies with which these people
are associated. The decisions of this government
taken on behalf of Victorians are lining the pockets
of those people directly and indirectly. Sometimes
direct costs to the Victorian people are involved
through taxpayer contributions to projects with
which these people are associated; sometimes
through indemnities and government guarantees
that the Treasurer has given; and sometimes through
highly profitable business environments such as the
casino which benefit a few individual business
people who are not regarded as people of integrity
and who do not enjoy the respect of those highly
regarded members of the financial community of
Victoria and Australia - the people who have never
had a shadow cast over them or a finger pointed at
them.
This government is denying the opposition and the
Parliament the opportunity of examining the way in
which it is associating itself with people who do not
enjoy a reputation of repute or integrity within the
Victorian business community and who are direct
and indirect beneficiaries of the actions and
decisions of this government. Parliament should sit
until late Friday so that there can be proper
consideration of this legislation and so there can be
another opportunity for the Premier and the
Treasurer in particular and ministers to be asked
about their association with people of questionable
repute.
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Mr STEGGALL (Swan Hill) - This has been an
interesting debate; it has been an interesting
sideshow. The Leader of the Opposition is not aware
of what happened when his own Labor Party was in
government. He is not aware of how it ran
Parliament. The statistics show that these days there
is more time for debate on each bill. There are now
more hours of sitting than in previous times under
the Labor Party and the scrutiny of legislation is far
greater than it was in previous times.
In the 1989 spring session of Parliament there were
26 sitting days with 264 hours of debate on 54 bills
compared with the autumn session of 1993 when
there were 28 sitting days, 349 hours of debate and
57 bills passed. No matter how one examines the
statistics, since 1993 under the Kennett government
there has been far more debate on each piece of
legislation than was ever the case under the Labor
government.
Every Tuesday we have this charade. If the Labor
Party were serious it would use this half hour to
debate legislation and ensure its lead speakers did
not speak for 1 or 2 hours on bills. Recently, as lead
speaker for the opposition on a certain bill, the
honourable member for Footscray spoke for about
3 hours. If this Parliament is to have the relevance
we seek, honourable members should look at the
facts and understand what happens every Tuesday
afternoon.
A close comparison of the running of Parliament by
the former Labor government and this government
shows that in the 1994 autumn session, 59 bills were
introduced with 294 hours of debate. 1bat is a larger
debating time than any comparative time under the
Labor government. The closest to that under a Labor
government was 256 hours of debate on 57 bills. No
matter which set of circumstances one examines, one
finds that Parliament now has more debating time
than it has had for many years.

If the Labor Party were prepared to make this place
work and better utilise its debating time, it would
have an extra half an hour every Tuesday afternoon.
This week Parliament will have the opportunity of
debating the nine bills listed without sitting on
Friday. I suggest that we get on with debating the
legislation presented to Parliament this week so that
this chamber can operate in the right and proper
way it is meant to operate.
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House divided on motion:
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LIQUOR CONTROL (AMENDMENT)
BILL (No. 2)

Ayes, 57
Ashley,Mr
Bildstien,Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark,Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Dean,Or
Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
Elliott, MI5
Finn, Mr (Teller)
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper,Mr
Jenkins,Mr
John,Mr
Kennett,Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton,Mr
Mc:Gill,MI5
Mc:Grath, Mr J.F.
Mc:Grath, Mr w.o.
McLellan, Mr
Maclellan, Mr

McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Paterson, Mr
Perrin,Mr
Perton,Mr
Pescott,Mr
Peulich, MI5
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr LW.
Spry,Mr
Steggall,Mr
Stockda1e, Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan,MI5
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Tumer,Mr
Wade,MI5
Weideman, Mr
Wells, Mr (Tdltr)

Noes, 26
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Bradts, Mr (TeJlD")
Brumby,Mr
Carli, Mr (Teller)

Leighton, Mr
Loney,Mr
Marple,Ms
Mica11ef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr

Coghlll, Or
Co1e,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt,Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr

Sandon.Mr
Seitz,Mr
Serrombe, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan,Or
Wllson,Mrs

Motion agreed to.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 14 October; motion of
Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister for Small Business).
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - The opposition
does not oppose the bill but at a later stage I will
move a reasoned amendment to allow for an
extension of the amendment to cover further matters
that the opposition believes it would be appropriate
to handle at this time.
Before moving to the reasoned amendment, I should
like to spend some time outlining the opposition's
attitude to the bill as it currently stands. Uquor
retailing is an important industry in Victoria,
providing as it does many jobs and great economic
benefits across the state. It has experienced
significant change over a lengthy period,
particularly in recent years.
Retailing of liquor in this state is now a far cry from
what it was in those days not all that long ago when
we had 6 o'clock closing, which most honourable
members would recall and in which many would
have participated.
Mr Weideman - Why would we have
participated in it?
Mr LONEY - There may be some honourable
members of that age.
Mr Weideman - Did you go to the 6 o'clock
swill?
Mr LONEY - Ten o'clock closing was
introduced arOlmd the time of my 18th birthday, so
there was a week or so when I was legally eligible to
enter a hotel during the time of 6 o'clock closing.
One of the aspects of the retailing of liquor that was
allied to 6 o'clock closing was an enormous amount
of sly grogging that went hand-in-hand with it. Wee
all similar activities, such as cash-in-hand activities
that operate in other areas, sly grogging was a way
of avoiding the payment of taxation and fees. The
changes that have come about in the past few years
have in many ways wiped out the enormous sly
grogging industry that was about in those days.
Few people would argue that the liquor retailing
industry in Victoria is not better today, is not far
more rational and does not offer greater comfort and
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convenience for consumers as a result of the changes
that have taken place. It also encourages a better
attitude to the consumption of liquor than existed in
the days of 6 o'clock closing.
A great deal of deregulation of the industry that has
taken place in the past few years has allowed the
industry to establish for itself a much better image
than it had in previous years. There is adequate
reason to argue that Victoria's hotels are probably
the best in the country. Despite a period of economic
hardship, changing licensing conditions and changes
to the accessibility of liquor and its provision in
other places, hotels have maintained their standards
over many years. Although in recent years we have
seen a shift of clientele from hotels to other licensed
establishments, the hotel industry in this state has
maintained a high standard, on which it should be
commended.
The bill does not impose additional burdens on
licensed establishments through increased fees. It is
important to point out that this bill is not about
increasing fees, it is about streamlining the collection
of fees and does not alter the basis of fee
determination. In particular, it is about shifting
responsibility for the collection of fees from the
liquor licensing Commission, where it has rested
for many years, to the State Revenue Office. The
opposition accepts the government's argument that
there is some sense - it seems logical on the ground
of increased efficiency - in giving responsibility for
the collection function to the State Revenue Office,
which collects most taxes and charges in Victoria.
The changes envisaged by the government are
unexceptional. I suggest they mirror provisions
contained in other acts already in force throughout
the state in relation to a number of other business
activities. Most notably they mirror the provisions of
the Business Franchise (Tobacco) Act 1974. A
number of the provisions in the bill are taken pretty
well word-for-word from that act.
It draws very heavily on those provisions. In that
sense, the provisions that have been put forward by
the minister here are unexceptional. However, in
another sense they may also provide Significant
changes through the bill. Essentially the bill moves
the responsibility for collection of licence fees paid
under the act from the liquor licensing
Commission to the State Revenue Office, and in
order to achieve this aim it confers a number of
changes.
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Clause 7 changes the principal Act in relation to
evidentiary provisions in a way that should facilitate
recovery proceedings. This clause is aimed
particularly at ensuring that any certificate issued by
the chief executive officer as to the appropriate
amount to be paid as a licence determination is
acceptable in the courts. That is quite important in
that it makes quite clear on what basis it can be
challenged. Clause 7 also allows as admissible a
certificate from the chief executive officer showing
that certain persons were properly authorised by
him under sections 154 and 158 of the principal act.
The opposition would agree with the government
that clearly both these prOvisions are needed to
avoid any unnecessary delays in the court process as
a result of challenges to the validity of certificates
issued by the chief executive officer.
Oause 8 follows these up by allowing for the
production of a notice of determination or
reassessment, which is evidence of the due making
of that determination and also allows judicial notice
to be taken of the document bearing the Signature of
the chief executive officer.
Again, these provisions are based on very similar
provisions in the Business Franchise (Tobacco) Act,
but with one important modification, and I will
come back to that later. The modification is that the
word'conclusive' is taken out so that while these
provisions are to be acceptable as evidence before
the courts, they are not to be acceptable as
conclusive evidence as in the other acts on which the
provisions are based.
The reason for them not to be conclusive evidence is
that under the liquor Control Act 1987 there is no
right to appeal against the determination of the fee
as exists in other acts such as the Business Franchise
(Tobacco) Act 1974. This is an important point in the
consideration of the opposition and one to which I
wish to return in some detail later.
Clause 10 inserts a new Division 3 to Part 6, which
introduces three new recovery provisions, section
145A, section 145B and section 145C, which provide
that various amounts are payable as specified in
certain sections of the act and runs through a whole
range of them giving the ways in which they are
deemed to be payable.
Under this provision those specific amounts will
constitute a debt of the Crown and will become
actionable for recovery in the Magistrates Court
irrespective of the amount involved or of other
competent jurisdictions. That is, it dearly establishes
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the right of the Magistrates Court to hear these
actions regardless of whether there are any other
competent jurisdictions, so clearly it establishes that
the State Revenue Office in pursuing collection of
these fees can take action in the Magistrates Court
and does not have to proceed to higher courts to
establish a case.
Proposed section 145B inserted by clause 10
introduces a provision which allows any moneys
outstanding Wlder the act to be recovered by the
chief executive officer from a person owing money
to the debtors. In other words, it allows recovery of
moneys owed from a third party; from a party other
than the licence-holder - the person who actually
owes the money. Under this prOvision the State
Revenue Office in pursuit of the collection of the fee
will be able to recover money from any person who
is a debtor to the licence-holder in payment of the
licence-holder's fee.
The Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
raised some concerns about this provision. The
committee members were particularly concerned
that it infringed section 4D(a)(i) of the Parliamentary
Committees Act 1968, and while they raised this
matter in their Alert Digest No. 9, which actually
dealt with the Liquor Control Amendment Bill
No. 1, which was subsequently withdrawn and
reintroduced as bill No. 2, the provision is precisely
the same. So the comments stand the same and the
committee asked the treasurer to comment in
relation to that Given that earlier this day the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee tabled
Alert Digest No. 11, which deals with this matter, it is
appropriate to have a look at what the Treasurer
said in response. As reported at page 3 of the Alert
Digest the Treasurer replied:
The statement contained in the portion of the

second-reading speech which your letter has quoted is
correct. Equivalent provisions to section 14SB exists in
the following Acts Stamps Act 1958 - Section 166AC
Business Franchise (Tobacco) Act 1974 -Section
19BA
Financial Institutions Duty Act 1982 - Section 59
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My inquiries failed to locate an instance where this
provision has been used except for the recovery of
pay-roll tax and Workcare levy. In these cases, the
power was used sparingly. I am advised that, in these
cases, the State Revenue Office is not aware of any
person disputing of the debt with the Crown debtor
when served with a relevant notice.

The Treasurer's letter later goes on to say:
I am advised that in practice, if a debt was in dispute
the pay-roll tax commissioner would not proceed to
enforce payment from the third party. The notices
would remain as an effective recovery tool which
'freezes' payments by third persons to the Crown
debtor. When the debtor is company or trading entity,
the notice usually has the result that the debtor felt
compelled to resolve the outstanding debt to the Crown
immediately in order to restore cash flow. It is
anticipated that, where such notice is issued under the
Uquor Control Act, the same practical result would be
sought to be achieved.
It should be noted that the draft of section 145B(I) in
the above bill does enable the chief executive officer to
allow further time to a person full compliance with that
notice. In the event of disputed debt, it remains open to
the chief executive officer to allow further time to the
person served with this notice until that issue is
resolved. For the reasons stated earlier, the most likely
outcome would be that the chief executive officer
would grant further time to the third party as this
would still have the desired effect to place pressure
upon the Crown debtor.
The purpose of the insertion of a criminal penalty is to
ensure strict observance with the notice served. The
attention of relevant parties has been referred to this
provision in the past in order to discourage any
informal arrangement between a debtor and third
party whereby the debtor understates the amount
owing to him, enabling the third party to pay the actual
balance outstanding direct to the debtor without
knowledge of the Pay-roll Tax Commissioner. I am
advised that, to date, this penalty has never been
applied.

The committee then makes the following remarks in
relation to the letter of the Treasurer:

Pay-Roll Tax Act - Section 31; and
Accident Compensation Act - Section 216
Neither section 14SB of this Bill nor any of the
provisions referred to above make provision for the
third party who is disputing a debt with the Crown
debtor to raise a right of set-off against that debtor.

The committee notes that the explanation offered by the
State Revenue Office is a practical one ...
However, the committee is of the view that the
provision may contravene section 4D(a)(ii) and has
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written to the minister suggesting that there should be
an avenue of appeal for a debtor who disputes the debt

The opposition clearly accepts the tenor of the
Treasurers reply about the intention of the act and
the way it would be used, namely, that it would be
used sparingly and that he does not envisage there
would be widespread use of the provision.
However, the opposition also notes the comments of
the committee and I hope that the minister, perhaps
in his reply, will address the suggestion from the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee that
there should be an avenue of appeal for a debtor
who disputes the debt.
Proposed section 145C allows that a process may be
served other than personally and outlines the
various options that may be used. The view of the
opposition to these particular provisions is that they
do not detrimentally affect the person being served.
Clauses 11 and 12 extend the power to enter, remain
in and search licensed premises to the
Commissioner of State Revenue or a person duly
authorised. The opposition notes that this has drawn
no adverse comment from the industry itself and
that basically it is to be achieved through delegation
from the Liquor Licensing Commissioner through
the Commissioner of State Revenue.
I shall make the following points about it. The
opposition supports the fact that that authority must
be in writing. It is also noted that this means, in
effect, that ultimate control for delegation remains
with the Liquor Licensing Commission.
On the advice of the briefing that opposition
members received it is further noted that the
delegation must be specific to an officer and cannot
be a blanket delegation. That-is an important proviso.
Oause 5 was the reason that the bill was withdrawn
and brought back. It is the clause that removes the
compulsory retirement, or replacement, of
commissioners at the age of 65. The opposition has
no difficulty with that clause.
In the second-reading speech the minister noted that
this bill is about the transfer of the collection of fees
and enhancing the efficiency of such collections. As I
have said throughout, the opposition is not opposed
to that. Nevertheless it would be concerned if there
were further encroachments into other areas of the
commission's functions. I direct to the minister's
attention page 29 of the 1994 annual report of the
Liquor Licensing Commission which states in part:
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The government has determined that from

December 1994 the assessment, collection and
investigation of liquor licence fees will transfer to the
State Revenue Office. The various tasks will be
undertaken by state revenue Wlder delegation from the
commissioner and the chief executive officer of the
Liquor Licensing Commission. A joint working party is
addressing the issues related to the transfer.

It appears that the statement in the annual report
goes a little further than the bill. The opposition
would be concerned if the functions of the
COmmission, particularly the assessment function,
which should be separated and carried out by an
independent body, and the independence of the
commission were compromised in any way at all. In
a sense it is a judicial body and it should remain so,
and it should also remain at arm's length from the
government.

The opposition has no problem at all with the State
Revenue Office collecting a fee determined by the
commission, but would not extend that to a more
complete change of function. I again ask the minister
to address the note in the annual report in his reply.
As was explained in the second-reading speech, the
bill is also about efficiency of collections. I shall
make some comments about that because the Liquor
Licensing Commission has been extremely efficient
in its collections and the staff have worked well and
effectively. In supporting this bill I would not wish
to give the impression that the opposition is in any
way saying that it supports these changes because
there is some inherent problem in the Liquor
Licensing Commission or in the way it goes about its
collections.

I note that the commission's annual report in a
couple of places, namely page 28, refers to the
revenue and services group:
Over 97 per cent of fees were collected by the due date.
Total moneys collected in 1993-94 were $143.68 million,
an increase of $3.83 million or 2.7 per cent over the
previous year.

A good performance by the commission I would
have thought! On page 32 of the report under the
heading 'Staff Utilisation' the figures on revenue
collected per staff member and licences managed
per staff member show quite clearly that over a
period of years the efficiency and productivity of the
staff have increased greatly.
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As at 30 June 1990, the average revenue collected per
staff member was $1.35 million, and by 30 June 1994
it had increased to $2.03 million, which is a
Significant increase. The number of licences
managed per staff member in the period to 30 June
1990 was 66.18 million and 105.58 million at 30 June
1994, again an increase. It is worthwhile placing on
the record an acknowledgment of the functions of
the officers of the liquor licensing Commission and
the way it has gone about its work over that period
of time.

I also note from page 61 of the commission's report
that it has written off bad debts of only $89 610. The
report notes that the debts relate to licence/permit
fees that may not be recoverable. The commission
collected $140 million in total licence fees, and had
only $89 610 in write-offs of bad debts. There are
many companies - Mr Hamilton - That wouldn't mind that!
Mr LONEY - Yes, that is right, many companies
would be very happy with that figure, so I
acknowledge the work done by the officers and the
staff, and their efficiency and productivity.
Another point concerns the transfer of jobs from the
liquor licensing Commission to the State Revenue
Office. I understand there are currently 14 positions
in respect of the collection function of the liquor
licensing Commission. Of the 14 positions, 6 or 7
remain wUilled, and have been unfilled for some
time. The opposition has sought some assurance
about those unfilled positions. It would be
concerned if this were used as an opportunity to
reduce staff through the transfer of staff members
from the liquor licensing Commission to the State
Revenue Office.
The opposition has received verbal advice from a
representative of the Treasurer that all 14 positions
will be transferred and filled. Furthermore, the
requirement is currently being evaluated and the
number of positions may well be increased. The
opposition would welcome the minister's
confirmation that this is the government's intention.
I now desire to move:
That all words after 'That' be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof the words'this bill be
withdrawn and redrafted to provide for an appeal
procedure against the assessment of fees under the act.'.
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The opposition had intended to move amendments
dealing with appeal rights. However, on the advice
of the Oerks and Parliamentary Counsel we
understand that is not possible. The opposition
believes this is an opportune time to address the lack
of appeal rights by holders of liquor licences against
licence fee determinations.
The government has stated its intention of bringing
licence fees collections into line with similar
provisions in other acts, most notably the Business
Franchise (Tobacco) Act. TIlis act and others contain
appeal rights and, given that the government is
introducing prOvisions that are almost a straight
pinch from that act, it seems appropriate that it
should go the whole way and also allow appeals
against fee determinations.
Therefore, the opposition will propose an
amendment providing that appeal rights similar to
those contained in the Business Franchise (Tobacco)
Act be incorporated in part V of the principal act by
inserting proposed subsections (4), (5) and (6) in
section 115. Proposed section 115(4) would then read:
(a) A person who is dissatisfied with any certificate
issued by the chief executive officer under section
142(2) may, within thirty (30) days after service of
the certificate, send by post to or lodge with the
chief executive officer an objection in writing
against the assessment stating fully in detail the
grounds on which he relies.
(b) Where the certificate is an amended certificate, the
person objecting shall have no further right or

rights than he would have had if the amendment
had not been made, except to the extent which by
reason of the amendment a fresh liability in respect
to any particular is imposed on him or an existing
liability in respect to any particular is increased.
(c) The chief executive officer shall consider the
objection, and may either disallow it or allow it
either wholly or in part, and shall serve the person
objecting by post or otherwise with written notice
of his decision.
The proposed amendments to section 115 provide
that on determination of a fee by the commission a
licence holder would have to put objections in
writing and there would be a further hearing
concerning the licence fee. Amendment 5 proposes
the following insertion to section 115(5):
(a) If the objector is dissatisfied with the decision of the
chief executive officer on the objection, he may
within thirty (30) days after notice of the chief
executive officer's decision has been served on him
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request in writing request the chief executive
officer to refer the decision to the commission.
(b) If within thirty (30) days the chief executive officer
does not refer the decision, the person making the
request may at any time thereafter give him notice
in writing to do so, and the chief executive officer
shall within thirty days of receiving the notice refer
the decision.

Again .the amendment ensures that there is a process
by which a person can adequately stress his or her
?bj~on. The opposition will also propose the
msertion of proposed section 115(6):
(a) A person who lodges with the chief executive officer
an objection in writing shall not be required to pay
any fee pursuant to section 142(2) until a final
determination of the objection.
(b) A person who is required to pay a fee pursuant to a
final determination shall pay that fee together with
interest calculated at the rates prescribed from time
to time under the provisions of the Penalty Interest
Rates Act 1983 (Victoria) upon the fee from the
date upon which (but for the provisions of this
section) it was due and payable until the date of

payment
Altho~gh.a .~ should not be required to pay the

fee while It 15 subject to dispute, if he or she chooses
make a payment, an interest prOvision should
be unposed after final determination. The reason is
to discourage frivolous objections simply for the
purpose of paying the fee at a later date.
no~ to

The situation after the passage of this legislation
would be that certificates of the chief executive
officer would be prima fade evidence of the fee
determination and other matters for the purpose of
legal evidence. It would include proceedings by the
chief executive officer for recovery of fees already
determined and posstbly reassessed by the
CO~ion. If under this procedure a person
believes a certificate does not accurately reflect the
fee as determined by the commission, evidence may
be called to that effect Under the current provisions
of the bill, however, that could not alter the
determination, only the effect of the certificate
pr~uced by the chief executive officer. No right
eXlSts to challenge the original determination.
This lack of an appeal right is recognised in the draft
of the government's own amendments, and that is
the point I made earlier. It is acknowledged in the
drafting by the removal of the word'conclusive'
prior to the word'evidence' as it appears in similar
acts. The Business Franchise (Tobacco) Act refers to
the certificate being conclusive proof. The reason is
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that the licence holder has already had the
opportunity to challenge the determination. That
does not apply in the liquor Control Act. The
opposition believes a section should be included
requiring the commission to entertain objections to
fee det~~ons and that, since the act is being
amended, this 15 an appropriate time. I point out
that this is not something that the government has
intentionally left out; historically, it has not been
included in the legislation. The opposition believes
this is an appropriate time to address the issue.
Further, we note that section 118 of the act allows
~e co~ion to reassess a fee on receipt of further
information. However, it seems to be aimed
explicitly at reassessing fees upward rather than
downward. I imagine that not many licence-holders
will be running to take advantage of section 118! The
opposition believes it is appropriate to address this
issue now.
In conclusion I say that the opposition has no
problem with the provisions being introduced by
the government. Had the circumstances been
different we would have moved our amendment
other than by way of a reasoned amendment;
ho~ever, ~e believe that the time is appropriate for
the mcluslon of the right of objection or appeal. We
make the offer to the minister that the opposition is
prepared to cooperate with the government in
ensuring the speedy passage of a reintroduced bill
that includes an objection provisiOn.

Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) -In addressing the
bill and the reasoned amendment I should like to
comment on the importance of the liquor industry to
Victoria. Honourable members would understand
that importance and that the industry should have
appropriate controls if it is to operate effectively. I
have taken a keen interest in the operation of the
liquor Control Act and the industry since I entered
Parliament in 1976. A former member for Benalla
Tom Trewin, was the National Party spokesman ~n
this issue until his retirement in 1982 and I assumed
the role ~om that time on, including the period since
the election of the coalition government

The industry is not only important finandally. The
hon~urable member for Geelong North pointed out
~t m ~e 199.3-94 financial year collections by the
liquor Licensmg Commission amounted to
$143.68 million, which is a huge amount of money in
anyone's terms. I am sure the Treasurer has taken
note of the contribution of the liquor industry to
Victoria. The honourable member for Geelong North
also referred to the 1993-94 annual report of the
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liquor Licensing Commission. I advise him that the
government is interested not only in collections from
the liquor industry as a contribution to consolidated
revenue for the government but also the responsible
provision of alcohol through the range of outlets in
Victoria and the hours they operate.
On page 30 of the report the commission indicates
that it is examining the responsible serving of
alcoholftuoughoutVictoria:
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fact, in the 1993-94 financial year compared with the
previous year there was an increase of only
2 per cent, which indicates that there has been a
greater interest in stabilising the industry and trying
to create a breadth of activities and the ability to
provide what people want in the controlled
consumption of alcohol. We have seen changes in
the industry as it has considered how to operate
more effectively in the provision of alcohol, whether
it be through hotels, restaurants or packaged liquor
outlets.

During 199~94 a concerted effort was made to
establish RSA workshops in TAFE colleges and private

training-hospitality schools. Fourteen institutions
across Victoria have been accredited by the Liquor
Licensing Commission and are running workshops
under the general direction of, and using materials
provided by, the commission.

The report lists the 14 TAFE colleges and hospitality
organisations that are considering assisting in the
responsible serving of alcohol. We would all know
that in the early 1980s the government of the day
instituted an investigation into the liquor industry,
the result being the Nieuwenhuysen reports which
were presented in 1984. There followed a lot of
discussion and investigation, and the government
concluded that massive changes needed to be made
to the industry. The conservative members of
Parliament expressed concern at the effect the
changes would have on the industry and the
provision of liquor. The National Party strongly
opposed the extension of trading hours, as is
indicated in the Nieuwenhuysen reports, because
operators would be able to trade 24 hours of the day,
every day of the week and there would be little
control over the industry.
In 1986 we debated legislation involving massive
changes and a rewrite of the Liquor Control Act
1958. The new act, which was proclaimed in 1987,
made massive changes to the industry, including the
ability of people to apply for licences and the hours
they would be able to operate. The statistics are
clear: in 1987 there was a massive increase in the
number of liquor outlets in Victoria, and in 1989
there was a 14 per cent increase from the previous
year in the number of operators.

Changes have been implemented by the coalition
government in an effort to bring the industry under
greater control, to allow the availability of alcohol in
controlled circumstances and to try to promote the
industry as a responsible one. The liquor licensing
Commission is also doing that, and there have been
greater controls over the provision of licences. In

Before going into detail about the bill and the
reasoned amendment moved by the honourable
member for Geelong North I should like to refer to a
couple of matters. I have said that there have been
changes to the industry as it has considered how to
operate effectively. Those people who have
remained in the industry and considered selling
only alcohol have had difficulty in maintaining
standards and their own profitability; but those who
have been entrepreneurial have considered what
they can do to maintain the industry. I believe
Victoria has one of the highest standards of control
in the liquor industry and the hospitality and
services that go hand in hand with the provision of
alcohol.
These entrepreneurs provide food, entertainment
and, in many hotels, poker machines, an added
factor. It is a controlled industry that plays an
important part in providing hospitality,
entertainment and a great variety of food for all
Victorians.
Prior to 1992 the then shadow Treasurer, now the
Treasurer, spoke about the consolidation of fee
collection with the State Revenue Office, which
would collect fees, taxes and charges from a range of
organisations. There is merit in having those fees
collected by the State Revenue Office.
The honourable member for Geelong North referred
to the efficiency of the Liquor licensing Commission
in its collection of fees. No-one says that it has not
been efficient, but we should be looking at changes
that will improve the operation of the commission in
the long term. The honourable member said the
commission collected 97 per cent of the fees and
charges. There should be a review of the process so
that we can move forward. The commission should
do what it does best regulate the industry and
ensure that it develops into the future.
There could be a conflict in the commission
collecting fees as well as regulating the industry.
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Although I acknowledge the work the commission
has done I believe there is some benefit in having the
revenue collected by the State Revenue Office so that
the commission can regulate the industry and
review applications for new licences. The new
system will allow that to be done under delegation.
We have a vastly different industry from the one
that existed during the 19705 and 1980s. We have a
wider variety of outlets. Many people of ethnic
background have become involved in the industry
and they add diversity. The expectations of the
public have changed. People go to hotels for
entertainment, to enjoy a variety of food and to
consume alcohol. The drink-driving laws have
changed the way the industry has operated in
Victoria. The number of changes that have taken
place over the past few years justify the actions
being taken by the government in removing the
revenue collection process from the Liquor
Licensing Commission.
I have no doubt there will be a close liaison between
the Liquor Licensing Commission and the State
Revenue Office regarding the collection of fees. I
believe it will free up the management of the
commission so that it can examine the development
of the industry into the future.
I note the comments made by the honourable
member for Geelong North in referring to the recent
report of the Liquor Licensing Commission. The
honourable member referred to page 29 of that
report which indicates the changes that will be
implemented by the government in assessment
collection and the investigation of liquor licence fees.
In speaking to the reasoned amendment, the
honourable member for Geelong North said there
would not be the opportunity to reassess licence fees
imposed on the industry. Licence fees are paid in
advance on 31 December each year or by instalments
with the first instalment payable no later than when
the grant or renewal of the licence comes into
operation, and quarterly instalments being paid
thereafter on 10 March, 10 June and 10 September
respectively. An interest fee of 10 per cent is
chargeable up front on the last three quarterly fees.
The commission allows some flexibility in the
payment of the licence fees with final payment to be
made by 22 January of each year. I am critical of the
fact that the licence fee is paid up front and
determined on the previOUS year's sale of liquor.
That is of concern to the industry and to the
government, which will investigate and assess it in
the future.
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Section 118 of the Liquor Control Act allows for a
reassessment of fees under certain circumstances.
The Liquor Licensing Commission has some
empathy and sympathy for people who have
problems paying their licence fees and it extends
payment under certain circumstances. Oause 10 of
the bill refers to the recovery of amounts payable
and covers some provisions referred to in
subsections (2) and (4) of section 118, dealing with
the reassessment of fees. The bill does not amend
section 118(1), which provides for the commission to
reassess the fees imposed.
The government will take on board the comments
made by the honourable member for Geelong North.
The opposition supports the bill and the comments
made by the honourable member are put forward in
good faith to get better legislation. However, in
assessing the amendments and in taking on board
the comments made by the honourable member I do
not believe the government should support the
reasoned amendment because section 118 allows for
a reassessment if the licensee believes there is an
error in the assessment of fees or if he or she has
problems in meeting the fees.
I shall be interested to hear the response of the
Minister for Small Business on this issue, but I
believe the government should give an undertaking
that it will reassess this aspect of the legislation
while the bill is between here and another place.
I am interested in the control of the state's liquor
industry. I believe the government is listening to the
concerns expressed by those involved in the
industry which will make the industry a better one.
Those involved in the industry can then provide the
best service to those who want to take advantage of
the various activities provided by licensees.
The legislation is supported by the opposition. I
trust that while the bill is between here and another
place the government will, in good faith, take up the
points made by the honourable member for Geelong
North who is trying to make the industry more
efficient Without accepting the reasoned
amendment moved by the honourable member for
Geelong North, the government can provide
sympathy and empathy for licensees.

Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - Unlike the
honourable member for Murray Valley, I am not an
expert on the liquor industry. The liquor industry is
an important industry and the opposition is pleased
to support the bill with the qualification provided in
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the reasoned amendment moved by the honourable
member for Geelong North.
It is appropriate that the honourable member for
Murray Valley should paint a glowing picture of the
liquor industry. However, as the shadow Minister
for Roads and Ports I know there are some
downsides about which the community is aware. I
refer particularly to the abuse rather than the use of
alcohol. Many crimes are attributed to alcohol, as are
a number of road deaths. It is important that the
government maintain good regulatory control over
the liquor industry. The opposition is pleased to see
that the government is continuing to do so in the
interests of the community, given the amount of
domestic violence that is attributed to the use of
alcohol and under-age drinking.

The honourable member for Murray Valley stated
correctly that there has been a tremendous change in
the liquor industry with the interrelationship of the
hospitality and tourism industries and the way in
which the Liquor Licensing Commission has
managed those significant changes. I am old enough
to remember 6 o'clock closing and the pots lined up
on the bar. It is important to note that the bill
transfers:
... the collection of licence fees payable W\der the act
from the Liquor Licensing Commission to the State
Revenue Office and enhances the efficiency of
collection of those fees.

The evidence presented in the annual report of the
Liquor Licensing Commission shows a tremendous
productivity improvement in revenue collection.
Revenue per staff member has increased from
$1.35 million in 1990 to $2.03 million in 1994 and the
number of licences managed per staff member has
increased. No matter how much the Treasurer might
argue that his office can do it better, I do not believe
we will obtain the same productivity improvements
under the State Revenue Office. I do not think it can
be done much better. Certainly one will not see
those productivity benefits within a four-year span
as has occurred under the Liquor licensing
Commission.
The reasoned amendment moved by the honourable
member for Geelong North is important for two
reasons. Firstly, there should be an avenue of appeal
by the licensee against the assessment of the licence.
That is a perfectly normal right that we should give
to business people who are subject to control by
government regulation. Secondly, there should be
consistency. Many of the provisions in the bill are an
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exact copy of the Business Franchise (Tobacco) Act.
There should be consistency in relation to appeals
against the licence fee. It is important to note that
3 per cent of fees were not collected in due time in
the previous year.
I turn to country hotels and licensed clubs that are
doing it hard. The Latrobe Valley has lost 8000 jobs
from one industry; that is 8000 potential customers
lost to our local hotel and licensed clubs. They are
feeling the pinch because they do not have the same
numbers of salaried people who are by and large
blue-collar workers and good supporters of the pubs
and clubs.
I am surprised that so few National Party members
are contributing to this debate given the close
relationship they had for many years with the
Australian Hotels Association. That is well known
and recognised. Recent changes have made it more
difficult. The introduction of poker machines into
some hotels has meant that hotels without that
particular facility have suffered further losses of
custom. There have also been projected changes in
that some of the hotels will lose their Pubtab. That
will also reduce their custom and make it harder for
them.
We should be aware that some liquor outlets in the
bush are doing it hard. We must ensure that their
licence fees are properly assessed and that they have
the opportunity to produce the evidence, just as I
have, about the hardship they are experiencing.
They should have an opportunity to appeal against
licence fee decisions made by the liquor Licensing
Commission.
Quite often the only place of entertainment for
young people in country towns is provided by the
local hotel. It is an important social focus for young
people in the town and the responsibilities
associated with those licensed premises is by and
large well controlled. Most of the licensees have
responsible attitudes. One of the biggest changes in
the liquor industry has been the growth of licensed
bottle shops in supermarket chains which provides
another outlet. It is a simple marketing tool where,
with bulk billing and bulk purchases, the
supermarket chains can quite often undercut the
hotels and clubs. That is not always a good thing for
the community because they do not provide the
venue and the supervision that exists within the
industry. We must be aware of the pluses and
minuses; many country hotels and clubs are
currently doing it hard and there should be avenues,
as the honourable member for Geelong North
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pointed out, for appeals to be made. I am pleased
that the honourable member for Murray Valley has
suggested to the minister - I hope it is taken up that while the bill is between here and another place
the spirit of the reasoned amendment will be
examined by the government and there will be a
better outcome for what is an important industry in
this state.

Mr HAERMEYER (Yan Yean) - I am grateful for
the opportunity of participating in this debate
having for some years earlier in my life spent time as
a partner in a small family hotel business. I still feel
for the people who are actively involved in the
industry because it is a hard slog.
The opposition supports the bill but I will speak in
support of the reasoned amendment proposed by
the honourable member for Geelong North. The
propositions in the bill are not offensive to the
opposition and seem to make sense. There is a lot to
be said for having a revenue collection function,
which the collection of liquor licensing fees
effectively is, being assumed by the State Revenue
Office. By the same token, it is hoped we do not go
down the path of this being a precursor to the
ultimate subsuming of the Uquor Ucensing
Commission under the State Revenue Office or some
other body. The minister is nodding that it shall not
be. I hope that is not the case because the functions
carried out by the Uquor Licensing Commission are
not essentially revenue functions but are effectively
control functions. It plays an important role in
controlling and regulating the liquor industry in this
state.
The liquor industry is an important industry and
one about which precautions need to be taken to
ensure the distribution and marketing of liquor is
conducted in a way that is beneficial to the
community and so that any potential effects of the
distribution and marketing of liquor are minimised.
The reasoned amendment moved by the honourable
member for Geelong North proposes to put in place
a means by which people may appeal against or
object to a determination in relation to their liquor
licensing fee. It would put in place a vehicle under
which 30 days after the service of a certificate a
licensee would be able to lodge an objection with the
chief executive officer of the State Revenue Office
and must then state the grounds on which he or she
is appealing. If that is not upheld the licensee may
again write to the CEO - I will not go through the
laborious detail of it - in which case the CEO is
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obliged to ask the commission to review the appeal
made by the licensee.
At present there is absolutely no right of appeal for a
licensee against the determination of a liquor licence
fee. I do not expect there would be an enormous
flood of people wanting to take up the appeal right
but the fact is that it is not there. It exists in other
legislation such as the Business Franchise (Tobacco)
Act and currently enables similar, if not identical,
appeal or objection procedures to those proposed for
the Liquor Control Act.
The honourable member for Murray Valley said he
was of the view that section 118 of the liquor
Control Act 1987 provided an appeal mechanism or
a mechanism for objection. There is no express
provision for objection or appeal against a
determination in that section. It is very much a
section that is preoccupied with licensees giving
incorrect information or making incorrect statutory
declarations in the assessment of their licence fee. It
is geared very much towards the upward not the
downward assessment of liquor licence fees. It really
leaves the initiative for a re-assessment with only the
liquor licensing Commission and does not give an
express right of appeal to an individual licensee.
I will go through some of the relevant clauses fairly
carefully so that we understand what is being talked
about here. Clause 10 will amend section 118, which
deals with the re-assessment of fees. Subsection (1)
states:
H the Commission has determined a fee for the grant or
renewal of a licence on the basis of (a) in the case of the grant of a licence, particulars
given in the application; and
(b) in the case of the renewal of a licence, a

statutory declaration given under section 117
and the Commission is of the opinion that the
particulars of statutory declaration was incorrect, the
Commission may re-assess the fee.

That provision is specifically directed at a situation
in which the commission is of the view that the
statutory declaration provided by the licensee is
incorrect. It is unlikely that licensees would
overstate their obligations so far as their liquor
licensing fee is concerned, so it is a prOvision
directed at the upward movement of a liquor licence
fee.
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Subsection (2) goes on to state:
If under sub-section (1) the Commission re-assesses a
fee in respect of the grant or renewal of a licence and (a)

the re-assessed fee is greater than the fee first
determined -

there is no discussion of it being lower by the Commission for the grant or renewal; or
(b) the Commission is of the opinion that the
person who gave the particulars or made the
statutory declaration -

(i)

knew or ought to have known that the
particulars or statutory declaration was
incorrect; or

(ii) gave the particulars or made the declaration

with reckless indifference as to whether it
was correct or incorrect the person who paid the fee first determined is liable to
pay to the Commission an amount determined by the
Commission being (c) not less than the amount by which the
re-assessed fee exceeds the fee first
determined; and
(d) not more than twice that amount

This is very much a punitive clause. It deals with
people who give incorrect particulars or provide an
incorrect statutory declaration as to their obligation
in respect of a liquor licence fee. The remaining
provisions in that section relate very much to
payment procedures or postponement and
instalments of liquor licence fees.
It can be seen from that that at present there is no
express right of appeal or express right to object
against the determination of liquor licence fees. This
bill provides an ideal opportunity for that right of
appeal, which does exist in other industries and in
other legislation, to be extended to the liquor
industry. After all, the liquor industry comprises
mainly small businesses. It is made up of many
ordinary Victorians and their families. People from
all walks of life - shop assistants, bricklayers, taxi
drivers, and even footballers and former members of
Parliament - have invested their life savings in
hotels or other forms of licensed liquor outlets as a
means of giving their families financial security and
independence. Most of those operate small
leaseholds and they struggle to make ends meet, and
I speak from bitter experience in that regard.
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Changes to the trading hours that have been brought
in recently by the government have made it even
more difficult for these operators. They work seven
days a week, often 20 hours a day. Many of them do
it all themselves: the cleaning, the bar work, the
cooking, the ordering and the clerical work and
bookkeeping. It is stressful work and is not
conducive to healthy family life: it places an
enormous strain on the families involved. It is
important for the financial stability and quality of
life of the people engaged in the liquor industry that
cognisance be paid to the issues that affect them
when we are drafting and debating legislation that
affects the industry. For that reason I urge the
government to take on board the reasoned
amendment moved by the honourable member for
Geelong North. It is moved in good faith, not with
mischievous intent, and I ask the government to
look at it seriously.
Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister for Small
Business) - I thank the shadow minister for small
business and the honourable members for Murray
Valley, Morwell and Yan Yean for their constructive
input into this debate.

It was interesting to hear the shadow minister
indicate his opinion with regard to the industry as a
whole, that it is a good industry Australia-wide
compared with the industry in other states. In times
that I acknowledge have been very tough for the
industry, when enormous changes were brought
about by both the previous government and
ourselves, considering everything the industry
generally has adjusted reasonably well. There have
been hard economic times and people in the
industry ought to be complimented on the standards
they have kept I also thank the shadow minister and I understand his concern in that area - for
acknowledging that the government has made sure
that in light of the conditions in the marketplace no
fee increases were made in the liquor industry.
I hope that situation will continue over time. We can
no longer look at the liquor industry as a milking
cow for governments. It has gone through enormous
changes and pressures and it is still there, and we
ought to be very concerned to make sure people in
the industry retain their viability.
As the honourable member for Yan Yean said, a lot
of young people, including footballers and sports
people and their families, have gone into the
industry and have got their fingers burnt It is no
longer a case of just opening the door in the liquor
industry; it is very specialised, and many people
have failed to realise that and have paid the
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consequences. We ought to look at fee collection full
stop, up-front. I am against people having to pay
fees 12 months prior to delivery. If we are honest
about it I think it is tough and cruel to expect anyone
to operate like that in a business. There is very little
I can do at this stage in regard to that issue because
of finances that we require and the way it has been
governed over the years both when we were in
government and when the Labor Party was in
government. This is the way we assessed the
situation: we had the funds coming in up-front.
Because of financial turnover the government cannot
at this stage, as the opposition would understand,
allow the situation to revert to anything else in the
short term. I have constantly put these matters
up-front to the Treasurer. It is my desire in the
longer term and, I hope, in my lifetime in this sitting
of Parliament, either in this term or the next, that we
start to look at proper taxing fees on delivery of
products rather than assessment, but that is further
down the line.
It is interesting to see that no criticism was made of
the Liquor licensing Commission. I agree with the
shadow minister that it is efficient and clean and
runs a good service for the industry. It has an
important relationship with the industry and there is
a certain amount of mutual respect between the
chief executive officer, Mr Kearney, and the industry
that has been built up over many years. That was
acknowledged by the shadow minister, who
constantly came back to the situation that the
transfer of fees collection ought not to be a criticism
of the operation of the commission. It is not in any
way a criticism; it is just that the government
believes there may be, and I believe there is, a more
efficient way in the long term to get greater benefits
from the overall collection into one area - the
short-term money market - of all our finances, as
he would understand. As enormous fees come into
the commission quickly the money will go straight
out again and can help to generate further wealth for
the state of Victoria. I understand the honourable
member for Yan Yean was also concerned about
how far we go with this transfer: is this just the first
step? I can assure him this is the only step as far as
I am concerned: the commission has a part to play,
and it is good that it has been acknowledged by
everyone in the liquor industry how important it is.

In regard to staff requirements, the shadow minister
raised a query about the 14 positions being
transferred over. I understand the Treasurer's staff
gave the honourable member some sort of
commitment or mentioned the matter. I cannot
speak on behalf of the Treasurer and say that this is
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what he is gOing to do, but I will take that matter to
the Treasurer in reference to the staff and mention
that the shadow minister brought it to my attention
today. As far as I am concerned the 14 positions
mentioned. will be transferred. The longer term will
be the Treasurer's responsibility.
In reference to the amendments, I do not believe at

this stage that I would support the delaying of the
bill. I take on board the concerns and very good
intentions of the opposition in regard to this issue
and I am not violently opposed to them, but I think
there are better ways of handling this area and
I think we ought to take a look at it first.
The shadow minister acknowledged that the
collection of fees was very efficient and praised the
liquor Licensing Commission on the amount of
money it obtained this year and the few debts that
were incurred, not on the commission but on the
taxpayers, so it is an enormous imposition on them,
and he acknowledged that. The system generally is
working well. There is a great relationship between
the industry and the commission, and that remains.
The door is open for people who have problems
with their assessments. In my time as the minister
with responsibility for the liquor industry I have
received no letters that I can remember about
problems with assessments on liquor. There may
have been one or two in two years, but I honestly
cannot remember any, and in light of that why do
we need to go down that path when there is no
problem?
I understand that the big concern of the honourable
member for Yan Yean is that he is giving more time
to the liquor industry, and that is his big concern.
However, when I look at some of the delays that
could be brought about, I believe that if I were in the
industry and had to pay a large amount of money
for my fees and it was not available, I would seek
this way out. I know the honourable member said at
the end that there would be interest payments, but
I can assure him that in the long term the industry
on the weaker side, unfortunately - and not all,
because we lost $80 OOO-odd - may take advantage
of further options to delay the process of paying the
bill Sometimes this could go for 90 days and if it
went into a further 90 days the taxpayers of this state
would lose more money. I do not think we ought to
look at it as blankly as we have tonight by saying,
'Let's withdraw it and put this in'.
The Public Bodies Review COmmittee, which has
four representatives from the Labor Party, is now
going to review the liquor Licensing Commission
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and is seeking correspondence and submissions for
all people involved in the commission. As
I indicated earlier, I believe the intentions of the
honourable member for Yan Yean are good, and
I am not against the proposal. I will now
immediately refer the matter to both the opposition
and government members of the committee, saying
that it has been brought to my attention and asking
them to do an assessment in the submissions back to
me taking into consideration the proposed
amendments in reference to the overall assessment
of the operations of the liquor licensing
commission in light of the transfer of the
responsibility for collection of fees.
When the committee assesses the commission, it
may find a slight problem with it not having the
flexibility in its power to be able to say 'Look, yes,
I've had a quick look at it and you're different'.
There may be rigidness in the financial side of the
system in the collection of the fees. I understand the
honourable member's concern. I have concerns, too.
Nevertheless the best way to go is to let opposition
and government members who are jOintly members
of the Public Bodies Review Committee investigate
it, and I am sure it will come back and assure me
that that is the commission's responsibility and that
it is okay. If the legislation does need amendment,
by all means I will look at it. However, on those
grounds I cannot accept the amendment.
Sitting suspended 6.31 p.m. until 8.03 p.m.
House divided on omission (members in favour
vote no):

Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr (Teller)
Turner, Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

I<ilgour, Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton,Mr
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr w.o.
McLelian, Mr
McNamara, Mr

Noes, 23
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Bracks, Mr (Teller)
Brumby,Mr
Coghill, Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr (Teller)
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt,Ms
Haenneyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr

Leighton, Mr
Loney,Mr
Marple,Ms
MildenhaU, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Sandon,Mr
Seitz,Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan,Or
Wilson, Mrs

~endEnentnegatived.

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Passed remaining stages.
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Introduction and first reading
Received from Council.

Ayes,53
AshIey,Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark,Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Davis,Mr
Doyle, Mr (Tdler)
Elder,Mr
Elliott,Mrs
Finn,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Jasper,Mr
Jenkins,Mr
John,Mr
Kennett,Mr

Maughan,Mr
Paterson, Mr
Perrln,Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott,Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr s.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry,Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner,Mr

Read first time on motion of Mr MACLELLAN
(Minister for Planning).

BUSINESS FRANCHISE ACTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reoding
Debate resumed from 21 October; motion of
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer).
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - The
opposition supports the Business Franchise Acts
(Amendment) Bill. The opposition has analysed
many of the bills that have recently been passed in
this house. Government members will be surprised
to learn that it has supported well over half the bills
that have been presented to Parliament.
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The opposition opposes bad legislation that is not in
the interests of Victorians or which is designed to
look after the mates of the government Although it
opposes legislation that encourages and fuels the
gravy train, it is happy to support good legislation
that wipes out tax avoidance.
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In his letter to me the Treasurer states:
At present the activities of a few unscrupulous tobacco
wholesalers are leading to revenue losses and are
disadvantaging legitimate businesses. Knowledge of
the loopholes is spreading and consequently I am keen
to avoid further advertising their existence...

Mr Finn interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - I believe there is a standing
order about interjections from members who are not
seated in their right places. The honourable member
for Tullamarine is being unparliamentary.
The ACI1NG SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! The honourable member for Mordialloc is
also out of his place.

Mr BRUMBY - The Business Franchise Acts
(Amendment) Bill provides for the strengthening of
the franchise fee regime. Indeed, in this legislation it
relates almost specifically to tobacco. The
government estimates that rorting of the existing
system of franchise arrangements could be costing
up to $100 million a year, which is a Significant
amount of money. When one thinks of revenue
measures, the $100 home tax brings in about
$140 million or $150 million a year. The possible loss
of apprOximately $100 million a year through this
system must be checked.
Although this legislation does not solve all the
problems associated with tobacco sales, the principal
intention of the bill is to strengthen the position of
the State Revenue Office with respect to 'interstate
sales' by Victorian wholesalers. Currently sales are
deemed to be 'interstate sales' if the wholesaler
reasonably believes this to be the case. Under this
legislation the test will be whether the
Commissioner for State Revenue is satisfied that the
sales are of an interstate nature.
Generally, as I said, the opposition applauds this
move by the government I wrote to the Treasurer in
May this year enclosing information forwarded to
me by an anonymous and confidential source
alleging tobacco tax avoidance. The Treasurer was
good enough to write back to me in June to say that
he appreciated me bringing this matter to his
attention. As a result of that, and the fact that the
same person had also been providing useful
information to the State Revenue Office since
February this year, the government has been alerted
to the problem and has been able to draft and bring
forward this legislation to the Parliament.

The government plans to introduce legislative
amendments in the spring session of Parliament. I hope

that the opposition will agree to support the
amendments.

He then mentioned arrangements for briefing
sessions on the changes. When these matters were
brought to the attention of the opposition we
conveyed them to the Treasurer and he had the
courtesy to thank us for that. The result is this
legislation, which will remove most of the rorting in
the system.
Having said that, I point out that we have some
concerns about the lack of clarity in clause 7,
pursuant to which all wholesalers will have to
provide details of sales in a prescribed form. Failure
to do so will result in some form of penalty. As yet
we have not been provided with details about the
particulars that will be required for sales or the
penalties that will be imposed for failing to meet
those requirements. It is possible and even likely
that the legislation will result in additional
paperwork for business. The opposition supports
the removal from business of paper burdens and
unnecessary red tape and I am sure the Minister for
Small Business shares our concerns about that That
is our concern about clause 7 and I hope the minister
will take it into account.
Clause 7 extends the present requirement upon
wholesalers, upon a delivery of tobacco, to provide
invoices to both retailers and other wholesalers. We
join with the government in seeking to remove the
opportunity for avoidance but we would like the
paperwork burden on business to be kept to a
minimum.
The legislation concerns business franchises that
affect the tobacco industry. It is about overcoming
illegality and tax avoidance in the system. Tobacco is
legal around Australia. We often hear the Premier
telling the Parliament and the general public that
because tobacco is a legal product he sees no reason
for inhibitions on its sponsorship of events like the
grand prix. That is one thing, but it is another to
overlook the illegal sale of this drug to people under
the age of 18 years. The honourable member for
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Thomastown will have something to say about that
in a few minutes.
It is of major concern to the opposition that although
Victoria has laws making illegal the sale of tobacco
to people under 18 there is flagrant abuse of that
law. We have a responsibility to make sure that the
family and social environments in which young
people are raised are the best possible ones. It
concerns me greatly that a drug that may be sold to
people over the age of 18 years is being marketed
strongly at people under the age of 18. I believe that
although it is illegal to sell tobacco to people under
18, such sales do occur and that the government is,
in a sense, turning a blind eye to these breaches of
the law.
A parallel of that concern lies in the issues I raised in
Parliament today about the casino, its eventual
design and whether it will actively court young
people. I have no doubt that the revised casino
proposals that went to cabinet this week include
provisions for virtual reality machines, video games
and video arcades designed to entice young people
into the broad casino complex and to give them a
taste for video machines and gambling so that when
they turn 18 they can go straight into the casino and
gamble away their dollars. I view that with great
concern indeed.
The legislation is designed to remove illegalities. I
have mentioned the sale of tobacco to young
Victorians and said that I believe breaches of the law
are taking place. I make the broader point that we
do not want to see this city's casino established in
such a way that it can actively promote its product
to young people. I do not think that is healthy for
Melbourne, Victoria or young Victorians. While the
government is looking at these franchise
arrangements and the laws that affect young
Victorians I hope it will take into account the matters
I have raised.
The opposition supports the broad aspects of the
legislation. We believe there is rorting of the existing
business franchise system and we support the
government's efforts to make sure that rorting is
brought to an end. However, we caution against the
unnecessary burdens on businesses of red tape and
make the general point that if the government is
prepared to crack down on rorts and illegal activity
it should look at what is happening with the most
lethal drug of all- tobacco - which is being sold
illegally to people under 18. I ask the Minister for
Small Business, who is also the Minister responsible
for Youth Affairs, to examine this issue in a
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bipartisan way so we may be assured that young
people are not able to gain access illegally to tobacco
products.
Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - I jOin the
Leader of the Opposition in supporting this bill,
which makes a number of changes to several acts,
particularly the Business Franchise (Tobacco) Act
The bill deals with, among other things, the evasion
of tobacco franchise fees, a seam that costs the
Victorian government, on its own estimates, up to
$100 million a year in lost revenue. lhat is a lot of
money in anybody's language. It is money that
rightfully should be going to the Victorian
government and used to provide many of the
essential services that are being withdrawn or
withheld from the Victorian population.
However, in one sense it should not be surprising
that such huge amounts of money are involved
because we are talking about the permitted sale of a
drug of addiction. As we know, the trademarks of
the sale of illegal drugs of addiction are big money
and crime. They are also the trademarks of the sale
of this drug of addiction - tobacco. It is strongly
typified by large amounts of money and crime. They
go hand-in-glove; they go together.
The opposition wants to ensure that the revenue due
to the government and hence the taxpayers of
Victoria is collected. The sale of addictive drugs,
whether it is tobacco or heroin, involves industries
awash with money. Addictive drugs, large sums of
money and criminality go hand in hand. That is
what is happening with this tax avoidance scheme.
The bill will address one aspect associated with the
sale of tobacco products in Victoria.
Seams associated with the sale of tobacco products
are not new. The tobacco franchise fee has been
avoided by people smuggling tobacco products,
mainly cigarettes, into Victoria from other states.
Truckloads of cigarettes were smuggled into
Victoria, primarily from Queensland, resulting in
millions of dollars of taxes being avoided and
crooked business operators growing fat on the seam.
Those people were able to operate because of the
different tax rates imposed on tobacco products in
the eastern states of Australia. The criminal tax
avoidance industry was nurtured in Queensland by
the then conservative government, the mates and
cronies of Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen. Following the
election of a Labor government in Queensland that
criminal activity was eliminated. The tobacco
franchise fee in Victoria, New South Wales and
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Queensland has been struck at 75 per cent, thus
eliminating a tax avoidance scheme. According to
the industry magazine, the Australian Retail
Tobacconist, in September 1994 the price of a Peter
Jackson 3()..cigarette packet was $5.43 in each state.
That is evidence of the success state governments
have had eliminating the smuggling that took place
previousiy. A common franchise fee does not
provide the opportunity or reward for smuggling
between adjoining states.
Unfortunately, once that loophole was plugged the
crooked operators looked around for another
loophole, another opportunity to defraud the
taxpayers of Victoria, and came up with a scheme
that is estimated to be costing the government
$100 million a year. The scheme is very Simple. If a
tobacco wholesaler in Melbourne reasonably
believes that his client will retail cigarettes interstate
the Victorian tax does not have to be collected
because the tax will be collected in the other state.
However, cigarettes supposed to be sold interstate
are being sold within Victoria with the result that
the tobacco franchise fee is being pocketed by the
corrupt business people. The invoices may be made
out to interstate customers but this massive fraud is
being committed on Victorian taxpayers because the
product does not go interstate. Delivery trucks
supposed to travel up the Hume Highway to
interstate destinations tour the suburbs selling
untaxed tobacco products to the domestic market. In
some instances these products are sold at a discount
and in other instances - this is more often the
case - they are sold at normal prices with the extra
money being divided up among those people
involved in the scheme.
The scheme involves kickbacks and illegal
payments. The opposition wants it stopped and will
support this legislation and any other initiatives that
will remove the illegality from the sale of tobacco
products. However, these amendments do not deal
with all aspects of illegal tobacco sales. The Leader
of the Opposition has referred to the illegal sale of
tobacco products to children under 18 years of age.
There are problems at every stage of the supply side
of tobacco products. As the government closes one
seam another bobs up. It is clear that the
amendments will not stop the insidious illegal
activity involving children. It is not just the fact that
tobacco products are sold illegally to children, but
that these products are drugs of addiction and will
have a lasting impact on the lives and wellbeing of
these children. For many it will lead to a much
shorter and less healthy life. It is not just involving
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them in an illegal activity, it is developing a lifelong
addiction and many people will struggle throughout
their lives to try and give up that addiction.
Victoria has approximately 11 000 licensed tobacco
outlets. It is a convenience product and can be
purchased easily. Although there are outlets at
almost every corner of Melbourne, only two officers
are charged with monitoring the selling of tobacco in
Victoria! Oearly, they cannot cope; the task is
beyond them.
They do not know the names of all the outlets that
are selling tobacco. Industry sources say that about
60 per cent of outlets selling tobacco are licensed in
accordance with the law. We have another illegal
activity associated with the sale of tobacco. A more
damaging aspect is the impact tobacco has. The
annual fee for most small corner milk bars is about
$SO, and as many as 50 per cent of them may not be
licensed.. They provide easy and accessible points
where children can buy tobacco.
It has been estimated that about $7 million a year in
tax is collected when children buy tobacco products.
One can see why when there are only two officers
involved in the licensing process and when the
licensing fee for selling tobacco at the retail end is so
low. Much of tobacco companies' strategies and
marketing schemes are targeted at getting children
addicted to tobacco products - so much so that
they do not want a regulatory scheme that actively
imposes restrictions to make it difficult or
inconvenient for children under the age of 18 years
to purchase tobacco products.

In a sense it is fair to say that the government is the
recipient, to the tune of about $7 million a year, of
this illegal activity and does not want to pursue the
matter, either. The government is happy to have the
taxes paid by children in the illegal purchase of
tobacco products. Rather than trying to provide
long-term benefits to the children of this state the
government is happy to sit back and accept the taxes
that are collected from the illegal sale of tobacco
products to children. It is devastating.

We must ask ourselves a simple question: why is
teenage smoking more of a problem now than it was
in the past? In the early 19405 the average age of the
uptake of smoking for women was 40 years.
Three-quarters of all current and ex-smokers started
smoking before they were 20 years old. Every year
the average age of smoking uptake has
progressively dropped. A study recently completed
in New South Wales shows that 50 per cent of
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students who are going to start smoking have
actually started by the time they are 13 years of age.
This can only mean that more sickness and health
problems directly attributable to smoking will start
at an even earlier age. It is a tragedy.
I refer to a report of August this year compiled by
Lyndon Bauer entitled, 'Our smokers are getting
younger'. It is the most recent and available
up-to-date information based on studies undertaken
in 1993 and 1994 to check the veracity of the first
survey. The report found that the data was
consistent between the two study periods. What
were the findings? Children as young as 12 years are
finding it easy to buy cigarettes from thousands of
retailers who are flouting the laws that restrict the
sale of tobacco to young children. The report was
commissioned for the New South Wales health
department and, on balance, I do not think it would
be much different in Victoria.
Bearing in mind that the legal age is 18 years in New
South Wales just as it is in Victoria, the survey found
that 72 per cent of 13-year-olds who smoke have no
trouble buying cigarettes. About 61 per cent of
12-year-old smokers and 84 per cent of 15-year-olds
have never, or rarely, been refused the sale of
tobacco - cigarettes. This is a damning indictment I
suspect sales of similar magnitudes are taking place
in Victoria.
The survey states that 78 per cent of those surveyed
who smoke said they were never or only sometimes
refused cigarettes. The report found that 32 per cent
of girls smoke at least monthly and girls were most
likely to take up smoking when they reached
15 years. However,S per cent of 12-year-old girls
smoke and 15 per cent of 13-year-old girls smoke
and were most likely to take it up when they
reached 15 years of age.
The news for boys is bad. They are heavy smokers
and the report indicates that their heavy smoking
was a product of their addiction, their poor
self-esteem, comradeship and rebellion against quit
smoking messages. The report found that by the age
of 16 years most boys were very heavy smokers.
That is a damning indictment, and I take the house
back to the comments I made earlier about the sale
of products that are addictive drugs. Such products
bring in a lot of money and draw in criminal
activity. The report also refers to its criminal nature.
Page 3 states:
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Care must be taken to portray the unscrupulous vendor
as the criminal, and the youth as the victim.

That is exactly the situation: these criminal business
operators are placing young people's lives at risk by
pocketing massive amO\mts of money and
defrauding the Victorian taxpayer. Page 4 of the
report states:
It is probably best to portray tobacco merchants, both

large and small, as the criminals who exploit yOWlg
people by getting them hooked. We want to avoid
making criminals of the children who smoke, as this
may only glamorise the habit It would also make it
more difficult to prosecute, or even focus attention on
the 'tobacco pushers'.

Even with such academic research being
undertaken, one can identify how easy it is for
children to smoke and why they take it up. The
report has clearly zeroed in on the area that is of
equal concern to me and the opposition. That goes
back to the fact that the bill deals with one aspect
only of a huge fraud being perpetrated but does
nothing to deal with another ongoing and more
serious fraud and illegal activity that is being
perpetrated on our young people.
We ask the government to seriously look at this
issue; to not just bring in changes to the Tobacco Act
that increase the age at which tobacco may be legally
sold to people and do nothing else. We want the
government to increase its commitment to
enforcement, to take up the issues that are raised in
the New South Wales report and to do something to
look after the lives, health and future wellbeing of
young children.
Mr HEFFERNAN (Minister for Small
Business) - I thank the Leader of the Opposition
and the honourable member for Thomastown for
their contributions to and support of the bill. As
Minister responsible for Youth Affairs I took in the
concerns of the honourable member for
Thomastown concerning prosecutions. There is no
doubt that if the facts are as he says they are and that
not enough action is being taken in relation to the
selling of tobacco to young people, I have a
responsibility to pursue the matter further. I assure
him that I will have the matter looked at and if
stronger action needs to be taken, so be it It is the
responsibility of the government to do that

Motion agreed to.
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Read second time.
Passed remaining stages.

ESTATE AGENTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Government amendments circulated by
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electorate, the President of the Real Estate Institute
of Victoria, Mr Frank Trimboli and other identities
close to him to improve the prospects and image of
the industry, the sorts of provisions contained in this
bill will do long-term damage to the reputation of
the industry, which I fear has been seduced by the
lure of the fast govemment-sanctioned dollar.

Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) pursuant to

sessional orders.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 6 October; motion of

The bill should be withdrawn and the whole issue
revisited to enable groups and individuals other
than just the organised industry groups to
participate in a balanced and open review of the
legislation.

Mrs WADE (Attorney-General).

I move, as a reasoned amendment:

Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - This is
somewhat of a minor occasion in that it is the first
bill for which I will have responsibility for dealing as
a shadow spokesperson on a particular area of
responsibility. It is fair to say that I have landed a
stinker at the first opportunity. By and large this is
appalling legislation that will in effect leave
consumers defenceless against arbitrary and
unscrupulous price rises which, based on the
experience in other states, are sure to occur. It
emasculates another watchdog body, as though we
have not seen enough of that in this state in recent
times, and disposes of one of the most widely
respected regulators of the real estate industry in
Australia.
The bill opens the door to the wider possibility of
shonks and shonky practices coming into the
industry, including the possibility of insider trading
by agents shopping within the list of properties their
practice has been commissioned to sell. The bill also
pays off the real estate industry with the possibility
of major grants and delegation of licensing control
back to agents' organisations. In practical terms it
also means a cut of $12 million to $15 million to
low-income housing and community assistance
programs.
But it does not stop there! It gets worse! This
legislation dilutes or weakens many of the controls
of the 1980 act, which was conceived in the context
of the notorious Victorian land deals. It will reduce
the independent surveillance of people involved in
property transactions at a time when the
government is showing that it has little respect for
proper process and scrutiny of any of the projects
under its control or transactions in which it is
involved.
Despite the stirling efforts of some estate agent
industry identities, such as an agent from my

That all the words after 'That' be omitted with the view
of inserting in place thereof the words 'this house
refuses to read this bill a second time until the matter of
pricing and regulation of the real estate industry with
particular reference to residential property transactions
has been referred to an all-party parliamentary
committee for inquiry, consideration and report'.

Were this bill to proceed in its present form, the
most significant impact for consumers would be that
house prices would rise and costs for those involved
in transactions would rise for all but a very few at
the top end of the market as a result of clause 23.
It is interesting that the Attorney-General in her
second-reading speech, as reported at page 638 of
Hansard of 6 October 1994, said:
This proposed amendment will foster competition
within the market by enabling clients of real estate
agents to negotiate with agents as to the services
provided and the appropriate price for the services to
be performed.

This was meant to create the impression that
competition and negotiation are not options at the
moment The present scale of commissions is a
maximum scale only. Competition can and should
occur within these limits, so we have this initial
sham suggestion that competition needs to be
injected because there is no competition under the
present situation.

It is certainly the case that the Prices Surveillance
AuthOrity report has noted that the maximum on the
scale has become the standard and has created an
impression among consumers that the rates are a
fixed percentage of the price and are therefore the
prices that are to be charged. I have in my
possession a scale of commissions provided by a
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building group which does not indicate that the
rates are negotiable and falls for the trap that was
noted by the Prices Surveillance Authority.
However, we should have a look at what is likely to
occur under this deregulation of commission. The
experience in other jurisdictions has been that in
New Zealand the Prices Surveillance AuthOrity
notes that following deregulation in 1985, agents'
fees rose 136 per cent in four and a half years. On a
$100 000 sale the maximum fee in Victoria at the
moment is $2660. In New Zealand the comparable
fee had moved from $2100 to $4450 by 1993, an
extraordinary increase.
In Tasmania, where the deregulation has occurred in
much more recent times, the fee following
deregulation is set by the industry body on a
recommended scale. 1bis has resulted in an increase
of 14 per cent over the previOUS specified rates. On a
$100 000 sale, again the fee is $3185 in a market
widely acknowledged as having much lower values
and being more subdued than the Victorian market
The Housing Industry Association alerted the
opposition to the Tasmanian situation and wrote
indicating that it was concerned that the impact of
the bill would be that commissions would rise.
In New South Wales the situation is still settling
down after deregulation, which occurred in May last
year, but an early survey after seven months showed
that while 57 per cent of estate agents had not
changed their rates from the previOUS specified
levels, more than twice as many agents increased
their rates as decreased them. Those figures were
29 per cent to 13 per cent. lbat situation was
described in an article in the Sun Herald of
20 February 1994 headed'A deregulation debacle' this is ominous for Victoria - under a column called
'Home Truths' by Jonathan Chancellor that stated:
Despite being a free marketeer, it wasn't hard to scoff
when state development minister Peter Collins
promised that strong competition would follow in the
wake of the deregulation of estate agent commission
fees.

I could take sections out of the press release of the
Minister for Fair Trading that would claim exactly
the same thing.
Certainly, while never advertising the fact, select 1-()I\-1
commission cutting has occurred in some suburbs especially those like Peter Collins's North Shore
electorate, Willoughby -long before deregulation.
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But widespread anecdotal evidence since fees were
deregulated last May suggests fees up to double the
previous maximum - 3.1 per cent on the first $100 ()()()
and 2 per cent thereafter - have been charged by some
estate agents, particularly in the outer western suburbs.
And an official industry survey has now dashed
housing minister Robert Webster's hope that price
competition among agents would deliver universal
savings to property vendors.

The swvey of 900 agents, conducted by the Real Estate
Services Council (RESC) in the initial five months after
deregulation, revealed 29 per cent of real estate agents
increased their fees immediately after deregulation.
Only 13 per cent have discounted their rates, according
to the RESC survey, with discounts often taking the
form of free advertising and fees being reduced for
quick results.

Ominously, in the western suburbs of Sydney a
survey conducted by the New South Wales
opposition in February this year showed that 18 of
the 22 agents in Blacktown, Penrith, Parramatta,
lliawarra and Hunter quoted fees of between $3600
and $4400 for a $120 000 sale. The maximum rate at
present in Victoria is $3060. We are looking at fees of
well over $1000 more than the present rates in
Victoria arrived at in a random sample in those
areas.
The comment from sources in New South Wales is,
'Your people have seen what has happened up here
and they want parity, they want a piece of the
action'. There is nothing wrong with the instinct
There is no doubt they are in it for business, but for
the minister to be putting out press releases saying
that the costs will be reduced, that there will be cost
savings and cost efficiencies is just appalling.
Mr Leigh - And shocking!
Mr MILDENHALL - Even the Age property
section of Wednesday 19 October, which repeats
almost in total the minister's press release, states the
ominous:
However, most agents expect commissions to rise.

It is only properties at the higher end of the market
in New South Wales that have seen a reduction in
fees. The $16 000 fee on a $750 000 sale can be
negotiated down to, say, a $13 000 or even $10000
fee. But in country areas - and country people will
love country members for this - the Real Estate
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Services Council was so concerned about the lack of
competition and the rapid escalation in fees that it
quickly launched new advertising to try to promote
competition, to try to inform vendors that they can
negotiate and that they do have some rights.
It is clear that as a result of this legislation Victorians
can expect to pay another $1000 on the standard
house transaction of the $100 000 to $120 000 mark
very soon. This is the dramatic, the practical, the
business end of the outcomes of this legislation.
But consumer education will save us! Consumer
education is the magic answer to prevent the rip-offs
from deregulation, to counter the characteristic of
the industry, which unfortunately at page (ix) of its
report the Prices Surveillance AuthOrity described as
a difficult industry:
The industry has a history in Australia of
anti-competitive practices and behaviour, including
price fixing practices and a general reluctance to
compete on fees.

This characteristic would appear to be inherent in
the nature of the industry. That was not a
condemnation of any particular state. It was based
on survey work the authority had done on
worldwide characteristics and behaviour of the real
estate industry. With common characteristics like
that one would have thought that we would need
something greater than just consumer education.
And what does that consumer education consist of?
As the minister said, it is true that the Prices
Surveillance Authority recommended deregulation,
but there are a number of quite Significant
difficulties with its report, including the
extraordinary time lines under which it was
completed and the lack of information that the
authority had to deal with. I point out that it had
very little experience like we have the benefit of in
Victoria of what has happened to fees in other states
and what has happened in practice. It looks like a
handbook of economic rationalism, the deregulators'
credo!
The Tasmanian experience also required consumer
education. This consisted of a quarterly
advertisement of recommended rates published by
the Real Estate Institute of Tasmania and a notice of
recommended commission rates, which was to be
displayed in estate agents' offices. Nevertheless
there is no mention in the advertisements that these
rates are negotiable and that consumers have the
right to come in, look at the rates and talk about
variation of services, fees and rates of fees. It is not
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within the instinct of somebody whose business is
derived from these fees to actively go out and invite
people to negotiate on a recommended set of fees, so
it is not surprising behaviour.
What sort of consumer education can you expect in
Victoria? We have been told that a program will be
initiated by the REN. In New South Wales the
equivalent is the occasional advertisement in the
property pages, what has been described as an
advertorial - 'we will buy an advertisement, you
put our press release in'.
Observers and commentators I have spoken to have
not been either impressed with or praiseworthy of
the level of advertising. The example I gave before of
the filling-in of the gaps and trying to plug the holes
in the program shows that it was particularly
ineffective advertising out in the western suburbs
and country areas.
What we need are guarantees. We need contracts
and we need some sort of undertaking. At the
moment we have the trust-me option: 'We will do it,
it is part of the package'. But it is not guaranteed
under the legislation. It will depend on
arrangements entered in between the minister and
the institute body. It is difficult to ask honourable
members in this chamber to accept that, given the
history in other states and given the ineffectual
impact of the legislation as it has been implemented
in other jurisdictions.
The other protections are to provide for
documentation signed by the vendor that the
transaction was subject to negotiation, details of how
the fee was calculated and an acknowledgment of
where a consumer can complain. Nevertheless the
obvious potential difficulty here is that we all know
the sorts of documentation and the sorts of forms
that can be presented to a seller, or indeed a
purchaser, in something like a property transaction.
They really do weigh a table down. Without clear
guidelines as to the nature of the language, and the
prominence of information in the lay-out or the
presentation of the forms, the temptation is for these
measures to be buried in the fine print
I shall talk later about the bodies that are
established. The mOnitoring will be carried on by an
advisory council, which has far fewer powers and
sources. It could be chaired by an estate agent with
an obvious interest in certain outcomes in the
industry.
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On the basis of experience in other jurisdictions and
on the basis of such formal indicators as industry
performance, the complaints against estate agents
recorded in the last annual report increased from
1991-92 to 1993-94 from 396 to 486 and in the four
years before that, in 1986-87, they increased from
approximately 250 to more than 400, so we do not
have a reasonable prima facie case for deregulation
because the complaints show no sign of abating.
The experience in other states shows that there will
be a detrimental impact on consumer prices, but I
guess that is consistent with the way we and this
government approach industry regulation in this
day and age. It follows reports received about
introduction agencies. We were reminded of that by
the tragic case reported in the news tonight A poor
chap was ripped off to the tune of $88 000 by one of
the notorious introduction agencies mentioned in a
report tabled in Parliament earlier this year, and still
the minister argues for self-regulation of this
industry.
I turn to some of the structural features of the bill.
The abolition of the Estate Agents Board is another
key feature of the legislation. Clauses 3 and 4 of the
bill establish an Estate Agents Council, an authority
and a tribWl.a1 from the remnants of the old Estate
Agents Board. In quite an extraordinary feat of
micro-economic reform one central cohesive body is
replaced with three new ones! In so doing the bill
removes the posstbility of policy being driven by the
practical licensing, regulatory and tribunal
experience of one organisation. Those matters were
formerly dealt with by one body and, according to
reports, quite effectively.
The peak advisory body under this proposed
legislation is now the Estate Agents Council, which
is in stark contrast to the present board. The present
board has substantial power to regulate and control
activities. It provides substantial protection for its
members, who are appointed for four-year terms.
Previously members were not subject to removal
unless they had been absent for four consecutive
meetings, were more than 72 years old, bankrupt,
convicted, insane, or died. The board had statutory
independence and advised the minister on matters
related to the administration of the act It had
Significant resources and funds it could allocate
towards that purpose.
The council is now subject to the immediate

direction and control of the minister. Its members
may be removed at any time at will by the
government The Estate Agents Council has
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substantially reduced independence because of that.
The minister can stack a meeting if certain people
are unable to attend. TIlat is totally unnecessary
given that it operates on a quorum.
Mr Spry interjected.
Mr MILDENHALL - We have some experts in
crude political behaviour here who could give us
much more advice on this! The government claims
that this is similar to other legislation and that there
are similar powers and conditions relating to the
appointment of councils or advisory groups under
other comparable acts such as the Motor Car Traders
Act However, that is simply for the membership of
the licensing and claims committees, and it is just
not true. There are no prOvisions for the immediate
and arbitrary removal of members of advisory
committees as exists in this legislation.

The Estate Agents Ucensing AuthOrity is another
body set up under this legislation that was
previously contained within the old board. It will
regulate the industry, administer the guarantee fund
and the professional conduct rules, initiate inquiries
before the Estate Agents Disciplinary and Ucensing
Appeals Tribunal and assist the council.
The effect will be a redistribution of the practical
power of the previous board in two areas. Power
will go back to the minister, who will direct the
council and the authority via the council. Under this
bill the authority will be the Director of Fair Trading.
The authority will obviously be an employee of the
minister. The bill also redistributes power by
allowing deregulation of the licensing, complaints
and education hmctions to be handled by industry
bodies. As I said in my opening remarks, the bill
disposes of the chief executive officer of the previous
board. The people to whom I have spoken hold him
in high repute. References from elsewhere suggest
that he is one of the most skilled and experienced
regulators of the industry in this country. It is a
shame to lose such skill and talent. I wonder if he
will go to Queensland, too, along with much of the
other talent in the Victorian public sector.
The bill also establishes the Estate Agents
Disciplinary and Licensing Appeals Tribunal.
Although it will continue the disciplinary matters,
licensing appeals and commission disputes that
were previously heard by the board, it has some
unusual features. Proposed section 91A states that
the tribunal must consist of at least three people, one
of whom must represent the industry and another
the consumers. I should have thought that--
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Mr Leigh interjected.
Mr MlLDENHALL - I will explain it to you. I
know some members will have difficulty with the
concept I am about to explain and the honourable
member for Mordialloc would certainly be one of
them. Most people would expect tribunals to put
aside bias and reputations in their attempt to deal
with cases on an impartial basis. The government's
argument is that it wants on the tribunal people
whose experience will help in a practical way in the
resolution of the issues that are raised.

Rather than by seeking representatives, this can be
done by seeking people with particular experience. I
have been advised that this was the intention of this
part of the bill, but if that is so it would be easy to
say that these tribunal members will represent
particular interests as part of a quasi-judicial
function. It is regrettable that the decisions of the
tribunal will not be appealable on merit and that the
ability to appeal to the Administrative Appeals
TribW'lal will be removed. Even before the
establishment of the AAT appeals could be made to
the County Court, so the bill removes a
time-honoured tradition. Now only appeals on
points of law may be made to the Supreme Court,
and we all know the expense and difficulty that can
involve for people who are inclined to take that
course. It is a further restriction on people's rights
and access to justice.
Another Significant aspect of the bill is clause 29
which deals with conflicts of interest and amends
section 55 of the Estate Agents Act. It may need to be
explained in detail to government members because
an appreciation of its principles is not readily
apparent. This prOvision allows the relatives of an
employee of an agency to purchase a property listed
for sale by that agency provided the vendor is
alerted to the prospective purchaser's relationship to
the employee of the agency. That is a significant
dilution of the current ban on that sort of activity.
Even worse is the delegation allowed by new section
7G, which means that the authority has the power to
exempt anyone who is prohibited - for example, an
agent or a salesman - from purchasing from the
agency's list. Under the provisions of the bill that
power can be delegated to an industry body. That is
extraordinary. It provides that the authority can,
with the minister's approval, delegate that
exemption from prohibition to an industry body.
One can imagine what unscrupulous practitioners in
the field - that minority on the edge of acceptable
practice - could do with that sort of prOvision.
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One can imagine a vulnerable older person being
interviewed by an agent and the agent saying, 'We
would like to do business with you. What sort of
intentions do you have?' The older person might
say, 'All I really need is to get $70 000 to get into a
retirement village. 1bat is what I want'. In this chain
of events the agent or salesperson could say, 1 have
found a buyer and all expenses are taken care of.
Here is the person who will buy it', and the person
may well be someone in that agency or even that
agent himself. The acknowledgment is buried in the
fine print. The possibility of that occurring is
extraordinary.
The argument the government uses for the
exemption for relatives of employees - the first
exemption I mentioned - is that in country areas
the market is too small and would be wmecessari1y
restricted or reduced if relatives of employees were
not able to participate. In respect of larger
corporations the argument used is that because of
the considerable number of employees corporations
cannot be expected to know to whom people in
minor positions in those agencies are related. Is it
not better to have a blanket prohibition on these
sorts of activities and practices and ban them
outright to keep the intention of the industry and its
regulators clean? We should take a stand on
principle to prevent the possibility of the exemptions
allowing those sorts of activities.
Another Significant aspect of the bill is the licensing
and eligibility criteria for people coming into the
industry. There have been changes to the ways in
which unsuitable persons are prevented from
becoming agents or agents' representatives. It has
been pointed out to me that there is a serious gap in
the way this has been structured. The present test is
a catch-all-Mr Leigh interjected.
Mr MILDENHALL - Perhaps if the honourable
member for Mordialloc read the bill he would know
where the gap emerges.
The ACflNG SPEAKER (Mr Maughan) Order! The honourable member for Mordialloc is
out of his place and out of order.
Mr MILDENHALL - The catch-all prOvision
prevented unsuitable people from entering the
industry, the test being whether one was a fit and
proper person. It was supported by case law within
the board, goes back a number of years and centres
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on the question of whether a person would pose a
risk to the public as an agent or subagent
The new criteria include specific convictions or
proven offences of fraud, dishonesty, drug
trafficking or violence punishable by imprisonment
of three months or more. No-one argues with those,
but there is a gap in the offences involving obscene,
indecent or threatening behaviour referred to in
section 17 of the Summary Offences Act punishable
by imprisonment of two months. These offences are
not included as crimes of violence.
Case studies have shown that unsavoury behaviour
has occurred in the industry. One such act was
detailed in the last annual report of the Estate
Agents Board involving a Mr Edwin Christopher
Thomas. The activity centred around the use of
addresses, telephone numbers and contacts for a
person to prey on vulnerable women or to harass,
with threatening behaviour, women who had come
under the notice of this particular person in his
employment as a subagent.
I acknowledge that in this case, because of a series of
other offences that were not part of that behaviour,
he would have been snared by the new provisions. If
that person's behaviour had come under the notice
of the provisions of the bill and he had been
reported he would have been caught, but I use that
person as an example because it illustrates that had
there not been a conviction for other offences a
person with a record of that behaviour may not have
been prevented from entering the industry.
The other issue that may pose difficulties is the
responsibility for subagents to be included in the
new bill. As I said before, the de-licensing of
subagents removes them from being scrutinised.
However, these are the representatives of the agent
the community sees most of, the sales staff, the
people with whom customers will have most contact.

Clause 8 makes agents responsible for anything
done or not done by their representatives within the
scope of their authority or for the benefit or intended
benefit of the agent or agent's business. Rather than
being independently responsible and accountable to
the licensing body, the estate agent will bear
responsibility for the action of his representative or
subagent There is some doubt whether that clause
covers liability under section 11 of the Fair Trading
Act or section 52 of the commonwealth Trade
Practices Act for misleading or deceptive conduct
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There is concern that it would be easy for an agent to
deny the authority that was purported to have been
given to an agent's representative, which would
have been there when the behaviour came under
notice. These provisions could narrow the scope of
action of an agent's representative to the extent that
it could threaten the rights to compensation under
the Estate Agents Guarantee Fund. I would have
thought we should be clear about that because in
transferring that responsibility to estate agents we
may be reducing the rights of consumers to access
the guarantee fund. I look forward to the comments
of the minister on that matter.
The final area of Significant amendment to the act in
terms of its practical impact is the allocation of funds
under section 76 of the act The Estate Agents Board
allocated apprOximately $12 million to $15 million
after consultation with the minister. The onus is now
being reversed, with the minister allocating the
funds after consultation with the Estate Agents
Council. It is important to remember that these
funds are derived from the interest accrued on
money held in trust and one would have thought we
need to be particularly careful about the destination
of that money.
The Prices Surveillance AuthOrity believed, firstly,
that the money should be allocated to community
housing to improve access to housing and, finally,
that the money should be given back to consumers
because it is not money that belongs to the
government or any other group. That money is
presently used for access to housing, to support the
HOtS program, renovations to housing for
low-income groups and community information,
with a minor part being set aside for industry
education. It is now proposed that a proportion of
the funds will be used for the administration of the
Office of Fair Trading. Some people will be paid
partly out of consolidated revenue and partly from
these funds. The monitoring of the allocation of
funds will be a difficult exercise in itself.
The government is intent on funding projects in the
Land Titles Office, an extraordinary provision for
facilitating the registration of interest in land and
compilation of other information relating to
ownership of land. The best guess is that this will be
a substitute for other forms of funding for
conventional government projects within the Land
Titles Office and perhaps other government
departments. Much of the remaining funds will
obviously go to bodies such as the Real Estate
Institute of Victoria or other industry groups. No
wonder they support the bill; there is a pot of gold at
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the end of this legislation with dereguIated activities
such as the delegation of licensing, education and
the complaints process and the promotion of
investment and ownership in real estate. It is an
ideological piggy bank. If someone at the socialist
end of the spectrum suggested that funds should be
spent on the promotion of collectivism or collective
action, how would they go? This is an extraordinary
provision: the promotion of the ownership of real
estate rather than the promotion of education about
housing.
Given Australians' fixation about and propensity for
owning houses and real estate I would have thought
the promotion of real estate would have been the
least needed purpose for those funds. Although
spending on training is acceptable, there is a
possibility that funds will be used for the internal
dispute resolution processes of the industry bodies.
That is consistent with the scenario painted earlier of
a widespread range of functions being delegated in
toto from the licensing and regu1atory authority out
to industry bodies.

In another sense it represents a real cut of some
$12 million to $15 million in other very worthwhile
housing activities. I should be interested to hear
whether there will be compensatory allocations from
consolidated revenue to make up the shortfall by
supplementing Department of Planning and
Development programs that had been supported by
those funds. There will be a substantial reduction in
government resources that had previously
supported many worthwhile programs by providing
substantial housing assistance to many groups in the
community, mainly vulnerable people on low
incomes.
In conclusion, in contrast to what is presented in the
bill, the reasoned amendment seeks a consultative
process with time to enable both consumer and
industry input. The bill is a one-sided development
process. The reasoned amendment also takes into
account what has occurred in other states, a fact
about which the bill takes little cOgnisance.

Because the bill has done none of those things it
should not proceed in its present fonn; it is
anti-consumer, irresponsible and discriminatory in
respect of benefits and will result in another slug on
Victorian families. It will cost another $1000 for
those who are selling their houses in the near future
on top of the additional $1900 tax bill since the
change of government in 1992. The bill may return
us to the bad old days of Victoria in the 1970s. I urge
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honourable members to support the reasoned
amendment and reject the bill in its present form.
Mr SPRY (Bellarine) - Before I commence my
contribution on the Estate Agents (Amendment) Bill
I declare an interest in that I am a licensed real estate
agent. The honourable member for Footscray
opened his remarks by saying that this bill will
allow shonky insider trading to flourish when it is
proclaimed. That indicates how little the honourable
member for Footscray and the opposition, if it shares
his views, know about the subject. Proposed
section 6B details one of the objectives of the council.
I remind the honourable member for Footscray that
it states:
(1) The functions of the Council are:
(d) to advise the minister (i)

in respect of any matter relating to the
operation of this Act, including the impact
of the deregulation of the charging of
commission.

That is only one of the matters I wish to bring to the
attention of the honourable member for Footscray.
Real estate may not be the oldest profession known
to man, but it would probably run a close second.
Man has always been territorial, with a profound
interest in staking a claim to the uninterrupted
enjoyment of property. In Victoria prior to the 1884
legislation property negotiations were probably
conducted. either by accountants or legal
practitioners who negotiated on behalf not only of
vendors but also purchasers.
In 1884 the Victorian industry was organised when,
for the first time, auctioneers were required by law
to be licensed. As a result the Auctioneers and Estate
Agents Association came into being. However, it
was not until 1922 that estate and business agents
were recognised by legislation.

Following the land boom of the 1920s the original
legislation was enacted. It was designed as a
safeguard against what were perceived to be land
sharks. The status of estate agents was lifted by the
association - which became the institute pressing for a model act to give further professional
recognition to qualified practitioners. In 1956 the
Estate Agents Act, incorporating the aspirations of
early institute members, was proclaimed. Over the
next quarter of a century the act was subjected to a
number of amendments.
In 1980, as honourable members will be aware - at
least those who are familiar at all with the
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profession - a major reform of the industry was
brought about by the implementation of the current
Estate Agents Act.
Debate interrupted pUISuant to sessional orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The SPEAKER - Order! Pursuant to sessional
orders I must interrupt the honourable member to
give consideration to the adjournment of the house.
The honourable member shall have the call when the
matter is next before the house.
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minister's responsibilities for the Office of the
Director of Public Prosecutions relate to ensuring
that the office carries out its duties properly, that a
sufficient budget is provided for the office and that
the staff are fulfilling their duties as required by the
laws and operations of the government, I very much
doubt-Mr Cole - Sit him down!
Mr McARTHUR - I doubt whether the
Attorney-General's responsibilities-Mr Cole - You are hopeless, hopeless, hopeless!

Director of Public Prosecutions
Mr COLE (Melbourne) - I raise for the attention
of the Attorney-General a serious matter of the
resignation of Mr Bernard Bongiorno, the Director of
Public Prosecutions. It has been brought to my
attention that his resignation was in response to his
inability to function under the Public Prosecutions
Act 1994.
In fact, it is much worse because it would appear, or
it has been asserted, that although theoretically the
act asserts the independence of decision making,
according to Mr Bongiorno the Director of Public
Prosecutions can no longer implement his or her
decisions and must rely on the Attorney-General
and public servants. That means that the system has
lost its independence.

I believe Mr Bongiorno will make it very clear in his
annual report to this Parliament that the Office of
the Director of Public Prosecutions has lost its
independence. It would also appear that the
Attorney-General has achieved both of her original
aims, namely to get rid of Mr Bongiorno and to
curtail the independence of the DPP, confirming my
view at the time he resigned that he had been
hounded from office by the Attorney-General and
the government.
I am led to believe that the Attorney-General has not
had the decency to meet with Mr Bongiorno to either
wish him well or to discuss the problems of the
office. That shows an appalling lack of respect and
total inability to learn from mistakes of the past
Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, I understand that matters raised
in the debate on the adjournment must deal with the
administration of a minister's responsibilities.
Although I accept, and I imagine that other
honourable members would accept, that the

The SPEAKER - Order! I warn the honourable
member for Melbourne.
Mr Cole interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the honourable
member for Monbulk to come to his point quickly
and to be conscious of the time.
Mr McARTHUR - I very much doubt whether
the Attorney-General has any authority or ability to
affect or alter a member of his staff's decision to
resign.
The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order. Had the honourable member for Melbourne
had sufficient time I would have asked him to say
what action he wanted to be taken but I believe he
was developing his speech. There is no point of
order.
Mr COLE (Melbourne) - With all due respect,
Mr Speaker, I raised the question of independence
and the question of Mr Bongiorno's decision. The
question I wanted to ask the Attorney-General was
whether she was going to address the issue of
independence that Mr Bongiorno has raised. I could
not do that because government members
orchestrated a position to silence criticism yet again
by speaking for 2 minutes on a point of order during
the 3-minute period available for raising matters
during the adjournment debate. That is an abuse of
the processes of this place. You know it, Mr Speaker,
as well as I do. He should be kicked out And so
should the - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.
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Shepparton water supply
Mr KILGOUR (Shepparton) - I raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Natural
Resources and, in his absence, ask the
Attorney-General to direct it to his attention. It
involves an important issue for people in my
electorate, particularly 90 farms in the Cosgrove area
that during summer rely on water from a stock and
domestic system that is supplied from the Broken
River at the Gowangardie Weir.
In the past the system has been administered by the
Shire of Shepparton with the assistance of the
administration charge it has collected. However, the
system is basically looked after by a committee
representing the people supplied by it, which for
many years has been headed up by Mr Tom
Cochrane, a former Shepparton shire councillor.
Mr Cochrane did a tremendous amount of work to
ensure that the system continued, was correctly
maintained and that the weeds were sprayed so that
the water pumped from the river to the
Gowangardie Weir could flow freely.

The major concern of those people is that changes to
local government boundaries mean that the Shire of
Shepparton will become part of the City of Greater
Shepparton and that, therefore, the committee that
currently administers the system will no longer
exist. A couple of weeks ago the minister made
announcements concerning a similar system close to
the Gowangardie system in the Shire of Tungamah
to the effect that that system will be taken over by
Goulbum-Murray Water, part of the former Rural
Water Corporation.
I ask the minister to advise whether he has any
intention of changing the role of the committee that
currently runs the Gowangardie water supply
system and whether it is likely that in future
Goulbum-Murray Water will take over that
operation. It is my personal view that it would be
good for the farmers involved to have the support of
Goulbum-Murray Water. If the minister has taken
that into consideration and intends that
Goulbum-Murray Water should take over the
operation I am sure the people who currently run
the system will be pleased to know his intentions. I
ask him to provide some advice on the issue as soon
as possible.

Local government commissioners
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - I direct the
attention of the Minister for Planning, who
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represents the Minister for Local Government in this
place, to the draft guidelines for etiquette and
protocol on the appointment of local government
commissioners.
I have been handed a copy of guidelines headed
'Notes on Civil Etiquette' that appear to have been
issued by the Office of Local Government to newly
restructured municipalities around the state. The
guidelines appear to have been adopted by those
municipalities.
I request that the minister investigate whether these
are universal guidelines for etiquette and protocol
which have been adopted by new commissioners.
The two pages I have contain guidelines concerning
the arrival of commissioners, the time of reception,
precedence, mode of address and toast list or order
of procedure and an accompanying document. It
may be that these notes apply only in certain
councils but they appear to be common among
restructured councils and commissioners appointed
to those councils.
Under the heading' Arrival' it states that
commissioners should be met on arrival by a
responsible person and escorted to their proper
positions, that care should be taken to ensure that
commissioners are accompanied by someone at all
times during functions and that at the conclusion of
a function or on retirement from one place to
another during a function commissioners are given
due precedence by the remainder of the assembly.
That seems to be an overcautious response to the
place of commissioners in the new municipalities.
Under the heading 'Time of reception' it is stated
that except where the commissioner is asked to take
part in the reception of guests, the time given on the
request form should be such so as to ensure the
commissioner's arrivalS minutes only prior to the
commencement of the function. It states that that
arrangement will avoid unnecessary waiting on the
part of commissioners and permit them to proceed
without delay on their arrival.
The document goes on to deal with the procedure by
which commissioners should be addressed. It states
they should be given precedence before members of
Parliament or other representatives in most cases, an
exception being when vice-regal representatives are
present It then deals with the mode of address of
commissioners and with a toast list and order of
procedure.
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Is this a response from the Office of Local
Government to the minister's asking the Office of
Local Government to prepare universal guidelines
for commissioners on this matter? It appears to be
different from the guidelines which operated for the
separate elected councils. Is it that commissioners
who do not have a constituency but are appointed
feel insecure about their roles and therefore need
this support in the conduct of their duties?

Speed limits in Echuca
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports in
another place the speed limits in both Ogilvie
Avenue and High Street, Echuca. Recently Vicroads
raised the speed limits in Ogilvie Avenue and High
Street from 60 kilometres per hour to 70 kilometres
per hour. 1bat is too fast and it has created a great
deal of concern among local residents and school
principals.
It is fine for trucks and through traffic to be
travelling at 70 kilometres per hour but in all of
these situations we need to strike a compromise
between a reasonable speed for through traffic on
the one hand and a speed slow enough to consider
the safety of school children and local residents on
the other.

The areas I refer to are Ogilvie Avenue from the
Northern Highway roundabout to the railway line
and High Street from Ogilvie Avenue to Darling
Street. The principal of Echuca South Primary
School, Ian Lochland, has raised this matter with me
because many of his constituents cross Ogilvie
Avenue to get to school.
The school community has expressed some disquiet
about the threat of speeding motorists. Large
transports - and many of them go along Ogilvie
Avenue - pose a threat when they are travelling at
70 kilometres per hour, passing children riding their
bicycles on their way to school. The wind blown
from the trucks creates a vacuum for the children on
their bikes.
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She makes some other interesting comments also.
The principal of the Echuca Secondary College,
Mr Martin Culkin, also commented that a significant
number of his students cross that section of the road
twice a day going to and from school:
We've had complaints from residents who have
observed potential dangers ... the speed limit is highly
inappropriate, and absolutely unnecessary,' he said.

Numerous complaints have been made by residents,
and the Echuca Oty Council is concerned about the
speed limits on both those sections of roads and has
twice written to Vicroads on the subject I ask the
minister to use his best endeavours to have officers
of his department reassess the situation.

Drivers licences: minimum age
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - I raise with the Minister
for Roads and Ports in another place the age at
which young people can gain a licence to drive a car.
I am aware that this issue has been examined before
and that the previous government made some
decisions to help with the breaking of the nexus
between the age at which young people are allowed
to drink in hotels and the age at which they can get
their licence.

I am pleased that the decisions made by the
previous government, including the provision that
probationary drivers have a zero blood alcohol level
while driving, have continued to make a
considerable difference to the number of accidents
involving young people, but it is probably time to
revisit that issue, and I am asking the minister to do
so.
My request is made because of a letter I received
from one of my constituents. It was the first time he
has written to a member of Parliament and I believe
it is important that we take up the issues young
people raise and that we encourage them to write to
their members of Parliament and see how those
issues can be worked through.

In the letter Andrew Whittington of Altona asked
The lollipop lady manning the school crossing has
also expressed concern, and I quote from the Riverine
Herald, in which Mrs Heather Bradley says that she
has supervised the Ogilvie Avenue crossing for
more than 18 years and has never seen an accident
She really notices the higher speeds, but is careful to
only step out to stop traffic when there is a long gap.

me to bring to the attention of the minister a
transport difficulty he has. It takes him a long time
to travel from Altona to Richmond by public
transport. It is unfortunate that that is the case and
he would like to see the minimum age for obtaining
a licence lowered.
Personally, I would like to see public transport
improved so that it would not take so much time for
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that trip, but perhaps the minister could refer this
issue to the Road Safety Committee to investigate
whether additional ways could be examined to
break the nexus between the age of being allowed to
drink at hotels and getting a licence to drive. Young
people find that having the two things brought
together at the same time i s - Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) -On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, as the honourable member would be
aware, the adjourrurient debate is for the purpose of
bringing matters of administration to the attention of
the appropriate minister. The honourable member is
calling for a policy change which means calling for
legislation, which is out of order.

The SPEAKER - Order! I do not uphold the
point of order. The honourable member's time has
expired.

Drought: relief
Mr JENKINS (Ballarat West) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Agriculture the drought
and the sad state of affairs in northern Victoria, New
South Wales and Queensland. Recently an offer was
made to me of spare grazing land with a good lush
growth of grass. The farmer concerned has offered
his land for drought relief for stock.

Interestingly, I took this issue to the public last
Saturday and I had an amazing response from
people in the Ballarat area. Some people have
responded in a negative manner to the concept of
opening up land around Ballarat and beyond to
drought-affected stock, however, there has been an
amazing response in favour of land being made
available. The lands I am talking about are quite
often Crown land, public land and national parks
around not only the Ballarat area but other areas of
the state not yet affected by the drought.
I ask the minister whether an inventory could be
arranged of lands, both public and private, available
for the grazing of drought-affected stock, in the
Ballarat area and in other areas not affected by the
drought. The intention would be that breeding stock
be brought into the areas so that they could be
saved. Naturally when they are moved health and
quarantine clearances would be required because we
would not want to see a transfer of problems into
grazing areas in our part of the state, but there are
golden opportunities for us to assist those suffering
from the drought through such a scheme.
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I ask for the cutting of red tape so that assistance can
be made available as soon as possible. Assistance
would be required to fund the building of

temporary fendng and other costs would obviously
be involved, but such a program could save valuable

breeding stock which have been drought affected. I
suggest to the minister that Operation Drought
Buster could be made available not only in the
Ballarat area but in the western and southern parts
of the state for farmers in the north who are
suffering so much.
There are many miles of road areas which could be
made available besides the Crown lands and other
land that is available.

Commercial vehicle registration
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports in
another place a large number of complaints I have
received from small business about the effect that
changes to commercial registration concerning
parking in loading zones have had on their
businesses. Because of the changes to commercial
registration, small businesses are now unable to
park in loading zones to carry out their business,
especially in the city. Mr Gary Thorn, who runs a
design company called On the Ball, wrote to me
saying he frequently has to visit clients in the city to
show them his artwork or to drop off material but,
because he does not drive a 3-tonne truck, which is
now the standard for commercial vehicle
registration, he is therefore not allowed to park in
loading zones. He has copped many parking tickets
because he is forced to park illegally or risk being
late for his appointments.
This is a matter of serious concern for a government
that spouts a great deal of rhetoric about supporting
small business. It is small business which is being
negatively impacted on by these changes. I ask the
minister to review that change in the registration of
commercial vehicles. It was reported to me by
another complainant that when the matter of
reduced revenue for Vicroads, because of the fewer
vehicles that will have commercial registration, was
raised, the officer said, and I hope it was a flippant
remark, 'That really doesn't matter because we have
increased registration for everybody else so we are
not going to lose any revenue'.
I think that is a pretty sad comment from the
government on a serious complaint from small
business. We must ask whether the government has
inadvertently done a favour for big businesses that
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make deliveries using large vehicles with
commercial registrations. Companies like TNT,
Unfox and Brambles can quite legitimately park
their vehicles in loading zones, whereas florists,
photographers or computer retailers are unable to
do so because they use station wagons, cars or even
light commercial vehicles in their businesses. It is
most unfair. Small business is finding it a great
inconvenience. It believes it is not being supported
by this government and that the change should be
reviewed as a matter of some urgency.

Local government: commissioners
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - 1 raise with the
Attorney-General a matter of possible discrimination
concerning the appointment of local government
commissioners. The Attorney-General will be aware
that people such as the Honourable Frank Wilkes, a
former Minister for Local Government, and a
number of other people have been appointed
commissioners for local government as we change
the municipal structure. The Attorney-General may
also be aware that Barbara Champion and Frank
Thompson are serving ministers of the Socialist Left
and commissioners of the City of Yarra and that
both these people and other Labor Party luminaries
have been told that if they accept jobs as local
government commissioners from the Kennett
government they will have to hand in their Labor
Party membership while they do 'the dirty work of
the Kennett government'.
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from the Attorney-General. I believe in those
circumstances it is important for you, Sir, to make a
ruling that he be sat down because he is not able
under all sorts of previous rulings to seek a legal
opinion from the Attorney-General. That has been
the clear basis on which the house has proceeded for
many years and certainly in the time that I have
been here.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have heard sufficient
on the point of order and at this stage I do not
believe legal opinion is being sought I am listening
carefully to what the honourable member for
Mordialloc has had to say and he should make clear
what action he wants taken.
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - There is legislation in
place in this state to deal with cases where people
are discriminated against, and if people are
members of the Labor Party and wish to help the
Kennett government introduce proper reforms into
local government they should be able to do that and
should not be stood over by the Leader of the
Opposition and others who are seeking to
discriminate against their own people because they
wish to serve the people of Victoria. 1 wonder how
many people know these individuals are members
of the ethnic community.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

City of Broadmeadows
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) - On a point of order, I put it
to you, Mr Speaker, that the matter raised by the
honourable member for Mordialloc is not concerned
with government administration, a point you raised
earlier this evening.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair understands
that the honourable member for Mordialloc was
raising a matter of law with the Attorney-General,
and I believe it is quite in order.
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - People do have rights
in this democracy and if serving members of the
Labor Party wish to be commissioners and seek to
close swimming pools - -

Mr SERCOMBE (Niddrie) -On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, it has been a matter of frequent rulings
and observations by the Chair that the
Attorney-General cannot be asked for a legal
opinion. The way the honourable member for
Mordialloc is phrasing the matter he is raising is
quite clearly leading up to seeking a legal opinion

MrTHOMSON (pascoe Vale) - I draw to the
attention of the Minister for Local Government,
through the Attorney-General, the concern held by
residents in the present City of Broadmeadows
south of the Western Ring Road at the proposals by
the Local Government Board that they be transferred
to the City of Moreland. Their concern is so great
that over the past fortnight they have been able to
collect more than 13 000 signatures which have now
been lodged with the minister seeking a poll of all
local residents in the affected area on the basis that
they wish to remain with the City of Broadmeadows
with which they have been connected for many
years and in which they have confidence. They are
used to receiving services from the City of
Broadmeadows, and the City of Broadmeadows has
lavished quite a deal of tender loving care on that
part of the municipality.
Collecting more than 13 000 signatures in 14 daysmore than 10 per cent of the population of
Broadmeadows of 104 000 - is a striking
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demonstration of local support for a poll and local
resistance to the actions of the Kennett government·
through the Local Government Board in seeking to
transfer them from the Gty of Broadmeadows to the
Gty of Moreland.

name Monash would cause such consternation that
the minister should give more consideration to using
the name Waverley instead.

I support their position on a couple of grounds.
First, I think it is the right of local people to have a
degree of self-determination about the municipal
boundaries in the municipality in which they live,
and secondly - -

Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - The honourable member for
Shepparton raised the issue of the stock and
domestic channel system which runs out of
Gowangardie weir, which supplies some 90 farms in
the Cosgrove district. The system has had the
potential to be a net loser of water. On that basis
some work has been done on establishing whether it
is possible to pipe the whole system. As it stands,
the system could still run under the auspices of the
City of Greater Shepparton. In its present form as a
customer group the system could equally be well
run by Goulburn-Murray Rural Water. I will take up
the issue with both entities to see which of them is to
be the preferred operator of the system. However,
the system will require some funds to get the wa ter
savings that are available. Accordingly I respond to
the honourable member on the issues he has raised.

An honourable member interjected.
Mr THOMSON - Yes, in your case opting out
completely would be a good idea. Secondly, this
change makes no sense. The City of Broadmeadows
has a present population of 104 000. The Kennett
government said it was 100 000. 1bat is a good size
for a municipality. In this case it takes 45 000 people
from an existing municipality and move it to
another one, so even by the Kennett government's
own standards and yardsticks this makes no sense. I
ask the minister to call a poll at the earliest possible
opportunity in recognition of the 13000 signatures. I
ask him to undertake to abide by the result of the
poll, unlike the way the Kennett government has
refused to take note of polls in the past, and to note
that this is a municipality where many of the people
south of the Western Ring Road have aged--care
needs and services. We are adding those to the Gty
of More1and, which has many aged-care needs in its
own right. It does not make any sense. The sort of
municipal mix Broadmeadows has is the right way
to go. It has the confidence of the people living south
of the Western Ring Road. On that basis the minister
should undertake to abide by the result of the poll
and to call it at the earliest possible opportunity.

Local government: amalgamations
Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley) - I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Local
Government through the Minister for Planning. It
concerns the use of Monash as the name for the new
municipality in the area containing mainly the
current municipality of Waverley and parts of
Oakleigh. I have received a number of petitions,
which I have passed to the Clerks, and have also
received a letter from the current chief executive
officer of Waverley council. The local residents are
adamant that as Waverley has about three-quarters
to 80 per cent of the area and the population, the
name Monash not be used and the name Waverley
be retained. They have given a number of alternative
names but they believe the confusion of using the

Responses

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The
honourable member for Williamstown is concerned
about some protocols that have apparently come his
way. I do not know whether he has asked his
municipalities about whether they have issued the
protocols. It sounded to me like the typical
municipal production which is undertaken to
introduce any new commissioners or mayors and to
brief them on the ways in which they should
conduct themselves and be conducted during their
mayoral years. I should not worry too much about
it: I do not think it is a major production of the
Department of Planning or Development or the local
government branch. However, I will refer the
honourable member's remarks to the minister just in
case the minister has some other comments he
wishes to make.

The honourable member for Pascoe Vale is
concerned about the transfer to Moreland of the
good citizens of Broadmeadows who live south of
the Western Ring Road and asks whether a poll
might be conducted, given the enthusiasm of those
citizens for sigrting petitions. The honourable
member may have been more persuasive if he had
put his request in more neutral terms instead of
identifying the Local Government Board and its
recommendations with the government.
Ms Marple interjected.
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Mr MACLELLAN - The government certainly
appointed the Local Government Board, but the
recommendations are its recommendations. To assist
the honourable member for Altona I point out that I
have a representative on the board, a former director
of planning, Mr Paul Jerome. So far as I know he is
not a member of any political party. He has been an
impartial public servant who has served
governments of all political persuasions with great
distinction. I rely on the fact that he would have
brought a completely professional impartiality to his
work with the Local Government Board.

Given that the board has made its recommendations,
it is open to both the honourable member for Pascoe
Vale and the good citizens of Broadmeadows, or the
good citizens of the area that the honourable
member suggests be transferred to Moreland, to
make their representations to the Local Goverrunent
Board and to have the board consider them. That is
probably the most appropriate step - if it is done by
Monday. If it has not been done by Monday, and I
know that today is Tuesday, I will certainly do my
best to direct the honourable member's views to the
attention of the members of the board and ask them
to take that into account in their consideration of the
responses to their initial report.
An honourable member interjected.

Mr MACLELLAN - Yes, I am having a double
dose of niceness today. This is be nice to the
opposition week.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr MACLELLAN - The honourable member for
Glen Waverley, who could be included in those
categories, raised the question of whether his
mWlicipality should continue to be called Waverley
or have its name changed to Monash. I make no
value judgments about the names Waverley and
Monash other than to say that I will refer the matter
to the Minister for Local Government in the other
place, as he has asked me to do formally in the
house -and privately by sitting behind me! Other
than that, I shall refrain from making any comment
about the matter at all.
Mr W. D. McGRATII (Minister for
Agriculture) - The member for Ballarat West
referred to the potential of the Crown land, state
park and national park reserves in the Ballarat area
that are carrying an abundance of grass to provide
some relief for drought-affected stock. My drought
advisory committee has asked the Department of
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Conservation and Natural Resources to provide it
with an inventory of Crown land that may be
available for the grazing of stock from
drought-affected regions - and we would not have
to go interstate to find that stock.
Paddocks in the area between St Amaud and
Seymour have very little fodder left for stock, so we
need to examine the feed potential of Crown land.
Some difficulties arise with water points and fencing
requirements. The honourable member asked about
financial support for temporary fencing. We believe
the transaction levies for transport subsidies, fodder
subsidies or fencing subsidies should not be part of
the support system. We believe low-interest loans
are the best way to go. Fanners can make their own
commercial decisions about whether they borrow
money while having the benefit of subsidy support
from both the federal and state governments, if that
comes to pass.
At present there are already about 20 fairly large
herds of cattle, some from New South Wales, on
roads in the Western District. It is fair to say that my
department has some concern about the
management of those herds. The Department of
Agriculture is also concerned to see that, if the cattle
are to be killed or sold through the saleyard network
in Victoria once they are in better condition,
declarations are issued saying that the cattle are free
of hormonal growth promotants. If they are to go
back to their home base, it will be difficult to return
them given the decision by the New South Wales
government that stock going into New South Wales
has to be declared free of Johne's disease if where
they came from cannot be readily identified. I thank
the honourable member for Ballarat West for raising
a constructive suggestion.
Through his department the Minister for Natural
Resources is offering advice to the drought advisory
committee about the potential of that land. I hope
that in the near future the Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources will be able to
advise the committee on the most appropriate use of
those reserves, whether they be Crown land, state
parks or national parks.
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - The
honourable member for Melbourne suggested that
Mr Bernard Bongiorno had been forced to resign
from the position of Director of Public Prosecutions
because he lost his independence. As I understand it,
the honourable member for Melbourne was trying to
ask me whether I would address the issue of the
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independence of the DPP. I will not address the
issue because there is no need to.
I shall make two points about the matters raised by
the honourable member for Melbourne. The first is
that I do not believe Mr Bongiomo has resigned
from his office because of anything to do with
independence. My understanding is that he has
resigned from his office to return to the bar. He
always said that he intended to remain in that office
for only three or four years and, in fact, I believe he
has been in the office for nearly four years.
Mr Bongiomo has given me no reason to believe that
there is any other cause for his decision to return to
the bar.
However, I clearly recognise and I believe everyone
in the house recognises that the office of the DPP
must be independent insofar as the DPP is
responsible for very important decisions -namely,
whether to institute prosecutions, whether not to
institute a prosecution in a particular case, whether
to appeal in a particular case, whether not to appeal,
and what charges should be laid in particular
instances. All of those decisions must be made, as I
told the Leader of the Opposition this morning,
quite independent of government. Indeed they are
made quite independent of government and nobody
has suggested otherwise.
There have been some changes to the office of the
DPP. The Director of Public Prosecutions is required
to consult with senior prosecutors prior to making
certain important decisions, but that consultation
having taken place, it is still quite clear that the only
person who makes the decision on these particular
matters is the Director of Public Prosecutions
himself and, in a very wide area of decisions, he
does not need to consult with anyone at all before
making a decision.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mrs WADE - I hear the honourable member for
Footscray referring to the resources of the DPP.
There are issues about the budget of the DPP and
the administration of that office, and naturally any
government would wish to get the best value from
the taxpayers' dollar wherever it is used in the
government system and that is true of the DPP's
office.

As the honourable member for Footscray would
know, and no doubt it has caused him to make these
comments, the DPP's budget has been overrun on
numerous occasions over recent years. For instance,
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it has been a matter of concern to the Legal Aid
Commission which has consistently approached me
and talked about the fact that sufficient money is not
available for the defence in cases where there is a
Rolls Royce prosecution for the defendant to be
properly defended by the commission.
I believe it is extremely important that we should
have equity in these matters. I am very pleased to
say that the solicitor for public prosecutions has
been talking to the Legal Aid Commission about
getting appropriate resources for both sides in the
criminal trial system. I should have thought the
honourable members for Footscray and Melbourne
would be pleased to hear about that.
So far as Mr Bongiomo is concerned, my recollection
is that I read a newspaper report where he is
reported as having told a parliamentary committee
that there had been no problems with resources.
Mr Cole - Didn't you read it properly! He said
there were enormous problems!
Mrs WADE - The honourable member for
Melbourne made the comment that the annual
report of the DPP will make all clear. I do not know
exactly what the honourable member for Melbourne
understands about the annual report of the DPP. In
fact, I have been somewhat surprised that
Mr Bongiomo did not present an annual report to
me prior to leaving. I had expected to receive the
report from him prior to him retiring from office last
week. As I have not received it I will be taking up
with the acting DPP the need to present to me an
annual report as soon as possible.
The honourable member for Melbourne suggested
that I should have met with Mr Bongiomo. I did
speak to Mr Bongiomo at a social occasion not long
before he left We had quite an amicable and
pleasant discussion. He did not suggest there was
any problem about his retirement, nor did he
suggest that he wished to meet with me.
It is most unfortunate that the honourable member
for Melbourne and indeed other members of the
opposition have cast slurs over people who have
made decisions of a personal nature to retire from
office. The honourable member for Melbourne is
endeavouring to do this with Mr Bongiomo.

I was horrified when the honourable member for
Melbourne raised similar issues about the coroner,
Mr Ha1 Hallenstein, in suggesting that there was
something wrong about his reasons for resigning
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from the position of coroner. Mr Hallenstein, as
honourable members will know, will remain in his
position as a magistrate. To the best of my
knowledge Mr Hallenstein announced his intention
to retire from the position of coroner for personal
reasons after 10 years of excellent service to the state
in what is a very difficult job. To my mind he
deserves to be able to retire from that position
without having slurs cast on him when there is
absolutely no reason for that to happen. After 10
years of service he has now found himself leaving
that position of service to this state under a black
cloud as a result of comments made by the
honourable member for Melbourne and other
members of the opposition.

take the matter up with the Equal Opportunity
Commissioner.

The honourable member for Mordialloc has raised a
question of discrimination and said it appears that
members of the ALP, who have been appointed as
local government commissioners by this
government, have been told that if they accept jobs
from the Kennett government they will have to hand
in their ALP membership.

The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order. I ask the honourable member to resume his
seat.

It is clear from the appointments that have been
made that the Kennett government is not in any way
biased in the appointments that it makes. It is
willing to recognise that there are members of the
ALP, albeit not all that many members of the ALP,
but some members, who are appropriate for
appointment as local government commissioners
and who will do a very good job.

Frank Wilkes has been mentioned as a particularly
outstanding member of the ALP in this regard, but
there are a number of other people who have been
appointed by the government on the basis that there
should be no discrimination and that the best person
should be appointed to the job.
It is wlfortunate that the ALP itself appears to be
discriminating against its own members in its
acceptance of these positions. It would seem that
they are depriving these members of their
democratic right to engage in political activity.
While I do not believe that falls within the Equal
Opportunity Act, it is clearly discriminatory and I
would seek advice as to - -

Mr Cole interjected.

Mrs WADE - This is not a legal matter, this is a
matter of commonsense. It is clearly discriminatory
to say to someone who is qualified for a job that he
or she cannot have that job and retain membership
in a political party. That is disgraceful and I shall

Mr COLE (Melbourne) - Mr Speaker, on a point
of order, we know that the Attorney-General is
disgraced very easily. The fact of the matter is that it
is palpably untrue. There has been no suggestion
whatsoever that these people will be turfed out of
the ALP. In fact, we recently gave one of them a - The SPEAKER - Order! There is no point of
order.

Mr COLE - They should stop playing around
with these ridiculous lies!

Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - There were a
number of matters raised for the attention of the
Minister for Roads and Ports. The honourable
member for Rodney raised the dangerous situations
for children in Echuca caused by fast traffic. I shall
refer the matter to the minister.
The honourable member for Morwell raised an issue
that has been raised on previous occasions about the
fact that commercial vehicles smaller than 3-tonne
vehicles are unable to park in loading zones. He has
asked me to raise with the Minister for Roads and
Ports the position of small business people who
wish to pick up or deliver goods.
This has been a matter of some debate and I believe
there has been some abuse in the past under the
previous rules of the ability for people with
commercial registration to park in loading zones. I
imagine the Minister for Roads and Ports in the
other place has weighed up the advantages and
disadvantages of the system. I will direct the
comments of the honourable member to the
minister's attention.
The honourable member for Altona also raised a
matter for the Minister for Roads and Ports in the
other place regarding the nexus between the age at
which young persons are allowed to drink and the
age at which they are allowed to drive. She
suggested that the Road Safety Committee might be
able to consider further ways of breaking the nexus.
I will refer the matter to the minister.
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The SPEAKER - Order! The house stands
adjourned until next day.
House adjourned 10.51 p.m.
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And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Tanner (15 signatures)
The SPEAKER (Hon. J. E. Oelzoppo) took the chair
at 10.04 a.m. and read the prayer.

PETITIONS
The Clerk - I have received the following petitions
for presentation to Parliament

Dogs: leashing
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

Proposed City of Monash
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
Whereas the Local Government Board has proposed
that the City of Waverley become the major part of a
new City of Monash, we the Wldersigned request that
the name Waverley' be retained to ensure a historical
connection with the settlement of the district and to
avoid confusion with Monash University and the
Monash Medical Centre.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The humble petition of the Kintala Oub in the state of
Victoria respectively showeth that
The section of the domestic animals act pertaining to
the leashing of dogs when outside the owner's property
be amended to stipulate that
(1) dogs may be permitted to be exercised off-lead and
under effective control in appropriate
environments; and
(2) councils be obliged to allocate areas where this may

occur.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that the
government take this action.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Tanner (10 signatures)

Mount Stirling
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
state of Victoria sheweth that Mount Stirling being an
undeveloped mountain available to all Victorian
citizens for a wide range of recreational wilderness
experiences and activities is under threat of being
developed as a downhill ski resort with ski lifts, the
associated infrastructure and a gondola linking Mount
Stirling with nearby Mount Buller.

Your petitioners therefore pray that Mount Stirling be
forever protected from such mechanical gondola, ski
lifts and associated infrastructure and it be preserved
for all time.

By Mr E. R. Smith (39 signatures)
Laid on table.

PARLIAMENTARY REPORTS
Mr J. F. McGRATH (Warmambool) presented
reports of:

Department of the House Committee for year
1993-94; and
Presiding Officers for period October 1993 to
September 1994.
Laid on table.

ROAD SAFETY COMMITTEE

Demerit points scheme
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill) presented report
of Road Safety Committee on inquiry into demerit
points scheme, together with appendices and
minutes of evidence.

Laid on table.
Ordered that report and appendices be printed.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Oerk:
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services Act 1986Report of the Community Visitors for the year 1993-94

UNIVERSITY ACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
ASSEMBLY
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National Parks Act 1975 - Report of the Acting
Director of National Parks for the year 1993-94.
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this privileged debate. I ask you to reconsider any
decision you have made to ban electronic coverage
of this morning's grievance debate.

UNIVERSITY ACTS (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Council.
Read first time on motion of Mr HAYWARD
(Minister for Education).

BROADCASTING OF PROCEEDINGS
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - On a
point of order, Mr Speaker, my office has just been
advised by SBS radio that it has been barred from
taking audio tape coverage of this morning's
grievance debate. I ask you, Sir, whether you have
issued any instruction to the media regarding this
morning's grievance debate, whether the claim by
SBS is true and whether such a decision is consistent
with the rules governing communications from the
Parliament

The SPEAKER -Order! The matter was drawn
to my attention by the Serjeant-at-Arms this
morning prior to the commencement of the sitting. I
consulted previous decisions of the house regarding
broadcasting, recording and the use of television
and I refused the request based on those decisions.
Mr BRUMBY -On a further point of order,
Mr Speaker, I understand that in the past there have
been certain practices in this place regarding the
televising of the grievance debate. However, the
televising is not the subject of my point of order. I
have been informed that this moming you ruled that
the taking of audio tape during the grievance debate
has also been prohibited. I put it to you, Sir, that is
inconsistent with the practice that has applied in this
place in the past I acknowledge that there has been
a prohibition on the television medium, but there
has been no such prohibition on the use of other
electronic media, particularly radio, to cover debates
in this place.

The grievance debate is an opportunity for members
of all sides to raise matters in the interests of the
Parliament, individual members and their
constituents and reflect the broader public interests
and concerns of Victorians. I should have thought it
would bring this place into disrepute and open you,
Sir, to ridicule and criticism if you were to ban
electronic coverage of matters raised this morning in

The SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition would appreciate that I did not come to
a hasty conclusion on this sensitive matter, but
based on the fact that it is difficult for the recording
of both the grievance debate and the adjournment
debate to give a balanced view of this house and on
the information and advice I have received my
decision still stands.

GRIEVANCES
The SPEAKER - Order! The question is:
That grievances be noted.

Prisons: privatisation
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - I grieve about the
government's decision to privatise Victoria's
prisons. My views on the privatisation of other
government responsibilities and essential services
are well known, but this particular decision is
probably the most reprehensible and irresponsible
decision that has ever been made by any
government. To opt out of the responsibility for the
operation of our prisons is something of which this
government should be eternally ashamed. Oearly
the government, being driven by nothing other than
ideology, has made the worst decision it has ever
made.

At this stage the only justification for the decision
has been the government's statement that it thinks it
is a good idea. There has been no public debate and
this very important decision goes against the general
interests of the proper and thoughtful taking of
action against people who have been convicted of a
crime. The concept of punishment for profitability is
abhorrent to all of us. UnfOrhmately, that is what
this is all about
The government has not provided any detail as to
how a privatised prison system would be
monitored, supervised or made accountable. Indeed,
it is incumbent on the government to hold a public
inquiry and to create public debate so that the
community is convinced this important
responsibility of government is open and
transparent. There is no evidence that money will be
saved by the privatisation of the prison system. In
fact, I will argue that if done properly, the
privatisation of prisons will cost more money. The
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only reason to privatise the prison system is so
private companies can make profits.
On 17 August this year the Coburg Brunswick
Commwtity Legal and Financial Counselling Centre
conducted a forum at which research evidence was
given that there was a very high suidde rate at the
private remand centre in Brisbane, allegedly relating
to the private management of the prison. There were
allegations about poor monitoring of contracts, poor
accountability, low staff levels and the use of
high-tech electronic surveillance equipment. There
was also evidence that private prisons both here and
in the United States of America had not proven they
could make cost savings; there was correctional
policy imperialism and defamation threats by the
companies.
This is a very important subject. Indeed, one could
argue that one of the most important responsibilities
of government is to ensure the proper and humane
treatment of prisoners. It is easy for those who are
observers of the system to assume that a person
convicted of a crime and sent to gaol has lost all
basic rights - that is not true. Indeed, through
organisations such as Amnesty International, this
country spends considerable time examining the
cruel and inhumane treatment of prisoners
throughout the world. For this government to
embark upon a system of privatisation, together
with the claim of secrecy because of commercial
confidentiality ensuring that no-one can monitor the
treatment of prisoners, is more like a dedsion of a
TIUrd World government than an enlightened
government in this country.

The arguments fall far short of what we should be
looking at in the 19905. Indeed, although for the past
three successive years we have seen a decrease in the
number of crimes the government is proposing
through the privatisation of prisons to increase the
capacity of prisons by 400 so that 40 per cent of
prisoners would be held in private prisons. On any
world comparison, that is an unacceptably high rate.
Even in the capitalised and privatised United States
far fewer than 40 per cent of prisoners are held in
privately controlled prisons. There is nothing to
show that law and order policy prevents crime or
makes communities safer. In fact, the United States
is the prime example, because it has the highest rate
of incarceration in the world. In New South Wales
there has been a 50 per cent increase in prison
numbers since 1988 while the crime levels have
remained stable. Similarly, harsh and degrading
imprisonment policies have only negative effects on
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prisoners making their survival inside and outside
of prison much more difficult.
Mr E. It. Smith interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - I remind the honourable
member for Glen Waverley that since I have been a
member of Parliament I have spent some time
speaking to and working with prisoners at the
Morwell River Prison, a low-security prison. Indeed,
it housed two of the longest serving prisoners in the
state. During the past six years those two prisoners
have been released. They were convicted of heinous
crimes and, after serving prison sentences of more
than 20 years, they are not the same people they
were when they were convicted. Although they have
spent a long period in prison they are now different
people. One was released three or four years ago
and the other 18 months ago. According to reports
from their parole officers and the police their
behaviour has been exemplary. Therefore, people
who have been convicted of crimes against society
must have opportunities for rehabilitation. We
should support that by ensuring that the
responsibility for the conduct of prisons remains
with the elected government and not private
companies.

The deprivation of liberty of people convicted of
crimes is fundamentally a quasi-judicial role of
government. It should not be delegated to anyone.
Both the Minister for Corrections and the
Director-General of Corrections agreed that
imprisonment is a government responsibility. They
argue that their control over the companies and
contracts will defeat the concerns which I am
expressing and which have been expressed about
the conduct of privatised prisons. I say privatised
prisons cannot and will not work. Indeed, if the
system of privatised prisons is transparent, open to
public scrutiny and properly accountable to
government and, through government, to the people
of Victoria it will be a very costly and inefficient way
of conducting our prisons.
Mr E. It. Smith interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - I have not been to Borallon
but the research evidence indicates that some of the
goings on and difficulties experienced by
community groups, including prison chaplains,
relating to access to prisoners and access to
information about contracts that govern the private
operators of these prisons is a cause of concern. The
proposal by this government is worse than that in
other states because it does not propose that the
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state will own the prison. Prisons will be owned and
operated by private companies that successfully
tender for the contract. I shall say more about those
companies and their record overseas in a moment
If the operator of the prison proves to be
unsatisfactory that operator will own the prison and
it will be extremely difficult for any government to
remove it as the operator of the prison that it owns
and allow another operator to move in. Regardless
of its best intentions and regardless of the
regulations that are put in place to monitor the
prison system, that will create enormous difficulties
for the government

I am very surprised that there has not been a public
debate about this major social issue. As responsible
members of Parliament and as members of a
responsible government we must not fail to have a
wide-ranging public debate so that the community
is aware of all the problems associated with this
unwholesome and I would argue unrepresented
move by the government There is no way the
community has accepted that the privatisation of
prisons is inevitable as it has with so many other
initiatives of the government It is not inevitable.
Australia already has the largest number of
prisoners in private prisons of any country in the
world, with about 10 per cent of prisoners in private
prisons. The United States of America has less than
2 per cent of its prisoners in private prisons and the
majority of states in the USA have rejected
privatisation of prisons. In Texas, which has the
most private prisons, fewer than 30 per cent of
prisoners are in private prisons.
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better state: one in which we would concentrate on
keeping people out of prisons to create a more equal
and fairer society in which people would not be sent
to prisons but in which other forms of punishment
for those who break the law would be pursued with
great vigour and determination by any government
The accountability of those running private prisons
will be suspect. A stumbling block will be the
arguments of operators that they cannot release
details because of commercial confidentiality.
Already we have seen the problems experienced by
the opposition in bringing to account the
government in relation to projects such as the grand
prix and casino. It is argued that information cannot
be made available because of so-called commercial
confidentiality. That may be all right for projects
such as the grand prix and the casino, but quite
clearly-The DEPUIY SPEAKER -Order! The
honourable member's time has expired.

Drought relief
Mr BILDSTIEN (Mildura) - Today I grieve for
the drought-stricken farmers of Victoria, and
particularly for farmers in the Mallee. It is important
to put the issue into perspective so that honourable
members understand the full impact the drought is
having on the rural sector, not only in Victoria but
right around Australia.

The companies that are proposing to operate the
private prisons are in each case half-owned by
overseas companies. It is indefensible that we are
allowing companies to come in and exploit for profit
the running of this country's prison systems!

Honourable members ought to recognise that a
strong recovery in the rural sector in the 1994-95
financial year will be turned around as the drought
reduces the net value of our agricultural production
in Australia by around $1.3 billion. It is estimated by
the Australian Bureau of Agricultural Resource
Economics (ABARE) that on top of that, the value of
our agricultural exports this financial year will be
reduced by about $450 million. More than half of
that forecast fall in the value of both exports and
production is attnbutable to wheat It is estimated
that the drought has resulted in a $700 million fall in
the gross value of wheat production in 1994-95 and a
$350 million reduction in our export returns.

Privatised prisons allocate punishment They run
internal disciplinary procedures on which there is no
appeal and there is no governance from outside
under Victorian law. This is of major and serious
concern. There is a danger that if we create more
prisons we will simply get more prisoners to fill
them. The profit motive will not move us toward
what I and the community believe would be a far

If one looks at the total Australian winter crop,
including wheat, barley and legumes, it will be seen
that we are looking at a reduction of around 40 per
cent to about 17 million tonnes. In particular, wheat
production is expected to fall by about 38 per cent
from 16.9 million tonnes last year to 10.4 million
tonnes this year. On top of that, the summer crop for
1994-95 is expected to be well down, with around

On the figures put forward on the government's
proposal, Victoria will have 40 per cent of its
prisoners in privatised prisons. That is a world
record, and one we should be ashamed of.
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50 per cent of average plantings. The production of
cotton lint is likely to be reduced by some 42 per
cent
What does all this mean in terms of dollar decline? It
is estimated by ABARE that for every dollar decline
in the net value of production in the farm sector
there is a decline in the non-farm sector of around
50 cents. That means the reduction in Australia's
national income as a result of this drought is
estimated to be about $2 billion. Obviously if you
take $2 billion out of the national income there will
be a reduced rate of economic growth, which will
have an impact on employment.
The estimates are that employment in the farm and
the non-farm sectors will be reduced by as many as
23 000 people. The human cost of the drought is the
loss of jobs for more than 20 000 people around
Australia.
Last week the Agriculture and Resource
Management Council of Australia and New Zealand
met in Adelaide and the Kennett government,
through the Minister for Agriculture, lodged a
submission for a declaration under the rural
adjustment scheme of exceptional circumstances in
the drought The minister and the government have
argued strongly that it is important to consider
regional characteristics when assessing the impact of
the drought
Before making his decision on that submission, the
federal Minister for Primary Industries and Energy,
Senator Collins, asked the Rural Adjustment Scheme
Advisory Coundl to consider the submission and
make a recommendation to him. A member of that
council, Fran Rowe, came to Victoria last Friday as
representative of the minister. I accompanied her to
Swan Hill, where we explained the submission to
her.
In summary, our submission explains the severe
rainfall deficiency we have had in Victoria, the
reduced crop yields, insufficient pasture growth, our
low stocks of conserved fodder, low availability of
agistment and high grain prices, the depressed farm
income levels and the high probability of major soil
losses.
It was obviously important to note the losses that we
expect in our grains industry this year as a result of
drought Total crop production in Victoria is
expected to be no more than about 50 per cent of the
1993-94 production. Wheat yields are likely to drop
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from 2.1 million tonnes to 800 000 tonnes and barley
production from 1.4 million tonnes to 400 000 tonnes.
We highlighted that this comes after a succession of
adverse events. One can look at the low barley prices
that farmers experienced last season, the poor wool
prices that have existed over the past couple of
years, rain and weather damage to crops and, of
course, the mouse plague. Recent figures suggest
that the mouse plague cost Victorian grain growers
in the order of $40 million to $50 million, and when
one adds the losses experienced in South Australia
the figure reaches approximately $70 million.
We put forward a strong submission that argued
that the minister ought to trigger the exceptional
circumstances provisions which provide for up to a
100 per cent interest rate subsidy on loans to
farmers. We arranged for a group of people to
present submissions to the RASAC member. The
group included representatives of the Department of
Agriculture, who gave assessments on crops and
livestock and on the financial situation of farmers in
the Mallee; the Victorian Farmers Federation; the
Shire of Swan Hill representing local government;
the banks; rural counsellors; and, we talked to small
business facilitators and went into the field at places
such as Ultima and Lalbert, where we met about half
a dozen farm families who were given the
opportunity of explaining their position in detail.
I think we presented a very good case. I am
confident, as is the Minister for Agriculture, that the
RASAC committee, which meets in Canberra today
to consider the Victorian submission, will
recommend favourably to the Minister for Primary
Industries and Energy. The minister has his last
cabinet meeting at the end of this month, and
therefore we would expect a decision by the end of
November.
The banks estimate that some 75 to 80 per cent of
farmers in the Mallee will require extra funding to
tide them over through this drought, and obviously
they will be in close liaison with their farmer clients
over the next 15 to 20 months.
It is suggested that in the eastern Mallee there will
only be between 0 and 20 per cent of average yields
and in the western Mallee between 25 and 30 per
cent of average yields.
On a typical Mallee farm, if you can find a typical
Mallee farm, if the farmer does not have any crop
income at all this year he can expect to have to
borrow between $80 000 and $100 000. If a farmer
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can get as much as about a third of his crop he will
still have to borrow between $50 000 and $60 000.
That is the sort of financial assistance that these
people will need to carry them through. The Grain
Elevators Board has suggested that it will receive
only about 35 per cent of the average intake of grain
over the past few years, which has been 2.9 million
tonnes. Obviously the drought is taking its toll on
the dry-land farmers, and rural counsellors now
estimate they are seeing some 14 per cent of
dry-land farmers in the Mallee, and it is interesting
to note their observations on the deterioration on the
middle group of farmers. They are saying that
farmers in that middle level who had about
70 per cent equity in their properties over the past
three or four years because of the adverse
circumstances I mentioned have now found their
equity has dropped to as low as 40 per cent, and that
is obviously increasing concern. When the farmers'
incomes deteriorate to the extent they have, the
farmers do not spend and there is a flow-on for
small business.
In my electorate of Mildura the impact has been
quite significant as I have found when I phoned
around and talked to small businesses. Fuel
distributors, for example, who supply bulk
deliveries to farmers say that deliveries are down by
as much as 60 per cent One panel beater in my
electorate has closed down and moved interstate
because he cannot get the business. A cartage
contractor also has closed and moved interstate. One
of the major machinery dealers says there has been a
standstill in sales of major equipment for six or
seven months, a massive drop-off in pre-season
service and about 40 per cent drop-off in the sale of
spare parts. I have talked to another mechanic who
says he has not had a vehicle in his workshop for
nearly a month. Retailers in some of the towns say
that their business has been abnormally low.
One of the great concerns of these rural communities
is that they will lose their skills base and expertise. If
a motor vehicle business cannot afford to keep its
mechanic on because the business is not there and
the mechanic and his family have to leave the
district, the likelihood is that when a recovery occurs
and times get better he will not come back. It is of
great concern that we will lose expertise and skills
base. The government made that point strongly to
the Rural Adjustment Scheme Advisory Committee
member when we met her last week. We also made
the point that it is very important that farm families
get the Austudy allowance. We met with a number
of young people who have just finished their VCE
studies and want to continue, but the likelihood is
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that farm families cannot afford $10 000 or $12 000 to
send their children to Melbourne for further
education. We certainly have impressed upon
RASAC the importance of the federal government
looking favourably at granting the Austudy
allowance to rural families.
One of the other things that has concerned the
government is the environmental impact of the
drought When I drove to Melbourne on Monday
afternoon - and as we all know, the wind was very
gusty on Monday - the amount of dust and top soil
that was blowing between Hattah and Berriwillock
was quite disturbing, and as I passed through Sea
Lake the shire's graders were on the road moving a
couple of feet of topsoil that had blown across the
highway and back off the side of the road. A whole
range of factors has affected farmers in the past few
years and they are now hoping that the Victorian
submission will be successful. I must commend the
Minister for Agriculture for putting together a
comprehensive document which argues that it is not
just drought in Victoria that should be considered:
we have not had three years of drought as they have
had in northern New South Wales and Queensland,
but there are other relevant factors. They include the
vegetation loss, crop and pasture failure, stock
conditions, water supplies from the rivers and dams,
environmental damage, soil erosion and farm
income levels. The scale of the drought in Victoria is
different because of that succession of adverse
circumstances that I talked about earlier, and the
minister suggested that support for farmers ought to
be considered, as I say, on a regional basis.
This is a matter that concerns local members
representing that area in particular but should be of
great concern to all honourable members who
represent Victorians in this Parliament We should
urge our federal colleagues to accept the submission
and to announce that exceptional circumstances will
apply under RASAC for drought-stricken farmers in
this state.

Workplace health and safety
Mr MICALLEF (Springvale) - I wish to grieve
about workplace health and safety. Following on
from the previous speaker, we certainly have
sympathy for the plight of people on the land and
the consequences of the drought and other hazards
they have to deal with from year to year to survive.
I also feel on that basis that there should be
reciprocal sympathy for the issue that I am about to
raise, which is workplace death and injuri~. Last
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year about 150 workers lost their lives through
work-related injuries and the consequences of their
work. I believe, Mr Acting Speaker, that you have an
interest in that area and you have raised many of
these issues. I want to place on record my concern
about what I believe is censorship of raising these
issues and our ability as members to communicate
with the electorate. I hope that the Speaker will
review the decision that has prevented the audio
reporting of the grievance debate this mOrning. I will
not say anything more but just express my concern.
My major concern is that I believe that while Nero is
fiddling. Rome bums, and that is literally what is
happening. I have a couple of newspaper clippings
here including one from the local journal which talks
about an employee who is fighting for his life after
having been burned in a cooker explosion. He
continues to fight for his life in the Alfred Hospital.
That is a consequence of the issues of health and
safety in the workplace not being adequately policed
and adequately supported by government agents.
The union representative, Mr Bill Shorten, went out
and inspected the site, and said:
Investigations by the union since the explosion have
found serious fundamental flaws in the plant's safety.

Several provisional improvement notices (PIN) came
out of that inspection. I have heard that a worker is
fighting for his life after having been being burnt in
a horrific way, and that when the union inspected
the site it found fundamental safety flaws within the
plant That is just not good enough!
Recently we heard about the tragic circumstances of
Thursday, 27 October when four men were badly
burnt from a gas explosion at the Premier's Treasury
Place offices, just across the road from Parliament
House. Being in such close proximity to that disaster
brings it home to us in a very real way. I imagine
that people in the precincts of Parliament on that
day would have heard the explosion, may have even
felt its vibrations, and probably winced at the
consequences and the fact that the workers
amazingly survived, although as a consequence of
that tragic blast, one of them has since died. I believe
he is the father of three children. The other three
survivors are fighting for their lives, and one
questions the quality of life they will have in the
future.
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Premier is really concerned about such issues he
would make sure that the ministers responsible
adequately resource occupational health and safety
and its advisory facility to make sure that potential
accidents and potential disasters are minimised.
There is absolutely no reason why that disaster
should have happened - absolutely no reason! The
definition of an accident is something that can be
prevented, and in this case it is something that
certainly could have been prevented. The explosion
at the Premier's Treasury Place offices is a
spectacular case, but there are still literally hundreds
of workers each year who are seriously injured or
killed from their work. And what is the government
doing? Workers and their organisations are asking
what the government is doing. Is it increasing
resources for the Occupational Health and Safety
AuthOrity and its advisory arm? Is it increasing the
number of inspectors? Is it resolving the industrial
disputes it has with the SPSF, which is hampering
the working of that body? Do we see any evidence
of that? We certainly do not If anything, we see the
opposite. We see a cutback in resources moving
towards self-regulation and so on.
The Occupational Health and Safety Act requires a
duty of care, which is important It provides for
employers in a legally binding way to provide a safe
and healthy work environment. In the past few
months the Trades Hall Council has issued a
number of statements about what the government
has been doing to undermine health and safety
standards in Victoria. It says that the government
has:
revoked critical workplace safety regulations and
codes, including the first aid code.
deliberately delayed the introduction of new national
chemical safety laws.
removed the regulations controlling cancer causing
substances such as DCBs, which were at the heart of
the Hoechst dispute.
asbestos regulations to be amended to reduce the
obligation on employers to control asbestos risks.

The Premier said in a statement that he was appalled

Despite the deaths of dozen of workers over the last
decade from entering contaminated confined spaces,
confined spaces regulations have lapsed and no new
regulations have been made.

at the event and the injuries suffered by the
workmen, but we need more than condescending
platitudes, if I can put it in those terms. If the

Last month the government announced its plans to
deregulate plant and equipment safety standards. They
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are proposing standards for guarding of machinery
that are not even as stringent as those passed in 1885 110 years ago.

Is it any wonder that the Herald Sun, which is not
known to be sympathetic to workers, has taken up
the issue. An article by Neil Wilson says:
The government may be trying to shift blame for
workplace accidents from employers to workers ... The
rigger's hip was crushed by the bucketful of fabricated
steel he had helped to load. It caught on the truck, came
back and pinned him.

He is one of the state's 56 000 workplace health and
safety victims. That is a disgraceful figure, and that
particular accident occurred during the lead-up to
Occupation Health and Safety Week that took place
in October. The article continues:
In the two years of the Kennett government, staff levels
at the authority have been cut from 480 to about 400,
with another 50 job losses in the wind.

For nearly a decade, the staff has worked to implement
the former Labor government's OHS act.

We still have the framework of that act, which was
certainly supported by employers during the last
changes to the act
Most employers wrote saying they basically
supported the thrust of the act and that it had been
working well. Therefore we had a dedicated work
force in the authority working to implement the act
with the full support of the government, employers
and trade unions. But the resources have been cut
back, and we are starting to see the consequences of
the lack of morale. The article states:
Authority staff sources claim that since 1992 the
number of on-road inspectors has been cut from 162 to
about 100 and that the state government figure of about
140 now counts management and administrative staff
not previously included -

That is certainly unsatisfactory The Auditor~'s report in May said only 3 per
cent of workplaces were being audited each year.

That is certainly totally unsatisfactory. The article
also says there were not enough vehicles for the
inspectors to do their work effectively. They have a
pooling system, which means that in some cases
non-specialist inspectors are assigned to jobs for
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which they do not have the expertise - for example,
in scaffolding, boiler and pressure vessels, and areas
where staff are required to have a high degree of
specialisation to effectively inspect jobs.
Another interesting point that came out of that
article was a claim that at least twice the
investigation files on alleged health and safety
breaches by two national companies have gone
missing. The government needs to explain what
happened in this case when files on breaches of the
act by prominent companies have certainly gone
somewhere. The government owes it to the
community to investigate that matter and present a
report.
The building and construction division of the
department has seen the number of inspectors
reduced from 24 to 16. The horrific pictures in the
newspapers showed the consequences of the blast at
the Treasury building which was a result of such
cutbacks.
The opposition is concerned about what is
happerung. We are getting hints from sources within
the Occupational Health and Safety AuthOrity
(OHSA) that they could be soon subsumed by the
Victorian Workcover Authority. It is spending
$8 million on publicity and we see slogans like
'Workcover is working for you'. Maybe some of that
money should be spent on resourcing the authority.
Those who work in the authority are demoralised;
they are wondering whether they will retain their
independence within the authority, whether they
will be taken over by Workcover or whether they
will be taken over by the Department of Business
and Employment At the moment it looks as though
they are responding to three ministers: Pescott,
Gude and Ha11am.
The minister and the Premier need to establish very
firmly who is the minister responsible for
occupational health and safety in this state. OHSA
has been under review for almost the entire period
this government has been in office, and that is very
demoralising. Recently we received information that
in seven cases where inspectors applied PIN notices
six were cancelled. The inspectors are certainly
under pressure. It seems that occupational health
and safety standards are falling.
The advisory committee set up by the minister has
been a joke. Its advice has not been sought by the
minister and it is making a mockery of replacing the
old Occupational Health and Safety Commission.
The first aid code was changed without any
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consultation. The hazardous substance regulations
are stalled. Where are they? We are moving towards
a national pollutant register in the chemical and
agricultural chemicals areas. We need a national
hazardous chemicals register to complement and
supplement those regulations. Confined spaces
regulations have lapsed. I understand the new
regulations are sitting on the minister's desk.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! The honourable member's time has expired.

Police: detective training
Mr McLELLAN (Frankston East) - I join this
debate today somewhat reluctantly because the
issue I raise should and I believe could have been
dealt with internally by the Victoria Police Force.
However, I firmly believe the people capable of
addressing the matter have neither the will nor the
intention of doing so. The issue concerns the
detective training school, and course 162 in
particular. This course was doomed from the
beginning. As a result, 16 of the 27 students who
attended the course failed. That is an unprecedented
number. And I believe they failed for a number of
reasons that I will outline shortly.

I shall outline the demanding criteria on which
police apply for detective training school. To be
eligtble to enter the OB students have to be in the
top 5 per cent in their districts. Application to work
must be consistently high and supported by district
supervisors' reports on individual merit. Because the
officers work at consistently high levels and
standards they are given opportunities to perform
temporary duties. Some have worked for up to two
years in the OB above other officers in their district.
That is a clear indication that the students as police
officers have matured, grown with experience and
earned the right to progress into the OB.
Three-monthly reports are submitted regarding
Suitability and progress. Not one of those reports
made adverse comments about poor work
performance or precluded a student's progress from
job promotion or from entering the detective
training school and, as a consequence, the OB.
Students must appear before a OB suitability board,
which consists of an inspector and two senior
sergeants who are currently serving OB officers.
All of the students on course 162 met the criteria.
TIle course is no different from any other course that
is conducted. I should point out that the policy of
Victoria Police is that officers have only one chance
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of entering the detective training school. If they fail
they are precluded from pursuing certain roles.
Many police specifically join the force because they
want to become detectives. If they cannot go back
and complete the course it places limitations and
restrictions on their future careers.
I shall move on to the course itself which, as I said,
was doomed from the start. I base that belief and
opinion on the unprofessionalism displayed by
some of the course officers and instructors from the
outset. There was constant personal, sexual and
ethnic harassment. It would be most
unparliamentary of me to repeat the words used on
occasions. They derived from the names of two male
students and from comments overheard by the
students of one instructor about what he would like
to do to one of the female students. It would be most
inappropriate to repeat those comments; suffice it to
say they had a negative effect on the students
forcing them to remain silent so as not to draw
attention to themselves and incur further similar
comments.
By the end of week one students were performing
below standard. The officer in charge, Mr Sprague,
said he would fail 20 students if he had to. This was
unfortunate news for the students at that time
because even after the first week their morale was at
a very low point. Students complained that the
course information was outdated, the firearms
justification and legislation were outdated, some of
their team leaders were not available, they were
unable to take notes at the weekly debriefings after
exams and insufficient time was given to
debriefings. When questions were raised, they were
told they were being argumentative and, as a result,
the debriefing was concluded, denying them further
questions.
When students complained about the lack of ability
to ask questions they were told they were nothing
but whingers. Students wondered why, during the
fact-insertion exam, words like 'and/or' were
applicable. When students are on the streets they are
not required to know that information verbatim;
they can refer to the Crimes Act or any other act to
complete paperwork.
Not one of the 16 students who failed the course has
ever lost a case or had writs issued against them
because of poor, ineffective or shabby paperwork.
There were constant leaks from the course to people
outside which resulted in negative feedback to
students. At a dinner in a Brunswick restaurant
during the course an officer connected with the
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course told past and present detective training
school instructors that he would fail 20 students.
That is consistent with comments made to students
in the first week and consistent with the attitude
displayed by other instructors during the course.
As a result of that and many other factors, 16
students failed the course. As I said, this was
unprecedented in the history of the detective
training school. Not many people were prepared to
come forward and criticise the course and the
manner in which it was conducted. On the morning
of the final oral examinations Detective Sergeant Bux
was told the name of a student who would fail and
that, in all, 16 would fail. So concerned was
Detective Sergeant Bux that he submitted a report
detailing his concern about the leaks and other
aspects of this course.

Reports and complaints to the Victoria Police
Association and senior officers resulted in an
investigation of course 162 by a so-called
independent officer. I say 'so-called' because
Inspector O'Sullivan, who was appointed to conduct
the inquiries, was a former instructor at D1'5 during
1990-91. I believe that rather than being independent
he was biased. At the beginning of his interviews, he
stated to the students that D1'5 was very close to his
heart and when asked by a student who had passed.
the course why he thought so many had failed he
said, They were 16 dummies so you should be
grateful you passed. this elite course'.
During interviews with the students who had failed
he said, 1 am here to tell you why you have failed. If
you wish to raise other matters, write them down in
the questionnaire'. At no stage did Inspector
O'Sullivan concede in his report that the
unprofessional behaviour of the instructors had
contributed to the high failure rate of the students on
the course. In his report he states that the instances
of unprofessional conduct by the two DTS staff had
'impacted on the integrity of D1'5 and that measures
should be taken to correct this situation', and
recommends:
(a) that as a result of five questions considered to be
inappropriate being included in the SFSL exam, all
students should be credited with 10 marks in line
with the policy adopted throughout the course by
DTS staff; and.
(b) that as a result of recommendation (a) two students
would fail the course by 1.14 marks and 3.87
marks respectively. In light of these findings I
recommend that they be granted a pass.
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That has not happened, and as recently as two
weeks ago both students were told that they would
remain failed. In October I went to the William
Street offices to speak to Assistant Commissioner
Robertson, who is in charge of training, and while I
received a warm welcome I got a snow job, as I
expected. Assistant Commissioner Robertson
pointed out the code of ethics that hangs on the
office wall, part of which states that all personnel
must be responsible for their own actions, or words
to that effect. Obviously that does not apply to D1'5
staff because if it did there is no way that he could
accept the results of course 162.
He told me that the students were not up to
standard and had been allowed into the job at a time
when entrance standards were lower and that the
course simply reflected that low standard. He stated
also that a number of the students had made more
than one attempt at other exams and were low
achievers. He said that DTS was an academic course,
but no other academic course anywhere has a
multiple-choice answering system. Academics to
whom I have spoken have laughed at such a system.
Out of 70-0dd courses, only two in the police force
preclude a person from re-applying. If courses for
senior constables, sergeants and - dare I say it officers had such a policy, quite a few current senior
officers would not be in the positions they now
enjoy. I am not suggesting that Victoria Police lower
its standards of training. However, in this instance,
given all the complaints and comments by students
who passed. and failed the course and the conditions
under which the course was conducted, those who
failed should be given another go and the two
students who were recommended for passes should
be granted them immediately. To do less would be
to deny them natural justice. I believe also there
should be a total review of this particular course.
There has been a bias or a lack of procedural
fairness, considerable unreasonableness, personal
and sexual discrimination and ethnic slurs. It is
shameful that one officer resigned as a result of this
course. I understand OTS is a very intensive and
stressful course, but it stands out among all other
01'5 courses in that while past average failure rates
have been around 4 per cent this course had a failure
rate of 55 per cent. Never in the history of 01'5 has
the percentage been so high. I do not believe it is due
entirely to students not meeting the usual standards;
it is due to other reasons which must be addressed
to make sure this situation never recurs. When I read
the students' work reports, records of arrests and
achievements there was no doubt in my mind that
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something was drastically wrong with course 162.
As a result of the failures the officers are now
limited in what future paths are available to them.
It is worth noting that the Australian Federal Police
and police forces in other states do not follow
Victoria's procedure on D1'5 courses but train
detectives on the basis of ongoing practical and
academic learning combined with testing and
assessment at various stages. I suggest that the
syllabus and results of course 162 be further
reviewed and that a total review and assessment of
D1'5 methods be undertaken to make it more
practical and productive. As I have said, to do less is
to deny these people natural justice.

Over the past few months I have met with a number
of the students and I have found them to be
dedicated and devoted police officers. Contrary to
the belief that they were low achievers and
,dummies', I point out that two have passed
university courses. I cannot see how the officer in
charge of training can dismiss that out of hand and
fail to give them another attempt at pursuing the
careers they have chosen. Their results are on the
board. I have not seen all their reports but those I
have seen are outstanding. I can only repeat that so
far as I am concerned Assistant Commissioner
Robertson, who is in charge of training, indicated to
me that he would speak to the commanders about
the course. I put it to him that he as the officer in
charge has the power to do something about this
matter and should do so forthwith.

Crown Casino: bid
Mr COLE (Melbourne) - I grieve about the
tendering process for the casino licence. As
honourable members would be aware, for some time
the opposition has been calling for a full
independent judicial inquiry into the casino
tendering process. We believe the reasons for
holding an inquiry are both overwhelming and
compelling. In recent times we have been joined in
that call by the Sunday Age editorial of 16 October
and the Age editorial of 17 October. As of today's
date we believe the reasons for conducting a judicial
inquiry into the casino tendering process have not
diminished in the slightest In fact, they have been
exacerbated and the argument is now much more
compelling.

Recently we learnt that the Chairman of the
Victorian Casino and Gaming AuthOrity, Mr John
Richards, has stated more than once that the winner
of the bid was financially superior to that of the
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Sheraton m bid. Those statements have been made
despite the fact that the financial analysis done by
merchant bank SBC Dominguez Barry could not
split the bids and suggested that other criteria be
used when assessing them. We have learnt also that
the deadline for final submissions was extended and
that this extension enabled Crown to increase its bid
by up to $80 million.
The Chairman of the Casino and Gaming AuthOrity
has stated that both applicants were given a fair and
equal opportunity to vary their submissions.
However, a senior executive of Sheraton m has
expressly denied that it was given a chance to raise
its bid. We have further learnt that a member of the
four-man planning panel which recommended that
Crown win the Melbourne casino licence had a
previous and indeed very recent financial
relationship with Crown's biggest shareholder,
Hudson Conway.
As reported in the Sunday Age of 16 October,
Mr Michael Barlow, a director of town planners,
A. T. Cox and Partners, admitted that his company
had 'previously had an ongoing relationship with
Hudson Conway'. He confirmed that he delivered a
submission on behaH of Hudson Conway to the
Hawthorn City Council in June 1981 supporting
development plans for Tooronga Village land. There
was in this case such a significant conflict of interest
that in our view he should not have been on that
planning panel

The matters outlined above more than satisfy the
call of the opposition for a full judicial inquiry into
the casino tendering process.
A further matter that I want to spend some time on
this morning is the issue of probity and whether or
not the current opera tors of the Melbourne casino
are appropriate people to be involved in the casino.

On 20 October this year the Leader of the Opposition
asked the Premier whether there had been any
changes to the probity requirements that were set
out in the registration-of-interest brief issued on
November 1991 to the bidders for the casino licence.
In his answer to the Leader of the Opposition's
question, the Premier stated:
... the probity requirements were established in 1991 by
the former government To my knowledge, nothing has
changed. To my knowledge, Sir, I am not aware of any
of the individuals in any way contradicting the
requirements that were set by that probity test
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It is important to note that the requirements set out
in the brief state at page 4:
-Registrants will be required to demonstrate that those
parties proposed to be associated with the
development, ownership, management and operation
of the casino are of excellent repute and have adequate
resources and experience to develop a world-class
casino.

At page 11 of the brief the following appears:
The information requirements of the Casino Control
Authority will be a matter for the authority itself to
determine, and registrants must understand that
exhaustive checks of companies and key individuals
will be undertaken to ensure that companies or persons
with known criminal records, habits and associations
or deficiencies in business probity, ability and
experience are barred from any role or association with
the development, ownership, management and
operation of the casino.

If the Premier has not misled the house in his answer
on 20 October, then Mr Uoyd Williams, a director of
Hudson Conway, and the managing director of
Crown Casino and formerly a director of Dominion
Properties, could not possibly have passed any
probity check to do with the casino.
Further to this, Grocon Constructions could not have
been involved in the building of the casino if the
requirements as set out in the original registration of
interest brief, particularly as they relate to people
involved in the initial development of the casino, are
to be followed.
On 21 October in this house the Leader of the
Opposition asked the Premier a specific question
about Dominion Properties and that company's
conviction in 1983 of giving secret commissions to
the secretary of the Builders Labourers Federation,
Mr Norm Gallagher. The Leader of the Opposition
asked whether this was the same charge that
Mr George Herscu was convicted of and which
resulted in Mr Herscu's company, Hooker Harrah,
losing the licence and the contract to build and
operate the Sydney casino in 1985.
The Premier seemed to take offence at the question
asked by the Leader of the Opposition, which is not
unusual, and stated that although Mr Herscu was
individually charged with this offence, Mr Uoyd
Williams was not Nonetheless, it is dear that
Dominion Properties of which Mr Uoyd Williams
was a director at the time was indeed convicted of
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giving secret bribes to Norm Gallagher, which of
itself would be sufficient to exclude Mr Williams
from anything to do with the casino pursuant to the
original brief of registration of interest and the act
Unfortunately, the Premier did not bother to read
the transcript of the proceedings of the royal
commission into the Builders Labourers Federation
because had he done so he would have found a full
and frank admission by Mr Williams that he was
personally responsible for the giving of the bribes to
Norm Gallagher.
Mr Williams gave his evidence before the royal
commission in camera, but this information is now
available. It must be remembered that Mr Williams,
through his company Dominion Properties, gave
Mr Gallagher thousands of dollars worth of
electrical, plumbing and carpentry work that was
done on Mr Gallagher's beach house at McLoughlins
Beach, Yarram.
At page 1019 of the transcript the following
questions were asked of Mr Williams:
So the favours, if I can call them that, that you have
been prepared to bestow upon Gallagher have been
part and parcel of what you believe is the establishment
of good. relations between you and your companies and
his union?

Mr Williams answered:
I think it has been an excellent public relations exercise.

The next question and answer have to be
understood in the context in which they were asked.
It has to be remembered that Mr George Herscu and
Mr Morris Alter, who both personally pleaded
guilty to giving secret bn"bes, advised the royal
commission that while they in broad terms knew
about the favours that were being bestowed upon
Mr Gallagher, they did not really want to know
about any of the particular details.
The following question was asked by
Mr O'Callaghan, who was assisting the royal
commission:
I am telling you what Mr Herscu is saying. Mc Alter
came along yesterday and said much the same thing, 1
knew about favours but that is part of your authority,
you fix it up, I do not want to know about it'.

He then asked where he stood on that question?
Mr Williams answered:
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I am the person who authorised it. It happens that
Mr Gregson was the person who implemented. it. I am
not sort of absolving myself as you are telling me
Mr Herscu and Mr Alter seem to have done. I am the
person who did it. I am not taking the Herscu or Alter
view if that is the view they have taken. I directed Tom
Gregson to do these bits and pieces for Norm Gallagher
and I generally believe they were bits and pieces.

Mr Gallagher got four and a half years
imprisonment for bits and pieces? This answer by
Uoyd Williams is compelling and makes it quite
clear that he was personally involved in giving
bribes to Norm Gallagher. The fact that it was his
company that was convicted of giving bribes and his
admissions at the royal commission indicate that
Mr Williams could not and should not have passed
any probity check done by the casino authority.
Further to this, you have the following observations
by the royal commissioner at pages 2976 and 2971 of
the transcript when he says of Uoyd Williams:
One gets the impression from all that that he was not
doing it-

the favours for Norm Gallagher simply as an act of charity but that there might have
been something else behind it - to use his words, 'to
maintain good public relations' - which would rather
indicate that he was seeking to secure some sort of
advantage to himself or the companies he was
representing.

This observation by the royal commissioner, the

danming admissions to which I have referred and
his association with people convicted of bnbes as
joint owners of companies, makes him an unsuitable
person to be involved in a casino.
There were originally 23 bidders in the race for the
casino and the 23 applications were whittled down
to a final eight. In that list of eight applications was
the construction company Grocon, run by the Grono
brothers, Bruno and Rino Grollo. As a result of the
Grollo brothers conviction of giving secret bribes to
Norm Gallagher, their company was knocked out of
the casino race appropriately on probity grounds.
Mr Williams should also have been knocked out of
the race for exactly the same reason. How is it that
the Grollos are knocked out in relation to the
building and operating of the casino, but they are
now able to come back into the race via the back
door and have been awarded the contract to build a
casino that is to be owned and operated by the same
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Mr Williams who gave such indicting evidence
before the Winneke royal commission.
It is interesting to note that Mr Morris Alter also
pleaded guilty to giving secret commissions to
Norm Gallagher as a result of the report of the royal
commission. Mr Alter is a director of Ha1berton Pty
Ltd, which is in business with a company run by
Mr Uoyd Williams, namely, Davidson Hughes
Developments Pty Ltd. That partnership owns the
complex at 800 Toorak Road, which has been leased
to Coles Myer until the year 2000. Would that
alone - being a director of that company, with a
person who committed crimes and who was
convicted for bribery - eliminate Uoyd Williams
from owning the casino? That alone would be
sufficient because the registration of interest brief
refers to 'association'.
Frankly, the issue is whether those who did the
probity checks for the casino were aware of the
conviction of Dominion Properties and, indeed, the
evidence of Uoyd Williams before the royal
commission. In light of the elimination of the Grollo
brothers from the short list of the eight tenderers on
what the opposition believes were probity grounds,
one can expect that the people associated with
probity check for the casino were aware of the
Winneke royal commission.
Everything about the probity of this issue shows
clearly that if the probity people were aware of the
Winneke royal commission they must have been
aware of the conviction of Dominion Properties and
of the evidence that was given by Mr Williams; and,
if they were not, they should have been.
The opposition believes we need a full, open and
independent judicial inquiry. On all the points we
have raised here, it is clear that Mr Uoyd Williams
could not possibly have passed a probity test.
Mr Williams is as much entitled to have a casino
licence as the person engaged in bribing Mr Norm
Gallagher. There is no difference whatever between
Mr Williams's involvement in bribery and
Mr GaIlagher's actions in receiving bribes.
The opposition believes that Uoyd Williams is not
an appropriate person to hold a casino licence. The
probity check was either done negligently, not at all
or was overruled. Mr Williams and his cohorts and
the mates of the Premier, including the de facto
leader of the Liberal Party, Mr Ron Walker, have
taken crime and carpetbaggery to a new level. In this
particular case the probity check on Mr Williams
was not done properly.
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Dysfunctional families
MI5 HENDERSON (Geelong) - I am happy to
have the opportunity of joining the grievance debate
today. I wish to grieve for dysfunctional families.
Whatever form it takes, the family is the basic unit of
our society. Certainly we would all agree that the
family promotes the wellbeing of, nurtures, provides
security for, supports, educates and maintains its
members. However, from time to time families need
support at different times of the family cycle.
Dysfunctional families require additional support.
There is no doubt that the family brings great joy
and, although sometimes it brings sadness, in
general the family unit is something to celebrate. As
1994 is the International Year of the Family it is a
time we can use to focus on families, to reflect on the
importance of families to the community and to take
the opportunity of celebrating its importance in
society.
The International Year of the Family has been
important in raising awareness of the issues
affecting families in the 1990s. Earlier this year the
Minister for Community Services appointed a
Ministerial Council for the International Year of the
Family, which I have had the privilege of chairing.
Part of the launch of the council earlier this year was
a document entitled, Victorian Families, which takes a
factual look at family life in Victoria. The document
has been circulated widely throughout the
community and to agencies that provide family
services.
A portion of the document looks at facts on families
and attempts to define what family type Victorian
families fall into. The major family type in Victoria is
still the two-parent family with dependent children,
but they form fewer than half of all families.
Two-parent families with dependent children make
up 45.5 per cent of all families. The second largest
family type is couples without children, which
represent 30.2 per cent of all families. That group
includes older couples whose children have left
home permanently. One-parent families are the
third-largest family type and have been one of the
fastest growing groups in Victoria in the past
decade, with 12.4 per cent of all families being
headed by a single parent, the majority of whom are
women.
In a little more than two-thirds of all families there
are children, including adult children, living within
the household. Since 1986, the number of couples
with dependent children in Victoria has declined
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while the number of couples without children and
the number of one-parent families with children has
increased. In 1991, families with adult children
living with them represented 14.3 per cent of
Victorian families, an increase from a figure of
127 per cent in 1986.

Victorian Families has been important in focusing on
families and a whole range of things concerning
families. The booklet covers items such as the
formation of families, and there is a particularly
important chapter about migrant families, which
examines the long history of migrant families
settling in Victoria.
This year the ministerial council has been looking at

issues affecting families. We went out and actually
spoke to people in the community in an attempt to
recognise the main issues that families face in the
1990s. We have had numerous public consultations
in rural Victoria and regional Victoria and have met
with agencies and peak bodies in metropolitan
Melbourne.
We talked to women from the Rural Womens
Network, to peak bodies, to church organisations, to
general practitioners, to organisations with
responsibility for families that have a family
member with a disability, and to community health
centres, marriage and relationship counsellors and
many more.
A great number of issues emerged during those
consultations, one of which was the importance of
parenting skills and education. As we all know,
parenting is probably one of the most important
responsibilities a person can face in his or her life
and many people at different stages of family life
face situations which they have not been prepared
for and from time to time need support in
addressing these issues.
Teenagers can often change the dynamics in a family
and families, whether they are dysfunctional or
healthy families, need support and enhanced skills
to cope with these changing dynamics. They
certainly need the skills to cope with the crises that
arise in just about every family from time to time.
Another interesting, vital and important issue that
emerged was relationships within a family. Patterns
of separation and divorce within families have
changed considerably in recent times. Victorian
Families refers to work done by the Australian
Institute of Family Studies on that changing pattern.
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Family violence continues to be an enormous social
problem in our community and many women and
children are subjected to serious harassment and
violence from violent partners. I am very pleased, as
are all Victorians, that the government has
introduced legislation to provide for indefinite
intervention orders to protect women from violent
partners.
Recently the Attorney-General has reached
agreement through negotiation with the
commonwealth government that these orders will
override Family Court orders. 1bis will be of
enormous benefit to women who are subjected to
violence from their partners. The new anti-stalking
laws that are being introduced into the house will
also give great comfort to women and give them
further protection from violent partners.
In recognising the enormous problems of domestic
violence the government has not only addressed the
matter in terms of the legislation, but has increased
funding for domestic violence programs from
$8.4 million to $10 million. The govemmentwill
provide further support to families that are caring
for a member with disabilities, and further support
in the respite care area. The extension of this service
will provide an expanded system for respite care for
about 1000 families. The government currently
spends $18 million per year to provide respite care.
The expansion of the Making a Difference program,
which has an annual budget of $1.1 million, will
provide individualised support services or grants to
families who are caring for a family member with
disabilities. The Making a Difference Program can
help with equipment and certainly makes the job
much easier for families caring for a disabled family
member at home.
In the past 12 months mandatory reporting of child
abuse has been very successful. It has resulted in a
much higher level of calls from the community, and
the reporting of concerns about children who are
subjected to neglect and abuse has been very
positive. An additional $11.6 million has been
provided for the child protection budget since the
first stage of mandatory reporting began 12 months
ago. 1bis extra funding includes an $8 million boost
in the last budget which provided for extra child
protection workers, an extra after-hours expansion
and an additional 200 beds which can accommodate
about 400 abused children or children at risk over a
year. In total, the government is now spending
$40 million a year on the investigation of suspected
child abuse and on protection for children at risk.
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Victoria has more specialist child protection workers
than any other state and is the only state which
provides a specialist 24-hour-a-day, seven days a
week statewide child protection service. It is
recognised that the strong commitment of
community and its willingness to make reports is a
strong endorsement of the government's decision to
introduce mandatory reporting. An ongoing
redevelopment away from institutions and towards
foster care and family-based placements recognises
that most children do better when they have a
continuous caregiver and an opportunity to live in a
family environment
There is no doubt that the family is a great cause for
joy. It is the basic unit of our society and I feel very
optimistic about the future for families in the state.
The family is a great cause for celebration, and this
International Year of the Family has given not only
government but people in the community an
opportunity to be involved in that celebration. The
family, if it is an effective family, is a perfect support
mechanism for a healthy individual and a healthy
society. I think it is opportune that I commend the
work of the ministerial council during this year as it
has certainly put in place a number of programs to
look at the long-term benefits that will go well
beyond the International Year of the Family.
National Family Week begins on 20 November and
during that week the ministerial council will be
giving some awards to foster families and caregivers
who so unselfishly and generously give their time
and the time of their family to take in a young
person for further development and a basic family
life. It is most important that we recognise the
enormous service these foster families have given.
Some of those families have been providing care for
children who are not part of their own family for 25
or 30 years. The awards will be made during
National Family Week.
In conclusion, I reiterate that the family is a great
cause for joy and provides a great opportunity for us
to celebrate what I consider to be the most basic unit
of our society.

Crown Casino: bid
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - The
matter I wish to grieve about today concerns the
government's failure to undertake a full judicial
inquiry into the awarding of the Melbourne casino
licence. Premier Kennett said that the casino would
represent 'the new spirit' of Victoria, and how right
he was: the new spirit of cronyism, the new spirit of
special deals for their mates, the new spirit of no
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rules, no proper processes, the new spirit of no
accountability - this is the new spirit of the Kennett
gravy train. The only train that runs on time in this
state is the Kennett gravy train. The only train line
that has not yet been attacked or cut back by the
National Party is the Kennett gravy train.

ring the Casino Control Authority and find out
about his rival bid? How do you explain the process
of appointing Grocon as the builder, and most
important of all, how do you explain the process of
probity checks and the granting of the licence to
Mr Williams?

The matters I have raised in this Parliament and the
matters I raise today are serious indeed. They
require the full investigation of an independent
judicial public inquiry because Victoria's reputation
is at stake. Our reputation as a place to do business
nationally and our reputation as a place to do
business internationally are at stake. Our investment
climate is at stake, and the type of future we want
for our children is at stake.

There are eight compelling reasons why there must
now be a full judicial inquiry into the granting of the
casino licence. The first is the massive
inconsistencies in explaining the merits of the
winner's bid. We have the financial documents from
SBC Dominguez Barry that say quite clearly that as
both proposals are very similar, it recommends:

The tendering process for the casino and the
subsequent operation of it has made Victoria a
laughing-stock. Where else in Australia could a
company structure that bears no resemblance
whatsoever to the structure approved for the licence
in September 1993 now be approved by this
government? Where else in Australia could a
company design and hotel complex be approved
which bears no resemblance whatsoever to that
approved in 1993, and where else except in Jeff
Kennett's Victoria could a new hotel and gaming
complex be approved which is targeted
fundamentally at the young children of our state?
The only person in this state who is standing in the
way of a full judicial inquiry into the granting of the
casino licence is the Premier, Mr Kennett no-one
else. We still get the calls every day from the
business community saying, 'Push on; this is a dirty,
rotten, stinking deal; push on'. The only person who
will not agree to a full judicial inquiry is the Premier
of Victoria. We in this state have been witness to a
political conspiracy at the highest level - a
conspiracy to deliver Victoria's cash cow to friends
of the Uberal Party and to friends of the Premier,
and if anybody here wants to prove me wrong, call
an inquiry: hold an inquiry; let the facts come out
because the facts will show the truth. There is a lot of
explaining to do. How do you explain the massive
discrepancies in comments from government
members and the Casino Control Authority? How
do you explain government decisions taken without
independent advice such as the change to poker
machine rules designed to reopen the bidding
process to give the Crown consortium another
chance? How do you explain the conduct of the
government in allowing only one bidder to know
about the grand prix coming to Melbourne? How do
you explain the fact that Mr Williams was able to

that the Casino Control Authority selects the preferred
applicant on grounds other than the financial attributes
of each applicant's proposal.

It is a clear, unambiguous statement. We have the
document and that is what it says. Yet when the
winning bid was announced, the Minister for
Gaming, Mr Haddon Storey, said:
I can indicate categorically ... that on every basis of
measurement the financial offer of Crown Casino Ltd
was greater than that of Melbourne Casino ...

That is the Sheraton-Leighton company.
The head of the Victorian Casino Control Authority,
Mr John Richards, said:
Crown had won the unanimous endorsement from the
authority and its two design and financial
subcommittees.

The fact of the matter is that those two statements
are grossly inconsistent with the financial
documents of SBC Dominguez Barry. To put it not
too politely, someone is lying. It is not SBC
Dominguez Barry because we have the document,
so either Mr Storey or the head of the Casino Control
AuthOrity is not telling Victorians the truth.
In any other state of Australia that would be ground
enough alone to have a full judicial inquiry, but that
is just the first of a number. The second issue is the
security of the bidding process. And what a
remarkable bidding process it was! m Sheraton
said of this process that it was dudded; that the
process leaked like a sieve, and there was no
security of process. An article in the Herald Sun of 15
October reports a representative of m Sheraton as
saying:
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We were given every assurance that the Premier would
keep at arms--length distance from the selection process
and it appears ... that was not the case ...

They put it pretty well, dicin't they! The Prime
Minister said 'TIlis deal stinks like a dead cat in the
middle of the road'. He put it very succinctly:
A tender that was $100 million behind miraculously
became a tender where the financial adviser could not
make a judgement And who got the deal? Good old
Ran Walker and his mates.

That is what the Prime Minister said. The opposition
has more evidence from Mr Williams himself, who
in a recent article in the Melbourne Age, confirmed
that there were leaks all over the place from the
bidding process.

So whether you are talking to Mr Williams, whether
you are talldng to Sheraton-Leighton or whether you
take the Prime Minister's view, the fact is that the
bidding process was corrupted. It leaked like a sieve
and someone was giving information to Mr Ron
Walker and to Mr Uoyd Williams. And I wonder
who.
The third issue is the government's manipulation of
the process. 'This refers to decisions taken by the
government without Treasury advice to
dramatically change the number of gaming
machines available in this state. This was the
decision to restrict to 45 000 the number of gaming
machines in Victoria and to 105 the number of
gaming machines in venues within 100 kilometres of
the casino. This was a decision taken after bids were
supposed to have closed on 16 August. One has to
ask why the government made that decision? It
made that decision because it materially benefited
Crown Casino. It did not benefit Sheraton-Leighton,
which had its capital locked up! This materially
benefited one of the bidders, Crown Casino, which
went back to the market and borrowed money on
the basis of that Cabinet decision. When I raised this
matter in Parliament, the useless Treasurer of this
state said that Cabinet took that decision without
any advice whatsoever from Treasury.
What a great way to do businessf The government
had to do it that way because if there had been
Treaswy advice it would have said it would have
benefited Crown Casino. So they did it without
advice, in the dark of the night to benefit their
mates -and benefit their mates they did! They
manipulated the gaming process.
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One must ask why it was that the TAB withdrew on
the night of 16 August? The fourth issue I shall raise
is the probity requirement. This matter has been the
subject of debate today by the honourable member
for Melbourne, but I shall quote the documentation
put out by the Casino Control AuthOrity, which
states:
The information requirements of the Casino Control
Authority will be a matter for the authority itself to

determine, but registrants must understand that
exhaustive chedcs of companies and key individuals
will be undertaken to ensure that companies or persons
with known aiminal records, habits and association or
deficiencies in business probity, ability and experience
are barred ...

I repeat, 'are barred'; it is not 'might be barred'.
are barred from any role or association with the
development, ownership, management and operation
of the casino.

In the drcumstances, if the probity checks were done
and if the letter of the law was followed, it is

absolutely impossible, absolutely inconceivable, that
Mr Uoyd Williams could have passed that probity
check.
If the probity check was done the only explanation is
that it would have been an adverse finding. It could
not have been anything else. It must have been
overruled by the Premier and the government
because giving the licence to Mr Williams is
tantamount to giving it to Mr Norm Gallagher.
There is no difference whatsoever, and that is what
this government has done.
The fifth issue I shall raise is insider trading. This
relates to the matter of the grand prix and the recent
confession - because that is what it is - in the
Melbourne Age by Mr Uoyd Williams, that he was
aware of 'all negotiations going on at all times' for
the grand prix.
That is not bad, is it? ITI Sheraton-Leighton did not
know about the grand prix. It did not know that the
heads of agreement had been signed. This is the
grand prix, which in the Premier's words, will bring
$100 million of extra business to Melbourne. It will
bring $15 million or $20 million extra each year for
10 years to the casino - $150 million to
$200 million - and only Uoyd Williams was aware
of the negotiations going on at all times.
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Someone told Mr Uoyd Williams. Was it the
Premier? Was it Mr Ron Walker? Was it someone
else? Nevertheless the bottom line on this is this is
insider trading. That is what it is. It is insider trading
where one of the bidders has access to privileged
information that enabled that one to bid higher than
the other contender did. TItis is a matter that is being
investigated by the Australian Securities
Commission, and we shall wait and see what the
commission discovers on that
The next matter concerns the potential breaches of a
significant number of laws of this country. I have
already mentioned the Australian Securities
Commission's investigation into insider trading. The
next matter concerns Federal Hotels and section
9(2)(e) of the Casino Control Act1hat section of the
act requires that the successful bidder be someone
who has experience running a casino. When the bid
was lodged on 16 August, Federal Hotels was a
10 per cent owner; it was an essential part of the
consortium. But immediately Mr Uoyd Williams
and Crown Casino were given this contract, this
licence to print money, Federal Hotels was shoved
out of the arrangements. The fact is that it represents
a clear breach of section 9(2)(e) of the Casino Control
Act There is no-one in that corporation who has
experience running a casino.
The next matter concerns the issues raised in the
Herald Sun by Mr Terry McCrann, namely, the fact
that before the prospectus closed Crown Casino had
informed the planning department of this
government of its intention to build a 1000-room
hoteL Here they go! They put out a prospectus for
360 rooms - that is what they went out to the
public for - and before the prospectus has even
closed, they are into the Victorian planning
department with a 37-page submission to build a
lOoo-room hotel. lhe fact is this is a misleading
prospectus, a grossly misleading prospectus, and
Mr Williams knew at all times that it was misleading!
Finally, we have the whole process. What we have
seen since Crown Consortium won the casino
licence is the following: the structure of Crown
Casino Ltd has changed dramatically; the structure
of the company operating the casino, Crown
Management Pty Ltd, has changed; the design of the
casino has been changed once, and Crown is now
seeking to change it a second time; the marketing
strategy of the casino has changed from a focus on
live entertainment to a focus on virtual reality
machines and other electronic games designed to
attract children and young people to the casino; the
casino will no longer be built in the time required
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under the Casino (Management Agreement) Act;
Crown has sought and obtained additional space,
gaming machines and tables at the temporary casino
for no additional cost; and Crown is now seeking
exemptions from the penalty provisions of the
Casino (Management Agreement) Act
Does this not make an absolute farce of the whole
process? The company is totally different. The hotel
and casino complex is totally different The
marketing strategy is totally different
We will now have this vulgar, cheap marketing and that is what it is - to young kids. It smells like a
dead cat! It stinks like a dead cat! We have seen
potential breaches of at least three areas of the law,
the Casino Control Act, the Corporations Law and
stock exchange requirements. We have heard
statements from the responsible minister that are in
conflict with the facts that we know from
SBC Dominguez Barry, and the only person
stopping a full judicial inquiry into the corrupt
bidding process in this state is our Premier.
Why? Because he is part of the gravy train. He is
looking after his mates. He is into the new spirit of
Victoria - the new spirit of looking after your
cronies. It is the new spirit of corrupting processes,
the new spirit of awarding cash cows to your mates
in the federal Liberal Party so that they can milk
Victorian taxpayers and fund a federal election
campaign.1hat is what this is about It is a dirty,
rotten, stinking deal and I say this: if the Premier
will not call an inquiry, we put him on notice - we
will! We will do so in 1996, and all the dirt, the
rottenness, and the corruption in this deal will come
out in a full judicial inquiry.

Hot-water services
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) - The matter I
wish to grieve about today relates to the potentially
7000-plus time bombs ticking away in the suburbs of
Melbourne. When I say time bombs I am sure all
honourable members will agree with me: the issue I
raise concerns pressure valves on hot-water services.
I am sure a number of honourable members would
have experienced their domestic hot-water services
blowing up or ceasing to work. They would have
been inconvenienced by having cold showers and so
on as a result
In Victoria no law prohibits the sale of
non-approved safety valves for domestic hot-water
services. Although Melbourne Water has by-laws
outlawing the connection of non-approved products
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to the water supply system, the new plumbing
inspectorate covers only sewer connections to
Melbourne Water mains. It is nonexistent for water
supply plumbing work. In other words there is no
inspectorate for safety relief valves that control
water which often boils and reaches dangerously
high temperatures. There is no policing or
monitoring of this safety feature, and I will come to
the reason in a moment.
One of the manufacturers of the original valves,
GSA Industries Pty Ltd, has concerns about the
safety of the so-called reconditioned or
re-manufactured P and T safety relief valves. This
goes back to 1989 when a person by the name of
George A. Douglas - then of Wantima and trading
as the Tap Doctor and now of Bayswater - was
purporting to recondition or re-manufacture
Reliance Manufacturing Company (RMC) pressure
and temperature relief valves.
NATA, which I understand is the leading laboratory
in Australia for this type of testing, conducted a test
on one of the reconditioned valves. It showed
pressure relief opening between 106.5 degrees
Celsius and 107.1 degrees Celsius, which is highly
dangerous. I am informed that water boils and will
explode in hot-water services at 99 degrees Celsius.
Therefore, the reconditioned valves are performing
at temperatures that are highly dangerous by any
national laboratory testing procedure.
Later tests on another 22 of the reconditioned valves
produced a failure rate of 69 per cent. Some 39 per
cent of the valves tested failed because they did not
open when temperatures reached 99 degrees Celsius
or below. Other multiple failures related to incorrect
pressure settings and low-temperature opening.
Therefore, we are talking about a very dangerous
situation. As I said, since 1993 there has been a
minimum of 7000 time bombs ticking away in the
suburbs.
I will mention specific examples of thousands of
dollars worth of damage being done to people's
homes. Once hot-water services have exploded it is
very difficult to trace the exact cause. However,
because the trend is increasing, we have found at
least one of the culprits.
After complaints by the manufacturer of the original
valves, GSA Industries, in May 1989 to the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works, as it
was then known, Mr Douglas the reconditioner, said
he was no longer involved in the business of
supplying reconditioned P and T safety relief valves
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to the public. Unfortunately, in 1993 after what
would appear to have been a four-year absence from
the market, Mr Douglas again appeared on the scene
advertising in The Melbourne Trading Post and
operating a mobile service.
As a result of threatened action by the original

manufacturers against Mr Douglas for breach of
trademark and what they call 'passing off'
Mr Douglas withdrew from using old RMC rating
plates on valves 'reconditioned' by him and started
to use his own plates. One would have thought that
since 1989 legislation would have been put in train
to try to stop somebody trading in on the original
manufacturer's name by using their trademark
plate. The plates Mr Douglas started putting on the
reconditioned hot-water services read
're-manufactured by George A. Douglas.' They did
not indicate whether the valves conformed to the
relevant performance standard or were approved by
the relevant bodies. Although the new rating plate
referred to temperatures set at 90-95 degrees Celsius,
four out of seven that were tested did not operate
according to temperatures within that range.
In March 1994 at the request of GSA Industries,
Melbourne Water again visited Mr Douglas.
However, it had to concede that its powers were
limited to requiring that non-approved products be
removed from installations connected to the
Melbourne Water supply system and did not extend
to preventing the sale of non-approved
P and T relief safety valves. I am sure honourable
members would agree that we have quite a glaring
loophole in the law.

Mr Douglas allegedly boasted in March 1994 that he
had sold 'some 7000' re-manufactured valves with a
'steadily expanding market'. Mr Douglas planned:
to set up four mobile units and keep them working for
about eight months of each year ... sales of
reconditioned units would easily be achieved by 1000

per week throughout southern Australia.

Mr Douglas has expanded his activity into South
Australia and New South Wales with further plans
for 'the top half of Australia'. Melbourne Water is
concerned that there is no point-of-sale control of
non-approved safety products, particularly as the
final inspection of new water connections has been
abolished and was never effective for repair work
anyway.
This situation was not of this government's making.
It inherited it from the previous Labor government.
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The problem dates back to well before 1989 when
nothing was done about the problem. Despite
Melbourne Water being alert to the expanding
problem of the sale of non-approved reconditioned
products and its expressed intention of issuing a
warning bulletin to plumbers, nothing has yet
happened.
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reconditioned safety valves or water heaters for sale as
they may become dangerous when installed.
For further information please contact Mr John Young,
Senior Plumbing Investigation Officer, Engineering and
Water Supply Department, telephone (08) 204 1167.
This Public Advice Circular is jointly supported by the

I am pleased to say, however, that South Australia
recently moved on the issue. I seek leave to
incorporate in Htmsard a copy of the South
Australian government's Engineering and Water
Supply Department public circular. I have consulted
with the Leader of the Opposition, Hansard and the
Deputy Speaker. I will make the document available
to the house. The public advice circular is titled
'Reconditioned Water Heaters and Associated Safety
Valves'. It explains the dangers I mentioned earlier.

Leave granted; document as follows:

principal water heater and associated valve
manufacturers.
C.Wear
General Manager
Engineering and Water Supply Department
20.09.94

Mr HONEYWOOD - I understand Melbourne
Water has obtained legal advice as follows:
1.

Reconditioning/re-manufacturing of a product will
void the original authorisation or approval. The
reconditioned valve is essentially a 'new' product
and would need separate authorisation.

2.

It has no power to prevent reconditioned products

ENGINEERING AND WATER SUPPLY
DEPARTMENT

being sold. The installation of unauthorised
products is illegal but it is virtually impossible to
enforce in the repair/maintenance market

PUBliC ADVICE CIRCULAR 94/1

RECONDmONED WATER HEATERS AND
ASSOCIATED SAFETY VALVES
It has been brought to the attention of the respective
authorities and principal manufacturers that
reconditioned water heaters and safety valves are being
offered for sale with their original identification
tags/name plates unchanged or with inadequate
modifications.
Whilst it is a requirement of the statutory authorities
that products connected to the respective
infrastructures are manufactured in accordance with
the relevant Australian Standard(s) or Specification(s),
it is difficult to police this policy. Reconditioning,
where appropriate, should only be performed by the
original manufacturer or a licensee.
From the information available, it would appear that
the persons and processes involved with the
reconditioning operations and the testing equipment
being used. in conjunction with this work do not meet
the required level of accreditation. lhis may result in
unsafe water heaters and safety valve componentry
entering the market place.
Members of the Plumbing Industry and the General
Public are therefore advised to be extremely cautious in
their dealings with people or companies offering

3.

Melbourne Water does have some duty of care to the
public under its present by-laws. If an instance
was to occur they would suffer not only adverse
publicity but may be found to hold some liability.

Mr Douglas further boasted in July 1994 that he was
about 'to sign a deal which will allow a Victorian
purchaser to produce up to 4000 reconditioned
valves a month'.
Obviously there are big profits to be made in this
business and it concerns me that somebody who has
no standard protection requirements and no safety
monitoring is able to get away with this sort of
thing. New legislation to address and outlaw the
situation I have described could be introduced in
schedule 2 of the Mutual Recognition (Victoria) Act,
which would permit state legislation to ban the sale
of non-approved safety valves in the absence of
commonwealth power to regulate the sale of
non-approved safety products within the states.
Through the Office of Fair Trading the government
could examine that issue to see whether the situation
can be resolved.
I understand there is a similar problem with
reconditioned hot-water systems, which would
retain the original approval plates but would
contain a variety of mixed and inappropriate parts,
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thereby adding to the problem of non-approved
products being offered for sale in the marketplace.
I should like to refer to a letter signed by
Mr 0. G. Clark, Deputy General Manager of the
South Australian Gas Company Ltd and dated
20 September 1994. Under the heading
'Reconditioned water heaters' the letter states:
It has come to our notice that refurbished mains
pressure storage type water heaters are being
distributed in South Australia. We understand that the
second-hand appliances are sourced from Melbourne.

While we understand that because these appliances are
relatively cheap, there could be a demand for them and
we would recommend strongly against their use,
having discussed the matter with our Victorian
counterparts, the Gas and Fuel Corporation of
Victoria-

the corporation is aware of the situation but seems
to be powerless to do anything about it.
These appliances are likely to be fitted with any or all
of:
repaired storage cylinders.
repaired pressure relief valves.
repaired temperature/pressure cut-off valves.

Although they may bear the original manufacturer's
name and the relief valves and cut-off valves may bear
the names of the original suppliers, none of those
organisations guarantees any part of the refurbished
appliance and will not stand behind any claims for
damages. All strongly oppose the sale of these
appliances.
Furthermore, many of the appliances carry the
Australian Gas Association (AGA) approval badge,
whereas in fact the AGA cannot testify to their safety,
durability or efficiency as they have never been
subntittedforapproval.
Since the units are likely to have spent five or six years
in service in Victoria, it is unlikely they would provide
two or three years further service in South Australia,
especially as there is some concern regarding the
effectiveness of the anti~rrosion treatment, including
the replacement of anode.
For reasons of economics, as well as safety and
dependability, we strongly urge all plumbers and
gasfitters to recommend against the use of these
appliances.
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There is hard evidence of the situation getting worse
rather than better. Rumour has it that Mr Douglas
has sold franchises or licensed his business of
reconditioning pressure and temperature release
safety valves to various parties and that four or five
companies have franchised to do this type of work,
again with no safety approval standards required.
The original manufacturing company sells more
than 1 million P & T safety relief valves every year
so it is not concerned about a competitor that sells
lOOO a week; the concern arising from the sale of
these products is safety. The purchaser of a
reconditioned safety valve would have no easy way
of knowing whether he or she has purchased such a
valve or whether it meets the safety requirements for
which it was originally designed. They could be
fitted to properties being renovated for resale, which
takes place all over Melbourne, the result being that
a hot-water service could become an unsuspected.
time bomb, with no effective relief against explosion
were the heat source to run away, as happens with
arcing when electrical conductors weld electric
hot-water services.
In calling on the government to consider introducing
mutual recognition legislation, I mention two
examples of what can happen. On 17 February 1993
in Invercargill, New Zealand, an exploding
hot-water cylinder caused. more than $10 000
damage to a used-car dealer's showroom and four
cars therein. At the time it was said that anybody
walking past could have been killed or maimed..
Earlier this year in Beresford Road, Lilydale there
was the near-tragic situation of an electric hot-water
service exploding like a bomb and almost totally
destroying a house. The owner, Mrs Pam Sherburn,
was asleep at the time. She was very fortunate not to
be killed or injured when the hot-water service blew
up. Pieces of the roof and frame were hurled
through plaster and the front door by the force of the
explosion. Although the bedroom window was
blown out, Mrs Sherbum's bedroom was one of the
few rooms not destroyed. It was difficult to
determine whether the explosion was caused. by a
re-manufactured valve.
There is an increasing trend towards this type of
damage to homes and businesses and I ask the
Minister for Fair Trading, in cooperation with the
Minister for Natural Resources, who is responsible
for Melbourne Water and to whom I have spoken
about this issue, to look urgently towards legislating
next sessional period to ensure that the 7000 time
bombs do not go off sooner rather than later.
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Information technology outsourcing
Mr BATOIELOR (1homastown) - I grieve
about the very serious matter of information
technology outsourcing in the Public Transport
Corporation and Vicroads. I should like to raise as a
matter of urgency a number of different aspects of
this issue because I understand the government is
about to complete the process and enter into a
long-term contractual arrangement in circumstances
that are less than satisfactory.

The buzz around Ballarat is that this Monday the
Premier will announce that an IBM-led consortium
will be the successful tenderer and will be given the
contract for outsourcing information technology.
The contract is worth millions of dollars. I
understand it will be a five-year contract that will
cost the government between $100 million and
$200 million. 'That is a very large amount of money
and the matter deserves better treatment and
examination than it has been given to date by the
Department of Finance, which has responsibility for
the outsourcing deal that will be announced this
Monday, if not later in the week.
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"The final contract arrangements resulted in a deal;
apart from the winner, everyone thinks the price was
extraordinarily low,' Mr Edwards says, declining to
name the contract and company involved. 'Afterwards,
there were mutterings ... because of the way contracts
are negotiated at the moment ... you don't put your bid
in a closed envelope and that's it. There's a fair amount
of further negotiation.'

'There was concern afterwards about how much of the
tendered documents were shared between certain
bidders and whether the winning bidder knew what
was in other documents.'

The article states that Mr Edwards declined to
identify which contract he was alluding to, but it
was made very clear to all the following Tuesday
when the Minister for Finance said in this place that
Mr Edwards was referring to outsourcing of
information technology. The minister advised the
house that there had been a sudden and miraculous
turnaround in Mr Edward's attitude. In Hansard of
11 October the minister is reported as having said:
TIle process had not been concluded and Mr Edwards

did not realise that.

The contracts will have to be signed by the end of
the week if the government is to meet this politically
expedient timetable. In trying to meet the timetable
the government has thrown caution to the wind and
all concerned are working with undue haste to meet
the political desires of their masters to have the
matter finalised and the IBM consortium given the
contract.
On 13 October I pointed out to the house that the
consortium would be the successful tenderer and
that it would be announced very soon. Now I
understand an announcement is likely to be
forthcoming at the end of this week or next week.
On 11 October this year the Minister for Finance said
the bidding process for the outsourcing project had
not been concluded. Nothing could be farther from
the truth. In a technical sense it may well be that the
contracts had not been signed and that the formal
announcement to the public at large had not been
concluded, but everybody in the information
technology industry knew IBM would get the job.
In fact, the chief executive officer of the Victorian
Employers Chamber of Commerce and Industry,
Mr David Edwards, said in an Age report of 8
October, a few days preceding the statement of the
Minister for Finance, that he had grave concerns at
the type of tendering process that was under way. In
that article he states in part:

The minister was referring to outsourcing

information technology tasks being done by
employees of the Public Transport Corporation and
Vicroads to private industry.
On the same day, the Sydney Morning Herald carried
a report that IBM would get that job. So on the same
day that the Minister for Finance was saying that the
tender process was under way and contracts would
be considered - Mr Edwards had been kneecapped
over the weekend - it was being made very clear in
Sydney papers that IBM was to receive the contract.

nc

A large, prominent article entitled 'IBM eyes
job' written, by Julie Robotham, states in part

IBM's professional services joint venture with Lend
Lease, announced last week, is virtually assured of
winning a contract for joint-computer facilities
management and outsourcing with the Victorian Public
Transport Corporation and Vicroads.

The article refers to a Mr Neville Cameron who
states:
Our understanding is that contract negotiations are
proceeding with IBM.
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The article refers to a Mr Merv Langby and states:
Merv Langby said that although rewards were high in
the outsourcing market ... there was no reason to expect
a rash of outsourcing tenders.

On the same day that the minister is saying it is still
open and competitive bids are being evaluated, it
was clear to the industry that mM was the preferred
tenderer.
Not only was it clear to the industry, it was also
clear to the mM consortium, because since 29
August it had been conducting interviews with
employees of the PTC and Vicroads about working
with the IBM consortium as they were receiving the
outsourctng contracts.
In a letter that they sent to the PTC and Vicroads
employees, they make very startling revelations. The
letter of 19 August states in part
ISSC realises that you will have many concerns and
questions arising as a result of the proposed new
business arrangements. We have written this material
so that you can be better infonned in making any
decisions about your future employment options ...
Outsourcing is the fastest growing element of the IT
industry today, and likely to be a front runner in
growth into the next century.

Later on it states that outsourcing for government is
a partnership and that governments will be
important customers of ISSC. It is clear from these
statements that the company knew in August that it
would be the successful tenderer. The
annOWlcement has not been made - but it will be
made shortly - that the mM consortium will be the
successful tenderer. I again quote from the letter
which states:
We plan to provide you with a work environment
where your career is satisfying, meaningful and
rewarding, with opportunity for personal development

It is clear that they were making a targeted pitch to
the employees they wanted to take on board. Later
in the same document they referred to child-care
arrangements they were entering into with the local
government authority in Ballarat. They provided a
schematic diagram of the Ballarat data centre to
demonstrate how it related to the data centre in New
South Wales and the South-East Asian market. They
also indicated in a page headed, 1SSC service
capability', the details of what will operate from

Ballarat from January 1996, namely: seven
processors, 440 MIPs, 1750 gigabytes and 18 images.
On a page headed 'Career opportunities' they detail
precisely all the positions that will be available for
the new premises in Ballarat They claim that there
will be 25 technical services positions, 24 operation
positions, 54 AM&E positions and 10 end-user
service positions. I am advised that the minister will
be attending a sod-turning ceremony in Ballarat later
this week.
The company also indicates the selection criteria for
prospective employees and says that they must be
prepared to work in Ballarat. The document has a
timetable for interviews with Vicroads and PTC
employees and, surprisingly, it shows the time line
of tasks that have to be achieved once the contracts
are signed.
As long ago as August the time lines of tasks that
had to be carried out when the contracts were signed
and when they would take over the operation were
set out This is yet another example of a
predetermined tendering process. It was given to
IBM because of the pre-election work that company
provided to the then opposition.

It is an absolute sham and another case in which,
after the tenders and bids were completed, it was
discovered that the preferred bidder had bid too
much and they had to call for a second and
subsequent bid to be put in so that mM could get
below its alternative bidder. They have done that It
is a fraud! It is a seam and should be the subject of a
full and independent judicial inquiry.
An inquiry should be set up immediately and the
government should not continue to sign any legally
binding contracts Wltil all these matters have been
fully and adequately dealt with; Wltil they have been
thoroughly investigated and reported on to this
Parliament This tender process was like the casino
tender process. It was another sham tendering
process, as was the contract for the National Bus
Company. It obviously sets a pattern for the
outsourcing, privatisation and contracting-out
activities of the government

Leader of the Opposition
Mr DOYLE (Malvern) - This morning I want to
warn Victorians - Mr Micallef interjected.
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Mr DOYLE - There is laughter already from the
honourable member for Springvale. Normally he
waits for the jokes but I suppose to get in early is the
way to go if you want to understand it. I want to
warn Victorians, including members of the
opposition, about the Leader of the Opposition and
his false-prophet mentality.
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I ask the honourable member for Morwell: what
happens then to those regional projects? What
would you stop if you were going to cut out that
3-cent-a-litre levy? Would you cut out the Calder
Highway upgrading? Because unless you have one
you do not have the other.
Mr Hamilton interjected.

I will first use an example with which the
honourable member for Morwell will be familiar,
and that is the electricity industry. I remember
reading recent statements of the Leader of the
Opposition about the electricity industry and
privatisation. If my memory serves me correctly - I
am sure the honourable member for Morwell will
correct me, as he so often kindly tries to do, if I am
wrong - the Leader of the Opposition has said that
should he ever win government with his team he
would keep the electricity industry in public
ownership. I am sure the honourable member for
Morwell would have corrected. me by now if that
were not so.
What might that mean? The Leader of the
Opposition is guaranteeing to do away with the
reforms that have been effected.. The honourable
member for Morwell knows well about the work for
the reforms he has supported in the past and which
have been ongoing for a long period.

Mr DOYLE - I take up the elegant interjection of
'rubbish' from the honourable member for Morwell
and will come to how you might pay for these things
later. What happens to the projects? The honourable
member for Morwell says 'rubbish', but if you are
going to guarantee projects such as the Calder
Highway upgrading, where do you get the money?

lbat document that we all read with amusement,
produced by the Leader of the Opposition in this
place and the Leader of the Opposition in the
Legislative Council, the Brumby and Theophanous
document, committed any future Labor government
to a current account surplus, yet in here day after
day we hear every member of the front bench of the
Labor Party talking about spending more in health,
education, transport, law and order, energy and
roads. They want to spend on all of those things, but
where does the money come from? That is what you
can expect from a Brumby government. I will come
back to that horrendous possibility later.

Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr DOYLE - The destruction, says the
honourable member for Morwell. I put it to him that
by putting the electricity industry back into public
ownership he would be depriving the Victorian
public of a large reduction of 9 per cent in electricity
prices. That is what will flow from the reforms! If the
opposition wants to deny the Victorian public a
9 per cent reduction in real terms in electricity
prices, that is what that particular process would do.

While I am dealing with the honourable member for
Morwell, whom I hold in high regard, let us talk
about regional Victoria, which is another love of his.
The Leader of the Opposition has said that he would
do away with the 3-cent-a-litre levy on diesel. I
wonder what the honourable member for Morwell
thinks about that! Does he think that is Victorian?
That is anti-Victorian! That money, which has been
allocated as part of the Better Roads funding, goes to
a specific-purpose road fund for regional Victoria. If
you abolish that levy you rip $29 million out of the
specific-purpose road funding.

I want now to warn against the Leader of the
Opposition; to talk about policies we might expect
from his team, such as the proposals to water down
the tougher law-and-order stance the government
has taken. Has there been a single word of
opposition from the Leader of the Opposition to his
own party's proposals in that area? Not one!
I understand there are moves afoot to do away with
victim impact statements and cumulative
sentencing. Have we heard one word from the
Leader of the Opposition to denounce that? Not one
word! What about the decriminalisation of drugs,
which is something that seems to stir up those on the
other side of the house? Have we heard one word
from the Leader of the Opposition? As my estimable
colleague the honourable member for Tullamarine
states, Mr Brumby himself has said he wants to
decriminalise marijuana.
What about local government reform? Reforms that
could not be pushed through under Stuart Morris
are happening now. Do we hear any talk of
reversing those reforms? We do not! What I am
coming to in this is: what sort of Victoria does the
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Leader of the Opposition want? If the examples 1
have given are examples of the sort of Victoria the
Leader of the Opposition wants it is no wonder he
does not want to spell it out

If you do not want to spell out what sort of
government you want for Victoria what do you do?
You embark on a campaign of personal abuse! We
have heard more of that abuse this morning from the
Leader of the Opposition. No-one in our community
is safe from attacks by the Leader of the Opposition
because he considers anyone and everyone fair
game.
The thing 1 object to most is the reversal of the onus
of proof - the idea that you can say, for instance, 1
think Mr Mica1lef has done something wrong, you
prove to me that he has not'.
Mr Micallef interjected.
Mr DOYLE - And so you should take offence!
No-one should be simply able to say, 1 think he has
done something wrong; now you prove that he is
innocent'. That is not the way this society operates.
We do not reverse the onus of proof. We cannot say,
'1 think they are guilty; now you prove they are
innocent'.

It is not just insidious and snide. The other day 1
heard the Leader of the Opposition use as a
throwaway line, 'Uoyd and Ron'. Everyone knew to
whom he was referring. This morning he made it
even more than insidious. What he did was a
disgrace. It was more of, 1 think there is something
wrong. 1 think they are guilty; now you prove they
are innocent'. That should be anathema in our
society.
Perhaps the worst example of that concemedthe
Chairperson of the Ethnic Affairs Commission,
Professor Trang Thomas. Let us examine how the
Leader of the Opposition uses personal abuse so he
does not have to tell Victorians what sort of Victoria
he would create. We know that the Leader of the
Opposition has a rabid fixation about the casino.
That is the issue on which he is determined to keep
running no matter what the facts. He recently said
that the management of the casino was targeting
ethnic communities. It was'devastating' some of the
ethnic communities in Melbourne. One would have
expected the chair of the Ethnic Affairs Commission
to make a statement about that, and indeed she did.
In the Herald Sun of 4 November Professor Thomas
is reported as follows:
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1 object to the ethnic community being portrayed by
some as being a target of this casino', Professor Thomas
said.
People are free to use it or not to use it as the people
who operate it are free to promote it To say that the
ethnic community alone is vulnerable is something I
object to.
Mr Brumby's comments encourage the myth and
represent a put-down to the ethnic community.

The comments of the Leader of the Opposition
encourage the myth and represent a put-down to the
ethnic community. What was the reaction to that
from the Leader of the Opposition the next day? An
article in the Herald Sun of 5 November states:
State opposition leader John Brumby has accused
Ethnic Affairs Commissioner Trang Thomas of being a
crony of the state government

Haven't we heard that one before? The article
continues:
Mr Brumby said yesterday that Professor Thomas had
abused her position by criticising his comments that
ethnic communities were being devastated by the
casino.
'You are talking about an arm of the Kennett
government ... you are talking about a crony',
Mr Brumby said.
On Thursday Professor Thomas described
Mr Brumby's allegation that the casino was being
aggressively marketed in ethnic communities to boost
casino revenue as a 'put-down'.

The moment someone legitimate in the area
complains about the Leader of the Opposition and
his abuse and vilification she gets an accusation of
cronyism. Who are we talking about here? We are
talking about Professor Thomas - someone who
arrived from Vietnam in 1964 and completed a BA
honours degree in psychology, a master's degree at
honours level and a PhD; someone who was the first
woman professor at RMIT and who is the Chair of
the Ethnic Affairs Commission - and because she
dares to disagree with this campaign of personal
vilification suddenly she is a crony. If someone with
that CV is a crony, 1 am proud to have her as a
crony. What a disgrace that the Leader of the
Opposition should resort to that sort of targeting. 1
am sure this would be one of the rare times that the
honourable member for Springvale would agree
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with me. The reason I am warning Victorians about
this Leader of the Opposition is this: if it is politic for
him and if it contributes to his campaign, anybody
in our community can expect a personal attack, a
personal slur or a personal vilification. He feels he
can attack anyone. No-one is safe, whether it be from
opportunism, vindictiveness or false accusation for
effect or media profile. Whoever they are, Victorians
going about their business serving the state and
contributing, whether ordinary Victorians or
eminent Victorians, none of them is safe from
unwarranted attack. The attack is, 'We think you are
guilty'. We think you are wrong. Now you prove that
you are right Prove your innocence'. That is
anathema to the way our society works. This
morning we even had it backed up with the idea an empty threat, of course, because it was a threat
should he come to government, but a threat
nevertheless - that there would be a full judicial
inquiry into these things. The evidence? Not a
scintilla; just, 'We think you are wrong; now you
prove you are right,' and then the threat of a full
judicial inquiry.
Recently we have had the launch of this vaunted
gravy train stuff. I went to the library for a copy of
the gravy train pamphlet only to be told they are not
allowed to be provided to the hbrary; they are only
for candidates. I wondered why that was. Why are
they not available? That is a bit coy, isn't it, not to
have the pamphlet available?

Mr Thwaites interjected.
Mr DOYLE - Perhaps you could donate one to
me or I could pay you for one. I would be glad to
pay you for one.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! The honourable member will address the
Glair.

Mr DOYLE - The honourable member for
AIbert Park would like me to pay him for one. I
would be delighted to, but it is a bit coy not to have
them provided in the hbrary and to have them only
for candidates. H the pamphlets are electioneering
material why are they not available? Is it because
they are so empty they are just more of this 'We
think you are guilty; you prove you are innocent'
stuff or is it because if they were widely circulated
they would invite derision? Either way could be
correct: either they are empty or they would invite
derision. It is a bit much to expect that that material
would be available to us, but it is the same stuff
again, just slur: 'you prove your innocence' stuff.
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Mr Micallef interjected.
Mr DOYLE - What can we expect? Let us go
back to the Guilty Party stuff, as the honourable
member suggests through interjection.
Mr Micallef interjected.
Mr DOYLE - I am delighted to do that I have
got part of my file here. The honourable member for
Springvale should not have invited me to do this
with only 3 minutes to go, but I am happy to do it
and say: what sort of Victoria can we expect? Why
hide the Labor vision with abuse in this place and
outside? Because the Labor blueprint would be a
return to the bad old days; that is what you will get.
Listen to this stuff hom newspaper headlines:
'Tricontinental-the facts behind the disaster',' The
bank that went bad', 'Public bears huge bank losses'.
The Age - one of the internal journals, remember said:
Financially, the public must bear the burden ...
Politically, the government, and especially the
Treasurer, Mr Jolly, are further diminished in their
increasingly dubious reputation for judgment and
competence in economic management

'Public bears huge bank losses', 'It's a shambles'
about State Bank Victoria, '$111 million mess but
Cain backs Fordham', 'Cain's can of worms':
"The financial troubles of Victorian Economic
Development Corporation are like a cancer eating at
the heart of the Cain government.

'Cain scraps troubled VEDC', 'Fordham resigns Crisis meeting, then he's out'. I am so glad the
honourable member for Springvale invited me to go
back to this! Other headlines are: 'Time bomb' -111
take the heat', says VEDC chief:
Secret documents released late yesterday revealed the
state government knew the Victorian Economic
Development Corporation was in deep trouble well
before the October 1 election last year.

'State Bank sold in $2 billion deal' - what a
wonderful picture of the former Premier of Victoria
and the present Prime Minister of Australia looking
oh so happy, staring away from each other with
expressions of extreme gloom. I wonder why? I will
come to that a bit later, too.
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Other headlines were '$180 million Bayside bill
claim'. Let's remember this, too: 'Rebel drivers block
the city with trams'.
This is the sort of thing you are trying to hide. This is
what will happen to Victoria if you ever get back
into government 'Soup-kitchen fear in Pyramid
city', and it goes on. 'That is why we are going
through a campaign of personal vilification. That is
why we are going through the abuse, because to
have Victorians understand what would happen if
we went back to the bad old days would be too
much. Never accept responsibility for what you
have done. Blame each other. An article in the Sun of
29 August 1990 says:
The federal Treasurer, Mc Keating, yesterday laid the
blame for the multi-billion-dollar losses of Victoria's
State Bank and Pyramid group at the feet of the Cain
government

Isn't that interesting, because what happened in the
Age the next day? An article appeared under the
heading 'Cain blames Keating':
Federal government policies were partly to blame for
the collapse of the $3 billion Farrow group of building
societies, the Premier of Victoria, Mc Cain, said
yesterday.

Cain blames Keating, Keating blames Cain. Labor
never takes responsibility for itself.
The ACIlNG SPEAKER -Order! The
honourable member's time has expired.
~bu1ancese~ces

Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - The matter I
grieve about is the appalling mismanagement of
ambulance services in Victoria by the government,
and this mismanagement is further evidenced by the
annual reports that were tabled in the house
yesterday.

Services have been cut, the number of Victorians
who are receiving services from ambulance services
is being reduced, Victorians are dying waiting too
long for ambulances, and hundreds of ambulance
officers are being thrown out of the service while the
government is wasting money on consultancies,
administrative expenses and private contracts for
mates. The country and regional ambulance services
are suffering the brunt of these cuts and all of the
services are facing a 5 per cent financial cut this year
and a further 5 per cent cut next year. The
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Metropolitan Ambulance Service is a financial black
hole into which the government is pouring money
on wasteful consultancies and private ambulance
contracts - in fact, on just about everything except
ambulances and patient care. Look at the changes
introduced under this government. There are fewer
ambulances available for emergencies now than
there were two years ago. At midday on this day
two years ago, there were 82 ambulances available
for emergency; now there are only 56. At 4 o'clock in
the afternoon there were 80 ambulances available;
now there are only 54. In the evening there are fewer
avcUIable, and certain regions of Melbourne have
been particularly hard hit The number of
ambulances operating in the western suburbs has
decreased from 25 in 1992 to 21 in 1994. That is a
16 per cent reduction. Similarly, the number of
ambulance officers in the western suburbs has
decreased from 85 in 1992 to 65 in 1994, and 19 per
cent fewer ambulance officers are available for
emergencies.
The same picture is true in the northern suburbs,
where there has been a drop in the number of
ambulance services available for emergencies from
75 in 1992 to 72 in 1994. The effect of all of this is that
there Simply are not enough ambulances available
for emergencies, and that is why Victorians are
dying waiting too long for ambulances.
At the same time the government has privatised
ambulance services in Melbourne. It used to be that
MAS ambulances were available for emergency and
non-emergency cases. If there was a particularly
high-demand day, a vehicle that had been assigned
to a non-emergency task could be swung across to
do the emergency, but this is not possible now
because the transport ambulances have been
privatised and are not legally entitled to have lights
and sirens and do emergency cases. There is no
proper regulation of private ambulances. Private
ambulances are not able to cope with acutely ill
patients, yet they are transporting such patients those with respiratory difficulties, for example. In a
number of cases doctors and nurses have made
complaints about the improper and inappropriate
transport of patients in private ambulances. The
Emergency Nurses Association has raised this
concern and says in a letter to the Metropolitan
Ambulance Service dated 1 July 1994:
Traditionally, we have been used to the Metropolitan
Ambulance Service providing a good, reliable service
for interhospital transfers, however, during the course
of the year, concerns have been expressed regarding
the above issue at a number of our general meetings ...
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The incidence of emergency patients being transported
inappropriately as non-emergency appears
commonplace.

Doctors and nurses at metropolitan hospitals have
raised concerns that seriously ill patients have not
been given critical treatment because private
ambulance officers have failed to follow emergency
procedures.
While there are the concerns about the quality of the
private ambulances, there are also real concerns
about conflict of interest. The Auditor-General in his
special report no. 31 to this Parliament made two
important points about tendering and probity.
Firstly he said:
Probity and equity considerations require that
prospective tenders have an equal opportunity to
assess the agency's requirements and to submit offers.

Secondly he said:
When advertising a tender it is important that a
reasonable period of time is allowed between the
advertisement and the dosing date for tender

submissions so as not to disadvantage potential
suppliers. Unnecessarily short time frames may
discourage tenderers.

What has occurred in the ambulance service is quite
the opposite of what the Auditor-General
recommended. There has not been an open and fair
tendering process. 1here has not been sufficient time
for businesses to put in their tenders for the private
ambulance contracts. The private ambulance
contracts are dodgy contracts. The whole process of
awarding them has been dodgy. They were set up in
such a way that the only companies awarded them
would be the existing companies that got the
contracts without any tendering back in November
last year.
One of those companies was a company that had
been set up by Mr Bill Wood, who himself became
the manager of private ambulance services within
the Metropolitan Ambulance Service. It is a disgrace!
What a joke! TIlat is the management style of this
government. It is a management style based on
mateship, not on quality and not on proper practice.
The latest private ambulance tender that was put
out, not to the tender board I should say, required
that tenders closed on 3 June this year. The
announcement of the successful contractor was to be
made on 17 June, and a condition of the tender was
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that a contractor had to be fully operational on
1 July. That is only two weeks after the
announcement of the successful contractor.
That process was set up in such a way that it was
impossible for any company, other than the existing
companies that had already had the contract, to get
the tender. It was clearly just a set-up job.
The Minister for Health, Mrs Tehan, introduced
changes to the MICA system and those changes
were described by the doctor who set up the system
as bloody ridiculous. It appears now that the
government has backed off on those changes, which
is yet another example of mismanagement.
The issue of response times has been an issue of
cover-up after cover-up. The ambulance service will
not release the information, yet we know that the
response times are getting worse.

In April 1993 the median response time was
9 seconds. By April 1994 it was 9.4 seconds. It is
getting worse and the government has stopped
releasing figures.

Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! I think you
mean minutes!
An Honourable Member - Why don't you
release the figures if they're better!

Mr TIIWA.ITES - It is about 9 minutes, but the
point I am making is that lives are at stake. It is not
so much the median response time that has become
bad, it is the response time on busy days. TIlat is
where we have a real problem in our ambulance
service. On busy days there are simply not enough
ambulances because of the privatisation and the cuts.

On 23 April this year Michele Galvin died waiting
for an ambulance. The MAS medical officer is
quoted in the MAS report on this case as saying:
I note the delays from time of request and time of the
arrival of the first responder ... I understand these
reflect the non-availability of both paramedic and
standard ambulance crews owing to other time critical
work simultaneously in progress exhausting all
available resources in the area.

As the medical officer said, the information
provided from the control room indicates that, on
the balance of probability, the outcome, which was
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death, could have been different That is because
there were certainly not enough ambulances that
night That is the way this government operates.
A coronial inquest in 1992 recommended that
further resources should be made available, yet this
government has done the absolute opposite, it has
cut resources. What is the result of all of this? We see
it in the annual reports just tabled. For example, in
the report of the North Western Region of
Ambulance Service Victoria, which I presume
honourable members opposite may have some
interest in, the regional president states:
Like all other health agencies Ambulance Service
Victoria has been required to accept budget cuts of 10
per cent expenditure reduction over the financial years
1993-94 and 1994-95, which amounts to just on
$1 million. Further, revenue shortfalls will not be
funded. by the government and have to be made up by
additional expenditure cuts. In effect this means the
budget cut, based. on current projections, will be the
equivalent of around 20 per cent

This is the ambulance service that the honourable
member for Swan Hill should be supporting, but its
funding has been cut by 20 per cent The president
goes on:
The decreased utilisation of ambulance services by
public hospitals has eroded the ambulance services

revenue from inter-hospital transport fees.

They have obviously been hit as has ambulance
service after ambulance service. The western region
has released a letter to general medical practitioners
asking people to take their sick family members to
hospital. It says:
Western region has been directed to reduce its
expenditure by $497 000. The service is also suffering a
significant decline in its revenue base ... The service
cannot achieve the expenditure reduction without
reducing staff numbers ...

It suggests that alternative transport means are:
... family to provide transport ... local service groups
and local government authorities ...

That is typical of this government! Finally, I turn to
the Metropolitan Ambulance Service. We see a
financial black hole, and the most disgraceful thing
of all is that when you cannot get an ambulance,
what do you see? We see consultancy fees of
$1.4 million in this year's budget. Last year's budget
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was zero on consultancy fees. At a time when
everybody is suffering cuts in services, the
administrative costs of services in the Metropolitan
Ambulance Service have gone up from $8.9 million
to more than $10 million, an increase of well over
$1 million. That is at a time when everyone else is
suffering cuts. So, it is not just a question of cuts.
What we see is gross mismanagement
There has been a massive drop in the staff of the
Metropolitan Ambulance Service - some 14 per
cent this year, so there are 110 fewer ambulance
officers on the road. Clinic car transport services has
been slashed by some 21 000 cases, yet the
ambulance service claims it has 10 more Clinic cars.
Presumably there are a whole lot of Clinic cars
sitting in garages being administered while people
cannot get service.
There has been a massive reduction in the number of
services provided by the ambulance service. The
number of cases the ambulance service has handled
has reduced by some 10000 from last year as a result
of these cuts. Even more than that, the number of
kilometres travelled has been reduced by more than
2 million kilometres because of the cuts. A large part
of that is because of the massive cut in the use of the
fixed wing ambulance service, and that has had a
severe impact on country people.
We see in this annual report a fire sale by the
Metropolitan Ambulance Service with patients
suffering. The ambulance service is selling off its
motor vehicles and its land. As a result there are
fewer fixed assets in Victoria's ambulance service
than before.
The government is wasting money. It has spent
some $S million on VDP grants which is another
reasons why there simply are not enough ambulance
officers out there today providing the services
needed. Interestingly enough, country people are
bearing the bnmt. They have paid their
subscriptions to the ambulance service but are not
receiving a service, and they are writing and
complaining about it
In the city we see massive mismanagement - a
black hole where the government is forced to pour
money not into services but into consultancies, not
into ambulances but apparently into private
contracts for mates. lhat is the reason we see
Victorians dying because they are waiting too long
for ambulances.
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Finally, two massive contracts have been put out
one for the new subscriptions and financial
management systems valued at approximately
$9 million and another for the computer-aided
dispatch valued at approximately $8 million. And
there is no evidence whatsoever of any proper
tender board process.
Sitting suspended L02 p.m. until 2.04 p.m.
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The SPEAKER. - Order! Question time cannot
proceed with the present barrage of interjections.
The Premier, in silence.
Mr KENNETT - The question also concerns the
role and stance taken by the Leader of the
Opposition earlier today. We have seen an abject
abrogation of responsibility in an individual's use of
this place. The Leader of the Opposition fails to
understand that we have in this community - -

The SPEAKER - Order! The question is:
That grievances be noted.

Question agreed to.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Crown Casino: licence
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - 1
refer the Premier to the corrupt casino deal and to
his recent comments that the difference between
Mr George Herscu and Mr Uoyd Williams was that
Mr Williams was not personally charged as a result
of the Winneke commission. Given that Mr Williams
gave evidence to the commission and said in relation
to bribes to Mr Norm Gallagher, 1 am the person
who authorised it'. 1 am the person who did it',
does the Premier still maintain that Mr Williams is a
person of excellent repute as required by the
government's guidelines for the casino licence?
Mr KENNE1T (Premier) - I understand that
today during grievances the Leader of the
Opposition used this house, as he has done in the
past, because he is not prepared to make the same
claims outside. lbat is a sign of the substance of the
individual. If you have any claims that you are
prepared to make in here about the character of any
individual member of the public of Victoria you
oughtto--

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETr - Let me start again. This is a .
very serious misuse of the authority of this place.
Earlier today - Mr Mica1lef interjected.
Mr KENNElT - Earlier today and through this
question the Leader of the Opposition - -

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - On a
point of order, Mr Speaker, 1 asked a very specific
question of the Premier. 1 quoted from a royal
commission in relation to Mr Uoyd Williams paying
bribes to Mr Norm Gallagher. Mr Williams said, 1
am the person who authorised it 1 am the person
who did it' Given that admission -that
confession - I asked the Premier whether
Mr Williams is a person of excellent repute who
should have been given a casino licence. It is a fair
question, Premier. Answer it!
Mr KENNE1T (Premier) - On the point of
order, Mr Speaker, I am answering the question.
I suggest that, having misused this house, the
Leader of the Opposition ought to have the courage
to accept the answer as it is given.
The SPEAKER. -Order! At this stage I do not
uphold the point of order.
Mr KENNE1T - Earlier today in this place but not outside it - and by his question the Leader
of the Opposition seeks to defame an individual in
the most grotesque manner posstble. The relevant
part of the question is that there was a royal
commission. It was not a political tool; it was not
motivated by this house, by one side or the other,
but by an independent authority that assessed all the
evidence put before it What was the final conclusion
of that royal commission?
Mr Thwaites interjected.
Mr KENNE1T - Who said that? Was it the
young boy from Albert Park? That perhaps
demonstrates more than anything else the abject
neglect of the Labor Party to the rule of law. For the
royal commission - -

Opposition members interjecting.
The SPEAKER. - Order! I will not warn the
house again. I will take firm action against the
individuals who persist in interjecting.
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Mr KENNElT - In its wisdom the royal
commission, independently of Parliament independent of what this side of politics or that side
of politics may think - did not charge Mr Williams.
Mr Thwaites interjected.
Mr KENNE1T - The royal commission had all
the evidence and as a result of its independent
deliberations it did not lay charges against Uoyd
Williams, which is the basis of the charge made by
the opposition. What is the bottom line as we enter
November 1994? There are individuals and
organisations in this state who are actually building
things, employing people and creating growth.
There is one organisation that is so bereft of
leadership and constructive ideas that it seeks to
pulldown-Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - On a
point of order, Mr Speaker, my question is a very
specific one. I direct your attention to the
requirement for relevance. I asked: in light of the
evidence given to the royal commission, does the
Premier still consider that Mr Uoyd Williams is a
person of excellent repute as required by the act? It
is a simple question. Uoyd Williams said, 'I am the
person who did it'.

The SPEAKER - Order! I have heard sufficient
on the point of order. At this point the Premier's
answer is in order.
Mr KENNETT (premier) - As will the majority
of the community, I will back the royal commission
and I say to the Leader of the Opposition, 'You are a
political coward, an absolute political coward' - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier used an
unparliamentary expression and I ask him to
withdraw it.
Mr KENNETT - I do not know what is
unparliamentary. The word 'political' is not and the
words 'political coward' are not, but I will withdraw
in deference to you, Mr Speaker.
Mr Micallef interjected.
Mr KENNE1T - I have withdrawn. Let
everyone, particularly those who observe this place
today through television and those who sit here
today, know that what we have in this place is an
individual - -
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have already indicated
that I will not allow question time to proceed in this
manner. I warn the Leader of the Opposition that if
he does not remain silent I will name him.
Mr KENNETT - Let the community know that
the individual who heads the Labor Party in this
place is against the development of Victoria and the
employment of people. My answer to the Leader of
the Opposition is: as was the case with the royal
commission, yes, I believe Mr Uoyd Williams is
capable and responsible enough to have a casino
licence.
Mr Mica1lef - That's qualified support!
The SPEAKER - Order! There are some
members who are giving me some source of
irritation. I include the honourable members for
Springvale and Carrum, but there are others I will
not name. I ask the house for its cooperation.

Capital city policy
Mr ROWE (Cranbourne) - Will the Premier
inform the house of joint initiatives announced
today between the government and the City of
Melbourne to revitalise our capital city and ensure
that it is ready to play a leading role in the creation
of a prosperous 21st century?
Mr KENNElT (premier) - I thank the
honourable member for his question because it
highlights the difference between this side of the
house and the other side in that this side continues
to create prosperity for the commWlity as we move
into the 21st century. One of the major ingredients
that exists in the community now among most
adults and, I have to say, most young people is an
acceptance that the inheritance from the previous
Labor government needed immediate attention. As a
result a number of partnerships were entered into.
One was the partnership between the government
and those charged with the responsibility of making
Melbourne a city of pre-eminence. Today the
government and the City of Melbourne have
released a document that sets the pathway for
developing this city as we enter the 21st century.
Not for a moment does it propose to have all the
answers. However, it suggests that there will be
room for change and additions to it. What it does
do is establish - Mr Dollis - What's new in it?
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The SPEAKER -Order! The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition will remain silent
Mr KENNE1T - It sets in place not only the
vision that we and the City of Melbourne have but a
partnership for development that will see
Melbourne and its community grow and move into
the next century in such a way that we can add to
the city's wealth and social fabric and provide
considerably more jobs. Creating prosperity is what
we on this side of the house are about We seek to do
it not only for this generation, being people of our
age group, but also for the younger members of the
community who will live the majority of their lives
in the 21st century.

The community has two options. The first is to
simply take the passage of time as a necessary fact of
life and allow it to happen. The second is to
contribute to life and develop something
meaningful. The government believes very much in
its responsibility of creating the 21st century. The
opposition is not interested in creating something
new; it seeks to destroy the advantages being
delivered in Victoria today.

Creating Prosperity is an important document
because it puts meaning to the direction this
government has sought and positioned itself
towards since its election. Honourable members will
have heard me say before now that we have two
time frames in place. The first is from 1992, being the
year we were elected, to the year 2001. That is the
first time frame that we, as adults and a government,
must face in addressing the fundamental foundation
blocks of our society and laying the base for
advancing into the 21st century. Creating Prosperity,
Victoria's capital city policy, addresses the sorts of
things we are going to do in Victoria and Melbourne
in the next century. The second time frame is the
period from 2001 to 2050. It is that period that we as
adults must work towards to secure opportunities
for our children because it is their time zone that
must be the beneficiary of our deliberations today.
Mr Seitz - Wind up!
Mr KENNE'IT - The honourable member for
Keilor has little regard for the development of
opportunity, particularly for our young.
Mr Thomson interjected.
Mr KENNE'IT - The honourable member for
Pascoe Vale says we are running away. The reality is
that he is running away from this Parliament!
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Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the house to
cooperate with the Chair and remain silent The
Premier, concluding his answer.
Mr KENNElT - The document released today
is for all mature Victorians to assess and embrace.
They must recognise that it sets in place a very real

policy for the development of this grand city of
Melbourne. The policy that has been put together
with the City of Melbourne and my colleagues, the
ministers for planning, major projects and industry
and employment, is a very detailed document that
gives this community an agenda that will take us
into the 21st century. The government will continue
to develop policy programs for an exciting 21st
century, as opposed to the opposition which
continues to wallow in this place as cowards' castle
without having the strength to make any of its
accusations outside the house.

Health: court action
Mr rnwAITES (Albert Park) - My question is
to the Minister for Health. I refer to the admission of
the minister and Or John Paterson that a Supreme
Court writ was issued in the name of the secretary of
the department without the knowledge of either the
secretary or the minister and I ask whether the
minister can confirm that it is the policy of this
government that junior departmental officers may
initiate Supreme Court proceedings against public
servants without the authority of the appropriate
minister or department head.
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - The
honourable member for Albert Park has asked me
about a matter that he raised with me yesterday. I
should have thought the honourable member's
knowledge of the law might have been better than
his knowledge of health issues because he has been
in practice in the law longer than he has held his
shadow health portfolio.
Mr Kennett interjected.
Mrs TEHAN - Yes, he has not been in real
practice, which is apparent when you read the press
release that he issued yesterday. It is obvious that he
knows very little about the way courts work. He has
a lot to learn on both counts.

The basis for any action in the Supreme Court by the
Department of Health and Community Services has
to be either in the name of the minister or the
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secretary of the department. So the plaintiff had to
be either the secretary or the minister, but it was not
the minister in this case.

Mr 1HWAITES (Albert Park) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker, I ask the minister to withdraw
those last remarks.

The defendant was the Office of Merit Protection,
not a natural or incorporated person, so the only
means by which the defendant could be brought
before the court was by naming the three
individuals who comprised the hearing committee.

The SPEAKER - Order! I am sorry, but the
Chair did not find the last remarks offensive - -

Mr Mica1lef - He did!

Honourable members interjecting.
For the honourable member to suggest yesterday
that the secretary was taking action against three
members of his department shows clearly how he
does not understand the technical need to use the
names of those members of the hearing committee.
It was impossible to take action against the Office of
Merit Protection because, as I said, it was not an
entity against which action could be taken.
The action was of a technical nature. There was a
need for clarification of process by the Supreme
Court on the powers and process of the office. The
secretary has all the powers under the Health
Services Act to take that action and he took the
appropriate action.

Mr Thwaites - He did not know about it.
Mrs TEHAN - The substance of the matter - -

The SPEAKER. - Order! If the house would
allow the Speaker to complete his sentence. I did not
find the remarks offensive because I did not hear
them. If the honourable member for AlbeIt Park
directs my attention to the words he found offensive
I shall consider his point of order.

Mr 1HWAITES - Mr Speaker, the clear
implication was that I do not tell the truth. I ask the
minister to withdraw that remark.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER. - Order! The Chair cannot deal
with implications. If the honourable member can use
the exact words I shall consider his point of order.

Mr 1HWAITES - I will do that. Standing order
108 states:

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair has had
enough. I do not know how many times I have to tell
the house and members of the opposition that I shall
take action against them. The honourable member
for Albert Park has asked his question and he should
remain silent. The honourable member for Pascoe
Vale should stop chipping across the table. That also
goes for a few more members.

Mrs TEHAN - As I said, it was a technical
matter on an appeal against the process of the Office
of Merit Protection. The only means by which you
can get the office into the courts is by naming the
people who constituted the hearing committee at
that time.
The issue involved a community services matter and
the Minister for Community Services was aware of
the litigation. It was not a health matter. The
honourable member continues to be flexible with the
facts and loose with the truth.

No member shall use offensive or unbecoming words
in reference to any member of the house and all
imputations of improper motives and all personal
reflections on members shall be deemed disorderly.

What was said was that I am flexible with the truth.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! If the honourable
member could indicate the exact words I will
consider his point of order.

Mr 1HWAITES - The words were that I am
flexible with the facts and loose with the truth. They
carry the clear imputation that I am not telling the
truth.
The SPEAKER. - Order! The honourable
member for Albert Park finds the words offensive. I
ask the minister for the sake of peace to withdraw
her remarks.
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Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - For the sake
of peace and in deference to you, Mr Speaker, I
withdraw.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The house will come to
order.

Capital city policy
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) - Will the
Treasurer inform the house of the infrastructure
developments associated with the government's
capital city policy?
The SPEAKER - Order! The question is very
broad and I ask the Treasurer to limit his answer.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I understand the
members at that end of the house are interested in
Melbourne's future, but unfortunately members
opposite are not. The capital city policy released
today, to which the Premier has already addressed
himself, provides a conceptual and strategic
framework for maintenance in the future of
Melbourne's status as the most livable city in the
world. It contains a magnificent vision and
commitment to a wide range of superb facilities for
this city, but superb facilities are not enough - and
that is demonstrated by the National Tennis Centre.
The previous government had a vision for a superb
facility. It was a superb facility and remains such,
and always had the support of the present
government, even in opposition, in terms of the
nature of the venue. However, its finances
demonstrated the obvious gap between vision and
good management; whereas the capital city strategy
CreJlting Prosperity today brings together the
managerial expertise of the present government and
its proven track record and a superb vision of the
city.

Nothing illustrates that more clearly than Agenda 21
projects. Some projects such as the city circle tram
route and the Old Treasury refurbishment have been
completed. Some like the exhibition centre are under
construction. Others such as the Museum of Victoria
are in the beginning stages. They represent a blend
of community assets and economic development
initiatives that will serve this city extremely well.
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sector and the commonwealth government with
programs like Better Cities working positively
together, cutting across political boundaries so that a
liberal-National state government and a Labor
federal government can enrich the city and provide
for the future.
It represents a blend of amenities. A major project
such as the Museum of Victoria is a classic example,
but it goes down to smaller programs like extending
the bicycle paths around the city and building up
the public transport infrastructure. Some projects
have been constructed and others are not yet under
construction, but funding has been identified for
them and they will be built, in the main, without
addition to debt. Some have had funding allocated
in the sense that revenue flows have been committed
to funding those projects. Others are identified as
opportunities for further development in the future
with no present monetary commitment to them.

They are knitted together in a superb vision for
Melbourne's future, not only building on the
economic base the government has developed with
the restoration of confidence over the past two years
but also laying out the groundwork for the
development of the city in the future, with the
economic strengths that will come from the
exhibition centre, magnificent community assets that
will continue to bring life back into the city and
support for the initiative of the City of Melbourne
for enlivening Melbourne by creating a superb
residential amenity in and around the city.

This is an important document and one would have
hoped in view of the tremendous opportunities it
presents for our city it would have had the support
of even this niggardly opposition.

Metropolitan Ambulance Service
Mr THWAITES (AIbert Park) - I refer the
Minister for Health to the annual report of the
Metropolitan Ambulance Service, which shows that
there has been a 17 per cent increase in
administration costs and that more than $1.4 million
has been spent in consultant's fees. What action will
the minister take to ensure that the priority of the
ambulance service is saving lives and providing an
adequate level of service, rather than allowing a
blow-out in administration costs and spending
millions of dollars on fat-cat consultants?

The policies are a result of a breadth of vision that

Victoria has not seen in the last 10 years. It
recognises a partnership between the state
government, the City of Melbourne, the private

Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - The
honourable member raised some of these matters
earlier this day in the debate on the motion that
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grievances be noted. I suppose it was a continuation
of the leadership shown by the Leader of the
Opposition in that the whole focus of the debate was
on slur and innuendo and on a suggestion that
because he selected facts he gave a distorted picture
of one of the excellent services in this state.
Earlier in the day he referred to a reduction in the
number of ambulances at any given time in any part
of the city. However, he failed to indicate that
because of the administrative changes in separating
emergency services from non~ergency services
the fleet that used to be used inappropriately right
across the metropolitan area, predominantly on
inter-hospital transfers - on non-emergency
matters - is now focused as a priority service for
emergency demand and is an orderly and systematic
system which all hospitals support and say has
improved dramatically on the non~ergency sector.
Mr 11IWAITES (Albert Park) - On a point of
order, Mr Speaker the minister is relating - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! It is impossible for the
Chair to adjudicate on points of order with a barrage
of interjections coming from the government
benches.
Mr 11IWAITES - The minister is relating her
remarks to the debate on the motion that grievances
be noted that was held earlier today and not to the
question before us. She is talking in a somewhat
punch-drunk fashion about matters that have
nothing to do with the question. The question was
clear.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER -Order! The honourable
member for Monbulk and a few others are sailing
very close to the wind. I ask them to be quiet so that
the Chair can adjudicate on the point of order.
Mr 11IWAITES - The question clearly related
not to the debate on the motion that grievances be
noted but to the issue of the priority of the
ambulance service in relation to saving lives rather
than a blow-out in administration costs.
The SPEAKER - Order! The way a minister
answers a question is entirely in his or her hands.
The Chair has a responsibility to ensure that the
answer is relevant. Whether the question refers to
any other debate that took place here is immaterial
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to the Chair. I judge that the minister is relevant and
ask her to complete her answer.
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I was
indicating quite clearly that the priority of the
Metropolitan Ambulance Service is now on
organisation of emergency services and - -

Mr Thomson interjected.

The SPEAKER - Order! If the honourable
member for Pascoe Vale interjects once more I will
name him.
Mrs TEHAN - And the appropriate and
improved management of non~ergency services.
There has been a remarkable turnaround in the
Metropolitan Ambulance Service. It has gone from a
situation that we inherited that was costing more
and more money, providing more and more
ambulances and treating fewer and fewer patients in
an appropriate time frame to a situation where a
remarkable change has been brought about that has
been spelt out in the annual report of the
Metropolitan Ambulance Service.

We now have a situation in which there is value for
money. We have an organised non~ergency sector
run either by subcontractors or private contractors,
which is working effectively, and we have a
situation in which we have an emergency response
with emergency vehicles provided where
appropriate.
It is beholden on the honourable member for Albert
Park to recognise the facts that he deliberately
distorts. He plays with the truth. He has to recognise
that he can no longer continue to just slur an
excellent service by being loose with the truth and
flexible with the facts.

BROADCASTING OF PROCEEDINGS
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) Mr Speaker, I raise a point of order regarding the
sessional orders which were adopted by the house
on Tuesday, 6 September and, in particular, the
authorisation of the televising and broadcasting of
proceedings.
As you are aware, included among the sessional
orders adopted on 6 September was a motion of the
Minister for Industry and Employment which
authorised the broadcasting of the proceedings of
this house. The minister's motion states:
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(a) the television recording of Legislative Assembly
proceedings, excluding debate on a motion that
grievances be noted and debate on a motion
moved by a minister for the adjournment of the
house at the end of a day's proceedings; and
(b) the broadcasting and rebroadcasting on radio and

television stations of recorded sound excerpts of
proceedings in the Legislative Assembly
commencing at the time fixed for the meeting of
the house until the motion is moved or the
question is proposed ... for the adjournment of the
house.

I put it to you, Mr Speaker, that that motion, which
was adopted tmanimously by this house as part of
sessional orders, provides that with the exception of
the debate on the motion for the adjournment at the
end of the day, all other debates in this house,
including the debate on a motion that grievances be
noted, can be broadcast It is not that they be
televised, because it explicitly says that a debate on a
motion that grievances be noted may not be
televised, but all other debates, apart from the
debate on a motion for adjournment of the house at
the end of the day, can be broadcast and audio
sound recordings can be distributed.
This morning I raised a point of order on this matter
because my office had been told by SBS, among
other broadcasters, that you had refused them the
right to record the proceedings of this morning's
debate on the motion that grievances be noted. This
morning you ruled that you had made that decision.

I make the point that the ruling you gave this
morning is in direct contrast to and contradicts the
resolution of this house that provides that without
exception the broadcasting of sound-recorded
material should be allowed.
It has been a view accepted in this house by the
current Premier when he was Leader of the
Opposition that the public of Victoria has a right to
know what is debated in Parliament I put it to you,
Mr Speaker, given that it is consistent with the
sessional and standing orders adopted by the house,
that there should be no reason whatever why debate
on the motion that grievances be noted should not
be broadcast on radio.
I accept that there has always been a view that it
shall not be televised. That has been a bipartisan
view, but the recording of the debate for sound has
always been permitted by this house, and it is the
public's entitlement to know what matters are raised
in grievance debate, how the members of Parliament
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in here reflect the interest of their constituencies and
what matters of public interest are debated. And
you, Premier - The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member will address the Chair on the point of order
and will ignore interjections. The Premier will
remain silent
Mr BRUMBY - The Premier is a hypocrite.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition has used an unparliamentary expression.
He cannot use that expression and I ask him to
withdraw.
Mr BRUMBY - I withdraw. The fact of the
matter is that sessional orders make it absolutely
clear that this Parliament shall be broadcast with the
exception of the adjournment debate, and what we
had this morning was a government running scared,
a government refusing - a government prepared to
close down the Parliament to prevent the legitimate
broadcast - The SPEAKER - Order! I have heard suffident
and I warn the Leader of the Opposition that
although I am prepared to listen to his point of
order, the track he is going down now in making his
submission to the Chair reflects badly on the Chair
itself. I am prepared to listen to the point of order,
but the Leader of the Opposition will stick to the
facts and not make any aspersions about the
government or how I came to my decision.
Mr BRUMBY - The sessional orders make quite
clear that the only proceeding of this Parliament
which cannot be broadcast for sound is the debate
on the motion for the adjournment of the house. It
makes it clear in Hansard of Tuesday 6 September in
the resolution adopted by this house on the
televising and broadcasting of proceedings that the
grievance shall be broadcast It is important that
every honourable member of this place is able to
speak on public issues and that those public issues
be communicated to the public.
Mr KenneH interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier will
remain silent. The Leader of the Opposition will
ignore interjections and concentrate on the point of
order.
Mr BRUMBY - I ask you, Mr Speaker, to
reconsider your ruling this morning and to ensure
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that, consistent with the sessional orders adopted by
this house and the resolution in relation to the
televising and broadcasting of proceedings, in all
future grievance debates broadcasting is allowed so
that the public is able to understand, to know and to
hear the debates that occur in this place.
The SPEAKER - Order! There is one particular
aspect of the point of order that I would dispute
with the Leader of the Opposition, and that is that
the position is clear. The problem that the Chair had
this morning was that the position is not clear. The
organisation in question contacted this place
through one of the officers and asked if it was
possible to broadcast, and the answer given was in
line with the previOUS practice of the house; the
answer was no. The matter came to my attention at 3
minutes to 10 o'clock, and in the time that was
available to me, while I admit the matter is not clear,
I came to the conclusion that led to the decision that
I made. However, I will give the matter further
consideration. I will, if necessary, consult with the
leaders of the parties to see what their opinion is. My
advice to the house would be that the sessional
orders under which we are working could be made
cl~er. I give an undertaking to the honourable
member that I will get back to him and give him a
proper ruling.

CONSTITUTION (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first Teading
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which limited the Crown in terms of the areas in
which it will have direct influence over the
commonwealth and the state through the
Governor-General or the Governors of each state. In
Victoria what that means is that the Governor will
have power to elect, nominate, and discharge the
Premier of the day under certain circumstances, but
he or she will not have responsibility in terms of the
selection of the Executive Council and therefore
through the Executive Council the whole range of
decisions that are made by the Executive Council or
people who are appointed by the Executive Council.
In short, it is true that since 1986 when the Labor
government was in power there has been a question
hanging over the validity of every action that has
taken place since by the Executive Council and by
the appointments of the Executive Council and
therefore by things such as the courts in
administering the law, and this bill seeks to rectify
that to ensure that everything is covered and to
remove the doubt if those areas were ever
challenged. As I said, I explained this to the Leader
of the Opposition yesterday. I am surprised that in
24hours-Mr Thomson - He is entitled to an explanation.
Mr KENNElT - He got it yesterday, and I
offered il The house did not for ask it; only the
Leader of the Opposition did. I can only suggest the
Leader of the Opposition has either forgotten what I
gave to him yesterday in good faith or he simply
does not understand.

Mr KENNElT (Premier) - I move:

Motion agreed to.
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the
Constitution Act 1975, the Interpretation of Legislation
Act 1984 and The Constitution Act Amendment Act
1958 and for other purposes.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I ask
the Premier for a brief description of the bill.

Read first time.

LAND TITLES VALIDATION BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr KENNETf (premier) - I move:

Mr KENNElT (Premier)(By leave) - As I
explained to the Leader of the Opposition
yesterday - his memory has obviously failed
him - because I will not be here in two weeks time
for the last week of this sessional period of the
Parliament I offered him a briefing on all four bills
that are in my name to see whether he wanted them
brought on next week and if he wanted me here
when they were debated. I further indicated to him
yesterday, so his question today is somewhat futile,
that in fact the legislative changes have been
requested by the Governor. It refers back to the
introduction of the Australia Act on 3 March 1986

That I have leave to bring in a bill to validate, in
accordance with the Native Title Act 1993 of the
Commonwealth, certain past acts, to make certain other
provisions, to repeal the Land Titles Validation Act
1993 and for other purposes.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I ask
the Premier for an explanation of the bill.
Mr KENNElT (premier)(By leave) - I explained
this to the Leader of the Opposition yesterday, but
obviously he has forgotten in 24 hours. If he
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understood the processes both in Canberra and here
he would realise that the federal government has
introduced a bill to restore to a group of Aboriginal
communities and Aboriginal individuals certain
lands that they require. The federal government
requires validation legislation in all states. All states
with the exception of Western Australia have passed
or are in the process of passing that legislation. 1bis
bill puts into place the requirements of the
legislation passed by the federal government, as I
explained yesterday to the Leader of the Opposition.
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SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr KENNElT (Premier) introduced a bill to
re-enact with amendments the law relating to
subordinate legislation, to amend the
Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984, to repeal the
Subordinate Legislation Act 1962 and the
Amendments Incorporation Act 1958, to make
consequential amendments to certain acts and for
other purposes.

Motion agreed to.
Read first time.
Read first time.

LAND TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL
PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr KENNElT (premier) - I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Public
Sector Management Act 1992 to improve the
administration of that act and for other purposes.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! Will honourable
members please resume their seats. There is a
question before the Chair.

Introduction and first reading
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Land
Tax Act 1958 and for other purposes.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I ask
the Treasurer for a brief description of the bill.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer)(By leave) Surprisingly enough, this is about land tax. It gives
effect to the budget announcement about
arrangements for land tax for the 1995 tax year.
Mr Brumby interjected.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I ask
the Premier to provide the house with a brief
explanation of the bill, if that is not too much trouble
for the Premier.
Mr KENNETT (Premier)(By leave) - As I
explained to the poor precious Leader of the
Opposition yesterday, this is a bill that seeks to
make some minor amendments to the
administration of the Public Sector Management Act.

The act was introduced in 1992. It has been in place
for two years and, during the process of its
administration, we have found certain areas that can
be improved. As I said yesterday, this act seeks to
bring about minor amendments.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I will have no
compunction! The Treasurer, in silence!
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - I find that remark offensive.
It attributes base motives, and I ask that it be
withdrawn.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - What
I said was this legislation will benefit Hudson
Conway, which it will. It will!

Honourable members interjecting.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

The SPEAKER - Order! The Treasurer found
the words used by the Leader of the Opposition
offensive and I ask him to withdraw. All he has to
do is get to his feet and say, 1 withdraw'.
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Mr BRUMBY - Earlier today in question time
the honourable member for Albert Park asked for
words to be withdrawn. Mr Speaker, you asked him
on numerous occasions to repeat exactly the words.
You have not asked that of the Treasurer and I ask
that you ask the Treasurer and apply the same
standards you applied to the honourable member
for Albert Park.
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The SPEAKER - Order!
An Honourable Member - Why don't you tell
us?
Mr STOCKDALE - Just listen to them! Why
can't the people of Victoria hear this?

Honourable members interjecting.
Honourable Members - Hear, hear!
The SPEAKER - Order!
The SPEAKER - Order! I have already asked the
Treasurer for that and I understand he gave an
answer.
An Honourable Member - No, he didn't!

The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the Treasurer what
words he found offensive.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I object to the
words 'This is where you look after Hudson
Conway. This is for the benefit of Hudson Conway'.
'That is a clear implication that the bill is designed to
benefit one particular party. It is an improper motive
attributed precisely, in the words of the standing
orders. It is objectionable, and I object to it

The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the Leader of the
Opposition to withdraw his remarks.
An Honourable Member - What a farce!

Mr Cole interjected.

The SPEAKER - Order! If the honourable
member for Melbourne continues to defy the Chair
and the standing orders of this place by interrupting
when the Speaker is on his feet, I shall deal with
him. I ask the house to come to order.
Mr STOCKDALE - This implements the second
step of the phasing arrangement, which will see a
ceiling and a floor put in movements in land tax
relative to the 1993 tax year, in this case at the level
of 40 per cent It also makes a number of other minor
technical amendments in relation to the clarification
of the application of the rules relating to valuations
and in a number of other minor respects.

Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

Mr Brumby - Oose your mouth and get back
into your seat!

STATE TAXATION (AMENDMENT)

The SPEAKER - Order! Will the Leader of the
Opposition please take a seat My left ear is
permanently damaged by the member for
Springvale screaming out interjections across the
table and across the house. I ask him to remain
silent I ask the Leader of the Opposition to
withdraw his remarks.

Introduction and first reading

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I said
this legislation would benefit Hudson Conway and
it will, but I withdraw.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer)(By lemJe) - This
bill will implement the budget announcement in
relation to the 1995 land tax year in accordance with
the process of phasing across to the new valuation
base that the government began in respect of the
current year - -

Honourable members interjecting.

BILL

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Debits
Tax Act 1990, the Financial Institutions Duty Act 1992,
the Pay-roll Tax Act 1971, the Stamps Act 1958 and
certain other acts and for other purposes.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I ask
the Treasurer for a brief description of the bill.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer)(By lemJe) - The bill
makes a very large number of, in most cases, very
technical amendments to a wide range of tax acts. It
would take a considerable time to outline the details.
I would be happy to arrange a detailed briefing for
the Leader of the Opposition I believe he and the
house would find that more useful than my
endeavouring to summarise what is a very large
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number of quite technical matters, each of which is
unrelated in the main to the other provisions of this
bill. I will be happy to provide that as soon as the
Leader of the Opposition is available for it
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Read first time.

OFFICE OF THE
REGULATOR-GENERAL
(AMENDMENT) BILL

Motion agreed to.

Introduction and first reading
Read first time.
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I move:

PORTS ACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading

TItat I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Office
of the Regulator-General Act 1994 and for other
purposes.

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:

Mr DOLUS (Richmond) - I seek an explanation.
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Port of
Melbourne Authority Act 1958, the Port of Geelong
Authority Act 1958, the Port of Portland Authority Act
1958, the Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 and the
Marine Act 1988 and for other purposes.

Mr DOLUS (Richmond) - I ask the Treasurer to
provide a brief description of the bill.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer)(By leave) - The
government has begun the process of planning the
reform of Victorian ports and is engaged in a
consultative process with a very wide range of
stakeholders in relation to the future reform of the

Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance)
(By leave) - This small bill is of a technical nature.
The effect of the amendments to the Office of the
Regulator-General Act will enable the
Regulator-General to more decisively determine
whether the information made available to the
public is commercial and in confidence and
therefore should not be made readily available.
Other amendments will enable the
Regulator-General to call for certain information
from parties without necessarily having a fully
fledged inquiry.

ports.

Motion agreed to.

I shall make it clear to the house that this bill deals
with a range of technical matters, which I shall come
back to in a moment It does not actually begin the
process of implementing the substantive reform of
port operations. The government has distributed
very widely a preferred options paper which deals
with a longer-term reform. Legislation is intended to
be introduced in the autumn session in 1995 to
commence the process of that more substantive
reform.

Read first time.

SUPERANNUATION ACTS (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I move:

This measure deals with a number of preliminary
issues. In the government's view it is clear there is a
consensus that matters like the future of the World
Trade Centre should not necessarily be intrinsically
boW\d up with port reform and, accordingly, this
bill will facilitate the separate sale of the World
Trade Centre. The bill deals with a number of other
minor matters which, as it were, prepare for reform
rather than commence the process of implementing
reform. Again, I will be happy to provide the
opposition with a briefing.

TItat I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the
Emergency Services Superannuation Act 1986, the
Hospitals Superannuation Act 1988, the Local
Authorities Superannuation Act 1988, the
Parliamentary Salaries and Superannuation Act 1968,
the Police Regulation Act 1958, the Public Sector
Superannuation (Administration) Act 1993, the State
Casual Employees (Superannuation) Act 1989, the State
Employees Retirement Benefits Act 1979, the State
Superannuation Act 1988, the Superannuation
(portability) Act 1989, the Teaching Service Act 1981
and the Transport Superannuation Act 1988 and for
other purposes.

Motion agreed to.

Mr DOLUS (Richmond) - I seek an explanation.
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Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance)
(By leave) - As the honourable member can readily
see by the length and number of acts that require
amendment this is a diverse bill. It trims up a lot of
technical amendments. The most important is to
implement an obligation the government feels it has
to comply with the decision of Mr Pooley, the
commonwealth Insurance Commissioner, to
reinstate six-monthly indexation to pensions under a
number of superannuation schemes, including the
parliamentary scheme. However, in the case of the
parliamentary scheme, instead of making annual
adjustments after salary increases, adjustments will
be made immediately upon the granting of salary
increases to members of Parliament.
In the other case, the adjustment for pensioners will
be from the previous situation of 12 months back to
six months, which will add about another $7 million
a year to the public purse. A range of other matters
are dealt with. For example, to the best of my
recollection, the amendment to the Police
Regulations Act 1958 does away with or
amalgamates the police pension fund, which has a
small number of pensioners but no serving
members, with the Emergency Services
Superannuation Scheme. When the bill is read a
second time the honourable member will find that
the rest of the matters are minor, technical and in the
interests of efficiency.
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Read first time.

CONSTITUTION (COURT OF APPEAL)
BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I move:
11lat I have leave to bring in a bill relating to the
Supreme Court of Victoria to amend the Constitution
Act 1975, the Supreme Court Act 1986 and certain other
acts and for other pwposes.

Mr COLE (Melbourne) - I seek an explanation of
this bill. I am a bit worried it might be something to
do with sacking judges.

Mrs WADE (Attorney-General)(By leave) - I am
surprised there should be any confusion about this
bill, which creates a court of appeal. It has received
very wide publicity. I made a speech, which was
widely circulated, on the bill at Melbourne
University. I shall be only too happy to provide a
copy to the honourable member for Melbourne.
Although I do not believe it is necessary to go into
the detail of the bill at this stage, I will be happy to
provide any information the honourable member for
Melbourne may want
Motion agreed to.

Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - I have a further
question. To the best of my knowledge, the SEC
superannuation act was not included in that lisl
Will the minister comment?
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance)
(By leave) --If the honourable member is advocating
changes to the SEC superannuation act I would
seriously contemplate them, because it is a most
generous scheme.

Read fust time.

CLASSIFICATION OF FILMS AND
PUBLICATIONS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) introduced a bill to
amend the Oassification of Films and Publications
Act 1990 and for other purposes.

Motion agreed to.
Read first time.
Read first time.

COURTS (GENERAL AMENDMENT)
BILL

QUEEN VICTORIA WOMEN'S CENTRE
BILL
Introduction and first reading

Introduction and first reading
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) introduced a bill to
amend the Jurisdiction of Courts (Cross-vesting)
Ad 1987, the Supreme Court Act 1986, the County
Court Ad 1958, the Magistrates' Court Act 1989 and
certain other acts and for other purposes.

MI5 WADE (Attorney-General) introduced a bill to
establish the Queen Victoria Women's Centre
Trust to own and manage a women's centre and for
other purposes.
Read first time.

GAMING AND BETTING (AMENDMENT) Bll..L
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GAMING AND BETTING
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) introduced a bill to
amend the Gaming and Betting Act 1994, the
Gaming Machine Control Act 1991, the Oub Keno
Act 1993, the Casino Control Act 1991 and the
Racing Act 1958 and for other purposes.
Read first time.

FIRE AUTHORITIES
(MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS)
BILL
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Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services)(By leave) - The main purpose
of the bill is to enable the Victorian Arts Centre Trust
to enter into various jOint ventures.

Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND
TRAINING (STATE TRAINING WAGE)
BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr HA YWARD (Minister for Education) - I
move:

Introduction and first reading
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I move:
lbat I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the
Country Fire Authority Act 1958, the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Act 1958, the Fire Authorities (Contributions)
Act 1989 and for other purposes.

lbat I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the
Vocational Education and Training Act 1990 and for
other purposes.

Mr COLE (Melbourne) - Mr Speaker, before
granting leave, could I have a brief explanation of
what it all means?
Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education)(By

Mr COLE (Melbourne) - Mr Speaker, I ask the
minister for a brief explanation of the bill.
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services)(By leave) - The main purpose
of the bill is to remove the sunset clause that expires
early next year. Without its removal the government
contribution to fire services would increase from
22.5 per cent to 33.3 per cent.

Motion agreed to.

leave) - I am delighted to provide it. The bill

amends the principal act. The primary effect of the
amendment is to introduce a new schedule to the
principal act to enable employers within the
employee relations system to implement the training
wage concept, with which I am sure the honourable
member is familiar. It is the result of a joint action by
the federal and state governments and will enable
employers to gain access to federal government
subsidies for employing new trainees. I am sure all
honourable members, especially the honourable
member for Melbourne, would support that.

Read first time.

VICTORIAN ARTS CENTRE
(AMENDMENTI BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I move:
lbat I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the
Victorian Arts Centre Act 1979 and for other purposes.

The amendments are consistent with the
government's policy to promote training and youth
employment, and I believe they will be beneficial. I
have already provided a brief explanation to the
honourable member for Carrum and I have offered
to make available to him an officer from my
department to give him a more detailed briefing if
he requires it
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

Mr COLE (Melbourne) - Mr Speaker, before
granting leave I wonder whether I could have a brief
explanation of what it all means.

MELBOURNE SPORTS AND AQUATIC CENTRE BILL
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MELBOURNE SPORTS AND AQUATIC
CENTRE BILL
Introduction and first remiing
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing) - I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to establish a
Melbourne sports and aquatic centre trust to administer
a Melbourne sports and aquatic centre, and to provide
for the use of certain Albert Park land and for other
purposes.

Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - Mr Speaker, as
Albert Park is a very sensitive area I should like a
brief explanation of the bill.
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing)(By leave) - I suggest that the
honourable member read the sheet I have just read
to the house because it gives a very clear description
of what the bill does. The honourable member might
realise that it establishes a trust to lease land on
which to construct the sports and aquatic centre,
which he well knows will house badminton,
basketball, table tennis and squash facilities as well
as the aquatic centre. It will ensure the sound
finandal performance of the centre as well as its
maintenance.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

LOTTERIES GAMING AND BETTING
(GENERAL AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first remiing
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing) - I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to reform the
regulation of minor gambling, to amend the Lotteries
Gaming and Betting Act 1966 and for other purposes.

Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - I ask for a brief
explanation of the bill.
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing)(By Jeaoe) - The bill amends the
Lotteries Gaming and Betting Act 1966 with respect
to the conduct of certain aspects of bingo, the
registration of lucky envelope machines, raffles and
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permit fees and the conduct of trade promotion
lotteries.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

TRANSPORT ACCIDENT (GENERAL
AMENDMENT) BILL
Second remiing
Debate resumed from 6 October; motion of
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer).

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - The
opposition does not oppose the bill. We support the
majority of the changes it will make. Fundamentally,
the bill's purpose is to make a number of
amendments to the Transport Acddent Act,
improve the system of benefits, make technical
changes that clarify the intention of the prindpal act
and minor changes to the financial management of
the Transport Acddent Commission and remove the
right of re-entry into the Victorian public service for
TAC staff.
From recent discussions I understand that the deal
was initiated by the TAC, and the opposition
welcomes the improvements that are being made in
some areas to benefit the structure: for example, the
provision for payments of up to $1500 for family
counselling in cases where a member of a family has
been killed in a car acddent; the removal of the
excess on medical costs when claimants have been
hospitalised as a result of injuries; and the
introduction of coverage for cyclists involved in
collisions with car doors. I will come back to that in
a moment
We welcome the provisions that will impose a
responsibility on the TAC to consider its long-term
financial viability in determining the size of the
dividend to be paid by the TAC to the government
However, we are concerned that in some parts of the
bill its intentions could have been made clearer to
avoid confusion about some of the changes being
made, and that certain improvements that could
have been made to the prindpal act have not been
addressed.
The opposition believes that the amendments
relating to cyclists do not go far enough. I shall move
an amendment during the committee stage to ensure
the coverage of cyclists when they are involved in
road acddents travelling to and from work. The
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proposed amendment will amend clause 5 to
provide that compensation should be payable where
it involves a pedal cyclist travelling to or from his or
her place of employment.
It is important to put on the record the success of the
Transport Accident Commission in reducing car
accidents and in developing a n<rfault system for
people involved in motor car accidents. Since the
T AC began its hard hitting television commercials in
1989 there has been a Significant decline in road
fatalities from more than 700 in 1989 to 420 this year.
That is a dramatic reduction.

I remember vividly - I think it was probably 1989
or 1990, when I was a member of federal
Parliament - the then Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, the honourable member for
Carrum, being photographed in one of the major
theatres in Melbourne with thousands of empty
seats around him. It was a graphic illustration of the
thousands of lives that had been saved as a result of
the advertising campaigns and warnings against
drink-driving and speeding.
I remember as a kid the Herald campaign 'Declare
war on 1034'. The reduction in the number of road
fatalities that has occurred since then and the
increase in the number of vehicles on the road
demonstrate the spectacular success we have had in
reducing the road toll. Of course, we would like to
go even further. That reduction has been not only of
enormous economic, human and social benefit for
Victorians, but also had a profound financial benefit
for Victorians. All Victorians can be proud of that
achievement

The reduction in road fatalities and injuries from car
accidents has resulted in a reduction in claim
payments of $400 million since 1989. A new series of
advertisements this year has continued TAC's
hard-hitting approach to reducing the road toll. The
opposition strongly supports the TAC campaign.
The commission is also continuing with its excellent
rehabilitation program for accident victims.
The opposition was recently informed by TAC that
it has undertaken new research into the attitudes
and behaviour of young people. The opposition
supports this initiative, which will no doubt be
instrumental in keeping TAC at the cutting edge of
road safety education. TAC has an excellent record
of financial success over the years in providing
third-party cover for motorists at a reasonable cost.
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The recent annual report of TAC entitled Fasten your
seat belts provides a succinct summary of some of the
achievements of that organisation. The section on
accident prevention provides graphs that show so
clearly and succinctly the reduction in the number of
accidents that have occurred. Casualty accidents
have decreased from 25 000 in 1989 to just over
15000 in 1994. As I said, the road toll, which was
just over 700 fatalities in 1989, has been reduced to
about 400 in 1994.
The number of deaths per 10000 registered vehicles
is a Significant indicator of the success of the TAC
campaign. From a recent peak of three deaths per
10000 in 1989, it has been reduced to 1.5 deaths for
every 10000 in 1994. In other words, the fatality rate
per vehicle has been halved. The interstate
comparisons are interesting. Deaths per 10 000
registered vehicles in the Northern Territory were 5,
in Queensland more than 2, in South Australia more
than 2, in Tasmania just on 2, in New South Wales a
fraction under 2 and Victoria has 1.5. Victoria has
been bettered only by the Australian Capital
Territory and I suggest the quality of their roads is
such that they start with a Significant advantage. The
TAC, the previous Labor government and the
present government are to be congratulated on the
success and the continuation of the program.
I want to say a few words about privatisation. The
TAC has a record of which we can be proud. I was
concerned last year when the Treasurer and the state
government examined the privatisation of the TAC.
A strong campaign was mounted against that by the
opposition, motorists, road accident victims and the
RACY. I hope now the Treasurer no longer has any
ideas of privatising the TAC, but had it been
privatised it would have been an extraordinary
economic and financial error for the Victorian
community. In the end, the government was forced
to accept that it did not make sense to privatise the
TAC.

Although the opposition supports the general thrust
of the bill, it is concerned about some clauses. Today
is Ride to Work Day. Bicycle Victoria is encouraging
as many Victorians as possible to ride their bikes to
work. The TAC should be supported for introducing
a limited form of coverage for cyclists involved in
road accidents, in this case, accidents involving
cyclists who collide with car doors when opened or
left open. This move is strongly supported by
Bicycle Victoria. The opposition believes that this
does not go far enough. Cyclists are no longer
eligible for workers compensation when injured in
journey accidents going to and from work. This is
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because in November 1992 the Kennett government
transferred respons1bility for journey accidents from
the Victorian Workcover Authority to the Transport
Accident Commission. This left people who cycled
to work without any coverage because the
legislation did not provide compensation for
cyclists. The bill provides coverage in limited
circumstances, but it does not go far enough.
The opposition believes cyclists should be entitled to
the same benefits they previously enjoyed under the
Workers Compensation Act, which covered them for
any accidents while travelling to and from work.
The government has said it is not prepared to extend
the cover because cyclists do not pay a premium and
therefore should not be entitled to benefits under the
Transport Accident Act. Compensation should be
extended as, if you like, a community service. I
understand it would have only a small impact, a
minuscule impact on the total cost of claims. Given
the health of the scheme's finances, with a profit last
year of approximately $400 million, it could easily be
afforded.
It would be an important way of encouraging
people to ride bicycles more and to drive less. Sixty
per cent of Melbourne's pollution comes from motor
vehicles. The abolition of compensation coverage for
cyclists by the Kennett government has been a
significant disincentive for people to cycle to work.
Criticism of the government's attitude in this area
has been made by Mr Justice Southwe11 and
Mr Justice Teague, both of whom urged Parliament
to look at the matter.

I now wish to say a few words about the importance
of the cycling issue. Today is Ride to Work Day. I
have been provided with some statistics and some
fact sheets on bicycle travel in Victoria by Bicycle
Victoria. There are more than 1.5 million bicycle
riders in Victoria, most of whom are adults. There
are more bicycles than cars in Victoria. Each year
about 200 000 bicycles are sold as compared to
110 000 cars. Half of all Victorian households have at
least one bicycle. Bicycles are also used for about
2 per cent of all trips in Victoria.
Approximately half of all bicycle trips are for
recreation and the other half are for utility work,
such as going to work, shopping, going to school or
going to visit friends. Of all bike travel, 80 per cent is
on roads. Bicycle Victoria makes it clear that bicycle
riding is good for you, and I agree with that. With
modem gears, bicycle riding is a low-stress activity
which requires only one-fifth of the force required
by walking. It requires a steady energy output and is
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ideal for the heart and lungs and for burning off
weight. We have all seen recent statistics indicating
that in Victoria, and in Australia generally, most
people can do with a bit more activity and exercise.
Bicycle riding is also good for the environment. Of
all car travel, 30 per cent is for distances of
5 kilometres or less, and 10 bicycles can be parked in
the space taken up by one car. Although only 10 per
cent of people who work in central Melbourne have
ever ridden a bicycle to work, a survey conducted
by Bicycle Victoria in 1992 revealed that 33 per cent
of people said they would seriously consider riding
to work if there were secure bicycle parking and if
showers and clothes lockers were available at their
workplaces. Slowly those facilities are increasingly
being provided in workplaces and increasingly
bicycle tracks are being constructed around Victoria.
The issue of accident compensation cover is
absolutely fundamental. The opposition will move
an amendment in the committee stage. I do not
know whether the Treasurer has asked the
Transport Accident Commission to do costings on
this, but the advice the opposition has is that the cost
of prOviding compensation cover for cyclists
travelling to and &om work would be absolutely
minuscule in terms of the total cost of the scheme. I
encourage the government to look closely at this
issue.
I refer to section 93 of the principal act, about which
the opposition has considerable concern. As I am
sure the Treasurer is aware, there has been concern
about that section expressed in recent court
judgments. The problem essentially relates to cases
where the TAC has not accepted that an injured
person's degree of impairment is 30 per cent or more
and is, therefore, a serious injury. Under the act a
person is required to fully satisfy the court that an
injury is a serious injury before the matter can go
before a jury for a determination of the level of
damages, if any, that should be paid. That can take
up to five days and, if leave is granted, the whole
process must be repeated at the trial.

In relation to this issue, in a judgment in the case of
Petkuvski v. Galletti, Mr Justice Brooking stated on
20 October 1993 that he doubted very much whether
Parliament had the present, foolish, wasteful and
inconvenient system in mind when it enacted
section 93. Criticism of this section was also made in
the same case by Mr Justice Southwe11 and
Mc Justice Teague, and they urged Parliament to
look again at that section of the act. The opposition
therefore urges the government to undertake a
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review of section 93(6). One option may be to
require claimants to establish a prima facie case that
their injuries constitute a serious injury.
I refer also to the discount for impairment. Clause 54
of the bill deals with how compensation is
determined in cases where an injured person has a
pre-existing impairment The present practice is for
a discount that takes account of the pre-existing
impairment to be applied pursuant to the
regulations under the act.
The opposition has been informed by the TAC that
the effect of this amendment will be that from
1 January 1995 discounts will no longer be applied.
The opposition welcomes that. However, there has
been some confusion about the intent of the
amendment and no reference is made to it in the
Treasurer's second-reading speech. The opposition
believes it would have been far better if an
explanation of the amendment had been made in the
second-reading speech and a clear commitment
given that the government and the TAC would
proceed down this path as from 1 January 1995. The
Treasurer may wish to give that commitment to the
house during the debate. We welcome the change
but we say it is important for it to be specified and
clarified.
I also refer to the six-year rule. Proposed section
93(19) clarifies that the injured persons must bring
proceedings for the recovery of damages within six
years of the date of the accident Some concern has
been expressed that this could disadvantage people
whose injuries are not stable by barring them from
pursuing common-law claims in cases where the
TAC has not within that time frame assessed their
injuries. In discussions with the opposition, the TAC
has given a commitment that it will not seek to
impose the six-year rule in such cases. The
opposition hopes that practice will be followed and
makes the point that it has been given an assurance
in that regard and now puts the matter on public
record. The opposition also hopes that the operation
of this part of the act will not prevent anyone with a
serious injury as the result of a road accident being
able to pursue a claim for damages.
Another matter of concern relates to TAC
employees. The bill removes the right of TAC
employees to re-enter the Victorian public service in
cases where such employees had transferred from
the State Insurance Office to the TAC in 1986. The
opposition understands that there are about 80
people in this category. However, it is not expected
that many would now wish to return to the public
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service. If one looks at the appalling industrial
relations policies of the government that are being
applied in government departments one would ask
why they would want to transfer back to the public
service. I do not think many would.
NOtwithstanding that, the opposition believes it is
an unfortunate step to remove the right, given that
the people who transferred to the TAC transferred
on the understanding that they would have a right
of re-entry to the public service. It is an unfortunate
precedent for the government to retrospectively
remove the rights and entitlements of employees.
I do not wish to make too many other points in this
second-reading debate. The opposition will move an
amendment in the committee stage.
I again wish to place on the record the opposition's
support for the work of the TAC. Anyone who looks
at the 1994 report and watches the television
advertisements knows we have a world leader.
Everyone in this Parliament wants Victorian
businesses and Victorian-owned enterprises to be
the best in the world. We want them to come up
with the best programs and the best technology, and
we want them to do things most efficiently. If we
look at the work of the Transport Accident
Commission and its achievements in terms of
accident prevention, claims management and
trauma management and at what it has been able to
achieve in relation to premiums, we see that it is a
first-rate organisation and one we should be
supporting.
We will not make this a heated political debate
today but I repeat it because it is important to note
that it would have been an absolute disaster for
Victoria and Victorians if last year the Kennett
government had proceeded to sell off the Transport
Accident Commission. It is a world's best
organisation. It is a single organisation and that
enables it to make dramatic inroads into fraud,
which is a problem in this industry. Its single
database, coordination and activities in that area
have enabled it to get on top of fraud as successfully
as or more successfully than any other organisation
could be expected to do.
Its advertising campaigns again are world beaters.
You go to conferences where they show the TAC ads
and people spontaneously applaud the
advertisements that have been run because they
have produced results, and what we all want to see
is results. When I was a kid there was a campaign
called War on 1034, and if you look at the dramatic
reduction in the number of deaths per 10 000
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registered vehicles, the success of programs like
black-spot funding and so on, you can see that this is
a Victorian success story born out of initiatives taken
by the previous Labor government It is now a
Victorian institution, and we hope that it will remain
in public hands. We hope the government will not
ever again reconsider its view about T AC and we
obviously put the government on notice that if it
does so we will again campaign aggressively to keep
TAC in public ownership.
Earlier I made some points about the extension of
compensation entitlements to cyclists riding to and
from work. We will be moving an amendment to
deal with that matter in committee, and I urge the
government to consider it seriously. Apart from
anything else it is a good political and
environmental move and good in terms of the health
of Victorians, and the cost is minuscule. I urge the
government to look at that
In general the opposition supports this legislation. I
have expressed concern about some specific aspects
of it, but generally it is positive legislation which
will improve the operation of the scheme, and for
that reason the opposition supports it

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Richardson) Order! In a moment I shall call the Treasurer to
enable him to circulate amendments pursuant to
sessional orders. I inform the house that in so doing
we are not moving to the position of the Treasurer
closing the debate; it is simply to enable him to
circulate the amendments which will be proposed
by the government
Government amendments circulated by
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) pursuant to sessional
orders.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) - I am pleased to support
the bill and welcome the temperate and reasoned
remarks of the Leader of the Opposition on it and
the support of the opposition for the proposed
legislation. As the Leader of the Opposition
indicated, the bill makes a number of useful
improvements to the operation of the transport
accident scheme. For the first time it provides for
family counselling up to a maximum cost of $1500 in
the event of a fatality. To date family counselling has
not been available, and this is a small but
worthwhile step forward. As honourable members
have remarked, the bill also for the first time extends
the scheme to provide coverage for cyclists in the
event of them colliding with open or opening doors
of vehicles. 1his is on top of the coverage for cyclists
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that already exists if they are involved in a collision
with a moving vehicle. I will come back later to the
proposal of the opposition on the subject of cyclists.
The bill also removes the medical excess in the case
of persons who are hospitalised as a result of their
injuries, and this is a further way of easing the
burden on those who are seriously injured.
Obviously if one is hospitalised it implies a degree of
seriousness, and this is therefore a sensible criterion
on which to base the removal of the excess.
The remarks of the Leader of the Opposition are in
some contrast to remarks that have been made by
one correspondent to the Age, Mr John Voyage, who
has had a number of fairly intemperate letters
published criticising various aspects of the bill. I
must say it is criticism made on a factually
inaccurate basis. For example, he has claimed that
the amendments limit the amount of home help and
nursing available for injured victims, and that is
completely incorrect. The law on that subject
continues as it has always been since the legislation
was enacted under the previous government There
is no upper limit at all on the payment of fees for
medical, hospital, rehabilitation and other services of
a reasonable nature. There has been, on a bipartisan
basis since the scheme was adopted, a limit of up to
40 hours a week for five years for the provision of
housekeeping and child~ costs only, but there
has not been an upper limit and there continues not
to be an upper limit on the provision of medical,
hospital, rehabilitation and other related services.
Mr Voyage in his latest letter to the Age also persists
in a claim or an imputation that the bill curtails the
amount of compensation available for family
counselling. As I indicated before, he is completely
wrong in that assertion. The bill, for the first time,
provides for compensation for family counselling up
to a maximum cost of $1500.
Mr Voyage also makes some arguments about
cyclists and questions why there is no compensation
for cyclists who collide with the bumper of a
stationary car. That in a sense meshes in with the
arguments that have been put forward by the
opposition in relation to extending coverage to
cyclists, and I will say a few words about that
general subject

When the scheme was enacted under the previous
government no coverage whatsoever was provided
for cyclists other than those involved in accidents
arising from use of, in essence, moving vehicles. The
logic of that position was quite clear: that the TAC
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scheme was funded by motorists and was meant to
relate to the costs of accidents arising out of the use
of motor vehicles by motorists. When there is a
collision between a moving motor vehicle and a
cyclist that is an accident involving use of a motor
vehicle and therefore the cyclist is entitled to
compensation just as a pedestrian involved in an
accident with a motor vehicle is entitled to
compensation.
But the amendment made by this government in the
present bill recognises that to extend the act to cover
accidents with opening doors of motor vehicles and,
to put the matter beyond doubt, with doors of motor
vehicles that have been left open when obviously
one would expect that except when in use motor
vehicles doors would be closed, is a logical extension
of the concept that compensation is payable for
accidents involving the use of motor vehicles.
The amendment is consistent with the logic of the
previous scheme. It redresses an unjust and unfair
anomaly that has been around for many years, is a
big step forward for cyclists and has been welcomed
by the various cycling organisations. The argument
put forward by the Leader of the Opposition on
behalf of the opposition goes a step further than that
and says in effect that out of this levy that is
imposed on motorists some funds should be used to
pay for certain accidents of cyclists not involving use
of motor vehicles.
There are two points to note about this. The first is
that it involves only accidents to and from work, so
to a degree there is a lack of logic in this. Why is the
opposition leader's proposal-Mr Hamilton - We can be convinced to an
extent!
Mr CLARK - Why draw the line at accidents to
and from work? Why not apply it to accidents at
midnight when a cyclist rides into a tree on the way
home from a convivial evening? It is hard to see the
logic of the distinction.

The second point is that there will be only a
relatively narrow category of accidents involving
cyclists riding to and from work that are not already
covered because, as I have said, if the accident
involves use of a vehicle there is coverage already.
So the classes of accidents would presumably be
collisions with pedestrians and collisions with
stationary objects, that is parked cars, trees and
goodness knows what other objects.
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Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr CLARK - The honourable member for
Morwell says lamp posts. TIlat would be another
example. So it is a fine point in a sense, but if you
look at the logic of it, you find this is a scheme paid
for by motorists to cover the costs of using motor
vehicles. There is no particular logic, and it is not
particularly fair to expect motorists to contribute to
the costs of compensating cyclists for collisions that
have absolutely nothing to do with motor vehicles.
If the opposition wants to maintain lOgical
consistency in providing this sort of coverage for
cyclists, I would suggest that there are two
preferable approaches. The opposition could argue
that this should be paid for by the government out
of general taxpayer revenue as a community service
obligation, and that the government on behalf of all
cyclists could pay an insurance premium to the TAC
and the TAC could then administer coverage of
cyclists for insurance policies taken out by the
government Then it would not be motorists, as a
class, subsidising cyclists.

Alternatively, the opposition should perhaps be
arguing that there should be a specific registration
scheme or a similar scheme under which cyclists pay
for their own coverage for accidents to and from
work or for any other accidents involving bicycles.
Cyclists can already go out and take whatever
private sector insurance cover they want to for
riding to and from work or any other form of injury
insurance. Normal private sector health insurance
would also cover some of the costs arising out of an
injury.
As the opposition leader said, this is Ride to Work
Day. Listening to the radio this morning, I heard a
number of public-spirited bicycle riders, I think
including one representative of a bicycle riders'
organisation, saying yes, they would be happy to
pay a modest fee for registration of cyclists. But I am
not convinced that this is representative of the
majority of cyclists, and I am not convinced it would
be a particularly popular move for the government
to announce that it was imposing a registration fee
or transport accident charge on cyclists.
Nevertheless that is the logic of what the opposition
is asking for. There is no reason why motorists, as a
group, should be picked upon to pay for the costs of
cyclists. Either you say that the cyclists themselves
should pay for it and then you run the argument of
whether a compulsory levy should be placed upon
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them, or else you come up with an argument for
why the public purse should cover the cost of
cyclists. Then, of course, if you are going to argue
that you have to justify why the public purse does
not pay for some sort of insurance for pedestrians
who trip over rubbish bins or injure themselves on
footpaths on their way to work or in any other
circumstances, and so the list goes on.
But why, in respect of transport accidents, is one
drawing a distinction between journeys to and from
work and other journeys? There is no logic in it If
you cover one sort of journey for injury you should
cover all journeys.
While the opposition proposals have some sort of
instant attraction, the overall logic of the proposal is
not sound. Opposition members have to come up
with a logical and fair way of proposing funding for
their scheme, and not say 'We'll grab a bit of money
out of the pockets of motorists in order to give this
benefit to cyclists'.
I presume that the opposition does not intend it in
that way, but in a sense it is consistent with some of
the other more outrageous approaches to finance
from that side of politics, where they believe that
they are improving the world if they grab money
out of one person's pocket and hand it to another. It
is very easy to spend other people's money in that
way, and it is very easy to try to curry favour and
support particular groups by promising money in
this way.
If you are a government, and if you are trying to act
responsibly and balance the interests of all parties to
do something that is fair for everyone, you cannot
say 'Hey, this is the way we can benefit one group'
without also asking how it is being paid for and
whether it is fair to the people who are being
required to pay for it

For all of those reasons I do not believe the
opposition's proposal in covering cyclists has been
well thought through. As I indicated at the outset,
the opposition's approach to other aspects of this
bill, the constructive attitude it has taken and the
supportive remarks it has made are welcomed.
I also am pleased to support the bill, which makes a
number of useful improvements to the transport
accident scheme.
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - I shall make a brief
contribution to the Transport Accident (General
Amendment) Bill because it is an important bill that
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is welcomed by the opposition. The opposition
supports the bill, and I shall refer to the

amendments in a little while. I support the
amendment moved by the Leader of the Opposition,
and I intend to come back to that in a moment.
The opposition is pleased to see in part 2, clause 4, of
the bill that the definition of 'earner' is being
widened to include people who are specifically
mentioned -namely, persons who receive or
received the Newstart allowance, the Job Search
allowance, and people who are on a commonwealth
social security benefit.
Paragraph (c) provides for a member of an
unemployed couple and his or her spouse to receive
the married rate of allowance benefit. Those are
sensible inclusions and the opposition certainly
welcomes them and congratulates the government
on bringing those in.
The opposition welcomes the inclusion in clause 5(2)
of collisions that involve a pedal cycle and an open
or opening door of a motor vehicle. As the
honourable member for Box Hill said, other
collisions between bicycles and motor vehicles have
already been included in the act anyway.
The opposition believes that is a welcome decision.
It is certainly appreciated because it would seem
that is the most common way that cyclists run into
cars or, I guess, cars run into cyclists with their
opening doors.
Clause 6 contains proposed section 41B, which deals
with the issue of uninsured motor vehicle accidents
on private land. It is certainly an issue of concern. I
believe the bill clarifies what may have been an
unforeseen problem.
We all recognise that unregistered vehicles are used
on farming properties. I hope that by including this
clause the matter will receive some publicity. It will
remind vehicle owners of the dangers they leave
themselves open to should those vehicles cause an
accident or a death. The bill defines private land.
Those issues are important not only for legislation
but also for the TAC or the government to advertise
and bring home the important message in those
clauses.
The honourable member for Box Hill spent most of
his speech criticising a suggestion made by the
opposition leader to include or widen TAC coverage
for bicycles. I hope I do not do the honourable
member an injustice, but he has the typical cold,
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analytical mind one expects of a lawyer. We hope
that as a member of Parliament the cold, analytical
mind of the lawyer is extended with some warmth
and humankind for the people he represents. It is
easy to analyse these issues in economic terms and
forget about the human element
We ought to encourage bicycles as a favoured means
of transport. Defined in terms of the number of
kilojoules per passenger kilometre the bicycle is
clearly the most energy efficient way of getting from
point A to point B. It is approximately 1000 times
more energy efficient than travelling by aeroplane. It
is about 100 times more efficient than a private car.
In round terms it is about 10 times more efficient
than steel wheels on steel rails - tram or train and it is approximately 5 times more efficient than
walking, considering the energy expended to shift a
person from the beginning of one kilometre to the
end of another: In plain conservation-of-energy
terms we should look more favourably at bicycles
and how they can build quality of life. That is
without mentioning the added fitness advantage
most of us would enjoy by spending a bit more time
on a bike. I must plead guilty to not riding a bike as
often as I should! In those general terms we ought to
be encouraging the use of bicycles.
Look at what is happening to large cities all over the
world. In Melbourne pollution from petrol and
diesel-driven vehicles is the cause of approximately
60 per cent of citYs pollution. We ought to be
looking at ways of reducing the use of the private
car and of encouraging people to use other forms of
transport. 1be honourable member for Box Hill was
concerned about the health aspects. The
minimisation of pollution will eventually be a cost
saving to the government If we produce a healthy
city environment and healthier people, the cost to
government of supporting health - we ought to call
it the sickness system! - and hospital systems will
be much less.
Cycling in the crowded streets of Melbourne is not
terribly healthy. Most vehicles have their exhausts at
road level and cyclists cop a decent belch of fumes
as they go past cars in the traffic. If one watches the
cyclists travel to and from work, one realises that
cycling seems to be a finer way of getting through
the traffic in the mornings. As a community service
obligation the opposition argues the principle that
accident coverage should be extended to cyclists
riding to and from work. It would be a sensible way
of encouraging cyclists to use their bicycles for what
is the most common trip for most people. Most
people commute to and from work, and that is
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where we have the greatest distance to go in
changing the culture and the habits of people that
have been developed over many years.
The Leader of the Opposition and the honourable
member for Box Hill said that today was a special
day because Bicycle Victoria was encouraging
people to ride their bicycles to work, and that is a
good thing. However, that single event will not turn
around a culture where from the day a person turns
18 and is old enough to get a licence to drive a car
that becomes the only way to go. When you add up
in cold, hard, analytical, economic terms the costs of
driving a car to and from work you realise it is a
darned expensive way of conducting your life. It is
certainly a very expensive way to travel. There is no
doubt about that. Besides it can get even tougher if
you are picked up by the police every now and
again, too.
Some discussion has taken place about ways of
interrelating cyclists as a legitimate form of transport
with other forms of transport. Oearly motorists
should have their vehicles registered. Indeed, they
leave themselves wide open to all kinds of problems
if they do not. In discussion with the Minister for
Roads and Ports earlier today, there was bipartisan
agreement not to require cyclists to be licensed or
registered. That is not a path down which this
government would like to travel. I do not believe an
incoming Labor government would proceed down
that path, either.
Nevertheless we need to recognise that if you ride a
bicycle you are at risk of injury from an accident,
especially with a motor vehicle. The accident rate for
Melbourne cyclists is relatively low. When the
previous Labor government introduced legislation
requiring cyclists to wear helmets a great deal of
argument followed. The debate about the efficiency
or efficacy of bicycle helmets is still going on. There
is certainly a deal of evidence that bicycle helmets
are not necessarily in the best interests of cyclist
safety for a number of reasons. I believe there is an
argument for helmets, even if they do no more than
encourage cyclists to be aware of their very
vulnerable situations.
Despite Melbourne's reputation for inclement
weather and despite the experience of the past three
or four days - generally bad weather does not last
long - it is still appropriate to ride a bike to work.
Bikes and cars do not mix comfortably on the same
roads. The construction of bicycle paths is not the
solution because, by and large, cyclists want to get to
work by the quickest and most efficient route.
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Somehow we have to work out a more harmonious
relationship between cars and bikes. As a
community and in economic terms we have a
responsibility to ensure that the number of cars
being used for commuting to and from work is
reduced.
There is no doubt that the TAC has played a
tremendous part in making car travel much safer
and in looking after people, including cyclists, who
are injured in car accidents. We commend the TAC
for its wonderful efforts, its well-deserved
reputation and the innovative manner in which it is
prepared to consider other ways of getting across to
the community its message of safer car travel. It
would not be a great imposition on the government
or the TAC to provide the sort of coverage the
opposition is suggesting. Indeed, it would be an act
of good faith on the government's part to establish a
system which recognises that bicycles are legitimate
forms of transport and encourages people to use
them and which indicates that it is prepared. to take
the first step. It could only be the first step because
many further steps would have to be taken.
Generally speaking, the bill is very good. It will
improve the performance of the TAC and that is
welcomed by the opposition. However, we believe
the use of bicycles should be considered with more
than just cold, hard, economic facts. Considering all
the other costs of motoring and the fact that
motorists have become the milch cow for
governments at a11levels in the search for revenue,
they are hardly likely to complain about this slight
imposition on the cost of motoring. I do not believe
the suggestion we have made through our
amendment would be costly or that it would be
opposed. by motorists. By and large motorists are
concerned citizens who recognise the benefits of
proper coverage for people travelling to and from
work on their bikes, an exercise that may well be
extended in the future.
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with the operation of common law through the
many cases I conducted from about 1974. In those
days common law acted in an unfettered manner in
respect of persons who were able to establish in
court that they had suffered an injury as a result of
the negligence of another party in a motor vehicle. I
recall many of those cases, but they number in the
hundreds - possibly the thousands - so I will not
list them. Suffice it to say that they were reflective of
the capacity, which is still in place, to give people
who came before the courts with injuries as a result
of motor vehicle accidents compensation
appropriate to the injuries they had suffered.
As is the case with such situations, it became a
question of being able to allocate the resource
available in an appropriate fashion with a view to
providing long-term and ongoing assistance to those
who had suffered serious injuries. I do not mean to
denigrate the many people who suffered what these
days might be called relatively minor injuries but I
hark back to what became known colloquially as the
casual whiplash and the days when people of all
types had their ordinary daily activities interrupted
in one form or another by apparently simple
injuries, went to court and were able to obtain
common-law damages.

By 1973 it had become apparent that the community
could not continue to bear the ongoing load created
by the conduct of common-law actions. We were
faced with escalating accounts owed to public
hospitals, individuals who had outstanding
accounts for medical and associated treatments and
the general provision of medical and health services
being impaired to a degree by the presence of
accumulated debt on the part of those who had been
injured in motor vehicle accidents and who, for one
reason or another, could not pay.

Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) -It is my pleasure
to support the bill. It can properly be said that the
Transport Accident Commission is one of the great
success stories of government in Victoria. In fairness
I point out that this entity was established by the
previous Labor government under 1986 legislation
which came into effect in 1987. Since 1992 the
Kennett government has continued to assist where
possible the operation of the TAC and the schemes
for which it is respollSlble.

In 1973 the Motor Accidents Act was introduced. In
a sense it was the genesis of the body we now know
as the Transport Accident Commission. Through
that legislation a methodology was introduced for
the payment of no-fault benefits and the retention of
the capacity to claim at common law. The legislation
was in effect until 1986. By then it had become
apparent that, despite the initial endeavours to
curtail the massive expenditure that had been
accumulated in the community because of the
compensation schemes operating in respect of
persons injured in motor vehicle accidents,
something else had to be done.

The TAC's background arises principally from many
years of common law in Victoria. I was associated

In 1986 we saw the passage of the Transport
Accident Act, which took effect on 1 January 1987.
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Without trying to be precise about the figures, I
recall that in 1986 about 30 000 common-law claims
were lodged in Victoria. Needless to say, many of
the problems that had existed historically were still
present and the tough decision had to be made. In
consultation and cooperation with the then
oppositi~ the Labor government made the decision
to introduce a series of thresholds that would serve
to curtail the capacity of persons injured in motor
accidents to claim common-law damages. In
company with that provision, the scheme entailed
the introduction of a raft of no-fault benefits which
ensured that substantial benefits were paid,
particularly to those most seriously injured in motor
car accidents, and that the load of financial costs that
otherwise had to be bome by them were removed in
that accounts for medical treatment were paid in
accordance with the previous scheme operating
under the Motor Accidents Act.
The general purpose of the TAC legislation was to
tighten the capacity for injured individuals to claim
at common law. The major element of that process
was the introduction of the necessity for an injured
party to seek a certificate pursuant to section 93 of
the Transport Accident Act. In essence, that entailed
a two-leg test: to produce a 30 per cent impairment
on a whole-of-bocly assessment or to demonstrate
that the injured party had suffered what was termed
a serious injury. Since the act came into effect there
has been an increase in case law concerning the
definition of 'serious injury'.
A further threshold was the assessment for the
purpose of issuing the certificates, which had to take
place 18 months after the date of the accident The
purpose of that provision was to enable the
immediate effects of any accidents to settle so that a
proper and more accurate judgment could be made
18 months hence as to the long-term effect of any
given injury. That process had the effect of
dramatically slashing the number of common-law
claims. As I said earlier, in 1986 those claims
numbered about 30 000. When the legislation was
introduced in 1986 it was intended that every year
approximately 3000 certificates would be issued
pursuant to section 93 of the act. In fact,
approximately 2000 certificates have been issued
since 1986, so the legislation has achieved its result
of slashing the number of common-law claims.
Equally, and in fairness to the scheme, I emphasise
the benefits payable on a no-fault basis were
increased with the passage of years. They have been
broadened in scope. Alterations have been made on
the basis of indexation and every attempt has been
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made to ensure those no-fault benefits have been
maintained to properly reflect community values.
One of the principal features of the operation of the
legislation has been its evolutionary nature. That is
evident by the provisions in the bill. One need look
no further than clause 5, which further amends the
definition of 'transport accident'. The provision
relates to a definition that is fundamental to the
operation of the act. It has been subject to
amendment on a number of occasions as different
interpretations have been made upon it and as the
government has responded to the submissions made
to it by the community and interested groups. In
that sense the amendments relating to cyclists reflect
community consultation.
The capacity for consultation with the community is
apparent from the amendments circulated by the
Treasurer, particularly those relating to clause 5,
because their aim is to achieve the result of ensuring
there is a carriage of policy intent as encompassed in
the legislation. This is reflected in the alteration of
the definition of 'housekeeping service', and the
capacity of the act to ensure that benefits are paid
over five years in appropriate circumstances and to
then cease.
The provision is in response to a common-law
decision in the matter of Kelson arising from a court
case in Warmamboollast year. The passage of this
amendment will ensure a consistent policy
application so that no members of the community
can properly be said to be disadvantaged by the
application of the act. That matter slipped through
the intent of the policy net and this amendment will
correct that anomaly.
The other amendment within clause 5 relates to the
intention to remove the right to claims interest on
damages pursuant to the Wrongs Act That
provision is a direct response to community
consultation. The Victorian Bar Association raised
the issue with the government. The matter has been
investigated and an amendment will be made to that
provision. It is a further example of why it can be
said that the government is intent on ensuring that
the implementation of this legislation will reflect
current community values. Those two particular
matters are indicative of the government's intent
with this legislation.
The annual report of the Transport Accident
Commission entitled Fasten your seat belts contains
material that recommends the operation of this
organisation. Its mission statement is to reduce the
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impact of transport accidents through rigorous
acddent prevention and the provision of fair and
affordable insurance benefits. It wants to be a world
leader in the personal injury insurance industry.
Those comments are indicative of the way the
organisation is managed.
I do not wish to go through all the statistics
contained in the annual report, suffice to say that
one of the interesting features relates to pre-1987
acddents and the amcn.mt of money being paid in
relation to these acddents, which is gradually
falling. Despite the fact that there has been a radical
reduction of common-law claims since 1987 there is
an increasing obligation for the payment of benefits.
Although policy development is important for the
ongoing operation of the legislation, it is Significant
to recognise that the level of obligations has not
defined itself at this juncture. The fluid nature of the
claims coming in, the fact there are ongoing and
increasing liabilities within the commission for the
payment of benefits, particularly to those who have
suffered long-term serious injuries, is of Significance.
It is difficult to identify the extent of the liability of
the commission in the long term.
I make that point because it is important in the
context of this policy review and the amendments
that may be made to the act. I for one am in favour
of an examination of the legislation concerning the
relaxation of common-law entitlements and the
threshold constraints in the legislation, but I sound
the warning that when one considers the TAC
annual reports for both this year and last year they
contain a warning that it is an imperative for the .
TAC in its various functions to ensure there is
sufficient solvency to maintain its important
obligations to pay benefits to those people injured in
motor vehicle acddents, particularly those who have
suffered long-term injuries.

As a final point, I refer to the very effective scheme
being operated by the TAC to focus upon driving of
a type which we regard as being against the
community interest. A number of advertisements
concerning speed and alcohol have been extremely
effective in redudng the road toll. That is reflected,
apart from anything else, in the fact that other states
and countries overseas are purchasing those
advertisements to use them in forums and other
jurisdictions. That is of great credit to the TAC. It has
fulfilled one of its primary aims of having a sharp
focus in reducing the number of motor vehicle
acddents on roads and thereby reducing the
inddence of those occasions where people suffer
from injuries.
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The only qualification I make to that matter is that I
wonder whether the advertisements have got to the
point where they may be too graphic. I make that
comment on the basis of my family experience. Our
three children, Sarah, 15 years, James, 13 years, and
Julian, 9 years, flick over to other channels when the
TAC advertisements appear on the television. I do
not say that the experience in our household is
indicative of what happens in other households, but
I wonder whether that issue requires some
examination.
The bill introduces a number of additional benefits
to the operation of the scheme. Funding of family
coWlSelling in cases where a road fatality has
occurred, the extension of coverage to cyclists who
are injured in collisions with the open doors of
stationery vehicles, Simplification of compensation
provisions in relation to accidents in which details of
a vehicle are not known or in accidents where a
vehicle is not identified, the removal of the current
excess on medical costs where claimants are
hospitalised as a result of their injuries and a
number of other initiatives in the legislation will
result in the better operation of the act to the
betterment of all persons who have the misfortune
to suffer injury on our roads.
The Transport Acddent Commission is something of
which its board should properly be proud. The
commission has become a readily recognisable
institution in the way of life of Victorians and the
way its affairs are conducted is to its great credit
I applaud the additional aspects in the bill designed
to provide for the payment of better benefits to those
who are the subject of the operation of the scheme.

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I thank
honourable members from both sides of the house
for their thoughtful contributions in the debate. The
government certainly appreciates the manner of
contributions made by members and the content of
those contnbutions.
I indicate two things: firstly, that the government is
not prepared to accept the opposition's amendment
broadly for the reasons given by the honourable
member for Box Hill.

Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - I think an issue of equity
arises here. I hasten to add that although the broad
conceptual elements of the scheme were negotiated
in 1986 and 1987 between the then Labor
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government and the then Uberal-National party
opposition through a very cordial and cooperative
relationship between all the people involved, the
precise details of the scheme were largely the result
of drafting by the former Labor government
Nonetheless, as the Leader of the Opposition has
pointed out, to some extent the issue related to the
coverage of bicycle accidents arises from the fact that
the current government transferred journey
acddents from the workers compensation scheme to
the transport accident scheme.
The essential nature of the transport acddent
scheme is its nexus with acddents and injuries
arising from the use of motor vehicles. 1hat is its
distinguishing feature. It should not be forgotten or
overlooked that the charge on all motorists is a
compulsory levy and not some sort of voluntary
insurance scheme under which people decide
whether they will cover themselves against injury to
their own person or injury they might incur from
driving a motor vehicle. This is a compulsory
insurance scheme. We impose a levy on all motorists
to cover the funding of compensation for injuries
arising from accidents involving motor vehicles.
1hat obliges Parliament to be careful to make sure
that the nexus which justifies the compulsory impost
is preserved. The amendment introduced here by
the government preserves that nexus.
Of course, cyclists who are injured through colliding
with a motor vehicle which is actually in use have
been covered all along because their injuries arise
from the use of a motor vehicle and they are
foursquare within the intended scope of the scheme.
However, they are not covered because they are
cyclists; they are covered because their injuries result
from the use of a motor car by another person.

Although it may be that the existence of the scheme
provides them with protection they would
otherwise find difficult to enforce, the fact is that the
scheme provides them with benefits in order to
protect motorists against third-party claims that
would arise from the use by motorists of motor
vehicles. The essential nexus is between the injury
and the use of a motor vehicle. It is important,
particularly in light of the compulsion involved in
the scheme, that we preserve that nexus.
As the honourable member for Box Hill pointed out,
the amendment proposed by the government
extends that scope because it extends the coverage
that comes from the driving of a motor vehicle
resulting in the injury of a cyclist to the injury of a
cyclist as the result of the opening or closing of a car
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door or by its being left open. So, there is still that
nexus, and one would presume that a car door that
was open or that was being opened or closed would
in qualitative terms be considered to be the same as
the vehicle being operated.
Acddents that are not covered are those that do not
involve the use of a motor vehicle. For example, a
cyclist riding into the back of a stationery vehicle
that did not have its doors open, a cyclist running off
a road in a single bicycle accident with no motor
vehicle being involved or a cyclist riding into a tree
or some other fixed obstruction are all acddents that
would not be covered. In the government's view
they would properly not be covered by a scheme
that involves a compulsory impost on motorists.
We put it to the opposition that as laudable as the
object of covering cyclists might be and as much as
the use of bicycles might involve some of the
benefits to which the Leader of the Opposition
referred, imposing a compulsory impost on
motorists to cover that liability would not be fair to
the motorists who are hmding the scheme under
compulsion of law. For that reason the government
is not prepared to accept the amendment
There may also be some unintended consequences
were Parliament to adopt the opposition's
amendment in that the scheme of the act involves
some very substantial limitations on access to
common law and the right to recover for injuries
suffered as a result of injury or loss caused by the
actions of others. Where a cyclist was injured, for
example, as the result of an acddent that did not
arise from the use of a motor vehicle, including that
proposal in the coverage of the act, it would limit
common-law rights, and it may well be that that
would extend to third parties.
So, in an acddent not involving a motor vehicle,
such as a cyclist running into a pedestrian, it may
well be that giving effect to the opposition's
amendment would have an impact on the current
common-law ability of any person who was injured
to recover in such actions. In addition, it would
affect their bargaining power. I am aware of a recent
case prior to the introduction of this provision in
which a person was injured and had clothing
damaged as a result of an accident involving a
collision with a car door. A claim was made for
compensation without any legal process whatever
and the other person involved readily agreed to
provide that compensation. The bargaining position
in that case would be substantially altered, yet the
excesses would apply under the act. In many
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bicycle-related accidents relatively minor damage
and injury would be suffered and it may well be that
there would be interference with existing rights
without any practical benefit flowing to the people
involved in the bicycle accidents.
The issues involved are not as simple and
straightforward as they may appear on the surface.
In any case, in the government's view equity is not
on the side of the proposal advanced by the
opposition.
The other matter raised by the Leader of the
Opposition concerned the regulatory prOvisions that
provide for a discount on unrelated impairment.
This matter has been under review as the Leader of
the Opposition said. The amendment has been
approved and it will be implemented. It logically
needs to await the passage of this legislation.
Whether or not it should have been in the
second-reading speech, there should be no doubt in
anyone's mind that it is intended to give effect to
that change.
Amendments will be proposed to the bill.. I welcome
the spirit in which the debate has been conducted.
This is an extremely important measure. As I have
said previously, the government concurs with the
views expressed on both sides of the house about the
first-rate job done by the Transport Accident
Commissi~ the very substantial benefits Victorians
get in financial terms and, in the long run, the much
more significant benefits we get in human terms
through the avoidance of death and injury on our
roads.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Committed.
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There has been some broad debate generally about
this issue, but I thank the Treasurer for his
comments in summing up the second-reading
debate. I believe there are compelling reasons for the
government to adopt this amendment. We have
heard in the contribution to the debate from the
honourable member for Box Hill his
acknowledgment that this will involve a small
number of people. Implicit in his comments was that
perhaps the Parliament and the government should
be looking at the extension of coverage not just for
cyclists travelling to and from work but for all of
those using bicycles either in their work or for
recreation. I do not go as far as that. There are some
significant financial implications in suggesting that a
form of accident compensation would be available
to every person on a bicycle, but my view and that
of the Treasurer is - and all the statistics that have
been presented show this - that the cost to the
transport accident scheme of covering the number of
cyclists travelling to and from work each day would
be absolutely minuscule. I would be surprised if it
added more than a few cents - I would suspect less
than 10 cents a year - to the premiums of motorists
to ensure motorists were covered.
I emphasise that the reasons cyclists are no longer
eligible to receive compensation is not because there
is anything deficient in the original intent of the act.
In fact the original intent was that they should be
eligible. However, with the changes made in
November 1992 when the Kennett government
transferred responsibility for journey accidents
generally from the Victorian Workcover AuthOrity
to the Transport Accident Commission the comment
was made that people who cycled to work were left
without any coverage whatsoever because the TAC
legislation did not provide compensation for
cyclists. So the original intent of the arguments the
then government put back in the mid-1980s was that
cyclists would be covered by workers compensation.
I repeat that the cost is negligible.

Committee
Oauses 1 to 4 agreed to.
OauseS

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
move:
Clause 5, page 4, after this line insert -

"(c) involving a pedal cyclist while travelling to or from
his or her place of employment.".

The Treasurer referred to what he said was the
essential nexus between motor vehicles and the TAC
scheme, and I believe there is some validity to that
argument. If you look at it with the broader
Victorian interests in mind - the broader
environmental interests, the broader health interests,
the broader interests of those who ride bicycles and
their financial health - I believe you could cover
cyclists riding to and from work for a minuscule
amount As I said, I would be surprised if it added
anything near 10 cents per annum to the cost of
premiums of motor vehicle users in Victoria. This
amendment would provide an important way of
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encouraging people to ride bikes more and to drive
less. Sixty per cent of Melbourne's pollution comes
from motor vehicles, and I have no doubt that the
abolition of compensation coverage for cyclists
under the Kennett government has been quite a
significant disincentive for people to cycle to work.
The debate has been conducted with a fair amount
of bipartisanship and in a positive spirit The
opposition has supported the legislation. Opposition
members believe the TAC does a good job, and I
cannot for the life of me see why it is not possible to
extend the provision of accident compensation cover
to cyclists. The opposition has a strong view about
this. It has thought it through carefully and believes
the original intent of the government in the
mid-1980s in introducing the TAC legislation in
conjunction with the original compensation
legislation was to make sure cyclists were covered.
The opposition believes strongly in this and will call
for a division. It believes that for an absolutely
minuscule addition to the costs of the TAC scheme
confidence can be instilled in bike riders to make
sure they are covered. That way we can get a few
Victorians out of cars and generally make Victoria a
better place to live. The opposition supports this
amendment strongly and will call for a division on it.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I canvassed the
issue in some detail in the second-reading speech, as
the Leader of the Opposition indicated. I do not
intend to go back over that, and I hope he
understands that I do not intend any discourtesy,
but I suggest the house would be bored as usual if I
did

I will make some points about the latest
contribution. It mayor may not be the case that the
Labor government intended in its workers
compensation legislation introduced during the
period of its temporary majority in both houses to
cover cyclists. Certainly, having been directly
involved as our spokesman on that occasion, I do
not recall anybody directing attention to it
whatsoever, and I think the Leader of the
Opposition is correct in saying that the general terms
of the legislation would probably cover cyclists
travelling bone fide to and from work.
Nonetheless he is addressing a different issue, which
is whether the workers compensation scheme covers

journey accidents in general. Of course the present
government made a policy decision which has now
been manifested in both sets of legislation that
journey accidents should not be covered by the
scheme but fundamentally by a salary impost on
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employers. That was done for both incentive and
cost reasons as well as for equity. The issue the
Leader of the Opposition raises is not immediately
translatable in the context of the Transport Accident
Act for the reasons I have already advanced. It is
possible that the sort of ad hoc approach that the
amendment would involve would actually open up
other anomalies because journey accidents, to the
extent that they are covered under the Transport
Accident Act, are not covered by virtue of nexus
with work but by virtue of nexus with use of motor
vehicles. That arises from the fact that a premium
has been paid in relation to the motor vehicle by
force of law for the very purpose of funding the
scheme. Although the Leader of the Opposition did
make some concession about the force of that nexus
argument, and I appreciate the fact that he did, it is
nonetheless the fact that the nexus ought to
determine as a matter of logic the coverage under
this act rather than a nexus with work.
The argument of funding properly belongs in the
context of the workers compensation legislation, and
I acknowledge that it is a longstanding policy
difference between the Labor Party on the one hand
and the LIberal and National parties on the other
that the government does not believe it is
appropriate for journey accident liability to be
imposed upon employers. I am not sure whether the
Leader of the Opposition was in the chamber so I do
not want to be thought to be quibbling with him, but
I think it is important to make the point that he
strongly misrepresented the argument presented by
the honourable member for Box Hill on cyclists. He
was arguing that in logiC, if the opposition were to
be consistent, it should be arguing for that. There is a
difference between those two things.
He also made the point that nobody really knows
what the cost is, and as far as I am aware there has
been no investigation of the cost He assumes the
cost is small. It is likely that it is small; we really
would not know the answer to that but the issue is
not simply one of magnitude. It is the issue of the
principles upon which the scheme operates.
The government is in a position to respond to this
because in addressing the issue of whether we
should extend the coverage to accidents involving
the opening and closing of car doors, we had to go
through the logic of the scheme and consider the
basis upon which we were entitled to impose the
cost of such accidents on motorists.
If you reflect on it for a moment, and even as he has
conceded without my pressing too hard against him,
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you can recognise it as a concession against the
theme of his general argument that the nexus is not
established, and not necessarily established, in the
sorts of accidents he is talking about where they
would not already be covered.
However, it is important to remark in conclusion
that many accidents involving cyclists, whether
travelling to work or involved in other uses of their
bicycles, involve the use of a motor car, and they
will be covered by the scheme because of the
presence of that nexus. In many cases that might
appear to be covered by this amendment, and will
already be caught by the substantive provisions of
the legislation because the nexus exists.
It is always tempting to willy-nilly extend
compulsory compensation schemes to cover up
what looks like anomalies. Frequently when
Parliaments have done so, they have created other
anomalies that lead to even stronger arguments and
that is the way we end up with inequity - with one
group of interests in the community bearing costs
which properly ought to be borne by others.
If there is a requirement for a scheme, I think there is
bipartisan support for the view that it is

impracticable and not desirable to license and
register cyclists or pushbikes, and there are many
practical difficulties in the way of a compulsory
third-party scheme for cyclists.
First-party coverage is available in the commercial
market. People have the option of taking it There is
strong competition in the prOvision of that cover.
There is no doubt that the opposition would respond
and, in practice, few people take it out as such. But
nonetheless there is coverage available for people
who wish to protect themselves and who make a
deliberate decision to use a bicycle to travel to work.
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Coghill. Or
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr
Leighton, Mr

Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan,Or
Wilson,Mrs

Noes, 55
Ashley,Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Davis, Mr (Teller)
Dean,Or
Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
Elliott,Mrs
Finn,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Hyams,Mr
Jasper,Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John,Mr
Kennett,Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr W.D.
McLellan, Mr
Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr

Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin,Mr
Perton,Mr
Pescott,Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe, Mr (Teller)
Ryan,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry, Mr
Steggall,Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Tumer,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Amendment negatived; clause agreed to.
Clause 6

On balance, the government comes down in favour

of its own amendment, extending the cover to
opening and closing car doors but not extending it
generally as a substitute for workers compensation
cover.
Committee divided on amendment

Ayes, 25
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Bracks,Mr
Brumby,Mr
Carli, Mr (Teller)

Loney,Mr
Marple,Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Sandon,Mr

Mr STOCKDALE (freasurer) - I move:
1.

Clause 6, page 4, lines 32 and 33, omit "cannot enter"
and insert "may not enter or may not remain on".

2.

Clause 6 page 5, line 5, after "Territory" insert "and in
respect of which a transport accident charge was
not paid at the time that the transport accident
occurred".

The amendments are designed to clarify the
intention of the changes in relation to the use of
unregistered motor vehicles involved in accidents on
private land. They are designed to clarify the
definition of 'private land' and remove an
ambiguity. In respect of the definition of
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'unregistered motor vehicle' the amendments make
certain that the vehicle not be one in respect of
which a transport accident charge has been paid.

Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clause 7 agreed to.
OauseS
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
3.

Clause 8, page 6, line 10, omit "impatient" and insert
"in-patient".

1bis amendment corrects a printing error.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clause 9 agreed to.
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I would like an assurance from the Treasurer about
that I acknowledge that this is a complex piece of
legislation. Although I have been assured that it
restores the original intent of the 1986 act I think the
public needs clarification from the Parliament that
this prOvision will not deny women their rights.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - That is certainly
the case, Mr Chairman. For a reason I will come back
to in a moment this amendment actually works the
other way if at all. It is designed to create
consistency - to use a shorthand expression that
was used in the bill as originally prepared - for
domestic services. It removes an inconsistency
between cases where those services were previously
provided by, on the one hand, a person who is
injured and unable to provide them as a result
compared with a deceased person on the other hand.

OauselO
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
4.

Clause 10, page 9, line 16, after "earnings" insert "or
other pecuniary loss".

5.

Clause 10, page 9, lines 35 to 38, omit these lines and
insert"services in the nature of housekeeping or the care
of a child which would have been provided by the
deceased person. ".".

The amendments restore the original intention that
the no-fault benefits provided. for the loss of services
in the nature of housekeeping or care of a child are
to be limited to those provided under the statutory
code n<rfault benefits. It restores that intention
following a recent court decision which created an
inconsistency between the benefit in relation to
deceased providers compared with injured
providers.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
understand the Treasurer's amendment 5 is
technical and quite complex. In a briefing on the
amendment I was assured that it was designed to
restore the intent of the original 1986 act. However,
the amendment has been the subject of considerable
debate by legal firms and others. After examining
the expression, there may be some concern that
perhaps in some way it could be construed as being
discriminatory particularly against women who
tend to be more usually occupied in looking after
children than male breadwinners. There has been
some criticism that this could be construed as taking
away some of the rights of a woman who is not
working and performing the extremely important
job of looking after children in the home.

In my view the courts have departed from the
intention that was there in 1986 and 1987 in the
drafting of the bill where the previOUS government
intended that this provision would be limited to the
no-fault benefits. The courts have expanded that but
only in the case of deceased persons, so there is a
differential treatment not based on sex but based on
whether the person providing the care is deceased or
injured and unable to provide the care.
For the reason the Leader of the Opposition has
given already, which is probably correct, that in
most cases it is likely that the household services
will be provided by a woman more often than a
man, the action in relation to deceased providers
actually means that it is the husband of a married
couple, or the male partner where he is not
providing the household services, who would suffer
if the provision were continued because he would be
receiving the benefits in excess of those provided for
the person whose carer had only been injured.
Therefore the benefit is one that is predominantly
provided for males for the reasons he gives, but of
course it does apply in the reverse.

If the carer were the male member of a household
and it was the female member who had died in a
motor accident the provision would limit the
benefits to the statutory code.

Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 11 to 25 agreed to.
Oause26
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
6.

Clause 26, page 17, line 29, after "office" insert "of".
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This removes a typographical error.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 27 to 31 agreed to.

1 January 1987 but before the commencement of section
41 of the Transport Accident (General Amendment) Act
1994 may within three months of the commencement of
that section commence proceedings against the
commission under this section.

Oause32
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
7.

Clause 32, line 26, omit "ocurring" and insert
"occurring".

This amendment also corrects a printing error.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 33 to 40 agreed to.
Oause41
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
8.

Clause 41, page 27, line 3, omit '1udgement" and
insert'1udgment".

lhis amendment also corrects a printing error.

Amendment agreed to.
Mr WEIDEMAN (Frankston) - I should like to
say a few words about this clause. The principal act
contains one or two anomalies in respect of people
involved in accidents with unidentifiable drivers
and vehicles. I imagine there is only a handful of
such people, but one of my long-term files concerns
a Frankston resident, Mr Tim Vorozilchak, who had
an unfortunate accident on the Nepean Highway. As
he was walking across the road he was run down by
a motorcycle. After the accident the motorcyclist ran
away, leaving a motorbike and an injured person on
the road.
Tim was transported to the Frankston hospital with
serious injuries. The driver could not be found and,
unfortunately for Tim, the bike's registration had
run out two days earlier so the matter involved an
unregistered bike ridden by an unidentifiable rider.
When Tim applied to the TAC for compensation he
was told that he was not covered because of an
anomaly in the 1986 act. I want to thank the TAC,
particularly Adrian Nye, for the help given to Tim in
trying to resolve the anomaly in the legislation.
Proposed new section 96(9), which contains specific
arrangements for a person in those circumstances,
states:

I am grateful to the TAC, the minister and the
government for showing compassion and in taking
action on behalf of the few people who have been
affected by this anomaly. They are very grateful for
this action. The issue dates back to the previous
government, which took no action. Most of us who
have served here for a long time know that when
you want these things to happen and they do not
happen you get frustrated. I thank the TAC for its
compassion and for persuading the government to
introduce this amendment. It is commendable and
my constituent now feels he has been supported by
the government.

Amended clause agreed to; clause 42 agreed to.
Clause 43
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
9.

Clause 43, page 30, line 7, after this line insert "(2) For section 109(4) of the Principal Act
substitute "(4) If a transport accident charge payable at
the prescribed time or interval following
the expiry of a prescribed period of 6
months or more is paid within 28 days
after that prescribed time or interval, the
charge is deemed for the purposes of this
Act to have been paid at the prescribed
time or interval.".

This amendment deals with the period of grace that
applies where a transport accident charge is not paid
on time and where it is subsequently paid within the
grace period and therefore deemed to have been
paid on time so that cover is continuous.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 44 to 54 agreed to.
Oause55
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
10. Clause 55, page 35, line 32, omit "is" and insert "in".

The amendment corrects a printing error.
A person who, if this section had been enacted on
1 January 1987, could have recovered a sum under
sub-section (1) in respect of a death or injury on or after

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 56 to 62 agreed to.
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Oause63
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New clause agreed to.

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
11. Clause 63, page 39, line 17, omit "in the first 18
months" and insert "except any such
compensation paid in respect of the whole or any
part of the period of 18 months after the relevant
transport accident".

1bis amendment is consequential to the amendment
of section 93(lO)(a) of the Transport Accident Act.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to.

Reported to house with amendments.
Passed remaining stages.

BORROWING AND INVESTMENT
POWERS (PUBLIC TRANSPORT
CORPORATION) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 21 October; motion of
Mr STOCKDALE ffreasurer).

Oause64
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
12. Clause 64, omit this clause.

Amendment agreed to.
Oause negatived.
New clause
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
13. Insert the following new clause to follow clause 63 "AA.
ilmDulmmt of AccUlmt ComPm54ti01l
(WorkCot7er IftSflTtlnce) Act 1993

After section 7(4B) of the Accident Compensation
(WorkCover Insurance) Ad 1993 insert"(4C) The employer of a worker employed
under a program designed under section 12(3)
of the Transport Accident Ad 1986 is deemed
to have a WorkCover insurance policy in
respect of the worker only with the authorised
insurer of the Transport Accident Commission
and sub-section (1)(b) does not apply in
respect of such policy.
(40)

Despite sub-section (4C), the premium
payable in respect of a deemed WorkCover
insurance policy under sub-section (4C) is to
be calculated in accordance with the
premiums order and is payable as if -

(a) the worker was employed by the Transport
Accident Commission; and
(b) the remuneration paid to the worker had
been paid by the Transport Accident
Commission.'" .

1bis is an amendment to the Workcover legislation
to clarify the interrelationship of the two schemes.

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - Pursuant to
sessional orders I advise the house of an amendment
to the Borrowing and Investment Powers (public
Transport Corporation) Bill and request that it be
circulated.

The amendment remedies the omission of the word
'Transport' from the 'Public Transport Commission'.
I do not anticipate it will be controversial. I
understand there will be an extensive
second-reading debate and I shall need to consult
with the Leader of the House and Leader of the
Opposition to ascertain whether to report progress
at the beginning or deal with the amendment.
As I said, I do not believe the amendment will create
any controversy. I do not believe anyone would
wish to change the name of the Public Transport
Commission. I anticipate the committee stage will be
relatively short.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
thank the Treasurer for his explanation. The
opposition does not oppose the bill. However, it has
concerns about some aspects of the legislation. This
important legislation appears to be straightforward,
but it makes important changes and it is for that
reason that I shall move a reasoned amendment. I
move:
That all the words after 'That' be omitted with the view
of inserting in place thereof the words 'this house
refuses to read this bill a second time until the
government establishes appropriate and transparent
guidelines for the contracting out of essential services,
particularly in relation to what should be considered
'commercial in confidence', what degree of
transparency and disclosure is required by tenderers or
bidders for public sector work and the process by
which contracts should be renewed. (so as not to
unfairly favour the incumbent contrad holder).'
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The bill has two general purposes. The first is to
bring the Public Transport Corporation within the
ambit of the Borrowing and Investment Powers Act
and the second is to broaden the scope of the
Borrowing and Investment Powers Act to facilitate
the private provision of public infrastructure and
contracting out
The opposition does not oppose the bill, but it has
moved a reasoned amendment to which I shall
speak in detail later. The first purpose of the bill will
be addressed. in part by the honourable member for
Thomastown. The second purpose relating to the
broadening of the scope of the Borrowing and
Investment Powers Act to facilitate the private
provision of public infrastructure and contracting
out will be achieved by clauses 3 and 4, which will
allow the government to provide services and
private obligations for organisations that contract
with the state to provide such services. Such step-in
arrangements can only be implemented if both
parties agree to their implementation. As such, the
bill raises a number of interesting issues which the
opposition is looking at in terms of its future policy
direction.
The transparency of the government's policy
arrangements regarding the private provision of
public infrastructure and the contracting out of
services are important issues.
As has been noted by the government, clauses 3 and
4 clarify the government's borrowing and
investment powers. Indeed, we have been advised
and the government has suggested that these
powers may well exist without the amendment The
government should be congratulated for the
amendment which provides for greater certainty
because, as the Treasurer would know, certainty is
the key ingredient for investment in Victoria.
The step-in arrangements included in this legislation

which relate to greater transparency and greater
certainty should be supported. However, in
attempting to clarify the position the government
indirectly highlights one of the difficulties of private
sector prOvision of public infrastructure and
contracting out the different pressures that exist on
the government and the private sector to prOvide
essential services.
The powers contained in clauses 3 and 4
demonstrate where the government wishes to step
in to ensure the performance of certain contracts. In
practice, this may be achieved in two ways. Firstly,
by the government taking over the company
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entirely, assuming its liabilities and effectively
running the company itself; or, alternatively, the
government taking on the employees and
equipment of the company, which may create a
range of problems in terms of consent and other
specific arrangements.
In both instances the government is saying that
some services that are contracted out are essential
and therefore must be prOvided. If that is the
guarantee and the essence of the legislation, we need
to think through what this will mean for a company
that is contracted to provide services but where the
government feels it is required to step in and resolve
some difficulty. The company could face civil action
for breach of contract If the system were infallible it
would have to pay for any losses suffered. Of
course, there are many examples of people such as
Alan Bond and Christopher Skase who have escaped
liability leaving either shareholders or taxpayers to
carry the cost
It is fair to assume there will be situations - public
transport may be one - where the government will
have to step in and will not be able to recover
damages from a company that fails to provide
contracted services. Another example may be in the
broad provision by the private sector of public
infrastructure. As I suggested earlier, this would be
the case without clauses 3 and 4. However, the
clarification of the government's powers in those
clauses illustrates the incentive for companies
tendering for government contracts and for their
financiers that in certain circumstances the
government is willing to pick up the tab if things go
wrong.

I understand that to be the intent of the legislation.
As such, this power provides an incentive to
contractors to secure the contract by bidding either
artificially low or bidding beyond their means in the
knowledge that once committed to a private
contractor for the prOvision of services the
government will be more obliged to pick up the tab
if things go wrong. That incentive is made greater by
the fact that agreement from both the government
and the contractor is required before the government
steps in.
I wish to stress that the opposition does not oppose
the bill but does not consider that some of the
changes necessarily clarify totally the intent of the
government or necessarily are going in the right
direction. Certainly the legislation highlights
appropriate guidelines to ensure that private
provision of public infrastructure and contracting
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out is put in place so that potential problems down
the track can be avoided by taking action now.
I stress that although the opposition does not oppose
the legislation it has moved a reasoned amendment
and does not endorse any moves in the legislation
towards supporting or providing government
guarantees for contracting out The opposition
thinks that sends the wrong message.
Given the broadening arm of Treasury activity in
Victoria, it is important to look at the scope or
potential scope of the legislation. The opposition has
expressed concern in this place about some of the
processes that have been used by the government in
relation,. for example, to privatisation. It has
expressed concern in relation to Tabcorp and the
processes under which the sale of the enterprise was
rushed, with only three days being taken for the
selection of the manager to oversee the sale, which
was announced on Christmas Eve. It has expressed
concern that the Treasurer approved the
appointment of Mr Ross Wilson, even though he
was not interviewed by Egon Zehnder, the firm
selected to find the chief executive officer for
Tabcorp, and that there was a proposal for an
$8 million salary package for Mr Wilson. It has
expressed concern that the float was conducted
immediately after the opening of the casino, and that
there was not a statement of opposition policy in the
prospectus, even though that is accepted practice for
privatisation in Australia and the United Kingdom.
The Auditor-General's report of last week suggests
that up to $19 million has been paid as the cost of the
Tabcorp float, including up to $17 million for
consultants. The opposition maintains emphatically
that as the result of the sale Victoria is about
$700 million worse off than it would have been had
the TAB remained in public hands. That is one
example of a case in which a public utility has been
privatised and issues of process and transparency
and the issue of 'commercial in confidence' are
important considerations in the public debate.
We can look at issues such as the grand prix, about
which there are Treasury guarantees towards the
cost of the event The cost will be anything up to
$200 million but we do not know exactly what it will
be. Although the opposition has tried under
freedom of information processes to obtain that
information and has gone to the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal, it is impossible in this state to find
out exactly what the precise commitment is of the
government to the grand prix.
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We know from some of the numbers in the budget
papers that well over $100 million will be spent We
believe there are documents in existence that show
that the liability of taxpayers to this event is
unlimited. Yet, because of the nature of the
government and its propensity to hide behind
freedom of information legislation and the
Administrative Appeals Tnbunal and the use of
expressions like commercial in confidence, we will
never find out exactly what guarantees have been
given by the government to the Melbourne Major
Events Company or to Mr Bernie Ecclestone. It could
be up to $200 million! Certainly press articles have
suggested it could be up to that figure, but we do
not know. That is the best estimate that is available.
When the opposition took that matter to the
Administrative Appeals Tnbunal, the Treasurer's
chief of staff stated in evidence under oath that the
Treasury was guaranteeing the cost of the grand
prix. As I have already said, the Auditor-General has
expressed concern about those matters. The
opposition has raised those concerns in Parliament
They have been the subject of recent comments in
the press, particularly in the weekend papers. The
opposition believes the information has not been
provided to the Auditor-General for him to make a
proper assessment That was the crux of the
concerns expressed in the Auditor-General's report
What is worse is that the Auditor-General himself
has not seen any of the contracts. That is why the
opposition's amendment is so important it will
provide that commercial-in-confidence matters and
transparency and disclosure matters should be spelt
out clearly so that taxpayers know exactly what is
going on.
Another example concerns gaming machines at the
casino. I raised the matter in question time only a
matter of weeks ago. At that time the Treasurer and
Premier confirmed that decisions had been taken to
set a limit on the number of gaming machines in
Victoria to 45 000, to set the limit for each
establishment at 105 and to put in place the
lOO-kilometre limit The Treasurer confirmed in this
place that the decision to set the limit at 45 000
machines was taken without Treasury advice. I
believe the public of Victoria is entitled to an
explanation about those matters. It is extraordinary
that a decision of that type could be taken without
Treasury advice. In another speech today I made
clear my reasons for my understanding of why that
decision was made and the process that was
involved. I do not intend to repeat that now.
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There is a need for greater transparency about
hospital funding. The Minister for Health
approached the Treasurer, as I understand it,
practically begging for $30 million so that hospital
beds would not have to be closed. The Treasurer
said no. Now we have an ambulance service that is
in a state of crisis. We might find later-The ACONG SPEAKER (Mr Weideman)Order! The Leader of the Opposition should come
back to the bill The ambulance service really has
nothing to do with borrowing powers. The Leader of
the Opposition can make passing reference, and he
has been given a fair bit of latitude, but I think he
should now come back to the purpose of the bill.

Mr BRUMBY - With respect, I am being very
polite in this debate, but - The ACONG SPEAKER -Order! With respect,
it is not a matter of being polite. You are canvassing
a speech you made this morning. My direction to
you now is that you should get on with the bill we
are debating this afternoon, which has nothing to do
with ambulance services in Victoria.

Mr BRUMBY - With respect, this is a bill about
contracting out - it makes provision for
government guarantees for contracting out The
ambulance service has been involved in the process
of contracting out Hospitals are involved in the
process of contracting out, and this legislation is
about government guarantees for contracting out
The amendment which I moved before you took
your place in the chair, Mr Acting Speaker, is:
this House refuses to read this bill a second time until
the government establishes appropriate and
transparent guidelines for the contracting out of
essential services -

for which we might read 'ambulance services' particularly in relation to what should be considered
'commercial in confidence', what degree of
transparency and disclosure is required by tenderers or
bidders for public sector work and the process by
which contracts should be renewed (so as not to
unfairly favour the incumbent contract holder):

There is no doubt whatsoever that this legislation is
about contracting out and about prOviding
government guarantees. The legislation also looks at
the issue of the private provision of public
infrastructure. The reality is that in the case of the
ambulance service there has been Significant
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contracting out In any government agency or
semi-govemment agency where services are taken
over by the private sector there is a risk that the firm
taking over those services might fall over; might go
broke; might do an A1an Bond or a Christopher
Skase. lhat is the reality in the commercial world.
The issue that then arises for governments is what
sort of guarantees, if any, they provide either to
those companies or to the beneficiaries or clients of
those services which the private sector has been
prOviding. In part that is what this legislation is
about, so I think it is appropriate to talk about areas,
whether we are talking about the cleaning of
schools, the provision of ambulance services or
about hospital, linen or cleaning services where in
effect the government is guaranteeing the
contracting out of services: it is a legitimate public
debate and entirely relevant and germane to this
legislation.
We are trying to have an informed debate, but the
reality is that the public of Victoria is entitled to a
proper analysis and debate about the extent of
privatisation and contracting out which is occurring
in this state on a massive scale. The report of the
ambulance service, which was tabled yesterday and
referred to by the honourable member for Albert
Park, showed where services to Victorians have been
cut, administrative costs have increased by 15 per
cent and where consultancies, in many cases
contracting out, have cost more than $1.4 million.
These are legitimate matters for public debate in
Victoria.
There is also the question of the ports, which involve
public infrastructure. There are proposals by the
government to privatise the ports. They are
presently matters that are being discussed by the
Treasurer and the Minister for Roads and Ports and
others with port authorities. Any proposals to
privatise the ports have been opposed vigorously by
a range of business and industry bodies. They have
been opposed by the Victorian Employers Chamber
of Commerce and Industry, the Australian Chamber
of Manufactures, by the Port of Melbourne
AuthOrity, by the Victorian - Mrs Henderson interjected.
Mr BRUMB\' - You are out of your chair again.
You ought to learn some manners.

The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The Leader
of the Opposition should address the Chair.
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Mr BRUMBY - On a point of order, the
honourable member for Geelong continues to
interject from out of her place and I ask you to call
her to order.

The ACfING SPEAKER -Order! Would the
honourable member for Geelong please return to her
place and not interject from out of her place. I also
say to the Leader of the Opposition that the
honourable member did interject but I did not see
that as being incessant or continuous. It was in fact
two phrases, and I ask him not to be so sensitive and
to direct his comments through the Glair and he
will get the full protection of the Glair.
Mr BRUMBY - What we have is this
ideologically rabid program supported by the
honourable member for Geelong to sell off the ports
of Victoria. The honourable member for Geelong is
one of the strongest advocates of the privatisation of
the port of Geelong.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - That is correct.

The ACfING SPEAKER -Order! I hope the
Leader of the Opposition is not inviting interjections.
An honourable member interjected.

The AcnNG SPEAKER -If he is canvassing
interjections I suggest he does not do that but direct
his comments through the Otair. The Leader of the
Opposition has just asked for the support and
protection of the Glair.
Mr BRUMBY - And I am very grateful for it

The ACTING SPEAKER - I suggest he now
direct his questioning and contribution through the
Chair.
Mr BRUMBY - The government, which is
driven by rabid ideology, proposes to sell off all of
the ports in Victoria. Its proposal to do that has been
criticised by a whole range of business and industry
bodies: by the Victorian Employers Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, by the Australian Chamber
of Manufactures, by the Port of Melbourne
Authority, by the Victorian Farmers Federation and
by major port users in Melbourne, Portland and
Geelong. You have got to ask what is driving this
government's privatisation program. The answer is
its ideology. We have proposals which will come
before the Parliament shortly for the privatisation of
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Melbourne Water. This has been the craziest plan of
them all. It has been criticised by everyone,
including consultants appointed by the government,
London Economics, who say that the break-up will
cost $50 million in lost economies of scale. Yet the
government is still driven obsessively for the
privatisation of Melbourne Water and what I believe
to be the privatisation of water distribution
functions by country water authorities.
We do not have to look too far to see what the
experience was in Britain with the privatisation of
water utilities. The experience was that tariffs went
up by 68 per cent from 1989 to 1994, inflation went
up by 20 per cent and the real increase to consumers
was almost 50 per cent But the most remarkable
aspect of the privatisation program in Britain was
that the fat cats, the people on the gravy train, were
the beneficiaries. The salaries of the chairmen of the
nine boards increased by 300 per cent. North West
Water was a classic example: the chairman's salary
went up from £60 000 a year to more than £300 000 a
year. We are seeing that already with electricity
distribution companies in the state of Victoria. There
is a totally arbitrary disaggregation of the electricity
industry and it is happening in the following
manner: we have five electricity distnbution
companies with effective monopolies over domestic
consumers. We have the split of Victoria's
generators into six separate companies, the
establishment of a pooling company to oversee the
trading of electricity and system operations, the
establishment of a separate grid company
responsible for high-voltage electricity transmission,
the establishment of the Office of the
Regulator-General, which has the general
responsibility to oversee the operations of the
system, although the internal workings of the
wholesale market rest with the company responsible
for the pooling and system operations.
Interestingly, government sources have indicated
that there will be arbitrary restrictions to prevent
reaggregation of distribution and generation
companies. Therefore the system being introduced
in Victoria should not be regarded simply as one
where market forces are allowed to operate to
produce the most efficient outcome. However, more
correctly, the system imposed is an arbitrary one,
nominally based on competition that is being
imposed by an ideologically driven government that
is using as its crutch notional information and
analysis which has never been made public, which
seems to fly in the face of simple logic and which has
been criticised by bodies that actually do know
something about the electricity industry.
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This includes the Electricity Supply Association of
Australia, Pacific Power, the Business Council of
Australia, which has also been critical of the
proposals in Victoria, la, SEQEB in Queensland and
also, ultimately, Generation Victoria itself in its own
annual report. It is hard to find a single person who
supports the reforms and they certainly will not
benefit ordinary Victorians.
It is difficult to critique all of the inherent problems
associated with the government's reforms, but I
shall note a few of them. The first is the need to
write off debt from the operations of electricity
companies to make them more appealing to
potential purchasers. This will have the effect of
making Victorian electricity prices non-cost
reflective and will see Victorian taxpayers
subsidising the profits of private and predominantly
foreign companies.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - Mr Acting
Speaker, on a point of order, the Leader of the
Opposition has been talking for sometime. He is
reading a prepared speech. It is clear from the
content that it is most unlikely that he prepared it
himself. Mr Acting Speaker, as you would be aware
this is out of order and I simply ask you to ensure
that we have a debate here rather than the delivery
of a speech, which, if I recall correctly, we have
actually heard on three other bills where it was
equally irrelevant
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The point of
order has been raised. Is the Leader of the
Opposition reading from a prepared speech or
copious notes?

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - It is
not a prepared speech and it is not copious notes
either. They are just notes.
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! There is no
point of order.

Mr Leigh interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Mordialloc may remove
himseU to his seat or outside at my direction.

Mr Stockclale - He is the only reader in Victoria
of the Labor Star!
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! He can read
the Labor Star outside.
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Mr BRUMBY - Let me critique the so-called
reform proposals of the Treasurer. The second
criticism is this: that the sale of Victoria's assets will
leave Victorians worse off because like Tabcorp, the
numbers just do not add up. Currently Victoria's
electricity industry services all of its debt and pays
hundreds of millions of dollars annually in
dividends to the state. We will lose not only our
asset but also the income stream that goes with it,
which goes into consolidated revenue and is
available to be used for schools, education,
ambulance services, preschools and whatever.
Mr Stockdale interjected.

Mr BRUMBY - The Treasurer says, 'That will be
news for the SEC', but the fact is that the budget
papers show that there is a contribution in
consolidated revenue this year from the SEC; it is a
dividend.
Mr Stockdale - It is not their revenue stream,
which is what you are talking about Their revenue
stream goes to them.
Mr BRUMBY - The dividends go to
consolidated review and are used to support
schools, other educational facilities, hospitals and so
on.

Mr Stockdale - You said the - Mr BRUMBY - I said the revenue stream which
comes to the government.
Mr Stockdale - You said the revenue stream
that is coming from the use of the assets.
Mr BRUMBY - Of which a dividend is paid to
the government
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! I do not think
we should pursue this line of activity. I ask the
Leader of the Opposition to address his comments
through the Glair so as not to raise the temper of the
debate.

Mr BRUMBY - The third point is that the
government's privatisation programs of electricity
involve the abandonment of demand management
and energy conservation programs. We have to ask
what will happen to fire mitigation, research and
development for alternative energy and efficiency,
and for all of the greenhouse obligations, for
example, to which national and state governments
will be party.
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Fourthly, the reforms appear to be made without
reference to what is happening elsewhere in
Australia, in particular, in New South Wales, and
potentially making the disaggregated Victorian
generators more vulnerable in a national market.
This was recognised explicitly in Generation
Victoria's annual report.
The pooling system operations, which increasingly
appear to be inconsistent with those likely to be
introduced in the national grid and which do not
appear to meet the desires of business consumers
who seek fixed long-term contracts for electricity,
are also a problem with the government's
arrangements.
The removal of wliform tariffs and the effect this
will have on coW'\try consumers is another
consideration.
The ability of distribution companies to restructure
electricity charges within the so-called maximum
uniform tariff has to be looked at. Indeed, it is
possible for distribution companies to simply charge
a one-off supply charge and nothing for
consumption. This could have dire
demand-management and environmental
implications.
There is the issue of the losses of economies of scale
associated with disaggregation. Most importantly it
is in fact by no means dear that the system will
produce lower electricity prices. Much greater
reductions are possible without disaggregation,
given the huge productivity savings that have
already been achieved in the system.
The opposition would welcome a full and

comprehensive debate on the government's
privatisation programs in this place. But what we
find is that the Parliament is being gagged this week.
There will not be the proper opportunity for debate
on Friday, or on Friday week. In the last week of the
Parliament, when we come back in late November
and early December, I understand the Premier, and
perhaps even the Treasurer, will not be here.
You have to ask why this government is so locked in
to these proposals? If you look at what it is doing
with ports, if you look at what is occurring in
electricity, and all of the key organisations, including
many business organisations that are totally
opposed to what the government is doing, you have
to ask yourself why the government and why the
Treasurer are going down that track.
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The fact is that this government, when in opposition,
made commitments to certain sections of the
business community. It gave them secret
commitments, it gave them a secret plan about
privatisation. The Australian Financial Review of 12
June 1992 under the heading, 'Vie coalition's sell-off
unveiled', details the secret meeting the Treasurer
had with a number of people, many of whom I
might say have done quite well with government
contracts since the election of the government, when
the now Treasurer went through a long list of assets
he said would be sold. The Australian Financial
Review reports:
While the meeting - a selected group of lawyers,
consultants, brokers and lobbyists was quite - was
'vowed to secrecy', according to one participant, notes
of the discussion have been given to the Australian
FirumciJzl R.euiew. What the Treasurer said was that in
government he would sell, of course, the SEC.

The article went on to say that
Mc Stockdale also targeted the Rural Water

Commission, Dairy Industry Authority, Accident
Compensation Commission, Gas and Fuel Corporation,
Melbourne Water and the Coal Corporation of Victoria
to be at least prepared for sale, if not sold, in the
coalition's first term.
At a later stage, probably in its second term, the
coalition would aim to sell Film Victoria, the Grain
Elevators Board, Tennis Centre, State Trust Corporation
and Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Trust and would
partially privatise the Urban Land Authority.

It is not a bad list, is it? This is it what the Australian
Financial Review reported under the heading of'Vic
coalition's sell-off unveiled'. So that is why the
government is locked into it because the now
Treasurer, when he was shadow Treasurer, went
along to this meeting, gave everybody the inside oil,
the running on what the government was going to
do, and he is now absolutely committed to it. It does
not matter what people say, what consultants say or
what anybody else says, the Treasurer will do it
because he has told some people who are part of the
inner circle, part of the old Victorian Limited Oub,
the Rumour Tank that he is going - The AcrING SPEAKER -Order! Would the
honourable member please acknowledge the Chair?
Mr BRUMBY - The second reason is that the
Treasurer is ideologically driven. It probably dates
back to the time he spent in the United Kingdom.
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Many of his reforms, particularly those in the
electricity industry, stem from that visit In the
United Kingdom they failed with electricity and
they failed with water. They came to Australia
because they saw the Treasurer in this state and said,
'Give us a second chance. We mucked it up the first
time but we know we are right'. The Treasurer is
accommodating. The Treasurer will not agree with
that; he hates his integrity being impugned. The
reality is that these people failed in their previous
attempts at micro-economic reform and they are out
here wanting a second go. And this government is
giving them a chance.
The third reason is that the government owes a few
favours. We are seeing a lot of people being given
favours through this privatisation program. For
example, the Treasurer might like to explain to the
house later on exactly how much the new electricity
board members are being paid. We have a pretty
good idea what they and the chairmen are being
paid. Most of them would not know a single thing
about the electricity industry. Some of the people
who have been appointed to the boards would not
know the first thing about how to turn on a power
point Frankly, a lot of them are not too smart about
running their own businesses. However, they have
been put on these boards and it is a nice little earner
from the state government. Large numbers of them
are members of the liberal Party. No doubt the
Treasurer will jump up later on and impugn my
integrity, saying, 'That's not true'. But we will have
a debate on that another day.
The AcrING SPEAKER - Order! The Leader
of the Opposition should direct his debate through
the Chair.
Mr BRUMBY - I am doing that, Mr Acting
Speaker. I am going strictly through the Chair
because that is what you told me to do, and I would
not dare disobey your instructions. The fact is that
these people are being put on to boards. I
understand there are about 40 new board members.
If they were being paid $30 000 a year and the
chairmen were being paid $50 000 or $60 000 a year,
that would amount to $1.5 million or $2 million a
year. However, the Treasurer might tell the house
exactly what these people are being paid. They did
not go through any process of selection based on
merit They were picked out This is the gravy train.
This is the government looking after its mates. We
will have a debate about that another day.

It is worth noting that regardless of whether you are
talking about people who have been given new
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positions with the distribution companies or with
the electricity boards, the taxpayers of Victoria will
pay. There are numerous stories around about
people who were being paid $60 000 or $70 000 a
year under the old structures now clearing up to
$350 000 or $400 000 a year under the new
structures. You have to ask, 'What are they doing
differently?' The answer is nothing. Are they
working any harder? No. Are they better qualified?
No. It is the gravy train. It is a case of getting what
you can from a government that is slack about
standards of propriety. Although we will have a
debate about that, at the end of the day it is the
consumers of Victoria who will pay, just as they
paid in the United Kingdom when electricity tariffs
went up by 40 per cent The real - not the
nominal - increase in water tariffs was nearly
50 per cent in five years. The consumers were ripped
off.
I want to make a point so that we are absolutely
clear about it. This side of the house strongly
supports competition. We want to see competition
that gives taxpayers a fair go. But we will not
support this sort of gravy-train arrangement We
will not support this arrangement where people
clean up, where people at the big end of town get
their bit out of the system while the ordinary
consumers pay. That is why later this week we will
have a debate on estate agents. We are opposing
deregulation because ordinary Victorians will pay
the price. We support competition strongly, but only
where consumers benefit. We will not support
competition - as is the case with this legislation that results in a rotten deal for consumers.
Let me return to the fundamental question of
transparency. The opposition is particularly
concerned that appropriate and transparent
guidelines for private investment in public
infrastructure and contracting out have not yet been
established, particularly in relation to which matters
should be considered commercial in confidence.
That is an extremely important issue for Victorians,
and it goes to the issue of the management of this
state.
The second issue is the degree of transparency
required of tenderers or bidders for public sector
work. Again that is a fundamental issue for
Victorians. Thirdly, we are talking about the process
by which contracts should be renewed so as not to
unfairly favour the incumbent contract holder.
The reasoned amendment is important The
opposition says the bill should be withdrawn and
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redrafted The opposition refuses to agree to reading
this bill a second time until that occurs. This is a big
issue for governments. I am sure members of this
house will have seen just a few weeks ago the press
reports of the Auditor~eral in New South Wales
about the building of the harbour tunneL It involved
the private provision of public infrastructure. The
Auditor-General reported that a project that should
have cost around $700 million over time ended up
costing consumers - including taxpayers'
subsidies - around $4 billion. There is a significant
difference between $700 million and $4 billion. It
does not say the private provision of public
infrastructure is improper or inappropriate. What it
does say is that there must be proper, open and
transparent guidelines. There must be dear rules
and there must be openness about the use of the
expression'commercial in confidence' to hide
material information from the public and from the
taxpayers. That is what the New South Wales
Auditor-General said.
We would not want to see that happen with
Victorian projects, regardless of whether we are
talking about the way the Domain tunnel or the
Western bypass might be constructed. We share the
government's enthusiasm for those projects. They
were on top of the list of the previous government.
They have been on top of the list of this government.
We want to see those projects go ahead. The reality
is that they will go ahead with a combination of
private sector investment, user contributions and
taxpayer subsidy. That is how the projects will be
funded.
There is an obligation on the government to make
sure that all the information on financing
arrangements are made public so that the members
of this Parliament and the taxpayers of Victoria can
properly assess the real costs of the private provision
of public infrastructure and the real costs of
contracting out. I repeat have a look at the New
South Wales Auditor~eral's report where over
time a $700 million project will cost $4 billion. His
report was highly critical of those arrangements. If
major projects of that type go ahead, the opposition
will want to ensure that Victoria has greater degrees
of transparency, and that is why it moved the
reasoned amendment.

In conclusion, although the opposition does not
oppose this legislation it strongly supports the
reasoned amendment. The public interest would be
served by the government going back, consulting
widely and establishing appropriate and transparent
guidelines for the contracting out of essential
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services, particularly in relation to what could be
considered matters that are commercial in
confidence.
Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - I strongly
support the reasoned amendment moved by the
Leader of the Opposition. This bill brings the Public
Transport Corporation within the ambit of the
Borrowing and Investment Powers Act. It provides
the corporation with borrowing and investment
powers which are more appropriate to its changing
and corporatised status and which are more
appropriate to its position as a non-budget sector
business.

From the government's point of view it is a logical
extension of its program. If the government is going
to embark on the restructuring of the PTC, it is
essential that it have access to the borrowing powers
contained within the Borrowing and Investment
Powers Act. Those powers will be similar to those of
other business enterprises. As I said, it is a logical
extension of the way the government is carrying out
its reform of the PTc.
Reform is long overdue. Although we do not agree
with the full scope and exact nature of the reform
program we understand the logic of bringing the
PTC within the ambit of the borrowing and
investment powers legislation. This bill broadens the
scope of the act to facilitate the private provision of
public infrastructure or contracting out. It concerns
me as the shadow minister for transport and the
opposition generally that huge slabs of government
work are being transferred from the public to the
private sectors. This transfer can be achieved
through privatisation, outsourcing, contracting out
or even privately funded new public infrastructure.
A whole range of initiatives and government actions
is being undertaken to provide this work to the
private sector. It is part of the ideological platform
upon which this government was elected.
While there are provisions for transparency,
accountability and information in some areas, in
others there are no such provisions, and they are
causing the opposition extreme concern. The issue of
the new infrastructure investment policy is dealt
with in the 1993-94 Finance Statement and Report of the
Auditor-General. The Auditor-General canvasses the
appropriate guidelines that accompany the
phenomenon of the private sector providing public
infrastructure investment and outlines the
guidelines of both the previous government and this
government.
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Paragraph 7.76 on page % of the report deals with
the new guidelines for the provision of
infrastructure in respect of arrangements with the
private sector, which create a requirement that
Formal confidentiality agreements relating to
commercially sensitive information will be considered
when requested by a private sector proponent, but any
agreements will have regard to the responsibilities of
the Auditor-General, the Freedom of Information Act
and Parliament's right to be informed of financial
commitments entered into by the government.

Consideration has been given to the areas that are of
concern to the opposition in the current debate and
the government's written commitment to provide
exactly that information. Unfortwlately that
government commitment, which details some
acknowledgment of FOI, a requirement that the
Parliament be fully informed, the respoI\S1bilities of
the Auditor-General and the general principles of
transparency and accountability, seems to be limited
Simply to the provision of privately funded public
infrastructure. It is important to understand that. If
we are not allowed to know what is going on, it is
inevitable that a whole range of financial disasters
will follow. Honourable members must understand
our concerns about the bill.
Oause 3 extends the capacity of the government to
provide guarantees beyond the debt of the
government business enterprise itseH where, under
these provisions, the government will be providing
guarantees for private contractors. That is a massive
change in of the emphasis on the borrowing and
investment powers legislation and greatly concerns
the opposition.

In its method of contracting out and privatisation
the government has tried to prescribe the powers of
the Auditor-General, hide information from the
Parliament and use the FOI legislation to prevent
members of the public and Parliament from finding
out what they have a right to know.
The way it has operated is a disgrace. I have tried to
find out the details of the contracting out of
metropolitan bus services to the National Bus
Company, but the government has taken
extraordinary steps to keep the information
absolutely secret At every turn it has resisted my
attempts to obtain the most basic information, and
that resistance is continuing. For example, the
Department of Transport has engaged QCs,
barristers and solicitors to prevent the public from
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knowing the details of the contracting~ut
arrangements.
Those are the reasons for our concern, which is
expressed through the reasoned amendment. The
National Bus Company contract will be worth
around $130 million, but the government does not
want to tell us the conditions of the contract and
exactly how much it is. It would be interesting to
know whether the contract that was signed with the
National Bus Company some time ago contains one
of the specific clauses that allows for the extension of
government guarantees to private contractors as set
out in the bill. We have asked to see the contract, but
they will not show it to us or even give us a version
that does not contain the commercial-in-confidence
matters.
The bill extends the power of the government to give
guarantees to contractors involved in outsourcing
operations. We know that when the National Bus
Company contract scandal was receiving media
attention its financial backers were having second
thoughts. We want to know whether this provision
for special clauses, as provided in the amendment, is
designed to provide comfort for the financial
backers of the National Bus Company after it was
successful in winning the contract for metropolitan
bus services.
Of course, the bill provides step-in provisions where

contractors fall over or where private companies are
no longer able to provide the services they have
contracted for. We need a provision such as this in
the legislation. If the government is to allow
essential services to be provided by private
contractors, it needs legislation that allows it to
rescue private contractors who either fall over or
who are unable to deliver the services provided in
their contract.

In the public transport area the contracting out of
the ticket collection system is of particular interest
Automatic fare collection systems within the Public
Transport Corporation will create a massive transfer
of functions to the private sector. The opposition
knows that the Onelink consortium has entered into
a ID-year contract with the government to provide
an automatic fare collection system. It is a long
period, and one would expect that the public and
Parliament would have the right to know what it is
costing, but that will not happen.
I again refer the house to the 1993-94 Finance
Statement and Report of the Auditor-General, in which
the Auditor-General comments on the liabilities and
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commitments of the government. Page 114 of the
report, which deals with the automatic ticketing
system, estimates that the 10-year agreement with
the Onelink consortium to supply, install, test,
commission, maintain and manage the automatic
fare collection system will cost in the order of $300
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The Auditor-General has provided information
which the Department of Transport has said should
not be provided under any circumstances. It is clear
that the government is in confusion on this issue.
Sitting suspended 6.30 pm. until 8.04 p.m.

mWli~Itd~not~vea~crunountThat~a

strange and extremely imprecise recording of the
runount of the contract. Why ~ that so? The fact that
it ~ so imprecise stems from. a request by the
consortium to keep secret the details of the contract
The consortium signed a contract for $337 million,
but it ~ seeking to keep that information secret. The
margin is approximately 10 per cent I run l.U\Sure
why the Auditor-General saw fit to agree to the
request from the consortium to keep the runount of
the contract secret from the public and Parliament It
does not augur well for the future contracting out of
a range of government services if Parliament ~ not
being told the true figure.
Why has the government allowed the cost to be
rounded off at $300 million when the true cost ~
some 10 per cent higher? The contract has pro~on
for alterations, which is sensible, because it is a new
system and changes may be required in
specifications that may be the subject of negotiations
and cost increases. I expect the real cost of the
contract will be much closer to $400 million at the
end of the IO-year period. It is ludicrous to argue, as
Onelink d~, that it has to keep that figure secret
because otherwise it would disadvantage the
consortium during the 10-year period of the
contract In 10 years time everyone will know the
exact runount of the contract, but the facts are being
kept secret from the public, Parliament and the
Auditor-General at the outset when there is
considerable controversy.
There are many other aspects of the contracting-out
arrangements where these issues may arise. We
need to be assured that the phrase 'commercial in
confidence' is not going to be used time and again to
deny Parliament access to the information.
The opposition has applied to the Administrative
Appeals Tribunal to gain access to information
under the Freedom of Information Act The
government has an inconsistent approach. On the
one hand a minister has provided information, but
on the other hand the department says it cannot
provide the same information because it is
commercial in confidence and the sky would fall in
if it were ever revealed.

Mr BATCHELOR - Prior to the suspension of
the sitting I was raising the opposition's argument
for the absolute need for transparency,
accountability and honesty in this process of
contracting out, which in some areas has been
prOvided, which in others quite sadly has not and
which, from what the opposition understands, will
not be prOvided. That is clearly completely
unsa~factory. If that ~ the way things proceed, the
process will not get the support of the opposition
and will be a source of continuing conflict

We have had considerable experience of this process
of contracting out and outsourcing since the
government has been in power and, as a
consequence, of how it seeks to keep things from the
public, from the Auditor-General and from the
Parliament It is interesting to contrast how the
Auditor-General deals with these issues with how
the Department of Transport deals with them - that
is, with the provision of important, detailed
information to the Parlirunent
I draw the attention of honourable members to the
annual report of the Office of the Auditor-General,
which was recently tabled in this house and in
which it is acknowledged that for special reasons
and the requirements of auditing a whole range of
different and widespread government agencies it
needs to contract out tasks to a number of private
providers.
At page 46 of the annual report the office identifies
in a very transparent and clear way the firms to
which it has outsourced those functions. It shows
that for the period 1993-94 the Office of the
Auditor-General outsourced in excess of $3 million
worth of auditing work. Not only does the office
detail the aggregated runounts of those
contracted-out services, but the Auditor-General
specifically identifies by name the firms that were
successful in obtaining work in that contracting-out
process. As honourable members would expect, it is
not surprising that most of the firms listed are the
major accounting firms in Melbourne. It also lists the
exact runounts that those firms received for doing
that work. It is all detailed in a very clear and
transparent form.
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That can be contrasted with the experience the
opposition has had with the contracting out of
government services where, at every turn, the
government has sought to keep secret exactly that
same sort of information. The government has
sought to keep that sort of information away from
the eyes of public and away from the eyes of this
Parliament. It is for those reasons that the opposition
moved its reasoned amendment.

In some areas information is grudgingly made
available and transparency is considered to be an
obligation of the government As I pointed out, that
is true in the private funding of public infrastructure
area, but when you get into the contracting-out area
it is a feature that the government fights at every
turn. If you ask for something under freedom of
information processes the government denies it and
wheels in the QCs and their advisers to prevent you
discovering information that even the minister is
prepared to come into the house and reveal.
There are clearly great areas of internal contradiction
as to what the government believes should be made
available. On the other hand, there is a huge gap
between what is a reasonable expectation on behalf
of the opposition and what is a reasonable
expectation on behalf of the government Earlier we
mentioned the clear example in the public transport
area concerning the automatic fare collection system.
The opposition knows that the nominal cost of the
contract provided. to the Onelink consortium was
$337 million, but all the government wants to reveal
is that the nominal cost is in the order of
$300 million.
It is a difference of some $37 million, a discrepancy
or variation of more than 10 per cent It is this sort of

discrepancy, this margin of error, that the
government seeks to institutionalise and incorporate
in its accounts. If that is where the government is
going, it is absolutely unacceptable to the opposition
and to the public. I believe that when the
Auditor-General has had time to sufficiently
examine this, even the Auditor-General's office will
acknowledge that it is unacceptable and that the real
information should be made available.
What is wrong with Parliament knowing the cost of
these contracts? What is wrong with the
Auditor-General being able to provide the
information? What is wrong with the public being
taken into the government's confidence? We see at
every turn that that exact information is sought to be
withheld from the eyes of the public.
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The other piece of information we want from the
government is which of the contracted-out
arrangements, those outsourced arrangements and
privatised arrangements that have already taken
place, have the sort of provision that is envisaged
should be contained in the bill that is before
Parliament tonight, because we understand that
some of the contracts already include those types of
provisions or similar provisions. By de facto
operation the government has provided guarantees
to the financial backers of the contracting-out
operations that have already been undertaken. They
have already provided guarantees beyond what is
currently provided in the legislation.
One of the things we want to know and want the
government to make abundantly clear is which of
these already entered into contracted-out,
outsourced and privatised provisions this sort of
contractual arrangement falls into. If the government
will not identify them and tell us tonight, we can
only draw the obvious conclusion that the
government has something to hide.

Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I
would like to draw the attention of the house to
some of the many remarks made by the Leader of
the Opposition which were simply not correct One
in particular that the house ought to be aware of was
his claim that the Auditor~eral had expressed
concern about the private development of public
infrastructure policy. That simply is not true because
in paragraph 7.76 of his report the Auditor-General
said:
TIle implementation of this policy should provide a
sound basis for the development of future partnerships
between the government and the private sector for the
provision of public infrastructure.

The Auditor-General specifically commended the
policy provision in relation to confidentiality
agreements being subject to the Auditor-General's
authority. That is absolutely and utterly the reverse
of what the Leader of the Opposition would have us
believe. We have just heard a contribution from the
honourable member for Thomastown, that
well-known reliable printer, in which he had the
hide to advocate a course of action which his
government did not follow at all. Where was he
while his government persisted with some of the
most discredited contracts, particularly in relation to
the personal staff of ministers? They wrote their own
contracts - some of them did not even sign their
own contracts or have them signed by a proper
officer - and when it came to paying them out in
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many cases there were some years of the contracts to
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Read second time.

run. Most of them were three to five-year fixed-term

contracts, unlike the contracts that this government
insists on. How can the honourable member for
Thomastown come in here and insist on standards
that his own government did not apply? It is so
hypocritical to do that.

Committed.

With those remarks I commend the Treasurer on the
introduction of this bill, and I look forward to its
passage through the house.

Clause 7

House divided on omission (members in favour
vote no):

Ayes, 41
Ashley,Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
cooper,Mr
Davis,Mr
Dean, Or
Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
Elliott,Mrs
Finn, Mr (Ttller)
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Hyams,Mr
Jasper,Mr
Jenkins,Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Lupton. Mr
McArthur, Mr
M~ill,Mrs

Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin,Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F. (Teller)
Reynolds, Mr
Richartison, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Ryan,Mr
Smith,MrI.W.
Spry,Mr
SteggaU,Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Weideman, Mr
WeUs,Mr

Clauses 1 to 6 agreed to.

Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I move:
Clause 7, page 4, line 10, after "Public" insert

"Transport".

As honourable members will see, it makes sense to
have 'Public Transport Corporation' rather than
'public corporation'. I apologise for the omission in
the draft.
Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to.
Reported to house with amendment.
Passed remaining stages.

DOMESTIC (FERAL AND NUISANCE)
ANIMALS BILL
Returned &om Council with message relating to
amendments.
Ordered to be considered next day.

HEALTH SERVICES (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading

McLelJan, Mr

Noes, 25
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Brac1cs,-Mr (Teller)
Brumby,Mr
Carll, Mr (Tdlu)
Coghill, Or
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt,Ms

Leighton, Mr
Loney, Mr
Marple,Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Sandon,Mr
Seitz,Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr

Haermeyer, Mr

Wilson,Mrs

Hamilton,Mr

Amendment negatived.
Motion agreed to.

Committee

Debate resumed &om 13 October; motion of
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health).
Mrs WILSON (Dandenong North) - This bill
seeks to withdraw the state from the registration and
mOnitoring of commonwealth-funded private and
charitable sector nursing homes and hostels. In other
words, it seeks to deregulate the operation of these
establishments. Naturally, the opposition believes
this legislation will have serious consequences for
the very frail, vulnerable group of people who live
in these nursing homes. These people desperately
depend on the protection of government and, as we
know, they have little power to express their own
concerns. Unfortunately the government appears to
be deserting them.
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It is worth noting that although the commonwealth
government provides the funding for nursing homes
and hostels this legislation has been introduced
without any prior consultation with the federal
Minister for Health. The implications for the
commonwealth could not possibly have been
overlooked when the bill was being drafted.

Under the existing arrangements the commonwealth
approves the establishment of nursing homes and
hostels in all states and provides the funding, but
state governments have carried out the functions of
regulation and registration. If this bill is passed by
both houses of this Parliament it will have the effect
of transferring all the responsibilities that the state
had previously assumed to the federal government.
The bill is saying that the state government of
Victoria no longer wishes to be involved in any way
with the administration of commonwealth-funded
private nursing homes or hostels, and that the state
is not interested in ensuring that standards in these
establishments are kept at a high level.
The government, however, is interested in
deregulation to ensure that the owners and
operators of nursing homes who are running them
purely for profit in some cases will have the ability
to run them more cheaply. If this bill is passed, the
frail and elderly people living in hostels and nursing
homes will be left without a safety net. This should
not happen in any civilised society. We have heard it
said on many occasions that a good society can be
measured by the way it cares for its very young and
its very old. If this bill is passed Victoria will not
deserve even a pass mark.
Good government is about striking a balance
between the rights of individuals to live their lives
free from unnecessary constraints of government
and bureaucracy and the right of each individual to
the protection of their dignity and lifestyle. This bill,
which is so eager to promote the rights of free
enterprise, is ignoring the rights of the frail and
elderly and leaving them at risk of exploitation and
diminishing standards of care.
Most members on this side of the house would agree
that in some areas of government administration
there is too much bureaucratic intervention in our
lives, but we believe there are still people in our
community today that need the protection of all
levels of government because they are extremely
vulnerable. These people are the mentally ill, the
intellectually disabled, as well as the frail aged. As I
indicated, this bill was introduced without any prior
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consultation or arrangement with the federal
government. Not only is this a very discourteous
way to treat another level of government it certainly
does not augur well for any future negotiations the
minister may want to have with the commonwealth.
When the federal Minister for Health, Or Carmen
Lawrence, was advised about the introduction of
this bill she expressed her deep concern in an article
in the Age of 31 October this year. She said:
Victoria had risked the health of elderly nursing home
residents by trying to change key safeguards
controlling nursing homes. She said that deregulation
of the industry would mean nurses no longer had to be
employed to care for the elderly, and nursing home
operators would not be required to register with the
state authority.

Mrs Tehan interjected.
Mrs WILSON -It would have been nice to have
consulted her, Minister. Or Lawrence went on to say:
It was the state's responsibility to oversee medical

standards, nursing registrations, medicines and
poisons, and to ensure building codes were met.

Mrs Tehan interjected.
Mrs WILSON - It would have been nice if you
had met with her and advised her. Or Lawrence said
that the new proposals meant that the state was
abdicating its responsibilities. I understand the
senior members of Or Lawrence's staff have met
with the Minister for Aged Care in another place but
unfortunately little progress has been made as a
result of that meeting.

I again emphasise that this matter is so serious that
any decent, caring government should have
negotiated these changes with its federal
counterparts before introdudng a bill that makes
deregulation more or less a fait accompli. By these
changes Victoria will be the only state without
regulatory responsibility for aged-care
establishments. All other states have legislation in
place which allows them to work in partnership
with the commonwealth government.
When the Minister for Aged Care in another place
was asked by the Age newspaper to comment on the
proposed changes he defended the new proposals.
In an article in the Age of 31 October this year the
Minister for Aged Care said the changes would stop
the doubling up of nursing home registration costs.
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He also said the industry would remain tightly
controlled.
The opposition does not share the minister's
optimism about these changes. The federal Minister
for Health does not share the minister's views, nor
does the Australian Nursing Federation, the
Australian Pensioners and Superannuants
Federation, the Council on The Aging (Australia), or
the Victorian branch of the Combined Pensioners
Association. Those groups have spoken out against
the changes and I will read some of the press
releases and letters we have received.
Recently the Victorian branch of the Australian
Nursing Federation wrote to all its members in
nursing homes advising them that the amendments
remove all regulations pertaining to nursing homes
and hostels on the basis that the commonwealth
regulations for the nursing home industry provide
sufficient and effective regulation.
TIlat is not the case. The removal of the state
regulations will have a Significant negative impact
on the provision of care for residents in nursing
homes and hostels. The following will no longer be
required: a director of nursing position; registered
nurses to care for residents; and nursing home
registration by the state. Therefore they will no
longer be required to provide a safe environment for
residents and staff. The letter continues:
Your nursing home/hostel may be forced into a
position of providing both an unsafe level of care for
your residents and an unsafe environment for both
your residents and staff. The jobs of nursing staff,
including the Director of Nursing position, will also be
jeopardised.

A media release from the Australian Pensioners and
Superannuants Federation states:
'We demand that the Victorian state government
withdraws its legislation immediately,' said Edith
Morgan. Vice-President of the Australian Pensioners
and. Superannuants Federation (APcStSF) today.

'The state government is effectively washing its hands
of its responsibility to the frailest and most vulnerable
in the community in Victoria. Anyone would be able to
set up a so-called "nursing home" or ''hostel'', but
no-one would have the responsibility to ensure they
provide decent conditions and care'.

The Acting Executive Director of the Council on the
Ageing (COTA) says in a letter dated 9 November:
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COTA is deeply concerned at amendments to Health
Services Act proceeding prior to negotiation with the
commonwealth government to ensure quality of
services for older people. COTA believes that Victoria
should maintain the capacity to act in relation to
nursing homes and hostels to maintain a safety net for
older people. COTA notes that other states, for
example, New South Wales, have significant powers
which are supported by consumer groups.

The Combined Pensioners and Superannuants
Association of Victoria Inc. says in the note I have
here:
We the Combined Pensioners and Superannuants
Association Inc. condemn the Kennett government's
Health Services (Amendment) Bill 1994. It will
endanger the care of older persons in nursing homes as
many safeguards will be removed.

The Minister for Aged Care seems to be confident
that nursing homes and hostels will remain tightly
controlled. In fact, the legislation takes us back 10
years to the mid-1980s when there were regular
reports of the exploitation of older people living in
unsafe accommodation - accommodation without
fire escapes or firefighting equipment - and with
inadequate standards of care, food and attention to
the hygiene and health requirements of the
residents. Even in the 19905 a number of articles
have suggested that nursing homes and the
standards of care people have been receiving have
not been what they should be.
I am not suggesting that these things happen in all
or even a majority of nursing homes because there

are many excellent private nursing homes. There are
many excellent nursing homes run by the Uniting,
Anglican and Catholic churches and by our migrant
organisations, which take a real pride in and have
worked hard to support nursing homes for their
elderly.
I think we will find that some owners or operators

who are in the aged care field purely for profit will
manage to manipulate the system and cut corners. It
is reprehensible that the second-reading speech
indicates that one of the main aims of the legislation
is to reduce costs to business. By deregulating
nursing homes and hostels the government is
presenting a wonderful opportwlity to
unscrupulous operators to make a fast buck at the
expense of the standards of care provided to
residents.
Mrs Henderson interjected.
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Mrs WILSON - I suggest the honourable
member look at some of the hospitals that have been
closed in country Victoria.
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with, perhaps, a state enrolled nurse administering a
nursing home of between 30 and 40 residents with
help from nurse assistants and personal care
attendants.

Mrs Tehan interjected.
Mrs WILSON - I will ignore the minister.
Without the state government's involvement in the
supervision of medical standards there is no doubt
that much of the superb care provided by registered
nurses and state enrolled nurses will disappear as
their numbers decrease. Some homes could become
little more than places of custodial care. Anybody
who regularly visits a nursing home would know
that because of the great dependency of the
residents a higher level of nursing care is often
required. Most of the people who are approved for
nursing home care are, sadly, in the last few years of
their lives and are there because they are far too frail
to live at home. Some of them have dementia as well
as physical frailties. I have been told that the average
stay in a nursing home is just over 12 months, which
gives an indication of the dependency level of the
people concerned.
I stress that I am talking about the average length of
stay because, obviously, some people live in these
establishments for many years. I regularly visit my
mother in a nursing home and the woman in the
next room is 106. She has lived there for more than
20 years and although she is still mentally alert she
is very frail. I am sure honourable members would
agree that the care of the elderly in any situation
requires special skills and training because such
people need. not only expertise but also care from
people who will treat them with dignity,
compassion and patience. Most nursing home
residents need assistance with showering, toilet,
feeding and dressing and the training of state
enrolled nurses equips them well for their role in the
more personal care of the elderly.

I am concerned that owners of nursing homes will
be allowed to determine the mix of staff they employ
and will not be bound by the ratio of registered
nurses and state enrolled nurses to residents that
applies under the present regulations. In this regard
I repeat the comments and concerns of the Secretary
of the Australian Nursing Federation when she
advised her members that nursing homes and
hostels would no longer require a director of nursing
or registered nurses to care for residents.
Ms Morieson said she believed it would lead to an
unsafe level of care and an unsafe environment for
both the residents and the staff. We could very well
see the future situation of only one registered nurse

While I believe that all four categories of nursing
staff have roles to play in caring for the residents of
nursing homes there must be an appropriate ratio of
trained staff to residents. If the number of fully
trained staff in nursing homes is relaxed it will have
the potential in extreme cases to incur legal action by
relatives who do not believe their family member
has received appropriate care. Honourable members
would be aware of the residential rights statement
which applies to all nursing home and hostel
residents and which is given to either the resident or
a relative of the resident on admittance to the
establishment. Those rights include: high-quality
care; choice; nutrition; shelter; the right to dignity
and privacy; the recognition of the rights of citizens
and all that that entails; the right to manage their
own finances where possible; and the right to
freedom of speech in respect of matters related to
the provision of their health care.
Honourable members would be aware that the
Health Services Act, which was introduced in 1988,
was in response to the reports of many sad
situations involving elderly, frail residents of
nursing homes, hostels and other supported
accommodation establishments.
The legislation was introduced after a thorough

investigation by two ministerial committees, two
task forces and several reports from the all-party
Social Development Committee. At that time there
was a real and genuine concern in the community
about the operation of a number of nursing homes.
The legislation was introduced by the former Labor
government with the intention of updating the act in
so far as it applied to health care agencies and
because it believed it could play a major role in
en.cruring that good quality care was available to the
frail elderly who required nursing home admission.
When the then Minister for Health, the Honourable
David White in another place, made his
second-reading speech he said:
The underlying theme of the legislation is

accountability to government In turn the responsibility
of government will be to ensure quality, equity and
efficiency in the delivery of health services ...
A principal focus of the bill is the strengthening of the
capacity of the government to curb abuses of older and
disabled people living in nursing homes, hostels and
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supported residential services or special
accommodation houses.

The Hansard report of that debate is interesting. It
was a substantial debate in both houses of
Parliament and there was a lengthy committee stage
in both houses where the bill was scrutinised
meticulously. At no stage did any member of the
opposition suggest amendments should be made to
part 4 of the bill. Most of the contributions from the
Liberal and National party members at that time
focused on keeping employees off hospital boards.
The opposition parties were not interested in
deregulation of nursing homes or hostels.
The part 4 provision of the act was passed
unanimously and applied to nursing homes and
hostels, as well as supported accommodation houses.
Part 4 of the act contains the provision that regulated
health service establishments, which according to
the definition contained within section 3 of the act,
includes hostels and nursing homes. These
provisions provide for the regulation of applications
for approval for land use and premises and the
revocation of such approvals; the design of premises
proposed to be used as a health service
establishment; the registration of the premises
according to prescribed criteria and the renewal of
such registration; the censure of a proprietor and the
suspension of admissions to a hostel, nursing home
or supported residential service by the minister in
extraordinary circumstances; the appointment of an
administrator in extraordinary circumstances; the
preparation of residential statements by proprietors,
in consultation with residents, outlining the nature
of the health services to be provided; the protection
of sick residents; the maintenance of appropriate
records; and the prescription of offences in relation
to the contravention of the conditions of registration.
These provisions are very important for older people
who in many cases are powerless to control their
own destiny or lives. As I mentioned before, the
state's role has been that of an extra safety net and
the combination of the federal and state
governments working together in the interests of
this group has proved very successful.
However, the opposition is not surprised to learn
there has been strong support for deregulation from
groups representing the proprietors of nursing
homes. As is always the case, when balancing costs
against quality, cost almost always wins. Given the
number of options, proprietors will opt for the one
that returns the highest profit margin. It is
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imperative that nursing home proprietors are not
allowed to run down the standards of care in the
establishments for which they are responsible. They
certainly should not be allowed to get rid of a
majority of their trained staff.
The minimum nurse-to-resident ratio for day and
night shifts and the mix of nursing and staffing
qualifications and skills that are currently included
in the Victorian staffing regulations were prescribed
because the residents of nursing homes require
skilled nursing as well as personal care.
As a result of the establishment of regional geriatric
assessment teams only the most frail and dependent
residents are being admitted to nursing homes. In
fact, the commonwealth government CAM/SAM
funding arrangements for nursing homes require
that to receive the maximum funding the
dependency levels of residents have to be high.
Those in the category of resident classification four
and five have difficulty gaining admission to
nursing homes because of the lower funding
involved and these people are more likely to be
admitted to hostels in the first instance.

It is not easy to get into a nursing home. In fact, it is
quite difficult. I have had recent personal experience
of trying to find a nursing home bed for my mother
who at 89 years requires constant care and attention.
I assure the house that of all the nursing homes I
visited over the past few years only people with the
highest levels of dependency and need were
admitted.
Because of the government's lack of courtesy or
concern in failing to discuss this matter with the
commonwealth government, the commonwealth
will be forced to move quickly to offer protection to
these elderly residents, because it is unthinkable that
they could be left without adequate protection or
that their standards of care in any establishment
could be allowed to diminish.
I return again to the funding being provided by the
commonwealth government. Those members who
have an interest in these matters would know the
funding for nursing homes comes in two categories.
The care aggregated module (CAM) of the funding
has to be expended on the provision of direct care to
the residents and is based on their classifications.
The standard aggregated module (SAM) component
of the funding provides for other duties such as
laundry, cooking and cleaning. If owners or
operators of nursing homes are allowed to reduce
the numbers of trained and skilled staff and employ
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unskilled staff, it will be possible to fudge the costs;
it will be possible to transfer money from the CAM
category to the SAM category. For example, by
hiring large numbers of untrained staff an owner
will be able to ask WlSkilled workers to undertake
duties in the kitchen, the laundry or in general
cleaning. This work will be paid for by the
commonwealth under the CAM category of the
nursing home budget, whereas it should come from
the SAM category. The money saved under the SAM
component of the funding is money in the pocket of
the owner or operator.
By deregulating nursing homes and hostels, the
government is presenting a wonderful opportunity
to unscrupulous operators to make a fast buck at the
expense of the standards of care of residents. Since it
came to office in 1992 the Kennett government has
been dumping its responsibility for residential aged
care onto the commonwealth government - and in
doing so it has saved many millions of dollars.
During that time the commonwealth has taken total
responsibility for the funding of state geriatric
nursing homes. Of course, even those establishments
are in the process of being sold to the private sector.
I must say I wonder whether the private sector will
be willing to assume responsibility for some of the
more serious and less manageable long-term cases
that have previously been cared for in state geriatric
centres. I should think some of the psychogeriatric
cases would be hard to sell to the private sector!
I shall briefly mention some of the other implications
of the bill. It removes the access of nursing home
and hostel residents to the state health complaints
mechanisms. I realise the government does not like
complaints and does not like criticism in any shape
or form. But from time to time people are faced with
situations where they just have to complain because
of inappropriate situations or because injustices
have occurred. They certainly need to be able to seek
redress, and they need to be able to complain to an
appropriate organisation that has the power to
investigate and seek solutions.
In Victoria the Health Services Commissioner and
the Office of the Public Advocate do an absolutely
excellent job. Despite the unwillingness of the
government to make a permanent appointment to
replace Ben Bodna and despite the huge decrease in
staff, the Office of the Public Advocate still tries
valiantly to protect the rights of the elderly and the
disabled. The Health Services Commissioner, too,
has a good record in investigating the serious
matters referred to that office.
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It is a travesty of justice that the frail elderly in
nursing homes and hostels should be denied access
to these two complaints bodies. I ask the minister to
consider having the matter addressed while the bill
is between houses. I am not convinced that the
appeals mechanisms that enable residents to lodge
complaints and seek the redress of legitimate
grievances will remain as comprehensive as they are
under the current act. Some of those responsibilities
will presumably be assumed by the commonwealth;
and other matters will no longer form the bases of
complaints simply because no regulations or
standards will have been breached. Some of these
areas may be overcome by future commonwealth
action but some matters will remain the
responsibility of the state. However, the state
complaints mechanism will, of course, no longer
apply. That will lead to protracted disputes and will
certainly cause a great deal of anxiety and stress for
frail elderly people and their relatives.

At the same time the opposition is not satisfied that
adequate provisions exist to protect the privacy of
residents. I understand that Or Lawrence has
already contacted the Minister for Aged Care in
relation to this matter. Provisions in the
commonwealth Health Act and, possibly, the
Privacy Act may not cover these matters as
comprehensively as the current arrangements do.
As to the appointment of administrators in extreme
cases, the opposition is concerned that the

commonwealth, despite having the best intentions in
the world, may be unable to assume many of the
responsibilities and powers previously vested in the
minister under Victorian legislation. Again I
understand that the federal minister has informed
the Minister for Aged Care that the commonwealth
cannot exercise the powers of the state in relation to
the appointment of administrators.
This power of last resort is an important safeguard
for the frail aged and would apply should their
nursing homes or hostels fall into financial trouble.
The government's priority must be the protection of
the standards of care afforded to the frail aged, but
there is no doubt that the bill compromises the
status of that priority by removing a very important
safeguard.
The bill also removes the power of the state
government to prosecute organisations that
advertise theInselves as nursing homes or hostels,
whether or not the establishments in question
actually offer those types of services. That means
that any boarding house, special accommodation
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house, private hotel or similar-type residence can
advertise itself as a nursing home or hostel. As the
need for aged care increases - and of course we
know it will increase because people are living
longer - and given that most people requiring
nursing home care are generally in the 8O-and-over
group, the door is being opened to enable various
establishments to falsely advertise their businesses. I
realise that the lack of commonwealth funding will
be a deterrent; but if people are desperate enough
they may seek private accommodation,
accommodation that they are willing to pay for. Of
course, that will occur only if government funded
places are not available.
I also express concern at the removal of the powers
of the state to direct nursing homes and hostels to
provide residents with appropriate health care. The
Australian Nursing Federation cites a number of
recently reported cases where nursing home
proprietors have been very slow to seek additional
specialist care for their residents. Just because people
are old and frail and possibly at the end of their lives
it does not mean they should be precluded from
receiving the same standard of health care that is
available to other sections of the commllllity. These
residents should have regular medical attention; and
in more serious circumstances they should be
referred to a specialist.
Some public hospitals are reluctant to admit elderly
nursing home patients. Proprietors of nursing homes
have told the opposition that beds are often not
available and that the only way to gain admittance is
through the emergency section of the hospital. A few
months ago I attended a conference sponsored by
the Mount E1iza Geriatric Centre. At that conference
it was reported that one nursing home proprietor
had taken a very sick elderly resident to the local
Frankston hospital and that that resident had to wait
24 hours in the emergency section. The proprietor
had to leave her on her own after spending several
hours with her in the hospital waiting room.. During
all that time she was offered a couple of sandwiches
and a cup of tea!
Acute care for the elderly residents of nursing
homes is a matter the government has not addressed
since case-mix funding was introduced. H stories
like the one I have just mentioned are happening in
other parts of the state - and I believe from the
anecdotal evidence the opposition has received that
that is the case - we are being confronted with a
disgraceful situation that is an indictment of not
only the government but also the Victorian
community as a whole.
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In conclusion I ask the minister to withdraw the bill,
which the opposition will not be supporting. We
believe it has been hastily introduced without
consultation and will obviously reduce the standard
of care available to the elderly and the frail in
nursing homes. It is obviously of concern to all staff
in these establishments, who in the majority of cases
are very dedicated. They are particularly dedicated
to this area of nursing. It is also of great concern to
the relatives of residents. They are worried that their
family members may receive even less care from
qualified staff than they do at present. Despite her
earlier outburst I ask the minister to personally
discuss the matter with Or Carmen Lawrence, who
is seriously concerned about the actions of the
Victorian government.

Mrs Tehan interjected.
Mrs WILSON - Between them, the two
ministers could come up with a sensible and
practical approach and positive suggestions which
could preserve the standards of care in the nursing
homes.
Mrs Tehan - I will talk to Carmen Lawrence any
time if she comes to Melbourne.
Mrs WILSON - The government seems to have
forgotten that it is juggling with the lives of elderly
people. The main role of government is to protect
them and to ensure that nursing home proprietors
do not find it easy to manipulate the system.
Mrs HENDERSON (Geelong) - I am pleased to
contribute to the debate. The bill aims to withdraw
the state from the registration and monitoring of the
commonwealth funded and monitored private and
voluntary charitable sector of nursing homes and
hostels.
At the outset I must say I was amazed that, after
giving such a concise definition of the CAM/SAM
funding arrangements, the honourable member for
Dandenong North showed such a lack of
understanding of how the CAM/SAM funding
arrangements for the commonwealth work and of
the Victorian supporting legislation.
It is important when addressing the bill to note that
since 1992 the Victorian government has had a very
strong commitment to the provision of high-quality
health care for older Victorians. For many years
Victorians under a state Labor government have had
limited health care services and certainly insuffident
home care support. For the past two years major
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change has been brought about to support older
Victorians by providing health care and home care
services.
The appointment of the Minister for Aged Care was
a very important initiative of the Kennett
government The Aged Care Division was created in
the Department of Health and Community Services
and, most importantly, a commitment of $25 million
in additional funding was made.
Mr Doyle interjected.
Mrs HENDERSON - I repeat, in the past two
years additional funds were allocated for the
improvement and expansion of support and
specialist health care services for our older
Victorians.

I heard the honourable member for Dandenong
North make some quite amazing statements. I will
attempt to set the record straight The seniors
policies of the state government in 1992 included the
intention to clarify the roles and responsibilities of
the commonwealth and state governments so as to
enable the state to focus on aged health care and
community care services that it must provide. One
of the major areas where dual responsibilities
between the commonwealth and the state
governments have applied has involved the
commonwealth funded nursing homes and hostels.

The Victorian government's aged care policy,
'Everycme's future: the direction for aged care
services in the 1990s', published in 1993
acknowledged that nursing homes and hostel
services are the responsibility of the commonwealth.
It indicated that the Aged Care Division of the
Department of Health and Community Services
would undertake to resolve the inefficient and
overlapping roles in residential care then in place.
Those responsibilities included the inspection of the

facilities for the quality of care provided and the
penalty provision for breaches of prescribed
standards of care. The direct duplication between
the commonwealth and the states on the inspection
and monitoring of standards of care provided
became so inappropriate and unreasonable with the
commonwealth legislation preventing any shared
information between the two monitors that the
department suspended all inspection processes in
1991. The honourable member for Dandenong North
may be interested to listen and respond to
complaints and other concerns. The duplication of
roles has also imposed additional, unfunded costs to
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the industry, which is a very important issue when
talking about the bill.
The honourable member for Dandenong North said
there had been no discussion between the
commonwealth and the state about the amendments
to the bill. I remind the honourable member that
Or Carmen Lawrence, the federal minister, and the
Leader of the Opposition have created unnecessary
fear among elderly people and a great deal of
distress among those in the industry. All their claims
are based on ignorance and misinformation.
The honourable member for Dandenong North may
be interested to know that many months ago the
Minister for Aged Care in the other place sought
meetings with the federal minister, Or Lawrence, to
discuss this bill but has received no response.
Mr Doyle interjected.
MI5 HENDERSON - As my colleague reminds
me, for up to five months no response was received
on this matter. However, agreement to have private
sector nursing home and health care pass to the
commonwealth was agreed with the Deputy Prime
Minister, the former Minister for Human Services
and Health, Mr Howe, nearly three years ago. In an
article in the Geelong Advertiser of 31 October, the
Leader of the Opposition is reported as having made
some extraordinary comments:
The move by the Kennett government will deprive frail
elderly nursing home and hostel residents of a safety
net to protect their rights and standards of care.

I believe I heard that sentiment expressed by the
honourable member for Dandenong North. The
Leader of the Opposition further states:
Since it first came to office the Kennett government has
been dumping its financial responsibility for residential
aged care on the commonwealth government, and now
it is seeking to dump its regulatory responsibility as
well.

Either the Leader of the Opposition does not know
about or has chosen to ignore the additional
$25 million poured into services for older Victorians
in the state in the past two years.
Dr Naptbine - How much?
MI5 HENDERSON -Some $25 million in
additional hmds. He further states that the proposed
state laws:
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... would remove state government powers to prosecute
for false advertising of nursing home facilities.

I will clarify the issue. The supporting regulations of
the Health Services Act have prevented and will
continue to prevent the proprietor of a supported
residential service from using, displaying or
implying the term, 'nursing home'. If that occurs,
those proprietors can be prosecuted by the state.
Should any other businesses use the term 'nursing
home', the regulations allow the state to prosecute
them as an unregistered premises offering special or
personal care.
The second comment from the Leader of the
Opposition in this article suggests that the
legislation would remove state powers to enforce
appropriate health care standards at nursing homes
or hostels. It is worth reminding honourable
members that the commonwealth is the funding
authority for nursing homes and hostels in the
private sector in Victoria. The commonwealth has
taken an increasing role in the monitoring of nursing
homes and hostels through the implementation of its
outcome standards. Certainly for the past three
years the state's role has been in registration only.
That in itseH is a duplication as the commonwealth
has an approved operation status for nursing homes
and private hostel proprietors.
The third point he raises in this article is that the
proposed state laws would scrap guaranteed
staffing and qualification levels. Victoria is currently
the only state with nursing home regulations that
spell out both minimum nurse to resident ratios for
day and night shifts and a mix of nursing
qtialifications.
Again I ask the honourable member for Dandenong
North to listen because she has made some
extraordinary claims about qualified staff being
removed from nursing homes and hostels. Perhaps I
could remind her that commonwealth CAM/SAM
funding arrangements provide for director of
nursing and registered nurse salaries in all nursing
homes. Should an agency choose not to employ
qtialified staff, the commonwealth has the power to
withdraw funding subsequently. In addition,
commonwealth government outcome standards and
monitOring provisions provide for censure and other
penalty measures against proprietors who fail to
meet the carer standards required. I reiterate that the
commonwealth CAM/SAM funding arrangements
provide funding for director of nursing and
registered nurse salaries in all nursing homes.
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The commonwealth government has undertaken a
stringent campaign in this area to determine and
enforce high standards of care. This is clearly a
commonwealth government responsibility and is
one area in which the Victorian regulations have
been an obvious and ineffective duplication.
I will refer to a particular paragraph in a recent letter
from the Minister for Human Services and Health in
the federal government to the Minister for Aged
Care in another place:
I understand that the Health Services (Amendment) Bill
was introduced to the Victorian Parliament on
13 October 1994 to minimise, in the main, legislation
and policy overlap between the commonwealth and
Victorian governments regarding nursing homes and
hostels. While I support these objectives, I am
concerned that the bill reduces protections for nursing
home and hostel residents which are provided to
citizens in other states ...

Let me assure honourable members that
Or Lawrence's concerns have been fully addressed
in this bill. I know that the Minister for Aged Care
has responded to her in a very detailed letter,
addressing the issues she has raised and once again
offering to meet with the federal minister to discuss
these issues, as he has sought to do for the past five
months. He has certainly extended a further
invitation for her to meet with him for clarification
or discussion as required.

Again the honourable member for Dandenong
North made some incredible comments about our
frail elderly. Apart from saying that this bill was
introduced without any prior consultation with the
commonwealth, she said that the frail elderly will be
left without a safety net in nursing homes and
hostels. Unfortunately this appears to be an
assumption in some quarters. Again I refer to an
article in the Geelong Advertiser of 2 November
headed, 'Nursing care will"not be affected"':
The standard of care in nursing homes in the Barwon

region will not be affected by changes in state
legislation.
The Geelong Organisation of Directors of Nursing
president, Mrs Jan McAllister, said the group has been

advised that nursing home funding would not be
affected.
The commonwealth government has gone so far, and
has done so much, to make sure what happens in
nursing homes is done correctly', Mrs McAllister said.
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lbere have been no cutbacks in funding and all nursing
homes were licensed and government approved.. lbey
are all run by trained. professionals.

That was said by someone from the nursing
industry, a director of nursing who understood
exactly how the legislation will work.
Some further areas need to be addressed to
re-emphasise that these amendments to the Health
Services Act will carefully put in place a safety net
for our elderly people living in hostels and nursing
homes.
The honourable member for Dandenong North
talked about an administrator. The Victorian act
supporting the regulations provides for the
appointment of an administrator by the state
minister where there is an intention to close down a
residential care facility. The commonwealth
government has not sought the application of this
provision to nursing homes within the state and the
provision has been applied in a nursing home on
only one occasion when the state government
determined that a nursing home should be
supported through a financial crisis. In effect, the
state used its legislation for a purpose that was not
intended within the act.
The provision is intended to ensure that private
operators of unfunded services, such as supported
residential services, can be brought to account for
poor standards of care and that facilities can be kept
operating until alternative homes can be found for
vulnerable clients.
I have heard that there was some concern regarding
the effect of the amendments on the standard of
buildings and the moving of responsibility for the
supervision and monitoring of private sector
nursing homes and hostels to the commonwealth.
The commonwealth department has relied on the
state regulations that support the Health Services
Act for assurance of building design standards in
nursing homes and hostels. However, general
building design and safety standards, including fire
safety for these facilities, are covered by the
Victorian schedule to the building code of Australia,
which is administered in this state by the building
office of the Department of Planning and
Development and by local government
Victoria has acted to ensure that the commonwealth
can be assured that the building standard for
nursing homes, the Victorian schedule to the
building code of Australia, has been amended to
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include design requirements for nursing homes as
special-use buildings, enabling local government to
take responsibility for matters such as the size of
bedrooms, the size of common rooms, the adequacy
of exits and the like. Those requirements will be in
effect from 1 November this year and ensure that the
application of the building code standards by local
government will address the functional standards
currently required through the residential care
regulations of the Victorian Health Services Act.
Again we can be assured that the safety net is there
and the regulations are in place to maintain building
standards within nursing homes.
The honourable member for Dandenong North
mentioned her concern that anyone can open up a
nursing home, put up a shingle and offer care to
elderly people. The Health Services Act and
supporting regulations have prevented and will
continue to prevent the proprietor of a supported
residential service using, displaying or employing
the term 'nursing home'. If that occurs the proprietor
can be prosecuted by the state.
Under the amendments contained in the bill, which
move responsibilities from the state to the
commonwealth, there is no way a nursing home can
operate illegally. Building standards are to be
maintained and CAM/SAM funding arrangements
provide for a director of nursing and qualified staff
in nursing homes and hostels, and it is scurrilous for
the opposition to suggest otherwise. The concerns of
the ANF are issues that can be taken up with the
commonwealth. Once again I stress that qualified
nursing staff are protected under the CAM/SAM
funding arrangements.
The opposition is playing politics with the bill. I do
not believe it is a laughing matter; it is a matter of
great concern for older Victorians. It is a shame that
the opposition opposes the bill. In her concluding
remarks the honourable member for Dandenong
North asked the minister to withdraw the bill. That
is absolute nonsense. She needs to understand how
the bill will work. It deals with the duplication of
roles, which has resulted in additional costs to the
industry and caused a great deal of confusion about
the roles and responsibilities of the two levels of
government. That view has been expressed by the
industry for many years.
The bill will enable nursing homes and hostels to be
treated equitably. All facilities will be subject to the
provisions of the National Health Act 1953.
Mr Baker interjected.
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Mrs HENDERSON - I hear the interjection by
the honourable member for Sunshine. It would have
been appropriate - The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cooper) - Order!
The honourable member for Sunshine will force me
to call the Speaker to send him to Bleak House if he
continues to interject.

Mrs HENDERSON - The other area of concern
is residential rights. The commonwealth

government has a comprehensive aged care reform
strategy which has provided formal bureaucratic
complaints units for use by nursing home residents
and their relatives and provides advocates to act on
behalf of elderly people. In addition, residential care
rights services have been funded in voluntary
agencies in every state to ensure that residents have
access to advocates and mediators when they are
concerned about the care they are receiving in
nursing homes.
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additional costs to the industry. It is a change the
industry has been. looking for. It places the full
responsibility for private sector nursing homes and
hostels in the right place, which is with the
commonwealth. I commend the bill and wish it a
speedy passage.

Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - The bill
demonstrates clearly the priorities of the
government The minister's second-reading speech
states that the bill is in line with government policy
and sets out that the purpose of the bill is to
eliminate unnecessary regulation and reduce costs to
business. Clearly the main motivation behind the bill
is to reduce costs to business. The honourable
member for Geelong said the bill is supported by the
industry, which is not surprising. However, the bill
removes the rights and protections for some of our
most vulnerable citizens: elderly people living in
private nursing homes.
Mrs Tehan interjected.

Any complaint about the care provided by medical
practitioners can be taken to the Medical Board of
Victoria. Complaints about nursing care can be
taken to the Victorian Nursing Council and
complaints about health care agencies can be taken
to the Health Services Commissioner. Of course the
Public Advocate can also act on behalf of individual
residents where appropriate.
Commonwealth and state legislation ensures that
residents of nursing homes have a range of
complaint processes available to them. It is
completely wrong for the honourable member for
Oandenong North to suggest that residents' rights
will be eroded as a result of the amendments
contained in the bill
The protection of the privacy of residents was also
raised. Again, commonwealth outcome standards
require proprietors to respect and observe the
privacy rights of residents at all times. That extends
to the records of residents. The commonwealth has
provided bureaucratic complaints units and
residential rights advocacy services to help
residents, their relatives and advocates if there is any
breach of these requirements, and the Public
Advocate can act for residents who are unable to act
on their own behalf. Provisions contained in the act
and the regulations duplicate these measures, and
they have not been invoked since the state withdrew
from the monitoring of these facilities.
In conclusion, the bill does a great deal to eliminate
the duplication of roles, which has resulted in

Mr THWAITES - The minister has interjected,
'Tell us who opposes it The unions?'. It seems that
anything the union says is wrong and inaccurate.
The union represents nurses who work in the
industry and who have a knowledge of what is
going on. The union represents nurses who play a
caring role in nursing homes.
The other group that cannot speak easily and does
not have the same access to the minister as the
industry is the old people who live in these homes.
The whole point about protection is to protect the
people who do not have the ability to be advocates
on their own behalf. If you go into many of these
homes you will see that, as I have when visiting
nursing homes.
Honourable members opposite say that the
commonwealth can do it all. If the commonwealth
can do it all, why is the commonwealth complaining
about the legislation? Why does the commonwealth
say that the bill will leave a significant gap in the
regulations? The commonwealth knows; it has the
rights of residents at its heart, unlike those opposite,
who have the pockets of the industry at heart.
The commonwealth has clearly set out that it is not
appropriate to completely deregulate the industry in
Victoria, which is what the government is doing.
Quite clearly there is a constitutional gap where the
commonwealth is unable to regulate for all the areas.
The commonwealth minister says it should be filled.
I am sure if this minister's government were
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prepared to refer powers to the commonwealth it
would gladly accept them. However, this minister
represents a government that is more interested in
states' rights than the human rights of nursing home
residents. 'This case is a good example - An honourable member interjected.
Mr THWAITES - I have, and I will talk about
one in which I have spent quite a bit of time - the
South Port Community Nursing Home. An
administrator was appointed to that nursing home,
but that option is now to be eliminated with this
legislation. Under the new regime imposed by this
uncaring government there would be no way that
such an administrator could be appointed because
the commonwealth does not have the power. The
only power it has is to come in perhaps some
months down the track under the outcome
standards and perhaps pull out all the funding from
the nursing home, which would have resulted in the
South Port nursing home being closed down. That is
what this government seeks to do; close down the
home and throw out all its residents.
The current legislation which was introduced by the
previous government had the power to do a much
more sensible thing - that is, appoint an
administrator. The South Port nursing home was
basically in a financial mess. It was getting to the
stage that no-one knew what its debts were; the
nursing staff were not sure if they would get paid,
other staff were being messed around and the
people who suffered were the residents.
There was a real possibility that the place would
close down. However, through the legislative
mechanism that now exists the then minister,
Mrs Lyster, was able to appoint an administrator,
who did a wonderful job. Over a period of months
the funding and finances of the nursing home were
fixed and the residents continued to get a high
standard of care. In fact the standard of care
improved and increased.
'That was not a situation where the commonwealth
could step in because it did not have the
constitutional power to do so. The commonwealth
does not have a mechanism to fill that role. All it can
do is act in an advisory way and, as I think the
briefing indicated, perhaps pressure banks or others
to act in a particular way. The commonwealth
cannot appoint an administrator, and that is what
was needed at the South Port nursing home. It was
necessary to break: the deadlock that existed between
the staff and the then manager and to fix the
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financial problems. Residents of nursing homes all
over Victoria will lose that protection with the
proposed legislation.

Mr Weideman interjected.
Mr THW AITES - The question was asked about
why the commonwealth does not do it The
commonwealth has set out a number of its concerns
about the legislation which, in our view, are
fundamental concerns. The first is this: under the
new legislative regime any place can call itself a
nursing home, any place at all. You can just put up
your shingle; it does not matter what sort of place
you are. In this state you cannot call a place a casino,
but you can call it a nursing home. The second - -

Mrs Henderson interjected.
Mr THWAITES - The question is asked, 'Do
they get funded?'. 'That is not the only issue. The
issue is whether places out there - they might be
existing special accommodation houses or whatever
else - will put up signs saying they are nursing
homes.
Many people in the community believe that brings
with it the standard of care that has been associated,
generally speaking, with nursing homes. They
believe that will bring protection to them, but that
will not be the case because under this legislation it
will be eliminated.
The second thing proposed by this legislation is the
removal of any requirement for nursing homes to
employ qualified nursing officers. It even removes
the requirement to have a director of nursing. There
will be no legislative requirement to have a director
of nursing or to have a minimum number of
qualified nursing staff. What will that lead to? In
many cases it will lead to a lower quality of care. In
most cases the proprietors will - -

An honourable member interjected.
Mr THWAITES - I will come to that. So far as I
am aware other states have a minimum nursing
requirement

Mrs Henderson interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! I hate to
interrupt the honourable member for Geelong, but
she has had a go. I ask her to remain silent.
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Mr THWAITES - Comments have been made
about the requirements in other states. My advice is
that New South Wales has a mandatory requirement
to have a chief nurse with at least five years
post-basic or post-graduate experience. In Tasmania
there must be a resident manager and in the ACT
the certificate on the issuing of registration must
show the number of registered nurses employed.
Mr Doyle interjected.
Mr THWAITES - I was asked about the
situation in other states; I cannot quote the
information off the top of my head and I am being
advised on it. I am now going through it, if you
would like to listen. In Tasmania the regulatory
powers include provisions for the numbers and
qualifications of staff to be employed, and that is
also the case in Western Australia. In South
Australia regulations require registered nurses to be
on duty at all times. In Queensland there are
requirements for qualifications of nursing staff and
the minimum number of hours required, which
must be approved by the director-general of health
and medical services. I apologise for not having that
information in my head, but with the help of the
shadow minister for the aged I am certainly able to
provide it to the house.
This legislation will remove the ability of the state to
appoint an administrator for homes in serious
trouble. It will also remove access to the state health
complaints mechanism regarding health care in
nursing homes and hostels. That is of real concern.
The honourable member for Geelong tried to pass it
off by saying that there would be other ways of
making complaints. However, I notice in the 1991
report of the Health Services Commissioner that
some 61 complaints were lodged in relation to
residential aged care facilities. In the 1992 report, the
most recent to have been tabled in the house, there
were some 20 complaints against private nursing
homes.
Mr Weideman interjected.
Mr THWAITES - No, the previous one referred
to all residential accommodation; the recent one
refers to nursing homes only. There were some
21 additional complaints against other aged and
supported residential services.

It is clear that the Health Services Commissioner
received a number of complaints arising out of such
facilities; the commissioner has even referred to
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them in her report and to the particular need to
protect older people in those residences.
The next ground of concern of the commonwealth is
that the provisions relating to poisons legislation
will not be linked to the regulations covering
nursing homes.
The next concern is the power of the chief general
manager to direct that health cover provided to an
individual patient will cease. Although outcome
standards address this issue, they do not offer the
immediate response that has previously been
available.
Although honourable members opposite may have
concerns about that, there is a constitutional gap.
The fact is that the commonwealth does not have
power to regulate those issues. The only power the
commonwealth has is to withdraw funding. That is
not the kind of power you would normally want to
exercise in a situation like this, because all the other
residents suffer if that power is exercised. If we
retain the flexibility to order the nursing home to
provide a particular type of care or retain the
flexibility to appoint an administrator, we will get
action when it is needed, not some time down the
track. That would mean we have a much better
system.
Although in the climate of regulation numerous
cases have arisen where private nursing home
proprietors have conducted themselves in ways that
have not been appropriate or proper, the ability to
intervene has always existed, and the state has been
able to intervene. This government has taken away
that power; it is more interested in looking after
proprietors' business rights than protecting the
rights of nursing home residents.
The SAM funding component contains the profit for
the proprietors, and that is where deregulation will
have an adverse effect. Some proprietors - there
have certainly been cases in the past - will try to
fiddle their CAM calculations so that, in effect, they
find ways of using CAM staff, that is, the care staff,
to perform SAM duties, those basic duties that allow
for increased profits.
I have been informed of a case where a nursing
home proprietor employed a former truck driver as
a cleaner under the SAM part of his duties.
However, his duties also included showering the
residents. That was of great concern to an elderly
and frail resident who complained about the man's
behaviour. There were allegations of sexual abuse.
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Apart from the sexual interference, the elderly lady
was not too impressed by being showered by a burly
truck driver who was covered in tattoos. That is the
sort of risk we are introducing with the deregulatory
approach.
The commonwealth is currently investigating
another nursing home for fraud. In that case, a
former hairdresser was giving directions to the
nursing staff on how to care for the residents,
including giving orders on the type and amount of
sedation to be administered. Nursing staff were
threatened with dismissal if they refused to carry
out those directives. Currently the act has a
provision that allows the state to intervene in that
sort of case and appoint an administrator.
Mr Doyle interjected.

Mr THWAITES - The honourable member for
Malvern says, 'We haven't done anything for three
years'. While you have been in government, you
have let it rip!
The AcrING SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Malvern has suggested that
the honourable member for Albert Park should read
something. If he does not cease interjecting, I will
advise the honourable member for Malvern to read
the standing orders.

Mr THWAITES -1hank you for your
assistance, Mr Acting Speaker. The fact that this
government has not used the powers in the current
legislation is no answer at all. Of course it has not
done so, because it does not believe in regulation. It
does not believe in protecting elderly people's
rights. In the same nursing home, residents suffered
profound weight loss. Due to lack of food some
ended up weighing only 25 kilograms. Food costs
are a SAM item and a reduction in this area of
spending increases the profit margins.
The commonwealth enforces its outcome standards
in the CAM area. In a number of cases the SAM
figures can be rigged in order to maximise the profit
In one nursing home the management attempted to
discipline a registered nurse employed on duty
because the porridge was cold. The fact that the
nurse was not supposed to be carrying out duties
such as cooking seemed to escape their attention.
Again, the method used was to try to maximise that
SAM percentage and so maximise the profit It is
another case where after deregulation the state
would not be able to intervene.
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There are numerous cases, just as there have been
cases in the past where the courts have become
involved. Another very well-known case involved a
Mr Peter Strauss who I understand may still be in
prison following his fraudulent activity in nursing
homes. The people who suffered in those nursing
homes were of course the residents. Certainly for a
good deal of the time they did not get the kind of
care and attention to which they were properly
entitled. Another case that came before the
Guardianship and Administration Board - Or Napthine - When?

Mr THWAITES - In 1990. There was a threat
then that the place could be closed down under the
existing state regulations. In one case an elderly
woman was left lying on a plastic sheet in her own
urine and in an uncontrolled fit Ambulance officers
were later called to take her to hospital. In that
situation the threat of the regulatory involvement of
the state was enough to force the operator out of the
business. That will not exist under the new
deregu1atory regime. There is case after case of
instances where an unscrupulous few - and I
emphasise it is only a small percentage of
proprietors - are prepared to maximise their profits
at the expense of the residents.

The whole point of protection is not to limit the
proper business rights of the vast majority of
reputable proprietors but to regulate and discipline
the disreputable few. Unfortunately, as a result of
the legislation, this ability will be removed. We will
no longer have the ability to step in to protect the
older people who have been abused. We will not
have the ability to step in and improve the financial
management of nursing homes like the South Port
nursing home. We will not have the ability to ensure
that residents' rights are protected by ensuring that
they retain their right to complain to the Health
Services Commissioner. We are losing the regulatory
framework and nothing is being put in its place.
Nothing is being left to protect the residents.
I emphasise that the Health Services Commissioner
has played a vital role in underpinning the safety net
that has been provided to protect nursing homp
residents. That has led to comments in the reports
and I would hope action being taken by nursing
home proprietors. Following comments made by the
Health Services Commissioner I understand a
working party was set up to examine how to
improve residential aged care. That is the kind of
positive outcome that comes as a result of
regulation. Regulation does not always lead to
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negative outcomes; it can lead to positive outcomes.
It can lead to a better environment for residents. As
we saw at the South Port nursing home, it can lead
to a better financial situation for nursing homes.
A major issue of concern is that there may not be
enough nurses to provide appropriate nursing care
in nursing homes and hostels.
Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The SPEAKER - Order! The time has arrived for
me to give consideration to the adjournment of the
house.

Local government: commissioners
Mr HAERMEYER (Yan Yean) - The matter I
raise for the minister representing the Minister for
Local Government in another place concerns the fact
that more than 50 per cent of the people appointed
as commissioners for the new local government
regions are, in fact, liberal Party members.

In view of this fact, I ask for a confirmation or a
denial of the suggestion that Mrs Fran Bailey is
likely to be appointed as a commissioner for one of
the proposed new local government areas following
the most recent restructuring proposals. If that is the
case, it represents yet another piece in the mosaic of
cronyism that has characterised this government

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The level of interjection
is far too high.

Mr HAERMEYER ~ Who is Fran Bailey? She is
the former failed federal member for McEwen,
elected in 1990 but rejected by the voters of McEwen
in 1993. During that time she served as the liberal
shadow minister for consumer affairs.
Dr NAP'IHINE (portland) - On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, it is my understanding of the rules of
this house that during the adjournment debate
matters raised for the attention of ministers must
require administrative action. It is not a time for
canvassing what mayor may not happen in the
future or who is to be appointed to what I ask that
the contribution of the honowable member, who has
been speaking for nearly 2 minutes now and is yet to
ask for any definitive administrative action on the
part of the minister, be ruled out of order.
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The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member may continue but must ask for some
administrative action.
Mr HAERMEYER (Yan Yean) - The
administrative action I seek is to have the Minister
for Local Government rule out any possibility that
Fran Bailey will, in fact, be appointed as a local
government commissioner in the area for which she
is again seeking election.
Having gone out and sought to be the liberal Party
candidate for Kooyong - because McEwen was not
good enough for her and she wanted to represent
the toffs - and failed, she now wants to come back
to McEwen and the Labor Party - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! Stop the dock. I will not
allow the debate to continue with this barrage of
interjections. I ask honowable members on my right
to remain silent. Perhaps the honowable member for
Ripon will sit back in his seat and relax.
Mr HAERMEYER - Having been rejected as the
Liberal Party candidate for Kooyong she now trots
back to McEwen and says, 'Please take me back'.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Olinda nursery
Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) - I direct a matter
to the attention of the Minister for Natural
Resources, and unlike my predecessor I will
definitely be asking for some administrative action.
The matter relates to a Mr John Faull, who carries on
a nursery business in Monash Avenue, Olinda, just
at the headwaters of the Olinda Creek.
As most people would be aware, last Sunday there
were severe storms across the state and Mr Faull
suffered severe damage to his property as a result of
the wind storms. Two large mountain ash trees that
grew very close to Olinda Creek were blown over
and landed on sheds and vehicles belonging to
MrFaull.
A farm shed was almost demolished, a coolroom
was smashed to pieces and a farm truck was very
badly damaged. Although that damage is severe and
will probably cost the Faull family some tens of
thousand of dollars, we are very lucky it was not a
lot worse. Mr Faull's son Grant was working in the
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shed at the time of the storm. The tree fell on the
exact spot in which he had been working some 2 or 3
minutes previously. If he had still been in that
position when the tree fell he would have been
driven into the ground and there would be no more
Mr Grant Faull.
Those trees are growing along the banks of Olinda
Creek. I seek some confirmation from the minister
on whether these trees are growing on a stream-side
reserve and, if that happens to be the case, who has
the responsibility for that reserve. Is it posSIble for
the minister to determine whether the department
administering that stream has any responsibility for
the maintenance of the trees and bears any
responsibility for damage caused by those trees now
that they have been blown over and have damaged
private property?
Further, sometime in the recent past Melbourne
Water carried out drainage works in that area and it
is the belief of the Faull family that that drainage
work may also have contributed to the weakness of
the trees and to their collapse in the wind that hit the
area on Sunday afternoon. I can assure you,
Mr Speaker, that it was fairly windy up there on
Sunday afternoon. I was actually in Olinda between
2 and 3 o'clock of that afternoon.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr McARTHUR - And it was not all coming
from my mouth, as the honourable member for
Morwell suggests by interjection. It is a serious
matter. It has seriously damaged this family's
farming operation. 1 would be grateful if the
minister could check those matters.

Western and Southern bypasses:
environment effects statement
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pollution will have an impact on the people living in
the vicinity of the freeway. Those residents feel they
should be given an opportunity to contribute to the
environment effects inquiry.
I believe that by and large the community is
appreciative of and has welcomed the EES inquiry
which is currently being conducted and which,
through its terms of reference, enables the
community to participate in what is an important
part of the decision-making process. I am told that at
this stage the conduct of the inquiry is proceeding
smoothly. The panel members are paying strict
attention to the arguments being raised on behalf of
the people making submissions to the inquiry and
representatives of the relevant government
department have been responding to questions and
providing information.
It seems to me to be fairly logical that the people on
the Tullamarine Freeway section should have the
opportunity of contributing to the environment
effects statement. If it is too late for the terms of
reference to be extended or for the minister or
responSIble person to instruct that the panel should
hear submissions from the Tullamarine people, I ask
whether the minister will consider conducting an
EES for those people who will feel the impact of the
additional traffic on the Tullamarine section of what
will be a major traffic and &eight route for vehicular
traffic around Melbourne.

I hope the minister gives sympathetic consideration
to this request &om people who feel threatened by
changes that they perhaps do not understand or
who wish to make some contnbution towards
achieving a sensible solution to the problems of
what will be a major road project in the central part
of Melbourne.

Airport industry training centre
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - I raise a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Planning concerning
the Western and Southern bypasses environment
effects statement inquiry, which is currently being
conducted by the Office of Planning and Building
Control.
1 have been asked to raise this matter on behalf of
residents who live along the Tullamarine Freeway. I
understand the Tullamarine section of what will
quite dearly be part of the Western bypass is not
included in the terms of reference of the current EES
inquiry. I understand that the Western bypass will
spill directly onto the Tullamarine Freeway and no
doubt any increases in traffic, traffic noise or traffic

Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - I ask the Minister for
Industry and Employment to examine the benefits
for Victoria of the proposed airport industry training
centre at Melbourne Airport. The centre will be
established by a combination of the Broadmeadows
College of TAFE and the Federal Airports
Corporation.
As the minister is probably aware, the
Broadmeadows College of TAFE recently opened an
aerospace industry training centre on its
Broadmeadows campus. It is an impressive project,
which is housed in a splendid building. This new
proposal is designed to provide a focus for all
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non-engineering aerospace-related training,
particularly in the growth industries of transport
and travel. Training within the facility will
encompass hospitality, travel and tourism, and
transport, with an emphasis on training
requirements for air transport, including the
handling of dangerous goods, customs and freight,
marketing and exports, international trade and
security. This could well be a big feather in
Melbourne's cap.
The house and the minister will be aware that the

federal government gave Melbourne and Victoria an
enormous kick in the teeth when it refused to
privatise the airports. It basically told the people of
Melbourne they could stay in second place behind
Sydney for ever and a day. We are all well aware of
the Prime Minister's and the federal government's
dislike of Melbourne, to say the least.
I believe this offers the government an opportunity
to become involved in a project that could push
Melbourne to the forefront in the area of training. As
I said, the centre that was opened earlier this year
gave Melbourne a focus in the training field. In a few
years time I would love to see Me1bumians
travelling throughout the world, applying for jobs in
the Frankfurt aerospace industry, for example, and
having doors automatically opened for them on the
basis of their saying they were trained in Melbourne.

This is an opportunity to make Melbourne the home
of aerospace training. Given the fact that the federal
Labor government slapped us in the face by refusing
to privatise our airports, I believe the minister
would be well advised to consider this matter. I
believe it could have great benefits for Melbourne
and Victoria. It could have benefits particularly for
the aerospace industry in Australia, and it is
something at which Melbourne could be no. 1.

Austin Hospital
Mr LElGIITON (Preston) - In the absence of the
Minister for Health, who is not in the chamber - I
understand she is in the dining room - I direct to
the attention of Minister for Planning the future of
health services in the north~astern suburbs and, in
particular, the future of the Austin Hospital in
Heidelberg. There are reports that the Austin
Hospital will close. I call on the minister to make a
detailed statement clarifying the future of both
health services in the north~astern suburbs and the
Austin Hospital; and in making such a statement I
ask her to ensure that there is proper community
consultation.
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The Austin Hospital is a hospital of excellence. It
provides a range of leading services - from its
surgical and spinal units to its specialist areas of
psychiatry. According to reports in the Heidelberger
of Wednesday, 2 November-Mr Perton interjected.
The SPEAKER -Order! The honourable
member for Doncaster is interrupting the
proceedings of this house from out of his place. He
is being doubly disorderly, and I ask him to keep
quiet.
Mr LEIGIITON - According to reports in the
Heidelberger there is a 100year plan to close the
Austin Hospital and relocate services to the
Heidelberg Repatriation Hospital. I believe all
honourable members would be aware of the
hundreds of millions of dollars that have been spent
on capital development and redevelopment at the
Austin Hospital. It is not surprising that there are
enormous concerns in the community. As the report
in the Heidelberger says:
Rosanna resident, Mr Brian Tyers, believes the loss of
the Austin Hospital at its present site is a blow for the

local community.
He has called on MLA for Ivanhoe, Mr Vin Heffeman,
to support the maintenance of the hospital on its
Studley Road site and he would like to see a survey of
residents to gauge the community's true feelings on the
issue.
'I'm hoping other people in the community feel the
same way I do and fight to save our hospital,' he said.
1t's a marvellous hospital and to let it go from its
present site is a crying shame.'

The honourable member for Ivanhoe has an
obligation to state his position and assist his local
community. The Minister for Health has the
respoI\S1bility to clarify the whole future of health
services in the north~tern suburbs. There are
enormous concerns. There has been a lack of
consultation over the integration of the Austin
Hospital and the HeideIberg Repatriation Hospital.
There are also substantial reports that down the road
the Preston and Northcote Community Hospital will
be closed. This and the government's move to close
the North East Women's Health Service is occurring
without consultation, which is causing major
community concern. The government has a
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responsibility to consult the whole north-eastem
region, to clarify and to put clearly on the table what
its intentions are for the future of health services in
the north-eastern corridor.

Cobram levee banks
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) - I raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Natural
Resources. Despite the dry conditions in country
Victoria, particularly in the north-eastem part of the
state, I raise concerns about the improvement to the
levee bank system in the Shire of Cobrant.

The minister will be aware of the situation because
he visited the Cobram shire some months ago. He
had discussions with representatives of the shire,
representatives of the Cobram Consultative
Committee on levee banks, and also undertook
discussions with the Cobram Flood Levees
Association, another flood. levee committee
operating within the Shire of Cobram.
It has been proposed to improve the levee bank
system to protect the township of Cobram against
flooding. In seeking to protect the township of
Cobram, the committee considered improving the
levee bank system along the river and developing a
ring levee to protect the township itself. This would
have entailed flooding of some prime agricultural
land in the shire. There have been extensive
discussions and the two committees got together to
determine what would be the best method of
prOviding protection for the township of Cobram
and protecting the area where there was prime
agricultural land.

The Cobram Consultative Committee has
recommended that there be improvements to the
levee bank system between the river and the
township of COOram and the levee bank system east
or upstream from the township of Cobram, which
has been accepted by both of the committees. But
there is concern that there has been no
determination about the levee bank system
downstream of the township.
I am seeking from the minister an indication, from
the information that has been provided to him, of
action that he can take in insisting that the township
be protected by the levee bank system, not only for
the people in the township of COOram and those
living upstream from the township but also for the
residents and landowners downstream from the
township. There are certainly some significant
problems. The levee bank system runs right along
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the Murray Valley system, and areas in the northern
part of the Shire of Numurka are also experiencing
difficulty with the levee bank there.
I seek from the minister information about
improvements to be undertaken to the levee bank
system to ensure protection for not only the
township of COOram but also the people living in the
outlying parts of the Shire of Cobram, indeed the
landowners and those living downstream from the
township running into the Shire of Numurka.

You Yangs Regional Park
Ms MARPLE (Altona) - The matter I raise for
the attention of the Minister for Natural Resources
concerns the You Yangs Regional Park and its use by
the Geelong Mountain Bike Oub. For a number of
years this club has used the track between the two
quarries and has kept the rangers of the park well
informed about the club's yearly activities by its
yearly calendar, on which the club meets are clearly
marked. The Geelong Mountain Bike Club has been
refused future access to the track while other clubs
have been able to use that track.
I have spoken with the club's president, Mr Mark
Curran, who believes that commtmications between
the park and the ranger have broken down. The club
provides organised recreation for about 70 members
aged between 10 and 40 years. While not everybody
thinks mountain bike activities are perfect for
regional parks, the riding of bikes can be a relatively
peaceful and healthy recreation compared with the
many other activities occurring in regional parks. If
managed well, this activity can be of great benefit to
participants and parks alike.
For the benefit of all concerned I ask the minister to
examine this matter. I am sure some simple
resolution skills could be put in place by the minister
or his officers because the club has always complied
with all regulations and is willing to work with the
ranger to assist in any cleaning up or restoration
work that the ranger believes should be done. If the
minister could assist in that way, we would have a
win not only for the mountain bike club but also in
the regional park for the benefit of all concerned.

Drysdale Primary School
Mr SPRY (Bellarine) - I direct a matter to the
attention of the Minister for Community Services
and, in his absence, to the Minister for Planning. I
am concerned about the need for an after-sch.ool care
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program for children attending the Drysdale
Primary School in my electorate.
About 500 children attend the highly regarded
Drysdale school which, with its sister school in
Clifton Springs, serves the Drysdale-Clifton Springs
region.
Early this year a subcommittee was formed at
Drysdale under the chairmanship of Mrs Patricia
Myers to demonstrate a need for after-school care of
the children of working and studying parents in the
region. This subcommittee approached the federal
Department of Human Services and Health. For
some reason that is unclear, negotiations hit the
wall- I suspect because the attitude of the federal
government regarding the application of funding
and the system used to provide funding was seen to
be inflexible.
It is clear there is no alternative for the parents of
Drysdale Primary School. A day care service
operates at Drysdale and the SpringDale
Community Cottage, but both have now reached
their capacity. There is no further room for children
at Drysdale Primary School to attend either of those
two facilities. The program at Oifton Springs is
highly regarded and provides a great service for
children; however, for logistical reasons it cannot
provide a service for the students at the Drysdale
school.
Although I do not know what he has to do with this
region, recently the honourable member for Geelong
North was reported in one of the newspapers as
having described the situation at Drysdale as
scandalous. I assume he is referring to the attitude of
the federal government in this matter.
I ask the minister whether he can do anything to
hasten the resolution of this problem to advantage
the parents and the children of the Drysdale Primary
School

Melbourne Water: charges
Mr SEITZ (Keilor) - I direct the attention of the
Minister for Natural Resources to water charges. My
particular concern on behalf of the constituents of
Keilor is the water restrictions imposed on tenants
and low-income families. There is some confusion.
Although the board admitted in the local paper that
it sent out legal enforcement letters in error there is
still a lot of pressure on the local community.
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I ask the minister to clarify one item. With the
pressure of paying for water and the possibility of
charging for sewerage services how will these
charges be assessed and what will be the costs?
According to the board, no assessment of charges
has been made. No attempt has been made to
calculate water or sewerage charges, and this is of
great concern to tenants, who have not had to pay
for water before. If extra charges are to be
introduced I ask the minister to start a community
education program in budgeting rather than face the
prospect of imposing water restrictions.
Water restrictions can cause ill health in summer.
Restrictions are particularly devastating for families
without decent water pressure for their showers.
Washers can be installed to control the water
pressure. I ask the minister to examine the situation
seriously and make sure that Melbourne Water deals
with people humanely so that they have access to
water even if they do not have the means to pay for
it. Will the minister examine methods by which
people can payoff their accounts gradually? I ask
that the minister put an end to the sending out of
enforcement notices in areas with large migrant
populations. I refer to legal-type letters in particular.
This is an unnecessary expense and puts extra
pressure on these people.
As I said, the board has acknowledged in the local

paper that it should not have sent out legal
enforcement letters. It is a constant concern when
the local media says tenants will have to pay extra
charges for sewerage without clarifying how they
will be assessed and what the cost will be. I ask the
minister to take the matter on board, examine it and
clarify the situation for the constituents of Keilor
before summer approaches.

Frankston pier
Mr WEIDEMAN (Frankston) - I ask the
Minister for Planning to direct the attention of his
colleague the Minister for Roads and Ports in
another place to the Franlcston pier, which is of
historical significance and has been in use for well
over 100 years. Those who knew the pier in its early
days would remember that it was once much longer.
The steamers used to travel from Frankston to
MOmington and return with loads of wood.

The 140-knot winds across Canadian Bay over the
weekend caused the end of the pier to be wrecked.
The winds raised the planks above the water level
and the waves lifted off many of the planks.
Although engineers will not be assessing the
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situation for some two weeks, I ask them to treat the
pier as a matter of urgency. All honourable members
know that tourism is a major consideration in the
Frankston area. Over the Christmas period one of
the main programs is the blessing of the waters. Up
to 9000 visitors come to Frankston and march on the
pier to try to recover a crucifix which is sent into the
water by the Greek archbishop.
So that we get action and so that this festival can
take place I ask that the minister convey this request
to his staff quickly. At least the pier could be cut off
and protected at the point where it is dangerous so
that those who wish to use it are not exposed to
danger. I request that all haste be taken so that this
festival and other festivals can be held in the
summer period at Frankston. Many honourable
members would use the pier in that period.

Responses
Mr COLEMAN (Minister for Natural
Resources) - The honourable member for Monbulk
referred to damage caused to buildings owned by
the Faull family in Olinda as a result of the storm at
the weekend. Obviously it is a matter of concern to
that family and to the honourable member for
Monbulk. I am not aware of the specific case. I am
prepared to take it up in the morning with both
Melbourne Water, which seems to be involved, and
also the department to try to get some satisfaction
for the family involved.

Mr Micallef interjected.
The SPEAKER -Order! I don't know about
three palings, but the honourable member will be
three shingles short if he continues the way he is
gOing.
Mr COLEMAN - The honourable member for
Murray Valley raised the question of the committee
that looked into the levee bank arrangements
around the town of Cobram and particularly the
issues revolving around the report of that
committee, which was convened by the Shire of
Cobram. There has been ongoing discussion on this
matter. A community committee is dissatisfied 'with
the process.

As was indicated by the honourable member for
Murray Valley, I met with both groups at a meeting
convened by the shire some weeks ago. Subsequent
to that meeting a report has been delivered
suggesting that the levees that protect the town
proper will be brought up to a standard sufficient to
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protect the town but that further work will be done
on two other areas to the east and west of the town
that are subject to inundation, although neither of
the areas have been breached since, by my
recollection, about 1937. Nevertheless it is an issue
that will be addressed and one on which further
reports will be constructed based on input from both
the shire-convened committee and the community
committee. Hopefully some resolution of the issue
can be found through that process.
The honourable member for Altona referred to the
Geelong Mountain Bike Oub, which is apparently
having some dispute with the department
concerning the You Yangs. It is an issue of which I
am not aware. I will get some advice and get back
directly to the honourable member on that matter.
The honourable member for Keilor referred to letters
of demand that have been forwarded, as I
understand it, to some of his constituents by
Melbourne Water. For the first time tenants are
being exposed to the cost of water usage in
households on a consumption-charge basis. 1bat
situation is not unique to Keilor. We understand by
the number of notices that have been put on the
notice paper that we are likely to have this debate on
a number of occasions.
The issue concerns policy development undertaken
by the Labor Party in government aimed at water
conservation programs being put in place and,
through the implementation of those programs, the
households using the water being exposed to its
cost 1bat policy has now been put in place, with
charges being attributed to tenants. Some people
have not previously been exposed to those costs.
Although the supply cannot be withdrawn, it can be
restricted while those accounts are unpaid.
Obviously the situation is under review because we
need a full understanding of the impact.
Nevertheless the policy is in place and I encourage
tenants to maintain their payments.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - The honourable member for
Tullamarine referred to the training centre at
Melbourne Airport. I compliment the honourable
member--

Mr Andrianopoulos interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Mill Park has been in this place long
enough to know not only that interjections are
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disorderly but also that interjections out of one's
place are grossly disorderly. I ask him to keep quiet.
The honourable member for Thomastown should
keep quiet as well.

Mr Mica1lef interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! If the honourable
member for Springvale does not be quiet I will name
him, even though it is late.

Mr GUDE -"Thank you for your protection,
Mr Speaker. Things get difficult because people get

tired and emotional late at night Unlike the empty
suit who represents the seat of Broadmeadows, the
honourable member for Tullamarine has been
working hard to achieve something productive for
the community. As a consequence of his initiative
and the fine work being done by the Broadmeadows
College of TAFE the college will have a new
aerospace training facility located, one hopes, at
Melbourne Airport. It is a very important initiative.
The honourable member for Tullamarine has made a
commitment to assist his electorate and the
aerospace industry and generate jobs, which is
something the opposition would know nothing
about. It put a lot of people out of work but it is not
interested in getting them back into work. The
honourable member for Tullamarine has a totally
different and visionary concept - -

Mr Haermeyer interjected.
Mr GUDE - I pick up the interjection about
hallucinations. If the honourable member for Yan
Yean thinks educating people into employment is an
hallucination I can understand why the voters will
throw him out at the next election and why his
performance in this place is so poor! Why the Labor
Party would appoint him to represent it on police
matters is beyond my comprehension.
The new training facility will assist people in the
aerospace industry and related areas and will create
jobs in hospitality, travel, tourism, transport and
storage. There will be an emphasis on training
requirements for such areas as handling dangerous
goods, customs, freight, marketing and exports,
international trade and security, all of which involve
Melbourne Airport and developing export
opportunities.
The government has been pleased to work with a
number of international operators to generate the
increased export of Victorian produce through the
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airport; therefore, this initiative is sensible at a time
when the airport is being developed by the current
FAC arrangements and will be further enhanced as a
consequence of the federal government's decision,
which we support, to privatise the airport. Both the
college and the honourable member for Tullamarine
will be working with business and the community to
achieve a new knowledge bank and opportunities
for training and learning skills that will generate
business opportunities and jobs in the area. The
government supports that initiative and looks
forward to working with the honourable member
for Tullamarine, Melbourne Airport and the TAFE
college to bring this fine project to fruition.
Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services) The honourable member for Be11arine raised the
important issue of after-school child care in the
Drysdale area. I noticed that the honourable member
for Geelong North raised the issue in the local
newspaper, the Echo, saying that it was scandalous.
Of course it is scandalous, but the situation has been
caused by the inadequacy of the commonwealth
government. The honourable member should direct
to the commonwealth government his comments
about its failure to come to the table to sign the
commonwealth-state child-care agreement

The commonwealth Labor government has been
slammed by the Auditor-General and it was
slammed during the past couple of days by the
magazine Choice because of the inadequacy of its
child-care policies. As the responsible minister I
have repeatedly written to the federal Minister for
Family Services, Or Crowley, and her predecessor,
Minister Staples, with a view to negotiating a proper
and fair child-care agreement.
Mr Haermeyer interjected.
Mr JOHN - That is not correct because New
South Wales has not signed the agreement. You are
wrong again! They are always wrong and they are
always irrelevant! Since 1992 we have provided 1200
new child-care places at TAPE institutions, and a
further 200 new child-care places have also been
prOvided. In all we have spent $7.2 million on child
care without the aid of the commonwealth Labor
government.

The commonwealth Labor government wants us to
set up brand new child-care centres in Labor
electorates, but we will not have that!

Honourable members interjecting.
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Mr JOHN - We will not have political
interference!

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order!
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Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - The
honourable member for Yan Yean used the
appointment of commissioners for the
administration of councils to make an attack on the
merits of Mrs Bailey and quite unnecessarily sought
the consideration of the Minister for Local
Government I will direct the matter to that minister.

Mr Batchelor interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! H the honourable
member for Thomastown wants to take on the
Chair, I remind him that standing orders clearly
state that when the Speaker is on his feet honourable
members shall remain silent
Mr JOHN - We will not be party to political
interference in where child-care centres go. We have
infrastructure already existing in kindergartens and
in maternal and child health centres. We want
integrated centres that meet the needs of families.
We do not want to be irrelevant like honourable
members opposite, who had 10 years to solve this
problem but failed.
It is audacious for the honourable member for
Geelong North to say that the situation is
scandalous. He should see the Prime Minister,
Mr Keating, and Minister Cowley on behalf of his
constituents in Geelong North.

Mr Loney interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I know the honourable
member for Geelong North aspires to getting on the
front bench, but at the moment he is not a
frontbencher. He is interjecting from out of his place.

Mr JOHN - I compliment the honourable
member for Bellarine for the work he has done to
represent his electorate. I assure the house that the
Victorian government remains committed to
establishing integrated child-care services that are
responsive and meet the needs of families while
providing quality child-care programs.

The honourable member for Morwell was concerned
with the expansion of the scope of the environment
effects statement for the southern and western
bypasses. I shall certainly get some advice from
Robin Saunders, the officer in charge of environment
effects statements.
Mr Micallef interjected.
Mr MACLELLAN - I will not be carrying on
long enough for you, so you have no need to stay.
You can go now. You will not have any need to be
stupid in the house.
The honourable member for Morwell can be assured
that I shall ask Robin Saunders for advice, but I
understand the terms of reference for the EES were
determined by him after a determination of the
whole process over a two-year period.
The honourable member for Preston asked the
Minister for Health about the Austin Hospital. I shall
direct that issue to the minister and obtain a reply
for him. I believe the purpose of raising the question
was simply to direct attention to the front page of
the honourable member's local paper.
The honourable member for Frankston asked for a
quick assessment to the damage of the historic jetty
in Frankston. I shall ask the Minister for Roads and
Ports to have that matter raised.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Chair will be
resumed at 10.00 a.m. tomorrow.
House adjourned 10.47 p.m.
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The SPEAKER (Hon. J. E. Delzoppo) took the chair
at 10.05 a.m. and read the prayer.

PETITIONS
The Clerk - I have received the following
petitions for presentation to Parliament

Sexual discrimination
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the

state of Victoria showeth that
Whereas the Parliament of the state of New South
Wales has seen fit to protect the human rights of its
lesbian and gay constituents and citizens on the basis of
their sexuality;
Whereas the Parliament of the state of South Australia
has seen fit to protect the human rights of its lesbian
and gay constituents and citizens on the basis of their
sexuality;
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Committee - by amending the Equal Opportunity Act
1984 to prohibit discrimination on the grounds of a
person's sexuality.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

Mr Tanner (30 signatures) and Mr Perton
(45 signatures)

Laid on table.

VlSTEL LTD
Mr L W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) presented
report of Vistel Ltd for year 1993-94.
Laid on table.

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND
REGULATIONS COMMfITEE

Alert Digest No. 12
Mr PERTON (Doncasted presented Alert Digest
No. 12 of 1994 on Employee Relations
(Amendment) Bill, together with appendix and
transcript of evidence.
Laid on table.
Ordered that report and appendix be printed.

Whereas the Parliament of the Australian Capital
Territory has seen fit to protect the human rights of its
lesbian and gay constituents and citizens on the basis of
their sexuality;
Whereas the Parliament of the state of Queensland has
seen fit to protect the human rights of its lesbian and
gay constituents and citizens on the basis of their
sexuality;
Whereas the Parliament of the Northern Territory has
seen fit to protect the human rights of its lesbian and
gay constituents and citizens on the basis of their
sexuality;

And whereas the Parliament of the Commonwealth of
Australia, in compliance with Australia's International
Human Right's obligations, has seen fit to protect its
lesbian and gay constituents and citizens from
discrimination on the basis of their sexuality;
Your petitioners therefore pray that the Legislative
Assembly as part of the Parliament of the state of
Victoria moves to protect the human rights of its
lesbian and gay constituents and citizens - as
recommended by the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Planning and Development Department - Report for
the year 1993-94
Statutory Rules under the following Acts:
Alpine Resorts Act 1983 - S.R No. 166
Health Act 1958 - S.R. No. 169
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works Act
1958-S.RNo.164
National Tennis Centre Act 1985 - S.R No. 168
Water Act 1989 -S.R. No. 167.
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GAS INDUSTRY BILL
Introduction and first resu:ling
Mr S. J. PLOWMAN (Minister for Energy and
Minerals) - I move:

makes consequential amendments to the Electric
light and Power Act and the State Electricity
Commission Act.

Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

That I have leave to bring in a bill to restructW'e the gas
industry, to amend the Gas and Fuel Corporation Act
1958 and certain other acts and for other purposes.

Mr rnOMSON (pascoe Vale) - I ask the
minister to provide a brief description of the
contents of the bill.
Mr S. J. PLOWMAN (Minister for Energy and
Minerals)(By leave) - The bill provides for the
principal separation of the transmission business of
the Gas and Fuel Corporation from the retailing
distribution business of the company. It deals with
and guarantees the rights of preference shareholders
and makes minor amendments to other acts.

JUDICIAL REMUNERATION
TRIBUNAL BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to establish a tnbwtal
in relation to the salary and allowances of judges of the
Supreme Court, judges of the County Court,
magistrates and the holders of certain other offices, to
amend the Constitution Act 1975, the Supreme Court
Act 1986, the County Court Act 1958, the Magistrates'
Court Act 1989 and certain other acts and for other
purposes.

Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

Mr COtE (Melbourne) - Before leave is granted,
I would like a brief explanation of what the bill is

about

ELEcrRICITY INDUSTRY (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first resu:ling
Mr S. J. PLOWMAN (Minister for Energy and
Minerals) - I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill relating to further
restructuring of the electricity industry, to make further
amendments to the Electricity Industry Act 1993, to
amend the Financial Management Act 1994 and certain
other acts and for other purposes.

Mr rnOMSON (pascoe Vale) - I again ask the
minister for a brief description of the contents of the
bill.
Mr S. J. PLOWMAN (Minister for Energy and
Minerals)(By leave) - The bill provides an interim
generation structure and provides for the
corporatisation of five entities in generation: three
brown coal entities, one hydro entity and one gas
entity. It provides for the allocation and transfer of
staff and liabilities and property from Generation
Victoria to these new entities. It introduces an
energy levy to deal with the contractual
arrangements under the Loy Yang B contract and
distribute those among the businesses. It therefore

Mrs WADE (Attorney-General)(By leave) - I
would have thought that the long title of the bill
provides a good description of what is contained in
the bill. It will establish a tnbunal to make
recommendations to the government on the salaries
and other remuneration of judges of the County
Court, the Supreme Court and magistrates.
The proposal was put forward by the government
prior to the 1992 election. It will provide an
independent body to look at salaries and other
remuneration for judges. The recommendations will
either be accepted by government or the
Attorney-General will be required. to table in
Parliament the reasons why recommendations are
not accepted by the government.

Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

CASINO (MANAGEMENT
AGREEMENT) (AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I move:
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That I have leave to bring in a bill to ratify a deed of
variation to the management agreement for the
Melbourne casino project, to amend the Casino
(Management Agreement) Act 1993 and for other
purposes.

Mr COLE (Melbourne) -Could a brief
explanation be provided of what the bill actually
means?

Mrs WADE (Attorney-General)(By leave) - I do
not believe the honourable member for Melbourne
has been reading the daily press in the way that one
would have expected he would.

Mr Baker interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! The house will come to
order. The question that has "been posed to the
Attorney-General asks for an explanation of the bill.
She is about to do that 1 ask the house to hear her in
silence.

Mrs WADE -Mr Speaker, I am sure you will be
aware that the Casino (Management Agreement) Act
was passed last year and ratified an agreement for
the construction of the new Melbourne casino.
The Casino Control Act which was passed in 1991
under the previous government provided for
variations of an agreement to be made between the
parties. These variations in accordance with the act
must be ratified by the Parliament Crown Casino
has applied for variations of the agreement, and they
relate to the construction of a larger hotel than had
been previously anticipated. The variations have
been recommended by the Casino and Gaming
Control Authority and also by the development and
siting committee that was established by the
previOUS government to look at such applications.
The government has accepted those
recommendations, and the bill is to ratify the
necessary changes to the agreement as a result of the
variations being accepted.
There are a number of other amendments included
in the bill relating to penalty payments being
extended to apply not just to the casino itself but
also to the whole complex, and to provide for
greater control over the actual detail of the proposed
amendments.
Motion agreed to.

Read fust time.
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PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT BILL
Introductitm and first reading
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - I
move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to facilitate certain
development projects in Victoria, to provide for the
setting of standards and the issuing of directions in
relation to public construction, to establish the
Secretary to the Department of Planning and
Development as a body corporate, to provide for the
transfer of certain matters from the Urban Land
Authority to the Secretary to the Department of
Planning and Development, to amend the Bayside
Project Act 1988, to repeal the Public Lands and Works
Act 1964, and to make consequential amendments to
other acts and for other purposes.

Mr DOLUS (Richmond) - Before leave is given,
could the minister provide an explanation as to what
the bill is about?
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for PlanningXBy
leave) - The situation has been for a number of
years that the Urban Land Authority legislation has
provided a number of powers which I suppose have
been envied by other ministers, particularly the
power to close roads to certain planning powers and
land acquisition powers.
The Office of Major Projects which was established
by the former government has never had legislation
in its own right to give the Minister for Major
Projects any particular legislative powers. It has
been a matter of convenience and of obfuscation that
the Office of Major Projects has in fact operated
under a power of attorney as in effect an
uncontrolled subsidiary of the Urban Land
Authority.

In the Bayside project that became a major problem
of ministerial responsibility and of a proper
accountability. In other words, the land at Bayside
was and probably still is owned by the Urban Land
Authority and everything done by the Office of
Major Projects and the former Minister for Major
Projects in respect of that project was done in the
name of the Urban Land AuthOrity but without the
Urban Land AuthOrity or its board having any
proper control or day-to-day responsibility over the
project or what was arranged with the project.

PLANNING AUTHORITIES REPEAL BILL
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The bill is in effect proposing to divorce the Urban
Land Authority from the Office of Major Projects
and at the same time to bring in a proper
accountability in ministerial responsibility terms for
projects. The Treasurer will be able to nominate
which minister and which project can operate under
this legislation, in which case the Parliament, the
people of Victoria, the Auditor-General and the
whole range of accountability systems will be
particularised to the minister who has control over
the appropriate project and exercising powers under
this legislation and will no longer use the Urban
Land Authority and its power of attorney delegation
as a cover for the exercise of ministerial
respon51bilities not accountable under any particular
legislation.
So it is projects legislation to enable the nomination
of particular projects to be handled under an
appropriate responsibility scheme.

Motion agreed to.
Read fust time.

PLANNING AUTHORITIES REPEAL
BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - I
move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to provide for the
winding up of the Loddon-<:ampaspe Regional
Planning Authority and the Upper Yarra Valley and
Dandenong Ranges Authority, to repeal the
Loddon-<:ampaspe Regional Planning Authority Act
1987 and the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong
Ranges Authority Act 1976 and to amend the Planning
and Environment Act 1987 to provide for the
continuation of the approved regional strategy plan
made under the Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong
Ranges Authority Act 1976 and for other purposes.

Mr DOLUS (Richmond) - Again, I ask the
minister to provide an explanation.

Mc MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning)(By
The Loddon-Campaspe Regional Planning
Authority is made up of a number of constituent
municipalities that have the right to withdraw on
giving notice. As it happens, a majority of the
councils participating in that particular authority
have given notice of their desire to withdraw. The
councils having chosen to do so on different days
leave) -
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and at different times, the budget of the authority
was considerably under pressure by the withdrawal
or threatened withdrawal and failure to pay of a
number of municipalities.
However, the end result was that at its meeting the
authority decided to cease functioning and to wind
itself up. The legislation simply provides for that to
happen. Of course following the reconstitution of
municipalities in those areas it will perhaps be up to
any new councils that are established in the formal
government decisions on local government
restructuring in that area to decide what
municipalities might participate in any future
regional structure.
Four municipalities participate in the Upper Yarra
Valley and Dandenong Ranges AuthOrity. At
present they are subject to review under the local
government review process. The local government
interim report suggests that there be, in effect, one
municipality in substance handling the area
concerned. I will leave the decision on whether it is
one municipality, two or three - or indeed, stranger
still, if four municipalities remain in that area - to
the Local Government Board, but the work of the
Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges
AuthOrity is really in a sense complete. It has
produced its strategy plan and has had 10 years to
review the position from the time it was constituted.
However, the bill goes further and proposes that this
planning system in the Upper Yarra Valley and
Dandenong Ranges area should be uniquely
entrenched under parliamentary control. The
present system throughout Victoria allows for the
responsible planning authorities to propose
amendments and for those amendments to go
through a public process, to a panel and eventually
to the minister. On the minister approving an
amendment it becomes effective on gazettal, subject
only to disallowance by either house of Parliament.
The bill proposes to entrench the regional strategy
plan in respect of rural conservation areas in the
Upper Yarra Valley and Dandenong Ranges in a
unique way, that is, that ministerial approval of an
amendment will have no effect unless it is approved
by a positive resolution of both houses of
Parliament. In other words, the strategy plan for the
conservation and rural areas of the Dandenong
Ranges and the Upper Yarra Valley will be
entrenched in a way that recognises the unique and
important conservation qualities of those areas
which have had bipartisan support and which have
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been supported over many years both in Parliament
and beyond it

Therefore, the bill makes provision for the winding
up of the authority, which would not be needed. if
there is only one council; you do not need another
layer above the council to provide regional advice in
respect of the single municipal area. If there are two
councils one might question whether you need a
coordinating body, but there is plenty of
opportunity under the general legislation to have a
coordinating body without it having its own act of
Parliament. If there are three councils the argument
might go further along the line that coordination
between three councils could be more difficult, but
again it can be achieved. under the general powers of
the legislation; it does not require separate
legislation.
However, what is needed, what the government is
determined to do and what is beyond doubt and
will attract support from the opposition, and I am
sure from all sides of the debate about planning, is
that because the Upper Yarra Valley and
Dandenong Ranges have a unique and special
quality the entrenchment of those conservation and
land protection values should be put under direct
parliamentary control and should no longer be in
the position where a minister may from time to time
agree to amendments or, indeed, make amendments
to the scheme which are subject only to a
disallowance by Parliament
The position has been turned into one of the most
positive parliamentary control, in which
amendments do not have any effect on the planning
controls in the area unless they are positively
supported. by a resolution of both houses of
Parliament.
Motion agreed to.
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MrTHOMSON (pascoe Vale) - I ask the
Treasurer for a brief explanation of the contents of
the bill.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer)(By leave) - The
house will be aware that the government has
announced. a policy in relation to the corporatisation
of Melbourne Water on lines which broadly reflect
the previous administrative organisation that
Melbourne Water itself had established.. Melbourne
Water was operating on a basis of it having
established. a headworks business and regionalised.
its distribution business into three metropolitan
regions. It had then set about contracting out to the
private sector not only a very large range of core
services, most of which were indeed contracted.
during the period of office of the previous
government, but also the substantial proportion of
the maintenance of its own pipe distribution on the
basis of those regional distribution businesses.

The primary purpose of this bill is to progress the
next stage of reform of the water industry and to put
into a fully corporatised. form those reforms that
Melbourne Water had adopted on an administrative
basis. The bill creates a headworks corporation,
which will take the form of Melbourne Water and
which will contain the sewage treatment works as
well as a number of other central functions for the
operation of the system. It will then corporatise three
distribution businesses, which will not be identical
to but will be broadly the same as the three
administrative units it had previously established..
Each will have a corporate structure.
The bill contemplates that the distribution
businesses will compete in a
competition-by-comparison regime, a common
carrier-type approach to water distribution. There
are practical difficulties in the way of creating
cross-transfers, so it is not practicable at this stage to
give individual customers a choice of supplier.

Read first time.

WATER INDUSTRY BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to provide for the
reform of the water industry, to amend the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works Act 1958, the Water
Act 1989, the Melbourne Water Corporation Act 1992
and certain other acts and for other purposes.

The bill also sets up a licensing regime that will
comprehensively deal with the obligations of the
water businesses. It addresses issues such as water
conservation objectives, not only through the pricing
regime but also through the licensing regime. The
licensing regime will be oversighted. by the Office of
the ReguIator-General, and the bill contains
comprehensive provisions dealing with the
ReguIator-General's role. The bill also amends the
Water Act by making changes consistent with the
reforms that are already in train in relation to
non-metropolitan water bodies.

LIVESTOCK DISEASE CONTROL BILL
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This is an important reform. No doubt we will hear

a series of speeches on privatisation from the Labor
Party, which will demonstrate yet again that the
Victorian ALP exceeds even the former communist
regime in Albania in its willingness to cling to the
things of the past that did not and do not work. The
bill has nothing to do with privatisation.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - Melbourne Water had
already privatised a very wide range of non<ore
functions before the present government came to
office. The previous government had also supported
a reform we subsequently carried through
concerning the privatisation of the Yan Yean water
treatment works, a very successful example of how
the private development of public infrastructure can
contribute to what remains a government-owned
business through the provision of services and the
operation of various functions. Those reforms have
been extremely successful. To be fair, I compliment
the previous government on embarking on those
privatisation reforms - although subsequent events
suggest that Melbourne Water succeeded despite the
efforts of the Labor government rather than because
of them.
The government has not addressed the issue of the
privatisation of water and does not see the need to
do so in the near future. The government is
addressing corporatisation, which will ensure that
the reforms which the previous government and
Melbourne Water itself had put in place in relation
to the division of Melbourne Water's substantial
operations can be carried forward in a way that fully
realises the potential of those reforms. This is an
important set of reforms.
The bill is substantial given the number of pages it
contains and the issues it deals with. It addresses the

protection of consumer interests in a wide range of
ways, including the oversight of the
Regulator~al, the licensing system itself, the
maintenance of current obligations, and the
regulation of credit supervision practices, which will
mean that ordinary consumers will see no
substantial change in the credit management policies
of water businesses.
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regime that is similar to the regime being adopted
by Melbourne Water. Contrary to the frequent
claims made by the opposition, the government is
demonstrating that it is driven by practical
considerations and consumer benefits, not by
blinkered ideology. H there is evidence of any sort of
blinkered ideology in this debate, it comes from the
opposition, with its constant carping and negativity.
I appreciate the opportunity to outline the purposes
of the bill.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

LIVESTOCK DISEASE CONTROL BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Agriculture)
introduced a bill to provide for the monitoring and
control of livestock diseases and to provide
compensation for losses caused by certain
livestock diseases, to repeal the Bees Ad 1971, the
Cattle Compensation Act 1967, the Stock (Artificial
Breeding) Act 1962, the Stock Diseases Ad 1968
and the Swine Compensation Ad 1967, to amend
the Stamps Act 1958 and to make consequential
amendments to various acts and for other purposes.
Read first time.

MELBOURNE CITY LINK AUTHORITY
BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) - I
move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to establish a body
corporate to be known as the Melbourne City Link
Authority, to amend the Borrowing and Invesbnent
Powers Act 1987 and for other purposes.

Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - I ask the
minister to give a brief explanation of the bill and
how it will benefit the casino?

Honourable members interjecting.
These are extremely important reforms. I take up the
interjection of the Leader of the Opposition in the
context of both the electricity reforms, which are
clearly heading towards privatisation, and the
reform of the Transport Accident COmmission,
which is establishing a competition-by-<:omparison

Mr BROWN (Minister for Public
Transport)(By leave) - Because of the interjections in
the house, I ask the honourable member to repeat
what he said.
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Mr BATCHELOR ('Thomastown)(By leave) Will the minister give a brief explanation of this bill
and in particular how it will benefit the casino?
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport)(By
leave) - This bill is an extreme embarrassment to the

state opposition, which talked for almost the full
decade it was in government about the need to
improve the road infrastructure in and around the
City of Melbourne. Initially it poured cold water on
the idea of a tunnel under the Domain. I remember
that early in Labor's time in government the first
Minister for Transport, the Honourable Steve Crabb,
said that under Labor it would never happen. Of
course, his predecessors, particularly the
Honourable Jim Kennan and the Honourable Peter
Spyker, made it very clear that the idea of
constructing the tunnel was moving ahead. They
made very supportive statements, outlining to the
populace their desire to do what this bill does. Of
course, like so many of the promises the Labor Party
made while in office, it was never achieved.
This government was delighted when the Premier
announced on 1 July this year that the southern and
western road links would be constructed, the
scheduled completion date being the year 2000. Of
course, the bill will facilitate the south~tern link,
which involves the construction of a freeway
connecting the West Gate Freeway east of Kings
Way to the South Eastern Arterial at Toorak Road,
incorporating road twme1s passing under the King's
Domain and the Yarra River.
Of course, at present the South Eastern Arterial is

known to all and sundry as the south-eastern car
park. The tabor Party, which was so incompetent in
everything it touched, constructed a so-called
freeway with seven intersections controlled by
traffic lights. What an outrageous joke that was! It
has taken the election of this Victoria-on-the-move
government to do away with those intersections. We
have seen the recent opening of the overpass at
Warrigal Road, and we will do away with the other
intersections over time. Again, Victoria is on the
move.
This bill will also facilitate the construction of the
western link, which should be of great interest to
members of the Labor Party. It is in their so-called
heartland, which they deserted. This government is
moving to govern for all Victorians, including those
who live in the western suburbs, not only by
upgrading the Tullamarine Freeway but also by
undertaking other associated road works. That will
certainly be welcomed by those many former
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supporters of the Labor Party who now support the
coalition government. It will also be welcomed by
the honourable member for Tullamarine, the
honourable member for Essendon and many others.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
minister should stay within the outline of the bill.
Mr BROWN - Certainly. In directly looking
after those people this bill will facilitate the western
link. That involves the upgrading of part of the
actual freeway from near Bulla Road to Flentington
Road followed by a link to the West Gate Freeway
intercepting with Footscray Road.

To the extreme embarrassment of the state
opposition, the people who will mainly benefit from
that link will be the people of the western suburbs the ones it deserted for more than a decade in
government. This government genuinely cares about
people. It supports Victorians and is working to
improve their lifestyle, their environment and the
facilities they should have had years ago that the
then Labor government talked about facilitating and
implementing, but never did a damn thing to help
them.
Motion agreed to.
Read fitst time.

VALUATION OF LAND
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Government amendments circulated by
Mr L W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) pursuant to
sessional orders.

Second reading
Debate resumed. from 11 October; motion of
Mr L W. SMITH (Minister for Finance).
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - This
is a totally unacceptable piece of legislation. It is an
outrageous piece of legislation; it is a reflection on a
government that has lost its way. This is an
incompetent piece of legislation and it is quite
unacceptable to the state opposition. It seems more
than a little ironic that this bill has been introduced
by the Minister for Finance because this is the very
same Minister for Finance who said earlier this year
on 11 October in this house that
The l.iberal government was criticised from 1979 to
1982 for land deals that were neither imprudent nor
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shonky because the former government made a profit
out of them.

This is a most extraordinary statement by an
extraordinary minister. It is an admission to the
house, an admission to this Parliament and to the
Victorian public, that the Kennett government has
learnt absolutely nothing, not a single thing from the
notorious land deals that blighted Victoria in the
1970s. But if we were to say there might be one
single thing this minister and this government has
learnt from the land deals of the 1970s, it is: don't get
caught! That is the only lesson that could have been
learnt from the land deals because you have a
minister on the record in the Parliament as little as a
month ago saying there was absolutely nothing
wrong with the land deals of the 1970s!
Let us have a look, not at what the state opposition
said at the time but at what the press said at the time.
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fabrication. People went to gaol for goodness sake!
Were they wrongly gaoled? Did the courts make a
mistake? Another headline, from the Age of 23
March 1982, reads 'Riach and Dillon jailed over land
corruption'. Do you understand the word?
Corruption! Corruption! Corruption! That is why
they were gaoled! Have a look here!
Mr I. W. Smith - What year?
Mr BRUMBY - The newspaper article reads:
Two men involved in multi-million
Housing Commission land deals had abused positions
oftrust--

Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) Mr Speaker, on a point of order, the Leader of the
Opposition seems to be quoting from a newspaper
article. I wonder whether he could quote the name
of the newspaper and the date.

Mr Weideman interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - We do not believe the papers
now! The honourable member does not believe these
papers! These are all lies, are they? Is it all lies,
propaganda, deceit, that was produced in the 1970s?
The SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition will address the Chair. The honourable
member for Frankston will remain silent.
Mr BRUMBY - I have a few examples of what
the public said about your rotten government, your
rotten liberal government in the 1970s! A

newspaper article headed 'Evidence of conflicts of
interest and favouritism' quotes the report of the
royal commission and says:
Conflict of interest, 'aonyism' and favouritism were all
evident in the hierarchy of the Housing Commission,
according to the report of the royal commission.

Whereas we would have expected to find impeccable
standards of official and commercial behaviour at
commissioner level, we have found instances of
obvious conflict of interest, or the appearance of
conflict of interest, and both at that level and in the
property branch, substantial evidence of cronyism and
favouritism exist

I have more! The heading of an article in the Age of
19 November 1991 reads 'The Valuer-General
bypassed. in land, house deals'. People went to gaol
over this. But according to the Minister for Finance
and the now Premier, this is just a fairytale

The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the Leader of the
Opposition to please comply.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - This
is from the Melbourne Age of 23 March 1982. It is an
article by Ms Prue Innes. Under the heading 'Reach
and Dillon jailed over land corruption', it reads:
Two men involved in multi-million
Housing Commission land deals had abused positions
of trust and systematically engaged in bribery and
corruption ...

TItat is what this legislation is about! It takes away
all of the checks and balances that were put in place
to prevent a repeat of the land deals. The land
deals-Mr I. W. Smith - Rubbish!
Mr BRUMBY - Minister, your own
backbench - The SPEAKER - Order!
Mr BRUMBY - Your own backbench does not
want this legislation. Your own backbench is telling
us this is rotten legislation, and you know it!
The SPEAKER - Order! In the past two weeks I
was fortunate enough to have a session in the House
of Commons to see the way a debate should be
conducted correctly. In that august chamber no
member would ever dare address another member
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directly. I believe we should take a leaf out of the
House of Commons books. We, after all, have
adopted their standing orders so I ask the Leader of
the Opposition to please address the Chair.
Mr BRUMBY - Thank you for your guidance. I
have visited the House of Commons and I have
certainly seen some spirited debates. I know that
you believe that this is a chamber in which spirited
debate is a good thing.
Mr Baker - We don't get blown up in the car
park!
Mr BRUMBY - Another newspaper cutting
from that day reads 'Two jailed for perjury at land
inquiry' - another cutting on the so-<:alled land
deals that did not exist! There was nothing wrong, it
was a total fabrication, a fairytale -just a couple of
people gaoled! Headlines in the Sun of Wednesday,
28 October 1981 read 'Estate agents were
favoured: report' and '2 ministers under fire', and so
it goes on about favours given to a coterie of estate
agents.
This legislation is about the Valuer-General and the
Estate Agents (Amendment) Bill, which will be
passed through this house under guillotine this
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of legislation -not one single organisation! I will
return to that during the debate.
The only people supporting the bill are the
carpetbaggers, the crooks and charlatans who want
to make a dollar. The minister may well look
embarrassed, because I will go through the list of
people who oppose the legislation. Not one single
decent argument based on good public policy can be
advanced in favour of the legislation. It will again
open up Victoria to the dirty days of the land
deals -make no mistake about that!
When the bill is coupled with the estate agents bill
that the honourable member for Footscray debated
yesterday, the situation becomes a free-for-all. It will
be open slather: anybody will be able to work in the
industry, anyone will be able to value land, anyone
employing another will be able to flog land, and
anyone related to a family in business will be able to
get involved. We will end up with insider trading!
Who will pay for this government's open-slather
approach, by which it looks after its mates and the
big end of town? The answer is the poor old
Victorian consumers, who are already paying $1900
a year extra in taxes and charges because of this
government's policies!

afternoon. I refer to another headline from the

Australian. Perhaps the liberal Party in those days
did not believe the Age, but these accounts are in the
Sun, the Australian - all of the newspapers of the
day recorded the results of the royal commission's
findings. The Australian reads 'Report reveals
serious deficiencies, improprieties behind
haphazard land purchases' and 'Commission's
dealings negligent'. The headings in that article are
'Bribery', and 'Deceitful'.
But all we hear from the minister introducing this
rotten legislation and from the now Premier - and I
will come to the now Premier a little bit later-is
that there was nothing wrong with the land deals.
They did not exist; it was a fabrication; that the
government made a profit out of them
An honourable member interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - What an extraordinary
statement! We will make out a case.

Mr L W. Smith interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - Let it be clearly understood that
not one organisation supports this dirty rotten piece

Look at what happened in other states when estate
agents commissions were deregulated: each
consumer now pays another $2000 every time he or
she buys or sells a house. What happened in New
South Wales, New Zealand and Tasmania? This
legislation can be coupled with their legislation,
which took away all the checks and balances - this
is a free-for-all!
No-one supports the bill. Even real estate agents
oppose it. Minister, I am not misleading the house.
There are plenty of members on your side who
believe this is a rotten piece of legislation.
This bill does a number of things. It abolishes the
system of registering valuers. It abolishes the
education and experience requirements for the
positions of Valuer-General and Deputy
Valuer-General, as well as the education and
experience requirements for valuers. It abolishes the
Valuers Qualification Board. It abolishes the
education and experience requirements for
municipal valuers. It abolishes the Municipal
Valuation Fees Committee. It abolishes the Land
Valuation Board of Review. It modifies the appeal
procedures contained in the Land Acquisition and
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Compensation Act and it creates a land valuation
division of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal.
Let me make sure the public record shows that the
Australian Institute of Valuers and Land
Economists, the Real Estate Institute of Victoria, the
Valuer-General, the Valuers Qualification Board
and, as I said, a number of liberal parliamentarians
have all said they do not want this bill to proceed.
That's not a bad coalition, is it?
A lot of eminent Victorians - in fact, the whole
industry, which comprises people who are
responsible for standards and for protecting the
interests of all Victorians - will not embrace or
support the bill. They are all saying to the
government don't proceed. Why is the government
proceeding with it? Why ram through the Estate
Agents (Amendment) Bill? Why does the
government not want a proper debate? Why close
down Parliament tomorrow and next Friday? Is it
because this is a dirty, rotten, stinking bill that takes
Victoria back to the days of the land deals?
The people who will pay for this, the people the
government could not care less about, are ordinary
Victorians. They will pay through the nose for this
legislation. Let's make no mistake about that!
Overseas experience shows that the deregulation of
valuers has an adverse impact on consumers. It is
not as though it will help the battlers or the people
buying or selling houses - in other words, ordinary
Victorians. I repeat all the evidence shows that the
deregulation of this industry has an adverse effect
on consumers - not a beneficial effect, an adverse
effect.
Those involved in this issue in the United States
initially chose - I stress 'initially' because they have
now seen the error of their ways - to adopt a
deregulated market. The results can be seen in the
enormous transaction costs to consumers during the
1980s. Earlier this year, Mr B. J. Fountain, the
President of the Appraisal Institute of the United
States -'appraisal' being the American word for
'valuation' -spoke to the World Valuation
Congress. He pointed out that in the environment
fuelled by deregulation the incidence of faulty and
fraudulent valuations had reached crisis proportions
by the late 1980s. In his paper to the World
Valuation Congress he said:
Devaluation gave unscrupulous lawyers, accountants,
financial institutions, loan managers and appraisers
(valuers) free rein to engineer some widely creative
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profiteering schemes. Some appraisers (valuers) were
drawn into transactions called 'land flips', a process of
inflating property valuations again and again to
generate large profits in loan fees. Land flips were
made possible because of poor lending policies and
procedures that allowed appraisals (valuations) to be
overlooked.

That is a strong indictment of the proposals put by
this minister in this shabby legislation.
I turn to the New Zealand government's actions and I will travel around the world if necessary! In
1989 it decided to maintain the licensing of valuers
following a review of the transaction costs to
consumers of using unlicensed valuers. The
follOwing observation in support of its findings that
New Zealand valuers should continue to be licensed
were made by the working group on occupational
regulation:
... transaction costs (including searching for a suitable
competent valuer) are higher than in other industries.
A state-backed certification regime reduces those
transaction costs by allowing the consumer to rely on
the minimum criteria that the title 'registered valuer'
entails and there is a need for regulation of the services
that valuers provide. The essential justification rests on
the reduction of transaction costs that regulation in the
form of state-backed certification produces in
comparison to a free market outcome ... The valuing
industry has the potential to involve significant
financial exposure should. inaccurate valuations be
made. This places a premium on employing a valuer
with certain minimum skills. This in turn leads to
consumers incurring greater transaction costs than is
the case in other industries.

Nonetheless, and despite all the advice to the
contrary, the minister has stated that it is
'fundamental to the government's approach that no
person should be prevented by law from practising
as a valuer if others are prepared to hire them'.
That's not bad: 'no person should be prevented by
law from practicing as a valuer if others are
prepared to hire them'. That means anybody can be
a valuer. The minister nods his head. You could set
up a firm called the Shonky Brothers or the Dodgy
Brothers! That would be a good firm - the Dodgy
Brothers!
The DEPUTY SPEAKER -Order! Before I came
to the chair this morning I heard in my room a
broadcast of the Speaker addressing the house about
the need for members to make their statements
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through the Chair. I intend to enforce the same
philosophy.
Mr BRUMBY - In effect, the bill provides for
two classes of valuers. One class, the currently
registered valuer, is a qualified and experienced
valuer who is bound by a code of ethics and
legislation and who is subject to disciplinary
proceedings. Such a valuer must hold professional
indemnity insurance for the protection of his or her
clients.
It would appear from this legislation that another
class of valuer is about to be created with no rules
whatever, in other words, the old open-slather
approach is to be adopted. Unqualified people who
would today commit an offence if they undertook a
valuation of real estate in Victoria will, after the
proclamation of this legislation, be free to perform
valuations. So that's not bad, is it? Today if someone
undertook a valuation in a certain way he or she
would be committing an offence and would be
considered to be a criminal, but once this legislation
is through that will not be the case and that person
will be free to do whatever he or she likes. The only
tests of a person's capacity to carry out any
valuation will be that either someone was prepared
to hire him, or that he holds qualifications or
experience specified from time to time by the
minister by notice published in the Government

Gazette.
At the minister's whim a notice in the Government
Gazette can change the criteria and this person may
not necessarily hold valuation qualifications or
experience either now or in the future. There will be
no disciplinary procedures, and professional
indemnity insurance will not be required for those
unqualified valuers as that is considered by the
minister to be a barrier to entry into the profession.
The net effect of this bill will be that a new
bureaucracy will be required to replace the Valuers'
Qualification Board and the land valuation boards of
review. Any person may be able to carry out
valuations and call himself or herself a land valuer
or real estate valuer. Isn't that great? You can
imagine in some parts of Melbourne that this will be
a goldmine for the Dodgy Brothers, the Shonky Boys
and all the shady operators who want to set up and
rip off consumers. That is the fact of the matter,
Minister.
Mr I. W. Smith interjected.
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Mr BRUMBY - And you will be accountable for
this because we will report on this and we will
monitor this in the same way as we will monitor
what is occurring with estate agents' fees. We will
monitor how Victorians are ripped off by people
calling themselves valuers under this legislation.
It is interesting to note that on 15 July 1994 three
members of the four-member Valuers' Qualification
Board wrote to the Minister for Finance setting out
their grave concerns -not just expressing a view or
a bit of a concern, and grave is perhaps even an
understatement - about the changes planned by the
minister in this bill.

The fourth member of the Valuers' Qualification
Board is the Valuer-General himself, who also
expressed serious concerns about the legislation. I
shall table in Parliament today a letter from the
Valuer-General and the members of the board to the
Minister for Finance dated 15 July 1994.
As I said, these are dramatic changes and must be
considered in conjunction with the Estate Agents
Act because changes to that act will mean that the
ceiling on charges by estate agents will be scrapped
and that family members and employees of estate
agents will be able to purchase the properties an
agent has been commissioned to sell. Estate agents
will be given permanent licences rather than
two-year reviewable licences. The independent
watchdog, the Estate Agents Board, will be
abolished and the new Estate Agents Council will
lose the independence of the board and be closely
linked to the Minister for Fair Trading.

We say quite categOrically that the only people who
will benefit from the changes under the Valuation of
Land (Amendment) Bill and the Estate Agents Bill
will be the same sort of fraudulent property
developers, the same sorts of crooks and charlatans
who thrived in the 19705 making millions of dollars
through land deals between mates. That is the
unquestionable outcome of this legislation. There are
members of the liberal backbench who do not want
to see this legislation go through. We are going to
divide on this legislation so they will be counted. We
will make sure in every electorate around Victoria
that those members who vote in favour of the
Dodgy Brothers and the shonky deals and shady
deals which this legislation involves will have to
defend that in their local electorates. When you
conjoin it with the Estate Agents Bill there is no
doubt that the losers - the people who cannot get
on the gravy train - will be ordinary Victorians
because these changes give a green light to the
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cronyism, corruption and conflict of interest that
was prevalent in the land deals of the 19705.
The land deals of the 19705 resulted in two royal
commissions. The first was the Gowans report,
which was tabled in March 1978. That report
criticised the then housing minister, Mr Vance
Dickie, and recommended criminal proceedings
against two people involved in land transactions,
Mr Robert Dillon, a real estate agent, and Mr Neil
Riach, purchasing officer for the Housing
Commission. The Gowans report also found that the
Housing Commission had paid an extra $4 million
for land because of inadequate valuations.
After the Gowans royal commission further
accusations and allegations were made in relation to
land deals which led to the setting up of the
Sir Sydney Frost royal commission. That
commission handed down its report in October
1981. The Frost royal commission was a damming
indictment on the government of the day. It made it
absolutely clear that conflict of interest, cronyism
and favouritism were all evident in the hierarchy of
the Housing Commission.
Page A15 of the general conclusions of the
Sir Sydney Frost states:
The overwhelming impressions with which we are left

by the evidence and from our careful observation of the
principal actors over the relevant period, is that the
land purchasing function during the period was
handled badly and with a notable lack of initiative and
perspicacity on the part of many of those directly
involved in it

At page A16 the following appears:
.•. and whereas we would have expected to find,
otherwise, impeccable standards of official and
commercial behaviour at commission level, we have
found instances of obvious conflict of interest or the
appearance of conflict of interest and both at that level
and in the property branch, substantial evidence of
aonyism and favouritism.

That is the royal commissioner! He did not say ,
'You know, there might have been something in
there and maybe we could have a look at it even
though there may be not much there'. He said there
was substantial evidence of cronyism and
favouritism! Two royal commissions, two
conclusions: substantial evidence of cronyism and
favouritism.
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The commission went on to say at page An:.
The commission allowed a coterie of favoured estate
agents ... to gain inappropriate if not ... improper
pre-eminence in matters of proposed land purchases,
and extensive knowledge of the commission's policies,
intentions and procedures, and varying degrees of
influence over various of its members and officers. The
known consequences ranged from bribery on a
considerable scale ... to obtaining copies of internal
documents of the commission.

Bribery is a pretty serious offence. We know for
example in Sydney when Mr George Herscu of the
Hooker corporation was found guilty of paying
secret commissions to Mr Norm Gallagher he lost
the licence to build the Sydney casino. Bribery is an
important matter. One would think that if it could
be shown that someone in Victoria associated with
the Crown Casino had paid bribes to a Mr Norm
Gallagher - Mr Perrin - Where is your evidence?
Mr BRUMBY - You fool! It is in the royal
commission. I read it out yesterday in question time.
Were you asleep?

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The Chair has
made it quite clear - as I said earlier - that
comments across the chamber are disorderly. I
remind the honourable member for Bulleen of that. I
also remind the Leader of the Opposition that
remarks are to be made through the Chair and that
the Chair will not tolerate banter or high-level
interjection across the chamber.
Mr BRUMBY - Usually I would not respond,
Mr Deputy Speaker, but it was such a stupid
interjection.
Mr Perrin - I will be speaking up again.
Mr BRUMBY - We can hardly wait! We will be
delighted to hear that. Perhaps the honourable
member might like to come back tomorrow and then
we can have a proper debate. Perhaps the
honourable member could explain in his
contribution why the government is closing down
the Parliament tomorrow and next Friday and why
in the last week of sitting neither the Premier nor the
Treasurer will have the courage to be here. The
reason is that much dirty, rotten legislation is being
put through this house. Frankly, government
members do not have the guts to support that
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legislation. That is why the Parliament is being
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Mr L W. Smith - I did not say that.

closed down.

Let us stay with the issue of bribery. Bnbery is a
criminal offence. As I said yesterday in the
Parliament - and I am just getting hold of the
Hansard record of yesterday's proceedings - bribery
is an important criminal offence.
In Sydney Mr George Herscu lost the licence to build
the casino because he was found guilty of paying
secret commissions to Mr Norm Gallagher. One
would have thought that if someone in Victoria had
owned up to paying secret commissions to Mr Norm
Gallagher, wtder casino licensing laws and other
normal standards of probity that apply in this state
such a person would also be disqualified from
gaining a casino licence.
In the interests of debate I will refer to what I said
yesterday in Parliament concerning the Winneke
commission evidence. The evidence shows that
Mr Uoyd Williams said this in relation to bribes to
Mr Norm Gallagher:
I am the person who authorised it ... I am the person
who did it

I am open to interpretations of that, but I think there
is only one interpretation. In other words he is
saying, 1 am the person who authorised the bribe. I
am the person who paid the bribe'. It is a criminal
matter. In Sydney that resulted in Mr Herscu losing
the casino licence.
I mention that because bribery also occurred in the
old land deal days. In the same way we now have a
Minister for Finance and a Premier who turn a blind
eye to these things because they say that there was
nothing wrong with the land deals. It is important to
put on record in Parliament the statements made by
the Minister for Finance. Basically he said that there
was nothing wrong with the land deals. The now
Premier and former Minister for Housing,
Mr Kennett, also said that there was nothing wrong.
But these land deals involved cronyism, corruption
and bribery on a considerable scale.
Another case that comes to mind occurred in
Tasmania. Mr Edward Rouse was convicted of
paying a bribe to a member of Parliament He ended
up in gaol. Bribery is an important criminal matter.
It happened during the land deals, and we now have
a Minister for Finance who brings in this legislation
saying that the land deals were a non-event - that
cronyism, corruption and bribery mean nothing.

Mr BRUMBY - The minister said this in this
house on 11 October 1994, a month ago:
the Liberal government was criticised from 1979 to
1982 for land deals that were neither imprudent nor
shonky because the former government made a profit
out of them!

The deals involved cronyism, corruption and the
payment of bribes. Some might think there was
something wrong with that, but not this
government, not this minister. They say, 'Let's go for
it. Let's get into the cronyism business, the
corruption business and the bribery business
because we can make a dollar out of that'. That is
what the minister said. If he wants to withdraw his
statement, he should withdraw it and make a
personal explanation. He said that the deals were
neither imprudent nor shonky, but they involved
cronyism, corruption and bnbery, criminal offences
for which people have gone to gaol.
Let us again look at what the commission said. On
page A19 of the report the commission notes the
following of the director and commissioners of the
former Housing Commission:
All conducted private business with contractors who
had either performed work for the commission or
sought to do so, and all managed to have their work
performed at prices far below its true worth.

The major reason for the land deals and the royal
commissions was that deals were done between real
estate agents and valuers. That is why the
opposition is so stridently opposed to the legislation.
Deals were done between real estate agents, valuers
and purchasing officers whereby land was
deliberately overvalued and sold to the former
Housing Commission through a corrupt agent at
that overvalued price, which in turn increased the
commission paid to the real estate agent
By deregulating the industry through deregulating
valuers and by allowing inappropriately qualified
people to value houses and land, the government is
inviting a re-emergence of the corrupt practices of
the 1970s. As a result of the land deals of the 1970s a
number of people were gaoled, including an estate
agent and a Housing Commission purchasing
officer. It is true that the housing deals also
contributed, although not significantly, to the
downfall of the Hamer government. They further
led to the resignation of two ministers for housing,
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Vance Diclde and Geoff Hayes, and to the
resignation of Sir Phillip Lynch.
lbat was a sad period in the history of Victoria, but
this bill and the Estate Agents (Amendment) Bill are
a recipe for the Dodgy Brothers, for the Arfur Daleys
of the world. They will be able to put up a sign on
their doors calling themselves land valuers and real
estate valuers. The sad fact is that if Arfur Daley
deliberately undervalues a person's property he will
not be subject to disciplinary procedures and the
consumer will not be compensated because the
valuer does not have to pay professional indemnity
insurance. There is no doubt that the minister is
enabling the shonks of the 1970s to gain some form
of legitimacy.
It is interesting to note also that after the Sir Sydney
Frost royal commission report was tabled in
Parliament a ministerial statement was given by the
then housing minister and present Premier,
Mr Kennett. When one looks at his ministerial
statement it is easy to see that he also failed to
understand what conflict of interest, bnbery and
corruption were all about in the 19705. He still fails
to understand such concepts today. On page 8 of his
ministerial statement the then housing minister
states:
This royal commission was set up following repeated
suggestions from the opposition that the Housing
Commission had been involved in shady land deals.
The royal commission has given a lie to that No
pattern of land deals was shown at all.

He continues:
The commission has been vindicated in respect of the
real basic accusations made against it The royal
commission has proved -no shady land deals; no
widespread graft and corruption.

He continues:
Similarly the responsible ministers have been
unqua1ified1y exonerated of dishonesty and
malfeasance •.. their integrity and probity have been
confirmed.

At page 14 of his ministerial statement the former
housing minister, Mr Kennett, makes this
extraordinary observation:
In short, Mr Speaker, after all the innuendos,
suggestions and character assassinations by the
opposition from 1976 to 1979 in desperately trying for
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political reasons to promote the commission's and
government's involvement in 'shady land deals', the
royal commission has found no evidence to support
such claims. In fact the royal commission has given lie
to such charges.

That is an extraordinary thing to say. It flies in the
face of the reports of both commissions; it flies in the
face of findings of cronyism, corruption and bribery
and the eventual perjury that occurred.
But the then housing minister and present Premier
washes his hands of this sort of business. We hear
the same sort of response now. Every time a person
raises a matter in the Parliament he is accused of
smear and innuendo. If a person quotes from a royal
commission report he is accused of smear and
innuendo. For goodness' sake, what is the
Parliament for if we cannot quote a royal
commission or a statutory body? Every time we do
that we get the same response. We have a Premier
who in effect maintains that the land deals of the
1970s were a good thing, who by way of his
ministerial statement back in 1981 maintains that the
land deals never really occurred, who wears a
'conflict of interest' badge as some sort of badge of
honour!
Worse than that is a report in the Herald of
28 October 1981 in which the then housing minister,
Mr Kennett, is alleged to have said that he doubted
whether the royal commission was even necessary.
The article states:
Mr Kennett said the most satisfactory aspect of the
report was that it went out of its way to reject the Labor
party's innuendos of corruption.
But he said he doubted whether this justified the
spending of more than $3 million on a royal
commission ... Mr Kennett said, 'Literally dozens of
people at the housing commission had been tied up in
the inquiry for two years'.
He said they would have been better engaged helping
to implement the many changes which had been made
in the ministry.

This commission found evidence of cronyism,
corruption, bribery, perjury and grossly inflated
land prices. What does the Premier do? What does
the Minister for Finance do? They wash their hands
ofil
If the bill proceeds in its current form members of
Parliament can rest assured that the bad old days of
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the 1970s will return very quickly and that the land
deals that will emanate from the bill will make the
casino tender process pale into insignificance. 1bis is
a trip down the time twmel to the bad old days. It is
linked to the Premier's comments about the
so-called new spirit of Victoria, but in this new spirit
only a few are favoured and are part of the inner
circle, the secret cabal that runs the state, only a few
benefit and most Victorians pay heavily for this
government The few who get on the gravy train do
very well indeed. That is what the legislation is all
about
We will vigorously oppose the bill. We will monitor
its impact on ordinary Victorians in electorates
around the state and examine it in conjunction with
the Estate Agents (Amendment) Bill. 1bis is a rotten
bit of legislation that takes us down the time twmel
to the 1970s, and it is inevitable that the government
will pay the price at the ballot box in 1996.

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) - The Leader of the
Opposition takes exception to people accusing him
of smear and innuendo but the reason for that is
simple and his tactic is clear: on every occasion he
can dream up he comes into this house to make a
whole lot of references to corruption, bnbery and all
sorts of other improper practices in nebulous and
non-specific terms, refers to transactions all over the
country and says, 'Because of this the present
government is corrupt'. That sort of non sequitur
would never stand up in a junior high school
debating contest and does not carry much weight at
all. That is why the Leader of the Opposition finds it
difficult to be taken seriously.
When one looks at the question as a matter of logic
rather than foaming at the mouth it is perfectly
apparent that the more the Leader of the Opposition
carries on about transactions in the late 1970s the
more he demonstrates why the current valuation
regime has been ineffectual and why none of the
adverse consequences he talks about is likely to
follow from the legislation.
The act this bill amends is a 19605 act and the last
Significant amendments to this part of the legislation
that I could find were made in the early 1970s.
Basically, the same regime applied from then to the
present day. If the Leader of the Opposition is
saying that all these horrible things happened in the
late 1970s, he must see that they happened under
this legislation, which has been proved to be
ineffectual.
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Exactly the same point can be made about the 1980s,
about which the Leader of the Opposition had very
little to say. Of course, during the 1980s we had the
Tricontinental collapse, the Pyramid Building
Society collapse, the financial difficulties of State
Bank Victoria and the financial difficulties
encountered by large parts of the private sector, and
they all took place under the regime of regulated
valuation. As the record shows, that regime did not
prevent those things. The reason is 'simple, and the
same point applies to the evidence the Leader of the
Opposition cited. It is not a question of valuations
being the cause of the problem; it is the question of
what people do with the valuations. That is why the
argument of the Leader of the Opposition does not
hold up.
One needs to look at the bill in two separate aspects:
firstly, its effect on government transactions and,
secondly, its effect on private sector transactions. In
respect of its own transactions the government is
making sure there is in place a regime that will
deliver proper valuations and ensure strong
oversight by the Office of the Valuer-General over
land purchase practices within the government
sector. The bill also has no effect on the Land
Monitor, who has been doing a very effective job
over a number of years.
The bill provides for the minister to prescribe
standards to be met for valuers who are engaged in
performing local government work and various
other public sector areas where legislation is
required. As I said earlier, in respect of operations
within government itseH the Valuer-General's role is
being enhanced by the government The
Auditor-General also will continue to vigorously
supervise government transactions, and it is worth
pointing out that the number of damning reports the
Auditor-General brought down about the previous
government's practices contrast with his very solid
commendations of the financial practices of the
present government The opposition is hardly in a
position to make claims about malfeasance in the
public sector.
It is also worth pointing out that the legislation
follows from a nationwide process established under
the auspices of the Council of Australian
Governments (COAG) which is being driven by the
federal government and the Prime Minister. When
the Leader of the Opposition talks about this being
legislation dreamt up by carpetbaggers and spivs, is
he talking about his own Prime Minister? He should
answer that question. If the honourable member for
Melbourne follows me in this debate I invite him to
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say whether the Leader of the Opposition is bagging
a Prime Minister of his own party, whether this is a
continuation of the state opposition's trend of being
out of step with the Labor movement at the
nationwide level and whether it is happily going off
on a frolic of its own and tipping a bucket on reform
measures being implemented by its federal
colleagues. I look forward to an answer.

The Leader of the Opposition might also explain
why he was a member of a federal government that
happily gave a further delegation of powers to the
Australian Capital Territory, did nothing to ensure
that the ACT had in place a regime for the
registration of valuers, took no exception to the
continued non-enactment by the ACT legislation for
valuers and did not consider that a territory regime
established by the federal government was thereby
corrupt or dealing with spivs and crooks because it
did not enact such legislation. He stood by and took
no exception to it so one has to question the bona
fides of his raising this argument now.
When one steps aside from the rhetoric and

intemperate language that are part of the
accusations of the Leader of the Opposition and his
party one sees that the bill moves valuers into the
same regulatory regime as, for instance, accountants
who have managed very successfully over many
years.
I want to acknowledge the very constructive
discussions I have had with members of the AIVLE
and valuers who have vigorously expressed their
points of view on the legislation and have been
prepared to engage in constructive and helpful
discussions on it Ultimately, the government has to
make a decision in the interests of the whole
community having regard to all the considerations
involved. We have heard the valuers' point of view,
and they approach the situation from their
perspective. The government has looked at it from
the broader perspective and, after comparing
valuers with other professionals, particularly
accountants, believes there is no need for the
regulatory regime to continue.
The position of valuers can be contrasted with that
of real estate agents. Real estate agents are charged
with holding substantial funds belonging to clients
and, as in many other areas where trust funds are
involved, there is a need for regulation. Valuers
provide valuation services for a fee. People hire
them after shopping around and taking into account
a combination of price, quality, service, convenience
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and any other factors that they as customers may
choose.
Why should one say that people are less capable of
choosing valuers than they are of choosing suppliers
of other products, whether they be from
supermarkets, complex pieces of equipment,
domestic services or a whole range of functions in
the private sector that do not need regulation? Why
single out a handful of professions and argue that
they should be regulated without good cause? The
onus of proof lies with those who believe there
should be regulation and that onus has not been
discharged by supporters of the current regime.
It is particularly worthwhile to make a number of
points in support of that notion. A large proportion
of valuation business, probably the bulk, is carried
out on behalf of large commercial enterprises such
as banks and other institutions that use valuations
for their own purposes. Does the opposition believe
that banks and other financial institutions are not
capable of making sensible decisions about who
they should hire? Banks have an interest in ensuring
that properties do not come in under valuation
because they are putting their own money on the
line. As well, banks and often financial institutions
have audit committees, external auditors and others
to ensure they select valuers correctly.
The key question is the extent to which people are
able to contract for themselves. The question of what
will happen with contracts entered into prior to the
legislation coming into operation has been dealt
with in clause 37, a transitional provision which
provides that where people have referred in
documents to registered valuers the contractual
intention is to be given effect Once people know
what the new regime is they can negotiate whatever
contractual provisions they like when entering into
contracts. I am sure that in the vast majority of cases
in which people entering into commercial contracts
want to have some mechanism for valuation they
will specify a valuer that holds particular
qualifications. It is up to the parties to negotiate the
agreement
There is an enormous window of opportunity for the
AIVLE to promote itself as a private sector
accreditation organisation and to urge people to
ensure that when drafting contracts they refer to a
AIVLE valuer in the same way that accounting
bodies have run effective public relations campaigns
to promote the virtues of using members of their
organisations and to encourage people to hire their
members and, when necessary, refer to those
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members in contracts. It is ridiculous to say that
people are not capable of looking after themselves in
this respect.
Clause 36 makes consequential amendments to a
number of other acts to provide for what will
happen when the deregulation of valuers takes
effect. In a large number of provisions there is
adoption of the requirement for the qualifications or
experience specified by the minister. In instances
where that is not the case there are other fall-back
mechanisms, such as the appointment of an
arbitrator and so forth. In other words provision has
been made for particular instances where there is a
need for special qualifications to be set, but the
general principle is that people ought to be
entrusted to look after themselves and to make
sensible decisions to regulate their own affairs.

It is easy to say, 'Shock, horror, there is a problem
here; we need to fix it We are from the government
and we are here to help you'. However, as a result
we end up in the ridiculous position of the Leader of
the Opposition one day saying that he is all in
favour of competition, incentives, choice and those
sorts of things and the next day saying that we have
a problem, that we need to regulate, that we need
the government to tell the people how to live their
lives, to look over their shoulders and do it for them
because it cannot trust them to look after themselves.
However, Big Brother government has proved
woefully ineffectual in protecting peoples' interests
in the sphere of regulatory regimes. People can often
prove to be most vulnerable when government
creates a false illusion of protection by setting up
licensing boards and so forth. H people are on notice
that they must make their own inquiries they will do
so.
For all those reasons, I believe the arguments against
the bill are unsubstantiated. The bulk of the
arguments put by the Leader of the Opposition were
used as a convenient excuse to continue his political
campaign. I am sure the arguments advanced
against the bill by the valuers are perfectly sincere,
genuine and well-meaning. Nonetheless, they have
approached this issue from the particular
perspective of their own professional background.
The government has approached the legislation in
the interests of all Victorians. It is not minded to
allow unjustifiable and unnecessary regulatory
regimes to get in the way of those carrying on
businesses.
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I repeat that this initiative arises under the COAG
process which is being led across the country by a
Prime Minister who is of the same political party as
the Victorian opposition, so it appears that once
again the Victorian opposition is out of step with its
federal colleagues and the rest of the nation.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr mOMSON
(Pascoe Vale).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

COMO PROJECT BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 14 October; motion of
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning).
Mr DOLUS (Richmond) - The aim of the bill is
to facilitate the development of the balance of the
Como project and to repeal the South Yarra Project
Act 1984. It amends the South Yarra (Subdivision
and Management) Act 1985 so that it applies only in
relation to the completed stage one of the Como
project.

The original project was to include four stages. Stage
one was completed by Jack Chia under the
provisions of the above acts. The new owner,
Royalmist Pty Ltd, plans to develop the remainder
of the site as two separate projects. Project A
comprises the land in the middle of the Como site,
bounded by the Prahran main drain, Chapel Street,
Malcolm Street and River Street, South Yarra. The
plans are currently displayed for viewing by the
public as amendment L52 to the Prahran planning
scheme and, to date, 10 objections have been
received.
Project B refers to the land at the north end of the
site, between Alexandra Avenue, Chapel, Malcolm
and River streets. On 13 April these plans were
approved under amendment L46 to the Prahran
Planning Scheme without exhibition to the public.
The issue in relation to this bill is about open space.
Stages 2 and 3 do not include the amount of open
space that was in the original Jack Chia Como plan.
The central green in stage 1 was to be linked to
further areas of open space, but the Royalmist
proposal does not contain plans for an extension of
this public open space area. When I mentioned this
to the Minister for Planning he said he would
examine it, but some attention needs to be given to
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the original proposition, which is not being met
under the current plans.

ask the minister to examine those issues while the
bill is between here and another place.

The South Yana Project Act provided for

The subsidies included in the South Yarra Project
Act and the South Yarra Project (Subdivision and
Management) Act had a specific purpose so far as
open space is concerned. The argument was that if
open space was to be provided subsidies were
required. The subsidies are continuing in this
instance, yet the open space provision is limited.

dispensations for the owner of the land from
municipal and former Board of Works rates and
land taxes. Those dispensations will continue for the
central green area of stage 1 Wlder this legislation.
Such reductions in revenue were based on the
original proposal that there would be an amount of
useable open space for recreation purposes.
However, this area of open space is not useable, and
is not even visible to the public from the street. No
signs are displayed to direct people through to this
area, which naturally is not being used by the public.
The ratepayers of the new City of Stonnington are
concerned that they are subsidising the central green
for the enjoyment of Como Hotel patrons and
Armitage Towers residents.
The Lynch's Bridge development in North
Melbourne includes an open space area which is
also subject to similar dispensations, but it is of
benefit and of recreational use to the community,
with conditions made at the time of sale as to the
facilities being prOvided.
The central green does not fulfil the original plan to
provide public open space for recreational purposes.
It should no longer attract these dispensations from
rates as it is not accessible: it is not used by the
public now, nor will it be used in the future. The
owners of the site are certainly not encouraging
public use of the area.
I ask the minister to examine whether the original
proposition for having dispensations is applicable in
this case. The ratepayers of Stonnington are
subsidising this central green for the enjoyment of
Como Hotel patrons and the Armitage Towers
residents.

Current objections to amendment L52 include
concerns as to the lack of public open space; and had
the planning process been adhered to for
amendment L46, which was not exhibited to the
public, more concerns would have been recorded.

I ask the minister to also give an undertaking that
this issue will be examined while the bill is between
here and another place. I am certain the people of
Stonnington, in particular the ratepayers of
Stonnington, will feel more comfortable knowing
that Parliament examined and safeguarded their
interests.

The final outcome could be that either open space is
provided, which is accessible to the public - in that
regard we can justify the subsidies being included in
the bill - or if open space is not provided or is not
accessible to the public the subsidies should be
re-examined to ensure the anomalies in the act are
corrected.
Mr I. W. SMITH (Minister for Finance) - I thank
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition for his
thoughtful comments on the bill. I know he has
raised the open space rating issues with the Minister
for Planning, who will consider them in due course.
I doubt whether the impact is as serious as he
contemplates, because purchasers and owners of the
assets surrounding the open space will have taken
that factor into account when pricing their assets.
The fact that the rates may, in the first instance, be
less because there is no rating on the open space,
would be reflected in a higher value on the property
and, therefore, the rates would be picked up second
hand, as it were, by valuations on the property.

The minister will look at that issue and advise the
honourable member in due course.
Motion agreed to.

Read second time.
Passed remaining stages.

As I said at the commencement of my contribution,

the opposition will not oppose the bill because it is
necessary to correct a situation that through a
change in circumstances no longer exists. We wish to
facilitate further development of the site. However, I
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EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Government amendments circulated by
Mr LW. SMI1lI (Minister for Finance) pursuant to
sessional orders.

Second reading
Debate resumed from 13 October; motion of
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment).
Mr THOMSON (pascoe Vale) - The Employee
Relations (Amendment) Bill is like one of those
movies where the hero or heroine meets a character
who looks quite innocent at first but the dark side of
the person is gradually exposed and towards the
end of the film the hero or heroine is dealing with a
pathological killer. Many bills that are introduced
into this place are like drive-by shootings where
innocent bystanders are raked with machine gun fire
and people are jumping for cover everywhere. This
is a bill that creeps up on you. It comes from a
government that has the same commitment to
fairness in industrial relations, enterprise bargaining
and employer and employee relationships as Tonya
Haniing has to fairness in competition ice-skating.
This is a bill from a government that has got rid of

equal pay for women. And the amendments confirm
that equal pay for women has disappeared.
Mr Wells - Rubbish!
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What we have is a minister who is going in
completely the opposite direction - who is wanting
to go harder! It is instructive that on last night's
edition of The Liberals John Howard said, 'The
community doesn't want zealots'. It might have
been handy if he had worked that out during the
period he was leader. Unfortunately his state liberal
counterparts do not understand that message nor do
they understand the message of the March 1993
election which is that this is not the kind of
industrial relations system the electorate wants.
Australians would not support this bill. It is one of
the reasons why the federal Labor government was
returned to power in March 1993.
In a sense last night's edition of The Uberals was
deficient in that it did not make reference to the role
of industrial relations in the federal liberal Party's
election loss. It focused entirely on the GST when
issues such as industrial relations and health also
made a substantial contribution to that election loss.

The bill is about the government's Dickensian view
of industrial relations where it says, 'We want to
return to the times of the past when workers were
exploited, where they had no rights, where often
their working conditions were poor, their prospects
of wage increases were marginal and indeed they
were at risk of wage cuts'. The bill takes us back to
the scenario of wage cuts.
I say that on three grounds. First, it creates a hiatus
between the time the bill is proclaimed and the time
when the Employee Relations Commission will set
upthe~remofmWilimumaward~ations

Mr THOMSON - Have a read of it! It has got
rid of equal pay for women. It is a bill from a
government that has got rid of the standard working
week, so those workers and trade unions who down
the years have fought for such things as the 4O-hour
week, the 38-hour week and so on are now a thing of
the past.

which is provided by the bill. During that hiatus
period a new worker coming into the workplace has
no right to a minimum wage and no minimum
standard of support. Unless one has federal award
protection one is at risk of exploitation by employers
because one simply has no right to a legal minimum
wage.

The amendments which have just been circulated go
even further: they say that the commission shall
have no power to declare a standard working week.
That is the position this government takes. It has
created a climate of fear and intimidation in
workplaces, a climate which is out of step with the
cooperative drift of industrial relations throughout
Australia and throughout other nations around the
world with whom we compete economically. The
bill is out of step even with the federal liberal Party,
with John Howard at least sending out signals that
he is proposing to soften the line on industrial
relations.

Second, the bill repeals section 24(3) of the Employee
Relations Act which provided for existing award
conditions to be rolled over and to become part of
the new employment contract. That provided some
protection for employees. The opposition has not
supported the abolition of awards, which is the
direction in which this bill goes, but it has always
been the case that employees had some protection
through that section of the act. As a result of its
being abolished the legal protection for workers is
diminished.
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Third, the bill proposes a system of classifications for
workers which is so broad that it fails to take
account of additional skills, training and experience.
So workers who have had the additional skills and
training and are above the minimums are at risk of
having their salaries cut if they change workplaces,
or indeed when there are national wage cases and
things of that nature they will not be able to have
those increases passed on to them; it will be only a
minimum wage plus enterprise bargaining over the
top. In that circumstance there is no protection for
workers who have additional skills, training,
experience and so on.
At a briefing we asked the minister's departmental
officers about what happens, for example, to a
registered nurse grade 2 with four years experience
compared with a registered nurse grade 2 with five
years experience. Presently there is a $30 margin for
the nurse who has the additional year's experience.
It is clear to us from the briefing and from what the
minister has said in his second-reading speech and
elsewhere that no work classification will cover that
additional year's experience, so there will be no
differentiation. There will be no differentiation either
between the grade 2 nurse and the grade 1 nurse no recognition of the additional qualifications and
training that that entails.
Finally, the suggestion is that nurses might be lucky
to have their own work classification at all and they
could simply be put in with physiotherapists, or
whatever, in some broader classification that
describes them as health workers. On those grounds
clearly the nurses who have the additional training
and experience will miss out
Mr Gude interjected.
Mr THOMSON - It could impact on
physiotherapists as well. People who have the
additional training and experience could find
themselves at risk of pay cuts, particularly if they
move their jobs to other workplaces; in addition
national wage increases and things of that nature
would not flow on to those workers. On those
grounds this bill is a recipe for wage and salary cuts
for workers who do not have federal award
protection.

The opposition opposes the bill on a variety of
grounds. First, it conclusively abolishes awards as
the mechanism for setting minimum wages. It
prohibits the Employee Relations Commission from
making new awards. Previously the Employee
Relations Commission could make new awards,
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providing there was consent between employer and
employee. Surprise, surprise, that consent has not
appeared too often. I am not aware of any new
awards being established in that way. Nevertheless,
this government, which is supposed to be about
employers and employees reaching their own
arrangements, now says, 'The Employee Relations
Commission is prohibited from making new
awards; even if employers and employees agree that
is not good enough, the commission cannot do it'.
Second, the bill does not provide a proper safety net
of minimum wages and conditions, nor does it

provide a safety net based on the award system
which is what the opposition believes should be the

case.
Third, the bill does not provide the commission with
proper powers of conciliation and arbitration. In
fact, it severely limits the commission's powers.
Fourth, the bill overturns decisions of the
commission on enterprise bargaining in the
Victorian public service, notwithstanding the
minister's undertakings that that would not
happen - and I shall turn to that in due course. The
opposition believes this sort of retrospective
legislation is undesirable.
The bill represents another attack on the rights of
Victorians. It attacks the independence of the
commission; it continues the pattern of the Kennett

Liberal government in attacking the independence
of tribunals; it fails to implement recommendations
of the president of the commission for amendments
to the act which would have given the commission
the power to scrutinise and vary employment
contracts that are unfair; and it does not provide for
a proper system of enterprise bargaining.
If nothing else, this minister and this government are
consistent They made a mess of the principal act
and this bill is another bungle. Apparently the
minister has got on to the scotch again and has not
learnt the message of the past two years: if you drink
and legislate you're a bloody idiot!

The government should understand that that is what
has happened over the past two years in industrial
relations. Since the minister took that first sip of
scotch back in October 92, about 450 000 people have
moved to federal awards - a bigger exodus than
when Moses led the Israelites out of Egypt!
There is so little work left to do for the state
Employee Relations Commission that on some days
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hearing lists state, 'No matters listed for today'! That
occurred as recently as Monday, 24 October. I
contrast that by referring to the work done by the
federal Industrial Relations Commission on the
same day when no fewer than 38 cases were listed
for hearing. Some employers and employees have
confidence in that commission because it has some
power to make a difference.
What happens with the Employee Relations
Commission? It has no power to change anything, so
no-one bothers to go there and it has no work to do.
As a consequence of its decline in work load, it has
closed down on one of the floors it occupied in
Nauru House.
That is simply one of the many demonstrations we
have seen of the irrelevance of the Victorian
legislation. It is not merely employees who have
found that the Employee Relations Commission has
nothing to offer them and have avoided it; the same
can be said for employers.
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No-one knows whether they are coming or going in the
state system, and no-one knows how to go about
getting disputes settled.

We can see that the Employee Relations Act is
regarded as a joke not only by employees but also by
employers. The act has even been criticised by the
President of the Employee Relations Commission,
Susan Seitz. The government tried to cover it up by
not tabling her annual report until the opposition
drew attention to that cover-up.
This government has no shame. It has now sacked
George Brouwer in what was a pathetic attempt to
make him the scapegoat for the failure of its
industrial relations policies. Watchers of the
Department of Business and Employment will have
noted that it has lost its head and its deputy head,
Greg John, who has gone off to promote good
industrial relations at Crown Casino, which is
enjoying terrific industrial relations!

Mr Gude interjected.
We have researched the attitude of employers to the
Employee Relations Act. From the employers to
whom we spoke it was revealed that something like
60 per cent of small businesses believe the Employee
Relations Act has not been conducive to good
industrial relations. A majority of small businesses
believe the act is inadequate because it does not
provide proper minimum standards for wages and
conditions. A majority have expressed concern
about the abolition of awards and compulsory
arbitration. One company said:
The backbone of industrial relations has been ripped

out
Large employers are even more concerned about the
act. I was interested to learn that most large
employers are very sceptical about state industrial
relations full stop and believe a commonwealth or a
national industrial relations framework is really the
way to go and that the Victorian and other state
industrial relations systems are a nuisance because
they create either conflict or duplication. Most large
employers would be happy to see a move towards
having a national industrial relations system.
A number of the large employers said the
government relied too much on advice from VECO
rather than from actual employers. One industrial
relations manager said the changes had been 'badly
executed' and 'ill thought out'. Another said:

The ACI1NG SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! The minister will have his opportunity.
Mr THOMSON - Other opposition members
and I have been contacted by a number of
employees of Crown Casino who have talked about
employee relations and workplace conditions there.
I will refer to that a little later.
The no. 1, no. 2 and no. 3 have left the Department of
Business and Employment. When you look at it you
will see that only one is left- the minister, and in
his case it is only a matter of time.
George Brouwer was an outstanding public servant.
The blame is entirely the minister's; he is the one
who wrote the bill over a bottle of scotch and he
must take responsibility for the dismal failure of
industrial relations in Victoria.
The government has spent about $5 million on
fruitless legal challenges to keep people moving to
federal awards and on High Court challenges to the
federal government's Industrial Relations Reform
Act. TItat has been an outrageous waste of
taxpayers' money; it would have been much better
spent on schools, hospitals, community services and
psychiatric services instead of lining the pockets of
lawyers. Over the past 18 months the government
has repeatedly had QCs and other highly paid
lawyers representing it in national wage case
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proceedings - once again, both incredibly wasteful
and urmecessary.
The practice of the previous government was to be
represented by a departmental officer in national
wage cases. That is also consistent with the current
practice of other state governments, including liberal
governments. But with this government consultants
think it is Ouistmas, because it sends QCs and other
highly paid lawyers to the national wage case
proceedings.
Women have fared very badly under the Employee
Relations Act, and that is largely because the state
award areas of employment, such as the teaching,
nursing, clerical, retail and hospitality areas, have
always had a greater concentration of female
employees than male employees. The legislation will
abolish equal pay for women - an appalling step.
Many of the worst examples of employment
contracts brought to the attention of the opposition
have concerned female employees. Women have
been hard hit by the loss of penalty rates, a
minimum 38-hour week and the general protection
of awards. ABS figures show that during 1993
women's pay fell by 27 per cent as a percentage of
male earnings.
The government has shown itself to be totally mean

spirited with ordinary wage earners while being
happy to arrange enormous salary packages for its
mates and senior public servants. One of the things
that is becoming clear about the nature of this
government with regard to salary packages is that
there is one rule for the mates - those who are
doing well already and who have contacts with the
Premier and the government - and another rule
altogether for ordinary wage and salary earners in
Victoria.
Back on 26 November 1993 the minister promised
that all workers covered by the Employee Relations
Act who were eligible for the $8 pay rise would
receive it before Christmas 1993. None of them did,
and some are still waiting. The prison officers are
still waiting; they have not had a pay rise since this
government came to office more than two years ago.
Ordinary public servants are still waiting.

Mr Gude interjected.

Mr THOMSON - That is fantastic. It was
referred to the commission before Christmas what a wonderful achievement. On the other hand
the government has been able to approve an
$8 million salary package for Ross Wilson as head of
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Tabcorp and a $3 million contract for Michael Tilley.
Senior public servants have been given
extraordinarily generous salary packages: $272 000 a
year for Ken Baxter, $190 000 a year for Geoff Spring
and $220 000 for Or Paterson. They are also eligible
for bonus payments of up to 20 per cent of their
salary each year to be paid on the expiration of their
five-year contracts. The opposition has repeatedly
asked the government in Parliament to reveal what
bonus payments have been awarded so far to
Mr Spring and Or Paterson, but it refuses to say. In
fact, the Minister for Health said Or Paterson's
salary should be doubled!
Never mind what is going on in the ambulance
service, never mind what is going on in hospitals,
never mind what is going on in psychiatric services
and never mind that Or Paterson is suing other
public servants in his own department he ought to
be paid double the salary of $220 000 a year!
Once again we see the same hypocrisy and the same
double standards concerning the new electricity
distribution companies. The chief executives of the
five new electricity distribution companies have
been put on annual salaries of up to $300 000, in
some cases twice as much or more than they were
paid in previous jobs with the State Electricity
Commission where they had more responsibility.
At the other end of the spectrum the opposition
continues to see appalling examples of the
employment contracts that workers have been
forced to sign under the Employee Relations Act,
and I might speak about this in some detail later on.
The worst examples include those where people are
being required to work 50 or 60 hours a week
without overtime loadings.

Another developing and worrying trend, and I think
a feature of this government's industrial relations
policy, is the growing incidence of the government's
trying to coerce and intimidate its own employees
into signing individual contracts with a combination
of carrot and stick, which makes a mockery of the
so-called voluntary nature of signing the individual
contracts.
Prison officers are being told that only those who
have signed individual contracts will get overtime.
Public servants in the State Revenue Office, where
most pOSitions have been spilled, can get their old
jobs back only if they sign contracts. Recently the
government was caught red-handed when the
public servants in the Department of the Premier
and Cabinet, the Premier's own department, took a
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case to the grievance tribunal because a 5 per cent
pay rise had been offered to only those people who
were prepared to sign individual employment
contracts - a clear bribe. The tribunal ruled that the
government's actions were WU'easonable and
directed that the 5 per cent increase be offered to
employees who had been pursuing a collective
employment agreement
However, the government has not learnt from this
episode. There was an advertisement in the Age
recently for a communications analyst and a
database administrator that stated that successful
applicants will be required to enter into individual
employment agreements. What happened to the
minister's promise that people would have a choice
of entering into individual or collective agreements
or staying on their rolled-over award conditions?
This is a minister who is flexIble with the facts.
Awards have been abolished: clause 5 of the bill
abolishes awards. The expired state awards will no
longer be the basis for determining minimum rates
of pay, and the bill prohibits the commission from
making the awards.
While the principal act abolished all awards that
existed back on 1 March 1993, it retained a capacity
for the commission to create new awards if they
were consent awards. As I said earlier, to date this
has never occurred. However, by abolishing this
power, the government has made another attack on
the powers of the commission and its independence
and has also made an unwarranted intrusion into
the affairs of employers and employees.
If both parties wish to be covered by a consent
award, why on earth should they be prevented from
doing so? That shows up the government's
commitment to freedom of choice. The government
has broken its election undertaking that where both
employers and employees wish to retain award
coverage they shall have the right to do so. This
reveals the government's ideological obsession with
destroying the award system. It reveals that the
government is driven by a New Right ideology, not
at all by freedom of choice.

Next, Part 3 inserted by clause 6 fails to provide
minimum wages for new employees. The bill will
create a hiatus for people who are employed after
the date of the commencement of the amending act
but before the new minimum wages for each
industry sector have been put in place by the
Employee Relations Commission. In other words,
for new employees there will be no minimum wage
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protection during this period. That will apply both
to people who change jobs and to new entrants to
the work force. Young people and schoolleavers
will be particularly at risk. The government has an
appalling track record. Earlier I referred to the
$8 pay rise that people are still waiting for. Now the
government is compounding this with another piece
of legislation that is fundamentally flawed and fails
to provide workers with adequate protection.

The opposition believes this is in breach of article
1.1, the minimum wage convention, of the
International Labour Organisation conventions. The
opposition believes that the minimum conditions in
schedule 1 of the current act should remain in force
in the interim between this act being proclaimed and
the new industry sector rates being set.
While we think that the existing standards in the
current act are inadequate, they would at least
provide some level of protection for new employees.
The opposition believes the government should
have provided for those minimum conditions to
remain in force during the interim. The way the act
is set out and the tortuous process that the Employee
Relations Commission has to go through before it
gets those minimum classifications up and running
means that the potential for this to go on for a
protracted period of time and for workers to be
caught in the hiatus is very substantial indeed.

If one notes that the $8 pay claims are still being
heard a year later, one wonders just how long it will
take to get the minimum wage classifications in
place, particularly if the minister decides to be
uncoopera tive in approving them.
I referred earlier to the abolition of section 24(3) of
the current act. 1bat prOvision means that people

who were employed prior to 1 March last year have
their award conditions automatically rolled over
into individual employment contracts. The bill
abolishes that section and fails to make clear that
this category of employees is guaranteed the
continuation of existing terms and conditions.
The second-reading speech suggests that the existing
terms and conditions of employees will continue,
but the legal advice the opposition has been
provided with is that this is not sufficient and the
legislation itself fails to make this dear. At the very
least we believe the act should make this clear so as
to discourage employers from attempting to
unilaterally change employees' terms of
employment as a result of the abolition of
section 24(3).
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The opposition believes there is also a drafting error
where section 172(6) is not being repealed. That
section refers back to section 24(3) as part of the
mechanism in the original act to roll over award
conditions.
The new minimum wage regime being set out in the
new Part 2 is totally inadequate. The commission
will have the power to declare industry sectors and
work classifications in relation to declared industry
sectors in response to ministerial references. That
replaces the current arrangements where minimum
wages are set by references to base rates in expired
state awards. This new system in our view is
particularly cumbersome. It does not provide the
commission with proper powers of arbitration in
relation to minimum wages. The exercising of these
powers by the commission is dependent on a series
of references to the commission from the minister.
For this reason the bill may completely fail to
achieve the government's stated objective of
preventing the application in Victoria of minimum
wage orders under the federal act I would like to
come back to that point and say a little more about
it. A most important point is that the opposition
believes the bill might be completely ineffectual in
achieving the purpose that the government is
claiming it will achieve and intending it should
achieve.

The bill also places severe limits on the
commission's powers to set minimum wage rates. It
is not clear that the commission will have the power
to set wage rates within classifications. The expired
state awards contain a number of grades or levels
within classifications, and the term 'work
classification' is not defined in the bill so it is not
clear whether classifications will include jobs such as
clerk or waiter and so on or whether they will
contain skill-based trades as in awards. If the former
approach is taken, the minimum rates will have little
relevance when compared with awards.
According to the departmental officers the
government's intention is that in each industry
sector there will be a single minimum rate for
particular types of workers. As I said earlier, this is a
recipe for wage cuts. It will destroy the career
structures in awards where pay rates are linked to
an employee's skills, qualifications and experience
and it demonstrates the government's total
determination to deregulate the labour market.
Rather than providing for a system of minimum
wages, this bill actually leaves people with less
protection and fewer rights. Only workers on
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minimum rates will be entitled to national pay rises;
everyone else is at risk of having them absorbed. So
what will be the mechanism for passing on national
pay rises to you once awards have been abolished if
you have an employment agreement that reflects
your rolled-over award conditions? So far as we can
tell, based on the advice we received at the briefing,
there is no such mechanism. It is simply the
.
minimum rate, then you are on your own in terms of
enterprise bargaining.
We believe the minimum standards under
schedule 1 are still inadequate. The bill provides for
pro rata and cumulative annual leave and for
cumulative sick leave, and the amendments
introduced today will provide for pro rata sick
leave. We note that this covers a deficiency in the
original legislation to which the opposition has
drawn attention and we are pleased to see those
matters being addressed by the government

Mr Perrin - Why are you opposing the bill?
Mr mOMSON -It would be nice if you
listened to the speech. I have outlined many reasons
why we oppose the bill. We believe situations over
the past two years where workers who left their
employment before working for a year were entitled
to no annual or sick leave represent a substantial
hole. The house will note that I have given notice of
a motion I will move seeking to address that
situation. The opposition is pleased to see that there
has now been some movement in that direction.
There is still no minimum 38 or 4O-hour week
despite proposed section 24 making reference to a
38-hour week as the basis for calculating minimum
wage rates. Workers fought to gain a 4O-hour week
or a 38-hour week, but unless workers have federal
award coverage that is now a thing of the past. It is
the government's intention that workers should be
capable of being coerced into working any number
of hours - whether it be 40, 45, SO, 55 or 60 hours at a single-time rate. It is the government's objective
to do away with the right to a standard working
week and conditions such as overtime, shift work
and penalties which discourage employers from
abusing the system. Employers are now in a position
to abuse the system.
I was contacted by a valet driver at Crown Casino
who is being paid $7.67 per hour and is expected to
work any number of hours at that rate with no
genuine right to refuse that work and no right to
overtime and the like.
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I mentioned earlier our concern that the bill may be
completely ineffectual because it does not meet the
required definitions. I direct the attention of the
house to the comments of the President of the
Employee Relations Commission, Susan Zeitz, in her
report to the minister on industry sectors dated
7 October. The minister might yawn, but he ought to
take careful note of what the president has said
because, if it is true, this piece of legislation and this
entire discussion will be rendered ineffectual
Ms Zeitz states:
This commission may not meet the definition of 'state
arbitrator' as required by the federal act for the
purposes of an employee being ineligible to make
application for the minimum wages under the federal

act.

The commission president is signalling that this bill
may be completely ineffective in achieving its

purposes.
There is still no provision for redundancy pay. That
is inconsistent with the expired state awards and
with federal awards and means that the minister's
second-reading speech is misleading. The speech
states that the amendments reflect:
the termination change and redundancy test case
standard of the Australian Industrial Relations
Commission.

In fact, they meet that test only in relation to
termination. So the new minimum standards for
notice of termination are inadequate when
compared with federal prOvisions because there is
no requirement for employers to consult with
employees regarding termination.

I come to the unfair dismissal provisions contained
in clause 7, which in our view are still inadequate.
The bill removes the requirement that people must
have been employed for six months to make an
unfair dismissal claim. Although we welcome this
amendment, it is appalling that it has taken the
government some 18 months to remove that harsh
and discriminatory provision from the act.

The $50 filing fee and the requirement that the
applicant must establish a prima facie case, neither
of which is required Wlder the federal act, are
retained.. The new provisions are also inferior to
those in the federal act because they make no
provision for compensation except where a worker
is reinstated. The Employee Relations Commission is
reluctant to reinstate workers, which is often
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difficult where the employment relationship has
broken down, yet workers cannot get compensation
unless they are reinstated.
Workers trying to choose between the Victorian and
the commonwealth jurisdictions on the basis of
unfair dismissal provisions would be crazy to go to
the Victorian jurisdiction. As I mentioned earlier,
one of the reasons why the Employee Relations
Commission simply has no workload is that
employees with unfair dismissal cases take them to
the commonwealth commission. which has remedies
available and is able to do something on behalf of
workers. Fixed-term employees are also treated
differently.
For these reasons we think it is unlikely that the
Victorian act will meet the test of prOviding an
adequate alternative remedy and, therefore, will
almost certainly not prevent access to the federal
system. The bill is inconsistent with the federa11aw
and, therefore, is possibly unconstitutional in this
area. No-one will use the Victorian unfair dismissal
jurisdiction - it is a joke now - and the
amendments will not increase its workload one iota.
I refer now to overturning decisions of the

commission. The bill overturns two decisions of the
Employee Relations Commission which introduced
guidelines for enterprise bargaining in the public
service. We think that is an appalling step, although
it is not atypical of this government. It sets a new
precedent whereby the government simply
overturns decisions of the tribunal that it does not
like and makes a nonsense of tribunal hearings. At
hearings before the tribunal, if the government wins
you have to accept the umpire's decision and if it
loses it legislates to overturn it.
This action continues the pattern of the government
attacking tribunals and the judiciary. We have seen
what happened to Moira Rayner, the DPP, the
Accident Compensation Tribunal judges and
Mr Justice Fogarty. It is a blatant interference in the
independence of the commission. It also shows that
the government is not really committed to enterprise
bargaining. All the commission was trying to do was
facilitate enterprise bargaining in the public service
and the government stepped in and stopped that.
This is a government which is just not fair dinkum
about enterprise bargaining.
The government's action breaks the promise the
minister made on 9 August this year, which was
reported in the Australian Financial Review of
19 August, when he announced that the government
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would consent to arbitration in the SPSF enterprise
bargaining case. He said:
We will amend the act to prevent the ERe from
arbitrating generally, as they have recently attempted
to gain for themselves in the State Public Services
Federation matter, but we will be indicating to the
commission that in that matter we are as a government
prepared to have them arbitrate.

Yet the minister now says, 'We are now going to
overturn those decisions of the commission'.

This is a government that cannot be trusted. It said it
would respect those decisions, yet it now
retrospectively overturns them. It says one thing and
does another. It said no worker would lose a cent in
pay and conditions under a coalition government.
As I said at the outset, that is one of the reasons why
the federal liberal Party is in opposition. Industrial
relations played a massive role in the win of the
Keating government. Prior to the October 1992

election the state coalition promised that under a
coalition government no worker would lose a cent in
pay and working conditions would be maintained,
but after the election the coalition government
proceeded to abolish annual leave loading and cut
pay and conditions in all sorts of ways. TIlat meant
that people in this community understood the extent
of the coalition's deceitfulness and dishonesty,
which is why they did not believe the federal
liberals when they talked about industrial relations
and other matters. One of the big problems the
federal Liberal Party faces is the atmosphere of
deceit this state government has created. Another is
the state coalition's gravy train. There is one
standard for those who are on high wages and
another standard for those who are ordinary wage
and salary earners.
Mr Gude - He has done a lot of Richos today,
and a few Brumbies as well. He has done a few
Brumbies today!
Mr Perrin interjected.
Mr THOMSON - Did you watch the episode?
You should have heard Wilson Tuckey. He said they
had to lie to get Andrew Peacock up. That was
Wilson Tuckey's view of the world - the lie is all
right.
Mr Gude interjected.
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Mr THOMSON - I am saying that to underline
what an appalling character Wilson Tuckey is. This
bill does not implement the recommendations of the
Employee Relations Commission. I refer to the
recommendations made by Susan Zeitz, the
President of the Employee Relations Commission of
Victoria, who said the commission should have the
power to scrutinise and vary employment contracts
where they fail to meet minimum standards or are
otherwise unfair. The government is failing to
implement her recommendations, and it has failed
to explain why it is ignoring them. As the president
pointed out in her 1993 annual report, the
independent scrutiny of employment contracts is
vital if employees are to be protected from
unscrupulous employers. Under the Employee
Relations Act the president is not allowed to see
employment contracts, collective or individual; she
would be breaching the act if she did so. Victorians
have a government that does not care whether
workers are being exploited.

This really is an appalling piece of legislation which
takes workers back to the bad old days and which
reflects this government's lack of concern about
what happens in the workplace. The government
has a Dickensian view of the world. If you look at
any of the instances where the government has acted
to remove the power of the Employee Relations
Commission of Victoria to make awards, you find
the actions of a government that is intent on taking
us back into the past.
I direct to the attention of the house the particularly
cumbersome, complex and awkward way in which
minimum wages are to be set and adjusted. The
system has to commence with ministerial references.
You have a ministerial reference under clause 10,
which amends section 113 of the principal act, to the
Employee Relations Commission seeking a
recommendation for the declaration of a particular
industry sector. The commission then comes back
and recommends to the minister the declaration of
the industry sector. Then you have a ministerial
reference being made under section 113 asking the
commission for a declaration of the industry sector
in accordance with subsection (2), and then you
have the commission declaring that industry sector.
Following that, the minister, by a reference under
section 113, asks the commission to declare initial
work classifications in relation to a declared
industry sector, and then the commission declares
those initial work recommendations in relation to
that declared industry sector. TIlat is an appallingly
cumbersome procedure! The minister can hijack the
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process at any stage by simply refusing to approve it
or to provide the necessary references.
The opposition believes it is much more
cumbersome than it ought to be. We believe young
people will be most at risk; they will be the workers
most affected by the system. People changing jobs
will be adversely affected. There is no need for it,
especially in circumstances where an identical test is
being applied. The procedure simply duplicates the
federal system and is a poor imitation of it We see
no virtue in the bill in that regard either.
I return to the way in which the government broke
its undertaking to allow the industrial tribunal to
arbitrate on the enterprise bargaining issue. After
the minister had given those undertakings, the
following article appeared in the Age of 19 August
The government's advocate, Mc Frank Parry, told a
hearing in the Employee Relations Commission ... that
government departments would not consent to the
tribunal arbitrating the dispute.

When the president of the commission asked him
about the minister's public statements Mr Parry said:
The position of the state of Victoria is, as I have put it
today, that it would be inappropriate and a fruitless
exercise to attempt to interpret or put certain
interpretations on what the minister said in a radio
interview.

So the advocate for the government said it would be
inappropriate and fruitless to try to rely or depend
in any way on what the minister might have said or
the undertakings he might have given. We have to
ask ourselves whether the government stands by the
minister's Wldertakings. In that case, it clearly did
not We also have to ask ourselves whether any
Victorians can rely on what the minister says. It was
an appalling situation: he gave that undertaking yet
his advocate went to the commission and said it
could not take any notice of what the minister said.
The minister's word cannot be relied on.
As I said earlier, the more you examine the bill the
more concerned you become. Anyone who reads the
opposition's comments on the measure from the
time of the original announcement in August can
detect that the more members of the opposition have
examined the bill the more concerned they have
become. It is like the cartoon caption that says, 'For
God's sake stop laughing, this is serious'.
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Our August press release was headed 'Gude fails to
repair Titanic'. We talked about what a joke the
present system was. I guess the press release was
suggesting that, however ineffectual, the measure
was at least an attempt to repair the system. A
couple of months ago the Trades Hall Council
described the act in a similar vein. John Halfpenny
described the move as a pathetic attempt to breathe
life into a rotting corpse. I believe it is even more
serious than that

When members of the opposition talked about the
bill in October we referred to the government's
attacks on an independent authority and on the
ability of the Employee Relations Commission to
become involved in disputes about enterprise
bargaining and to settle disputes. An examination of
the bill shows that it is going to do what we said it
would. We believe it will leave thousands of
Victorians open to pay cuts on the grounds that I
outlined earlier - the hiatus in the system, the
breadth of the work classifications and the abolition
of section 24(3). So we end up with a bill that far
from providing a system of minimum wages
actually leaves workers with far less protection and
far fewer rights.
The minister's second-reading speech talks about
reforming the nation's monbund. industrial relations
climate, how the government's industrial relations
changes have proven decisive in bringing valuable
invesbnents to Victoria and how the minister will
lead us into sunlit pastures. He says:
Now is the time for the next step in the government's
workplace reform program.

Honowable members will remember the
Disneyland programs. The minister is trying to
make the bill sound like Tomorrowland, but it is
really Fantasyland. H you look at what has
happened in industrial relations in Victoria over the
two years the government has been in office, you
will see that workers such as prison officers have
had no pay rises. The government has developed an
obsession with individual employment contracts, to
the extent that you cannot change your job without
being required to enter into an employment contract,
thereby losing the protection given by the
rolled.-over awards. We now face the prospect of
salary cuts and a government that is obsessed with
doing away with overtime and penalty rates,
because it is interested only in the flat hourly rate.
There will be no right to overtime, penalties,
shiftwork and the like, no matter how serious the
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impact your work may have on your family life and
other things.
The Victorian industrial relations system is in tatters
and. ought to be abandoned. As I said earlier, some
450 000 Victorian workers have moved to federal
awards and no doubt more will be following them.
The government has endorsed pay rises for
government MPs, departmental heads, and
managers while opposing the $8 national pay rise
for public servants, police and other workers.
The government has wasted millions of dollars of
taxpayers' money on futile legal challenges to
workers transferring to federal awards. We have had
a loss in productivity; there is uncertainty and fear
for employees, employers and investors. We have
unfair employment contracts. We saw a fourteenfold
increase in industrial action occur during the first
year of the Kennett government compared to the last
year of the previous Labor government.
We need to start from scratch and completely
overhaul this legislation. According to the
Australian Bureau of Statistics, working days lost
per 1000 employees in the 12 months to October
1992 was 34. Under the Kennett government that
jumped to 488 days lost per 1000 employees - a
fourteenfold increase. So it has not been a successful
act or a successful industrial relations system by any
yardstick!
An honourable member interjected.
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195 employees who had been engaged on or before
1 March last year, 87 per cent had rolled over their
award entitlements. They had used section 24(3) of
the act, which I might add is the section the
government is now abolishing. Only 5 per cent had
negotiated a new agreement and the rest provided
no response. 1hat indicates that employers and
employees simply have not embraced the system of
employment agreements and that the system does
not have widespread application.
Of the 244 employees who had been engaged after 1
March 1993,84 per cent had not signed an
employment agreement, 11 per cent had signed an
employment agreement and 5 per cent provided no
response. So even 84 per cent of those new
employees had not signed an employment
agreement. You wonder what sort of rights they
have as workers if they do not have federal award
coverage and have not entered into an employment
agreement at all.

I shall mention federal awards; 1993 really was the
year of the federal award. If you looked at the record
of federal awards in February 1994, you would have
found that there were 24 federal awards in 1993,
which was a bumper year; the highest number
before that was in 1992 when there were seven
federal awards; and you have to go back to 1982 and
1983 to find five federal awards. In 1993 there were
some 24 federal awards, as hundreds of thousands
of workers abandoned the Victorian system and the
Victorian system slid into irrelevance.

Mr THOMSON - The liberal government is
responsible for the conduct of industrial relations in
this state. Other states have been able to reduce
industrial action. The Labor government was able to
reduce industrial action, and that is the
responsibility of this government.

The minister had some understanding that the
system was sliding into irrelevance and wanted his
Premier to agree to changes to the legislation that
would have reinstated compulsory arbitration. He
said to the Premier, 1 feel a little silly doing this
because the system had just slid into chaos and
irrelevance'. The Premier, who has some experience
with feeling silly, said 'Don't worry the feeling will
pass in a while'. So the minister was not allowed to
bring in compulsory arbitration and conciliation,
which might have perhaps restored the Victorian
system to some relevance.

The legislation has also been a failure in persuading
workers to enter into individual employment
contracts. I refer to the Victorian government's own
service, Wageline, which conducted a survey of 457
callers to its service from 27 September 1993 to
1 October and asked questions concerning the
operation of the act Some 60 per cent of the callers
represented employees and approximately
40 per cent represented employers. Of the

Victorian industrial relations is not regarded as a
model in other places. It is not the direction of
industrial relations around the globe. Earlier this
year the secretary of labour in the Carter
administration, Ray Marshall, said, when looking
around the world at industrial relations systems,
that the US system is not a model that people ought
to have faith in. He said if you believe a worker's
voice is an important part of a productive process,

Mr THOMSON - That's right, you want to find
someone else to blame! You're the government!

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member will address the Chair.
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which is now accepted around the world, you do not
do what they are doing.
He indicated support for the Acru-govemment
accord and said the countries that are doing best
with industrial relations and in productivity and
economic performance generally are those that give
workers a say in the workplace and do not look for
confrontation in the workplace, which is the kind of
thing this government wants to do by taking out
trade unions, the central umpire, and simply having
employers and employees negotiating matters with
the inherent inequality in bargaining power that that
system provides.
I referred earlier to the issue of some harsh and
unfair employment contracts. I shall spend a
moment referring to some of the excesses that have
occurred under this government's industrial
relations system and seem set to occur continually
once this bill is passed.
At Australia Pacific supermarkets, the opposition
was shown a contract that abolished overtime rates
and a minimum 3O-hour week, and cut wages by $52
a week.. We have also been shown a contract for the
manager of a motel in Attwood, which requires that
manager to work a six-day week, without penalty
rates for weekends and public holidays, and
prolubits the manager from working in another
motel in the area within a ~kilometre radius for a
period of 10 years without the written consent of the
employer. That is the kind of absurd and unfair
system of industrial relations that the Kennett
government reforms have encouraged.
Mr Micallef interjected.
Mr THOMSON - That one might not be legally
binding. I worry about whether it breaches the
Trade Practices Act, but there is no protection in
terms of Victorian industrial relations legislation.
I mentioned earlier the valet driver at Crown Casino
who has advised me that he is on a salary of $7.57 an
hour. He works an average number of hours to earn
$50 a day. He is eligtble for a federal government
subsidy, which is in the order of $230 per week, so
Crown Casino is paying next to nothing to employ
him because the subsidy is so substantial. As I
understand it, Crown Casino charges a $15 flat rate
to users, so the effective cost to Crown Casino of his
working there might be around $60 a week and they
would recover it in the first four cars he parked.
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In my view that is an extraordinary state of affairs.
The flat rate of $7.57 an hour is a matter of concern
because it is so low, but I also am concerned. about
the absence of provision for overtime, penalty rates
and anything of that nature.
The other sort of abuse that I draw to the attention of
the house was highlighted in the Moorabbin Standard
in October. A woman who had worked behind the
bar of Oteltenham.'s Tudor Inn for 21 years was
simply told that all the jobs at the pub were being
done away with. They were eligible to apply for new
positions, but were told they mayor may not get
them. It was clear in the case of the barmaid, who
had worked there for 21 years, that she would not
get a new position.

In its termination of employment letter the company
simply said that for the purposes of employment
and other contractual arrangements, all such
agreements would be terminated from the handover
date, being the close of business on 23 October. That
company changed its corporate identity and got rid
of the jobs in the bar. People with 21 years service
lost their jobs, and they were denied their legitimate
rights to termination pay and other entitlements.
I also direct the attention of the house to what has
been happening with prison officers given the
government's obsession with individual
employment contracts. It is reasonably clear that the
actions of the Department of Justice concerning
individual employment contracts are illegal in a
number of ways. Firstly, the department has advised
prison officers at Langi Kal Kal prison that they will
be transferred wlle5S they sign employment
agreements. The department has committed an
actual and anticipatory breach of the prison officers'
existing employment agreements.
Secondly, the department has breached the Public
Sector Management Act. The department head has
been acting not independently but under the
direction of the minister. The transfer that has been
directed, which arose from the refusal to sign the
employment agreement, is probably unlawful. In
directing a transfer such as that a departmental head
must have regard only to the person's suitability for
the position pursuant to the criteria set out in the
Public Sector Management Act.
Threats have been made by the department, as a
result of which prison officers are being placed at a
special disadvantage in seeking to protect their own
interests. They live in the area, having moved there
at the request of the department Their children go to
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school in the area, and their spouses work in the
area. A move elsewhere would involve substantial
dislocation and expense. The department is acting
unconscionably by threatening to transfer them,
thereby diminishing their conditions.
Finally, I direct attention to the relevant provision in
the Employee Relations Act
If the employee so wishes, any representative
authorised by the employee to represent him or her ...

In this case the prison officers appointed the State
Public Services Federation (SPSF) as their authorised
representative; but the department acted in breach
of the provision by refusing to deal with SPSF in
negotiations or in the seeking of signatures. That is
happening to prison officers at Langi Kal Kal, just
because the government has a manic determination
to force people to sign individual employment
contracts. Promotion and transfers should be made
on merit; they should have nothing to do with
signing individual employment contracts. By using
promotion, transfers, penalty rates, overtime and so
on the government is seeking to force people to sign
individual employment contracts.
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amendments circulated today demonstrates the
government's attitude:
Nothing in this section empowers the commission to
make any determination, order or decision in relation
to the standard hours of work in an industry sector.

The government is actually afraid of its own
commission! It is terrified that the commission may
decide to introduce a standard working week with a
minimum wage. It is regrettable that the Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee has not made more
of the provisions in the bill. I have had the
opportunity to examine the committee's
consideration of it. Given that the bill retrospectively
quashes two commission decisions made on 3 June,
there is a strong case for concluding that the
proposed provisions trespass unduly upon the
rights and freedoms of Victorians. The government
has said that if the tribunal decides in its favour
everybody will cop it; but if the tribunal decides
against it, the government will simply legislate
against the decision.

It is a pity that the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee did not give that provision a more
detailedconsid~tio~

I shall give the house another example of how the
government operates. Wendy Read, a woman who
lives in my electorate, is an instrumental music
teacher at Debney Park Secondary College. She was
employed for part of term 1 and all of term 2. Late in
term 2 she was informed that she would be placed
on a contract for the remainder of the year, which
should have happened at the start of the year. In
seeking approval for her employment, she said she
had worked for the Department of School
Education. Her record needed to be checked so that
she could receive some recognition for prior service
in the salary she was paid. Although the approval of
employment came through at the end of the fourth
week of term 3, she had not been paid since the end
of term 2 - an outrageous delay in being paid for
work already done! She had temble problems before
finally being paid by the department according to
the arrangement entered into.
The government is determined to ensure that
individuals enter into individual employment
contracts. There is no genuine element of
voluntaryism; it is all about duress. The government
is prepared to enforce the provisions by placing
people on employment contracts.

The government has lost faith in the Employee
Relations Commission. One of the government

The ACflNG SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! The chair will be resumed at 2.00 p.m., when
questions without notice will be called. When debate
on this bill resumes, the honourable member for
Pascoe Vale will have the call to continue his
contribution.
Debate intenupted pursuant to sessional orders.

Sitting suspended u.ss p.m. until 2.05 p.m.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Eastern Energy: chief executive
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - Will
the Treasurer confirm whether Mr Steve Blanch has
been appointed chief executive of the distribution
company Eastern Energy on a salary package of
$300 000 a year and whether he is the same Mr Steve
Blanch who resigned approximately 15 months ago
as the manager of the SEC's design and construction
department and received a voluntary departure
package in excess of $400 OOO?
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Mr STOCKDALE (freasurer) - No, Mc Speaker,
I cannot confirm those details because they are
inaccurate in several respects. The salary package of
Mr Blanch is not of the order described by the
Leader of the Opposition. Mr Blanch has been
appointed after the most exhaustive national and
international search for a chief executive of
outstanding quality. Of great relevance is the very
wide and very deep experience of Mc Blanch not
only in Australia but also in New Zealand.

The time scale the Leader of the Opposition is
addressing is incorrect, but I will check those details
as well. I am happy to provide him with that
information. The government is extremely happy to
have attracted someone of Mr Blanch's calibre to run
this new corporation.

Unemployment
Mrs HENDERSON (Geelong) - Will the
Premier advise the house of the labour market
figures released today, and in particular whether
these figures show a continuation of the positive
trend for Victoria recorded so far this year.
Mr KENNETr (Premier) - For the first time
since May 1991 the unemployment rate is below
10 per cent The figures released today indicate that
the unemployment rate in Victoria is 9.8 per cent As
I have said on many occasions, however, the most
important figure is not the actual unemployment
rate itself but the underlying trend rate for
unemployment. That trend rate has also continued
to decline from 10.3 per cent last month to 10.2 per
cent. TIlat reflects the steady employment growth
that has occurred in this state over the past
14 months.

Since January this year there has been a net gain of
66 900 new jobs in Victoria.
Mr McNamara - And they hate it!

Opposition members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier will ignore
interjections.
Mr KENNETT - On the basis of those figures
Victoria and Queensland are clearly leading new
jobs growth in this country. As the community and
certainly the government would understand,
Victoria comprises approximately 25 per cent of
Australia's population yet it is responsible for
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34.5 per cent of the national growth in jobs since
January. That is a remarkable achievement.
That is important because it demonstrates an
unparalleled degree of confidence in Victoria since
May 1991, and that confidence is being reflected in
new jobs for men and women of all ages, especially
the young. It also indicates a very positive trend for
the state. I again remind the house that I do not
think. the figures for anyone month are important
on their own; it is the trend that is important
Honourable members will remember that I refused
to allow this government to accept any credit for the
improved performance in Victoria until it had
achieved six consecutive months where the
underlying trend showed an improvement, and it
has clearly done that. It reinforces again the
difference in attitudes between the government and
the opposition.
Over the past two years and one month the
governmenthascons~ten~yappliedi~lito

long-term thinking and planning to create
opportunities even though along the way some very
firm decisions needed to be made. That is in contrast
to our opponents who continue to be negative and
try to undermine the good things that are happening
in this state, particularly as they reflect on
opportunities for the young.
Part of our success as a community has resulted
from the confidence and hard work of the many
men and women who run small, medium and large
businesses, the very same people the Leader of the
Opposition has continued to try to malign in this
place without having the confidence or the courage
to do so outside Parliament.
The Labor Party, in opposition, is dearly
demonstrating to the community, particularly the
young community in search of jobs, that it has no
capacity to address their aspirations and absolutely
no plans to offer positive leadership. These figures
today are just another sign, but an important sign, in
a continuing trend of improvement in this state, a
trend towards improvement in jobs that comes from
the vast majority of this community and that leaves
the Labor Party and the Labor Party leadership,
particularly the Leader of the Opposition and
Mr White in another place, absolutely isolated from
mainstream Victoria and the aspirations of
mainstream Victoria.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
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Electricity disbibution company directors
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Treasurer to a speech given yesterday in
Sydney by Mr Shane Breheny, the Chief Executive
Officer of CitiPower, in which he said that almost all
of the 30 directors of the new electricity distribution
companies in Victoria have no experience
whatsoever in the electricity industry. I ask: can the
Treasurer inform the house whether he approved
the payment of $30 000 a year each for the directors
of the new electricity distribution companies?

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I can confirm
that the directors' fees payable to directors of
electricity companies are of the order the Leader of
the Opposition has indicated. They are consistent
with the general level of market rates and they are
the result of independent advice.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE - We certainly would not put
you on a board, would we? They are the result of
independent advice. They are consistent with the
market rates for directors.
Mr Brumby interjected.

The SPEAKER - Order! Supplementary
questions are disorderly.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - You can have another go
with that question next time you get up.

The SPEAKER. -Order! Would the Treasurer
please resume his seat. I have told the house on
numerous occasions that supplementary questions
across the table are disorderly. The Treasurer,
concluding his answer.
Mr STOCKDALE - The government has in fact
attracted people with experience in the electricity
industry. For example, Mr Nilsen from Oliver J.
Ni1sen has extensive experience in the electricity
industry. 'That is one example that readily springs to
mind.
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number of them do not have previous direct
experience in the electricity industry.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I remind members of
the opposition that it is their question and it is
beholden on them to listen to the answer.
Mr STOCKDALE - What any board needs is a
good combination of skills that complement each
other, personalities who can work together
effectively, and strong business background and
experience. We are not talking of the actual
operators of the industry; we are talking about
people who are to be the directors of major
enterprises.

The government is pleased that people with a wide
range of business backgrounds have offered
themselves to serve the people of Victoria in
implementing the government's reforms, preparing
these businesses for privatisation and operating
them effectively in what will be the new competitive
market. The object is to deliver benefits to
consumers - the benefits of reform.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I have had enough. The
Treasurer, completing his answer.
Mr STOCKDALE - The benefits of reform are
locked in already in a government-regulated
transitional period that will see substantial
reductions in the real cost of electricity to the
Victorian community, a reduction in real terms of
more than 9 per cent for households and over 20 per
cent for small business over the balance of this
decade.

I would be prepared to stack up the business
experience of the directors of the new electricity
companies in this state against the business
experience of members of the opposition any day,
because not one of them has ever had any business
experience whatsoever. Not one of them has ever
been responsible.

Honourable members interjecting.
Since the generation and distnbution of electricity in
the electricity industry has been a government
monopoly in Victoria for many years, it is scarcely
surprising that in attracting directors of high
standing and great competence we find that a

The SPEAKER -Order! I warn honourable
members on my left that I will take action against
them. I ask them to come to order.
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Mr STOCKDALE - Not one of them has had
any experience of running a business. Not one of
them would recognise a well-qualified director if he
saw one. 1b.at is reflected in two things: the
disastrous mismanagement of Victoria when Labor
was in government and the tremendous turnaround
reflected in the employment figures the Premier
spoke of today due to the better management since
this government came to office.

Community-based employment program
Mr TURNER (Bendigo West) - Will the Minister
for Industry and Employment inform the house of
the success of the community-based employment
program and the ways in which it has benefited the
unemployed in Victoria?

The SPEAKER - Order! The question is very
broad. I ask the minister to be brief.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I thank the honourable member for
Bendigo West for the question because, unlike many
members opposite, he is one of those people who
make a major effort to try to generate employment
opportunities within his community.

On 1 March this year the government made a
commitment to a community-based employment
initiative, a program. It committed. some $10 million
to 51 organisations across the state. We put the
challenge to those organisations to try to derive
employment or training opportunities for 9000
Victorians by the end of this year.
I am very pleased to be able to advise the house that
as of 30 September some 4850 people have been
placed into employment. Some 2197 people are in
training. That is a total of 7049 unemployed people
who have been assisted in the past seven months:
putting it in another way, over 1000 people a month
are being taken out of unemployment and going into
either training or income generation.
With 70 per cent of the program having now elapsed
we have already achieved around 80 per cent of the
target placements for 1994.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr GUDE - I thank the honourable member for
Footscray for his interjection. I was almost worried
that he would not interject because I have actually
brought in a letter from him. He cannot resist
interjecting. In his letter he states:
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Add to that the already existing concerns about the
unrealistic targets, the limited funding, and ID-month
employment period of project coordinators and you
have a project the effectiveness of which is severely
compromised.

Results for the state prove that the honourable
member for Footscray is wrong. Where did he get
his information from? He got it from the Footscray
council. Now let us look at the targets of CBE
programs in Footscray.
The western older workers program target - Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr GUDE - If the honourable member would
give his mouth a rest and his ears a chance he might
learn something. I know it will be difficult for him
even with his mouth dosed, but he should just try.
The western older workers program had some
400 placements as a target. It has achieved 343, a
success rate of 86 per cent.

The Salvation Army's target was 178 and it achieved
a success rate of 116 or 65 per cent. The target for the
Vietnamese was 83 and it achieved a rate of 61 or
73 per cent. The Australian Polish community's
target was 158 - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I know the honourable
member for Yan Yean has come back full of
enthusiasm and jOie de vivre but I ask him to remain
silent. I ask the minister to conclude his answer.
Mr GUDE - The Australian Polish community's
target was 158 and it achieved a success ra te of 130
or 82 per cent In the honourable member's own
electorate the CBE program is miles in front of all
the rest Those programs show that the partnership
between government, community-based
organisations and the business community in
Victoria is generating permanent employment
opportunities.

It is instructive to see what the Leader of the
Opposition had to say about the program. On
28 September 1993 he slammed the plan, saying'this
token measure' would do nothing at all to fix the
problem. The answer to that is that some 850 people
are in permanent employment and more than 2500
have gone into training programs with good
prospects, while 42 per cent of those placed into
employment and training came from the youth
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target group, 30 per cent came from the mature age
group and 28 per cent came from the
non-English-speaking-background group. On any
judgment of the criteria the Victorian government
can be satisfied with its innovative program and the
people of Victoria can be justly proud of the change
that has taken place and the new jobs that have been
created. The initiative is being watched by the
commonwealth government and other states, all of
whom are seeking to implement the same program
because of its success in Victoria.

Metropolitan Ambulance Service
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - My question is
directed to - -

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER -Order! The honourable
member for Albert Park is entitled to ask his
question in silence. I ask the government side to
come to order.
Mr THWAITES - I refer the Minister for Health
to the annual report of the Metropolitan Ambulance
Service and ask.: in light of the fact that there has
been a 21 per cent increase in administration costs, a
20 per cent increase in the cost per patient treated
and a decline of more than 10 000 in the number of
cases dealt with, does the minister still fully endorse
and support the policies and performance of
Mr Jack Firman?
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - I appreciate
the opportunity to refer to the report of the
Metropolitan Ambulance Service, which was tabled
in this house earlier this week. It shows four or five
key features, one of which is the matter raised today
by the honourable member for Albert Park. His
reference to it in the press release he issued
yesterday was inappropriate and incorrect. His
credibility is now in shreds; he cannot even get his
facts right
The report shows that more ambulances and clinical
support officers are on the road and more
paramedics are being trained than ever before. It
shows also additional revenue of $6 million, which
is capital provided for the implementation of
computer-aided dispatch. The Labor Party sought to
bring in this key piece of sophisticated technical
equipment in the latter part of the 19805. It spent
$10 million on consultants, ended up in the Supreme
Court, got some of its money back, and, after five
years, had no computer-aided dispatch system. The
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system we will have at the end of this year or early
next year will be the most advanced in Australia and
will have a significant impact on the improvements
that have already been made.
It is capital expenditure to which this government
has made some contribution. The implementation of
this sophisticated technology required the engaging
of consultants, and a large component of the
$1.4 million additional administrative costs to which
the honourable member referred is associated with
the one-off expenditure of introducing the
computer-aided dispatch system. The honourable
member referred to an operational loss of some
$18 million. The report refers to a loss of $3 million. I
point out that on coming to office in 1992 we
inherited a $15 million loss. That $3 million has been
added to that figure over the past 12 months and is
for depreciation and long service leave, which were
never part of the accounting system in the past. We
handed on those accounting requirements to
individual agencies, but in the past they were
absorbed in the major central agencies.
The reform Jack Firman has brought about has

meant massive changes in the culture of the
ambulance service and the focus of the service on
the work that is its highest priority. We are seeing
reforms that have never before been instituted.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I will not allow
question time to proceed if this noise continues. If it
does I will suspend question time. The minister,
concluding her answer.
Mrs TEHAN - Jack Firman has shown
dedication to the task, an ability to introduce
reforms that have never before been achieved and a
capacity to institute the computer-aided dispatch
system, which the Labor Party failed miserably at
four or five years ago, and he certainly has my
confidence and that of the government

Remembrance Day
Dr DEAN (Berwick) - I ask the Minister for
Public Transport to inform the house of the
initiatives taken by the Public Transport Corporation
and the Department of Transport to commemorate
Remembrance Day.
Mr BROWN (Minister for Public Transport) As we are all aware, Remembrance Day,
11 November, is the day our minds turn to those
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men and women who served Australia during the
first and second world wars, the Korean and
Vietnam wars and the recent Gulf Wax. Last year,
with this in mind, I gave an undertaking to
investigate the possibility of stopping Met services
for a 2-minute silence as a mark of respect for those
Australians who made the ultimate sacrifice on
behalf of this nation. Recent correspondence,
including a letter from the State President of the
Returned and Services League, Mr Bruce Ruxton,
has made it clear that such an initiative would be
warmly welcomed in Victoria.
Therefore, I am pleased to be able to announce on
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to all Victorians, especially our war veterans and our
youth, that Remembrance Day is still of the utmost
importance to all Victorian and Australian people.
Lest we forget!

Health: court action
Ms GARBUTI' (Bundoora) - I refer the Minister
for Community Services to the admission made by
the Minister for Health yesterday that he was awaxe
at all times of legal action in the Supreme Court
against the Office of Merit Protection, and I ask: who
informed him of this action and did the minister
authorise it?

behalf of the government that I have instructed the

PTC to stop all Met trams and buses at 11.00 a.m.
tomorrow, which is Remembrance Day, in
observance of the 2-minute silence. Unfortunately,
due to operational and safety requirements, it is not
feasible to stop Met trains. Nevertheless, the
initiative has great merit. I have no doubt that all
honourable members would agree that our state
should pause for this time to reflect on and pay
respect to the Australians and in particular the
Victorians who made enormous sacrifices to secure
our future as a free and democratic country such as
we enjoy today.
This is not the only initiative being taken by the

department to commemorate this important day.
With the cooperation of the department the railways
honour board was recently refurbished and
relocated in the foyer on the ground floor of
Transport House. The honour board commemorates
the memory of Victorian railwaymen who served
and died during the First World War and is
understandably symbolic for those transport
veterans who served in later wars. It is the same
honour board that was left behind when the Labor
government sold the former railway administration
building on Spencer Street to private interests in the
mid 1980s.

It is with great pleasure that I inform the house that
this year, for the first time for many years, the
Remembrance Day service, which will be conducted
by the railways and tramways returned services
sections, will be held in front of the honour board
and the Last Post will be broadcast over the
Transport House public address system.
I am pleased to inform the house about the
initiatives being taken to properly and rightly
commemorate Remembrance Day. The initiatives,
particularly the stopping of trams and Met buses in
the CBD and on St Kilda Road, send a cleax message

Mr JOHN (Minister for Community Services) Yesterday I listened with interest to my colleague
the Minister for Health and I have nothing further to
add.

Education: opportunities for women
Mrs ELLIOrr (Mooroolbark) - Will the Minister
for Education inform the house of how government
initiatives have provided additional leadership
opportunities for women in the state school system?
The SPEAKER - Order! It is a broad question; I
ask the minister to be brief.

Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - I
thank the honourable member for Mooroolbark for
her question. I also take this opportunity to thank
her for her outstanding leadership of women in
education in Victoria, particularly the way in which
she is helping women to gain more leadership
opportunities and girls to gain better educational

opportunities.
I am happy to advise the house tha t in a recent
round of appointments for assistant principal
positions almost half of the positions were filled by
women. Specifically, women were selected for 228,
or 47 per cent, of the 485 positions. Honourable
members will recall that earlier this yeax I advised
the house about a round of appointments for
principal positions. This latest wonderful result is
consistent with but even better than the result
achieved in the appointment of women to
38.7 per cent of the principal positions. These results
axe consistent with the government's objective of
expanding leadership opportunities for women
across the Victorian public sector, particularly in
education.
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The high success rate for women is directly linked to
the ministerial advisory committee chaired by the
honourable member for Mooroolbark. The
committee and the honourable member have helped
to initiate the Women in Leadership program. It is a
remarkable program which provides practical
assistance and advice to women who are seeking
leadership positions in education. It is unique in
Australia - no other state has this program.
The results reflect the success of the government's
local selection arrangements for positions and this is
providing - -

Mr McNamara interjected.
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classifications to be incorporated into industry
sectors and the minimal hourly rates of pay. The
commission commented:
The interaction of the terms 'state arbitrator' and 'state

industrial authority' in the federal act and whether the
provision of compulsory conciliation and arbitration
powers for the purpose of setting and adjusting
minimum wages from time to time by the commission
operates to ensure that employees are ineligible for the
purpose of the making an order by the Australian
Industrial Relations Commission under ._ the federal
act this commission may not meet the definition of
'state arbitrator' as required by the federal act for the
purposes of an employee being ineligible to make
application for minimum wages under the federal act.

Mr HAYWARD - On merit! This is prOviding

enormous impetus to education generally. It is
important, particularly in light of the noise coming
from the other side, for the house to compare this
result with what happened under the former Labor
government.
The SPE.AKER - Order! The level of noise is far
too high. I ask the house to come to order.
Mr HAYWARD - As honourable members will
recall, I mentioned that in the latest round almost
half the positions were filled by women. It is
remarkable to compare the figure for recent
appoinbnents, of which almost 50 per cent were
women, with the figures from 1982-92, when under
the Labor government the number of women
promoted to principal positions fell from 28 per cent
to a low 18 per cent.

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
(AMENDMENTI BILL
Serond reading

According to the Employee Relations Commission
the legislation will be entirely ineffectual; it will not
do the job the government has asked of it.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the honourable
member to take his seat. The level of conversation is
far too high. If members wish to have a conversation
they should lower their voices or go outside.

MrTHOMSON -Secondly, the commission
comments:
The jurisdiction of the commission to set minimum

wages on introduction of the proposed amendments in
accordance with its recommendations to the minister
and in particular whether the commission's
recoaunendations are to be subject to review or
amendment by the minister or any other third party.

That goes to the heart of the issue. The commission
asks whether its recommendations can be amended
or reviewed by the minister.

Debate resumed.
The third area of concern is:
Mr THOMSON (pascoe Vale) - Before the
suspension of the sitting I referred the house to the
position that the Employee Relations Commission
was adopting regarding the bill. The minister
referred the bill to the commission on 9 September
and it reported and made recommendations on
7 October.

The report expressed a number of serious concerns
about the bill. The commission sought from the
minister clarification of a number of matters before it
could proceed to address the issues contained in the
ministerial reference, such as the number of types of

Whether the commission is to set a minimum wage or
whether it is intended by the ministerial reference that
a base rate of pay be set. We note that the ministerial
reference asks us to identify a minimum wage
representing a 'base rate of pay exclusive of loadings
and allowances except loadings paid to compensate
workers for the casual or piece rate nature of their
employment'. This issue is of significance in light of the
terminology used in part VIA of the federal act.
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The fourth issue is:
Whether the hourly rate is intended to be the rate
applicable for ordinary time. We note in this context
that schedule 1 of the Victorian act does not currently
identify ordinary hours nor what constitutes overtime.

The government has made it dear it is not interested
in overtime or identifying ordinary time. It is
moving an amendment which will prevent the
Employee Relations Commission setting standard
hours, ordinary hours or a standard working week.
Finally, the commission asks:
Whether the basis upon which the stated preference of
between one and six classifications operates to exclude
an employee or group of employees from making
application under part VIA of the federal act because
they are deemed to be ineligible.

The commission has raised with the minister a series
of concerns demonstrating that not only are workers
and employers unhappy with the bill, but that the
Employee Relations Commission is unhappy with it.
On coming to office, the Laber government will
repeal the Employee Relations Act, the Public Sector
Management Act and the Vital State Industries
(Works and Services) Act. We believe there needs to
be a system of conciliation and arbitration, with the
safety net of awards underpinning enterprise
bargaining.

We are dealing with some of the most draconian and
anti-worker legislation in Victoria's history. Under
the principal act any breach of an employment
contract, such as turning up late for work, can be
found to be a criminal offence, and workers can be
fined and sued for damages. As a result, the vast
majority of workers are transferring to federal
awards; industrial disputes are running at some 300
per cent higher than during the last year of the
Kimer Labor government; and there is a massive
waste of money - approximately $4 million to
$5 million - on challenges in the High Court and on
blatant political advertising. In November 1992 the
government spent $760 000 promoting the Employee
Relations Act, and it has spent $400 000 attacking the
federal government's industrial relations reforms.
This government has got rid of equal pay for

women; it has got rid of the standard working week;
it has created a climate of fear in the workplace at a
time when the federal Liberal Party is softening its
stance on industrial relations and sending out
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signals that it should not engage in the zealotry of
thepasl

1his government is out of step with the views in the
modem workplace. It is not interested in those
views or in increasing productivity and having
workers and employers working together in the best
interests of the enterprise. The government is
interested in confrontation and in driving down
standards and conditions to the lowest possible
denominator, not just in Australia but throughout
the world.

As I said at the outset, the bill is like a movie where
you think you are dealing with an innocent
character, but increasingly the dark side is exposed.
It is a bill that provides potentially for pay cuts for
thousands of workers - those who do not have the
protection of federal award coverage. There will be a
hiatus when the act is proclaimed and minimum
classifications are put into effect. The bill is repealing
section 24(3) of the act which provides protection for
workers through rollover awards and a breadth of
classifications. We believe there needs to be fairness
in industrial relations and in enterprise bargaining,
not the sort of confrontationist attitude the
government has adopted. Therefore, we absolutely,
totally, unequivocally oppose the bill.
Mr PERRIN (Bulleen) - I have never heard so
much drivel and scaremongering from any member
of Parliament before. The honourable member for
Pascoe Vale was so riveting prior to the suspension
of the sitting that no other member of the Laber
Party was present in the chamber. In fact, a
government member had to get him a drink of water
because none of his colleagues was in the chamber.
That is how bad he was. It is a wonder they are here
now. The scaremongering by the honourable
member and others like him on the opposition side
is drivel. I intend to repudiate the unfair allegations
he has made because many are Simply not true and
will not stand up to scrutiny.
The Victorian Laber Party is talking about going
back to the old award system, yet its federal
counterparts are moving away from awards to
enterprise bargaining. The state Laber Party is out of
step with its federal colleagues, but it does not want
that to be widely known.
The Minister for Industry and Employment in his
second-reading speech said there would be a period
of consolidation and review of the act and that some
amendments would be introduced in due course.
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This bill is the result of that review; it is a tidying-up

process, nothing more.
Today's release of unemployment figures was
tremendous news for the government The rate of
unemployment in Victoria has now dropped below
10 per cent, yet the way the Labor Party is
scaremongering you would think the legislation was
not working. It is working and people are getting
jobs, but the scaremongering will not work.
The contract system and the abolition of awards is
supported in the community. Yellow Pages
Australia conducted a survey of 809 small
businesses. Its media release of 22 September
headed 'Small business opts for non-award
workplaces - survey finds' states:
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According to Or John Marsden, economic adviser to the
index, the fact is that about 70 per cent of small
business employers pay above-award rates.

In other words, small businesses are paying more
than the award system but the Labor Party wants to
go back to the award system. That shows the
nonsense the honourable member for Pascoe Vale
has perpetrated in this house. The media release
talks about the federal industrial relations changes
and states:
In Victoria, despite the abolition of state awards, 53 per
cent of employers said their businesses are covered by

industry awards -

which is what is being introduced by this bill with
the industry categories.

More than tw~thirds of Australian small business
employers do not want industry awards in the
workplace, according to a special Yellow Pages small
business index survey.

As I said, the Labor Party wants to go back to an
award system; it is totally out of touch with
two-thirds of small business in Victoria. The media
release continues:

Responding to questions about the new federal
industrial relations legislation. many proprietors said
they believed its impact will be harmful to their
business.
'While most believe that the effect of the measures to
promote enterprise bargaining will be good or neutral,
this is not the case with the provisions in the legislature
against unfair dismissal,' Or Marsden said.

The nationwide survey of 809 small businesses,

conducted as part of the recently-released quarterly
index, found that only 31 per cent of employers prefer
to have industry awards for wages and conditions for
their employees.

Some 69 per cent would much prefer to have
contracts, which is what the legislation provides.
The media release continues:
A total of 48 per cent prefer to have registered contracts
with individual employees and only 10 per cent prefer
enterprise bargaining -

which is the federal system that was mentioned
earlier.
While most small business employers do not want
industry awards, it was not because they want to pay
below-award wages -

unlike what was said by the honourable member for
Pascoe Vale who claimed below-award wages are
being paid in this state, which is an absolute

nonsense.

'In fact, as many as 57 per cent believe that the
legislative requirements relating to termination of
employment will be hannful'.

The Labor Party is out of touch with reality and with
small business, which dearly supports the bill. It has
made generalised statements about what will
happen. I have just given examples from a specific
survey that make it clear what the government is
doing is supported by the business community.
One of the major provisions of this bill- it is
surprising that the honourable member for Pascoe
Vale did not mention it - is the result of a decision
made by the Employee Relations Commission
earlier this year. It is interesting to note what the
honourable member for Pascoe Vale said, but he did
not quote from the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee, Alert Digest No. 12, tabled in the house
today. One would think that the Labor Party would
have quoted from a report that refers to this bill. The
committee examined the legislation and the report
gives a totally different picture from what the
honourable member for Pascoe Vale gave.
I shall quote specific sections of the report which
surprisingly the honourable member for Pascoe Vale
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did not want to put on the record. Paragraph 27
refers to why the government has introduced the
particular provision in the bill and states:
The government has chosen to legislate to nullify the
effect of these decisions as an alternative to pursuing an
appeal to the Supreme Court of Victoria on a point of
law for a number of reasons. Primarily, the government
chose this course of action because of its confidence in
the correctness of the view that the decisions were ultra
vires.

In other words, the commission had no power to
make the decisions in the first place. It further states:
Second, the existence of a clear legal view about the
vires of the decisions of the ERCV militated strongly
against incurring the significant cost involved in an
appeal.

The government, instead of spending money on
lawyers to appeal this decision, has referred the
matter to the Parliament, the people's democracy.
What could be fairer than that? What was the
conclusion of the all-party parliamentary committee
about this provision of the bill which surprisingly
was not mentioned by the honourable member for
Pascoe Vale? It said:
The committee notes that there are differences as
between the government and the union as to whether
the right to go to the commission and have matters

determined is a substantive or a procedural right. The
committee is unable to reach Wlanimous agreement as
to whether the provision contravenes section 4D(a)(i).
In the circumstances, the committee refers the question
of whether the removal of the right to make an
application to the commission is due or undue to the
Parliament for debate.

In other words, neutral The all-party committee has
examined the legislation and said that the decision
should be left to the Parliamenl I do not find any
problem with thallf there were something wrong
with the legislation the committee would have
criticised the govemmenllt has not Why did the
honourable member for Pascoe Vale not mention
this particular report in his contribution? Because it
does not suit the Labor Party's political purposes.

Another major provision of the bill is the abolition of
some 300 or more awards to be replaced with a
number of industry sectors and indicative work
classifications. The minister in his second-reading
speech outlined what he believes the Employee
Relations Commission would come up with for
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those likely industry sectors. If one examines them
they are logical and sensible; all employees in
Victoria will be covered by one of the sectors. I
believe they are comprehensive. If they are not, I
have confidence in the Employee Relations
Commission of Victoria to provide a set of sectors
which in its view will cover every employee in
Victoria.
It is nonsense to say, as did the honourable member
for Pascoe Vale, that the abolition of the award
system in Victoria will leave all these people out on
a limb. The abolition of awards has effectively been
taking place with the passing of the original
legislation in 1992 The bill will ensure that awards
will be abolished and replaced with written or
deemed agreements, which are effectively the same
provisions in the original awards.
The honourable member for Pascoe Vale made a
number of untrue statements which should be
refuted.
The first thing the honourable member for Pascoe
Vale said was that wages will be cut because of this
bill, which is absolute and utter nonsense. It is
simply not true. The facts are that the transitional
provisions of the bill clearly protect the existing
wages and conditions of employees in the system at
the present time. Anyone who does not believe that
should look at clause l1(l)(c) at page 12 of the bill.
An interesting point is that the Labor Party did not
mention another area of the bill; perhaps it flipped
over that page and missed it. The bill creates a new
offence for which there will be a $10 000 fine for any
employer who does not outline to an employee the
minimum conditions as set out in schedule 1 of the
original act in a written or unwritten agreemenl It is
Significant that the Labor Party did not mention that;
maybe it had selective memory on the issue.
The government believes it is important that the
minimum conditions outlined in the legislation
should have some teeth attached to them. But no, the
Labor Party missed that one. It does not know - or
if it does it did not want to mention it - that we are
putting teeth into the bill so that the minimum
conditions as set out in schedule 1 of the original act
are given effect to, and employers who want to pay
their employees less than those minimum conditions
will subject themselves to a $10 000 fine. As I said,
the opposition did not want to know about that
The honourable member for Pascoe Vale also alleged
that the repeal of section 24(3) of the act leaves
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people on rolled over individual employment
agreements without protection for existing terms
and conditions. What a lot of nonsense! Again the
Parliament has been misled by that honourable
member. The fact is - we have had advice from
parliamentary counsel- that that is simply not true.
I happen to have here a copy of a memorandum
dated 4 November 1994 from the Department of
Business and Employment to the minister about the
views of the parliamentary counsel, Mr Moran.
Mr Gude interjected.
Mr PER1UN - That is exactly correct. The
honourable member for Pascoe Vale was told about
the parliamentary counsel/s advice on this, but he
selectively chose not to raise the matter. That
memorandum states:
Mr Moran has very strongly confirmed his view that
the amendment does not in any way affect anyone's
rights in the manner suggested. This was the view
previously advised -

to the opposition. On 2 November the opposition
was given a briefing in which it received the advice
of the parliamentary counsel, but it has chosen to
selectively ignore it. If honourable members want to
raise matters in this house, it would be wise for them
to have their facts right and to not mislead the
Parliament by making statements on subjects they
have already been briefed about and which are
contradictory to the matters raised.

No doubt members will be aware that the minimum
terms and conditions are set out in schedule 1 of the
original act introduced in 1992 The government
proposes to amend those in a number of ways to
make them more supportive of conditions for
employees.
Did we hear that from the Labor Party? Did it
acknowledge that schedule 1 of the act will be
strengthened to give more benefits to Victorian
workers? No, we did not. When speaking about the
minimum terms and conditions the opposition did
not tell us that the bill provides for a $10 000 fine or
that it will allow pro rata payments for annual leave.
Pro rata payments for annual leave is an increased
condition that will be legislated - not simply
something that employers may put into particular
agreements - in the law of this state, as will
cumulative sick leave benefits. Again, did the Labor
Party tell us about that? Did it know about it? Did it
read the bill? Maybe it did not. The legislation will
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provide for all employees in Victoria to have
accumulated sick leave as part of their minimum
terms and conditions.
On top of that, schedule 1 of the bill includes a new
set of provisions relating to termination notices. It is
Significant that the Labor Party did not mention that
either because the termination conditions included
in schedule 1 happen to be identical to those
proclaimed by the federal Labor government - the
Keating government. They are exactly the same
provisions. Everybody employed under federal
awards will get those conditions; everybody
employed under state agreements will get exactly
the same. Again, did we hear anybody from the
Labor Party talking about those additional
provisions which will greatly improve the working
conditions of Victorian employees? No, we did not.
That was another little convenient matter it
overlooked.

One of the substantial allegations of the honourable
member for Pascoe Vale, which was made to scare
people and to ensure that they were worried about
the bill- I must say I heard him make it a number
of times during the course of his speech - was
about the hiatus period. He said there would be a
period between the bill coming into effect and the
minimum wages being set up by the commission in
which workers would be left without minimum
wage protection. 1hat is a lot of nonsense and it
simply will not happen. The opposition was briefed
on that and was told very clearly that the minister
intends to time the proclamation of the bill so that
that cannot occur.
Mr Gude interjected.
The ACI1NG SPEAKER (Mr E. It. Smith) Order! I ask the minister to curb his enthusiasm. He
will have the opportunity of summing up the debate.

Mr PERRIN - I think it may be a Richo, actually.
I really think that was probably what it was.
Mr Gude interjected.

Mr PERRIN - I am not quite sure whether a
Brumby is worse than a Richo. At the moment I
think they are probably about the same!
The ACI1NG SPEAKER -Order! I ask the
honourable member to address his remarks through
the Chair and ignore interjections, which are
disorderly.
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Mr PERRIN - The bill will be proclaimed so that
workers will be protected, and not for the reason
about which the honourable member for Pascoe
Vale has misled the house. Workers will be
protected so that they will not miss out on the
minimum wage conditions that we have in Victoria.

'The honourable member for Pascoe Vale also made
another allegation. I think this is a very interesting
one, because I remember debating a bill in this
Parliament just before last Christmas which
amended the Employee Relations Act to allow for an
$8 minimum wage increase. The interesting thing is
that the honourable member for Pascoe Vale alleged
that the minister promised that everybody would
have the $8 by Christmas last year.
Mr Gude interjected.

Mr PERlUN - Yes, perhaps it is another
Brumby. The honourable member argued that that
had not happened, but he clearly does not
understand the procedures involved. The fact is that
the minister promised he would refer the matter to
the commission; that happened when section 113A
was inserted in the act last year. We are aware of
and interested about the fact that many unions have
not applied to have the minimum $8 increase put in
place for their own workers.
What is happening? The allegations made by the
honourable member for Pascoe Vale are simply not
true. If he wants to point the stick at somebody, he
should talk to John Halfpenny and his mates to find
out why they are so tardy in making their
application for the flow-on to their own workers in
particular industries.
'There is another area that we need to clarify, again
regarding the unfair allegations made by the
honourable member for Pascoe Vale. In his
contribution he said there was no mechanism in
place to pass on national wage case pay decisions to
employees whose wage rates are above the
minimum set by the commission. I believe the
opposition has forgotten that section 113A was
inserted in the act in December 1993. We debated the
legislation to get it in so that the commission would
be prOVided with the ability to do that.
There is a capacity for a ministerial reference to
allow the commission to consider national wage
cases, and that still exists. There is no reason why
national wage cases cannot be heard by the
Employee Relations Commission of Victoria. What
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has been said is a nonsense. We know there has been
a federal decision about - An honourable member intetjected.
Mr PERRIN -lbat was a Richo, you think?
Okay, that was a Rich.o. The facts are that you will
no doubt remember that a few months ago the
federal commission made a decision about a $24 pay
rise in certain instances. That is currently before the
commission. Therefore, if these minimum pay rises
cannot be considered by the commission, why is the
commission now considering the one made by the
federal commission a few months ago?

Section 22(2)(d) inserted by clause 6 of the bill allows
the minister to give a reference to the commission to
do exactly what the Labor Party claimed the
government could not do - set a minimum wage.
One of the interesting things about the bill is the
changes it will make to unfair dismissal cases. I
listened with some incredulity to the comments of
the honourable member for Pascoe Vale about unfair
dismissal cases in Victoria. The facts are that the bill
will remove the six-month period that is now in the
legislation. This will allow any individual who
wants to do so to take a claim for unfair dismissal to
the Victorian commission. Workers can choose
whether to take their claims to the federal or the
state commission, but why are they more interested
in taking them to the state commission? It is because
if you take an unfair dismissal case to the federal
commission, at present there is a two-year delay in
getting the case heard.

Mr Micallef interjected.
Mr PERRIN - The honourable member for
Springvale would acknowledge that there are huge
delays. When people believe they have been unfairly
dismissed and want the claim heard, they have a
two-year wait under the federal commission. Where
is the justice in that? Where is the justice in workers
having to wait two years just to get their cases
heard? What a terrible imposition the federal
government has placed on workers who believe they
have been unfairly dismissed.

Do we hear anything about this from the honourable
member for Pascoe Vale? Will the honourable
member for Springvale actually acknowledge that
these delays are occurring in the federal commission?
The ACTING SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member will not provoke the
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honourable member for Springvale. The honourable
member for Bulleen, without assistance.
Mr PERlUN - It is the situation that unfair
dismissals are being made easier for people in
Victoria. The government is trying to help people
who feel they have been unfairly treated to get to
our commission speedily, tmlike the situation in the
federal system, so these cases can be heard.

In conclusion, I will make a couple of final points.
Oearly the bill will improve the benefits for workers
in Victoria. It is putting in place a set of contract
conditions -and let me make it clear, I support
contracts. In my view, the workers and employers
can get together and come up with their own
conditions provided they do not fall below the
minimum standards as set out by an act of this
Parliament. No employer can employ anybody in
Victoria under conditions which are below those
contained in schedule 1 of the original act. Therefore
there is a safety net; there is protection for workers,
and I believe that is a clear indication that the
government is caring and wants to make sure that
workers in Victoria are protected.
It is obvious that the government is prepared to be
tough with employers who will not provide the
minimum safety net conditions as set out in
schedule 1 to the point of introducing in the bill a
new $10000 fine for any employer who does not
abide by the minimum conditions. The government
wants to protect workers and make sure it is easier.
I am absolutely convinced that no employee will be
worse off by the passing of the bill and that many
will be better off. The evidence I have already given
to the house shows dearly that many businesses that
support the contract system over the award system
will be supporting the bill. As has been seen, the
business community is more than happy to pay
higher wages and provide better conditions than
those imposed on it by the government, as we have
seen from that previous Yellow Pages study.
The bill requires strong support. It is a tragedy that
these improved conditions will be opposed by the
Labor Party. Fortunately it will not win the vote and
the employees of Victoria will enjoy improved
conditions as a result of this legislation being passed.
I support the bill.

Mr MICALLEF (Springvale) - I must admit that
I was not really provoked by the contribution of the
honourable member for Bulleen. I commend him for
his sincerity, and that is as far as it goes, but not his
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understanding of the issues and the drivel he came
out with. I suppose drivel is in the eye of the
beholder, so whether it is drivel or not depends on
how you look at it.
If there was any truth in what the honourable
member said, that this is a significant advance for
workers in this state, we would see unions and
workers demanding to go back into the state system,
so we will wait and see whether that happens. The
proof of the pudding will be in the eating and within
the next few weeks we will see whether there will be
a stream of unions making applications to get back
into the state system. I suggest that we will not see
that What has happened again is supplementing the
original intent of the Employee Relations Act, which
is to drive down wages and conditions of workers in
Victoria.

The fact that workers and their organisation have
sought refuge within the federal system speaks for
itself. Even a fool would Wlderstand that that is
what has happened: workers are seeking refuge
Wlder the federal system.
The scaremongering the honourable member talked
about is a lot of nonsense. The fact is that the federal
government supports the award system and
enterprise bargaining, and I see no conflict between
those two positions. The difference is what
underpins the enterprise bargaining arrangements.
The federal government sees that the system of
awards and conditions that have been built up over
a period of time are necessary to underpin enterprise
bargaining. A variety of agreements have been
productive for this country and tremendously
helpful in advancing the ability of unions to relate to
the changing nature of industry within this nation to
make it more competitive.
It is much better to introduce a system of contracts
and agreements after consultation and negotiation
rather than in a confrontational way. In the main the

contracts are private and underhand and introduced
through pressure on workers, and that is not the best
way to go about it.
The honourable member also talked about a survey
that showed that 69 per cent of small businesses
supported contracts. It is not unreasonable for that
to be the case. I suppose if you asked people in small
business how much they would like to pay and they
said 69 per cent or more it would suggest that they
would like to pay below the award wages and use
that as the basis of what is called a competitive
economy.1n that case they would not like to have
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awards underpinning the standard of wages and
conditions applying in this state.

where the queues are. That is why the federal
system is getting all the attention.

I refer to the nonsense about the report of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee.
Anyone who knows the way the parliamentary
systems work knows that the final decision was
referred to Parliament because it was too hard to
resolve. I think that is the reality. So it is a nonsense
to say it has been left up to Parliament to make a
final decision, because that is certainly not the
case - it is in the too-hard basket.

The basic conditions underpinning an award system
or minimum set of standards should include a right
to 12 months unpaid parental leave and the
prOvisions of ILO conventions 156 and 165, which 1
recommend. Under the Kennett government we
have seen workers' standards of living depleted and
arbitration abolished, except in cases where both
parties agree to it. That is effectively what has
happened. So conciliation is not an option for the
commission.

In regard to the $10 000 to which the honourable
member for Bulleen referred, those of us who have
been around the movement for a long time would
suggest that in many cases threats of fines on
employers for breaches of awards are hollow threats.
I suggest that the minister contact Wageline, the
thousands of people in the community who have
experience in these matters and the many people
who come into my electorate office seeking advice
about awards and conditions. If he does that he will
learn that follow-up takes for ever and that in many
cases employers are not prosecuted. Workers and
unions would not have faith in a system in which a
$10000 fine applied becau'5e it would not have the
desired result.

A couple of weeks ago Jobwatch conducted a
phone-in on conditions in the workplace. It invited
both political parties to attend and I called in one
Saturday afternoon to listen to some of the calls
coming through. 'There were heaps of calls from
people who were working on the basis of a trial or
an agreement they had signed or thought they had
Signed. They had virtually signed away their rights
and in many cases were working on wages and
under conditions well below the proper rates. It is
not Wlusual for elements in the business community
to take advantage of those who are vulnerable. Of
course, things would be different under a system
such as the national system, with its decent set of
minimum standards, especially on minimum wages;
equal pay for equal value, which protects women
and the disadvantaged in the community; rights to
redundancy paYi and proper protection against
unfair dismissal.
The fact that in the federal area there is a two-year

waiting list for unfair dismissal claims to be heard
means that workers are not fools when it comes to
deciding which is the better option to take. Workers
will not go down the road to get a less satisfactory
deal, even if they have to queue up to get a better
one, because the end result is often much better

Mr Gude interjected.
Mr MICALLEF - That was said in the briefing
that was provided to us.
Mr Gude interjected.
Mr MlCALLEF -1 am talking about dispUtesi
arbitration has been taken out of the dispute process.
The attempt to abolish awards and force workers to
a system of contracts has been, I suppose,
marginally successful. I think between 300 000 and
400 000 workers are now left in the state system as
opposed to the 900 000 to 1 million that were in it
when the government took office.

The contracts were introduced in the environment of
a very competitive labour market during a period of
economic recession, which in itself helped to drive
down the conditions provided in those contracts to a
very low level. Unemployment was at around 28 per
cent among young people in my electorate and was
similarly high among people over 45 years of age.
Those people were certainly at a disadvantage in
attempting to negotiate a contract for themselves in
a labour market with an overall unemployment rate
of about 12 to 15 per cent. I think that resulted in the
election of the federal Labor government, with its
massive support for the award system; a system
which has been modified to take into account
enterprise bargaining and the benefits that go with it.
The overall impact of the Employee Relations Act
has been disastrous, but it has had most impact

among women and ethnic workers. The minister
should be aware that I raised that point in my recent
discussions with the Victorian Ethnic Affairs
Commission. Many of the people who come into my
office who have worked in industry or commerce
have been either underpaid or sacked and have been
unaware of their rights; in many cases they are from
non-English-speaking backgrounds. The minister
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may think this is a good system, but it certainly has
had a major impact on the most vulnerable in the
community, that is, those who are not aware of their
entitlements or that there was the potential to roll
over award conditions, meaning they were entitled
to the conditions of the previous award. In many
cases they were exploited. in a vicious way. 1hat is
still happening.
Recently a woman who had worked for a book
binding company in the Glen Waverley area came to
my electorate office. I spoke to her again only
yesterday and she is very fearful of being harassed.
While she was working for the company she
suffered a breakdown. Her Workcover claim on the
ground of stress was rejected and she has taken it to
the Equal Opportunity Board. The irony of this case
is that in her current employment she is still being
harassed by her former employer. She is articulate
and was able to present her own case to me in a
plausible way, so one can imagine the situation of
people from non-English-speaking backgrounds.
They do not have the ability to fight and to seek help
when they are in a similar position.
I turn to national standards. Although we are
moving towards becoming a unified COWltry
through mutual recognition of national standards,
what is happening in Victoria is putting it out of
step with the rest of Australia.
Mr Gude interjected.
Mr MICALLEF - You may think it is leading,
but I think it is out of step with the rest of Australia.
H the minister is serious about minimum standards
why does this bill not talk about hours of work? It
does not talk about a 38 or 4O-hour week. Australia
has a long tradition of having established the
4O-hour working week; it is historically very
Significant in this country. Yet here we have a series
of minimum conditions that do not talk about hours
of work.

The Jobwatch survey also shows that many workers
under contracts would be working 50 or 60 hours a
week for 40 hours pay, and I do not think that is
unusual in the current climate.
It really is nonsense to say you can have minimum
standards without referring to weekly hours. 1hat is
something that should be looked at. The best way to
go about it is to look at what the federal government
has done -negotiate with the Acru and produce
the accords. It has been so successful that other
nations are looking at adopting a similar model.
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The opposition opposes the bill on the basis that it
abolishes awards as well as the mechanism for
setting minimum wages. Prohibiting the Employee
Relations Commission from making new awards is
certainly not the best way to go. That is one of the
concerns we have. As I have previously outlined, the
bill does not provide a proper safety net by setting
minimum wages and conditions similar to those that
underpin the federal system. They are key issues.
Not only does the bill not give the commission full
powers of conciliation and arbitration, it severely
limits the commission's approach to the solving of
disputes, which can only bring about an increase in
industrial disputation in this state. To find proof of
that one only has to look at the figures for the
current conservative government The minister must
not be very proud of the fact that industrial
disputation has increased fourteen.fold since he has
taken over, which is due to the overall industrial
relations climate he is overseeing.
The bill represents another attack on the rights of all
Victorians by attacking the independence of the
commission. TIle minister should be very proud of
the fact that the commission has attempted to
resolve the problem of implementing some sort of
orderly system of setting award rates. Instead he has
made it very difficult for the commission to go about
its job effectively and positively. The bill fails to
implement the commission president's
recommendations on amendments to the act, which
seem fairly sensible. For example, she recommends
that the commission be given the power to scrutinise
employment contracts that are unfair-Mr Gude interjected.
Mr MlCALLEF - And how often would that
happen?
Mr Gude interjected.
Mr MlCALLEF - And how many hundreds of
thousands of contracts do you have?
Mr Gude interjected.
Mr MlCALLEF - I am quoting you. It does not
provide a proper system for enterprise bargaining. H
nothing else, this government is consistent. It made a
mess of the principal act; and as the shadow minister
has pointed out, these amendments certainly do not
improve things. I acknowledge that the minister has
replaced. some of the conditions that had previously
been taken out relating to pro rata annual leave and
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cumulative sick leave. That means we have reached
a milestone in Victoria. We are going back to what
traditionally applied to awards and agreements in
this state. Cumulative sick leave and pro rata annual
leave will now apply to this state's minimal awards.
That is a big deal.
The bill should be judged against the background of
the government's total failure in industrial relations.
The government is all about taking on the unions.
The heavy talking from the Minister for Public
Transport during the recent transport dispute did
very little to resolve the situation As I pointed out,
450 000 state workers have moved across to federal
awards, which is a massive exodus. The state
commission will eventually have so little work to do
that it may be given a number of the unfair dismissal

cases!
The opposition has also received the results of new
research on the attitude of employers to the
Employee Relations Act. The survey found that
60 per cent of small businesses believed the
Employee Relations Act had not been conducive to
good industrial relations. So the Telecom survey the
honourable member for Bulleen talked about is
certainly at odds with the survey of small
businesses, which we believe gives a more accurate
assessment of what is going on. I understand today's
newspapers contain the results of a survey by the
Australian Manufacturing Council, which examined
conditions in both New Zealand and Australia. Even
with the deregulation of the New Zealand system,
the companies that are performing best are those
that are strongly unionised - that is, those that are
paying proper rates of pay under award conditions
negotiated in the New Zealand environment. That is
an important lesson for this state to learn.

I condemn the government for having wasted some
$400 000 and thousands of hours of bureaucrats'
time, which probably takes the figure beyond the
million dollar mark, to fight the federal
government's industrial relations laws, a fight that I
believe is a lost cause. We will oppose the bill for
those reasons and for the reasons the shadow
minister outlined in his excellent speech.
Mr WELLS (Wantima) - It is a great pleasure to
jOin this debate on the Employee Relations
(Amendment) Bill. I will start by refuting some of
the points made by opposition members. Firstly,
some of the claims made by the honourable member
for Pascoe Vale were incorrect. He mentioned that
the interim report of the Victorian Employee
Relations Commission on industry sectors says the
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bill will not achieve the government's aim of
avoiding federal minimum wage coverage because
the commission will not be a state arbitrator within
the meaning of the federal act. This simply is not
true. The report does not say that; and in any case,
the Solicitor-General has advised that the bill will
achieve the government's aim.
It is worth referring to the Solicitor~eral's advice,
and part of that advice is:
In my opinion, when the steps described above have
been taken and the (state) ERC is able to deal with an
application for the setting or adjusting of a minimum
wage in respect of employees within a work
classification pursuant to s. 22(2), the ERC becomes a
'state arbitrator' as defined in s. 170AE and the IRC
(that is federal) ceases to be able to set minimum wages
in respect of such employees.

That is the first thing he got wrong. His second point
was that he thought there was a drafting error in the
bill concerning section 172(4) of the act.
Parliamentary counsel has advised that it is correct
and that there is certainly no error.
Some of the points raised by the honourable member
for Springvale need to be clarified. He is very
concerned about women and ethnic people being
treated harshly by employers under this act There is
Simply no truth to the claim. If he reads the act, he
will find that if, for example, an employer is paying
his workers less than the minimum ra tes specified in
the legislation, the employer can be fined up to
SW 000, which is a severe penalty. Apart from that
the employer will also experience the
embarrassment of having to fight it in the courts.
I hope that allays some of the fears for the
honourable member for Springvale that the
employer can be fined up to $10 000. The point that
he raised was valid; employers would be pretty
stupid and irresponsible to participate in that
The other point worth noting that the honourable
member for Springvale made concerned the number
of hours set in any particular week. I should point
out that in the second-reading speech the Minister
for Employment and Industry refers to it in part
when he says:
The ERCV will be required, in making a minimum
wage order, to take into consideration the terms of
article 3 of the minimum wages convention, as it will be
enacted in a new section 23 of the Employee Relations
Act. The minimum wage is to be expressed. as an
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hourly rate of pay, using as a reference point for
calculation a 38-hour week. or some other number of
hours as the commission deems appropriate in the case
of the relevant industry sector.

The agricultural industry is one of the sectors that
works more than the 38 hours; it uses 40 hours as the
reference point. I shall repeat for the sake of those
who are concerned about the number of hours in
each particular week that the minimum wage order
uses as a reference point the 38-hour week and in
some other cases, such as agricultural industry, it is
as high at 40 hours per week. The Employee
Relations Commission may deem it appropriate to
use some other hourly figure.
In the nm-up to the 1992 election, the
Uberal-Natiooal coalition policy made clear what
direction this government would take in industrial
action policy. I refer to the Liberal-National coalition
policy on industrial relations entitled 'Improving
Employment Opportunities, which states at page 4:
Our approach to industrial relations will be guided by
a number of important principles:
1.

2

3.

4.
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Employee Relations Act of 29 October 1992 starts
with:
This bill represents the most significant and

fundamental reform of the Victorian industrial
relations framework. The bill is an essential ingredient
of the government's pre-election commitment to
provide the environment to revitalise the Victorian
economy by streamlining the industrial relations
system and improving the relationship between
employee and employer.
The aims of the legislation are to promote efficient and
productive industry in Victoria, to develop a workplace
culture in which a new sense of cooperation and
common effort exists between employee and employer,
to strengthen the rights of freedom of choice and
freedom of association and to promote equality in the
employee-employer relations system.
The new system is based on the freedom of employees

and employers to choose how they regulate their own
affairs while at the same time protecting the
fundamental civil liberties of individuals by providing
for freedom of association.

the primary focus of industrial relations will be
between the employer and the worker in each
enterprise;

The central theme of the legislation that was brought
in in 1992 was that employers and employees could
negotiate among themselves for collective or
individual employment contracts. In the case of
union membership should be voluntary, not
collective agreements, workers were given the right
compulsory;
to negotiate with their employer directly, or if they
union members and non-union members alike should
felt that was not the case, they could authorise their
have a say in all matters affecting their jobs, their
union representative or someone else of proper
wages or their welfare;
standing to negotiate for them.
the state government, with its agencies and
instrumentalities, is the largest employer in
Victoria and it must set an example by the kind of
industrial relations it adopts.

Providing better living standards for all workers is
important to this government. We believe living
standards will improve through increased
productivity and performance. This will come about
by enabling employers and employees the right to
negotiate enterprise agreements or individual
contracts rather than being confined to industry
awards fixed by the Industrial Relations
Commission, and the right to protect workers
irrespective of whether they belong to a trade union.
When the Minister for Industry and Employment
introduced the original Employee Relations Bill on
29 October 1992, it was certainly the start of a new
relationship between employers and employees in
this state. The second-reading speech of the

In cases where the employer and the employee
mutually agree, their relationship can continue to be
covered by awards made by the Employee Relations
Act of Victoria. As with employment agreements,
awards must contain a specified period of
occupation, and if this is not specified, a maximum
of five years comes into play. When the award
ceases to apply, unless a new award is made, the
terms of the existing awards continue to apply to the
employees previously covered but in the form of
individual employer agreements.
In protecting its workers the government has put a
safety net in place. Minimum standards for such
things as annual leave, sick leave, parental leave,
and minimum rates of pay are based on present
award provisions.
All awards made before the Employee Relations
Commission must contain settlement-of-dispute
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procedures and stand-down provisions. Clause 25(2)
of the Employee Relations Bill meant that awards
were no longer able to include provisions limiting
the working of ordinary hours to particular days of
the week. This provided an enormous amount of
flexibility for employers in Victoria. For example,
what sense is it if you own a restaurant or a hotel or
some other tourism operation and during the
summer period you would want to have a
Monday-t<rFridayaward if your busiest days are
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday? You
would want that as part of your normal working
conditions, otherwise you have to pay enormous
penalty and overtime rates, which may make your
business completely unviable.
Human rights are very important to all of us, but the
Labor Party has always become very selective when
it comes to the United Nations charter for human
rights. One section of it calls for the freedom of
association. The Labor Party can never accept this
because as a party it calls for and supports the role
of compulsory unionism. There is no other clearer
example of hypocrisy than that of the Labor Party
touting human rights but not supporting voluntary
unionism. It is without doubt the greatest example
of looking after their mates in the union
movement - more than any other example in
history.
The Employee Relations Bill also seeks to protect the
freedom of association. The second-reading speech
of 1992 states:
The government believes in the fundamental right of
persons to work. Accordingly, the freedom of
association provisions in the bill make it illegal for a
person to apply any undue influence, directly or
indirectly, to any other person to make that person join
an employee or employer association as a precondition
to employment

Any form of compulsory unionism, closed shop
arrangement, preferential clauses or other
arrangements that infringe the fundamental freedom to
choose whether to belong to industry associations will
be prohibited. Victorians will henceforth have a choice
whether to join a union, employee organisation or
industry association and they will be protected against
the victimisation in exercising that free choice.

The federal Labor government has done everything
within its powers to thwart the state government's
Employee Relations Bill-Mr Finn - Shame on them!
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Mr WELLS - It is to protect their friends in the
union movement However, there is evidence that
the Keating government would do exactly what the
Victorian government has done if it could break free
of the squirrel grip that the union movement has. I
shall not explain what a squirrel grip is because I
only have 18 minutes left.
Mr Finn - It can make your eyes water!
Mr WELLS - The Keating government realises
that if we are going to progress as a nation we must
free up the labour force. Even the Keating
government realises the importance of
deregulation - it has done it itself. One has only to
look at the banking industry and the
telecommunications industry. The Keating
government realises that we must progress by
deregulation, but when it comes to the work force
and its labour Wlion mates it stalls.

The Keating government knows what has to be done
but cannot because of its commitment and the
squirrel grip of the union movement When looking
for evidence, one has only to look at the Weekend
Australian report on the Labor Party when in Hobart.
I shall quote from page 25 of the Weekend Australian
of Saturday, 1 October, which says:
In Hobart this week, Prime Minister Paul Keating
urged unions to become more relevant to workers and
not shelter behind the award system waiting for the
Industrial Relations Commission to do their work for
them.

As one union leader later remarked, Keating clearly
does not understand his own legislation and its
implications.
The Industrial Relations Reform Act, and. the
reconstituted Industrial Relations Commission it
created are encouraging unions to do exactly the
opposite.
This month's decision by a full bench of the

commission on so-called safety-net wage adjustments
and industrial awards review discourages enterprise
bargaining and blocks any meaningful award system
reform, the key to labour market deregulation.

The Prime Minister has said one thing; but he does
not understand his own legislation, which
discourages enterprise bargaining and blocks the
award system.
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The reason why is demonstrated clearly in the CRA
Ltd case. eRA has been doing what the Prime
Minister has encowaged - that is, entering into
contracts with its workers which give the workers
more pay but which, in return, give the company
greater flexibility and higher productivity. In the
process, many employees have opted to leave their
unions. More than 50 per cent of CRA employees are
on contracts, and in some of its operations the figure
is as high as 90 per cent. CRA is doing exactly what
the I<eating government said it should do,
remembering what the Prime Minister said in
Hobart about unions becoming more relevant to
workers and not sheltering behind the award system.
The reality is that the Acru and the unions have
taken the matter to the Industrial Relations
Commission and are effectively seeking to
undermine CRA's ability to implement its staff
contract system. The statement that the unions are
now disputing CRA's right to do so is extraordinary.
I again refer to page 25 of the Weekend Australian of
25 October 1994:
If the commission finds in their favour, and there are
signs that it will, then the clear message will be that
unions do not have to worry about 'becoming more
relevant to workers', to quote Keating, and can rely on
the commission to back them up.
The second case is in the metal trades, where the Metal

Trades Federation of Unions has served a log of claims
affecting about 4000 non-union employers and has
gone to the IRC to ask it to force them -
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I refer to another example. In the Herald Sun of
5 October 1994, Neil Wilson wrote about the Chase
Manhattan Bank:
The Chase Manhattan Bank's attempt to register legally
a non-union agreement for its 137 Australian bank
workers met 97 per cent approval, yet Chase is still
bogged down in formal hearings involving the Finance .
Sector Union.
The sole wtion member - identity u.nd.isclosed at the
union's request - at Chase was sufficient legal reason
for the union to intervene.

When 130 people want to be bound by a particular
agreement and perhaps only one says he or she is
not happy with it, a union has the right to negotiate
on behalf of the 130 people who are already happy
with the agreement The article continues:
Never mind that 'Mr X' or 'Ms X' voted for the
non-union deal.
Thirteen other foreign banks and many other employer
hopefuls have tackled the industrial obstacle course
known as the federal government's Industrial Relations
Reform Act.

Almost six months to the day after the law ostensibly
began opening enterprise bargaining to non-unionised
workplaces, just 13 - -

Mr Gude - How many?
MrWELLS-

not ask them to negotiate with it under the 'bargaining in good faith
provisions' of the Industrial Relations Act.
Once again. if the commission finds for the unions the
message will be that they can rely on the commission to
do their job for them.
But even more importantly, it will remove one of the
most important areas of flexibility in the system - the
ability of small employers to avoid unionisation and
the stranglehold on working conditions that goes with
it

There are clearer examples of the Prime Minister
crying out for the Victorian legislation to be
implemented Australia wide, but he does not have
the political will to go on with it

'" just 13 such agreements have been registered
compared with about 750 union-brokered deals.

It is all right to be part of the union, because the
federal government will look after its mates. But that
becomes irrelevant if you happen to be a small
businessperson who has an agreement with his
workers. The Labor government cares only about
workers who belong to a union. When it comes to
hypocrisy you cannot beat the Labor Party!

Yesterday I was telephoned by a small businessman
in my electorate who had reached an agreement
with his tradesmen on an enterprise-based
agreement He and the workers were happy: they
would receive more money and he would have
more flexibility. He was upset because the union
said it was not happy with it The owner said, 'Hang
on, all my workers agree with it'. The union still said
it was not happy with it. He could not do a thing
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because his workers were covered by a federal
award. Had it been a state award, those workers and
the employer would be off and running under a
win-win situation. But because of the federal award
coverage he said he would be stuck with it until the
federal Labor government is kicked out.
Only 27 per cent of the private sector work force is
unionised. The unions fear that if enterprise
bargaining continues and workers receive higher
pay for higher productivity, the same workers will
question why they need to be unionised. That is a
damned good question!
Is Mr Keating's enterprise bargaining for real? Is it a
cheap stunt to keep the industry sector quiet and the
union mates happy? Or, as I suggested earlier, does
he not have the political will or backbone to resist
union pressure and go the Victorian way?
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In other words, a win-win situation:
The report also criticised the government for
maintaining the award system -

it might be worth repeating that The report also criticised the government for
maintaining the award system alongside enterprise
bargaining.
'Because enterprise bargaining arrangements are still
effectively linked to the centralised award system, the
scope for agreed outcomes to reflect the requirements
of individual workplaces remains constrained,' the
commission said.
The commission's criticism is an embarrassment -

onlyoneAxe the lUlions interested in workers rights? Does
the worker have the right to negotiate a higher rate
of pay for higher productivity, the right to negotiate
directly with the employer? Does he have those
rights under a federal award? The answer is no, he
does not!
Mc Gude - Of course he doesn't!

Mc WELLS - He does - but only when he is
forced to join the union to top up the ALP coffers. If
the ALP could not top up its coffers in that way, it
would have diabolical problems.
The federal government's Industry Commission has
attacked the restrictive provisions of the
government's own enterprise bargaining legislation,
which allows trade unions to intervene in
negotiations between employers and non-union
workers. It is worth noting what the Industry
Commission said in issuing its 1993-94 annual report
on 19 October 1994, as reported in the Australian
Fi7IQnciaI Review of 20 October 1994:
... the powers given to unions by the industrial relations
minister, Mr Brereton, to 'scrutinise and oppose such
(enterprise bargaining) agreements could constrain
new initiatives'.
Greater freedom for workers to choose their bargaining
agent - whether union, staff association or other
workplace representation - would facilitate the
development of individual workplace practices that
better suit employees and employers alike.

to Mr Brereton, whose enterprise bargaining system for
non-unionised workers was set up earlier this year
after tough negotiations with the union movement

What a load of tripe! Tough negotiations indeed!

The height of Keating hypocrisy is in his One Nation
statement - I had to dig quite deep in the library to
find it. Remember the blaze of glory when Keating
brought that in? It was just a cheap publicity stunt.
Fortunately the sensible people in the electorate did
not believe it. It might be worth quoting some of
what Paul Keating said in his One Nation statement
of 26 February 1992. It is headed 'Labour Market
Flexibility and Workplace Bargaining':
The government has fostered a more cooperative
approach to industrial relations under the accord
framework. This has assisted the evolution of a more

flexible industrial relations system.
Since 1987 labour market developments aimed at
achieving a more sJcilled and flexible work force have
been an essential ingredient in the broader process of
structural reform. In that regard, the new Industrial
Relations Act introduced in 1988 provides an effective
framework to decentralise the wages system and for
award restructuring workplace reform.

TIle government's workplace reform and best practice
demonstration programs are facilitating cooperative
and fruitful negotiation at the workplace by providing
funding for innovative projects that lead to
demonstrable workplace reform, and specialist
assistance on human resources management, industrial
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relations, production planning and design and work
organisation.

I am sure Mr Keating did not actually write that
because he fails to understand the implications

when it comes down to the negotiations. There are
many instances where the government has
expressed concern. For example, if an employer runs
a non-unionised workplace, under his system the
union can step in and object to what the workers
have already agreed to.
Let us go over that once more. The employer sits
down with the employees, they come to an
agreement, they are all happy - a win-win
situation - the employees receive more pay, the
employer receives greater flexibility and greater
productivity, but the union can step in and say, 'We
are not happy about this. We are going to object to
that in front of the Industrial Relations Commission'.
It simply makes no sense and renders the One
Nation statement as an untruth. I was going to use
another word, but I won't!

The Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill is the
next step in the state government's workplace
reform package. As discussed earlier, both the
government and the Prime Minister believe the
award system is a hindrance to increased
productivity and international competitiveness. The
Prime Minister of this country and the Victorian
government agree on one thing, but there is a big
difference: the Victorian government is
implementing what it is saying, the Prime Minister
cannot
The amendments also address minimum wages. The
federal Labor government, which is seen to be more
interested in creating havoc to the operation of the
Victorian Employee Relations Act than redudng its
deficit or creating long-term sustainable
employment, has introduced the federal Industrial
Relations Reform Act 1993. lbat act incorporates the
International Labour Organisation's minimum
wages conventions which allows for the Australian
Industrial Relations Commission to make orders
under the provisions of the act which reflect the
conventions of setting minimum wages for
employees otherwise covered by a state industrial
relations system where that state system does not
provide for minimum wages to be set by a
compulsory arbitration.
That is one of the points the honourable member for
Pascoe Vale did not quite understand. Oearly the
Victorian Employee Relations Commission has the
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right to set minimum wages. The amendments in the
Employee Relations Act will have the effect of
excluding the Australian Industrial Relations
Commission from exercising its jurisdiction under
part VIA of the federal Industrial Relations Act to set
those minimum wages. The Employee Relations
Commission of Victoria will now be empowered to
make an order setting or adjusting minimum wages
by compulsory arbitration.
As I said earlier when refuting some of the things
said by the honourable member for Springvale, as a
reference point for a minimum wage the
commission will be looking at a 38-hour week, a
4O-hour week, or some other number of hours the
commission deems appropriate.
An opposition member inteIjected.

Mr WELLS - It is in there. Just read it! Minimum
wage orders of the commission will centre on a
group of industry sectors ranging from mining,
retail, trade, agriculture and education. That will
mean streamlining the existing state award system
somewhat Of course the minimum conditions for
the state award will be the minimum wages as set
out four weeks paid annual leave; one week paid
sick leave each year, which is cumulative; parental
leave; and an entitlement to be given notice of
termination or compensation in lieu of notice. Long
service leave remains the same.

It is worth mentioning that the honourable member
for Bulleen stated that workers in the transitional
period who have certain conditions now will be
protected. The scaremongering by the opposition
about workers being worse off is rubbish. What
workers have now they will keep. I congratulate the
Minister for Industry and Employment for
presenting this bill to the Parliament
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - Interestingly,
most speakers on the government side, and the
honourable member I am following, have been at
pains to stress that this legislation does not affect the
award conditions or the minimum conditions under
the awards which currently apply and that it offers
protection for workers similar to or equivalent to
existing awards. Why then does the minister need to
bring in a bill to amend the act after two years if he
is satisfied with the award conditions and if
equivalent conditions apply in this bill as in the
award?

The reality is that this bill is not about protecting
employees on existing or equivalent award
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arrangements; it is about eroding the existing
conditions over time, not just for people already on
awards but for new members of the work force we heard about employment figures today - who
are not covered by an award at present. We should
reflect that that was an issue during the 1992 election
campaign in which the current Minister for Industry
and Employment was embroiled and one from
which he ran 100 miles. He said he was not going to
specify a minimum wage. There were all sorts of
leaks from the people who were preparing the
policy for the opposition at the time the minimum
wage was discussed.
Let us reflect on what was happening in 1992
because it was a big issue. The Liberal-National
coalition was at pains to communicate with every
elector in Victoria. We all received one of the
pamphlets entitled 'Ladies and Gentlemen of the
Jury'. Mine was addressed to S. P. and T. A. Bracks,
70 Pasco Street, Williamstown. One of the chief
planks of the policy is improving job opportunities.
The liberals' election commitment was distributed
via not just general mailing but direct mail to every
household, to every individual in Victoria. The
brochure states:
Our industrial relations plan offers real choice in the
workplace, more secure jobs and increased.
employment opportunities. No employee will suffer
any loss of award wages or conditions.

I well remember the minister being at pains at the
time in interviews, discussions and radio talkback
programs to emphasise that the coalition was not
really attacking the award system but offering real
choice. He said that people could stay within their
award if they wanted. to.
But the Victorian government policy is at
loggerheads with the federal Liberal-National
parties' policy. Luckily its federal counterparts
recognise the sense in adjusting their industrial
relations policy, recognising that the electorate is
rejecting the option the Victorian government is
pursuing, running a hWldred miles away from the
policies being pursued in Victoria.
We need only look at what is reported in today's

Australian and Australum Financial Review and Age to
see that one of the policy architects of the liberal
Party in Australia, John Howard, the federal
opposition spokesman on employment and
industrial relations, is himself running away from
the policies the Victorian government has
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implemented, policies which this government is
making worse two years in, breaking commitments
made during the election campaign and revealing its
true agenda.
The coalition's federal counterparts have a distinct
direction: the proper consideration of what should
happen with enterprise bargaining and whether
people should be able to opt in or out of awards. The
Victorian government does not give those sorts of
options. I quote from today's Australian:
Mr Howard said yesterday the opposition was
considering whether to retain the 'opting in' provision

Honourable members should remember that the
current policy of the federal counterparts of this
government is that people can opt into awards. If the
federal coalition were elected to government - if
the Australian public were ever so unfortwlate employees and employers could opt in on awards
and the award system would be abolished. What is
happening today reflects in part the internal
machinations of the liberal Party and probably
leadership tensions and instability.
The industrial policy architect of the liberal Party is
saying that the coalition is reconsidering the
opting-in provision. The opting-in provision is
moderately close to the Victorian position; it is more
moderate and more sensible, but at least it is
reasonably consistent But the federal coalition is
moving out. It suggests that it is considering
'whether to retain the opting-in provision, which
involves placing employers and workers outside the
award system and pushing them into contract
bargaining'. Mr Howard, the minister's federal
counterpart, is reported as stating:
But an opting-out procedure would provide a more
transparent safety net ...

He suggests that employers and workers could stay
within the award system unless they wanted to
change that to an arrangement entered into
voluntarily between the employer and the
employee. That is a distinctly different policy and
one that recognises what is happening in the
contemporary industrial relations debate in this
COWltry. This government is not only out of step
with that contemporary debate but is moving
further out of step with this legislation. Mr Howard
is further quoted as saying:
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But an opting-Qut procedure would provide a more
transparent safety net and therefore prevent the policy
being misrepresented by the government and by
sections of the union movement
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Mr BRACKS - The hypocrisy with which the
federal industrial relations minister has charged
Mr Howard, the federal opposition spokesman on
employment and industrial relations, is the sort of
hypocrisy this government has also shown.

It would be nice if this government considered

transparency and not just minimum standards and
award conditions. It should enshrine those
standards and conditions in visible, transparent
legislation. Awards have stood the test of time and
have been the most permanent example of
transparency in agreements.
We have heard discussion about the need for small
enterprises, small business, to have different
arrangements from those that awards provide. An
opting-out provision could provide the ideal basis
for that to happen. Luckily the federal counterparts
of this government are recognising that reality.
The federal Minister for Industrial Relations,
Mr Brereton, is quoted as saying, quite rightly:
... the comments from Mr Howard showed the coalition
was admitting defeat on its radical industrial relations
platform.
'Mr Howard's latter-day conversion to a safety net-

which this government does not have. There were
no converts in debate today.

In summary, the bill is out of step with what is
happening in contemporary industrial relations in
this country; what the government offered in its
1992 election campaign misrepresented what took
place; and, worst of all, the manager of the portfolio
of the Minister for Industry and Employment, Greg
John, who was brought in from the Victorian
Employers Chamber of Commerce and Industry and
who was to set up the great reform agenda, walked
away from the reforms as 450 000 workers in the
state award system. have walked away from them.
They have walked away because the reforms have
failed.

This legislation is designed to penalise those few
workers who remain to make them work without
protection, to expose new entrants into the labour
market - vulnerable workers: young workers,
women and migrants - to unfair treatment and the
wage cuts this regime will set up in the future. For
sensible reasons, ones which the coalition's
counterparts in Canberra have recognised, this bill
should be opposed. I am sure that if the
government's federal counterparts were here they
would be telling the minister he was heading in the
wrong direction and that the bill should be rejected.

An honourable member interjected.
Mr BRACKS - We have a convert on the other
side. It is excellent that you are coming on board
with your federal counterparts and will be looking
at something like the opting-out provision rather
than just giving away awards. Mr Brereton is
reported as follows:
Mr Howard's latter-day conversion to a safety net
reveals a hypocrisy which knows no bounds.

He continues:
It is obvious that he is struggling within his own party
to maintain the unforgiving inner core of Jobsback
which is to deny workers the basic safety net protection
of the award system.

Mr Cooper interjected.

The SPEAKER - Order! Will the honourable
member for MOrnington please remain silent.

Dr DEAN (Berwick) - It may surprise a number
of members in this house to hear that I intend to talk
about the reform of the labour market in this debate
because we have now heard from the opposition for
some hours all the machinations of who did what to
whom and why, all the machinations concerning
what Mr Howard said and what some brochure
stated at some date.
Mr Bracks - Your brochure.

Dr DEAN - Just listen to what I have to say
because it may have escaped your understanding
that this debate is about one of the most important
issues facing the progress of this nation that we have
ever debated: that is, whether we can reform our
labour market to enable us to compete with overseas
competitors in a way that will allow us to share in
the wealth being created in the technical revolution
we are engaged in. It may be a little beyond the
honourable member's understanding to get to that
level of debate, but that is what this is all about. If he
cannot cope with these sorts of arguments, meet
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them head on, understand them and debate them,
this country and this state have no hope.
The essential element of this debate is that all
members of the house, I hope, have the goal that this
nation and this state become successful and obtain
the wealth we are entitled to. Obtaining that wealth
gives us control of our own destiny and enables us,
through moderate taxation, to protect the
needy-Mr Micallef interjected.

Dr DEAN - And to distribute income to the
needy, to engage in public works that give all
citizens a superb living environment - to do all
those things we want to do. Without the creation of
that wealth none of these things will be achieved.
At the centre of all this is the simple proposition that
today the achievement of that wealth is directly
proportionate to our comparative advantage in the
production of certain products which is, simply, our
ability to compete. 1his is not a new concept.
Throughout history various revolutions have taken
place and those countries that were not adept at
understanding what was happening, grabbing the
change with both hands and changing were left
behind. Consider the agricultural and industrial
revolutions, and today's technological revolution It
is always the case that the nations which are unable
to grasp the change fall. You either rise or fall on
your ability to recognise the need to make changes.
Why is the reform of the labour market in Australia
important to our capturing t!le advantage in the
technological revolution? The central wage fixing
system is now - I think it is agreed by most
people - totally unable to produce a competitive
environment. Like many others in this country I feel
we are in a race with our economic competitors.
Around our neck is a rope, attached to the end of the
rope is an anchor and on that anchor is written 'the
award system and central determination of wages'.
It is very frustrating to listen to people who
apparently have no concept of how to cut the rope
or the fact that unless we cut it we will not be able to
compete with our neighbours who have seen the
light and are now determining their wages in the
appropriate way.
We can all agree on certain things. Because of the
technology being introduced into production,
financial margins are the order of the day. Increased
productivity on a day-to-day basis is the only way to
compete with our neighbours and obtain that
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comparative advantage. The reduction in
production costs is the order of the day, and wages
are a central portion of those costs. If we cannot cope
with it and see a way to achieve that end we will not
be able to enjoy the products of this technological
revolution.
We all agree that we must compete at the top of the
market. At the bottom end we have agricultural
products, then we have our manufacturing
products, and at the top we have our
high-technology products. It is at the top end that
the successful nations must aim; it is at the top end
that productivity is important when technology is
changing on a day-to-day basis. This is all
happening at an increasing rate, and we must ensure
that we can move in and out of tedmology as
quickly as our competitors. If we cannot capture the
top end of the market and obtain the profits we
require to be successful we cannot acquire wealth.
lbat is why we must have a system that enables
individual firms to bargain in respect of individual
circumstances to ensure that wages and terms and
conditions of employment move with changing
technology.
When a firm suddenly realises that it must change
its direction in tedmology it realises also that it has

to alter its terms of employment to meet that
technological change. If it can meet that technology
change but cannot meet the changed wages and
terms and conditions it loses the productivity race,
its competitive edge and its overseas sales. With the
decrease in the suitability of workplace reform,
down goes productivity, competitiveness and
production and out go jobs. The equation is as
simple as that, and until our colleagues on the other
side of the house understand that as technology
changes so must work conditions, that scenario of
lost production and lost jobs follows.
Mr Gude interjected.

Dr DEAN - I certainly do not want to
overburden my colleagues on the other side of the
house with the basic, general principles of
economics but I implore them to spend a bit of time
on trying to understand the essential connection
between competition and jobs: workplace
productivity and reform.
We must look to see why the reform in which
Victoria is leading Australia really works. It has
always seemed to me extraordinary that in a
situation where individual firms have to adjust their
production because of competition overseas,
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anybody could argue that across-the-board wages,
terms and conditions could create the necessary
productivity. One thing you can be sure of is that if
the same terms and conditions apply across all
finns, all of which have different requirements, not
one firm will have its terms and conditions matching
its requirements. For some it will be excessive and
for others it will be too low. None will match. 1hat is
the difficulty we face with the across-the-board
equation.
How is it possible to change from an
across-the-boa.rd award to an individual agreement?
It can be done only if the employer and employees
who know the terms and conditions required to
achieve the productivity get together to decide the
terms. If they cannot do it and if they must have
imposed upon them terms and conditions from a
third party - be it a commission or a union that has
decided with overall employment bodies what those
terms and conditions are - the competitive edge is
lost. It is not possible to absorb terms and wages
decided by some other body into your own firm to
create a high level of productivity.
The other essential point in enabling employers and
employees to come together is not just that it enables
high productivity within that firm, which is essential
to today's market; it also enables them to start
talking about the very things employers and
employees should be talking about how they can
best develop a highly competitive firm and share in
the fruits of competition. How can we expect
employers and employees to get together and
cooperate if we never allow them to come together
and have these discussions? If by the very system
we create we ensure that other people make the
terms and conditions so that the employee adopts
whatever terms and conditions have been put on
him by somebody else and has no interest in or
ownership of those terms and conditions, how can
we expect the discussion between employer and
employees to get off the ground? If we do not
stimulate discussion between employers and
employees how will we ever move into this new
philosophy?
What system can we produce that enables
discussion between employer and employee and
agreement with sufficient protection? It is quite
Simple. It was a matter recognised by the federal
government.
The SPEAKER - Order! The time being 4.30
p.m. I must interrupt proceedings. The completion
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time set by the house pursuant to sessional order
6(6) has arrived and I put the question:
That this bill be now read a second time.

House divided on motion:

Ayes, 58
AshJey,Mr
Bi1dstien, Mr
Brown.Mr
Clark.Mr
Coleman,Mr
cooper,Mr
Davis,Mr
Dean, Or
Doyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott,Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper,Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John.Mr
Kennett,Mr
IGlgour,Mr
Leigh,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan, Mr

Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin,Mr
Perton,Mr
Pescott.Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe, Mr (Teller)
Smith. Mr E.R.
Smith, MrI.W.
Spry, Mr
Steggall,Mr
Stockdale,Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr (Teller)
Treasure, Mr
Tumer,Mr
Wade.Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes,2S
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Bracks, Mr O"eller)
Brumby,Mr
Carli,. Mr (Teller)
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt,Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Leighton, Mr

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Loney,Mr
Marple,Ms
Micallef. Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos. Mr
Sandon,Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan,Or
Wilson,Mrs
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Committed.

"(4) Sub-section (1)(a)(v) does not apply to an

employee engaged under an agreement or
contract of a kind referred to in that
sub-section if a main purpose of the
employee's engagement under an agreement
or contract of that kind is to avoid the
employer's obligations under this Division or
clause 54 of Schedule I.".

Committee
The CHAIRMAN - Order! The question is:
That clauses 1 to 14, schedules 1 and 2 and circulated
government amendments be agreed to.

Oauses, schedules and circulated government
amendments agreed to.

7.

Clause 11, line 13, after "leave" insert "accrues on a
pro-rata basis and".

8.

Clause 11, page 14, after line 27 insert -

Circulated government amendments referred to in

"(7) The following employees are excluded from
the operation of this clause:

question:
1.

Clause 6, page 4, after line 19 insert-

(a) an employee of a kind referred to in section
39(1)(a}(ii), (ill), (iv) or (v);

"(4) The Commission in Full Session may declare
whether or not a particular employee or group
of employees is included within a particular
work classification declared by it under
sub-section (1).

(b) an employee of a kind specified in an Order

made by the Governor in Council for the
purposes of this paragraph and published
in the Government Gazette.

(5) An application for a declaration under

55. Employer to be given notice of termi1Ultion

sub-section (4) may be made -

(I) An employee must not terminate his or her
employment unless the employer has

(a) by an employee or group of employees; or

been given the period of notice required
by this clause.

(b) by an employer; or

(c) by an association of employers or
employees that is recognised under Part
12 with respect to an employer of an
employee or employees to whom the
application relates; or

(2) The required period of notice is -

(a) the period of notice required by the relevant
employment agreement or other contract
of employment; or

(d) by the Minister if he or she believes that it is
in the public interest to do so.".
2.

Clause 6, page 4, line 35, after "part-time," insert
"temporary,".

3.

Clause 6, page 6, line 22, before "A" insert "(I}".

4.

Clause 6, page 6, after line 28 insert "(2) Nothing in this section empowers the
Commission to make any determination,
order or decision in relation to the standard
hours of work in an industry sector.".

5.

Clause 7, lines 29 to 31, omit all words and
expressions on these lines and insert "(iv) he or she was a casual employee; or
(v) subject to sub-section (4), he or she was
engaged under an employment agreement
or any other contract of employment for a
fixed term of not more than 6 months; or".

6.
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Clause 7, page 10, after line 20 insert -

(b) if no period of notice is applicable under

paragraph (a), a period of notice equal to
the employee's usual pay period.".
9.

Schedule 1, page 19, item 44, omit" paragraphs (a)
and (b) are repealed" and insert 'for paragraphs
(a), (b) and (c) substitute"a decision made by a
single member of the Commission" '.

10. Schedule 1, page 19, omit item 57 and insert'57. In section 163 (a) after "every" insert "determination, order or
decision of the Commission that it has put
into writing, and with every";
(b) for "award or employment agreement"

substitute "employment agreement,.'.
11. Schedule 2, page 21, item 4, before '1n" insert "4.1".
12. Schedule 2, page 21, item 4, at the end of the item
insert-

"4.2 Section 135 is repealed.".
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13. Schedule 2, page 21, item 5, omit all words and
expressions in this item after "1984" and insert 'For the definition of "award" in section 3(1)

substitute ""award" means (a) an employment agreement within the
meaning of the Employee Relations Act
1992; or
(b) an award made under the Industrial
Relations Act 1988 of the
Commonwealth;".' .

14. Schedule 2, page 21, item 7.2, omit "clause 54" and
insert "Part 6".
15. Schedule 2, page 21, item 7.3, omit "clause 54" and
insert ''Part 6".
16. Schedule 2, page 21, item 7.4, omit "clause 54" and
insert ''Part 6".
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Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
Elliott,Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper,Mr
Jenkins,Mr
John,Mr
Kennett,Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.D.
McLeUan, Mr

17. Schedule 2, page 23, item 10.7, omit "clause 54" and
insert ''Part 6".

Reported to house with amendments.
Passed remaining stages.

VALUATION OF LAND
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr L W. SMI1H (Minister for Finance).

Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.w.
Spry,Mr
Stegga1I,Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 25
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Bracks, Mr (Teller)
Brumby,Mr
Carli, Mr (TellC')
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt,Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr
Leighton, Mr

Loney,Mr
Marple,Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Sandon,Mr
Seitz,Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan,Or
Wilson,Mrs

The SPEAKER - Order! The question is:

Question agreed to.

That this bill be now read a second time, that circulated
government amendments 1 to 4 be agreed to, that the
bill be now read a third time and that the bill be
transmitted to the Legislative Council and their
concurrence desired therein.

Circulated government amendments referred to in
question:
1.

sections of Part 2 come into operation on a day or
days" and insert "is to come into operation on a
day".

House divided on question:
2.

Clause 2, line 20, omit "a provision referred to in
sub-section (4)" and insert ''Part 3".

3.

Clause 7, line 6, before"A council" insert "(1)".

4.

Clause 7, after line 12 insert-

Ayes, 58
Ashley,Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clark,Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Davis, Mr (TeIlC')

Dean,Or

Maclel1an,Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr (TellC')
Perrin,Mr
Perton,Mr
Pescott, Mr

Clause 2, lines 17-19, omit"and the remaining

"(2) Despite sub-section (1), a council may make
such a payment if (a) it notifies the Valuer~eral in writing that
it intends to do so; and
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(b) the Valuer-General fails to give it, within 30
days after the notification, either-

a certificate of satisfa~ry valuation
or valuation progress; or

(i)

(ii) a written notice setting out the
matters that need to be rectified

before he or she will issue such
a certificate.".

Read second time.
Passed remaining stages.

ESTATE AGENTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Seamd reading
Debate resumed from 8 November; motion of
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General).

The SPEAKER - Order! The minister has moved
that this bill be now read a second time, to which the
honourable member for Footscray has moved a
reasoned amendment, that is, that all the words after
'That' be omitted with the intention of inserting
some fresh words, those words being in the hands of
honourable members.

Tanner, Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Turner,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

Jenkins,Mr
John,Mr
Kennett,Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill, Mrs (Teller)
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLellan, Mr

Noes, 25
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Bracks, Mr (Teller)
Brumby,Mr
Carli, Mr (TeUer)
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis, Mr
Garbutt,Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton,Mr
Leighton, Mr

Loney,Mr
Marple,Ms
Micallef,Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Sandon,Mr
Seitz, Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan,Or
Wilson,Mrs

Amendment negatived.

The SPEAKER - Order! The question is:

The question is:
That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of
the bill.

House divided on omission (members in favour
vote no):
Ayes, 57
AshJey,Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clad,Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Oavis,Mr
Dean, Or
Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper,Mr
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MacleIlan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin,Mr
Perton,Mr
Pescott.Mr
Peulich, Mrs (Teller)
Phillips,Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richarcison, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
Spry,Mr
SteggaII, Mr

That this bill be now read a second time, that circulated
government amendments 1 to 14 be agreed to, that the
bill be now read a third time and that the bill be
transmitted to the Legislative Council and their
concurrence desired therein.

House divided on question:
Ayes, 56
Ashley,Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clad,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Oavis,Mr
Dean, Or
Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
Elliott, Mrs (Teller)
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr
Henderson, Mrs (Teller)
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr

Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin,Mr
Perton,Mr
Pescott,Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
PIowman, Mr A.F.
Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.W.
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Jasper,Mr
Jenldns, Mr
John,Mr
Kennett,Mr
Kilgour,Mr
Leigh,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLel1an, Mr

Spry,Mr
Steggall,Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Tumer,Mr

Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr

Wells,Mr

Noes, 24
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Bracks,Mr
Brumby,Mr
Carli, Mr (Tellu)
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Dollis,Mr

Garbutt,Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Leighton, Mr

Loney,Mr

Marple,Ms
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr (TelIu)
Sandon, Mr
Seitz,Mr
Sercombe, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr

Vaughan,Dr
Wilson,Mrs

Question agreed to.
Circulated government amendments referred to in
question:
1.

Clause 3, page 3, line 22, after "Society of" insert
"Certified Practising".

2.

Clause 5, page 35, line 31, omit "other".

3.

Clause 7, page 37, lines 5 - 8, omit sulxlause (5).

4.

Clause 10, after line 29 insert "(b) sub-section (2)(b) is repealed;".

5.

Clause 11, page 42, line 28, omit "estate agent or".

6.

Clause 29, lines 23 to 30, omit all words and
expressions on these lines and insert -

"or child of an employee if (a) the employee is not a licensed estate agent or an
agent's representative; and
(b) the principal is informed in writing of the
prospective purchaser's relationship to the
employee and agrees to the purchase in the

form approved by the Authority before the
purchaser signs any document that legally
binds, or that is intended to legally bind, the
purchaser in respect of the sale.".
7.
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Clause 39, omit this clause.

8.

Clause 45, page 78, after line 8 insert "(d) in section 27, omit "or of an employer's
copy";".

9.

Clause 47, lines 11 and 12, omit "and (5)" and insert ",
(5) and (6)".

10. Clause 47, page 82, after line 13 insert "(ii) in sub-section (I)(b), for "Board" substitute

"Authority";".
11. Clause 47, page 82, line 14, omit "paragraph (c)" and
insert "sub-section (I)(c)".

12 Clause 47, page 85, lines 12 -14, omit
sub-paragraphs (i) and (ii) and insert "(i) for ''Board or Chief Executive Officer"
substitute "Authority";
(ii) for "the Chief Executive Officer" substitute "the

Authority''''.

NEW ClAUSES
13. Insert the following new clause after clause 38 "AA.

C14rificati01l of who may claim from the

GuaTlUltee Fund

In section 79 of the Estate Agents Act 1980 (a) before "Subject to" insert "(1)";

(b) at the end of the section insert "(2) For the purpose of removing doubt, a
person who is an estate agent can only
suffer pecuniary loss by reason of a
defalcation as a result of that person's
dealings as a client of another estate
agent".".
14. Insert the following new clause after clause 50 -

''BB.

PrOMOftS c01ICeT1Iillg branch m41lagers to
ft4T1e effect despite delayed commencemerrt

From the date sections 18 and 19 come into operation,
sections 30(5) and (6) and 3OAB(4) of the Estate Agents
Act 1980 are to have effect as if section 14 had also
come into operation on that date.".

Read second time.
Passed remaining stages.
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HEALTH SERVICES (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 9 November; motion of
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health).
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Sercombe, Mr
Thomson,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Vaughan,Or
Wilson, Mrs

Cunningham, Mr (Teller)
Dollis, Mr
Garbutt,Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr
Leighton, Mr

Question agreed to.

The SPEAKER - Order! The question is:
Read second time.
That this bill be now read a second time, that the bill be
read a third time and that the bill be transmitted to the
Legislative Council and their concurrence desired
therein.

House divided on question:

Read third time.
Passed remaining stages.

IMPOUNDING OF LIVESTOCK BILL

Ayes, 57
Ash1ey,Mr
Bildstien, Mr
Brown,Mr
Clad;,Mr
CoJeman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Davis,Mr
Dean, Or
DoyJe,Mr
Elder,Mr
Elliott,Mrs

Maclella.n, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr

Finn, Mr (Td1er)
Gude,Mr
Hayward,Mr
Heffeman, Mr

Plowman, Mr S.J.
Reynolds, Mr

Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Hyams,Mr
Jasper,Mr
Jenkins,Mr
John,Mr
Kennett,Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Leigh,Mr
McArthur, Mr (Tello)
Md;m,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr W.O.
McLeUan,Mr

Perton,Mr
Pescott,Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.

Second reading
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning) - I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

INTRODUCTION

Richardson, Mr
Rowe,Mr
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr LW.

Legislation dealing with the impounding of
wandering livestock requires a major overhaul. The
current law is confusing. The main piece of
legislation, the Pounds Act 1958, is archaic and it is
unclear how it operates in relation to other
legislation which also deals with impounding.
Legislation dealing with one person's right to deal
with another's property must set out rights and
obligations clearly, and this is currently not the case.

Spry,Mr
Steggall, Mr
Tanner,Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr

The Impounding of Livestock Bill will provide in the
one act for the impounding of livestock found
wandering on any land or roads across the state and
for the first time clearly set out who is authorised to
impound and their rights and obligations.

Treasure, Mr
Tumer,Mr
Wade,Mrs
Weideman, Mr
Wells,Mr

The bill will also give landowners more flexibility in
how they deal with wandering stock and at the same
time impose new duties of care on them and on
councils.
DEVELOPMENT ANU CONSULTATION

Noes, 25
Loney,Mr

Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Brads, Mr (Teller)

Marple,Ms
Mica1Ief, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr

Brumby,Mr
Carli,Mr
Cole,Mr

Pandazopoulos, Mr
Sandon,Mr
Seitz,Mr

There has been wide consultation on this bill.
Eighteen months ago a working party was set up
with representatives from the Victorian Farmers
Federation, the Municipal Association of Victoria
and relevant government departments. The working
party developed two discussion papers which were
circulated to all councils and members of the
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Victorian Farmers Federation. There has also been
extensive consultation with other interested groups.

This consultation is important because the bill
represents a balancing of the interests of different
groups, in particular the interests of councils,
landowners and livestock owners.

KEY PEATURES
I shall now briefly turn to the key features of the bill.
Clause 5 establishes who is authorised to impound
wandering livestock and in what circumstances.
Only persons specifically authorised under this bill
will be permitted to impound, and these persons are
authorised officers of councils, owners and
occupiers of land (including Crown land), officers of
the Roads Corporation and authorised officers in
relation to Crown land.

Importantly, there is no obligation upon a person to
impound. This is the present situation under the
Pounds Act 1958, but there was considerable debate
about whether a new obligation should be placed on
councils to take responsibility for wandering stock.
Naturally councils were reluctant to assume a new
obligation that could lead to increased costs. More
importantly, however, the current arrangements in
this regard seem to work well in practice while the
greater clarity in landowners' obligations should
further assist neighbours to resolve matters between
themselves.
Clauses 6 to 16 set out the rights and obligations
required of those who impound wandering stock.
Councils will have additional obligations to others.
They will be required to take reasonable steps to
find out who owns the livestock and give written
notice of the impoundment to the owner. The notice
will also inform the owner of his or her rights.
Part 3 of the bill spells out the rights of councils to
dispose of impounded livestock and how the
proceeds of any sale are to be applied.
In most cases councils will be required to hold
impounded livestock for at least seven days before
they can be sold or destroyed. However, where
stock are in very poor condition and the cost of
keeping them would exceed their value, council
officers will generally be able to destroy them after
48 hours on the written order of an inspector of
stock.
After much deliberation it was recommended by the

working party that only persons currently
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authorised under other legislation should have the
power to destroy injured, distressed or diseased
animals.
REPEALS AND AMENDMENrS TO OTHER ACTS

Finally, part 7 of the bill deals with the
rationalisation of the existing legislation. It repeals
the Pounds Act 1958 and amends those acts dealing
with impounding of livestock on Crown land.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr LEIGlITON
(Preston).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 November.

CONSTITUTION (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr KENNETf (premier) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The principal purpose of this bill is to amend the
Victorian Constitution Act 1975 so as to complete the
process that resulted in the enactment of the
Australia Acts by the commonwealth and United
Kingdom parliaments in 1986.
The principal effect of those acts was to sever all of
the remaining constitutional links between the states
and the United Kingdom government other than
their connection with the Crown itself. The changes
brought about by those acts will now be
complemented, so far as Victoria is concerned, by
legislation enacted by this Parliament whereby the
office of Governor and the Executive Council, the
states highest executive organisation. will be placed
upon an appropriate statutory foundation.
Currently, the office of Governor and the Executive
Council owe their existence not to statute but to
letters patent issued without express statutory
foundation. The current letters patent were issued
by Her Majesty on 14 February 1986 and were
expressed to become operative at the same time as
the Australia Acts. They were designed to:
revoke the letters patent of 29 October 1900;
revoke the instructions to the Governor of
29 October 1900;
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establish the office of Governor and the Executive
Council;
define the roles and responsibilities of the
Governor, Ueutenant-Govemor, Administrator
and Governors Deputy;

RESERVATIONS OF BILLS
Section 9 of the Australia Acts renders provisions
requiring or permitting the reservation of bills for
the royal assent to be ineffectual. The bill removes
such provisions from the Constitution Act 1975 and
the Interpretation of Legislation Act 1985.

define the roles of the Premier and the Executive
Council in relation to advising the Governor; and

VAUDITY OF LAWS

continue certain commissions.

The Australia Acts extended and confirmed the

As honourable members will be aware, the

constitutional system of this state was initially
established by an act of the United Kingdom
Parliament enacted in 1855. After the passage of 120
years and numerous amending acts that
constitutional system. was re-established on the basis
of an act of this Parliament, namely the Constitution
Act 1975. The bill now before the house will, as the
Canadians would put it, complete the patriation of
the Victorian constitutional system by replacing the
letters patent with statutory provisions enacted by
this Parliament
The enactment of this legislation will complete the
process of reform embodied in the Australia Acts so
that the entire constitutional system of the state of
Victoria will be based upon legislation enacted by
the Parliament The parliaments of New South
Wales and Queensland both enacted similar
legislation in 1987.

A secondary reason for the amendments arises from
concerns which have been expressed regarding the
letters patent. The concerns have related to:
the scope of the powers vested in the Governor in
Council to amend the letters patent;

ambiguities in the letters patent;

the lack of any provisions relating to the practices
and procedures of the Executive Council.

By replacing the letters patent with provisions in the
Constitution Act 1975 those concerns will be
resolved. These provisions will not, however, affect
any existing constitutional practices and
conventions, as the bill ensures the continuation of
such practices and conventions.
The bill also deals with a number of other issues
which arise from the changes made by the Australia
Acts which I will shortly outline.
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powers of the state parliaments and conferred on
those parliaments all of the legislative powers of the
Parliament of the United Kingdom, including the
power to make laws inconsistent with the laws of
the United Kingdom.
However, as those provisions only operate in
relation to laws made after the date when the
Australia Acts came into operation, it is conceivable
that laws may have been enacted before that date
which are invalid but would have been valid if those
acts had been in force when such laws were enacted.
It is clearly appropriate to take the opportunity
afforded by the introduction of this bill, which is
framed in response to the Australia Acts, to invoke
the powers which they confer so as to ensure the
validity of all legislative provisions passed and
subordinate instruments made before such acts
came into operation.
For that purpose clause 11 of the bill invokes the
powers conferred by the Australia Acts in relation to
legislation passed before the Australia Acts were
operative. That clause operates retrospectively,
being deemed to operate from 3 March 1986, the
date upon which the Australia Acts came into
operation. This is desirable to invoke to the
maximum extent the powers conferred by those acts
to validate any legislation which may be invalid by
applying those powers from the earliest possible
date. It must be emphasised that this amendment is
Simply a precautionary measure, as no legislation
has been identified which requires validation.
ROYAL STYLE AND 1TTI.E
The references to Her Majesty in the Constitution
Act 1975 and the Constitution Act Amendment Act
1958 are to Her Majesty in her capacity as lawful
Sovereign of the United Kingdom. As the Royal
Styles and Titles Act 1973 of the commonwealth has
altered the style and title of Her Majesty to Elizabeth
the Second, by the Grace of God, Queen of Australia
and Her Other Realms and Territories, Head of the
Commonwealth, and as the Australia Acts have
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terminated the responsibilities of the government of
the United Kingdom for state matters, the bill alters
the references to the style and titles to be consistent
with the commonwealth act.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BRUMBY
(Leader of the Opposition).

Mr KENNE1T (Premier)(By leave) - I propose
that the debate be adjourned for one week, with
more time if the Leader of the Opposition finds it
necessary, because, as I explained to him on
Tuesday, I will not be here for the last week of
Parliament; I will be in Japan. If the opposition does
not want me here when this bill is debated, that is
quite all right with me.
I have indicated to him that if he wants a week I am
prepared to have my officers advise him on each of
the four bills to assist him in understanding them.
But if the opposition does not want to accept either
the offer of a briefing or the adjournment of the
debate for one week with more time if necessary, I
am happy to settle for two weeks.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition)
(By leave) - The usual practice of this house is an
adjournment of a debate for two weeks. Members of
this house and members of the public generally are
entitled to see the bill, to have the second-reading
speech distributed and to have proper time in which
to consider the legislation. On the Premier's absence,
obviously we would prefer him to be here when the
bill is debated, but he will be in Japan. That raises
concerns about the way the Premier regards this
Parliament and his respect for the institution. I think
it is a matter of concern.

The SPEAKER - Order! I must warn the Leader
of the Opposition that this is a very narrow debate
on the question of time.

Mr BRUMBY -It is a matter of concern that
there are now 38 bills on the notice paper, yet in the
earlier parts of this spring session we basically had
nothing to do in this house and wasted time on silly
motions that were moved by the Premier. We want
proper time to consider the legislation. The public
and members of this house are entitled to that So,
two weeks is an appropriate period.
Mr KENNE1T (Premier) - I move:
That the debate be adjourned for two weeks.
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I give the house and the Leader of the Opposition who needs as much time as he can get to consider
anything - two weeks. It should be placed on
record that it is not the normal practice of the house
to have an adjournment of a debate for two weeks.
An arrangement on the adjournment period is
negotiated between relevant ministers and
opposition members. On many occasions, when it
suits, it is one week. There have been times when we
have passed a bill almost immediately because,
given the urgency of the bill, it was deemed
necessary by both sides to do so. It is normally done
by arrangement
I made the offer to the Leader of the Opposition to
facilitate an earlier debate. My week in Japan is quite
obviously on government business, which helps us
continue to build opportunities in this state. This
particular piece of legislation deals with a part of the
constitution which the previous Labor government
failed to pick up and which puts certain things at
risk. All we are seeking to do is to correct it. If the
Leader of the Opposition cannot act maturely, we
are happy for the debate be adjourned for two weeks.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until
Thursday, 24 November.

LAND TITLES VALIDATION BILL
Second reading

Mr KENNETI (premier) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the Land Titles Validation Act
passed by the Victorian Parliament in the special
sittings in August 1993 was to bring clarity and
certainty to the management of Victorian land and
resources in the wake of the Mabo decision. The
purpose of the bill I introduce today is to ensure the
continuation of that clarity and certainty following
the passage of the commonwealth Native Title Act.
As all members of this house will recall, the
Victorian government was the first government in
Australia to prepare legislation in response to the
Mabo decision. The resulting legislation, the Land
Titles Validation Act 1993, was passed by the
Parliament during a special sitting in August 1993.
When the Victorian government passed its
legislation I invited the Prime Minister to work with
all the states and territories to ensure a workable
national response to the Mabo decision. However,
the federal government did not cooperate with other
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Australian governments. Instead it chose to act
unilaterally in imposing the Native Title Act on the
rest of the nation.
The result is that under section 109 of the
commonwealth constitution no state legislation can
have effect if it is inconsistent with the federal
legislation. As the Victorian Land Titles Validation
Act 1993 was not fully consistent with the Native
Title Act, its validation provisions were rendered
ineffective with the passage of the Native Title Act.

The commonwealth Native Title Act purports to
establish a national system for future dealings in
land or waters affected by native title and to provide
for the validation of past acts invalidated because of
the existence of native title. The Native Title Act
does not itself validate titles granted by the states
and territories. Rather, it provides a framework
within which other governments may validate
interests provided that they act in accordance with
the standards and procedures set out in the
commonwealth act.
State governments may set up systems for granting
future interests and establish their own 'recognised
bodies' to hear and determine native title claims
only if they act in accordance with the Native Title
Act. It is apparent that the commonwealth
government seeks to override state and territory
governments through this legislation and to bind
them to its own native title policy. Unfortunately,
many of the provisions of the act will only add
further delay and uncertainty to the current position.

Mr Sercombe - That's what we've been saying.
Mr KENNE'IT - That is the federal
government's act, if you'd been listening. No
wonder you're on the back bench!
Despite these problems, for the sake of certainty and
economic security, which is so crucial to
land-holders and investors, the government has
chosen to introduce its own legislation in terms
consistent with the Native Title Act to validate past
acts, confirm Crown ownership of natural resources
and confirm access to beaches and waterways.
The government is acting to validate and confirm
access because these steps are crucial to economic
security and confidence in this state. Companies and
individuals that have acted in good faith in relation
to titles and interests bona fide granted by the
government, operating and incurring obligations in
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relation to these interests, must not be placed in a
position of uncertainty.
However, the government will not take any further
steps under the Native Title Act, such as the
establishment of its own recognised bodies and
procedures for future dealings in land, until the
Western Australian challenge to the act is resolved.
Depending upon the effect of the High Court's
decision, the government may consider
implementing some of the further options available
under the act in the future.
I now turn to the bill itself. Except for part 1, the bill
provides for commencement'on a day or days to be
proclaimed'. This approach has been adopted in
order to maintain flexibility in commencement,
which is necessary because negotiations are
continuing with the commonwealth regarding
compensation. It is essential that the commonwealth
agree to an equitable cost-sharing arrangement in
order that the financial burden arising from native
title may be bome nationally.
Many of the provisions in the bill, particularly in
parts 2 and 3, have been drafted in such a way as to
reflect the terminology and concepts included in the
commonwealths Native Title Act. This is necessary
to ensure that interests are effectively validated,
although it has the unfortunate consequence of
importing the poor drafting of the commonwealth
act into Victorian legislation. I will therefore now
offer a brief explanation of some of these terms.
'Past act' refers to any legislative act which took
place prior to 1 July 1993 or any other act done
before 1 January 1994 which was invalid because it
affected native title but which would have been
valid if the native title did not exist. As I have
already noted, the bill will validate all such past acts.
The bill reflects the four categories of past acts
adopted and defined in the commonwealth Native
Title Act, which determines the effect of validation.
A category A past act consists of the granting of a
freehold estate or the granting of a commercial,
agricultural, pastoral or residential lease made
before 1 January 1994. These past acts will
extinguish native title.
A category B past act is an act consisting of the
granting of any lease that does not fall within
category A, except mining leases. This category
extinguishes native title to the extent that the act is
wholly or partially inconsistent with native title. A
category C past act is an act consisting of the grant of
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a mining lease, and a category D past act is any act
that does not fall within category A, B or C.
Category C and D acts are subject to the
non-extinguishment principle.
As set out in the commonwealth act, the
non-extinguishment principle provides that if the act
is wholly inconsistent with the continued existence,
enjoyment or exercise of the native title rights and
interests, the native title continues to exist but the
rights and interests have no effect in relation to the
act. If the act is partly inconsistent, the native title
rights and interests have no effect in relation to the
act to the extent of the inconsistency.
If an act subject to the non-extinguishment prindple
ceases, the native title rights and interests which had
been suspended to the extent of any inconsistency
revive and again have full effect. The bill also
provides that where Aboriginal people have rights
arising from reservations or conditions in their
favour or usufructuary rights over pastoral lands,
these will not be affected by validation under part 2.
The proposed legislation represents a responsible
middle course, protecting the interests of
land-holders and investors in the immediate future
while preserving the state's position in relation to
the future regime to govern native title.
The commonwealth's Native Title Act is an
unnecessarily complex and poorly drafted piece of
legislation. The Victorian government has sought
and will continue to seek amendments to the act and
will attempt to secure these amendments through
submissions to appropriate bodies, such as the
Parliamentary Joint Committee on Native Title, the
National Native Title Tnbunal Liaison Committee
and the Office of Indigenous Affairs.
Generally, the government and its agendes will
adopt a business-as-usual approach to government
business such as land and resources management in
respect of the Native Title Act. The government's
approach to the granting of statutory interests under
land and resources legislation is to assess each grant
on a case-by-case basis, taking into account the
likelihood of success of any native title claim.
The government will follow the right to negotiate
process where it makes an assessment that there is a
prima facie argument that native title exists in
relation to land on which there is a proposal to
proceed with an act mentioned in section 26(2) of the
commonwealth Native Title Act.
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Should any interest granted by the Victorian
government subsequently be invalidated if native
title is later established, the government will act to
protect the grantee so far as is possible under the
Native Title Act. The government will ensure that
any part of the grantee's interest not subject to native
title is reinstated and that no other applicant unfairly
gains competing rights over the intended grantee in
relation to any part of the grantee's interest not
subject to native title.
The government accepts the decision of the High
Court in the Mabo case and recognises the need for
laws to recognise and protect native title. The
.
government also recognises the right of any person
or group, such as the Yorta Yorta, to apply for a
determination of native title interests. In validating
existing interests, the bill before the Parliament
merely does what the commonwealth Native Title
Act envisaged the states would do.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BRUMBY
(Leader of the Opposition).
Mr KENNE'IT (Premier)(By leave) - Based on
the reasons I gave before, I make the same offer - a
week, with extra time if the opposition needs it. That
could easily take it into the second week if the
opposition wishes. If after he has been briefed and
by the end of one week the Leader of the Opposition
feels he has not had enough time, I will be happy to
delay the resumption for a second week.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition)
(By leave) - I appreciate the good faith in which the
Premier has made the offer. But again I point out
that this is a technical and complex piece of
legislation. Last year Parliament was recalled
specifically to put through legislation that will be
superseded by the passing of this bill. There are
some specific legal matters that involve other acts of
Parliament. The opposition will certainly want
detailed briefings, including briefings from outside
organisations. Again, it is not unreasonable that we
have two weeks before the measure is again brought
before the house.
Mr KENNETT (premier) - I move:
That the debate be adjourned until Thursday,
24 November.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until
Thursday, 24 November.
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Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 November.

PUBLIC SECTOR MANAGEMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr KENNE1T (premier) - I move:
1bat this bill be now read a second time.

The bill amends the Public Sector Management Act
1992 in a number of ways, its central purpose being
to make improvements in the provisions concerning
declared authorities and the employment status of
department heads. Declared authorities are
authorities declared by order in council to be subject
to specified provisions of the Public Sector
Management Act.
Is the Leader of the Opposition not taking charge of
this bill?
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The bill will amend the schedule to provide declared
authority status to assistant commissioners of police
and apply the provisions of the act dealing with
senior executive positions to those officers. This
addition is designed to increase the accountability of
senior police for their predominant
function - management It is not intended to and
will not infringe the independence which police
officers require in the detailed administration of the
law. The power to arrest, to search and to prosecute
will remain the independent functions of individual
police officers and will not be affected by the bill in
anyway.
The act protects the independence of the force in
three ways. Firstly, assistant commissioners are to be
made accountable, not to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services but to the QUef Commissioner
of Police. The chief commissioner will have the
power to appoint and terminate and to assess the
performance of assistant commissioners. Ministers
are to have no power additional to that which
currently exists in relation to the officers concerned.

Mr Thomson interjected.
Mr KENNE1T - I know you can, but has he left
the house? Is he coming back? I just feel lonely when
he is not here listening to me.

Mr Thomson - I am sure the reverse is also true.
Mr KENNETT - I know.

Secondly, the bill specifically provides that
performance criteria in contracts of employment of
assistant commissioners must relate solely to
management issues. Finally, declared authority
status cannot be provided in relation to the officers
who have the ultimate control of the force, the chief
and deputy commissioners. The power to appoint
and terminate these officers remains with the
Governor in Council.

This procedure allows the application of the

requirements of that act to public sector, non-public
service entities. A common application of the
procedure is to apply the prOvisions of part 4 of the
act, which relates the requirements relating to the
senior executive service to authorities.
For the record I now indicate that the Leader of the
Opposition. has returned. I do not want to be
misquoted. I thank him for returning so punctually.
It is, however, inappropriate for the holders of
independent offices and positions, such as judges,
magistrates, the Solicitor-General, the Ombudsman,
the Auditor-General and the Regulator-General to
be subject to the requirements of the act. The
independence of these offices is preserved and
protected by the bill as it is provided that such
positions cannot be made subject to declared
authority orders. Declared authorities are listed in
schedule 2 to the act and the bill will make a number
of additions to that schedule.

Schedule 2 is also amended by the addition of a
number of declared authorities. These amendments
are required as orders in council made to amend the
schedule were ineffective due to a failure to
advertise those orders. As the affected officers acted
on those orders, the bill will also validate those
actions, and the changes to the schedule made by the
bill will operate from the dates of the various orders.
A similar defect has necessitated the amendment to
schedule 1 to include the Victorian Government
Solicitor with effect from 7 July 1993.
The bill also improves the interrelationship between
the Public Sector Management Act and legislation
creating the authorities which become declared
authorities by ensuring that entering into an
executive contract of employment under the Public
Sector Management Act in relation to a position in a
declared authority will also constitute an
appointment for the purposes of any other act and
by providing that terminating the employment of an
executive officer who is or is in a declared authority,
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under the provisions of the Public Sector
Management Act or any other act terminates the
employment for all purposes.
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Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
move:
!bat the debate be now adjourned.

In relation to department heads, the bill will remove
the ambivalence regarding their employment status.
Currently, they are appointed by the Governor in
Council, but their employer for the purposes of their
contracts of employment is me, as the minister
responsible for the Public Sector Management Act.
This confusion is removed by the bill as the
Governor in Council will no longer be a part of the

normal process of appointing or terminating most
department heads. The power to appoint
department heads, aside from the Official Secretary,
Office of the Governor, will now be a ministerial
function while the power to terminate derives from
the termination powers in the contract of
employment and in the act.
The Governor in Council retains the power to
terminate, but the use of that power is likely to be
restricted to instances where no contract has been
entered into as well as in unusual circumstances.
The bill also prevents claims for compensation being
made as a result of exercises of this power. The
house will note that this provision will not affect any
current claim for compensation. The involvement of
the Governor in Council is to be maintained in
relation to the appointment and termination of the
employment of the official secretary due to the
peculiar nature of that position and his special
responsibilities to the Governor.
I wish to make a statement under section 85(5) of the
Constitution Act 1975 of the reasons for altering or
varying that section by the bill. Gause 11 of the bill
provides that it is the intention of that clause to alter
or vary section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975. This
provision precludes the Supreme Court from
entertaining actions for compensation where the
Public Sector Management Act as amended by the
bill provides that no compensation is payable.
The reason for limiting the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court is as follows. The main purpose of
the bill is to improve the administration of the Public

Sector Management Act 1992. The bill provides in
part for the termination of employment in the public
sector in certain circumstances. It would reduce the
effectiveness of the act if compensation were
payable or action could be entertained in relation to
these matters.
I commend the bill to the house.

I suggest that the debate be adjourned for two
weeks. The view of the opposition is that a number
of significant changes are proposed in this
legislation, and we want to seek briefings, not just
from the Department of the Premier and Cabinet but
from other independent analysts as well.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - What an inane interjection! The
public is entitled to see the bill and to consider the
second-reading speech. That has been the practice of
this house - -

The SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition on the question of time.
Mr BRUMBY - We propose that two weeks is a
reasonable period of time.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 November.

SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION BILL
Second reJUling
Mr KENNElT (Premier) - I move:
!bat this bill be now read a second time.

Shortly after its election in October 1992, the
government gave the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee of the Parliament a reference
to continue the review of the Subordinate
Legislation Act 1962, which had been started by the
former Legal and Constitutional Committee. The
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
reported to this house in November of last year.
In responding to the committee's report the
government agreed with the committee's
recommendation that the Subordinate Legislation
Act 1962 be repealed and re-enacted with
amendments. The government response, which was
tabled on 17 May of this year, had attached to it
drafting instructions for a bill to replace the
Subordinate Legislation Act 1962. It is that bill which
I put before this house today. It is the government's
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hope that the bill can be passed and in operation by
1 January 1995.
The details of the recommendations of the Scrutiny
of Acts and Regulations Committee and the
government's response to those recommendations
are set out in the government's formal response to
the committee's report, which was tabled in May of
this year.
I do not intend to repeat the detail of the

government response save to confirm that the bill
accords generally with the matters raised in that
response, save for matters of drafting which have
arisen in the course of preparation of the bill.
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The certificate must be provided to the Governor in
Council at the time the statutory rule is proposed to
be made. A copy must also be laid before each house
at the same time the statutory rule is tabled and
must be provided to the Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee. The power which currently
exists to exempt a proposed statutory rule from the
regulatory impact statement process on the grounds
of public interest is retained by the Premier, but only
for use in cases of emergency or oVerriding public
interest. Moreover, such an exemption can be given
only if the proposed rule is to sunset within
12 months.
This accords with the current practice in relation to

the issuing of Premier's certificates where, so far as
As foreshadowed in the government's response the

is possible, a certificate is granted only for a rule

emphasis of the bill is on the responsibility of
ministers to the Parliament in exercising the
legislative powers delegated to them by the
Parliament. The Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee of the Parliament will have a scrutiny
and advisory role designed to assist both ministers
in the proper exercise of their delegated
responsibilities and the Parliament in its
consideration of the actions of its delegates.

which will have a limited operation while the
regulatory impact statement process is completed or
the circumstances warranting an emergency
regulation have passed.

Under the bill, regulations made by or with the
consent of the Governor in Council or which the
Governor in Council has power to disallow are
subject to the consultation, assessment and scrutiny
regime set out in the bill. All such regulations are
referred to as statutory rules for the purposes of the
bill.
In addition, the minister administering the act will
have the power to declare that an instrument is
subject to the act or that an instrument falling within
the general definition of a statutory rule is not in fact
of a legislative character and should be excluded
from the ambit of the act. Such declarations can be
made only after consultation with the Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee.

Under clause 10 of the bill a regulatory impact
statement must include:
(a) a statement of the objectives of the proposed
statutory rule;
(b) a statement explaining the effect of the

proposed statutory rule, including the effect
of the rule on any existing rule that it seeks to
amend;
(c) a statement of other practicable means of
achieving the objectives of the proposed rule,
including other regulatory as well as
non-regulatory options;
(d) an assessment of the costs and benefits of the
proposed statutory rule and of any other
practicable means of achieving the same
objectives;
(e) the reasons why the other means are not

appropriate;
(f) any matters required to be included under

The preparation of a regulatory impact statement
will be compulsory unless a proposed statutory rule
falls within one of the three limited exceptions set
out in clause 8 of the bill or if the responsible
minister proposing a particular statutory rule
certifies in writing that the rule falls within one of
the specifically defined exemptions set out in
clause 9 of the bill.

The assessment of the costs and benefits of a
proposed rule must include an assessment of the
economic, environmental and social impact and the
likely administration and compliance costs
including resource allocation costs.

Unlike the current act, the responsible minister must
specify in the certificate the reasons why the
statutory rule falls within one of the exemptions.

These requirements mirror those of the current
Subordinate Legislation Act but include two
additional items, being:

guidelines made under the act; and
(g) a draft copy of the proposed. statutory rule.
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a draft copy of the proposed statutory rule; and
an explanation of the effect of the proposed rule.
These two items have been included as it is the
government's view that when business, industry or
the community generally seek information about or
seek to comment on a proposed statutory rule they
want to see a clear statement of the practical effect of
the rule and to obtain a copy of the draft rule.
There is a continuing requirement to provide a copy
of the regulatory impact statement to the Scrutiny of
Acts and Regulations Committee. However, the bill
differs from the existing Subordinate Legislation Act
in that it is the relevant responsible minister who is
required to certify to the Governor in Council that
the regulatory impact statement adequately assesses
the likely impact of the proposed statutory rule.
Under the current administrative arrangements
relating to the existing provisions of section 13(4) of
the Subordinate Legislation Act 1962, a copy of a
regulatory impact statement must be provided to the
director of small business in the Department of
Business and Employment for advice as to whether
the regulatory impact statement adequately
complies with the relevant requirements of the act
This arrangement has not been retained in the bill.
Under the current arrangements, the director of
small business, with advice from the Office of
Regulation Reform in the Department of Business
and Employment, issues the relevant certification. In
line with the theme of ensuring that it is the relevant
minister who is responsible to the Parliament, it is
that minister who must certify to the Governor in
Council that the regulatory impact statement
adequately assesses the likely impact of the
proposed statutory rule. It should be understood
that the government fully intends that every
regulatory impact statement be properly scrutinised.
The desirability of seeking independent advice as to
the adequacy of a regulatory impact statement is
recognised by the government
Schedule 1 to the bill sets out matters that must be
included in guidelines. The procedures to be
implemented to ensure that appropriate advice is
obtained as to the nature and content of a proposed
statutory rule are one of the matters specifically
required to be included in those guidelines. The
guidelines are to be developed by the Department of
the Premier and Cabinet in consultation with
relevant government agencies. These guidelines will
actually allow the government greater flexibility to
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revise the scrutiny procedures to accord with the
needs of business or other sectors of the community
as required. By these means, the government will be
able to ensure that the relevant minister takes all
appropriate advice, both from within and without
government, necessary to adequately assess the
potential impact of a proposed rule.
The device used in the current act of specifying in
legislation a given officer or officers within a
particular public service department as the sole
required source of advice as to the adequacy of a
regulatory impact statement has not proved
completely effective and has not prevented
regulatory impact statements from being criticised
by the former Legal and Constitutional Committee
or the current Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee.
Moreover, a reader of the Subordinate Legislation
Act as it stands on the statute book would be of the
mistaken belief that it was the Director-General of
the former Department of Management and Budget
who was to provide the required advice. That the
reference to that officer has been changed by a
succession of administrative orders under the
Administrative Arrangements Act as the
responsibility has been shifted around the
bureaucracy indicates that a better arrangement is
required if the government is to ensure that all
relevant considerations are taken into account in
assessing the adequacy of a given regulatory impact
statement
The change in the certification mechanisms will
allow the Office of Regulation Reform to refocus its
activities on important issues of policy within the
context of the wider regulation reform agenda, allow
the office to focus its role on reviewing existing
regulatory burdens and put it in a position to
identify problem areas better than it currently can.
This should enable a better outcome for business,
especially small business, to be achieved.
The government recognises that proper consultation
is important in deciding whether a statutory rule
should be made - and if so, in formulating that
rule. That consultation may be within government,
as between different agencies, and with the sectors
of the business and the wider community potentially
affected by the rule or in whose interests the
proposed rule is directed. The nature and degree of
consultation that is appropriate for any particular
rule may vary with the nature of that rule, and the
government believes that the best way to ensure that
appropriate consultation is effected is not by laying
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down strict parameters in legislation but by drawing
up guidelines that can be reviewed and amended as
necessary to ensure that the best outcomes are
achieved.
The current Subordinate Legislation Act provides
for a consultation period of 21 days to be allowed for
every regulatory impact statement The bill extends
that consultation period to 28 days. The bill also
adopts the recommendation of the Scrutiny of Acts
and Regulations Committee that there be public
notification of a minister's decision to proceed or not
proceed with a proposed statutory rule following
the consultation process. Before any proposed
statutory rule can be made the relevant responsible
minister must certify to the Governor in Coundl
either that the regulatory impact statement and the
consultation process has been properly undertaken
or that the statutory rule is either expected or
exempted from the regulatory impact statement
process.
The administrative mechanisms the government
should wisely adopt to assist ministers in the proper
exercise of their responsibilities will be set out in
guidelines issued by the minister administering the
act 'These guidelines, previously referred to, will set
out the mechanisms to be adopted to ensure that all
affected and interested groups are consulted, that
views provided as part of that consultation process
are properly considered and that all relevant advice
is sought by ministers before certifying to the
adequacy of a regulatory impact statement.
Through the guidelines and a subordinate
legislation manual, also to be developed by the
Department of the Premier and Cabinet, the
government will ensure that each minister
proposing to make a statutory rule seeks all relevant
advice from sources within and without government.
The IO-year sunsetting regime contained in the
Subordinate Legislation Act is retained in the bill.
However, in order to address the situation where
regulations sunset before there has been time to
complete a regulatory impact statement, the bill
includes a provision in clause 5(3) and (4) to allow
the relevant minister to extend the life of a
sunsetting regulation for a further period of up to
12 months, during which time the regulatory impact
statement will be completed. This will avoid the
need to make interim regulations as occurs currently.

Westminster-style Parliaments have retained control
over subordinate legislation by creating specialist
parliamentary committees to scrutinise it. The need
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for and the importance of the parliamentary scrutiny
of subordinate legislation has long been recognised
in Victoria. The first Victorian scrutiny committee
was established in 1956 by the Subordinate
Legislation Committee Act 1956. In 1985, major
changes were made to regulation review in Victoria.
The most Significant changes were introduced by the
Subordinate Legislation (Review and Revocation)
Act 1984. That act gave effect to the majority of the
recommendations made by the Legal and
Constitutional Committee in its report on the
Subordinate Legislation (Deregulation) Bill 1984, a
private member's bill introduced by the Honourable
A1an Hunt, MLC.
The role of scrutinising subordinate legislation now
rests with the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee. It is the committee's task to ensure that
those responsible for making statutory rules comply
with prescribed procedural requirements and do not
in any way exceed the authority conferred upon
them by the Parliament. Under the bill the
committee is given power to suspend the operation
of a statutory rule where the circumstances so
require and to recommend to the Parliament the
whole or partial disallowance of a given statutory
rule. It is important to note that the bill adopts the
committee's recommendation that a statutory rule
may be disallowed if either house passes a
resolution to that effect.
The Subordinate Legislation Act 1962 was designed
to set up processes for the preparation, making and
scrutiny of subordinate Legislation. As I have stated,
the act as it now stands is not a model of legislative
drafting and is in need of revision and clarification.
The bill I introduce today is not only clearer and
more easily understood but sets out a clear line of
responsibility in the minister recommending the
making of the rule. In ConjW1ction with the
development of guidelines the bill will ensure
proper scrutiny of all regulatory impact statements
and provide a sufficiently flexible administrative
arrangement to ensure that all relevant matters are
considered and the changing needs of business
accommodated as necessary.
The process will be actually more transparent than
the current process, under which it is not the
responsible minister but a unit within the
bureaucracy that certifies as to the adequacy of any
given regulatory impact statement
I commend the bill to the house.
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Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BRUMBY
(Leader of the Opposition).
Mr KENNE1T (Premier) - I move:
That the debate be adjourned until Thursday next

In my magnanimous way, I offer the Leader of the
Opposition a week - and even more time, based on
his access to consultation procedures. Happiness
and joy! H a week is insufficient, I am happy for the
adjournment to be two weeks. I will leave it entirely
in his hands, depending on the pressures he faces
during this period of his time in office.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
understand this legislation reflects in large part the
recommendations of the all-party Scrutiny of Acts
and Regulations Committee. I have also consulted
extensively with the honourable member for
Doncaster. The Premier will need to acknowledge
the tremendous support he has received in this
matter from the honourable member, and I look
forward to taking the Premier into the committee
stage of the bill in one week's time. I think one week
should be adequate.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until
Thursday, 17 November.

LAND TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading

Thursday. 10 November 1994

provisions have a number of unintended
consequences.
The first anomaly is that the provisions refer to
valuations made for the purposes of the Local
Government Act 1989 although changes to that act
have transferred those provisions to the Valuation of
Land Act 1960 as from 1 October 1992. This
reference is therefore obsolete and only serves to
add confusion to provisions which are already
difficult to interpret and comprehend. The bill
removes this anomaly.
Another ambiguity exists in identifying when a
general valuation for a municipality may be used to
determine the unimproved value of land upon
which land tax is calculated. In practice, properties
are valued for municipal purposes every four years
in the metropolitan area and every six years in rural
areas at a fixed date. This date is referred to as the
base date. General valuations are usually returned in
September, two years after the base date. The date of
that return is referred to as the return date.
The State Revenue Office has consistently
interpreted those provisions as preventing the use of
a general valuation sooner than one year after the
return date. An ambiguity in the present wording
raises doubts as to whether the provisions in fact
specify that as the time at which a valuation may be
used to determine the unimproved value of land.
Accordingly, the bill confirms the current practice of
the State Revenue Office in not using a valuation
until one year has elapsed after the return date.

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:

This bill amends the Land Tax Act to implement the
measures announced in the budget, resolve
ambiguities in the provisions relating to the
unimproved value of land and avoid any
unintended consequences which arise from those
provisions. The bill also clarifies the operation of the
charity exemption provision and extends the
pensioner concession consistent with changes in
commonwealth legislation.

A further anomaly arises in the case of a
municipality making a supplementary valuation
following a general valuation. The current
provisions appear to compel the State Revenue
Office to use that supplementary valuation although
it has not begun to use the general valuation on
which it is based. The obsolete reference to the Local
Government Act may also prevent the
Commissioner of State Revenue from using
valuations of the Valuer-General in some instances.
Each of these anomalies is corrected by the revised
valuation provisions in the bill.

Firstly, the bill implements the measures which I
announced in the budget, by which the increase or
decrease in a taxpayer's land tax liability for the 1995
year from his or her liability for the 1993 year on
unchanged holdings is restricted to no more than
40 per cent The purpose of the valuation provisions
in the Land Tax Act is to define the value of land
upon which land tax is calculated. The current

The bill also clarifies the operation of the exemption
from land tax for properties used for charitable
purposes. The practice of the State Revenue Office
has been to interpret the exemption as extending to
tenants using the land for charitable purposes.
However, some doubt has arisen as to whether this
interpretation is correct The bill adopts a simplified
but effective form of exemption which resolves those

That this bill be now read a second time.
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doubts and confirms the existing practice of the State
Revenue Office.

STATE TAXATION (AMENDMENT)
BILL

The bill also amends the provision which grants an
exemption from land tax on the principal place of
residence to pensioners. Under that provision
'eligible pensioners' were determined by reference
to entitlement to a pensioner health benefits card
and a transport concession card under
commonwealth social security legislation. Recent
changes in commonwealth legislation and practices
have resulted in the creation of one pensioner
concession card which is available to a wider range
of persons. In keeping with agreements made with
the Commonwealth in relation to pensioner benefits
this amendment will extend the concession to all
holders of the current commonwealth pensioner
concession card.

Second reading

A further anomaly addressed by the bill is the
provision of the act which deems a mortgagee who
enters in possession of property upon a default of
the mortgagor as the owner. 1hat has unintended
consequences. Firstly, the land in which the
mortgagee enters possession is aggregated with the
other lands owned by that mortgagee. In many cases
this may result in the mortgagee being obliged to
pay land tax at the top marginal rate upon the
secured property which otherwise, would not have a
liability to land tax at all. Secondly, many mortgages
would entitle the mortgagee in possession to pass on
the expense of that land tax to the mortgagor. This
government considers that it would be unjust if the
aggregation provisions were to operate to
disadvantage these mortgagors, many of whom
would be households or small businesses already in
financial difficulty.
The bill seeks to resolve this unintended result by
providing that lands held by a mortgagee in
possession will be taxed as if they were still held by
the mortgagor for three years after the mortgagee
takes possession. This amendment is also consistent
with equivalent provisions in New South Wales.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BRUMBY
<Leader of the Opposition).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 November.

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this bill is to make numerous
technical amendments to various state revenue acts.
Debits tax, which was formerly collected by the
commonwealth, was fully handed over to the states
as from 1 January 1994. In Victoria, the Debits Tax
Act 1990 has operated by incorporating the
provisions in the commonwealth act by reference.
This bill completes the arrangements for the
takeover of the administration of debits tax by
Victoria by inserting into the Victorian act
provisions corresponding to the provisions that
previously appeared in the commonwealth
legislation. There will be no change in the manner in
which the tax is assessed or collected as the Debits
Tax Act will remain consistent with the
commonwealth provisions.
Technical modifications are made to the previOUS
commonwealth prOvisions regarding refunds,
objections and appeals. The modified provisions will
be consistent with other Victorian revenue acts,
particularly the Financial Institutions Duty Act. This
is in accordance with the government's commitment
to achieve as much consistency as possible between
the administration of the Debits Tax Act and the
Financial Institutions Duty Act.
The bill makes various amendments to the Financial
Institutions Duty Act 1982 The present
inconsistencies in the treatment of bills of exchange
as opposed to promissory notes are removed, as is
the anomalous treatment of dishonoured cheques.
Further amendments will ensure the equitable
application of financial institutions duty by
exempting duty on the rollover of term deposits and
amounts credited in error. The bill also includes
amendments to clarify the operation of the
short-term dealing provisiOns. As well, the bill
provides that for the purposes of section 25 of the act
non-bank financial institutions may be specified by
order in council rather than by regulation, enabling
more efficient administration and better
responsiveness to taxpayers.
The bill also amends the Financial Institutions Duty
Act to deal with an anomaly that has recently come
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to light regarding the imposition of financial
institutions duty on interest credited to accounts
held with financial institutions. Documentation
published at the time of the introduction of financial
institutions duty by the previous government in
1982 indicates that interest credited to accounts was
to be liable to financial institutions duty, as is the
situation in all other states which impose financial
institutions duty. To date the legislation has almost
universally been regarded as imposing such liability.
However, the Solicitor~eral has recently
indicated that in his opinion this Victorian
legislation does not operate in this manner.
The amendments therefore make clear that financial
institutions duty is payable on credits of interest to
accounts and that financial institutions duty which
has in the past been paid by financial institutions in
respect of interest credits is to be treated as having
been paid in accordance with the legislation.
The bill also makes a technical amendment to define
amounts improperly paid to exempt accounts as
receipts. This will ensure that such payments attract
duty.
The bill amends the Pay-roll Tax Act to remove the
requirement for employers to lodge returns of wages
each month. In the majority of cases employers will
need to provide only an annual return. This is yet
another practical example of the way the
government is cutting the burden of red tape on
business in Victoria.
To make it easier for employers to hire apprentices
and trainees the bill will remove the cumbersome
procedure whereby employers were obliged to
apply to the State Training Board for a rebate of the
payroll tax on wages paid to apprentices and
trainees.
The bill also limits the liability to payroll tax for
wages paid to an employee outside Australia to a
six-month period.
The bill includes a number of amendments to ensure

the consistent application of provisions in the
Stamps Act 1958. The period for refunds of duty
upon leases and the power to remit penalties upon
the late lodgment of documents will be consistent
with refund and penalty provisions elsewhere in the
act The provisions which provide the relevant
nexus to the state of Victoria to impose duty upon
the transfer of marketable securities transferred
other than by means of the Australian stock
exchange's clearing house system, CHESS, will be
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made consistent with the nexus requirements which
apply to transfers made under CHESS.
The bill also seeks to encourage the merger of
superannuation funds in the same manner as New
South Wales by exempting duty on transfers of real
property and marketable securities between
superannuation funds.
The duty upon a transfer of shares which is part of a
share buyback will be exempted under the bill. As a
result, the inconsistent application of the Stamps Act
as between a share buyback and the redemption of
units in a unit trust is removed. This amendment
will also ensure that companies in Victoria are not at
a disadvantage in comparison with those in New
South Wales, which has already enacted a similar
exemption.
The bill also introduces amendments to remove an
administrative burden on companies by allowing
them to register transfers of shares which are exempt
from duty without the necessity to have those
transfers stamped as non-dutiable.
The provisions which relate to subpurchases of real
property and the use of nominee clauses upon the
purchase of real estate will be clarified. The
amendment will prevent the use of nominee clauses
as a device to avoid stamp duty. However, the
genuine use of a nominee clause to enable the
purchase of real property on behalf of a family
member, a family company or a company related to
the purchaser will not be affected.
The bill addresses a potential loophole in the rental
business duty prOvisions and enhances the practical
operation of the act by removing the requirement of
the minister to deal with a number of operational
matters and instead vesting these duties in the
Commissioner of State Revenue.
The Stamps Act will also be amended to implement
measures which were announced in the budget The
turnover tax upon wagers with bookmakers will be
reduced from 2.25 per cent to 2 per cent for
metropolitan race meetings and 1.75 per cent to
1.5 per cent for country meetings. This reduction
will take effect for all bets made as from 3 October
1994, in time for the spring racing carnival.
The other budget measure clarifies the application of
the Stamps Act to off-the-plan sales involving
existing buildings. Some doubt has existed as to the
practice of the State Revenue Office in allowing the
concession in the case of the refurbishment and
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conversion to strata title units of existing buildings.
The amendment will clarify the application of the
concession to transfers of real property in those
cases. The terms of the amendment have been
structured to prevent the concession being exploited
as a device for the avoidance of duty where
substantial works have not been undertaken.

proposed by the previous government and enacted
in the State Taxation (Further Amendment) Act 1993.

The bill also amends the Stamps (Further
Amendment) Act 1993 to ensure that duty will not
be charged upon that part of a security by which
property is secured which is outside Australia. This
amendment is consistent with legislation expected to
be introduced in New South Wales shortly.

Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 November.

I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BRUMBY
(Broadmeadows).

PORTS ACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:

The bill amends the Taxation (Interest on
Overpayments) Act to remove an anomaly which
has operated in an unjust manner for a number of
years. The act gives taxpayers who have
demonstrated that they have paid excessive tax a
right to interest upon the tax which is refunded.
However, this right has not applied to the case of an
objection to the valuation of land which has given
rise to an excessive land tax assessment The bill
removes this anomalous distinction.
A housekeeping amendment is made to the Taxation
(Reciprocal Powers) Act 1987 to repeal obsolete
provisions.
I wish to make a statement under section 85(5) of the
Constitution Act 1975 of the reason for altering or
varying that section by this bill. The proposed new
section 60 of the Debits Tax Act, to be inserted by
clause 5 of the bill, will provide that it is the
intention of that provision to alter or vary section 85
of the Constitution Act. This provision precludes the
Supreme Court from entertaining proceedings of a
kind to which the proposed new section 29(1) of the
Debits Tax Act applies. The reason for limiting the
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court is that refunds of
overpaid debits tax (other than refunds claimed on
the grounds of invalidity of provisions in the act) are
only to be made where the person seeking the
refund has lodged an application for the refund with
the Commissioner of State Revenue within three
years of the date of the overpayment The purpose of
the proposed new section 29 of the act would not be
achieved if the Supreme Court could entertain an
action seeking such a refund notwithstanding that
no application for a refund had been lodged with the
commissioner within three years from the
overpayment. This limitation of the Supreme
Court's jurisdiction is consistent with the limitation
which already applies under the refunds regime

That this bill be now read a second time.

The Ports Acts (Amendment) Bill deals with four
aspects of the reform of Victoria's ports. Its first
purpose is to facilitate the transfer of respollSlbility
for Victoria's smaller, non-commercial ports from
the three major port authorities of Melbourne,
Geelong and Portland to new managers who have a
local interest in those facilities.
The second purpose is to enable the responsible
minister, the Minister for Roads and Ports, to
promote effective competition in the delivery of
port-related services in Victoria's commercial ports.
The third purpose is to apply to the port authorities
the corporate planning and reporting requirements
appropriate to their present status as stale-<>wned
business enterprises. Finally, the bill makes several
comparatively minor amendments to facilitate the
authorities' moves to focus on core activities.
The bill contains proposed amendments to the
Crown Land (Reserves) Act and the Marine Act. It
also proposes changes to each of the three port
authority acts. These changes are essentially similar
in the three acts. These proposals do not pr~pt or
limit the options for structural reform of the
commercial port authorities, which should be the
subject of a further announcement in the near future.
The changes proposed here are consistent with a
wide range of reforms.
By making these legislative changes now, however,
the government intends to put in place measures by
which the ports can continue to improve their
performance in the short run, while consideration is
given to the most appropriate form for the long-term
future of Victorian ports.
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There are 15 so-called associated ports along
Victoria's coastline, from Port Fairy to Mallacoota.
With the exception of Hastings, they are primarily
recreational facilities for the local community and
visitors. In some cases they are also a base for local
commercial fishermen. While they are an important
part of their communities and, in some cases, of
tourism, they do not operate on a commercial basis.
At present the Melbourne, Geelong and Portland
port authorities share responsibility for the
associated ports, and cover their operating and
capital cost requirements.
While the costs of funding these associated. ports
falls on the three major ports, they represent a
burden on Victoria's exporters and importers, thus
undermining Australia's international
competitiveness. 'The valuable contnbution of these
facilities to their local communities and other users
should be funded by government rather than as an
impost on trade.
In the government's view it is desirable that local
organisations and communities should be involved
in the management of the ports, or parts of them, to

give the facilities the best scope for meeting local
needs. The bill establishes a mechanism for
responsIbility for the associated ports to be
transferred from the port authorities to committees
of management established under the Crown Land
(Reserves) Act. This is the most appropriate and
convenient arrangement for maintaining future
Consistency with coastal policy.
Negotiations with potential new managers are in
train, and it is expected that we will be ready to
make the transfers in 1995.
'The government has made a commitment to fund
the associated ports from consolidated revenue, a
practice that used to be followed in years past.

Funding for the associated ports will be provided in
accordance with the government's policy on
community service obligations. In 1994-95 funds will
be made available through the ports division of the
Department of Transport, and thereafter the
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
will assume the funding role. This allows decisions
on associated ports to be made within a public
policy perspective rather than as an impost on
commercial activities.
Responsibility for the port of Hastings will not be
transferred to a committee of management. This is a
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commercial port, and the state has undertaken
certain obligations in relation to it, notably under the
Westernport Development Act and the Western Port
(Steel Works) Act. For the present it will remain as
an associated port of the port of Melbourne. It will
be subject to further consideration in the context of
the government's broader port reforms.
I now turn to the second of the bill's purposes. Each
of the three port authority acts is to be amended to
facilitate greater competition in port activities. Many
services are required in Victoria's major commercial
ports. They include, for example, pilotage; towage;
mooring and stevedoring; transport operations;
provisioning, garbage collection and prOviding
telephone services for ships; asset maintenance;
security; and dredging.

The amendments enable the minister to direct any of
the port authorities to open up services to
competition where the minister considers that the
port authority is denying service providers the
opportunity to fairly and fully compete.
I would emphasis that the authorities have indicated
a willingness to open up to more competition in
their ports. However, there may be occasions when
the government needs to promote change or
accelerate the pace of reform.

A further amendment is proposed which clarifies
the power of the port authorities to provide their
services, such as dredging, in each other's ports. The
amendment is designed to encourage competitive
service provision by the port authorities themselves.
In relation to accountability to the government as

shareholder, the bill adopts certain provisions of the
State Owned Enterprises Act and applies them to the
port authorities. These prOvisions deal with the
formulation of a corporate plan and statement of
corporate intent; the provision of requested
information to the Treasurer; notification of
Significant matters to the minister and the Treasurer;
and the prOvision of haH-yearly reports.
The purpose of these amendments is to bring the
planning and business reporting requirements of the
port authorities more closely into line with those
applying to state business corporations, and
therefore to increase accountability for their
performance.
I turn now to the fourth group of amendments. The
port authorities each have some land that is
considered surplus to their present or future needs
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or which, by its very nature, has no relationship to
the activities of a commercial port These
amendments are designed to clarify certain powers
of the port authorities in relation to land which they
hold.

(b) gives the office a discretion in regard to release

One proposed amendment empowers the Governor
in Council to remove land from the boundaries of a
port The existing provisions of each port authority
act draw a distinction between land which is vested
in the authority upon trust by the provisions of the
act and other land which is aCquired by or belongs
to a port authority.

(d) streamlines the requirement for the office to
advertise the making of a determination

A second proposed amendment makes clear that a
port authority's existing powers to sell, lease, license
and develop land extend not only to vested land but
also to any other land which belongs to the authority.
A third proposed amendment provides that any
vested land which is sold, transferred or
surrendered by a port authority ceases to be subject
to the statutory trust. A provision to this effect is
already contained in section 50(5) of the Port of
Melbourne AuthOrity Act, but it refers only to land
that is sold. It does not, for example, cover a transfer
of land under section 9 of the State Owned
Enterprises Act.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr COLE
(Melbourne).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 November.

OFFICE OF THE
REGULATOR-GENERAL
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second remIing
Mr I. W. SMITII (Minister for Finance) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The main purpose of this bill is to amend the Office
of the Regulator-General Act 1994 to increase the
powers and streamline the administration of the
Office of the Regulator-General (,the office'). In
particular the bill:
(a) widens the power of the office to obtain
information from non-licensed entities
without the necessity of holding a formal
inquiry;

of documents and information which are
claimed to be confidential;
(c) empowers the office to divide its reports into
confidential and non-confidential parts; and

The establishment of the Office of the
Regulator-General is a key element in the
government's program of reform of state-owned
enterprises. The office is to be the independent
watchdog over the electricity, water, gas and other
industries as they move through disaggregation and
corporatisation to eventual privatisation It will help
to ensure that the benefits of the new competitive
structures will be passed on to consumers in the
form of improved services and lower prices.
The government is especially fortunate to have
secured the services of Mr Robin Davey, the former
head of AUSTEL, as the first Regulator-General.
Mr Davey took office on 1 July this year. Details of
the proposed amendments are outlined below.
POWER TO OBTAIN INFORMATION

At present, the office's power to obtain documents
or information is limited to circumstances in which
it is holding an inquiry or has included a provision
in a licence requiring the licensee to produce
documents or information on demand.
There will be circumstances when the office is not
holding an inquiry and when it will require
documents or information from a person who is not
a licensee: for example, from a company supplying
goods and services to a licensee. Documents or
information from such persons may be used by the
office to verify information provided by a licensee or
to check whether a licensee is complying with the
terms of its licence. Such persons may be unwilling
to volunteer the information but quite willing to
supply it pursuant to a formal requirement obliging
them to do so. The power to obtain information from
a non-licensed entity will Significantly enhance the
office's effectiveness.
~ exten~g the powers of the office in this way, the
bill recogruses the need for appropriate safeguards.
The proposed power would require the office to
have reason to believe the person was capable of
prOviding documents or furnishing information
relevant to the exercise of the functions of the office.
Th~ e~e~cise o! the proposed power will be subject
to Judicial revtew and to the existing appeal panel
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process in the act with the office bearing the burden
of proof that the information should be prOvided.
Thiswill-
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operations or subsequent action recommended in
the report, for example, a criminal prosecution.

claim that any document or information (whether
intrinsically confidential or not) is supplied to the
office on the basis that it is of a confidential or
commercially sensitive nature; and

To address this concern, the office will be
empowered, where appropriate, to prepare and
submit its reports to the minister in confidential and
non~onfidential parts and the requirement that the
minister table the reports in the Parliament will be
limited to the non~onfidentia1 parts. This will
enable the office to give the minister full particulars
while at the same time protecting confidential
information. The alternative of writing reports in a
way that excludes confidential information would
deny the minister the ability to properly evaluate a
report. The integrity of the reports will be preserved
by clear statements where confidential information
is excluded and reasons for its exclusion.

restrict the use that the office may make of the
document or information.

PUBUCATION OF UCENCES AND
DETERMINATIONS

ensure that the power is exercised in accordance
with the law; and
constrain capricious use of the power.
CONFIDENTIALITY

At present, the act enables a person to -

For example, a licensee might claim as confidential
information relating to its failure to meet a
reasonable standard of service, thus preventing the
office publicly comparing that licensee's service with
that of other licensees.

The act requires that a determination made by the
office must include a statement of the purpose and
reasons for making the determination, and be
published in the Government Gazette; and

The bill will enable the office to decide whether a
document or information of this type should
nonetheless be made public, either because it is
already publicly available, or because the public
benefit in its disclosure would outweigh any
detriment occasioned to the person supplying it or
to a third party.

This amendment will significantly enhance the
ability of the office to perform its functions. This
power will also be subject to appropriate safeguards.
The test to be applied by the office is consistent with
a well-established body of law on confidentiality
and with Freedom of Information Act principles.
The office must give reasonable notice to an
information provider of its intention to publish the
information, together with its reasons, and these will
be subject to challenge before an appeal panel where
the office will be required to show that it is acting
reasonably.

a daily newspaper generally circulating in
Victoria.
Determinations and statements of reason may run to
many, many pages and it is an unnecessary expense
to have to publish them in full. Instead, the bill
provides that relevant regulated entities must receive a free
copy of a determination as a matter of course; and
persons who make a submission are entitled to
request a free copy.

REPORTS ON AN INQUIRY

In addition, notice of the making of a determination
must be published in the Government Gazette and in a
daily newspaper generally circulating in Victoria.
The notice must include a brief description of the
nature and effect of the determination, details of
when it takes effect and how a copy may be
obtained from the office.

The act presently requires the office to submit a copy
of its report on an inquiry to the minister, who must
table the report in Parliament. A report may,
however, contain confidential information the
disclosure of which might prejudice commercial

The amendments outlined above will streamline the
administration of the Office of the
Regulator-General and lead to cost savings over
time. They also clearly demonstrate this
government's commitment to ensuring the
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effectiveness of the regulatory system in the interests
of all Victorians.
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the High Court of Australia, Sir Anthony Mason, has
recently stressed the crucial role to be played by
Courts of Appeal in the development of the law.

I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr CO LE
(Melbourne).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 November.

CONSTlTIJTION (COURT OF APPEAL)
BILL
Second reading
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

It is rare indeed that a bill is introduced into this
house which gives effect to a fundamental alteration
to the structure of the Supreme Court of Victoria. In
fact, this is the first such bill introduced in this house
which significantly affects the modus operandi of
the dispensation of appellate jurisdiction in this
state. There has been no Significant change to the
exercise of appellate jurisdiction in this state since
the passage in 1852 of an act to make provision for
the better administration of justice in the colony of
Victoria, which, of course, established the Supreme
Court of Victoria.

The purpose of this bill is to address the structure of
the full court by amending both the Constitution Act
1975 and the Supreme Court Act 1986 to divide the
Supreme Court into two divisions, namely: a Court
of Appeal; and a Trial Division.
The creation of a Court of Appeal division of the
Supreme Court will equip Victoria with an appellate
jurisdiction equal to, if not surpassing, other
states -in particular, New South Wales and
Queensland. Both New South Wales and
Queensland have already introduced Significant
reforms to their appellate jurisdiction by creating a
Court of Appeal division of their respective
Supreme Courts. These developments, particularly
the experience of New South Wales, have
demonstrated that a Court of Appeal is successful in
contributing to the expeditious and efficient
handling of appellate work. It has also facilitated the
development of a consistent judicial approach. This
is particularly important when it is recalled that
state appellate courts are increasingly becoming the
final step in nearly all matters of litigation
commenced in the states. In fact, the Chief Justice of

The structural alterations to the Supreme Court
created by this bill will undoubtedly provide
Victoria with a state-of-the-art forum exercising the
superior jurisdiction of the state. Not only does the
bill incorporate the finer features of the relevant
legislation in both New South Wales and
Queensland, but, following consultation with the
judiciary, the bill has been refined to contain
features particularly suited to the efficient exercise of
superior appellate jurisdiction in Victoria. The
cooperation of the judiciary will, furthermore,
ensure that there will be a smooth transition from
the operation of the existing structure of the
Supreme Court to the implementation of the new
structures introduced by this bill.
COURTOFAPPEALD~ON

Presently, there is in Victoria no separate appellate
court constituted by judges who sit exclusively in
that court. Appeals are dealt with by a full court of
the Supreme Court. The full court is an appellate
jurisdiction of varying membership. It is constituted
by judges appointed from the members of the
Supreme Court and its membership changes on a
regular basis.
The exercise of appellate jurisdiction has, in recent
years, not been as effective and efficient as it should
be. It is clear that the problems with the operation of
the full court are related, not to the members of the
Supreme Court but rather, to its structure; in
particular, to its attribute of changing membership.
In fact, the members of the Supreme Court,
particularly the Chief Justice, should be
congratulated for making considerable progress in
the efficient and expeditious dispensation of
appellate jurisdiction with the existing inadequate
legislative structures.
It is proving to be increasingly difficult for the full
court to manage the increasing appellate workload
efficiently under a system which requires its
members to balance such workload with first
instance matters. The bill seeks to remedy problems
arising from the current structure of the full court. It
creates an appellate jurisdiction of permanent
structure by establishing a Court of Appeal division
of the Supreme Court. The Court of Appeal division
will exercise similar jurisdiction to that currently
exercised by the full court, including jurisdiction
over both civil and criminal appeals. In this respect,
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the bill differs from the Court of Appeal division in
New South Wales. There, the Court of Appeal
division exercises civil jurisdiction only, with
criminal jurisdiction being exercised by a separate
Court of Criminal Appeal. In Queensland, however,
both civil and criminal jurisdictions are exercised by
the Court of Appeal division of the Supreme Court
of Queensland. Consultation with the judiciary
confirmed that it was more appropriate for our
Court of Appeal division to exercise both civil and
criminal jurisdiction.
The permanent structure of the Court of Appeal
division is derived from the fact that it will be
comprised of a central nucleus of permanent
members. lhat nucleus will consist of the Otief
Justice of the Supreme Court, the President of the
Court of Appeal and other judges of appeal. It is
proposed that the initial Court of Appeal division
will comprise eight members. Opportunity for the
other judges of the court to sit on the Court of
Appeal division will be retained. For example, other
judges of the court may be appointed by the
president, with the concurrence of the Otief Justice,
to hear particular cases, or to ensure that the Court
of Appeal is comprised of a sufficient number of
members to efficiently and expeditiously manage
Significant increases in its workload. In this way, the
bill retains the opportunity for the other judges of
the court to gain experience in the exercise of
appellate jurisdiction. Furthermore, and equally as
important, it also ensures that the structure of the
Court of Appeal is sufficiently flexible to enable it to
quickly adapt to fluctuations in its workload.
The establishment of a central nucleus of permanent
members of the Court of Appeal will serve to avoid
many of the practical problems which arise when
members of an appellate court of rotating
membership disperse and return to heavy
workloads of trial work. Moreover, the experience
and knowledge of the permanent appellate judges
acquired through constant dealing with appellate
work will, in many cases, contribute to reducing the
length of an appeal. Permanent appellate
membership will also place the Court of Appeal in a
sound position to achieve significantly superior case
flow management to that of an appellate court of
varying composition by, for example, enabling the
implementation of more efficient procedures for
allocating appeals among its members.
Ordinarily, any three or more judges of appeal may
constitute the Court of Appeal. However, the
President of the Court of Appeal is empowered to
determine that, in a particular case, only two judges
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of appeal constitute the Court of Appeal. Moreover,
in certain kinds of proceedings specified in the rules
of the Supreme Court, a single judge of appeal may
exercise the jurisdiction and powers of the Court of
Appeal. In such proceedings, however, the Court of
Appeal is vested with the power to discharge or
vary a judgment or an order made or direction given
by a judge of appeal.
CffiEF JUSTICE

The Otief Justice will remain the most senior
member of the Supreme Court. Consistent with that
status, the Otief Justice will be a member of both the
Court of Appeal and the Trial Division.
PRESIDENT OF THE COURT OF APPEAL
The bill creates the position of a President of the
Court of Appeal. As is currently the case with the
appointment of members of the Supreme Court,
including the Otief Justice, the president will be a
practitioner of the Supreme Court of not less than
eight years standing and will be appointed by the
Governor with the advice of the Executive Council.
Although the Otief Justice will remain the most
senior member of the Supreme Court, the president
will be directly responsible for the overall
constitution and operation of the Court of Appeal.
The president will therefore be specifically
responsible for ensuring the orderly and expeditious
exercise of the Court of Appeal's jurisdiction. As the
second most senior member of the Supreme Court,
the president will be remunerated at a rate higher
than that of the judges of appeal and other judges of
the court, but below that of the Otief Justice.
JUDGES OF APPEAL
The bill provides for the appointment of judges of
appeal. In so doing, it enables the appointment of
candidates possessing skills and knowledge
especially suited to appellate work. Judges of appeal
will have seniority over all other judges of the
Supreme Court, apart from the Otief Justice and the
president As members of the Supreme Court,
judges of appeal will be entitled to the terms and
conditions guaranteed to judges of the Supreme
Court by the Constitution Act 1975. To reflect their
status, judges of appeal will be remunerated at a rate
modestly higher than that of the other judges of the
court, but below that of the Otief Justice and the
president
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Concern has been voiced that an appellate court
with frequently changing membership allows for the
introduction of inconsistency into the law. Through
the appointment of permanent appellate judges to
the Court of Appeal, the bill seeks to address this
concern. Thus, while the combination of judges of
the Court of Appeal may vary at times, the
underlying composition of a permanent appellate
structure whose judges are constantly involved in
the determination of appeals will enable the Court of
Appeal division to achieve a significantly higher
level of consistency and uniformity in its decisions.
Coupled with, and as a consequence of, its capacity
to achieve a higher level of consistency among its
decisions, the Court of Appeal division will also
provide a means for the coherent development of
legal principle.
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The Chief Justice will have overall responsibility for
the operation and constitution of the Trial Division.
Accordingly, any temporary appointment of a judge
of the court to the Court of Appeal, other than an
appointment to fill a temporary absence of a judge
of appeal, must be made with the concurrence of the
Chief Justice. This requirement will ensure that there
is no adverse interference in the running of existing
trials, or trials for which specified dates have been
guaranteed by the Trial Division, by such temporary
appointment
The reforms before the house will have the effect of
significantly improving our judicial system and
thereby placing Victoria at the forefront of the
Australian states in prOviding a first-class legal
system.
I commend the bill to the house.

REGISTRAR OF COURT OF APPEAL
The bill also provides for the appointment of a
Registrar of the Court of Appeal, who will be subject
to the general direction and control of the president
The responsibilities of the registrar will include: the
preliminary examination of all civil applications
made to the Court of Appeal, thereby ensuring the
efficient and expeditious dispatch of those
applications to the Court of Appeal; and performing
such other duties as are required by the president or
the rules of the court. The prOvision of
administrative support to the Court of Appeal in
this way will facilitate the expeditious and efficient
handling of appellate work.

TRIAL DIVISION
In addition to the Court of Appeal division, the bill
creates a Trial Division of the Supreme Court. The
judges in this division are empowered to hear and
determine all matters, civil and criminal, which do
not fall within the jurisdiction of the Court of
Appeal. The structure of the Trial Division mirrors
the Court of Appeal division in the sense that it
enables its members to be focused on the operation
of that division. In this way, the members will be
able to continually and consistently monitor the
handling of trial work and thereby ensure that the
workload is, so far as is possible, dealt with
efficiently and expeditiously.

The Trial Division will primarily consist of the Chief
Justice and the other judges of the court. However,
the bill retains the possibility for judges of appeal to
exercise the jurisdiction of the Trial Division.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr COLE
(Melbourne).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 November.

CLASSIFICATION OF FILMS AND
PUBLICATIONS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This is a bill to correct an existing loophole in the
regulation of censorship in Victoria and to ensure
that the censorship regulation is fully effective so as
to protect the public against offensive material.

In 1990 the previous government updated and
consolidated Victoria's censorship law by enacting
the Classification of Films and Publications Act 1990.
Under the 1990 act the Governor of Victoria may
arrange with the Govemor~era1 of the
commonwealth for the commonwealth censor to
classify films on Victoria's behalf. The definition of
'film' in the 1990 act includes video tapes. At the
time the 1990 act was proclaimed, transitional
provisions preserved an existing arrangement
between the commonwealth and Victoria which
allowed the commonwealth to classify films on
Victoria's behalf. However, although it was
understood that this arrangement allowed the
commonwealth censor to classify video tapes and
video discs, the recent decision of the Supreme
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Court of Victoria in Director of Public Prosecutions v.
MJlicris has raised doubts about the ability of the
commonwealth censor to do that A new agreement
was executed on 2S October 1994 between the
Governor of Victoria and the Governor-General of
the commonwealth to remedy this situation

In order to create certainty for the period in which
the censor's power to classify video tapes and video
discs has been in doubt, the bill provides that the
classification of a video tape or video disc as G, PG,
M, MA or R under the Australian Capital Territory
Classification of Publications Ordinance 1983, which
has similar classification requirements to Victoria,
before the commencement of the new agreement
between the Governor of Victoria and the
Governor-General of the commonwealth results in
the video tape or video disc being deemed to have
that classification under the Victorian act Likewise,
the bill prOvides that if a video tape or video disc
has been refused classification or has been classified
X Wlder the Australian Capital Territory ordinance
the video tape or video disc will be deemed to be
refused classification under the Victorian act.
The bill's purpose is to create certainty in the past
classification of video tapes and discs. The
provisions will not apply retrospectively so that a
deemed classification or deemed refusal of
classification cannot be used in any prosecution
under the 1990 act arising out of the seizure of video
tapes or video discs prior to the commencement of
the new agreement
This bill is a necessary amendment to the principal
act to remove any doubts about the current
classification of video tapes and video discs in this
state.

I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr COLE
(Melbourne).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 November.

GAMING AND BElTING
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.
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The bill proposes a range of enabling and technical
amendments in the areas of gaming and racing with
specific amendments to the Gaming and Betting Act
1994, Gaming Machine Control Act 1991, Oub Keno
Act 1993, Casino Control Act 1991 and the Racing
Act 1958. 1be amendments will strengthen the role
of the Victorian Casino and Gaming AuthOrity in
ensuring that the gaming industry is governed by
the highest standards of probity and security.
The bill deals in part 2 with amendments to the
Gaming and Betting Act 1994. Provision is made for
a wholly owned subsidiary of Tabcorp Holdings Ltd
to possess gaming machines and restricted
components thereby enabling that organisation the
maximum flexibility to possess or dispose of gaming
machines within its group structure.
The bill also inserts a specific power for the
authority to delegate its functions under sections 70
or 95 of the act which deal respectively with
approval of totalizator equipment and quarterly
provision to the minister and Treasurer of a
statement of the authority's costs and expenses. In
both cases this will enable the authority to operate
more flexibly and effectively.
A number of commercial matters awaiting
settlement were retained by the Totalizator Agency
Board and not transferred to Tabcorp. The TAB has
also retained cash and short-term deposits to
support the settlement of these matters as required.
As a further measure to ensure that the TAB will be
able to meet any obligations arising from these
outstanding matters, the bill makes prOvision for the
Treasurer to guarantee, indenmify or otherwise
support the performance, satisfaction or discharge of
obligations or liabilities of the TAB.
The bill also corrects an omission from the principal
act by substituting the Victoria Racing Oub for
Vicracing, thereby properly assigning the liabilities
and assets of the former racing division of the
Racecourses Development Fund and Metropolitan
Racing Oubs Fund to the Victoria Racing Club.
Part 3 of the bill relates to the Gaming Machine
Control Act 1991. The bill proposes amendments to
require the authority to be satisfied that the approval
of a venue operator's licence will not breach the
maximum limit of 105 gaming machines set by
ministerial direction and by the Casino
(Management Agreement) Act To this end, the bill
contains provisions to extend the matters the
authority must consider in determining an
application for a venue operator's licence to include
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whether the management and operation of venues
located close to each other are genuinely
independent of each other. This clause provides the
authority with grOWlds to refuse an application in
cases where an applicant tries to circumvent the 105
maximum machine limit
The government's concern lies not in a hotel chain or
club operating more than one venue, but with more
than 105 machines being operated at the one
location. In cases where an applicant's premises are
within 100 metres of an approved venue and there is
an association between the applicant and the
operator of an already approved venue, the bill
empowers the authority to consider the relationship
between two venues to ensure they are genuinely
independent of each other.
Next, the bill contains a prOvision which specifies
the identity of the venue operator and clarifies the
accountability which attaches to that person and to
any nominee of that person. The bill does this by
prOviding for a natural person to be nominated by a
venue operator and approved by the authority, and
for the person to then be liable for ensuring
compliance with the act, regulations, rules and
licence conditions. The nomination and approval of
a person will, nonetheless, not limit the liability of
the venue operator under the act. The bill also
provides for appeals to the Supreme Court against a
decision of the authority to approve or refuse to
approve a person as a nominee.
This proposal has been communicated to the key
sectors of the gaming industry and has general
support It has the advantage of simplifying the
administration of the act for both the authority and
venues, while improving the security and
accountability of gaming in venues. The proposed
amendment is also consistent with the Uquor
Control Act which provides for a nominee at
licensed premises.
The third major matter addressed by this part
concerns the ongoing scrutiny of the persons who
can influence the conduct of gaming. The bill
provides for the approval of new persons who
become, or are likely to become, associated with, or
able to influence, the conduct of gaming. Provision is
made to enable clearance to be given to a person
prior to that person accepting a beneficial,
ownership or management role and for that person
not to exercise any influence in the business except
with the prior approval of the authority. The bill also
sets out the procedure to be applied in cases where a
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person is found not to be suitable to be associated
with a gaming business.
Provision is also made in this part of the bill to
address the changes which have been made in the
sentencing policy of the courts. The amendment
provides an additional ground for disciplinary
action, which is that the licensee has been found
guilty of an offence against the act under which that
person is licensed or of a certain category of offence
involving fraud or dishonesty, regardless of whether
a conviction has been recorded against that person.
The bill proposes amendment of section 51 of the
Gaming Machine Control Act and section 52 of the
Casino Control Act to achieve this.
Part 4 of the bill deals with club keno. The Oub
Keno Act came into operation in June 1993, and
provides for Tabcorp and Tattersa1ls to run club
keno games. Operations commenced in Victoria on
28 April 1994.
To ensure and maintain the integrity of club keno,
this bill creates specific offences. The offences
include interference with the club keno system, use
of defective equipment, and extension of credit and
sale of tickets to minors. They are based on similar
offences in the Gaming Machine Control Act.
The bill also gives persons who are gaming
inspectors under the Gaming Machine Control Act
enforcement powers based on the powers in the
Gaming Machine Control Act.
These powers will enable inspectors to detect and
investigate suspected offences under the Oub Keno
Act. Inspectors will also be able to gather evidence
for prosecutions under the act. The bill includes a
provision which reflects the common-law privilege
against self-incrimination for persons who refuse to
provide information to inspectors. This privilege has
recently been limited by the High Court case of
Environment Protection Authority v. Caltex in which it
was decided that the privilege is not available to
corporations in some instances.
In addition, the Director of Gaming and Betting is
given power to investigate complaints about the
conduct of club keno games. The powers will ensure
that the interests of the public and the gaming
industry in the conduct of games of club keno are
protected.

The bill also gives gaming inspectors the power to
test or inspect club keno equipment installed at a
venue, to ensure that it is properly connected and
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operating in a satisfactory way. The director is given
power to order Tabcorp and Tattersalls to repair or
withdraw defective machinery, equipment or
computer systems.
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FIRE AUTHORITIES
(MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS)
BILL
Second reading

Part 5 of the bill is an amendment to the Casino
Control Act 1991 and has already been dealt with.

Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I move:

Part 6 deals with amendments to the Racing Act
1958. The situation in respect of the transfer of race
meetings is clarified to enable industry controlling
bodies full flexibility in this area in accordance with
the original intent of the act.
The bill also corrects the position in respect of bets
with bookmakers made at greyhound race meetings
to ensure that the industry portion from stamp duty
is paid to the Greyhound Racing Control Board
rather than the Victorian Country Racing Council.
Finally, the bill also contains a number of machinery
amendments in the nature of statute law revision.
The operation of the gaming industry in Victoria has
been an outstanding success and credit is due to the
administration of the Victorian Casino and Gaming
AuthOrity and the gaming operators, Tattersalls and
Tabcorp and to the foresight and commitment of the
owners and managers of Victoria's hotels and dubs
which have embraced this new form of
entertainment to the benefit of their members,
patrons and communities.
The government is proud of the role it has played in
promoting the high standard of security and
integrity of this industry and in ensuring an orderly
extension of the facilities to maximise the benefits for
Victorians. This bill reinforces the government's
commitment to the honest conduct of gaming. It will
continue the government's work to ensure that the
conduct of gaming in Victoria is free from criminal
influence or explOitation.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr MILDENHALL
(Foolscray).

That this bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this bill is to implement a range of
amendments to the Fire Authorities (Contributions)
Act 1989, the Country Fire Authority Act 1958 and
the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Act 1958. The bill
covers two items of significance. I will focus firstly
on funding of the Country Fire Authority, and then
on fire prevention matters.
FUNDING OF THE COUNTRY FIRE Aun-IORITY

In 1989 the Fue Authorities (Contributions) Act
provided for a variation to the contributions to the
Country Fire AuthOrity's budget. The insurance
sector's contribution was increased from two-thirds
to 775 per cent and the contribution from the
consolidated fund was decreased from one-third to
225 per cent During the debate on that bill,
concerns were expressed about the inequity of the
current insurance-based funding arrangements, and
the desirability of implementing funding reform. A
sunset clause was introduced, under which the
contribution shares would revert to their former
levels on 31 December 1992. It was intended that fire
services funding arrangements would be reviewed
and changed again before that date. Honourable
members will recall that the sunsetting provision
was extended to 30 June 1995 by the Fire and
Emergency Services (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Act 1992.
This government intends to proceed to reform the
funding of fire services and to implement a system
which is both equitable for contributors and which
will ensure the continued existence and viability of
effective fire and emergency services for all
Victorians.

Debate adjourned until Thwsday, 24 November.
Of the two most significant issues holding back
funding reform, the first is the funding of the fire
services during the year of transition to a new
system. There is ongoing consultation with the
Insurance Council of Australia about funding of a
cash shortfall during the year of transition. A
shortfall of $40 million to $160 million, depending
on the option selected, would arise because of the
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expectation that insurance companies would phase
down collections from policy holders over their final
year while still making full contributions to the fire
services, prior to a new system taking over.
The second issue relates to the expected involvement
of municipal councils in the collection of
contributions. Honourable members will be aware
that local government reform is resulting in
Significant changes, not the least of which is to
municipal boundaries. It is important for those
changes to be implemented before a new funding
system is devised because of the necessity to
develop the required information bases and systems
to support the establishment of a new and equitable
funding system. In those circumstances, it is evident
that a new system of funding for the fire services
cannot be developed and implemented before
July 1995. Accordingly, the bill repeals the sunset
provision. That will allow the government to
undertake proper consultation and introduce reform
when these key issues are resolved, and to avoid
increasing its contnbution to the CFA by some
$8.4 million annually, commencing in 1995-96.

FIRE PREVENTION POWERS FOR THE
METROPOLITAN FIRE BRIGADES BOARD

The severe bushfires in and around Sydney last
summer raised serious concerns about urban fire
hazards and the powers needed to deal with them.
The MFBB is aware of areas within the metropolitan
fire district which could, in similar conditions,
provide a high fire risk, but about which it has no
powers to act. Although the MFBB has a duty under
its act to extinguish fires, it has neither a power nor a
duty to undertake fire prevention activities.
The bill confers a duty of fire prevention on the
MFBB and on municipal councils and public
authorities within the metropolitan fire district. The
duties and powers will be the same as those
available to the COWltry Fire Authority, to which I
now turn.

PROCEDURES FOR DEALING WITIi FIRE
PREVENTION
The Country Fire Authority has always had fire
prevention as a key function, with municipal fire
prevention officers being empowered under the
CFA act to issue direction notices and enforce
compliance. However, the procedures are inflexible
and unwieldy. For example, once a notice is issued
there is no power to vary it except on conservation
grounds. The bill provides new, flexible and
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Simplified fire prevention procedures for all
municipal councils in the state, and for all fire
services.
The bill empowers municipal fire prevention officers
to issue fire prevention notices on owners or
occupiers of land in respect of material, other than a
building or in a building, which is lilcely to
constitute a danger to life or property from fire.
Although the main concern continues to be
vegetative hazards, the powers will also cover other
materials constituting a fire danger to life or
property. For example, the combustible materials
which are defined as litter in the Litter Act 1987,
such as rubbish, abandoned vehicles, old tyres,
paclcaging material and the lilce, will be subject to
the direction notice procedure. A fire prevention
notice will require that the owner or occupier adhere
to the direction to remove or minimise the threat of
fire within the specified time.
In the interest of fire safety, the bill also provides
that the CFA's chief officer or the MFBB's chief fire
officer may also serve a fire prevention notice if they
believe one should be served and a municipal fire
prevention officer has failed or refuses to do so.
The bill provides for a compulsory consultation

process should the person served object to the
notice, and the fire prevention officer, or chief officer
or chief fire officer, may confirm, vary or withdraw
the notice as part of that consultation process.
Should the person still not be satisfied, there will be
a right of appeal to the chief officer or chief fire
officer, or to the Country Fire Authority or the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, who must
consider all relevant matters and may confirm, vary
or cancel the notice.
The maximum penalty for failure to comply with a
notice is tmchanged at 50 units or 12 months
imprisonment, prosecuted through the Magistrates
Court. That is retained as it is vital that the
community remain aware of the importance of
carrying out fire prevention to reduce the
devastation and loss, both economic and social,
caused by fire. However, the bill introduces a
simpler alternative enforcement procedure for lesser
offences against the fire direction notice procedure
by prOviding power to issue an infringement notice
carrying a penalty of two units, to be enforced in the
PERIN court.
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The fire services will also be given a power to
remove fire-hazardous material on the failure of an
owner / occupier to carry out the work required by a
prevention notice, which will be similar to the
powers available to municipal fire prevention
officers under the Local Government Act 1989. In
addition, fire brigades will be empowered to carry
out fire prevention work at the request of an
owner / occupier.
There is provision for the actual cost of the work and
the service of notices to be recovered. In addition,
fines collected will be paid to either the municipal
council, if the notice was served by its fire
prevention officer, or the fire service which
instigated the action.
The proposed measures will result in improved
standards of fire prevention for the Victorian
community, and will ensure a uniform approach
throughout the state for both municipal councils and
the fire services. The bill's provisions also protect the
rights of owners and occupiers by providing
avenues of negotiation and appeal to facilitate
implementation of mutually agreed solutions to fire
prevention problems. The municipal associations
have supported both the extension of the fire
prevention powers to the MFB act and the new
procedures for dealing with fire prevention.
The bill also provides more flexibility for sawmillers

by providing less stringent requirements relating to
the disposal of by-products as it is no longer always
necessary or economic to require the burning of all
such by-products. When the by-products are
burned, however, they must be burned in
accordance with the regulations.
The bill also specifies the general powers of both the
Country Fire AuthOrity and the Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Board to clarify and marginally extend
their contract-making powers and to enable them to
enter contracts for the implementation of the
emergency services telecommunications computer
aided call taking and dispatch system project. Other
issues covered in the bill relate to consequential
amendments resulting from amendments to other
legislation.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr MILDENHALL

Thursday. 10 November 1994

VICTORIAN ARTS CENTRE
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

BASS Victoria, a division of the Victorian Arts
Centre Trust, has been meeting the ticketing
requirements of the Victorian public and arts and
sport promoters for more than 15 years.
Since its inception in 1978, BASS has grown from
being an operation of six people selling 100 000
tickets each year to being the second largest ticketing
agency in any city in the world employing 50 people
and processing in excess of 5 million tickets each
year.
BASS commenced operations as a ticketing service
for the arts and entertainment industry in Victoria. It
now sells tickets for all the major sporting events in
Victoria, including the AFL finals series and
home-and-away games, the Melbourne Cup, the
Australian Open, the World Cup and Test cricket
BASS has recently expanded into the tourism market
selling tickets for the Rialto observation tower. In
recent years BASS has expanded its network outlets
to include rural Victoria and has on occasions
operated as a temporary ticket seller in Perth and
Singapore for football and the Moscow Circus.
The expansion of the network into rural Victoria has
meant that more Victorians have access to ticket
purchasing facilities than ever before.
BASS also assists promoters and the ticket-bUying
public by distributing posters and fliers via its outlet
network. BASS provides fast, reliable delivery and
has the ability to handle a vast number of different
events at anyone time. It has the flexibility to adapt
to market needs in the areas of the programming
and dissemination of continually changing
information about what is on and where.
BASS provides a complete ticket-selling service
including event building, subscriptions and
marketing. It has positioned itself favourably for
national and international expansion.

(Footscray).

Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 November.

In 1993 the government decided that the Victorian
Arts Centre Trust should increase private industry

participation in its ticketing services and that those
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services be expanded to include other marketing and
inventory management activities. These objectives
may be achieved through the formation of joint
ventures which the trust is actively pursuing at this
time. To remove any doubt as to the capacity of the
trust to participate in joint venture arrangements
and to participate in a joint venture for a national
ticketing and related marketing services business the
Victorian Arts Centre Act will require amendment
In its first decade the Victorian Arts Centre has
become the most cost~ective performing arts
centre of its kind in Australia. Its businesses such as
ticketing, catering, car parking, tourism and retail
have helped to ensure this. The Victorian Arts
Centre has positioned itself to expand further in the
areas of tourism as well as ticketing. The centre is
also setting up an international relations function so
that it can have more mearungful exchange with
overseas performing arts centres, particularly those
in Asia. The centre wishes to become stronger
financially, and being able to develop and expand
into other businesses will ensure this.
The bill proposes that section 5 of the act be
amended to identify as a specific function of the
trust the promotion, development, control and
management of a business of ticketing, inventory
management of admissions, marketing and related
services inside or outside Victoria.
It is also proposed to amend section 6 of the act so
that the trust has the additional specific power, with
the written consent of the minister given after
consultation with the Treasurer, to enter into joint
ventures and to carry out all other necessary and
incidental matters, including the purchasing of
shares, for the purpose of entering into these jOint
ventures.

In addition, the bill makes minor statute law
revision amendments to the act by repealing two
spent provisions.
BASS Victoria and the Victorian Arts Centre Trust
are to be commended for developing BASS into one
of the best and most comprehensive ticketing
services in the world. For this reason it is timely that
the operations of BASS are to be expanded so that it,
together with the Victorian Arts Centre and private
sector partners, can expand its expertise nationally
and internationally. At the same time the Victorian
Arts Centre will through good business practices
increase its revenue and expand its programming so
that it serves both the people of Victoria and draws
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national and international visitors to the city of
Melbourne.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms MARPLE
(Altona).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 November.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND
TRAINING (STATE TRAINING WAGE)
BILL
Second reading
Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of the bill before the house is to amend
the Vocational Education and Training Act 1990 so
as to implement within the Victorian employee
relations system provisions of the national training
wage interim award 1994.
The national training wage interim award was made
by the Australian Industrial Relations Commission
on 12 September this year. Among its provisions is
the opportunity for employers covered by federal
awards to discount award wage rates in return for
the provision of accredited training, particularly for
the young and the long-term unemployed.
The federal government has also made available
subsidies for employers employing trainees under
the federal award. These subsidies are intended to
offset some of the structural and cost-related barriers
to employing the long-term unemployed for
purposes of providing on or off-the-job training.
Victoria welcomed the limited acceptance by the
federal government in its working nation statement
of May this year of the fact that the prescriptive
nature of federal awards is a serious obstacle to the
improvement of the Australian job market. This is
especially so for those who have had the misfortune
to be unemployed for very lengthy periods of time
and are no longer considered job ready, or else by
virtue of their youthfulness and nothing more have
encountered difficulty in gaining entry to the work
force.
Over the course of the long proceedings in the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission the
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state of Victoria supported the concept of a training
wage. Admittedly, as the state of Victoria and
employer groups made clear during the proceedings
before the commission, the federal award may be far
from a perfect instrument. It is more complex than it
need have been. Furthermore, it may not on its own
override the many continuing impediments to the
creation of the stable, competitively driven economic
growth rates which underpin a healthy job market.

amendments have been required in respect of
trainees' minimum terms and conditions of
employment. Oause 7 of schedule 3 ensures that
trainees have continued access under the Employee
Relations Act 1992 to the provisions of part 2,
division 2 of part 3 and schedule I, except clause
1(c), which relates to minimum wages.

But importantly the training wage concept does
offer prospects for increased training and, above all
else, it offers hope where there has been none before.

A complicated feature of the federal award is the
interaction of prescribed wage rates with various
industry sector and skill level classifications.
Consistent with the bill's treatment of wage rates,
the Victorian government does not wish to
complicate further the scheme of the training wage
any further for employers. Consequently, at clause 6
of schedule 3 of the bill, for purposes of applying the
weekly wages payable to trainees, the appropriate
industry / skill level in relation to a trainee will be as
specified federally, through the National Training
Wage Interim Award.

The bill before the house therefore reinforces the
Victorian government's commitment to enhance the
job prospects of the young and the long-term
unemployed who seek to develop the skills
necessary for them to participate constructively in
the labour market
The government has moved speedily and effectively
to implement provisions of the National Training
Wage Award into the Victorian employee relations
system.
Essentially, the bill before the house embodies the
bulk of the provisions of the National Training Wage
Interim Award in a legislative form, through the
establishment of a new schedule 3 to the Vocational
Education and Training Act 1990. This will ensure
that the discounted wage system and other
provisions in the federal award, such as the
industry / skill levels to which trainees' wages are
tied, are stable and applied uniformly across the
Victorian state and federal jurisdictions.
The bill therefore ensures that all employers and
employees will have swift access to the provisions of
the Victorian state training wage system and will not
be confronted with a training scheme which differs
in any substantial way between state and federal
levels.

INDUSfRY /SKILL LEVELS

Such industry / skill levels will themselves be
specified in the Victorian employee relations system
through a relevant determination made by the State
Training Board under section 51 of the Vocational
Education and Training Act 1990. Such
determinations will simply mirror the industry / skill
levels which apply in the federal award.

TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT CONDmONS
The bill provides that the conditions of training and
conditions of employment under a training
agreement have virtually the same effect for trainees
and employers as under the National Training Wage
Interim Award. A very similar approach has been
taken in respect of the consultative arrangements
which underpin the accreditation of approved
training schemes under the terms of schedule 3.

NETI'FORCE

The bill, at clause 6 of schedule 3, provides that the
wage rates applicable for trainees in Victoria
employed under the schedule will be those as
provided by the National Training Wage Interim
Award 1994. This will ensure that employers do not
face competing and different wage rates between the
federal and state training wage systems.

The bill makes provision for the State Training
Board to enter into an agreement with Nettforce, as
provided by the National Training Wage Interim
Award, and to perform the function and exercise the
powers given to it pursuant to any such agreement. I
am pleased to inform the house that negotiations
between Nettforce and the Office of Training and
Further Education are proceeding positively in this
regard.

As a consequence of the introduction of the
discounted training wage system, some

There are further consequential amendments to the
principal act as detailed in the bill itself and as

WAGE RATES
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referenced within the explanatory memorandum as
tabled.
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that further reforms be made next year as part of a
total rewrite of the legislation relating to minor
gaming.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, I reaffirm the Victorian government's
genuine concern for the circumstances which face
the young and long-term unemployed in developing
relevant workplace skills and having the
opportunities to become 'job ready'. The
introduction of the state training wage system by
way of the bill now before the house is an important
initiative in this regard.

illtimately, however, the solutions to
unemployment reside elsewhere, particularly so in
respect of the implementation at both the national
and state levels of comprehensive policies to
promote a dynamic and innovative economy. In the
long run, such policies are the only real source of
security for the labour market, present and future.
Notwithstanding this, there are important steps, of
which the bill is one, that can be taken to ameliorate
the current circumstances facing the young and the
unemployed and to ensure that there are as few skill
shortages as possible in the labour market over the
coming years.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms MARPLE
(Altona).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 November.

This bill inserts a new definition of community or
charitable organisations, reforms the conduct of
bingo by removing a number of current restrictions,
brings the bingo centre industry under a similar
regulatory framework to that applying to electronic
gaming machines, and makes changes to the
regulations of raffles, lucky envelopes and trade
promotion lotteries.
The government continues to recognise the
important role the minor gaming industry plays in
funding community and charitable organisations. To
protect this important source of revenue, the bill
provides for the Victorian Casino and Gaming
Authority to declare which bodies are community or
charitable organisations for the purposes of the act.
This will mean that only bodies which satisfy the
authority that they are genuine community or
charitable organisations will be able to benefit from
the conduct of bingo, raffles and lucky envelopes.
The reforms proposed to the conduct of bingo
remove a number of outdated restrictions:
the number of sessions which may be conducted
over 7 days is increased from 2 to 4;
the prohibition on Sunday bingo is removed;
restrictions on time of day at which bingo may be
played are removed;

LOTTERIES GAMING AND BElTING
(GENERAL AMENDMENT) BILL

the maximum price per ticket is increased from 20
cents to 40 cents;

Second reading

the number of tickets which may be sold for each
game is increased from 500 to 600.

Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing) - I move:
lllat this bill be now read a second time.

A person who conducts a session of bingo on behalf
of an organisation will be accountable for the
conduct of the session and the keeping of financial
records.

This bill proposes a number of reforms in line with

the government's general policy in the area of
gaming for deregulation where possible, whilst
enhancing the level of probity and protection of
participants in the industry.
Many of the specific proposals are the result of an
extensive review of the minor gaming industry
earlier this year and subsequent consultation with
relevant persons and organisations. It is intended

This bill recognises the contribution of bingo centre
operators to the bingo industry while endeavouring
to ensure that their commercial aims do not conflict
with the community-based aims of bingo permit
holders.
To this end, bingo centre operators and those of their
employees carrying out Significant duties will have
to be licensed. They will be subject to a system of
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probity checks and investigations. This is based on
the system which governs the licensing of venue
operators and their employees under the Gaming
Machine Control Act 1991. It will be possible to
cancel or suspend these licences.
It will now be possible for a person holding a bingo
permit on behalf of a community or charitable body
to enter into a contract with a bingo centre operator.
The contract will transfer all responsibility for
compliance with the permit to the operator. In
return for assuming this responsibility, the operator
will receive a fee from the permit holder. This fee
will be up to 2 per cent of the gross receipts for each
session of bingo conducted under the contract
The bill provides that the expenses of conducting a
session of bingo must be no more than 10 per cent of
gross receipts for that session, excluding catering
costs. Therefore, where a contract exists between a
permit holder and a bingo centre operator the
amount of expenses must be no more than 12 per
cent of the gross receipts.
The bill ensures that there is a clear separation
between the conduct of bingo for the benefit of
community and charitable organisations and the
operation of electronic gaming machines by larger
clubs for their members and by hotels for profit. To
this end, bingO centre operators will not be
permitted to hold licences issued under the Gaming
Machine Control Act 1991. This reflects the intent of
a former regulation that sought to prevent the
location of gaming machines within bingo centres.

Special provision has been made for those bingo
centre operators who already hold venue operators
licences under the Gaming Machine Control Act
1991. These persons are given until the year 2000 to
phase out their dual interests.
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of charging for permits for trade promotion lotteries.
It will also reflect more accurately the overall costs
of administration of a wide range of raffles,
including those offering substantial prizes. A permit
to conduct a raffle will no longer be required where
the value of the prize pool is $5000 or less. This will
reduce the cost burden to charities and community
bodies in conducting smaller raffles.
The operation of trade promotion lotteries has also
been considered, and to better ensure probity the bill
provides that a permit will be issued to an
individual on behalf of an organisation, not to the
organisation alone. It is considered desirable that in
each case there be one person who can be held
accountable for compliance with permit conditions
and with whom contact may be made in relation to
the lottery.
Each person or organisation responsible for the
conduct of minor gaming will be required to keep
the proceeds in a separate bank account (This
replaces the current requirements that proceeds
from each form of minor gaming be kept in separate
funds.) This will protect the interests of the charity
or community body which benefits from those
proceeds.
These reforms in the area of minor gaming continue
the government's work in relation to the gaming
industry in Victoria. The bill introduces tighter
controls and stricter probity measures while
deregulating where possible. This is consistent with
the government's desire to promote the highest
standards of security and integrity in all facets of the
gaming industry.

I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Ms MARPLE
(Altona).

In respect of lucky envelopes, a number of further
controls are proposed to better safeguard the
interests of the charities and community bodies that
rely on income from the sale of lucky envelopes. The
director of gaming and betting is given the power to
approve the types of lucky envelope machines.
Suppliers are required to obtain the approval of the
Victorian Casino and Gaming Authority.

In relation to raffles, the bill provides for regulations
to be made to ensure they are conducted fairly and
honestly. A new charge, based on a percentage of
the total prize value for each raffle, is required for a
permit to conduct a raffle and replaces the former
fixed fee. This is consistent with the present method

Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 November.

UNIVERSITY ACfS (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this bill is to make amendments to
the acts constituting the University of Melbourne,
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Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology and
Victoria University of Technology. The amendments
are intended to streamline their administration and
remove unnecessary constraints on their operations.
They are being made as a result of requests from and
discussions with the universities concerned.
Victoria is fortunate in having a number of large and
very successful universities which not only offer
outstanding teaching facilities but have very strong
research and service functions. To an increasing
extent these involve close relationships with
industry and with other community agencies.
The tmiversities' roles in teaching and research on
the international scene are also expanding rapidly.
Several have established campuses in other
countries in cooperation with overseas governments
and institutions, in addition to providing for large
numbers of overseas students at their Victorian
campuses. The organisational arrangements needed
to support the commercial development of outcomes
of university research, cooperative teaching and
research projects with industry, and overseas
activities vary widely, but in many cases they
involve the establishment of companies,
partnerships and joint ventures.
It is the wish of the government to make such

arrangements as simple and flexible as possible,
consistent with a need for accountability and the
monitoring of activities that are part of the state's
education system. To this end unnecessary approval
requirements should be removed and replaced by
provisions for the government to be kept informed
of activities. It is important that universities are in a
position to take new initiatives and respond to
educational opportunities within Victoria and
elsewhere with confidence and without delay.
The government has a program of consultation with
the universities to identify areas where legislative
provisions can be simplified and made more
effective. This bill deals with the outcome for three
universities - the University of Melbourne, RMIT
and the Victoria University of Technology.
In each case requirements for approval for the
establishment of or participation in companies and
jOint ventures have been modified, and the
universities' powers to obtain benefits through
normal commercial financial accommodations have
been improved. In two cases, RMIT and VUT, the
size of the council has been reduced at the request of
the universities and the constraints on the number of
terms of appointment of council members have been
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removed. A number of other changes have been
made to simplify procedures at the universities
concerned.

MAJOR PROVISIONS OF TIlE BILL
Part 1 of the bill specifies its purposes and provides
for commencement at times to meet the particular
requirements at each university.
Part 2 of the bill provides for changes in the
Melbourne University Act 1992 to amend
definitions, remove references to a specific position
which is no longer used, modify procedures for
making statutes and regulations, and provide for
revocation of academic awards. It also removes a
requirement for prior approval of participation in
companies, and extends borrowing powers to
provide for benefits through financial
accommodations.
Part 3 of the bill provides for changes to the Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology Act 1992. It
reduces the size of the council, provides for
appointment of more than one deputy chancellor
and removes a requirement of prior consultation
with the State Training Board which. does not apply
to other multi-sector universities. It also removes the
requirement of prior approval for participation in
companies and joint ventures and provides for
obtaining benefits through financial
accommodations.
Part 4 of the bill provides for changes to the Victoria
University of Technology Act It amends the objects
of the university to strengthen its research role and
make clear its power to operate overseas. It reduces
the size of the council to 24 members, provides for
the chancellor to resign from the council, Simplifies
mechanisms for appointment of the heads of
administrative units and removes references to
RMIT as an amalgamating institute.
As for the University of Melbourne and RMIT, the
bill removes the requirement of prior approval for
participation in companies and joint ventures, and
provides for obtaining benefits through financial
accommodations.

I commend this bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms MARPLE
(Altona).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 November
1994.

COURTS (GENERAL AMENDMENT) BILL
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COURTS (GENERAL AMENDMENT)
BILL
Second reading
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

1bis bill contains a number of amendments which
will help improve the operation of the courts.

Thursday, 10 November 1994

Cause 6 of the bill inserts a new provision in the
Jurisdiction of Courts (Cross-Vesting) Act with the
intention of altering or varying section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975. It is necessary to amend the
Supreme Court's jurisdiction to give effect to the
new provisions in respect of special federal matters
agreed to by the Standing Committee of
Attorneys-General.

OTHER AMENDMENI'S
Other amendments contained in the bill will:

CROSS-VESTING
A scheme for cross-vesting of jurisdiction between
federal and state courts has been in operation since
1987. The scheme was implemented through the
enacting of complementary legislation by the
commonwealth and the states. The relevant
Victorian legislation is the Jurisdiction of Courts
(Cross-Vesting) Act 1987.
The primary objective of the scheme is to vest the
federal courts with the jurisdiction of the state
supreme courts and to vest the state supreme courts
with the federal courts' jurisdiction so that no action
will fail through lack of jurisdiction. The scheme also
permits the transfer of cases to the most appropriate
forum for their resolution.
The scheme makes specific provision for' special
federal matters' that arise under certain provisions
of federa1legislation. If commenced in a supreme
court, these matters should normally be transferred
to the appropriate federal court. 'The amendments to
the Jurisdiction of Courts (Cross-Vesting) Act 1987
will do three things:
require the Supreme Court to transfer 'special
federal matters' Wlless satisfied that there are
special reasons which justify the Supreme Court
determining the proceedings - this is a stricter
test than that which currently applies;

permit the appointment of judges over the age of
70 years but less than 75 years of age to be reserve
judges of the Supreme and County courts;
provide registrars of the Magistrates and County
courts and the Prothonotary of the Supreme
Court with the power to waive the necessity for a
party to pay fees in whole or in part where the
requirement to pay fees will cause financial
hardship;
raise the retirement age of magistrates from 65
years of age to 70 years, which will bring the
retirement age of magistrates' into line with
judges;
provide for a second form of oath for members of
a jury which reflects the current procedure for
swearing in jurors after empanelment as opposed
to before empanelment;
provide trial judges with the discretion to
empanel additional jurors if he or she considers
that the case is of such a nature that additional
jurors are warranted; and
alter the fee-making power to permit the
Registrar of Probates to charge fees for the
delivery of a will.
I commend the bill to the house.

extend the definition of'special federal matter' to
include step-parent adoptions; and
include the Australian Capital Territory in the
scheme.
These amendments are the result of an agreement of
the Standing Committee of Attorneys-General and
all other state jurisdictions have made similar
amendments.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr COLE
(Melbourne).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 November.

QUEEN VICTORIA WOMEN'S CENTRE
BILL
Second reading
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I move:

QUEEN VICTORIA WOMEN'S CENTRE BILL
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That this bill be now read a second time.

1bis bill honours the government's commitment to
establish a women's centre on the site of the old
Queen Victoria Women's Hospital and it recognises
women's historic claims to association with that site.
If refurbishment of the existing building goes
according to plan, we hope to be able to open the
centre on the centenary of the first steps taken by
women in 1896 to establish the first Victorian
Medical Service specifically for women. If we can
manage that, it will be a fitting celebration of the
centenary, and a substantive demonstration of the
government's commitment to the interests of
women.
The centre will have strong historic links with the
progress of women in Victoria over the past 100
years, and I expect these links to add to the centre's
attractiveness as a facility for all women in the state.
The first Queen Victoria Women's Hospital was
established in Lonsdale Street in 1898 by
Or Constance Stone, with the help of the results of
the appeal known as the Shilling Fund. That appeal
raised 63 250 shillings from the women of Victoria
and it was an overwhelming demonstration of their
enthusiasm for the establishment of the hospital. The
hospital moved to the site at Lonsdale and Swanston
streets in 1949 and operated there until the service
was moved to the Monash Medical Centre in 1989.
It was only as a result of pressure from the coalition
parties that the previous government provided for
the lease-back of the eastern tower on the hospital
site for use by women when it sold the surrounding
land to developers. Since the coalition came into
government, we have provided for the better
preserved central tower to be used instead of the
eastern tower, and we have completely excised the
land on which that tower stands from the sale to
developers. As the government's contnbution to the
vision for the women's centre which has been
developed by women's organisations, we will
refurbish the tower building and provide start-up
costs for the centre.

1bis bill vests the land in the Queen Victoria
Women's Centre Trust, which is a statutory
corporation created by the bill. The bill defines the
purpose, functions and powers of the trust, and they
are principally to be responsible for the management
of the centre as a facility, which will be attractive to
all Victorian women, and to provide services for
women within the centre.
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Another important function of the trust is to act as a
fundraising body, and that is listed as one of its
functions in the bill. The government's commitments
to retain the land and to refurbish the tower for use
by women have always been made on the basis that
the centre will operate independently of government
funding, so fundraising will therefore be a vital part
of the trust's work. The necessity to operate without
government funding will be one of the centre's
greatest strengths, and it is one aspect of the idea for
a centre that has been very important to women's
organisations. Our aim is to establish a trust which is
independent of political pressures and which works
solely for the benefit of Victorian women..
The bill provides that the trust consist of
12 members appointed by the Governor in Council
on the recommendation of the Minister responsible
for Women's Affairs. Up to four members of the
trust will be selected from a panel of names
submitted by the Queen Victoria Women's Centre
Inc., which is an organisation that has spent a great
deal of time and effort in developing a vision and
support for the centre. Members will be appointed
for terms of not more than four years, and the bill
provides for the appointment of a chairperson and
for vacancies, resignations and removal from office.
It also provides for the procedure at meetings of the
trust and for the declaration of any pecuniary
interests by members.
One of the most important provisions in the bill is
one that I have already mentioned in passing, which
is that the bill vests in the trust the land on which the
old hospital tower stands. 1bis not only
demonstrates the government's commitment to the
centre but ensures the trust is independent of
government Of course, there are the necessary
provisions restricting the use of the land to the
purposes of the trust and preventing'the sale or
mortgage of the land.
As the government will be investing a very
substantial amount of public money in the
refurbishment of the building and will be vesting the
ownership of land currently owned by the
government in the trust, the bill makes provision for
the efficient and responsible financial management
of the centre by the trust It would not be possible
for us to invest public money in the centre, no matter
how worthwhile the project, unless we created a
structure within which the trust will be able to
operate in a financially responsible manner. The bill
gives the trust borrowing and investment powers,
subject to the approval of the Treasurer, and the
responsibility to prepare and act in accordance with
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a business plan. If the minister determines that the
trust is unable to pay its debts, the trust may be
wound up and the land would revert to the Crown.
The provisions for financial responsibility are

absolutely necessary. However, we have kept them
to a minimum because we want the trust to operate
independently, and it will be able to do so. Its
decisions as to the uses and management of the
centre and as to fundraising and spending are
absolutely its own. All the government will do is
keep an eye on its financial position and step in to
wind it up in the unlikely event that financial
difficulties overcome it. One of the necessary
corollaries of its independence from government is
that we have purposely made no commitment to
prop up the trust in the event of financial problems.
'That sort of commitment would require a far greater
degree of political control than we would wish to see
imposed on the centre.
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The existing indoor sports facilities at Albert Park except for the squash centre, which was built in
1961-are former World War n storage sheds that
were converted into indoor sports venues in the
1950s. Those facilities are in a dilapidated condition;
they leak when it rains, they contain asbestos and
they now require major upgrading or replacement to
avoid closure.

be unique in Australia. It will be a centre dedicated
to the benefit of women and to the improvement of
their status in our society. It will be a place in which

The State Swimming Centre at Batman Avenue has
major structural problems and requires costly
ongoing maintenance. The government currently
spends $250 000 annually to maintain the swimming
centre in a safe condition for public use. The
development of the Melbourne Sports and Aquatic
Centre will replace both those dilapidated indoor
sports facilities and the structurally unsound
Batman Avenue State Swimming Centre with new
world-standard facilities, to be located in the
north-west section of Albert Park. The few sporting
clubs affected by the site development will be
relocated to other parts of Albert Park. Once the
centre is operational the existing court facilities at
Albert Park will be demolished and the area
returned to open space.

women can congregate and look for assistance, and
we hope it will become a reference point for women
across the state. Its support by the government is
entirely consistent with our objectives to enhance
women's access to services and support and to
encourage women to meet and work to improve
their opportunities and their participation in public
life and decision-making.

The need for this bill is twofold. Firstly, the bill will
enable the trust to obtain control of the site and
enable the land to be used for the intended
purposes. The bill will require the Albert Park
Committee of Management to lease a defined
portion of the reserve required for the centre to the
trust for 52 years.

The bill establishes a trust to nm a centre, which will

I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms GARBUIT
(Bundoora).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 24 November.

MELBOURNE SPORTS AND AQUATIC
CENTRE BILL
Second retzding
Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport, Recreation
and Racing) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this bill is to permit the construction
of the Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre at
Albert Park and to establish the Melbourne Sports
and Aquatic Centre Trust to operate the centre.

Secondly, there is a need to provide for an expert
body to have responsibility for the construction and
management of the centre and to ensure its sound
financial performance. The bill will provide for a
trust similar to that established for the Melbourne
Exhibition Centre.
Given that the centre will cater for a variety of
sports, an expert trust comprising five to
seven members who have the skills and background
required to operate the centre in an efficient and
commercially sound manner will be appointed by
the Governor in COWlcil.
The trust is to have the power to take the relevant
land on lease and, subject to the approval of the
Minister for Sport, Recreation and Racing, to have
the power to grant subleases over part or parts of the
centre operations. The trust will also have the power
to enter into contractual arrangements in relation to
the construction, operation and maintenance of the
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centre, to regulate conduct at the centre and to
charge entry fees.
The trust will be subject to the general direction and
control and specific directions of the Minister for
Sport, Recreation and Rating. As a public body,
under part 7 of the Fmancial Management Act it will
also be subject to the normal financial and reporting
obligations, including annual reporting and audit by
the Auditor-General.
I wish to make a statement under section 85(5) of the
Constitution Act 1975 of the reasons for altering or
varying that section by this bill. Clause 31 provides
that it is the intention of the proposed act to vary the
Constitution Act 1975 to the extent necessary to
prevent the Supreme Court awarding compensation
in respect of anything done or arising out of
section 24(1) or because of the granting of a lease to
the trust or the assignment of any of the trust's
interest under a lease.
The reason for limiting the jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court is that the bill allows the committee
of management at Albert Park to grant a lease of the
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre land for
purposes other than the purposes for which the land
is reserved. The bill also allows the trust to assign its
interests under the lease for those purposes. Any
claims for compensation based on the former use of
the land could delay or prevent a change in the use
or status of Crown land that is for the benefit of the
community as a whole. It is in the public interest for
the rights on the site to be clarified to allow this
major development to be built. This facility will
significantly enhance the amenity of the area to park
users, local residents and Me1burnians generally.
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to meet the needs of Australian athletes training for
the 2000 Olympic Games. The centre will posSibly
attract overseas Olympic Games teams for training
and acclimatisation programs and potentially be a
venue for Olympic Games preliminary events.

The inclusion of the new State Swimming Centre at
Albert Park will also provide the local residents with
a much-needed sport and recreational facility. With
the grand prix works, it demonstrates the
government's intention to upgrade Albert Park from
its sadly neglected condition.
In conclusion, the construction and effective
management of the Melbourne Sports and Aquatic
Centre at Albert Park will make an important
long-term contribution to this state's sporting,
economic, and social development
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr MILDENHALL
(Footscray).
Debate adjourned until Thwsday, 24 November.
Remaining business postponed on motion of
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment).

ADJOURNMENT
Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Atlantis Recordings
The replacement of the current State Swimming
Centre and the redevelopment of the Albert Park
indoor sports precinct are key priorities of the
government. The Melbourne Sports and Aquatic
Centre will replace the facilities currently in use and
provide a major facility for competition, the training
of future champions and community use.
The facility's design will mean that other sports or
recreational activities can be relocated to the centre
in future years in the event of changed leisure
participation trends. The centre may overcome the
need for many Victorian athletes, in particular in
swimming and diving, to leave this state to jOin
training and competition programs elsewhere.
The centre will be a venue for state and national

championships and will also help position Victoria

Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - I raise a matter
for the considera tion of the Minister for Small
Business concerning the thuggish behaviour of
Crown Casino, apparently supported by the
Premier, in a dispute with a small business, Atlantis
Recordings studios, situated in Kingsway near the
permanent casino site.

Crown appears to be pursuing a deliberate strategy
of driving Atlantis out of business rather than
negotiating issues of relocation and compensation in
good faith. The business has been so devastated that
within a month the strategy will have achieved
success. Atlantis will have closed its doors and the
family behind it will be left with debts of more than
$150 000 for which they are personally responsible.
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The victim of Crown's thuggery is a successful small
business. In March the principals invested $500 000
in building the recording studio to international
standard. The business has traded successfully,
improving its turnover and profitability each year
since. However, since construction began on the
casino site the business has been devastated by noise
from pile driving and construction cuts, regular
electricity and water cuts, telephone and fax
disconnection, plus a high-pressure gas pipe rupture
on 11 July. That has all meant that the recording
studio can no longer guarantee work of the quality
required to retain its clientele. As a result clients
have gone elsewhere and turnover has declined by
approximately $80 000 since construction work
began.
Atlantis has contacted Crown, Hudson Conway and
the state government representative for the project,
Mr Tony Jolly, but has got nowhere. In fact Mr Jolly
has not replied to a written submission put to him
on 7 June. Atlantis also contacted the Premier, who
simply washed his hands of the matter. In spite of
expressing its concerns to all of those people and
organisations, Atlantis is still not consulted about
road closures, interruptions to power supply and so
on. Crown has made a few loose, verbal offers but
refuses to put anything in writing or hold formal
negotiations in good faith.
Is this a serious test of the minister's commitment to
small business to use the offices of his department to
bring the parties together to find a resolution which
will save this previously successful, wealth-creating
small business, or will the minister roll over and
continue the preferential treatment given to Crown
Casino by this government and so again sell out a
small business which is perfectly capable of
surviving if looked after in the correct manner by
this government?

Local government: Cranboume and
Berwick
Mr ROWE (Cranboume) - I ask the Minister for
Industry and Employment to direct to the attention
of the Minister for Local Government in another
place the representation I make on behalf of the City
of Cranboume and its people in relation to the
interim report handed down recently by the Local
Government Board, about which submissions were
recently closed.

The cities of Cranbourne and Berwick have been the
fastest growing part of the metropolitan area of
Melbourne for many years. During that time the
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City of Cranboume has been able to satisfy the
needs of a growth municipality while at the same
time embark on a debt-reduction strategy that will
see that municipality totally debt free before 2000.
The board recommendation is that the cities of
Berwick and Cranboume be amalgamated into one
municipality. That municipality will grow to a
population close to 300 000 within the next 10 to
15 years. I suggest that that municipality would be
far too large and the true meaning of local
government would be lost that is, the delivery of
government services at a truly local level and with
some personal contact being maintained between
council members and their constituents.
The municipality of Cranboume has put forward a
proposal that rather than amalgamating the two
councils they should be left separate or certainly
reduced in size from that proposed by the board.
Both municipalities recognise the need for local
government reform. and both, particularly the City
of Cranbourne, have undertaken drastic cost-cutting
measures over a number of years.
I ask the Minister for Local Government to support
the proposal of the City of Cranboume by bringing
this matter to the attention of the Local Government
Board, ensuring that we have two growth
municipalities. This will serve the needs of the
growing community of the current City of
Cranbourne and the residents of Carrum Downs and
Langwarnn, who have expressed to me on a number
of occasions since the release of the report the wish
to remain associated with the City of Cranbourne.

Tenant services
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - I ask the Minister
for Planning or in his absence the Minister for
Industry and Employment to bring to the attention
of the Minister for Housing in another place funding
cuts to tenant services and particularly to tenant
groups. I call on the Minister for Housing to review
these cuts and, in particular, to reinstate funds to
tenants and tenant groups.

There have been massive cuts to tenant groups. My
assessment is that a net 12 worker positions have
been cut In fact more positions have been cut, but
this is a conservative figure that allows for several
new positions. The effect is that a net 12 tenant
workers have been taken out of the system.
The Heidelberg public tenants group in the Ivanhoe
electorate has had one of its two positions cut, a
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50 per cent cut The Ascot Vale public tenants group,
in the electorate of the honourable member for
Essendon. has also had one of its two positions cut
There are a number of such tenant groups across
Melbourne.
These groups have also had their base operating
funds for administrative purposes cut. On average
they are down from roughly $13 500 to $9000 in a
full year. It is also clear that there will be further cuts
as a number of the groups have been told that they
will have to amalgamate to continue getting funds. I
should also" point out that there is another form of
cuts. A number of these groups are being required to
cover larger areas with the same or less funds.
The effect will be very much to disempower tenants
in public housing. Given that in so many areas
waiting lists for public housing have blown out from
four to five years to indefinitely, that there are
lengthy waiting lists for maintenance, that there is
much old stock and that the government is not
delivering - in fact, it is doing nothing about the
growing crisis in public housing - it is not
surprising that it now wants to get rid of the tenant
workers who are able to advocate for public housing.
I also point out that a number of statewide
organisations such as public tenants unions have
had their funding completely eliminated. They will
be unable to do research and other work on major
policy issues, which is also Significant given that the
government is about to announce its sales policy for
selling public housing. The government does not
want groups like this around that will expose the
fact that the government is about to sell public
housing and that will argue against the new
allocation system.
The DEPUI'Y SPEAKER -Order! The
honourable member's time has expired.

Distance Education Centre of Victoria
Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley) - The matter I
raise for the attention of the Minister for Education
concerns a letter which was written by Mary Bluett,
the President of the Victorian Secondary Teachers
Association, in mid-October and which has been
circulating in all secondary schools. It is causing
mischief within the education system and is an
example of political opportunism.
The letter concerns the Distance Education Centre of
Victoria, South Melbourne, which is a component of
the Victorian School of Languages and which is
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based at the same campus. It states that there has
been a review of those two facilities by the
department, which is correct However, the letter
suggests that some services within both the DECV
and the VSL will be reduced while others will be
abolished. The teachers and parents on my local
school councils have expressed to me their concern
that the matter will disadvantage people in the
distance education area.
As honourable members would be aware, the
interactive satellite television facility operates from
the same campus. It is one of the ways in which the
problem of distance education is being overcome.
Honourable members would be aware also that that
facility is in every primary and secondary school
and is being used to great advantage. Indeed the
comments I have heard from schools have been of a
complimentary nature.
The main complaint in the letter is about the lack of
a school council in the DECV. This is a ludicrous
suggestion when you consider that there can be no
parents to form a school council when they are flung
far and wide throughout Victoria, interstate and, in
many cases, overseas. Many of the students are not
children; they are adults stuuying for higher
educational qualifications.
The whole thing is a mischief. It is the usual type of
scheming activity undertaken by the VS! A and the
minister should address this as a matter of urgency
so that it can be put to rest.

Laurimar Park development
Mr HAERMEYER (Yan Yean) - The matter I
raise for the attention of the Minister for Planning
concerns the Laurimar Park development, otherwise
known as amendment L99 to the Whittlesea
planning scheme. It entails the construction of about
26 residential lots in a somewhat isolated rural area
at Doreen on the west bank of Plenty River. The
development would see some 10 000 residents move
into the area. We already know of the difficulties
involved in creating isolated satellite developments.
The suburb of Craigiebum in my electorate is still
recovering from an atrocious planning decision
along similar lines some time ago. On a smaller scale
is the Eden Park development at Whittlesea, which
had similar infrastructure and social problems
further down the track. It is certainly not an efficient
way of allocating infrastructure.
The area to which I refer the minister this evening
was originally earmarked. for a residential
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development as part of the Plenty Road growth
corridor announced by the previous government
However, the minister has announced that he has
effectively abandoned the planned growth corridor.
He said in this house on 10 November 1992, in
response to an interjection from, I believe, the
honourable member for Mill Park:
I assure the honourable member that the Plenty Valley
will remain a beautiful and attractive valley and will
not become a growth corridor.

The proposal is to take part of the corridor as if it
were a piece of a patchwork quilt, leaving only part
of it intact instead of the complete concept as was
originally intended. I suggest that instead of being a
satellite development, any development out there
needs to be sequential and to move outwards from
the existing developed areas.
I note in the WhittIesea Post this week that the
developer is reported as having said that this week
the minister is set to give a green light to that
particular development. I ask the minister to clarify
whether that is the case and whether he will
suspend any approval of the proposal subject to
meeting with local members of Parliament, local
government representatives and a deputation of
local residents. It is a controversial issue. It
compromises the integrity of the whole of the Plenty
Valley, which indeed is a beautiful area. It should
not be subjected to any sort of ad hoc residential
development Any development-The DEPUTY SPEAKER -Order! The
honourable member's time has expired.

Agriculture Victoria: vacant
positions
Mr TREASURE (Gippsland East) - I direct to
the attention of the Minister for Agriculture the
staffing levels in the East Gippsland office of the
Agriculture Victoria. I refer specifically to two
positions that have been held for many years in the
area: a beef officer and a sheep and wool officer. Will
the minister inform the house about his intentions
regarding the appoinbnents to these two positions,
which have become vacant.

The position of sheep and wool officer entails,
among other things, travelling around to the district
sheep sales to inspect the animals at circuit sales and
public saleyards for foot rot East Gippsland is a
declared foot-rot free area, but if an officer is not
appointed it will be difficult to continue efficiently
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the foot-rot control program because it needs the
constant surveillance of this officer, with the back-up
services of veterinarians, to ensure the program is
adequately carried out.
The position of beef officer is also important
Honourable members are no doubt aware that East
Gippsland produces quality beef and that as part of
that process it is necessary that there be an adequate
service provided by a beef officer on and off farms
so that the industry can continue.
Will the minister consider replacing these two
officers to enable these services to continue and so
that the industry can continue to grow and prosper?

Community visitor program: review
Ms GARBUIT (Bundoora) - I direct to the
attention of the Attorney-General the community
visitor's report, which was tabled in the house
yesterday, and which revealed the appalling impact
of the cuts and changes to the intellectual disability
budget on people with intellectual disabilities. It
included a shameful list of neglect, including assault
and violence, murder and the death of a person as a
result of fire. There are more cases of budget cuts in
institutions having a dramatic effect on people with
intellectual disabilities.

The report underlined the need for the community
visitors program. run by the Office of the Public
Advocate. Community visitors are independent
volunteers who are not part of the government and
so cannot be intimidated. They act without fear as
advocates for vulnerable people.
Currently the Office of the Public Advocate is Wlder
a cloud because of two major concerns. I ask the
Attorney-General to deal with those concerns and
clarify the future of the office. Firstly, a review was
undertaken approximately four weeks ago and the
report, which is sitting on the desk of the
Attorney-General, has not been released. I ask the
Attorney-General when she will release the review
so that we know what her intentions are for the
Office of the Public Advocate.
The second worry concerns the appoinbnent of a
permanent Public Advocate. The last Public
Advocate, Ben Bodna, was an excellent, fearless
advocate on behalf of many vulnerable people, but
he retired 14 months ago and was replaced with
only an acting Public Advocate. There is a crucial
diHerence between a permanent and a temporary
Public Advocate. The temporary Public Advocate is
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only a public servant and can be dismissed on four
weeks' notice. He is not an independent statutory
officer as would be a permanent Public Advocate.
He needs protection in the climate of fear the
government has created. I call on the
Attorney-General to announce the appointment of a
permanent Public Advocate who can speak out
fearlessly on behalf of the range of vulnerable people
in society, as can be seen from the community
visitors report.

have submitted their audit certificates for their trust
accounts by the required date of 31 July. She wants
to know how many solicitors have not completed
that return and what the regularity of their omission
has been during the past few years.
She also believes the auditors who are appointed by
the solicitors should be drawn from a pool
nominated by the government.

Health: court action
The two questions I ask the Attorney-General are:
when will she appoint a permanent Public
Advocate, and secondly, when will she release the
report of the Office of the Public Advocate?

Law Watch
Mr TANNER (Caulfield) - I direct to the
attention of the Attorney-General the wish of a
Mrs Danby that the Attorney-General be aware of
the organisation Law Watch (Australia) Inc., its
concerns and objectives, and that she give
consideration to making a financial grant to Law
Watch.

Mrs Danby has advised me that Law Watch is
concerned at the cost of the legal system. 1be
organisation believes there should be a body to
regulate the conduct of the legal profession and that
such a body should be independent of the Law
Institute of Victoria and the legal profession.

The organisation believes parties to an action should
have the right to nominate a representative of their
choice who may not necessarily be a lawyer. She
believes the legal profession should be accountable
to the public.
Law Watch believes that the Attorney-General's
working party into the legal profession should have
the names of members of that body made known
publicly so that the public knows whether the
members of the working party are members of the
legal profession, whether they have any experience
with the legal system, and whether they have any
position on the issues to be considered.
Additionally, Law Watch wants to know whether
the working party intends to ascertain the views of
consumers of the legal profession, and what contact
the working party has had with consumers.
Mrs Danby has brought to my attention her
particular concern. She is legally qualified and she is
concerned particularly that many solicitors may not

Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - The matter I
direct to the attention of the Minister for Health
relates to an investigation that I ask her to hold into
the action of the secretary of the Department of
Health and Community Services, Or Paterson, who
has issued a Supreme Court writ on three public
servants who made an adverse finding against her
department. I emphasise that one of the public
servants is an officer of the Department of Health
and Community Services and as such is responsible
to the minister.

There appear to be serious discrepancies between
the statements made by the Minister for Health, the
Minister for Community Services and the secretary
of the department. Yesterday in the house the
Minister for Health said that:
The secretary has all the powers under the Health
Services Act to take that action and he took the
appropriate action.

Clearly she indicated that Or Paterson took the
Supreme Court action. Yesterday in the Age Or
Paterson is quoted as saying that he denied
knowledge of the writ:
I haven't been involved in all this ... People at junior
levels of the department just mechanically proceeded
down a well-worn path.

There is clearly a major discrepancy between the
Minister for Health and the secretary of her
department. Worse than that, yesterday the Minister
for Health said:
The issue involved a community services matter and
the Minister for Community Services was aware of the

litigation.

Clearly this is the old handpass, but the Minister for
Community Services was not prepared to accept the
blame. Today when he was asked whether he
authorised the action, he replied that yesterday he
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listened with interest to his colleague, the Minister
for Health, and has nothing further to add. Oearly
there is a cabinet rift between the Minister for Health
and the Minister for Community Services over this
matter because of the concern over indemnification
of public servants. There should be a full
investigation.
The Minister for Health claims that this was merely
a technical action, but if that is so why was the
indemnity not granted to the public servants; why
were costs sought against them personally; why
were the three public servants not given access to
legal advice paid for by the government; why was
the action discontinued and who made the decision
to discontinue the action?

On every ground there is a complete conflict
between the Minister for Community Services, the
Minister for Health and the secretary of the
department

Waverley: name of new municipality
Mrs McGILL (Oakleigh) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Planning, who is the
representative in this house of the Minister for Local
Government, the use of the eminently suitable
choice by the Local Government Board of the name
Monash for the new municipality in the area
containing the City of Waverley and the majority of
the existing City of Oaldeigh. Specifically, the
proposal as put forward by the Local Government
Board creates a university city, an ideal environment
for Monash University to play a crucial leadership
role along with business and government in crafting
a city renowned as a strong employment centre for
people in the south-eastern region.
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The suggestion by the City of Waverley that Bellairs,
the name of Hoddle's assistant who originally
surveyed the Waverley-Oakleigh area, should possibly
be adopted as the name of the new municipality misses
the point
Bellairs has no meaning except to a few individuals
steeped in early white settler history -

frankly it is very glitzy and Hollywood Monash, however, is well known in the community and is likely to be mainly associated with Monash

University, quite appropriate for the new city given the
university's national, indeed international, reputation
for advanced learning and research, and perhaps to a
lesser extent more locally with social and cultural
development -

which includes the Alexander Theatre It would be a pity if the combination, 'Monash
University, City of Monash' was lost, since it offers a
unique national and international marketing
opportunity unlikely to be seen again.
Monash may also be associated by some people with
Sir John Monash, and although this is an historic link,
this is not the immediate association Monash has in
most people's minds - but given that Sir John was a
pioneer of certain engineering technology, and had an
arts, engineering and legal backgroWld mix, even this
link is a positive one with the emphasis on advancing
technology and an association with the arts.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member's time has expired.

Responses
I have a letter that was sent to the chairperson of the
Local Government Board by the Mayor of the Gty of
Oaldeigh. I shall, in part, refer to the letter that
covers the name of the municipality, which will
make clear the points I have made:
The City of Monash name grows naturally out of the
vision.
It is perhaps to be expected that some people in the

proposed new municipality do not immediately see the
relevance of the name - they have yet to understand
or embrace the vision for the municipality, its Bison
d'me.
It is important that the name not be rooted in the past,
but be an indicator of the future.

Mr HAYWARD (Minister for Education) - The
honourable member for Glen Waverley raised
matters in relation to the Distance Education Centre
of Victoria and some aspects of the Victorian School
of Languages, particularly in the context of a letter
which was sent by a teacher union to schools. The
honourable member referred to a review. As he
indicated, a review is certainly under way. I am
advised that the report of that review is currently
with the Director of School Education, but it has not
yet been formally provided to me with a
recommendation from the director.
Essentially the purpose of the review was to help the
DECV find ways the education centre could
improve its service to students and to schools,
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especially by taking advantage of the new
opportwlities with new technologies.

Of course with your interest in these matters,
Mr Deputy Speaker, you would know that those
technologies include interactive learning
technologies and, more specifically, the interactive
satellite learning network which now exists in
Victoria and which is serving every school. There is
also the application of a whole range of other
learning technologies, including what are known as
multi-media teclmologies, which incorporate
broadbanding videophones and many other
activities.
The question of a school council for the DECV has
also been raised. As the honourable member
indicated, the clients the education centre serves the students - are drawn from locations across
Victoria and Australia and even from different parts
of the world. Many of the enrolments are short term
and many of them are for mature age students.
As the honourable member indicated, it is certainly

quite inappropriate, in fact even ridiculous, to
suggest that there should be a school council, and I
am advised that the review does not recommend the
establishment of one.
The letter to which the honourable member referred
alleges that the service delivery from the DECV
could be drastically altered and working conditions
of staff significantly eroded. I state clearly to the
house that the purpose of the review is to improve
service delivery, and it is intended that it be
dramatically improved. At this stage there are no
plans to change the normal working conditions. In
other words, the idea is that the DECV and the
Victorian School of Languages will continue to
operate in their current form, but with significantly
improved services for clients incorporating the new
and advanced technologies in particular.
I thank the honourable member for raising the
matter and I am happy to have had the opportunity
of giving those assurances.
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for
Agriculture) - The honourable member for
Gippsland East referred to staffing in Agriculture
Victoria for specific projects in the Gippsland region.
The first matter related to a project that was funded
through the Gippsland Grazing Industry Training
Centre and had been supported by the Australian
Wool Research and Promotion Organisation. The
officer funded for that project, employed by
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Agriculture Victoria, has decided that she needs to
move to a new position to advance her career and a
new pro;ect officer will have to be employed.
I can assure the honourable member for Gippsland
East that there is no decision by Agriculture Victoria
to discontinue the position; indeed we will recruit a
high-quality officer to the position as soon as we can
get through the necessary administrative processes.
In the meantime I understand the project leadership
will continue through Leo Hamilton from
Agriculture Victoria. That will be under
Chris Halpin, the Manager for Field Services in
East Gippsland.
The other matter the honourable member for
Gippsland East brought to my attention was in
relation to a beef officer to be appointed in the
Bairnsdale district. Agriculture Victoria - -

An honourable member interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - No, both are about the
appointment of staff to the Agriculture Victoria for
two programs. It is the same issue but two programs.
It is good to see the honourable member for
Preston--

The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! Perhaps the
Minister for Agriculture could ignore the
honourable member for Preston and that way we
might be finished a little earlier.

Mr W. D. McGRATH - In relation to the beef
officer at Bairnsdale, the situation is that in
appointing a total of seven young extension officers
around Victoria for beef industry positions, while
the staffing was being put in place at Baimsdale in the case of East Gippsland the senior officer for
the beef industry at Bairnsdale resigned his position
- we have since reviewed the appointment of a
younger field officer to that position with the
intention of upgrading the role and responsibilities
of the Baimsdale position and are looking for a more
highly qualified person to take over the
responsibility as a beef officer at Bairnsdale.
I am sure the honourable member for Gippsland
East would be pleased that we are taking the
industry down there very seriously to make sure
that the best qualified people are employed by
Agriculture Victoria and that they give the industry
support that is needed so that the agricultural sector
of the Victorian economy can play an important role
in prOviding the food and fibre that the honourable
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member for the Labor seat seems to be complaining
about We are going out of our way to provide some
additional support to agriculture in Victoria.
MIs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - The
honourable member for Albert Park raised a matter
that was the subject of questioning on Tuesday and
Wednesday. He has raised it again on the
adjournment debate tonight

He concluded his remarks by indicating that there
may be have been a cabinet rift. Let me say that
there is no cabinet rift. The Minister for Community
Services, the Minister for Aged Care and I continue
to work together in that portfolio. There has been no
intimidation of public servants as he indicated, and I
refer to some of the facts as opposed to the
assumptions in the matter raised by the honourable
member for Albert Park.
He referred to Supreme Court proceedings against
the hearings committee of the Office of Merit
Protection in the matter of Penelope Scott. As I
indicated. to the house yesterday, this is a technical
matter, a process whereby a hearing of the Office of
Merit Protection has been appealed against It arose
out of the case of Scott, who was formerly employed
by the Mission to Streets and Lanes, and the issue for
a decision was the loss of income resulting from
non-appointment to a higher classification.
The case was heard by a committee of the Merit

Protection Board comprising Ms Bodna, Mr Bunter,
who is a departmental representative and
Mr Thompson. The decisions - and there are two of
them, although the honourable member has referred
only to Scott - were referred to the Supreme Court
because the department had serious concerns about
the conduct of the cases, the denial of natural justice,
the principles of merit and equity, and the decisions
made as a consequence. The issues relating to
jurisdiction. natural justice and process were
considered serious enough to warrant determination
by the Supreme Court
As I indicated to the honourable member when he
raised the issue in this place previously, the Office of
Merit Protection is not an incorporated. company or
a natural person and the only means by which
matters in which it is involved can be litigated is by
taking action against individual persons who
comprise the hearing committee.
As was indicated in a newspaper on 25 October
1994, a decision was made to wholly discontinue the
above actions. It was decided that the issues of
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concern would be more effectively resolved through
discussions with the Acting Public Service
Commissioner, Mr Peter Salway, which have now
taken place.
I indicated to the house that the matter was raised in
the name of the secretary of the department for the
simple reason the only persons who can take action
for and on behalf of the department are the
secretary, the Minister for Health or either of the
other ministers. The secretary of the department,
Or John Paterson, was named as the plaintiff
because all actions are initiated in his name or in the
name of the state of Victoria. It was not his personal
action. The individuals named as defendants were
so named in their capacity as members of the
hearing committee and the action was not against
them personally.
The honourable member for Albert Park asked
whether there had been any arrangement as to
indemnity or costs. Certainly the individuals named
as defendants were informed they would not be
required to pay costs, and undertakings were given
that the department would not be seeking costs.
Mr HAERMEYER (Yan Yean) - On a point of
order, Mr Deputy Speaker, in addition to some
handwritten notes, the minister appears to be
referring to a document I wonder whether she
would be prepared to make that document available
to the house.
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Health) - The papers
I am referring to are my handwritten notes taken on
the hearing and some notes on the details and dates
in relation to the matter.

Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUIY SPEAKER -Order! The
honourable member for Mordialloc ought to know
that the day is getting long and the Deputy Speaker
has a long way to go home. If he is going to test my
patience I will deal with him. The minister has
responded to the point raised by the honourable
member for Yan Yean. I rule there is no point of
order.
Mrs TEHAN - The matter was discontinued. A

letter with a notice of discontinuance was sent to
and is now in the process of being filed by the
Victorian Government Solicitor, who at all times had
authority and control over the action.
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The suggestion by the honourable member for
Albert Park that this was in any shape or form a type
of intimidation against any members is pure fiction
It was the normal process for a wide range of
personnel matters dealt with in a department that
directly employs more than 12 000 people. These
actions involving personnel are regularly before the
various parties in the system. As I said, the three
parties referred to happen to constitute the hearing
committee, and it is the only basis on which action
can be taken to appeal from or against decisions of
the Office of Merit Protection.

full infrastructure service development before any
property development could occur.

There is no intimidation. There is no rift between
any of the ministers involved. The action was a
normal action arising regularly in the department
because of the large number of personnel that are
employed. 'The discontinuation notice indicates that
the matter is being resolved by other means.

The amendment was proposed by developer
Michael Drapac and Associates and introduces a
local structure plan for the first stage of
development of two areas totalling over
440 hectares, including the existing Mernda
township and an area east of the Plenty River known
by the developer as Laurimar Park, which comprises
400 hectares.

Mr GUDE (Minister for Industry and
Employment) - The honourable member for
Geelong North raised a matter for the attention of
the Minister for Small Business. I can only suggest
that the honourable gentleman was perhaps geed-up
to do it. He used very colourful language, and if he
is prepared to make the information available - the
details and the facts - I am sure the Minister for
Small Business will be willing to look at it.

The honourable member for Cranbourne raised a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Local
Government, which I will refer to him. The
honourable member for Preston raised a matter for
the Minister for Housing, and I will refer that matter
to him.
The honourable member for Yan Yean raised a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Planning
concerning amendment L99 to the Whittlesea
Planning Scheme. I am pleased to be able to advise
the honourable member, who perhaps is unaware of
the fact, that the minister has already approved the
particular development to which he referred. I refer
to a media statement the minister released today,
10 November 1994, which simply says that the
Minister for Planning has approved amendment L99
to the Whittlesea Planning Scheme, allowing the first
stage of the development of land recognised in the
Plenty Valley strategic plan as part of the urban
growth area in the Memda-Doreen area.
The minister said the development proposal in the
Plenty River corridor was groundbreaking because
it placed responsibility on the developer to provide a

The news release says the area has never been
serviced by sewerage and gas and that the Plenty
River has suffered from the run-offs from leaching
septic systems, paddocks and household waste
water. The proposal depends on the developer
providing a major upgrading of local infrastructure,
including the connection of the area to the
metropolitan sewerage network, $4 million in road
works and improved local public transport.

The minister said the proposed amendment would
result in a reduction of the amount of effluent being
discharged into the Plenty River from households in
the Memda township, significantly improving local
water quality and bringing the river back to life. The
entire Mernda township is on septic systems, and
effluent disposal could become a major
environmental issue unless it is dealt with in a
long-tenn, sensible and sustainable way. I am sure
the honourable member will agree with that. Every
new house will add to the disaster unless major
infrastructure works are undertaken. The proposed
development is an excellent opportunity for such an
upgrade.
The proposed development will result in the
construction of up to 3000 residential lots over the
next 10 years, a very good development The
minister said the developer would have to provide
the necessary social and physical infrastructure for
the new residential development in accordance with
the infrastructure listing in the local structure plan.
The extent of the works and facilities include:
community housing and an activity centre; a
community plan; the extension of local bus services;
an open space and recreation area; the duplication of
Plenty Road; improvements to Yan Yean Road; other
road works; a connection to the Eltham branch
sewer; and the upgrading of the existing Doreen
Primary School.
Mr Phillips interjected.
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Mr GUDE - It is an absolutely outstanding
development, as the honourable member for Eltham
points out. He is one of the members who is very
active in his area. As a result he is well aware of the
developments taking place, unlike the honourable
member for Yan Yean, who is a bit behind the times.
The news release also says that the developer is
required to provide financial guarantees for the
development levies prior to development
commencing. I think all honourable members would
believe that, despite the honomable member for Yan
Yean being a little behind the times, a very good
development is taking place.

Thursday, 10 November 1994

honourable member for Oakleigh raised a matter for
the attention of the Mmister for Local Government
in the other place, which I will certainly direct to his
attention.
Mr Leighton interjected.
Mr GUDE - I pick up the interjection of the
honourable member for Preston and thank him for
his acknowledgment of the outstanding work done
by the honourable member for Oakleigh, with which
I concur.

Motion agreed to.
The honourable members for Bundoora and
Caulfield raised matters for the attention of the
Attorney-General, and I will direct those to her. In
her normal caring and thoughtful way the

House adjourned 8.49 pm. until Tuesday,
15 November.
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State deficit levy, 534
States' management and economic performances,
q2000
(See also Finance, Government and Taxes)
Buses

Cars (See Vehicles)
Case-mix funding (See Hospitals)
Casey, proposed City of
Local government amalgamations, 1710, 1717, 1808,
2068,2071
Chain letters, 627,631, 1414, 1417
Chief Magistrate
AAT findings, q 2374
Public Prosecutions Bill, q 2282, q 2284
Children

Contracts, q 1844
Croydon-Knox City, q 1265
Eltham and Greensborough, 419,423
Gunbower V/Line, 47, 53
Improvements, q 437
Keilor-Melton, 531, 532
Mill Park, 1413, 1417
Mornington Peninsula, 2442, 2444
Nightrider, 1461, 1466
Southern suburbs, 1102, 1105
Tullamarine, 259, 262

Abuse, 2272
Child-care fee increases, 2170, 2175
Foster care, 355, 360
Mandatory reporting, 359, 361
Protective services, q 182
Children's Court
Senior Magistrate, q 2004, q 2205
Christie, The late Sir Vernon Howard Colville, 1471
Christmas felicitations, 2541

Bushfires (See Fire)

Chung Corporation Lld (See Tabcorp)

Business and industry

City Link project (See Roads, and Melbourne City
Link Authority Bill in BILLS)

Confidence, q 822
Investment
initiatives, q 1138
Japanese, q 2281, q 2371
Regulation, q 1725
Small business
awards, q 221
export growth, q 224
one-stop business shop, q 395
Trade
air services, q 2202
Asia, q 300, q 1480
Hong Kong, 1464, 1468

Cob ram
Levee banks, 1611, 1613
Commonwealth Games, q 14
Community carers
Support, q 1178
Community safety
Frankston, 1226, 1229
Government initiatives, q 1353
Williamstown, q 2378
(See also Police)

Business of the house (See Parliament)
Community services

By-elections
Cos~,203,205,

1262,2066,2073

Assessment and development program team, 2070,
2073
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St Augustine's Adolescent and Family Services
(Barwon), 528, 532
(See also Aged care, Disability services and Respite
care)
Community Support Fund, 2452
Community Visitors
Program review, 1712, 1718
Reports, 2008
Confident Living program, 623, 629
Construction industry
Violence, q 1722
Corrections Corporation of Australia, 199,207,259,264
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Dandenong, City of
Second capital city, 999, 1004
Dandenong Redlegs Football Club, 1921, 1926
Deaths
Bateman, AlIen Robert, Esquire, 5
Christie, Sir Vemon Howard Colville, 1471
Garrett, Sir Raymond William, AFC, AEA, 1167
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 209
Newman, John, Esquire, 10
Richrnan, Colleen, 544
Swinbume, Honourable Ivan Archie, CMG, 1
Walton, Honourable John Malcolm,6
Defamation laws, q 788
Deinstitutionalisation (See Community services and
Disability services)

Cranboume, City of
Local government amalgamations, 1710, 1717, 1808,
2068,2071
Crime Prevention Committee

Dental services, 752, 756
Deputy Ombudsman (Police Complaints)
Alleged force and unacceptable crowd control
measures, 2008

Membership, 488
Criminal justice system

Director of Public Prosecutions, 1512, 1518, q 2370,
q 2373, q 2379

Trial management, q 17
Crisis assessment teams, q 2481
Crisis support units, q 2206

Director of School Education
Employment contract, q 662, q 663, q 665
Disability services

Crown Casino
Allegations, q 1040
Atlantis Recordings, 1709, 1717, q 1726
Australian Securities Commission investigation,
q 2379
Bid, q 815, q 818, q 821, q 823, q 921, q 1136, q 1171,
q 1173, q 1175, q 1262, q 1353, q 1355, q 1444,
q 1476, 1533, 1537, q 1952, 1992, 1996
Builder, q 1042, q 1449
Contact register, q 1841
Entertainment, q 1474
Ethnic communities, q 1475
Facilities, q 1954
Gaming machines, q 922
Licence, q 1478, q 1552
Meetings, q 1956
Probity checks, q 1840
Rent, q 14
Signage, q 919, 1226, 1229
Smear campaign, 2270, 2274
Soil contamination, q 2381
TAB withdrawal, q 1175
(See also Gaming and Tabcorp)

D
D and M Painters, 1100, 1108

Attendant carers, 201, 205
Intellectual, 1159, 1164,2068,2072
Residential, 203, 205, 258, 263
St Albans spastic accommodation, 531, 532
Distance Education Centre of Victoria, 881, 886, 1711,
1715
Distinguished visitors, 85, 303, 391, 661, 1136,2370
Domestic violence outreach services, 1991, 1996
Dominion Properties Ltd, q 1448, 1459, 1467
Dookie Agricultural SOciety, 1919, 1924
Driver licences
Minimum age limit, 1514, 1520
Drought
Country Victoria, 1101, 1107
Effect on grain crop, q 441
Government response, q 12
Grazing on Crown land, 2345, 2347
Relief, 539, 542, q 1477, 1515, 1518, 1526
Drugs
Needle exchange program, 1161

INDEX
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Duckett, Professor Stephen, q 1176
Dun and Bradstreet International business survey,

ql172

Epping
Railway reservation, 811, 812
Equal Opportunity Commission

E
Eastern Energy
Chief executive, q 1646, q 1845

Functions, q 1842
Ethnic affairs
Interpreter card, 1993, 1996
Service delivery, q 663

Eastlakes recovery education project, 1223, 1229
Exports
Economic Development Committee
Building and construction industry, 533, 2075

W oodchip licences, q 2382
(See also Business and industry and Trade)

Education
Budget, 2168, 2175
Deaf and hearing-impaired students, q 2484
Eastlakes recovery project, 1223, 1229
Extra Edge program, q 2005
Funding, q 440
Grading changes, 1159
Integration program, 2437, 2442
Opportunities for women, q 1651
School operating expenses, q 1952
Science and technology in Geelong, q 2285
State system, 534
(See also Director of School Education, Preschools,
Schools and colleges and Teachers)
Electricity industry
Distribution company directors, q 1648
Preston power surge, 527, 532
Reforms, q 2481
Standards, 1103,1108,1160
(See also Generation Victoria, SEC and United
Energy)
Emergency Service Telecommunications, Bureau of,
q2287
Emergency services
Communications system, 2440, 2445
Employment
Agreements, 2352
Community-based program, q 1649
Initiatives, q 183
Performance payments, q 1481
Statistics, q 1042
(See also Unemployment)
Environment
Tangambalanga air quality, 1989, 1996
Environment and Natural Resources Committee
Environmental impact of commonwealth activities
and places in Victoria, 1927

F
Fair Trading
Fuel pricing, 1993, 1996
Personnel practices, 1411, 1417
Fair Trading and Business Affairs, Office of
Functions,2342,2348
Families
Dysfunctional, 1536
Farrow group
Final report of Mr D.

J. Habersberger, QC, 2352

Fawkner shootings, q 2284
Finance
Credit rating, q 181
Economic statistics, q 11
Government
reforms, 2098
strategy, q 1447
States' management and economic performance,
q2000
(See also Budget, Government and Taxes)
Fines
Arnnesty,885,887
Collection of unpaid, q 392
Fire
Bushfire mitigation, q 87, 146, 148
Firearms
Browning replica pistols, 1162
Safety, q 2283, q 2284
Fitzroy swimming pool, 1099, 1108
Floods
Relief, 539, 542
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Food industry
Murray Goulbum exports, q 1953
Processing initiatives, q 89, q 2206
(See also Business and industry)

Government Employee Housing Authority
House sales, 1319, 1328
Government Insurance Office
Accident procedure, 257, 265

Footscray, City of
Accommodation crisis, 811, 813
Local law no. 14,555
West Footscray property development, 2441, 2442
Frankston, City of

Governor, The
Speech on opening of Parliament (See
Address-in-reply)
Grand prix

Pier, 1612, 1615
Vandalism, 1226, 1229
Freeways (See Roads)
Fruit fly
Traps,2346,2347

G
Gaming
Betting systems, 884, 887
Facilities in Greenvale, 2069, 2073
Geelong support group, 751, 755
Machines, q 1043, q 1139, 1990, 1996
(See also Crown Casino)

AlbertPark
fencing of reserve, q 2377
ovals, q 1721
sporting clubs, 1923, 1926
Australian Grand Prix Corporation, q 562, q 786
Australian Securities Commission investigation,
q2379
Cost, q 395
Facilities, q 1723
Master plan, q 1721
Noise, q 301
Promotions committee, q 787
Grievances, 534, 1524

H

Garrett, The late Sir Raymond William, AFC, AEA,
1167

Haemophilia: Factor VIII, 2271

Gas industry

Hayes, The late Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 209

Foreign markets, 147, 149
Gippsland Basin-Sydney pipeline, 1319, 1327
Natural gas pipeline, 560
Geelong, City of Greater
Planning scheme amendments
RL61, 46, 51
RL90, 47, 51
Generation Victoria
Hazelwood power station restructure, 1412, 1417
Trail1U1gprogram, 359,362
(See also Electricity industry, SEC and United
Energy)
Gill Memorial Home for Men, 2439,2442
Galdy's Tuckerbag supermarkets, 260, 265, 422, 425
Government
Ad vertising, 553
Community safety initiatives, q 1353
Economic reforms, 2098
Management and economic performance, q 2000
(See also Budget and Finance)

Hazelwood power station
Generation Victoria restructure, 1412, 1417
(See also Electricity industry and SEC)
Health
Advertising campaign, q 2108
Autism, 1104, 1107
Breast cancer screening, 751,755
Cancer and heart disease offensive, q 184
Crisis assessment teams, q 2481
Crisis support units, q 2206
Haemophilia: Factor VIII, 2271
Injury prevention, q 87
National Breast Cancer Day, q 394
Private insurance, q 2205
Prostate cancer, 2344, 2349
St Albans Multiple Sclerosis Resource Centre, 261, 265
Tuberculosis, q 1955
(See also Ambulance services, Disability services,
Hospitals, and Psychiatric services)
Health and Community Services, Department of
Court action, q 1479, q 1554, q 1651, 1713, 1716
Expenditure, q 2003
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Savings, q 2381
Secretary, q 1842

Information technology outsourcing
Contract, q 816, q 1448, 1544, q 1720

Health Computing Services - Victoria Ltd, 2007

Invesbnent (See Business and industry)

Home and community care (See Aged care)

J

Hong Kong trade mission, 1464, 1468
Hospital-in-the-home program, q 15

Japan
Investment, q 2281, q 2371

Hospitals
Altona, 2269, 2441, 2449, 2482
Austin, 1610, 1615
Board appointments, 1992, 1996
Box Hill, q 2005
Case-mix bonus pool, q 1040, q 1999, q 2202, q 2381
Dandenong, q 2105, q 2106, 2169, 2173
Emergency beds, q 2001
Federal policies, q 2373
Funding, q 1999, q 2279, q 2286, q 2373, 2441,2449,
q2482
Latrobe regional, 2270
Monash Medical Centre, q 1263
Patient throughput, q 1265, q 1358
Peter MacCallum Cancer Institute, 299
Public bed closures, q 2001, 2076
Royal Park, 1920, 1924
St Vincent's, 2170, 2175
Wangaratta District Base, 2070, 2073
Williamstown, 357, 361, 2343, 2349, 2441
Wodonga District, 2482

Johne's disease, 625, 629

K
Kindergartens (See Preschools)
Kooyong electorate
Federal preselection, 754

L
Labor, former government
Business deals, q 819
Publicity agents, q 566
(See also Opposition, The)
Land tax, q 393
Landcare
Program, 358,363
Lara Community Centre, 1923, 1926

House Committee
Law Reform Committee

Appointments, 1180
Report, 1523

Curbing the Phoenix Company, 20
Restitution for victims of crime, 20

Housing
Inner-city developments, q 2006
Privatisation, 420, 425
Tenant services, 1710
West Heidelberg, 810, 813

Law Watch, 1713, 1718
Legal Aid Commission
Criminal trial management, q 17
Legal aid services

Housing Guarantee Fund Ltd, 419, 425

1994 review, 2451

Hudson Conway
Preference share conversion, q 1260
(See also Crown Casino)

I

Legalities Victoria booklets, 1324, 1328
Legislative Assembly, Department of the
Report, 1329
Library Committee

IBM

Appointments, 1181

Information technology outsourcing, q 1448
Local government
Immigration and Population Research, Bureau of,
1410, 1417
Industry (See Business and industry)

Amalgamations, 753, 756, 1231, 1517, 1518, 2171,
2175,2272,2275
COnrurrUssioners, 1513, 1516, 1517, 1520, 1608, 1615
Municipal car parking, 626, 631
Reform, 1231
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(See also Planning)
North-western suburbs

M

Representation, 551

o

McDonalds family restaurants, 754, 757
Mallee Tenancy Advice Service, 2345, 2348
Meat industry (See Beef)

Occupational health and safety
Government policies, 1528

Media

Oil industry

Multimedia industry, q 1261
Prime Minister's statements, 2271

Foreign markets, 147, 149
Olinda nursery, 1608, 1613

Melbourne Water
Charges, 1612, 1613, 1805, 1808
(See also Water)

Ombudsman, q 2380
Open government, 488
Opposition, The

Members
Cond uct, 533
Racist remark, q 920
Mr Bracks: election, 1
Mr Haermeyer: naming and suspension, 431
Ms Kirner: resignation, 1
(See also Opposition, Leader of the)
Metropolitan Ambulance Service (See Ambulance
services)
Mining industry
Exploration, 1462, 1465

Budget policies, q 180
(See also Labor, former government)
Opposition, Leader of the
Allegations, 444, 488, 572, q 661, q 787, q 790, 825,
q 923, 926, 1047, 1135
Alleged racism, 1007
Leadership, 536
Naming and suspension, 399, 2528
Policy statements, 1545
Ovens River Management Board and Black Dog
Creek Improvement Trust, 1002, 1005

Ministers
for Education: ministerial car, 1222, 1227
for Finance: response to Auditor-General, 2075
Treasurer: Office of State Owned Enterprises, q 217
Moonee Ponds Creek, 808, 814
Mordialloc Services and Citizens Club, 1990, 1994
Mornington Peninsula tollway, 626, 630
Murphy's Swamp, 2273
Murray-Goulburn food exports, q 1953

N
National Breast Cancer Day, q 394
National competition policy, q 434
Native title claim, 809, 813
Natural gas (See Gas industry)
Newlands estate development, 1409, 1417
Newman, The late John, Esquire, 10
Newport
Proposed shopping complex, 145, 149

p
Parliament
Broadcasting and photographing of proceedings, 10,
45,91,216,429,561,786,815,919,1136,1260,1524,
1557
Business program, 226, 488, 572, 826, 1181, 1484,
1728,1928,2013,2290
Grievances, 488
Notices of motion, 17, 18
Opening of session, 1
Privilege, 1045
Questions without notice, 2376, 2382, 2486
Sessional orders, 39
Speaker and Deputy Speaker: temporary relief in
chair, 39
Temporary Chairmen of Committees, 39
Parliamentary committees
Membership, 1180
Tabling of reports, 635, 1361, 1414, 1415, 1451
(See also REPORTS)
Parliamentary Debates, Department of
Report, 1329
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Parliamentary Library, Department of the
Report, 1329
Pedestrian crossings (See Roads)
Personal explanations
Mr Brown, 1884
Mr Coleman, 2039
Mr Mildenhall, 999
Petitions
Australian grand prix, 533
Circuses, 1111
City of Boroondara, 1727
Coliban Region Water Authority, 2451
Disabled persons parking scheme, 1927
Dogs: leashing, 889, 1111, 1523
Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 2006, 2075
Kaniva District Hospital and Nursing Home, 225
Local Government Board: Sunbury, 2289, 2351, 2451
Malvern Symphony Orchestra, 2288
Maternity care, 442
Metropolitan Ambulance Service, 151, 2006
Mount Stirling, 1523
Nursing home residents, 2288
Petrol pricing, 2351
Playhouse, Ballarat, 55, 442
Proposed city of Monash, 1523
Proposed city of Wyndham, 2007
Public transport fares, 1482
Rosanna service station, 1727
Rural petrol pricing, 443
Schools: funding, 2288
SEC charges, 2289
Sexualdiscrirrrination, 759, 1111, 1179, 1419, 1617,
1927,2177
Slav-Macedonian prefix, 55
Sodomy,442,533,824, 1179, 1231, 1811
Takeaway food outlets, 267, 365
Tullamarine Freeway, 2351
Valdora Minerals Mining Company, 55,442
Voluntary student unionism, 635
Williamstown planning scheme, 1419
Petrol
Prices, 146, 149, 200, 204
Planning
Fitzroy pool, 1099, 1108
Greater Geelong Planning Scheme
RL61, 46, 51
RL90, 47,51
Laurimar Park development, 1711, 1717
Springvale open space agreement, 2270, 2275
(See also Local government)

Police
Assistant commissioner, q 301
Coburg station, 49, 53
Complaints, 529, 532
Criminal record checks, 884, 886
Crisis assessment teams, q 2481
Crisis support units, q 2206
Detective training, 1531
Fawkner shootings, q 2284
Fingerprinting powers, q 89
Knox interview facilities, 1161
Shootings, q 434,558, q 564,808,814
Standing orders, 1224, 1229
Strip searches, q 1176, q 1178
Victims of Crime Assistance League, 2169, 2174
Pontville
Proposed restoration, 145, 147, 1001, 1004
Portland
Henty Bay erosion, 1003, 1006
Premier
Victorian Soccer Federation appointment, q 436
Preschools
Coburg, 753, 755
Kindergarten subsidy, 50, 52
Whdtlington, 201,205
Presiding Officers
Repor.ts, 1523
(See also SPEAKER, The (Hon. J. E. Oelzoppo) in
MEMBERS)
Prime Minister
Statements on media reporting, 2271
Printing Committee
Appointments, 1181
Prisons
Officer security, 2344, 2349
Privatisation, 1524
Privatisation
Commonwealth, q 298
Impact on country Victoria, 889
National competition policy, q 434
Public housing, 420, 425
(See also Electricity industry and Water)
Privileges Committee
Appointments, 1181
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Protective services
Inquiries into client deaths, 2451
Psychiatric services
Funding, q 217, q 437
(See also Disability services and Health)
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
1993-94 budget estimates and outcomes, 2289
Budget and financial management framework, 19
Housing Guarantee Fund Ltd, 19

Frankston
line, 420, 424
station, 49, 53, 1806
Gippsland line, 2167, 2171
Kananook station, 49, 53
Melbourne-Sydney passenger services, q 1478
Moorabbin station, 1323, 1326,2438,2443
Pakenham toilets, 812
Sandringham line, 627, 631
Seaford station, 49, 53
Shepparton station, 1410, 1416
Wodonga crossing, 144, 149
Yarraville gates, 625, 631

Public Bodies Review Committee
Remembrance Day, q 1650

Membership, 488
Public Prosecutions, Office of the Director of
Criminal trial management, q 17
Public service

Respite care
Beds, 1158, 1163
Recreation program, 1003, 1006
Retail tenancies, 548

Contracts, q 661
Senior positions, 2452

Richman, The late Colleen, 544
Road Safety Committee

Public transport
Bentleigh services, 1000, 1005
Deficit, q 302
Festive season, q 2109
Safety,358, 362, 1320, 1324
Strike, q 1045, q 1140
Weekend services, 1922, 1925
(See also Buses, Rail and Taxis)
Public Transport Corporation
Bus contracts, q 1844
Information technology outsourcing, q 816, q 1448,
1544, q 1720
Pubtab (See Tabcorp)

Q
Queenscliffe, Borough of
Noise by-laws, 624, 630

R
Racing
Country, q 2379
Equine viruses and infections, 1410, 1416
Rail
Bentleigh, 1000, 1005
Country services, 1320, 1325
Cranbourneline, 812, 1223, 1229
Croydon station, 2439, 2444
Epping reservation, 811, 812

Demerit points scheme, 1523
Roads
Albury-Wodonga bypass, 421, 424
Berwick-Narre Warren bypass, 50, 53
Calder Freeway: St Albans exit, 422, 424
Frankston Freeway, 884, 887, 1807
Freeway tolls, q 1719, q 1720
Funding, 752, 755
Grahamvale Road intersection, 2170, 2172
Keilor-Melton Road, 809, 813
Land acquisition, 1806
McKinnon pedestrian crossing, 1100, 1105
Melrose Drive, Tullamarine, 1222, 1226
Mornington Peninsula tollway, 626, 630
Ryrie Street, East Geelong, speed limit, 810, 813
Southern bypass, 1609, 1615
Stock crossings, 882, 887
Traffic red spots, 530, 532
Tullamarine Freeway, 882, 886
Vicroads overpass contract, 143, 149
Waterdale Road, 750, 755
Western bypass, 1001, 1005, 1609, 1615
Wire rope fences, 1806
Roxburgh Park estate, 2067, 2073
Royal Dental Hospital, 1163
Royal Melbourne Show, q 439
Rugby stadium, 1804, 1808
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INDEX
870,901,932,941,995,998,1044,1147,1259,1448,
1555,1558,1795,1831,1995,2002,2118,2241,2252,
2277,2372,2434,2477,2494,2518,2520,2525

Rulings by the Chair
Addressing Chair, 890, 938, 987, 1052, 1186, 1187,
1188,1190,1624,1628,1724,1845,2084,2190,2228,
2309,2364,2413,2434,2460,2461,2462,2492,2511,
2523,2525
Admissibility
adjoUITUnentmatter,757,1460,2066,2069
amendment, 453,454,464, 1790, 1948
motion, 1007
question, 666,790,925,2377
Anticipating debate, 507, 1185
Calling of quorums, 524
Chair
deference to, 1102
reflection on, 401, 2462
Conduct
members, 429,431,533,537, 1449, 1878,2078,2238,
2323,2381,2416,2487
question time, 429,431
Correct titles, 118, 1057, 1065,2111
Debating question, 218, 478, 482,1726, 1843
Expression of opinion, 447
Extension of question time, 2376, 2383
Frivolous points of order, 1959
Frivolous questions, 2485, 2486
Incorporation of documents, 698, 899, 2082
Length of questions, 1451
Misleading house, 951
Moving of motion, 2451
Naming and suspension of members, 399, 431, 2528
Papers, 20
Personal explanation, 948, 949
Privilege, 1047
Prostitution Control Bill: incorrect second-reading
speech, 1986
Public gallery: activities of occupants, 2276
Putting of question, 487, 508
Reading
from documents, 1022,2191
from newspapers, 251
speeches,38O,969,2524
Reference to budget bill, 977
Relevance, 224,302, 397,398,407,481,482,506,615,
666,786,837,924,925,1040,1044,1147,1154,1157,
1213, 1275, 1276, 1277, 1345, 1347, 1352, 1355, 1480,
1557, 1585, 1746, 1757, 1758, 1782, 1792, 1797, 1798,
1844,1966,2105,2245,2252,2253,2254,2286,2331,
2339,2375,2378,2388,2389,2414,2415,2416,2417,
2436,2437,2473,2526,2527
Speaking from table, 870
Sub judice rule, 258
Substantiation of alleged comments, 70
Tabling
documents, 463, 823, 2080
reports, 635, 1414, 1451
Tedious repetition, 517, 1961, 1962,2389
Unparliamentary and offensive remarks, 59, 72, 74,
75,226,255,262,292,293,340,368,383,398,400,
403,405,413,430,432,433,434,445,494,680,820,

Rural Water Corporation: Gunbower, 2440, 2442

5
St Albans Multiple Sclerosis Resource Centre, 261,
265
St Augustine's Adolescent and Family Services
(Barwon), 528, 532
Sandringham courthouse, 1224, 1227
Schools and colleges
Beaumaris Primary, q 220
Brunswick Secondary, 200, 207
Diamond Creek Primary, 48, 53
Dookie Primary, 260, 265
Drysdale Primary, 1611, 1614
Eumemmerring Secondary, 2273, 2276
Fairway Primary, 1805
Fundraising, 2346, 2349
Gladstone Park Primary, 421, 425
Glengarry Primary, 1002, 1005
Kealba Secondary, 50, 53
Lalor Park Primary, 356, 361
Lysterfield Primary, 46, 53
Richmond Secondary, 2008, 2438, 2443
St Kevin's College, 1757, 2466
Sale of sites, q 440
Scotch College, 1757,2466
South Melbourne Special Development, 1920, 1924
Sunbury West Primary, 1160
Victorian School for Deaf Children, 1225, 1227
Waverley Park Primary, 418, 425
Yinnar South Primary, 1463, 1467
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee

Alert Digest, 225, 443, 1180, 1482, 1617, 1727, 2007
Australian Federalism Conference, 2007
Redundant and unclear legislation, 1482
Statutory Rules Series 1993, 2289
SEC
Charges, q 2380
Hazelwood power station, 1412, 1417
(See also Electricity industry, Generation Victoria
and United Energy)
Sexual discrimination, 1812
Shearing sheds
Working conditions, 624, 628
Small business (See Business and industry)
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Solicitors Guarantee Fund

T

Report, 1727
TAB
South Care, 627, 631
South Gippsland
Mariculture and aquiculture, 358, 363
Southcorp Holdings, q 85
Southern bypass
Environment effects statement, 1609, 1615
(See also Roads)
Speed limits
Echuca, 1514, 1520
Ryrie Street, East Geelong, 810, 813
Sporting goods sales, 1463, 1467
Springvale, City of
Adventure program, 360, 362
Open space agreement, 2270, 2275
Tip site, 529, 532, 881, 886
St Albans spastic accommodation, 531, 532
Standing Orders Committee

Resignation of Mr Scanlon, q 2378, q 2379
Tabcorp
Chief executive, q 10, q 12, q 13, 57, q 181, q 182,
q 435, q 438, q 565, q 2380
Chung Corporation Ltd, q 86, q 87, q 89, q 394
Float, q 90, q 217, q 220, q 221, q 223, q 297, q 299,
q 301
Foreign ownership, q 2484
Pubtab, 261, 265
Share float, q 16
(See also Crown Casino and Gaming)
Task Force Victor
Police shootings, 2177
Tatura Institute of Sustainable Agriculture, 2343, 2347
Taxes
Land, q 393
State, 546, q 2378
Taxis
Conduct protocols, 530, 532

Appointments, 1181
Teachers
State Coroner
Appointment, q 2004
State deficit levy, q 2380
State Public Services Federation

Contracts, 202, 207
Fann program, 2067, 2074
State education system, 534
Training, 1921, 1924
(See also Education, Preschools and Schools and
colleges)

Ind ustrial action, q 1726
Telecom
States' rights
Federal intervention, 546
(See also Budget and Finance)
Students (See Education)
Sunbury Agricultural Society, 1991, 1996
Superannuation
Unfunded liabilities, q 1141
Supreme Court
Court of Appeal, q 219
Judges' report, 2352

Strategic alliance, q 2107
Terrorist handbook, 357, 362
Tourism
Air services, q 2202
Benefits for Victoria, q 2485
Country Victorian, 202, 206
Domestic, q 2377
Government strategy, q 2105
Promotion, q 86
Sunbury, 199,207
Trade (See Business and industry)

Swan Hill Water Board, 257, 262

Trains (See Rail)

Swinbume, The late Honourable Ivan Archie, CMG, 1

Trucks (See Vehicles)
Tuberculosis
Elimination strategy, q 1955

INDEX
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Tullamarine Freeway
Environment effects statement, 882, 886
(See also Roads)
Tungamah, Shire of
Water authority, 356, 362

u

Hot-water services, 1540
North-eastern Victoria restructure, 48, 52, 1324, 1328,
2346,2348
Rates, q 1141
Shepparton supply, 1513, 1517
Shire of Tungamah authority, 356, 362
Swan Hill board, 257, 262
Waverley, City of
New name, 1714, 1718

Unemployment
Bayswater job losses, 1460, 1467
Employment program, q 2002
Statistics, q 179, q 1647
(See also Employment)

West Gate Bridge, 147, 149
Western bypass
Environment effects statement, 1001, 1005, 1609, 1615
(See also Roads)

Unions
Building professionals, 1321, 1328
United Energy

Whittlesea Adult Training and Support Services, 144,
149
Whittlesea, City of

Advertising campaign, 1162
(See also Electricity industry, Generation Victoria
and SEC)

v
Vehicles
Commercial registration, 1515, 1520
Registration fees, 1221, 1229
(See also Roads)

Local government amalgamations, 2069, 2072
Williamstown, honourable member for
Mr Bracks: election, 1
Ms Kirner: resignation, 1
Wills electorate
Federal preselection, 2066, 2073
Wombat Forest
Harvest, 1461, 1467

Vicroads
Information technology outsourcing, q 816, q 1448,
1544, q 1720
Morwell West fuel centre, 1922, 1926
(See also Driver licences)
Victalent program, q 2207

Women
Educational opportunities, q 1651
Health services, 1323
Queen Victoria Women's Centre, 1225, 1227
Representation in Parliament, q 665

Victims of Crime Assistance League, 2169, 2174

Workspan, 1460, 1465

Victorian Meat Authority

Wyndham, proposed city of

Corporate plan, 1112

Local government amalgamations, 2065, 2070

Victorian Soccer Federation

y

Appointment of Premier, q 436
Yan Yean, honourable member for
Victorian State Football League, 1000, 1004

Naming and suspension, 431

Vistel Ltd
Yarra South precinct, q 1841

Report, 1617

w
Walton, The late Honourable John Malcolm, 6
War museum, 752,755
Water
Charges, 1612, 1613, 1805, 1808

You Yangs Regional Park, 1611, 1613
Youth
Assistance grants, q 2005
Homelessness, q 1357
Workers, q 2382
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Bills

MEMBERS
ANDRIANOPOULOS, Mr (Mill Park)
Address-in-reply, 1442, 1452
Adjournment
Bus services: Mill Park, 1413
City of Whittlesea, 2069
Epping railway reservation, 811
Goldy's Tuckerbag supermarkets, 260, 422
Interpreter card, 1993
Lalor Park Primary School, 356
Preselection for Kooyong electorate, 754
Points of order, 479, 584, 837,2066

Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 1012
Borrowing and Investment Powers (Public Transport
Corporation) Bill, 1266, 1590
Business Franchise Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1502
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 1622, 1756,2495
Grievances
Information technology outsourcing, 1544
Points of order, 404, 408, 1022, 1844, 2252, 2254, 2462,
2473
Questions without notice
Bus contracts, 1844
BILDSTIEN, Mr (Mildura)
Address-in-reply, 242

ASHLEY, Mr (Bayswater)
Bills
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 1302
Questions without notice
Bus services, 437
Court of Appeal, 219
Eastern Energy chief executive, 1845
Professor Stephen Duckett, 1176

Adjournment
Saleyards, 527
Bills
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bill,
670
Agriculture (Registered Occupations) Bill, 648
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 691
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1084
Margarine (Repeal) Bill, 368
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
1352, 1361, 1378

BAKER, Mr (Sunshine)
Address-in-reply, 239

Grievances
Drought relief, 1526

Bills
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bill,
681
Constitution (Court of Appeal) Bill, 2396
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 1976
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1089
Gas Industry Bill, 2308
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
1367
Petitions
Metropolitan Ambulance Service, 151
Points of order, 402, 403, 406, 407, 666, 870, 1347

BATCHELOR, Mr (Thomastown)
Adjournment
Public transport safety, 358
School fundraising, 2346
Swan Hill Water Board, 257

Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 1064
Points of order, 1352

BRACKS, Mr (Williamstown) (Elected 13 August 1994)
Address-in-reply, 101
Adjournment
Electricity industry standards, 1160
Gaming machines, 1990
Local government commissioners, 1513
Proposed Newport shopping complex, 145
Victorian State Football League, 1000
Williamstown Hospital, 357, 2343
Yarraville railway gates, 625
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 974
Appropriation (Parliament 1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 1031
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 798
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
2243
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INDEX

Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 2132
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 1666
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 1196
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 1964, 1969
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (General Amendment)
BilI,2028
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 2502
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre Bill, 2332
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
1371,1379
State Taxation (Amendment) Bill, 2425
Water Industry Bill, 2221

Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 1622, 1744, 1750,
2517
National Environment Protection Council (Victoria)
Bill,2455
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 568, 642, 1405
Deaths
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 213
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 939
Personal explanations, 1884
Points of order, 1747,2376,2448,2473,2474

Business of the house
Program, 495
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 601, 1052
Petitions
Williamstown planning scheme, 1419
Points of order, 1212, 1277, 1797,2252,2331

Questions without notice
Bus services
contracts, 1844
Croydon-Knox City, 1265
Public transport
deficit, 302
strike, 1045
Rail passenger services: Melbourne-Sydney, 1478
Remembrance Day, 1650

BROWN, Mr (Gippsland West) (Minister for Public
Transport)
Adjournment
Albury-Wodonga bypass, 424
Bus services
improvement, 1105
Mill Park, 1417
Nightrider, 1466
Calder Freeway: St Albans exit, 424
Country rail services, 1325
Croydon station, 2444
Eltham and Greensborough bus service, 423
Frankston railway line, 424
Gippsland railway line, 2171
Grahamvale Road intersection, 2172
McKinnon pedestrian crossing, 1105
Moorabbin station, 1326, 2443
Momington Peninsula
bus services, 2444
tollway, 630
Public transport
train safety, 1324
Tullamarine, 262
weekend services, 1925
Sandringham railway line, 631
Shepparton station, 1416
Stratford-Maffra railway bridge, 1416
The Ashes: commemorative cricket match, 1326
Tourism in country Victoria, 206

Bills
Coastal Management Bill, 2452
Defence Reserves Re-employment Bill, 2454

BRUMBY, Mr (Broadmeadows) (Leader of the
Opposition)
Address-in-reply, 389
Adjournment
Auditor-General's report, 1462
Roxburgh Park housing estate, 2067

Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 696
Borrowing and Investment Powers (Public Transport
Corporation) Bill, 1582
Business Franchise Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1500
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
1789,2226
Constitution (Amendment) Bill, 1559, 1678,2431
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1267
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 2056,
2110
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 1144, 1181,
1438, 1439
Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 1560,2409
Land Titles Validation Bill, 1559, 1680,2520
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Betting) Bill, 1275
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 1746, 2459
Property Law (Amendment) Bill, 1329
Public Sector Management (Amendment) Bill, 1560,
1682
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 568
State Taxation (Amendment) Bill, 1561
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 1686
Transport Accident (General Amendment) Bill, 568,
1565, 1577, 1580
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Valuation of Land (Amendment) BilL 1623
Business of the house
Broadcasting of proceedings, 1524
010tices of motion, 18
Program, 1485
Question time, 2376, 2383, 2486
Deaths
Bateman, Alien Robert, Esquire, 5
Christie, Sir Vemon Howard Colville, 1471
Garrett Sir Raymond William, AFC AEA. 1168
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 210
Swinbume, Honourable Ivan Archie. 2
Walton, Honourable John Malcolm. 7
Employment agreements, 2363
Grievances
Crown Casino: bid, 1537
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 450, ';S3. 488,
930
Naming and suspension of member, 399,

232~

Points of order, 70, 71, 72, 180,223,292,397. 3u,? 432,
436,445,453,434,494,787,1044,1134, IlS3. 1273,
1443, 1430, 1476, 1524, 1532, 1533, 1337, 1356. 1722,
1994,2270,2280,2376,2377,2382,2526,23:7
Private health insurance, 291
Privatisation: impact on country Victoria,

6~9

Public hospital bed closures, 2090
Questions without notice
Aboriginal deaths in custody, 2382
Community services: productivity savings. 2378
Crown Casino
ASC investigation, q 2379
bid, 813, 818, 821, 823, 921,1136,1171, 11:-3 1262,
1353, 1355, 1~, 1449, 1476. 1932
builder, 1042
contact register, 1841
entertainment, 1·F4
facilities, 1954
gaming machines. 922
licence, 1478, 1532
meetings, 1956
probity checks, 1840
rent, 14
road signs, 919
soil contamination, 2381
Department of Health and Community Sern.:es:
savings, 2381
Director of Public Prosecutions, 2379. 2380
Dommion Properties Ltd. 1448
Eastern Energy: chief executive, 1M6
Electricity distribution company directors. iD4S
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Export wood chip licences, 2382
Freeway tolls, 1719, 1720
Gaming machines, 1043, 1139
Grand prix
Albert Park access, 2377
ASC investigation, q 2379
corporation,562,786
cost 395
facilities, 1723
promotions committee, 787
sporting ovals, 1721
Hospitals
case-mix bonus pooL 1381
funding, 2279
Hudson Conway: converting preference shares, 1260
Land tax, 393
Ombudsman, 2380
Police shootings, 434
Psychiatric services: funding, 437
Public service contracts, 661
Racing: country, 2379
SEC charges, 2380
Southcorp Holdings, 83
State deficit levy, 2380
TAB: resignation of Mr ScanJon, 2378, 2379
Tabcorp
chief executive, 10, 12.13,181,182,435,438,565,
1380
Chung Corporation Ltd, 86, 87, 394
float, 16,90,217,220,221,223,297,299,301
foreign ownership, 2484
Treasurer: Office of State Owned Enterprises, 217
Cnemployment 179
Youth workers, 2382
Tabcorp: chief executive, 57

CARU, Mr (Coburg)
Address-in-reply, 178, 184
Adjournment
ADAPT,2274
Brunswick Secondary College, 200
Coburg police station, 49
\iewlands estate development. 1409
Preschools: Coburg, 733
Royal Park Hospital. 1920
Taxi services. 530
Tullamarine Freeway, 882
Bills
Agriculture (Registered Occupations) Bill, 650
Appropriation (1994-95. No. 1) Bill, 506, 965
.-\ ustralian Grand Prix BilL 804
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
2251
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INDEX

Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1119
Emerald Tourist Railway (Amendment) Bill, 1424
Gas Industry Bill, 2316
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 1773
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 2515
Planning Authorities Repeal Bill, 2154
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
1382
State Taxation (Amendment) Bill, 2419
Water Industry Bill, 2213
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 613
Petitions
Sexual discrimination, 1179
Tullamarine Freeway,2351
Points of order, 507

Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 1429
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 2164
Business of the house
Program, 1486
Deaths
Swinbume, Honourable Ivan Archie, CMG, 3
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 1068
Petitions
Proposed City of Wyndham, 2007
Points of order, 115, 401, 405, 924, 926, 1051, 1064, 1354,
1789,2069
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee
Australian Federalism Conference, 2007

CHAIRMAN OF COMMIITEES, The (Mr J. F.
McGrath) (See Rulings by the Chair in SUBJECTS)

Senior public service positions, 2452

COLE, Mr (Melbourne)
CLARK, Mr (Box Hill)
Bills
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 2127
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 1200
Land Tax (Amendment) Bill,2417
Transport Accident (General Amendment) Bill, 1569
Valuation of Land (Amendment) Bill, 1631
Water Industry Bill, 2197
Petitions
City of Boroondara, 1727
Points of order, 1276, 1277,2191,2417
Questions without notice
State taxes, 2378
Tabcorp: chief executive, 82

Address-in-reply, 344
Adjournment
Director of public prosecutions, 1512
Gill Memorial Home for Men, 2439
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 503, 743
Appropriation (Parliament 1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 1038
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
1619
Constitution (Court of Appeal) Bill, 1563, 2384
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1884
Fire Authorities (Miscellaneous Amendments) Bill,
1564
Judicial Remuneration Tribunal Bill, 1618
Prostitution Control Bill, 1852
Victorian Arts Centre (Amendment) Bill, 1564
Vocational Education and Training (State Training
Wage) Bill, 1564

COGHILL, Dr (Werribee)
Address-in-reply,l09

Business of the house
Program, 1730

Adjournment
Local government: proposed City of Wyndham, 2065
Office of Fair Trading and Business Affairs, 2342
Petrol pricing, 146
Police
complaints, 529
standing orders, 1224
Bills
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1945
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1124

Grievances
Crown Casino bid, 1533
Law Reform Committee

Curbing the Phoenix Company, 20
Restitution for victims of crime, 20
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 604, 945
Points of order, 404, 931, 932, 948, 2388
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Questions without notice
Chief Magistrate
AAT findings, 2374
Public Prosecutions Bill, 2282, 2284
Children's Court senior magistrate, 2004, 2205
Director of Public Prosecutions, 2370, 2373
Sexual discrimination, 1812

COlEMAN, Mr (Bennettswood) (Minister for Natural
Resources)
Adjournment
Berwick-Narre Warren bypass, 53
Bushfire mitigation, 148
Cobram levee banks, 1613
Coburg police station, 53
Cranboume rail service, 1229
Crown casino: signage, 1229
Dandenong Redlegs Football Club, 1926
Diamond Creek Primary School, 53
Eastlakes recovery education project, 1229
Frankston: vandalism, 1229
Generation Victoria, 362
Gladstone Park Primary School, 425
Goldy's Tuckerbag stores, 425
Grand prix: Albert Park sporting clubs, 1926
Gunbower V/line coach service, 53
HACC program, 425
Housing Guarantee Fund, 425
Kealba Secondary College, 53
Landcare, 363
Lara Community Centre, 1926
Lysterfield Primary School, 53
Melbourne Water: charges, 1613, 1808
Morwell West Fuel Centre, 1926
Olinda nursery, 1613
Ovens River Management Board and Black Dog
Creek River Improvement Trust, 1005
Police standing orders, 1229
Privatisation: public housing, 425
Public transport safety, 362
Railway stations: Seaford, Kananook and Frankston,
53
Regional water authorities, 2348
Shepparton water supply, 1517
Shire of Tungamah water authority, 362
South Gippsland mariculture and aquiculture, 363
Springvale adventure program, 362
Swan Hill Water Board, 262
Terrorist handbook, 362
Vehicle registration fees, 1229
Water
industry baseline plan, 52
services in north-eastern Victoria, 1328
Waverley Park Primary School, 425
You Yangs Regional Park, 1613

Bills
Coastal Management Bill, 2383
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1383
Crown lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1267, 1386,
1946, 1948
Environment Effects (Amendment) Bill, 2035
Fisheries (Amendment) Bill, 100,417, 1919
land (Miscellaneous Matters) and National Tennis
Centre (Amendment) Bill, 926, 1218
National Environment Protection Council (Victoria)
Bill,2383
Victorian Plantations Corporation (Amendment) Bill,
1267, 1388
Water Industry Bill, 1848, 2224
Deaths
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 214
Personal explanations, 2039
Points of order, 408
Questions without notice
Export woodchip licences, 2382
Water rates, 1141
COOPER, Mr (Momington)
Address-in-reply, 251
Adjournment
Christmas felicitations, 2542
MOmington Peninsula bus services, 2442
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 835
Appropriation (Parliament 1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 1034
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 1209
local Government (Amendment) Bill, 1768, 1962,
1967
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
1381
leader of the Opposition: allegations, 580
local government reform, 1231
Points of order, 255, 969, 1022, 1213, 1781, 1961, 1965,
1966,2449
Questions without notice
Bureau of Emergency Service Telecommunications,
2287
leader of the Opposition: allegations, 787
CUNNINGHAM, Mr (Melton)
Address-in-reply, 349
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Adjournment
Bus services: Keilor-Melton, 531
Bills
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 1973
DA VIS, Mr (Essendon)
Bills
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 2499
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
1365, 1380
Deaths
Bateman, Allen Robert, Esquire, 5
Questions without notice
Aboriginal affairs: programs, 2483
Community service obligations, 440
One-stop business shop, 395
Public transport: festive season, 2109
Youth homelessness, 1357

Bills
Appropriation (1994-1995, No. 1) Bill, 498
Appropriation (Parliament 1994-95, No. 1) BilL 1023
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 759
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
1797
Como Project Bill, 1633
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1928
Gas Industry Bill, 2301
Land (Miscellaneous Matters) and National Tennis
Centre (Amendment) Bill, 1916
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 1949
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 2513
Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill,
1562
Planning Authorities Repeal Bill, 1620,2144
Ports Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1562
Project Development and Construction Management
Bill,1619
Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1562
Water Industry Bill, 2182
Business of the house

DEAN, Or (Berwick)
Bills
Constitution (Court of Appeal) Bill, 2398
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1894
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 1668
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 1316
Land Titles Validation Bill, 2534
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Betting) Bill, 1273
Employment agreements, 2368
Petitions
Sexual discrimination, 1419
Questions without notice
Collection of unpaid fines, 392
Fawkner shootings, 2284
Racist remark, 920
Remembrance Day, 1650

Program, 491
Points of order, 402, 433, 447, 487, 790,821,921,1138,
1360,1795,2372,2486,2540
Questions without notice
Housing: inner-city developments, 2006
Strip searches, 1176, 1178
DOYLE, Mr (Malvern)
Adjournment
Workspan,146O
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 988
Land Titles Validation Bill, 2529
Grievances
Leader of the Opposition, 1545
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 1047

DEUOPPO, Mr (Narracan) (See Speaker, The
(Hon. J. E. Delzoppo»
DOLLIS, Mr (Richmond)
Address-in-reply, 158
Adjournment
Christmas felicitations, 2542
Fitzroy pool, 1099
Greater Geelong Planning Scheme: RL90, 47
Unionism: building professionals, 1321

Petitions
Malvern Symphony Orchestra, 2288
Private health insurance, 285
Public hospital bed closures, 2092
Questions without notice
Firearm safety, 2283
Grand prix:
master plan, 1721
noise,301
Public transport strike, 1140
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ELDER, Mr (Ripon)
Bills
Appropriation 0994-95, No. 1) Bill, 1008
Deaths
Walton, Honourable John Malcolm, 9

Grievances
North-western suburbs, 551
Leader of the Opposition: alleged racism, 1007
Petitions
Local Government Board: Sunbury, 2289, 2351, 2451

Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 608

Points of order, 2461, 2468, 2472, 2473

Points of order, 19,890

Questions without notice

Questions without notice
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 790
ELLlOTT, Mrs (Mooroolbark)
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Administrative Appeals Tribunal commercial
contracts, 1956
Multimedia industry, 1261
Small business: export growth, 224
Trade with Asia, 300
Williamstown: personal safety, 2378

Address-in-reply, 317
Adjournment
Croydon station, 2439
Melbourne Water charges, 1805

GARBUTT, Ms (Bundoora)
Address-in-reply,327
Adjournment

Bills
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 1296
Queen Victoria Women's Centre Bill, 2043
Petitions
Sexual discrimination, 759, 2177
Slav-Macedonian prefix, 55
Questions without notice
Child protection, 182
Education opportunities for women, 1651
Support for community carers, 1178
Women: representation in Parliament, 665
FINN, Mr (Tullamarine)
Address-in-reply, 172
Adjournment
Airport industry training centre, 1609
Gaming facilities in Greenvale, 2069
Melrose Drive, Tullamarine, 1222
Moonee Ponds Creek, 808
Public transport: Tullamarine, 259
Sunbury Agricultural Society, 1991
Sunbury tourism, 199
Sunbury West Primary School, 1160
The Ashes: commemorative cricket match, 1322
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 875
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 770
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 2477

Assessment and development programs team, 2070
Baby capsule program, 1807
Children: foster care, 355
Community Visitors program review, 1712
Domestic violence outreach services, 1991
Local government amalgamations, 2171
Queen Victoria Women's Centre, 1225
Residential services for disabled, 258
Respite care
beds, 1158
recreation program, 1003
South Care, 627
St Augustine's Adolescent and Family Services
(Barwon),528
Whittlesea Adult Training and Support Services, 144
Women's health services, 1323
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 505, 957
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 1284
Prostitution Control Bill, 1875
Queen Victoria Women's Centre Bill, 2039
Petitions
Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 2006
Maternity care,442
Points of order, 258, 506
Public hospital bed closures, 2083
Questions without notice
Health: court action, 1651
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GUDE, Mr (Hawthorn) (Minister for Industry and
Employment)
Adjournment
Airport industry training centre, 1613
Atlantis Recordings, 1717
Bicycle couriers, 148
Cranbourne and Berwick, 1717
Dookie Primary School, 265
Eumemrnerring Secondary College, 2276
Gill Memorial Home for Men, 2442
Goldy's Tuckerbag supermarkets, 265
Government Employee Housing Authority house,
1328
Government Insurance Office, 265
Hong Kong trade mission, 1468
Hospital funding, 2442
Job losses in Bayswater, 1468
Laurimar Park development, 1717
Legalities Victoria booklets, 1328
Local government amalgamations, 2175
Oil and gas industry, 149
Petrol pricing, 149
Prison officer security, 2349
Proposed Newport shopping complex, 149
Prostate cancer, 2349
Railway crossings: Wodonga, 149
Rural Water Corporation: Gunbower, 2442
St Albans Multiple Sclerosis Resource Centre, 265
School fundraising, 2349
Tabcorp:Pubtab,265
Unionism: building professionals, 1328
Vicroads overpass contract, 148
West Gate Bridge, 149
Whittlesea Adult Training and Support Services, 148
Williamstown Hospital, 2349
Australian and New Zealand Fisheries and
Aquaculture Council, 19
Bills
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
1799
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 1072
Defence Reserves Re-employment Bill, 2384
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 925, 1075
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 1754
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
571
Business of the house
Grievances, 488
Order of the Day, 1737
Proclamation fixing operative dates, 46
Program, 226, 488, 490, 572, 826, 1181, 1484, 1728,
1928,2013
Sessional orders, 39
Televising and broadcasting of proceedings, 45

Crime Prevention Committee
Membership, 488
Employment agreements, 2358
House Committee, 1180
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 444
library Committee, 1181
Naming and suspension of member, 431,2528
Points of order, 18, 258, 477, 478, 481, 487, 924, 1321,
1484,1792,1803,2111,2356,2522,2525
Printing Committee, 1181
Privileges Committee, 1181
Public Bodies Review Committee, 488
Questions without notice
Bentleigh public transport services, 1005
Business confidence, 822
Community-based employment program, 1649
Construction industry violence, 1722
Employment initiatives, 183
Glengarry Primary School, 1005
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 790
Mr George Brouwer, 790
Murray Goulburn food exports, 1953
Respite care: recreation program, 1006
Telecom: strategic alliance, 2107
Trade and tourism: air services, 2202
Trade with Asia, 300, 1480
Unemployment, 2002
Western bypass, 1005
Speaker and Deputy Speaker
Temporary relief in chair, 39
Standing Orders Committee, 1181

HAERMEYER, Mr (Yan Yean)
Address-in-reply,380
Adjournment
Corrections Corporation of Australia, 199,259
Diamond Creek Primary School, 48
Emergency service communications, 2440
Laurirnar Park development, 1711
Local government commissioners, 1608
St Vincent's Hospital, 2170
Bills
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 1902
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 1497
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Grievances
Police shootings, 558
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Grievances
Death of Colleen Richman, 544
Prisons: privatisation, 1524

Naming and suspension of member, 431
Points of order, 969, 1781, 2244, 2527

Points of order, 71,302,380,430,565, 1716,2204,2447,
2477

Public hospital bed closures, 2095

Questions without notice

Sexual discrimination, 1838

Assistant police commissioner, 301
Firearm safety, 2284
HAMILTON, Mr (Morwell)
Address-in-reply, 126
Adjournment
Beef cattle feed lots, 1102
Berwick-Narre Warren bypass, 50
Commercial vehicle registration, 1515
Dental services, 752
Distance Education Centre of Victoria, 881
Eastlakes recovery education project, 1223
Education: grading changes, 1159
Generation Victoria, 359
Gippsland railway line, 2167
Glengarry Primary School, 1002
Hazelwood power station, 1412
Latrobe Regional Hospital, 2270
Mornington Peninsula toIlway, 626
Morwell West fuel centre, 1922
Residential services for the disabled, 203
Schools integration program, 2437
Tabcorp: Pubtab, 261
Vicroads overpass contract, 143
Western and Southern bypasses: environment effects
statement, 1609
Wire rope fences, 1806
Yinnar South Primary School, 1463
Bills

HAYWARD, Mr (Prahran) (Minister for Education)
Adjournment
Distance Education Centre of Victoria, 1714
Katunga South Primary School, 1924
Minister for Education: ministerial car, 1227
Richmond Secondary College, 2443
Schools integration program, 2442
South Melbourne Special Development School, 1924
Victorian School for Deaf Children, 1227
Bills
University Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1524, 1704
Vocational Education and Training (State Training
Wage) Bill, 1564, 1701,2038
Questions without notice
Beaumaris Primary School, 220
Director of School Education: contract of
employment,662,663,665
Education
deaf and hearing-impaired students, 2484
Extra Edge program, 2005
funding, 440
opportunities for women, 1651
science and technology in Geelong, 2285
Instrumental music instruction, 89
Schools
operating expenses, 1952
sale of sites, 440

Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bill,
677

Appropriation 0994-95, No. 1) Bill, 854
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1943
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1128
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 2115
Gas Industry Bill, 2291
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 1299
Land Titles Validation Bill, 2531
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill (No. 2),1495
Margarine (Repeal) Bill, 370
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 2488
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 1389
Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 1563
Transport Accident (General Amendment) Bill, 1571

HEFFERNAN, Mr Ovanhoe) (Minister for Small
Business and Minister responsible for Youth Affairs)
Adjournment
Borough of Queenscliffe: noise by-laws, 630
Bills
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill, 155
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 1008, 1143,
1144,1498
Deaths
Christie, Sir Vemon Howard Colville, 1473
Questions without notice
Atlantis Recordings, 1953

(30)
Business regulation, 1725
Crown Casino: compensation, 1726
One-stop business shop, 395
Small business
awards, 221
export growth, 224
Youth
assistance grants, 2005
homelessness, 1357

INDEX
Questions without notice
Japan: investment, 2371
Police fingerprinting powers, 89
Treasury Corporation of Victoria, 662
Victoria's credit rating, 1264
JASPER, Mr (Murray Valley)
Address-in-reply, 308
Adjournment

HENDERSON, Mrs (Geelong)
Address-in-reply,346
Adjournment
Attendant carers, 201
Ryrie Street, East Geelong, speed limit, 810
Sporting goods sales, 1463
Bills
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 802
Emerald Tourist Railway (Amendment) Bill, 1425
Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 1600
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 1309
Grievances

Cobram levee banks, 1611
Drought in country Victoria, 1101
Ovens River Management Board and Black Dog
Creek Improvement Trust, 1002
Petrol prices, 200
Regional water authorities, 2346
Shire of Tungamah water authority, 356
Teacher training, 1921
Wangaratta District Base Hospital, 2070
Water
industry baseline plan, 48
services in north-eastern Victoria, 1324
Bills
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 1493
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 2180

Dysfunctional families, 1536
Deaths
Points of order, 811, 1259
Questions without notice
Dun and Bradstreet International business survey,
1172
Education: science and technology in Geelong, 2285
Ethnic affairs: service delivery, 663
Unemployment, 1647

Swinbume, Honourable Ivan Archie, CMG, 4
Grievances
Natural gas pipeline, 560
JENKINS, Mr (Ballarat West)
Adjournment

HONEYWOOD, Mr (Warrandyte)
Adjournment
Bureau of Immigration and Population Research,
1410

Drought
grazing on Crown land, 2345
relief, 1515
Hong Kong trade mission, 1464
Questions without notice

Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 867
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1936

Information technology outsourcing, 1720
Labor government publicity agents, 566
Small business awards, 221
Trade mission to Asia, 1480

Grievances
Hot-water services, 1540
Points of order, 996, 998, 1361, 1415

JOHN, Mr (Bendigo East) (Minister for Community
Services and Minister responsible for Aboriginal
Affairs)
Aboriginal deaths in custody

HYAMS, Mr (Dromana)
Adjournment
Local government reform, 2272

Royal commission implementation report, 2451

LEGISLA TIVE ASSEMBLY
Adjournment
Assessment and development programs team, 2073
Attendant carers, 205
Autism, 1107
Children
foster care, 360
mandatory reporting, 361
Drysdale Primary School, 1614
Intellectual disability services
Echuca accommodation, 2072
management, 1164
Lalor Park Primary School, 361
Residential services for the disabled, 205, 263
Respite care: beds, 1163
Whittington Preschool Centre, 205
Bills
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 303, 409
Protective services, 2451
Questions without notice
Aboriginal affairs programs, 2483
Child protection, 182
Community services: productivity savings, 2379
Defamation law, 789
Fawkner shootings, 2284
Health: court action, 1651
KENNETI, Mr (Burwood) (Premier and Minister for
Ethnic Affairs)
Bills
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
1795
Constitution (Amendment) Bill, 1559, 1676
Land Titles Validation Bill, 1559, 1678
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 1959
Public Sector Management (Amendment) Bill, 1560,
1681
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 1560, 1682
Business of the house
Question time, 2376, 2383, 2487, 2488
Deaths
Bateman, Honourable ABen Robert, Esquire, 5
Christie, Sir Vemon Howard Colville, 1471
Garrett, Sir Raymond William, AFC, AEA, 1167
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 209
Swinburne, Honourable Ivan Archie, 1
Walton, Honourable John Makolm, 6
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 949

(31 )

Points of order, 218, 402, 445, 452, 456,923,925,931,
948, 1039, 1046, 1444, 1450, 1552, 1793, 1795, 1959,
2376,2434
Questions without notice
Aboriginal deaths in custody, 2382
Australian Grand Prix Corporation, 562
Business investment, 1138
By-elections, 1262
Capital city policy, 1553
Community safety, 1353
Crown Casino
allegations, 1041
bid,815, 818, 821,823, 921, 1136, 1171, 1173, 1262,
1353, 1355, 1444, 1449, 1952
builder, 1042
contact register, 1841
entertainment, 1475
ethnic communities, 1475
facilities, 1954
gaming machines, 922
licence, 1552
meetings, 1956
probity checks, 1840
rent, 14
road signs, 919
soil contamination, 2381
Cultural and theatrical initiatives, 1843
Dominion Properties Ltd, 1448
Dun and Bradstreet International business survey,
1172
Economic statistics, 11
Employment, 1042
Ethnic affairs: service delivery, 664
Freeway tolls, 1719
Gaming machines, 1034
Grand prix
Albert Park access, 2377
facilities, 1724
negotiations, 2379
sporting ovals, 1721
Hospital funding, 2279
Information technology outsourcing, 1720
Japan: investment, 2281, 2371
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 661, 924
Multimedia industry, 1261
National competition policy, 434
Ombudsman, 2381
Opposition budget policies, 180
Police shootings, 434
Privatisation, 298
Racist remark, 920
SEC charges, 2380
State deficit levy, 2380
Treasurer: Office of State Owned Enterprises, 218
Unemployment, 1647
Victorian Soccer Federation: appointment of Premier,
436

(32)

INDEX

Yarra South precinct, 1841
Yellow Pages: small business index, 922
Youth workers, 2382

Petitions
Sexual discrimination, 2177
Points of order, 57, 118,478,482,524,933,969,970,
1515,1993,2228,2364,2415,2416,2451,2470

KILGOUR, Mr (Shepparton)
Questions without notice
Address-in-reply, 162

By-elections, 1262

Adjournment
Dookie Agricultural Society, 1919
Dookie Primary School, 260
Grahamvale Road intersection, 2170
Native title claim, 809
Shepparton
railway station, 1411
water supply, 1513
Tatura Institute of Sustainable Agriculture, 2343
Teaching farms program, 2067
Tourism in country Victoria, 202

LEIGHTON, Mr (Preston)
Adjournment
Austin Hospital, 1610
D and M Painters, 1100
Government Employee Housing Authority house
sales, 1319
Power surge in Preston, 527
Public housing in West Heidelberg, 810
Tenant services, 1710
Waterdale Road, 750

Bills
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bill,
675
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 1974
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1115
Margarine (Repeal) Bill, 375
Vocational Education and Training (State Training
Wage) Bill,2037
Petitions
Kaniva District Hospital and Nursing Home, 225
Points of order, 1965

Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 502, 830
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1094
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 1311
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 1761, 1785,
1959
Project Development and Construction Management
Bill,2261
Business of the house
Program, 1731
Sessional orders, 43

Questions without notice
Credit rating, 181
Deaf and hearing-impaired students, 2484
LEIGH, Mr (Mordialloc)
Address-in-reply, 121

Economic Development Committee
Building and construction industry, 2075
Local government reform, 1251
Petitions
Rosanna service station, 1727

Adjournment
Bus services: improvement, 1102
By-election costs, 203
City of Springvale, 529, 881, 2270
Local government commissioners, 1516
Mordialloc Services and Citizens Club, 1990
West Footscray property development, 2441
Wills by-election, 2066
Business of the house
Program, 1486
Grievances
Leader of the Opposition, 536

Points of order, 524, 810, 1259, 1959,1961,1965

LONEY, Mr (Geelong North)
Address-in-reply, 117
Adjournment
Atlantis Recordings, 1709
Child care: fee increases, 2170
Gambling: Geelong support group, 751
Greater Geelong Planning Scheme: RL61, 46
Lara Community Centre, 1923
Privatisation: public housing, 420
Vehicle registration fees, 1221

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 500, 736
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
1801,2253
Emerald Tourist Railway (Amendment) Bill, 1407,
1420
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 1192
Gas Industry Bill, 2312
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 1144, 1488
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Betting) Bill, 1281
Planning Authorities Repeal Bill, 2151

(33)

Bills
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bill,
679
Agriculture (Registered Occupations) Bill, 656
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 961
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1092
Emerald Tourist Railway (Amendment) Bill, 1422
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 1432
Margarine (Repeal) Bill, 377
Planning Authorities Repeal Bill, 2157
Grievances

Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 586
Points of order, 118, 1275
Questions without notice
Atlantis Recordings, 1953
Crown Casino: compensation, 1726

City of Footscray local law no. 14, 555
Petitions
Dogs: leashing, 889
Sodomy, 442
Points of order, 61, 464, 507, 615, 997, 1185, 1512, 2414

LUPTON, Mr (Knox)
Address-in-reply, 190
Adjournment
Bicycle couriers, 143
Bus services: Nightrider, 1461
Fruit fly traps, 2346
Lysterfield Primary School, 46
Police interview facilities, Knox, 1161
Terrorist handbook, 357
War museum, 752
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 858
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 1982
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 1777
Points of order, 196
Questions without notice
Bus services: Croydon-Knox City, 1265
Crown Casino: allegations, 1040
Psychiatric services: allocations, 217
Trade and tourism: air services, 2202

Questions without notice
Bushfire mitigation, 87
Employment, 1042
Telecom: strategic alliance, 2107
Yarra South precinct, 1841
McGILL, MI5 (Oakleigh)
Address-in-reply, 325
Adjournment
Waverley: name of new municipality, 1714

Bills
Prostitution Control Bill, 1873
Queen Victoria Women's Centre Bill, 2049
Petitions
Dogs: leashing, 1111
Sodomy, 1811
Questions without notice
Peter MacCallum Cancer Institute, 299
Private health insurance, 2205
Public transport strike, 1045

McARTHUR, Mr (Monbulk)
Adjournment
Agriculture: quality assurance program, 885
Bushfire mitigation, 146
Chain letter, 627
Imported beef, 1921
Kindergarten subsidy, 50
Local government restructure, 753
Olinda nursery, 1608
Victorian School for Deaf Children, 1225

McGRATH, Mr J. F. (Warmambool)
Address-in-reply, 385
Adjournment
Fuel pricing, 1993

Bills
Appropriation (Parliament 1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 1027
House Committee, Department of the, 1523
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INDEX

Legislative Assembly, Department of the, 1329
Parliamentary Debates, Department of Victorian, 1329

Wills by-election, 2073
Wombat Forest: harvest, 1467
Yinnar South Primary School, 1467

Parliamentary Library, Department of the, 1329
Bills
Presiding Officers, 1523

McGRATH, MrW. D. (Wimmera) (Minister for
Agriculture)
Address-in-reply, 235
Adjournment
Agricultural shows: funding, 2173
Agriculture: quality assurance program, 887
Agriculture Victoria: vacant positions, 1715
Ambulance services: training, 887
Auditor-General's report, 1467
Beef

cattle feed lots, 1106
imported,1924
Bendigo Agricultural Centre, 1415
Betting systems, 887
Brunswick Secondary College, 207
Corrections Corporation of Australia, 207
Distance Education Centre of Victoria, 886
Dominion Properties Ltd, 1467
Dookie Agricultural Society, 1924
Drought
country Victoria, 1107
feed wheat for affected stock, 264
grazing on Crown land, 2347
relief, 1518
Epping railway reservation, 812
Fines, 887
Footscray accommodation crisis, 813
Fruit fly traps, 2347
Gaming: facilities in Greenvale, 2073
Job losses in Bayswater, 1467
Johne's disease, 629
Keilor-Melton Road, 813
Livestock Disease Control Bill, 1622
Native title claim, 813
Payment for contract teachers, 207
Public housing in West Heidelberg, 813
Railway station toilets, 812
Roads: stock crossing, 887
Roxburgh Park housing estate, 2073
Ryrie Street, East Geelong, speed limit, 813
Shearing shed working conditions, 628
Sporting goods sales, 1467
Sunbury Agricultural Society, 1996
Sunbury tourism, 207
Tatura Institute of Sustainable Development, 2347
Teaching farms program, 2074
Tullamarine Freeway, 886
Wangaratta District Base Hospital, 2073

Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bill,
lOO, 151, 683
Agriculture (Registered Occupations) Bill, 100, 154,
658
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 979
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, lOO, 187,
1132, 1134, 1760
Livestock Disease Control Bill, 1741, 2408
Margarine (Repeal) Bill, 100, 153,378
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
1344, 1375, 1377
Business of the house
Program,2290
Grievances
Flood and drought relief, 542
Naming and suspension of member, 399
Points of order, 1995
Questions without notice
Agriculture: investment, 222
Drought
effects, 12
relief, 1477
Farming and food processing industry initiatives, 89,
2206
State Public Services Federation industrial action,
1726
Victorian Meat Authority, 1112

McLELLAN, Mr (Frankston East)
Adjournment
Frankston Freeway, 884, 1807
Government Insurance Office, 257
Grievances
Police: detective training, 1531
Points of order, 2540
Questions without notice
Equal Opportunity Commission, 1842
Police shootings, 564
Public transport deficit, 302
State Public Services Federation industrial action,
1726

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
MACLELLAN, Mr (Pakenham) (Minister for Planning)
Adjournment
Albion Soccer Club, 1108
Austin Hospital, 1615
Chain letter, 631
City of
Broadmeadows, 1517
Dandenong, 1004
Springvale, 886, 2275
Whittlesea, 2072
D and M Painters, 1108
Electricity industry standards, 1108
Frankston pier, 1615
Greater Gee long Planning Scheme
RL61,51
RL90,51
Local government
amalgamations, 1518
commissioners, 1517, 1615
proposed City of Casey, 2071
reform, 2275
restructure, 756
Low-flying aircraft, 1108
McDonalds family restaurants, 757
Melrose Drive, Tullamarine, 1226
Municipal car parking, 631
Pontville, 147, 1004
South Care, 631
Western and Southern bypasses: environment effects
statement, 1615
Yarraville railway gates, 631
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 498
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
1787
Como Project Bill, 1008, 1142
Emerald Tourist Railway (Amendment) Bill, 1426
Environment Effects (Amendment) Bill, 2177
Impounding of Livestock Bill, 1500, 1675
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 568, 639,1728,
1950, 1967, 1970, 1971, 1972
Planning Authorities (Repeal) Bill, 1620, 1740,2161
Project Development and Construction Management
Bill, 1619, 1738
Points of order, 400, 430, 431, 504, 746, 1781, 1789, 2252
Questions without notice
Housing: inner-city developments, 2006

McNAMARA, Mr (Benalla) (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, Minister for Corrections and
Minister for Tourism)
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Adjournment
Bureau of Immigration and Population Research,
1417
Chain letters, 1417
Christmas felicitations, 2541
Confident Living program, 629
Corrections Corporation of Australia, 264
Criminal record checks, 886
Crown Casino: smear campaign, 2274
Emergency service communications, 2445
Fair trading personnel practices, 1417
Hazelwood power station, 1417
Moonee Ponds Creek, 814
Newlands estate development, 1417
Police shootings, 814
St Vincent's Hospital security, 2175
Victims of Crime Assistance League, 2174
Bills
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 303, 410,804
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
1803
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 925
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 2112
Emerald Tourist Railway (Amendment) Bill, 496, 570,
1426
Emergency Management (Amendment) Bill, 567, 636
Fire Authorities (Miscellaneous Amendments) Bill,
1564, 1698
Victorian Arts Centre (Amendment) Bill, 1564, 1700
Deaths
Bateman, Honourable Allen Robert, Esquire,S
Christie, Sir Vernon Howard Colville, 1472
Garrett, Sir Raymond William, AFC, AEA, 1168
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 210
Swinbume, Honourable Ivan Archie, 2
Walton, Honourable John Malcolm, 8
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 825, 926
Privatisation: impact on country Victoria, 916
Questions without notice
Assistant police commissioner, 301
Bureau of Emergency Service Telecommunications,
2287
Domestic tourism, 2377
Firearm safety, 2283, 2284
Grand prix
corporation, 786
master plan, 1721
noise, 301
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 787
Police shootings, 564
States' management and economic performances,
2000
Strip searches, 1176
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Tourism
domestic, 2106
promotion, 86,2485
Task Force Victor, 2177

MARPLE, Ms (Altona)
Address-in-reply, 313
Adjournment
Altona Community Hospital, 2269
Driver licences: minimum age, 1514
HACC program, 421
Police shootings, 808
Roads: loss of land, 1806
Shearing shed working conditions 624
West Gate Bridge road signage, 147
Whittington Preschool Centre, 201
Wombat Forest: harvest, 1461
You Yangs Regional Park, 1611
Bills
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bill,
660,667
Agriculture (Registered Occupations) Bill, 645
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 863
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1896
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1938
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1078,
1761
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 2124
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 1214
Fisheries (Amendment) Bill, 1917
Impounding of Livestock Bill, 2013
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 1307, 1427, 1428
Livestock Disease Control Bill, 2405
Margarine (Repeal) Bill, 365
Queen Victoria Women's Centre Bill, 2046
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
1344, 1376
Water Industry Bill, 2201, 2208
Grievances
Flood and drought relief, 539
Petitions
Public transport fares, 1482
Points of order, 368, 1212, 1352, 1381
Questions without notice

Adjournment
Gunbower V /Line coach service, 47
Intellectual disability services: Echuca
accommodation, 2068
Murphy's Swamp, 2273
Rural Water Corporation: Gunbower, 2440
Speed limits in Echuca, 1514
Bills
Agriculture (Registered Occupations) Bill, 653
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 1313
Margarine (Repeal) Bill, 376
Petitions
Rural petrol pricing, 443
Sodomy, 442
Points of order, 373

MICALLEF, Mr (Springvale)
Address-in-reply, 135
Adjournment
Fairway Primary School, 1805
Springvale adventure program, 360
Bills
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bill.
671
Appropriation 0994-95, No. 1) Bill, 994
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 1658
Gas Industry Bill, 2299
Intellectually Disabled Persons' Services
(Amendment) Bill, 1314
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 1404
Therapeutic Goods (Victoria) Bill, 1341
Business of the house
Question time, 2487
Grievances
Workplace health and safety, 1528
Points of order, 203, 255, 533, 757, 758,2416,2417
Questions without notice
Minister for Industry Services, 2485
MILDENHALL, Mr (Footscray)
Address-in-reply, 195

Water rates, 1141
Adjournment
MAUGHAN, Mr (Rodney)

Activities of Philip Bruce, 198, 1989
Child abuse, 2272
Electricity industry standards, 1103

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Fair trading: personnel practices, 1411
Footscray accommodation crisis, 811
Grand prix: Albert Park sporting clubs, 1923
Housing Guarantee Fund, 419
Mallee Tenancy Advice Service, 2345
Needle exchange program, 1161
Rugby stadium, 1804
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 509, 525
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 774
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 2141
Estate Agents (Amendment) Bill, 1505
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 1188
Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 1074
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (General Amendment)
Bill,1565,2021
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre Bill, 1565,2326
Queen Victoria Women's Centre Bill, 2053
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 1399
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Bills
Planning Authorities Repeal Bill, 2159
Business of the house
Notices of motion, 18
Grievances
Government advertising, 553
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 1060
Points of order, 403, 2277

PATERSON, Mr (South Barwon)
Bills
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1097
Petitions
Sexual discrimination, 759
Questions without notice

Business of the house
Program,493,1731
Personal explanations, 999

Cancer and heart disease offensive, 184
Hospital funding, 2373
School operating expenses, 1952
Superannuation: unfunded liabilities, 1141

Petitions
Schools: funding, 2288

PERRIN, Mr (Bulleen)

Points of order, 516, 1782,2331

Address-in-reply, 131

Tabcorp: chief executive, 80

Adjournment
Pontville, 145, 1001

NAPTHINE, Dr (Portland)
Address-in-reply, 351
Adjournment
Portland: Henty Bay erosion, 1003
Bills
Therapeutic Goods (Victoria) Bill, 1336
Points of order, 292, 405, 924, 1608
Private health insurance, 267

Bills
Appropriation 0994-95, No. 1) Bill, 732
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 1653
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 1394
Water Industry Bill, 2217
Deaths
Garrett, Sir Raymond William, AFC, AEA, 1170
Environment and Natural Resources Committee
Environmental impact of commonwealth activities
and places in Victoria, 1927

Public hospital bed closures, 2086
PERTON, Mr (Doncaster)
PANDAZOPOULOS, Mr (Dandenong)
Adjournment
City of Dandenong, 999
Dandenong Redlegs Football Club, 1921
Eumemmerring Secondary College, 2273
Proposed City of Casey, 1808,2068
Railway station toilets, 812
United Energy, 1162

Bills
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
2238
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1949
Subordinate Legislation Bill, 2178
Business of the house
Program, 494
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Deaths

Japan: investment, 2281

Garrett, Sir Rayrnond William, AFC, AEA, 1169
Petitions
Sexual discrimination, 1617
Points of order, 506, 2244, 2252, 2254, 2524
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee

Alert Digest, 225,443, 1180, 1482, 1617, 1727,2007
Redundant and unclear legislation, 1482
Statutory rules series 1993, 2289

PLOWMAN, Mr A. F. (Benambra)
Address-in-reply, 341
Adjournment
Albury-Wodonga bypass, 421
Feed wheat for drought-affected stock, 260
Johne's disease, 625
Railway crossings: Wodonga, 144
Roads: stock crossings, 882
Tangambalanga air quality, 1989

Sexual discrimination, 1832
Victoria's finances, 2098

PESCOTI, Mr (Mitcham) (Minister for Industry
Services)
Adjournment

Bills
Agricultural and Veterinary Chemicals (Victoria) Bill,
682
Agriculture (Registered Occupations) Bill, 654
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1122
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (General Amendment)
Bill,2033

Asbestos, 2172
Points of order, 380, 419
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 600
Questions without notice
Questions without notice
Labor government publicity agents, 566

Drought: effects, 12, 441
Food industry, 2206
Rail passenger services: Melbourne-Sydney, 1478

PEULICH, Mrs (Bentleigh)
Address-in-reply,34
Adjournment
Bentleigh public transport services, 1000
McKinnon pedestrian crossing, 1100
Moorabbin railway station, 1323, 2438
Bills
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (General Amendment)
Bill,2030
Prostitution Control Bill, 1877
Questions without notice
Crown Casino: ethnic communities, 1475
Education: Extra Edge program, 2005
Injury prevention, 87
National Breast Cancer Day, 394

PLOWMAN, Mr S. J. (Evelyn) (Minister for Energy
and Minerals and Minister Assisting the Treasurer
on State Owned Enterprises)
Adjournment
Gippsland Basin-Sydney pipeline, 1327
Mining industry, 1465
Bills
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 1618,
1734,2065
Gas Industry Bill, 1618, 1846,2320,2323
Planning Authorities Repeal Bill, 2149
Deaths
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 211
Points of order, 2116
Questions without notice

PHILLIPS, Mr (Eltham)

Bushfue mitigation, 87

Adjournment
Eltham and Greensborough bus services, 419
Questions without notice
Hospital-in-the-home program, 15
Information technology outsourcing
contract, 816
IBM report, 1448

REYNOLDS, Mr (Gisborne) (Minister for Sport,
Recreation and Racing)
Adjournment
Equine viruses and infections, 1415
Rugby stadium, 1808
Victorian State Football League, 1004

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Bills
Gaming and Betting (Amendment) Bill, 1696,2020
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Betting) BilL 100 156
1282
'
,
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (General Amendment)
Bill, 1565, 1703
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre Bill, 1565,
1708,2340
Sports Drug Testing Bill, 2384, 2457
Deaths
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 211
Points of order, 808, 1275,2331,2334
Questions without notice
Commonwealth Games, 14
Crown Casino: TAB withdrawal, 1176
Racing: country, 2379
Tabcorp: Chung Corporation Ltd, 89, 394
Victalent program, 2207
RICHARDSON, Mr (Forest Hill)
Bills
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 2492
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 1402
Points of order, 251, 406, 516, 518, 1322, 1381
Road Safety Committee
Demerit points scheme, 1523
ROWE, Mr (Cranbourne)
Address-in-reply,226
Adjournment
Chain letters, 1414
Cranbourne rail service, 1223
Local government: Cranbourne and Berwick, 1710
Low-flying aircraft, 1103
Public transport: weekend services, 1922
Bills
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 792
Questions without notice
Capital city policy, 1553
Commonwealth Games, 14
Labor government business deals, 819
Youth assistance grants, 2005

RYAN, Mr (Gippsland South)
Address-in-reply, 105
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Adjournment
Agricultural shows: funding, 2168
Country rail services, 1320
Oil and gas industry, 147
Road funding, 752
South Gippsland mariculture and aquiculture, 358
Stratford-Maffra railway bridge, 1413
Bills
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 803
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill
2247
'
Constitution (Court of Appeal) Bill, 2393
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1897
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 2136
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (General Amendment)
Bill,2025
State Taxation (Amendment) Bill, 2427
Transport Accident (General Amendment) Bill, 1573
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 1056
Points of order, 1759
Private health insurance, 296
Questions without notice
Business
investment, 1138
regulation, 1725
Defamation law, 788
Economic statistics, 11
SANDON, Mr (Carrum)
Address-in-reply, 167
Adjournment
Education budget, 2168
Minister for Education: ministerial car, 1222
Payment for contract teachers, 202
Richmond Secondary College, 2438
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 839
Vocational Education and Training (State Training
Wage) Bill, 2035
Business of the house
Question time, 2487
Grievances
State education system, 534
Points of order, 441
Questions without notice
Director of School Education: contract of
employment,662,663,665
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INDEX

Education funding, 440
Instrumental music instruction, 88
Schools: sale of sites, 440
SEITZ, Mr (Keilor)
Address-in-reply, 337
Adjournment
Albion Soccer Club, 1104
Calder Freeway: St Albans exit, 422
Children: mandatory reporting, 359
Crown Casino: signage, 1226
Fines, 885
Haemophilia: Factor VIII, 2271
Heaters: unsafe, 1163
Kealba Secondary College, 50
Keilor-Melton Road, 809
Legalities Victoria booklets, 1324
McDonalds family restaurants, 754
Melbourne Water charges, 1612
Proposed city of Brimbank, 1464
St Albans
Multiple Sclerosis Resource Centre, 261
Spastic accommodation, 531
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 872
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals Bill, 1112
Queen Victoria Women's Centre Bill, 2051
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 1395
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
1373
Points of order, 14, 790, 1516

SERCOMBE, Mr (Niddrie)
Address-in-reply, 321
Bills
Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 1979
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1899, 1901
Land Titles Validation Bill, 2538
Prostitution Control Bill, 1880
Points of order, 1516

SHEEHAN, Mr (Northcote)

Adjournment
Distance Education Centre of Victoria, 1711
Freedom of speech, 2271
Local government amalgamations, 1517
Victims of Crime Assistance League, 2169
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 618
Prostitution Control Bill, 1864
Deaths
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 215
Grievances
States' rights, 546
Petitions
Proposed City of Monash, 1523
Points of order, 1154,2272

SMITH, Mr I. W. (Polwarth) (Minister for Finance)
Auditor-General
Response by Minister for Finance, 2075
Bills
Borrowing and Investment Powers (Public Transport
Corporation) Bill, 1593, 1594
Constitution (Amendment) Bill, 2431
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 100, 157,
1436, 1438, 1439, 1440, 1441, 1442
Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 2419
Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment) Bill,
1562, 1691
Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill,
1562,1786,2324,2325
Valuation of Land (Amendment) Bill, 569, 826
Water Industry Bill, 2210
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 572
Points of order, 390, 453, 1147
Questions without notice
Information technology outsourcing
contract, 816
IBM report, 1449
Labor government business deals, 819
Superannuation: unfunded liabilities, 1141

Victoria's finances, 2104

Vistel Ltd, 1617

SMITH, Mr E. R. (Glen Waverley)

SPEAKER, The (Hon. J. E. Delzoppo) (See also
Rulings by the Chair in SUBJECTS)

Address-in-reply, 114

Address-in-reply, 29, 2279, 2351
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Adjournment
Christmas felicitations, 2543
Auditor-General

A Competent Workforce: Professional Development, 1811
Consolidated fund, 1329
Tabling of reports, 1451
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STEGGALL, Mr (Swan Hill)
Address-in-reply, 139
Bills
Crown Lands Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1941
Business of the house
Program, 1487, 1732

BLF Custodian, 20, 2177
Business of the house
Notices of motion, 17

Questions without notice
Drought relief, 1477

Community Visitors, 2008

STOCKDALE, Mr (Brighton) (Treasurer)

Deaths

Adjournment

Bateman, AlIen Robert, Esquire, 6
Christie, Sir Vernon Howard Colville, 1474
Garrett, Sir Rayrnond William, AFC, AEA, 1171
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Prullip, 216
Newman, John, Esquire, 10
Swinburne, Honourable Ivan Archie, 5
Walton, Honourable John Makolm, 10
Deputy Ombudsman (Police Complaints), 2008
Distinguished visitors, 85, 303, 391, 1136,2370
Members
Conduct, 533
Mr Bracks: election, 1
Mr Brumby: naming and suspension, 399,2528
Mr Haenneyer: naming and suspension, 431
Ms Kimer: resignation, 1
Parliament
Broadcasting and photographing of proceedings, 10,
91,216,429,561,815,919,1136,1260,1524,1559
Opening of session, 1
Temporary Chairmen of Committees, 39

SPRY, Mr (Bellarine)
Adjournment
Borough of Queenscliffe: noise by-laws, 624
Drysdale Primary School, 1611
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 970
Questions without notice
Agriculture: investment, 222
Business confidence, 822
Construction industry violence, 1722
Electricity industry refonns, 2481
Tourism, 2105

Mordialloc Services and Citizens Club, 1994
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 91, 732
Appropriation (Parliament 1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 99
Borrowing and Investment Powers (Public Transport
Corporation) Bill, 1266, 1458, 1582
Business Franchise Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1329, 1458
Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 1560, 1686
liquor Control (Amendment) Bill, 100,889
Ports Acts (Amendment) Bill, 1562, 1689
State Taxation (Amendment) Bill, 1561, 1687
Transport Accident (General Amendment) Bill, 568,
644, 1575, 1578, 1580, 1581, 1582
Water Industry Bill, 1621
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 468
Points of order, 59, 224,396,432,454,462,463,698,716,
934, 1359, 1459, 1587
Privatisation: impact on country Victoria, 899
Questions without notice
Administrative Appeals Tribunal: commercial
contracts, 1957
Budget: current account strategy, 1174
Capital city policy, 1556
Community service obligations, 440
Credit rating, 181, 1264
Eastern Energy chief executive, 1647, 1845
Electricity
distribution company directors, 1648
industry reforms, 2481
Freeway tolls, 1720
Gaming machines, 1139
Government financial strategy, 1447
Grand prix
cost, 395
promotions committee, 788
Hospital patient throughput, 1358
Land tax, 393
Psychiatric services funding, 437
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INDEX

Public service contracts, 661
Southcorp Holdings, 85
State taxes, 2378
TAB: resignation of Mr Scanlon, 2378, 2379
Tabcorp
chief executive, 10, 12, 13, 181, 182,436,439,565,
2380
Chung Corporation Ltd, 86
float, 16,90,217,218,220,221,223,297,299,301
foreign ownership, 2484
Treasury Corporation of Victoria, 662
Unemployment, 179
Victoria's credit rating, 1264
Tabcorp: chief executive, 67

TANNER, Mr (Caulfield)
Adjournment
Law Watch, 1713
Mining industry, 1462

Bills
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 2120
Petitions
Circuses, 1111
Dogs: leashing, 1523
Mount Stirling, 1523
Sexual discrimination, 759,1111,1617,1927,2177
Sodomy, 533, 824
Points of order, 292,1789
Questions without notice
Leader of the Opposition, 661
Privatisation, 298
TEHAN, Mrs (Seymour) (Minister for Health)
Adjournment
Breast cancer screening, 755
Dental services, 756
Gambling: Geelong Support Group, 755
Health: court action, 1716
Hospitals
Dandenong,2173
Royal Park, 1924
Williamstown, 361
Preschools: Coburg, 755
Road funding, 755
War museum, 755
Waterdale Road, 755
Workspan, 1465
Bills
Dentists (Amendment) Bill, 496, 569

Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 926, 1074
Therapeutic Goods (Victoria) Bill, 568,643, 1331,
1340, 1342, 1343, 1344
Health Computing Services - Victoria Ltd, 2007
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 591
Points of order, 292,293, 1359,2080
Public hospital bed closures, 2081
Questions without notice
Ambulance services
delay statistics, 222
response times, 391
Cancer and heart disease offensive, 184
Case-mix funding, 1040
Crisis assessment teams, 2481
Crisis support units, 2207
Department of Health and Community Services
court action, 1479
funding, 2003
savings, 2381
secretary, 1842
Health
advertising campaign, 2108
budget cuts, 1999
court action, 1554
Hospital-in-the-home program, 15
Hospitals
beds, 2001
Box Hill, 2005
case-mix bonus pool, 2202, 2204, 2381
Dandenong, 2105,2107
funding,2286,2374,2482
patient throughput, 1265
Injury prevention, 87
Metropolitan Ambulance Service, 1556, 1650
Monash Medical Centre funding, 1263
National Breast Cancer Day, 394
Performance payments, 1481
Peter MacCallum Cancer Institute, 299
Private health insurance, 2205
Professor Stephen Duckett, 1176
Psychiatric services allocations, 217
Tuberculosis, 1955

THOMPSON, Mr (Sandringham)
Adjournment
Autism, 1104
Criminal record checks, 884
Sandringham
courthouse, 1224
railway line, 627
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Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 849
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 778
State Taxation (Amendment) Bill, 2422
Petitions
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Honourable member for Mordialloc, 2451
leader of the Opposition: allegations, 477, 575, 952
Petitions
SEC charges, 2289
Takeaway food outlets, 267, 365

Sodomy, 1179
Questions without notice
Capital city policy, 1556
State Coroner, 2004

Points of order, 20, 218, 302, 396, 400,401,413,431,433,
454,462,463,666,786,789,819,823,923,925,934,
938,1007,1045,1444,1450,1451,1726,2003,2066,
2272,2375,2377,2485
Questions without notice

THOMSON, Mr (Pascoe Vale)
Address-in-reply, 304

Beaumaris Primary School, 220
Employment initiatives, 183
Mr George Brouwer, 790

Adjournment
Ambulance services: training, 883
City of Broadmeadows, 1516
Crown Casino bid, 1992
Job losses in Bayswater, 1460
Prison officer security, 2344
Public transport: train safety, 1320
Royal Dental Hospital, 1163
Western bypass, 1001
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 496, 623, 686
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
2255
Electricity Industry (Further Amendment) Bill, 1618
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 1635, 1652
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 1438, 1439,
1440, 1441, 1442
Gas Industry Bill, 1618,2305
Local Government (Amendment) Bill, 568
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (General Amendment)
Bill, 2032
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 1752,2509
Royal Agricultural Show-grounds (Amendment) Bill,
1363, 1380
Superannuation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill, 2324
Victorian Plantations Corporation (Amendment) Bill,
1267
Water Industry Bill, 1621
Business of the house
Program, 490, 572, 1181, 1484, 1729
Question time, 2382, 2487
Sessional orders, 42
Deaths
Walton, Honourable John Malcolm, 8

THWAITES, Mr (Albert Park)
Adjournment
Dominion Properties Ltd, 1459
Health: court action, 1713
Hospitals
board appointments, 1992
funding, 2441
South Melbourne Special Development School, 1920
Tabling of reports, 1414
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 983
Australian Grand Prix Bill, 782, 791
Dentists (Amendment) Bill, 1330
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill, 1205
Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 1604
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre Bill, 2338
Prostitution Control Bill, 1869
Therapeutic Goods (Victoria) Bill, 568, 1331, 1343
Business of the house
Program, 492
Tabling of reports, 1361
Grievances
Ambulance services, 1549
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 480, 594
Petitions
Australian grand prix, 533
Metropolitan Ambulance Service, 151, 2006
Points of order, 293,405,482,918, 1040, 1361, 1414,
1459,1480,1555,1557,1825,1843,1995,2105,2286,
2375,2447

Employrnentagreements, 2352

Private health insurance, 275

Grievances

Privatisation: impact on country Victoria, 912

Retail tenancies, 548

Public hospital bed closures, 2076
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INDEX

Questions without notice
Ambulance services
delay statistics, 222
response times, 391
Case-mix
bonus pool, 2202, 2204
funding, 1040
Crisis assessment teams, 2481
Crisis support units, 2206
Department of Health and Community Services
court action, 1479
funding, 2003
secretary, 1842
Health
advertising campaign, 2108
budget cuts, 1999
court action, 1554
Hospitals
beds, 2001
Box Hill, 2005
Dandenong, 2105,2106
hxnding, 2286, 2482
patient throughput, 1265, 1358
Metropolitan Ambulance Service, 1556, 1650
Monash Medical Centre hxnding, 1263
Performance payments, 1481

Adjournment
Agriculture Victoria: vacant positions, 1712
Gippsland Basin-Sydney gas pipeline, 1319
Landcare, 358
Bills
Domestic (Feral and Nuisance) Animals BilL 1127
Economic Development Committee
Building and construction industry, 533
Petitions
Petrol pricing, 2351
Questions without notice
Cultural and theatrical initiatives, 1843
Farming and food processing initiatives, 89
Murray Goulburn food exports, 1953
Royal Melbourne Show, 439
TURNER, Mr (Bendigo West)
Adjournment
Bendigo agricultural centre, 1412
Breast cancer screening, 751
Bills

Sexual discrimination, 1827

TRA YNOR, Mr (Ballarat East)
Adjournment
Crown Casino: smear campaign, 2270
Intellectual disability services, 1159

Corrections (Amendment) Bill, 1977
Petitions
Coliban Region Water Authority, 2451
Sodomy, 1231
Voluntary student unionism, 635
Points of order, 2416

Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 741
Petitions
Disabled persons parking scheme, 1927
Playhouse, Ballarat, 55, 442
Valdora Minerals Mining Company, 55, 442
Questions without notice
Community safety, 1353
Tourism
domestic, 2377
promotion, 86,2485
Victalent program, 2207
Victorian Soccer Federation: appointment of Premier,
436

Questions without notice
Budget: current account strategy, 1174
Community-based employment program, 1649
Leader of the Opposition: allegations, 923
Tuberculosis, 1955
Unemployment, 2002
VAUGHAN, Or (Clayton)
Points of order, 2082

WADE, MI5 (Kew) (Attorney-General, Minister for
Fair Trading and Minister responsible for Women's
Affairs)
Adjournment

TREASURE, Mr (Gippsland East)
Address-in-reply, 332

Activities of Philip Bruce, 203
By-election costs, 205
Commercial vehicle registration, 1520
Director of Public Prosecutions, 1518
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Driver licences: minimum age, 1520
Freedom of speech, 2276
Local government commissioners, 1520
Mallee Tenancy Advice Service, 2348
Office of Fair Trading and Business Affairs, 2348
Petrol prices, 204
Queen Victoria Women's Centre, 1227
Sandringham courthouse, 1227
Bills
Associations Incorporation (Amendment) Bill, 29
Casino (Management Agreement) (Amendment) Bill,
1618,2258
Classification of Films and Publications
(Amendment) Bill, 1563, 1695
Constitution (Court of Appeal) Bill, 1563, 1693,2400,
2403,2404
Courts (General Amendment) Bill, 1563
Crimes (Amendment) Bill, 1267
Estate Agents (Amendment) Bill, 567, 637
Gaming and Betting (Amendment) Bill, 1564
Judicial Remuneration Tribunal Bill, 1618, 1736
Property Law (Amendment) Bill, 569, 1329
Prostitution Control Bill, 1420, 1453, 1883
Queen Victoria Women's Centre Bill, 1563, 1706,2054
Statute Law Revision Bill, 2384, 2459

Women's Budget, 2177

WEIDEMAN, Mr (Frankston)
Adjournment
Asbestos, 2167
Browning replica pistols, 1162
Frankston
pier, 1612
railway line, 420
railway station, 49, 1806
vandalism, 1226
Municipal car parking, 626
Prostate cancer, 2344
Railway stations: Seaford, Kananook and Frankston,
49, 1806
Bills
Transport Accident (General Amendment) Bill, 1581
Points of order, 407, 2522
Public Accounts and Estimates Committee
1993-94 budget estimates and outcomes, 2289
Budget and financial management framework, 19
Housing Guarantee Fund Ltd, 19

Farrow group, 2352
Legal aid services, 2451
Points of order, 2388, 2389
Questions without notice
Chief Magistrate
AAT findings, 2374
Public Prosecutions Bill, 2282, 2284
Children's Court senior magistrate, 2004, 2205
Collection of unpaid fines, 392
Court of Appeal, 219
Criminal trials, 17
Crown Casino
bid,1476
licence, 1478
Director of Public Prosecutions, 2371, 2373, 2380
Equal Opportunity Commission, 1842
Hudson Conway: converting preference shares, 1260
Police fingerprinting powers, 89
State Coroner, 2004
Strip searches, 1179
Support for community carers, 1178
Williamstown: personal safety, 2378
Women: representation in Parliament, 665
Sexual discrimination, 1821
Solicitors Guarantee Fund, 1727
Supreme Court judges, 2352
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WELLS, Mr (Wantirna)
Address-in-reply, 29
Adjournment
Traffic red spots, 530
Bills
Appropriation (1994-95, No. 1) Bill, 748, 828
Employee Relations (Amendment) Bill, 1661
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Betting) Bill, 1280
Melbourne City Link Authority Bill, 2506
Road Safety (Further Amendment) Bill, 1397
Deaths
Hayes, Honourable Geoffrey Phillip, 215
Petitions
Sexual discrimination, 759
Points of order, 1276
Questions without notice
Government financial strategy, 1447
Opposition budget policies, 180
States' management and economic performances,
2000
Yellow Pages: small business index, 922
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WILSON, Mrs (Dandenong North)
Address-in-reply, 247
Adjournment
Betting systems, 884
Confident Living program, 623
Dandenong Hospital, 2169
Equine viruses and infections, 1410
Waverley Park Primary School, 418
Bills
Gaming and Betting (Amendment) Bill, 2016
Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 1594
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Betting) Bill, 1268
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre Bill, 2336
Community Support Fund, 2452
Petitions
Health Services (Amendment) Bill, 2075
Nursing home residents, 2288
Points of order, 1276
Questions without notice
Crown Casino: TAB withdrawal, 1175
Tabcorp: Chung Corporation Ltd, 89
Tabcorp: chief executive, 85
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Questions on notice answered during period covered by this index
Qn
2
3

8
9
12
14
16
17
18
19
20
21
24
25
26
27
30
32
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

Subject matter

Asked by

Question on notice: answer
Education: parent representation on
councils
Olympic Games: Melbourne bid
for 1996
Premier: consultancies
Finance: consultancies
Planning: consultancies
Industry and employment:
consultancies
Agriculture: consultancies
Natural resources: consultancies
Community services: consultancies
Health: consultancies
Education: consultancies
Regional development: consultants
Roads and ports: consultancies
Arts: consultancies
Housing: consultancies
Tertiary education and training:
consultancies
Major projects: consultancies
Sport, recreation and racing:
consultancies
Aged care: consultancies
Tourism: consultancies
Workcare: consultancies
Government: intergovernmental
agreements
Government: intergovernmental
agreements
Ambulance services: letters of
compliment or complaint
Water: broken pipe in Fitzroy

Answered by

Page

Or Coghill

MrHayward

2618

Or Coghill

MrHayward

2618

Or Coghill
Mr Pandazopoulos
Mr Pandazopoulos
Mr Pandazopoulos

Mr Kennett
Mr Kennett
Mrl. W.Smith
MrMaclellan

2612
2621
2619
2607

Mr Pandazopoulos
Mr Pandazopoulos

MrGude
Mr W. O. McGrath

Mr Pandazopoulos
Mr Pandazopoulos
Mr Pandazopoulos
Mr Pandazopoulos
Mr Pandazopoulos
Mr Pandazopoulos
Mr Pandazopoulos
Mr Pandazopoulos

MrColeman
Mr John
Mrs Tehan
MrHayward
MrMcNamara
MrBrown
MrMcNamara
MrMaclellan

2631
427,
2545
2588
2559
2563
2596
2567
2634
2624
2591

Mr Pandazopoulos
Mr Pandazopoulos

MrHayward
MrMaclellan

2570
2623

Mr Pandazopoulos
Mr Pandazopoulos
Mr Pandazopoulos
Mr Pandazopoulos

MrReynolds
MrJohn
MrMcNamara
Mr Pescott

2577
2582
2609
2586

DrCoghill

Mr Kennett

2612

DrCoghill

Mr Kennett

2617

Mrs Tehan
MrColeman

2623
2605

MrThwaites
Mr Oollis

